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WEDNESDAY, January
The House met at

On

1 1

2,

1963

:00 o'clock.

Wednesday in January,
one thousand nine hundred and sixty

Our

Lord,
three, being the day
designated by the Constitution for the assembling of that body,
the

first

the year of

hundred and thirty-eighth General Court of the State
convened at the Capitol in the City of Concord, and the representatives elect were called to order by
Francis W. Tolman, Clerk of the House for the preceding
the one

of

New Hampshire

session.

The following prayer was offered by Reverend Donald
Donica, chaplain at the New Hampshire State Hospital in
Concord:
Mighty God,

We pause to search our conscience and to invoke the
guidance of thy spirit for this legislature.
These men and women are faced with

difficult tasks.

May

they be capable of them.
Frustrate with failure
sor

immoral unrighteous

and disappointment any who sponwhich seeks privileges for
the many.

legislation

the few to the detriment of
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Raise up

among

this

assembly humble

men and women

of

toward the comhonor who
strength
have
wisdom
and
to wrestle with
mon good. May they
marching
toward them.
battles
the knotty problems and hard
with
multiple
successes.
Inspire and encourage them
will toil

We

patiently

and

relentlessly

when we do our best no one of
us is ever as good or wise as he should be; So we pray that, in
thy mercy, these men and women may find forgiveness for the
many mistakes and unrighteous errors they may commit in the
coming

remember

six

May
lature

that even

months.

the citizenry be grateful for whatever

manages

good

this legis-

to accomplish.

In thy Spirit;

Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Larty of Haverhill led the House in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag.

The

Clerk called the roll and 383 members having answered the roll, the Clerk declared a quorum present.
Mrs. Weber of Croydon resolved that a committee of three
be appointed by the Clerk to wait upon His Excellency the
Governor and inform him that a quorum of the House is
assembled and requests his attendance.

The resolution Avas unanimously adopted, and the Clerk
appointed as members of such committee Mr. Allen of Meredith, Mr. Brooks of StewartstoAvn and Mrs. Gagnon of Berlin.
His Excellency, the Governor, having been informed that
of the House was assembled, appeared, accompanied
by the Honorable Council and the following named ladies and
gentlemen, having presented their credentials, were duly qualified by His Excellency as members of the House of Representatives by taking and subscribing to the oath of office agreeably
a

quorum

to the provisions of the Constitution.

Roll Call
January
Yeas

Rockingham County:

2,

1963

— 383

Griffin, Vey, Persson,

Underwood, Cum-

mings, Watts, Gay, Kimball of Derry, Scott, White of Derry, Nicker-

Wednesday, January
son, Hackett, Collishaw,
\\'ylie.

Weeks,

Spollett,

2,

1963
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Eastman of Exeter, Purington, Wheeler,
Casassa,

Ring,

Shindledecker,

Merrill,

Palmer of Kensington, Clark of Kingston, Shepard, McDonough,
Sewall, Twardus, Cheney, Carter, Pinkham, Palmer of Plaistow,
Schwaner, Keefe, McEachern, Murch, Stafford of Portsmouth,
Sadler,

Dame, Osborn, White

of Portsmouth, Cavalieri, Coussoule,

Frink, Legasse, Langford, Greene of Rye, Young, Canty, Grant,
Morrill, Morrison, Peever, Stickney, Felch, Barker, Herbert.

Strafford

County:

Berry,

Blanchette,

Leigh ton.

Nelson,

Grimes, O'York, Fellows, Smith of Dover, Colbath, Richardson,
Tuttle, Maglaras, Bevan, Crouch, Littlehale, Drew, Canney, Clark

Adams

Madbury, Moulton, Hartigan, Marsan, Dumont
of
Rubins, Beaudoin, St. Pierre, Chase, Johnson
of Rochester, Clement, Varney, Green of Rollinsford, Maloomian,
of Lee,

of

Rochester,

Habel, Cormier, Hebert, Vincent, Littlefield, Bennett of Strafford.

Belknap County: Perkins, McAllister, Bolduc, Matheson,
Goodhue, Uhlenberg, Lacaillade, McCarthy, Harkins, Normandin,
Ayre, Prescott, Hayner, O'Shan, Stafford of Laconia, Varrell, Allan
of Meredith, Urie, Joslyn,

Howe.

Carroll County: Howard, Hughes, Davis

of Conway, Hill,
Lamprey of MoulSandwich, Remick, Lamprey of

Roberts, Taylor of Effingham, Blanchard, Blake,

tonborough, Diffenderfer, Brown of
Tuftonboro, Fox, Chamberlain of Wolfeboro,

Claflin.

Merrimack County:

Guilbeault, Phelps, Fairbanks, Hanson,
Moore, Asby, Hutchinson, LaFlamme, York, Upton, Henry, Dame
of Concord, Hancock, Bingham, Smith of Concord, Andersen of
Concord, MacDonald, Peaslee, Sanders, Ferguson of Concord, Gove,
Maxham, Newell of Concord, Welsh, Rufo, McKay, Stevens, Kelley
of Franklin, Gilman, Charland, Dempsey, Lafond, Lambert, Reddy,
Brown of Loudon, London, Thompson of Northfield, Plourde,
Robinson, Tarrant, Bigelow, Thompson of Wilmot.

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, VanLoan, Wiggin,
Hambleton, Martin of GofTs-

Farwell, Whitney, Barnard, Bartlett,

town, Davis of Greenfield, Taft, Pickering, Eaton, Brocklebank,
Bednar, Claveau, Gallagher, Provencal, Legallee, Warren, Ainley,

Feldman, Lang, Pettigrew, Soucy, Conover, Goode, Kimball of

Mahoney of Manchester, ward 2, Bruton, Dion of
Manchester, Hayes, Cullity, Mahoney of Manchester, ward 4, McDermott, Clancy of Manchester, ward 5, Manning, Walsh, Casey,
Clancy of Manchester, ward 6, Doherty, Healy, O'Conner, LaFrance,
Manchester,

LeClerc, Martel, Tessier, Bernier,

Champagne, Cote,

Delisle,

Moran,
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Wade, Morris, Belanger, Bergeron, Kearns, Hurley, Kendrigan,
Noel, Capistran, Levasseur, Naleste, Allard of Manchester, Gauthier,

Rousseau,

Gamache, Grady, Tremblay of Manchester, Vachon,

Buker, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford,

Hayward

of Mil-

Cooper, Underhill, Dionne of Nashua, ward
2, Thibault, Belcourt, Trombly of Nashua, Sullivan, Maynard,
Pappagianis, Dionne of Nashua, ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain, Mason, Bissonnette, Bouley, Dubois, Latour, Lavallee, Sabluski, Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais, Todd, Karnis, Garland, Peabody,
ford, Cobleigh, Cole,

Peterson, Rice,

Eastman of Weare, Heald of Wilton.

Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Watkinson, Turner,
Stearns, Cournoyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, Keating, Pratt, Shea of
Keene, ward 1, Pollock, Shea of Keene, ward 2, Belletete, Heald
of Keene, Bennett of Keene, Faulkner, Pickett, Russell, Oliver,
Forbes, Bennett of Richmond, Allen of Rindge, Bouvier, Hackler,
Ballam, Smith of Walpole, Wildey, Sawyer.
Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown,

Frizzell, Cann, GaffD'Amante, Desnoyer, Guest,
Downing, Spanos, Hood, Merrifield.

ney, Angus, Campbell, Nahill, Barrows,

Weber, Marx,

Bailey,

Grafton County:

Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Boutin, Steven-

Hayward
McMeekin, Beard,
McGee, Brummer, Kelley
Cushman, Bell, Smith of

son, Plumer, Willey, Grey, Goodfellow, Morse, Nettleton,

Johnson of Hanover, Low,
Coutermarsh, Demers, Lewis, Whipple,
of Littleton, Martin of Littleton, Park,
Plymouth, Barney, Anderson of Warren,
of Hanover,

Larty,

Bean, Berringer.

Coos County: Dubey,

Fortier, Roy, Desilets, Sheridan, ConVashaw, Bouchard, Fontaine, Gagnon,
Marsh, Nash, Graham, Keough, Thayer, Sherman, Shute, Fogg,
Bushey, Potter, Arsenault, Brooks, Stinson, Taylor of Whitefield.

nolly,

Dumont

On
Meekin

of Berlin,

motion of Mr. Shepard of Londonderry, Mr. Mcof Haverhill was elected temporary presiding officer.

The Clerk appointed Mr. Goode of Manchester, Mr. Peterson of Peterborough and Mrs. Taylor of Wliitefield as a committee of three to escort Mr. McMeekin to the Chair.
(Mr.

McMeekin

in the Chair)

On motion of Mr. Kearns of Manchester the House proceeded to elect a Speaker.
Mr. Taft of Greenville nominated Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough.
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On motion of Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua the nominations
were closed and the Clerk cast one ballot for Mr. Lamprey of
Moultonborough for Speaker of the House of Representatives.
The Chair appointed Mr. Peterson of Peterborough, Mr.
Pappagianis of Nashua and Mr. Clement of Rochester as a
committee of three

to escort

Mr. Lamprey

to the Chair.

(Speaker in the Chair)

The Speaker addressed the House briefly, expressing his
appreciation of the honor and responsibility of his position,
and stating his confidence that the membership of the House of
both parties would work together during the coming session for
the welfare of the State.

The Speaker announced that Mr. Peterson of Peterborough would serve as Majority Floor Leader for the 1963 session
and that Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua would serve as the Minority

Floor Leader.

Pappagianis of Nashua placed in nomination for
W. Tolman of Nelson, Assistant Clerk, J. Milton
Street of Sharon, for Sergeant-at-Arms, Lloyd E. Fogg of Milan,
for Doorkeepers, George Young of Campton, Mrs. Bertha Boutwell of Concord, Mr. Randolph Milligan of Newbury, Harry
J. A. Robinson of Dover and Herbert Richardson of Randolph.

Mr.

Clerk, Francis

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that the nominations
be closed and the Clerk cast one ballot for the above candidates.

On a viva voce vote the motion prevailed and they were
declared elected.
Mr. Plourde of Suncook offered the followins: resolution:
Resolved, That the Honorable Senate be informed that the
House of Representatives has organized by the choice of Stewart
Lamprey as Speaker, Francis W. Tolman as Clerk, J. Milton
Street as Assistant Clerk, Lloyd E. Fogg as Sergeant-at-Arms
and George Young of Campton, Mrs. Bertha Boutwell of Concord, Mr. Randolph Milligan of Newbury, Harry J. A. Robinson of Dover and Herbert Richardson of Randolph as Doorkeepers.

The

Resolution was unanimously adopted.
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Senate Message
Senate has organized by the choice of Philip S. Dunlap
Benjamin F. Greer as Clerk, Arthur G. Marx as
Counsel to the Senate, Esther T. Hurd as Senate Recorder,
Nathan A. Tirrell as Sergeant-at-Arms, Daniel F. Cronin as
Doorkeeper, and Charles Woodbury as Messenger.

The

as President,

A further Senate message announced that the House of
Representatives be informed that the Senate will be ready to
meet in joint convention for the purpose of canvassing the votes
for

Governor and Councilors and
and State Treasurer.

for the election of Secretary

of State

Mr. Todd of

New

Boston offered the following resolution:

Resolved, That the House of Representatives will be ready
meet the Honorable Senate today at 12:00 o'clock for the
purpose of receiving His Excellency, the Governor, and listen
to any communication he may be pleased to make.
to

The

Resolution was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Blake of Madison offered the following
o resolution:
Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed by the
Chair to wait upon His Excellency, the Governor, and inform
him that a quorum of each branch of the legislature has assembled and is ready to receive any communication he may be
pleased to make.

The resolution was adopted, and the Speaker named as
such committee Messrs Merrill of Hampton Falls, Wylie of
Freemont, Marsan of Rochester, Dumont of Berlin and Spanos
of Newport.

Recess

After Recess

Joint Convention

The Governor appeared accompanied by the Honorable
Council and addressed the Joint Convention.

Wednesday, January

2,

1963

GOVERNOR POWELL'S MESSAGE TO THE
GENERAL COURT
January

2,

1963

Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, Honorable Members of the
Members of the General Court:

Executive Council, Honorable

Over the years, outgoing Chief Executives have delivered
sometimes what is called an "exaugural address." In recent days,
there has been study upon the question whether I should be
silent

upon

this occasion or

here

list

the

many

steps of progress

which have marked these four years and two terms of office now
ended. Upon this question I have concluded to compromise.
Before launching into remarks which will be brief, I
like to extend a warm word of welcome to your State
House, to each and every one of you, but especially to those
who are entering upon service in the General Court for the
first time. Yours is a precious opportunity. Yours is the kind

would

of special privilege

You know,

which

is

good

special privilege.

they frequently refer to the

House

of Repre-

sentatives as the third largest English speaking legislative

and

body

and that it is. But large as it is,
our barely in excess of 600,000 citizens of New
Hampshire, it is also a fact that the opportunity to serve here
comes in the course of each generation to only a relatively few
thereof. What is said with regard to the precious opportunity
which is that of each individual elected to the House can be
said over and over again, in proportion, about those who are
selected by their fellow citizens to serve in the Senate, for that
Chamber is inhabited by only 24 people. So how very true it is
that as each generation rims its course, so very few are privileged
to sit therein in service to the people of our State.
in all the world,

especially

in relation to

Then

of course we could take one step farther or a few
more down the corridor
the pathway it has been my
privilege and honor to tread through 2 sessions of the General
Court
to the Governor and Council Chamber where only

—

steps

—

each two year period by selection of their
true it is, therefore, that as each generation passes along the highways and the streets of the Granite
State so very few have the honor and the pleasure of sitting at
five citizens sit in

fellow citizens.

that table.

How
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Then we

could move from the Executive Chamber a few
room and we could begin in the beginning
back in the days of the American Revolution when even then
New Hampshire was foremost in the cause of liberty and freedom and we could not count very high in numbering the citizens of our State of these many generations who have offered
themselves successfully in service to this the greatest and most
beautiful State as Chief Executive thereof.
steps to the corner

All of

how

which brings

mind on an

to

occasion such as this

vivid will be the picture in the mind's eye of the scenes

I have enjoyed as a part of this work and also how vivid will
be the picture of the mind's eye inescapably of some scenes not
quite so pleasurable. BiU beyond the scenes there will be the
sharp memory of the words which have been spoken, the words
which have been heard. Sometimes pleasant and constructive
words
sometimes words less pleasant
sometimes words

—

—

obstructionist in character.

And on

this occasion, as

the half century

mark

one who

at an ag-e less than
walk of life, memory
position. It reaches back
is still

in the thrilling

reaches back beyond election to this
to the first time I made my decision to offer myself in public

I lost on that occasion as most of
you are aware and I lost again in 1954 and I lost again in 1956
and then finally in 1958 won twice, a primary and an election.
Then that victorious course was repeated in 1960, only to be
reminded in 1962 that the way to victory had not been easy
and can never be considered an easy way; that the way must
always be marked with some victories and some defeats.

service as an elected official.

The

only reason for mentioning these past years this mornby way of seeking, through the richness of experience,
to pass along especially to those of you who are here for the
first time some word of counsel.
ing

is

When

and lost, holding to my conever faced to that time. I remember and shall never forget, for there are the words and there
are the promises and there are the scenes always and you do
not have to go out of this building to find the setting of the
scene, there they are always as a reminder that one can achieve
I

first

offered myself

science was the hardest task

on

his

own

if

his allegiance

I

is

to principle;

himself to that which he believes in his soul

is

one need not yield
wrong.
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morning, but because I think
I have had in this Chamwould like to remind you that in the Gospel according
Matthew, Fourth Chapter, the 8th and 9th verses, we
to

be ministerial

these are the most precious
ber,

2,

this

moments

read as follows, and I read this especially to those who are new
here and to whom the future of this place and every precious
corner of New Hampshire belongs: "Again, the devil taketh
him up to an exceeding high moiuitain and showeth him all
the kingdoms of the world and the glory of them and sayeth
unto him, 'AH these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall

down and worship

When
ties is

this

me.'

"

the history of the nineteen

written,

morning

fifties

and perhaps the individual

will

to

and nineteen sixwhom you listen

be privileged to write a page or two,

I

know

and beautiful truth
that I came to this place with no commitment except a commitment to all of the people of New Hampshire to try, in the
light I had, to do the best I could.
those pages will glow with the precious

upon one
White House.

In October, 1863, a group of clergymen called
A. Lincoln, then the presiding magistrate at the

The purpose

of the call was to encourage the President in a

afflicting him and our land. In
and by way of underlining his reliance upon a supreme being, Mr. Lincoln spoke these words:
"I saw upon taking my position here, that I was going to have
an Administration, if an Administration at all, of extraordinary

dark hour of

civil strife

then

the course of his response

difficulty."

Today I remark to you that such was my own view of the
when I walked to the front steps of this edifice early in

future

January, 1959, to take the oath of office of Governor. Yet, the
fields over which I had travelled to this place had been so well
mined that I knew in that same month and year that there was

nothing more to fear in the hills and valleys which -were
ahead of me. Also, I knew that in the uncertain course marked
off for each of us by the sometimes loud and sometimes quiet
ticks of time there would be not only the hazards, but joys unreally

speakable.

The

worst problems of this high place are created by those
own reasons would like to name the course of
the ship of State. These people are recognized largely by the
manner in which they shout at each other from their respective
publishing houses.

who

for their
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In the nineteen sixties most of the press of the nation
could not see beyond their own or Abe Lincoln's nose. Most
of the New Hampshire press at that time disgraced the State
by foul references to a President whose struggle toward victory,
recovery and progress was made the harder by the idiocy of
those who wanted to declare the course of the war with printing
presses which jumped with hate.

One hundred

years later most of the press of the Granite

its narrow way, more interested in power
than in progress. Yet we cannot afford at this point in the forward march of New Hampshire a doctrine of prejudice or a
doctrine of hate born of frustration in those who can not be
governors or senators or name or control such stewards of
government, at least.

State continues

on

Let the journals of this General Court record these truths
day just as your individual minds have had to take note
of the press violence in our state over the years and over the
months.
this

In the two terms

and

I

have served there have been victories

There have been compromises, too, sometimes for
and sometimes for worse, we know now. Yet, it is good

defeats.

better

to be able to say in the closing hours that almost every day has
been more happy and fruitful than sad and barren.

Whether

soine like

or not, these years are

it

marked

in-

delibly as the most progressive in the history of the Granite
State.

A

majority of those

and

who

served in the Legislature these

past

two

in a

memorable forward march and

due abiding thanks and high praise for joining with the Chief Executive
sessions

surrender

We

when

especially the Session of 1961 are
for refusins^ to

strao;-(Tle

or

the fighting was tough.

can be thankful for our victory over the standpatters

in achieving reorganization.

We can be thankful we gained the 10 million dollar beachhead for recreational expansion.
We

can be thankful for the increase in bonding capacity
Park Authority and the over all broadened
capacity of that agency to attract new industry to New Hamp-

for the Industrial

shire.

We

can rejoice over highway construction and restoration

acceleration.
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We

can be happy that after some three and one half cenour State Government is actually developing the port
of Portsmouth and that other seacoast harbor development
projects are underway.
turies,

We

can be happy that underway

is

our

State's biggest in

improvement program which has been so longurgently needed to modernize reasonably most of our institutions and to provide better care for the physically and mentally
history capital

ill,

provide increased educational opportunities for our

to

youth.

We

are happy more is being done than ever before for our
communities and our school districts, for our school
teachers' retirement, our police, our firemen and for the state
employee family.
local

We

can be happy we are at the top among the states in
growth of personal income, in increase of

industrialization, in
tourist trade

We

and

in

economic growth generally.

can be thankful the strides of progress made during

these four years have been shared in generously by
shire

labor through an increased

minimum

New Hamp-

wage, increased

workmen's compensation, increased unemployment benefits,
increased efficiency in the services rendered by our Labor Department and the Department of Employment Security and,
not the least, that New Hampshire labor shares in the beautiful
truth that of all the 50 states in the Union, we in the Granite
State have the lowest

unemployment

ratio in the nation.

We

can be proud we have underway in New Hampshire
program for our elderly citizens of limited income
and that we are giving more dollar aid and better care to our
elderly citizens who have nothing.

a medical aid

We

can be happy we have a substantial state aid program

underway

We
and

for pollution control.

can be thankful for our expanded airport program
underway to improve our other public trans-

for the effort

portation

facilities.

We are happy the New Hampshire story is being better
and more widely told in region, nation and world, toward the
economic progress of our every citizen.
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We

can point with pride to the fact that more is being
New Hampshire, for all segments of our population and economy, that we are spending millions more than
were spent for the public good four years ago. Yet we have not
levied new forms of taxation upon our people, our budget is
balanced, our credit rating is tops in the nation and this administration is leaving behind funds nearly sufficient to continue
in the next biennium the new spendings we have established.

done

for all

By way of preface to a friendly remark regarding my sucI want to mention the fact that mine has been a Republican administration. However, my program of progress for all
New Hampshire was made possible by Democratic help, as
was my election and my re-election.
cessor,

Mr. King is a Democrat. He was elected with Republican
help. He can help build an even better New Hampshire only
with Republican help. I believe my knowledge of this Legislature justifies my confidence that a majority of you will support the new Governor in any constructive and forward moving
program he presents. And may I say, if a Democrat can succeed
in spending millions more for the common good and maintain
a balanced budget without new and burdensome taxes, as this
Republican has done, he will deserve kind words. He may not
get them but he will deserve them.
Frankly,
tive

hope the day

I

group of

is

near

at

hand when

citizens interested chiefly in the

a representa-

common good

will gather as a Constitutional Convention to the end that as
other states in the Federal Union have done. New Hampshire

may update

its

basic law, truly

modernize

its

government and

provide legislative authority to update our system of taxation as
the General Court, representative of all the people, finds it convenient to do.

The answer

to the

problems of our children, in

my

opin-

not to be found at an even wider parimutuel window.
It is not to be found in a careless attitude toward right or
wrong, nor in the thought that as long as our state government
ion,

is

might as well live entirely off liquor,
dog racing and just plain wagering.

lives in part off betting, it

cigarettes, horse racing,

This precious problem, precious because our children are
precious, as their children will be precious to them, has

way through

it.

Not even when

I

sought

no easy

this position the first

Wednesday, January
time did

I

2,

declare against every form of
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tax. I

pledged my-

and I have kept the pledge. Any such
our people must be kept or confidence in government

self against certain taxes

pledge to
be lost.

will

Were I to seek this place again, there still would be no
pledge against all new taxes. There would be a pledge to
continue our firm march into the future and there would be a
pledge to finance the march with those revenues a fair-minded
legislature -would approve, revenues which would place a
reasonable check upon property, stock-in-trade and agricultural
taxes and at the same time not violate the conscience of any
flat

citizen or
I

late a

open the floodgates of moral

callousness.

started this message with a reference to

President of the United States.

I

believe

Mr. A. Lincoln,
I

shall

bring

it

manner. First, however, my personal appeal
to each of you to open your eyes even wider to behold not only
the present-day wonders and beaiuies of New Hampshire, but
to see beyond to the day when, by the grace of God, you will
behold from the Heavens what you have left behind and what
the yet unborn are doing with it.
to a close in like

And hear my appeal to open your ears even wider to the
sound of the drums of progress and to match your own footsteps to the beat. Then, if defeat comes, there will be a certain
joyousness to it. When the carping critic whines away, there
will be sorrow in your heart for him. And should even the
pain of death or near-death touch you in the stillness of the
night, there will be the brightness of your deeds, the gladness
that comes from not having shirked the battle, the crowning
joy of having planned for the day ahead.
"With malice toward none, with
ness in the right as
•^n to finish

God

the

bless

God

work we are
you

charity for

all,

with firm-

gives us to see the right, let us strive
in ... "

all!

Mr. Campbell of Claremont offered the following resolution:

Resolved, that the Honorable Senate and House of RepreConvention for the purpose of canvassing
the votes for Governor and Councilors and the returns of
votes for and against the necessity of calling a constitution consentatives are in Joint
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vention in the
of State

and

The

last election

and

for the election of a Secretary

a State Treasurer.

resolution was unanimously adopted.

Mrs. Cole of Nashua offered the following resolution and
its adoption:

moved

Resolved, That the Honorable Secretary of State be requested to lay before the convention the returns of the votes
for Governor and Councilors, and the return of votes for and
against the necessity of calling a constitutional convention in
the last election.

The

resolution was adopted.

The Honorable Secretary of State then appeared and laid
before the Convention the returns of the vote for Governor and
Councilors, and the returns of votes for and against the necessity
of calling a Constitutional Convention in the last election.

Mr. Pickett of Keene offered the following resolution and

moved

adoption:

its

Resolved, That the vote for Governor and Councilors, and
the returns of votes for and against the necessity of calling
a constitutional convention, be referred to a committee consisting of

the

one on the part of the Senate and two on the part of
to compare and count the same and report thereon.

House

The

resolution was adopted.

Report of Committee
Senator Rainie for the Joint Committee, to
referred the return of the votes cast for Governor
cilors at the last biennial election,

and against the

and the return

whom

was

and Counof votes for

necessity of calling a Constitutional Convention,

reported that it had examined, compared and counted the
same, with the following results:
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4,066

Carroll

Merrimack
Hillsborough
Cheshire
Sullivan

Grafton
Coos
94,567

Totals

135,481

For Councilors
First District

John

P.

Romeo

Bowler, Hanover, r
|. Lavigne, Berlin, d

20,750
13,067

5,423
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On a viva voce vote the motion prevailed.
The Chair

declared Mr. Alfred

S.

Cloues duly elected

Treasurer.

On

motion of Senator Rainie of
Convention rose.

District

No. 15 the Joint

House
Mr. Fairbanks of Boscawen offered the following resolution:

Resolved, That a committee of eight be appointed by the
to wait upon the Honorable John W. King and inform

Chair

him

officially of his election as

Governor of the

State of

New

Hampshire.

Sen.

The resolution was adopted and the Chair appointed
Monahan of Dis. No. 5, Messrs. Pappagianis of Nashua,

Grimes of Dover, Oilman of Franklin, Cullity of Manchester,
Moran, Ward 8 of Manchester, Kearns of Manchester and Desnoyer of Claremont as a committee.
Mr. Latour of Nashua offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That a committee of six be appointed by the
Chair to wait upon the Honorable Councilors: John P. Bowler,
Fred W. Hall, Jr., Emile Simard, Fred Fletcher and James H.
Hayes and inform them officially of their election to the Honorable Council.

The resolution was adopted and the Chair appointed
Sen. Martel of Dis. No. 17, Messrs. Johnson of Hanover, Varney
of Rochester, Kearns of Manchester, Ferguson of Milford and
Gove

of

Concord

as a

committee.

Mr. Beard of Lebanon offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the House of Representatives has listened
with gratification to the message of Governor Wesley Powell
and hereby express to him the high esteem in which we hold
him.

The resolution was unanimously adopted.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland offered the following resolution:

.
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Resolved, That the Clerk be instructed to have the address

Governor Wesley Powell printed in the Journal and that
600 additional copies be printed in pamphlet form.

of

The

resolution was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Soucy of Manchester offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the Speaker of the House be authorized to
appoint one custodian of mails and supplies, one warden of the
coat room, one assistant warden of the coat room, one library
messenger, one telephone messenger, five pages and one page to
the Speaker and such other assistants as may be necessary and
approved by the Committee on Rules.

On a viva voce vote the resolution was adopted.
Mr. Phelps of Andover offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the Clerk, with the approval of the Speaker,
other clerical assistance as

may employ such stenographic and
he may deem necessary.

On a viva voce vote the resolution was adopted.
Mrs. Grey of Canaan offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That a committee of ten members, one from
each county, be appointed by the Chair to select some suitable
person to act as Chaplain during the present session of the legislature and report such selection to the House for consideration.

The

resolution was adopted and the Chair appointed as
of such committee, Messrs. Maxham of Concord,
Eastman of Exeter, Blanchette of Dover, Matheson of Center
Harbor, Claveau of Hudson, Keating of Keene, Gaffney of

members

Claremont, Thayer of Jefferson,
Haywood of Hanover.

Howard

of Bartlett

and Mrs.

Mr. Davis of Greenfield offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That a committee of four be appointed by the
Speaker to assist the Clerk in providing as soon as possible 1,500
paper bound copies of the Legislative Manual in substantially
the same form and binding as that of 1 96 1

The

and the Speaker appointed as
committee the following: Messrs. McMeekin
of Haverhill, McKay of Dunbarton, Sabluski of Nashua and

members

Brummer

resolution was adopted

of such a

of Lisbon.
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Mr. Peterson of Peterborough and Mr. Pappagianis of

Nashua

offered the following resolutions:

Resolved, That

all

action taken at

all sessions

of the

House

of Representatives be recorded through the public address system on tape, said tape to be used by the House and the Clerk,

within three legislative days, to confirm and correct the perjournal. The permanent journal as thus prepared by
the Clerk or as corrected by the House shall be the official
record of the House, and be it further

manent

Resolved, That the Committee on the Journal be authorexamine the permanent Journal of the last day of the
session, as prepared by the Clerk, and make corrections of the
same.
ized to

On

a viva voce vote the resolutions

were adopted.

Mr. Vachon of Manchester offered the following resolution:

Resolved, That the speaker appoint a committee of three
to assign seats to the

members.

The resolution was adopted and the speaker appointed on
such a committee, Messrs. Hambleton of Goffstown, Pryor of
Ashland and Cote of Manchester.
Mrs. Taylor of Effingham offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the speaker be authorized to appoint a
committee of three to procure and assign suitable hearing rooms
for various committees of the House.

The resolution was adopted and the Speaker appointed
the following; Messrs Bigelow of Warner, Stevens of Epsom
and Plourde of Pembroke.
Mrs. Hayner of Laconia offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House be
and furnish to each member of the House
and officers thereof, during the days when the House is in session, one daily newspaper published in the state, each member
and officer to choose the paper he desires to have and indicate
instructed to procure

the same to the Sergeant-at-Arms forthwith.

Mr. Ferguson of Concord spoke against the resolution.

On a viva voce vote

the resolution was adopted.
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Mr. O'Shan of Laconia offered the following concurrent
resolution:

Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate
concurring: That the Speaker of the House of Representatives
and the President of the Senate be and hereby are, authorized to
take over immediately such rooms in the state house or annex as

may be

necessary for the use of said

and Senate

for

any

House

of Representatives

legislative purposes.

On a viva voce vote

the resolution was adopted.

Mr. Shepard of Londonderry offered the following

reso-

lution:

Resolved, That the Clerk, with the approval of the Speaker,
such professional assistants as may be deemed
necessary for the assistance of the engrossing committee in the

may employ

performance of their duties.

The

resolution was adopted.

Miss Whipple of Lebanon offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the salary of the members of the House of
Representatives be so divided that any member may receive
one-fourth of his salary monthly for the first three months, the
balance to be paid at the adjournment of the session, and be
it further
Resolved, That mileage of
resentatives be paid every

On a viva voce vote

members

of the

two weeks during the

House

of Rep-

session.

the resolutions were adopted.

Mr. Taft of Greenville offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the Clerk of the House be instructed to
procure 1500 copies of a pamphlet containing membership of
standing committees.

The

resolution was adopted.

Mrs. Cooper of Nashua offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the following policy be established for the

and joint resolutions to
and other persons, except the
the General Court and state departments:

distribution of

House

journals, bills

legislative agents, corporations

members

of
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one copy of any publication
counter or to have the same
mailed to him free of charge upon individual request for such
one copy.
1.

Every citizen

is

entitled to

free of charge at the legislative

2.

Persons requesting copies of

publications delivered

all

complete for the entire session will be charged a fee sufficient
to cover postage, envelopes and handling. Such fees may be prorated where service

is

received for portions of the session only.

All fees will be payable in advance.
3.
All fees charged hereunder shall be fixed by the Sergeant-at-Arms with the approval of the Speaker and shall be
collected by the Sergeant-at-Arms and paid in to the state
treasury and credited to the legislative appropriation. Any
house attache who works overtime to furnish any of the services
hereunder shall be allowed such additional sum for his overtime services as the Appropriations Committee shall deem fair

and reasonable.

The

resolutions were adopted.

Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem offered the following concurrent resolution:

Resolved by the House of Representatives, the Senate concurring: That, because of limitations and mechanics of printing
bills by the offset method, no more than three sponsors shall
be permitted on any one bill.

The

resolution was adopted.

Rules

Amendment

Peterson of Peterborough
Nashua offered the following resolutions:
Messrs.

and Pappagianis of

Resolved, That the rules of the House of Representatives

adopted by the session of 1961 be adopted as the rules of
present session with the following amendments:
1

Rule 26

shall

be amended to read

as follows:

When

26.

shall not

a question is postponed indefinitely the same
be acted upon during the session except whenever

two-thirds of the whole number of elected members shall,
division taken, vote in favor thereof, and not otherwise.

motion

this

to

suspend

this rule shall

on

No

be permitted.

2 Amend rule 35 by striking out the
inserting in place thereof the following:

first

paragraph and
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The following standing policy committees, to consist of
twenty-one members each, shall be appointed at the commencement of any session: Committees on Agriculture, Appropriations, Banks, Claims and Aeronautics, Education, Executive
Departments and Administration, Fish and Game, Insurance,
Judiciary, Labor, Liquor Laws, Military and Veterans' Affairs,
Municipal and County Government, Resources, Recreation and
Development, Public Health, Public Works, Public Welfare
and State Institutions, Transportation, and Ways and Means.
3

Strike out the paragraph relative to

tion. Strike

and

Committee on Avia-

out the paragraph relative to Committee on Claims

insert in place thereof the following:
It shall

be the duty of the Committee on Claims and Aero-

nautics to consider and report on

all

claims against the state,

whether chargeable against Special Funds or the General Fund,
if the amount of the claims is two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500) or less, and to consider and report on such other
matters as may be referred to it. The Committee shall also consider all matters relating to the operation of aircraft, the regulation, control

and advancement of

aviation.

Committee on Finance
committee to the Committee on

Strike out the paragraph relative to

and

transfer the duty of said

Appropriation.
Resolved, That any further amendments to the rules of the
House may be presented for consideration at any time prior to

January

10, 1963.

On a viva voce vote

the resolutions were adopted.

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following concurrent resolution sent up from the House
to

of Representaives:

Concurrent Resolution for the assignment of rooms.

Communications

To

the General Court of the

Session of 1963 of

New Hampshire.

Attention of the Speaker and the House Election
mittee.

Com-

Wednesday, January
Harts Location sent

its

last

2,

23

1963

Representative to the session

laws of 1951 Chapter 247, from which I now quote
"And such other Towns having a right under the constitution
IN EVERY
LEAST
to elect a Representative
YEARS" etc. etc. and refer you to the amendment of this law
of 1953.

The

TEN

ONCE

AT

—

said amendment in no way nulliby the 1961 General Court
fies the right of part time Towns to sit every ten years.

And

the one in which Harts Location should have the right to a seat I now petition you to sit me,
as I received a write-in vote of one tenth of the check list at
the

as this session of

November 1962 town
It

would seem

whose duty

was

it

to

1963

is

election.

that the

committee of the House 1961

the seats to

list

Towns not

entitled to seats

but once in TEN YEARS made an error as their listing alloted
which is contrary to the
a seat to Harts Location in 1966
la^vs above quoted and which are in force now.

—

Having served on the
1953

I

know

I

am

election committee of the session of

my

correct in placing

petition in your hands.

Yours very truly

Florence Morey
Moderator of Harts Location.
Member of Carroll County Delegation.

December

10, 1962.

December
Hon. Robert

29, 1962

L. Stark,

Secretary of State,

Concord, New Hampshire
Dear Mr. Stark:

Due

to conditions at

my home

I

regret to say that

Representative from the Town of Easton.
fore respectfully hereby tender my resignation.

not serve

as

Will you please give
Committee?

Thanking you

I

this letter to the

I

can-

there-

proper Legislative

am.
Sincerely,

Oliver L. Bowles
Easton. N. H.

I
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The communications were

referred to the committee on

Elections.

The Chair announced

that today

is

the birthday of Lloyd

Fogg, Sgt.-at-arms.

Recess

After Recess

Mr. Kimball of Manchester offered the following concurrent resolution:
Resolved, by the House the Senate concurring: That the
Joint Rules of the 1961 session be adopted as the Joint Rules of
the Senate and House for this session. Provided, that amendments to the Joint Rules may be presented for consideration at

any time prior

to

January

On a viva voce vote

10, 1963.

the resolution was adopted.

Rules Committee
that the Rules committee would
members: The Speaker, Chairman,
Peterson of Peterborough, Vice Chairman, Mrs. Weeks of
Greenland and Messrs. Goode of Manchester, Shepard of Londonderry, Pappagianis of Nashua and Kearns of Manchester.

The Speaker announced

consist of the following

*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit business in order at three
o'clock be in order at the present time, that reading of bills be

only and resolutions by caption only, and that when the
House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 1 1:00

by

title

o'clock.

On

motion of Mrs. Shea of Keene the House adjourned

1:38 o'clock.

at

Thursday, January

3,

1963

THURSDAY,
The House met at

1 1

25

January

3,

1963

:00 o'clock-

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered as follows by Reverend George Papaioannou of St. George Greek Orthodox Church in Manchester:

Oh Lord

and God of

all

power and wisdom, we thank thee
which many of thy people

for this brotherly togetherness in

have come

to witness the

in seeking thy blessings

inauguration of their elected leader

upon him, and our

state,

and

its

leader-

ship.

We thank thee Oh Lord for this country and our state
where many gioups of diverse origins live in freedom, and in
national unity, under one flag, and worship the everlasting
King of the Universe, according to the dictates of their consciences, and the traditions of their venerable fathers.
As we live free and try to do what is dutiful and pleasing
unto thee, we invoke thy blessing and protection upon our
Governor John King, and on the entire General Court, who is
entrusted with the leadership of this great

state.

Bless their

and dignity may be fulfilled. May the Grace
of Our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, the father, and
the communion of The Holy Spirit, be upon them during the
exercise of their duties, and all the days of their lives and upon
efforts that justice

all

of us.

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Sheridan of Berlin led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

Leave of Absence
Mrs.

Ay re

of Laconia was granted a leave of absence for

the day on account of important business.

House
Introduction of Bills

The
ond

following bills were introduced, read a
on the table, and referred as follows:

time, laid

first

and

sec-
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HB

HB

exemption from

relative to

1,

under the

civil

defense

act.

(Maxham

liability in certain cases

of Concord) to Judiciary.

providing for a primary for the nomination of candi-

2,

dates for the city of Rochester (Marsan of Rochester) to Rochester Delegation.

HB

3,

relative to clerical assistants for the

(Upton of Concord)

supreme

court.

to Appropriations.

HB 4, relative to the disposal of papers and records for
department of public works and highways. (Nickerson of East
Kingston) to Public Works.
HB

relative to physicians

5,

(Maxham

inations for practice.

HB

relative to the classification of a

6,

(Cheney of Newton)

HB
for

and surgeons,

7,

to Public

fees for

exam-

of Concord) to Public Health.

highway

in

Newton.

Works.

authorizing the attorney general to act as attorney
safety employees. (Shepard of Londonderry)

department of

to Judiciary.

HB

to

8,

collateral

make unlawful

which

is

certain fraudulent dealing with

subject to a security interest. (Upton of Con-

cord) to Judiciary.

HB

9,

Portsmouth
Portsmouth dele-

relative to the salary of the justice of the

municipal court. (Stafford of Portsmouth)

to

gation.

HB

Portsmouth
Portsmouth dele-

10, increasing the salary of the clerk of the

municipal court. (Stafford of Portsmouth)

to

gation.

HB
tion.

11, relative to

(Haseltine

of

meetings of highway agents for instruc-

Merrimack)

to

Municipal and County

Government.

HB
stitution.

HB

12,

providing for a commission to study the state conof Portsmouth) to Judiciary.

(McEachern

13, relative to the salary of the treasurer of

ham County. (Purington and Eastman
ham County Delegation.

HB

14, relative to

county appropriations for

Government.

mutual
and Coun-

fire

aid systems. (Wildey of Westmoreland) to Municipal
ty

Rocking-

of Exeter) to Rocking-
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providing for certain deductions from retirement

benefits for employees of political subdivisions.

cord) to Executive Departments

HB

16, relative to

turnpikes.

HB

27

(McGee

(Rufo of Con-

and Administration.

resurfacing of the Eastern and Central

of Lincoln) to Public Works.

Brookfield and Wakefield from coun(Hughes of Brookfield & Fox of
1.
Wakefield) to Executive Departments & Administration.
17, transferring

cilor district 2 to district

Reconsidera tion

Mr. Kimball of Manchester served notice of reconsiderawhereby the House passed a resolution to tape
record the proceedings of the House.
tion of the vote

Mr. Soucy of Manchester served notice of reconsideration
whereby the House passed a resolution regarding
appointments to the staff of the House.
of the vote

Resolutions
Messrs. Belanger, Bergeron

and Kearns of Manchester

of-

fered the following resolutions:

Whereas, Conrad J. Adams, Representative-elect from ManWard 10, has passed away, and

chester,

Whereas, he was a former Selectman of his ward and a
former employee of the State Liquor Commission, therefore
be it
Resolved, That
city

and

state,

and be

we pay
it

tribute to

him

for his service to his

further

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his

widow, Mrs. Adams.

On

a rising vote the resolutions

were unanimously adopted.

Report
Mr. Bigelow of Warner for the committee on
signments offered the following report:

Room

As-
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The committee on Room Assignments
duties

and

offers the

has attended to

its

following report:

Room

Committee

306 State House
318 State House

Agriculture
Appropriations

Community Room, N. H. Savings Bank
Banks
Liquor Commission
Claims and Aeronautics
100 State House
Education
State House
305
Elections
of State
Secretary
Bills
Engrossed
305 State House
Executive Departments and Administration
Fish and

Life Room
208W Annex

Game

Wild

Insurance
Interstate Cooperation

Secretary of State
Clerk's Office

Journal

304 State House
100 State House

Judiciary

Labor
Liquor Laws
Mileage
Military and Veterans' Affairs
Municipal and County Government
Public Health
Public Welfare and State Institutions

Liquor Commission
Sergeant-at-Arms

208W Annex
207

Public Works
Resources, Recreation and Development
Rules
Transportation
W^ays and Means

The

Annex

Life

Room

100 State

House

308
207

Annex
Annex

Wild

Speaker's Office

308

Annex

306 State House

report was accepted.

House Rules Amendment
Messrs. Pappagianis of

ough

offered the following

Amend Rule
take effect

on the

5

Nashua and Peterson of Peterborto the House Rules:

amendment

by striking out the words "These rules

last

Wednesday

of

December 1954" and

to
in-

serting in place thereof the words,

Notwithstanding the provisions of

and the Minority Party

floor leader

may

this rule the

agree

upon

Speaker

a different
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proportion for the membership of any particular committee,
amended shall read as follows:

so that said rule as

All committees shall be appointed by the Speaker un5.
otherwise directed by the House, provided, the membership
on all standing committees of the House shall be divided between the two major political parties in the same proportion
that the membership of the House belonging to the majority
party bears to the House membership of the minority party.
The appointments to committees for the majority party shall
be made by the Speaker and appointments to committees for
the minority party shall be made by the Speaker with the advice of the duly appointed minority party floor leader. Notwithstanding the provisions of this rule the Speaker and the
Minority Party floor leader may agree upon a different proporless

tion for the

membership of any

particular committee.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough explained the amendment

and spoke

amendment.

in favor of the

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke in favor of the amendment.

On a viva voce vote

the

amendment was adopted.

Mr. Merrifield of Sunapee offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the Honorable Senate be notified that the
of Representatives will be ready to meet the Senate in
Joint Convention at 11:45 o'clock for the purpose of receiving
His Excellency, the Governor, and to hear any communication
he may be pleased to make, and for the transaction of such
other business as may properly come before such convention.

House

On a viva voce vote the resolution

'^vas

adopted.

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed

the followingr
o resolution:

Resolved, That the Senate be ready to meet the House of
Representatives in Joint Convention as suggested by the House
Message about 11:45 o'clock, for the purpose of receiving His
Excellency, the Governor, and any communication that he
may be pleased to make and for the transaction of any other
business that may properly come before such Convention.
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Recess
After Recess
Joint Convention

The

Senate and House being in Joint Convention at 11:45
Monahan of District No. 5 offered the follow-

o'clock, Senator

ing report:

The Joint Committee appointed to wait upon Honorable
John W. King and inform him officially of his election as Governor of the State of New Hampshire reports that it has attended to

its

duty; that the Governor-elect has accepted the

and will meet the Senate and House of RepresentaConvention at the earliest convenient time to take the
office and make such communication as he deems

said office
tives in

oath of
proper.

The

report was accepted.

Senator Martel of District No. 17 offered the following
report:

The Joint Committee appointed to wait upon John P.
Bowler, Fred W^ Hall, Emile Simard, Fred Fletcher and James
H. Hayes and inform them officially of their election to the
Honorable Council, reports that it has attended to its duties,
and that all of the gentlemen named have accepted the office.

The

report was accepted.

Inauguration

The

Governor-elect and the Councilors-elect entered the

House.

The Invocation was offered by Most Reverend Ernest
Primeau, S.T.D., Bishop of Manchester.
The

J.

President of the Senate, Philip Dimlap, administered

the oath of office to His Excellency, the Governor,

John W.

King, and proclaimed Mr. King Governor, and presented
with a copy of the state constitution.

him

His Excellency, the Governor, then administered the oath
of office to

A

The Honorable

Councilors.

Thanksgiving prayer was then offered by Rabbi Samuel

Umen, Temple Adath Yeshurun

of Manchester.
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then delivered his inaugural address

as

follows:

Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, Members of the General
Court and Fellow Citizens.
with deep humility and understandable pride that I
upon me. I shall
devote my utmost efforts to maintain this office within the trust
and dedication that has long been the tradition of the Chief
It is

accept the high honor you have conferred

Executives of this State.

honor conferred
which for me abounds
in such rich and pleasant memories. As a recent member of
your ranks, I can assure you that the executive branch of your
government, without abdicating any of its rights or duties,
will honor and respect the prerogatives of the General Court
and will bend every effort to work in harmony with it for the
general good of all of our people.
It is especially

gratifying to have this high

in this historic Hall of Representatives

To those of you who are sitting here for the first time, I
extend to you my warmest congratulations and most cordial
welcome. Your opportunity for genuine service to your state
is great. If you pursue it with zeal, I am certain you will treasure
the memories of that rewarding service.
You will attend an infinity of meetings of the most varied
nature and composition and coming from diverse walks of life,
each of you will have an opportunity to make a contribution of
your own to such deliberations.
There has been concern expressed
the fact that your Chief Executive

is

in

some quarters over

of different political per-

suasion than the majority of the members of the General Court.
I have even been cast in the role of a Daniel in the lions den.
I do not share the anxiety. Long have I served in this assembly with men and women of different political beliefs. I
have found such members compatible in temperament and
capable of genuine cooperation. It has been my experience that
the vast majority of these men and women hold principle above
party and public interest above political considerations. I have
faith this present assembly will do likewise.
I

call

unite with
of state

all

upon you and upon

me
of us

in a

common

want

it

to be.

all

the citizens of our state to

effort to

make

this state the

kind
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As we meet today, our
tration will dedicate

its

state is solvent and this adminisevery effort in maintaining that sol-

vency.

The task will not be an easy one. The pressures for increased government services, the challenges of our expanding
economy, the increasing obligations in many areas make serious
and persuasive demands on our

treasury.

An

apparently easy solution would be the imposition of a
tax. I will not take the easy way out. The people
of this state have repeatedly expressed their rejection of such
levies and this administration, to the extent that is humanly

broad base

and

legally possible, will strive to reflect the will of

our people.

That same public has manifested an increasing concern
over the rising costs of government. This administration shares
that concern. If, at times we appear harsh in our insistence
upon government efficiency and economy, it is because we are
attempting to reflect the will of the people who brought us to
this high office. The right of the state to tax, carries with it the
corresponding duty of the state to expend funds with the
greatest of care and we shall be ever mindful of this duty.
have not been elected to act as trustee in bankruptcy for
New Hampshire. Our people already bear a heavy
tax burden in the field of real estate. Real estate taxes in this
state have doubled in a decade and our local communities are
finding the burden increasingly heavy with each passing year.
Understandably, they cry out for increased help from the state.
Ways and means to provide such aid must be found and we
I

the State of

shall seek to

do

so.

The most onerous demands in the local community, lie
The demands for additional classrooms, new buildings and higher teacher salaries will continue
in the field of education.
indefinitely.

Our people

are insisting that these needs be

rightly so. Education

and

we

if

we

fail

to

is

a fundamental

weapon

met

.

.

.

of the cold

and
war

provide the best we can within our means,

are derelict in our duty not only to our children but to our

state

and country.

In the field of government itself, I shall not support attempts to discard the positive accomplishments of my predeces-
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At the same time, I shall not hesitate to recommend changes
governmental procedures whose sole justification for exist-

sor.

in

ence

rests in the

argument of

tradition.

In this latter category, I include, among other requisites,
home rule law and the need for a district court

the need for a
system.

I shall recommend that strong home rule legislation be
enacted that will give our cities and towns the proper measure
of responsibility to govern themselves as they determine. For
too long a period has the state denied communities their full
measure of democracy by assuming appointive powers that
rightfully belong to these units of local government.

In the judicial branch of our go\'ernment, there is a
improvement and modernization by the substitution of district courts for our inadequate municipal courts.
While many laymen, performing the functions of local justices,
have conducted themselves with distinction a modern judicial

serious need for

system requires that those sitting in judgment of their fellow
men be grounded in legal training and devote their full time
as jurists so that the ends of justice may best be served.
I fully realize that the implementation of these recommendations deprives the Chief Executive of some of his appointive powers, but I am also convinced that the cause of good
government supersedes such accommodation of the Chief Ex-

ecutive.

In the executive branch of the government, there have
been recent advances in the field of reorganization with a view
toward streamlining departmental fimctions to effect greater
efficiencies. The scope and intent of these efforts are commendable. But, reorganization must be subject to constant scrutiny
to make certain that the end results sought are in actuality,
accomplished and I shall painstakingly address myself to this
task.

In our family of state employees, I believe the citizens of
have the right to expect competence, courtesy and
honesty, and in the majority of instances I believe those qualities prevail. By the same token, our state employees have the
right to expect fair treatment in return and this administration
will seek to provide it.
this state
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There are challenges that face us as we meet here today.
state and economy are growing and, barring unforeseen
calamity, we can look forward to a dynamic period in the decade

Our

that lies ahead. It behooves us to take cognizance of

A

part of that

new Superhighways

dynamic growth

is

it.

evidenced in the great
new thousands to

that are already luring

our scenic splendors, providing quick and easy access to market
for our manufacturers, and providing a better way of life for
all in the automobile age. The continuation of this investment
must go forward as fast as revenues allow.

We hear repeated predictions of a significant rise in our
population in the next decade and we must prepare now for
it. With the influx of our so-called "war babies" into our labor
market we must intensify our efforts to provide new job opportunities.

At the other end of the spectrum, the population increase
and aged is posing new problems in the
field of health and welfare that must be met with sympathy and
of our retired workers

understanding.

There must be continued improvements in our state inMuch has been accomplished in this area in the past
four years and this effort will be continued in this administrastitutions.

tion.

Two
it

passed

years ago, our state gained national recognition
its

anti-discrimination law.

One hundred

when

years ago

Emancipation Proclamation. In
country today there is a ne^v awareness, a re-awakening of
the public conscience. At the national level and at the state
level laws are enacted and policies adopted ^vhich insure equal

slavery was abolished by the
this

protection of the law, to which every citizen is entitled, regardless of race, creed or color. I commend this development to
your notice and careful consideration, and should you deem
it wise to enact further legislation in recognition of those principles long recognized in our Constitution, this administration
will

support and endorse your

efforts.

Finally, let each of us who sits here today as an elected
representative of the people of this state, take full cognizance
of the responsibility that has been thrust upon us.

Our way
1775.

of life

is

in greater peril than at any time since
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are locked in a world wide struggle to determine
life or Godless totalitarianism shall prevail.

whether that way of

Our people
shadow

for the first time in

our history,

aboimd

of destruction. Anxieties

live

under the

in the land.

One hears Avith regretable frequency the hated phrase
"Better red than dead." But the answer in New Hampshire
boldly emblazoned on our state motto, "Live free or die."
.

But if we are to enjoy the precious rights
we also must assume the duties of liberty.

And
make

if

we

Federal, state, city
of the

luill

and town

government on every
exactly that

is

.

is

of freedom, then

are to survive the world wide struggle,

certain that representative

.

.

.

.

we must
level

.

.

.

representative

of the people.

I would remind you that state service as a public trust is
not confined to the executive or judicial branches of our government: service in the General Court is equally a public trust
with all the obligations and responsibilities attendant thereto.
And so as we meet today, let each of us resolve to assume with
integrity this trust that has been placed in our hands. To rise
above party and factional considerations and to unite in seeking

the

commonweal

of this state

Freedom and
and

fore the world

which we

all

love so dearly.

representative government are
the trial

In the days ahead

let

may

our

last for

efforts

on

trial be-

a generation.

be valid testimony that the

government ever devised by the mind of man,
is still a government of the people, by the people and for the
people ... so help us God.

finest ideal of

*

*

*

The
F. Hall,

benediction was then offered by Rt. Reverend Charles
Episcopal Bishop of New Hampshire.

On motion of Senator Green of the 6th
Convention rose.

District the Joint

(Mr. Goode of Manchester in the Chair)
Resolutions

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua offered the following resolution:
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Resolved, That the House of Representatives has listened
with gratification to the message of Governor John W. King
and hereby expresses to him the liigh esteem in which we hold
him.
On a viva voce vote the resolution was adopted.

Mr. Kearns of Manchester offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That the Clerk be instructed to have the address
Governor John W. King printed in the Jomnal and that 600
additional copies be printed in pamphlet form.
of

On a viva voce vote

the resolution was adopted.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Bigelow of Warner the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit business in order at

House were

3:00 o'clock to be in order at the present time, that third reading of bills be by title only and resolutions by caption only,
and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next

Tuesday morning

at

1 1

:00 o'clock.

Communications
Honorable Stewart Lamprey

House of Representatives
House
Concord, New Hampshire
Speaker,

State

Dear Mr. Speaker:
As another

legislative session begins,

I

am reminded

of the

very difficult parking problems that past sessions have brought
to the Concord Post Office. Perhaps this letter, if you will share
it with other members of the House, will afford us some relief.

The Concord City Government has set aside three twelveminute meters directly in front of the main post office on North
State Street and six twelve-minute meters on the north side of
Capitol Street adjacent to our south entrance for the use of
our postal patrons, and these spaces should not be used for
legislative parking. Additionally, the post office

parking

lot

is

limited strictly to the use of building employees.

will

The cooperation of you and yom' colleagues in
be personally appreciated.
Sincerely,
s/

Richard \V. Eddy

Postmaster

this

matter
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Hon. Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Concord, N. H.
Dear Mr. Speaker:
I

would

your attention to chapter 199, Laws of
which relates to the first meeting of the

like to call

1961, section 24:9-a

County Convention:

"The first meeting of the county convention shall be convened on the second VV^ednesday of each biennial session of the
general court at two o'clock in the afternoon in the city or
town 'ivhere the house of representatives meets."
This

office

notified persons elected as

members

of the

County Convention from Towns which were not entitled to
elect a representative to the General Court as to the time and
place the first meeting would be held.
Very truly yours,
s/

Robert L. Stark

Secretary of State

On
journed

motion of Mrs. Ainley of Manchester the House adat 12:34 o'clock.

TUESDAY, January
The House met

at

1 1

8,

1963

:00 o'clock.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Reverend Hartley T. Grandin, ExH. Council of Churches of Pembroke, as

ecutive Secretary N.
follows:

Eternal God from whom every good prayer cometh and
pourest out on all who desire it the spirit of grace and supplication, make us to be quiet before Thee, to know that Thou

who
art

God and

to the infinite

that all efforts are futile except as they

wisdom and

love of

Thy

conform

purpose. Grant to these
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legislators

wisdom and strength

for this

responsive to the promptings of

acceptable service

and the good

Thy

may be rendered

of all people affected

cisions reached in this assembly.

day and make us all
We pray that an

Spirit.

to the glory of

Thy name

by words spoken and de-

Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Merrifield of Sunapee led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence

Durham and Messrs. Kelley of Litand LaFlamme of Concord were granted indefinite
of absence on account of illness.

Mrs. Moulton of Nc^v
tleton
)n
leaves

Mr. Murch of Portsmouth and Lamprey of Tuftonborough
were granted leave of absence for the day on account of important business.

Miss

Normandin

of Laconia

and Mrs. Grey of Canaan
week on account of im-

^vere granted leave of absence for the

portant business.

Introduction of Bills

The
a

first

HB
cord)

18,

To

HB
town)

HB

and House Joint Resolution were read
on the table, and referred as follows:

relative to

outdoor advertising. (Newell of Con-

Public Works.

Executive Departments and Administration.
20, relative to voting

(Lang of Manchester)

HB

lic

bills

time, laid

19, relative to the state library. (Frizzell of Charles-

To

chester.

cord)

following

and second

To

Concord City Charter. (York
Concord Delegation.

21, relative to

the

machines in the city of Manthe Manchester Delegation.

To

of

Con-

HB 22, relative to motor vehicles parked on street or pubparking areas. (Gamache of Manchester) To Transporta-

tion.
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Concord Female Charitable

Society.

To Judiciary.

24, repealing certain inconsistent provisions relative to

where food

toilet facilities

is

served. (Newell of Concord)

To

Public Health.

HB

25,

providing an appropriation for the state council on
Northumberland) To Appropriations.

aging. (Potter of

HB

providing for highPublic Works.

26, correcting references in statute

way bond

issue.

(Moore of Bradford)

To

HB
shire

27, relative to debt service for the Eastern New HampTurnpike. (McGee of Lincoln) To Appropriations.

HB

28, relative to

motor vehicle driver training and op-

(Cobleigh of Nashua)
partments and Administration.
erator's license fees.

HB

milk control

29, repealing the

and Abare of Troy)

HB

act. (Pickett of

Bristol)

32,

To Ways and
fire

per capita tax.

Means.

employment

relative to the

spector in the office of

and Desnoyer

Keene

for taking deer. (Hill of

31, relative to the repeal of the school

(Plumer of

Executive De-

To Agriculture.

HB 30. relative to uniform season
Conway) To Fish and Game.
HB

To

of an electrical in-

marshal. (Shepard of Londonderry

of Claremont)

To

Executive Departments and

Administration.

HB

33, relative to date of the

primary election and estaband Taft

lishing a run-off primary. (Peterson of Peterborough
of Greenville)

HB

To Judiciary.

34, relative to the

sewerage system in the Plymouth

Village Fire District. (Smith of Plymouth)

To

Municipal and

County Government.

HB 35, relative to the powers and duties of the town of
Hanover and repealing the charter of the Village Precinct of
Hanover. (Low, Johnson and Hayward of Hanover) To Municipal and County Government.
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HB

36, to

of Plaistow)

HB
stead)

37,

To

amend

the interest

To Ways and
amending

and dividends

tax.

(Palmer

Means.

the mileage table. (McAllister of Barn-

Mileage.

HB 38, establishing a legislative services committee. (Peterson of Peterborough, Desnoyer of Claremont and Shepard of
Londonderry) To Executive Departments and Administration.
HB

39, relative to the capital reserve

the Lincoln School District.

HB

(McGee

fund established by

of Lincoln)

To

Education.

sewage and waste treatment plants and
town of Littleton. (Allard, Kelley and MarMunicipal and County Government.

40, relative to

septic tanks for the
tin of Littleton)

To

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the rules of the House be
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of

No.

House

Bill

40.

The

Clerk read the

bill in full.

House

Bill 40

House Bill No. 40, An Act relative to sewage and waste
treatment plants and septic tanks for the town of Littleton.
1.

tion

Littleton.

and inserting

Amend

1955, 442:9 by striking oiu said sec-

in place thereof the following:

9.

The selectmen shall construct and maintain all main
common sewers, sewage and waste treatment plants,
tanks and

all

Sewers.
drains,
septic

necessary facilities thereto which they judge neces-

sary for the public convenience

and health. Such drains and

sewers shall be constructed of brick, stone, cement or other
material adapted to the purpose and shall be the property of
the town.
2.

Sewage and Waste Treatment

Plants.

Amend

1955,

442:10 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof
the following: 10. Taking Land. Whenever it is necessary to
construct such main drains, common sewers, sewage and waste
treatment plants, septic tanks and all necessary facilities thereto
across the land of any person or owner the selectmen may lay
out a sufficient quantity of such land for the purposes and assess
the owner's damages in the same manner as in the case of tak-
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ing land for highways, and the owner shall have the same right
same procedure.

of appeal with the

Appropriations.

3.

Amend

1955, 442:11 by striking out

and inserting in place thereof the following: 11.
Costs. At the annual town meeting or any special town meeting held for the purpose money may be raised and appropriated
for the purposes of the construction of main drains, common
sewers, sewage and waste treatment plants, septic tanks and all
said section

necessary facilities thereto as hereinbefore provided.

Defraying Costs.

4.

said section

Amend

and inserting

1955, 442:12 by striking out

in place thereof the following:

12.

Special Tax. For the defraying of the costs of construction, pay-

ment

on any debt incurred, management, mainand repair of sidewalks and garbage or
and hydrant rental the selectmen shall estab-

of the interest

tenance, operation
refuse collection

lish a separate in\'entory of all property that has abutting sidewalks or is \vithin six hundred feet of a hydrant and shall assess
against such property a special tax to cover the cost of the same.
Collection to be made in the same manner as real estate taxes,
with similar rights of appeal.

Takes

5.

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

Mrs. Martin of Littleton explained the

upon

its

passage.

bill.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Ferguson of Concord spoke against the motion.
Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Urie of

New Hampton

spoke in favor of the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke in favor of the motion.

On

HB
neer.

a viva voce vote the
41, to

motion was adopted.

make appropriation

(Pickett of

to employ an airport engiKeene and Coutermarsh of Lebanon) To

Claims and Aeronautics.

HB

42, providing for the election of

for the county districts of

county commissioners

Belknap county. (Harkins and Stafford of Laconia and Goodhue of Gilford) To the Belknap
County Delegation.
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HB

43, providing for hearing in cases of suspension or

Man-

revocation of liquor licenses or permits. (Feldman of

To Liquor

chester)

HB

Laws.

44, establishing the technical institute in the city of

Manchester. (Feldman of Manchester)
ments and Administration.

HB
(Upton

45, requiring surety

of

Concord)

HJR

1,

of

bonds for municipal court

of Peterborough

Joint Resohuion

mission on education.

the

Executive Depart-

clerks.

To Judiciary.

By Mr. Peterson
Nashua,

To

To

and Mr. Pappagianis of
com-

relative to the interim

Education.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that the rules of
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing

House be

HJR

1.

The

Clerk read the resolution in

full.

House Joint Resolution

HJR

1,

1

Joint resolution relative to the interim commission

on

education

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court convened:

That the time within which the interim commission on
education is to make its final report and submit drafts of proposed legislation, as set forth in 1961, 291, is hereby extended
for a period of 60 days from the date of passage of this resolution.
*

*

*

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke in favor of the resolution.

On a viva voce vote the motion was adopted.
Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that the rules be
further suspended as to dispense with reference to committee
and public hearing, and that the resolution be placed on third

reading and

final

passage at the present time by caption only.

On a viva voce vote the motion was adopted.
Third Reading

House Joint Resolution No. 1, relative to the interim commission on education, was read a third time, passed, and sent to
the Senate for concurrence.
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Reconsideration

Mr. Soucy of Manchester, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed a
resolution regarding appointing of attaches and special assistants, and spoke in favor of the motion.

moved

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke in favor of the motion.

On

a viva voce vote the

motion

to reconsider

was adopted.

Mr. Soucy of Manchester offered the following amendment

and moved

its

adoption:

Amend the resolution by striking out the words, and such
other assistants as may be necessary and approved by the Committee on Rules, so that said resolution shall read as follows:
Resolved, that the Speaker of the House be authorized to appoint one custodian of Mails and Supplies, one warden of the
coat room, one library messenger, one telephone messenger,
five

pages and one page to the Speaker.
(discussion ensued)

On a viva voce vote

the

amendment was adopted.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough offered the following subamended:

stitution for the resolution as

Resolution
Resolved, That the Speaker of the House be authorized to
appoint one custodian of mails and supplies, one warden of
the coat room, one assistant warden of the coat room, one library messenger, one telephone messenger, five pages and one
page to the Speaker and in addition thereto that the Speaker
be authorized to appoint such other messengers and pages as
may be necessary.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough explained the substitute
resolution.

(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Clement of Rochester, Goode of Manchester and
Pappagianis of Nashua explained the resolution.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved the previous question.

On a viva voce vote the motion prevailed.
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The question being on the substitute resolution offered by
Mr. Peterson of Peterborough.

On a viva voce vote

the resolution was adopted.

Mr. Soucy of Manchester wished

to

be recorded

as voting

in the negative.

Cominunication
January

3,

1963

Lamprey,
Speaker of the House,
New Hampshire General Court,
State House,
Concord, New Hampshire.

Honorable

Stev/art

Dear Speaker Lamprey:
I

to the

take this opportunity to extend a most cordial

members

of the

New Hampshire

welcome

General Court

as the

1963 Session gets under way.

The question of where Legislators may park their cars
comes up each time the Legislature convenes. For your information a series of meetings have been held with the Chief
of Police and other appropriate officials on the question of
parking your cars on Concord Streets while the Legislature is
in session. We again ask your cooperation in refraining from
parking on Main Street or in the 12-minute spaces in front of,
and on the south side of, the Post Office. We would appreciate
it if cars were not parked over night on the streets because of
the snow removal problem.
I feel certain that the question of Legislative parking can
be solved with the least inconvenience to all concerned by
mutual understanding of one another's problems.

Chief Walter Carlson informs me that all duly elected
of the General Court may obtain the usual Legislative
sticker to be attached to the lower right hand corner of the
windshield, and these stickers may be obtained from the Police
Department on Warren Street. They will be honored on all
vehicles that are properly parked in the metered or unmetered
zones with the exception of Main Street and in the 12-minute
zones at the Post Office. These stickers will be honored on all

members

days

when

the Legislature

is

in session.
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of the Legislature is tagged on a day when
not in session, the member may take the ticket to
the Police Station, and if it can be shown that they were on
Legislative or Committee business, the officer in charge will
excuse the offense.
If a

member

the Court

is

Unfortunately, the Police cannot authorize issuance of
immunity to attaches, stenographers, clerks, reporters and photographers who are not elected members of the
General Court. W^e realize that several persons whose services
are vital to the smooth operation of the General Court would
find it difficult to perform their duties if they were subject to
overtime parking regulations. Any such person not actually a
member of the General Court who feels he or she is entitled
to a sticker should write a letter to Chief Carlson stating the
reasons and he will be glad to consider each case of this nature
Legislative

on

its

I

individual merits.
sincerely

hope

that these arrangements will be satisfactory

to all parties concerned.

The Mayor's Office and the City Officials of Concord will
be available to confer with you on this subject at any time.
Sincerely,

Charles C. Davie

Mayor

REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
TO STUDY
THE SALARIES
OF
STATE OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
December 1962
Chairman, Senator Charles Cheney

Representative Kenneth Bell

Benjamin C. Adams

Frank Foye

Hans Meissner

)

)

1

:
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Chapter 221, Laws of 1961

An advisory committee of five
hereby established to study the salaries of state officials and employees. One member shall be appointed by the
speaker of the house from the membership of the house, one
member shall be appointed by the president of the senate from
the membership of the senate, one member shall be a state employee designated by the state employees' association and one
member shall be a state employee designated by the American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees. Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner as original appointments
are made. The members of the committee shall serve without
compensation. The advisory committee is directed to study and
compare the salary scale of business, industry and other units of
government in this area with those of the state. On or before December 1 in each even numbered year said committee shall file a
report with the clerk of the house of representatives on the results of its study and shall incorporate in said report a recom"221:16 Advisory Committee.

members

is

mended schedule

of salaries for those in state service which is
commensurate with the average salary schedules of such other
employing units.
221 17 Takes Effect. This act shall take effect July 1, 1961
( Approved June 30, 1961
:

(

Effective date July

The members

1,

1961

of the Advisory Committee are
Senator Charles Cheney, Concord, appointed by President
of the Senate

:
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Representative Kenneth Bell, Plymouth, appointed by the
Speaker of the House
Benjamin C. Adams, appointed by the Governor
Frank Foye, Manchester, representing the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
Hans Meissner, Concord, representing the State Employees' Association

The Advisory Committee to study the salaries of state oJBficials
and employees met five (5) times during the past year. The
dates of these meetings are as follows
December 14, 1961. Organizational meeting. Senator Cheney
elected chairman; Benjamin C. Adams elected clerk. The
committee decided to ask Mr. Roy Lang of the Personnel

Department to sit
and advisor.
February 21, 1962

in

on

all

meetings to act as a consultant

July 19, 1962

November 20, 1962
December 4, 1962
GENERAL COMMENTS
Throughout the dehberations of the committee it became evident that the role of the state as an employer is a large and complex one. To carry out the services and functions of government
as prescribed by the General Court requires thirty-three (33)
departments. The personnel needed is made up as follows: one
hundred ten (110) department heads, assistants and deputies;
over five thousand (5000) state employees falling into seven
hundred sixteen (716) different classifications of jobs.

The function of the Personnel Department is to furnish the employees for the various departments with which to carry out
their services. Each job must be analyzed and studied in order
to classify and evaluate it, in order to place it in the correct labor
grade for the proper remuneration. Applicants must be interviewed to determine their qualifications, test them either orally
or by written examination for particular jobs and refer them to
the departments seeking help.
In addition, Personnel hears state employees' grievances. In
most cases these have to do with working conditions, correct
classification, promotions and demotions, and salaries. For a detailed outline of the duties of the Personnel Department refer-

)
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ence

is

made

to "Rules of the Division of Personnel, State of

New

Hampshire" adopted November 1951, and "Amendments
to Rules of the Department of Personnel," September 16, 1960.
SPECIFIC

COMMENTS

In the course of meetings held by the committee certain topics
seemed to predominate. In some departments
there are vacancies of quite long standing. Quite a number of
these positions are key positions in departments. The inability to
fill these positions adversely affects the functions and services of
the department either by totally curtailing some services, or
of discussion

work burdens are
placed on employees doing the same work in the department. In
some instances it becomes necessary to promote employees who
are not fully qualified from lesser positions into these vacancies.
This is done with the hope that the individual promoted will rise
to the occasion and in reasonable time fulfill the duties of the
partially curtailing services, in that additional

position.

Two other factors also aflFect the creation of vacancies.
(1) job specifications,

and (2) job

classification

These are

and evaluation.

Job specifications. Many jobs in state service are not filled
because applicants who satisfy the qualifications and meet the
1

specifications feel that the salaries are insufficient.

The ques-

whether the specifications are too high for
the job or the compensation is too low.
Again, applicants may have successfully carried out the same
tion arises as to

employers for a number of years. The queswon't some department heads authorize the
substitution of equivalencies when approved by the Personnel
Department.
2) Job classification and evaluation. In this case the evaluation of the job is the important factor. The question arises as
to whether the evaluation factors and degree definitions are
applied correctly to certain jobs which are very difiBcult to fill
if not impossible to fill. Evaluation results in a total of points

work

for previous

tion arises

why

which are related
more pay.

to the

wage

curve.

The more

points the

Following is a resume of the vacant position in state service as
reported September 1962 by the Personnel Department.
Total number of vacancies
Vacancies existing since 1962

210
152

:

Tuesday, January
Vacancies
Vacancies
Vacancies
Vacancies
Vacancies

8,

49

1963

47
6

existing since 1961

existing since 1960
existing since 1959

1

existing since 1958

3

existing since 1957

1

210

Total

Many of the problems

concerning state employees are related to
been touched upon to a degree earUer in this
report relative to job specifications, and job classification and
evaluation. The department head who wishes to fill a position
and can find a quahfied applicant very often can not persuade
the applicant to take the job because of salary. The department
head feels that if the salary were higher he might be able to hire
the apphcant. Therefore, the department head would like to insalary. This has

crease the salary for the position. If this

is

carried out as pre-

by the Personnel rules suflBcient evidence has to be presented to show that the job should be evaluated higher and
therefore the job should be in a higher pay bracket. Failing this,
the classification can be reviewed and if found to be too high
the specifications of the job can be reduced. This should help to
scribed

find applicants

who can qualify for

the job because of the lesser

requirements.

Again, a department head is about to lose an employee in a key
position because he has been enticed by a better offer in salary.
The department head in order to prevent this may be able to
have the salary increased. This may or may not prevent the department head from losing his employee. If it does fail he may
do one of the following things
1

)

Have

the salary increased and hope to attract

cants,

one of whom he

new

appli-

may hire.

2) Failing to get the salary increased, the department head:
a)

May promote an employee who

mum

barely has the minirequirements, and hope that he will succeed.

b)

May promote an employee who does not qualify,
but shows good potential, to a trainee status in the
position, and hope that he will succeed.

c)

May

leave the position vacant, with the consequent

effects

on his department.

:
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The Personnel Department under "Rules

of the Division of Per-

New

Hampshire" adopted November 1951, can
help to some extent alleviate the salary problem by carrying
out Rule IV, Compensation Plan, page 16 of the above mentioned rules. This reads—
sonnel, State of

"Section

1.

Preparation of Compensation Plan:

shall, as provided by Section 6, paragraph
V, of the Act, review and consider the operation of the compensation plan and tlirough its secretary transmit to the Governor and council for their approval such changes as may
from time to time be necessary to adapt the plan to the changing needs of the state service."

The Commission

Such a review was inaugurated in 1956. The procedure for
making this study was approved by the then Governor and
council and is the same method as described in the instructions
to this committee under Chapter 221, Laws of 1961:
"The advisory committee is directed to study and compare
the salary scale of business, industry and other units of government in this area with those of the state."

The committee

in its deliberations attempted to evaluate the
question of salary for New Hampsliire State Employees. It
quickly realized that it could not gather its own information.
The committee, therefore, requested Mr. Roy Lang of the Personnel Department to make a study of the salary situation. The
results of this study are included in this report. It should be
pointed out that this same type of study was made in the past
by the Personnel Department in the years 1956, 1958, and 1960.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of its deliberations the Advisory Committee to
Study the Salaries of State Officials and Employees makes the
following recommendations
1

)

That the Personnel Department be instructed to make a review of all positions which have not been filled for some
time, and for which positions there have been applicants
but the state has been unable to hire because of—
a ) Insufficient salary, and/or

b) Failure to meet the specifications of the job as
outlined.

now

)
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That a review be made of the job specifications for each position to see if these are in keeping with the duties of the
position.

2) That a committee of the General Court be created, composed of the chairman of the house finance committee, the
chairman of the house appropriations committee, and the
chairman of the senate finance committee; before which
committee the Personnel Department will present each even

numbered year

report on the state employees' salary
study; that this committee have the authority to approve or
disapprove the report as presented; that this committee have
the authority to instruct department heads to make such adits

justments in their budgets as may be reflected by the approved report of the Personnel Department.

That

this

committee become

eflFective

July

1,

1963.

3) That the salary adjustment curve determined by the Personnel Department for this committee during the summer of
1962 is strongly recommended to the General Court and
urges its serious consideration; that if the entire adjustment
can not be made in this coming session that one-half should
be implemented by July 1, 1963, and the other one-half be

implemented by July 1, 1964; that if only a part of this adjustment can be made that all state employees shall be
treated in equal proportion.

Because of what

may be

considered an unusual salary ad-

justment, the committee would like to explain its reasoning
to support the findings of the Personnel Department. (See

new
a)

salary schedule

One of the prime duties of the Personnel Department is
make periodic studies of salaries and to report its

to

findings.

b)

It has made three (3) such studies and reports in the
past-1956, 1958, and 1960.

c)

The method of making the study received approval in
1956 by the then Governor as well as the Personnel Commission. This procedure is further supported by the direction of the General Court to the committee under

Chapter 221, Laws of 1961, which states in part, "The
advisory committee is directed to study and compare the
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salary scale of business, industry

ernment

in this area

d) Reference

companies

is

made

and other

with those of the
to graphs

1-a,

units of gov-

state."

1-b,

1-c

which

ac-

this report.

A) Graph

1-a shows the adjustment advised by the Personnel Department in 1956 and the salary adjustment action taken by the General Gourt in the ses-

sion of 1957.

B

)

G

)

Graph

1-b shows the adjustment advised by the Personnel Department in 1958 and upon which no salary adjustment was made in the session of 1959.

Graph 1-c shows the adjustment advised by the Personnel Department in 1960 and the salary adjustment made by the General Gourt in 1961.

These three graphs show a consistent story of salary adand 1961 greater attention
was paid to the lower grades. As the salary situation continues it shows that a larger adjustment is necessary for
the higher labor grades than the lower labor grades.
Graph 1-d shows the total amount of salary adjustment
suggested by the Personnel Department in the years
1956 and 1960 when salary adjustment action was taken
by the General Gourt in comparison to what the salary
adjustment action accomplished. This is shown in another way in graph 2.
justment. In the years 1957

e)

now presents in
the result of the total accumulation of salary activity both in the State and in the fields of competition.
The lower grades compare well with the New England
averages and the upper grades do not. Therefore, an
adjustment such as is now suggested would bring all
The

salary adjustment that Personnel

1962

is

employees more in line with New England averwhich are a yardstick and guide for the State as it
pertains to salary. Reference is made to table 1 which
shows in terms of dollars what has been suggested and
what has actually been accomplished. Table 2 shows the
eflFect upon the labor grade salaries if the salary adjustment of 1962 is fully implemented. Also see graph 3.
state

ages,

f)

In recommending the salary adjustment to the General
Gourt the committee feels that this will bring the salaries
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of state employees as nearly up to date as is possible, and
comply with the accepted procedmre of comparing state
salaries with those of industries and municipalities of New
Hampshire and the five other New England States.
It will help eliminate some of the vacancies which exist
in various departments and raise their efficiency.
It will help to retain those employees who feel that they
must leave state service because of salary and whose
positions must be filled by offering higher salaries.
It will help keep the state on a more competitive basis

with the rest of the area to obtain employees.
bring salaries to a level that is felt equitable for
employees based on a study by the Personnel
Department as requested by this committee.

It will

all state
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RECOMMENDED

June 20, 1962

SALARY GRADES & RANGES
Grade
1

Min.

1st.

2nd.

3rd.

4th.

Incr.
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DOLLAR INCREASE ANALYIS
Grade
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1961

1962

52926
3012
3097
3212
3328
3442
3556
3696
3838
4003
4179
4368
4557
4746
4973
5204
5463
5726
6017
6311
6605
6899
7240
7587
7933

$2950

8327
8726
9125

9524
9923

3050
3150
3300
3450
3600
3800
4000
4200
4450
4700
4950
5250
5550
5850
6150
6450
67 50

7100
7500
7900
8300
8700
9100
9500
10000
10600
11300
12150
13150

Dollar
Increase
$

24
38
53
88
122
158

244
304
362
442
521
582
693

804
877
946
987
1024
1083
1189
1295
1401
1460
1513
1567
1673

1874
2175
2626
3227
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Qualified

Mr. Allard of Littleton and Bowles of Easton, having
qualified by appearing before His Excellency, John W. King,
and being duly sworn in as members of the House, appeared

and took

their seats.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at three
o'clock this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that
third reading of bills be by title only and House Joint Resolutions by caption only, and that when the House adjourns today
it be to meet tomorrow morninsj at 1 1 :00 o'clock.

were so

Committee Assignments
Agriculture

Adams

Madbury

of

Under^vood of Chester

McKay

Ballam of Walpole
Stearns of Hinsdale
Spollett of

Nash

Hampstead

of Dixville
Legallee of Litchfield
Brooks of Ste^vartstown
Farwell of Brookline
Barro^vs of Claremont
Dempsey of Franklin

Purington of Exeter
Hayward of Milford

Adams

of

Dunbarton

of

Watts of Deerfield

Lebanon

Persson of Candia

Bragdon of Amherst
Garland of Pelham
Cumming:s of Danville

Abare

of

Troy

Martel of Manchester,

Ward

7

Appropria tions

Clement

Goode

Keough

of Rochester

of Manchester,

Ward

Taylor of ^Vhitefield
Bell of

Plymouth

W^eeks of Greenland
Roberts of Con^vay

Shepard of Londonderry

Gove
Eaton

Ring

of

Concord

of

of

Hillsborough

Hampton

Prescott of Laconia

2

of

Gorham

B]ake of Madison
Fellows of Dover
Sheridan of Berlin
Bailey of

Newport

Bruton of Manchester,
Hartigan of Rochester
Belcourt of Nashua
Dumont of Berlin
Pappagianis of Nashua

Ward

3

1
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Banks
Bigelow of Warner
Stevens of

Peterson of Peterborough

Heald

Epsom

of

Allen of

Bennett of Keene
Hambleton of Goffstown
Leighton of Dover
Asby of Canterbury
Scott of Derry

Walsh

Keene
Rindge

of Manchester,

Delisle of Manchester,

Ward 5
Ward 8

Maynard of Nashua
Manning of Manchester,

Ward

Vey of Brentwood
Reddy of Hopkinton
Canney of Farmington
Peaslee of Concord

5

Maloomian of Somersworth
Trombly of Nashua
Pratt of Keene

Claims and Aeronautics

Henry

Concord
Northumberland
Newell of Concord
Warren of Lyndeborough
of

Marcoux

of

Nashua

Potter of

Chartrain of Nashua
Levasseur of Manchester,

Hood

Noel of Manchester, Ward
GaiUhier of Manchester,

of PJainfield

Cole of Nashua

Ward

Smith of Walpole
Karnis of

New

Ward

12

13

Thibault of Nashua
Cavalieri of Portsmouth

Ipswich

Beard of Lebanon
Boutin of Benton

Bellctete of

Keene

Nalette of Manchester,

Ward

12

Education

Brown

Low

of

Sandwich
Hanover

of

O'Neil of Chesterfield
Faulkner of Keene
Berry of Barrington

Whipple

of

Lebanon

Greene of Rye
Matheson of Center Harbor
Martin of Littleton
Van Loan of Bedford
Chamberlin of Bath

LIhlenberg of Gilmanton

Lyme
McDonough of New

Park of

Castle

Taylor of Effingham
St. Pierre of Rochester

Demers
Dionne

of

Lebanon

of Nashua,

Ward

6

Russell of Keene

Sadler of Portsmoiuh

McEachern

of Portsmoiuh

1
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Elections

Johnson of Hanover
Peterson of Peterborough

McMeekin

Healy of Manchester,
Sheridan of Berlin

Ward

6

of Haverhill

Engrossed Bills
Potter of Northumberland

Marx

Eastman of Weare
Smith of Concord

York of Concord

Langdon

of

Interstate Cooperation

The Speaker

Pappagianis of Nashua
Normandin of Laconia

Ainley of Manchester

Upton

of

Concord

Journal

Upton

of

Moran of Manchester
Downing of Newport

Concord

The Speaker
Taft of Greenville

Executive Departments and Administration

McMeekin

Marx

of Haverhill

White

of Portsmouth,

Ward 4

Allan of Meredith
Clark of Lee
Carter of North Hampton
Smith of Plymouth

Lamprey

Langdon

of

Sherman

Stafford of Laconia

Tuftonboro
Lewis of Lebanon, Ward
Smith of Concord
Langford of Raymond
of

3

of Lancaster
Cobleigh of Nashua
Cote of Manchester, Ward 8

Eastman of Weare
Morse of Enfield

Gagnon

of Berlin

Grimes of Dover
York of Concord

Dupont of Manchester,
Claveau of Hudson

Ward

6
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London

of

Fish and Game
Nettleton of Groton
Forbes of Marlow
Merrill of Hampton Falls
Connolly of Berlin
Guilbeault of Allenstown

New London

Cheney of Newton
Welch of Concord
Drew of Farmington
Merrifield of Sunapee

Brown

Loudon

of

Biishey of

LaFrance of Manchester,

Kelley of Littleton

Ward

Felch of Seabrook

Thayer

Vashaw
Gilman

Rolfe of Rochester
of

7

Keating of Keene

of Jefferson

Anderson

Northumberland

Warren

of Berlin

of Franklin

Insurance

Shea of Keene, Ward 1
Nelson of Dover
Dumont of Rochester
Hebert of Somersworth

Wheeler

of Exeter
Davis of Greenfield
Varney of Rochester
Lacaillade of Laconia
Adams of Charlestown
Johnson of Rochester

Heald

Dumais

Wilton

of

of

Nashua

Desmarais of Nashua
Leclerc of Manchester
Tremblay of Manchester,

Fairbanks of Boscawen
Ward 14
Stickney of Salem
Allard of Manchester, Ward 13 Bowles of Easton
Latour of Nashua

Judiciary

Totman

of Alstead

Frizzell of

Charlestown

Cooper

Nashua

of

Peever of Salem
Griffin of

Eastman

Auburn

of Exeter

Ainley of Manchester,

Ward

Bingham of Concord
Upton of Concord
Johnson of Hanover
Pryor of Ashland
Chandler of Portsmouth

1

Grey of Canaan
Wildey of Westmoreland
Pickett of Keene
Healy of Manchester, Ward 6
Desnoyer of Claremont
Plourde of Pembroke
Normandin of Laconia
Spanos of Newport

Moran of Manchester, Ward
Capistran of Manchester,

Ward

12

8
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Labor

Angus

Claremont

of

Bartlett of Goffstown

Roy

Stevenson of Bethlehem
Haseltine of Merrimack

of Berlin

Habel of Somersworth
Laflamme of Concord

Ferguson of Concord
Richardson of Dover

Belanger of Manchester,

Berringer of Woodstock
Sanders of Concord

Dion

Ward

10

of Manchester,

Mahoney

White of Derry
Bean of Waterville

Ward

3

of Manchester,

Grant of Salem

Ward 4
Wade of Manchester, Ward

Verrill of Laconia

Champagne

Ward

Gallagher of Hudson

^

of Manchester,

8

Liquor Laws
Collishaw of Exeter
Nahil of Claremont

O'Connor

Murch

Vachon

Ward

of Portsmouth
Marsan of Rochester
Osborne of Portsmouth

Ward
Ward

Blanchard of Jackson
of Manchester,
1

Ward

Kelley of Franklin

Bergeron of Manchester,

Ward

14
13

Charland of Franklin
Clancy of Manchester, Ward 6
Chapdelaine of Manchester,

Canty of Salem

13

Desilets of Berlin

10

Bouchard of Berlin
Hayes of Manchester, Ward

of Manchester,

Rousseau of Manchester,

Feldman

Ward

of Manchester,

6

3

Provencal of Hudson
Lavallee of Nashua
Grady of Manchester,

Ward

Mileage
McAllister of Barnstead

Roberts of Conway

Kearns of Manchester

Maloomian

McKay

of

Dunbarton

of

Somersworth

14
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Military and Veterans' Affairs

Gay

of Derry

Watkinson of Fitzwilliam
Saw'yer of Winchester
Campbell of Claremont
Hackett of Epping
Pollock of Keene
Whitney of Deering
Hutchinson of Chichester
Guest of Cornish
Joslyn of Sanbornton
Cann of Claremont

Cormier of Somersworth
Bouley of Nashua
Boisvert of Nashua
Cournoyer of Jaffrey
Coussoule of Portsmouth
Dubois of Nashua
Kendrigan of Manchester,

Ward

11

Doherty of Manchester,

Ward

6

Littlefield of

Somersworth

Municipal and County Government
Hill of

Conway

Todd

of

New

Boston

Frank of Portsmouth
Hackler of Swanzey

Stafford of Portsmouth

Pickering of Hancock
Barker of Stratham

Crouch

Littlehale of

Durham

Hanson of Bow
Gowing of Dublin
White of Atkinson
Morrill of Salem
Tuttle of Dover

ScliAvaner of Plaistow
of

Durham

Gaffney of Claremont
Desmarais of Jaffrey

Bednar of Hudson
Palmer of Kensington
Lafond of Hooksett
Brummer of Lisbon
Robinson of Pembroke

Public Health

Green

of Manchester,

Ferguson of Milford
Chamberlain of Wolfeboro

2

Howard

of Rollinsford

Mahony
Ward

of Bartlett

Pinkham of Northwood
McCarthy of Laconia

Dionne of Nashua, Ward
O'York of Dover
Mason of Nashua
Rubins of Rochester
Maglaras of Dover
Lambert of Hooksett

Fogg of Milan

Dubey

Clark of Kingston
Hayner of Laconia

Andersen of Concord
Arsenault of Randolph

Bennett of Richmond

of Berlin

2
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Public Welfare and State Institutions

Dawson

Ayre of Laconia
Maxham of Concord
Wylie of Fremont
Bouvier of Swanzey
Hayward of Hanover
Tarrant of Pittsfield
Morrison of Salem
O'Shan of Laconia
MacDonald of Concord
Shea of Keene,

Thompson

Dame

of

Ward

of Milton

Legasse of Portsmouth
Tessier of Manchester,
Bernier of Manchester

Blanchette of Dover

Vincent of Somersworth

Peabody

of

Pelham
Nashua

Bissonnette of

Gamache

Ward

2

Wilmot

of Manchester,

14

Beaudoin of Rochester

Concord

of

Public

Works

Tamworth

Taft of Greenville

Remick

Plumer

Allard of Littleton

of Bristol

of

Willey of Campton

Young

Wiggin of Bedford
Fox of Wakefield
Turner of Gilsum
Marsh of Colebrook

Shindledecker of

Davis of

Ward

Conway

Edwards of Antrim
Nickerson of East Kingston
Moore of Bradford

Dame

Rye

of
of

Hampton

Portsmouth

Fortier of Berlin

D'Amante of Claremont
Downing of Newport

McGee

of Lincoln
Keefe of Portsmouth

Resources, Recreation and Development
Casassa of

Hampton

Smith of Dover
Rice of Peterborough
Barney of Rumney
Urie of New Hampton
Oliver of Marlborough
Kimball of Derry
Perkins of Alton
Goodhue of Gilford

Weber

of

Croydon

Goodfellow of Dorchester

Hampson

of

Hebron

Herbert of Windham
Martin of Goffstown
Stinson of Stratford

Harkins of Laconia
Sewall of Newmarket
Roy of Berlin
Fontaine of Berlin
Phelps of Andover

Conover of Manchester,

Ward

2

Bolduc of Belmont

7

1
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Rules

The Speaker

Shepard of Londonderry
Pappagianis of Nashua
Kearns of Manchester

Peterson of Peterborough

Weeks
Goode

of
of

Greenland
Manchester

Transportation

Hughes

Wolfeboro

Claflin of

Soucy of Manchester, Ward
Carpenter of Henniker
Kimball of Manchester,

Ward

Buker

1

of

Merrimack

Carter of Milford
Chase of Rochester

McGee

2

Moulton

of Brookfield

of

New Durham

of Lincoln

Nashua
Coutermarsh of Berlin
Barnard of Goffstown

Sullivan of

Graham of Gorham
Cushman of Orford
Bennett of Strafford
Shute of Lancaster

McDermott

Rufo

Clancy of Manchester,

of

Ward

Concord

of Manchester,

4

Ward

5

Ways and Means
Larty of Haverhill
Diffenderfer of Ossipee
McAllister of Barnstead
Geisel of Manchester, Ward

Bevan

of

Underbill of Nashua
of Plaistow
Pettigrew of Manchester,

Palmer
I

Colbath of Dover

Hancock

Howe

of

Concord

of Tilton

Thompson

of Northfield

of Manchester,

1

Sabluski of Nashua

Brocklebank of Hollis

Lans

Ward

Kearns of Manchester, Ward 10
Cullity of Manchester, Ward 4
Morris of Manchester, Ward 9
Casey of Manchester, Ward 6
Hurley of Manchester, Ward 1

Durham

Ward

1

Twardus

of

Ne^vmarket

Afternoon Session

On

motion of Mr. Sheridan of Berlin the House adjourned

at 12:28 o'clock.

Wednesday, January

9,

1963

WEDNESDAY, January
The House met

at

1 1

67
9,

1963

:00 o'clock-

Joint Convention

Prayer Avas offered by Reverend Harold Worster, Assistant
Chaplain of the N. H. State Hospital, as follows:

O God, Our Heavenly Father, by whose righteousness
alone a Nation is exalted. We thank thee for those who serve
the needs of mankind in the spirit of wisdom and justice and a
profound concern.

We

particularly give thanks for this

body here assembled

in genuine democracy, recognizing the great responsibility

and yet with each member dedicated to the giving
or her best as thou, O God, dost reveal the truth.

faces

it

of his

We
insight

pray this morning for thy guidance in the ways of
and wise decisions with the faith that one's personal in-

coupled with honest concern for the common good,
be productive of the creative and good community. Amen.

tegrity,

will

Pledge of Allegiance

Mr. Delisle of Manchester led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence
Messrs. Allard of Littleton and Pappagianis of Nashua
were granted leaves of absence for today and Thursday on account of important business.

Introduction of Bills

The
ond

following bills were introduced, read a first and secon the table for printing, and referred as follows:

time, laid

HB

46, relative to the

safety belts.

equipping of motor vehicles with
to Transporta1, Nashua)

(Mr. Cobleigh W^ard

tion.

HB
Means.

conduct of sweepstake races and the
(Mr. Pickett of Keene) to ways and

47, relating to the

sale of tickets thereon.
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Report
Mr. Maxham of Concord for the committee to appoint a
Chaplain offered the following:

The Committee

for the Selection of Chaplain for the ses-

sion of the 1963 General Court wishes to report they have selected the

Reverend William L. Shafer

of Chichester for the

duties of Chaplain.

The

report was accepted.

On a viva voce vote the report was adopted.
Appointment

The Speaker appointed

of Attaches

the following attaches:

—

Chaplain
Rev. William L. Shafer, Chichester
Custodian of Mail and Supplies
Forrest A. Bucklin, Laconia
Warden of the Coat Room
Edward
Silva, Concord
J.
Assistant Warden of the Coat Room
John B. Mulaire, Hook-

—

—

sett

—

—

Library Messenger
Mellen B. Benson, Conway
Telephone Messenger
Hilda C. F. Brungot, Berlin
Speaker's Page
Wilmont S. White, Moultonborough
Pages
Division 1, James Martin, Concord
Division 2, Richard Odell, Temple
Division 3, Thomas Armstrong, Manchester
Division 4, Meda L. Kinghorn, Piermont
Division 5, Florence G. Sheridan, Dover
Supervisor of Public Address System
H. Furber Jewett,
Wolfeboro
Judiciary Messenger
Fletcher M. DeWolf, Alexandria
Appropriations Messenger
William Palfrey, Portsmouth
Clerks Messenger
Elmer
Harrington, Bethlehem
J.
House Stenographers
Alice V. Flanders, Henniker
Marion C. Colby, Concord
Dorothy M. Spear, Meredith
Judiciary Stenographer
Helen Y. Andrews, Tilton
Clerk's Secretary
Margaret L. Ford, Concord
Speaker's Secretary
Helene H. Wester, Concord
Appropriations Stenographer
Dorothy St. Onge, Concord
Mileage Clerk
Alice P. Pinkham, Northwood
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Senate Message
Senate has voted to concur with the House of Repre-

The

sentatives in the passage of the following entitled joint resolu-

up from

tion sent

HJR
sion

1,

the

House

of Representatives:

Joint Resolution relative to the interim commis-

on education.

Communication
Interim Commission on Education
Honorable Stewart Lamprey, Speaker
House of Representatives
State House,
Concord, N. H.

January

8,

1963

Dear Speaker Lamprey:
Enclosed please find a copy of our Preliminary report of
Commission on Education Avhich we hope you will
transmit formally to the House.
the Interim

We

will transmit

Our Commission

our

final

report to you later in February.

appreciates the privilege of serving as a

temporary body on the mission assigned by chapter 291, Laws
of 1961. We hope we have made a contribution to the deliberations of the General Court.

Very truly yours,

Raimond

The Chair ordered
to

be

filed

Bowles, Chairman

the report of the Interim

Commission

with the Clerk.

Qualified

Dawson

and Mr. Joslyn of Sanbornton,
His
having appeared before
Excellency, Governor John W.
King, and been duly qualified, appeared and took their seats
in the House.
Mrs.

of Milton
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Communication
January

8,

1963

Honorable Francis Tolman
Clerk of the House of Representatives
State

House

Concord,

New Hampshire

Dear Mr. Tolman:

Re:

Raimond Bowles
vs.

Ann

Sadler

Henry

S.

Murch,

Jr.

Ernest E. Stafford

By subpoena duces tecum, I was designated as Magistrate
on the above-captioned matter, as provided
inRSA67:2, 3.
to take depositions

Accompanying

this

the following, given to

covering letter in a sealed package are

me

as Magistrate:

Deposition of Robert L. Stark, Secretary of State
Deposition of

Thomas

J.

McDonough,

City Clerk of Ports-

mouth
Exhibits

Copy

1, 2,

3a, 3b, 3c, 4, 5, 6a, 6b, 6c

of a letter of

Raimond Bowles dated December 14,
Honorable Henry S. Murch, Jr.,

1962, directed to the

which indicates that the same notice was sent to the Honorable Ann Sadler and the Honorable Ernest E. Stafford,
together with the registered mail receipts showing the
postmark December 15, 1962 at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and which have been signed by Ann Sadler, Henry
S. Murch, Jr. and Mrs. E. E. Stafford, and also the notice
of deposition Avhich was served on Mrs. Sadler and
Messrs. Murch and Stafford on the twenty-first of December, notifying them that the deposition of Secretary
of State Robert Stark and Portsmouth City Clerk Thomas }. McDonough ^vould be taken on Friday, December
28, at 2 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. respectively.
On behalf of Griffin, Harrington 8: Brigham, William F.
Harrington, Jr., representing Henry S. Murch, filed a
special appearance, which is special for the purpose of
contesting the jurisdiction.

Edward

C. Kelley

Justice of the Peace
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The

Clerk read the letter in

The

Chair referred the matter to the committee on Elec-

full.

tions.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the committee on Elecfrom further consideration of the petition
referred to them by the member from Easton, Mr. Bowles, and
tions be discharged

spoke in favor of the motion.

On a viva voce vote

the motion was adopted.

Reconsideration

Mr. Kimball of Manchester moved that the House reconits vote whereby it adopted a resolution that the sessions
of the House were to be taped, and spoke in favor of the mo-

sider

tion.

(discussion ensued)

The Chair

House being
Chair had the right to speak, and
extended remarks in explanation of the resolution.
stated that, the question before the

a procedural question, the

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Plumer of Bristol spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Upton of Concord spoke against the motion.
Messrs. Bednar of Hudson, Peterson of Peterborough,
Kearns of Manchester and Pickett of Keene spoke against the
motion.
(discussion ensued)

and

Mr. Plourde of Pembroke moved the previous question,
was sufficiently seconded.

it

On a viva voce vote
The
tion

question

the motion was adopted.

now being on

reconsideration of the resolu-

on tape recording.

On
adopted.

a viva voce vote the

motion

to reconsider

was not
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On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
o'clock to be in order at the present time, that all bills be read
by title onlv and resolutions by caption only, and that when
the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at
were so

11:00 o'clock.

Afternoon Session

On
journed

motion of Mr.
Ir. Ferguson of Concord the House adat 12:07 o'clock.

THURSDAY, January
The House met

at

1 1

10,

1963

:00 o'clock

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Reverend William L.
Shafer as follows:

"O GOD, who

art ever present in tiiat hidden life which
our unspoken thoughts, in the feelings that come
and go yet leave no trace, in the great conflicts of the soul in
which we are sometimes conquerors and are sometimes confused, to our secret shame: Help us to realize that each moment
of life is momentous because Thou art in it, for, interfused with
Thee, are we not led even ^shen we seem to drift; taught, when
^\e think not of learning; and crowned, when we strive "^vorthily,
whether we win or not? We pray, then, for grace to follow Thy
Avord in us with ready and ^villing minds; make us thankful for
\ve all live, in

Aviiatever loveliness the days reveal

and

for the s^viftly flying

hours of leisure in ^vhich Ave are renewed and fitted for the slow,
long hours of work. Do Thou bless the Members of this assembled body in these days of honest striving to fulfill the
highest aims and aspirations of true men and Avomen, and grant
that, by their endeavors, peace and happiness, truth and justice,
religion and piety may be established among us for all generations. This we ask in the Spirit of the Master of Life
A-men."

—
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Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland led the Convention in
the pledge of allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence
Mrs. Dawson of Milton was granted a leave of absence on
account of a death in the family.

Introduction of Bills

The
ond

following

time, laid

HB

bills

on the

were introduced, read a

table for printing

first

and referred

and

sec-

as follows:

48, relative to public libraries. (Frizzell of Charles-

town) to Municipal and County Government.

HB
of

49, relative to the removal, transportation

human

and

disposal

or animal excrement and other putrescible material.

(Newell of Concord) to Public Health.

HB

50, relating to classification of Class

New Hampton)

HB

to

D

w'aters.

Urie of

Resources, Recreation and Development.

unemployment

51, relative to

benefits for certain sea-

sonal employees of the state. (Hackett of Epping) to Executive

Departments and Administration.

HB

52,

providing for the assessment of a special poll tax
Campton) to Ways and Means.

for school purposes. (W'illey of

HB

53,

changing the hours for hunting wild deer and black
Bethlehem) to Fish and Game.

bear. (Stevenson of

HB 54, providing for the acquisition of a certain dam and
water rights by the water resources board. (Berringer of \Voodstock) to Resources, Recreation and Development.

HB

55,

(Underwood

HB

relative to

hunting deer by groups of persons.
and Game.

of Chester) to Fish

56, relating to the disqualification of justices of the

municipal court. (Upton of Concord)

to Judiciary.
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HB

town of Hanover and the village
Hanover to provide life and health insurance for its
employees. (Low of Hanover) to Municipal and County Gov57, authorizing the

precinct of

ernment.

HB

58, relative to

minimum

age and industrial wastes. (Urie of
Recreation and Development.

treatment standards for sewto Resources,

New Hampton)

Engrossed Bills Report

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Joint
Resolution:

HJR
sion

1,

Joint Resolution relative to the interim commis-

on education.
Senator

Hartman

for the

Committee.

House Rules Amendments
Messrs.

Nashua

Peterson

of

Peterborough and Pappagianis of
amendments to the Rules of the

offered the following

House:
1
Amend the second paragraph of Rule 35 by changing
membership of the Committee on Rules to eight members
and the Committee on Journal to five members, so that said

the

paragraph shall read

as follows:

The following standing administrative committees shall
be appointed at the commencement of any session: Committee
on Rules, consisting of eight members, one of whom shall be
the speaker; Committee on Journal, consisting of five members,
one of whom shall be the speaker; Committee on Mileage, consisting of five members; Committee on Elections, consisting of
five members and Committee on Interstate Cooperation, consisting of five members, one of whom shall be the speaker.
2

Amend Rule

and inserting
to

35 by striking out the fourth paragraph

in place thereof the following:

It shall be the duty of the Committee on Appropriations
examine and take into consideration the state of the treasury;

measures carrying appropriations of
money, claims against the state in excess of two thousand
five hundred dollars ($2,500)
every subject concerning the
financial interests of the state, and such other matters as may
to consider the budget, all

state

,
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be referred to it. Prior to its report to the House, the Commiton Appropriations may refer the budgets of certain selfsustaining state agencies to appropriate committees for study
and recommendation. The Committee on Appropriations shall
assume the ultimate responsibility for keeping the state budget
tee

in balance.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke in favor of the amendments.
(discussion ensued)

On

a viva voce vote the

Messrs.

Nashua

Peterson

of

amendments were adopted.

Peterborough and Pappagianis of

offered the folloAving

amendments

to the rules of the

House.

Amend

3

the Rules of the

House by

inserting after

Rule

49 the following:
50. No standing rule or order of the House shall be rescinded without one day's notice being given of the motion
therefor and by a vote of two-thirds of the members present.

No

51.

standing rule or order of the House shall be susa vote therefor of two-thirds of the members

pended unless by
present.

Further amend the Rules of the House by renumbering
Rules 50 through 57 inclusively to read respectively 52 to 59,
inclusive.

4

Amend Rule

49 by striking out the same and inserting

49. All bills and joint resolumoney, reported from any committee,
except those from the Committee on Claims and Aeronautics
having to do with claims against the state (whether chargeable
against Special Fund or the General Fund) if the amount of
the claim is two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500) or less,
shall be referred to the Committee on Appropriations for revision. If any such bills or joint resolutions have been referred
jointly to the Coinmittee on Appropriations and another standing committee, the Committee on Appropriations may report
separately and no further public hearings shall be required by
the Committee on Appropriations.

in place thereof the following:
tions appropriating state
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Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke in favor of the amendments.
(discussion ensued)

(Mr. Taft in the Chair)

the

Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough spoke
amendments to the Rules.

in explanation of

(Speaker in the Chair)

On

a viva voce vote the

amendments were adopted.

Mr. Newell of Concord offered the following amendment
to the rules:
1

of the

Parliamentary Procedure.

House by

inserting after

Amend

the standing rules

Rule No. 21 the following new

rule:

Mason's "Manual of Legislative Procedure" shall
parliamentary situations in which they are not
inconsistent with the standing rules and orders of the House.
2 la.

govern in

all

Mr. Newell of Concord spoke in favor of the amendment.
Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke against the amendment.
Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke against the amendment.

On

a viva voce vote the

amendment was not adopted.

Qualified

The
cellency,

following members, having appeared before His ExJohn W. King, and been duly qualified appeared and

took their seats in the House:
Mrs.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Hampson

of

Hebron

Chandler of Portsmouth
Rolfe of Rochester
Geisel of Manchester

Abare of Troy
of Manchester

Dupont

Mr. Johnson of Hanover moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit a public hearing on the petition
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Mr. Bowles of Portsmouth without two days' notice in the

Journal.

Mr. Murch of Portsmouth spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Kearns of Manchester spoke against the motion.
Mr. Johnson of Hanover withdrew his motion.

Communication and Minority Report
January

2,

1963

The Honorable

Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House

House

of Representatives

New Hampshire

Concord,

Dear Mr. Lamprey:
I am enclosing, herewith, a Minority Report of the proposed new bridge between Portsmouth, New Hampshire and
Maine, which is self-explanatory.

of

The reason I am filing this report is that I feel the citizens
New Hampshire will never use the bridge. Therefore, I do

not see

why

they have to pay for

it.

Very truly yours,
Andrew H. Jarvis,

Member of
The

Interim Committee

minority report was accepted and

Appointment

to

filed

with the Clerk.

Rules Committee

Mr. Desnoyer of Claremont was appointed

as a

new mem-

ber of the Rules Committee.
Speaker's

Remarks

The Speaker informed

the House that, the first two weeks
been largely devoted to organization and
to the ceremonies attendant on the inauguration of the Gov-

of the session having

membership could expect the regular routine of the
under way next Tuesday. The Speaker also expressed his hope that the members would spend as much of

ernor, the

session to get
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their time as possible in attending to the duties of their own
committees, and in attending the hearings of other committees.

the

The Chair announced that today is the 21st wedding
member from Jaffrey, Mr. Cournoyer and the birthday

of
of

Miss Bailey of Newport.

On
were

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

so far

o'clock this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that

reading of bills be by title only, resolutions by caption
and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet
next Tuesday morning at 1 1 :00 o'clock.
tliird

only,

On
journed

motion of Mr. Hancock of Concord the House adat 12:08 o'clock.

TUESDAY, January
The House met at

1 1

15,

1963

:00 o'clock.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain, Reverend William L.
Shafer, as follows:

O

Father of eternal wisdom, grant unto us this day thine
that through the renewing of our strength we
may accept the many challenges placed before us with Thy
guidance. Sharpen our vision as we examine our conscience in
the light of divine Truth. Help us to remain ever true to the
faith placed in us by the people of our beloved "Granite State".
Create within our hearts the sense of united purpose, molded
by Thy loving care and nurtured by our humble efforts. Grant
Thy blessing upon our Governor, his Council, the Members of
this Joint Convention, and all those who labor for the growth
and welfare of our State and its citizens. In the name of the
inspiration

—

and the Holy

Father, the Son,

Spirit

— A-men.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Cheney of Newton led the convention
allegiance to the

flag.

in the pledge of
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Leaves of Absence
Mrs. Martin of Littleton was granted an indefinite leave
on account of illness.

of absence

Mr. Merrill of Hampton Falls was granted a leave of absence for two weeks on account of military duty.
Mr. Peabody of Pelham was granted a leave of absence for
on account of illness.

the day

Introduction of Bills

The
ond

following

time, laid

bills

on the

were introduced, read a

table for printing

first

and referred

and

sec-

as follows:

HB 59, requiring cities and towns to provide adequate
courtrooms for municipal courts. (Upton of Concord) To Judiciary.

HB
cord)

HB
To

60, relating to the

To

support of spouse. (Upton of Con-

Judiciary.
61, relating to

pulmonary

disease.

(Upton of Concord)

Labor.
*

*

*

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the rules of the House be
suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee
report not previously advertised in the Journal for two days.

so far

On

a viva

voce vote the motion was adopted.

Committee Report

HB

sewage and waste treatment plants and
town of Littleton. (Hill of Conway for
Municipal and County Government) Ought to pass with
amendment.
40, relative to

septic tanks for the

Amendment

Amend

section 5 of said bill by striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

5 Takes Effect. This act shall not take effect unless the
provisions hereof are adopted by a majority vote, under a
proper article in the warrant, at any annual or special town
meeting of the town of Littleton.

Mr. Hill of Conway spoke in favor of the amendment.
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On
bill

a viva voce vote the

was ordered

tion

amendment was adopted and

the

to a third reading:.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough offered the following
and moved its adoption.

resolu-

Resolution

Resolved by the House of Representatives that the Speaker
House be directed to appoint three members of the
House to act as a screening committee to determine what documents and papers of a general and miscellaneous nature shall
be distributed to the members of the House.

of the

On a viva voce vote

the resolution was adopted.

The Chair appointed

the following

members

as a screen-

ing committee for the House:
Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow, Messrs. Plumer of Bristol and
Sheridan of Berlin.

Monitors Appointed

The Chair appointed the following members to act as
Monitors during the session: Messrs. Carter of North Hampton,
Stevens of Epsom, Beard of Lebanon, Bennett of Keene, McAllister of Barnstead, Brown of Loudon, Barnard of Goffstown,
Wiggin of Bedford, Cormier of Somersworth, Walsh of Manchester, Reddy of Hopkinton, Maxham of Concord, Stafford of
Portsmouth, Collishaw of Exeter, Moore of Bradford and McCarthy of Laconia.
Concurrent Resolution
Mrs.

Brown

of

Sandwich offered the following concurrent

resolution:

Resolved by the House of Representatives the Senate concurring:

That
as a joint

the

House and Senate committees on Education act
to make a study of the possible capital

committee

needs for the educational institutions, including the LTniversity,
the Teachers Colleges and the Technical Institutes, for a 15
years period. Said special committee shall

make

a report of

its

findings to the 1963 session of the general court. Said report
shall

be

filed

on or before May

15, 1963.
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concurrent resolution was referred to the committee

on Education,
Concurrent Resolution
Mrs. Ayer of Laconia offered the following concurrent resolution:

Resolved by the House of Representatives the Senate concurring:

That
and

House and Senate committees on Public Welfare

the

State Institutions act as a joint legislative

make

committee

tions for a projected twenty-year period. Said special

make

shall

a report of

its

to

needs of the state institu-

a study of the possible capital

committee

findings to the 1963 session of the

general court.

Said report shall be filed on or before

The

May

15, 1963.

concurrent resolution was referred to the committee

on Public Welfare and

State Institutions.

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate refuses to
concur ^vith the House of Representatives in the adoption of
the following entitled Conciurent Resolution sent up from the
House of Representatives: Concurrent Resolution relating to
number of sponsors on bills and requests a Committee of Conference; the President has appointed as members of said Committee of Conference on the part of the Senate Senator Monahan of District 5 and Senator Rainie of District 15.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the House accede to the
request of the Honorable Senate and that a committee of three
be appointed

as conferees

on the part of the House.

On a viva voce vote the motion was adopted and the Chair
appointed Mrs. Potter of Northumberland, Mrs. Marx of Langdon and Mr. Eastman of Weare as House conferees.
Personal Privilege

Mr. Angus of Claremont rose on

a point of personal privi-

lege.

#

The Chair announced
Ring

of

Hampton.

*

*

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.
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On
were so

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

o'clock this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that

leaamg of bills be by title only, resolutions by caption
and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet
tomorrow morning at 1 1 :00 o'clock.

thira
only,

Third Reading

HB

sewage and waste treatment plants and
Littleton, was read a third time,
passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.
40, relative to

septic tanks for the

On
journed

motion
at

1 1

of

town of

Mr. Thompson of Wilmot the House ad-

:48 o'clock.

WEDNESDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

January

16,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend Louis
of the Brentwood Baptist church as follows:

Watson

Almighty God our Father: from everlasting
art God:

to everlasting

Thou

We

would acknowledge Thy power, and Thy presence
we would invoke that presence here today.

everywhere; and

We

pray for those in our government

today; in our national

who

government and in our

are meeting
state govern-

ments. Bless all those who are appointed to make the laws under
which we live. Help each one to have an awareness of being
under Thy care and keeping. And may all that is done here
today be done in such a way as to be well pleasing to Thee, and
for the best interests of our state, and our land. Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Vey of Brentwood led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance.
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House
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Peabody of Pelham was granted leave
today and Thursday on account of

of absence for

illness.

Messrs. Purington of Exeter and Charland of Franklin
were granted leave of absence for the day on account of im-

portant business.

Introduction of Bills

The
ond

folloAving bills

time, laid

HB

were introduced, read a

on the table

for printing

first

and referred

and

sec-

as follows:

providing penalties for the reckless operation of
(Goodhue of Gilford) To Executive
Departments and Administration.
62,

boats resulting in death.

HB

hunting from motor vehicles by
To Fish and Game.

63, relative to

dis-

abled persons. (Desilets of Berlin)

HB

64, relative to

funds for the state nursing scholarship

program (Brown of Sandwich) To Public Health.

HB
censes.

65,

relative

non-resident hunting and fishing

to

(Vashaw of Berlin)

HB

To

66, relative to fish

Fish and

and game

licenses for persons over

seventy years of age. (Vashaw of Berlin)

HB
ment

To

Fish and

HB

commission of the departand economic development, and transfers

68, relating to

fines.

HB

revenue derived from

(Felch of Seabrook)
69, to legalize the

To

Fish and

To

Executive

shellfish licenses

Game.

annual meeting of the town of Sea-

brook, March, 1962. (Felch of Seabrook, by request)
cipal

Game.

67, relative to the advisory

of resources

within said department. (Newell of Concord)
Departments and Administration.

and

li-

Game.

and County Government.

To Muni-
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HB

70, relative to

pendent children.
Sc

approval of rates payable for care of deof Manchester) To Public Welfare

(Gamache

State Institutions.

HB

meetings of the mayor and board
of aldermen of Concord (Gove of Concord) To the Concord
71, relative to special

Delegation.

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the rules of the House be
far suspended as to dispense with the printing of HB 69.

so

The Clerk read the bill in full.
The motion was adopted and
to

the Chair ordered the bill

be printed in the Journal.

House

An

Bill 69

Act to legalize the annual meeting of the town of Seabrook,
March, 1962

Be

it

Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Court convened:

in General

1.
Proceedings Legalized: All proceedings of the town of
Seabrook taken at the annual meeting held on March 13, 1962
and any adjourned sessions thereof are hereby validated and
confirmed, and the selectmen are authorized to issue bonds or
notes of the town not exceeding fifty thousand dollars pursuant

to the vote of the
2.

Takes

town passed on March

Effect.

This

13, 1962.

act shall take effect

Report of Committee on Engrossed

upon

its

passage.

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bill:

HB
plants

40,

and

An

act relative to

septic tanks for the

sewage and waste treatment

town of

Littleton.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
for the

committee

Committee Report
Mr. Johnson of Hanover for the Committee on Elections:
Morey of Hart's Location praying for a
seat in the House of Representatives. Petition be denied.
Petition of Florence

The

resolution was adopted.
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Resolutions

Ward

Manchester offered the following
lutions for the Manchester Delegation:

Mr. Cote,

9,

8,

Whereas, Edward W. Morris, Representative from
Manchester, has passed away, and

reso-

Ward

Whereas, He was a Representative in the sessions of 1955,
1957 and 1959, a Selectman for three terms, and served on the
Mexican Border 1915-1917, therefore be it
Resolved, that we, the
sentatives of the General
to

our Fellow

country, and be

Member
it

Members

Court of

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute

of the

New

for his services to his city, state

and

further

Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to his
in her bereavement, and that the Clerk of the House
transmit to her a copy of these Resolutions.

widow

On

a rising vote of silent

prayer the resolutions were unani-

mously adopted.
#

*

*

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough and Mr. Pappagianis of

Nashua

offered the following resolution:

Resolved, That the time for introduction of bills be extended for two weeks, to Thursday, January 31st. Requests for
bills may be filed with Miss Alexander of the Attorney General's office prior to the above date. Such requests shall be made
in the name of the sponsor of the bill and shall state the subject
matter of the proposed bill.

The

resolution was adopted.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough offered the following concurrent resolution:
Resolved, by the House of Representatives the Senate concurring:

The

Speaker of the House of Representatives shall appoint
of the House and the President of the Senate
shall appoint three members of the Senate to constitute a special
committee for the purpose of studying the needs of the departfive

members

ments and agencies of the state and of the general court so far
is concerned for their proper operation. The committee

as space
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period of possible expansion of state services and the resulting need for office space.
Said committee shall report to the 1963 session of the general

shall project its study for a fifteen-year

court.

The

resolution was referred to the committee on Public

Works.
Mr. Remick of Tamworth offered the following resolution:

Resolved: That the Speaker

is

hereby authorized and

di-

composed of seven
members whose function it shall be to examine into the nature
and extent of the real property owned by the state in the town
of Tamworth, together with the purposes for which said property is so held. In connection with such examination the committee shall consider whether such property, or any part of it,
should be sold, and whether the purpose for which any of such
property is held or used should be changed. The Committee
shall render its report and recommendations to the House on
rected to appoint a special committee to be

or before

The

May

1,

1963.

resolution was referred to the committee

sources, Recreation

on Re-

and Development.

Communication
January

14,

1963

Honorable Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of
Representatives
State

House

Concord,

New Hampshire

Dear Mr. Speaker:

We,

herewith, submit the report of the

New Hampshire

Legislative Council to the 1963 legislative session.

Very truly yours,

Howell

F.

Shepard, Chairman,

Legislative Council, Concord, N.

The

report was accepted and filed with the Clerk.

H.
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Qualified

Mr. White of Atkinson appeared before His Excellency,
John W. King, and was duly qualified as a member of the
House.

Tellers Appointed
Div.

Div.

1

,

2,

Div.

3,

Div.
Div.

4,
5,

Angus

of

Claremont

Kearns of Manchester
Taft of Greenville
Bigelow of Warner
Peever of Salem

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bill sent up from the House of Repreto

sentatives:

HB
plants

40,

and

An

act relative to

septic tanks for the

sewage and water treatment

town of

Littleton.

Announcement

The Chair announced that Mrs. Ainley of Manchester had
been elected President of the Manchester Republican Club.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rides of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
o'clock to be in order at the present time and that when the
House adjourns today it be to meet at 1 1 :00 tomorrow morning.

were so

Afternoon Session

On
at 11:26

motion of Mr. Newell of Concord the House adjourned
A.M.
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THURSDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

January

17,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

O God
our midst

and mercy, visit us in this day of our
wisdom and knoAvledge freely flow within

of eternal love

deliberation. Let
as

we

are confronted by the important issues of gov-

ernment and life. Remove vain ambition and thoughts of personal gain from our hearts as we strive together to create a more
perfect society in which to live, to u'ork, and to play. Let selfishachieved through mutual reness give way to brotherhood
spect and trust as we labor in the common interest of our
citizens. Protect us from the eroding evils of the world as we

—

gird ourselves with the helmet of faith, the breastplate of truth,

and the garments of righteousness. Let the virtues of justice
and mercy flow in our lives like the great rivers of water in
our beloved Granite State. A-men.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Brummer of Lisbon led the Convention

in the

Pledge

of Allegiance.

House
Leave of Absence
Mrs. Greene of Rye was granted leave of absence for the
day on account of illness.

Introduction of Bills

The
ond

following bills were introduced, read a first and secon the table for printing and referred as follows:

time, laid

HB
tennial

72, relative to the charter of the

Home

for the

New Hampshire CenTo Executive

Aged, (Newell of Concord)

Departments & Administration.

HB
To

73, relative to gifts to towns.

Judiciary,

(Remick of Tamworth)

Thursday, January

HB

Ward

12)

1963

89

peeking in windows. (Capis-

74, relating to prowlers;

tran of Manchester,

17,

To

Judiciary.

Report of Committee of Conference

The Committee of Conference, to which was referred the
Concurrent Resolution providing that no more than three sponsors shall be permitted on any one bill, having considered the
same, reports the same with the following recommendations:
That the Senate recede from its position of non-concurand that the House recede from its position in adopting

rence,

the concurrent resolution.

Senator Monahan
Senator Rainie
Conferees on part of the Senate
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Langdon

Mr. Eastman of Weare
Conferees on part of the House
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland spoke in favor of the

re-

port.

The

report was adopted.
Filing

Time

for Bills

The Speaker

asked unanimous consent of the House on
the adoption, during the session of Wednesday, January 16, of
the resolution extending the time for introduction of bills.

Such unanimous consent was granted.

Committee Reports

HB 15, An act providing for certain deductions from retirement benefits for employees of political subdivisions. Mr.
McMeekin of Haverhill for Executive Departments and Administration.

The

HB

bill

17,

Ought

to pass.

was ordered to a third reading.

An

act transferring Brookfield

and Wakefield from

councilor district 2 to district 1. Mr, Stafford of Laconia for
Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass.
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The

bill

HB

1,

An

act relative to

under the

tain cases

town

was ordered to a third reading.

for Judiciary.

The

Bill

civil

Ought

was ordered

exemption from

defense

act.

liability in cer-

Mrs. Frizzell of Charles-

to pass.
to a third reading.

Resolutions

Mr. Peaslee of Concord, for the members from Ward 6,
and Mr. York of Concord, for the members from Concord,
offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, George W. Lovejoy, Representative from Concord in the 1961 session of the House of Representatives of the
General Court of New Hampshire, has passed away, and
Whereas, he was the father of Mrs. Margaret L. Ford,
House Clerk's Stenographer, therefore be it
Resolved, That we, the

Members

of the

House

of Repre-

Member

hereby pay tribute to our former Fellow
for his service to his city and state, and be it further

sentatives,

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent
widow, Mrs. Lovejoy, and to his daughter, Mrs. Ford.

The

to his

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Miss Bailey and Messrs.

Downing and Spanos

of

Newport

offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, Joseph D. Vaughan, a former Representative

from Newport for several

sessions, has passed

Whereas, he also served
Resolved, That we, the

away, and

as State Senator, therefore

Members

of the

House

be

it

of Repre-

sentatives of the General Court of New Hampshire, hereby pay
tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to his
town and state, and be it further

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
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Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be transmitted
widow, Mrs. Joseph D. \'aughan.

to his

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Messrs.

Gamache and Cote

of Manchester offered the fol-

lowing resolutions:
WJiereas,

Manchester,

Roger Crowley, former Representative from
14, has passed away, and

Ward

Whereas, he also served his
missioner, and was a

be

member

city as

alderman, water com-

of the National Guard, therefore

it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby pay
our former Fellow Member for his services to his

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General

tribute to
city

and

state,

and be

it

further

we extend to his widow, Mrs. Roger Crowour heartfelt sympathy in her bereavement, and be it

Resolved, That
ley,

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to her.

The

resolutions ^\ere unanimously adopted.

Messrs.

Gamache and LaFrance from Manchester

offered

the following resolutions:

Whereas, Michael S. Donnelly, former Representative from
Manchester, Ward 14, has passed a^\ay, and
Whereas, he also served his city as depiuy tax collector,
alderman and supervisor of the check list, therefore be it
Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General

tribute to our former Fello^v

and

state,

and be

it

Members

Court of

Member

House of RepreHampshire, hereby pay

of the

New

for his sendees to his city

further

we extend to his sister, Margaret G. Donour heartfelt sympathy in her bereavement, and be it

Resolved, That
nelly,

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to her.

The resolutions

\\ere

unanimously adopted.
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Mr. London of

New London

offered the following resolu-

tions:

Whereas, Andrew R. Brown, former Representative from
has passed away, and

Danbury

Whereas, he also served his town
be

as selectman, therefore

it

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General

members

tribute to his services to his

House of RepreHampshire, hereby pay
and State, and be it further
of the

New

Court of

Town

Resolved, That we extend our deep sympathy to the family
in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be transmitted
widow, Mrs. Andrew Brown.

to his

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Messrs. Barker of Stratham

and Collishaw

of Exeter of-

fered the following resolutions:

Whereas, John Fred Emery, former Representative from
Stratham and former State Senator, has passed away, and

Whereas, he also served his town
chief of police,

therefore be

highway agent,

warden and auditor,

it

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General

members

Court of

tribute to his services to his

in

as selectman, tax collector,

forest fire

Town

House of RepreHampshire, hereby pay
and State, and be it further
of the

New

Resolved, That we extend our deep sympathy to the family
bereavement, and be it further

its

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be transmitted
widow, Mrs. Frances L. Emery.

to his

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Thompson of Wilmot offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, Roy K. Sargent, former Representative from Danbury has passed away, and
Whereas, he also served his town
of the school board, therefore be

it

as

selectman and

member

Thursday, January
Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General

in

its

members

Court of

tribute to his services to his

17,

Town

1963
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House of RepreHampshire, hereby pay
and State, and be it further
of the

New

Resolved, That we extend our deep sympathy to the family
bereavement, and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be transmitted
widow, Mrs. Roy K. Sargent.

to his

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Messrs.

York and LaFlamme of Concord, Ward
Concord Delegation:

1,

offered

the following resolutions for the

Whereas, Frank J. Dowd, former Representative from
Concord, Ward 1, in the House of Representatives of the General Court of New Hampshire, has passed away, therefore be it
Resolved, That we, the

Members

of the

House

hereby pay tribute to our former Fellow
his service to his city and state, and be it further

sentatives,

of Repre-

Member

for

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
family.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Varney of Rochester offered the following resolutions:
Whereas, Mrs. Helen Pierson, daughter of Mrs. Ruth
Dawson, Representative from Milton, has passed away, therefore be

it

Members of the House of RepreGeneral Court of New Hampshire, hereby
offer our heartfelt sympathy to our Fellow Member in her
bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the

Resolved, That the Clerk transmit a copy of these Resolutions to her.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Announcement

The Chair annoimced that today is the 22nd wedding
anniversary of Mr. k Mrs. Bednar of Hudson.
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On
were so

Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
dispensed with as to permit business in order at 3:00

motion
far

of

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday at 11:00 A.M.
this

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following bills were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

15,

providing for certain deductions from retirement

benefits for employees of political subdivisions.

HB

HB

1,

under the

On
journed

Brookfield and Wakefield from coun-

17, transferring

cilor district 2 to district

relative to

civil

defense

1.

exemption from

liability in certain cases

act.

motion of Mr. Cormier of Somersworth the House adat 11:43

A.M.

TUESDAY, January
The House met at

1 1

:00

22,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend Robert
Sargent of the Tilton Congregational Church.

Almighty God who speaks to all of us if we will but listen,
grant to all in authority, wisdom and strength to know and to
do thy will. Fill them with the love of truth and righteousness;
and make them ever mindful of their calling to serve the people. Keep these representatives of the people from hypocrisy
in feeling or action, that they may help to bring us sound government, just laws, good education, and, above all, a spirit of
service which will abolish pride of place and inequality of
opportunity. Hear us, we beseech thee, as we pray for strength

Tuesday, January
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and guidance for those in such places of responsibility. Defend
them from all dishonesty and civic corruption, from all vainglory and selfish luxury, and from all action which might conceivably lead to degradation of this state and its people. Almighty God, make them conscious of thy will that it might
guide them in what they do. Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Eastman of Exeter led the Convention in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair introduced 4 engineering students from Belo
Horizonte, Brazil, guests of Judge and Mrs. Walter Sterling of
Hillsborough.
Leaves of Absence

Bevan of Durham, Urie of
LaFrance of Manchester, \V'ard 7 ^vere
granted leave of absence for today on account of illness.
Messrs. Stafford of Laconia,

New Hampton and

Mr. O'York of Dover was granted leave of absence for an
on account of illness.

indefinite period

Introduction of Bills

The
ond

following

time, laid

HB

bills

on the

were introduced, read a first and secand referred as follows:

table for printing

An act relative to veterans' exemption.
To Military &: Veterans' Affairs.

75,

of Nashua)

(Underbill

HB

76, An act to limit the period for which past due support of institutional inmates may be recovered and the rate for
support of inmates at Laconia State School. (Pickett of Keene)
To Public Welfare &: State Institutions.

HB
ester.

77,

An

act relative to the salary of the

(Marsan of Rochester)

HB

78,

An

mayor

of

Roch-

the Rochester Delegation.

act legalizing action taken at a special

town of Littleton.
County Government.

in the

To

(Hill of

meeting

Conway) To Municipal &
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Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the rules of the House be
suspended as to dispense with the printing of HB 78.

so far

The

Clerk read the

bill in full.

*

HB

78,

An

*

*

act legalizing action taken at a special

meeting in the town of Littleton.

Be

Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court convened:

it

1.

The

Proceedings Legalized.

votes

and proceedings of

the special town meetings held in the town of Littleton on
January 16, 1963, adopting the provisions of an act of the legislature entitled

"An Act

relative to

sewage and waste treatment

and the votes
and appropriating funds for
purposes authorized by said act and authorization for bond
issue are hereby legalized, ratified and confirmed.
plants

and

septic tanks for the to^vn of Littleton"

and proceedings

2.

Takes

relative to raising

This

Effect.

The motion was

act shall take effect

An

79,

its

passage.

adopted.
*

HB

upon

*

*

act relative to the national system of interstate

and defense highways in the Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Kittery, Maine Area. (Osborn of Portsmouth) To Public Works.

HB
(Hughes

HB

An

80,

act

of Brookfield)
81,

An

relative

depositing

to

official

ballots.

To Judiciary.

act relative to the authority of the

commissioner

of public works and highways. (Berringer of Woodstock)
Public Works.

HB
son.

82,

An

act relating to

(Charland of Franklin)

HB

83,

on private

HB

An

lands.

84,

An

To

improper exposure of the per-

To Judiciary.

act authorizing towns to remove diseased trees

(Ring of Hampton)
act providing for

To Judiciary.

chairman pro tem

for

water

pollution commission and relative to standards for Class B-1
waters. (Casassa of Hampton) To Resources, Recreation and

Development.

HB

85,

An

Plymouth)

To

act providing

one open season for taking of
of Sandwich and Smith of

Campton, Brown
Fish and Game.

deer. (Willey of
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An act providing for a salary increase for classiemployees. (LaFrance of Manchester) To Executive
Administration.
86,

fied state

Depts.

22, 1963

87,

An

on the ice of public waters.
Resources, Recreation and Development.

act relative to racing

(Morrill of Salem)

To

HB 88, An act relative to reciprocity of boat operation with
residents of contiguous states.

(Goodhue

of Gilford)

To

Ju-

diciary.

HB

89,

An

act relating to the

exemption from property

taxes of certain parts of the state airways system. (Pickett of

Keene

&:

Coutennarsh of Lebanon)

To Ways and

Means.

Committee Report
Mr. Frink of Portsmouth for the Committee on Municipal
and County Government, HB 34, relative to the sewerage system in the Plymouth Village Fire district. Ought to pass with
amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

34

section 7 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
7 Referendum. This act shall not take effect unless it is
adopted by a majority ballot vote at any special or annual district meeting. If a majority of those voting on the question of
the adoption of this act vote in the affirmative this act shall be
declared to have been adopted.

8
effect

Takes

upon

Effect.

The

provisions of section 7 shall take

the passage of this act but the remaining sections

shall take effect only after the

in section

The

adoption of the act

as

provided

7.

Clerk read the amendment.

The amendment was

adopted.

Mr. Smith of Plymouth offered the following amendment:

Amend section 2 by striking out the word "and" in the
seventh line and inserting in place thereof the words, but shall
not be used; further amend said section by striking out the
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words "but

shall not

be used" in the eisrhth line and

place thereof the word, or, so that said section as

insertinor in

amended

shall

read as follows:
2

Sewer Funds. The funds received from the collection

of the server rentals in the

Plymouth Village Fire

District shall

be kept as a separate and distinct fund and shall be known as
the sewer fund. Any surplus in such fund may be used for the
enlargement or replacement of the sewerage system or the
sewerage disposal works, but shall not be used for the extension
of the se^verage systems to serve unsewered areas, or for any
purpose other than those specified.

Mr. Smith spoke in favor of the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

Introduction of a Joint Resolution

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua offered the following House
No. 2.

Joint Resolution

Be

it

Resolved that the

state treasurer

directed to pay to the state of
chester the salary

due

be and hereby

Edward W. Morris

said decedent as a

member

of

of the

is

ManHouse

of Representatives.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of

House be

HJR2.
The motion was adopted.
Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that the rules be further
suspended as to dispense with reference to committee and
public hearing.

The motion was adopted and

the Resolution was ordered

to a third reading.

Senate Message

to
to

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference
whom was referred the following described Concurrent Reso-

lution:

1
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Resolution providing that there shall be no more than
three sponsors of a

bill.

Qualified

Mr. Chapdelaine of Manchester having appeared before
His Excellency, Governor John W. King, and been duly qualified, appeared and took his seat as member of the House.
Mr. Hazeltine of Merrimack, having appeared before the
Acting Governor, Philip S. Dunlap, having been duly qualified,
appeared and took his seat in the House.

Announcement

The Chair announced that today
Mr. Dion of Nashua.

is

the 41st birthday of

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
o'clock this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that
third reading of bills be by title only and resolutions by caption
only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet
tomorrow morning

at

1

:00

A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

third time, passed,

HB

bill and house joint resolution were read
and sent to the Senate for concurrence:

34, relative to the

a

sewerage system in the Plymouth

Village Fire District.

HJR 2,
On
journed

in favor of

Edward W.

Morris.

motion of Mr. Geisel of Manchester the House ad1 1 :46 A.M.

at
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WEDNESDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

January

23,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend Robert A.
Sargent from the Federated Churches of Rollinsford, N. H.
and South Berwick, Maine, as follows:

Most Gracious and Eternal Father, we thank Thee

we have been

set apart

to serve; especially are

that

we thankful

on the free traditions of
and nation. May the light of Thy Truth, and
the depth of Thy Holy Wisdom guide our paths, that all acts
and decisions which we commit might be acceptable to Thee.
May oiu' vision be to the growing future, strengthened always
by the Gracious Hand which guided our forefathers. Endow
us then with Thy Holy Spirit in the name of Christ Jesus.
that Ave have the privilege of carrying

this fine state

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Harkins of Laconia led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence
Mrs. McDonough of New Castle was granted a leave of
absence for the day on account of important business.
Mrs. Ayre of Laconia, Mrs. Grey of Canaan and Mr. KimManchester were granted leaves of absence for today
and tomorrow on account of important business.

ball of

Committee Reports
Mr, Plourde of Pembroke for the Committee on Judiciary,
to make unlawful certain fraudulent dealing with collateral which is subject to a security interest. Ought to pass.

HB

8,

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Mr. Tuttle of Dover for the Committee on Municipal and
County Government, HB 35, relative to the powers and duties

Wednesday, January
of the

town

of

23,

1963

Hanover and repealing the charter of
Ought to pass ^vith amendment.
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the village

precinct of Hanover.

Amendment

to

HB

35

Amend paragraph a of section 6 of said bill by striking
out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:
a.
The power to appoint a superintendent of public works,
an overseer of public welfare, a chief of police and one or more
chief engineers and assistant engineers to serve in each fire
department, and remove same for just cause after being granted

a hearing.

Amend

paragraph b of section 6 of said bill by striking out
and inserting in place thereof
the word, three, so that said paragraph as amended shall read
the

word

"t^vo" in the first line

as follows:
b.

The power by any

three or

on the town treasurer
the town; and

sign orders
of

The

in

more of their number to
payment of the obligations

Clerk read the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Mr. Stafford of Portsmouth for the Committee on Municiand County Government, HB 11, relative to meetings of
highway agents for instruction. Ought to pass.

pal

The

bill

was ordered to a third reading.

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for the Committee on TransHB 22, relative to motor vehicles parked on street
or public parking areas. Inexpedient to legislate.
portation,

Mr. Gamache of Manchester moved that the words, Ought
to Pass, be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to Legislate,

and spoke

in favor of the motion.

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro spoke against the motion.

The motion did not prevail and the resolution of the committee was adopted.
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Senate Message

The

Senate has passed the following concurrent resoluwhich it asks the concurrence of the
House of Representatives:

tion,

in the passage of

Concurrent Resolution relative
Watershed:

to the

Androscoggin River

Whereas, the Department of Health, Education and Welannounced its intention to proceed with enforcement
action under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act in the
Androscoggin River Watershed, an interstate stream between
the states of New Hampshire and Maine, and
fare has

Whereas, the paper industry in particular has invested
heavily for pollution control measures in this watershed under
a series of court decrees by the Supreme Judicial Court of
Equity for Androscoggin County which has resulted in substantial improvement in stream quality and the industry is
continuing to expend money for said purposes as rapidly as
financial capacity allows,

and

Whereas, the Legislatures of the two adjoining

states

by

statute have reserved the right to adopt systems of stream classifications

framework for enforcement
determining
the basis for
the lawful uses for

which provide the

action as well as
said waters,

legal

and

Whereas, the respective water pollution control agencies
of the two affected states are fully competent, prepared and
have a coordinated plan for the conduct of such additional investigations, studies and surveys as are required in order that
both State Legislatures may simultaneously adopt appropriate
stream classifications for the Androscoggin River Watershed,

and
Whereas, the states of New Hampshire and Maine, along
with the other New England states and the state of New York,
are joined in the New England Interstate Water Pollution
Control Compact (approved by Congress in 1947) under which
all of the states are pledged to abate pollution of interstate
waters within the Compact area, and
,

Whereas, the declared policy of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act is to recognize, preserve and protect the pri-

Wednesday, January
mary
to

and

responsibilities

23, 1963

rights of state

and

103

interstate agencies

prevent and control water pollution,

Resolved by the Senate, the House
Court of the
Hampshire having due regard for the protection

Noiu, Therefore, be

it

of Representatives concurring, that the General
state of

New

and future economic welfare of the area, is convinced that the objective of an overall comprehensive pollution
control program for the Androscoggin River Valley can be best
achieved by local, state and interstate authorities free from
of the present

federal intervention,

Be
of

it

and

Further Resolved that the General Court of the State

New Hampshire

strongly urges that the Secretary of Health,

Education and ^Velfare in the operation of the federal program,
adhere to the express intent of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, namely, that the primary responsibility for the
estabhshment of adequate water pollution control programs remain with the duly authorized state and interstate agencies;

and

further,

whenever

in his

judgment

satisfactory progress

not being made, to give notice
thereof to the state and interstate agencies involved before undertaking any action whatever under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, and
towards polkition control

is

Be it Further Resolved that the members of the New
Hampshire delegation in the Congress of the United States, be
requested to assist in every way possible in the State of Ne"\v
Hampshire's effort to retain jurisdiction over the Pollution
Control Program for its portion of the Androscoggin River
Watershed, and

Be

it

Further Resolved that the Secretary of State be

in-

structed to transmit a copy of this Resolution to the Secretary

and Welfare and to each member of the
delegation in the Congress of the United

of Health, Education

New Hampshire
States.

The concurrent resolution was referred
on Resources, Recreation and Development.

to the

committee

Mr. Casassa of Hampton moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to dispense with reference to committee
and that the concurrent resolution be adopted.

Mr. Casassa of Hampton spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion

prevailed.
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Introduction of a Bill

HB

90, An Act relative to the study of New Hampshire
was introduced, read a first and second time, laid on the
table for printing and referred to the committee on Appropritaxes,

ations.

Change in Committee Assignments
(Clerks

marked with an

*)

Agriculture

Room

306, State

Adams

of Madbury, Ch.
Ballam of Walpole, V. Ch.
Stearns of Hinsdale
Spollett of

Underwood

of Chester
of Dunbarton
Watts of Deerfield
Nash of Dixville
Legallee of Litchfield
Brooks of Stewartstown
Farwell of Brookline
Barrows of Claremont
Dempsey of Franklin
Abare of Troy
Martel of Manchester, Ward 7

McKay

Hampstead*

Purington of Exeter
Hay ward of MiUord

Adams

of

House

Lebanon

Persson of Candia

Bragdon of Amherst
Garland of Pelham
Cumminojs of Danville

Appropriations

Room

318, State

Clement

Goode

of Rochester, Ch.
of Manchester, Ward

2,

V. Ch.

Taylor of Whitefield
Bell of

Weeks

Plymouth

of Greenland
Roberts of Conway
Shepard of Londonderry
Gove of Concord
Eaton of Hillsborough
Ring of Hampton

House

Prescott of Laconia
Keough of Gorham
Blake of Madison
Fellows of Dover
Sheridan of Berlin
Bailey of Newport*
Bruton of Manchester,
Hartigan of Rochester
Belcourt of Nashua
Dumont of Berlin
Pappagianis of Nashua

Ward

3
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Banks

Community Room, N. H.

Heald

Bennett of Keene
Hambleton of Goffstown
Leighton of Dover
Asby of Canterbury
Scott of Derry
Vey of Brentwood

of

Keene

Allen of Rindge
Walsh of Manchester, Ward 5*
Delisle of Manchester, Ward 8

Maynard of Nashua
Manning of Manchester, Ward
Trombly of Nashua

Redely of Hopkinton
of

Bank

Peaslee of Concord
Peterson of Peterborough

Bigelow of Warner, Ch.
Stevens of Epsom, V. Ch.

Canney

Savings

5

Pratt of Keene
Sadler of Portsmouth

Farmington

Claims and Aeronautics

Room

207A,

Annex

Ward 12
of Nashua
Chartrain of Nashua
Newell of Concord
Levasseur of Manchester, Ward 12
Warren of Lyndeborough
Hood of Plainfield
Noel of Manchester, Ward 11
Gauthier of Manchester, Ward 13
Cole of Nashua
Smith of Walpole
Thibault of Nashua
Karnis of New Ipswich
Cavalieri of Portsmouth
Beard of Lebanon
Coutermarsh of Lebanon
Boutin of Benton
Dionne of Nashua, Ward 6
Desmarais of Jaffrey
Henry

Nalette of Manchester,

of Concord, Ch.

Potter of Northumberland, V. Ch.

Marcoux

Education

Room
Brown

of Sandwich, Ch.
Hanover, V. Ch.
O'Neil of Chesterfield
Faulkner of Keene
Berry of Barrington
Whipple of Lebanon
Greene of Rye
Matheson of Center Harbor
Martin of Littleton
Van Loan of Bedford
Chamberlin of Bath

Low

of

100, State

House

Uhlenberg of Gilmanton
Park of Lyme
McDonough of Ne^v Castle
Taylor of Effingham
Watkinson of Fitzwilliam
Ferguson of Milford
Guest of Cornish

Lebanon*
Keene
McEachern of Portsmouth
Bolduc of Belmont

Demers of
Russell of

Elections

Room

305, State

House

McMeekin of Haverhill
Peterson of Peterborough, V. Ch.
Healy of Manchester, Ward 6*
Sheridan of Berlin

Johnson of Hanover, Ch.
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Engrossed Bills
Secretary of State's Office

Smith of Concord

Potter of Northumberland, Ch.
Eastman of Weare, V. Ch.

Marx

York

of

Langdon

of

Concord

Executive Departments and Administration

Room

119, State

House

Marx

McMeekin

of Haverhill, Ch.
Stafford of Laconia, V. Ch.
White of Portsmouth, Ward 4
Allan of Meredith
Clark of Lee
Carter of North Hampton
Smith of Plymouth
Lamprey of Tuftonboro
Lewis of Lebanon, Ward 3
Smith of Concord
Langford of Raymond

Langdon

of

Shennan

of Lancaster
Cobleigh of Nashua
Cote of Manchester, Ward 8

Eastman of Weare*
Morse of Enfield

Gagnon

of Berlin

Grimes of Dover
York of Concord

Dupont of Manchester,
Claveau of Hudson

Fish and

Ward

6

Game

State Library

London of New London, Ch.
Drew of Farmington, V. Ch.
Cheney of Newton
Welch of Concord

Anderson of Warren
Nettleton of Groton
Forbes of Marlow
Merrill of

Merrifield of Sunapee
Brown of Loudon
Kelley of Littleton

Felch of Seabrook

Thayer

Hampton

Falls

Connolly of Berlin
Guilbeault of Allenstown
Bushey of Northumberland
LaFrance of Manchester, Ward 7
Keating of Keene

of Jefferson

Rolfe of Rochester

Gilman

Vashaw of Berlin*
of Franklin

Insurance

Room 208W, Annex
Wheeler of Exeter, Ch.

Latour of Nashua
Shea of Keene
Nelson of Dover
Dumont of Rochester
Hebert of Somersworth

Davis of Greenfield, V. Ch.
Varney of Rochester
Lacaillade of Laconia
Adams of Charlestown
Johnson of Rochester

Heald

Dumais

Wilton
Fairbanks of Boscawen
Stickney of Salem
Gowing of Dublin
Allard of Manchester,

Ward

of

Nashua

Desmarais of Nashua
Leclerc of Manchester
Tremblay of Manchester,

of

Ward
14*

13

Bowles of Easton
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Interstate Cooperation

Secretary of State's Office

The

Upton

Speaker, Ch.
Ainley of Manchester, V. Ch.

of

Concord

Pappagianis of Nashua
Normandin of Laconia

Journal
Clerk's Office

Upton

The

Taft of Greenville
Moran of Manchester*

of Concord, Ch.

Speaker, V. Ch.

Downing

of

Newport

Judiciary

Room
Totman

of Alstead, Ch.

Frizzell of

Charlestown, V. Ch.

Cooper of Nashua
Peever of Salem
Griffin of Auburn
Eastman of Exeter
Ainley of Manchester,
Bingham of Concord
Upton of Concord
Johnson of Hanover
Pryor of Ashland

Ward

1

304, State

House

Chandler of Portsmouth
Grey of Canaan
Wildey of Westmoreland
Pickett of Keene
Healy of Manchester, Ward 6
Desnoyer of Claremont
Plourde of Pembroke
Normandin of Laconia*
Spanos of Newport
Aloran of Manchester, Ward 8
Capistran of Manchester, Ward 12

Labor

Room
Angus

of Claremont, Ch.
Stevenson of Bethlehem, V. Ch.
Haseltine of Merrimack

Ferguson of Concord
Berringer of Woodstock
Sanders of Concord
White of Derry

Wylie of Fremont
Bean of Waterville
Grant of Salem
Verrill of Laconia

100, State

House

Gallagher of Hudson

Roy

of Berlin

Habel of Somersworth
Laflamme of Concord
Belanger of Manchester, Ward 10
Dion of Manchester, Ward 3*
Mahoney of Manchester, Ward 4
Wade of Manchester, Ward 8
Champagne of Manchester, Ward
St. Pierre of Rochester
Maloomian of Somersworth

1
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Liquor Laws
State Library

Hayes

Collishaw of Exeter, Ch.
Nahil of Claremont, V. Ch.

Murch

of Portsmouth
Marsan of Rochester*
Osborne of Portsmouth
Blanchard of Jackson
P^ldman of Manchester,
Canty of Salem

Ward

of Manchester,

Ward

3

O'Connor of Manchester, Ward
Vachon of Manchester, Ward 14

6

Rousseau of Manchester, Ward 13
Charland of Franklin
Clancy of Manchester, Ward 6
Chapdelaine of Manchester, Ward

1

13

Kelley of Franklin

Desilets of Berlin
Bergeron of Manchester, Ward 10
Provencal of Hudson
Bouchard of Berlin
Lavallee of Nashua
Grady of Manchester, Ward 14

Mileage
Sergeant-at- Arms'

Room

McKay

McAllister of Barnstead, Ch.
Kearns of Manchester, V. Ch.

of

Dunbarton

Roberts of Conway*

Maloomian

of Somersworth

Military and Veterans' Affairs

Room 208W, Annex
Gay

of Derry, Ch.

Watkinson of Fitzwilliam, V. Ch.
Sawyer of Winchester
Campbell of Claremont
Hackett of Epping
Pollock of Keene
Whitney of Deering
Hutchinson of Chichester
Guest of Cornish
Joslyn of Sanbornton

O'Shan of Laconia
of Claremont
Bouley of Nashua
Boisvert of Nashua
Cournoyer of Jaffrey*
Coussoule of Portsmouth
Dubois of Nashua
Kendrigan of Manchester, Ward
Doherty of Manchester, Ward 6

Cann

Littlefield of Somers^vorth

Municipal and County Government

Room
Hill of

Conway, Ch.

Frink of Portsmouth, V. Ch.
Hackler of Swanzey
Pickering of Hancock

Barker of Stratham
Littlehale of Durham
Hanson of Bow
White of Atkinson
Morrill of Salem
Tuttle of Dover*
Todd of New Boston

207,

Annex
Stafford of Portsmouth
Schwaner of Plaistow
Hayward of Milford
Crouch of Durham
Gaffney of Claremont
Bednar of Hudson
Palmer of Kensington
Lafond of Hooksett
Brummer of Lisbon
Robinson of Pembroke
Lambert of Hooksett

1
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Public Health

Room

Wildlife

Green

Bennett of Richmond

of Rollinsford, Ch.
of Manchester, Ward 2,

Mahony

Chamberlain of Wolfeboro

Howard

V. Ch.

Clark of Kingston
Hayner of Laconia

Andersen of Concord
Arsenault of Randolph*

Pinkham of Northwood
McCarthy of Laconia
Fogg

of

of Bartlett

Shiite of Lancaster

Milan
Belletete

Dionne of Nashua, Ward
O'York of Dover
Mason of Nashua
Rubins of Rochester
Maglaras of Dover
Dubey of Berlin
of Keene

2

Public Welfare and State Institutions

Room

207A,

Dame

Ayre of Laconia, Ch.
Maxham of Concord, V. Ch.
Wylie of Fremont
Bouvier of Swanzey

Hayward

of

Concord

of Milton
Legasse of Portsmouth
Tessier of Manchester, Ward 7
Bernier of Manchester
Blanchette of Dover
Vincent of Somersworth
Peabody of Pelham
Bissonnette of Nashua
Gamache of Manchester, Ward 14
Beaudoin of Rochester

Hanover

of

of

Dawson

Richardson of Dover
Morrison of Salem
O'Shan of Laconia
MacDonald of Concord*
Shea of Keene

Thompson

Annex

Wilmot

Public Works

Room
Taft of Greenville, Ch.
Plumer of Bristol, V. Ch.
Willey of Campton
Wiggin of Bedford
Fox of Wakefield

Turner of Gilsum
Marsh of Colebrook
Davis of

Conway

Edwards

of

Antrim

308,

Annex
Moore of Bradford
Remick of Tamworth

Allard of Littleton

Young

of

Rye

Shindledecker of

Dame

Hampton

of Portsmouth
Fortier of Berlin
D'Amante of Claremont
Downing of Newport*
McGee of Lincoln

Nickerson of East Kingston
Keefe of Portsmouth

1
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Resources, Recreation and Development

Room

207,

Hampton, Ch.
Smith of Dover, V. Ch.
Rice of Peterborough
Barney of Riimney
Urie of New Hampton
Oliver of Marlborough
Kimball of Derry
Tarrant of Pittsfield
Perkins of Alton

Annex

Goodfellow of Dorchester

Casassa of

Hampson

of

Hebron*

Herbert of Windham
Martin of Goffstown
Stinson of Stratford

Harkins of Laconia
Sewall of Newmarket
Roy of Berlin
Fontaine of Berlin
Phelps of Andover
Conover of Manchester,

Goodhue of Gilford
Weber of Croydon

Ward

2

Bartlett of Goffstown

Rules
Speaker's Office

The

Shepard of Londonderry

Speaker, Ch.
Peterson of Peterborough, V. Ch.

Weeks
Goode

of
of

Pappagianis of Nashua
Kearns of Manchester
Desnoyer of Claremont

Greenland
Manchester

Transportation

Room
Claflin of Wolfeboro, Ch.
Soucy of Manchester, Ward

308,

1,

V. Ch.

Carpenter of Henniker
Kimball of Manchester, W^ard 2

Moulton of New Durham
Graham of Gorham
Cushman of Orford

Annex
Rufo of Concord
Hughes of Brookfield
Buker of Merrimack

Carter of Milford
Chase of Rochester
McGee of Lincohi
Sullivan of Nashua

Coutermarsh of Lebanon*
Barnard of Goffstown

Bennett of Strafford
Shute of Lancaster

McDermott
Clancy of Manchester,

Ward

of Manchester,
5

Ward

Ways and Means

Room

of Durham
Colbath of Dover
Hancock of Concord
Howe of Tilton
Thompson of Northfield
Brocklebank of Hollis

Bevan

House
Lang of Manchester, Ward
Underbill of Nashua

306, State

Larty of Haverhill, Ch.
Diffenderfer of Ossipee, V. Ch.
McAllister of Barnstead
Geisel of Manchester, Ward 2

1

Palmer of Plaistow*
Pettigrew of Manchester, Ward
Kearns of Manchester, Ward 10
Cullity of Manchester, Ward 4
Casey of Manchester, Ward 6
Hurley of Manchester, Ward 1
Sabluski of Nashua

Twardus

of

Cormier of Somersworth

Newmarket

1

4
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On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
P.M. to be in order at the present time, that third reading of
bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns it be
to meet tomorrow morning at 1 1 :00 A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

were read a third time, passed, and

bills

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

8,

collateral

to

make unlawful

which

is

certain fraudulent dealing with

subject to a security interest.

HB 35, relative to the powers and duties of the town of
Hanover and repealing the charter of the Village Precinct of
Hanover.

HB

11, relative to

meetings of highway agents for instruc-

tion.

On
journed

motion of Mrs. Weeks of Greenland the House ad1 1 36 A.M.

at

:

THURSDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

January

24, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

O

Shepherd of

Israel,

who

dost neither slumber nor sleep,

we are the people of Thy pasture and the sheep of Thy hand.
Make us to love Thy voice and answer to the name by which

Thou

callest us; so shall

hand. Beside the

none be able

to

pluck us out of

Thy

and in
the valley where deep shadows lie, be Thou our strength and
shield; and do Thou shepherd us beyond the plains of peril to
the eternal fold where we may lie down in peace and take our
rest, for it is Thou only that makest us dwell in safety. Grant
still

waters, through pastures green,

112
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this for the sake of

Him who

is

the

Lamb

of

God, Jesus Christ

our Lord. A-men.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Moore of Bradford led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leave of Absence
Mr. Urie of New Hampton was granted leave of absence
on account of illness.

for the day

Introduction of Bills

HB 91, An act relative to copies of the school laws. (Wheeler
of Exeter)

HB
eter)

To

92,

To

Education.

An

act relating to legal holidays.

HB

An

93,

act to increase the

College. (Cournoyer of Jaffrey)

HB
of Rye)

powers of Queen of Peace

To Judiciary.

94, An act authorizing prepayment
To Ways and Means.

HB
roll

95,

An

act providing

County (Fox

HB

of Wakefield)

An

96,

1)

To Ways and

97, An act relative to armed
Ward 2) To Judiciary.

HB

98,

An

married

Fish and

HB

on jai
Means.

robbery. (Geisel of

alai.

Man-

hunting and fishing licenses for
(Bushey of Northumberland) To

act relative to
to residents.

Game.
99,

An

act relating to the practice of chiropractic.

(Coutermarsh and Beard of Lebanon)

HB

fisher in Car-

act authorizing pari-mutuel pools

HB

aliens

of taxes. (Greene

an open season for
To Fish and Game.

(Feldman of Manchester, Ward

chester,

(Wheeler of Ex-

Judiciary.

100,

An

To

Public Health.

act providing for the assessment

and

collec-

tion of a special head tax for state purposes. (Cobleigh of

Nashua,

Ward

1)

To Ways and

Means.

Thursday, January

HB

101,

An

act relating to

24,

1963

113

municipal permits for registraTo Municipal and County

North Hampton)

tion. (Carter of

Governm.ent.

HB

102,

An

imposing tax on television signal distribuand Ballam of Walpole) To

act

tion systems. (Stearns of Hinsdale

Ways and Means.

HB

103,

An

act relative to service fees

(Newell of Concord)

To

from

initial plates.

Transportation.

HB

104, An act relative to advisory commission and transpowers under the department of health and welfare.
(Newell of Concord) To Executive Departments and Adminisfer

of

tration.

HJR

providing an appropriation toward reconstruction
of Fort at
Four. (Frizzell and Adams of Charlestown
and Desnoyer of Claremont) To Appropriations.
3,

Number

HJR 4,
To

in favor of Lucille

M. Webb.

(Casassa of

Hampton)

Claims and Aeronautics.

Mr. Casassa of Hampton moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of

The

HJR

HJR

4.

Clerk read the Resolution as follows:

Joint Resolution in favor of Lucille M. Webb,
of fifteen hundred dollars is hereby appropriated
to reimburse Lucille M. Webb for hospital and medical expenses and other losses due to injiny at Hampton Beach on
April 19, 1961. The payment of this stim is in full and final
settlement of any and all claims arising out of said injury. The
appropriation hereunder shall be a charge on the recreation
fund.

That

the

4,

sum

The motion

to dispense

with printing was adopted.

Committee Reports
Mr. Henry of Concord for the Committee on Claims and
HB 41, to make appropriation to employ an air-

Aeronautics,

port engineer.

Ought

The Chair
priations.

to pass.

referred the bill to the

Committee on Appro-
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Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for the Committee on Education,

HB

39, relative to the capital reserve

Lincoln school

The

bill

district.

Ought

was ordered

fund established by the

to pass.

to a third reading.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill moved that the committees on
Executive Departments and Administration and Transportation hold a joint hearing on HB 28, relative to motor vehicle
driver training

and operator's

The motion was

license fees.

adopted.
Qualified

Mr. Carpenter of Henniker, having appeared before ActS. Dunlap, was duly qualified as a member

ing Governor, Philip
of the

House

of Representatives.

Resolutions

Mr. Maglaras of Dover for the Dover Delegation and Mr.
of Rochester for the Strafford County Delegation of-

Clement

fered the following resolutions:

term

Whereas, Patrick N. H. O'York, who was serving his second
as Representative from Dover, has passed away, and

Whereas, he had served as Selectman, Moderator, Delegate
Convention, also a former Deputy Sheriff
of Limerick, Maine, therefore be it
to the Constitutional

Resolved, that

we pay

tribute to his services to his city

state, his

great interest in his

and be

further

it

work and

and

his friendliness to all,

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby extend our heartfelt sympathy to his family in its bereavement,
and be it further
Resolved, that we, the

sentatives of the General

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth M. Sprague, for the family.

On

a rising vote of silent prayer the Resolutions were

unanimously adopted.

The Chair announced that today was the 71st birthday of
Mr. Bell of Plymouth.

Tuesday, January

On

29, 1963

115

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

^vere so far

this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday at 11:00 A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Reading

HB

fund established by
and

39, relative to the capital reserve

the Lincoln school district, was read a third time, passed,
sent to the Senate for concurrence.

On
journed

motion of Miss Spollett of Hampstead the House
at 11:23 A.M.

TUESDAY, January
The House met

at

1 1

:00

ad-

29, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Mrs. Evelyn M.
Duke, from the Dunbarton Congregational Church, as follows:

O

Eternal and ever loving God,
Give us faith this day in Thee. Help

We

say "In

to live

and

God we

Trust".

Help us

approach

this great

unbelief.

as a

nation

mind and

to the vital spiritual

of spirit: our lackaproblems that confront

commonwealth.

Help those who
primary allegiance

Lord God

we

and

to act in that belief.

Forgive our wanderings of
daisical

Thou our

as a state

is

serve our
to

government

of Hosts, be with us yet. Lest

forget.

This we ask

to

remember

their

Thee.

in Jesus

Name, Amen.

we

forget. Lest
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Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

McKay

Mr.

Dunbarton

of

led

Convention in the

the

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence

Bragdon

Messrs.

of

Amherst and Littlehale

of

Durham

were granted leave of absence for the day on account of

illness.

Messrs. Lambert of Hooksett, Langford of Raymond,
Phelps of Andover and Pinkham of Northwood were granted
leave of absence for the day on account of important business.

Introduction of Bills

The following House Bills and House Joint Resolutions
were introduced, read a first and second time, laid on the table
for printing and referred as follows:

HB

105,

An

by the secreExecutive Depts.

act relative to election printing

tary of state. (Peterson of

Peterborough)

To

and Administration.

HB

An act relative
New Hampshire

106,

the central

Ward

8)

To

HB

to the relocation of a portion of

turnpike. (Lavallee of Nashua,

Public Works.

An

providing for the election of county comcounty districts of Rockingham county.
(Cavalieri and Sadler of Portsmouth) To the Rockingham Dele107,

missioners

for

act

the

gation.

HB

108, An act relative to the promotion for certain employees in the city of Manchester (Gauthier of Manchester,

Ward

To

13)

HB

109,

the Manchester Delegation.

An

act relative to limitation of recovery of

ages for wrongful death. (Johnson of Hanover)

HB

1

10,

An

dam-

Judiciary.

act relative to questions submitted to voters of

town of Meredith, (Allan of Meredith)
County Government.
the

To

To

Municipal and

Tuesday, January

HB

An

111,

the Belknap

HB

County (Allan

act relating to the advertising of beverages.

(Mahony of Manchester,

HB

An

113,

of Meredith)

County Delegation.

An

112,

117

act relating to the printing of proceedings of

the county convention of Belknap

To

29, 1963

Ward

To

2)

Liquor Laws.

act relating to the location of the technical

(Kearns and Mahony of Manchester and Dionne of
Nashua) To Education.

school.

HB

An

114,

members

act relative to per

diem compensation

for

Concord)

To

of the milk control board. (Ferguson of

Agriculture.

HB

An

115,

motor boats on Rock
Resources, Recreation and

act relative to use of

Windham) To

pond. (Herbert of

Development.

HB

116,

An

act relative to the taxation of horses. (Fer-

guson of Concord)

HB

117,

An

To Ways and

act relative to

nances. (Grey of Canaan)

To

Means.

method of adopting zoning ordiMimicipal and County Govern-

ment.

HB

118,

An

act relative to clerical assistants for the divi-

and dividends of the state tax commission. (PapNashua) To Appropriation.

sion of interest

pagianis of

HB

119, An act authorizing
dividends to require corporations
amounts of dividends paid to New
son of Peterborough) To Ways and

HB

120,

An

the division of interest

and

to furnish information as to

Hampshire

residents. (Peter-

Means.

act relative to the

enforcement of laws con-

cerning cruelty to animals. (Murch of Portsmouth)

To

Agricul-

ture.

HB

121,

An

act relative to the construction of physical

education facilities at
(O'Neil of Chesterfield)

HB
(Upton

122,

of

HB

An

act relating to

Concord)

123,

To Ways and

An

University
Education.

the

To

of

New

redemption of

Hampshire.

specific devises.

To Judiciary.

act relating to trailers.

Means.

(Osborn of Portsmouth)
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HB
bomb

124,

scare.

HB
of

An

act providing a penalty for falsely reporting a

(Upton

An

125,

of

Concord)

To Judiciary.

act relative to purchase exceptions. (Stevens

Epsom) To Executive Departments and Administration.

HB

An

126,

Gorham) To

act relating to liens of attorneys.

(Keough of

Judiciary.

HJR

5, Joint Resolution providing funds for payment of
the expenses of binding and distributing the journal of the

1959 session of the constitutional convention. (Ferguson of
To Claims.

Concord)

HJR 6, Joint Resolution relative to the operating expenses
educational
television station, WENH-TV, Channel 11, Durof
ham. (O'Neil of Chesterfield) To Education.
HJR 7, Joint Resolution relating to the estate of Patrick
N. H. O'York. (Grimes of Dover) To Claims.
Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing and
reference to committee on House Joint Resolution No. 7 and
that the Resolution be passed at the present time.

House be

The motion was

The

adopted.

Clerk read the Resolution in

full.

HJR 7, relating to the estate of Patrick N. H. O'York.
Resolved, that the state treasurer be and hereby is instructed
to pay to the estate of Patrick N. H. O'York the salary due said
decedent as a member of the House of Representatives.
HJR

7

was read a third time, passed and sent

to the Senate

for concurrence.

Committee Reports
Mr. Wildey of Westmoreland for the Committee on Judiciary,

HB

7,

authorizing the attorney general to act as attor-

ney for department of safety employees. Inexpedient to
late.

The resolution

of the

committee was adopted.

legis-
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Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown for the Committee on JuHB 23, relative to Concord Female Charitable Society.

diciary,

Ought

to pass.

The bill was ordered

HB

to a third reading.

Mrs. Cooper of Nashua for the Committee on Judiciary,
45, requiring surety bonds for municipal court clerks.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Mr. Moore of Bradford for the Committee on Public
Works, HB 26, correcting references in statute providing for
highway bond issue. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Mr. Taft of Greenville for the Committee on Public
Works, HB 6, relative to the classification of a highway in
Newton. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered to a third reading.

Mr. McGee of Lincoln for the Committee on Public
Works, HB 18, relative to outdoor advertising. Ought to pass.

At the request of Mr. Kearns of Manchester, Mr. Plumer
of Bristol explained the bill.

(discussion ensued)

Mr.

McGee

of Lincoln spoke in favor of the bill.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Kearns of Manchester moved that further consideration of

HB

18 be indefinitely postponed.

Mr. Newell of Concord spoke against the motion.
Mrs. Martin of Littleton spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr.

McGee

of Lincoln spoke against the motion.

The motion to indefinitely postpone did not prevail
the bill was ordered to a third reading.

and

Mr. Taft of Greenville for the Committee on Public
Works, HB 16, relative to resurfacing of the Eastern and Central turnpikes. Ought to pass with amendment.
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Amendment

to

HB

16

Amend the title of said bill by striking out the words "and
Central turnpikes" and inserting in place thereof the word,
turnpike, so that said title as amended shall read as follows:
relative to resurfacing of the Eastern turnpike.

Amend

said bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

1
Eastern New Hampshire Turnpike. The sum of one
hundred and ten thousand dollars is hereby appropriated to
provide for the resurfacing of the Eastern New Hampshire
Turnpike from the Portsmouth Traffic Circle to the Silver
Street interchange. This appropriation shall be a charge upon
the Eastern New Hampshire Turnpike Sinking Fund and the
governor is authorized to draw his warrant for this appropria-

tion.

Limitation.

2

on June

.'^0,

Takes

3

The sum hereby

appropriated shall lapse

1964.
Effect.

This

act shall take effect

The amendment was adopted and
the

upon

its

passage.

the bill was referred to

Committee on Appropriations.

Mr. Taft of Greenville for the Committee on Public
Works, HB 4, relative to the disposal of papers and records for
department of public works and high^vays. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Resignation
Manchester, N. H.
January 25, 1963

Honorable Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
State

House

Concord,

New Hampshire

Dear Mr. Lamprey:

Having accepted a position from the Federal Housing Auwhich forbids my participation in politics will make

thority

3

Tuesday, January
it

impossible for

me

to serve as a

29, 1963

member

121

of the

House

of

Rep-

resentatives during the 1963 Session of the General Court.
I,

of the

therefore, regretfully tender

House

chester. I ask that

of

Ward

13

my

resignation as a

of Representatives representing

my

Ward

member

13 of

Man-

resignation be accepted so that the voters

may have

the opportunity of having full repre-

sentation in the General Court.

Very truly yours,
Rolland Chapdelaine,
Manchester,

Ward

1

Th.e resignation was referred to the Elections committee.

Mr. Dupont of Manchester moved that the rules of the
House be so far suspended as to dispense with reference to committee and that the resignation be accepted at the present time.

The motion

^vas

adopted and the resignation accepted.

Concurrent Resolutions
Mrs. Ainley of Manchester introduced the following concurrent resolution:

Memorializing Congress to call a convention for the purpose of
proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United

V

States relating to Article

thereof.

Resolved by the House of Representatives, the Senate concurring, that this Legislature respectfully petitions the Congress
of the United States to call a convention for the purpose of
proposing the following article
stitution of the

United

as

an amendment

"ARTICLE
"Section
States

is

1.

Article

V

Con-

.

.

of the Constitution of the United

hereby amended to read

as follows:

The Congress, whenever two-thirds
deem it necessary, or, on the application

of both Houses shall
of the Legislatures of

two-thirds of the several states, shall propose
this Constitution,

to the

States.

which

shall

be valid to

poses, as part of this Constitution,

when

all

amendments to
and pur-

intents

ratified

tures of three-fourths of the several states.

by the Legisla-

Whenever

applica-
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from the Legislatures of two-thirds of the total number
United States shall contain identical texts of an
amendment to be proposed, the President of the Senate and
the Speaker of the House of Representatives shall so certify,
and the amendment as contained in the application shall be
deemed to have been proposed, without further action by Contions

of states of the

No State, without its consent, shall be deprived of
equal suffrage in the Senate.

gress.

"Section

have been

its

This Article shall be inoperative unless it shall
an amendment to the Constitution by the

2.

ratified as

Legislatures of three-fourths of the several states within seven
years

from the date of

its

submission."

Be It Further Resolved that if Congress shall have proposed
an amendment to the Constitution identical with that contained
in this resolution prior to January 1, 1965, this application for
a convention shall no longer be of any force or effect.
Be

It

Further Resolved that a duly attested copy of

this

resolution be immediately transmitted to the Secretary of the

Senate of the United States, the Clerk of the House of Representatives of the United States and to each member of the Congress

from

this State.

The concurrent resolution was referred to the Judiciary
committee.
Mrs. Ainley of Manchester introduced the following concurrent resolution:

Memorializing Congress to call a convention for the purpose of
proposing an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States.
Resolved by the House of Representatives, the Senate concurring, that this Legislature respectfully petitions the Congress
of the United States to call a convention for the purpose of

proposing the following article
stitution of the

United

as

an amendment

"ARTICLE
"Section

amendment

1.

No

to the

Con-

States.

.

.

provision of this Constitution, or any

thereto, shall restrict or limit any state in the ap-

portionment of representation in

its

legislature.
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"Section 2. The judicial power of the United States shall
not extend to any suit in law or equity, or to any controversy
relating to apportionment of representation in a state legislature.

"Section 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall
have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by the
Legislatures of three-fourths of the several States within seven
years from the date of its submission."

Be It Further Resolved that if Congress shall have proposed
an amendment to the Constitution identical with that contained
in this resolution prior to January 1, 1965, this application for a
convention shall no longer be of any force or effect.
Be It Further Resolved that a duly attested copy of this
resolution be immediately transmitted to the Secretary of the
Senate of the United States, the Clerk of the House of Representatives of the
gress

from

United

States

and

member

to each

of the Con-

this State.

The concurrent resolution was referred to the Judiciary
committee.
Parliamentary Inquiry

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua requested a parliamentary
House rule No. 23.

in-

terpretation by the Chair of

23. The Speaker shall put the previous question in the following form: "Shall the main question now be put?" and all
debate upon the main question shall be suspended until the
previous question has been decided. After the adoption of the
previous question, the sense of the House shall forthwith be
taken upon pending amendments, in their regular order, and
then upon the main question. The motion for the previous
question shall not be put unless demanded by three members.

The

Clerk read the rule and the Chair explained the rule

as follows:

The

rule

ous question

is

is

very clear that

made by

a

if

a simple

member and
now be put",

motion

for the previ-

sufficiently seconded,

main question
this motion shuts off
debate and shuts off amendments by the House. This is a
very serious motion. If it is the purpose of a member to close
debate on an amendment and to vote on this amendment the
"Shall the
full
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member should

rise

and move

that he wishes to

"move the

previous question on the amendment". If the motion is made
reeardins: the amendment, then the vote will be taken on the
amendment only, and further amendments may be offered from
the floor. A member may then make a separate second motion
on the main question. If this motion carries the main question
will then

be put.
Introduction of a Guest

The Chair introduced Dr. William L. Frederick, Regional
Director of the Council of State Governments who addressed
the

House

briefly.

Communication

The

Clerk read the following communication from Congressman James C. Cleveland:
Jan. 28, 1963

Washington, D. C.

Hon. Stewart Lamprey
Speaker

New Hampshire House of Representatives
Concord, New Hampshire
Strongly support Androscoggin River concurrent resolution concerning primary responsibility water pollution control

remaining

state

and

interstate agencies.

Protesting Secretary Celebrezze accordingly.

James C. Cleveland
United States Congressman
Resolutions

Mr. Drew of Farmington offered the following resolutions:
Whereas,

Idanelle

Durham, has been

ill

New

Moulton, Representative from

for quite

some

time, therefore be

it

Resolved, that we, the Members of the House of Reprehereby express our sympathy to our Fellow Member
in her illness and hope that she will soon be able to attend our
sessions, and be it further

sentatives,
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Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to her.

The

resolutions were adopted.
*

Maxham

Mr.

of

*

*

Concord offered the following

resolutions:

Whereas, Lewis H. Carpenter, Representative from Henbeen ill for quite some time, therefore be it

niker, has

Resolved, that we, the Members of the House of Reprehereby express our sympathy to our Fellow Member
in his illness and hope that he will soon be able to attend our
sessions, and be it further

sentatives,

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to him.

The

resolutions were adopted.

Journal Correction
Journal committee the Chair
to a printer's error on page 5
of the Journal for Wednesday, January 23rd. The words "The
motion prevailed", relating to the adoption of a concurrent
resolution relative to the Androscoggin river, were omitted.
The Chair asked unanimous consent of the House to correct
this error in the permanent journal. Such permission was

Pursuant

to a report of the

called the attention of the

House

granted.
*

On
were so

*

*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
by title only, and that when the House adjourns
today it be to meet tomorrow at 11:00 A.M.

of bills be

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

bills

were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB
HB
HB

23, relative to

Concord Female Charitable

45, requiring surety

bonds for municipal court

26, correcting references in statute

way bond

issue.

Society.
clerks.

providing for high-
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HB
HB
HB

6,

relative to the classification of a

18, relative to

highway in Newton.

outdoor advertising.
the disposal of papers

4, relative to

and records

for

department of public works and highways.
Reconsideration

Mr. McGee of Lincoln, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
18 and spoke against the motion.

moved

HB

The motion

did not prevail.
*

*

*

Mr. Wheeler of Exeter moved that the House adjourn in
of Robert Frost.

memory

On
the

a rising vote the

House adjourned at

motion was unanimously adopted and
P.M.

12: 14

WEDNESDAY, January
The House met

at

1 1

:00

30,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

ALMIGHTY GOD,

who

in

Thine

—

Infinite

Love hast

forgive us of our huday
man frailties
direct us in the pathways of humble service
as we join in the promotion of the common good for our beloved "Granite State". Preserve and protect our sacred institution of freedom
defend our nation from all adversity, both
from within and from without. Send Thy blessings upon our
Governor, his Council, and the members of this Joint Convention in their every endeavor for Thee. Develop an increasing
awareness of our social and moral responsibility as we turn to
Thee for our continuing strength. Be Thou our guardian and
our guide in these times of decision
and may Thy Spirit
deliver us from all evil as we join our hearts in praise to Thee,
O Lord God, most high Amen.

granted us the opportunity of

—

this

—

—

—

Wednesday, January

30,

1963
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Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Brown of Loudon led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Phelps of Andover was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of important business.
Messrs. Brighton of Amherst and Littlehale of Durham
were granted leaves of absence for today and Thursday on
account of illness.

Mrs. Clark of Lee and Messrs. McEachern of Portsmouth
and Langford of Raymond Avere granted leaves of absence for
today and Thursday on account of important business.

Introduction of Bills

The following bills were introduced, read a
time and referred as follows:

HB

127, relative to

of Bristol)

To

bonds for new

office

first

and second

building. (Plumer

Appropriations.

HB 128, increasing the authority of The New Hampshire
Congregational-Christian Conference to hold property. (Maxham of Concord) To Executive Departments and Administration.

HB

and beverages
Liquor Laws.

129, relative to the sale of liquor

class hotels.

(Bean of Waterville)

To

in

first

Committee Reports

The remonstrance of Raimond Bowles contesting the elecWard 2. Johnson of Hanover for the Com-

tion in Portsmouth,

mittee on Elections. Resolved, That the remonstrance be denied.

Mr. Johnson of Hanover spoke in favor of the resolution.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

5,

and surgeons, fees for examRandolph for the Committee on Public Health. Ought to pass with amendment.
relative to physicians

inations for practice. Mrs. Arsenault of
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HB 5 — Amendment
Amend section 2 by striking out the word "fifteen" in tfie
fourth and ninth Hues and inserting in place thereof the word,
thirty, so that said section as

Amend RSA

Additional Fee.

2

amended

upon payment

dollars, so that said section as

329:13 by striking out

and inserting

the Avords "without additional fee"
of the words,

shall read as follows:

in place there-

of an additional fee of thirty

amended

shall read as follows:

Second Examination. Applicants who fail to pass at
examination may take one subsequent examination
upon payment of an additional fee of thirty dollars.

329:13
their

first

Further

numbering

The

amend

said bill by striking out section

sections 2

and

3 to read

1

and

1

and

re-

2.

Clerk read the amendment.

The amendment was

adopted.

Mr. York of Concord

^vas

recognized for an inquiry.

Mr. Green of Rollinsford explained the amendment.

Mr. York of Concord moved that HB 5 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
Mrs. Sch^vaner of Plaistow spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Green of Rollinsford and Mr.
spoke against the motion.

Maxham

of

Concord

(discussion ensued)

The motion was

not adopted.

HB 5 was ordered to a third reading.
HB 24, repealing certain inconsistent

provisions relative

where food is served. Mrs.
Arsenault of Randolph for the Committee on Public Health.
Ought to pass with amendment.
to toilet facilities in establishments

HB
Amend

24

— Amendment

said bill by striking out the title

place thereof the following:
for restaurants

An

and inserting in

act relative to toilet facilities

and other establishments where food

is

served.

Wednesday, January
Further

amend

30,

1963

said bill by striking out section

129
1

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
1

Toilet Facilities.

Amend RSA

155:40 by striking out

and inserting in place thereof the following: 155:40
Toilet Facilities To Be Provided for Restaurants, etc. All

said section

places Av'here the business of serving food to the public is conducted sliall be equipped with toilet and lavatory facilities
convenient of access for the use of patrons. Separate toilet rooms
for each sex shall be provided for patrons of any restaurant
designed to seat twenty-five or more patrons at one time or for
patrons of any food establishment where alcoholic beverages
are served. The provisions hereof shall not apply to mobile
lunch carts or be construed to require roadside stands or socalled drive-ins, serving food to the public to provide toilet
facilities for patrons where seating facilities Avithin the building
are not available.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Concurrent Resolution, relative to a special committee
departments and agencies of state and the
general court in regard to space. Mr. Taft of Greenville for the
Committee on Public Works. Resolution be adopted.

to study the needs of

Concurrent Resolution
Resolved by the House of Representatives the Senate concurring:

The Speaker
five

shall

members

House of Representatives shall appoint
House and the President of the Senate
members of the Senate to constitute a special

of the

of the

appoint three

committee for the purpose of studying the needs of the departments and agencies of the state and of the general court so far
as space is concerned for their proper operation. The committee
its study for a fifteen-year period of possible expansion of state services and the resulting need for office space.
Said committee shall report to the 1963 session of the general

shall project

court.

The

resolution was adopted.
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Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed

the folloAving concurrent resohition, in the passage of
asks the concurrence of the

House

which

it

of Representatives:

Concurrent Resolution
relative to joint public hearings.

Resolved by the Senate, the House of Representatives conThat in order to facilitate public hearings on certain

cinring:

bills the President of the Senate, on the recommendation of the
chairman of the Senate Committee having a Senate bill before
it, unless otherwise voted by a majority of said committee, may
request the Speaker of the House to authorize and direct the
appropriate House committee or committees, with the approval
of the chairman of said committee or committees, tinless otherwise voted by a majority of said committee or committees, to
hold a joint public hearing with the Senate committee; and the
Speaker of the House, upon the recommendation of the chairman of the House committee havins; a House bill before it,
unless otherwise voted by a majority of said committee, may
request the President of the Senate to authorize and direct the
appropriate Senate committee or committees, with the approval
of tlie chairman of said committee or committees, unless otherwise voted by a majority of said committee or committees, to

hold a joint public hearing with the House committee. In case
under this resolution no further public hearing on such a bill shall be required Avhen such bill is subsequently received in the branch of the General Court other than
the branch where originally introduced. The chairman of the
committee of the branch of the General Court where any such
bill Avas originally introduced shall be chairman and the chairman of the committee of the other branch of the General Court
shall be vice-chairman of the joint hearing.
of joint hearings

The

concurrent resolution was referred to the Rules com-

mittee.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled joint resolution sent up from the
House

of Representatives:

HJR

7,

relating to the estate of Patrick N. H. O'York.

1

Thursday, January

On

1963

31,

131

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

were so

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
and that when the House adjourns

of bills be by title only,

today

be

it

to

meet tomorrow morning

at

1

:00

A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

were read a third time, passed, and

bills

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

5,

relative to physicians

and surgeons,

fees for

exam-

inations for practice.

HB

24, relative to toilet facilities for restaurants

establishments where food

On motion of Mrs.
adjourned at 11:51 A.M.

is

McDonough

New

of

THURSDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

and other

served.

Castle the

January

House

31,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

as follows:

A SPIRIT OF THE LIVING GOD,
Thy quickening power
that we may

—

of privilege as

we

enter

upon

us conscious of our ability to
of

Thine indwelling

in hearts

breathe
feel a

upon us with

renewed sense

the duties of another day.

meet

its

great

now humbly

Make

demands because

waiting to enshrine

the Infinite God.

Help us to realize, as never before, the high demands of
public service amid the tragedies of life that have befallen mankind. May we abhor all lesser standards of the right, and, with
a robust courage, with poise and self-possession, may we choose
the higher ways of life, where mercy and truth, righteousness,
and peace shall one day meet and dwell together to the establishment of God's glory among men. This we ask in the name
of the Father,

and

of the Son,

and

of the

Holy

Spirit.

Amen.
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Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Kimball of Derry led the Convention in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag.

The Chair announced that today is the eleventh wedding
anniversary of Chaplain and Mrs. Shafer.
House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
Academy

introduced a group of students from Pinkerton
Derry Delegation.

as guests of the

Leaves of Absence

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield was granted a leave of absence
day on account of illness.

for the

Mrs. Grey of Canaan was granted a leave of absence for the
day on account of important business.

Mr. Diffenderfer of Ossipee was granted an indefinite leave
on account of illness.

of absence

Mr. Urie of New Hampton was granted a leave of absence
on account of a death in the family.

for the day

Hampson

Mrs.
of absence

of

Hebron was granted an

on account of

indefinite leave

illness in the family.

Introduction of House Bills

The

following

bills

ond time and referred

HB

130,

Hampshire

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

relative

to

participation by the state of

New

New York

World's Fair, 1964-1965. (Peterson
of Peterborough and Pappagianis of Nashua, Ward 5) To Resources, Recreation and Development.

HB

in the

131, relating to the prevention of fires

motives. (Angus of Claremont)

HJR

8,

by railroad loco-

To Transportation.

establishing an interim tax study commission. (Fer-

guson of Concord)

To Appropriations.
Personal Privilege

Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow rose on a point of personal
privilege.

Thursday, January

31,

1963
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Cominittee Reports

HB 59, requiring cities and towns to provide adequate
courtrooms for municipal courts, Mrs. Ainley of Manchester
lor the Judiciary committee. Ought to pass.
The

bill

HB

69, to legalize the

was ordered

to a third reading.

annual meeting of the town of Seafor Municipal

March 1962, Mr. White of Atkinson
and County Government. Ought to pass.
brook,

The

bill

HB

14, relative to

was ordered

to a third reading.

county appropriations for fire mtUual
Mr. Pickering of Hancock for Municipal and
Comity Government. Inexpedient to legislate.

aid systems,

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 10, increasing the salary of the clerk of the Portsmouth
Municipal Court, Mrs. Legasse of Portsmouth for the Portsmouth Delegation. Ought

The

bill ^vas

to pass.

ordered to a third reading.

HB 9, relative to the salary of the justice of the Portsmouth
municipal court, Mr. Chandler of Portsmouth for the Portsmouth

Delegation.

The

bill

Ought

was ordered

to pass.

to a third reading.

HB 36, to amend the interest and dividends tax, Mr. Hancock of Concord for Ways and Means. Inexpedient to legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.

HB 54, providing for the acquisition of a certain dam and
water rights by the water resources board, Mr. Casassa of Hampton for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to
pass.

The Chair

referred the bill to the Appropriations com-

mittee.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Joint
Resolution: HJR 7, relating to the estate of Patrick N. H.
O'York, Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for the committee.
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Communications
Washington, D. C.
Jan. 30, 1963

Hon. Stewart Lamprey, Speaker of the House
New Hampshire

State House, Concord,

This

to

is

acknowledge receipt of the concurrent resolu-

Be advised we will work in comembers of the delegation for the best

tion re Androscoggin River.

operation ^vith other
interests of

our

state.

Louis C.

Wyman, M.C.

Bristol,

Conn.

Jan. 28, 1963

Dear Friends

Having

in the

of Representatives:

copy of the resolutions paying
Vaughan, my husband, I
sincerely thank you for your expressed appreciation of
just received the

tribute to the

write to

New Hampshire House

memory

of Joseph D.

his services.

Also,

my

I

thank you for your kindly sympathy for

me and

family.

Gratefully yours,

Rachel T. Vaughan

Reconsideration

Mr. Hancock of Concord moved that the House reconsider
it killed HB 36, to amend the interest and
dividends tax, and spoke against the motion.
its

vote whereby

The motion

did not prevail.

Parliamentary Inquiry

Mr. Kearns of Manchester rose on question of parliamentary inquiry.

(discussion ensued)

Thursday, January

31,

1963
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Personal Privilege

rose

Messrs. Pickett of Keene and Peterson of Peterborough
on a point of personal privilege.
(discussion ensued)

Introduction of a Bill

The
time,

following

and referred

HB

bill

was introduced, read a

first

and second

as follows:

132, legalizing action taken to authorize sewer

bonds

of the city of Laconia with the guarantee of the state of

Hampshire, (Prescott of Laconia),

to the

New

Laconia Delegation.

Mr. Prescott of Laconia moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended

The

as to

Clerk read the

dispense with the printing of

HB

132.

bill in full.

*

*

*

sewer bonds

132, Legalizing action taken to authorize

of the city of

HB

Laconia with the guarantee of the

state of

New

Hampshire.
Proceedings Legalized. All votes and proceedings relabonds in the sum of five hundred ninety
thousand dollars for sewer construction taken at the public
hearing and city coimcil meeting in the city of Laconia held
on December 14, 1962, and all votes and proceedings relative
to recommending and authorizing a state guarantee on said
bonds taken at the public hearing and meeting of the New
Hampshire water pollution commission, held in said city on
January 22, 1963, and at the meeting of the governor and council held on February 1, 1963, are hereby legalized, ratified and
confirmed and the said bonds with the guarantee of the state of
New Hampshire, thereon, may be issued accordingly.
1

tive to the issuance of

2

Takes

Effect.

The motion was

This

act shall take effect

on

its

passage.

adopted.

Mr. Prescott of Laconia moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit a public hearing on HB 132
without two days' notice in the Journal.

The motion was

adopted.
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The Chair announced
Plumer

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

of Bristol.
*

*

*

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this
afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns
today it be to meet next Tuesday morning at 11:00 A.M.

Committee Changes
Blanchette of Dover from Public Welfare and State InstiHayner of Laconia to Public Wel-

tutions to Transportation.
fare

and

State Institutions.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

read a third time, passed, and

bills ^vere

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

59,

requiring

cities

and towns

to provide

adequate

courtrooms for municipal courts.

HB

69. to legalize the

annual meeting of the town of Sea-

brook, March, 1962.

HB

10,

increasing the salary of the clerk of the Portsmouth

Municipal Court.

HB

9,

relative to the salary of the justice of the

Portsmouth

Municipal Court.

On

motion

journed

at 11:53

of

*

*

*

Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow the House ad-

A.M.

TUESDAY, February
The House met

at

1 1

:00

5,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

ALMIGHTY GOD,
this spirit

among

Father of Eternal Wisdom, impart

us as ^ve enter

upon

the duties of a

new

day.

Tuesday, February
Create

^vitliin

each of us the

1963

5,

common
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ooal of service

—

2;rant

and to meet the needs of Thy
children committed to our care. Defend us from adversity
protect us from the forces that seek our destruction and the
us strength to effectively serve

—

failure of our vital freedoms. Renew our courage to continually
inspire us to
confront those who challenge our freedoms
perform deeds of greater patriotism within oiu' state and nation
preserve the precious light of liberty, gained through unselfish sacrifice, as a beacon of hope to those less fortunate than
we
fill us with an all-consinning passion to walk humbly in
Thy Way, armed with faith, abounding in love, and ever thankful for Thy merciful goodness. Amen.

—

—

—

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Underbill of Nashua led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Fox of Wakefield was granted leave
week on account of illness.

of absence for the

Mr. Bouvier of Swanzey was granted leave of absence for
on account of important business.

the day

Messrs. Crouch of Durham, Upton of Concord and Miss
Cole of Nashua were ^ranted leave of absence for the dav on
account of illness.

The Speaker announced
bills in

that there liave been listed 1,090

the Attorney General's oflice by

nimiber yet to be

title

and

a substantial

listed.

Introduction of House Bills

The

following

HB

of Haverhill)

and

sec-

134, relative to

To Public Works.

enforcement of

waters (Harkins of Laconia)

HB

a first

as follows:

133, relative to reclassification of road in Haverhill.

(McMeekin

HB

were introduced, read

bills

ond time and referred

135, relative to

Public Works.

To Res.

classification of surface

Rec. and Dev.

road in Rindge. (Allen of Rindge) to
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HB

136, providing for reports to the legislature of filings

by lobbyists.

(McEachern

Portsmouth)

of

Exec. Depts.

to

and Adm.

HB

137, relative to passenger tramps ays

ner) to Res. Rec.

HB

Exec. Depts. and

HB
HB

&:

Adm.

139, relating to the taking of black bear

Franklin) to Fish and

and

on check
Provencal of Hudson) to

138, to allow printing of party designations

(Messrs. Bednar, Gallagher

lists.

(Bigelow of War-

and Dev.

(Kelley of

Game.

140, relating to

Dame of Portsmouth)

group

life

insurance

(Gay of Derry

to Insurance.

HB 141, providing for the improvement of a highway in
Ne^v Ipswich. (Karnis of New Ips^vich) to Public Works.

HB

142,

relative to the sale of

recapped motor vehicle

(Stickney of Salem) to Transportation.

tires.

HB 143, relative to shooting humans ^vhile hunting.
ney of Salem) to Fish and Game.
HB

144, relative to retired

retirement system.

members

(Rufo of Concord)

(Stick-

of the policemen's

to Exec. Depts.

and

Adm.

HB 145, relative to exemption from poll tax by persons
over 65 years. (Bednar of Hudson, Soucy of Manchester and
Stickney of Salem) to Ways and Means.
HB
town

146, relati\e to the classification of a high^vay in the

of Groton. (Xettleton of Groton) to Public

HB

147, relative to

motor

boats.

Works.

(Bushey of Northumber-

land) to Transportation.

HB

non-forfeitme benefits and reserve
valuations of industrial life insurance policies. (Varney of
Rochester) to Insurance.

HB

148,

to

149, relative to public

of Concord)

HB

relative

meetings and records (Hancock

to Judiciary.

150, providing for the calling of a constitutional con-

vention. (Ferguson of Concord) to Judiciary.

Tuesday, February

HB

town road

151, relative to

5,

1963
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(Hanson of Bow)

aid.

to

Public W^orks.

HB 152, relative to the laws governing the sale of liquors,
beer and wines. (Ferguson of Milford) to Liquor Laws.
HB

153, relative to

motor vehicle

(Newell of Con-

fees.

cord) to Transportation.

HB 154, relating to the operation of overweight vehicles.
(Pryor of Ashland) to Transportation.
HB

155, relating to the disposition of fines collected

by

municipal court. (Pryor of Ashland) to Judiciary.

HB
(Dame

156, relative to

motor vehicles on

ice

on Great Bay.

of Portsmouth) to Transportation.

HB

157, relative to the construction of a residence hall at

New Hampshire, and to be liquidated from
income. (Dumont of Berlin) to Appropriations.
the University of

HB

158, relative to increasing certain penalties.

(Lang of

Manchester) to Judiciary,

HB

159, relating to

changing the penalty in

assaults.

(Lang

of Manchester) to Judiciary.

HB

160, relative to fixing penalties for indecent exposure.

(Lang of Manchester)

HB

to Judiciary.

161, relative to real estate tax

exemption for certain

aged residents. (Gaffney and Desnoyer of Claremont) to Ways
and Means.

HB

162, providing for certain deductions

benefits for policemen.

(Sherman of Lancaster)

from retirement
to Exec. Depts.

and Adm.

HB
bridges.

163,

relative

(Potter of

to

rehabilitation

Northumberland)

to

of covered wooden
Public Works.

HB 164, providing for recompilation of volume 2 of the
Revised Statutes Annotated. (Upton of Concord) to Judiciary.

HB 165, relative to the sale of the Franklin armory. (Charland of Franklin, for the Franklin Delegation) to Military &
Veterans' Affairs and the Franklin Delegation.
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HB 166, relative to replacements in an extension of the
heating plant system at the University of New Hampshire.
(Bevan, Crouch &: Littlehale of Durham) to Appropriations.
HB 167, relative to the cancellation of accident and health
insurance policies. (Maloomian of Somers^vorth) to Insurance.
HB

Mascoma Valley Regional School
(Morse of Enfield, Mrs. Grey of Canaan and Goodfellow of Dorchester) to Municipal and County Gov.
168, relative to the

District.

Qualified

Mrs.
cellency,

Gowing of Dublin, having appeared before His ExGovernor John W. King, was duly sworn in and quali-

fied to take

her seat as a

member of

the House.

Committee Reports

HB
censes,

65, relative to nonresident hunting and fishing
Mr. Eelch of Seabrook for Fish and Game. Ought

li-

to

pass.

The

bill ^vas

HB

66, relative to fish

ordered to a third reading.

and game

seventy years of age, Mrs. Forbes of

Ought

licenses for persons over

Marlow

for Fish

and Game.

to pass.

was ordered

Tlie

bill

HB

56, relating to the disqualification of justices of the

municipal court,

Ought

Mr.

to a third reading.

Bingham

of

Concord

for

Judiciary.

to pass.

The

bill

was ordered to

a third reading.

Concurrent Resolution relative to a joint legislative committee to study possible capital needs of state institutions for a
twenty-year period, Mr. MacDonald of Concord for Public
Welfare and State Institutions. Ought

The

to pass.

concurrent resolution was adopted.
Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
bills

Tuesday, February

SB

An

6,

act relative to

5,

1963

membership
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of the cancer

com-

mission.

SB

An

10,

continue

its

act authorizing the

Walpole School

contract with the Bellows Falls,

District to

Vermont High

School.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate bills were introduced, read a
second time and referred as follows:
SB

6, to

SB

10, to

first

and

Public Welfare.
Education.
*

*

*

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled joint resolution sent up from the
House

of Representatives:

HJR
W.

2,

Joint Resolution in favor of the estate of

Edward

Morris.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Joint
Resolution:

HJR
W.

2,

Joint Resolution in favor of the estate of

Edward

Morris.

Mrs.

Marx of Langdon

for the

committee

Personal Privilege

The

following

members

rose

on

a point of Personal Privi-

lege:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Stevenson of Bethlehem
Peterson of Peterborough
Pappagianis of Nashua

Goode of Manchester
Coutermarsh of Lebanon
Shepard of Londonderry
*

On
were so

*

*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
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this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 11:00 A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Reading

The

following

bills

of Bills

were read

a third time, passed,

and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB
HB

65, relative to nonresident
66,

relative

to

fish

hunting and fishing

and game

licenses

licenses.

for

persons

seventy years of age.

HB

56, relating to the disqualification of justices of the

municipal court.
*

*

*

On

motion of Mrs. Sadler of Portsmouth the House adjourned at 12:09 P.M.

WEDNESDAY,
The House met at

1 1

:00

February

6,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Father John Boyce from
Peace Seminary, Jaffrey as follows:

We

come before

Queen

of

O

God, the Creator of all things,
hindered indeed by our many and grievous offenses, but especially gathered together in Thy Name. Come unto us and be with
us; vouchsafe to enter our hearts; show tis what we must accomplish in order that, with Thy help, we may be able to
please

are

Thee

thee,

in all things. Suffer us not to disturb the order of

Thou who

above all things; let not ignorance draw us into deviotis paths, nor partiality sway our minds,
neither let respect of riches or persons pervert our judgment;
but unite us to Thee effectually by the gift of Thine only grace,
that we may be one in Thee and may never forsake the truth;
inasmuch as we are gathered together in Thy Name, so may
we in all things hold fast to justice tempered by mercy, that

justice.

lovest equity

Wednesday, February

6,

1963
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judgment may not be opposed to Thine and
come we may attain to everlasting rewards for
done. Amen.

so in this life our
in the life to

deeds well

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Cournoyer of Jaffrey led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
ton

High

introduced a group of students from New BosTodd of New Boston.

School, courtesy of Mr.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Berringer of Woodstock was granted leave of absence
on accoimt of illness in the family.

for the day

Messrs. Upton of Concord and Stevens of Epsom were
granted leave of absence for the day on account of illness.

Introduction, Bills

The

following

HB

were introduced, read a

bills

ond time and referred

169, relative to costs in certain cases

chanics and materialmen.

HB
Meekin

HB
dan

first

and

sec-

as follows:

(Thompson

170, relative to part

of Haverhill) to

payment

of

brought by me-

Wilmot)

to Judiciary.

of real estate taxes. (Mc-

Ways and Means.
punishment. (Fortier and SheriHanover and Mrs. Brown of Sand-

171, to abolish capital

of Berlin

and Low

of

wich) to Judiciary.

HB

172, relating to costs in cases against state officials.

(Soucy of Manchester, Stafford of Laconia, Wheeler of Exeter

and Cobleigh of Nashua)

to Judiciary.

HB 173, relative to observance of Veterans Day. (Vachon of
Manchester) to Judiciary.
HB

174,

relative

municipal budget

HB

act.

to

limitation

(Greene of Rye)

on expenditures under
Ways and Means.

to

175, relative to motor vehicle accident reports.
bleton of Goffstown) to Transportation.

(Ham-
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HB 176, relative to furnishing accommodations and rendering services on state forests and reservations. (Hill of Conway) to Resources, Rec. & Dev.
HB

177, relative to the authority of the commissioner of
public works and highways. (Gove of Concord) to Public

Works.

HB

178, relative to the travel allowance of

general court.

HB

(McMeekin

members

of the

of Haverhill) to Mileage.

179, relative to the registration of lobbyists.

an of Somersworth) to Executive Departments

&:

(Maloomi-

Administra-

tion.

HB
(Reddy,

180, relative to the incorporation of trust companies.
Jr.,

of

Hopkinton)

to

Executive Departments and Ad-

ministration.

HB 181, relating to the purchase of data processing systems
by insurance companies. (Stevens of Epsom) to Insurance.
HB
cities for

182, relative to a head tax to be used by towns and
educational purposes. (Stevens of Epsom) to W^ays and

Means.

HB

183, relative to the definition of a hairdressing shop.

(Maxham

of

Concord and Mrs. Shea

of

Keene)

to

Public

Health.

HB

town of Wolfeboro. (Clafiin and
Wolfeboro) to Municipal and County Govern-

184, relative to the

Chamberlain

of

ment.

HB

185, relative to school district

budget and approval of

tax rate by tax commission. (Shepard of Londonderry) to

Ways

and Means.

HB

186, repealing the taxation of livestock

and poultry.

(Frizzell of Charlestown and Kearns of Manchester)
and Means.

to

Ways

HB
seals

187, relative to the use of facsimile signatures and
on corporate bonds and other obligations. (Carter of Mil-

ford) to Judiciary.

HB

188, relative to the construction of a

new

instructional

building and the remodeling of certain present buildings
the University of New Hampshire. (Brown of Sandwich)
Education.

at
to

Wednesday, February

HB

189, authorizing real estate tax

\vomen over the age
Ways and Means.

HB
tricts.

6,
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exemptions for certain

of sixty-two years. (Morrison of Salem) to

providing for transportation aid to school
(Barry of Barrington) to Education.
190,

HB
(Upton

commitment

191, relating to

of

Concord)

dis-

to the industrial school.

to Judiciary.

HB

192, relative to

HB

193, relative to

water level of Milton Three Ponds.
Milton
and
Osborn
of Portsmouth) to Res., Rec. Sc
(Dawson of
Dev.

(Bell of

Plymouth)

HB

removal of prisoners from coimty

jails.

to Judiciary.

194, relating to investments of savings banks.

(Lang of

Manchester) to Banks.

HB

Gale Home for Aged and Destitute
Manchester)
(Lang of
to Exec. Depts. and Adminis-

195, relating to the

Women.
tration.

HJR

9,

in favor of

brook) to Claims

HJR

10,

Harry L. Hurlbert. (Marsh of Cole-

& Aeronautics.

providing supplemental appropriation for educa-

tion of the deaf. (Taylor of Whitefield) to Education.

providing an appropriation for the Civil War
Centennial Commission. (Heald of Keene) to Exec. Depts. and
Administration.

HJR

HJR
the
to

11,

12,

providing for the purchase of a suction dredge for
Port Authority. (Osborn of Portsmouth)

Xew Hampshire

Public Works.

HJR

13,

in

favor of

Mount Washington

Observatory.

(Peterson of Peterborough) to Public Works.

HJR
tion.

14, in

favor of the

New Hampshire

(O'Shan of Laconia) to Claims

HJR

Sc

Veterans AssociaAeronautics.

Valley Forge memorial. (Berry of BarAeronautics.

15, in favor of

rington) to Claims

2c

HJR 16, providing supplemental appropriation for school
building aid. (Shepard of Londonderry) to Appropriations.
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Mr. Henry of Concord moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of House
Joint Resolution 9.

The

Clerk read the resolution.

HJR 9,

in favor of

Harry

L. Hurlbert.

That the sum of six hundred twenty-six dollars and
eighteen cents for the fiscal year ending Jime 30, 1964 and a
like sum for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965 be and hereby
are appropriated to provide funds for Harry L. Hurlbert in
reco2:nition of his having: become disabled due to an accident
occurring in 1947, ^vhile on active diuy for the fish and game
department, the resulting disability having become acute dur-

The sums hereby appropriated shall be expended by the fish and game department to said former
employee in such installments as it may determine and said
sums shall be charges upon the fish and game fund.
ing the year 1955.

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of

House be

HB

184.

The

HB
1.

Clerk read the

bill.

184, relative to the

town

of Wolfeboro.

Debt Limit. The town of Wolfeboro

is

hereby author-

ized to incur indebtedness in excess of the limitation of in-

debtedness imposed upon said town by RSA 33, in an amount
not to exceed two hundred thousand dollars. Except as herein
otherwise provided, bonds and notes issued in connection with
such additional indebtedness shall be issued in accordance with

RSA

33.
2.

Takes

Effect.

The motion was

This

act shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

adopted.

Committee Reports

HB

51, relative to

unemployment

benefits for certain sea-

sonal employees of the state, Mr. Lewis of
tive

Lebanon

Departments and Administration. Inexpedient

The

resolution was adopted.

for Executo legislate.

Wednesday, February

6,
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Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee report not previously advertised in the Journal for 2
days.

The motion was

HB

adopted.

132, legalizing action taken to authorize sewer

bonds

of the city of Laconia with the guarantee of the state of

New

Hampshire, Mr. Stafford of Laconia for the members from

Ought

Laconia.

to pass.

The

Clerk read the

The

bill

bill in full.

was ordered

to a third reading.

Concurrent Resolution
Mrs. Tarrant of Pittsfield and Messrs. Hambleton of Goffstown, Heald of Keene, Pollock of Keene and Bigelow of Warner
offered the following; Concurrent Resolution:

Be

Resolved by the House of Representatives of the
Hampshire, the Senate concurring, that we respectfully request the Congress of the United States to propose
to the people an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, or to call a convention for such purpose as provided by
Article V of the Constitution, an article providing as follows:
State of

It

New

"ARTICLE
"Section 1. The Government of the United States shall
not engage in any business, professional, commercial, financial
or industrial enterprise except as specified in the Constitution,
"Section 2. The Constitution or laws of any State, or the
laws of the United States shall not be subject to the terms of
any foreign or domestic agreement which would abrogate this

amendment.

The

United States Governand purposes of this amendment
shall, within a period of three (3) years from the date of ratification of this amendment, be liquidated and the properties and
"Section

ment which

3.

activities of the

violate the intent

facilities affected shall

be

sold.
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"Section 4. Three (3) years
amendment, the sixteenth Article
stitution of the
after Congress
and/or gifts."

Be

It

United

after the ratification of this

of

amendments

to the

States shall stand repealed

shall not levy taxes

Further Resolved that a

and

on personal incomes,

certified

copy of

this

Con-

thereestates,

Resolu-

tion be forwarded by the Secretary of State to the President of

House of Repreand to each Member of Congress from the State of
Hampshire.

the United States Senate, the Speaker of the
sentatives,

New

The

Clerk read the concurrent resolution in

The concurrent resolution was referred
committee.

full.

to the Judiciary

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following concurrent resolution, ^vith ainendment, in the passage of
which amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the House
of Representatives:

Concurrent Resolution as

Amended

Resolved by the House of Representatives the Senate concurring:

The
point

five

Speaker of the House of Representatives shall ap-

members

House and the President of the Senmembers of the Senate to constitute a

of the

ate shall appoint five

special committee for the purpose of studying the needs of the
departments and agencies of the state and of the general court
so far as space is concerned for their proper operation. The
committee shall project its study for a fifteen-year period of
possible expansion of state services and the resulting need for
office space. Said committee shall report to the 1963 session of

the general court.

Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that the House non-concur
with the Senate amendment and asked that a committee of
conference be appointed.

W'EDNESDAV, FEBRUARY

The motion was adopted and
McMeekin of Haverhill, Taft of
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the Chair appointed Messrs.

Greenville and Desnoyer of
Claremont as conferees on the part of the House.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed a bill with the following title, in the passage of which
it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
SB

4,

requiring counties to be listed alphabetically.

Introduction of Senate Bill

The following Senate bill ^vas introduced, read a
second time and referred as follows:
SB 4, requiring counties to be
Municipal and County Government.

first

and

listed alphabetically,

to

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the follonang entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB

34, relative to the

sewerage system in the Plymouth

Village Fire District.

HB

35, relative to the

powers and duties of the town of

Hanover and repealing the charter

of the Village Precinct of

Hanover.

HB
brook,

69, to legalize the

March

annual meeting of the town of Sea-

1962.

Communications

The

Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare

Washington
February

2,

1963

Dear Mr. Lamprey:
This is to acknowledge receipt of the Concurrent Resolution adopted by the legislature of the state of New Hampshire
concerning the current consideration being given by our De-
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partment to the question of any interstate pollution that may
be occurring along the Androscoggin River.

The

Federal Water Pollution Control

Law

clearly recog-

nizes that the basic responsibility for water pollution control
states and interstate agencies. However, the law
upon me, as Secretary of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, the obligation to call a conference of
the interested state and interstate agencies when there is evirests

with the

also imposes

dence of pollution occurring in one state that is having adverse
on the health or welfare of persons in another state.
Evidence of such interstate pollution caused me to call a conference for the Androscoggin River.

affects

The purpose

of such a conference

the interested parties, public

and

make

and

is

to

bring together

all

private, to review the situa-

and extent of
on what corrective steps
might be taken. Once such agreement is reached the matter of
supervising the corrective action is invariably handled by the
state agencies rather than by the Federal government.
tion

to

the pollution,

We

if

a determination of the nature

any,

and

to agree

members

General Court
and future economic welfare of the Androscoggin River Valley and you can
be assured that we will work with local, state and interstate
of

share the interest of the

New Hampshire

officials to

of the

in protecting the present

accomplish

this goal.

Sincerely,

Anthony

J.

Celebrezze

Secretary

Jan. 31, 1963

Hon. Stewart Lamprey, Speaker
House of Representatives
State House
Concord, N. H.

Dear Mr. Speaker,
It

sent to
It

was a very pleasant surprise to receive the Resolution
the House.

me by

makes one

feel that

he

is

not forgotten by his friends.

1
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Old Mr. Arthritis doesn't want to relinquish his grip on
but rest assured that if and when he does you will see me
back in the House.

me

Sincerely yours,

Lewis H, Carpenter

Henniker
Notice

The Chair

has received the following reports:

Report on the apportionment of state legislatures: from
Commission on Inter-governmental Relations.

the Advisory

Planning report to the
committee.

Report of audit of

New England

states

World's Fair

departments, institutions and

state

agencies from the Legislative Budget Assistant.

Report of Legislative Budget Assistant to the Finance committee of the Senate and to the Appropriations committee of
the House.

These reports will be placed on
otherwise ordered by the House.
*

*

file

with the Clerk unless

*

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 to
be in order at the present time, that third reading of bills be
by title only and that when the House adjourns today it be to
meet tomorrow at 1 :00 A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Reading of a

The

following

bills

Bill

were read a third time, passed, and sent

to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

132, legalizing action taken to authorize sewer

bonds

of the city of Laconia with the guarantee of the state of

New

Hampshire.
*

On
journed

*

*

motion of Mrs. White of Portsmouth the House adat 11:53

A.M.

1
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THURSDAY,
The House met

at

1

:00

February

7,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

O
Thee
upon

as follows:

Gracious Heavenly Father, lift our hearts in praise to
we enjoy the blessings of Thy love and mercy. Bestow

as

—

the insovereign state the blessing of prosperity
and the glory of unthe power of truth
selfish service. Guide and direct these stewards who labor in the
vineyard of democracy, seeking the establishment of Thy kingthis

crease of faith

—

—

dom here on earth. Protect them from all harm in their homeward journey and return them safely to this house to renew
their efforts, refreshed in both mind and body.
Grant Thy continuing affection upon the Boy Scouts of
America, represented here today by these youth and their
counselors. May they ever remain true to the high ideals of
their brotherhood and be ever strengthened by Thy inspira-

—

tion

Holy

in the

Spirit.

Name

of the Father,

and

of the Son,

and

of the

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance

Jerry Love of the Daniel Webster Council, Boy Scouts of
America, led the Convention in the Pledge of Allegiance to the
Flag.

The

Scout Oath was then recited by the scouts.

Presentations were then

Mike
low Rowe.
scout

Perkins,

Cub

made

to the

Governor by Explorer
and Scout Thur-

scout Michael Waters

Introduction of a Guest

The Chair introduced Inspector Joseph O. Gorman, Chief
Liaison Officer for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, from
Ottawa, Canada. Inspector Gorman addressed the Joint Convention

briefly.
4g

^

4^

Colors were then posted by the Boy Scouts.
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District 17 the

Convention

rose.

House
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Peever of Salem was granted leave of absence for the
day on account of important business.

Mr. Langford of Raymond was granted leave of absence
day on account of illness.

for the

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB
of

were introduced, read a

bills

first

and

sec-

as follows:

cream by weight. (Kimball
Keefe of Portsmouth) to Public Health.

196, relative to sale of ice

Manchester

S:

HB 197, relating to the temporary registration of automobiles purchased outside the state. (Bednar of Hudson and
Herbert of Windham) to Executive Departments and Administration.

HB

198, relating to credit unions.

(Hambleton

of Goffs-

town) to Banks.

HB
town

199, relative to the classification of a

and the city
Public Works.

of Goffsto-wn

Goffstown) to

HB

of Manchester.

200, relative to the taking of lobsters.

highway in the
(Hambleton of

(Hambleton

of

Goffstown) to Fish and Game.

HB

201, relative to exceeding appropriations by county

commissioners.

(Urie of

New Hampton)

to

Municipal and

County Government.

HB

202, relative to health insurance for state employees.

(LaFlamme

HB

of

Concord)

to Insurance.

203, relating to attachment liens. (Capistran of

Man-

chester) to Judiciary.

HB
HB

Coos County commissioners.
Coos Delegation.

204, relative to salaries of

(Dubey of Berlin)

to

205, relative to the salary of the director of safety

services. (Peever of

ministration.

Salem) to Executive Departments and Ad-
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HB

206, raising revenue for educational purposes. (Du-

pont and Conover of Manchester) to Ways and Means.

HB
cases.

207, providing immunity from liability in emergency
(Herbert of Windham, Bednar of Hudson and Wheeler

of Exeter) to Judiciary,

HB

208, legalizing the annual

Windham.

of

(Herbert of

town meeting in the town
to Municipal and County

Windham)

Government.

HB
city of

209, relative to extra pay for the police force in the
Manchester. (Martel of Manchester) to Manchester Dele-

gation.
#

On

*

*

Mr. Bigelow of Warner the reference of
HB 180 relative to the incorporation of trust companies, was
changed from Executive Departments and Administration to

motion

of

Banks.

Committee Reports

HB

60, relating to the

support of spouse, Mr. Johnson of
to pass with

Hanover for the Judiciary committee, Ought
amendment.

The

Clerk read the

amendment

Amendment

Amend

section

section the words,

1

to

of said bill

The

in full.

HB

60

by adding

at the

domicile requirements of

end

of said

RSA

458:4,

not apply to this section; and upon the filing of
a petition hereunder, the court may order a husband resident
in this state to support his wife and children, regardless of the
residence of the wife, so that said section as amended shall read
5,

and 6

shall

as follows:
1

tion
for

Support.

Amend RSA

458:31 by striking out said sec-

and inserting in place thereof the following: 31 Orders
Support of Spouse. Whenever a husband fails, without

justifiable cause

to provide suitable support for his wife or

deserts her, or

the wife for justifiable cause

if

is

actually living

apart from her husband, or if the husband is deserted by the
wife, or is actually living apart from his wife for justifiable
cause, the superior court, upon his or her petition, or if insane
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by his or her guardian or next friend, may restrain the husband
or wife from interfering with the personal liberty of the other
and from entering the tenement wherein the other resides,

may

grant temporarily and permanently the custody, care and
education of their minor children, if any, and may make reasonable allowance for support of the wife and children all
subject to such limitations and conditions as the court may
deem just. The domicile requirements of RSA 458:4, 5, and 6
shall not apply to this section; and upon the filing of a petition
hereunder, the court may order a husband resident in this state
to support his wife and children, regardless of the residence of
the wife.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 74, relating to prowlers; peeking in windows, Mrs.
Ainley of Manchester for Judiciary. Ought to pass with amendment.
The

Clerk read the

amendment

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

in full.

HB

74

by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Amend RSA 570 by inserting after
25 the following new section: 570:25-a Peeking in
Windows. Any person who loiters or prowls upon the private
property of another, in the nighttime, without visible or lawful business with the owner or occupant thereof; and who,
while so loitering or prowling upon the private property of
another, in the nighttime, peeks in the door or window of any
inhabited building or structure, without visible or lawful business with the owner or occupant thereof, shall be guilty of disorderly conduct and shall be fined not more than one hundred
dollars or imprisoned not more than six months, or both.
1

Night Prowlers.

section

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

80, relative to depositing official ballots,

Mrs. Griffin

for the Judiciary committee. Inexpedient to legislate.
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The

resolution of the committee was adopted.

HB 82, relating to improper exposure of the person, Mr.
Healy of Manchester for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.
Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the words "Ought to
Pass" be substituted for the words, "Inexpedient to Legislate".
Mr. Charland of Franklin spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

HB

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland moved that
82 be
made a Special Order of Business for Tuesday next at 11:01

A.M.
(discussion ensued)

The motion was
The motion

lost.

to substitute the

the resolution of the committee was

words "Ought

to Pass" for

lost.

The

resolution of the committee was adopted.

HB

83,

authorizing towns to remove diseased trees on

private land, Mr. Desnoyer for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

88, relative to reciprocity of boat operation with residents of contiguous states, Mr. Johnson of Hanover for Judiciary.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

57, authorizing the

was ordered

to a third reading.

Hanover and the village
and health insurance for
its employees, Mr. Hill of Conway for Municipal and County
Government. Ought to pass with amendment.

precinct of

Hanover

town

Amendment

Amend

the

title

of

to provide life

to

HB

57

of said bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:

same and
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An Act authorizing towns and cities
and health insurance

Amend

for

its

to provide
employees.

life

said bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Town Appropriations. Amend RSA 31:4 by inserting
paragraph XXXVII, as inserted by 1961, 168:1 the following new paragraph: XXXVIII. Life and Health Insurance.
To provide group plan life, accident, medical, surgical and
hospitalization insurance benefits, or any combinations of such
benefits, for all regular employees of the town and their dependents. The cost may be paid wholly or partly by the town.
1

after

Amend RSA

47 by inserting after section 12 the
Life and Health Insurance.
The city councils may appropriate money to provide, wholly
or in part, group plan life, accident, medical, surgical and hospitalization insurance benefits, or any combinations of such
benefits, for all regular employees of the city and their dependents. Any provision in a city charter inconsistent with the
provisions of this section shall be repealed to the extent of
2

Cities.

new

following

47:12-a

section:

such inconsistency.
3

Power

of

Towns.

section 9 the following
Benefits.

group

A

life,

town may

Amend RSA

new
at

section:

any

legal

31

by inserting after

31:9-a Sponsoring certain

meeting vote

accident, medical, surgical

to sponsor a

and hospitalization

in-

surance benefit or any combination of such benefits for regular
employees of the to^v^n and their dependents under which plan
said employees agree to pay the premiums. In such case the
town treasurer is authorized to withhold from the compensation
of such employees who agree to such plan the amount of the
premiums and pay over the same to the company furnishing
such benefits.
4 Village Precinct of Hanover; Additional Powers. Amend
chapter 225 of the Laws of 1901 by inserting after section 15
the following new section: Sect. 15-a. In addition to any other
po^vers heretofore granted the village precinct of Hanover
shall have all the powers conferred upon towns by paragraph
XXXVIII of RSA 31:4 and by RSA 31:9-a.
5

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

upon

its

passage.
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The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered

to a third reading.

HB

78, legalizing act

taken at a special meeting in the

town of Littleton, Mr. Tuttle of Dover
County Government. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

for

Municipal and

to a third reading.

authorizing the Walpole School District to continue
Vermont High School, Mrs.
Demers of Lebanon for Education. Inexpedient to legislate.

SB

its

10,

contract with the Bellows Falls,

authorizing the Walpole School District to continue
Vermont High School, Mrs.
Russell of Keene and Mrs. Greene of Rye, a minority of the
committee of Education. Ought to pass.

SB

its

10,

contract with the Bellows Falls,

Mrs. Greene of Rye moved that the report of the minority.
to Pass, be substituted for the report of the majority.
Inexpedient to Legislate, and spoke in favor of the motion.

Ought

Low

Mr.

of

Hanover spoke

against the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Russell of Keene spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Smith of Walpole spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Berry of Barrington and Mr. Heald of Keene spoke
in favor of the motion.

Mr. Watkinson of Fitzwilliam spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mrs.

Marx

Mr. McEachern

of
of

of Keene and
Portsmoiuh spoke against the motion.

Langdon and Miss Faulkner

Messrs. Pickett of Keene, Taft of Greenville, Soucy of
Manchester, Ballam of Walpole and Bremer of Lisbon spoke
in favor of the motion.

Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown spoke in explanation of the
bill.
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Mr. Smith of Walpole spoke against the motion. (Second
time)

The
Ought

question

on the motion

is

to Pass, for the words.

to substitute the words,

Inexpedient to Legislate.

Mr. Pickett of Keene requested a division

vote.

256 members having voted in the affirmative and 63 in
the negative, the

was ordered to

motion

to substitute prevailed

and the

bill

a third reading.

Reconsideration

HB

Mr. Hill of Conway moved reconsideration of
57,
authorizing towns and cities to provide life and health insurance for its employees, and spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs. Pappagianis of

Nashua and Angus

of

Claremont

spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that HB 57 be recommitted to Municipal and County Government.

Motion prevailed.
*

*

*

Mr. Herbert of Windham moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of
208, legalizing the annual town meeting in the town of

House be

HB

Windham.

The

HB
the

208,

town

Be

Clerk read the

of

it

in General
1.

An

bill in full.

annual town meeting in

act legalizing the

Windham.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Court convened:

The votes and proceedings at
town of Windham, held on March
1962, are hereby legalized, ratified and con-

Proceedings Legalized.

the annual meeting of the
14

and March

15,

firmed.
2.

Takes

Effect.

This act
#

The motion was

adopted.

shall take effect
*

*

upon

its

passage.
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Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills:

HB

34,

An

act relative to the se^verage system in the

outh Village Fire

HB

35,

An

act relative to the

powers and duties of the

Hanover and repealing the charter

to-w^n of

Plym-

District.

of the Village Pre-

Hanover.

cinct of

HB

69,

of Seabrook,

An

act to legalize the

annual meeting of the town

March, 1962.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua offered the following resolution:

Whereas,

May

1,

1963

is

Law

Day, therefore be

it

Resolved, That the Committee on Rules, be authorized
to select a speaker to address the

The

House on

that day.

resoliuion was adopted.

Communication
January

31,

1963

Honorable Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
State of

New Hampshire
New Hampshire

Concord,

Dear Stewart:
Because the training program presently being scheduled
for

me

as

New Hampshire-Vermont

section

distributor for

Beauty Counselors of Grosse Pointe, Michigan, is fast reaching
the point where it will be necessary for me to be absent from
the House a great deal of the time, I feel I would not be doing
a good job as a representative or as chairman of the Public
Welfare and Institutions Committee.
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The career and earnings potential offered me by Beauty
Counselors is such, that as much as I regret to do so, I feel I
should resign as a member of the House of Representatives.
Thank you for your many courtesies and for the honor of
having been named by you as one of the twenty-one standing
committee chairmen.
Sincerely,
Ellis

Ayre, Representative

W'^ard

The

3,

Laconia

resignation was referred to the committee on Elec-

tions.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua rose on

a point of personal privi-

lege.

*

On
were so

*

*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be in honor of the 26th wedding anniversary of Mr.
Maloomian of Somersworth, and to meet next Tuesday at 11:00

A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Reading

The
and sent

SB
its

following Senate

bill

of a Bill

was read a third time, passed,
be engrossed:

to the Secretary of State to
10,

authorizing the Walpole School District to continue

contract with the Bellows Falls,

Vermont High

School.

Reconsideration

its

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the House reconsider
whereby it passed SB 10 and spoke against the motion.

vote

The motion was
The
and sent

lost.

following House

bills

were read a third time, passed,

to the Senate for concurrence:
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HB 60, relating to the support of spouse.
HB 74, relating to prowlers; peeking in windows.
HB 88, relative to reciprocity of boat operation

with

resi-

dents of contiguous states.

HB
town of

78, legalizing action

taken at a special meeting in the

Littleton.
*

*

*

On

motion of Mrs. Legasse of Portsmouth the House adat 1:41 P.M. in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Maloomian's
26th wedding anniversary.
journed

TUESDAY, February
The House met at

1 1

:00

12,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

Dear FATHER of LOVE, who hast through the years
showered our land with the memories of those who have defended our liberties and preserved our union, continue Thy
blessing upon these laborers in the vineyard of democracy. Let
us be ever thankful for the memory of Abraham Lincoln upon
this day of his birth
inspire us to reaffirm and continually
keep his pledge
"that this nation, under God, shall have a
new birth of freedom, and that the government of the people,
by the people, and for the people, shall not perish from the
earth."* To this end may we ever be faithful to the responsibilities of our elected offices
in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen.

—

—

—

*excerpt from Lincoln's Gettysburg Address

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Morse of Enfield led the Convention

in the

Pledge

of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Mr. London of New London addressed the House
honoring Abraham Lincoln.

briefly
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Leaves of Absence

Mr. Kelley of Littleton was gianted leave of absence
the

week on account

foj

of illness.

Mrs. Cole of Nashua was granted a leave of absence for
the day on account of inclement weather.

Mrs.

McDonough

New

Castle and the Messrs. Peterson
Epsom, Purington of Exeter and
Dover were granted leave of absence for the day on
of

of Peterborough, Stevens of

Colbath of
account of illness.

Introduction of Bills

The

following

HB

were introduced, read

bills

ond time and referred

sec-

Hampton

Falls) to Fish

and game
and Game.

211, relative to the establishment of a cooperative

school district in the

and Plumer

HB

and

210, in favor of certain agents of the fish

department. (Merrill of

HB

a first

as follows:

Newfound

area. (Urie of

New Hampton

of Bristol) to Education.

212, authorizing the use of the

Life Insurance

Company. (Mahony

of

name New Hampshire
Manchester and Peter-

son of Peterborough) to Insurance.

HB
Fish

(Dame
and Game.

HB

on hen pheasants
and Bevan of Durham)

213, establishing a closed season

certain towns.

of Portsmouth

in
to

214, relative to state participation in water pollution

control costs. (Urie of

New Hampton and

broke) to Resources, Rec.

&:

Plourde of Pem-

Dev.

HB 215, governing nursing home service corporations.
(Morrison of Salem) to Public Health.
HB
of

216, relative to reports to the tax commission. (Shepard

Londonderry)

HB

to

Municipal and County Gov.

217, relative to

pharmacy

fees

and board

assistants.

(Kimball of Manchester) to Public Health.

HB

218, relating to the filing of certificates of insurance

by carriers of property and passengers for hire by motor vehicle.

(McGee

HB

of Lincoln) to Insurance.

219, relative to

motor

Lincoln) to Transportation.

carriers of property.

(McGee

of
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HB

220, relative to lost fish

Enfield) to Fish

HB

licenses.

(Morse of

221, relative to state guarantee of municipal bonds

and water pollution
Rec.

and game

and Game.
(Piumer of

projects.

Bristol) to Resources,

& Dev.

HB
(Reddy

HB
cawen)

222, relative to reporting certain shortages of funds.

of

Hopkinton)

and game

223, increasing fish

to Fish

HB

to Banks.
fees.

(Fairbanks of Bos-

and Game.

224, legalizing the adoption of zoning regulations in

town of Pelham. Committee on Rules (Mr. Garland of
Pelham) to Municipal and County Gov.
the

*

*

*

Mr. Garland of Pelham moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended

The

HB
the

town
1.

with the printing of

as to dispense

Clerk read the

HB

224.

bill in full.

224, legalizing the adoption of zoning regulations in
of

Pelham.

Town

of Pelham.

The

following articles adopted at

of Pelham relative to zoning
town are hereby legalized, ratified and confirmed: Zoning articles at special meeting May 24, 1955; article 13, meeting
of March 11, 1958; articles at special meeting January 5, 1960;
articles at special meeting August 24, 1960; article 15 meeting
of March 16, 1961; article 16 meeting March 15, 1962; and
articles at special meeting September 4, 1962.

the following meetings of the

town

in said

Takes

Effect.

This

The motion was

act shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

adopted.
*

*

*

HB

225, to legalize the proceedings of a special meeting
Wolfeboro School District, was read a first and second
time and referred to the committee on Education.

of the

*

*

*

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro moved that the rules of the
House be so far suspended as to dispense ^vith the printing of

HB

225.

The

HB

Clerk read the

bill in full.

225, to legalize the proceedings of a special meeting of
the Wolfeboro School District.
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Wolfeboro School District; Proceedings Legalized. The
and proceedings at the special school district meeting held
in the town of Wolfeboro on December 18, 1962, are hereby
legalized, ratified and confirmed.
1.

votes

Takes

Effect.

This act

The motion was

shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

adopted.

Cominittee Reports

HJR 4, in favor of Lucille M. Webb, Mr. Henry of Concord for the Claims and Aeronautics committee. Ought to pass.
The House

Joint Resolution was ordered to a third read-

ins:.

HB

employment

of an electrical inspecwas withdrawn by the
Chairman of Executive Departments and Administration com32, relative to the

tor in the office of the fire marshal,

mittee.
*

HB

*

*

the state library, Mr. Allan of Meredith
Departments and Administration committee.

19, relative to

for the Executive

Otight to pass with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

19

paragraph IV of 20 1 -A; 2:1 V as inserted by section
of the bill by striking out said paragraph and inserting in

Amend

1

place thereof the following: IV. Branch offices under the direction of the state library with collections of currently useful
books and related materials to serve all the geographic areas
of the state by providing professional assistance and long term
loans of library materials. Bookmobiles may be used to dis-

tribute these materials.

Amend 201-A:3 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 201-A:3 Commission; Qualifications. The state library
commission shall consist of six members of whom five shall be
appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the
council and one as provided in section 6. No more than three
of the appointed commissioners shall be of the same political
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party and one commissioner shall be a
Hampshire Bar.

Amend

member

of the

New

201 -A: 5 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
and inserting in place thereof the
201-A:5 Removal. Any commissioner may be re-

striking out said section

following:

moved from

accordance with the provisions of

office in

RSA

4:1.

Amend 201-A:6 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
Member

of the State Board of Education. In addition
appointive members of the state library commission
the state board of education shall select one of its members to
serve as a voting member on the commission.

201-A:6

to the five

Amend

paragraph

I

of 201-A:10 as inserted

the bill by inserting after the

word

by section

"receive" in the

first

1

of

line

the words, and accept, so that said paragraph as amended shall
read as follows: I. Receive and accept at any time such sums

money as may be donated for the purpose of purchasing
books or other supplies or facilities for the state library; and
money so received shall be converted into a continuous fund or
funds which shall not lapse; to be held by the state treasurer
from which payments shall be made in accordance with the
stipulations of the donor, upon warrant of the governor and
council for such purposes as are approved by the commission;
of

Amend paragraph VIII of 201-A:10 by striking out said
paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following: VIII.
Establish, equip, and maintain branch offices when the library
needs of the state will be better served;
Amend
word

paragraph

V

of 201 -A: 15

by inserting after the

"of" in second line the words, state agencies, so that said

paragraph

as

amended

and related materials

shall read as follows:

V.

Order books
and of

at the request of state agencies

other libraries having funds on deposit with the state treasurer,
provided nothing in this arrangement shall be construed to
interfere with the right of each library to make its own selection
of books to be ordered.

Amend paragraph III of 201-A:9 by striking out said
paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following: III.
Preserve a sufficient

number

of copies of all official reports,
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documents, and records including those enumerated in
20 and in RSA 505 to be deposited in the state library.
*

*

RSA

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
tennial

72, relative to the charter of the

Home

for the Aged, Mrs.

White

New Hampshire

Cen-

of Portsmouth for the

Executive Departments and Administration committee. Ought
to pass.

The

bill

was ordered to a third reading.

HB

62,

providing penalties for the reckless operation of

boats resulting in death, Mr. Carter of North

Hampton

for

Executive Departments and Administration committee. Ought
to pass.

The

bill Avas

ordered

to a third reading.

HB 93, to increase the powers of Queen of Peace College,
Mr. Healey of Manchester for the Judiciary committee. Ought
to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

HB

97,

relative to

to a third reading.

armed robbery, Mr. Spanos

for the

Judiciary committee. Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 64, relative to funds for the state nursing scholarship
program, Mrs. Arsenault of Randolph for the Public Health
committee. Ought to pass.
HB

64 was referred to the Appropriations committee.

HB
ham

13, relative to the salary of the treasurer of RockingCounty, Mr. Eastman of Exeter for the Rockingham Coun-

ty Delegation.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

44, establishing the technical institute in the city of

was ordered to a third reading.

Manchester, Mr. Smith of Plymouth for the majority of the
committee on Judiciary. Inexpedient to Legislate.
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HB

44, Messrs. Cobleigh of Nashua, Dupont of ManClaveau of Hudson and Cote of Manchester, a minority
of the Judiciary committee. Ought to pass.

chester,

Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua moved that the report of the
Ought to Pass, be substituted for the report of the
majority. Inexpedient to Legislate, and spoke in favor of the
minority,

motion.
Mrs. Clark of Lee moved that further consideration of HB
44 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs.
tJie

Feldman and Conover

of

Manchester spoke against

motion.

Messrs. Taft of Greenxille, Goodhue of Gilford and Coutermarsh of Lebanon spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs.

Dupont

of

Manchester and Claveau of Hudson

spoke against the motion.
Messrs. Smith of Plymouth, Gove of Concord, Varney of
Rochester and York of Concord spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Feldman of Manchester spoke a second time against
the motion.

Mr. Hill of Conv^^ay moved the previous question and
u'as sufficiently

The motion
The

it

seconded.
^vas

question

adopted.

now being on

the motion to indefinitely post-

pone.

Mr. Feldman of Manchester demanded the Yeas and Nays
and subsequently withdrew his request and asked for a division.

A

di\'ision

the affirmative

being had with 254 members having voted
and 83 voting in the negative, the motion

Indefinitely Postpone

in
to

HB 44 prevailed.

Committee Reports Continued

HB

92, relating to legal holidays, Mrs.

for the Judiciary

committee. Inexpedient

Cooper

of

Nashua

to Legislate.
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Mrs. Cooper of Nashua moved that further consideration
92 be Indefinitely Postponed and spoke in favor of the
motion.
(Mr. Angus of Claremont in the Chair)
of

HB

Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem moved that HB 92 be recommitted to the committee on Judiciary and spoke in favor of the
motion.

Mr. Wheeler of Exeter spoke

in favor of the motion.

Messrs. Pryor of Ashland, Desnoyer of Claremont

and Taft

of Greenville spoke against the motion.

(discussion ensued)

and

Mr. Keefe of Portsmoiuh moved the previous question
was sufficiently seconded.

it

The motion

u^as

adopted.

Tlie question now being on the motion to recommit
92 to the Judiciary committee.

The motion was
The

HB

lost.

question no^v being on the motion to Indefinitely

Postpone.

The motion

prevailed.

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the rules of the House be
suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee
report not previously advertised in the Journal and spoke in
so far

favor of the motion.

The motion

pre\'ailed.

Committee Report

HB

110, relative to questions

submitted to voters of the

town of Meredith, Mr. Morrill of Salem for the Municipal and
County Government committee. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the rules of the House be
suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee

so far
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report not previously advertised in the Journal and spoke in
favor of the motion.

The motion

prevailed.

Committee Report

HB 117, relative to method of adopting zoning ordinances,
Mr. Stafford of Portsmouth for the committee on Municipal and
County Government. Ought to pass.
At the request

of

Con^vay explained the

Mr. Clement of Rochester, Mr. Hill of
bill.

(discussion ensued)

(Speaker in the Chair)
Mrs. Grey of Canaan spoke in favor of the

bill.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that HB 117 be recommitted to the committee and spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Hill of Conway spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Ferguson of Concord moved that HB 117 be made a
Order for 11:01 A.M. tomorrow morning.

Special

The motion was adopted.
Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
with the foUo^ving titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
bills

SB 9, to legalize proceedings of special meetings of Hopkinton Village Precinct on July 31, 1962 and September 5, 1962.
Introduction of Senate Bill

The following Senate bill was introduced, read a
second time, and referred as follows:

first

and

SB 9, to legalize proceedings of special meetings of Hopkinton \'illage Precinct on July 31, 1962 and September 5, 1962.

To

Municipal and County Government.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the pas-

Tuesday, February
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sage of the following entitled bills sent
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up from

the

House

of

Representatives:

HB

relative to the disposal of papers

4,

and records

for

department of public ^vorks and highways.

HB
HB

18, relative to

outdoor advertising.

26, correcting references in statute

way bond

HB

providing for high-

issue.

providing for certain deductions from retirement

15,

benefits for employees of political subdivisions.

HB

17, transferring

cilor district 2 to district

HB

Brookfield and Wakefield from coun1.

132, leQ^alizins; action taken to authorize sewer

of the city of

Laconia with the guarantee of the

bonds

state of

New

Hampshire.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB

15, An act providing for certain deductions from
tirement benefits for employees of political subdivisions.

HB

An

17,

act transferring Brookfield

councilor district 2 to district

re-

and Wakefield from

1.

HB 132, An act legalizing action taken to authorize sewer
bonds of the city of Laconia with the guarantee of the State of
New Hampshire.
SB

10,

continue
inu

An

its

act authorizing the

Walpole School

contract with the Bellows Falls

District to

Vermont High

School.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for the committee
Resolutions

Mr. Hambleton of Goffstown offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, our fellow attache, Benjamin
chester,

is ill

in the Hospital and,

F.

Greer of Man-
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Whereas, Ben has worked with us for
be

many

years, therefore

it

members

Resolved, that we, the

of this

and the attaches herewith extend
for a speedy recovery and our hope that he
lis soon, and be it fiu^ther

sentatives

House of Reprehim our wishes

to

^vill

be back

^vith

Resolved, that a copy of these resohitions be transmitted
to Air. Greer.

The

resohitions were unanimously adopted.

Communication
Limerick, Maine
Feb. 9, 1963

To

the

members

of the

House

of Representatives

Concord, N. H.
Mr. Stewart Lamprey, Speaker of House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Lamprey:
Just a fe^v lines to express my most grateful thanks to you
the beautiful tribute to my late father, Patrick N. H.

all for

O'York,

-^s'hich

He

got here on Jan. 31st.

was so proud of

his election to the

House

of Repre-

sentatives for a second term.
I

knou' he will be missed by

friends,

but

will miss

his

him

father to us,

son Brendan

until the

and he

Reed (Mildred)

is

end

J.

of

all his

colleagues and his

L O'York

our

lives,

many

Manchester and I,
for he was a wonderful
of

sorely missed by his sister, Mrs. Lester

also.

Thanking you

so

the beautiful tribute in

much for your kindness
memory of my father.
Most
s/

in sending

sincerely,

Mrs. Elizabeth M. Sprague

13 WescottSt.

Limerick, Maine

me

Tuesday, February

12,
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Senate Message

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled concurrent resolution: Concurrent Resolution No. 6 and the President has appointed as members of said Committee on the part
of the Senate: Senator ^Vhalen and Senator Martel.
Announcements

The Chair announced

that today

is

the 14th ^s^edding an-

niNcrsary of Mr. Desmarais of Jaffrey.
*

*

*

The Chair announced that the report by the AdministraCommittee for Municipal Comts on Municipal Courts of
New Hampshire is on file with the Clerk.

tive

*

*

*

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this
afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only and resolutions by caption only, and
that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow
were

so far

A.M.

at 11:00

Afternoon Session

Third Reading of

The
passed,

following

and sent

HJR 4,

HB
HB
tennial

bills

to the

and resolution were read

a third time,

Senate for concurrence.

in favor of Lucille

19, relative to

Bills

M. Webb.

the state library.

72, relative to the charter of the

Ncav Hampshire Cen-

Home for the Aged.

HB

62, proA iding penalties for the reckless operation of

boats resulting in death.

HB
HB
ham

93, to increase the

powers of Queen of Peace College.

13, relative to the salary of the treasurer of

Rocking-

County.

HB

110, relative to questions

submitted to voters of the

town of Meredith.

On

motion of Mrs. Green of Rye the House adjourned
honor of Abraham Lincoln.

1:28 P.M. in

at
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WEDNESDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

February

13,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

as follows:

O THOU, who

art the Father of us all, continually sustain
children in everlasting brotherhood. Free us from the
prejudices of race, color, creed, and station in life as we labor

Thy

and nation upon the solid foundations of
Enable us to walk each day in
closer harmony and fellowship as we strive to create a more
perfect union through the power of our decisions and the reour

to build

Thy

love

state

— one

sponsibilities of

freedom
tions to

for another.

our various

offices.

Preserve our heritage of

we acknowledge our obligaour brother man. Unite us in the common bond of

^vith

its

sacred liberties as

brotherhood through love and understanding, that regardless
of the man-made divisions in life, we may be one in Thy Spirit.

Amen,
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr.

Hood

of Plainfield led the

Convention

in the Pledge

of Allegiance to the Flag.

House

The Chair
who

introduced Congressman James C. Cleveland
addressed the House briefly.

Leaves of absence
Messrs. MacDonald of Concord and Colbath of Dover
were granted leave of absence for the day on account of illness.

Mr. Lambert of Hooksett was granted leave of absence

for

the day on account of important business.

Mr. Spanos of Newport was granted leave of absence for
today and Thursday on account of important business.
Introduction, First

HB
to the

pal

&:

& Second Reading of House Bills

226, relative to a certain transfer of land

town of Newbury. (London
County Government.

of

from the

New London)

to

state

Munici-
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227, relative to taxation of life insurance companies.

(Hancock

HB

of Concord) to Insurance.

228, relative to fees for medical referees.

Concord)

(Maxham

of

Public Health.

to

HB
city of

229, relative to the personnel advisory board of the
Portsmouth. (Keefe and Dame of Portsmouth) to Ports-

mouth Delegation.

HB

town road

230, relative to

aid.

(Hanson

Bow)

of

to

Public Works.

HB

231, relative to compensation for

of medical examiners.

HB

232, providing for

recreational lands.

HB
(London

(Maxham

New London)

of

members

Concord)

payments

(Goodhue

233, relative to

of

to

in lieu of taxes

of Gilford) to

of board

Public Health.

on certain

Ways and Means.

Colby Junior College for Women.
to Executive Departments and Ad-

ministration.

HB 234, relating to the bounty on bobcats, lynxes, timber
wolves and prairie wolves. (Vashaw of Berlin) to Fish and
Game,

HB

235, relative to the disposition of fines

shooting a

human

imposed

for

while hunting. (Vashaw of Berlin) to Fish

and Game.

HB

236, relative to investments of credit unions.

and Fortier

HB

237,

relative

to charitable contributions

banks and cooperative banks. (Scott of Derry)

HB

238, relative to the duties of the

(Walsh of Manchester)

HB

(Dumont

of Berlin) to Banks.

to

239, relative to

missioners. (Urie of

to

by savings

Banks.

bank commissioner.

Banks.

emergency payments by county comto Municipal and County

New Hampton)

Government.

HB
London)

HB

240, relating to service exemption.
to Military

(London

of

New

& Veterans Affairs.

241, limiting authority of state agencies. (Stevenson of

Bethlehem)

to

Ways and Means.
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HB

242, prohibiting the taking of hen pheasants. (RousManchester)
to Fish and Game.
seau of

HB

243, relative to investment of school district funds.

(Greene of Rye)

to

Education.

Cominittee Reports

HB

3,

relative to clerical assistants for the

Londonderry
Mr. Shepard
amendment.
-with
Ought to pass
of

Amendment

Amend

supreme

court,

for Appropriations committee.

to

HB

3

said bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Appropriation. In addition to any appropriations made
supreme court there are hereby appropriated the following sums: For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1963, for personal services the sum of $1,098.79 and for current expenses
2

for the

and equipment the sum
Further

amend

of $650.

said bill by striking out section 3

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

3

Takes

This act

Effect.

shall take effect as of

March

1,

1963.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Concurrent Resolution relative to a joint legislative committee to study possible capital needs of state institutions of
learning, Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for the Education committee.

Ought

to pass.

The Concurrent

HB

hunting from motor vehicles by disabled
Concord for the Fish and Game compass with amendment.

63, relative to

persons, Mr.
mittee.

Resolution was adopted.

Ought

Welch
to

of

On motion of Mr. Welch of Concord, reading of
amendment was dispensed with and Mr. Welch explained
amendment.

the

the

\\ED^'ESDA^, lEBRLfARV 13, 1963

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

177

63

the bill bv strikino- out section

1

and

insertino^ in

place thereof the following:
1

Hunting from Motor Vehicle.

Amend RSA

207:7-a

(supp) as inserted by 1957, 188:1 by inserting after the

word

"veteran" in the second line the words, or a person, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows: 207:7-a Disabled

Veterans and Persons.

The above section shall not apply to
who is suffering from paraplegia

a disabled veteran or a person

or who is suffering from the loss of, or the loss of the use of,
both lower extremities and who has obtained a current license
to himt, provided however that such person must first obtain
from the director a special permit entitling the said person to
hunt ^vhile using a motor veliicle, not to include boats Avith
motor attached or aircraft, and further provided that no loaded
firearm, shotgun or rifle shall be carried or transported with
a cartridge either in the chamber, magazine or clip attached to
said firearm, shotgtm or rifle, ^vhile said vehicle is in motion.
The director may issue such a permit tipon application in person or upon documentary proof of such disability by a licensed
htniter. Such permit mtist be carried upon the person of the
permittee while hunting and shall be produced for inspection
upon the demand of any law enforcement officer. Such permit
may be revoked for such period as the director may deem
proper upon satisfactory proof that such permittee is an improper person to have such a permit or upon conviction in any
court of a violation of this title. Such permit shall expire on
December thirty-first of each year and the director shall charge
a fee of fifty cents for such permit or the renewal thereof. Each
permittee shall be given one deer seal which must be attached
to the deer immediately upon killing. Should the permittee
need assistance in the case of a wounded deer, he shall give
the seal to the assistant to attach to the deer before moving it
to the vehicle for the permittee to tag.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the

bill

was ordered

to a

third reading.

Concurrent Resolution Memorializing Congress to call
convention for the purpose of proposing an amendment to
the Constitution of the United States, Mr. Desnoyer of Claremont for the Judiciary committee. Inexpedient to legislate.

a
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The committee

resolution was adopted.

HB 73, relative to gifts to towns, Mr. Wildey of Westmoreland for the Judiciary committee. Ought to pass with amendment.
The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

Mr. Totman of Alstead explained the amendment.

Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

HB

of said bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following

An

act relative to gifts to

Amend

section

73

1

town

the

of said bill

new

same and

title:

of

Tamworth.

by striking out the words

'Amend RSA 41 by inserting after section 9 the following
new section: 41-9-a Acceptance and Use of Gifts. The selectmen"

in the

first

three lines,

and inserting

in place thereof the

The

selectmen of the town of Tamworth, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows:
words,

1

Authority of Selectmen of Tamworth.

The

selectmen

Tamworth may

accept gifts, grants, legacies and
devises, not subject to regulation as provided in RSA 31:19
of the

town

of

made

to them for the promotion of the general welfare of the
town and its inhabitants including the promotion of the arts,
town history, sports, recreation and industrial development and
may draw orders upon the treasurer against such funds for said

purposes.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

providing for chairman pro tem for water polluand relative to standards for Class B-1 waters,
Mr. Conover of Manchester for the Resources, Recreation and
Development committee. Ought to pass.
84,

tion commission

The

bill

HB

87, relative to racing

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

on the ice of public waters, Mr.
Conover of Manchester for the Resources, Recreation and Development committee. Ought to pass.
was ordered

to a third reading.
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130,
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relating to participation by the state of

New

New York

World's Fair, 1964-65, Mr. Conover of Manchester for the Resources, Recreation and Development committee. Ought to pass.
in the

HB

130 was referred to the Appropriations committee under the Rules.

HB

prepayment of

94, authorizing

Durham

taxes,

Mr. Bevan of

Ways and Means committee. Ought

for the

to pass

with amendment.

The
of

amendment

Clerk read the

Dmham explained

the

Amendment

Amend

in full

and Mr. Bevan

amendment.
to

HB 94

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Authority Granted.

1

section 52 the following

new

Amend RSA

80 by inserting after

section. 80:52-a

Prepayment. Any

town by vote at a town meeting under a proper article in the
warrant and any city by vote of its governing board may authorize the prepayment of taxes and authorize the collector of taxes
to accept payments in prepayment of taxes. If a town or city
so votes, any person, firm or corporation owning taxable property on April first may, after April first and before notice of
the

amount

of taxes assessed against said property for that year

has been received,

sums

make payments on account of such taxes in
sum divisible by ten

of not less than ten dollars or in any

and the

dollars,

a receipt

payments and give
amounts paid toward the

collector shall receive such

therefor

and

credit the

amount

of the taxes eventually assessed against said property.
In any town or city which shall vote to authorize the prepayment of taxes the collector of taxes shall give such bond in the
form and amount which the tax commission shall require, and
he shall pay over all sums so received to the town treasurer imder the provisions of RSA 41 :35.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

HB

31, relative to the repeal of the school per capita tax,

Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for the
Inexpedient to Legislate.

Ways and Means committee.
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Mr. Plumer of Bristol moved that HB 31 be made a Special
Order at 11:01 A.M. on Wednesday next and spoke in favor of
the motion.

Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Special Order

HB
^vas

1

17, relative to

taken from the

Question being,

The

bill

method

of adopting zoning ordinances,

table.
shall the bill

be read a third time.

was ordered to a third reading.

Comm vmica tion
New Durham,
Feb.

N. H.

10,

1963

Hon. Stewart Lamprey
House of Representatives,
State House
Concord, N. H,

Speaker,

Dear Mr. Speaker:
Will you please thank the members of the House of Representatives for their kindness in passing the Resolution

on

which was sent me. It gave me
I was not forgotten and I appreciate their thoughtfulness very much.

my

to

a very

illness,

know
I

warm

feeling

that

am

discovering the hard

quickly, but

I

hope

to

way

that

broken bones don't heal

be back with you

as

soon as

I

can navi-

gate safely.

Best wishes to

all,

Idanelle

On

Moulton

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this
afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
were so

far

1

Thursday, February
of bills be by title only
it

be

to

meet tomorrow
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and that when the House adjourns today
1
:00 A.M.

at

Afternoon Session

Third Reading and Final Passage

HB
HB

3,

of Bills

relative to clerical assistants for the

63, relative to

supreme

court.

hunting from motor vehicles by

dis-

abled persons.

HB 73, relative to gifts to the town of Tamworth.
HB 84, providing for chairman pro tem for water
tion

commission and relative to standards

pollu-

for Class B-1 waters.

HB 87, relative to racing on the ice of public waters.
HB 94, authorizing prepayment of taxes.
HB 117, relative to method of adopting zoning ordinances.
On
journed

motion of Mrs. Morrison of Salem the House adat 11:48

A.M.

THURSDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

February

14,

1963

good and perfect

gift,

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

Heavenly Father, giver

of every

endow us with the virtues of wisdom, justice, mercy, and love.
As we undertake the affairs of state, teach us how to use these
virtues
that we may keep the trust and confidence of those

—

who have chosen
Grant
vention

to

Thy

us to serve in their behalf.

our Governor,

his Coiuicil,

and

this Joint

Con-

blessing as they labor to preserve the sovereignty
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from Coos to the Sea. Guide and direct
our endeavors as ^ve seek the common good. Through
Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
of our "Granite State"

us in

all

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Cooper of Nashua led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

His Excellency, Governor John
the Joint Convention

W.

King, appeared before

and delivered the following message:
Budget Message

Mr. Speaker, Mr. President and Honorable Members of
the General Court.

Today, for your consideration, we present our recommendations on the most important problem that you will be
namely, the
called upon to deliberate during this session
.

state

.

,

budget.

At the outset,
anced budget.

let

me

say that

In the preparation of

my

I

shall present to

budget

— nor have

I

you a

bal-

have not swept any

puffed any estimates
into flattering enlargements, that would evaporate at the end
of this biennium. The budget and its supplementary data is
frank, fair and comprehensive. This is a trim and a liveable

problems under the carpet

I

budget. There is no superficial effort to increase services and
cut income. The budget may be boring in its detail but it will
provide you with a complete picture of our state finances. The
budget notes, which will be provided you in printed form, furnish the supplementary reasons and the background for the
budget. For the convenience of the house appropriations committee, and the senate finance committee, a draft of the budget
bills which summarize the detailed budgets have been given to
and the chairthe chairman of the appropriations committee
respectively. While I
man of the senate finance committee
recognize and respect the prerogatives of these committees to
prepare the budget bills
I have so acted for their convenience.
The budgets of all departments and agencies have been prepared and submitted to these two committees. The capital

—

—

—

Thursday, February
budget has

also

been given

to these
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committees for their con-

sideration.

Long and

tedious hours have gone into the preparation

and my budget and I am
indebted to the dedicated state employees for their help. Our
state can be proud of men of the calibre of comptroller, Leonard Hill; director of personnel, Roy Lang; business supervisor,
Walter Mead; director of accounts, Norval Lessels and assistant
of this all-inclusive fiscal statement

business supervisor,

Ralph

Brickett.

Akhough

that the governor shall prepare the budget,

the statutes say

it

is

actually the

would recommend that the law
be amended to recognize this. I want to extend my appreciation to former Governor Powell who offered his complete cooperation but in no way interfered with the preparation of
governor-elect's budget

this

and

I

budget.

In our budget hearings we invited as observers, for the
time, members-elect of the house and senate so that these
lawmakers might have first-hand knowledge of the testimony
of the agency heads. This year, for the first time, we tape recorded all of the testimony at the budget hearings and those
tapes are available to any house and senate member who might
wish to review them.
first

Total Expenditures
First, let us

examine the overall

fiscal picture.

In the present biennium which ends June 30, 1963,

we

are spending at the rate of 192 million dollars for the two year

period.

For the same period in fiscal 1964 and 1965, our department heads requested a total of 225 million 700 thousand
dollars ... an increase of 33 million 200 thousand over the
present rate of spending.
I

have recommended 198 million 500 thousand.

This represents a cut in agency requests of 27 million
200 thousand dollars.
if we are to keep our state
repeat what I said in my inaugural address, that
was not elected to serve as a trustee in bankruptcy for the

This reduction was necessary

solvent and
I

State of

I

New Hampshire.
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Personnel Services

Our department heads requested that we add 468 new
workers to our state payrolls over the next two years. To have
granted those requests would have added almost 4 million
dollars to our state payrolls.

We

reduced those requests from 468 new workers, at an
new workers at a cost of
million 125 thousand dollars.

added
1

cost of 4 million dollars, to 154

At the same time, 18 positions were abolished
thousand dollars.

at a savings

of 178

our recommendations call for the net addition of 136
at a cost of 945 thousand dollars. This is 2 million
800 thousand dollars less than requested by the various agenSo,

new workers
cies.
I

wish to point out here that

positions only

where absolutely

I

am recommending new

necessary.

These areas include

institutional personnel essential for the care of patients; per-

sonnel to staff new buildings or new wards; anticipated new
liquor stores, new legislative programs, such as the New Hampshire Technical Institute, that alone calls for 38 new positions,
and personnel to meet new federal highway requirements.
It

amount

is

interesting to

my recommended

note that while

and not including
$470,000 more than

for personnel services for fiscal 1964,

savings from the 18 abolished positions,

what was appropriated for
5366,000 for

new

fiscal

is

1963, this not only includes

positions but also built in yearly salary incre-

my recommendawould be $119,000

ments of $312,000. Without these two items
tions for personnel services for fiscal 1964
less

than appropriated for

fiscal

1963.

Classification of Expenditures

Our

state appropriations are divided

by

class of

expendi-

ture such as personnel services, current expense, travel

and

equipment. For the first time in the state's history, an accurate
accounting has been maintained as the adjustments were made
in the appropriation requests for each class of expenditure.

Let us examine the record.
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For Permanent Personnel Services

Agency requests

mend

totalled 53 million 270 thousand.
50 million 270 thousand.

I

recom-

For Other Personnel Services
7 million dollars

was requested. Our recommendation

is

5 million 400 thousand.

Current Expenses

The

requests totalled 26 million 800 thousand.

mendation

is

Our recom-

23 million 800 thousand.

Out

of State Travel

Our department heads

requested almost half a million

more than current spending levels for out of state travel
in the next biennium. Our recommendations deny this request
and call for a cut of 218 thousand dollars less than current expenditures for this item. This is a substantial cut and we
dollars

acknowledge

Travel outside the state, usually in the nature
is expensive but also results in many
man hours of key state officials away from their desks. We feel
economies in this area can be effected without harm to the
it.

of conventions, not only

state.

In this connection the present law, RSA 9:26 allows trips
out of state without governor and council approval when only
one person within the department is making the trip. In the
interest of economy and the reduction of absence of employees
from the state, I recommend that RSA 9:26 be amended to
provide that trips by one person within a department shall be
subject to prior approval by the governor.

Equipment
Another first in the history of state budget review procedure developed a system for the examination of equipment
appropriation recommendations based upon factual knowledge.
A review and report was made by the director of purchase
and property and his staff of all new and replacement expenditure requests by the state agencies. As a result, it was possible
to make adjustments in the requests based upon up-to-date
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information compiled by the division of state government
qualified to make such an appraisal. This careful review resulted in the reduction in the biennium of 1 million 480
thousand from the original agency requests.

The Highway Fund
Nearly one-half of

all

the total expenditures of state gov-

ernment are made under the highway Fund. The operations of
the department are financed entirely by highway user taxes.
Most of the state income is obtained from motor vehicle fees
and gas tax receipts. Federal funds account for nearly 40% of
the total department receipts. The difference between revenue
and appropriation is usually met by a bond issue authorization.

The recommended appropriations for 1964-1965 provide
continued full utilization of federal matching funds and
adequate maintenance of our highway system. Those expenditures of the safety department chargeable to the highway fund
have been held to the level necessary to maintain highway
safety. All these carefully considered budget actions have resulted in a substantial reduction in the bond requirements as
requested by the agency.
for

The

1961 legislature authorized 5 million dollars of con-

struction bonds in

fiscal

1962 and a like amount in

for a 10 million dollar total. In 1964-1965 the

fiscal

1963

department

re-

quested 12 million dollars of bonds. The recommended appropriations have reduced the bond requirements to 8 million
200 thousand, or a debt reduction of 3 million 800 thousand
dollars. It is mandatory that the bonded debt and the related
debt service be held to an absolute minimum. Every highway
dollar spent for repayment of bonds and interest means one
less dollar available for the maintenance and betterment of our
highways. I should emphasize that the recommended reductions
in the bond requirement will in no way mean a cutback of our
present roadbuilding program.

Departmental Activity

While time does not permit a detailed discussion of the
appropriations recommended for each agency, it is proper that
we review the budget highlights of some of the larger departments.
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Department of Resources and Economic Development
Office of

Commissioner

The organization of the office of commissioner was approved by governor and council as the result of the reorganization of this new department. The accounting, maintenance,
warehousing, and merchandising operations of the former agencies ^vere transferred to it under the direct control of a supervisor of business

management.

In any consideration of this new division of operation, it
must be remembered that reorganization savings were presumed to be possible from these transferred services. Instead
the department requested nine new positions totalling $58,000,
a $10,000 increase in other personnel service, a
in travel,

and three times

as

many equipment

50%

increase

dollars.

The fiscal 1963 reorganization budget approved by governor and council provided for expenditure of $242,000. It is
recommended that expenditures in 1964 and 1965 be established at $249,000 and $250,000 respectively, an increase of
$15,000 over the 1963 level. This compares to a $142,000 increase requested by the agency.
should be carefully noted that the budget of the

It

office

of the commissioner contains expenditures of about $200,000

which previously were chargeable

yearly

to

the division of

parks.

Division of Economic Development

The reorganization budget for this division provided a
1963 appropriation of $515,000. The agency requests increased
this level of expenditure by $367,000. The 1964-1965 appropriation recommendations maintain about the 1963 level of
operation as approved by governor and council.
Division of Parks
Deficits in the operation of this division have placed an
alarming and substantial dollar demand upon the resources

of the general fund.
(1)

tions,

It

upon present revenue projecmust consider an appropriation of
cover the projected June 30, 1963, deficit in the

is

estimated, based

that the legislature

$426,000 to

recreation fund.
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(2)

to cover

Estimated revenues in the 1964-1965 biennium

recommended expenditures by

fail

$130,000.

(3) The office of commissioner contains expenditures of
about $400,000 in the 1964-1965 biennium which are for serv-

ices to the division of parks.
(4)

upon

The

total of the three items places a

$955,000

demand

the general fund for an operation which in the past was

considered to be self-supporting.
(5) This $955,000 demand exists after every possible reduction has been made in the appropriation requests of the

agency.
(6)

Had

the budget requests been approved as requested,

demand on

the general fund would have totaled
million 367 thotisand dollars.
the deficit

1

In view of the apparent lack of present or futiue ability
fund to cover its expenditures, it is recommended that the provisions of RSA 219:20 be amended to
abolish the recreation fund and provide that the division of
parks be a general fund agency.
of the recreation

As

under the office of the commissioner,
and 1964 have been reduced
based upon an up-to-date analysis of the comparable 1961 and
1962 actual receipts through December 31.
earlier indicated

the revenue estimates for 1963

The approved new

seasonal positions were those required
newly opened facilities. Other operating costs related
these facilities were also granted.

to staff

to

The $95,000 requested each year for park promotion was
reduced to $70,000 yearly in 1964-1965, an amount about equal
to similar appropriations approved by the 1961 legislature.
The $320,000 in 1964 and $314,000 in 1965 is added to the
debt service requested by the agency for a new total of $530,000
in 1964 and $509,000 in 1965. This compares to $155,000 expended
I

to

am

help

more
tices

in fiscal 1962.

member of the comptroller's department
department in the adoption and furtherance of

assigning a

this

efficient

business practices. If

more

business-like prac-

cannot be instituted, serious consideration should be

given to leasing state
experts.

owned

facilities to

private

management
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Department of Health and Welfare

The three reorganizations of state government approved
by the 1961 legislature provided for the regrouping of services
transfer of positions and appropriations after consultation
with the advisory commissions, approval of position transfers
by the personnel commission, and final approval by governor
and council. It is understood that two reorganizations followed
this requested procedure; but that the health and welfare reorganization was not generally implemented as provided by
law, and that most of the changes proposed in the budget requests were neither approved or reviewed by personnel under
personnel services, or the governor and council on an over
all basis. Consequently, the functions shown as transferred
between divisions in the budget requests have been transferred back to their place of origin. It is recommended that
the reorganization of the department be first subject to consultation and approval by the division directors, the advisory
commission, the personnel commission, and the governor and
council as provided by RSA supplement 126-A2 (1961, 222.1).

and

Public Safety
Safety

Department

The

reorganization of the safety department was proposed
improved services to the public at reduced or
only slightly greater costs. In fact, the original reorganization

on the

basis of

and council developed unexpended balances of $89,000 in 1962 and $107,000

of the department as approved by governor
in 1963.

This good pattern of reduced expenditures was sharply
reversed in the 1964-1965 budget requests which increased from
1
million 999 thousand appropriated by governor and council
action in 1963 to 2 million 769 thousand requested in 1964
and 2 million 647 thousand requested in 1965, or an increase

million 418 thousand dollars in the biennium over the
level. The recommended appropriations for 1964-1965
are $944,000 lo^ver than the original request; but, regardless
of

1

1963

of these substantial reductions,

the 1963 level.

remain $474,000 higher than
net appropriation has been

The highway fund

reduced through the application of all possible revenues to a
net of $357,000 over the 1963 level, and against this net can
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be applied an estimated June 30, 1965, balance forward on
the initial plate fund of $88,000. This balance was developed
only after the agency had submitted a budget which included
all

known

safety

programs under

this

fund.

Although the general fund appropriation of $109,000 in
1963 was increased to $388,000 in 1964 and $349,000 in 1965,
application of the motor boat fund revenue reduces the net
general fund demand to $88,000 in 1964 and $65,000 in 1965.
In addition, it is recommended that an estimated $182,000
unused and un-needed balance in the boat fund on June 30,
1963, be lapsed to the general fund. The combination of this
action improves the general fund position by $414,000 over
the former 1963 level of appropriation and motor boat fund
use.

The

requested a budget separation
bureau and a detective bureau. This
change has been approved by the appropriation recommendations, except the twelve requested detective sergeants have
been reduced to four detective corporals and two detective
troopers. As a result of the change the general fund will be
charged with the cost of the detective bureau in the amount
of $116,000 in 1964 and $112,000 in 1965, with the provision
that no part of this appropriation shall be transferred or spent
for any other purpose. Now, instead of a highly speculative
85%-15% split between the highway and general funds for
state police division

to provide for a traffic

the cost of state police, the Legislature has a firm

known

factual

division of costs befiveen these two funds.

Formerly the budgets provided appropriations for police
which ^vere the estimated net cost to the state after
the new cruisers had been purchased and the used cruisers had
been sold by purchase and property on a bid basis. The result
was a form of cruiser purchase revolving fund, ^vith resulting
lack of firm control and ability to exceed the intent of legislative appropriations. The budget for the 1964-1965 biennium
cruisers

provides appropriations for the full cost of new cruisers and
revenue item of $48,000 yearly as the estimated recovery from the sale of used cruisers.
carries a

Based upon estimates of added revenue by the road toll
substantiated by the audit analysis made by
Cooley Marvin, three new auditor positions were approved
for the road toll section. Without question, the highway fund

administrator,
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modest appropria-

tion increase.

In the interest of firm control of expenditures and

effi-

ciency of service and operation, a communications section has

been approved under the budget of the

The expenditures of
the using agencies.

state police division.

this section are offset

by revenues from

The

division of safety services was formerly financed by
between highway, motor boat, and general fimds. The
budget as recommended combines the motor boat receipts
and expenditures under the general fund. While this budget,
in all areas except motor boat expenditures, is recommended
at present levels, all major requests for navigation safety have
been allo^ved as a means of providing adequate controls over
the rapidly expanding use of boats of all types on our inland
a split

waters.

Presently the division of accounts

carrying a $30,000
old year reserve approved by governor and council for a boat
house. It is recommended that an adequate boat house be conis

sidered as a capital budget expenditure, utilizing the $30,000

now

held in old year reserve.
University of

New Hampshire

RSA

187:24 provides that the "treasurer shall credit ... a
to one and one-half mills on each dollar of equalized
valuation of the taxable property in the state as of April 1 of the

sum equal

calendar year preceeding such biennial period." The statutes
further provide that the mill tax pays salaries, current expense,
construction of additional buildings, purchase of land, library
books and periodicals, repairs and replacements, roads, walks

and grounds and

The

utilities as directed

by the

trustees.

original equalized valuation of the mill tax was based

About 1953 this base was increased to
1955 legislature increased to full and true
value at today's rates, i.e., the price paid by a willing buyer to

upon pre-war

values.

post-war values.

The

means that the mill tax authorizes appropriations to the university about 100% higher than provided
by the intent of the original formula.

a willing seller. This

The

equalized valuation of the state has increased from 1
million in 1952 to 2 billion 618 million in 1960.

billion 71
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Based upon the 1960 valuation, the university received appropriations of 3 million 927 thousand dollars each year in the
1962-1963 biennium. The tax commission has not as yet determined the valuation for 1962 which becomes the base of the
1964-1965 appropriations.

The

university requests are based

upon about

a

12%

in-

crease in valuation, or appropriations of 4 million 400 thousand
dollars each year in the next

provisions by law,

biennium. In accordance with the
best judgement of all con-

and the present

cerned regarding the 1962 equalized valuation, the appropriation requests of the university have been approved.
Agriculture Department

The

present commissioner of agriculture did not prepare

the budget as submitted to the governor's budget committee.

For

he received permission to review the appropriaand make such adjustments as appeared warranted

this reason,

tion requests

in his judgement. A considerable number of changes in the
appropriation recommendations and certain of the reductions
resulted from this review.

One of the changes considered of first importance by the
commissioner, refers to the abolishment of the control supervisor in the office of the commissioner and the substitution of
a position of market analyst in the division of markets and
standards. The change reduces the annual salary by about
1
thousand dollars and should result in a more efficient and
realistic organization of this function within the agency.
I

have spent

much

new commissioner

time with our

agriculture on his budgetary problems

and

of

in endeavoring to

improve the services of his department. The commissioner's
genuine cooperation in seeking to improve the internal organization of his department, must not pass without commendation.

The General Fund
Let us now look at the general fund. The general fund
appropriations rank second only to highway in the total of all
state expenditures. The general fund operations include those
state receipts and expenditures which are not allocated by
statute for special purposes such as the fish and game fund, the
highway fund and the several other special funds. The revenues
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of the general fund are obtained from sources which generally

pocketbooks of

New Hampshire

people. Because
branches of government
devote mvich time to budget considerations in order to bring
general fund revenue and balances in line with appropriated
affect the

of this, the executive

all

and

legislative

expenditures.

General Fund Expenditures

Two

years ago the legislature approved appropriations,

including salary increases for our state family, of 54 million
360 thousand dollars for fiscal 1962-1963.

For fiscal 1964-1965 our agencies requested 78 million 600
thousand dollars, an increase of 45% over present spending
levels.
I

recommend expenditures

thousand
from departmental
million 685 thousand dollars

of 63

million 45

dollars, a reduction of 15 million dollars

But still an increase of 8
over present spending levels.
requests.

General Fund Revenues
In 1962, general fund revenues totaled 28 million 390
thousand dollars.
After careful consideration, I estimate the general fund
revenues in 1964 will reach 31 million 279 thousand dollars
and in 1965, 31 million 776 thousand dollars.

This

will provide total general

biennium

fund revenues for the next

of 63 million 55 thousand dollars.

To review briefly, I have recommended a general fund
operating budget of 63 million 45 thousand dolars and I estimate our general fund revenues to be 63 million 55 thousand
dollars. The figures clearly demonstrate that we are working
on a tight margin; nevertheless, the general fund revenues and
expenditures are in balance.
General Fund Surplus
It is

estimated that at the end of this biennium

we

will

have

a surplus of 4 million 940 thousand dollars in the general fund.

However, it must be pointed out that all of this must go to
cover our debt service which is estimated by the state treasurer
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as 4 million 977 thousand dollars. The only remaining available
funds are found in the 400 thousand dollar inventory bond
retirement. However, I have recommended further additions
to this balance as follows:

million 250 thousand dollars of estimated appropriaBut it should be pointed out that these funds are
appropriated to the agencies and could all be expended.
(1)

I

tion lapses.
all

(2)

special

An estimated 269 thousand 500 dollars from unneeded
fund balances recovered to the general fund.

(3) And, 295 thousand dollars lower debt service by
amending the 1961 capital budget to provide 20 year instead
of 10 year bond amortizations.

These recommendations
to 2 million

However,

I

am

obligated to point out that there are com-

mittments against these funds
(a)

benefits,

will increase the available funds

216 thousand dollars.

as follows:

appropriations for employee retirement
an estimated deficiency in the 1962-1963 budgets for

Deficiency

and

the recreation fund, for the state hospital

for the prison

industries totaling 812 thousand 700 dollars.
(b) 430 thousand dollars debt service in 1964-1965 required by a proposed 20 million dollar educational bond au-

thorization.
(c)

388 thousand dollars to cover

New

Hampshire's partiNew England

cipation in the construction and operation of the
Buildinor
'o at the New York World's Fair.
(d)

Total estimated commitments

—

1

million 630 thou-

sand, 700 dollars.

Therefore, this leaves an estimated 585 thousand dollars
balance available to cover legislative specials.
In order to protect the enviable credit rating enjoyed by
the state as evidenced by the favorable low interest rate obtained
on our bond offerings, and in order to maintain a balanced
budget, it is recommended that the legislature not exceed the
estimated 585 thousand dollars of funds available for legislative
specials. If appropriations are made beyond this amount, a
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source of additional funds must be found to cover the additional
expenditures.

These are the hard facts of our financial situation and you
must share the burden of facing them.

and

I

the

In exercising our fiscal responsibility, I believe that both
executive and legislative departments must relinquish

desired objectives.

For

my

part realizing the heavy burdens of local taxation

I had earnestly hoped to return to local
communities the proceeds of our state head tax in the amount
of one and four tenths million dollars per year. To do this,
however, at this time, would, as you can easily see, result in an
unbalanced general fund budget. I am aware of the possible

in our cities

and towns

repercussions of this

But

I

take

unhappy news.

no apologetic position in

this regard.

Whether

be the urge of political expediency or the persuasiveness
and loyalty to a party platform, when later circumstances indicate that these clash with the fiscal soundness of our state economy, then my choice is not that of political opportunism but
of state interest. I shall stand on the side of those who upheld
it

state interests irrespective of party or of politics.

the event funds

become

However,

in

available for returning the revenues

of head tax to the cities and towns then I shall be pleased to
cooperate in this effort. To keep a balanced budget and to
forestall the groundwork for any attempt to justify an onerous
and vexatious sales tax, the proceeds of the head tax must
presently be retained by the state. I shall not indulge in the
fawning or transparent hypocrisy of telling you that it can be
done at this time or paint for you a picture of our state economy
that is prettier than the facts actually justify.
I would point out that our local communities can look
forward to increased aid from the state in the form of a 20 mil-

lion dollar

recommend.

bond

issue for school construction

which

I

shall

Details of this proposal will be the subject of a

you at a later date. It should be noted that we
have recommended in our budget debt service on this 20 million dollar bond issue and we recommend expenditure of this
money at the rate of 3 million dollars per year.
special message to

Therefore, while our local communities may not be receiving the head tax proceeds of 1 and 4 tenths million dollars a
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year, they will be the recipients of at least that

the

recommended bond
Like many of you,

amount from

issue.

had listened to much discussion of a
which could be used to justify the
return of the one and four tenths million dollar head tax annually to the cities and towns but an intelligent examination
of finances, as I have outlined to you, indicates a cupboard that,
I

5 million dollar surplus

if

not bare,

is

close to

it.

I am fully aware that this disclosure of our budget problems will increase the pressures for a general state sales tax.
I have in my office, scores of letters from individuals and
groups who say they would enthusiastically assume the burdens of a sales tax. Some of these groups are organized, articulate and certainly financially able to assume the imposition of
such a levy.

But
you and

these days of comparative prosperity for many,
must remember there are still large numbers of our
people who do not share in this prosperity. Many thousands of
in

I

our people are struggling to make both ends meet. Too frequently both husband and wife must work to provide an adequate standard of living. The numbers of our aged who live
on fixed and meagre incomes are increasing. These groups who
^vould be hard hit by a sales tax are unorganized and inarticulate and frequently can not afford to voice their protests. These
groups have no paid lobbyist and they look to you and me as
their elected representatives to voice

their plea

and protect

their interests.
If life's reality forces

standably look to us to act

our

state

them

to

m like

make sacrifices they undermanner in the operations of

government.

You, our legislators, have sufficient time to scrutinize and
weigh the details of this budget. I have faith in your soundness
and thoroughness. As I stated in my inaugural address public
office as a public trust equally includes the legislature and the
executive. In our fiscal determinations we are a check upon
one another. Knowing the legislative power to over-ride the
executive you can also assume that I would utilize every power
that my office possesses to insist upon a budget within the state's
ability to pay. I have felt that if I am to insist upon such fiscal
prudence I must provide you, at the earliest possible date, with
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have utilized in

New and expanded state services cannot be undertaken
without additional revenue. The present budget has been prepared on the basis of current income. Planning in our democratic society should primarily be the translating of available
income into reasonable and understandable choices, a rule
Avhich has become increasingly difficult Avhen there is only so
much money for competing and expanding, and new public
services. Budget preparation is essentially the acceptance, rejection or modification of requested state services within available income.
I

know

that

responsibility

we

and

shall

continue to be a partnership in

legislative

Our

integrity.

efforts

fiscal

must be

concentrated in educating our young, in training our workers,
in fully utilizing our natural resources, in intensifying our
joint efforts to create jobs and improve our standard of living;
in continuing to grow spiritually and culturally. The budget
is not the key to all of these aspirations but it is an instrumentality of our government that can be used to mold its policies
to encourage private enterprise and individual initiative, the
most powerful forces ever known for stimulating cooperative
efforts for the benefit of

mankind.

This is our challenge.
complete cooperation.

Thank

On

And

in this,

I

tender you again

my

you.

motion of Senator Lamontagne from the

First District

the Convention rose.

House
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Cobleigh

of

Nashua was granted

leave of absence for

the day on account of important business.
Messrs. Stevens of Epsom and Colbath of Dover were
granted leave of absence for the day on account of illness.

Mrs.
the day

Marx

of

on account

Langdon was granted
of illness in the family.

leave of absence for
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Introduction of Bills

The
a

first

follo^ving

House

and second time,

bills

laid

were severally introduced, read
the table for printing and

upon

referred as follows:

HB

244, relative to fees for wholesaler

and manufacturer

of alcoholic beverages. (Grimes of Dover) to Liquor.

HB

245, relative to maintenance of bridges on Class
highways. (Hanson of Bow) to Public Works.

HB

246, relative to horse or

pony pulling

contests.

II

(Murch

of Portsmouth) to Agriculture.

HB

247, changing the

New Durham
ham)

name

of Shaw's

to Pleasant \'iew Lake.

to Resources, Rec.

Pond

in the

(Moulton of

town of
Dur-

New

& Dev.

HB 248, requiring certain marking for so-called native
farm products. (Purington of Exeter; to Agriculture.
HB

249, relative to the taking of wild black bear. (Thayer

of Jefferson) to Fish

HB

Game.

&:

250, relative to adoptions. (Pappagianis of Nashua) to

Public Welfare

HB

&:

State Inst.

25 L relative
Game.

Fish and

HB

252,

to ice fishing.

(Dame

of Portsmouth) to

authorizing the establishment of conservation

commissions by cities and towns. (Adams of Madbun,', Purington of Exeter and Johnson of Hanover; to Resources, Rec.
k Dev.

HB
rectors

and dibanking institutions and credit unions.

253, relating to the qualifications of trustees
of

(Keough

of

HB

certain

Gorham)

to Banks.

254, relative to discrimination in the sale of beverages.

(Remick of Tamworth)

HB
chester.

to

Liquor.

255, relative to the primary- election in the city of
I

Man-

Bernier and Cote of Manchester) to Manchester Dele-

gation.

HB

256, authorizing retirement system for employees of

the city of Berlin. CFortier of Berlin) to Berlin Delegation.
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HB 257, relative to railroad-highway grade crossings. (Coutermarsh of Lebanon) to Public Works.
HB

258, to increase the fees for licensing for propagation

and game by private persons. (Brown
Fish and Game.

of fish

HB

259, to increase the fees for special fish

censes. (Hill of

HB

of Sandwich) to

Conway)

to Fish

and game

and game.

260, to establish a fee for importation of fish

(Vasha^v of Berlin) to Fish and

HB
of guides.

Game.

261, to increase the fees for registration

(Adams

of

Madbury)

li-

and Game.

to Fish

and licensing

and Game.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill mo\ ed that the order whereby
HJR 11, providing an appropriation for the Civil \Var Centennial Commission, was referred to Executive Departments
and Administration committee be vacated and that the bill be
referred to Appropriations committee.

Motion was adopted.
Cominittee Reports

HB

101, relating to municipal permits for registration,
Mrs. SchAvaner of Plaistow for the Municipal and County Government committee. Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

resolution of the committee was adopted.

HB

49, relative

to the removal, transportation and disor animal excrement and other putrescible
material, Mr. Green of Rollinsford for Public Health. Ought

posal of
to Pass

human

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

the

title

animal" so that said

of said bill
title

as

to

HB

49

by striking out the word "or

amended

shall

read as follows:

An act relative to the removal, transportation and
human excrement and other putrescible material.

Amend

paragraph

I

of 147:33 as inserted

disposal of

by section

the bill by striking out the words "or animal" in the

1

of

first line.
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and the words, "or other warm blooded animal"
paragraph

line, so that said
I.

The

amended

in the fourth

shall read as follows:

"human excrement" and "other putrescible
mean the liquid or solid waste matter discharged

terms

material" shall

from the

as

intestinal canal of

man

or other liquid or solid waste

materials which are liable to undergo bacterial decomposition;

provided, however, that these terms shall not include garbage
as

defined in

RSA

147:24.

Amend section 147:34 as inserted by section 1 by striking
out the words "or animal" in the fourth and fifth lines so that
said section as amended shall read as follows: 147:34 Permit
Required. Any person, firm, corporation, mimicipal subdivision or institution who removes, transports, or disposes, or
intends to remove, transport or dispose of any human excrement or other putrescible material by portable or mobile container shall hold an unrevoked permit for that purpose from
the division of public health services.
Amend

147:38 as inserted by section

1

of the bill by strik-

ing out the words "or animal" in the sixth line, so that said
section as

amended

147:38

upon

shall

read as follows:

Denial, Suspension or Revocation of Permit.

If,

inspection, the division finds that any tank, wagon, tank

truck, tank car, can or any other container or any equipment
used or intended to be used for the purpose of removal or transportation of human excrement or other putrescible material
does not conform to the regulations promulgated hereunder,
or that such material is being disposed of in a manner contrary
to such regulations, the applicant shall be denied a permit. If
at any time after a permit has been granted the applicant fails
to operate in the manner prescribed or with equipment failing
to meet the requirements as prescribed by such regulations,
the permit shall be revoked.

Amend 147:41 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by striking out the words "farmers hauling manure" in the third and
fourth lines and inserting in place thereof, the words, individuals hauling animal or poultry manure for use as fertilizer,
so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
Exemptions. The provisions of this subdivision
not be applicable to persons hauling sludge from a public

147:41
shall
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sewage treatment plant or individuals hauling animal or poultry

manure

for use as fertilizer.
*

*

The amendment was

#

adopted.

Mr. Newell of Concord offered the following amendment:

Amendment

Amend
1

paragraph

1

of

to

RSA

of said bill by striking out the

and inserting
paragraph
I.

(2)

147:33 as inserted by section

word

"liable" in the fifth line

in place thereof the word, likely, so that the said

shall read as follows:

The

"human excrement" and "other putrescible
mean the liquid or solid waste matter discharged

terms

material" shall

from the

HB 49

intestinal canal of

man

or other liquid or solid waste

materials which are likely to undergo bacterial decomposition;

provided, however, that these terms shall not include garbage
defined in RSA 147:24.

as

*

*

*

amendment.

Mr. Newell of Concord explained

his

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills:

HB
HB
for

An act relative to outdoor advertising.
26, An act correcting references in statute

18,

highway bond

providing

issue.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed

the following concurrent resolution, in the passage of which
asks the concurrence of the

House

Concurrent Resolution relative

it

of Representatives:
to federal aid to schools.

Whereas, It seems possible that the federal Congress may
authorize a program of federal grants for both higher education
and public schools; and
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Any

Whereas,
scribed

may

such program which

is

not properly circum-

and interand the inde-

lead to federal domination, control,

ference which will threaten academic freedom

pendence of our system of public education; and

The withdrawal by

Whereas,

the federal

enormous revenues from the respective
munities has raised a question
cation from state

and

states

government of
and local com-

as to the ability to

local revenues;

support edu-

and

Whereas, There has been pending in the Congress for

and transfer to the states
income taxes collected in those
educational purposes without any federal

several sessions a bill for retention in
of

one per cent of

states

for use

for

all

federal

direction, control, or interference; therefore be

it

Resolved, By the General Court of the State of New Hampif it is the decision of Congress to enact legislation
providing general support for school or educational purposes to
the several states, we do hereby petition the members of Congress to adopt legislation to provide that one per cent of all
federal income taxes collected on individual and corporation
incomes, after the pattern set out in H.R. 3236 of the 87th
Congress of the United States, shall be deemed to be revenue
of the state or territory within which it is collected for use for
educational purposes only, withoiu any federal direction, control, or interference; and be it further
shire that,

Resolved, That district directors of internal revenue, beincome tax collections to the federal treasury,
required
be
to report and transfer said revenues quarterly to
the state or territory of collection for such purpose; and be it
further
fore forwarding

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be forwarded by
t!ie

Secretary of State to each of the United States Senators and

each

member

of Congress

from

Mrs. Brown of Sandwich
with the Honorable Senate.

The motion was

A

New

Hampshire.

moved

that the

House concur

adopted.

further Senate message

announced

that the Senate has

voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the
passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House
of Representatives:
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act relative to the salary of the treasurer of

Rockingham County.

HB
of the

110,

An

act relative to questions

submitted

to voters

town of Meredith.

HB

11,

An

Act relative

to

meetings of highway agents for

instruction.

Mr. Hackett of Epping offered the following resolutions:
Whereas, Portsmouth Navy Yard has been considered the
top ranking navy yard since the days of wooden ships, and

Whereas, It is of vast importance that this place be kept in
operation particularly because it produces submarines which
fire the polaris missiles, an important part in our country's defense,

and

Whereas,
with

Many

layoffs at the

of its employees have been threatened
yard due to lack of work, therefore be it

Resolved, that the House of Representatives of the General
New Hampshire requests that our Delegation in Washington, D. C, United States Senators Norris Cotton and Thomas
Louis
J. Mclntyre and Congressman James C. Cleveland and

Court of

Wyman, use their utmost endeavors to the end that the
Portsmouth Navy Yard be kept in operation at full force, not
only to supply our country with the needed submarines but to
insure full time employment for our citizens, and be it further
C.

Resolved, that copies of this Resolution be transmitted to
each of the above named members of our Congressional Delegation.

The

Resolutions were adopted

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the rules of the House be
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal and spoke in
so far suspended as to permit introduction of a

favor of the motion.

Mr. Pickett of Keene requested a division

vote.
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A division being had and 235 members having voted in
he affirmative and 62 in the negative, the motion prevailed.
Committee Report

HB
of

town of Wolfeboro, Mr. Hackler
Municipal and County Government. Ought

184, relative to the

Swanzey

for

to pass.

Messrs. Pickett of Keene and Pappagianis of Nashua spoke
concerning suspension of the Rules.

Messrs. Claflin of

favor of the

The

Wolfeboro and Hill of Conway spoke in

bill.

bill

was ordered to a third reading.

The Chair announced
niversary of Mr.

that today

is

the 21st

wedding an-

and Mrs. Vachon of Manchester.

Resolutions

Mr. Collishaw of Exeter

for the Exeter Delegation offered

the following Resolutions:

Whereas, Renfrew A. Thompson, a former Representative
from Exeter, has passed away, and
Whereas, he also served

as State Senator,

the Governor's Council and a

be

World War

I

was a

member

of

veteran, therefore

it

Resolved, that we, the members of the House of Representatives of the

General Court of

tribute to our former Fellow

Town,

State

New

Hampshire, hereby pay

Member

and Country, and be

it

for his services to his

further

Resolved, that we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
daughter, Mrs. Priscilla J. Wade.
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Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Hutchinson of Chichester offered the following Resohitions:

Whereas, we have learned of the death of Leon A. Sanborn,
from Chichester, and

a former representative

Whereas, Mr. Sanborn served his town in many capacities
many years as fire warden, always with the welfare of
the community, the county and the state at heart, now therefore be it

and

for

Resolved, that we, the
sentatives of the General

our heartfelt sympathy
it

members

Court of

of the

New

to his family in its

House

of Repre-

Hampshire, extend
bereavement, and be

further

Resolved, that the clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to the widow, Mrs. Sanborn, a copy of these resolutions.

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr, Walsh of Manchester offered the following Resolutions
Manchester Delegation:

for the

Whereas, Jeremiah B. Healy, former Representative from
Manchester, has passed away, and
Whereas, he was Clerk of Superior Court, Hillsborough
County, for several years, therefore be it
Resolved, that
his city,

county and

we pay
state,

tribute to

and be

it

him

for his services to

further

Resolved, that we extend our heartfelt sympathy to his
Robert Healy, and that the Clerk transmit to him a copy
of these Resolutions.
son,

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Dumont and Mrs. Rubins of Rochester
ester Delegation offered the following Resolutions:

for the

Roch-
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Whereas, Sumner

W. Watson, former

Representative from

Rochester, has passed away, and

Whereas,
therefore be

He

also served his city as

Mayor

for three terms,

it

Resolved, that we, the

Members

of the

House

of Represent-

General Court of New Hampshire, hereby pay
tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to his
city and state, and be it further

atives of the

Resolved, that we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
son,

Robert Watson.

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Charland of Franklin offered the following Resolutions:

Whereas, James Burke, a former Representative from
Franklin for several sessions, has passed away, therefore be it

Members of the House of RepresentGeneral Court of New Hampshire, hereby pay
tribute to our former Fellow Member for his service to his city
and state, and be it further
Resolved, that we, the

atives of the

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be transmitted
Miss Bertha Burke.

to his sister.

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Healy of Manchester offered the following Resolumembers of Ward 6 and the Manchester Delega-

tions for the
tion:

Whereas, John Callahan, a former Representative from
Manchester for several sessions, has passed away, therefore be it
Resolved, that we, the
atives of the

Members

General Court of

of the

New

House

of Represent-

Hampshire, hereby pay
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and state, and be it further
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for his service to his

city

Resolved, that we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be transmitted
Mabel Callahan, for the family.

to his daughter,

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Messrs. Cote
tions for the

and Bernier offered the following Resolu-

Manchester Delegation:

Whereas, Joseph T. Compagna, former Representative
from Manchester, Ward 8 for several sessions, has passed away,
therefore be

it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby pay
tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to his
city and state, and be it further
Resolved, that we, the

sentatives of the General

Resolved, that we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his

widow, Mrs. Ella

The

P.

Compagna.

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Welch of Concord offered the following Resolutions
Concord Delegation:

for the

Whereas, Harold L. Barnard, former Representative from
Concord, Ward 7, has passed away, and
Whereas, he was a former
Service

Commission and

therefore be

member

a veteran of

of the N.

World War

I,

H, Public
S. Navy,

U.

it

Resolved, that we, the
sentatives of the General

Members
Court of

House of RepreHampshire, hereby

of the

New

pay tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to
and country, and be it further

his city, state
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Resolved, that we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his

widow, Mrs. Barnard.

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Messrs.

Dionne and Lavallee

of

Nashua

offered the fol-

lowing Resolutions for the Nashua Delegation:
Whereas, Paul Kirkorian,
Nashua, has passed away, and

former Representative from

Whereas, he was a veteran of the U.
fore be

S.

Naval Service, there-

it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby
pay tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to
his city, state and country, and be it further
Resolved, that we, the

sentatives of the General

Resolved, that we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent
widow, Mrs. Kirkorian.

The

to his

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Peever of Salem offered the following Resolutions for
the Salem Delegation:

Whereas, Arthur L. Morrill, father of Roy Morrill, Repfrom Salem, has passed away, therefore be it

resentative

Resolved, that we, the

Members

of the

House

of Repre-

Court of New Hampshire, hereby
offer our heartfelt sympathy to our Fellow Member in his
bereavement, and be it further
sentatives of the General

Resolved, that the Clerk transmit a copy of these Resolutions to him.

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

*

*
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Mrs. Cooper and Messrs. Dionne and Lavallee of Nashua
Nashua Delegation:

offered the following Resolutions for the

Whereas, Paul
for

E. Bouthillier, representative

from Nashua

more than twenty years, has passed away, and
Whereas, he was a veteran of World

War

1,

therefore be

it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby pay
tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to his
city, state and country, and be it further
Resolved, that we, the

sentatives of the General

Resolved, that we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
daughter, Mrs. Peter P. Stukus.

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mrs. Fogg of Milan offered the following Resolutions:

Whereas, Mrs. Grace Phelan, former Representative from
Stark for two sessions, has passed away, and

Whereas, she received a citation for her work in the Legisnow therefore be it

lature,

Resolved, that we, the
sentatives of the General
to

our former Fellow
and be it further

Members

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute
for her services to her town and

Court of

Member

of the

New

state,

Resolved, that we extend our heartfelt sympathy to her
its bereavement, and be it further

family in

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to her
husband, George J. Phelan.

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Rufo of Concord offered the following Resolutions
for the

Merrimack County Delegation:
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Whereas, Mrs. Grace Asby, mother of William D. Asby,
Representative from Canterbury, has passed away, therefore
be

it

Resolved, that we, the

members

of the

House

of Repre-

Court of New Hampshire, hereby
offer our heartfelt sympathy to our Fellow Member in his
bereavement, and be it further

sentatives of the General

Resolved, that the Clerk transmit a copy of these Resolutions to him.

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Messrs.

Sherman and Shute

of Lancaster offered the fol-

lowing Resolutions:

Whereas, Louis E. Bragg, former Representative from
Lancaster, has passed away, and

Whereas, he was Chairman of the Board of Trustees of
Glencliff Sanatorium for several years, a

Tuberculosis Committee and a

member

member

Spending Committee in Lancaster, therefore be
Resolved, that we, the
sentatives of the General
to

our former Fellow
and be it further

Members

Court of

Member

Towne

it

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute
services to his town and

of the

New

for his

of the State

of the Colonel

state,

Resolved, that we extend our heartfelt sympathy to his
family in its bereavement, and be it further

son,

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
J. Bragg.

Richard

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted,

Mr. Hambleton of Goffstown offered the following Resolutions for the Goffstown Delegation:

tive

Whereas, Judge Alfred W. Poore, Sr., former Representafrom Goffstown for several sessions, has passed away, and
Whereas, he was the

first

justice of the

Goffstown Munici-

pal Court, a position he held for thirty-five years,

Moderator for twenty-eight

years,

now

therefore be

and
it

Town

1

Thursday, February
Resolved, that we, the
sentatives of the General
to

our former Fellow
and be it further
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House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute
services to his town and

of the

state,

Resolved, that we extend our heartfelt sympathy to his
family in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
W. Poore, Jr.

son, Alfred

The

Resolutions were imanimously adopted.

The Chair announced that February 18th was the birthday of Mr. Peever of Salem and Mr. Casey of Manchester.

The House
Giesel, led

joined in singing

Happy Birthday

for Joe

by Mr. Bouvier of Swanzey.

Committee Appointment
Miss Cole of Nashua to Public Welfare and State Institutions.

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
to be in order at the present time, that third reading of bills be
by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to
meet next Tuesday at 1 :00 A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

bills

were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB
of

49, relative to the removal, transportation

human excrement and other putrescible

and disposal

material.
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HB

On
journed

184, relative to the

town of Wolfeboro.

motion of Mrs. Berry of Barrington the House adP.M.

at 1:00

TUESDAY, February
The House met

at

1 1

:00

19,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

Shine upon us, O LORD, thou one true light, as we attend to our sacred responsibilities of leadership in our communities and in our state. Illuminate our pathway as we strive
through the darkness of doubt and indecision, seeking the dawn
of wisdom, and the ligrht of truth. Deliver us from all selfishness
and confirm us in our joint endeavors for the common good as

we weigh

many

issues committed to our trust for faithful
Continue Thy blessing, through Thy loving
care, upon our Governor, his Council, and the members of this
Joint Convention as they faithfully discharge the duties of their
office. May their every action both guard and preserve the liberty and freedom which Thou, O Lord, hast granted unto us.

and

the

just solution.

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Hayward of Milford led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair

introduced a group of Girl Scouts from MilMilford Delegation.

ford, courtesy of the
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Leaves of Absence
Mrs. Parks of

Lyme and

Messrs. Peaslee of Concord, Clem-

ent of Rochester, Lacaillade of Laconia and Kelley of Littleton

were granted leave of absence for the week on account of

Marx

Mrs.
the

week on

of

Langdon was granted

illness.

leave of absence for

accoinit of illness in the family.

Miss Faulkner of Keene and Messrs. Morrill of Salem,
Hampton, and Lavasseur of Manchester were granted
leave of absence for the day on account of illness.

Casassa of

Messrs. Watkinson of Fitzwilliam and Purington of Exeter
were granted leave of absence for today and Wednesday on
account of illness.

Mrs. Russell of Keene was granted leave of absence for the
day on account of a death in the family.

for

Mr. Haseltine of Merrimack was granted a leave of absence
two ^veeks on account of military duty.
Mr. Moran of Manchester was granted leave of absence
on account of important business.

for the day

Mr. Gauthier of Manchester was granted an indefinite
leave of absence on account of illness.
^

Introduction of Bills

The

following

ond time,

HB
ment

laid

bills

on the

were introduced, read a first and secand referred as follows:

table for printing,

262, relative to temporary employees of the depart-

works and highways. (McGee of Lincoln) to
Executive Departments and Administration.
of public

HB

263, establishing the Haverhill

(McMeekin

HB

Union School

District.

of Haverhill) to Education.

264, relative to qualification by school districts for state

financial aid. (Stevenson of

Bethlehem)

to

Education.

HB 265, to provide funds for the preparation of property
maps. (Kimball of Derry) to Appropriations.
HB

Belknap county recreational
Belknap Delegation.

266, relative to the

(O'Shan of Laconia)

to

area.
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HB

267, changing the

(MacDonald

Hospital.

of

name

of the

Concord)

New Hampshire

to Public

State

Welfare and State

Institutions.

HB

268, providing for the classification of the waters of

Newfound Lake. (Plumer

of Bristol) to Resources, Recreation

and Development.

HB

269, relative to the

paid by towns to town

amount

of annual

memberships
Conway) to

officers' associations. (Hill of

Municipal and County Government.

HB
birds.

270, relative to use of poisons for the control of certain

(Hanson

of

Bow)

to Fish

and Game.

HB 271, prohibiting misuse of boat registration plates.
(Canty of Salem) to Resources, Recreation and Development.
HB

272, relative to outstanding state checks. (Clement of
Rochester) to Executive Departments and Administration.

HB
of

273, relating to investments of savings banks. (Stevens

Epsom)

to

Banks.

HB

274, relative to fishing without license by patients at
veterans hospitals. (Feldman of Manchester) to Fish and Game.

HB
erans.

275, relative to taxation

(Gay of Derry)

HB
(Murch

to

exemption for disabled

vet-

Ways and Means.

276, relative to the sale of certain animals
of Portsmouth) to Fish

and

birds.

and Game.

HB 277, relative to limitation on appropriations in towns
adopting the municipal budget act. (Hanson of Bow and Robinson of Pembroke) to Municipal and County Gov.
HB
fish

278, relative to the definition of resident

and game

HB

(McMeekin

HB 280,
Epsom)

HB

(McMeekin

of Haverhill) to Fish

279, relative to the penalty for escape

correction.

of

laws.

under the
and Game.

from houses of

of Haverhill) to Judiciary.

providing for a constitutional convention. (Stevens

to Judiciary.

281, relative to the remodeling of certain buildings

the construction of a

new greenhouse

Hampshire. (Purington of Exeter)

at the University of

to Education.

and

New

Tuesday, February
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282, to provide for cumulative pocket supplements for

Revised Statutes Annotated. (Totman of Alstead) to Judiciary.

HB

283, relative to taxation of real estate. (Allen of

and Hackler

of Swanzey) to

Rindge

Ways and Means.

HB

284, relative to the department of agriculture and to
the agricultural advisory board (Stevens of Epsom) to Agriculture.

HB

285, relative to investments for savings banks.

(Ham-

bleton of Goffstown) to Banks.

HB

aldermen and
committee of the city of Manchester.
(Ainley of Manchester) to Manchester Delegation.
286, relative to the salary of the mayor,

members

HB

of the school

(Marsan
Departments and Administration.

287, relating to the licensing of auctioneers.

of Rochester) to Exec.

HB

288, relative to operation of motor vehicles when blind
persons are crossing a way. (O'Shan of Laconia) to Transportation.

HB
man

289, providing for seasons for the taking of deer. (Gil-

of Franklin) to Fish

&:

Game.

HB 290, relative to the retirement age for state employees
under the state employees' retirement system. (Angus of Claremont) to Exec. Depts. &: Administration.
HB
of

291, changing the

Gilmanton

Rec.

&:

to

Garry

name

lake.

of

Rocky pond

in the

town

(Plourde of Pembroke) to Res.,

Dev.

HB

292, relative to possession of big game animals taken
outside the state. (Moore of Bradford) to Fish and Game.

HB 293, abolishing capital punishment. (Normandin of
Laconia) to Judiciary.
HJR

17, relative to

the state. (Bevan of

HJR
field) to

18, in

an inventory of

Durham)

favor of

real property

to Exec. Depts.

owned by

& Adm.

John Wakefield. (Thompson

of North-

Claims.

Mr. Henry of Concord moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of HJR 18.

The

Clerk read the Resolution in

full.
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HJR

18, in favor of

John Wakefield.

The sum

of one hundred and sixteen dollars and eightyhereby appropriated to reimburse John Wakefield
of Northfield for damages to his motor vehicle caused by an
accident which occurred October 28, 1962, due to rock in the
highway. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for
the sum hereby appropriated out of any money in the treasury
not otherwise appropriated.
five cents

The

is

inotion was adopted.

Committee Reports
Resignation of Ellis Ayre of Laconia, Mr. Johnson of Hanover for Elections Committee. Resignation be accepted.

The

resignation was accepted.

HJR 5, providing funds for payment of the expenses of
binding and distributing the journal of the 1959 session of the
constitutional convention, Mr. Henry of Concord for Claims
and Aeronautics. Ought

The

to pass.

resolution was adopted.

HB

105, relative to election printing by the secretary of
Mr. Smith of Concord for Executive Departments and
Administration. Ought to pass with amendment.

state,

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

105

of the bill by striking out the

words "and

in connection with printing of the session laws" in the sixth

and seventh

lines, so that said section as

follows:

Secretary of State.

1

after section

The

8

the following

secretary of state

is

amended

Amend RSA
new

section:

shall read as
56 by inserting

56:8-a

Printing.

authorized to contract for printing in

connection with his duties under the election laws. The provisions of RSA 8 relative to competitive bidding for state purchases shall not apply to contracts entered into by the secretary
of state hereunder.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
ment

commission of the departand economic development, and transfers

67, relative to the advisory

of resources

Tuesday, February
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within said department, Mrs. Marx of Langdon for Executive
Departments and Administration. Inexpedient to legislate.

Pass,

Mr. Newell of Concord moved that the words, Ought to
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to Legislate, and

spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Newell withdrew

his motion.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill moved that HB 67 be recommitted to the committee on Executive Departments and Administration.

The motion was

adopted.

HB

128, increasing the authority of the New Hampshire
Congregational-Christian Conference to hold property, Mr.
Lamprey of Tuftonboro for Executive Departments and Ad-

Ought

ministration.

The

to pass.

was ordered

bill

to a third reading.

HB 104, relative to advisory commission and transfer of
powers under the department of health and welfare, Mr. Langford of Raymond for Executive Departments and Administration. Inexpedient to legislate.
On motion of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill HB 104 was
recommitted to Executive Departments and Administration
committee.

HB
Upon

of

redemption of

122, relating to

Concord

Ought

for Judiciary.

Amendment

Amend

to

specific devises,

to pass

HB

Mr.

with amendment.

122

section 2 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
2

Takes

Effect.

This act

ecuted after September

1,

shall take effect

on

all wills ex-

1963.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 164, providing for recompilation of volume 2 of the
Revised Statutes Annotated, Mr. Wildey of Westmoreland for
Judiciary. Ought to pass with amendment.
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Amendment

HB

to

164

Amend section 3 of said bill by striking out the word
"seven" in the twenty-fourth line and inserting in place thereof
the word, fourteen, so that said section as amended shall read
as follows:

3

Distribution.

The

secretary of state

is

authorized to

copies of replacement volumes 2 and
2A of the Revised Statutes Annotated free of charge in the
following manner: One copy to each of the following officers

distribute official

and

bound

The

governor, the president of the senate, the
the members of the New Hampshire
justice and clerk of the supreme
Commission,
each
Revision
court
of probate, the clerk of the
each
superior
courts,
and
bodies:

speaker of the house,

supreme court of the United States, each judge of the circuit
court of the United States for this district, the district court of
the United States for this district, the United States department
of justice, the Library of Congress, the New Hampshire Historical Society, the state reporter, a sufficient

number

of copies

to the state library for its use and for distribution to each state
or territorial library of the United States on an exchange basis,
any state or territory making a charge to this state for copies

laws shall in a like manner be required to pay to the secretary of state the regular price for copies of replacement volumes 2 and 2A of the Revised Statutes Annotated, the secretary
of state, the state treasurer, the comptroller and fourteen copies
of

its

to the office of the attorney general.
#
*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the Chair referred

HB

164 to Appropriations under the Rules.

HB

168, relative to the Mascoma Valley Regional School
Mr. Bednar of Hudson for Municipal and County
Government. Ought to pass with amendment.

District,

Amendment

Amend
new

said bill

to

HB

168

by inserting after section

3 the following

section:

4

State Aid.

The Mascoma

Valley Regional School Dis-

and be credited with the
provided
by RSA 198:8, 9, and 10
aid,
state
district would have
cooperative
the
attending
trict shall receive

total

to

amount

of

which pupils

entitled the pre-

Tuesday, February
existing districts,

19,

had they remained
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in the pre-existing dis-

tricts.

Further
section

amend

renumbering section 4

said bill by

to read

5.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

SB

6,

relative to

membership

of the cancer commission,

Mr. Green of Rollinsford for Public Health. Ought

The

bill

to pass.

was ordered to a third reading.
*

*

*

Mr. Hancock of Concord moved that the order whereby
life insurance companies, was
referred to the committee on Insurance, be vacated and that the
bill be referred to the committee on Ways and Means.

HB

227, relative to taxation of

The motion was

adopted.

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following concurrent resolution:

to

Concurrent Resolution regarding Joint Study Committee
on Capital needs for educational institutions.
Resolved by the House of Representatives the Senate concurring:

That the House and Senate committees on Education
as a joint

committee

to

make

act

a study of the possible capital

needs for the educational institutions, including the University,
the Teachers Colleges and the Technical Institutes, for a 15
years period. Said special committee shall make a report of its
findings to the 1963 session of the general court. Said report
shall be filed on or before May 15, 1963.
*

*

*

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:
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HB

relative to physicians

5,

and surgeons,

fees for

exam-

inations for practice.

HB

24, relative to toilet facilities for restaurants

establishments where food

HB
HB
HB

relative to

1,

under the

civil

exemption from

defense

23, relative to

and other

served.

is

liability in certain cases

act.

Concord Female Charitable

59, requiring cities

and towns

Society.

to provide

adequate

courtrooms for municipal courts.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills:

HB

1,

An

act relative to

under the

cases

HB

11,

civil

An

defense

exemption from

liability in certain

act.

act relative to meetings of

highway agents

for

instruction.

HB

An

13,

act relative to the salary of the treasurer of

Rockingham County.

HB

23,

An

24,

An

Concord Female Charitable

So-

act relative to toilet facilities for restaurants

and

act relative to

ciety.

HB

other establishments where food

is

served.

HB 59, An act requiring cities and towns to provide adequate courtrooms for municipal courts.
HB
in the

110,

An

act relative to questions submitted to voters

town of Meredith.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland and
Mr. York of Concord

The Chair announced

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

Stafford of Portsmouth.

On
were so

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order this after-

far

1

Wednesday, February
noon

20, 1963
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be in order at the present time, that third readbe by title only and resolutions by caption only,
and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow
at 3:00 to

ing of

bills

morning

at

1

:00

A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Readings

SB

6,

relative to the

membership

of the cancer commission,

was read a third time, passed, and sent
to be engrossed.

The
and sent

HB

to the Secretary of State

following House bills were read a third time, passed,
Senate for concurrence:

to the

168, relative to the

Mascoma

Valley Regional School

District.

HB
HB

redemption of

122, relating to

specific devises.

128, increasing the authority of the

New Hampshire

Congregational Christian Conference to hold property.

HB

105, relative to election printing

by the

secretary' of

state.

HJR 5, providing funds for payment of the expenses of
binding and distributing the journal of the 1959 session of the
constitutional convention.

On
journed

motion of Mrs. Blanchette of Dover the House adP.M.

at 12:06

WEDNESDAY, February 20,
The House met at

1 1

:00

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

Almighty and Everlasting God, our Heavenly Father, who
hast led us through the storm and sunshine, bringing us in
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beginning of this day; let Thy love and patience
be shown forth in our lives and conversation, Thy tenderness
and compassion in our words and actions. For the duties of this
strengthen us with blessings from on high, that, through
day
whatever of good has been cast
Thine own enabling power
down may be raised up, whatever of truth has grown old may
be made new, and that all things may advance unto perfection,
when the kingdoms of this world shall have become the Kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ, and He shall reign forever

safety to the

—

and

—

Amen.

ever.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Bigelow of Warner led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House

The Chair
from

all

over the

introduced a group of High School seniors
state.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Morrill of Salem was granted leave of absence for
today and Thursday on account of illness.

Mr. Shea of Ward 1, Keene, was granted an indefinite
leave of absence on account of important business.
Messrs.

Green

of Rollinsford

and Underwood

of Chester

were granted leave of absence on account of inclement weather.
Mrs. Rubins of Rochester and Messrs. Pratt of Keene and
Casassa of Hampton were granted leave of absence for the day
on account of illness.

Introduction of Bills

The

HB

bills were introduced, read a first and secon the table for printing, and referred as follows:

following

ond time,

laid

294, relative to the taxation of boats and unrefunded
tolls. (Goodhue of Gilford) to Ways and

motor vehicle road
Means.

Wednesday, February

20, 1963
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HB

295, relative to the taxation of horses. (Hutchinson of
Chichester) to Ways and Means.

HB

296, to adjust classified salaries of state employees.

(Stafford of Laconia) to Executive

Departments and Adminis-

tration.

HB 297, authorizing the town of Salem to provide life
and health insurance for its employees. (Peever and Grant of
Salem) to Municipal & County Gov.
HB

298, relative to the sale of liquor

private clubs. (Plourde of

HB
HB

to

and beverages

&:

in

Liquor.

299, relating to municipal budgets. (Bednar of

son) to Municipal

so-called

Pembroke)

Hud-

County Government.

300, authorizing Clifford R. Lizotte to apply for the

Korean bonus. (Angus

of Claremont) to Claims.

Mr, Henry of Concord moved that the rules of the House
be suspended

as to dispense

The

Clerk read the

HB

300,

An

for the so-called

in

with printing of

HB 300.

bill in full.

act authorizing Clifford R. Lizotte to apply

Korean bonus.

Be it Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
General Court convened:
1

Application Authorized.

Notwithstanding the provi-

286:8-a as inserted by

1957, 5:4, Clifford R.
hereby authorized to make application to the adjutant
general for benefits authorized by 1955, 286 as amended; and if
the said Clifford R. Lizotte shall be found qualified for said
benefits, he shall be paid the same, such payment to be a charge
upon funds in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
sions of

Lizotte

2
its

1955,

is

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

The motion was

adopted.

HB 301, changing the location of the present deer
(Rousseau of Manchester) to Fish and Game,

line.
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HB

302, relative to the state board of conciliation

arbitration.

(Angus of Claremont)

to

and

Labor.

HB 303, naming the technical institute for former congressman Chester E. Merrow and providing for a portrait of
Mr. Merrow. (Sanders of Concord) to Education.

HB 304, legalizing the proceedings of the meeting of the
Hillsborough county delegation held on January 9, 1963. (Pickering of Hancock, Edwards of Antrim) to Mun. Sc Cty. Gov.

Mr. Kearns of Manchester moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with printing of HB
304, legalizing the proceedings of the meeting of the Hillsborough county delegation.

House be

The

Clerk read the

HB

304,

An

act legalizing the proceedings of the

of the Hillsborough

Be

it

in General
1

bill in full.

county delegation held on January

meeting
9,

1963.

Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Court convened:

Proceedings Legalized.

The

proceedings of the meeting

of the Hillsborough county delegation held at the state house
in Concord on January
and confirmed.
2
its

Takes

Effect.

9,

1963 are hereby legalized, ratified

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

The motion was

HB

305,

adopted.

making additional appropriations
Committee
Peever of Salem)

dustries. (Rules

—

for prison into

Appropria-

tions.

HB

306, establishing a state-wide library

development pro-

gram. (Peterson of Peterborough) to Executive Departments

& Adm.

Wednesday, February

225

20, 1963

Cominittee Reports

HB

121, relative to the construction of physical education
at the University of

facilities

of

Lebanon

The Chair

referred

New

Ought

for Education.

HB

Hampshire, Mrs. Demers

to pass.

121 to Appropriations

under the

Rules.

HJR

6,

relative to the operating expenses of educational

WENH,

television station,
of

Lebanon

The

for Education.

Channel

Ought

11,

Durham, Mrs. Demers

to pass.

Resolution was referred to Appropriations under the

Rules.

HB
Bevan

96,

authorizing pari-mutuel pools on jai

Durham

of

for

alai,

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

Mr.

to legis-

late.

Mr. Feldman of Manchester moved that HB 96 be made a
Order of business for Wednesday next at 11:01 A.M.

Special

and spoke

in favor of the motion.

Mr. Larty of Haverhill spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The motion was

not adopted.

Mr. Feldman of Manchester moved that HB 96 be recomWays and Means committee and spoke in favor of the

mitted to
motion.

The motion was
The

question

not adopted.

now being on

the resolution of the commit-

tee.

Mr. Bevan of Durham spoke in favor of the resolution.
Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that further consideration
of HB 96 be Indefinitely Postponed.

Mr. Feldman of Manchester spoke against the motion.

The motion

to indefinitely

Special

HB

postpone

Order

HB

96 prevailed.

for 11:01

31, relative to the repeal of the school

per capita tax.
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bill

Question being on the report of the committee that the
Inexpedient to Legislate.

is

Mr, Plumer of

Bristol

moved

that the words,

Ought

to Pass,

be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to Legislate, and
spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Larty of Haverhill spoke against the motion.
Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that HB 31 be made a Special
Order for 11:01 April 24, and spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Plumer of Bristol spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The motion was adopted.

Mr. Chamberlin of Bath moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee report not previously advertised in the Journal for two
days and that HB 225 be acted on at the present time.

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro spoke
Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke

The motion was

in favor of the motion.

in favor of the motion.

adopted.

Committee Report

HB
of the

225, to legalize the proceedings of a special meeting

Wolfeboro School

Education. Ought to

The

bill

District,

Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for

pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
title, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
a bill with the following

SB
torney.

7,

increasing the salary of the Hillsborough Coimty At-

Wednesday, February

20, 1963
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Introduction of Senate Bill

SB

7,

County Atand second time and referred to the

increasing the salary of the Hillsborough

torney, was read a

first

Hillsborough County Delegation.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill and joint resolution sent up
from the House of Representatives:

HB 184, An act relative to the town of Wolfeboro.
HJR 4, Joint Resolution in favor of Lucille Webb.
Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bill:

HB

5,

An

act relative to physicians

and surgeons,

fees for

examinations for practice.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

On
were

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

so far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only and that when the House adjourns today
it be to meet tomorrow at 1 1 :00 A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Reading

HB

225, to legalize the proceedings of a special meeting of
the Wolfeboro School District, was read a third time, passed,

and sent

On
journed

to the Senate for concurrence.

motion of Mrs. Richardson of Dover the House
P.M.

at 12:22

ad-
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THURSDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

February

21,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

Gracious Father, grateful are we for Thy loving care
through these days of challenge. Watch over us while we are
absent, one from another. Reunite us on the dawn of another

—

refreshed and strengthened. Teach us how to
Thy wisdom as we humbly strive to make our laws like
unto those of Thy promised Kingdom. Keep us safe from the

week

of labor

value

would corrupt our society, destroy our nation, and
endanger the rights of men. Instill within our hearts the sense
of purpose and mission as we plead the just causes of men.
Forgive us when we stumble in the darkness while searching

evils that

Thy light of truth. Help us to lay aside the peripheral issues
and let us strike the true course in our journey of service. Grant
unto our leadership and our workers Thy blessing for their
faithfulness to duty and willingness to serve. Send Thy continuing blessing upon the homes and families of those reprefor

sented here; In

Thy name we pray

— Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Shindledecker of Hampton led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Asby of Canterbury was granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of important business.
Mr. Watkinson of Fitzwilliam was granted a leave of absence for the day on account of illness.

Concord and Spanos of Newport were
absence for the day on account of important

Messrs. Newell of

granted leave of
business.

Thursday, February

21, 1963
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Introduction of Bills

The
ond

following

time, laid

HB

bills

on the

were introduced, read a first and secand referred as follows:

table for printing,

307, relative to salary of the sheriff of

county. (Vey of Brentwood) to

HB

Rockingham

moved
Ways and Means.

308, relative to taxation of property

after April

first.

(Hill of

Conway)

to

Rockingham

Del.
into

town

HB

309, to grant the tax units within the state authority to
state-owned lands and collect taxes therefrom. (Thompson
of Wilmot and Mrs. Greene of Rye) to Ways and Means.
assess

HB

310, relative to taxation of trailers

another. (Hill of

HB

to

on land owned by

Ways and Means.

311, relative to licensed practical nurses. (Cavalieri of

Portsmouth)

HB

Conway)

to

Public Health.

312, relative to the salary of the justice of the

Man-

chester municipal court. (Ainley of Manchester) to Manchester

Delegation.

HB

313, relative to the

bank advisory board. (Moran

of

Manchester) to Banks.

HB
courts.

314,

(Moran

HB

relative to

issues

of law arising in municipal

of Manchester) to Judiciary.

315, relative to

marking

fishing holes cut in ice

on

Great Bay. (Barker of Stratham) to Fish and Game.

HB

316, relative to the taking of pheasants.

Franklin) to Fish and

HB

(Gilman of

Game.

317, providing additional retirement allowances for

certain retired teachers. (Bell of Plymouth) to Exec. Depts.

and Adm.

HB
affiliates.

318, relative to branch

(Stevens of

banking and bank holding
of Claremont) to

Epsom and Desnoyer

Banks.

HB

319, relative to the taking of salmon. (Claflin of Wolfe-

boro) to Fish

&:

Game.

HB 320, relating to packages containing bread, cake or
doughnuts. (Dupont and Dion of Manchester) to Public Health.
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HB

life

321, relative to the deposit of securities by domestic
insurance companies. (Bingham of Concord) to Insurance.

HB 322, relative to real estate owned by domestic life
surance companies. (Bingham of Concord) to Insurance.

in-

Committee Reports

HB
of

91, relative to copies of the school laws, Mrs.

Lebanon,

Demers

for Education. Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

89, relating to the

exemption from property taxes of

certain parts of the state airways system, Mr. Casey of

chester for

Ways and Means. Ought

Amendment

Amend

to

to pass

HB

Man-

with amendment.

89

said bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
2 Exemption from Property Tax. Amend RSA 72 (supp)
amended by 1957, 299:1 by inserting after section 37 the
following new section: 72:38 Exemption for Aviation Facilias

ties.

A

town, by vote of a majority of those present at any regu-

town meeting, acting under an article duly incorporated in
the warrant for said meeting, and a city, by vote of the governing body thereof, may exempt the owner of a privately owned
lar

air navigation facility available for

public use without charge,
holds as of April first of any year a certificate for such
facility from the New Hampshire aeronautics commission that

who

the facility

way

is

necessary for the maintenance of an effective air-

system, from taxation of such facility for each such year.

For the purposes of

this section the

term

air navigation facility

the surfaces of an airport encompassed within the
principal boundaries that is maintained and available for the

includes

all

take-off, landing, taxying, and open air parking of an aircraft
using said airport, any air navigation or communications facility
associated with the airport and any passenger terminal building
available for public use without charge.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

the bill was ordered to

Thursday, February
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Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bills sent up from the House of Repre-

to

sentatives.

HB

168, relative to the

Mascoma

Valley Regional School

District.

HB
town of

78, legalizing action

taken at a special meeting in the

Littleton.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate Bills and House Joint Resolution:

HB
in the

78,

An

act legalizing action taken at a special

meeting

town of Littleton.

HB

168,

An

act relative to the

Mascoma

Valley Regional

School District.

HB
SB

An

184,

An

6,

act relative to the

act relative to

town

of Wolfeboro.

membership

of the cancer com-

mission.

HJR

HB

4,

Joint Resolution in favor of Lucille

117,

An

act relative to

method

M. Webb.

of adopting zoning

ordinances.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the order whereby
241, limiting authority of state agencies, was referred to

HB

Ways

and Means be vacated and the bill be referred to Executive Departments and Administration,

The motion was

adopted.

Resolutions

Mr. Johnson of Rochester offered the following resolutions:
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Whereas^ Warren H. Reid, a former Representative from
Milton, has passed away, and

Whereas,

He

also served as

Trustee of Milton Mills Public

and a World War

Library, a former ballot clerk
therefore be

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General
to

I

veteran,

it

Members

Court of

our former Fellow Member for
and Coinitry, and be it further

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute

of the

New

his services to his

Town,

State

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent
widow, Mrs. Warren H. Reid.

The

to his

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Messrs. Ballam

and Smith

of

Walpole offered the following

Resolutions:

tive

}Vhereas, Arthur H. Chickering, Jr., former Representafrom Walpole, has passed a^vay, therefore be it

Resolved, that we, the
sentatives of the General

Members

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute
services to his town and state,

Court of

our former Member for
and be it further
to

his

of the

New

Resolved, that we extend our heartfelt sympathy to his
its bereavement, and be it further

family in

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
Arthur H. Chickering, Jr.

wife, Mrs.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Maglaras from Dover offered the following resolutions
Dover Delegation:

for the

Whereas, W. Raymond Stackpole, a former Representative
from Dover, has passed away, and
Whereas,

He

terms, therefore be

also served as City

Councilman

for several

it

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General

Members

Court of

New

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute

of the

Thursday, February
to

our former Fellow
and be it further

Member
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and

State,

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his

widow, Mrs. Stackpole.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Recess
After Recess

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
the following concurrent resolution, in the passage of which it
asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

Concurrent Resolution

Be

it

resolved by the Senate, the

House

of Representatives

concurring, that the President of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House be empowered to designate two members of their
respective bodies, one

ceed to Washington to

from each of the major parties, to profind out once and for all what the federal

government would do in the event that lottery or sweepstake
tickets issued in New Hampshire were found in neighboring
states.

*

*

*

Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem moved that the concurrent
and spoke in favor of the

resolution be indefinitely postponed

motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Larty of Haverhill spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.
*

On
were so

*

*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
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afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday at 11:00 A.M.
this

Afternoon Session

The Chair announced that tomorrow was the birthday of
Mr. Desnoyer of Claremont.
Third Reading

HB

89, relating to the exemption from property taxes of
certain parts of the state airways system, was read a third time,
passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.

On

motion of Mrs. Clark

of

Lee the House adjourned

at

12:14 P.M.

TUESDAY, February 26,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

O

Father of Eternal
ated and sustained all of

Wisdom and
with Thy

Strength,

who

hast cre-

merciful love, may oiu'
hearts be warmed by Thy presence this day. Direct our energies
in the creative patterns of truth
endowing Thy servants with
courage to withstand the storms of pressure. Let our nation be
exalted in righteousness
purge us from all that would profane freedom's holy light. Free us from all selfishness that would
destroy our efforts to preserve our commonwealth. Grant unto
our executive and legislative leadership an ebullient spirit as
they strive to guide us through this session. Enable us to work
life

—

—

effectively and efficiently at our appointed tasks while we examine each and every issue that confronts us. May our minds
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be kept free from the recital of endless details, as we constantly
maintain the confidence of those whom we represent through
our honest efforts. Inspire us to build our earthly kingdom upon
the truth of Thy word as we bear this witness in our daily life.

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Goodfellow of Dorchester led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance

to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence
Mrs. Rubins of Rochester and Messrs. Beard of Lebanon
and Boutin of Benton ^vere granted leave of absence for the
day on account of illness.
Messrs. Willey of Campton, Thibeault and Chartrain of
Nashua were granted an indefinite leave of absence on account
of illness.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland and Messrs. Prescott of
Laconia, Kelley of Littleton, Casassa of Hampton, and Bowles
of Easton were granted leave of absence for the week on account
of illness.

Introduction of Bills

The

following

ond time,

laid

bills

on the

were introduced, read a

table for printing,

first

and referred as

and

sec-

follows:

HB

323, providing for a secretary for the sheriff of Strafford county. (Grimes of Dover, Ward 2) To Strafford County

Del.

HB
chester,

324, establishing the standard time. (Bergeron of

Ward

10)

Man-

To Judiciary.

HB

325, providing for an additional reviewing appraiser
department of public works and highways. (Taft of
Greenville) to Public Works.
in the

HB

326, relative to establishing a young boatman's training program. (Brown of Sandwich) to Resources, Rec. &: Dev.
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HB

327, relating to education of children residing on
state-owned property. (Littlehale, Bevan and Crouch of Durham) to Public Welfare and State Inst.

HB
HB
(Brown

HB

under the uni-

328, relative to termination statements

form commercial code. (Palmer of Kensington)

to Judiciary.

329, relative to initial registration plates for boats.
of

Sandwich)

to Res.,

Rec.

&:

Dev.

for the

330, relative to the appointment of a deputy treasurer
county of Rockingham. (Wheeler of Exeter) to Rock-

ingham

Del.

HB

commisMunicipal and County Govern-

331, relative to audit of county books by tax

(Wheeler of Exeter)

sion.

to

ment.

HB
tion

332, relative to the practice of dentistry

provisions.

(Hartigan of Rochester,

Ward

and
2)

registra-

to

Public

Health.

HB
ester,

333, relating to curfew regulations.

Ward

HB

3,

Hartigan of Rochester,

334, imposing a tax

Ward

(Rubins of Roch-

2) to Judiciary.

on income derived from the

of real estate. (Kimball of Manchester,

Ward

2) to

sale

Ways and

Means.

HB 335, relating to the discharge or removal from office of
county employees. (Rufo of Concord, Ward 9, Upton of Concord, Ward 2) to Municipal and County Gov.
HB

336,

fixing the

compensation of moderators in the

Manchester. (Dion of Manchester,
Manchester, Ward 6) to Manchester Del.
city of

HB
HB

3,

Dupont

of

337, relating to hours of labor, one day rest in seven,

and payment of wages. (McGee
dressers

Ward

of Lincoln) to Labor.

and shops for hairNashua) to Public

338, relative to licensing of schools

and manicurists. (Underbill

of

Health.

HB

339, relative to assessing abutters for sidewalks. (Ainley

of Manchester) to Public

Works.

HB 340, relative to mileage rate for all state employees
using privately owned passenger vehicles. (Sheridan of Berlin)
to Exec. Depts. Sc Adm.
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HB

341, relating to the apportionment of costs of construcand protection of railroad-highway grade crossings. (Coutermarsh of Lebanon) to Transportation.

tion

HB

342, relative to the laying out of class IV,

highways by

cities

and towns. (Gove

Concord)

of

V

and VI

to Public

AVorks.

HB

minimum standards for mobile
building codes. (Gove of Concord) to Judi-

establishing

343,

homes under

city

ciary.

HB

344, relating to school
Plaistow) to Education.

HB
for the

building aid. (Schwaner of

345, prescribing the time within

warrant are

to

which certain

articles

be presented. (Bednar of Hudson) to

Judiciary.

HB
Gee

346, relative to the authority of police employees. (Mc-

of Lincoln) to Judiciary.

HB

347, relating to state stores

and

licenses

premises.

(Bigelow of Warner) to Liquor Laws.

HB
tions.

348, to authorize banks to invest in service corpora-

(Reddy

HB

of

Hopkinton)

349, relative to photographic copies as evidence. (Red-

dy of Hopkinton)

HB

to Banks.

to Judiciary.

350, relative to salaries of certain legislative attaches.

(McMeekin

of Haverhill) to Exec. Depts.

and Adm.

HB 351, relative to vehicles of non-residents not regularly
used on highways. (Shepard of Londonderry and Blake of Madison) to Transportation.
Committee Reports

HB

120, relative to the

cruelty to animals, Mr.

Ought

enforcement of laws concerning
of Seabrook for Agriculture.

Adams

to pass.

The

HB

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

144, relative to retired members of the policemen's
retirement system, Mr. Cote of Manchester for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass.
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HB
HB

144 was ordered to Appropriations under the Rules.

from retirement
Mr. Sherman of Lancaster for Executive

162, providing for certain deductions

benefits for policemen,

Departments and Administration. Ought

of

to pass.

The

bill

HB

158, relative to increasing certain penalties,

Newport

was ordered

to a third reading.

Mr. Spanos

for Judiciary. Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

160, relative to fixing penalties for indecent exposure,

Mr. Spanos of Newport

The

for Judiciary.

Inexpedient to Legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB

124, providing a penalty for falsely reporting a
Mrs.
Frizzell of Charlestown. Ought to pass.
scare,

The

bill

bomb

was ordered to a third reading.

Concurrent Resolution memorializing Congress to call
convention
for the purpose of proposing an amendment
a
to the Constitution of the United States relating to Article V
thereof, Mrs. Ainley of Manchester for Judiciary. Ought to pass.

The

concurrent resolution was adopted.

SB 9, to legalize the proceedings of special meetings of
Hopkinton Village Precinct on July 31, 1962 and September 5,
1962, Mr. Todd of New Boston for Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass.

The

bill

HB

146, relative to the classification of a

was ordered

to a third reading.

highway in the

town of Groton, Mr, Plumer of Bristol for Public Works. Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

HB
bridges,

resolution was adopted.
163,

relative

to

rehabilitation

The

bill

HB

129, relative to the sale of liquor

class hotels,

to pass.

of

covered wooden

Mr. Young of Rye for Public Works. Ought

to pass.

was ordered to a third reading.

Mr. Blanchard of Jackson

for

and beverages in first
Liquor Laws. Ought
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to a third reading.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed

a bill with the following

title,

in the passage of

which

it

asks the

concurrence of the House of Representatives:

SB

15, relative to

requirements for licenses under small

loans act.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB

15,

under small
and second time and referred to

relative to requirements for licenses

loans act, was read a

first

Judiciary.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following joint resolution, in the passage of which
it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
SJR

5,

in favor of

Joseph

W. Ryan.

Introduction of a Senate Joint Resolution

SJR 5, in favor of Joseph W. Ryan, was read a
second time and referred to Claims and Aeronautics.

first

and

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendment offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption
which amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the

of

House

of Representatives:

HB
for

4,

An

act relative to the disposal of papers

and records

department of public works and highways.

Amend the first three lines of section 1 of said bill by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:
as

Public Works and Highways. Amend RSA 229:17 (supp)
1
amended by 1957, 260:2 by striking out said section and in-

serting in place thereof the following: 229: 17
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amend

Further

section

word

"of" in the twelfth line

word,

or.

*

On

motion

in the Senate

A

of

of said bill

by striking out the

and inserting

in place thereof the

1

*

*

Mr. Taft of Greenville the House concurred

amendment.

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the

curs with the

bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB

3,

relative to clerical assistants for the

Amend

the bill in Section

$650. the following
to

draw

new

2,

sentence.

supreme

court.

by adding after the figure

The governor

his warrants for said services

out of any

is

authorized

money

in the

treasury not otherwise appropriated, so that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:

Appropriation. In addition to any appropriations made
supreme court there are hereby appropriated the following sums: For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1963, for personnel services the sum of $1,098.79 and for current expenses
and equipment the sum of $650. The governor is authorized to
draw his warrants for said services out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated.
2.

for the

*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Johnson of Hanover the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolutions sent up
from the House of Representatives:

HB

117,

An

act relative to

method

of adopting zoning

ordinances.

HB 93, to increase the powers of Queen of Peace College.
HB 9, relative to the salary of the justice of the Portsmouth
municipal court.

HB

10,

increasing the salary of the clerk of the Portsmouth

municipal court.
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introduced Mr. John Curie, British Consul Genwho was accompanied by Mayor

eral of Boston, Massachusetts,

Davie of Concord.

Mr. Curie addressed the House

briefly.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow at 1 1:00 A.M.
this

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

SB 9, to legalize the proceedings of special meetings of
Hopkinton Village Precinct on July 31, 1962 and September
5, 1962, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary
of State to be engrossed.

The
to the

following bills were read a third time, passed, and sent
Senate for concurrence.

HB

120, relative to the

enforcement of laws concerning

cruelty to animals.

HB

162, providing for certain deductions

from retirement

benefits for policemen.

HB

124, providing a penalty for falsely reporting a

bomb

scare.

HB

163,

relative

to

rehabilitation

of

covered wooden

bridges.
*

HB

*

#

and beverages in first
was read a third time. On a viva voce vote the bill
was passed. Mr. Grimes of Dover demanded the Yeas and Nays
on final passage but subsequently withdrew his demand.
129, relative to the sale of liquor

class hotels,

HB

129 was sent to the Senate for concurrence.
*

On
journed

*

#

motion of Mrs. Normandin of Laconia the House adat

1 1

:58

A.M.
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WEDNESDAY,
The House met at

1 1

:00

February

27,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

O GOD,

whose blessed Son did

days and nights
we beseech

fast forty

in preparation for his holy mission; beget in us,

same desire which was in him to learn and do thy
Forbid that through indulgence of the flesh we should dim
our vision of thee and render ourselves unfit for thy service.
Give us grace to master our bodies and bring them into subjection to thy good purpose for us. Teach us by prayer and
fasting to win self-control, that we may count ourselves wholly
thee, the

will.

and enter more and more into thy blessed kingdom;
through him who for our sake consecrated himself, Jesus Christ
our Lord. Amen.
to thee

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Maloomian of Somersworth led the Convention in
the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The House

introduced a group of school children from
the 7th and 8th grades of Bow, courtesy of Mr. Hanson of Bow.

Leaves of Absence
Messrs. Ferguson of

Concord and Crouch

of

granted leave of absence for the day on account of

Durham were
illness.

Notice of Reconsideration

Mr. Maxham of Concord, having voted with the majority,
served notice that, today, or some subsequent day, he would ask
the House to reconsider its vote whereby it passed
129, relative to the sale of liquor and beverages in first class hotels.

HB

Introduction of Bills

The
ond time,

following bills were introduced, read a first and seclaid on the table for printing, and referred as follows:
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HB

352, relative to the salary of the justice of the Littleton municipal court. (Kelley and Allard of Littleton) to Municipal

&:

County Gov.

HB 353, relative to the salary of the Rockingham county
commissioners. (Wheeler of Exeter) to the Rockingham Delegation.

HB

354, relating to the licensing of plumbers. (Taylor of

Whitefield) to Exec. Depts.

& Adm.

HB 355, requiring reports for games of beano. (Walsh of
Manchester) to Judiciary.
HB 356, relative to state employees retirement system.
(Vey of Brentwood) to Executive Depts. &: Adm.
HJR

providing funds for completion of forest conservaspecial aid to heavily timbered town payments.
(Taylor of Whitefield) to Resources, Rec. & Dev.
19,

and

tion aid

Committee Reports

SB

4,

Eastman
tion.

of

requiring counties to be listed alphabetically, Mr.
Weare for Executive Departments and Administra-

Ought

The

to pass.

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

HB 98, relative to hunting and fishing license for aliens
married to residents, Mr, LaFrance of Manchester for Fish
and Game. Inexpedient to Legislate.
Mr. Bushey of Northumberland moved that HB 98 be recommitted to the Fish and Game committee and spoke in favor
of the motion.

Mr. London of

New London

spoke against the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Andersen of Concord spoke against the motion.

The motion

to

recommit was not adopted.

The

resolution of the committee was adopted,

HB

118, relative to clerical assistants for the division of

and dividends of the state tax commission, Mr. Bell
Plymouth for Appropriations, Inexpedient to Legislate,
interest

of
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The

resolution was adopted.

HB

130,

relating to participation by the State of

Hampshire in the

New

New York

World's Fair, 1964-1965, Mr. Prescott of Laconia for Appropriations. Ought to pass.

Mr. Ferguson of Milford moved that the words, Inexpedi-

Ought

ent to Legislate, be substituted for the words.

and spoke

to Pass,

in favor of the motion.

Mr. Clement of Rochester spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Varney of Rochester spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs. Barney of

Rumney and

Pickett of

Keene spoke

against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke against the motion.

The motion

HB
HB

to substitute did

not prevail.

130 was ordered to a third reading.

166, relative to replacements in and extension of the
heating plant system at the University of New Hampshire, Mrs.
Weeks of Greenland for Appropriations. Ought to pass.

The

bill -was

HB

159, relative to

ordered to a third reading.

Johnson of Hanover

changing the penalty in

for Judiciary.

Ought

assaults,

Mr.

to pass.

The

bill

HB

169, relative to costs in certain cases

was ordered to a third reading.
brought by me-

chanics and materialmen, Mr. Pryor of Ashland for Judiciary.

Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 133, relative to reclassification of road in Haverhill,
Mr. Taft of Greenville for Public Works. Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

119, authorizing the division of interest

and dividends

to require corporations to furnish information as to amountis
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residents,

Mr. Diffen-

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

to Legislate.

of dividends paid to

derfer of Ossipee for

27,

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

123, relating to trailers,

Ways and Means. Ought

Mr. Giesel of Manchester

for

to pass.

The

bill

HB

161, relative to real estate tax

was ordered to a third reading.

exemption

for certain

aged residents, Mr. Colbath of Dover for Ways and Means. Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

resolution ^vas adopted.

Reconsideration

Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
HB 129, relative to the sale of liquor and beverages in first class
hotels, and spoke against the motion.

moved

Mr. Maxham of Concord moved that HB 129 be made a
Order of business for Wednesday next at 11:01 A.M.,
and spoke in favor of the motion.
Special

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Hancock of Concord spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs. Coutermarsh of Lebanon, Collishaw of Exeter,
Bean of Waterville, Pickett of Keene and Blanchard of Jackson
spoke against the motion.

The
Mr.

The

question being on the motion for Special Order.

Maxham of Concord requested a division.
division vote being manifestly in the negative the

mo-

tion did not prevail.

The

question

The motion

now being on

to reconsider

reconsideration.

was

lost.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

bills
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SB

16, relative to sales of

liquor and beverages by restau-

rants.

SB
the

20, relative to reclassification of certain

town

of

highways in the

Lyman.
Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB

16, relative to sales of

SB
of

were read a

first

and second

liquor and beverages by restau-

Liquor Laws.

rants, to

town

bills

20, relative to reclassification of certain

Lyman,

to

highways in the

Public Works.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following joint resolution, in the passage of which it
asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
SJR

reimburse legislators for attendance
Le2:islative Leaders Conference.
1,

to

at

National

Introduction of a Senate Joint Resolution

reimburse

attendance at National
first and second time
and referred to the committee on Claims and Aeronautics.

SJR

1,

to

legislators for

Legislative Leaders Conference, was read a

Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that the order whereby SJR
was referred to Claims and Aeronautics be vacated and the
resolution be referred to the committee on Appropriations and
spoke in favor of the motion.
1

The motion was adopted.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB

225, to legalize the proceedings of a special meeting of
the Wolfeboro School District.

Wednesday, February

27, 1963
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Committee of Conference Report

The Committee of Conference, to
House Concurrent Resolution setting up
the needs of departments and agencies

whom

was referred

a committee to study

of the state and of
the general court in regard to space needs for their operations,

having considered the same, report the same with the recommendation that the house recede from its position of non-concurrence and concur in the amendment sent down by the
senate.
It is understood that this agreement by the Committee of
Conference shall apply only to this House Concurrent Resolution, and shall in nowise establish a precedent.

Norman

A.

McMeekin

Alexander M. Taft
Alton G. Desnoyer
Conferees on the part of the House

Robert E. Whalen
Louis Israel Martel
Conferees on the part of the Senate

Mr. Taft of Greenville spoke in favor of the report.

The

report was adopted.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills:

HB

9,

An

act relative to the salary of the justice of the

Portsmouth municipal court.

HB

10,

An

act increasing the salary of the clerk of the

Portsmouth municipal court.

HB

93,

An

act to increase the

powers of Queen of Peace

College.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. Bednar of Hudson moved that the order whereby HB
which certain articles for the
warrant are to be presented, was referred to Judiciary be va345, prescribing the time within
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cated and that the bill be referred to the Municipal and County

Government.

The motion was

adopted.

Personal Privilege

Mr, Pappagianis of Nashua rose on a point of personal
privilege.

The Chair announced that yesterday was the birthday of
Mr. Angus of Claremont.
The Chair also announced
Merrill of Hampton Falls.

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

Mrs. Cooper of Nashua announced that today was also the
birthday of Mr. Totman of Alstead.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit business in order for 3:00
P.M. today be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only and that when the House adjourns today
it be to meet tomorrow morning at 11 :00 A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

SB 4, requiring counties to be listed alphabetically, was
read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of State to
be engrossed.

The
and sent

HB

following House bills were read a third time, passed,
Senate for concurrence.

to the

130,

Hampshire

relating to participation by the state of

in the

New York

New

World's Fair, 1964-1965.

HB 166, relative to replacements in and extension of the
heating plant system at the University of New Hampshire.
HB

159, relative to

changing the penalty in

assaults.

Thursday, February

HB
On
at 12:47
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123, relating to trailers.

motion of Mr. Howard of Bartlett the House adjourned
P.M.

THURSDAY,
The House met at

1 1

:00

February

28, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain
Eternal Father,

who

hast invaded our daily existence with

the vision of eternal realities
in

which the

able us, as

conflicts of

we

as follows:

— thus entering

human

life

this

holy season

have been exposed

lives in

purposeful service, to follow the

life

example

Master.

With

lift

us above

truths that are self-evident,

righteousness and help us to face
despair.

Show

ever-present

through the

— en-

sense the ever increasing need to rededicate our

us

how we may be

love

in

spirit of

faithfully

Thy

life's

un-

responsibilities without

effective instruments of

serving

Son, our Lord.

of our
all

our fellow

Thine

man

—

Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Park of Lyme led the Convention in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair

introduced a group of Government Study Class
High School, courtesy of Mrs. Greene

students from Portsmouth
of Rye.

Leave of Absence
Mr. Soucy of Manchester was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of important business.
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Introduction of Bills

The
time,

following

and referred

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and second

as follows:

HB 357, establishing a charter for the city of Manchester.
(Kearns and Ainley of Manchester) to Manchester Delegation.
HB
nal.

358, relative to the time for filing of

(Upton

of

Concord)

to

permanent

jour-

Executive Departments and Admin-

istration.

HB

359, relative to the salary of the

attorney. (Greene of

Rye and Gay

Rockingham county
Rockingham

of Derry) to

Delegation.

HB
(Dame

360, relating to salt water smelt

of Portsmouth) to Fish

HB
Crouch

salt

water

361, prohibiting hunting along a highway. (Bevan

of

HB
HB

and

Durham)

to Fish

bass.

and Game.
and

and Game.

362, relating to minors. (Scott of Derry) to Judiciary.
363, relating to the acquisition of certain

dams and

water rights on the Contoocook River by the water resources
board. (Gove of Concord) to Resources, Recreation and Development.

HB
Concord)

364, relative to the city charter of Concord. (Gove of
to

Concord Delegation.

HB
ment

365, relative to definitions under the teachers' retiresystem. (Gove of Concord) to Executive Departments and

Administration.

HB

366, establishing a comprehensive system of district
(Upton of Concord, Pappagianis of Nashua, Johnson of
Hanover and Spanos of Newport) to Judiciary.

courts.

Committee Reports

HB 136, providing for reports to the legislature of filings
by lobbyists, Mrs. Gagnon of Berlin for Executive Departments
and Administration. Ought

The

bill

was ordered

to pass.

to a third reading.

HB
lists,

138, to allow printing of party designations on check
Mr. Claveau of Hudson for Executive Departments and

Administration.

Ought

to pass.

Thursday, February

The

bill

HB

195, relating to the

was ordered

Women, Mr. Morse

28,
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to a third reading.

Gale

Home

for

Aged and

of Enfield for Executive

Destitute

Departments and

Administration. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

195

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
2

Amount

Amend section 2 of
Home for Aged and Destitute Women as

of Property Authorized.

said charter of the Gale

amended by chapter 296 of the Laws of 1929 and chapter 389
the Laws of 1955 by striking out the words "not exceeding
five hundred thousand dollars" in the
and by striking out the words "and said

value one million

and

sixth lines

of
in

fifth

cor-

poration being in the nature of a public charity, its property
shall be exempted from taxation" in the seventh and eighth
lines so that said section as amended shall read as follows: Sect.
2. Said corporation is authorized to establish and maintain in
the city of Manchester an institution for the care and support
of aged and destitute women, and for that purpose may acquire
and hold by lease, purchase, donation, deed, will, or otherwise,
real and personal estate and alienate the same at pleasure.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
of

173, relative to observance of Veterans Day,

Concord

Mr. Upton

for Judiciary. Inexpedient to Legislate.

Mr. Vachon of Manchester spoke against the resolution.
Mr. Plourde of Pembroke moved that
mitted to the Judiciary committee.

On

a viva voce vote the

HB

173 be recom-

Chair was in doubt and requested

a division vote.

150 members having voted in the affirmative and 88 in the
negative the bill was recommitted to the Judiciary committee.

HB

76, to limit the

institutional inmates

Laconia State School, Mr. Maxham of Concord
Welfare and State Institutions. Ought to pass.

of inmates at
for Public

period for which past due support of
the rate for support

may be recovered and
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HB

76 was referred to the Appropriations committee under

the Rules.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed

the following joint resolution, in the passage of
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

SJR

in favor of

6,

Mark

which

it

asks

Granite.

Introduction of a Senate Joint Resolution

SJR

6,

in favor of

ond time and referred

Mark
to the

first and seccommittee on Claims and Aero-

Granite, was read a

nautics.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following concurrent resolution:

The Committee of Conference, to whom was referred the
House Concurrent Resolution setting up a committee to study
the needs of departments and agencies of the state and of the
general court in regard to space needs for their operations, having considered the same, report the same with the recommendation that the house recede from its position of non-concurrence
and concur in the amendment sent down by the senate.
It is understood that this agreement by the Committee of
Conference shall apply only to this House Concurrent Resolu-

tion

and

shall in

no wise

establish a precedent.

Robert E. Whalen
Louis Israel Martel
Conferees on the part of the Senate

Norman

A.

McMeekin

Alexander M. Taft
Alton G. Desnoyer
Conferees on the part of the House

Thursday, February
Report of Engrossed

Bills
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Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the follo^ving entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB

3,

An

act relative to clerical assistants for the

4,

An

act relative to the disposal of papers

supreme

court.

HB

and records

department of public works and highways.

for

HB

225,

An

act to legalize the proceedings of a special

meeting of the Wolfeboro School

SB

9,

An

District.

act to legalize the proceedings of special meetings

of

Hopkinton Village Precinct on July

5,

1962.

31, 1962

and September

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of

House be

HB

350, relative to salaries of certain legislative attaches.

The

An
as

Clerk read the

Act relative

bill in full.

to salaries of certain legislative attaches.

House of Representatives. Amend RSA 14:25 (supp)
1
amended by 1957, 314:2 and 1961, 280:4 by striking out said

section and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Legislative Service Assistants.

The compensation

14:25

of the legis-

house of representatives shall be
For the chief assistant twelve dollars and fifty cents

lative service assistants of the
as follows:

a day, provided, that for every five regular sessions of service,

an additional one dollar a day shall be added; for other assistants ten dollars and fifty cents for the first session of service,
and fifty cents a day additional for each succeeding session of
service, provided, that for every five regular sessions of service

an additional one dollar a day

shall

be added.

2 Assistants of Senate. Amend RSA 14:25-a (supp) as inserted by 1961, 280:5, by striking out said section and inserting
in place thereof the following: 14:25-a Senate Legislative Serv-

The compensation of the legislative assistants of
the senate shall be as follows: For the chief assistant thirteen

ice Assistants.
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dollars a day, provided, that for every five regular sessions of

an additional one dollar a day shall be added; for other
and fifty cents a day for the first session of
and fifty cents a day additional for each succeeding

service,

assistants ten dollars
service,

session of service, provided, that for every five regular sessions

of service an additional one dollar a day shall be added.
3
House Mileage Clerk. Amend RSA
amended by 1957, 314:3 and 1961, 280:8, by

and inserting

section

14:27 (supp) as
striking out said

in place thereof the following:

14:27

Mileage Clerk. The compensation of the mileage clerk of the
house of representatives shall be as follows: eleven dollars a day
for the first session of service and fifty cents a day additional for
each succeeding session of service, provided, that for every five
regular sessions of service an additional one dollar a day shall
be added.
*

4
its

Takes

Effect.

*

This act

*

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Miss Whipple of Lebanon spoke against the motion.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion

prevailed.
*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday morning at 11:00 A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following bills were read a third time, passed, and sent
to the Senate for concurrence:

HB
by

136, providing for reports to the legislature of filings

lobbyists.

HB

138, to allow printing of party designations

HB

195, relating to the

on check

lists.

Gale

Home

for

Aged and

Destitute

Women.
*

On
at 11:40

*

*

motion of Mrs. Davis of Conway the House adjourned

A.M.

Tuesday,

March

5,

1963
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TUESDAY, March
The House met

at

1 1

:00

5,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Reverend Walter S. Oddy, Guest
Chaplain from the Baptist Churches of Northwood as follows:

O
all

God, our Heavenly Father

— Thou Great Governor of

the world, Ave join in the glad throng that praise

and honor

Thee.

We

give Thee thanks for the blessings of daily life, for
personal safety and for sufficient food; for the gracious fellowship of friends; for prosperity of our business or professions.

We pray Thy guiding power and strength upon these who
endeavor to direct the ways and welfare of the peoples of our
good state for they have it in their hands to make or to mar. Endow them with Thy great Wisdom and grant that these coworkers may feel ever more deeply that any diversion of their
public poAver for private ends is a betrayal of their office.
Thou hast endowed Thy children with a divine spirit
capable of recognizing the good, the virtuous, the worthwhile in every thing confronting us, and we pray Thee for
constancy in keeping alive that spirit of right choice.
Yea,

that

is

Rule Thou the

lives

and actions

of the people of

our won-

derful state; illumine daily the minds of those elected

and ap-

pointed to lead and to serve.
Eternal God, in

all

our going and coming, remind us of

the swift passage of time and our accountability to

Thee

for

its

proper use.
Forgive us of our short-comings, Ave pray, and to
the PoAver

and Glory

forever.

Thee be

Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Pinkham of Northwood led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
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Introduction of Guest Speaker

The Chair introduced Edward R. Annis, M.D., from
Miami, Florida, President Elect of the American Medical Association who addressed the Convention briefly.

On motion of Senator Whalen from the 24th District the
Convention rose.
House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
class of

introduced a group of students from the senior

Coe-Brown Academy

of

Northwood.

The Chair also introduced the members of the Charlestown High School undefeated basketball team that won the
championship.
Class

M

Leaves of Absence
Miss Cole of Nashua, Mrs. Morrison of Salem and Mr.
Clark of Kingston were granted leave of absence for the day
on account of illness.
Messrs. Kelley of Littleton, Bowles of Benton and Scott of
Derry were granted leave of absence for the week on account
of illness.

Mr. Goodhue of Gilford and Mr. Bergeron of Manchesttr
were granted an indefinite leave of absence on account of illness.
Mrs. Marx of Langdon was granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of illness in the family.

Mr. Desilets of Berlin was granted a leave of absence for
on account of illness in the family.

the day

Mrs. Dawson of IVIilton was granted a leave
Wednesday and Thursday on account of illness.

of absence for

Introduction of Bills

The

following bills were introduced, read a
ond time, and referred as follows:

first

and

sec-

Tuesday,

HB

March

5,

1963
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367, providing salary for the register of deeds for

Rockingham county, (Green of Rye and Wheeler
Rockingham County Delegation.

HB
ley of

368, establishing the

Campton)

HB

to Executive

of Exeter) to

department of state police. (WilDepartments and Administration.

369, relative to assistance for families

and businesses

displaced by highway construction or reconstruction projects.
(Edu'ards of Antrim) to Public Works.

HB

370, relative to the purity of foods

honey of Manchester)

HB
bins

and drugs. (Ma-

Public Health.

371, relating to curfew regulations in Rochester. (Ru-

and Hartigan

HB

to

of Rochester) to Rochester Delegation.

372, relative to basic

and overtime pay

work week

employees

for state

for extra work. (Felch of Seabrook) to Labor.

HB 373, authorizing the Maine-New Hampshire Interstate
Bridge Authority to prepare plans for an additional bridge connecting Portsmouth, N. H. and Kittery, Me. (Stafford and Frink
of Portsmouth) to Public Works.
HB

374,

granting tenure to the superintendent of the

County Farm. (Adams of Madbury and Habel
Somersworth) to Strafford County Delegation.

Strafford

HB

375, relative to veterinarians.

(Underwood

of

of Chester)

to Agriculture.

Committee Reports

HB 127, relative to bonds for new office building, Mr.
Shepard for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

HB

127

of the bill by striking out the

same and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

An

Act relative

to

colleges

Amend

section

bonds for dormitories

and
1

for the

new

at the state teachers

office building.

of said bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:

same and
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Borrowing Power. Amend 1961, 264:10, by striking out
and inserting in place thereof the words,
The bonds and notes to provide funds for the appropriations for
sections 1, 2, 6, and 3 are to be paid within a period of ten
years but the bonds and notes to provide funds for the appropriations for sections 4 and 5 are to be paid within a period
1

the third sentence

amended shall read as
264:10 Borrowing Power. To provide funds for the
appropriation made in section 1 hereof, the state treasurer is
hereby authorized, under the direction of the governor and
council, to borro^v upon the credit of the state not exceeding
the sum of two million nine hundred forty-nine thousand nine
hundred twenty-seven dollars ($2,949,927); to provide funds
for the appropriations made in section 2 hereof not exceeding
the sum of four hundred nine thousand eight hundred dollars
($409,800); to provide funds for the appropriation made in
section 3 hereof not exceeding the sum of ten thousand two
hundred seventy dollars ($10,270); to provide funds for the
appropriations made in section 4 hereof not exceeding the sum
of one million four hundred t^venty-one thousand forty-four
dollars ($1,421,044); to provide funds for the appropriation
made in section 5 hereof not exceeding the sum of one million
six hundred ninety thousand five hundred dollars ($1,690,500);
and to provide funds for the appropriations made in section 6
hereof not exceeding the sum of two hundred seventy-nine
of twenty years., so that said section as

follows:

thousand

six

purposes

may

hundred

sixty dollars ($279,660); and for said
bonds and notes in the name and on behalf
of the State of New Hampshire. The governor and council shall
determine the form of such bonds or notes, their rate of interest, the date when interest shall be paid and the time or times
of issue. The bonds and notes to provide funds for the appropriations for sections 1, 2, 6 and 3 are to be paid within a period
of ten years but the bonds and notes to provide funds for the
appropriations for sections 4 and 5 are to be paid within a
period of twenty years. Such bonds or notes shall be signed by
the treasurer and countersigned by the governor and shall be
deemed a pledge of the faith and credit of the state.
issue

Mr. Clement of Rochester explained the

The amendment was adopted and

bill.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HJR 9, in favor of Harry L. Hurlbert, Mr, Henry of Concord for Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to pass.

Tuesday,

The
House

March

1963

5,
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unanimous consent of the
House Joint Resolution was subsequently ordered to

report was accepted and by

the

a third reading.

HJR

14, in

favor of the

Mr. Henry of Concord

tion,

to pass with

New Hampshire

Veterans AssociaClaims and Aeronautics. Ought

for

amendment.

Amendment

Amend

HJR

14

said joint resolution by striking out all after the

resolving clause

That

to

the

ending June

and inserting

sum

of fifteen

and a

in place thereof the following:

hundred

sum

dollars for the fiscal year

ending
hereby appropriated for the New Hampshire
Veterans Association for the purpose of repairs and maintenance of the buildings and grounds at the Weirs. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for the sums hereinabove
appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise

June

30, 1964,

like

for the fiscal year

30, 1965, are

appropriated.

The amendment was adopted and by unanimous
the

House

the

consent of

House Joint Resolution was subsequently

or-

dered to a third reading.

HB

113, relating to the location of the technical school.

Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education. Inexpedient to Legislate.

Mr. Geisel of Manchester moved that HB 113 be made a
Order for 11:01 A.M., Wednesday, March 13th and
spoke in favor of the motion.

Special

At the request

of

Mr. Geisel, the clerk read the following

proposed amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

113

said bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

University of New Hampshire. Amend RSA by insert1
ing after chapter 188-A (supp) as inserted by 1961, 267:1, the
following new chapter:
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Chapter 188-B
Technical Institute
188-B:1 The technical institute authorized by RSA 188A:2 shall be located on the grounds of the University of New
Hampshire, at Durham, and all powers, duties and responsibilities conferred upon the board of education with respect to said
institute are hereby transferred from said board and vested in

Funds heretofore appropriated
available to and expanded by
the purposes for which appropriated.

the trustees of the University.
for said institute shall be
said trustees for

The

made

question being on the motion for a Special Order.

Mr. Hancock of Concord spoke against the motion.
Mr. Geisel of Manchester spoke a second time in favor of
the motion.

Mr. Feldman of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Anderson of Concord spoke against the motion.

At the request of Mr. Hancock of Concord, Mrs. Brown of
Sandwich explained the report of the committee.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Mahoney of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Plumer of Manchester spoke against the motion.

Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem spoke

in favor of the motion.

On a viva voce vote the motion did not prevail.
Mr. Kimball of Manchester requested a division,

members having voted

143

the negative the

The
tee that

motion

question

HB

1

in the affirmative

for Special

now being on

Order did not

and 180

in

prevail.

the resolution of the commit-

13 was inexpedient to legislate.

(Mr. Taft of Greenville in the Chair)

Mr. Mahoney of Manchester spoke against the resolution
of the House his remarks are printed
in the Journal as follows:

and by unanimous consent

March

Tuesday,

March

1963

5,
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5,

Statement by James L. Mahony,

Ward

2,

Manchester

Yesterday I read in the March 2 edition of the Concord
Monitor the following headline and the following quotes from
the article which followed:

Lawmaker Reveals

Special

Fund Diverted From

Driver Education

By Bob Norling, Monitor

A

startling

example

of

how

State

News

legislative intent

in the bureaucratic shuffle of state affairs has

a study of expenditures

from

Service

New

becomes

come

lost

to light in

Hampshire's special

initial

license plate fund.

When

the Legislature established the fund in 1957,

its

provide financial aid for high
schools Avith driver education programs.
intent, everyone

was

told,

was

to

This intent, however, just wasn't spelled out clearly enough
because thousands of dollars have been drained from the
fund for anything but driver training.

—

Pays M.V. Inspectors
It

seems inconceivable that the Legislature in 1957 ever

had any inkling that the fund would be used

to:

and many com-

plaints are listed.

Making

the study are Reps. Emile

J.

the committee vice chairman; Harold V.

Soucy (R-Manchester),
Buker (R-Merrimack)

and George M. McGee (D-Lincoln).

What

how

they report back to the committee
legislative intent never has
been a thing to trifle with, and most of the spending from the
initial plate fund just doesn't add up to high school driver edu-

may

they find and

result in fireworks

— because

cation.

That concludes

We

the very interesting article.

have in this session a very important bill to conis authored by Rep. Hancock of Concord, and
refers to Public Meetings and Records. It describes in better
sider,

also

and

it
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words than I can originate, the duties of government, and
may read them, it says:

if I

"Pursuant to the fundamental philosophy of the constitugovernment, which holds to the
principle that the government is the servant of the people and
not their master, it is hereby declared to be the public policy
of the state of New Hampshire that public boards and agencies
exist to aid in the conduct of the people's busiof the state
ness and are accountable to them for their actions. The people
of New Hampshire do not yield their sovereignty to agencies
which serve them. The people, in delegating authority do not
give their public servants the right ito decide what is good for
the people to know. The people insist on remaining informed,
so that they may retain control over the instruments they have
created. The provisions of this chapter shall be liberally contional for, of representative

.

.

.

structed to effectuate this declaration of policy."

This bill is a critical one because it sets forth in plain
the executive branch,
words that the government of the state
if you wish
is subject to the will of the Legislature, which
makes the laws.

—

—

We

should apply this very important principle to the law
passed by the Legislature two years ago creating a Technical
Institute, and which has since then been a subject of controversy and, in the minds of many, confusion.

been the subject of many
many arguments, many conferences, many studies,
contend that when the two largest cities in the state hav-

Yes, the Technical Institute has

hearings,

and

I

—

ing a population of over 125,000 people
out of our state total
of 620,000
are still wondering what the right answers are,
then the Legislature must intervene and, if necessary, start over
again with a new study of the issue.

—

I

am

trying to be constructive

when

I

suggest the possibility

of several approaches to this question of a Technical School as

approved by the Committee on Education two years ago.
I.

Are the present plans of the Technical Institute in
bill approved by this Legislature two years

keeping with the
igv^
aso:

2.

Was

the real intent of the Legislature carried out, or

was the delegated authority exceeded?

March

Tuesday,
3.

Should

this

Legislature,
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due deliberation, ask

that the entire Technical Institute question be brought back
to the Legislature for a

second look?

4.
If the Legislature should consider that the state will
be best served by reopening the entire question, should it not
consider the alternatives of having the institute at the University of New Hampshire, or at Keene or Plymouth colleges to
eliminate what will certainly be a fourth state college if present
plans mature?

May

emphasize the fourth point. If we are to have a large
it seems reasonable to argue that it would be more
effective for our young people, and less costly to the state, if we
were to utilize the technical faculty, plus the facilities such as
I

institution,

classroom buildings and dormitories, at the University of

New

Hampshire.
Rep. Ed Haseltine of Merrimack informed me recently
Merrimack, and as a selectman of that town,
that he completely misunderstood the first instructions mailed
out by the State Board of Education in regard to a possible
location of the institute, and that he immediately wrote back
to the board that Merrimack was not interested. The list of "requirements or specifications" indicated that free land was an
important attraction.
that as a resident of

I tell

you

this story

because

it

the entire project was from the very

indicates

how misunderstood

first.

It is my firm belief, that the real, basic question that should
be resolved by this Legislature is the fact that henceforth it
will be understood that the Legislature alone establishes limitations on spending, and not any state department. The Tech-

nical Institute

By no

is

a

prime example of what

stretch of imagination can

it

I

mean.

be said that the Legis-

Board of Education permission, or the
slightest hint, that the institute was even to be envisioned as a
10 million dollar, 20 building institution. It has been claimed
but we
that the board is not considering such a vast project
have seen publicity, and even photos of that project.
lature gave the State

—

I

am

we can

be certain that if such an instionce under general construction,
will never be changed
and that the State of New
sure that

tution, as pictured to us,

that

it

all

is

—
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Hampshire

will

have

its

— the
— and the

fourth big education center

Keene and Plymouth Teachers Colleges

university,

big 20-building Technical Institute.
I am not speaking against a technical institute
planned and understood by many legislators two
years ago, but against high handed extension of authority used
in going beyond the bounds of what was intended.

At

this

time

as originally

My

personal opinion

is

that the purposes of the institute,

is concerned, can be
achieved by a more conservative program than planned now
and for the future by the Board of Education.

so far as the necessary technical training

I

Just for background information, may I offer the fact that
became acquainted with the subject of a technical insti-

first

tute as

much

rectly. It

was

as four years ago.
at a

if

my memory

serves

me

cor-

meeting of representatives of industrial and

educational organizations held at the offices of the New HampManufacturers Association in Manchester, and Mr. Winthrop Carter of Nashua, president of the manufacturers, was

shire

The

State Board of Education was represented. I
chairman of the Manchester Industrial Council.
I had been a member of that council for several years; and I
had also for several years been a member of the State Industrial
Advisory Commission, with appointment by Governor Adams.

presiding.

attended

as

That meeting

having a
was in addition to the trade schools in Manchester and Portsmouth. What
was needed ^vas a place where ^vorkers could have advanced
stressed the absolute necessity of

school or schools to train people for industry.

It

technical training.

From

that time until a bill appeared at the last session

starting the Technical Institute,

I

heard nothing in relation

to

plans for such a center for training. The attention of our Industrial Council, in Manchester was taken up, in part, by
attracting

—

backup industries
that is,
manufacturing plants.

firms that supply

ma-

terials to existing

What

I

want to

stress

is

the fact that for several years, at

was the belief of many people that an effort was being
made to help industry by supplying a training ground for advanced workers beyond the skills needed for the trades.
least, it

The Technical
Education

is

planned by the State Board of
thought it would be when I voted for

Institute

not what

I

the Pillsbury bill two years ago.

March

Tuesday,
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When this question was aired before the Governor and
Coimcil more than a year ago, I believe, I made a similar statement in the Council chamber, and Governor Powell turned to
me and
to

me,

"That doesn't surprise

said:

too, after bills are passed

the only one fooled.

You only

by

me

in the least. It

think you

happens

You

Legislature.

'the

know what

law."

are not
is

in a

—

I am quite willing to admit to a mistake
a mistake of
voting for something in which I was interested but still did
not know all the details. I did ask some questions, but was told
to keep quiet because if there ^vas a big controversy on the
floor, it might kill the bill. To me the bill was probably the
most important of the session, and I did not want to hamper its

passage.

You may

say that

my mind

testimony, especially because

I

is

a bit confused at this type of

but I am going
second hard look at the

filed this bill,

to suggest that the Legislature take a

itself, the Legislature and
and determine whether it
the Board of Education halt the

entire question as a duty to the state
to technical training in particular,

should act at once and ask that
Technical Institute program.

This question

is

a broad one, with a great

many major

aspects that could generate a lot of intrastate troubles in the
future. It has already generated bitter controversies over the

a more favorable
not right that the
major cities of Concord, Manchester and Nashua should be
divided
with each city rallying support to fight its cause.
past two years,

settlement

is

and

I

see

made by

no end

to

them unless

the Legislature.

It is

—

Already

it

tion to say that

has caused the chairman of the Board of Educawhen he debated the site for this institute that

he ruled out the
there

city of

Nashua because the ambitious workers

who want advanced training are
Massachusetts. I am in deadly

already being taken care

owners of facmight take such a statement to heart and say that if New
Hampshire feels that way, that they may as well move their

of in

fear that

tories

plants to Massachusetts.
Yes, of course,

I

thinking would place
of development.
If this bill passes,

it in Manchester, but my
south of Manchester toward the center

would want
it

and

its

partial, authoritative study

directives carried out,

made by

and an imand

out-of-state experts,
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the final report says that it belongs in Concord, or Nashua, or
Franklin, I will be
b( satisfied that the intent of the Legislature
will be carried out.

Mr. Speaker,

I

request that

cluded in the House Journal of

my

printed statement be

in-

this date.

(discussion ensued)

and

Mr. Anderson of Concord moved the previous question
was sufficiently seconded.

it

The

question being shall the main question

The motion was
The

question

now be

put.

adopted.

now being on

the adoption of the committee

resolution, Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

Reconsideration

Mr. Anderson of Concord subsequently moved that the
its vote whereby it killed HB 113 and spoke

House reconsider

against the motion.

The motion

did not prevail.

HB

197, relating to the temporary registration of automopurchased outside the state, Mr. Eastman of Weare for
Executive Departments and Administration. Inexpedient to
biles

Legislate.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson moved that HB 197 be made a
Order of business at 11:01 A.M., Wednesday, April 9th
and spoke in favor of the motion.

Special

The motion was

not adopted.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke

in favor of the motion.

The

resolution of the committee was adopted.

HB

125, relative to purchase exceptions,

Nashua

for Executive

Mr. Cobleigh of
Departments and Administration. Ought

to pass.

The

bill

was ordered to

a third reading.

Tuesday,

HB

March
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5,

165. relative to the sale of the Franklin armory,

Cournoyer of Jaffrey

for Military

and Veterans'

Affairs.

Mr.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

226, relative to a certain transfer of land

was ordered

the town

state to

to a third reading.

Newbury, Mr, Barker

of

from the

of Stratham.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

239, relative to

was ordered

to a third reading.

emergency payments by county comClaremont for Municipal and Coun-

missioners, Mr. Gaffney of
ty

Government. Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

57, authorizing

was ordered

to a third reading.

towns and cities to provide life and
employees, Mr. Morrill of Salem for
Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass with amendment.
health insurance for

its

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

57

section 5 of the bill by striking out the

word "upon"

and inserting

in place thereof the words, sixty days after, so that

said section as

amended

5
its

Takes

Effect.

shall read as follows:

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

(Speaker in the Chair)

HB

228, relative to fees for medical referees, Mrs. Arsenault of Randolph for Public Health. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

HB 137, relative to passenger tramways, Mr. Smith
Dover for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought
pass.

of
to
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At the request

Warner explained

of Mrs.

the

Martin of Littleton, Mr. Bigelow of

bill.

The

bill

HB

145, relative to

was ordered

to a third reading.

exemption from

poll tax by persons

over 65 years, Mr. Lang of Manchester for
Inexpedient to Legislate.

Ways and Means.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson spoke against the resolution.
Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke against the resolution and
moved that HB 145 be made a Special Order of business for
11:01 A.M., Wednesday, March 13th.

The Chair

stated that the

speaker had prefaced

it

motion was unacceptable

as the

by remarks.

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke a second time against the

reso-

lution.

Messrs. Hancock of Concord, Geisel of Manchester and
Hackler of Swanzey spoke in favor of the committee resolution.

The question being on the committee resolution that
145 was Inexpedient to Legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.

HB

185, relative to school district

HB

budget and approval of
Hancock of Concord for Ways
with amendment.

tax rate by tax commission, Mr.

and Means. Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

185

the bill by striking out sections

amend by renumbering

1,

2

section 4 to read section

tion 5 of the bill by striking out the

and
1.

3.

Further

Amend

same and inserting

sec-

in place

thereof the following:
2

Takes

Effect.

This act
*

shall take effect as of
*

May

1,

1963.

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Engrossed Bills Report

SB

requiring counties to be listed alphabetically, Mrs.
Northumberland for Engrossed Bills committee.
Ought to pass with amendment under Joint Rule 6.

Potter

4,

of

Tuesday,

March

Amendment

Amend

section

and inserting

lines

1

to

5,

1963

SB

4

of said bill by striking out the

first

three

in place thereof the following:

Counties Listed Alphabetically.

1
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inserting after section 9 the following

Amend RSA

new

20 by

section: 20:9-a List

of Counties. In all

On

motion

of

Mr. Hill of Conway the House concurred.
Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
and joint resolution, in the passage of which
asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

the follo^v'ing bill
it

SJR
SB

7,

relative to the Russian-Japanese fund.

21, relative to liens for cleaning, pressing, laundering,

etc.

Introduction of a Senate Bill and a Senate Joint Resolution

The
a

first

following Senate bill and Senate Resolution were read
and second time and referred as follows:

SB
to

21, relative to liens for cleaning, pressing, laundering,

Executive Departments and Administration.

SJR

7,

relative to the Russian-Japanese fund, to Judiciary.

Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the order whereby HB
and manufacture of alcoholic
beverages, was referred to the Liquor committee be vacated and
that the bill be referred to Ways and Means.
244, relative to fees for wholesale

The motion was

adopted.

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate refuses to
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the
folloAving entitled bill sent up from the House of Representatives:

HB

74, relating to prowlers;

peeking in windows.
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A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolutions sent up
from the House of Representatives:

HB 73, relative to gifts to the town of Tamworth.
HB 8, to make unlawful certain fraudulent dealing
which

collateral

HB

is

with

subject to a security interest.

88, relative to reciprocity of

boat operation with

resi-

dents of contiguous states.

Resolutions

Mr. Gay of Derry offered the following Resolutions:
Whereas, Lewis H. Carpenter, Representative from Henniis confined in the Concord Hospital with a broken leg,
therefore be it
ker,

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, extend to
our Fellow Member our sympathy in his accident and extend
to him our best wishes for his speedy return to health, and be
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the General

it

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to Representative Carpenter.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

*

*

The Chair
versary of Mr.

also announced that today
and Mrs. Carpenter.

*

On
were so

*

is

the

wedding anni-

*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only and resolutions by caption only, and
that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow

morning

at 11 :00

A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The
passed,

following bills and resolutions were read a third time,
to the Senate for concurrence:

and sent

Wednesday, March

HJR

14, in favor of the

6,

1963
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Veterans Associa-

tion.

HJR 9,

HB

in favor of

127,

Harry L. Hurlburt.

relative

teachers colleges

and

to

bonds for dormitories

for the

new office

at

the state

building.

HB 125, relative to purchase exceptions.
HB 165, relative to the sale of the Franklin armory.
HB 226, relative to a certain transfer of land from the state
to the

town of Newbury.

HB

239, relative to

emergency payments by county com-

missioners.

HB

towns and
employees.

57, authorizing

health insurance for

its

cities to

provide

HB 228, relative to fees for medical referees.
HB 137, relative to passenger tramways.
HB 185, relative to school district budget and

life

and

approval of

tax rate by tax commission.
*

*

*

On

motion of Mrs. Fontaine of Berlin the House adjourned at 1:15 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, March 6,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

GRACIOUS FATHER, we

thank Thee for the Joy of
day
for its challenges and its opportunities. Fill our
hearts with Thy Holy Presence as we gird ourselves with Thy
power. Protect our cherished ideal of freedom from the sinking
sands of complacency. Renew our strength this day as we build
this

—
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our earthly kingdom upon the solid foundation of Thy truth.
Grant us wisdom and courage to remain ever true to the faith
of our fathers and to inspire the confidence of our children. Be
Thou our guiding light in all that we do in Thy name. Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Thompson of Northfield led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
*

of

*

*

His Excellency, Governor King, announced that Mr. Geisel
Manchester has been made "Citizen of the Year".

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair introduced a group of 8th grade students from
Boscawen, courtesy of Mr. Fairbanks from Boscawen.
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Edwards of Antrim was granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of

illness in the family.

Campton and

Messrs. Willey of

Stevens of

granted leave of absence for the day on account of

Epsom were
illness.

Miss Cole of Nashua and Mr. Wiggin of Bedford were
granted leave of absence for today and tomorrow on account of
illness.

Mrs. Shea of Keene was granted leave of absence for the
day on account of inclement weather.

Mr. Urie of New Hampton was granted leave of absence
on account of important business.

for today

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB
of

bills

first

and

sec-

376, establishing the elevator inspection law. (York

Concord and Dionne

HB

were introduced, read a

as follows:

of

Nashua)

to Labor.

377, relative to an open season for the hunting of
raccoons. (Brocklebank of Hollis) to Fish and Game.

Wednesday, March

HB

378, relative to reporting after

(Matheson of Center Harbor)
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6,

motor vehicle accident.

to Insurance.

HB

379, relative to rights of owner on land which has been
posted against hunting. (Merrifield of Sunapee) to Judiciary.

HB

(Merrifield of Sunapee) to

HB

and moose
Fish and Game.

380, relative to elk, deer

381, providing

game commission.

HB

382,

illegally taken.

compensation for members of

(Merrifield of Simapee) to Fish

fish and
and Game.

requiring registration for physical
to Public Health.

therapists.

(Rufo of Concord)

HB
HB
man

for taking

brook

trout.

of

Concord)

of Berlin) to Transportation.

minimum
to

to

wages. (Dion of Manchester

Labor.

on tobacco. (Miss Whipple of

386, increasing the tax

Lebanon)

HB

and Bouchard

385, relative to

and Sanders

HB

to Fish

384, relative to gross weight of certain vehicles. (Sher-

of Lancaster

HB

open season
and Game.

383, relative to the

(Dionne of Nashua)

Ways and Means.

387, relative to conflict of interest in the sale of liquor

and alcoholic beverages. (Moran

of Manchester) to Judiciary.

Committee Reports

HB

55, relating to hunting deer by groups of persons, Mr.
Nettleton of Groton for Fish and Game. Inexpedient to Legislate.

Mr. Underwood of Chester moved that HB 55 be recomGame committee and spoke in favor of

mitted to the Fish and
the motion.

Mr. London of

New London

spoke against the motion.

The motion did not prevail and the resolution of the committee was adopted.

HB
and

revenue derived from shellfish licenses
Mr. Anderson of Warren for Fish and Game. Ought

68, related to

fines,

to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.
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HB

and reserve valuMr. Varney of Roch-

148, relative to non-forfeiture benefits

ations of industrial life insurance policies,
ester for Insurance.

The

Ought

was ordered

bill

to pass.

to a third reading.

HB 187, relative to the use of facsimile signatures and seals
on corporate bonds and other obligations, Mr. Bingham of
Concord for Judiciary. Ought to pass.
The

was ordered

bill

to a third reading.

HB

201, relative to exceeding appropriations by county
commissioners, Mr. Littlehale of Durham for Municipal and

County Government. Ought

The

was ordered

bill

to pass.

to a third reading.

HB

183, relative to the definition of a hairdressing shop,
Mrs. Arsenault of Randolph for Public Health. Pass with

amendment.

Amendment

Amend
and ninth

section

line the

1

to

HB

183

of the bill by striking out in the fourth

word "and" and

inserting in place thereof

the words, and/or, so that said section as

amended

shall read as

follows:

Beauty Parlors. Amend paragraph VIII of RSA 314:1
1
by inserting at the end thereof the words, or where equipment
and facilities for hairwashing and/or hairdrying are available to
the public for hire, so that said paragraph as amended shall
read as follows: VIII. "Shop," a beauty shop or other place kept
open for the business of hairdressing or manicuring or where
equipment and facilities for hairwashing and/or hairdrying are
available to the public for hire.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HJR

providing for the purchase of a suction dredge for
Port Authority, Mr. Young of Rye for
Public Works. Inexpedient to Legislate.

the

12,

New Hampshire
The

resolution was adopted.

HJR 13, in favor of Mount Washington Observatory, Mr.
Allard of Littleton for Public Works. Ought to pass.

Wednesday, March

HJR 13 was refened
under the Rules.

6,
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the Appropriations committee

to

20, relative to reclassification of certain highways in
the town of Lyman, Mr. Fortier of Berlin for Public Works.

SB

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

151, relative to

for Public

was ordered

Works. Ought

to a third reading.

town road
to pass

aid,

Mr. Edwards of Antrim

with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

151

Amend section 2 of the bill by striking out the figures
"1963" and inserting in place thereof the figures, 1964, so that
said section as amended shall read as follows:
2

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect as of July

1,

1964.

At the request of Mr. Newell of Concord, Mr. Taft of
Greenville explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and
the Appropriations committee

HB

the bill was referred to

under the Rules.

180, relative to the incorporation of trust companies,

Mr. Pratt of Keene for Banks. Ought

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

to pass

HB

with amendment.

180

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Membership of Board. Amend RSA 392:1 by striking
out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
392:1 Incorporation Board. There shall be a board for the
incorporation of trust companies consisting of five members,
as follows: the bank commissioner, the state treasurer, the at1

torney general, a

member

of the house of representatives to be

appointed by the speaker, and a member of the senate to be
appointed by the president, said appointed officers to hold office
for two years or until their several successors are appointed.
Members of the board shall receive no compensation for their
services on the board, but shall be reimbursed for actual expenses incurred in the performance of their duties hereunder.
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Said expenses shall be a charge

upon

the appropriation for the

bank commissioner. The deputy bank commissioner

shall serve

as clerk of the board.
4{,

4^

4j.

At the request of Mr. Newell of Concord, Mr. Bigelow of
the amendment.

Warner explained

Mr. Newell of Concord spoke against the amendment.

On

a viva voce vote the

Chair was in doubt and requested

a second voice vote.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Introduction of a Bill

HB

388, relating to the charter of Mount St. Mary's Convent of the Sisters of Mercy of Manchester, and changing the
name of said corporation to Mount Saint Mary College, was
read a first and second time and referred to the Executive Departments and Administration.

Mr. Pappagianis moved that the rules of the House be so
suspended as to dispense with the printing of HB 388,
reference to committee, and that the bill be acted upon at the
far

present time.

bill

Mr. Pappagianis moved to dispense with reading
and explained its substance.

The motion

to

dispense with reading of the

of the

bill

was

adopted.

The motion

with the printing, reference to
be acted upon at the present time

to dispense

committee, and that the
was adopted.

bill

*

HB

388,

Convent
the

name
1

An

*

*

act relating to the charter of

of the Sisters of

Mercy

of said corporation to

Amendment

of Charter,

Mount

of Manchester,

Mount

Saint

Mary

Amend section

1

St.

Mary's

and changing
College.

of chapter

1

60

Laws of 1893, as amended by chapter 14 of the Laws of
1934, and chapter 323 of the Laws of 1961, by striking out in
the fifth and sixth lines the words "Mount St. Mary's Convent
of the Sisters of Mercy, of Manchester", and inserting in place
of the

Wednesday, March

6,
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Mount Saint Mary College, so that said
amended shall read as follows: Section 1. That Right
Reverend Denis M. Bradley, Sister Mary Catherine Clifford,
Sister Mary Gonzaga O'Brien, Sister Mary Fidelis Hale and
Sister Mary Beatrice O'Grady, their associates and successors
thereof the following,

section as

be and hereby are created a body politic and corporate by the
of Mount Saint Mary College, for religious, educational
and charitable purposes; and by that name may sue and be
sued, prosecute and defend to final judgment and execution,
and shall be and hereby are invested with all the powers and
privileges, and made subject to all the liabilities of corporations
of a similar nature, and may take and hold real and personal
estate by purchase, devise, donation, payment or otherwise, for
the purposes of said corporation, and the same may sell, convey, use, enjoy and dispose of at pleasure; may have a common
seal, and change the same at pleasure; may make such by-laws

name

for the government of said corporation, and the election, admission and expulsion of members and associates thereof, as
they shall deem necessary and proper, not inconsistent with the

upon any member or associate
made such person shall
cease to be a member of said body corporate; and said corporation may establish in Hooksett in the county of Merrimack a
la^vs of this state

or nation, and

refusing to conform to the by-laws so

college for the higher education of

Saint

Mary

College,

may

women

to

be called

Mount

prescribe the rules for the government

of said college, the course of studies to be prescribed therein

and may confer such degrees and diplomas upon the graduates
therefrom as are conferred by institutions of like character.
2

Takes

The

bill

Effect.

This act

was ordered

shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

to a third reading.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills:

HB

8,

An

act to

with collateral which

HB

88,

An

make unlawful
is

certain fraudulent dealing

subject to a security interest.

act relative to reciprocity of boat operation

with residents of contiguous

states.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. Eastman of Weare
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Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
with the following title, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

a bill

SB

12, relative to cost of

educating intellectually retarded

children.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB

12, relative to cost of

children, was read a

first

educating intellectually retarded

and second time and referred

to the

Education committee.

Communications
Washington, D. C.

March

4,

1963

Honorable Stewart Lamprey
Speaker

House

of Representatives

Concord,

New Hampshire

Dear Speaker Lamprey:
This will acknowledge receipt of House Resolution requesting maximum efforts on the part of the New Hampshire
Delegation in Congress to keep the Portsmouth Navy Yard in
operation at full force.
I am and have consistently sought to do
appeared in the press on Friday, March 1st,

Please be advised
this.

As more

fully

the Navy has replied in detail to my request that the Navy continue to give full consideration to the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard in the assignment of naval work. My letter emphasized

the excellent capabilities of the Shipyard and

its

personnel.

Be assured that this member of the Delegation will use
every effort to keep the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard in operation in full force

and

to insure full time

employment

for

our

citizens.

Sincerely,

Louis C.

Wyman, M.C.

Wednesday, March

6,

1963
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Washington, D. C.

March

4,

1963

Honorable Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives

House

State

New Hampshire

Concord,

Dear Stewart:
acknowledge with thanks receipt of Concurrent ResoluAid to schools. I had previously made
my views in regard to this legislation known to Senator Kenneth E. Hartman.
I

tion relative to Federal

I

will

certainly appreciate having the resolution expressing the

and intent

of the

New Hampshire General Court.
Cordial regards,

James C. Cleveland, M.C.

Point of Information

rose

Messrs. Pappagianis of Nashua and Clement of Rochester
on a point of information.
*

*

*

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order for 3:00
this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 11:00 A.M.
were so

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

SB

20,

the town of

relative to reclassification of certain

Lyman, was read

a third time, passed,

highways in

and sent

to

the Secretary of State to be engrossed.

The
and sent

HB
and

following House

bills

were read a third time, passed,

to the Senate for concurrence:

68, relating to

fines.

revenue derived from

shellfish licenses
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HB

148,

relative

valuations of industrial

HB

to

non-forfeiture benefits

life

insurance policies.

and

reserve

180, relative to the incorporation of trust companies.

Mr, Newell of Concord moved that the motion ordering HB
180 to a third reading be indefinitely postponed, and spoke in
favor of the motion.

Mr. Bigelow of Warner moved that

HB

180 be recom-

mitted to the committee on Banks.

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke

The motion

in favor of the motion.

prevailed.

Third Readings Continued

HB

201, relative to exceeding appropriations by county

commissioners.

HB
HB

183, relative to the definition of a hairdressing shop.
187, relating to the use of facsimile signatures

and

seals

on corporate bonds and other obligations.

HB

388, relating to the charter of

Convent
the

of the Sisters of

name

Mercy

of said corporation to

Mount

Saint Mary's

and changing
Mount Saint Mary College.
of Manchester,

Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the order whereby
283, relative to the taxation of real estate, was ordered to

and Means be vacated and that the

The motion

On
at 12:19

bill

HB

Ways

be referred to Judiciary.

prevailed.

motion of Mrs. Russell of Keene the House adjourned
P.M.

1

Thursday, March

1963

7,
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THURSDAY, March 7,
The House met at

1

:00

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

as follows:

O Heavenly Father, grant unto us Thy peace that passeth
understandmg, that we, amid the perplexities and difficulties of
this our life, may rest in Thee knowing that all things are in
Thee, under Thy ceaseless care, guarded by Thy everlasting
love; so that ^vith grateful hearts and quiet minds, we may face
the storms of life, the shadow and the darkness, ever rejoicing
to know that the darkness and the light are both alike to Thee.
In Jesus' Spirit

we

pray.

Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Rubins of Rochester led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

Introduction of Guests

The Chair

introduced Miss Lynne Perkins, daughter of
Mrs. John A. Perkins of Nottingham, now serving as
President of N. H. State Older Youth Advisory Council, 1962
delegate to Canadian National Club Week, 1961 delegate to
National Club Congress in Chicago. Miss Perkins addressed the
House resardin? 4-H Club activities.

Mr.

&;

The Chair also introduced Mr. Peter I. Wovkonish from
Auburn. Peter was 1960 delegate to National Club Congress,
Past President Rockingham County Junior Leaders, Members
of Older Youth Advisory Committee. Peter addressed the House
reg^ardinor 4-H Club activities.

The Chair also introduced Mrs. Charles
former Speaker, Charles Griffin.

On

motion of Senator Drake from

vention rose.

Griffin,

District

No.

2,

widow

of

the Con-
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House
Introduction of Guests

A

group

from Rye were introduced
Rye Delegation.

of 8th grade students

by the Chair, courtesy of the

Leaves of Absence
Messrs. Chartrain of Nashua and Peabody of Pelham were
granted leaves of absence for the day on account of illness.

Antrim and Levasseur of Manchester
for the day on account of illness
absence
were granted leaves of
Messrs.

Edwards

of

in the family.

Mr, Rousseau of Manchester was granted a leave of absence
day on account of a death in the family.

for the

Introduction of Bills

The

following bills were introduced, read a
ond time, and referred as follows:

HB
Concord)

HB

first

and

sec-

389, relative to the practice of architecture. (Newell of
to

Executive Departments and Administration.

change of name of Wentworth
to WentworthExecutive
DepartDover)
of
to
(Maglaras
Douglass Hospital.
ments and Administration.
390, to authorize the

Hospital and Wentworth-Dover City Hospital

HB
tion.

391, relative to

(McGee

motor vehicle operation and

registra-

of Lincoln) to Transportation.

HB 392, relative to the sale of insurance in connection with
real estate transactions. (Desmarais of Jaffrey) to Insurance.

HB

393, relative to crediting state aid to school districts.

(Turner of Gilsum)

to Education.

Committee Reports

HB

75, relative to veterans'

for Military

ment.

and Veterans

exemption, Mr. Gay of Derry
Ought to pass with amend-

Affairs.

Thursday, March

Amendment

to

7,

HB

283

1963

75

Amend the first paragraph of section 1 of the bill by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Exemptions.

Amend RSA

72:29 (supp) as

amended by

1955, 289:1 by striking out the word "five" in the seventeenth
line and inserting in place thereof the word, ten; further amend
said paragraph by inserting after the word "thereof" in the
twenty-first line the words. Provided, however, that

if

the ratio

of assessed valuation to true valuation of the taxable real estate

town where such residential real estate is located,
determined by the state tax commission, is under sixty per
cent, the resident otherwise qualified shall be entitled to said
exemption only if the value of his residential real estate as assessed by the selectmen, exclusive of bona fide encumbrances
thereon, does not exceed five thousand dollars, so that said
paragraph as amended shall read as follows: 72:29 Service
Exemption. Every resident of this state who served not less than
ninety days in the armed forces of the United States in any of
the following wars or armed conflicts, the Spanish War, Philippine Insurrection, Boxer Rebellion, World War I, World War
II, or Korean conflict, as hereinafter defined who have been discharged or separated therefrom under conditions other than
dishonorable or the spouse of such resident, or the widow of
in the city or

as

such resident, and every resident, or the spouse of such resident,
whose services were terminated for a service-connected disabil-

and the widow of any resident who suffered a service-connected death, in consideration of such service, shall be exempt
each year from taxation upon his or her residential real estate,
to the value of one thousand dollars, provided the value of such
residential real estate in this state as assessed by the selectmen
does not exclusive of bona fide encumbrances of record thereon,
exceed ten thousand dollars, and provided further that the resident qualified for exemption, excepting those with a serviceconnected disability, shall not be delinquent in the payment of
ity,

any taxes due the

state of

New Hampshire

division thereof. Provided, however, that

or any political sub-

the ratio of assessed
valuation to true valuation of the taxable real estate in the city
or town where such residential real estate is located, as determined by the state tax commission, is under sixty per cent,
if

the resident otherwise qualified shall be entitled to said exemption only

if

the value of his residential real estate as assessed by
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the selectmen, exclusive of bona fide encumbrances thereon,
does not exceed five thousand dollars. The following terms as
used in this section shall be construed as follows:

Mr. Gay of Derry explained the amendment.

The amendment was

adopted.

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that HB 75 be referred
committee on Ways and Means for further study,

to the

Mr. Gay of Derry spoke against the motion.
Mr. Plumer of Bristol spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Larty of Haverhill spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. O'Shan of Laconia spoke against the motion.
Mrs. Clark of Lee spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs. Willey of Campton and
spoke against the motion.

The motion

McMeekin

did not prevail and the

bill

of Haverhill

was ordered to a

third reading.

Reports (continued)

HJR 16, providing supplemental appropriation for school
building aid, Mr. Ring of Hampton for Appropriations. Ought
to pass.

The

resolution was ordered to a third reading.

HB

269, relative to the

amount

memberships
Mr. Crouch of Durfor Municipal and County Government, Ought to pass.

paid by towns to town

ham

The

bill

of annual

officers' associations,

was ordered

to a third reading.

HB 216, relative to reports to the tax commission, Mr.
Tuttle of Dover for Municipal and County Government. Ought
to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend
so

1

HB

216

of the bill by striking out in the fifteenth

word "appears" and inserting in place thereof the word,
that said section as amended shall read as follows:

line the
is,

section

to

Thursday, March

7,

1963
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1 Tax Commission. Amend RSA 41:15 (supp) as amended
by 1955, 155:1 by striking out the whole thereof and inserting
in place thereof the following: 41:15 Report Required. The
selectmen shall annually certify to the tax commission, upon
blanks prescribed and provided by the commission for the pur-

number of polls and total valuation of each class of
property included in the inventory of polls and ratable estates
together with a certificate of the several appropriations voted by
the town and estimated revenues, so far as known, and such other
information as the commission may require. The tax commission shall examine such certificates and delete any appropriation
which is not made in accordance with the law. It may adjust any
sum which may be used as a set off against the amount appropriated when it appears to the commission that such adjustment
is in the best public interest. The commission from the certificates, and those filed by the school boards and village district
commissioners, as adjusted by the tax commission, shall compute a rate per cent of taxation and notify the selectmen thereof.
Such certificates, as adjusted by the tax commission shall be used
to determine the average rate of taxation throughout the state.
If such certificates are not received by October first the tax commission may use such information as it may be able to obtain in
order to determine the average rate of taxation throughout the
pose, the

state for that year.

Amend section 3 of the bill by striking out the word "fifteen" in the fifth and tenth lines and inserting in place thereof
the word, thirty, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows:
3

Notice of

Tax

the whole thereof
76:

1 1

and

Bills.

Amend RSA

76:11 by striking out

inserting in place thereof the following:

Delivery of List; Notice to Taxpayer. Such

list

shall

be de-

from the receipt of information by the selectmen from the tax commission of the rate
per cent of taxation as provided in RSA 41:15, unless for good
cause the time is extended by the tax commission. The collector
shall within thirty days after the receipt of such list by him,
send to every person taxed, or his agent, if known, a bill of his
taxes, unless for good cause the time is extended by the tax
livered to the collector within thirty days

commission.

Amend section 4 of the bill
is,

so

by striking out in the thirteenth
the word,

word "appears" and inserting in place thereof
that said section as amended shall read as follows:

line the
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4 Village Districts. Amend RSA 52 by inserting after section 14 the following new section: 52:14-a Financial Reports.
The commissioners of a village district wholly within one town
shall annually within ten days after the annual meeting certify
to the tax commission, upon blanks prescribed and provided by
the tax commission, a certificate of the several appropriations
voted by the district and estimated revenues, so far as known,
and such other information as the tax commission may require.
The tax commission shall examine such certificates and delete
any appropriation which is not made in accordance with the
law and adjust any sum which may be used as a set off against
the amount appropriated when it appears to the commission
such adjustment is in the best public interest. The commission
from such certificate shall compute the rate per cent of taxation
for village district purposes.

Amend section
line the
is,

word

6 of the bill by striking out in the thirteenth
''appears" and inserting in place thereof the word,

so that said section as

6 School Boards.

amended

shall read as follows:

Amend RSA

198 by adding after section

The
4 the following new
twenty-fifth
before
or
annually
on
July
school board shall,
certify to the tax commission, the state department of education
and the board of selectmen upon blanks prescribed and provided
by the tax commission for the purpose, a certificate of the several appropriations voted by the district and estimated revenues, so far as known, and such other information as the tax
section:

198:4-a Financial Reports.

commission may require. The tax commission shall examine
such certificates and delete any appropriation which is not
made in accordance with the law, and adjust any sum which
may be used as a set off against the amount appropriated when
it appears to the commission such adjustment is in the best
public interest. The commission from such certificate shall

compute the

rate per cent of taxation for school district pur-

poses.

#

The

*

*

amendment was adopted and the

bill

was ordered

to

a third reading.
*

Mr. Herbert

HB

of

147, relative to

motor

and that the
Development.
reation and
tion be vacated

*

*

Windham moved

that the order whereby
was referred to Transportabe referred to Resources, Rec-

boats,
bill

Thursday, March

7,
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Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB

39,

An

act relative to the capital reserve

fund

estab-

lished by the Lincoln School District.

SB
SB

4,

An

20,

act requiring counties to be listed alphabetically.

An

act relative to reclassification of certain high-

ways in the town of Lyman.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. York of Concord
Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
title, in the passage of which it asks the
concurrence of the House of Representatives:
a bill with the following

SB

30,

providing for the development and redevelopment

of areas of vacant or predominantly vacant land

which are sub-

standard or blighted.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB

providing for the development and redevelopment
predominantly vacant land which are substandard or blighted, was read a first and second time and referred to Resources, Recreation and Development.
30,

of areas of vacant or

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur -^vith the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB

39, relative to the capital reserve

fund established by

the Lincoln School District.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adop-
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tion of the

amendment

Bills to the

following entitled

SB

4,

offered by the

Committee on Engrossed

bill:

requiring counties to be listed alphabetically.

Cominunications

March

1,

1963

The Honorable

Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives

Chapter 255 of the Laws of 1959 requires that the Compkeep a record of sums paid from funds not otherwise appropriated for workmen's compensation to state employees and shall report the same to the General Court. It further provides that the General Court shall, by legislation, direct
the transfer from the appropriate special fund of such amounts,
as in its discretion, should be so transferred for reimbursement
of the General Fund.
troller shall

In fulfillment of this requirement,
report which covers payments

made

I

submit the attached

since the effective date of

this act. In regards to reimbursement to the General Fund, it
would appear that this would only be practical in the cases of
Employment Security, New Hampshire Distributing Agency,
and Turnpikes.

Leonard

S. Hill,

Comptroller

Chapter 255, Laws 1959
Workmen's Compensation to State Employees
Fiscal

Year 1959-1960

Thursday, March
Fiscal

7,

1963
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Year 1960-61
$12.25
418.85

Agriculture

Health
Recreation

3,467.23
7.95

Secretary of State

1,147.00

Police
Industrial School

1,078.85

Laconia

3,289.45

Hospital

3,202.98

Sanatorium
Education

1,246.56
1,810.69

Public Utilities

18.00

Total General

$15,699.81

Special fund Welfare

44.95

$15,744.76

Total

Fiscal

Legislative

Forestry

Health
Industrial School

Year 1961-62
$32.00
660.73
505.00
210.85

Laconia School

6,815.40

Hospital

2,483.29

Sanatorium
Education

2,848.78

1,135.26

Bank Commission
Liquor
Racing

Comm.
Tax Commission
Total General
Fish and

65.42
168.00

Game

Fimd
Employment

15.00
15.00

$14,954.73
636.03

Special

Security

Welfare

2,602.00
1,942.58

$4,544.58

Total year

$20,135.34
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July
Safety

Department

Resources

1,

1962 thru Dec. 31, 1962

Thursday, March
to discuss ^vith

me

I

would be glad

to

1963

7,

291

meet with you

at

any date

convenient to you.
Sincerely,

John O. Morton, Commissioner

Resolutions

Miss Bailey and Messrs. Downing and Spanos offered the
following resolutions for the Newport Delegation:

Whereas, Edward J. Maley, a former Representative from
Newport, has passed away, and
Whereas, Mr. Maley also served his town

member

of the school board,

and was

also

therefore be

as

moderator,

town health officer and postmaster,
a member of the State Racing Commission, now

it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby pay
tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to his
town and state, and be it further
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the General

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to his widow, Mrs. Elizabeth Maley, a copy of these
Resolutions.

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Messrs.

Osborn

of

Portsmouth and Gay of Derry offered
Rockingham County Delega-

the following resolutions for the
tion:

Whereas, Erank A. Robinson, former Representative from
South Hampton, has passed away, and

Whereas, He was a Delegate to the Rockingham County
Convention, and
Whereas,

He

also served his

several years, therefore be

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General

town

as

Tax

Collector for

it

Members

Court of

New

of the

House

of Repre-

Hampshire, pay tribute
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to

our former Fellow
and be it further

Member

for his services to his

town and

state,

Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to his
its bereavement, and be it further

family in

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
wife, Mrs.

The

Robinson.

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mrs. Grey of Canaan offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, Joseph L. Graham, a former Representative from
Canaan, has passed away, and

Whereas, Mr. Graham had served his town as selectman for
twenty-one years and also served as a Grafton County Commissioner for several terms, now therefore be it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby pay
tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to his
town, county and state, and be it further
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the General

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
Norman J. Graham, a copy of these Reso-

transmit to his son,
lutions.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

The Chair announced

that today

is

the birthday of Mrs.

Potter of Northumberland.

On
were so

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, resolutions by caption only,
and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next
this

Wednesday morning

at

1 1

:00

A.M.

Wednesday, March

13,

1963

293

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The
passed,

following

and sent

HJR

16,

bills

and resolution were read

a third time,

Senate for concurrence:

to the

providing supplemental appropriation for school

building aid.

HB

exemption.

75, relative to veterans'

Reconsideration

Mr, Underbill of Nashua, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed

moved

HB

75.

The motion

did not prevail.

Third Readings (continued)

HB

269, relative to the

paid by towns to town

HB
On
at 12:15

amount

of annual

memberships

officers' associations.

216, relative to reports to the tax commission.

motion of Mrs. Grey of Canaan the House adjourned
P.M.

WEDNESDAY, March
The House met

at

1 1

:00

13,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

ALMIGHTY GOD,

who

hast given us strength equal to

we strive to advance Thy
Watch over us as we endeavor

the labors of this day, inspire us as

Kingdom
to fulfill

in our daily choices.

our sacred obligations, entrusted

to us

through the
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confidence of our Granite State citizens. Deliver us from all
complacency and apathy, give us courage to act with wisdom,
renew our love to Thee through faith, and lift us above all
unrighteousness. May Thy blessings of peace prevail upon our
Governor, his Council, and the members of this Joint Convention

— Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance

to the

Flag

Mrs. Martin of Littleton led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair

introduced a group from the Freshman class of
courtesy of the Pembroke Delegation.

Pembroke Academy,

The Chair
tives

also introduced Girl

and Boy

State Representa-

from Littleton, courtesy of the Littleton Delegation.
Leaves of Absence

and Purington of Exeter were
the day on account of illness.

Messrs. O'Shan of Laconia

granted leave of absence for

Mr.

Todd

of

New

Boston was granted a leave of absence for

today and Thursday on account of

Mr.
the

Dame

illness.

Concord was granted leave

of

week on account

of absence for

of illness.

Messrs. Gamache of Manchester and Lavallee of Nashua
were granted an indefinite leave of absence on account of illness.

and Stearns of Hinsdale were
the week on account of illness,

Messrs. Kelley of Littleton

granted leave of absence for

Mrs. Legasse of Portsmouth and Mr. Tuttle of Dover were
granted leave of absence for the day on account of important
business.

Introduction of Bills

The

following

bills

ond time, and referred

were introduced, read a

as follows:

first

and

sec-
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394, relative to validation of deeds lacking witnesses.

(Johnson of Hanover)

to Judiciary.

HB

395, directing the
(Stickney
of Salem,
towns.

ham and Herbert

of

improvement of highways in
White of Atkinson, Peabody

Windham)

certain
of Pel-

to Public W^orks.

HB

396, relative to disposition of so-called breakage

HB

397, restricting the sale of liquor or beverages

under
and
Means.
Dover)
Ways
(Grimes
of
to
pari mutuel pools.

on elecHudson, Kimball
Liquor Laws.

tion days while the polls are open. (Bednar of
of

Manchester and Cobleigh of Nashua)

HB

to

398, relative to policemen's retirement system. (Casey

Cobleigh of Nashua and Haseltine of MerriExecutive
Departments and Administration.
to

of Manchester,

mack)

HB

399, relative to salary of the justices

and clerk

municipal court. (Marsan of Rochester)

ester

to

of RochRochester

Delegation.

HB

400, to provide

group

life

insurance, and group hos-

medical and
and for retired state employees and their
Hanover) to Executive Dept. and Adm.

surgical care for state employees, their fam-

pital,
ilies,

of

HB

401, relative to training of

Littlehale of

HB

Durham)

to

fire

spouses. (Johnson

fighters

(Bevan and

Education.

402, relating to posting lands against trespass. (Rice of

Peterborough) to Judiciary.

HB
act.

403, relative to

(Hambleton

HB

motor vehicle

financial responsibility

of Goffstown) to Insurance.

404, relative to salaries of

mayor and councilmen

of

the city of Laconia. (Prescott of Laconia) to Laconia Delegation.

HB

405, relative to hunting on uncultivated land.

berlin of Bath) to Fish and

HB

(Cham-

Game.
commission for the city of
Somersworth) to Somersworth Del-

406, establishing a police

Somersworth.

(Littlefield of

egation,

HB

407, relating to the salaries of

members

of the Somers-

worth city council. (Maloomian of Somersworth)
worth Delegation.

to

Somers-
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HB

408, relating to the board of water commissioners of
the city of Somersworth. (Cormier of Somersworth) to Somers-

worth Delegation.

HB

409, to exempt from inheritance tax property passing
to an adopted grandchild. (Johnson of Hanover) to Ways and

Means.

HB

410, relative to investments of guardians

(Johnson of Hanover)

servators.

and con-

to Judiciary.

HB

411, providing additional exemption from income tax
for persons over sixty-five years of age. (Johnson of Hanover and

Upton

Concord)

of

HB

to W^ays

and Means.

412, relative to rates for use of facilities for skiing at

Cannon Mountain and Mt. Sunapee.
sources, Recreation

HB

(Pratt of Keene) to Re-

and Development.

413, relative to

emergency

penalty for vehicle overload.

lights

(McGee

on motor vehicles and

of Lincoln) to Trans-

portation.

HB

motor boats by certain
Noel of Manchester) to Re(Rules Committee
sources, Recreation and Development.
414, relative to the operation of

—

minors.

HJR

20, in favor of

Albert Sharp. (Plumer of Bristol) to

Claims and Aeronaiuics.
Qualified

Mr. Oriq;ene E. Lesmerises of W'ard 13, Manchester, having appeared before His Excellency, Governor King, and been
duly qualified appeared and took his seat as a member of the
House.
#

*

*

Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the reference whereby
275, relative to taxation and exemption of disabled veterans, was referred to Ways and Means be vacated and the bill
be referred to Military and Veterans' Affairs.

HB

The motion was

adopted.

Committee Reports

HB

conduct of sweepstake races and the
Palmer of Plaistow for Ways and
Mrs.
sale of tickets thereon,
with
amendment.
Means. Ought to pass
47, relating to the

Wednesday, March

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

13,

HB

1963

297

47

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

284 by inserting after secWithin the enclosure of any race track where is held a race or race
meet licensed and conducted under this chapter, but not elsewhere, the commission shall grant any licensee hereunder who
seeks permission so to do, the right to conduct not over two
sweepstake races in each calendar year, 1963 to 1967. In connection therewith, and only within said enclosure a licensee may
sell tickets on said sweepstake races. Tickets shall also be sold
in state liquor stores and may be sold by town clerks and city
clerks, said town clerks and city clerks to receive ten per cent
of their gross sales. With the exception of licensees at race tracks
and clerks in liquor stores, others selling tickets shall be bonded
1.

Sweepstakes.

tion 21 the following

to the extent of Five
I.

new

section: 284:21-a Authorization.

Hundred

The commission

shall

Dollars.

make

the rules

and regulations

holding and conducting of such sweepstake races and
the sales of tickets thereon not inconsistent with this section;
and shall be empowered to employ such technical assistants and
employees to carry out the provisions of this section and to fix
the compensation thereof as may be necessary; shall establish
and fix the purses to be awarded horses which place in said
sweepstake races; shall establish the price, to be not more than
Three dollars ($3.00) each, for which tickets upon said sweepstakes shall be sold; shall establish the method whereby tickets
sold upon said sweepstake races shall be determined to be winning tickets; and shall establish the money or prizes to be
awarded holders of winning tickets; and shall authorize any
licensee conducting sweepstake races to deduct from the gross
revenue received from the sale of s^veepstake tickets a sum
which shall include the purses awarded horses which place in
said sweepstake races, the prize money awarded the holders of
winning tickets as determined by the commission, the cost of
printing, selling and paying winning tickets as well as any other
expense necessary and incidental to the conduct of sweepstake
races and thereafter to pay the balance remaining to the state
treasurer to be credited iDy him to the general funds of the state.
for the

II.

The

resale of tickets

upon

be prohibited and shall be unlawful.

said sweepstake races shall
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III. Transportation of said tickets in interstate commerce
by any person other than the original purchaser thereof shall be

unlawful.
If any person shall violate any of the protwo preceding paragraphs, he shall be fined not
more than one thousand dollars or imprisoned not more than
two years, or both.

IV.

Penalty.

visions of the

*

*

*

Mr. Upton of Concord moved that HB 47 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

At the request of Mr. Hancock of Concord Mr. Larty of
Haverhill explained the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke
mentary situation.

in

explanation of the parlia-

Mr. Johnson of Hanover spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke in favor of the motion.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke on a point of personal

privi-

lege.

(discussion ensued)

The

question being on the motion to indefinitely postpone.

Miss Faulkner of Keene, Messrs. Kimball of Manchester,
Herbert of Windham and Hancock of Concord spoke in favor
of the motion.

Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow spoke against the motion.

it

Mr. Angus of Claremont moved the previous question and
was sufficiently seconded.

The

question being shall the main question

The motion was

not adopted.

now be

put.

Wednesday, March

The
postpone

question

HB

now being on

13,

299

1963

the motion to indefinitely

47.

Mr. Merrifield of Sunapee demanded a

roll call

but subse-

quently withdrew his request.

Mr. Wylie of Fremont demanded a

roll call

but subse-

quently withdrew his request.

The
HB47.

question being on the motion to indefinitely postpone

Mr. Ferguson of Concord spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke against the motion.

The motion was

not adopted.

A division vote was requested.
members having voted

153

in the affirmative

and 190

in

the negative the motion to indefinitely postpone did not prevail.

The

question

now being on

the adoption of the

amend-

ments.

On

a viva voce vote the

Chair was in doubt and requested

a division.

204 members having voted in the affirmative and 139
amendments were adopted.

mem-

bers in the negative, the

Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow rose on a point of inquiry.

The

question

now being

shall the bill

be read a third

time.

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield demanded the Yeas and Nays.
Roll Call on
races

and the

HB

47, relating to the

conduct of sweepstake

sale of tickets thereon.

YEAS

—

196

Cheshire County: Turner, Cournoyer, Desmarais of JafKeating, Shea of Keene, ward 1, Pollock, Belletete, Pickett,
Russell, Forbes, Abare, Ballam, Smith of Walpole.
frey,

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown, Gaffney, Angus,
Nahil, Barrows, D'Amante, Desnoyer, Weber, Spanos.
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Grafton County: Chamberlin

of Bath, Boutin, Steven-

Willey, Bowles, Morse, Larty, Beard, Demers, McGee,
Brummer, Allard of Littleton, Cushman, Anderson of Warren,
son,

Berringer.

Coos County: Dubey,

Dumont

Connolly,

Roy, Desilets, Sheridan,
Vashaw, Bouchard, Fontaine,

Fortier,

of Berlin,

Gagnon, Graham, Bushey,

Potter, Arsenault, Brooks, Stinson.

Rockingham County: White
W'atts,

of Atkinson, Vey, Persson,
Gay, Kimball of Derry, Nickerson, Hackett, Wheeler,

Spollett,

Merrill, Se^vall,

tow, Schwaner,

Twardus, Cheney, Palmer of PlaisDame, Osborn, Cava-

Keefe, Murch, Sadler,

Coussoide, Langford, Canty, Grant, Morrill, Stickney,

lieri,

Felch.

Strafford County: Blanchette, Nelson, Smith of Dover,
Maglaras, Drew, Canney, Dawson, Hartigan, Dumont of Rochester, Rubins, Beaudoin, St. Pierre, Habel, Cormier, Hebert,
Vincent, Littlefield, Bennett of Strafford.

Belknap County: Bolduc, Lacaillade, McCarthy, Harkins,
Normandin, Hayner, Stafford of Laconia, Howe.
Carroll County: How^ard, Davis

of

Conway, Roberts,

Taylor of Effingham, Blanchard, Blake, Lamprey of Tuftonboro, Fox, Chamberlain of Wolfeboro.

Merrimack County:

Thompson

Hillsborough County:
Claveau,
Geisel,

Gallagher,

Farwell,

Provencal,

Taft,

Feldman,

Eaton,

Bednar,

Soucy,
Dion
Bruton,
2,
of Manchester, ward
Pettigrew,

Goode, Mahony of Manchester, ^vard

of Manchester, Hayes, Cullity,
4,

LaFlamme, Gilman,

Guilbeault,

Lafond, Lambert, Brown of Loudon,
of Northfield, Plourde, Robinson, Tarrant.

Dempsey,

Charland,

McDermott, Clancy

Mahoney

of Manchester,

Casey, Clancy of Manchester,

ward

6,

ward

5,

Manning,

W^alsh,

Doherty, Dupont, Healy,

O'Conner, LaFrance, Martel, Tessier, Bernier, Champagne,
Cote, Delisle, Moran, "Wade, Belanger, Hurley, Kendrigan,
Noel, Capistran, Levasseur, Nalette, Allard of Manchester, Lesmerises, Gauthier, Rousseau, Tremblay of Manchester, Vachon,
Dionne of Nashua, ward 2, Thibault, Trombly of Nashua,

Maynard, Dionne of Nashua, ward 6, Marcoux, BoisMason, Bissonnette, Bouley, Dubois, Latour, Sabluski,
Desmarais of Nashua, Karnis.
Sullivan,

vert.
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— 166

Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Gowing, Watkinson,
Shea oLKeene, ward 2, Heald of Keene, Bennett, Faulkner,
Oliver, Bennett of Richmond, Allen of Rindge, Bouvier, Hackler,

W^ildey, Sawyer.

Sullivan County: Frizzell, Cann, Campbell, Guest, Bailey,
Downing, Hood, Merrifield.

Grafton County: Plumer, Grey, Goodfellow, Nettleton,
Hayward of Hanover, Low, McMeekin, Hampson, Adams,
Lewis, Whipple, Martin of Littleton, Park,
Plymouth, Barney, Bean.

Bell,

Smith of

Coos County: Marsh, Nash, Keough, Thayer, Sherman,
Shute, Fogg, Taylor of Whitefield.

Rockingham County:

Underwood, Cummings,
Eastman of Exeter, Wylie,
Weeks, Casassa, Ring, Shindledecker, Palmer of Kensington,
Clark of Kingston, McDonough, Carter, McEachern, Stafford
of Portsmouth, Chandler, White of Portsmouth, Frink, Legasse, Greene of Rye, Young, Morrison, Peever, Barker, HerScott,

White

Griffin,

of Derry, Collishaw,

bert.

Strafford County: Berry, Leighton, Grimes, Fellows, ColRichardson, Bevan, Crouch, Littlehale, Clark of Lee,
of Madbury, Moulton, Rolfe, Marsan, Chase, Johnson
of Rochester, Varney, Green of Rollinsford.

bath,

Adams

Belknap County:

McAllister, Matheson,

Goodhue, Uhlen-

berg, Varrell, Allan of Meredith, Urie, Joslyn.

Carroll County:
Remick,

Hill, Diffenderfer,

Brown

of Sandwich,

Claflin.

Merrimack County: Phelps, Fairbanks, Hanson, Moore,
Hutchinson, York, Upton, Henry, Hancock, Bingham, Smith
of Concord, Andersen of Concord, MacDonald, Peaslee, Sanders, Ferguson of Concord, Gove, Maxham, Newell of Concord,
Welch, Rufo, McKay, Stevens, Kelley of Franklin, London,
Bigelow,

Thompson

of

Wilmot.

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, VanLoan,
Wiggin, Whitney, Barnard, Bartlett, Hambleton, Martin .of
Goffstown, Davis of Greenfield, Pickering, Brocklebank, Legallee, Warren, Ainley, Lang, Kimball of Manchester, Buker,
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Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward of Milford,
Cobleigh, Cole, Cooper, Pappagianis, Garland, Peabody, Peterson, Rice, Eastman of Weare, Heald of Wilton,

PAIRS
Mr. Belcourt of Nashua voting Yes; paired with Mr. Purington of Exeter voting No.

Mr, ?vIaloomian of Somersworth voting Yes; paired with
Mr. Reddy of Hopkinton voting No.

and the

bill

was ordered to a third readino.
Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
a bill with the following title, in the passage of which it asks the
concurrence of the House of Representatives:

SB

19,

relative to access roads to privately operated ski

developments.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB 19, relative to access roads to privately operated ski
developments, Avas read a first and second time and referred to
Resources, Recreation and Development.
Concurrent Resolution
Messrs. Pappagianis of Nashua and Peterson of Peterborough offered the following concurrent resolution:

Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate concurring that the Honorable Edward W, Brooke, Attorney General of Massachusetts be invited to address the Legislature in
Joint Convention on Law Day, Wednesday, May 1, 1963, and
be it further
Resolved, that the Justices of the Supreme Court and of
New Hampshire, be invited to attend

the Superior Court of
this Joint

The

Convention,
concurrent resolution was adopted.

Wednesday, March

13,
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Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that the remainder of
made a Special Order of business at 11:01
on Thursday next (tomorro^v) and spoke in favor of the motion.
today's calendar be

The motion was

adopted.

Announcements
Miss Alexander of the Legislative Drafting Service requests
who has asked to have a bill drafted and has
not yet received such a bill, to contact her.
that any legislator

She advises that she has practically completed

all

the bills

requested, for which she has been furnished the necessary in-

formation. She
been furnished.

still

has

many

requests where material has not

Miss Alexander further requests that when the draft of a
submitted to the sponsor he advises at once whether the
bill is in form for introduction. She is presently holding many
bills waiting for an OK from the sponsor.
bill

is

The Chair announced that yesterday was the birthday of
Mr. Cote of Manchester, Chairman of the Manchester Delegation.

On motion

of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this
afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of a bill be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 1 1 :00 o'clock.
^vere so far

Afternoon Session

Third Reading

HB

conduct of sweepstake races and the
was read a third time and passed.

47, relating to the

sale of tickets thereon,

Reconsideration

Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority,
asked the House to reconsider its vote whereby it passed HB 47
and spoke against the motion.
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HB

The motion was not adopted and
Senate for concurrence.

47 was sent to the

On

at

motion of Mrs. Cooper of Nashua the House adjourned
1:58 P.M.

THURSDAY, March
The House met

at

1 1

:00

14,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

Gracious Father, in

whom we

as follows:

place our trust daily and

common strength, inspire us in the midst of our deliberations by Thy redeeming presence. May our every thought
and action be a monument to peace in this troubled world
find our

—

secured through our growing faith in Thee, evidenced in our
unfaltering love for Thy Kingdom. Protect and defend our
nation and state from the perils of irresponsibility, indifference,
and complacency. May the glory of freedom's holy light radiate
through our every effort of service. In Thy most holy and
precious Name
Amen.

—

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Turner of Gilsum led the Convention

in the

Pledge

of Allegiance to the Flag.

Leaves of Absence
Mrs. Arsenault of Randolph, Messrs. Anderson of Concord
of Warner were granted leaves of absence on account of important business.

and Bigelow

Mr. Shea of Keene

and Friday

^vas

granted leave of absence for today

to attend a funeral.

Thursday, March

14,
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Mr. O'Shan of Laconia was granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of

illness.

Mr. Bragdon of Amherst was granted leave of absence
the day on account of illness.

for

Mrs. Legasse of Portsmouth was granted leave of absence
day on account of illness in the family.

for the

Messrs. Hug^hes of Brookfield and Underbill of Nashua
were grranted leave of absence for the week on account of illness.

Qualified

James M. O'Gara, Ward 9, Manchester, having appeared
before His Excellency, John W. King, and been duly qualified,
appeared and took his seat as a member of the House.
Introduction of Bills

The

following

bills

ond time, and referred

HB

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

Belknap county treasBelknap County Delega-

415, increasing the salary of the

urer. (Urie of

New Hampton)

to the

tion.

HB
tion of

HB
of

416, relative to

motor

to Fish

speed regulations for operato Transportation.

on Sunapee Lake. (D'Amante

and Game.

418, relative to season for taking wild deer.

of Berlin) to Fish

HB

minimum

(White of Derry)

417, relative to ice fishing

Claremont)

HB

vehicles.

(Bouchard

and Game.

419, relative to rate of taxation in unorganized places

for education of school children.

(Graham

of

Gorham)

to

Ways

and Means.

HB

420, extending the appropriation for marriage coun-

seling referral service.

(Rufo of Concord)

to

Appropriations.

HB

421, relative to fees for motor vehicles under motorvehicle junk licenses. (Dame of Portsmouth) to Transportation.

HB

422, relative to unlawful use of

ator's licenses.

(Dame

motor vehicle oper-

of Portsmouth) to Judiciary.
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HB

kinton) to Fish and

HB
ville.

(Reddy

423, relative to taking shiners by nets.

of

Hop-

Game,

424, relating to the water works in the

town

of Green-

(Taft of Greenville) to Judiciary.

HB

Rye Avater district. (Rules CommitMr.
Young of Rye) to Municipal and
and
Greene
tee
County Government.
425, relative to the

— Mrs.

Communica tion
Henniker, N. H.

March

5,

1963

Honorable Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Concord, New Hampshire

Dear Speaker Lamprey:

as a

herewith submit

For reasons of health

I

member

of Representatives

My

of the

House

health has been very

much impaired

my

resignation

from Henniker.
of late

and

I

am

presently in the Concord Hospital due to a broken leg.

My

sincere thanks to

me and my

you for your courtesies extended to

best wishes to all of the

Members

for a successful

session.

Sincerely,

Lewis H. Carpenter,
Representative from Henniker

On

motion of Mr. Johnson of Hanover the resignation was

accepted.

Committee Reports

HB
Banks.

198, relating to credit unions,

Ought

The

bill

Mr. Allen of Rindge for

to pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

HB 237, relative to charitable contributions by savings
banks and cooperative banks, Mr. Walsh of Manchester for
Banks. Inexpedient to Legislate.
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14,

resolution was adopted.

HB 222, relative to reporting certain shortages of funds,
Mrs. Sadler of Portsmouth for Banks. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

to

HB

222

section 384:36, as inserted by section

1

of the bill,

by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following: 384:36 Report of Shortages to Bank Commissioner.
Every shortage in funds of five hundred dollars or more in any
banking or lending institution under the supervision of the
bank commissioner, shall, within five banking days following
day of discovery, be reported in writing to the bank commissioner by the treasurer of the institution in or with respect to
which any such shortage occurs, or in the absence of said officer
by the officer performing his duties.
*

*

*

Mr. Stevens of Epsom explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

HB

285, relative to investments for savings banks, Mr.
Peaslee of Concord for Banks. Ought to pass.

The

HJR

bill

was ordered

17, relative to

the state, Mr.

to a third reading.

an inventory of

McMeekin

real property

owned by

of Haverhill for Executive Depart-

ments and Administration. Ought

Amendment

to

to pass

HJR

with amendment.

17

Amend said joint resolution by striking out all after the
resolving clause and inserting in place thereof the following:
That the comptroller is hereby directed to make an annual
inventory of all real property owned or held by the state,
whether outright or in trust. Such inventory shall show the
location of each tract of land and a description thereof in terms
it, although deed descriptions need not
be used unless the property can be identified in no other way.
Reference will be made to the record of the title of each tract
by deed reference or other convenient way and the method of

sufficient to identify
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acquisition will be indicated.

Improvements

be described,
The purpose for

will

and the extent of each tract will be stated.
which each tract was acquired shall be set forth, as well as the
use to which the same is currently put. Each department and

agency of the state, including the University of New Hamphaving real property under its jurisdiction shall cooperate
with the comptroller in the preparation of said inventory, and
shall furnish him such information concerning such real property as he shall request. Such inventory shall be completed on or
before January 1, 1965, and upon its completion shall be filed
and retained in the office of the secretary of state. Copies thereof shall be filed with the governor, the president of the senate
and the speaker of the house.
shire,

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 109, relative to limitation of recovery of damages for
wrongful death, Mr. Johnson of Hanover for Judiciary. Ought
to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend
clause

to

HB

109

said bill by striking out all after the enacting

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Damages for Wrongful Death. Amend RSA 556:13
amended by 1957, 91:1 by striking out the word "ten"
in the second line and inserting in place thereof the word,
twenty; further amend said section by striking out the words
"twenty-five" in the fifth line and inserting in place thereof
the word, forty; and further amend said section by adding at
the end thereof the words, provided, however, that in the trial
1

(supp) as

of any such action by jury, the jury shall not be informed of

the limitation of recovery imposed by this section, and if the
jury award damages in excess of such limitation the court
shall reduce the amount of damages awarded to conform to
such limitation, so that said section as amended shall read as

—

556:13
Limitation of Recovery. The damages recoverable in any such action shall not exceed twenty thousand
dollars, except in cases where the plaintiff's decedent has left
either a widow, widower, or minor children or a dependent
father or mother, when the damages recoverable shall not exceed forty thousand dollars; provided, however, that in the
trial of any such action by jury, the jury shall not be informed
follows:
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of the limitation of recovery imposed by this section, and if the
jury award damages in excess of such limitation the court shall

reduce the amount of damages awarded to conform to such
limitation.

Takes

2
its

Effect.

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage, but shall not be applicable with respect to deaths

occurring prior to

its

effective date.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and the

bill

was ordered

to

a third reading.

HB

Mr. Upton of Con-

126, relating to liens of attorneys,

cord for Judiciary. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

HB

126

by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Lien Created.

1

tion

12

Verdict.

Amend RSA

311 by inserting after sec-

new section: 311:13 Lien on
commencement of an action, bill in equity

thereof the following

From

the

or other proceeding in any court, the filing of a counterclaim
or plea in set-off, or recoupment, or appearance in any proceed-

ing before any state or federal department, board or commission, the attorney who appears for a client in such proceeding
fees and expenses upon his
cause of action, upon the judgment, decree or other
order in his client's favor entered or made in such proceeding,
and upon the proceeds derived therefrom, and the lien cannot
be affected by any settlement between the parties before or after
judgment, decree or other order. Upon the request of the client
or the attorney, the court in which the proceeding is pending,
or if the proceeding is not pending in a court, the superior
court, may determine and enforce the lien; provided that the
provisions of this section shall not apply to any case where the

have a lien for his reasonable

shall

client's

method
ly

of determination of attorneys' fees
provided by statute.
*

*

is

otherwise express-

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
cases,

207, providing immunity from liability in emergency
Mr. Peever of Salem for Judiciary. Ought to pass with

amendment.
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Amendment

Amend

to

HB

207

said bill by inserting after the

word

"therefor" in

the seventh line the words, provided such treatment

with due care, so that said section

as

amended

is

rendered

shall read as

follows:
1

Amend RSA

Physicians and Surgeons.

after section 24 the following

new

section:

329 by inserting
329:25 Emergency

No person, authorized to practice medicine under
chapter or under the laws of any other state, who, in good
faith, renders emergency care at the scene of an emergency,
without making any charge therefor, provided such treatment
is rendered with due care, shall be liable for any civil damages
as a result of acts or omissions by such person in rendering such
Treatment.
this

emergency care, or as a result of any act or failure to act to provide or arrange for further medical treatment or care.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 282, to provide for cumulative pocket supplements for
Revised Statutes Annotated, Mr. Wildey of Westmoreland for
Judiciary.

HB
HB

Ought

to pass.

282 was referred to Appropriations under the Rules.
240, relative to service exemption,

and Veterans'

Jaffrey for Military

Affairs.

Mr. Cournoyer of

Ought

to pass.

At the request

New London
The

bill

of Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow, Mr. London of
explained the bill.

was ordered

to a third reading.

HB

267, changing the name of the New Hampshire State
Hospital, Mr. MacDonald of Concord for Public Welfare and
State Institutions.

Ought

The

bill

HB

134, relative to

waters, Mrs.

to pass.

was ordered to a third reading.

Hampson

enforcement of
of

and Development. Ought

Hebron

to pass

Amendment

Amend

classification of surface

for Resources, Recreation

with amendment.
to

HB

134

of the bill by inserting after the word
"legislation" in the fifth line the words, hereafter enacted, and

section

1

Thursday, March

1963

14,

311

by inserting after the word "set" in the seventh line the word,
amended shall read as follows:

hereafter, so that said section as

Pollution Requirements. Amend RSA 149:8 by insert1
ing after paragraph IV, as inserted by 1961, 47:1, the following
new paragraph: V. In the interim between the effective date
of classification legislation hereafter enacted affecting any sur-

and the time limit
abatement of pollution set hereafter either by the commission under paragraph II or by the legislature, is shall be
unlawful for any person or persons to dispose of any sewage or
waste into said surface water of the state in excess of the maximum quantity or of a different character, than that being disposed of during the period of one year prior to the effective
date of such legislative classification without first obtaining
\vritten permission from the commission.
face water of the state or section thereof,

for

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

The Chair
11:01

called for the Special

Order of business

for

A.M.

Committee Reports

HJR
Concord

Valley Forge memorial, Mr. Henry of
Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to pass.

15, relative to

for

The House

Joint Resolution was ordered to a third read-

ing.

HB
called

300, authorizing Clifford R. Lizotte to apply for the so-

Korean bonus, Mr. Henry of Concord

for

Claims and

Aeronautics. Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

HB
of

resolution was adopted.
179, relative to the registration of lobbyists, Mr. York
for Executive Departments and Administration. In-

Concord

expedient to Legislate.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill moved that HB 179 be made
Order for 1 1:01 for Thursday, March 21, and spoke in

a Special

favor of the motion.

The motion was

HB

32,

adopted.

relative to

spector in the office of

the

fire

employment

of

an

electrical in-

marshal, Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua for
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Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass
with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

32

Amend section 1 of the bill by striking out the words "of
buildings" in the eighth and ninth lines and the forty-fifth
line and inserting in place thereof the words, deemed by the

all

board

to

be dangerous to the

lives

the state, so that said section as
1

RSA

and

safety of the citizens of

amended

shall read as follows:

Inspection of Electrical Wiring and Installations.
153:4 (supp), as

amended by

Amend

1955, 190:7, by inserting in

word "hazards", the following words, electrical
wiring and installations; by inserting in line 20 after the word

line 5, after the

"state," the following, (h) the installation, repairing, material

electrical installations deemed by the
be dangerous to the lives and safety of the citizens of
the state; by inserting in the twenty-seventh line, after the word
"departments" the following, building and electrical inspectors,

and workmanship of
board

to

so that said section as

153:4

Powers.

amended

shall read as follows:

The board

shall

have vested therein the

management, supervision and direction

of the duties

sponsibilities as provided herein, except as limited

and

re-

by existing

law or laws. It shall be responsible for supervising and enforcing all laws of the state relative to the protection of life and
property from fire, fire hazards, electrical wiring and installations and related matters, for supervising and enforcing all laws
of the state relative to the storage, handling and transportation
of explosives, and shall assist the several counties, cities,
towns, village districts and precincts in supervising and enforcing local laws, by-laws and ordinances where existent, relative to (a) the prevention of fires; (b) the storage, sale and use

and explosives; (c) the installation and maintenance of automatic or other fire alarm systems and fire extinguishing equipment; (d) the construction, maintenance and
regulation of fire escapes; (e) the means and adequacy of exit,
in case of fire, from factories, asylums, hotels, hospitals,
churches, schools, halls, theatres, amphitheaters, and all other
places in which numbers of persons work, live or congregate
from time to time for any purpose; and (f) the investigation of
the cause, origin and circumstances of fires, and (g) the transportation, storage and physical handling of flammable liquids

of combustibles
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^vhich such board believes dangerous to the lives or safety of

and (h) the installation, repairing, maand workmanship of electrical installations deemed by
the board to be dangerous to the lives and safety of the citizens
of the state. It shall be the duty and responsibility of the board
the citizens of the state;

terial

its office with duly authorized
town, and village district, fire and building department
officials and other state and local agencies required and authorized by state statutes or local ordinances to develop or enforce
fire safety regulations. It shall further be the duty and responsibility of the board to assist, cooperate with, advise and counsel
the associate advisors in the organization and efficient operation
of fire departments, building and electrical inspectors, and other

to coordinate the activities of

city,

fire

protection organizations.

Amend

section 2 by striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Chief Electrical Inspector. Amend RSA 153:8 by inword "deputy" in the fourth line the ^vords, a
chief electrical inspector; further amend by adding at the end
thereof the words, said electrical inspector shall report monthly
2

serting after the

and the commissioner of safety services
and his activities, so that said section
as amended shall read as follows: 153:8
Deputies and Assistants. The board shall fix the term of employment for a
deputy fire marshal and, subject to the state personnel regulations, and within the limits of available appropriations and
funds, the state fire marshal shall employ a deputy, a chief electrical inspector, such assistants, and one clerical or secretarial
to the director of safety

the status of his workload

—

as may be necessary. Said electrical inspector shall
report monthly to the director of safety and the commissioner

assistant,

of safety services the status of his

Further amend the

bill

workload and

his activities.

by striking out section

3

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
3 Public Utilities Equipment.
ing after section 26 the following

Amend RSA

153 by insert-

new section: 153:27 Telephone and Power Companies. The provisions of sections 4, 8,
and

amended, shall not pertain or be
wiring on public utilities company
equipment, provided such electrical wiring is installed and
maintained by said companies pursuant to, or exceeding, applicable requirements of the national electrical code.
10-a of chapter 153, as

applicable

to

electrical
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amend

Further

and

said bill by striking out section 4

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

4

Employing Chief

Electrical Inspector.

by inserting after section 10 the following

Employment

of Chief Electrical

new

Inspector.

Amend RSA
section:

153

153:10-a

Notwithstanding

any other provisions of this chapter, a chief electrical inspector
be employed until certified by the personnel commission and the state board of fire control. The salary of the chief
electrical inspector shall be set by the personnel commission
under the provisions of RSA 93, and his salary shall be a charge
tipon the appropriation of the department of safety.
shall not

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill offered the following amendment to the amendment and moved its adoption.

Amendment

Amend

to

Amendment

section 2 by inserting in the fifth

lines after the

word

by striking out

in the fifth

so that said section as

and fourteenth

"safety" the word, services; further

and

amended

fifteenth lines the

word

amend

"services"

shall read as follows:

Chief Electrical Inspector. Amend RSA 153:8 by inword "deputy" in the fourth line the words, a
chief electrical inspector; further amend by adding at the end
thereof the words, said electrical inspector shall report monthly
to the director of safety services and the commissioner of safety
2

serting after the

the status of his workload
as

amended

sistants.

deputy

and

his activities, so that said sections

shall read as follows:

The board

shall

fix

153:8

— Deputies and As-

the term of

employment

for a

marshal, and, subject to the state personnel regulations, and within the limits of available appropriations and
funds, the state fire marshal shall employ a deputy, a chief electrical inspector, such assistants, and one clerical or secretarial
fire

may be necessary. Said electrical inspector shall report monthly to the director of safety services and the commissioner of safety the status of his workload and his activities.
assistant, as

Amend section 4 by adding at the end thereof the words,
division of safety services, so that said section as amended shall
read as follows:
4 Employing Chief Electrical Inspector. Amend RSA 153
by inserting after section 10 the following new section: 153:10-a
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Employment

of Chief Electrical Inspector. Notwithstanding
any other provisions of this chapter, a chief electrical inspector
shall not be employed until certified by the personnel commission and the state board of fire control. The salary of the chief
electrical inspector shall be set by the personnel commission under the provisions of RSA 93, and his salary shall be a charge
upon the appropriation of the department of safety, division of
safety services.
*

*

*

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill moved that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with and spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was
The amendment

The

question

adopted.
to the

amendment was adopted.

now being on

the

amendment

The amendment was adopted and
Appropriations under the Rules.

HB

HB

as

amended.

32 was referred to

262, relative to temporary employees of the

department
works and highways, Mr. Allan of Meredith for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass.
of public

The

HB

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

and game licenses, Mr. Thayer
and Game. Inexpedient to Legislate.

220, relative to lost fish

of Jefferson for Fish

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

140, relating to

group

life

insurance, Mr.

Wheeler

of

Exeter for Insurance. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

HB 181, relating to the purchase of data processing systems
by insurance companies, Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Insurance.
Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

to

HB

181

Amend section 1 of the bill by adding at the end thereof
the words, any life insurance company organized under the
laws of this state may purchase and hold such machines and
equipment pursuant

amended

to

RSA

shall read as follows:

411:16-a, so that said section as
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Purchase Authorized. Amend RSA 402 by inserting
after section 30 the following new section: 402:30-a Data Processing Systems. Every insurance company, other than life,
organized under the laws of this state, may purchase and hold
electronic computers and electronic and mechanical machines
and equipment constituting a data processing and accounting
system, provided that the cost thereof shall be amortized in
not more than ten years, and provided further that the unamortized cost thereof shall not at any time exceed five per cent
of the company's admitted assets without the approval of the
insurance commissioner. Any life insurance company organized
under the laws of this state may purchase and hold such machines and equipment pursuant to RSA 411 16-a,
1

:

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 193, relative to removal of prisoners from county jails,
Mr. Capistran of Manchester for Judiciary. Inexpedient to
Legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

208, legalizing the annual

town meeting in the town
Municipal and Coun-

of

Windham, Mr. Brummer

of Lisbon for

ty

Government. Inexpedient

to Legislate.

Mr. Herbert of Windham moved that the words, Ought to
pass, be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to Legislate, and
spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Hill of Conway spoke against the motion.

The motion was

The

not adopted.

resolution of the committee was adopted.

HB 48, relative to public libraries, Mr. Tuttle of Dover for
Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

to

HB

48

Amend section 202-A:4 as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out in the fourth and fifth lines the words "in addition to" and inserting in place thereof the words, or to supplement, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:

Thursday, March

city or town having a public
and appropriate a sum of money

provide and maintain adequate public library

to

therein or to supplement funds otherwise provided.

service

Amend

paragraph

of section 202-A:10 as inserted by sec-

I

words "in the" in the second
among the pubthat said paragraph as amended

of the bill by striking out the

tion

1

line

and inserting

licly elected

shall
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Any

202-A:4 Maintenance.
library shall annually raise
sufficient

14,

in place thereof the words,

members

of any, so

read as follows:

Whenever a vacancy shall occur among the
members of any board of library trustees the
remaining members shall give notice of the fact in writing to
I.

Towns.

publicly elected

the selectmen of the town, who shall by appointment
vacancy until the next annual town meeting.

Amend
section

1

fill

such

paragraph II of said section 202-A:10 as inserted by
by striking out said paragraph and inserting

of the bill

in place thereof the following:
II. Cities.

A

vacancy

among

the publicly elected

members

of the board of library trustees of a city library shall be filled

by the

city council or other appropriate appointing authority
within two months of the notice by the remaining members of
the board of trustees. The board of library trustees may recommend to the appointing authority names of persons for appointment to vacancies on expired terms.

Amend
by section
the

first

1

the

first

paragraph of section 202-A:ll

of the bill by inserting after the

line the words.

vision has

Except in those

cities

as inserted

word "Duties"

in

where other pro-

been made by general or special act of the legislature,
paragraph as amended shall read as follows:

so that said

202-A: 1 1 Powers and Duties. Except in those cities where
other provision has been made by general or special act of the
legislature, the library trustees of every public library in the
state shall:

Further

amend

section 202-A:

bill

1 1

the bill by striking out paragraph

as inserted

by section

1

IV

of

of the bill.

Amend section 202-A: 12 as inserted by section 1 of the
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof

the following:
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202-A:12

Annual Reports. Every
some portion of the

to the public, or to

library regularly

open

public, with or without

limitations, whether its ownership is vested in the town, in a
corporation, in an organization association, or in individuals,
shall make a written report to the town or city at the conclusion

of each fiscal year of (a) all receipts from whatever sources, (b)
all expenditures, (c) all property in the trustees' care and cus-

and explanation of any unexpended
balance of money they may have, (d) and any bequests or donations they may have received and are holding in behalf of the
town, with such recommendations in reference to the same as
they may deem necessary for the town to consider, (e) the total
number of books and other materials and the number added
by gift, purchase and otherwise; the number lost or withdrawn,
(f) the number of borrowers and readers and a statement of
the use of the property of the library in furthering the educational requirements of the municipality and such other intody, including a statement

formation and suggestions

as

may seem

desirable, (g)

submit a

similar report to the state librarian at such time and on such
forms as the state library commission may require.

Amend section 202-A:17 as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out in the 26th, 27th, 28th and 29th lines the words
"The words library trustees as used in this section shall be construed to refer to any board having charge of the public library
in a town or city" so that said section as amended shall read as
follows:

202-A:17 Employees; Removal. No employee of a public
library shall be discharged or removed from office except by the
library trustees for malfeasance, misfeasance, or inefficiency in

or incapacity or unfitness to perform his duties. Prior to
or removal of any such employee, a statement of
discharge
the
reasons therefor shall be prepared by the library
and
the grounds
and
signed
by a majority of the board, and notice theretrustees,
given
said employee not less than fifteen days nor
to
of shall be

office,

thirty days prior to the effective date of such disUpon receipt of said notice and within
removal.
charge or
thereafter,
but not otherwise, the employee may rethirty days
hearing
thereon. If such request is made, the
public
quest a
shall
hold
a public hearing on such discharge or
trustees
library
shall
hearing
be held not more than thirty days
Said
removal.
the
request
for the same, and if the trustees,
of
receipt
after
cause for discharge or removal
find
good
hearing,
shall
upon due

more than
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of said employee, they shall order his or her discharge or removal
from office. There shall be no change in salary of such employee
during the proceedings for discharge or removal nor until the

date of the order for discharge or removal. The
provisions of this section shall apply to the employees of any
public library except in a case where said city or town has perfinal effective

sonnel rules and regulations which apply to said employees and
which make provision for a public hearing in the case of such
discharge or removal.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

177, relative to the authority of the commissioner of
public works and highways, Mr. Taft of Greenville for Public
Works. Inexpedient to Legislate, subject matter covered by

pending

legislation.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 135, relative to road in Rindge, Mr. Nickerson of East
Kingston for Public Works. Inexpedient to legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.

HB

81, relative to the authority of the commissioner of
public works and highways, Mr. Edwards of Antrim for Public
W^orks. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

and inserting

to

by striking out

HB

81

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA 229:22 (supp) as inserted
by striking out said section and inserting in place
thereof the following: 229:22 Requested Maintenance and Repair Projects. The commissioner may, on request of any city or
town, perform work of maintenance and repair, including the
furnishing of labor and materials, on any town or city road,
bridge or any other property used in connection with highways,
or on the request of any state department or institution, perform work of maintenance and repair, including the furnishing
of labor and materials, on any property of any state department
or institution, under the following conditions:
1

Special Projects.

by 1959, 283:

I.

bill the

,

1,

Upon completion
town or

of such work, the commissioner shall

city, state

department or

institution, therefor;
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and the municipality or agency

shall

pay said

bill

within thirty

days after the receipt thereof. Interest at the rate of six per cent
per annum may be charged upon all bills not paid when due as
herein prescribed, and the commissioner may refuse to perform
further work of maintenance and repair for any municipality or
agency delinquent in the payment of such bill.
II.

The commissioner

sary materials

is

authorized to purchase the necesfor the performance of such

and supplies required

work including the rental of equipment. The state treasurer
upon presentation by the commissioner of manifests covering
said materials, supplies and rentals is authorized to pay the same
from any money in the highway fund not otherwise appropriThe commissioner shall establish a special account within
the highway fund to which shall be charged the cost of performing such work and to which shall be credited payments made by
cities, towns, state departments and institutions hereunder. Insofar as such payments shall include charges for labor performed
by personnel of the department of public works and highways
and interest charges on delinquent accounts, these payments
shall be credited to the highway fund.
ated.

Every workman on projects requested by cities and
workmen employed by the department of public
works and highways in its engineering force, shall be deemed to
be in the employ of the city or town requesting the project and
not in the employ of the state and such city or town shall be
responsible for any claims resulting from such employment.
III.

towns, except

IV. Every

ments or

workman on

institutions, except

projects requested

by

state depart-

workmen employed by

the depart-

ment of public works and highways in its engineering force, shall
be deemed to be in the employ of the state department or institution requesting the project and not in the employ of the department of public works and highways and such state department or institution shall be responsible for any claims resulting from such employment.
2

Takes

Effect.

This act
*

shall take effect
*

upon

its

passage.

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
town

highway in the
and the city of Manchester, Mr. Fortier of
Public Works. Ought to pass.

199, relative to the classification of a

of Goffstown

Berlin for

Thursday, March

The

bill

was ordered

14,
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to a third reading.

HB
New

141, providing for the improvement of a highway in
Ipswich, Mr. Taft of Greenville for Public Works. Inex-

pedient to Legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

106, relative to the relocation of a portion of the cen-

New Hampshire

turnpike, Mr. Taft of Greenville for
Public Works. Ought to pass with amendment.
tral

Amendment

Amend
section

1

to

HB

106

section 257-A:l of Chapter 257-A, as inserted by

of the bill, by striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Central

New Hampshire

Connection

257-A: 1 Authority Granted. For the purpose of connecting the central New Hampshire turnpike with the proposed
relocation of route U.

S.

3 in Massachusetts, at the

New Hamp-

boundary, the commissioner of public
works and highways, with the approval of the governor and
council, is hereby authorized to lay out and construct a relocation of the central New Hampshire turnpike at a point westerly
of the present location of said route in the city of Nashua. Except as may be inconsistent herewith and except as hereinafter
otherwise provided, said relocation shall be laid out, constructed and operated in accordance with, and shall be subject
to, the provisions of RSA 257, including, but not limited to,
section 7 of said chapter 257. Provided further that said relocation shall not be opened to traffic until relocated route 3 in
Massachusetts shall also be opened to traffic.
shire-Massachusetts

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.

bill

was ordered

to

HB 192, relative to water level of Milton Three Ponds,
Mr. Casassa of Hampton for Resources, Recreation and Development. Inexpedient to Legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

The Committee on Engrossed

Bills

Bills

have examined and

found correctly engrossed the following entitled House

Bills:
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HB
HB

19,

An

act relative to the State Library.

An

62,

act providing penalties for the reckless opera-

tion of boats resulting in death.

HB

An

72,

act relative to the charter of the

shire Centennial

HB
HB

73,

An

105,

New Hamp-

Home for the Aged.

act relative to gifts to the

town

of

Tamworth.

An

act relative to election printing

An

act relative to a certain transfer of land

by the Secre-

tary of State.

HB

226,

the state to the

HB

388,

Convent
the

An

act relating to the charter of

of the Sisters of

name

from

town of Newbury.

Mercy

of said corporation to

Mount

of Manchester,

Mount

Saint

St.

Mary's

and changing

Mary

College,

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

56, relating to the disqualification of justices of the

municipal court.

Amend

section

1

of said bill

by striking out the figure

and inserting in place thereof the figure,
out the word "criminal" in the twelfth line

"9-a" in the third line
9,

and by

striking

so that said section as
1

amended

shall read as follows:

Municipal Courts. Amend RSA 502:9 by striking out
and inserting in place thereof the following: 502:9

said section

Disqualification of Justices, etc. No justice, special justice or
clerk of any municipal court shall be retained or employed as

attorney in any action, complaint, or proceeding pending in his
which has been examined or tried therein. No justice

court, or

any municipal court shall be retained or employed as an
in any criminal action pending before any other
municipal court. No attorney shall be permitted to practice in
of

attorney
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any proceeding before any municipal court where the justice
thereof is associated with said attorney in the practice of law.
*

On

motion

of

*

*

Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred

in the Senate amendment.
*

*

*

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed bills with the following titles, in the passage of which it
asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

SB

27, relative to

common

broadening the scope of the

law

doctrine of cy pres.

SB

39, relative to fees for

for internal

revenue

recording and discharging liens

taxes.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate bills were read a
time and referred as follows:
SB

27, relative to

first

broadening the scope of the

and second

common

law

doctrine of cy pres, to Judiciary.

SB

39, relative to fees for

for internal

revenue

recording and discharging liens

taxes, to Judiciary.

Senate Messages Continued

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bills sent up from the House of Repreto

sentatives:

HB

388, relating to the charter of Mount St. Mary's Convent of the Sisters of Mercy of Manchester, and changing the
name of said corporation to Mount Saint Mary College.

HB

226, relative to a certain transfer of land
town of Newbury.

from the

state to the

HB

62,

providing penalties for the reckless operation of

boats resulting in death.

HB
tennial

HB
State.

72, relative to the charter of the

Home for

New Hampshire

Cen-

the Aged.

105, relative to election printing

by the secretary of
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HB
HB

19, relative to the state library.

159, relative to

changing the penalty in

assaults.

Mr. Maglaras of Dover moved that the order whereby
390, to authorize the change of

name

of

HB

Wentworth Hospital
Wentworth Douglass

and Wentworth-Dover City Hospital to
Hospital, was referred to the Executive Departments and Administration be vacated and the bill referred to the Dover
Delegation.

The motion was adopted.
Journal Correction

Owing to an error in the Journal, the name of Mr. Johnson
Hanover, who voted "No" on the question of passage of HB
47, was omitted in the Roll Call as printed in the Journal for
Wednesday, March 13th.
of

Communications
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

March

6,

1963

Honorable Stewart Lamprey

House of Representatives
State House
Concord, New Hampshire
Dear Mr. Speaker:
I received a copy of the resolution passed by the House of
Representatives relative to full employment at the Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard. I presented the resolution, with appropriate

remarks on the floor of the Senate, and
the

it

has been referred to
in the Congres-

Committee on Armed Forces and printed

sional Record.

You and your
Senate, the full
ity in this office.

colleagues

employment

may be

at the

assured, as

Yard

is

I

said in the

an item of top

prior-

Thursday, March

am

I

Record of March

sional

my

enclosing copies of

14,
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remarks from the Congres-

4, 1963.

Sincerely yours,

Tom

Mclntyre

Congress of the United States
of Representatives
Washington, D. C,
March 7, 1963

House

Honorable Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
State Capitol

New Hampshire

Concord,

Dear Mr. Lamprey:

The purpose

of this letter

is

House Resohuion with regard

acknowledge receipt of the
the continued utilization of

to

to

the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard.

In

vie^v'

is located within
have written to my colleague,
offer him my help and support in con-

of the fact that this installation

the First Congressional District,

Congiessman W^yman,

to

I

nection with matters pertaining to this installation.

am

aware, however, of the importance of this Shipyard
and very much appreciate
having received a copy of the Resolution.
I

to the State, as well as the Nation,

Yours very

truly,

James C. Cleveland, M.C.
*

*

*

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order for 3:00
this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and resolutions by caption only,
and that ^vhen the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow
morning at 1 1:00 A.M.
were so

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The
passed,

following

and sent

bills

to the

and resolutions were read

Senate for concurrence:

a third time,
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HB 198, relating to credit unions.
HB 222, relative to reporting certain shortages of funds.
HB 285, relative to investments for savings banks.
HJR

an inventory of

17, relative to

real property

owned by

the state.

HB

109, relative to limitation of recovery of

damages

for

wrongful death.

HB
HB

126, relating to liens of attorneys.

207, providing

immunity from

liability in

emergency

cases.

HB 240, relative to service exemption.
HB 267, changing the name of the New

Hampshire

State

Hospital.

HB

134, relative to

enforcement of

classification of surface

waters.

HJR

HB

Valley Forge memorial.

262, relative to temporary employees of the

of public

HB
HB

15, relative to

department

works and highways.
140, relating to

group

life

insurance.

181, relating to the purchase of data processing systems

by insurance companies.

HB 48, relative to public libraries.
HB 81, relative to the authority

of the commissioner of

public works and highways.

HB

199, relative to the classification of a

town of Goffstown and the

city of

The Chair announced
birthday of Mr.

On
journed

Gay

that

highway in the

Manchester.

Monday March

18th

is

the

of Derry.

motion of Mrs. Thompson of Northfield the House adP.M.

at 12:27

1

Friday,

March

15,

327
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FRIDAY, March

The House met at

:00

1

1963

15,

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

ALMIGHTY GOD,

teach us to be wise in counsel, calm
and sincere in motive as we enter upon a new day of
labor for Thee. Grant us freely of Thy STRENGTH which
supports and sustains
of Thy HOLINESS which allures and
enchants
of Thy WISDOM which inspires and guides
and of Thy PARDONING GRACE which forgives us in the
in action,

—

—

—

midst of our transgressions. Endow Thy servants with Thy
vision that we may view the eternal values of life. Watch over
us while we are absent, one from another, upon the conclusion
of this day's service
In Thy Name we pray
Amen.

—

—

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Hayner of Laconia led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Messrs. Capistran of Manchester, Ballam of Walpole and
Davis of Greenfield were granted leaves of absence for the day
on account of important business.

Mr. Dumais of Nashua was granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of

illness.

Mr. Bragdon of Amherst was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of illness.

Mr. Pollock of Keene was granted leave of absence for the
day to attend a funeral.

Introduction of Bills

The

following

bills

ond time, and referred

HB

426,

to

were introduced, read a

provide reduced airways

(Pickett of Keene) to

first

and

sec-

as follows:

Ways and Means.

toll

on

jet

fuel.
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HB

427, to provide per diem for members of the aeronautics commission. (Pickett of Keene) to Claims and Aeronautics.

HB

428, relating to county commissioner districts for the
county of Coos. (Vashaw of Berlin and Potter of Northumber-

land) to Coos

HB
damage
trol

of

County Delegation.

payment to certain persons for loss or
caused by the Merrimack River flood con-

429, relative to
to property

compact. (Eastman of Weare,

Hopkinton and Carpenter

McKay

of

Dunbarton, Reddy

of Henniker) to Appropriations.

HB

430, providing for control of acquatic nuisances on
Winnisquam. (Harkins of Laconia and Urie of New

Lake

Hampton)

HB

Recreation and Development.

to Resources,

and other
ponds
Concord) to

431, to provide funds for public access roads

benefits for recreational use of
rivers. (Urie of New
Resources, Rec. &: Dev.

and

New Hampshire

Hampton and York

lakes,

of

HB

432, relative to number of ballots to be printed for the
primary election (Peterson of Peterborough) to Executive

Depts.

& Adm.

HB

433, relative to recording devises of real estate in the

registry of deeds.

HB
lic

(Normandin

of Laconia) to Judiciary.

minimum

434, relating to

works. (Angus of Claremont) to

wages of employees in pubLabor.

HB

435, relative to the sewerage system in the city of Somersworth. (Vincent of Somersworth) to Somersworth Delegation.

HB
(McGee

436, relative to

motor vehicle and boat number

of Lincoln) to Resources, Recreation

HB

437, relative to permitted length of

(Andersen of Concord)

HB
(Potter of

&:

to

plates.

Dev.

motor

vehicles.

Transportation.

highway construction aid
Northumberland) to Public Works.

438, relative to

to towns.

HB
state

439, continuing the appropriation for expansion of the
park system. (Casassa of Hampton) to Appropriations.

HB 440,

relative to the purchase of sand or gravel

bed of public waters. (Welch of Concord)

to Judiciary.

from the

March

Friday,

HB

329
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441, to provide for the issuance of air carrier certifipublic convenience and necessity for intrastate air

of

cates

15,

transportation. (Pickett of

Keene and Coutermarsli

of Leba-

non) to Claims and Aeronautics.

HB

442, relating to the sale of state land at Intervale Ski
Rules Committee (Howard of Bartlett) to Resources,
Rec. & Dev.

Area.

HB

12,

443, legalizing proceedings at the town meeting March
1963 in the town of Bow. Rules Committee (Hanson of

Bow)

to

Municipal and County Government.

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the rules of the House be
suspended as to dispense with the printing of HB 443.

so far

The

Clerk read the

bill in full.

HB 443, An act legalizing proceedings at the town meeting
on March

12,

1963 in the town of Bow.

The votes and proceedings
town meeting on March 12, 1963, in the town
Bow are hereby legalized, ratified and confirmed.
1

Proceedings Legalized.

the annual

2

Takes

Effect.

This act
*

The motion was

shall take effect
*

*

*

*

upon

its

at

of

passage.

adopted.
*

HB 444, legalizing the election of officers at the annual
town meeting on March 12, 1963 in the town of Milton, Rules
Committee (Mrs. Dawson of Milton) to Municipal and County
Government.
Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of

House be

HB 444.

The

Clerk read the

bill in full.

HB No. 444, An act legalizing the election of officers at the
annual town meeting on March 12, 1963 in the town of Milton.
1

Election Legalized.

The

tion of officers at the annual

proceedings relative to the elec12, 1963

town meeting on March
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in the

town of Milton are hereby

legalized, ratified

and con-

firmed.
2

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

The motion was adopted.
*

HJR

*

#

Dutch elm disease. (Rice
and
second
time and referred
first
read
a
of Peterborough) was
Development.
and
to Resources, Recreation
21, relative to control of the

Committee Reports

Mark Granite, Mr. Henry
Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to pass.

SJR

for

SJR

6,

in favor of

of

Concord

6 was ordered to a third reading.

HB 234, relating to the bounty on bobcats, lynxes, timber
wolves and prairie wolves, Mr. Vashaw of Berlin for Fish and
Game. Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

46, relative to the

safety belts,

was ordered to a third reading.

equipping of motor vehicles with
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation. In-

expedient to Legislate.

Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua moved that the words. Ought to
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to Legislate,
and spoke in favor of the motion.

Pass,

(discussion ensued)

Mr. White of Derry spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua spoke

a second time in favor of the

motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. McGee of Lincoln spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Friday,

March

15,
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Mr. Uhlenberg of Gilmanton spoke against the motion.

The motion was
The

question

not adopted.

now being on

the resolution of the com-

mittee.

The resolution was

HB

adopted.

154, relating to the operation of overweight vehicles,

Mr. Clafiin of Wolfeboro for Transportation. Inexpedient

to

Legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

175, relative to

motor vehicle accident

reports,

Mr.

Clafiin of Wolfeboro. Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

HB
chester,

resolution was adopted.

20, relative to voting machines in the city of ManMr. Lang of Manchester for the Manchester Delega-

Ought

tion.

to pass.

Mr. Lang of Manchester offered the following amendment.

The Clerk

read the

amendment

Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

in full.

HB

20

of said bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:

and certain towns to
paying one half the cost.
cities

install

An

same and

act authorizing

voting machines with the state

Further amend said bill by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Voting Machines.

section 28 the following

Amend RSA

new

section:

59 by inserting after

59:28-a Reimbursement.

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 59:28 any town with
a voting population of greater than two thousand qualified
registered voters, or mayor and aldermen of any city, may vote

machines under the provisions of section 25
town or city, and shall
be reimbursed by the state in an amount equal to, but not in
excess of, one half the cost so incurred.

to install voting

for the elections held in said qualified

2 City of Portsmouth. The city of Portsmouth shall be
reimbursed by the state in an amount equal to, but not in ex-
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cess of,

one half the cost for voting machines

now

installed at

the expense of the city.
3
its

Takes

This act

Effect.

shall take efiEect sixty days after

passage.
*

*

*

Mr. Lang of Manchester spoke in favor of the amendment,
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Edwards of Antrim and Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield
spoke against the amendment.
In answer to an inquiry from Mr. Murch of Portsmouth,
Mr. Osborn of Portsmouth spoke against the amendment.

Mr. Taft

of Greenville spoke against the

Mr. Keefe of Portsmouth spoke

for the

amendment.

amendment.

The amendment was not adopted.
The bill was ordered to a third reading.

HB

209, relative to extra pay for the police force in the
Manchester, Mrs. Martel of Manchester for the Manchester Delegation. Ought to pass with amendment.
city of

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

209

in the fifth and
and inserting in
place thereof the following: one dollar and eighty-seven and
one-half cents per hour, the same hourly rate as regular officers,

section

sixth lines the

of the bill

1

words

so that said section as

by striking out

"fifteen dollars per day"

amended

shall read as follows:

1
Manchester Police Force. Each member of the regular
and reserve police force of the city of Manchester, when serving
at the polls on any election day, including primaries, shall receive over and above his regular salary, the sum of one dollar
and eighty-seven and one-half cents per hour, the same hourly

rate as regular officers.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

HB
chester,
tion.

255, relative to the primary election in the city of ManMr. Bernier of Manchester for the Manchester Delega-

Ought

The

to pass.

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Friday,
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Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bills sent up from the House of Repreto

sentatives:

HB
of

49, relative to the removal, transportation

human excrement and

and disposal

other putrescible material.

HB

128, increasing the authority of the New Hampshire
Congregational-Christian Conference to hold property.

HB

163,

relative

to

rehabilitation of

covered wooden

bridges.
#

*

*

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed a bill and a joint resolution in the passage of which it
asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives.

SB

35, to require the licensing of foster

SJR

4,

relative to Pittsfield

day care homes.

dam acquisition.

Introduction of a Senate Bill and Senate Joint Resolution

The

following Senate bill and Senate Joint Resolution
first and second time and referred as follows:

were read a

SB 35, to require the licensing of foster day care homes, to
Public Welfare and State Institutions.

SJR

4,

relative to Pittsfield

dam

acquisition, to Resources,

Recreation and Development.

Communications
City of Concord

In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
sixty-three.

Resolution

— Relative

to a petition to the General Court
N. H. and the Concord Delegation requesting
legislation which will provide additional revenue to the City

of the State of

of

Concord

The

to relieve the tax

burden on

real estate.

City of Concord Resolves as Follows:
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Whereas, the City of Concord is faced with a constantly
by a general inflationary trend and
continuing demands for increased municipal and school servrising tax rate occasioned

ices;

and

Whereas the City of Concord depends in large part upon
on real property to obtain its revenue, which tax has
become so burdensome as to discourage the ownership and
improvement of real estate; and
the tax

Whereas the City of Concord is particularly concerned because of the inequitable and regressive aspects of the stock-intrade tax and the high percentage of non-taxable real estate
within

its

Now

limits;

Therefore, be

it

Resolved that the City of Concord does urgently petition
New Hampshire and the Concord delegation in particular, to give immediate and serious
consideration to legislation which will provide an additional
source or sources of tax revenue to the City of Concord and
other New Hampshire municipalities, thereby ease the tax
burden on the owners of real estate.
the General Court of the State of

That a copy of the said resolution be forwarded to the
Governor, the President of the Senate, and Speaker of the
House of Representatives, and each member of the Concord
delegation of the Senate and House.
Board of Aldermen

March

11,

1963

Passed.
Attest:

Arthur

E.

Roby, City Clerk

Approved.
Charles C. Davie,

Mayor

Canterbury, N. H., Mar.

19,

1963

Resolution

Whereas, the school tax rate in Canterbury in 1963 will be
about 80% higher than the "fair maximum" school tax rate
established by the Interim Commission on Education, and

Friday,

March

15,
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Whereas, it is certain that school costs in Canterbury will
faster than property values in the next five years, now

rise

therefore

Be

Resolved and Recorded, that the voters of Canterbury
Meeting, March 12, 1963, favor the immediate
passage of legislation providing for some form of broad-based
state tax and that funds collected under such legislation be returned to the school districts or municipalities to be used exit

Town

at the

clusively in defraying costs of education,

A

Copy

of

and

This Resolution be sent

that

to the

Governor of the

Speaker of the House
of Representatives, the Senator from this district and the Canterbury Representative in the General Court.
State, the President of the Senate, the

Sabin N. Guertin
Clerk of Canterbury, N. H.
(Mr. Bernier of Manchester in the Chair)

On
were

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

so far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only, and resolutions by caption only, and
that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday at 11:00 A.M.
(Speaker in the Chair)

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

SJR

6,

in favor of

and sent

passed,

The
and sent

HB

Mark

Granite, was read a third time,
be engrossed.

to the Secretary of State to

following

House

bills

were read a third time, passed,

to the Senate for concurrence:

234, relating to the

bounty on bobcats, lynxes, timber

wolves and prairie wolves.

HB

20, relative to

voting machines in the city of Man-

chester.

HB
city of

209, relative to extra pay for the police force in the

Manchester.
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HB

255, relative to the primary election in the city of

Man-

chester.

On

motion of Mrs. Tarrant of
journed at 12:32 P.M.

Pittsfield the

House

TUESDAY, March
The House met

at 11 :00

19,

ad-

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Rt. Reverend Gilles
Simard, Holy Rosary Church, Rochester, as follows:
Realizing that the conduct of the affairs of men is wholly
dependent upon a Provident Creator, we humbly ask Thee,
Almighty God, to bless this august assembly and assure the welfare of those committed to its vigilant care.

We
members

pray

Thee

that,

guided by

Thy

Infinite

Wisdom,

the

Legislature will labor unselfishly for the hap-

of our
piness of the humblest family as well as the

homes

of the

mighty.

We firmly hope that the people of this State will ever be
ready to face life's struggle courageously and thus reach the
true happiness of Thy chosen ones, now and forever, Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Brown of Loudon led the Convention

in the

Pledge

of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence
Messrs. Casassa of

Hampton and Goodhue

of Orford were

granted an indefinite leave of absence on account of

illness.

Tuesday,

March

1963

19,

337

for

Mr. Urie of New Hampton was granted leave of absence
the day on account of illness.

for

Mr. Sawyer of Winchester was granted a leave of absence
the day on account of important business.

the

Mr. Kelley of Littleton was granted leave
week on account of illness.

of absence for

Introduction of Guests

The Chair
dents from the

introduced a group of 7th and 8th grade

Loudon

school, courtesy of

stu-

Mr. Brown of Lou-

don.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

bills

and Mr. O'Neil

HB

Committee (Mrs. Taylor

sec-

of Whitefield

446, relative to sick leave for public school teachers.
to Education.

447, relative to village districts.

(McMeekin

of Haver-

Municipal and County Government.

HB

448, relative to conveyance of

town of Rye. (Greene
and Development.

tion to the
tion

and

of Chesterfield) to Education.

(Uhlenberg of Gilmanton)
hill) to

first

445, relative to the Lancaster-Whitefield cooperative

school district. Rules

HB

were introduced, read a

as follows:

HB

Rye Harbor Reserva-

of Rye) to Resources, Recrea-

449, relative to on-sale permits for alcoholic beverages.

(Messrs. Desilets

HJR

and Bouchard

22, in favor of

Committee (Mr. Upton

of

of Berlin) to

Liquor Laws.

Fred Reed and Esther Reed. Rules
Concord) to Claims and Aeronautics.
Qualified

Messrs. Boettcher of Manchester,

Ward

Ward

10

and Head of

Laconia, having appeared before His Excellency, Governor King, and been duly sworn in, appeared and took their
3

seats in the

House.

Committee Reports

HB
of

287, relating to the licensing of auctioneers,

North Hampton

tration,

for

Mr. Carter
Executive Departments and Adminis-

Inexpedient to Legislate.
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Mr. Pryor of Ashland moved that HB 287 be recommitted
Executive Departments and Administration and spoke in

to the

favor of the motion.

Mr. Claveau of Hudson spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke against the motion.

The motion was not adopted.
The

now being on

question

the resolution of the com-

mittee.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

290, relative to the retirement age for state employees

under the state employees' retirement system, Mr. Lamprey of
Tuftonboro for Executive Departments and Administration.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

33, relative to date of the

was ordered to a third reading.

lishing a run-off primary, Mr.
to pass

primary election and estabJohnson for Judiciary. Ought

with amendment. (Majority)

Amendment

Amend

the

title of

to

HB

33

said bill by striking out the

establishing a run-off primary" so that said

words "and

title as

amended

shall read as follows:

An

Act relating

Further

amend

to date of the

primary election.

said bill by striking out all after the enact-

ing clause and inserting in place thereof the following:
1
Regular Primary. Amend RSA 56:4 by striking out the
words "second Tuesday of September" and inserting in place

thereof the words, third

Tuesday

of June, so that said section

56:4 Dates. A primary conducted by the regular election officers shall be held at the regular polling places in each town and ward in the state on the
third Tuesday in June, biennially, for the nomination of all
candidates to be voted for at the November election, except
as

amended

shall read as follows:

presidential electors.
2

word

Recount

Amend RSA 56:57 by striking out the
occurs in the second and fourth lines and

of Votes.

"ten" where

it

Tuesday,

March

inserting in place thereof the word,

19,

five,
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so that said section as

amended shall read as follows: 56:57 Notice of Recount. The
secretary of state shall fix a time for such recount not earlier
than five days after the receipt of the application and shall notify the opposing candidates thereof, and as soon after the expiration of said five days as circumstances will permit such recount
shall be held and conducted as recounts of votes cast at elections
are.

Amend RSA

56:62 by striking out
said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 56:62
Date, Call and Purposes. Not earlier than the first Tuesday
after the first Monday of September following the primary, and
not later than the third Tuesday of September upon the call of
the chairman of the state committee of the party, the nominees
of each party for the offices of governor, councilors, state sen3

ators,

shall

State Conventions.

county

meet

officers,

representatives

and

in state convention for the

state delegates elected

purpose of adopting the

platform of their party, nominating presidential electors and
effecting an organization for the following two years. The names
and residences of the presidential electors nominated by such
convention shall be forthwith certified to the secretary of state
by the chairman and clerk of the convention. Upon receipt of
the foregoing certifications, the secretary of state shall publish
in some paper of general circulation the names of the persons
found by him to have been chosen as candidates for presidential
electors by the several parties.
4 Takes Effect. This act shall take effect as of January

1,

1964 and shall be in effect for the biennial primaries in 1964

and

thereafter.

HB

33, Messrs. Capistran of Manchester, Spanos of NewHealy of Manchester, Moran of Manchester and Miss
Normandin of Laconia for the minority of Judiciary, Inexpedi-

port,

ent to Legislate.

Mr. Spanos of Newport moved that the words, Inexpedient
be substituted for the words. Ought to pass with
amendment, and spoke in favor of the motion.
to Legislate,

Mr. Johnson of Hanover spoke against the motion,
(discussion ensued)
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Reconsideration

Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority,
served notice that he would ask the House to reconsider its
154, relating to the operation of
vote whereby it killed

HB

overweight motor vehicles.
*

(Debate on

*

*

HB

33 continued)

Question being on the motion

to substitute.

Mr. Capistran of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Plumer of Bristol spoke against the motion.
Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Healy of Manchester moved that HB 33 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs. Taft of Greenville and Kimball of Manchester
spoke against the motion.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved the Previous Question and
was

it

sufficiently seconded.

The motion was
The
Postpone

question

HB

adopted.

now being on

the motion to Indefinitely

33.

Mr. Angus of Claremont requested
152

members having voted

a division.

in the affirmative

the negative the motion to indefinitely postpone was

and 199

in

lost.

The question now being on the motion that the words, Inexpedient to Legislate, be substituted for the words. Ought to
pass with amendment.
Parliamentary Inquiry
Messrs. O'Shan of Laconia

on

a point of

and Angus of Claremont

parliamentary inquiry.

rose

Tuesday,

The motion was
The

question

March

19,

1963
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not adopted.

now being on

the

amendment

as offered

by

the committee.

On

a viva voce vote the Nays appeared to have
Peterborough
requested a division.
son of

it.

Mr. Peter-

208 members having voted in the affirmative and 124 in
amendment was adopted and the bill was
ordered to a third reading.
the negative the

Concurrent Resolution in regard to an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, (so-called Liberty amendment) Mr. Desnoyer of Claremont for Judiciary. Inexpedient
to Legislate.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that the Concurrent Resoand spoke in favor of
the motion.
lution be referred to the Judicial Council

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Upton of Concord spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Heald of Keene spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Kimball oPDerry moved that the words. Ought to
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to legislate.

pass,

The Chair ruled that the motion was out of order, the
question being on the motion to refer the concurrent resolution to the Judicial Council.
Messrs. Kimball of Derry, Wildey of Westmoreland and
Pollock of Keene spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Newell of Concord spoke against the motion.

Mr. Prior of Ashland spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Desnoyer of Claremont spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The question now being on the motion to refer the concurrent resolution to the Judicial Council.
The motion was

not adopted.
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The

question

now being on

the resolution of the com-

mittee.

Tlie resolution was adopted.

HB 328, relative to termination statements under the uniform commercial code, Mrs. Grey of Canaan for Judiciary. Inexpedient to

The

HB
tration,

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

302, relative to the state board of conciliation and
Mr. Mahoney of Manchester for Labor. Ought to

The

bill Avas

arbipass.

ordered to a third reading.

Mr. Angus of Claremont moved that the House reconits vote whereby it ordered HB 302 to a third reading and
spoke in favor of the motion.
sider

HB 302 was then referred
on Appropriations under the Rules.

The motion was adopted and
the committee

to

HB

152, relating to the laws governing the sale of liquors,
beer and wines, Mr. Collishaw of Exeter for Liquor Laws. Inexpedient to legislate.

Mr. Ferguson of Milford moved that HB 152 be recommitted to Liquor Laws and spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Collishaw of Exeter spoke against the motion.

The motion

The

\vas

question

not adopted.

now being on

the resolution of the com-

mittee.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 231, relative to compensation for members of board of
medical examiners, Mr. Green of Rollinsford for Public Health.
Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend
third

and

section

sixth lines

1

HB

231

by striking out the word

and inserting

thirty-five, so that said section as
1

to

Medical Examiners.

"fifty" in

the

in place thereof the word,

amended

Amend RSA

the word, "fifteen" in the second line

shall read as follows:

329:5 by striking out
in place

and inserting

thereof the word, thirty-five, so that said section as

amended

Tuesday,

March

343

1963

19,

329:5 Compensation. The members of
the board may receive a per diem of thirty-five dollars for meetings and examinations. Said board shall receive no compensa-

read as follows:

shall

tion in excess of the fees received,

the state

and

be of no expense

shall

to

beyond such amount.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered

to a third reading.

HB

257, relative to railroad-highway grade crossings,

Mr.

Fox of Whitefield for Public Works. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

of the bill by

257

adding

at the

end thereof

the words "provided that the railroad shall not be charged with

any of the said

costs" so that said section as

amended

shall read

as follows:
1

Amend RSA

Authority of Commission.

after section 6 the following

new

section:

373 by inserting

373:6-a Private Cross-

ings Used by Public. Whenevei it shall appear, after notice and
hearings held by the commission upon its own motion or upon
petition of any interested party, that an existing grade crossing
is being used as a public highway and the adjacent approach
or approaches thereto are maintained for use in a manner similar to a public highway, the commission may require the same
to be laid out, constructed and protected, and the costs thereof
apportioned in accordance with the provisions of this chapter
provided that the railroad shall not be charged with any of the
said costs.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill ^vas ordered to

a third reading.

HB 230, relative to town road aid, Mr. Nickerson of East
Kingston for Public Works. Inexpedient to legislate, subject
matter covered by pending legislation.
ville

At the request of Mr. Pickett of Keene, Mr. Taft of Greenexplained the resolution. The resolution was adopted.

HB
Mrs.

271, prohibiting misuse of boat registration plates,

Hampson

of

Hebron

opment. Inexpedient

for Resources, Recreation

to legislate.

The

and Devel-

resolution was adopted.
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Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
title, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

a bill with the following

SB

50, relative to the act establishing the

New Hampshire

port authority.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

New Hampshire
and second time and referred to
Resources, Recreation and Development.
SB

50, relative to the act establishing the

port authority, was read a

first

*

*

*

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage
of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of Representatives:

HB

providing for chairman pro tem for water pollution commission and relative to standards for Class B-1 waters.
84,

HB

166, relative to replacements in an extension of the
heating plant system at the University of New Hampshire.

HB

—

130,

Hampshire

relating to participation by the state of

in the

New York World's Fair,

New

1964-1965.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills
and Senate Joint Resolution:

HB

49,

disposal of

HB

84,

An Act relative to the removal, transportation and
human excrement and other putrescible material.
An

Act providing for chairman pro tem for water

pollution commission and relative to standards for Class B-1
waters.

HB

56,

An

Act relating

to the qualification of justices of

the municipal court.

HB

128,

An

Act increasing the authority of The

Hampshire Congregational-Christian Conference
erty.

to

New

hold prop-

Tuesday,

HB

159,

An

March

Act relating

to

345
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19,

changing the penalty in

as-

saults.

HB
wooden

163,

An

Act relative

to

rehabilitation

of

covered

bridges.

HB

166,

An

of the heating plant system at

SJR

6,

replacement in an extension
the University of New Hampshire.

Act relative

to

Joint Resolution in favor of

Mark

Granite.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. York of Concord

The Chair announced that today is the birthday of Mrs.
Martel of Manchester and Mr. Blanchard of Jackson.
*

On
were

*

*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

so far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House
adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 11:00 A.M.
this

Afternoon session

Third Readings

The

following

bills

were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

290, relative to the retirement age for state employees.

HB 33, relating to date of the primary election.
Reconsideration

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough, having voted with the
majority, asked the House to reconsider its vote whereby it
passed HB 33 and spoke against the motion. The motion was
not adopted.

Third Readings and Final Passage continued

HB

231, relative to compensation for

of medical examiners.

members

of board
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HB

257, relative to railroad-highway grade crossings.
*

*

*

motion of Mrs. Davis of Conway the House adjourned
1:34 P.M.

On

at

WEDNESDAY, March 20,
The House met

at

1 1

1963

A.M.

:00

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

FATHER
Thee

this

of

MERCY,

morning hour

gratefully

to receive

as follows:

we

Thy

lift

our hearts toward

presence.

Humbly we

Thy strength and wisdom to guide us through
another day of privileged service. With the deepest sense of
reverence we undertake the numerous tasks assigned to our
care. Keep us safe from error in judgment and thought while
being faced with the important decisions of government. Lift
seek a portion of

us above all unrighteousness and selfishness as we act upon the
endeavors of those desiring to protect and preserve our vital
freedoms. Continually extend Thy favor upon our beloved
her people, her leaders, and her workers ... In
Granite State
Amen.
Thy Spirit of Love we pray

—

—

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Arsenault of Randolph led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

The Chair
Senior

introduced

New Hampshire

the

Senator,

Honorable Norris Cotton,
addressed the Convention

who

briefly.

On

motion of Senator Drake from

tion rose.

District

2,

the Conven-
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House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair introduced a group of students from the 6th
grade of the Eastman School, courtesy of Mr. Upton of Concord.
Leaves of Absence
Messrs.

Bigelo^v of

Lamprey of Tuftonboro, Head of Laconia and
Warner were granted leave of absence for the day

on account of important business.
Introduction of Bills

The

following

bills

ond time, and referred

were introduced, read a

and

first

sec-

as follows:

HB 450, relative to appointment of inspectors and police
power of personnel. (Bigelow of Warner) to Executive Depts.
and Administration.
HB

451, relative to the compensation of the director of

aeronautics. (Pickett of Keene) to Claims

HB

452, for a sales

and use tax

and Aeronautics.

law. (Clark of Lee) to

Ways

and Means.

HB 453, relative to the government of the city of Lebanon.
(Coutermarsh and Beard of Lebanon) to Lebanon Delegation.

HB

454, relative to the preservation of

bridges. (Potter of

HB

to

and lengths

relative to weights

of certain vehicles.

of Lincoln) to Transportation.

HB 457,
Bow)

wooden covered

Public Works.

Ways and Means.

HB 456,

of

to

455, relating to tobacco tax license fees. (Bednar of

Hudson)

(McGee

Northumberland)

increasing fees for

to Fish

fish

and game

licenses.

(Hanson

and Game.

Committee Reports

HB

202, relative to health insurance for state employees,

Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Insurance. Inexpedient

The

resolution was adopted.

to Legislate.
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HB

218, relating to the filing of certificates of insurance
by carriers of property and passengers for hire by motor vehicle,
Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Insurance. Ought to pass with

amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

218

1
by striking out the words and figures
412"
at the end thereof, so that said section
"pursuant to RSA
as amended shall read as follows:

Amend

section

Motor Carriers of Property. Amend RSA 375 by insert1
ing after section 2 the following new section: 375:2-a Certificates of Insurance. In lieu of an indemnity bond or insurance
policy as required by the preceding section, the commission
may accept a certificate of insurance issued by a company authorized to transact business in this state.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 322, relative to real estate owned by domestic life insurance companies, Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Insurance. Ought
to pass.

The

bill

HB

12,

stitution,

was ordered

to a third reading.

providing for a commission to study the state conMr. Johnson of Hanover for Judiciary. Ought to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
clause

said

bill

and inserting

to

HB

by striking out

12
all

after

the enacting

in place thereof the following:

1
Commission Established. There is hereby established
commission consisting of nine members who are authorized
and directed to study the constitution of the state, and, if the
commission determines that amendments to the constitution

a

are needed,

it

shall

recommend such amendments to the next
Two of said members shall be ap-

constitutional convention.

pointed by the speaker of the house of representatives, two by

and the remaining five by the govappointed shall select from their number, a chairman, secretary and such other officers and subchairman as they shall deem necessary and proper. The
the president of the senate
ernor.

The members

so
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members so appointed shall hold such public meetings as they
deem proper in order to gain the sense of the public relative to
any proposed change in the constitution,

Compensation. The members of said commission shall
serve without compensation but may be reimbursed from the
funds hereby appropriated for necessary expenses as the chair2

man

shall approve.

Professional

3

may employ and

fix

and

Clerical Assistants.

the appropriation, such professional

may be

The commission

of,

within the limits of

and

clerical assistants as

the compensation

necessary.

4 Recommendations. Any changes in the constitution
proposed by the commission, along with any factual or explanatory material the commission shall deem appropriate, shall be
printed by the commission in a report. Such report shall be
prepared not later than January 1, 1964. Thereafter the commission is instructed to give its report wide public dissemination through whatever news media the commission shall deem
proper in order that candidates for election to the constitutional
convention shall be appraised of the recommendations of the
commission prior to said election. Upon the election of delegates to said constitutional convention, the

distribute to each delegate a copy of

submit

shall

its

recommendations

its

report.

commission shall
The commission

to the constitutional conven-

tion in accordance with the rules adopted by said convention.
5 Appropriation. The sum of ten thousand dollars is hereby appropriated for the commission to be expended as herein
provided. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for
the sum hereby appropriated out of any money in the treasury
not otherwise appropriated. The commission is further authorized to accept additional funds that may be offered from any
charitable organization and to expend such funds as may be
received, in addition to the funds hereby appropriated, as the
commission shall deem proper to carry out the aforesaid purposes.

6

on

its

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

immediately up-

passage.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and
propriations under the Rules.

the bill was sent to Ap-
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HB

196, relative to sale of ice cream by weight, Mr. Green
of Rollinsford for Public Health, Inexpedient to Legislate.

Mr. Keefe of Portsmouth moved that HB 196 be recommitted to the committee on Public Health and spoke in favor
of the motion.

The motion was

not adopted and the resolution of the com-

mittee was adopted.

HB

320, relating to packages containing bread, cake or
doughnuts, Mr. Green of Rollinsford for Public Health. Inex-

pedient to Legislate.

The

HB

resolution was adopted.
217, relative to

Green of Rollinsford
amendment.

pharmacy

and board

for Public Health.

Amendment

Amend

fees

to

HB

assistants,

Ought

217

and
and 5.

said bill by striking out section 2

numbering sections

4, 5,

6

and

7 to read 2,3,4,

Mr. Kimball of Manchester explained the

The amendment was adopted and

Mr.

to pass with

3

and

re-

bill.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

174, relative to limitation on expenditures under mubudget act, Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for Ways and
Means. Inexpedient to Legislate.

nicipal

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

227, relative to taxation of life insurance companies,
Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for Ways and Means. Inexpedient to
Legislate.

Mr. Hancock of Concord moved that HB 227 be referred
Council and spoke in favor of the motion.

to the Legislative

Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow spoke against the motion.
Messrs. Larty of Haverhill and Countermarsh of Lebanon
spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Hancock of Concord spoke a second time in favor of
the motion.
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the Nays appeared to have

it.

Mr. Hancock requested a division.
Ill

members having voted

the negative the

The

motion was

question

in the affirmative

and 206

in

lost.

now being on

the resolution of the com-

mittee.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

189, authorizing real estate tax exemptions for certain
over the age of sixty-two years, Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow
for Ways and Means. Inexpedient to Legislate.

women

Mrs. Morrison of Salem spoke against the resolution.

Pass,

Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that the words. Ought
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to Legislate.

The motion was
The

to

not adopted.

resolution of the committee was adopted.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Clement of Rochester rose on a point of personal

privi-

lege as follows:

Mr. Speaker, in view of the fact that the Concord Monitor
had an article in its front page Monday pertaining to myself
and due to the editorial this morning in the Manchester Union,
I thank you for this privilege of appearing before this House
under a point of personal privilege because I think some things
need to be laid straight here this morning. Now, the first thing,
Mr. Speaker, I would like to say in regards to the editorial in
the Manchester Union that I personally have been against a
sales tax. I am sure that everyone in this House realizes and
knows full well that both platforms of both the major political
parties were against a sales tax and I trust that neither political
party this year will bring forth that monster in my mind known
as a "sales tax". However, I know and can perhaps understand,
Mr. Speaker, that many members of this House are wondering
how we are going to balance the budget. What we are going to
do in addition for education over and above what is recommended in the budget. How we are going to implement the
platforms in both political parties, a platform of increased aid
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not too sure some of us have had too
many of them. I felt that as Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, it became my responsibility to lay before you
the facts as I see them on work that has been conducted in the
past 4 or 5 weeks with the assistance of one of the greatest fiscal
people in this state and that is our own Legislative Budget Assistant Remick Leighton. So, I am going to present to you what
I feel with the assistance of Remick Leighton and I am sure
the Appropriations Committee feels is the condition of the
State's finances in the next two years. I would like to drop a
major bombshell by saying that working ^vith the figures that
I am going to present you, I don't believe we need any new
none at all. No
taxes in this year or in this present biennium
cigarette tax, no tobacco tax and no beer tax and of course,
violently, no sales tax. I am going to say that this Body, and I
have said it many times to Republicans and Democrats alike,
I have a tremendous feeling for the overall final conclusion and
final vote of this august body. Generally speaking, the vote of
these 400 members is generally a good vote and I am always
very happy to abide by them, thinking they are the proper
thing to do, is the conclusion that we come up with. Now with
what I am going to explain to you today and the condition of
our finances would allow you to do some of the things that I
have heard talked about in caucuses, in the men's room, out
here, down in the lunch room, in the halls and aisles, and locked
up behind closed doors. I am going to say that we would have
available funds without any increased taxes to take the 20 needy
towns, the impacted towns due to the school situations that
exists in these towns and give them $100,000 a year. I am going to say to you that we could repeal the per capita tax that
is assessed by the State against the cities and towns at $2.00
a head on the school children which amounts to $230,000 a
year, I am going to say to you that we have funds that are available so that we could increase the General Services of the
teacher's colleges
both Keene and Plymouth to the extent
of $125,000 a year. Now these are not my ideas, but the ideas
I have heard in the halls that so many people want and certainly is needed in many avenues. I am going to also say to you,
Mr. Speaker and members of this House this morning that
funds are available to give $500,000 a year additional Foundation Aid over and above the Governor's recommendation. I
am also going to say to you, Mr. Speaker, that in the compilation of these figures, I have allowed for an adjustment of a
to education, in fact I

—

—
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maximum of $400,000 a year in each year of the biennium for
adjustments in the budget where adjustments are needed over
and above the Governor's recommendations and finally, I am
going to say to you that this leaves $700,000 to take care of
Legislative Specials and I was born in Vermont and I am an
old Vermont conservative and I am going to not let you hang
here because certainly if I am going to present to the floor here
today under personal privilege, Mr. Speaker, I should be able
to give the Legislature perhaps some real reason why this can
or I didn't, I asked the
be done. Now I went back to 1956
Legislative Budget Assistant and I have taken, for instance,
railroads. The taxes on railroads which have been decreasing
and I have decreased them and I am going to recommend to
you this morning in the addition of these funds that this has
been reduced by $80,000 under the previous biennium's estiin 1956
mate. Now I have taken the telephone companies
I am talking about revenues
they had a 9.22% increase
in 1957 they had an 8.57o increase
in 1958, 18.87%
1959,

—

14.87%

—

1960,

—
14.67% —

—

—

1961,

11.40%

—

—
8.57% —
—

1962,

1963 estimated, actual now 10.25%. This is an average of
12.29%, increase over each year and in the figures that I am
going to give you, I have only increased them 7%
taking a
average
over
year.
legacy
the
previous
Now
another
large
7%
tax, I didn't think and I think Mr. Remick thouo^ht that we
should not increase them because this is something that is hard
to decide. We have in 1962 collected $1,939,310 but we have
left the estimate at $1,700,000. Let's go down to Tobacco Tax.
In 1956, we had a 3.50% increase, 1957
4.0; 1958
7.71%;
1959
6.63; 1961
12.35%; 1960
6.02; 1962
6.52%.
This is an average of 6.68% and we have used the average of
only 5%. So these figures are conservative. Insurance. I won't
go through the balance of them unless someone requests it but
the average increase in the insurance has been 5.90% over the
previous year.
have used the figure of only 5%. Other Services
although the increase is
averages 14, we have only
used the figure of 5%. I get down here into Liquor Revenue,
the average increase is 7.68% and we have only used an average
we have used the figure of 5%. Racing Revenue. We
have used exactly the figure as given by the Racing Commission. We have not over-estimated it in any way, shape or man-

—

—

—
—

—

—

We

—
—

—

—

ner.

we

According
figured the

year since the

to

our figures and they are conservative because

Head Tax not at $1,400,000 because only one
Head Tax has been in force has the Head Tax
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produced

to the State $1,400,000.

We

have in our estimates

here used the figure for the Head Tax maintained at the State
level, the figure of $1,375,000 a year, which is $50,000 under
Administration and Control's estimate. These estimates give
the Legislature an income of $3,028,410 for the
this Body
biennium over and above Administration and Control's recbeords. Now in the years past, many times we have taken
cause nobody wanted to disagree and nobody wanted to perhaps
debate it or argue it, the figures of Administration and Control.
I think this Legislature has available to it people who are far
more educated and their predictions far more reliable than
those from Administration and Control. I present this budget
or this recommendation merely as information, Mr. Speaker.

—

—

am not making recommendations what
am just saying that revenues are available

I

fore,

to

House does. I
do as I said be-

this

to

take care of the impacted towns, to return the per

and towns, to make adjustments in the Keene
and Plymouth Teachers' Colleges where needed at the rate of
$125,000 a year, to add $500,000 a year to Building Aid and to
give the Appropriations Committee for recommendation to
this House an item of $400,000 a year or $800,000 in the biennium for adjustments that need to be made. Now, I think this
is sound fiscally and I feel that I should as Chairman of the
Appropriations Committee, Mr. Chairman, after the articles
that have been appearing in the papers, I think that sometimes
in the past, Mr. Speaker, that the Legislature has been perhaps
capita tax to cities

— have

we shouldn't exergiven to us under the Constitution. This is the Legislative Body of our government. I have
never had the honor or any reason to feel that I wanted to be
in the Executive Branch. I am very happy here, but I think
the time has come and I said this 2 years ago, I don't want anyone to attach any political coloring to it in any way, shape or
manner because I am sure that you all know that one of my
dear friends is our present Governor, John King. But I feel
that we have the responsibility as a Legislative Body to assume
these responsibilities that were given to us under the Constitution, therefore, Mr. Speaker, I thank you for this privilege
to come before this Body today under a personal privilege. I
have some facts and figures up in the Appropriations Committee office if any of them would care to have them in any way,
shape or manner I would be glad to go over them with you.
Thank you.
a little

a little feeling that perhaps

cise the responsibilities that are
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On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene Mr. Clement's remarks
were ordered printed in the Journal for today.
Coinniunication

March

20, 1963

letter of resignation as a

member

Hon. Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Concord, N. H.
Dear Mr. Speaker:
Please consider this
of the

House

1963. This

is

my

of Representatives, effective Thursday, March 21,
caused by a federal appointment.

Very truly yours,
Alton G. Desnoyer
Representative from Claremont

The

resignation was referred to the Elections Committee.

The Chair announced that Mr. Desnoyer of Claremont
had been appointed Postmaster of Claremont.
Resolutions

Mr. Underbill from Nashua offered the following Resolutions for the

Nashua Delegation:

Whereas, Blaylock Atherton of Nashua, has passed away,

and
Whereas,

He was

a former Representative

from Nashua for
and
Acting Governor of the State for several months in 1952, a
former director of the New Hampshire Water Resources Board,
a former member of the State Public Utilities Commission and
held the rank of Major on the staff of former Governor Robert
O. Blood 1941-1945, therefore be it

several sessions. President of the State Senate 1951-1952

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General

Members

Court of

New

our former Fellow Member for
and extend our deep sympathy
ment, and be it further

of the

House

of Repre-

Hampshire, pay tribute

to

his services to his city

state

to his family in

its

and

bereave-
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Resolved, That a copy o£ these Resolutions be forwarded
widow, Mrs. Katherine B. Atherton.

to his

On

a

standing vote the resolutions were unanimously

adopted.

Mr. Perkins

of

Alton offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, Frank M, Ayer of Alton, has passed away, and

Whereas, he was a former Representative from Alton for
two terms. Assistant Clerk of the State Senate for eighteen years.
Judge of the Municipal Court of Alton for twenty-two years.
Selectman for twenty-six years, Moderator for twenty years and
served on many committees and boards in the town and county,
therefore be it
Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General

Members

Court of

New

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute

of the

to our former Fellow Member for his services to his county,
town and state and extend our deep sympathy to his family in
its bereavement, and be it further

his

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be forwarded to
Stella F. Ayer.

widow, Mrs.

The

resolutions ^vere unanimously adopted.

The Chair announced that last Sunday was the birthday of
Mr. Bouvier of Swanzey, and that today is the birthday of Mrs.
Fontaine of Berlin.
Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bill sent up from the House of Repre-

to

sentatives:

HB

165, relative to the sale of the Franklin armory.
*

On
were so

*

#

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House ad-

Thursday, March
journs today

it

21,
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be in memory of Blaylock Atherton, and to meet

tomorrow morning

at

1:00

1

A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings
following bills were read a third time, passed, and sent
Senate for concurrence:

The
to the

HB

218, relating to the filing of insurance by carriers of

property and passengers for hire by motor vehicle.

HB

322, relative to real estate

owned by domestic

life in-

surance companies.

HB

217, relative to

pharmacy
*

On
journed
Nashua.

*

fees

and board

assistants.

*

motion of Mrs. Adams of Charlestown the House adat 12:24 P.M. in memory of Blaylock Atherton of

THURSDAY, March
The House met

at

1 1

:00

21, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Ann Miller from
Wolfeboro, Chaplain for the N. H. Youth Government Program, as follows:

LORD, make me an
Where there
Where there
Where there
Where there
Where there
Where there

Thy peace.
me sow love;

instrument of

is

hatred, let

is

is

injury, pardon;
doubt, faith;
despair, hope;

is

darkness, light;

is

sadness, joy.

is

O Divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek
to be consoled, as to console;
to
to

be understood, as to understand;
be loved, as to love.
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For

it is

It is

in pardoning that

It is in

in giving that

we

receive;

we are pardoned;

dying that we are born to eternal

life.

— Saint Francis of

Assisi (1 182-1226)

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Underwood of Chester led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House

The Chair

introduced the following

officers of the

N. H.

Youth Government Program:
Speaker, Steven James, Concord
Clerk,

Lynne

Asst. Clerk,

Chaplain,

Gaillardetz, Laconia

Marilyn Peck, Rochester

Ann

Miller,

Wolfeboro

Majority Leader, Russell Martin, Concord
Sgt.-at-Arms, Grover Jones, Winchester

Leave of Absence
Mr. Bigelow of Warner was granted

a leave of absence for

the day on account of important business.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

458, relative to hunting

on private

lands. (Brooks of

Stewartstown) to Judiciary.

HB

459, relative to the powers of Belknap College. Rules

Committee (Mr. Matheson

HB

of Center

Harbor)

to Education.

460, relative to securing federal assistance in the pro-

tection of the shore line at Waliis Sands. (Rules

Messrs. Pappagianis of

Nashua and Peterson
and Development.

to Resources, Recreation

Committee

—

of Peterborough)

Thursday, March

On

1963

21,
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motion of Mr. Peterson of Peterborough printing of

HB 460 was dispensed with.

HB
An

460

act relative to securing federal assistance in the protec-

tion of the shore line at Wallis Sands.

Authority Granted.

1

itself of

In order that the state

may

avail

federal assistance in measures necessary for the protec-

tion of the shore at Wallis Sands, such measures being described

Wallis State Beach Development Project, so-called, and
any modifications thereof, the governor and council are hereby
authorized to render such assurances to the federal government
as the

on behalf

of the state as the federal

government may require,

including but not limited to, an assurance that the state of
New Hampshire will hold and save the United States free from
all claims for damages that may arise before, during or after
prosecution of the work.
2

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

Introduction of a Guest

The Chair

introduced J. Walker Wiggin, former Speaker
House and President of the Constitutional Convention,
who addressed the House briefly.
of the

Committee Reports

HB

25, providing an appropriation for the state council in
aging, Mrs. Taylor of Whitefield for Appropriations. Ought to
pass.

The

bill

HB

144, relative to retired

was ordered

to a third reading.

tirement system, Mr. Ring of

Ought

members

of the policemen's re-

Hampton

for Appropriations,

to pass.

The

bill

HB

157, relative to the construction of a residence hall at

was ordered

to a third reading.

New Hampshire, and to be liquidated from
income, Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education. Ought to pass.
the University of

The bill was referred
under the Rules.

to the

committee on Appropriations
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HB

205, relative to the salary of the director of safety serv-

Mrs. Clark of Lee for Executive Departments and Administration. Inexpedient to legislate.
ices,

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 272, relative to outstanding checks, Mr. Smith of Plymouth for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to
pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend RSA

to

HB

272

6:10-a as inserted by section

1

of the bill by

word "checks" in the fifth line the words and
figures, except those drawn on special funds created under RSA
282, so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 6:10-a
Checks to be Void. The state treasurer is authorized and directed to cancel of record, and refuse to honor, all state checks,
except those drawn on special funds created under RSA 282,
which have not been presented for payment within six years
inserting after the

from the date of

issue.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

350, relative to salaries of certain legislative attaches,

Mr. Lewis of Lebanon
istration.

Ought

to pass

for Executive Departments and Adminwith amendment.

Amendm^ent

Amend

the

title

to

HB

350

of said bill by striking out the

tain" so that said title as

amended

word

shall read as follows:

"cer-

An

act

relative to legislative attaches.

Amend
new

said bill

by inserting after section

3 the following

section:

4

Legislative Attaches.

Amend RSA

14 by adding after

section 24-a (supp) as inserted by 1961, 280:3 the following new
section: 14:24-b Longevity. Any attache named in sections 24
24-a who shall have served as legislative attache for five
regular sessions of service shall be entitled, in addition to the
salary provided therein, an additional fifty cents a day for each
additional five sessions of service; each for six days a week.

and

Amend section 4 of the bill by striking out said section
inserting in place thereof the following:

and

Thursday, March
Takes

5
2,

Effect.

This act

21,

361

1963

shall take effect as of

January

1963.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

150, providing for the calling of a constitutional con-

vention, Mr. Healy of Manchester for Judiciary.

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

150

section 2 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
2 Date of Convention. The date of the convention herein
provided for shall be the second Wednesday of May, 1964, at
11

A.M.

Amend

section 4 of said bill by striking out the words "and

twenty-five" in the
as

amended

first

and second

lines, so that said section

shall read as follows:

The sum of one hundred thousand dolhereby appropriated for paying the expenses of said convention and the governor is authorized to draw his warrant for
said sum out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro4 Appropriation.

lars

is

priated.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was referred to

Appropriations under the Rules.

HB
Cooper
ject

280, providing for a constitutional convention, Mrs.

Nashua for Judiciary. Inexpedient to
matter covered by pending legislation.
of

legislate, sub-

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

254, relative to discrimination in the sale of beverages,

Mr. Collishaw of Exeter for Liquor Laws. Inexpedient

to legis-

late.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 188, relative to the construction of a new instructional
building and the remodeling of certain present buildings at
the University of New Hampshire, Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for
Education. Ought to pass.
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HB
HB

188 was referred to Appropriations under the Rules.

190, providing for transportation aid to school districts,
Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education. Ought to pass.

HB 190 was referred to Appropriations under the Rules.
HB 264, relative to qualification by school districts for state
financial aid, Mrs.

Demers

of

Lebanon

for Education. Inexpedi-

ent to Legislate.

Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem moved that the words, Ought
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient
and spoke in favor of the motion.
to pass,

Mr. Stevenson subsequently withdrew

tee,

to Legislate,

his request.

The question now being on the resolution of the commitInexpedient to legislate.
Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke against the resolution.

Mr, Angus
words.

Ought

Claremont renewed the motion that the
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient

of

to pass,

to legislate.

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

On a viva voce vote the Yeas appeared to have it.
Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield requested a division.
186

members having voted

in the affirmative

and 150 in

the negative the motion was adopted.

The

question

now

being, shall the bill be read a third

time.

Mrs. Greene of Rye

moved

the Education committee

Mr. Urie of

that

and spoke

New Hampton

HB 264 be recommitted to
in favor of the motion.

spoke in favor of the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke against the motion.

The motion was

The
time.

question

not adopted.

now

being, shall the bill be read a third

Thursday, March

The
SB

bill

1963
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was ordered to a third reading,

12, relative to costs of

children,

21,

Mrs. Demers

of

educating intellectually retarded
for Education, Ought to

Lebanon

pass.

The

bill

was ordered to a third reading.

Mrs. Greene of Rye moved that the rules of the House be
suspended as to allow the introduction of a committee report not previously advertised in the Journal for two days and
spoke in favor of the motion.
so far

Mr, Hill of Conway spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Committee Report

HB 425, relative to the Rye water district, Mr, Palmer of
Kensington for Municipal and County Government, Ought to
pass.

The bill was

ordered to a third reading.
Special

HB

Order

for 11:01

179, relative to the registration of lobbyists, (Question

on committee resolution, Inexpedient

to legislate),

Mr, Maloomian of Somersworth moved that the words.
to pass, be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate, and spoke in favor of the motion.

Ought

Messrs.

York

of

Concord and McMeekin

of Haverhill spoke

against the motion.

The motion was not adopted.

The

question

now being on

the resolution of the com-

mittee. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

On motion of Mr. Johnson of Hanover the resignation of
Mr. Desnoyer of Claremont was accepted.
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Report o£ Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bill:

HB 130, An act relative to participation
New Hampshire in the New York World's Fair.

by the State of

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Qn
were so

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order for 3:00

afternoon be in order at the present time, that third reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns
today it be to meet next Tuesday morning at 11:00 A.M.
this

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The
to the

following bills were read a third time, passed, and sent
Senate for concurrence:

HB

25,

providing an appropriation for the state council in

aging.

HB

144, relative to retired

members

of the policemen's re-

tirement system.

HB 272, relative to outstanding state checks.
HB 350, relative to salaries of legislative attaches.
HB 264, relative to qualification by school districts for state
financial aid.

HB 425, relative to Rye Water District.
SB

12, relative to costs of

educating intellectually retarded

children, was read a third time, passed,

and sent

to the Secre-

tary of State to be engrossed.

Reconsideration

Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed HB

moved

Tuesday, March
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264, relative to qualification by school districts for state financial aid, and spoke against the motion.

The motion was

On

not adopted.

motion of Miss Cole of Nashua the House adjourned

at

12:28 P.M.

TUESDAY, March
The House met

at

1 1

26, 1963

A.M.

:00

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Reverend Roswell O. Moore, Guest
Chaplain from Christ Episcopal Church of Exeter, as follows:

Almighty God, our heavenly
it

may be

pirations

father, bless

our country that

and
and help us

a blessing to the world; grant that our ideals

may be

in accordance with thy will

as-

to

Keep us from hypocrisy in feeling
or action. Grant us sound government and just laws, good education and a clean press, simplicity and justice in our relations
with one another, and above all a spirit of service which will
abolish pride of place and inequality of opportunity; that Thy
name may be glorified, world without end. Amen.
see ourselves as others see us.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. O'Shan of Laconia led the Convention

in the

Pledge

of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence
Miss Whipple of Lebanon was granted an indefinite leave
on account of illness.

of absence

Messrs. Langford of Raymond and Perkins of Alton were
granted leave of absence for the week on account of important
business.
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Messrs. Guest of Cornish and Casassa of Hampton were
sranted leave of absence for the week on account of illness.

Messrs.

Pinkham

of

Northwood, Cobleigh

Nashua and
the day on ac-

of

Gay of Derry were granted leave of absence for
count of important business.

Mrs. Blanchette of Dover was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of illness.

the

Mr. Lambert of Hooksett was granted
week on account of illness in the family.
Introduction of

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB 461,

bills

leave of absence for

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

relative to school attendance. (Willey of

Campton)

to Education.

HB

462, repealing certain taxes

and providing

for addi-

tional revenue of the state, including a retail sales tax. (Fer-

guson of Concord)

HB

to

Ways and Means.

463, relative to tenure of office of the chief of police

of the city of Dover. (Maglaras of Dover) to

HB

464, establishing a consumers' counsel.

Concord)

HB

Dover Delegation.
(Hancock

of

to Judiciary.

465, relative to posting warrants for election of school

town meeting. (Wiggin of Bedford and Claveau of Hudson and Mrs. Greene of Rye) to Municipal and
district officers at

County Government.

HB

466, relating to extradition of juveniles.

(Moran

of

Manchester) to Judiciary.

HB

467, relative to use of bond proceeds and temporary
loans under municipal finance act. (Stearns of Hinsdale) to

Municipal and County Government.

HB
licenses.

468, relative to revocation and suspension of drivers'
(Cobleigh of Nashua) to Judiciary.

HB

469, relative to rescinding provisions for adoption of

town manager plans. (Rules Committee
to Municipal &: County Government.

— Pryor of Ashland)

Tuesday,

March
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26, 1963

HB 470, providing for a referendum for dissolving the
Hillsborough Bridge Village Fire Precinct and transferring its
functions to the town of Hillsborough. (Eaton of Hillsborough)
to Municipal &: County Gov.
HB

471, adopting certain provisions of the

uniform vehicle

code. (Claflin of Wolfeboro) to Transportation.

HB 472, relating to chemical test for intoxication. (Johnson
of

Hanover and Pappagianis

HB

of

Nashua)

to Judiciary.

473, reducing the time for the presentation of claims

in the administration of insolvent estates. (Frizzell of Charles-

town) to Judiciary.

HB

474, providing for the judicial review of orders trans-

ferring incorrigibles from industrial school to other state institutions.

(Moran

of Manchester) to Public

Welfare & State

Insti-

tutions.

HB

475, relating to trustee process

corporations. (Rules

Committee

on banks and similar

— Spanos of Newport)

to Ju-

diciary,

Committee Reports

HB

375, relative to veterinarians,

ter for Agriculture.

The

bill

Ought

was ordered

Mr. Underwood of Ches-

to pass.

to a third reading.

HJR 18, in favor of John Wakefield, Mr. Henry of Concord for Claims and Aeronautics. Inexpedient to legislate.
The
for

resolution of the committee was adopted.

SJR 5, in favor of Joseph W. Ryan, Mr. Henry of Concord
Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to pass.

The SJR was ordered

to a third reading.

HB

212, authorizing the use of the name New Hampshire
Life Insurance Company, Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Insurance.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

HB

to a third reading.

298, relative to the sale of liquor and beverages in private clubs, Mr. Marsan of Rochester for Liquor Laws. Inex-

pedient to

legislate.
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The

resolution was adopted.

HB 277, relative to limitation on appropriations in towns
adopting municipal budget act, Mrs. Gowing of Dublin for
Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

section

and inserting

1

to

of the bill

HB

277

by striking out said section

in place thereof the following:

Municipal Budget. Amend RSA 32:8 by striking out
said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Limitation of Appropriations. So long as the proviremain in force in any town the total
amount appropriated at any annual or special meeting of the
town, school district or village district wholly within said town,
shall not exceed by more than ten per cent the total amount
recommended in the budget for said meeting, provided, how32:8

sions of this chapter shall

amount recommended

in the budget for
two hundred thousand dollars the
total amount appropriated at said meeting shall not exceed by
more than five per cent the total amount recommended in the
budget for said meeting. No appropriation shall be made for
any purpose not included in said budget. The budget committee may also submit without approval items which they do
not wish to recommend but which they believe the voters should
be allowed to consider and act upon, either favorably or unfavorably. Money may be raised and appropriated for such
items but not to an amount which would increase the total appropriations as recommended by the budget committee by
more than ten per cent, or if the recommended budget is in
excess of two hundred thousand dollars, by more than five per
ever, that

said

if

the total

meeting

is

in excess of

cent, allowed hereunder.

The

ten per cent, or five per cent, in-

amount
be computed on

crease above the total

specified in the

meeting

the total

less

shall

that part of any appropriation item

the issuance of bonds

and

budget for said

amount recommended
which

is

to

be raised by

notes.

Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow moved that HB 277 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

Tuesday,

March
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Messrs. Hanson of Bow, Bednar
Conway spoke against the motion.
Messrs. Coutermarsh of Lebanon,

of

Hudson and

McMeekin

Hill of

of Haverhill

spoke in favor of the motion.
question being on the motion to indefinitely post-

The

HB

pone

277.

The motion was

HB
Palmer

adopted.

170, relative to part

of Plaistow for

payment

of real estate taxes, Mrs.

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

to legis-

late.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

102, imposing tax on television signal distribution system, Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for Ways and Means. Inexpedient
to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

52,

providing for the assessment of a special poll tax
Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for Ways and
Means. Inexpedient to legislate, subject matter covered by

for school purposes,

pending

The

legislation.

resolution was adopted.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to vacate the order whereby HB

House be

460, relative to securing federal assistance in the protection of

the shore line at Wallis Sands, was referred to the committee on
Resources, Recreation and Development, that public hearing
be dispensed with, and that the bill be acted upon at the present
time,

and spoke

in favor of the motion.

The motion was
The

bill

adopted.

was ordered to a third reading.
'»•

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed

the following joint resolution, in the passage of which
the concurrence of the

SJR

8,

House

of Representatives:

in favor of Philip E. Johnson.

it

asks
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Introduction of

SJR

8

8, in favor of Philip E. Johnson, was read a
and referred to Claims and Aeronautics.
time
second

SJR

first

and

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled joint resolution sent up from the

House

of Representatives:

HJR 9,

in favor of

Harry L. Hurlbert.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

The Committee on Engrossed

Bills

Bills

have examined and

found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bill and
House Joint Resolution:

HB

165,

HJR

An

act relative to the sale of the Franklin armory.

Joint resolution in favor of Harry L. Hurlbert.

9,

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Personal Privilege

Mr. Wheeler of Exeter rose on a point of personal

privi-

lege.

The Chair annoimced that today
Mr. Kelley of Littleton.

On
were

is

the 85th birthday of

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

so far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only and resolutions by caption only, and
that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow

morning

at

1 1

:00

A.M.

1

Wednesday, March

27, 1963
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Afternoon Session

Third Readings

SJR
passed,

The
and

5, in

favor of Joseph W. Ryan, was read a third time,
to the Secretary of State to be engrossed.

and sent

following House

bills

were read a third time, passed,

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

212, authorizing the use of the

Life Insurance

name New Hampshire

Company.

HB 375, relative to veterinarians.
HB 460, relative to securing federal

assistance in the pro-

tection of the shore line at Wallis Sands.

On
journed

motion
at

1 1

:59

of

Miss Faulkner of Keene the House ad-

A.M.

WEDNESDAY, March 27,
The House met

at

1

:00

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend Daniel
Novotny, of the Durham Community Church, as follows:

our

Eternal God, our Heavenly Father, who art the source of
life and the end of our pilgrimage, we praise Thee and

bless Thee for Thy presence with us all our days. Thou has
placed us in positions of power and opportunity. In a world of
increasing tyranny help us to commend our democracy through
the integrity of our government. Forgive us if we lose sight
of our goals for immediate gain. We pray that the benefits of
our time and place may not blind us with pride and self-satisfaction. To power, add humility; to justice
charity. Keep us
resolute and steadfast in the things that cannot be shaken. Alake
us to lift up our eyes and behold, beyond the things which are
temporal, the things which are unseen and eternal. Amen.

—
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Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair introduced a group
County Women's Republican Club.

The Chair
Academy

senior

of

women from

also introduced students

Cheshire

from the Haverhill

class.

further introduced a group of student council
from the Hampton Junior High School.

The Chair
and

officers

Introduction of Bills

The
ond

following

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

time, and referred as follows:

HB
eggs.

476, relating to the grading, marketing,

(Adams

of

Madbury)

and

sale of

to Agriculture.

HB

477, relative to the members of the public utilities
commission. (Hancock of Concord) to Executive Departments

and Administration.

HB
ect.

478, relative to the Beaver

Brook Flood Control Projand Develop-

(Pratt of Keene) to Resources, Recreation

ment.

HB
of

479, relative to cocktail lounges in restaurants. (Angus

Claremont)

HB

to

Liquor Laws.

480, relative to the sale of liquor in restaurants. (Ma-

glaras of Dover) to

HJR

Liquor Laws.

23, in favor of

Roland LaPerle. (Rules Committee

—

Marsh of Colebrook) to Claims & Aeronautics.
Committee Reports

HB

317, providing additional retirement allowances for

Mr. Langford of Raymond for ExecuDepartments and Administration. Ought to pass.

certain retired teachers,
tive

Wednesday, March

The Chair

HB

referred
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317 to the committee on Appropri-

ations under the Rules.

HB

347, relating to state stores and licensed premises, Mr.
Nahill of Claremont for Liquor Laws. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

331, relative to audit of county books by tax commisMr. Hayward of Milford for Municipal and County Government. Inexpedient to legislate.

sion,

The

HB

resolution was adopted.
250, relative to adoptions,

Mr.

Maxham

of

Concord

for

Public Welfare and State Institutions. Ought to pass with

amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB 250

section 2 of the bill by inserting after the

word

"agency" in the sixth line the words, or child-caring agency,
and by striking out the words "commissioner of health and"
in the seventh line and inserting in place thereof the words,
director of the division

of,

so that said section as

amended

shall

read as follows: 2 Placement by Mother. Amend RSA 170:3
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following: 170:3 License Required. It shall be unlawful for
any person, firm, corporation or association to establish, maintain, operate or serve as a child-placing agency or child-caring
agency unless licensed to do so by the director of the division of
welfare. Provided, that this section shall not apply to state,
county and town officials performing authorized welfare functions, nor shall it apply to the placement of a child by the
natural mother of such child in the home of her relatives by
blood or marriage.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

339, relative to assessing abutters for sidewalks, Mr.

Young of Rye

The

for Public

bill ^vas

Works. Ought

to pass.

ordered to a third reading.
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HB

341, relating to the apportionment of costs of construcand protection of railroad-highway grade crossings, Mr.
Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation. Ought to pass with
amendment.
tion

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

HB

341

by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1
Method of Apportionment. Amend RSA 373:3 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
373:3 Apportionment of Costs. Any order issued under the
preceding section shall provide for the apportionment of the

between the railroads

cost (1)

in interest

if

the crossing elim-

a railroad crossing or (2) between the
railroad and the state, or the railroad and the municipality in
which the crossing is situated or (3) between the railroad, the

inated or improved

is

and the municipality, as appropriate to the class of highmaking such apportionment the commission
shall Sfive due consideration to whether the railroad or the
highway was first constructed, to the nature and volume of
highway traffic, to the number of trains operated by the railroad at the crossing, and all other relevant facts and circumstances. After such reconstruction the abutments and superstructure of the bridge or underpass shall be maintained by the
railroad, but the commission may direct that the wearing surface of a highway at the crossing be maintained by the state or
by the to^vn or city whenever it finds that justice so requires.
state,

way

involved. In

Mr. Coutermarsh of Lebanon explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill ^vas ordered to

a third reading.

HB

210, in favor of certain agents of the fish

and game

de-

partment, Mr. Guilbault of Allenstown for Fish and Game.

Ought

to pass.

The

HB
Fish and

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

251, relative to ice fishing, Mr.

Game. Ought
bill

Cheney

to pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

of

Newton

for

Wednesday, March

The Chair

HB

375

27, 1963

asked for unanimous consent of the House that

100, relative to the assessment

and collection

of a special

head tax for state purposes, the report on which having been
inadvertently omitted from the Journal for Tuesday, March 26,
be placed in the calendar for action tomorrow (Thursday,

March

28, 1963).

Such unanimous consent was granted.
*

*

*

Mr. Marsan of Rochester withdrew
eration of

HB

his notice of reconsid-

287, relating to the licensing of Auctioneers.

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur
to
with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the follo^ving entitled bills sent up from the House of Representatives:

HB 425, relative to the Rye water district.
HB 148, relative to non-forfeiture benefits and reserve valuations of industrial life insurance policies.
*

The Chair announced
Thayer

*

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

of Jefferson.
*

On
were so

*

*

*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns to-

day

it

be

to

meet tomorrow morning

at

1 1

:00

A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The
and sent

HB

following House bills were read a third time, passed,
to the Senate for concurrence:
210, in favor of certain agents of the fish

partment.

HB 251, relative to ice fishing.
HB 250, relative to adoptions.

and game

de-
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HB
HB

339, relative to assessing abutters for sidewalks.
341, relating to the

and protection

tion

apportionment of

*

On
at 11:41

motion

costs of construc-

of railroad-highway grade crossings.
*

*

Marlow

of Mrs. Forbes of

the

House adjourned

A.M.

THURSDAY, March
The House met

at

1 1

:00

28,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer ^vas offered by the Chaplain as

follo^vs:

O FATHER OF ETERNAL CREATION,
and loving-kindness we behold

in

warmth

glorious Springtime, flood our lives with the
itual

sunshine and eternal joy

as ^ve witness

mons from on

whose beauty

the renewing of nature's

Thy

of spir-

divine sum-

high. A^vaken us from the moral slumbers of
enable us to rise above
complacency in our daily existence
clothe
life's petty ambitions that bespeak our selfish desires
us with fruitful purpose in our service to Thee in behalf of our
Speak to us, O Father, of Thy mission
Granite State citizens
resound from the mountain-tops
let Thy words of
and through the valleys of life. Grant to us the opportunities
of patience, courage, and strength as we minister to the needs
of a troubled world. Renew our faith in Thee, restoring our
confidence and trust in Thy holy way. Grant unto our Governor, his Council, and the members of this Joint Convention
the joys of accomplishment and achievement, knowing that we
have met the challenges of this life through our faith and love
for Thee.

—

.

—

.

—

.

TRUTH

In

Thy Name we

pray

— Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Bragdon of Amherst led the Convention
of Allesriance to the Flasr.

in the

Pledge

Thursday, March

28,

1963
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Introduction of Guests

introduced the Honorable Tom Mclntyre,
Senator
from New Hampshire who addressed the
Junior U. S.
Convention briefly. Senator Mclntyre then introduced Ivan A.
Nestingen, Under secretary of the U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, who addressed the Convention.

The Chair

On

motion of Senator Paquette

of the 13th District the

Con-

vention rose.

House

The
class

Chair introduced a group of 4th grade and special

students from Amherst.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Murch of Portsmouth was granted leave of absence
and next week on account of important business.

for today

Mrs. Brown of Sandwich and Mr. Howe of Tilton were
granted leave of absence for the day on account of important
business.

Committee Reports

HB
tions,

348, to authorize banks to invest in service corporaMr. Delisle of Manchester for Banks. Ought to pass with

amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

348

Amend section 1 of the bill by inserting after the word
"banks" in the seventh line the words, building and loan associations and cooperative banks, so that said section as amended
shall read as follows:
Authority Granted.

Amend RSA

384 by inserting after
by 1961, 248:3, the following
new section: 384:16-b Service Organizations. Any bank, trust
company, savings bank and trust company, loan and banking
company, commercial bank, mutual savings bank, guaranty savings bank, building and loan associations, and cooperative
banks, or similar institution which is chartered as such by this
1

section

16-a (supp) as inserted
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may purchase

the capital stock or obligations or otherin or utilize the service of any organparticipate
or
wise invest
for the purpose of performing necesprimarily
operated
ization
statistical and related services for
bookkeeping,
clearing,
sary

state,

or other similar institutions, which services
would otherwise necessarily be performed by the individual institution. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of law relatinstitution

the

ing to investments by such banks, any of such banks may at any
time have outstanding investments in a bank service organization not exceeding ten per cent of its capital funds as defined in
RSA 387: 1 IV at such time.
,

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

340, relative to mileage rate for all state employees
using privately owned passenger vehicles, Mr. Smith of Plym-

outh for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought
to pass.

The bill was ordered
under the Rules.

HB
Vashaw

Pass,

to the

committee on Appropriations

humans while hunting, Mr.
and Game. Inexpedient to legislate.

143, relative to shooting

of Berlin for Fish

Mr. Stickney of Salem moved that the words. Ought to
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to Legislate, and

spoke in favor of the motion.
(Mr. Angus in the Chair)

New London

Mr. London of

spoke against the motion.

(discussion ensued)

The

question being on the motion to substitute.

The motion was
The

question

lost.

now being on

the resolution of the com-

mittee.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

life

321, relative to the deposit of securities by domestic
insurance companies, Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Insurance.

Ought

to pass.

Thursday, March

The

bill

28,

379

1963

was ordered to a third reading.
(Speaker in the Chair)

HB

70, relative to

approval of rates payable for care of de-

pendent children, Mr. Maxham of Concord for Public Welfare
and State Institutions. Majority, Inexpedient to Legislate. Minority, Ought to pass. Mr. Gamache of Manchester.
Mr. Gamache of Manchester moved that the words, Ought
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to Legislate,
and spoke in favor of the motion.
to Pass,

(Mr. Taft of Greenville in the Chair)

ly

Mr. Maxham of Concord moved that HB 70 be indefinitepostponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs.

MacDonald

of

Concord and Kearns

of

Manchester

spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

HB

116, relative to the taxation of horses, Mrs.

Plaistow for

The

adopted.

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

Palmer of

to legislate.

resolution was adopted.

(Note) Mrs. Grey of Canaan wished to be recorded as voting against the resolution.

HB

310, relative to taxation of trailers on land owned by
another, Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for Ways and Means. Inex-

pedient to

legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

295, relative to the taxation of horses, Mrs.

Plaistow for

The

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

Palmer of

to legislate.

resolution was adopted.

(Note) Mrs. Grey of Canaan wished to be recorded as voting against the resolution.

(Speaker in the Chair)

HB

100, providing for the assessment and collection of a
head tax for state purposes, Mr. Howe of Tilton for
Ways and Means, Ought to pass with amendment.

special
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Amendment

Amend

the

title

of said bill

to

HB

100

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act providing for the assessment and collection of a
head tax for town and city purposes.

special

Amend
clause

said bill

and inserting

by striking

otit

all

after

the enacting

in place thereof the following:

Head Tax. There is hereby levied and assessed
and 1964 for the use of the cities and towns of the state
a special head tax of five dollars upon each and every resident
of the state, as defined herein over twenty-one and under
Special

1

in 1963

seventy years of age.
2

Resident Defined.

mean

shall

a

The word

"resident" as used herein

person, whether a citizen or an alien, except

paupers and insane persons, who has resided in this state for at
months next preceding the date of each assessment of

least six

the head tax hereiuider.
3

April

on or

Time
1,

of

1963,

Payment. Said head tax shall be assessed upon
1, 1964, and payable upon demand

and April

after each of said dates.

The selectmen of towns and assessors of
on or before June 1, 1963 and June 1, 1964, make
a list of all head taxes by them assessed against residents of their
respective towns and cities and commit the same together with
a warrant under their hands and seals to the collector of taxes
for such town or city directing said collector to collect stich
head taxes on or before December first next following and keep
the same in a special account, and monthly, or oftener, pay the
same over to the town or city treasurer as the same are collected.
4

Collection.

cities shall

5 Penalty. There shall be added to any special head tax
not paid in full on or before December first following the assessment thereof the sum of fifty cents which shall be collected
with the tax as incident thereto.

Remedies for Collection. Said special head taxes may
be collected by all of the means and methods provided in RSA
80 and the provisions of RSA 214:10 and RSA 260:4-6 as amended by 1955, 39:1, 2, 50:17, 125:1 and 1957, 13 shall apply to the
special head tax assessed hereunder.
6

1

Thursday, March

Husband

7

ment
it

A

Liable.

28,

husband

381

1963

be liable for the pay-

shall

of the special head tax assessed against his wife,

if,

when

was assessed, they were living together.

Abatements. Selectmen and assessors may abate any
head tax assessed against persons not subject thereto as
provided in sections 1 and 2 of this chapter and upon written
8

special

application

may

abate such tax

when

it

appears that the pay-

would impose an undue hardship upon the applicant or after all methods of collection provided by law have

ment

thereof

proved
9

ineffective.

Supplies,

and Postage.

Bills

The

cost

of

providing

printed tax bills, envelopes, or postal cards, and other supplies
to be used in assessing and collecting such special head taxes
shall be paid by the town or city wherein the taxes are collected.

Exemptions. All persons on active duty in the armed
United States of America on the date of assessment
shall be exempt from payment of the special head tax. Veterans
totally and permanently disabled from service connection who
are drawing federal compensation or pension and whose income, exclusive of said compensation or pension, is less than
one thousand dollars a year, upon written request filed on or
before April fifteenth, shall be exempt from the special head
10

forces of the

tax.
1

All funds received by a city or

Disposition of Taxes.

town under the provisions of

this act shall

inure to the benefit

of said city or town.

12 Application of Statutes.

ment under

precluded from voting under
13

No

person obtaining an abate-

the provisions of section 8 shall for that action be

Takes

Effect.

RSA 54:1.

This act

shall take effect as of April

1,

1963.
*

The Clerk

read the

*

amendment

*

in full.

Messrs. Peterson of Peterborough
against the

and Pappagianis spoke

amendment.

The amendment was

not adopted.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough offered the following amend-

ment and moved

its

adoption.
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2nd Amendment

Amend

section

to

of said bill

1

HB

100

by striking out the word

and inserting

"sixty-five" in the fifth line

in place thereof the

word, seventy, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows:

Special

1

in 1963

Head Tax. There

and 1964

five dollars

upon each and every

hereby levied and assessed
head tax of

resident of the state, as defined

and under seventy years

herein, over twenty-one

Amend

is

for the use of the state a special

of age.

section 3 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Payment. Said head tax shall be assessed upon
and on April 1, in the year 1964, and
payable upon demand on or after each of said dates.
3

May

1,

Time

of

in the year 1963

Amend

section 4 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

4

Collection.

cities shall

The

selectmen of towns and assessors of
1, in the year 1963 and on June 1,

on or before July

them assessed
and cities and commit the same together with a warrant under their hands and
seals to the collector of taxes for such town or city directing said
collector to collect such head taxes on or before December first
next following and keep the same in a separate account, and
monthly, or oftener, pay the same over to the town or city treasurer as the same are collected. Upon receipt of the original head
in the year 1964,

make

a

list

of all head taxes by

against residents of their respective towns

tax warrant in each year the collector shall forthwith certify
to the state treasurer,

upon

the state treasurer, the total

by the

assessors the tax

a

form prescribed and provided by

amount

commission

thereof.
for

Upon

application

good cause may extend

the time for such delivery.

Amend

section 15 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Exemptions. All persons on active duty in the armed
United States of America on the date of assessment
shall be exempt from payment of the special head tax. Veterans
totally and permanently disabled from service connection who
are drawing federal compensation or pension and whose income, exclusive of said compensation or pension, is less than
one thousand dollars a year, upon written request filed on or
15

forces of the

Thursday, March
before

May

1964, shall

383

1963

28,

on or before April fifteenth,
be exempt from the special head tax for the re1963, or

fifteenth,

spective year.

by striking out the word
"April" and inserting in place thereof the word, May, so that

Amend

section 19 of said bill

said section as

19

amended

Takes

shall read as follows:

This act shall take

Effect.

effect as of

May

1,

1963.
#

The

Clerk read the

*

amendment

*

in full.

(discussion ensued)

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.
*

*

*

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough requested unanimous conHouse that SB 12, relative to costs of educating
intellectually retarded children, be reconsidered and that the
Senate bill be referred to the committee on Appropriations.
sent of the

Such unanimous consent was granted and SB 12 was
on Appropriations.

re-

ferred to the committee

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills
and Senate Joint Resolution:

HB

148,

An

act relative to non-forfeiture benefits

and

re-

serve valuations of industrial life insurance policies.

HB 425, An act relative to the Rye water district.
SJR

5,

HB

460,

Joint resolution in favor of Joseph

An

W. Ryan.

act relative to securing federal assistance in

the protection of the shore line at Wallis Sands.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland and

Mr. York of Concord

Senate Message

to

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
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the following entitled bill sent

up from

the

House

of Repre-

sentatives:

HB

460, relative to securing federal assistance in the pro-

tection of the shore line at Wallis Sands.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Kimball of Manchester rose on a point of personal
privilege.
*

The Chair announced
Reddy

of

Hopkinton

*

*

the birth of a son to Mr.

and Mrs.

yesterday.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Pickett of Keene rose on a point of personal
*

On
were so

*

privilege.

*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday morning at 11:00 A.M.
of bills be

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

HB
special

100, providing for the assessment and collection of a
head tax for state purposes, was read a third time, passed

and sent

to the

Senate for concurrence.

Reconsideration

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough, having voted with the maasked that the House reconsider its vote whereby it
passed HB 100 and spoke against the motion.

jority,

The motion was
The
and sent

HB
life

not adopted.

following House

bills

were read a third time, passed,

to the Senate for concurrence:

321, relative to the deposit of securities by domestic

insurance companies.

1

Tuesday, April

HB

2,

385

1963

348, to authorize banks to invest in service corpora-

tions.

On motion of Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown the House adjourned at 1:08 P.M.

TUESDAY,
The House met

at

:00

1

April

2,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

O

Father of infinite love and compassion, who has brought
through service
be Thou our
guide as we are confronted with the challenges of mortal living.
Make us increasingly aware of our sacred responsibilities as
members of this Joint Convention in keeping the faith placed
in us by those whom we represent. Give us strength and courage
to overcome our moments of despair and defeat. Light our pathway to victory with Thy divine wisdom and truth, that we may

—

us in safety to view this day

see

beyond the

value. Let

Thy

eyes of

men and

seek those things of eternal

love reign in our hearts

and may our judgments

as we strive towards understanding
Gird those in places of authority and leadership
with the gifts of Thy spirit, that through their efforts the freedoms we cherish will always be a vital part of our lives. In Thy
Holy Name we forever depend and trust
Amen.

be tempered with mercy
life's realities.

—

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Griffin of Auburn led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House

The Chair

introduced a group of 7th grade students from
Boscawen, courtesy of Mr. Fairbanks of Boscawen.

The Chair also introduced a group of Junior High School
students from Chichester, courtesy of Mr. Hutchinson of Chichester.
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Leaves of Absence

Mr. Peaslee of Concord was granted leave of absence for
the

week on account

for

Mr. Levasseur of Manchester was granted leave of absence
two weeks on account of important business.

of illness.

Mr. Dubois of Nashua was granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of
Messrs.

illness.

Bouchard and Desilets of Berlin were granted leave
week on account of important business.

of absence for the

Introduction of Bills

The
ond

time,

following bills were introduced, read a
and referred as follows:

HB

481,

relative

to

classification

Pemigewasset river watershed. (Urie of
Rec. k Dev.

HB

surface

of

and

first

sec-

waters of

New Hampton)

to Res.,

on
(Bednar of Hud-

482, relative to lending institutions holding funds

mortgaged

real estate for the

payment

of taxes.

son) to Banks.

HB

483, providing for the acquisition of certain water

and dams controlling the headwaters of the Salmon
River. (Dawson of Milton) to Res., Rec. & Dev.

rights

HB

484, relative to special weight limits for trucks hauling

forest products

and Bouchard

HB
gianis of

HB
chester

Falls

during winter months. (Sherman of Lancaster

of Berlin) to Transportation.

485, relative to building

Nashua)

to

and loan

associations. (Pappa-

Banks.

486, relative to obscene literature.

— Ward

HJR

(Moran

of

Man-

8) to Judiciary.

24, in favor of

John and Thomas

J.

Mclntyre. (Pres-

cott of Laconia) to Appropriations.

HJR

25, relative to Bell

Tower

at Cathedral of the Pines.

(Allen of Rindge) to Appropriations.

HJR

26, in favor of

(Shepard of Londonderry
tions.

Albert E. Jones and Theresa Jones.
Rules Committee) to Appropria-

—

Tuesday, April

2,

387
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Arthur Webster and Helen Webster.
Rules Committee) to Appropria(Shepard of Londonderry

HJR

27, in favor of

—

tions.

HJR

28, in favor of

Chanel L. Lavoie. (Shepard of Lon-

donderry — Rules Committee)

to Appropriations.

Committee Reports

HB

241, limiting authority of state agencies, Mrs.

Marx

of Langdon for Executive Departments and Administration.
Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

365, relative to definitions

ment

Mr. Sherman

system,

ments and Administration. Ought

of

The

bill

SJR

7,

teachers' retire-

to pass.

was ordered to a third reading.

relative to the Russian-Japanese

Manchester

The

under the

of Lancaster for Executive Depart-

for Judiciary.

Ought

Fund, Mr. Healy

to pass.

resolution was ordered to a third reading.

HB

355, requiring reports for games of beano, Mr. Healy
Manchester
of
for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.

Mr. Angus of Claremont moved that HB 355 be recommitted to Judiciary and spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Walsh

of

Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Bednar of Hudson spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was
SB

15,

adopted.

relative to requirements for licenses

under small

loans act, Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown for Judiciary. Inexpedi-

ent to legislate.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that SB 15 be made
Order for Tuesday next (April 9) at 11:01 A.M. and

a Special

spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

HB

376,

adopted.

establishing

the

elevator

inspection

law,

Mr.

Stevenson of Bethlehem for Labor. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was referred

to

Appropriations under the Rules.
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HB

58, relative to minimum treatment standards for sewage and industrial wastes, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation and Development, Ought to pass with

amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

58

paragraph V of RSA 149:3, as
inserted by section 1 of the bill, by adding at the end thereof
the words, when so ordered by the commission, so that said sub-

Amend

paragraph

sub-paragraph

as

amended

(a) of

shall read as follows:

For sewage, primary treatment resulting in the substantially complete removal of settleable solids when so ordered
by the commission.
(a)

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

221, relative to state guarantee of municipal bonds and
water pollution projects, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to pass with

amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

221

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Water Pollution Projects. Amend RSA 149:5 (supp) as
1
amended by 1957, 213:2 and 1961, 182:1 by striking out the
word "fifteen" in the fifth line and inserting in place thereof
the word, twenty-five, and by inserting after the word "guarantee" in the eleventh line the words, the outstanding amount of
principal and interest on such bonds and notes, the payment of
which has been guaranteed by the state under the provisions of
this section, shall at no time exceed the amount of twenty-five

million dollars, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows: 5 State Guarantee. In view of the general public
benefits resulting from the elimination of pollution from the

public waters of the
ized in the

name

unconditionally, but at

sum for
ment of

governor and council are authorNew Hampshire to guarantee
no time in excess of the total aggregate

state, the

of the state of

the entire state of twenty-five million dollars, the payall

or any portion, as they

interest, of the principal of

and

may

find to be in the public

interest

on any bonds or notes

issued by any municipality, town, city, county, or district for
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construction of sewage systems, sewage treatment and disposal
plants, or other facilities necessary, required or desirable for

pollution control, and the full faith and credit of the state are

pledged for any

stich guarantee.

The

outstanding amount of

on such bonds and notes, the payment of
^vhich has been guaranteed by the state under the provisions of
this section, shall at no time exceed the amount of twenty-five
million dollars. The state's guarantee shall be endorsed on such
bonds or notes by the state treasurer; and all notes or bonds

and

principal

interest

issued with state guarantee shall be sold (1) at public sealed
(2) after publication of advertisement for bids, (3) to

bidding,

Any and all such bids may be rejected and
negotiated with the highest bidder. In the event
of defatilt in payment of any such notes or bonds, the state may
reco\er any losses stiffered by it by action against the tOAvn as
the highest bidder.

a sale

may be

provided in

RSA

530.

The amendment ^vas adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.

HB

from

103, relative to service fees

Claflin of

Wolfeboro

for Transportation.

bill w^as

initial plates,

Ought

bill

HB

131, relating to the prevention of fires

Ought

Mr.

to pass.

The

locomotives,

ordered to

was ordered to a third reading.

by railroad
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation.

to pass.

Mr. Angus of Claremont offered the following amendment.

Amendment

Amend

and

that said section as

Takes

The

HB

131

section 2 of the bill by striking out the words

"sixty days after"

2

to

insert in place thereof the word,

amended shall read

Effect.

This act

Clerk read the

shall take effect

amendment

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke

upon

its

passage.

in full.
in favor of the

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

upon, so

as follows:

amendment.

the bill was ordered to
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HB
erans,

275, relative to taxation

Mr. Watkinson

Affairs.

Ought

The

bill

exemption

for disabled vet-

and Veterans

of Fitzwilliam for Military

to pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

Engrossed Bills have examined and
following entitled House Bill and
engrossed
the
found correctly
House Joint Resolution:

The Committee on

HB

198,

HJR

An

act relating to credit unions.

Joint resolution providing funds for payment of
the expenses of binding and distributing the journal of the
1959 session of the constitutional convention.
5,

Mr. Eastman of Weare

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
a bill with the following title, in the passage of which it asks the
concurrence of the House of Representatives:

SB 38, to prohibit the use
Mountain National Forest.

of

power boats

in the

White

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB 38, to prohibit the use of power boats in the White
Mountain National Forest, was read a first and second time and
referred to Resources, Recreation and Development.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill and joint resolution sent up
from the House of Representatives:

HB 198,
HJR 5,

relating to credit unions.

providing funds for payment of the expenses of
binding and distributing the Journal of the 1959 session of the
Constitutional Convention.
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Communications
Nelson, N. H.
23, 1963

March
Resolution

Whereas, we

town of Nelson
of the House of

as resident tax payers of the

have no representative in the 1963 session
Representatives, and

Whereas, owing to constantly rising real estate taxes caused
by sharp increases in the expenses incurred in providing adequate education for our children, and for the year-round maintenance of our town roads, on which depends the economic
Avelfare of our town,
Therefore be it Resolved that we do hereby petition the
General Cotirt to give serious consideration to the enactment
of some form of legislation, during the current session, which
might afford some relief to said burdensome real estate taxes
now afflicting residents of many of the smaller New" Hampshire
communities, and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the
President of the Senate and to the Speaker of the House of the
New Hampshire General Court.

Maxine

Town

E.

Dobson

Clerk of Nelson

Resolutions unanimously adopted at a continuation of the
in Nelson, N. H.

Annual Town Meeting

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough and Mr. Pappagianis of

Nashua

offered the following concurrent resolution.

State of

House
In the Year of Our Lord
Sixty-Three

New Hampshire

of Representatives

One Thousand Nine Hundred and
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Concurrent Resolution
Ratifying a proposed
of the

amendment

United

States of

to the Constitution

America.

Whereas, both houses of the Eighty-Seventh Congress of
the United States of America, by a constitutional majority of
t^vo-thirds thereof have made the following proposition to
amend the Constitution of the United States of America, in the
following words, to wit:
Joint Resolution

Proposing an amendment

to the

Constitution of the United

States relating to the qualifications of electors.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of
America in Congress assembled, That the
following article is hereby proposed as an amendment to the
Constitiuion of the United States, which shall be valid to all
intents and purposes as part of the Constitution only if ratified
by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States within
seven years from the date of its submission by the Congress:
the United States of

"Article

"Section

1.

The

—

right of citizens of the United States to

vote in any primary or other election for President or Vice President, for electors for President or Vice President, or for Senator

or Representative in Congress, shall not be denied or abridged

by the United States or any State by reason of failure

to

pay any

poll tax or other tax.

The Congress shall have power
by appropriate legislation."

"Sec. 2.
article

Be

to enforce this

Resolved by the House of RepreNew Hampshire, the Senate concurring: That the said proposed amendment to the Constitution
of the United States of America be, and the same is hereby
ratified by the legislattire of the State of New Hampshire.
Therefore,

it

sentatives of the State of

Further Resolved, that certified copies of this preamble
and concurrent resolution be forwarded by His Excellency the
Governor to the Secretary of State at Washington, to the presiding officer of the United States Senate, and to the Speaker of
the House of Representatives of the United States.
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Resolution was referred to the Judiciary

committee.
*

The Chair announced

*

*

that yesterday was the birthday of

Mrs. Griffin of Auburn.
*

*

*

On

motion of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit business in order at
3:00 this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only and resolutions by caption only,
and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow
at 11:00

A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Readings

SJR

7,

relative to the Russian-Japanese

third time, passed,

and

Fund, was read a

sent to the Secretary of State to be en-

grossed.

The
to the

following bills were read a third time, passed, and sent
Senate for concurrence:

HB
ment

365, relative to definitions

imder the

teachers' retire-

system,

HB

58, relative to

minimum

treatment standards for sew-

age and industrial wastes.

HB
HB

103, relative to service fees

from

initial plates.

131, relating to the prevention of fires

by railroad

locomotives.

HB

275, relative to taxation

exemption

for disabled vet-

erans.
*

On
at 12:05

*

*

motion of Mrs. Marx of Langdon the House adjourned
P.M.
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WEDNESDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

April

3,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend Roland
D. Sawyer, retired Congregational minister from Kensington
as follows:

Almighty God

— Our Father

We thank Thee for the state of New Hampshire and all the
good people who have lived here and are living here today.
May we
to

join in their ranks, be guided

do our part
In the

—

name

of our

and aided by Thee

Lord Jesus we make our request. Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Totman of Alstead led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.
*

#

*

Reverend Sa^\ yer addressed the Convention
New Hampshire.

briefly

on early

days in

*

On

*

motion of Senator Hunter

*

of the 23rd district the

Con-

vention rose.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair introduced the class in United States History
and Problems of Democracy from Vilas High School of Alstead,
courtesy of Mr. Totman of Alstead.

The Chair
students from

also introduced a group of 9th grade Civics Class
Epping High School, courtesy of Mr. Cavalieri of

Portsmouth.

The Chair

Freshman class of the SiSchool, courtesy of Mr. Bigelow of Warner.

also introduced the

monds Free High
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Leaves of Absence

Mr. Lamprey of Tuftonboro was granted leave of absence
day on account of important business.

for the

Mr. Langford of Raymond was granted leave of absence for
today and Thursday on account of important business.
Introduction of Bills

The

following

bills

ond time, and referred

HB

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

487, relative to purchases of liquor by state liquor

commission (Maloomian of Somersworth)

to

Liquor Laws.

HB 488, providing that hours for selling alcoholic beverages
be uniform throughout the states. (Stafford of Portsmouth) to
Liquor Laws.
Committee Reports

HB 248, requiring certain marking for so-called native
farm products, Mr. Purington of Exeter for Agriculture. Ought
to pass.

of

The

bill

HB

354, relating to the licensing of plumbers,

Concord

was ordered

for Executive

Inexpedient to

The

to a third reading.

Mr. York
Departments and Administration.

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB 356, relative to state employees retirement system, Mr.
Claveau of Hudson for Executive Departments and Administration. Inexpedient to legislate.

nal,

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

358, relative to the time for filing of

Mr. Morse of Enfield

ministration.

The
SB
etc.,

bill

Ought

for Executive

permanent jourDepartments and Ad-

to pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

21, relative to liens for cleaning, pressing, laundering,

Mr. Cote of Manchester for Executive Departments and

Administration. Ought to pass.
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The

bill

HB

443, legalizing proceedings at the town meeting on
1963 in the town of Bow, Mr. Crouch of Durham for

March

was ordered to a third reading.

12,

Municipal and County Government. Ought

The

bill

to pass.

was ordered to a third reading,

SB 35, to require the licensing of foster day care homes,
Mrs. Hayner of Laconia for Public Welfare and State Institutions.

Ought

The

to pass.

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

HB

288, relative to operation of motor vehicles when blind
persons are crossing a way, Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Trans-

portation.

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

288

of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

as

Conduct Toward the Blind.

amended by

Amend RSA

263:58 (supp)

word "guide" in
further amend by inserting after the word

1959, 240:1 by striking out the

the second line;

"dog" in the second and tenth lines the words, trained for the
purpose; so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
263:58 Care Required. Whenever a totally or partially
blind pedestrian, guided by a dog trained for the purpose or
carrying in a raised or extended position a cane or walking
stick which is white in color or white tipped with red, crosses
or attempts to cross a ^vay, the driver of every vehicle approaching the place where such pedestrian is crossing or attempting
to cross shall bring his vehicle to a full stop, and before proceeding shall take such precautions as may be necessary to avoid
injuring such pedestrian. Nothing contained in this section
shall be construed to deprive any totally or partially blind person, not carrying such a cane or walking stick or not being
guided by a dog trained for the purpose, of the rights and privileges conferred by law upon pedestrians crossing ways.

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

the bill was ordered to
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3,

351, relative to vehicles of non-residents not regularly
highways, Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation.

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

351

section 2 of the bill by striking out the words and
1, 1963" and inserting in place thereof the

figures "as of April

words, upon its passage, so that said section as amended shall
read as follows: 2 Takes Effect. This act shall take effect upon
its

passage.
*

tP

-tF

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

153,

Wolfeboro

relative

motor vehicle

to

for Transportation.

Ought

Amendment

Amend

to

fees,

HB

Mr. Claflin of

with amendment.

to pass

153

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
1

Motor Vehicle

Fees.

Amend RSA

262:1 (supp) by insert-

ing after paragraph XVI
For every trailer or semi-trailer upon which
the following

new paragraph: XVII.
is

permanently

mounted a power substation or transformer and associated
equipment used for standby or emergency purposes in the
service of the public, five dollars.
#

*

*

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro spoke against the amendment.

The amendment was not adopted.
Mr. Newell

of

Concord offered the following amendment:

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

153

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1
Motor Vehicle Fees. Amend RSA 262:1 (supp) by inserting after paragraph XVI as inserted by 1957, 233:1 the following new paragraph: XVII. For every trailer or semi-trailer

upon which

is permanently mounted a power substation or
transformer and associated equipment used for standby or emergency purposes in the service of the public, five dollars.
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The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.
*

Mr.
drawing

McGee

*

*

of Lincoln advised the Chair that he was with-

Reconsideration on
repeal of the school per capita tax.
his notice of

HB

58, relative to the

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
title, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

a bill with the following

SB 36, entering into the Interstate Library
ing the same into law and for related purposes.

Compact

enact-

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB 36, entering into the Interstate Library Compact enacting the same into law and for related purposes, was read a first
and second time and referred to Judiciary,
Senate Messages

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

House of Representatives in the passage of the
following joint resolution, with amendment, in the passage of
which amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the House
of Representatives:

curs with the

HJR

14, in

favor of the

New Hampshire

Veterans Associa-

tion.

Amend said resolution by striking out all after the resolving clause and inserting in place thereof the following:
That

the

ending June

sum

of fifteen

and

hundred

sum

dollars for the fiscal year

ending
hereby appropriated for the New Hampshire
Veterans Association for the purpose of repairs and maintenance of the buildings and grounds of said association at The
Weirs. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for the
sums hereinabove appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.

June

30, 1964,

30, 1965, are

a like

for the fiscal year

Wednesday, April
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motion of Mr. Gay of Derry the House concurred in
the Senate amendment.

On

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolutions sent
up from the House of Representatives:

HB

127,

relative

teachers colleges

HB

and

to

bonds for dormitories

for the

267, changing the

new office

name

at

the state

building.

of the

New Hampshire

State

Hospital.

HB

138, to allow printing of party designations

on check

lists.

HB 94, authorizing prepayment of taxes.
HB 187, relative to the use of facsimile signatures and seals
on corporate bonds and other obligations.

On motion of Mr. Urie
House were so far suspended

HB

of

New Hampton

as to

the rules of the

dispense with the printing of

481, relative to classification of surface waters of Pemige-

wasset river watershed.

Communication
Hon. Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Dear

Sir:

—

At the annual town meeting of the Town of Pembroke the
following resolution was passed by a majority of the voters
present:

—

"Resolved that the Selectmen do hereby petition the GenCourt of New Hampshire for relief from our oppressive
property taxes necessitated by the rising cost of education by
the leveling of a broad base tax, and that any and all revenue
realized from such tax, excepting that portion necessary for
administering the same, be returned to the several cities and
towns of the State for the support of education.
eral
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"That copies of said petition be forwarded to his excellency
the Governor, the Speaker of the House, the President of the
Senate, our local Representatives, and our District Senator."
This

is

in

compliance with the resolution passed.

Very respectfully,
Joseph H. Robinson
Webster E. Bryant
Honore Bonenfant
Selectmen of Pembroke, N. H.

On

motion of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit business in order at
3:00 this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 11:00 A.M.

House were

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The
and sent

HB

House bills were read a third time, passed,
Senate for concurrence:

following
to the

248, requiring certain markings for so-called native

farm products.

HB

358, relative to the time for filing of

HB

443, legalizing proceedings at the

permanent jour-

nal.

March

12,

town meeting on

1963 in the town of Bow.

HB

when blind

HB

351, relative to vehicles of non-residents not regularly

288, relative to operation of motor vehicles
persons are crossing a way.

used on highways.

HB
The
and sent

SB
etc.

153, relative to

motor vehicle

following Senate

bills

fees.

were read a third time, passed,
be engrossed:

to the Secretary of State to

21, relative to liens for cleaning, pressing, laundering,

Thursday, April
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day care homes.

SB

35, to require the licensing of foster

On

motion of Miss Bailey of Newport the House adjourned

at 11:46

A.M.

THURSDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

April

4,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

as follows:

O
assist

Father of Divine Patience, standing ready always to
and guide us through the maze of uncertainty, grant unto

gracious loving-kindness. Teach us to
so number our days to be effective instruments of Thy holy way.
Deliver us from all afflictions of mind, thought, and deed that
us the benefits of

Thy

would limit our abilities of service. Breathe Thy spirit of peace
and brotherhood into our daily lives, that we may find the common way towards unity in action and purpose. Look kindly
upon our beloved Granite State, its leaders, its workers, its citizens, as we seek just and lasting solutions to the many challenges
brought before

this session

of the Father, the Son,

— humbly we

and the Holy

Spirit,

pray in the

Name

Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance
Mrs.

Howard

of Bartlett led the

Convention in the Pledge

of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair

introduced the senior class of Walpole High
School, courtesy of the Walpole Delegation.

Leave of Absence
Mr. Rufo was granted leave of absence for the day on
count of important business.

ac-
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Qualified

Doon

been duly sworn in by His
appeared
and took her seat in the
King,
Excellency, Governor
House.
Mrs.

of Henniker, having

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

bills

were introduced, read a

sec-

489, legalizing certain procedures at the 1962 annual

meeting in the town of Conway. (Rules Committee
of Conway) to Municipal and County Government.

HB

and

first

as follows:

490, relative to

commissioner

districts.

— Davis

renumbering the Rockingham county
(Wheeler of Exeter) to Rockingham

Delegation.

HB

491, limiting the taking of deer to certain sections of

the state. (Kelley of Littleton) to Fish

HB

and Game.

492, relative to term of office of

and Palmer of Kensington)
Government.

of Exeter

to

town clerks. (Wheeler
Municipal Sc County

HB 493, relative to compensation of the special justice for
Portsmouth municipal court. (Cavalieri and Keefe and Mrs.
Sadler of Portsmouth) to Portsmouth Delegation.
HB 494, relative to the compensation of state employees
engaged in snow removal. (Angus of Claremont) to Appropriations.

HB 495, to legalize greyhound racing in New Hampshire
and to establish a state greyhound racing commission. (Potter
of Northumberland and Berringer of North Woodstock and
Blanchard of Jackson) to Ways and Means.
HB 496, legalizing the proceedings at the annual town
meeting in Farmington. (Rules Committee
Drew of Farmington) to Municipal and County Government.

—

HB

497, relative to restoration to service

under the

teach-

retirement system. (Gove of Concord) to Executive Departments and Administration.
ers'

Mrs. Davis of
so far

suspended

Conway moved

as to dispense

that the rules of the

with the printing of

House be

HB

489.

Thursday, April

The

Clerk read the
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bill in full.

HB 489, An Act legalizing certain procedures
annual meeting in the town of Conway.

at the 1962

The votes and proceedings relabonds or notes in an amount not to exceed one hundred and forty-five thousand dollars for Class IV
urban highway construction at the annual meeting of the town
of Conway held on March 13, 1962, are hereby legalized, ratified and confirmed, and the town is hereby authorized to issue
1

Proceedings Legalized.

tive to the issuance of

the said bonds.
2

Takes

This

Effect.

act shall take effect

upon

passage.

its

The motion was adopted.
Mr. Drew of Farmington moved that
be so far suspended

as to

The

Clerk read the

HB

496,

An

town meeting

in

the rules of the
dispense with the printing of

House

HB

496.

bill in full.

Act legalizing the proceedings
Farmington.

at the

annual

The votes and proceedings at
town meeting of the town of Farmington, held on
the twelfth day of March, 1963, are hereby legalized, ratified and
1

Proceedings Legalized.

the annual

confirmed.
2

Takes

Effect.

This act
*

The motion was

shall take effect
*

upon

its

passage.

*

adopted.

Committee Reports

HB

224, legalizing the adoption of zoning regulations in

town of Pelham, Mr. Barker of Stratham for Municipal
and County Government. Inexpedient to legislate.
the

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

335, relating to the discharge or removal

from office
Mr. Stafford of Portsmouth for Municipal
and County Government. Ought to pass with amendment.
of county employees,

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

335

said bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

and inserting

in place thereof the following:
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Appeal Provided.

Amend RSA

28:10-a (supp) as inserted

by 1959, 295:1, by striking out said section and inserting in
place thereof the following: 28:10-a Discharge from Employment. Any employee of a county institution, except the superintendent of the county farm, who has served at least one year
shall not be discharged or removed from employment except
for dishonesty, intoxication, immoral behavior or other misconduct, neglect of duty or negligence, willful insubordination
or lack of cooperation, inefficiency, incapacity or unfitness to

perform his duties or for the good of the institution to which
he is assigned. Prior to the discharge or removal of any such
employee a statement of the grounds and reasons therefor shall
be prepared by the county commissioners and signed by a majority of the board and notice thereof shall be given to said
employee not less than ten days nor more than thirty days prior
to the effective date of such discharge or removal. Within thirty
days of receipt of such notice the employee may request in writing a public hearing thereon before the county personnel committee, consisting of the chairman, vice chairman and clerk of
the county convention. If upon such hearing said committee
shall find good cause for discharge or removal of said employee
they shall order his discharge or removal. Said personnel committee may establish reasonable rules for procedure and the
admission of evidence, and shall keep a record of all proceedings
hereunder. Any action or decision made hereunder shall be
subject to rehearing and appeal as provided in RSA 541. The
county personnel committee when acting under the provisions
of this section shall be deemed a commission within the meaning of RSA 541:1. The salary of said employee shall terminate
on the effective date of his discharge, provided however, if the
employee has been discharged without good cause, he shall be
reinstated to his former position without loss of pay for the
period of suspension and shall be reimbursed for his reasonable
attorneys' fees. This section shall not apply to county employees
laid off by reason of abolition of a position, change in organization, lack of work or insufficient funds, nor to employees
of county jails not located at the county farm.
2 Election. Amend RSA 24:2 by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 24:2 Officers and
Executive Committee. At its first regular meeting the county
convention shall elect a chairman, vice-chairman and clerk, all
of whom shall be representatives, and an executive committee.
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The chairman, vice-chairman and clerk shall be
executive committee, ex-officio.
3

Takes

This

Effect.

act shall take effect
*

*

members

January

1,

of the

1965.

*

Mr. Kearns of Manchester offered the following amendto the amendment and moved its adoption.

ment

Amend

the

amendment

to section 2

by striking out in the

fourth line the ^vord "elect" and inserting in place thereof the
word, choose, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows:
2

Election.

Amend RSA

24:2 by striking out said section

and inserting in place thereof the following: 24:2 Officers and
Executive Committee. At its first regular meeting the county
convention shall choose a chairman, vice-chairman and clerk,
all of whom shall be representatives, and an executive committee. The chairman, vice-chairman and clerk shall be members of the executive committee, ex-officio.

The

Clerk read the

At the request

of

Manchester explained

amendment

in full.

Mr. Newell of Concord, Mr, Kearns of
his

amendment.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pickering of Hancock spoke against the amendment.
Messrs. Sheridan of Berlin
in favor of the

of

and Geisel

of Manchester spoke

amendment.

Mr. Hill of Conway, Miss Cole of Nashua and Mrs. Palmer
Plaistow spoke against the amendment.
Mr. Pickering of Hancock spoke a second time against the

amendment.
Mrs. Cooper of Nashua spoke in favor of the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Hanson of Bow and Edwards
amendment.

Messrs.
against the

of

Antrim spoke

Mr. Hayward of Milford spoke against the amendment.
Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown spoke against the amendment.
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Mr. Gay

of

Derry spoke in favor of the amendment.

At the request of Mr. Sheridan
the

amendment

Messrs. Geisel of Manchester,

Clement

of Berlin the Clerk read

a second time.

Osborne

of Rochester spoke in favor of the

of

Portsmouth and

amendment.

(discussion ensued)

On

a viva voce vote the nays appeared to have

it.

Mr. Sheridan of Berlin requested the Yeas and Nays.
163

members having voted in the affirmative and 159
amendment was adopted.

in

the negative the

Mr. Hanson of

Bow demanded a

roll call.

Roll Call

YEAS
Merrimack County:

— 186

Guilbeault, Phelps, Fairbanks, York,

Upton, Sanders, Oilman, Dempsey.

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Wiggin, Hambleton,
Martin of Goffstown, Gallagher, Provencal, Lang, Pettigrew,
Soucy, Conover, Geisel, Goode, Mahony of Manchester, ward
Bruton, Hayes, Cullity, Mahoney of Manchester, ward 4,
Clancy of Manchester, ward 5, Manning, Walsh, Doherty,
Healy, O'Conner, Lafrance, Bernier, Champagne, Cote, Delisle,
Moran, Wade, Bergeron, Kearns, Hurley, Kendrigan,
Noel, Nalette, Grady, Tremblay of Manchester, Cooper, Dionne
of Nashua, ward 2, Thibault, Sullivan, Maynard, Pappagianis,
Dionne of Nashua, ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain, Mason, Bissonette, Bouley, Latour, Lavallee, Sabluski, Desmarais
of Nashua, Garland, Peabody.
2,

Cheshire County: Gowing, Shea of Keene, ward
lock, Belletete, Pickett, Russell, Bouvier,

1,

Pol-

Abare.

Sullivan County: Nahil, Bailey, Downing, Spanos.

Grafton County:

Willey, Morse, Nettleton, Larty, Mc-

Meekin, Adams, Beard, Coutermarsh, Demers, Whipple, Brummer. Bell, Smith of Plymouth, Bean, Berringer.
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Coos County: Fortier, Roy, Sheridan, Dumont of Berlin,
Vashaw, Fontaine, Gagnon, Sherman, Shute, Fogg, Bushey,
Potter, Arsenaiilt, Stinson, Taylor of Whitefield.

Rockingham County: Griffin, Vey, Persson, Underwood,
Cummings, Watts, Gay, Kimball of Derry, Scott, Nickerson,
Purington, Wheeler, Wylie,
of Kensington, Clark
Weeks,
Cheney, Carter,
Sewall,
McDonough,
Kingston,
Shepard,
of
Palmer of Plaistow, McEachern, Sadler, Osborn, Chandler,
Cavalieri, Coussoiile, Legasse, Greene of Rye, Young, Canty,
Morrison, Peever.
Collishaw,

Eastman

Spollett,

of

Exeter,

Casassa, Ring,

Palmer

Strafford County: Berry, Blanchette, Leighton, Nelson,
Smith of Dover, Richardson, Maglaras, Bevan, Littlehale,
Adams of Madbury, Dawson, Moiilton, Rolfe, Hartigan, Marsan, Dumont of Rochester, Rubins, St. Pierre, Johnson of Rochester, Clement, Green of Rollinsford, Maloomian, Habel, Cormier, Vincent, Littlefield, Bennett of Strafford.

thy,

Belknap County: Bolduc, Matheson, Uhlenberg, McCarNormandin, Prescott, Hayner, O'Shan.
Carroll County: Howard, Davis of Conway, Taylor
Lamprey of Tuftonboro.

of

Effingham, Blake,

NAYS

— 180

Merrimack County: Hanson, Moore, Hutchinson, LaFlamme, Henry, Dame of Concord, Hancock, Bingham, Smith
of Concord, Andersen of Concord, MacDonald, Ferguson of
Concord, Maxham, Newell of Concord, Welch, McKay, Stevens,
Kelley of Franklin, Lafond, Lambert, Reddy, Brown of Loudon, London, Thompson of Northfield, Robinson, Tarrant,
Bigelow, Thompson of Wilmot.
Hillsborough County: Edwards, VanLoan, Farwell, Whitney, Barnard, Bartlett, Davis of Greenfield, Taft, Pickering,
Eaton, Brocklebank, Bednar, Legallee, Warren, Ainley, Feldman, Kimball of Manchester, Dion of Manchester, Clancy of
Manchester, ward 6, LeClerc, Tessier, O'Gara, Boettcher, Belanger, Capistran, Allard of Manchester, Lesmerises, Gauthier,
Rousseau, Gamache, Buker, Hazeltine, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward of Milford, Cobleigh, Cole, Todd,
Karnis, Peterson, Rice, Eastman of Weare, Heald of Wilton.
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Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Watkinson, Turner,
Stearns, Cournoyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, Keating, Pratt, Shea
of Keene, ward 2, Heald of Keene, Bennett of Keene, Faulkner,
Oliver, Forbes, Bennett of Richmond, Allen of Rindge, Hackler, Ballam, Smith of Walpole, Wildey, Sawyer.
Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown,

Frizzell,

Cann,

Gaffney, Angus, Campbell, Barrows, D'Amante, Guest, Weber,

Marx, Hood, Merrifield.

Grafton County:

Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Boutin,

Plumer, Grey, Goodfellow, Bowles, Hayward of Hanover, Johnson of Hanover, Low, Hampson, Lewis, McGee, Allard of
Littleton, Kelley of Littleton, Martin of Littleton, Park, Cushman, Barney, Anderson of Warren.

Coos County: Connolly, Marsh, Nash, Graham, Keough,
Thayer, Brooks.

Rockingham County: White of Atkinson, White of Derry,
Hackett, Shindledecker, Merrill, Twardus, Keefe, Stafford of
Portsmouth, Dame, White of Portsmouth, Frink, Morrill, Stickney, Felch, Barker, Herbert.

Strafford County: Grimes, Colbath, Tuttle, Crouch,
Drew, Canney, Beaudoin, Chase, Varney, Hebert.

Belknap County:
kins.

McAllister, Goodhue, Lacaillade, HarHead, Stafford of Laconia, Varrell, Allan of Meredith,

Urie, Joslyn,

Howe.

Carroll County: Hughes, Hill, Roberts, Blanchard, DifBrown of Sandwich, Remick, Fox, Chamberlain of

fenderfer.

Wolfeboro,

The

Claflin.

roll

having been called and 186 members having voted

in the affirmative

the

and 180

in the negative, the

amendment

to

amendment was adopted.

The question now being on the amendment as amended.
The amendment was adopted and the bill was ordered to
a third reading.

HB

107, providing for the election of county commissioners
county districts of Rockingham county, Mr. Morrill of
Salem for the Majority of the Rockingham County Delegation.
Inexpedient to legislate.

for the
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HB

107, providing for the election of county commissioners
county districts of Rockingham county, Mr. Cavalieri for
the Minority of the Rockingham County Delegation. Ought to

for the

pass.

Mr. Cavalieri of Portsmouth moved that the words, Ought
to pass, be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate
and spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Osborne of Portsmouth spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Recess

After Recess

The question being on the motion of Mr. Cavalieri of
Portsmouth that the words. Ought to pass, be substituted for
the words, Inexpedient to legislate, on HB 107.
Mr. Wheeler of Exeter spoke against the motion and
that the bill be indefinitely postponed.

moved

The Chair

ruled that the member's motion was not in
remarks to the House before making the
addressed
order as he
motion.

Mrs. Griffin of
postponed.

Auburn moved

that

HB

107 be indefinitely

Mr. McEachern of Portsmouth spoke against the motion.

On

HB

a viva voce vote the bill

was indefinitely postponed.

Rockingham
Rockingham County
with amendment.

307, relative to salary of the sheriff of

county, Mr. Ring of
Delegation.

Ought

Hampton

to pass

Amendment

Amend

for the

to

HB

307

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

of

Rockingham County Sheriff. Amend the last paragraph
104:29 (supp) as amended by 1961, 175:1 by striking

RSA

out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:
In Rockingham the annual salary of the sheriff shall be nine
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thousand

five

hundred

dollars. Said salary shall

be payment in

full for all his services to the county. The county shall provide
him with suitable transportation and he shall not be allowed
the established rates for mileage allowable to other sheriffs.
He shall be allowed reasonable expenses incurred during the
performance of his duties and such expenses shall be subject to

the approval of a justice of the superior court. The salaries of
the sheriffs of Grafton and Belknap counties shall be paid

monthly.

Amend

section 2 of the bill by striking out said section

and inserting
2

Takes

in place thereof the following:

This

Effect.

*

act shall take effect

January

1,

1964.

*

*

At the request of Mr. Cavalieri of Portsmouth, Mr. Osborne of Portsmouth answered a question.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

330, relative to the appointment of a deputy treasurer
county of Rockingham, Mrs. Weeks of Greenland for
the Rockingham County Delegation. Ought to pass with amendment.
for the

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

of said bill

HB

330

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Rockingham County. Amend RSA 29 by inserting at
said chapter the following new section: 29: 15 Deputy
Treasurer. On or before June first, annually, the superior
court acting as a body shall appoint a deputy treasurer for the
1

the

end of

county of Rockingham. Said deputy treasmer shall serve only
during the absence of the coimty treasurer. The compensation of the deputy treasurer shall be five dollars for each day he
is engaged in his official duties hereunder and said compensation shall be paid by the county of Rockingham.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

353, relative to the salary of the Rockingham county
commissioners, Mrs. Weeks of Greenland for the Rockingham
Delegation. Ought to pass with amendment.
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353

of the bill by striking out the

and eleventh

in the fifth

to

4,

lines

and inserting

the word, three, so that said section as

word "four"

in place thereof

amended

shall read as

follows:
1
Rockingham County. Amend RSA 28:28 (supp) as
amended by 1955, 247:4; 269:1, 1957, 182:1; 246:1, 1961,

80:11; 157:1 and 210:1 by striking out the words "In Rockingham, twenty-five hundred" and inserting in place thereof the
words, In Rockingham, three thousand, so that said section
as amended shall read as follows: 28:28 Commissioners. The
annual salary of each commissioner of the following counties
shall be as follows, payable monthly by the county:

Rockingham, three thousand dollars.
hundred dollars.
Belknap, fifteen hundred dollars.
Carroll, twelve hundred dollars.
Merrimack, two thousand dollars.

In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

Strafford, fifteen

Hillsborough, four thousand dollars.
Cheshire, two thousand dollars.
Sullivan, twelve hundred dollars.
Grafton, eighteen hundred dollars.

Coos, fifteen hundred dollars.

To

the foregoing

a reasonable

sum

sums

shall

be added, in

for all necessary expenses,

all

counties,

upon order

of the

county auditors.

Amend

section 2 of the bill by striking out the words

"sixty days after

words and

amended
2

its

passage,"

figures,

January

and inserting
1,

in place thereof the

1964, so that said section as

shall read as follows:

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

The amendment was adopted and

the

January

bill

1,

1964.

was ordered to

a third reading,

HB

Rockingham County
Weeks of Greenland for the Rockingham County
Ought to pass with amendment.

359, relative to the salary of the

attorney, Mrs.

Delegation.
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Amendment

to

HB

359

Amend section 1 of the bill by striking out the sixth,
seventh and eleventh lines the words "thirty-six hundred" and
inserting in place thereof the words, three thousand, so that
said section as amended shall read as follows:
County Attorney:

1

Amend RSA

7:35 (supp) as

amended

by 1955, 247:2, 1957, 34:1, 211:1, 263:1, 1959, 6:1, 1961, 107:1
and 1961, 208:1 by striking out the words "In Rockingham,
twenty-two hundred dollars" and inserting in place thereof
the words. In Rockingham, three thousand dollars, so that
said section as amended shall read as follows: 7:35 Salaries.
The annual salaries of the county attorneys in the several
counties shall be as follows:
In Rockingham, three thousand dollars.
In Strafford, twenty-five hundred dollars.
In Belknap, three thousand dollars.
In Carroll, two thousand dollars.
In Merrimack, twenty-five hundred dollars.
In Hillsborough, thirty-eight hundred dollars.
In Cheshire, three thousand dollars.
In Sullivan, two thousand dollars.
In Grafton, three thousand dollars.
In Coos, twenty-four hundred dollars.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
Vashaw
to pass

85,

providing one open season for taking of deer, Mr.

of Berlin for the Majority of the Fish

Amendment

Amend

section

vember tenth

to

serting in place

1

to

HB

85

of the bill by striking out the

December tenth"

words "Noand in-

in the seventh line

thereof the words, the second Saturday in

November to the third Sunday in December,
as amended shall read as follows:
1

and Game. Ought

with amendment.

so that said section

Wild Deer. Amend RSA 208:2 (supp) as amended by
and 1961, 254:1 by striking out said section and

1955, 264:1

inserting in place thereof the following:
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Taking; Time. Wild deer, outside game preserves,
may be hunted and taken from one-half hour before sunrise to
one-half hour after sunset from the second Saturday in November to the third Sunday in December, inclusive, provided that
no deer shall be hunted or taken at any time on any island or in
any waters in lakes and ponds.
208:1

HB

85,

Merrill of

providing one open season for taking deer, Mr.
Falls for a Minority of the committee.

Hampton

Inexpedient to

legislate.

Mr. Merrill of Hampton Falls moved that further conHB 85 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in

sideration of

favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. London of

New London

spoke against the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Mr.

Bushey of Northumberland and Mr, Cobleigh
Nashua spoke in favor of the motion.

of

(discussion ensued)

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Smith of

Plymouth and Plumer

of Bristol spoke

against the motion.

(Mr. Clement of Rochester in the Chair.
Mrs.

Brown

of

Sandwich spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Coutermarsh of Lebanon, Diffenderfer of Ossipee
of New Hampton spoke against the motion.

and Urie

(discussion ensued)

Messrs.
Jefferson

Cann

of Claremont, Baird of

and Mrs. Martin

Lebanon, Thayer of
mo-

of Littleton spoke against the

tion.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Willey of Campton spoke against the motion.
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(Speaker in the Chair)

Mr. Merrifield of Sunapee moved the previous question
and it was sufficiently seconded.

The motion was

The

question being on the motion to indefinitely post-

HB

pone

adopted.

85.

On a viva voce vote

the Nays appeared to have

it.

A division was requested.
107

members having voted

in the affirmative

the negative the motion to indefinitely postpone was

The

question

now being on

the committee

The amendment was adopted and

and 239

in

lost.

amendment.

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

HB

under
Ways and

396, relative to disposition of so-called breakage

mutuel pools, Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for
Means. Inexpedient to legislate.
pari

At the request of Mr. Stafford of Laconia, Mr. Kearns of
Manchester explained the bill.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke against the resolution of
the committee.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Stafford

Laconia moved that

of

HB

396 be laid on the

table.

Parliamentary Inquiry

rose

Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown and Mr. Angus of Claremont
on a point of parliamentary inquiry.

The

question before the House

is

on the motion

to lay

HB 396 on the table.
Parliamentary Inquiry

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua rose on a point of parliamentary inquiry.
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to lay
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HB
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396 on the table was

lost.

being on the resolution of the com-

mittee.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

244, relative to fees for wholesaler and manufacturer
of alcoholic beverages, Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for Ways and

Means. Inexpedient to

hill

legislate.

At the request of Miss Cole of Nashua, Mr. Larty of Haverexplained the resolution.
Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke in favor of the resolution.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 186, repealing the taxation of livestock and poultry,
Mrs. Pahiier of Plaistow for Ways and Means. Inexpedient to
legislate.

pass,

Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that the words. Ought to
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate and

spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

of

Mr. Hancock of Concord moved that further consideration
186 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor of the

HB

motion.
(Mr. Pickett of Keene in the Chair)
(discussion ensued)

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke in favor of the motion.

Point of Information

Mr. Kimball of Manchester rose on a point of information.

Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow spoke against the motion.

Mr. Charland of Franklin spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

and

Mr. Kearns of Manchester moved the previous question
was sufficiently seconded.

it
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The motion was
The

adopted.

previous question being on the motion to indefinitely

postpone.

On

a viva voce vote the chair was in

doubt and requested

a division.

165

members having voted

the negative, the

motion was

in the affirmative

and 170 in

lost.

Mr. Charland of Franklin demanded the Yeas and Nays.

YEAS
Merrimack County:

143

Guilbeault, Phelps, Fairbanks, York,

Henry, Hancock, Smith of Concord, Maxham, Oilman, Charland, Dempsey, Lafond, Plourde, Thompson of Wilmot.

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Van Loan, Farwell,
Hambleton, Davis of Oreenfield, Brocklebank, Oallagher, Provencal, Warren, Ainley, Feldman, Lang, Pettigrew, Soucy,
Geisel, Goode, Kimball of Manchester, Bruton, Hayes, CuUity,
Walsh, Healy, Lafrance, Leclerc, Tessier, Bernier, Cote, Delisle, Hurley, Noel, Capistran, Nalette, Allard of Manchester,
Lesmerises, Oauthier, Rousseau, Cooper, Underbill, Dionne
of Nashua, Ward 2, Thibault, Pappagianis, Marcoux, Boisvert,
Mason, Lavalle, Sabluski, Karnis, Heald of Wilton.

Cheshire County: Totman, Desmarais of
ing, Belletete, Russell, Forbes,

Jaffrey,

Keat-

Allen of Rindge, Abare, Wildey.

Sullivan County: Cann, Oaffney, Campbell, Nahill, BarD'Amante, Bailey, Downing, Spanos, Hood.

rows,

Grafton County: Chamberlin of Bath, Boutin, Bowles,
Morse, Nettleton, Larty, McMeekin, Beard, Whipple, Kelley
of Littleton.

Coos County: Keough, Thayer, Sherman, Shute.

Rockingham County: White of Atkinson, Kimball of
Derry, White of Derry, Collishaw, Wheeler, Casassa, Ring,
Shindledecker, Merrill, Palmer of Kensington, Carter, McEachern, Chandler, Legasse, Grant, Morrison, Felch.
Strafford County: Berry, Blanchette, Leighton, Grimes,
Colbath, Richardson, Maglaras, Drew, Canney, Hartigan, Mar-
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of Rochester, Rubins, Clement, Habel, Cormier,

Vincent.

Belknap County:
Howe.

McAllister,

Normandin, Head,

Varrell,

Carroll County: Hughes, Roberts, Blanchard, Diffenderfer, Brown of Sandwich, Remick, Lamprey of Tuftonboro,
Fox, Claflin.

NAYS

221

Merrimack County: Hanson, Moore, Hutchinson, LaFlamme, Upton, Dame of Concord, Bingham, Anderson of
Concord, MacDonald, Sanders, Ferguson of Concord, Gove,
Newell of Concord, McKay, Stevens, Kelley of Franklin, Lambert, Reddy, Brown of Loudon, London, Thompson of NorthRobinson, Tarrant. Bisfelow.

field,

Hillsborough County: Edwards, Wiggin, Barnard,

Bart-

Martin of GofFstown, Taft, Pickering, Eaton, Claveau,
Legallee, Conover, Mahony of Manchester, Ward 2, Dion of

lett,

Manchester, Mahoney of Manchester, Ward 4, McDermott,
Clancy of Manchester, Ward 5, Manning, Clancy of Manchester, Ward 6, Doherty, Dupont, O'Connor, Martel, Champagne, Moran, Wade, O'Gara, Boettcher, Belanger, Kearns,
Gamache, Tremblay of Manchester, Buker, Hazeltine, Carter
of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward of Milford, Cobleigh,
Cole, Sullivan, Maynard, Dionne of Nashua, Ward 6, Chartrain,
Bissonnette, Bouley, Latour, Desmarais of Nashua, Todd, Garland, Peabody, Peterson, Rice, Eastman of Weare.

Cheshire County: O'Neil, Cowing, Watkinson, Turner,
Steams, Cournoyer, Pratt, Shea of Keene, Ward 1, Pollock,
Shea of Keene, Ward 2, Heald of Keene, Bennett of Keene,
Faulkner, Pickett, Oliver, Bennett of Richmond, Bouvier,
Hackler, Ballam, Smith of Walpole, Sawyer.
Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown,
Guest, Weber, Marx, Merrifield.

Frizzell,

Angus,

Grafton County: Pryor, Stevenson, Plumer, Willey,
Hayward of Hanover, Johnson of Hanover, Low, Hampson, Adams, Coutermarsh, Demers, Lewis, McGee, Brummer,
Allard of Littleton, Martin of Littleton, Park, Cushman, Bell,
Grey,

Smith of Plymouth, Barney, Anderson of Warren, Bean, Berringer.
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Coos County:

Fortier, Roy, Sheridan, Connolly,

Dumont

Gagnon, Marsh, Nash, Graham,
Arsenault, Brooks, Stinson, Taylor of

of Berlin, Vashaw, Fortaine,

Fogg, Bushey, Potter,
Whitefield.

Rockingham County: Griffin, Vey, Persson, Underwood,
Cummings, Watts, Scott, Nickerson, Hackett, Eastman of
Exeter, Purington, Wylie, Weeks, Spollett, Clark of Kingston,
Shepard, McDonough, Sewall, Twardus, Cheney, Palmer of
Plaistow, Keefe, Stafford of Portsmouth, Sadler, Dame, Osborn,
White of Portsmouth, Cavalieri, Frink, Greene of Rye, Young,
Canty, Morrill, Stickney, Barker, Herbert.

Strafford County:

Nelson, Fellows, Smith of Dover,
Bevan, Crouch, Littlehale, Clark of Lee, Adams of
Madbury, Dawson, Moulton, Rolfe, Beaudoin, St. Pierre, Chase,
Johnson of Rochester, Varney, Hebert, Littlefield, Bennett of
Tuttle,

Strafford.

Belknap County: Bolduc, Matheson, Goodhue,
lade, Harkins,

Lacail-

Hayner, O'Shan, Stafford of Laconia, Allan of

Meredith, Urie, Joslyn.

Carroll County: Howard, Davis
of Effingham, Blake,

Chamberlain

of

Conway,

Hill,

Taylor

of Wolfeboro.

The roll having been called and 143 members having
voted in the affirmative and 221 in the negative, the motion to
indefinitely postpone HB 186 was lost.
The
words,

question

Ought

now being on

the motion to substitute the

to pass, for the ^vords,

On a viva voce vote

inexpedient to

the motion prevailed.

Mr. Kearns of Manchester requested
178

members having voted

a division.

and 165 in
and the bill was

in the affirmative

the negative the motion to substitute prevailed

ordered

legislate.

to a third reading.

Engrossed Bills Report

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills
and House and Senate Joint Resolutions:

HB 94, An act authorizing prepayment of taxes.

Thursday, April

HB
check

138,

419

1963

on

An

act to allow printing of party designations

An

act relative to the use of facsimile signatures

lists.

HB
and

4,

187,

seals

HB

on corporate bonds and other obligations.
changing the name of the

New Hampshire

Joint resolution in favor of the
Veterans Association.

New Hampshire

267,

An

act

State Hospital.

HJR

SJR

14,

7,

Joint resolution relative to the Russian-Japanese

Fund.
Natalie

M.

Potter

Personal Privilege

Mr. Keefe

of

Portsmouth rose on

a point of personal privi-

lege.

Funeral Delegation

The Chair appointed
the

House

the following

members

at the funeral services of the late

to represent

Lewis H. Carpenter

of Henniker:

Mr. Gay of Derry
Doon of Henniker
Mr. Maxham of Concord
Mr. Dame of Concord
Mr. Bigelow of Warner
Mr. Oliver of Marlboro
Mrs.

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the House adjourned
from the morning session.
Afternoon Session

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit 3rd reading of bills by title
only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet
next Tuesday morning at 1 1 :00 A.M.
were so

far

Third Readings

HB

186, repealing the taxation of livestock

was read a third time, passed, and sent
currence.

and poultry,

to the Senate for con-
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Mr. Stafford of Laconia, having voted with the majority,

moved

that the

House

The motion was

HB
of

reconsider.

not adopted.

335, relating to the discharge or removal

from

office

county employees, was read a third time.

Mr. Newell of Concord moved that the bill be recommitted to the Municipal and County Government and spoke
in favor of the motion.

Upton of Concord, Kearns of Manchester and PapNashua spoke against the motion.

Messrs.

pagianis of

The motion was

not adopted and the
sent to the Senate for concurrence.

bill

was passed and

Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority,
reconsideration and the motion did not prevail.

moved

HB

85, providing one open season for taking deer, was
read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concur-

rence.

New Hampton, having voted with the maasked the House to reconsider HB 85.

Mr. Urie of
jority,

The motion was
The

following

lost.

bills

were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

307, relative to salary of the sheriff of

Rockingham

Comity.

HB
for the

330, relative to the appointment of a deputy treasurer
county of Rockingham.

HB

353, relative to the salary of the

Rockingham county

commissioners.

HB

359, relative to the salary of the

Rockingham county

attorney.
*

*

»

Mr. Kearns of Manchester, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it killed HB
244 and spoke against the motion.

moved

The motion was

lost.
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Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it killed HB
396 and spoke against the motion.

moved

The motion was

lost.

motion of Mrs. Hayward of Hanover the House adjourned at 5:00 P.M.

On

TUESDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

April

9,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

Thou loved us, O Lord our God.
And with great mercy hast Thou had compassion upon us, O
our Father and King, for the sake of Thy great name. Because
our fathers trusted in Thee, Thou didst teach them the laws
of life, that they might do Thy will with a perfect heart. Enlighten our eyes through Thy law. Hasten the day when blessed
With

everlasting love hast

peace shall descend upon the four corners of the earth, when
oppression and persecution shall cease forever. Strike the yoke
from all shoulders, and the chains from all limbs. Send liberty
to all those who languish in bondage, and light to those who

Grant that the promised day may come, when
and righteousness like a mighty
stream; when men shall beat their swords into plowshares and
their spears into pruning hooks. Blessed art Thou, O Lord our
God, King of the universe, who sanctifiest Israel and the holy
^valk in darkness.

justice shall flow like water

festivals.

Amen.

—

(Passover Prayer
Union Hymnal, Songs and Prayer for
Jewish Worship.
1949)
.

.

.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Todd of

New

Boston led the Convention in the Pledge

of Allegiance to the Flag.
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The Chair called the attention of the Convention to the
group of Keene Teachers' College students who walked from
Keene to the State House.

The Chair

introduced Miss Shila E. Stanley of Hanover,
Princess of 1963. Miss Stanley addressed

New Hampshire Maple
the Convention briefly.

On

motion of Senator Lamontagne

of District

I,

the Con-

vention rose.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
from

New

introduced a group of High School students

Boston, courtesy of Mr.

Todd

of

New

Boston.

Leaves of Absence
Messrs. Rousseau of Manchester and Littlefield of Somersworth were granted an indefinite leave of absence on account
of illness.

the

Mr. Desilets of Berlin was granted a leave of absence
week on account of important business.

for

Mr. Hanson of Bow was granted a leave of absence for three
weeks on account of important business.
Mr. McCarthy of Laconia was granted leave of absence for
on account of important business.

the day

Introduction of Bills

The

following

bills

on time, and referred

HB

were introduced, read a

first

and

see-

as follows:

498, relative to small loans.

(Hancock

of Concord) to

Judiciary.

HB 499,
of

Lebanon)

relative to the taxation of railroads.
to

Ways and Means.

(Coutermarsh

Tuesday, April
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500, relative to real estate brokers. (Heald of Keene) to

Executive Depts.

wood)

9,

& Adm.

501, relative to certain state officials. (Vey of Brent-

Appropriations.
502, relative to

protection at Plymouth Teachers

fire

College. (Smith of Plymouth) to Appropriations.

HB
HB

removing the limitation of recovery of damages
wrongful death. (Claflin of Wolfeboro) to Judiciary.

503,

in cases of

504, relative to inter-bank deposits.

(Reddy

of

Hop-

kinton) to Banks.

HB 505, relative to membership of the school board of
Tilton and Northfield Union School District. (Rules Committee
Thompson of Northfield) to Education.

—

HB
stock

506, relative to the school board of the

cooperative school

district.

Lincoln-Wood-

(Rules Committee

—

Ber-

ringer of Woodstock) to Education.
*

The Chair

*

*

asked unanimous consent of the House for a

correction in the permanent Journal, noting the adoption of an

amendment

to

HB

307 relative to salary of the sheriff of Rock-

ingham county, which notice had been omitted.

Unanimous consent was

granted.

Committee Reports

HB

211,

relative

for Education.

The

bill

Ought

area, Mrs.

Demers

of

Lebanon

to pass.

was ordered

Mr. Plumer of

the establishment of a cooperative

to

Newfound

school district in the

to a third reading.

Bristol

moved

that the rules of the

House

be so far suspended as to permit HB 211 to be placed on third
reading and final passage at the present time and spoke in favor
of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Third Reading

HB

211, relative to the establishment of a cooperative
school district in the Newfound area, was read a third time,
passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.
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Reconsideration

Mr. Plumer of

Bristol,

having voted with the majority,

asked the House to reconsider

its

vote whereby

it

passed

HB

211.

The motion was

lost.

Reports

HB

(cont.)

445, relative to the Lancaster-Whitefield cooperative

school district, Mrs.

Demers

of

Lebanon

for Education.

Ought

to pass.

The

HB

was ordered

bill

to a third reading.

306, establishing a statewide library

development pro-

gram, Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill for Executive Departments
and Administration. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
section

To

1

to

HB

306

section 201-B:10 of Chapter 201-B, as inserted by

of the bill,

by adding

at the

end thereof the words.
hundred dollars an-

qualify for this assistance (up to five

nually) the Affiliated Library will be expected to participate in
the

and honor borrowers' cards
book budget at or above the
joined the Plan, and to demonstrate its

Development Program,

to issue

valid statewide, to maintain
level existing

when

ability to provide
as

amended

it

its

adequate library

service, so that said section

shall read as follows:

201-B: 10 State Aid to Service Center Libraries.

Any

serv-

be eligible to receive state aid in the
form of grants, varying in amount with the population to be
ice center library shall

served.

located

The town

or city in which the service center library

must agree

to

match the grant,

book expenditures. Grants

is

dollar-for-dollar, for

to service center libraries shall be
used for the purpose of strengthening book resources, or for
services essential to the operation of the service center library.
The state library commission shall be the judge of the services
essential to the operation of the service center library. To qualify for this assistance (up to five hundred dollars annually) the
Affiliated Library will be expected to participate in the Development Program, to issue and honor borrowers' cards valid
statewide, to maintain its book budget at or above the level
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when it joined the Plan, and to demonstrate
provide adequate library service.

existing
to

*

*

its

ability

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill, having voted with the maasked that the House reconsider its vote whereby HB
306 was ordered to a third reading and spoke in favor of the

jority,

motion.

The motion was adopted and HB 306 was referred to the
Appropriations committee under the Rules.

HB

469, relative to rescinding provisions for adoption of

town manager plans, Mr. Stafford of Portsmouth for Municipal
and County Government. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
in the fifth

section

1

to

HB

469

word "May"
and inserting in place thereof

of the bill by striking out the

and forty-eighth

lines

the word, April, so that said section as

amended

shall read as

follows:
1

Town Manager

amended by

Plan.

Amend RSA

1957, 152:1 by adding at the

37:15 (supp) as

end thereof the words,

provided, however that said revocation shall not be effective
until the second Tuesday of April next succeeding the annual

meeting

amended

at

which such action

is

taken, so that said section as

37:15 Ballot Vote on Adoption
and Discontinuance. Whenever an article has been inserted in
the ^v^arrant for the annual meeting of any town, village district
or precinct, calling for consideration of the question of adopting the provisions of this chapter, the following question shall
be submitted to the voters at such meeting: "Do you favor adoption of the town manager plan as provided in chapter 37 of the
shall read as follows:

Revised Statutes Annotated?" In towns, village districts or prehaving an official ballot the clerk shall cause this question
to be printed on the official ballot and the voting on this question shall be taken up at the opening of the polls and carried
on simultaneously with the balloting for town officers. In
to^vns, village districts or precincts -^vhich do not have an official
ballot the clerk shall cause to be prepared in advance of such
meeting a printed ballot containing the above question and in
cincts
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either method the question shall be followed by the words "Yes"
and "No" with boxes after each, in which the voter may mark
his choice. Such balloting arrangement shall be used at all meetings voting on such question pursuant to sections 11 and 14
hereof. The polls shall remain open for at least three hours at
any meeting balloting on such question. In voting on the question of revoking the provisions of this chapter in any town, village district or precinct pursuant to section 13 hereof, the bal-

loting procedure prescribed by this section shall govern, except
that the question appearing
follows:

"Do you

on the printed ballot

shall

favor the continuation of the town

be

as

manager

plan as now in force in this town?" If a majority of the voters
present and voting in a tOAvn, village district or precinct on this
question signifies disapproval of this question the town manager plan will be deemed to be revoked therein provided, however that said revocation shall not be effective until the second
Tuesday of April next succeeding the annual meeting at which
such action is taken.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
Hampton

and game fees, Mr. Merrill
and Game. Inexpedient to legislate.

223, increasing fish
Falls for Fish

of

Mr. London of Ne^v London explained the resolution
of the committee.

Mrs. Frizzell of Charlesto^vn

moved

that

HB

223 be

in-

definitely postponed.

The motion

'was

adopted.

HB
censes,

259, to increase the fees for special fish and game
Mr. Welch of Concord for Fish and Game. Ought

li-

to

pass.

At the request
of

New London

of Mr. Kearns of Manchester, Mr. London
explained the bill.

Mr. Kearns of Manchester moved that further consideraHB 259 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor of

tion of

the motion.

Mr. London of

New London

The motion was

not adopted.

spoke against the motion.
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The

bill

HB

200, relative to the taking of lobsters, Mr.

Newton

was ordered

for Fish

to a third reading.

and Game. Inexpedient

Cheney

of

to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

342, relative to the laying out of class IV, V, and VI
McGee of Lincoln for Public

highways by cities and towns, Mr.
Works. Inexpedient to legislate.

Mr. Gove of Concord moved that HB 342 be referred
the Judiciary committee and spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs. Taft of Greenville

and Upton

of

to

Concord spoke

against the motion.

The motion was

The

HB

not adopted.

resolution of the committee was adopted.
438, relative to

Allard of Littleton for

The resolution was

HB
bridges,

highway construction aid to towns, Mr.
Public Works, Inexpedient to legislate.
adopted.

454, relative to the preservation of

wooden covered

Mr. O'Keefe of Portsmouth for Public Works. Ought

to pass.

At the request of Mr. Hackler of Swanzey, Mr. Taft of
Greenville explained the bill.
(Mr.

The

bill

McMeekin

was ordered

of Haverhill in the Chair)

to a third reading.

HB

214, relative to state participation in water pollution
control costs, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

HB

214

by striking out section 2 and inserting in

place thereof the following:
2 Appropriation. There is hereby appropriated for the
water pollution commission for the purpose of carrying out the
provisions of RSA 149-B the sum of one million dollars. The
sum hereby appropriated shall be administered by the water
pollution commission and she'll be a continuing appropriation
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and shall not lapse. No grants hereunder shall become effective
without prior approval and authorization by the governor and
council. The sum hereby appropriated shall be a charge upon
the funds appropriated by 1961, 263:5.
Further

and

6

amend

and inserting

said bill

by striking out sections

3,

4,

5,

in place thereof the following:

Amend 1961, 263:5, by adding at
from the appropriation made hereunder the sum of one million dollars shall be expended for the
3

State Parks System.

the end thereof the words,

purpose of carrying out the provisions of RSA 149-B, so that
amended shall read as follows: 263:5 Appropriation. A sum not exceeding nine million dollars is hereby appropriated for the purposes and projects authorized by the
foregoing sections, as approved by the governor and council,
provided nevertheless, that no project shall be approved by the
governor and council unless a public hearing has been held
thereon. From the appropriation made hereunder the sum of
one million dollars shall be expended for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of RSA 149-B.
said section as

to

Further amend said
read 4 and 5.

bill

by renumbering sections 7 and 8

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third readinsr.

Reconsideration

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough, having voted ^vith the maasked the House to reconsider its vote whereby it ordered
214 to a third reading.

jority,

HE

The motion was adopted, and
Appropriations under the Rules.

HB

HB

214 was referred

to

442, relating to the sale of state land at Intervale Ski

Area, Mrs.

Hampson

Development. Ought

of

Hebron

to pass

for Resources, Recreation

and

with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

442

Amend section 2 of said bill by striking out the words "and
the price shall be determined by majority vote of said commission" so that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:
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Negotiations and Fixing Price.

The

negotiations for

conducted by the commissioner of resources
and development, with the approval of the advisory commission.
said sale shall be

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

motor boats, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron
and Development. Ought to pass
Recreation
for Resources,
with amendment.
147, relative to

Amendment

to

HB

147

Amend

the title of said bill by striking out said title and
place
thereof the following: An Act relative to the
inserting in
use of boats and outboard motors on small ponds.

Amend
inserting

section

in

Amend RSA

place

1

of the bill

thereof

the

by striking out said section and
following:

1

Motor

Boats.

270:12 by inserting at the end thereof the follow-

ing sentences: The director may, in like manner and after
and hearing, prohibit the use of motor boats and outboard motors on bodies of public water having an area of thirtyfive acres or less; provided, that said prohibition shall not be
notice

construed as affecting the bodies of water covered by RSA 486.
Hearings under this section shall be held in the vicinity of the
body of water under consideration, so that said section as
amended shall read as follows: 270:12 Operating Restrictions.

The

director of the division of safety services may, after hear-

of his own motion, whenever it shall
appear that the public interest requires, make such rules and
regulations governing the maximum horsepower of boat engines and outboard motors or prescribe maximum speed limits
for the operation of such boats or outboard motors applicable
to or upon all or any portion of the public waters of this state.
The director may, in like manner and after notice and hearing,
prohibit the use of motor boats and outboard motors on bodies
of public water having an area of thirty-five acres or less; provided, that said prohibition shall not be construed as affecting
the bodies of water covered by RSA 486. Hearings under this
section shall be held in the vicinity of the body of water under
ing,

upon complaint or

consideration.
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At the request of Mr. Anderson of Warren, Mr. Casassa of
explained the amendment.

Hampton

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Anderson of Warren moved that
ly

HB

147 be indefinite-

postponed.

Mr. Urie of

New Hampton

spoke against the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Windham

Mr. Herbert of
Mrs.

Hampson

of

spoke against the motion.

Hebron spoke

against the motion.

Mr. Willey of Campton spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Goodhue of Gilford spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The

HB

question being on the motion to indefinitely postpone

147.

The motion was

not adopted.

The amendment was

adopted.

Mr. Kearns of Manchester moved that

HB

147 be referred

to the Legislative Council.

The motion was

HB
HB
cities

not adopted.

147 was ordered to a third reading.
182, relative to a

for educational

head tax

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

be used by towns and

to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

334, imposing a tax

of real estate, Mrs.

to

purposes, Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for

Palmer

on income derived from the sale
Ways and Means. Inexpedient

for

to legislate.

Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke against the resolution.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

308, relative to taxation of property

after April

Ought

first,

to pass.

Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for

moved into town
Ways and Means.
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to a third reading.

HB

309, to grant the tax units within the state authority
to assess state-owned lands and collect taxes therefrom, Mrs.

Palmer

of Plaistow for

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

to legis-

late.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

411, providing additional exemption from income tax
for persons over sixty-five years of age, Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow
for W^ays

and Means. Inexpedient

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

409, to

to legislate.

exempt from inheritance tax property passing
to an adopted grandchild, Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow for Ways
and Means. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

409

of the bill by striking out said section

and inserting in place thereof the following: 1 Taxation of
Legacies and Successions. Amend RSA 86:6 by striking out
said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 86:6
Taxable Property and Tax Rate. All property within the jurisdiction of the state, real or personal, and any interest therein,
belonging to domiciliaries of the state, and all real estate within
the state, or any interest therein, belonging to persons who are
not domiciliaries of the state, which shall pass by will, or by
the laws regulating intestate succession, or by deed, grant, bar-

made in contemplation of death, or made or
intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after
the death of the grantor or donor, to any person, absolutely or
in trust, except to or for the use of the husband, wife, father,
mother or lineal descendant, or for the care of cemetery lots,
or to a city or town in this state for public municipal purposes,
or to or for the use of educational, religious, cemetery, or other
institutions, societies or associations of public charity in any
state, other than this state, territory or country the laws of which,
at the time of the death of the decedent, either (1) do not impose a transfer tax or death tax of any kind or (2) grant an exemption similar to that hereby provided to the domiciliaries of
such state, territory or country in favor of property passing to
charities in this state, shall be subject to a tax of eight and onegain, sale or gift,
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half per cent of

value, for the use of the state. For the pur-

its

pose of this section

all

adopted children in the decedent's line

of succession shall be treated as natural children in determining
"lineal decedents."

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

(Speaker in the Chair)

The Chair

took

SB

15, relative to

requirements for licenses

from the table. The question being on
the resolution of the committee that SB 15 is inexpedient to
under small loans

act,

legislate.

New Hampton moved that the words. Ought
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to legislate,
and spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Urie of

to pass,

Mr. Totman of Alstead moved that SB 15 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Pratt of Keene spoke in favor of the motion,
(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Pryor of Ashland

and Healy and Moran

of

Man-

chester spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke against the motion.
Mr. Johnson of Hanover spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown and Mr. Hancock of Concord
spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Peever of Salem moved the Previous Question and
was

it

sufficiently seconded.

The motion was
The question
postpone SB 15.

adopted.

now being on

Mr. Pickett of Keene requested

The
motion

the motion to indefinitely

a division.

division vote being manifestly in the affirmative the

to indefinitely

postpone prevailed.
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Senate Messages
Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
a bill with the following title, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

The

SB

40, to provide for

payment

of compensation of deceased

legislators.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

payment of compensation of deceased
was read a first and second time and referred to
Executive Departments and Administration.

SB

40, to provide for

legislators,

Senate Messages (cent.)

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
curs with the

which amendments the Senate

House

the concurrence of the

asks

of Representatives:

HB

183, relative to the definition of a hairdressing shop.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

183

the bill by striking out section

I

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1
Beauty Parlors. Amend paragraph VIII of RSA 314:1
by inserting at the end thereof the words, or where equipment
and facilities for both hairwashing and hairdrying are available
to the public for hire, so that said paragraph as amended shall
read as follows: VIII. "Shop," a beauty shop or other place kept
open for the business of hairdressing or manicuring or where
equipment and facilities for both hairwashing and hairdrying

are available to the public for hire.
*

*

*

On

to

to

motion of Mr. Green of Rollinsford the House refused
concur with the Senate amendment and requested the Chair
appoint a committee of conference.

The Chair appointed Mr. Green

ham

of

Concord and Mrs. Rubins

of Rollinsford, Mr.

Maxon

of Rochester as conferees

the part of the House.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the pas-
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sage of the following entitled bill sent

up from

the

House

of

Representatives:

HB

255, relative to the primary election in the city of

Man-

chester.

A

announced

further Senate message

fuses to concur with the

House

that the Senate re-

of Representatives in the passage

of the following entitled bill sent

up from

the

House

of Repre-

sentatives:

HB

20, relative to voting

machines in the

city of

Man-

chester.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB
city of

bill,

209, relative to extra pay for the police force in the

Manchester.

Amendment

Amend

to

the bill by striking out

and inserting

HB

209

all after

the enacting clause

Manchester
1
Each member of the regular police force of the
city of Manchester, when serving at the polls on any election
day, including primaries, shall receive over and above his regular salary, the sum of one dollar and eighty-seven and one-half
cents per hour, the same hourly rate as regular officers. 2 Takes
Effect. This act shall take effect when it shall have been adopted
by an affirmative vote by the board of mayor and aldermen of
in place

thereof the following:

Police Force.

the city of Manchester.
*

On

motion

in the Senate

of

*

*

Mr. Cote of Manchester the House concurred

amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
curs Avith the

which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

45, requiring surety

bonds for municipal court

clerks.

Tuesday, April

Amendment

Amend

Section

to

9,

HB

of said bill by

1
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45

adding after the word

"courts" in the eighth line the following, as established by RSA
502:26-a, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:

Amend RSA

502:16 by striking out the
502:16
Surety Bond for Clerks. Each clerk of a municipal court, or
each justice of a municipal court acting as clerk, shall furnish
a bond of a reputable surety company, for the proper performance of his duties, in the form and amount required by the
Surety Bonds.

1

same and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

administrative committee for municipal courts as established
by RSA 502:26-a. The premium shall be paid out of funds
received by the court.

On
in the

A

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred

Senate amendment.
further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB 60, relating to the support of spouse.
Amendment

Amend

to

HB

60

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following:

1

Support.

1

and inserting

Amend RSA

in

458:31

by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
31 Orders for Support of Spouse. Whenever a husband fails, without justifiable cause to provide suitable support
following:

for his wife or deserts her, or
is

actually living apart

if

the wife for justifiable cause

from her husband, or

deserted by the wife, or

is

if

actually living apart

the husband

from

is

his wife

upon his or her petiinsane by his or her guardian or next friend, may
restrain the husband or wife from interfering with the personal
liberty of the other and from entering the tenement wherein the
other resides, may grant temporarily and permanently the cusfor justifiable cause, the superior court,
tion, or

if

tody, care

may make

and education

of their

minor children,

if

any,

and

reasonable allowance for support of the wife and
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and conditions as the
domicile requirements of RSA 458:4,
5 and 6 shall not apply to this section; and the court may grant
relief hereunder to a nonresident plaintiff if the defendant is
children, all subject to such Hmitations

court

may deem

just.

The

a resident of this state.

On

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A

further Senate message

curs ivith the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB 48, relative to public libraries.
Amendment

Amend

HB

48

the bill by inserting after paragraph

202-A:ri as inserted by section
IV.

to

Expend income from

poses for the support

1

HI

of section

of the bill the following:

all trust

and maintenance

fimds for library pur-

of the public library in

town or city in accordance with the conditions of each
donation or bequest accepted by the town or city;

said

Further amend the
section 202-A:

On

1 1

by striking out paragraph VI of
bv section 1 of the bill.

bill

as inserted

motion of Mr. Hill of Conway the House concurred in

the Senate

amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill and concurrent resolution
sent up from the House of Representatives:

HB 33, relating to date of the primary election.
Concurrent Resolution memorializing Congress to call a
convention for the purpose of proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States relating to Article V thereof.
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Bills
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Committee under Joint Rule No. 6

SB

21, relative to liens for cleaning, pressing, laundering,
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed bills committee. Ought to pass with amendment.

etc.,

Amend
tion

1

and

1

said bill by striking out the

first

three lines of sec-

inserting in place thereof the following:

Storage Lien.

thereof after the
storage, or,

Amend RSA

word

449:1 by inserting in line 3

"shall" the following words, place in

and by inserting

after the

word "work"

in the sixth

line the words, or storage, so that said section as

On

motion of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the House con-

curred in the amendment.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB

255,

An

act relative to the

primary election

in the city

of Manchester.

SB

35,

An

act to require the licensing of foster

day care

homes.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. Casassa of Hampton offered the following concurrent
resolution:

Whereas, the use of synthetic detergents for household and
is increasing at an alarmingly rapid rate,

industrial purposes

and
Whereas, these synthetic detergents have already resulted
development of serious problems with regard to beneficial uses of some of the surface and ground water resources of
the State of New Hampshire, and
in the

Whereas, nationwide, there is a compelling and urgent
necessity for effective controls in order to alleviate existing
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and of even greater and significant importance, to
prevent further and more widespread damage to water quality
throughout the nation which otherwise will inevitably result
from the mounting use of detergent compounds.

difficulties,

Resolved by the Senate and House
Court convened, that the SecreHealth,
Education and Welfare be
tary of the Department of
and all actions which
promptly
any
requested to undertake
remedial
controls for the deare required to establish adequate
tergent problem, the same to include sponsorship of appropriate
Federal legislation whereby nationwide, the use and sale of
detergents would be regulated should it appear that this means
of approach affords the most effective and expeditious method
for obtaining reasonable relief for the immediate future.
Nozv, Therefore, be

it

of Representatives in General

The
reation

concurrent resolution was referred to Resources, Rec-

and Development.

Mr. Guest of Cornish offered the following concurrent
resolution:
S. 887 and H.R. 4018,
Gaudens Memorial as a

memorializing Congress in the passage of
establishing the Saint

National Historical

site.

Whereas, Senate Bill 887 has been introduced into the
United States Senate by co-sponsors. Senator Norris Cotton and
Senator Thomas J. Mclntyre, of New Hampshire, and
Whereas, H.R. 4018 has been introduced into the United
House of Representatives by Congressman James C.
Cleveland of New Hampshire, and
States

Whereas, both bills would relieve the trustees of the Saint
Gaudens Memorial from the high
&' cost of maintenance which
might mean its discontinuance, therefore be it
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate concurring:

That we, the members of the 1963 General Court of New
Hampshire, do hereby memorialize Congress in the passage of
the above stated bills, in order that the said Saint Gaudens
Memorial may be preserved for posterity, and be it further

Tuesday, April
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Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be forwarded to
and the Clerk of the

the Clerk of the United States Senate
United States House of Representatives.

The

concurrent resolution was referred to Resources, Rec-

reation and Development.

Upton

Mrs. Ainley of Manchester and Mr.

of

Concord

offered the following concurrent resolution:

Whereas, the Northeastern Water and Related Land Resources Compact provides a means for coordinated planning
of resource development in New England with consequent
benefit to the people of the region; and

Whereas, the Compact has been enacted by Connecticut,

New Hampshire and Rhode Island and requires
only enactment by Congress to become effective;
Massachusetts,

Nozv Therefore be
tives of the State of

it

New

Resolved by the House of RepresentaHampshire, the Senate concurring:

That the Congress of the United States is respectfully requested to enact at this session either HB 4207 or some other
substantially similar bill to put the Northeastern Water and
Related Land Resources Compact into effect.

Be it Further Resolved that certified copies of this concurrent resolution be forwarded by His Excellency the Governor
to the Presiding Officer of the United States Senate, to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives of the United States
and to the United States senators and members of the House of
Representatives from the state of New Hampshire.

The concurrent

resolution was referred to Resources, Rec-

reation and Development.

The Chair announced

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

Bartlett of Goffstown.

On
were so
this

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit the business in order at 3:00

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
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reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be in honor of Speaker Lamprey's birthday and
to

meet tomorrow morning

at

1 1

:00

A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

were read a third time, passed, and

bills

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

to

HB 409, to exempt from inheritance tax property passing
an adopted grandchild.
HB

147, relative to the use of boats

and outboard motors

on small ponds.
Reconsideration

Mr. Herbert of Windham, having voted with the majority,
requested that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
HB 147 and spoke against the motion.

The motion was

not adopted.

Third Readings

HB

308, relative to taxation of property

after April

HB

(cent.)

moved

into

town

first.

442, relating to the sale of state land at Intervale Ski

Area.

HB

454, relative to the preservation of

wooden covered

bridges.

HB

259, to increase the fees for special fish

and game

li-

censes.

HB

469, relative to rescinding provisions for adoption of

town manager

HB

plans.

445, relative to the Lancaster-Whitefield cooperative

school district.
*

On motion of Mrs.
at 1:45

P.M.

*

*

Fontaine of Berlin the House adjourned

1

W^EDNESDAY, April

10,

441

1963

WEDNESDAY, April
The House met at

1

:00

10,

1963

A.M

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

Almighty God, Thou who art all compassion and mercy,
from us the sad memories of this week of trial and tribulation in the life of our Saviour, Jesus Christ. May the virtues of
His life
patient love, devotion to duty, faithfulness to truth,
service to all mankind
attained through personal sacrifice,
even though it meant the humiliation and the cruelty of the
Cross
be a constant reminder and a continual inspiration
to us all as we seek the eternal values of life. Enable us to view
all of life with an ever increasing awareness of our moral and
spiritual responsibilities. Continually bless the efforts of our
Governor, his Council, and the Members of this Joint Convention in their various endeavors for the advancement of our
"Granite State". Protect and preserve our heritage of freedom
through our faith and trust in the future
through the power
lift

—

—

—

—

of

Thy Name. Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Brocklebank of Hollis led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair

New LonNew London.

introduced a group of students from

don High School, courtesy

of

Mr. London of

The Chair also introduced a group of women from the Federated AVomen's Club of Hollis, courtesy of Mr. Brocklebank of
Hollis.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua was granted leave of absence for
today and tomorrow on account of important business.
Mrs. Blanchette of Dover was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of illness.
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Mr. Hackett of Epping was granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of important business.
Mrs. Brown of Sandwich was granted leave of absence for
today and tomorrow on account of illness.

Mr. Phelps of Andover was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of important business.

Hampson

Mrs.
for the

Hebron was granted

of

week on account

a leave of absence

of a death in the family.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

were introduced, read a

&:

and

first

sec-

as follows:

507, relative to printing ballots. (Bednar of

to Exec. Depts.

HB

bills

Hudson)

Adm.

508, relative to house trailers. (Peever of Salem) to

Ways and Means.

HB
of

Hudson)

HB

town reports. (Bednar
Government.
County

509, relative to publication of
to

Municipal

&:

510, relative to study for

improved pesticides

controls.

(Tuttle of Dover and Miss Eaulkner of Keene) to Public Health.

HB

511, increasing fees for fish

Pierre of Rochester

and Mr. Merrifield

and game

licenses. (St.

of Sunapee) to Fish

and

Game.

HB

512, abolishing the state recreational fund

to state financing. (Pappagianis of

Nashua)

to

and

HB

districts.

HB

514, relative to fees in the superior court. (Pappagianis

513, relating to grants to cooperative school
(O'Neil of Chesterfield) to Education.

of

relative

Appropriations.

Nashua)

HB
(Keough

HB

to Judiciary.

515,
of

relative to distribution of

Gorham)

normal yield

taxes.

Ways and Means.

516, relative to penalties for violation of meter parking

at

Hampton

ty

Government.

HB

to

Beach. (Ring of

Hampton)

to

Municipal and Coun-

517, relating to the city charter of Portsmouth. (Keefe

of Portsmouth) to Portsmouth Delegation.

Wednesday, April

HB
(Dupont
Hudson)

10,
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518, relative to the Hillsborough county convention.
of Manchester, Taft of Greenville and Claveau of

Hillsborough County Delegation.

to

Recess

At the invitation of the Chair Governor King and the
orable Senate appeared in the hall.

The Polyphonic Choir

of

Hon-

Plymouth Teachers' College,

Walter Smith, entertained the
under
General Court with a choral
the
members
of
Governor and the
the direction of Professor

performance.
After Recess

Committee Reports

HB
act,

403, relative to

motor vehicle

financial responsibility

Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Insurance. Ought

to pass

with

amendment.

Amendment

Amend

follows:

2

(supp)

as

HB

403

section 2 of the bill by striking out in the fifth

tenth lines the
the word,

to

word "three" and

and

inserting in place thereof

amended shall read as
paragraph
Suspensions. Amend
I of RSA 268:9
striking
out the word
inserted by 1955, 76:4 by

five,

so that said section as

"seven" in the third line and inserting in place thereof the
word, five, so that said paragraph as amended shall read as
follows: I. Waiving Requirements. The director may waive

requirements of filing proof of financial responsibility
and certificates at any time after five years duration from the
date of accident involvement or conviction requiring such
proof, provided the director has not received further record
of conviction, accident involvement, forfeiture of bail, unsatisfied judgment or other evidence which would require the
continuance of such furnishing of proof of financial responsithe

bility

and

certificates.

Further

numbering

amend

the bill by striking out section 5

section 6 to read section
*

*

and

re-

5.

*

At the request of Mr. Newell of Concord, Mr. Wheeler of
Exeter answered questions regarding the amendment.
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The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

394, relative to validation of deeds lacking witnesses,

Mr. Spanos

of

Newport

for Judiciary.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

397, restricting the sale of liquor or beverages

was ordered to a third reading.

tion days while the polls are open,

Liquor Laws. Inexpedient

on elecMr. Nahil of Claremont for

to legislate.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson moved that the words, Ought to
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate, and

pass,

spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Nahil of Claremont spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.

On

a viva voce vote the Chair

was in doubt and requested

a division.

155

members having voted

in the affirmative

and 143

in the

negative, the motion to substitute prevailed.

The

question

now

being, shall the bill be read a third

time.

Mr. Sheridan of Berlin demanded the Yeas and Nays.
Roll Call
Yeas

—

164

Coos County: Dubey, Connolly, Fontaine, Nash, Graham,
Keough, Thayer, Sherman, Fogg, Bushey, Brooks.

Rockingham County:

Griffin, Persson,

Under^vood,

Cum-

mings, Kimball of Derry, White of Derry, Shindledecker, Merrill, Palmer of Kensington, Clark of Kingston, Schwaner, McEachern, Stafford of Portsmouth, Sadler, Dame, White of

Portsmouth, Coussoule, Greene of Rye, Young, Stickney, Herbert.

Strafford County: Berry, Leighton, Grimes, Colbath,
Maglaras, Bevan, Crouch, Littlehale, Clark of Lee, Adams of
Madbury, Dumont of Rochester, Green of Rollinsford, Maloomian, Hebert.
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10,
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McAllister, Bolduc, Matheson, Good-

hue, Lacaillade, Stafford of Laconia, Allan of Meredith.

Carroll County:

Hill,

Merrimack County:

Remick, Lamprey of Tuftonboro.

Fairbanks, Hutchinson, York, UpAndersen of Concord, San-

ton, Hancock, Smith of Concord,

Newell of Concord, McKay, Stevens, Kelley of Franklin,
Oilman, Charland, Lambert, Reddy, Brown of Loudon, London, Plourde, Robinson, Tarrant.
ders,

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, VanLoan,
Wiggin, Farwell, Barnard, Bartlett, Hambleton, Martin of
Goffstown, Davis of Greenfield, Taft, Pickering, Eaton, Bednar,
Claveau, Gallao;her, Provencal, Wanen, Conover, Kimball of
Manchester, Clancy of Manchester, ward 5, Doherty, Leclerc,
Martel, Buker, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward of Milford, Cooper, Thibault, Maynard, Pappagianis,
Dionne of Nashua, ward 6, Marcoux, Mason, Bouley, Karnis,
Eastman of Weare, Heald of Wilton.
Cheshire County: O'Neil, Cowing, Watkinson, Turner,
Stearns, Cournoyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, Keating, Pratt, Belle-

Bennett of Keene, Faulkner, Russell, Forbes, Bennett of
of Walpole, Wildey, Sawyer.

tete,

Richmond, Hackler, Abare, Smith

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown,

Frizzell,

Cann,

Gaffney, Campbell, Barrows, D'Amante, Guest, Marx, Spanos,

Hood.

Grafton County: Chamberlin of Bath, Boutin, Plumer,
Bowles, Morse, McMeekin, Adams, Beard, Whipple,
Brummer, Allard of Littleton, Kelley of Littleton, Martin of
Littleton, Cushman, Anderson of Warren, Berringer.
Grey,

Nays—

171

Coos County: Fortier, Roy, Sheridan, Vashaw, Bouchard,
Gagnon, Shute, Potter, Arsenault, Stinson.

Rockingham County: White

of Atkinson, Vey, Watts,
Purington, Wheeler, Spollett, Casassa, Ring, Sewall, Twardus, Cheney, Carter, Pinkham, Palmer
of Plaistow, Keefe, Murch, Osborn, Chandler, Frink, Langford,
Canty, Morrill, Felch, Barker.

Scott, Nickerson, Collishaw,

Strafford County: Nelson, Fellows, Smith of Dover,
Drew, Canney, Moulton, Rolfe, Marsan, Rubins, St. Pierre,
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Chase, Johnson of Rochester, Varney, Habel, Cormier, Bennett
of Strafford.

Belknap County: Uhlenberg, McCarthy, Harkins, Normandin. Head, O'Shan, Urie, Joslyn, Howe.
Carroll County: Howard, Hughes, Davis of Conway,
Taylor of Effingham, Blanchard, Diffenderfer, Fox, Chamberlain of Wolfeboro, Claflin.

Merrimack County: Guilbeault, Moore, Asby, LaFlamme,
Henry, Bingham, Peaslee, Gove, Welch, Dempsey, Doon, LaFond, Thompson of Northfield, Bigelow.
Hillsborough County: Whitney, Brocklebank,

Legallee,

Ainley, Feldman, Lang, Pettigrew, Soucy, Geisel, Goode,

Ma-

2, Bruton, Dion of Manchester,
Hayes, Cullity, Mahoney of Manchester, ward 4, McDermott,
Manning, Walsh, Clancy of Manchester, ward 6, Dupont, Healy,

hony of Manchester, ward

O'Conner, Lafrance, Tessier, Champagne, Cote, Delisle, MorWade, O'Gara, Boettcher, Belanger, Bergeron, Kearns,
Hurley, Kendrigan, Noel, Capistran, Nalette, Allard of Man-

an.

Tremblay of Manchester, UnNashua, ward 2, Belcourt, Trombly of

chester,

Lesmerises, Gauthier,

derbill,

Dionne

of

Nashua, Sullivan, Boisvert, Latour, Lavallee, Sabluski, Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais, Todd, Peterson, Rice.

Cheshire County: Totman, Shea of Keene, ward
lock, Pickett, Oliver, Allen of

1,

Pol-

Rindge, Ballam,

Sullivan County: Angus, Nahil, Weber, Bailey, Downing,
Merrifield.

Grafton County:

Pryor, Stevenson, Willey, Goodfellow,

Nettleton, Johnson of Hanover, Low, Larty, Demers, Lewis,

McGee, Park, Smith

of

Plymouth, Barney, Bean.

The roll having been called and 167 members having voted
in the affirmative and 171 in the negative, the bill was not
ordered to a third reading.
Recess
After Recess

Committee Reports

HB

(cent.)

compensation of moderators in the city
Mr. Dion of Manchester for the Manchester

336, fixing the

of Manchester,

Delegation,

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Wednesday, April

Amendment

Amend
line

section

word

the

the word,

1

HB

to

447
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336

of the bill by striking out in the fourth

and inserting

"seventy-five"

fifty,

10,

so that said section as

in place thereof

amended

shall read as

follows:
1

city of
ices

Compensation. The moderator of each ward in the
Manchester shall receive as compensation for his serv-

on each election

including primaries, the

day,

sum

of

fifty dollars.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

444, legalizing the election of officers at the annual

1963 in the town of Milton, Mr.
Municipal and County Government.

town meeting on March
Littlehale of

Ought

Durham

12,

for

to pass.

The

HJR

bill

was ordered

19,

to a third reading.

providing funds for completion of forest con-

servation aid and special aid to heavily timbered towns pay-

ments, Mrs.

Hampson

Development. Ought

of

Hebron

HJR 19 was referred
under the Rules.
SB
tion

to the

19, relative to access

\elopments, Mrs.

Hampson

Hebron
to pass

Amendment

Amend RSA

and

236-B:l

committee on Appropriations

roads to privately

of

and Development. Ought

section

for Resources, Recreation

to pass.

to

owned

ski de-

for Resources, Recrea-

with amendment.

SB

19

of Chapter 236-B

of the bill by inserting after the

as

inserted by

word "proposed"

in
the third line the words, or existing, so that said section as
amended shall read as follows: 236-B: 1 Authorization. Upon
1

petition and showing of financial ability and responsibility
by a developer of a proposed or existing privately operated
ski development the legislature may authorize the commissioner
of public works and highways, with the approval of the governor and council to lay out and construct an access road to such
development.
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Mr. Newell of Concord moved that SB 19 be recommitted
to the committee on Resources, Recreation and Development
and spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Smith of Dover spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

HB
tires,

142, relative to the sale of recapped motor vehicle
Mr. Clafiin for Transportation. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

286, relative to the salary of the mayor,

aldermen and
committee of the city of Manchester, Mr.
Belanger of Manchester for the Manchester Delegation. Ought

members
to pass

of the school

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
and tenth

section

lines the

I

of the bill

to

HB

286

by striking out in the seventh

word "twelve" and

inserting in place thereof

the Avord, eight, so that said section as

amended

shall read as

follows:

Mayor of the City of Manchester. Amend section I of
1
chapter 223 of the Laws of 1883, as amended by chapter 203 of
the Laws of 1907, as amended by chapter 280 of the Laws of
1945 and section 1 of chapter 437 of the Laws of 1957 by striking out the words "six thousand" in the second line and inserting in place thereof the words eight thousand five hundred, so
that said section as amended shall read as follows: Section 1.
The salary of the mayor of the city of Manchester shall be
eight thousand five hundred dollars per year payable in equal
semi-monthly payments. Said salary shall be in full compensation for services performed and personal expenses incurred,
either as executive or as member of any board or committee
of said city.

Amend
and tenth

section 2 of the bill by striking out in the seventh

lines the

words "one thousand" and inserting in place
hundred fifty, so that said section as

thereof the words, seven

amended
2
as

shall read as follo^vs:

by section

1,

Amend

section 1, chapter 220, Laws of 1901,
chapter 333, Laws of 1917, as amended
chapter 352, Laws of 1947 and section 2, chapter

Aldermen.

amended by

section

1,
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437 of the Laws of 1957, by striking out the words "five hundred" in the second and third lines and inserting in place thereof the words, seven

hundred

fifty,

so that said section as

amended

Each member of the board of
of Manchester shall be paid the sum of

read as follows: Section

shall

1.

aldermen of the city
seven hundred fifty dollars per year for

services,

payable quarter-

Amend
and

section 3 of the bill by striking out in the fifth
fourteenth lines the word "five" and inserting in place

thereof the word, three, so that said section as

amended

shall

read as follows:
School Committee, Amend section 1, chapter 323, Laws
amended by chapter 270, Laws of 1931 and section
3, chapter 437 of the Laws of 1957, by striking out the word
"two" in the sixth line and inserting in place thereof the word,
three, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
Section 1. At every election hereafter held in said city of Manchester there shall be elected from each ward one member of
the board of school committee, who shall hold his office for
the term of two years from the first Tuesday of January next
following their election. The salary of each member of said
school committee, with the exception of the mayor, shall be
3

of 1909, as

three

hundred

dollars a year.

Amend section 4 of the bill by striking out the figure
"1963" and inserting in place thereof the figure, 1964, so that
said section as

amended

shall read as follows:

4 Takes Effect. This act shall take effect as of January

1,

1964.
*

*

*

Mr. Geisel of Manchester offered the following amendto the amendment and moved its adoption.

ment

Amendment

Amend

to the

Amendment

HB 285

section 4 of the bill by striking out the words and
January 1, 11964" and inserting in place thereof

figures "as of

the words,

upon

its

passage, so that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:

4 Takes Effect. This act shall take effect

upon

its

passage.
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The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

Mr. Geisel of Manchester spoke in favor of the amendment
to the

amendment.

Messrs.
of the

Conover and Kimball of Manchester spoke
to the amendment.

in favor

amendment

The amendment

to the

amendment was adopted.

The question now being on
amendment as amended.

the adoption of the committee

Mrs. Ainley and Mrs. Martel of Manchester spoke against
the

amendment.
Messrs. Capistran

of the

and Allard

Manchester spoke in favor

of

amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Belanger of Manchester moved that HB 286 be
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

in-

definitely

Mr. Goode of Manchester spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs.

Dupont and Feldman

of

Manchester spoke against

the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke against the motion.
Mr. Belanger of Manchester withdrew
definitely postpone

his

motion

to in-

HB 286.

The question now being on
amendment as amended.

the adoption of the committee

Mr. Mahoney of Manchester spoke against the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

The committee amendment was

adopted.
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Mrs. Ainley of Manchester requested a division but subsequently withdrew her request.

(Parliamentary Inquiry)

Mr, Peterson of Peterborough rose on a point of
mentary inquiry.

The Chair
ment

to the

stated that the

House has adopted

the

parlia-

amend-

amendment.

The most

recent action was the adoption of the committee

amendment.

The question now before the House
ordered to a third reading.

is,

shall the bill

be

Reconsideration

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough, having voted with the marequested the House to reconsider its vote whereby it
adopted the committee amendment to HB 286 and spoke in
jority,

favor of the motion.
Messrs. Healy, Geisel

and Kimball

of

Manchester spoke

against the motion.

The motion

to reconsider the

amendment was

lost.

Mr. Cote of Manchester explained the amendment.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Reconsideration

Mr. Sheridan of Berlin, having voted with the majority,
asked that the House reconsider its vote refusing to order HB
397, restricting the sale of liquor or beverages on election days
while the polls are open, to a third reading and spoke against
the motion.
Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Parliamentary Inquiry

Mr. Angus of Claremont rose on a point of parliamentary
inquiry.
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Mr. Bednar of Hudson spoke

in favor of the

motion

to re-

consider.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Angus

of

Claremont spoke against the motion.

Mr. Keefe of Portsmouth spoke against the motion.

and

Mr. Vachon of Manchester moved the previous question
was sufficiently seconded.

it

The motion was
The

question

adopted.

now being on

vote refusing to order

The motion

the motion to reconsider the

HB 397 to a third reading.

to reconsider

was

lost.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson requested a division.

The

division vote being manifestly in the negative the

motion was

lost.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Pickett of Keene rose on a point of personal
*

*

privilege.

*

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the House adjourned
from the morning session.
Afternoon Session

The Chair announced
niversary of Mr.
a guest of her

that today

Underwood

husband

in the

is

the 44th

of Chester. Mrs.

wedding an-

Underwood was

House.

*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit the third reading of bills
by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be
in honor of our new Honorary American Citizen, Sir Winston
Churchill of England, and to meet tomorrow morning at 11:00
A.M.
Third Readings

The

following

bills Avere

read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

Thursday, April

HB

of the school

committee of the

city of

aldermen and

Manchester.

444, legalizing the election of officers at the annual

town meeting on March

HB
city of
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286, relative to the salary of the mayor,

members

HB

11,

336,

12,

1963 in the town of Milton,

compensation of moderators in the

fixing the

Manchester.

HB
HB

394, relative to validation of deeds lacking witnesses.

403, relative to

motor vehicle

financial responsibility

act.

*

On
journed

motion
at 3:39

*

*

Demers

of

P.M. in honor of

Sir

of Mrs.

Lebanon the House
Winston Churchill.

THURSDAY,
The House met at

1 1

:00

April

11,

ad-

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

ler,

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Rabbi Jacob HandTemple Israel, Manchester, as follows:

of

ALMIGHTY GOD AND MERCIFUL FATHER:
We beseech Thy blessings upon the duly representatives
of
to

our Granite State. Cause Thy Divine presence and counsel
guide their deliberations in all matters pertaining to the wel-

fare of

Thy

people.

Endow them with wisdom and understanding so that they
may comprehend the eternal values of life. Strengthen their
faith in Thee and gird them with courage to face the future
with confidence and without

We
as

fear.

pray to Thee, at this time of the Year,

The Holy Week,

we observe

EASTER,
tion:

the two historical holidays, PASSOVER and
giving the adherents of both religions much inspira-

FREEDOM and THE RESURRECTION.
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We

are grateful for Thy bounties of liberty and equality,
the inalienable inheritance of all Americans. May Thy protecting care be with all who reside within the portals of our

country.

We

hour of the great tragedy of our
nuclear submarine, in the deep waters of the sea. Be with them,
we pray Thee, and grant solace and comfort to the bereaved,
their families. Implant in the hearts of all a sincere desire to
Amen.
toil in unison for freedom and peace.
are mindful, at this

*

*

Senator Martel of District

*

17, offered the

following resolu-

tions.

Whereas, Good Friday occurring April

this

12,

1963,

and

Whereas, being publicly mindful and fully appreciative on
eventful anniversary, now, therefore, be it

Resolved, that we, the members of the Joint Convention,
do and hereby move to observe at the present moment, a oneminute period of silent meditation to commemorate the sufferins^s and death on the Cross, of the Son of the Living God, Our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, for the salvation of mankind.

On
tion was

one minute of
unanimously adopted.

a rising vote of

silent prayer the resolu-

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Feldman of Manchester led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
Governor's Message

His Excellency, Governor John
the Convention

W.

King, appeared before

and delivered the following message:

Mr. Speaker and Honorable Members of the House and
morning I come before the General Court to submit for your serious consideration and earnest deliberation our
recommendations for legislation in the field of education.
Senate. This

I

need not dwell

in this area.

The

at length

tidal

wave

on the importance of

legislation

of youngsters straining the seams
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demand

for greater in-

and our obligations to provide
all
education within our means

tellectual skills in the space age,

—

our children with the finest
emphasize the gravity of the problem.

— of which

I was proud to
and by Joint Resolution provided for the appointment of an Interim Commission
on Education to comprehensively study and assess the problems
of the public school system and higher educational facilities of
our State, and make findings and recommendations.

In 1961 your honorable body

member

be a

— saw the need

for action

We
cannot

now have the report of that Commission. I, for one,
commend too highly the dedication with which the Com-

mission addressed

from
into

itself

to a

most

difficult task. It is obvious
long and arduous hours went
of the Commission can be justi-

a reading of the report that
its

fiably

preparation.

proud that

Members

their selfless

and inspired

efforts are in the

genuine public service to our state. Two
years ago we knew that we had a problem but the exact nature
and extent of it was blurred and undefined. Today, thanks to
the efforts of the Commission, we have the problem defined and
delineated. What we do about it now becomes the subject of
finest

traditions of

discussion
I

and debate, and properly

do not believe that the members of the Commission

pect an immediate adoption of
tions.

a start.

so.

But certainly they should
We cannot do less.

all of their

justifiably

recommended
hope

that w^e

ex-

solu-

make

To begin with it is my sincere conviction that we have a
deep obligation to see to it that the affirmative proposals made
by the Commission are made the subject of continuous concern
in the years ahead. The problems outlined by the Commission
will not be entirely solved by this session of the General Court
and to my mind it becomes a matter of urgency that those problems that are unresolved become a matter of concern to the next
General Court and every session of the General Court in the
foreseeable future.

what we need is to provide a permanent agency
government that will prevent this valuable effort of
the Interim Commission from becoming another dust covered
First of all,

of state

study in our archives.
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Therefore,

am

I

strongly

recommending

legislation

the creation of such a state agency ... to be called

Hampshire

for

The New

The agency would

be dicontinuing
basis
rected to concern itself on a permanent and
State
with the overall problems of all facets of education in the
of

New

State

Board

of Regents.

Hampshire.

My

conception of the proposed board envisions a member-

ship of 5 outstanding citizens whose education, background
and experience qualify them to assume this challenge and op-

portunity for rendering a great public service to our
I

state.

recommend

that their appointments be the responsibility
Governor alone, and with reference to this let me be

of the

candid.
It is my sincere conviction that a board of regents entrusted
uath such grave responsibility should be as completely divorced
from the political arena as possible. There should be no provisions with regard to party affiliations of the membership of the
board and appointments to the board should be made without
regard to state geography or the five councilor districts.

In short, the appointments to this board should be

on the

basis of ability

— and

made

ability alone.

Such a board of regents could, for the first time in history,
provide us with the means of attacking our educational problems from an all encompassing, continuous and unified point
of view.

Up until now our efforts in this direction have been fragmentized and departmentalized with no agency admittedly concerning itself with, as it were, "the big picture." In the first
instance therefore, the proposed board of regents would act as
a permanent planning board in the field of education.
The

board could greatly aid a new Govsystem, when a new Governor is
elected, he is presented even before his inauguration, with the
budget recommendations of the several state departments and
institutions that are concerned with education, namely, the
Department of Education itself, the University, the Teachers
Colleges, the Technical Schools and so on.

ernor.

At

services of such a

Under our present

this

point a

new Governor

has a very urgent need to be

able to turn to a knowledgeable authority

— independent of
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on the

justification of their

needs
board of regents could

to the overall educational

of the State. In this area the proposed

provide a most valuable and needed service.
Accreditation

The board
areas.

of regents could

fill

a

genuine need in other

In the next decade our educational institutions, both

public and private, are bound to grow and expand. As the interim commission implies, there is a danger the growth could

We

should avoid the pitfalls of some of our
discriminating states who by laxness
in applying proper accreditation standards have permitted a
loose growth of what are sometimes called "diploma mills."
get out of hand.

more populous and

I

less

agree with the interim commission that some state agen-

cy should be

creditation to

made

responsible for accrediting or denying ac-

all institutions of higher learning in this state

\vhether they be public or private.
I would recommend that the board of regents be empowered to directly appoint an accreditation committee of 7
qualified citizens at least 4 of whom would be professional
educators to make recommendations to the Legislature in this

all

important area of accreditation.

Capital Improvements

Acting in the capacity of a permanent planning board, the
board of regents could make vahiable recommendations on an
orderly and long range program of capital improvements to
our state educational institutions. I have personally witnessed,
both as a member of your Honorable Body and as Chief Executive, a lack of proper planning for capital improvements at our
state teachers colleges.

Now

there

is

a desperate plea at those

immediately rectify the effects of
of planning which have accrued over two decades.

institutions that

I

this lack

This concept of orderly and continuous planning for the
not only in the area of capital improvements
but
of our entire education program is
to my mind
one of
the most vital needs that confront us.
future

It

—

—

—

—

One last point regarding the board of regents concept.
should be made clear that the board of regents under my
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an advisory and correlating
both our State De-

recommendations would

act in only

capacity

to the operation of

— with respect

partment of Education and our institutions of higher learning.
In plain language, the board of regents would have no authority to tell our State Department of Education how schools
should be run or what should be taught nor would it have any
governing power over our institutions of higher learning. Under no circumstances would it be empowered to interfere in
any way with the internal management of any of those institutions.

Expanded Board

of Trustees for All Institutions of

Higher

Learning

My second major recommendation to you this morning is
concerned with seeking a better coordination and correlation
among our state institutions of higher learning within themselves.
I

of

all

am

again recommending that a single board of trustees

publicly supported institutions of higher learning in

the state be established. This single board of trustees would
be composed of the present 10 man board of trustees of the
University of New Hampshire plus an additional 7 trustees to
accommodate the inclusion of Keene and Plymouth Teachers
Colleges and the Technical Institute when that facility becomes
operational.

This single board of trustees would mean a marked improvement in the field of higher education in the state in two
areas.
First a better coordination

and correlation between

all

of

higher education would be achieved. This in
turn would result in a better implementation of the long range
planning of which we have spoken previously.

our

facilities for

Secondly such a single board of trustees would result in a
to raise our teachers colleges from their present status of orphans in our educational family. I would recommend that, working under the single board of trustees, Keene
and Plymouth Teachers Colleges be granted fiscal autonomy
such as is now enjoyed by the University
that they no longer
be required to operate line item budgets and they be freed from
the controls of the State's Personnel Classification System.

marked advance

—
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I am convinced that if such a recommendation is approved
by the General Court this will mark the beginning of a new
era for our teachers colleges. They will be freed from the political pressures and internal difficulties that line item budgets
foster. As part of an integrated state system of higher education
that will inchide the University of New Hampshire, they will

new status and prestige that will make it easier to atand retain competent students, teachers and adminis-

enjoy a
tract

trators.
I

would make one further

specific

reference to our teachers colleges that

I

recommendation with
believe

commands

at-

and that is in the area of faculty salaries at those
institutions. There is no question in my mind but what the
state is failing in its obligation to provide decent remuneration
for the dedicated staffs of these two schools.
tention

.

.

.

Therefore,

would

I

sincerely urge

that

the Legislature

allocate 250 thousand dollars to be applied to salary increases

Keene and Plymouth Teachers Colleges.
These funds would be made available to the proposed expanded
for the faculties at

board of trustees for salary increments
similar to the practice

now employed

as the

board sees

at the University of

fit,

New

Hampshire.
20 Million Dollar

Bond Issue

My

third recommendation to you this morning concerns
need that has long been of prime concern to me. I speak
of the urgent need for increased state financial aid to those
communities whose children do not have the opportunity for
a proper education because of the inability of those areas to
undertake the construction of urgently needed school facilities.
a vital

It takes
all like to

very

have

.

little
.

.

imagination

to

modern new high

dream
schools

what we would
and grade schools

of

dotting every area, staffed with decently paid teachers
technical schools in every corner of our state turning out the
needed technicians for our expanding industrial economy
.

.

.

new

centers of research at our great University
better graduate schools.
It takes little

share.

imagination to conjure up

.

.

.

and new and

this ideal that all
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the

But you and I as elected representatives of our people with
power to spend and the power to tax have a prior responsi-

bility to those

who brought us

to

our high

office.

We

have the responsibility to make certain that our imaginative desires are curbed by the ability of our people to support
those desires.
I \vould like to point out that those who have a tendency
indulge in anguish over our educational efforts enjoy reiterating time and again that New Hampshire is 50th among
the states in state aid to education. Given much less prominence
is the fact that in the actual amount spent on our children's
education we rank 29th among the states or close to the national
average. At the same time in ability to pay we rank 23rd from

to

the top.

In short when you consider what the New Hampshire citizen can afford, he is doing almost as much as he can with respect
to spending money on the education of his children.

Because of this fact I am convinced that the ultimate long
range solution to most of our educational fiscal problems lies in
the field of Federal aid to education.
I realize that some reject such a solution as further encroachments of the Federal Government in local affairs but the
plain fact of the matter is that we are rapidly reaching a point
where the income of the people of this state is simply not
enough to support the type of education that the space age
demands.
I

would point out

to

you that several years ago we had

arrived at a similar point in our highway system.

The

post-war

automobile explosion had confronted us with a demand for a
highway expansion program that our people could not possibly
afford to undertake. Fortunately, the Federal Government recognized the problem for what it was and, incidentally, under
a Republican administration passed the Highway Act of 1956.
In this fiscal year New Hampshire is spending 45 million
dollars to continue that all-important road program which is
bringing new and tangible benefits every day of our lives to
all of us, and the Federal Government is providing 116 million
dollars of the 45 million we are spending.

In short, our state is continuing to grow and prosper because someone had the foresight 7 years ago to realize that our
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could not provide

are laced with a similar situation in the field of

education.

But we have no assurance that Congress will pass federal
and so we are confronted
we can based on the ability
of our people to pay.

aid to education this year or next
with meeting this emergency as best

In light of these facts it is my recommendation that this
Honorable House and Senate approve a 20 million dollar bond
issue to provide immediate funds to aid those communities in
the state who are in the greatest need of capital improvements
in their school facilities.

my

original budget recommendations to the General
included the expenditure of 430 thousand dollars for
debt service for this bond issue over the biennium.

In

Court

I

lars

This would have allowed the actual use of 6 million dolfrom this bond issue for needy school districts over the next

two

years.

Recent revisions in our anticipated revenues by the comphave indicated that, without new taxes, we can provide

troller

for increased debt service expenditures that will allow the use

of 10 million dollars of this

bond

issue over the

next biennium.

It is my recommendation that this 10 million dollars be
spent in the form of grants for capital improvements only,
based on the need over the next two years as determined by the

proposed board of regents.

Funds from

new

this

bond

issue

could be utilized to construct

technical school buildings in Manchester, Portsmouth

and

Berlin.

Funds from the bond issue could be used to provide a stimulus and incentive to those school districts or areas that are
attempting to work together to provide more efficient and economical education to the public.
Funds from this bond issue can be used to assist the local
school districts under the already established provisions of the
school building construction aid formula as presently administered by the State

Board

of Education.
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These are not specific recommendations but merely illussome of many directions in which the board of regents
might move.
trate

Some may charge that such a proposal would give the
that it should be curbed by
board of regents a blank check
carefully contrived standards and limited in its scope by rigid

—

legislative control.

But I would point to the experience of our University
where a board of trustees have been given discretion to meet
needs as they

arise. I

think

all will

agree that the University

what can be done by trustees
seek out men and women of sim-

stands as an excellent example of
of outstanding calibre.
ilar integrity to

man

I

shall

the board of regents.

my inaugural address to this body, I pointed
was not unaware that for the first time in many years
the Legislative and Executive Departments of the state were
of different political faiths. I also pointed out that my own exFinally, in

out that

I

perience in the House led

me

to the conviction that the majority

of our legislators in the face of crisis put principle

and the public good above

above party

politics.

Let both the Legislative and Executive Departments resolve to hold to this in our actions toward our educational problems. For my part, you will not find my office dogmatic or intransigent toward any suggested solutions to our problems excepting those that impose a financial burden on our people that
is

beyond

their capacity to bear.

What

I

offer to

you

is

a blueprint for the future.

A

and independence
University while strengthening the role and status of the
that will leave inviolate the reputation

The

plan

of the

teach-

proposal is not excessively complicated and
does not insist on meticulous observation of rigid and senseless
formalities or ritual. Knowing the responsibility placed in you
I hope you will consider the urgent need of uniting with me
in the common purpose of boldly meeting the educational needs
of the young men and women of our state. The school question
is perhaps the most vital question of the future
and the most
vital question you will have before you this session. No service
that has already been rendered our state can surpass what you
ers'

colleges.

—

Thursday, April
can do by meeting

this challenge. I
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hope that we may meet

it

together.
I

thank you.
*

*

*

On motion of Senator Paquette of the 13th
Convention rose.

District the

House
Introduction of Guests

introduced the senior class of Marlborough
High School, courtesy of Mr. Oliver of Marlborough.

The Chair

The Chair

also introduced a

group of 7th & 8th grade

stu-

dents from Temple, courtesy of the Hillsborough Delegation.

Leave of Absence
Mrs. Blanchette of Dover was granted an indefinite leave
of absence on account of illness.

Committee Reports

HB

263, establishing the Haverhill

Union School

District,

Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education. Inexpedient to

legis-

late.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

and

281, relative to the remodeling of certain buildings
the construction of a new greenhouse at the University of

New

Hampshire, Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education.

Ought

to pass.

The Chair
priations

referred

under the

HB

281 to the committee on Appro-

rules.

HB 303, naming the technical

institute for

former congress-

man

Chester E. Merrow and providing for a portrait of Mr.
Merrow, Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education. Inexpedient
to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

Reconsideration

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the House reconsider its
vote whereby it killed HB 154, relative to operation of overweight vehicles, and spoke in favor of the motion.
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Messrs. Claflin of

Wolfeboro and McGee

of Lincoln spoke

against the motion.

Mr. Pryor of Ashland spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion

to reconsider

Mr. Urie of
on SB

sideration
ski

was

New Hampton

lost.

withdrew

19, relative to access

his notice of recon-

roads to privately

owned

developments.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed

Comniittee

Bills

have examined and

found correctly engrossed the following entitled House

HB

45,

An

act requiring surety

Bills:

bonds for municipal court

clerks.

HB 60, An act relating to the support of spouse.
HB 209, An act relative to extra pay for the police

force in

the city of Manchester.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mr. York of Concord

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

122, relating to

redemption of specific devises.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

122

the bill by striking out section

1

thereof and in-

serting in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

554:16 by striking out
554:16
Redemption of Property. The administrator, if there be sufficient assets, shall redeem all property of the deceased under
mortgage, pledge or levy of execution for less than its value,
1

Specific Devises.

the same and inserting in place thereof the following:

:

Thursday, April
or which

if
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unredeemed would diminish the value

of the estate,

the encumbrance;

unless he shall by license sell it subject to
and neglect so to redeem shall be deemed maladministration
and waste. Provided however, when real estate under mortgage

such real estate
subject to the mortgage, unless the testator in his will or by
insurance has provided expressly or by necessary implication
that such mortgage be otherwise paid; and if the note or obligation of the testator secured by such mortgage be paid out of
other property in his estate after his decease, the executor of
his will, at the request of any person interested, and by leave of
the probate court shall sell such specifically devised real estate
for the purpose of satisfying the estate of the testator for the
amount so paid, together with the cost and expenses thereof.
is

specifically devised, the devisee shall take

*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A

announced that the Senate reconcur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, sent up from the House of
further Senate message

fuses to

Representatives

HB

264, relative to qualification by school districts for

state financial aid.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB

211, relative to the establishment of a cooperative
school district in the Newfound area.

HB 285, relative to investments for savings banks.
A further Senate message announced that the Senate

has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the following entitled bill:

SB

21,

An

act relative to liens for cleaning, pressing, laun-

dering, etc.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the

curs with the
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with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bill,

of Representatives:

HB

207, providing

immunity from

liability in

emergency

cases.

Amendment

to

HB

207

Amend
8 the

section 1 of the bill by striking out in lines 7 and
words "provided such treatment is rendered with due

care" so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 1
Physicians and Surgeons. Amend RSA 329 by inserting after

new section: 329:25 Emergency Treatment. No person, authorized to practice medicine under this
chapter or under the laws of any other state, who, in good faith,
renders emergency care at the scene of an emergency, without
making any charge therefor, shall be liable for any civil damages as a result of acts or omissions by such person in rendering
such emergency care, or as a result of any act or failure to act
to provide or arrange for further medical treatment or care.
section 24 the following

Amend
1

the

amendment by

of the bill the

striking out in line 8 of section

words "for" and "damages" and inserting in

place respectively therefor the words, in, and, action, so that
said section as
1

amended

Physicians

shall read as follows:

and Surgeons. Amend

after section 24 the following

new

RSA

section:

329 by inserting
329:25 Emergency

No person, authorized to practice medicine under
chapter or under the laws of any other state, who, in good
faith, renders emergency care at the scene of an emergency,
without making any charge therefor, shall be liable in any civil
Treatment.
this

action as a result of acts or omissions by such person in rendering such emergency care, or as a result of any act or failure to
act to provide or arrange for further medical treatment or care.

Amend

section 2 of the bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:
act shall take effect

•in

on

its

2

Takes

same and
This

Effect.

passage.

Mr. Totman of Alstead moved that the House non-concur
amendment and that a committee of conference

the Senate

be appointed.

Thursday, April

11,

Windham moved that
amendment and spoke in favor

Mr. Herbert of
in the Senate
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the

House concur

of the motion.

Mr. Upton of Concord spoke against the motion.
Mr. Goodhue of Gilford spoke

in favor of the

motion.

Mr. Healy of Manchester spoke against the motion.

The motion was
The

not adopted.

now being on the motion
amendment and that a committee

question

the Senate

to

non-concur in

of conference be

appointed.

The motion was adopted and the Chair appointed Mr.
Totman of Alstead, Mr. Wildey of Westmoreland and Mr. Capistran of

Manchester

as conferees

on the part of the House.

Resolutions
Messrs.

York and LaFlamme

of

Concord offered the

fol-

lowing resolutions:

Whereas, Charles P. Coakley, a former Representative
from Concord, Ward 1 has passed away, and
,

Whereas,

He

Poor, therefore be

served as

Alderman and was Overseer

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General
to

of the

it

our former Fellow
and be it further

Members

Court of

Member

New

for his

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute
services to his city and

of the

state,

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to his niece, Mrs. Katherine Toomey, a copy of these
Resolutions.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

*

*

Mr. Smith of Plymouth offered the following resolutions:
Whereas, Fred C. Tobey,
son, Representative

be

it

Sr.,

father of Mrs.

Ruth Hamp-

from Hebron, has passed away, therefore
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Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby
offer our heartfelt sympathy to our Fellow Member in her
bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the General

Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to her, a copy of these Resolutions.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

*

*

Mr. Osborne of Portsmouth for the Rockingham Coimty
Delegation and Mr. Stafford for the Portsmouth Delegation
offered the following resolutions.

Whereas, Andrew J. Barrett, a former Representative from
Portsmouth, Ward 1 for over twenty years, has passed away,
therefore be it resolved
Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General
to

Members

Court of

Member

our former Fellow
and be it further

of the

New

for his

House

of Repre-

Hampshire, pay tribute
services to his city and

state,

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to his son, Charles A. Barrett, a copy of these Resolutions.

The

resolutions were imanimously adopted.

Mr. LaFlamme of Concord offered the following resolutions:

Whereas,

from Dalton

Thomas

J.

Marshall, a former Representative

in 1919, has passed away, therefore

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General
to

our former Fellow
and be it further

Members

Court of

Member

be

it

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute
services to his town and
of the

New

for his

state,

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
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Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to his daughter, Mrs. Mathew H. Peabody, a copy of
these Resolutions.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

*

Messrs. Plourde

*

and Robinson

of

Pembroke

offered the

following resolutions:

Whereas, Gedeon

Petit, Sr., a

former Representative from

Pembroke, has passed away, and
Whereas,
fore be

He

served as Selectman for nineteen years, there-

it

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General
to

our former Fellow
and be it further

Members

Court of

Member

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute
services to his town and
of the

New

for his

state,

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to his son, Ernest E. Petit, a copy of these Resolutions.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

*

*

Cote and Bernier of Manchester for the Manchester Delegation offered the following resolutions:
Messrs.

Whereas, William H. Craig, Sr., a former Representative
from Manchester, has passed away, and
Whereas,
ty

public

He

offices,

served in

many

city

and Hillsborough Coun-

and

Whereas, He served several terms as Manchester's City
and two terms as Hillsborough County Solicitor, therefore be it
Solicitor

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General
to
ty

Members

Court of

our former Fellow Member
and state, and be it further

New

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute

of the

for his services to his city, coun-

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
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Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to his widow, Mrs. Emma J. Craig, a copy of these
Resohitions.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Messrs.

Gay

of

Derry and

Maxham

of

Concord offered the

following resolutions:

Whereas, we have learned with sorrow of the passing of a
former fellow member, Lewis H. Carpenter of Henniker, who
has been elected by his fellow townspeople to serve as a member
of the

I

House

of Representatives for several sessions,

and

Whereas, Mr. Carpenter served his country in World War
his town as a Municipal Court Judge for ten years, and

and

Whereas, he was an Honorary

member

shire Police Chiefs Association, therefore be

of the

New Hamp-

it

members of the House of RepreCourt convened, do hereby pay homage
to Mr. Carpenter for his service to his town, state and country
and extend our deepest sympathy to his family in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, that we, the

sentatives in General

Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be transmitted
widow, Mrs. Ethel L. Carpenter.

to his

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

On
were so
this

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order for 3:00

afternoon to be in order at the present time, and that when
it be to meet next Tuesday morning

House adjourns today
11:00 A.M.

the
at

*

*

Afternoon Session

On

motion

journed

at 12:24

of Miss

P.M.

Whipple

of

Lebanon

the

House

ad-

1

Tuesday, April

16,
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TUESDAY,
The House met

at

1

:00

April

16,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

DEAR LORD and FATHER of MANKIND: —
Let

me

Let

me

today be a Christian not only in
but also in my deeds:

my words

follow bravely in the footsteps of

my

Master,

wherever they may lead:
Let me be hard and stern with myself:
Let there be no self-pity or self-indulgence in my life today:
Let my thinking be keen, my speech frank and open
and my action courageous and decisive. Amen.
excerpt from
Sunday Bulletin of the

Groveton Methodist Church
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Watts of Deerfield led the Convention in the Pledo^e
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair introduced a group of 7th and 8th grade students from Deerfield, courtesy of Mr. Watts of Deerfield.

The Chair
High School

also introduced a

group of students from Thayer
Mr. Sawyer of Win-

in Winchester, courtesy of

chester.

The Chair also introduced a group of students from Hopkinton High School, courtesy of Mr. Reddy of Hopkinton.
The Chair
from

group of 8th grade students
Northumberland Delegation.

also introduced a

Stark, courtesy of the

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Bell of Plymouth was granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of

illness.
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Mrs. Berry of Barrington and Mr. Boutin of Benton were
granted leave of absence for the week on account of important
business.

Mr, Peaslee of Concord was granted leave of absence for
the

week on account

of illness.

Pinkham

of Northwood, Ballam of Walpole, Shea
and Urie of New Hampton were granted
absence for the day on account of important business.

Messrs.
of Keene,

leaves of

Ward

1,

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

HB 519, relative to construction of buildings to be used
by the public. (Gallagher of Hudson and Provencal of Hudson)
to Public Works.
HB

520, relative to duties of the tax commission in equal-

ization of taxes. (Kelley of Littleton) to

HB

Ways and Means.

521, relative to certain benefits for teachers. (Uhlen-

berg of Gilmanton) to Education.

HB

522, prohibiting carrying pistols or revolvers while

hunting for deer. (Clark of Kingston)

HB

to Fish

523, relating to the sale of liquor

class restaurants.

(Messrs.

Bednar

of

and Game.

and beverages

in

first-

Hudson and Kimball

of

Manchester) to Liquor Laws.

HB

524,

empowering

the state to reimburse towns for loss

of taxes luider certain circumstances.

ough)

to

HB
number

(Peterson of Peterbor-

Ways and Means.
525, setting a date for application for
plates.

(Willey of

Campton and Soucy

motor vehicle

of Manchester)

to Transportation.

HB

526, authorizing associations to

make

collateral

and

unsecured loans. (Pappagianis of Nashua) to Banks.

HB

527, relating to the assessment of taxes for the Tilton-

—

Northfield Fire Precinct. (Rules Committee
Thompson of
Northfield) to Municipal and County Government.

HB
New

528, relative to investment of funds of the university of

—

Hampshire. (Rules Committee
Peterson of Peterborough and Pappagianis of Nashua) to Banks.
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providing additional funds for cancer commission.
Bell of Plymouth) to Appropriations.
(Rules Committee

—

Committee Reports

SJR 8, in favor of Philip E. Johnson, Mr. Henry of Concord for Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
words "and

to

SJR

8

end thereof the
settlement" so that

the resolution by adding at the
shall

be a complete and

final

said resolution shall read as follows:

That the sum of nine hundred and eighty four dollars is
hereby appropriated to reimburse Philip E. Johnson of Milan
for damages sustained by him as a result of his well becomingcontaminated by the seepage of salt draining into said well
from an abutting highway, to wit. Route HOB, which had been
treated with salt in connection with snow removal operations
by the highway department. The sum hereby appropriated
shall be a charge on the highway funds and shall be a complete
and

final settlement.

The amendment was adopted and
ordered to a third reading.

HB

427, to provide per diein for

nautics commission,

Aeronautics.

Ought

resolution

members

was

of the aero-

Mr. Henry of Concord for Claims and

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

the

to

HB

427

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Amend RSA 422:5 by striking out the same and insert1
ing in place thereof the following: 422:5 Compensation. Each
member

of the commission may be paid twenty-five dollars for
each day or portion thereof spent in attendance at monthly
meetings held at times set by the commission. Each member of
the commission may be paid for necessary expenses of travel incurred in performance of commission duties. The provisions
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of this section shall not set a limit upon the number of special
meetings which the commission or the director may call.

Amend
in the

first

section 2 of the bill by striking out the word "six"
and inserting in place thereof the word, five, so

line

that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:

Appropriation. The sum of five thousand dollars, in
addition to any money appropriated for the use of the aeronautics commission for the biennium ending July 1, 1965 is
hereby appropriated for the purposes of this act. The governor
is hereby authorized to draw his warrant for the sum hereby
appropriated out of any moiney in the treasury not otherwise
2

appropriated.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.

HB

bill

was referred

to

providing for a salary increase for classified state
employees, Mr. Smith of Plymouth for Executive Departments
and Administration. Inexpedient to legislate.
86,

Mr. LaFrance of Manchester moved that the words, Ougrht
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate,
and spoke in favor of the motion.
to pass,

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that HB 86 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

McMeekin

Messrs.

borough spoke

The motion

HB

of Haverhill

to indefinitely

postpone

Ought

to pass

Amend

Mr.
Departments and Adminis-

to

HB

296

the bill by inserting after paragraph III of section

the following
IV.

86 prevailed.

with amendment.

Amendment
1

HB

296, to adjust classified salaries of state employees,

Stafford of Laconia for Executive
tration.

and Peterson of Peter-

in favor of the motion.

The

new paragraph:

salary ranges for all classified state

professional positions at

employees in

Keene and Plymouth Teachers Col-

Tuesday, April
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leges determined to be such by the governor and council shall
be established as follows:
Yearly

Salary

Grade

Minimum

Maximum

Iiicremeut

Assistant Instructor

14

Instructor

16

$4,950.14
5,550.22

$6,150.04
6,750.12

Assistant Professor

18

6,860.88

8,240.96

Associate Professor

21

7,724.86

9,485.58

Professor

24
25
26

8,926.58

10,687.30

Title

I

Professor II

Dean

Amend

9,403.42

11,084.06

300.00
300.00
345.02
440.18
440.18
420.16

9,649.38

11,750.18

525.20

section 3 of the bill by striking out in the fifth
and inserting in place thereof the

line the figure "$1,517,794"

figure, 1,585,794, so that said section as

amended

shall read as

follows:
3 Appropriations.

There

are hereby appropriated for the

year ending June 30, 1964 for the salary increases for
classified employees as provided herein, the following sums:
$1,585,794, from the general funds of the state, $1,191,755
from highway funds, $113,493 from fish and game funds,
fiscal

$251,377 from federal funds and $85,132 from self-sustaining
funds. Like amounts chargeable to the same funds are hereby
appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was referred to

Appropriations under the Rules.

HB 398, relative to policemen's retirement system, Mr.
Claveau of Hudson for Executive Departments and Administration.

Ought

The

bill

to pass.

was referred

to

Appropriations under the Rules.

HB

400 to provide group life insurance, and groups hosmedical and surgical care for state employees, their families, and for retired state employees and their spouses. Mr.
Carter of North Hampton for Executive Departments and Adpital,

ministration.

The

bill

Ought

to pass.

was referred

to

Appropriations under the Rules.

HB 432, relative to number of ballots to be printed for the
primary election, Mr. York of Concord for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass.
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The

HB

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

149, relative to public

son of Hanover

for Judiciary.

meetings and records, Mr. JohnOught to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
clause
1

HB

149

said bill by striking out all after the enacting

and inserting

New

to

in place thereof the following:

Chapter.

the following

new

Amend RSA

by inserting

after chapter 91

chapter:

91-A
Public Meetings and Records
91-A:1 Public Meetings. All meetings of any governmental
agency are declared to be open to the public except as hereinafter provided.

91 -A: 2 Executive Sessions. Any governmental agency may
by majority vote conduct executive sessions provided that the
purpose of such sessions shall be stated in the motion authorizing such executive sessions, and provided that any action taken
in such executive session shall be made a matter of public

record.

91-A: 3 Public Records. All public records shall be

made

available by the lawful or regular custodian thereof, or such

person as he shall authorize, for public inspection, except
ords declared to be confidential as herein provided.

rec-

91-A:4 Confidential Records. If in the opinion of any
governmental agency certain records within its custody reasonably could be construed to be confidential, or where disclosure
of such records would be contrary to the public interest, such
governmental agency may, by official recorded action, deny
public access of such records.

Minutes. All governmental agencies shall keep
which shall be promptly recorded
minutes
public
inspection.
Such minutes shall set forth
and open to
the final formal action of such agencies relative to all matters
including, but not limited to, the adoption of all resolutions,
91-A: 5

of their meetings,

rules

and

resfulations.
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following are exempted from

the provisions of this chapter:
(a)

Grand and

(b)

Parole and pardon boards.

(c)

petit juries.

Meetings of judicial and quasi-judicial bodies, includ-

ing but not limited to state licensing boards, held for the sole
purpose of making a decision in any adjudicatory proceedings.
(d)

Committees of the

New Hampshire

Legislature.

Meetings or records of agencies by federal and state
(e)
law declared to be confidential.
91 -A: 7 City Charters. If the charter of any city requires
broader public access to official meetings and records than
herein described, such charter provisions shall supercede the
requirements of this chapter.

91 -A: 8 Definitions. As used in this chapter "governmental
agency" shall include any administrative or legislative body
of the state, or of any of its counties or municipalities, or of
any other political subdivision of the state. As used in this
chapter "public records" shall mean the records of any governmental agency.
91 -A: 9 Constitutionality. If any provisions of this chapter

application to any person or governmental agency shall
be held unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the
constitutionality of any other portion of the chapter or its
application to any other governmental agency.

or

its

91-A:10 Violations.

Any person who

shall

knowingly and

wilfully violate the provisions of this chapter shall be fined not

more than

twenty-five dollars.

Nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed as
abridging the right of any citizen or citizens to appeal to a court
of this state for the enforcement of the rights provided for in
this chapter.

2

itely

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect

January

1,

1964.

Mr. Healy of Manchester moved that HB 149 be indefinpostponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
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Messrs. Totman of Alstead, Bednar of Hudson, Johnson of
Hanover, and Upton of Concord spoke against the motion.

Mrs. Cooper and Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua spoke in favor
of the motion,

Mr. Coutermarsh of Lebanon spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Healy of Manchester spoke a second time in favor of
the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Johnson of Hanover spoke a second time against the
motion.
(discussion ensued)

tion

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved the previous quesand it was sufficiently seconded.

The motion
The
postpone

The

prevailed.

question

HB

now being on

the motion to indefinitely

149.

Yeas appeared

to

have

it.

Mr. Totman of Alstead requested a

division.

206 members having voted in the affirmative and 115 in
the negative the motion to indefinitely postpone prevailed.
324, establishing the standard time, Mrs.

Cooper

of

Nashua

for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 346, relative to the authority of police employees, Mr.
Pryor of Ashland for Judiciary. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

346

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1 Limitation in Towns Removed. Amend RSA 106-B:15
(supp) as inserted by 1961, 166:4, by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 106-B:15 Re-

Municipalities. A police employee shall not act
within the limits of a town having a population of more than
three thousand or of any city, except when he witnesses a crime

strictions in
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law violator or suspected violator, or when
in search of a person wanted for a crime committed outside
its limits, or when in search of a witness of such crime or when
requested to act by an official of another law enforcement
agency, as provided under section 11, or when ordered by the
or

is

in pursuit of a

governor.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

(Mr.

HB
tors,

McMeekin

of Haverhill in the Chair)

410, relative to investments of guardians

Mrs. Cooper of Nashua for Judiciary.

The

bill

was ordered

and conserva-

Ought

to pass.

to a third reading.

HB 470, providing for a referendum for dissolving the
Hillsborough Bridge Village Fire Precinct and transferring its
functions to the town of Hillsborough, Mr. Robinson of Pembroke for Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass
with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

to

HB

470

section 3 of the bill by inserting after the

"by" in the seventh line the words, vote
as

amended

of,

word

so that said section

shall read as follows:

Departments Established. The precinct fire department
fire department of the town of Hillsborough.
The precinct waterworks shall become the water department
of the town of Hillsborough. Said departments shall be governed and administered by regulations submitted by the respective commissioners and approved by vote of the town of
3

shall

become the

HillsborouoJi.

Amend section 4 of the bill by striking out the words "a
majority" in the sixth and thirteenth lines and inserting in
place thereof the word, two-thirds, so that said section as
amended shall read as follows:
4 Referendum. This act shall not take effect until a referhas been had as herein provided. In the warrant for a
special or annual town meeting in the town of Hillsborough
shall be an article calling for a consideration of the adoption of

endum
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this act, and if t^vo-thirds of the voters present and voting at
such meeting shall approve the provisions hereof the act shall
be deemed to have been adopted by the voters of the town. In
like manner an article calling for a consideration of the adoption of this act shall be in a warrant for a special or annual
meeting of the Hillsborough Bridge Village Fire Precinct and
if two-thirds of the precinct voters present and voting at such
meeting shall approve the provisions hereof the act shall be

deemed
the act

been adopted by the voters of the precinct. If
adopted both by the town and the precinct it shall be
as of the first day of January next following such action.

to have
is

effective

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

99, relating to the practice of chiropractic,

Mr. Green

of Rollinsford for Public Health. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

332, relative to the practice of dentistry

tion provisions, Mr.

Ought

Green

and

registra-

of Rollinsford for Public Health.

to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Resolutions
Messrs. Cavalieri

Rubins

and McEachern

of

Portsmouth and Mrs.

of Rochester offered the following concurrent resolu-

tion:

Whereas, by the tragic loss of the attack submarine
Thresher we are again brought to the full realization of the debt
which we all o^ve to those who by their efforts defend the liberty
and freedom we so greatly cherish; and
Whereas, so many of the one hundred and twenty-nine
brave men who went down with the Thresher left families and
personal friends in New Hampshire, making our grief particularly

profoimd and all-reaching; now therefore be

it

Resolved, by the House of Representatives the Senate concurring that in recognition of their selfless devotion to duty and
on behalf of the people of New Hampshire, the General Court

Tuesday, April
conveys
those

its

16,
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deepest sympathy to the families and friends of
their lives in the service of their coimtry on the

who gave

Thresher.

Be

further Resolved, that a copy of this resolution be
Commandant of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard

it

sent to the

and

to the

On
ly

bereaved families.

a risino- vote the

concurrent resolution was unanimous-

adopted.

Messrs. Claflin

and Chamberlain

of

Wolfeboro offered the

followino; resolutions:

WJiereas, H. Furber Jewett of

Wolfeboro has passed away,

and
Whereas,

He

was an Attache of the House of RepresentaPage and Supervisor of the

tives for several sessions, serving as

Public Address System, and

Whereas,

He

was

a veteran of

World W^ar

II,

therefore be

it

Resolved, That we, the Members and Attaches of the
of Representatives of the New Hampshire General
Court, hereby pay tribute to our Attache for his services to his
country and to his state, for his friendliness to all and his willingness in the performance of his duties, and be it further

House

Resolved, That our deepest sympathy is extended to his
its bereavement, that a floral tribute be procured for
the funeral and that a copy of these Resolutions be transmitted
to his widow, Mrs. Ethelda Jewett.
family in

On

a rising vote the resolutions
*

*

Report of Engrossed

were unanimously adopted.
*

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB
HB

33,

An

122,

act relating to date of the

An

act relative to

primary election.

redemption of

specific devises.
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HB

211,

An

act relative to the establishment of a coopera-

tive school district in the

HB
HB

Newfound

area.

An act relating to service exemptions.
285, An act relative to investments for savings banks.
SB 21, An act relative to liens for cleaning, pressing, laun240,

dering, etc.

HB 48, An act relative to public libraries.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Qualified

Mr. Ernest

W. Hemon

Ward 2, Dover, appeared before
Governor John W. King, and having been duly
of

His Excellency,
appeared and took his seat in the House.

qualified,

*

The Chair announced

*

*

that today

is

the 53rd

wedding an-

niversary of Mr. and Mrs. Leighton of Dover.

The Chair

annoimced that today is the birthday
Andover and Keefe of Portsmouth.

also

Messrs. Phelps of

*

*

of

*

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this
afternoon be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only and resolutions by caption only, and
that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow at
were so

11:00

far

A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following House

bills

and Senate Joint Resolution

were read a third time, passed, and sent

to the Senate for con-

currence:

SJR

8,

HB

432, relative to

in favor of Philip E. Johnson.

number

of ballots to be printed for the

primary election.

HB
HB
tors.

346, relative to the authority of police employees.

410, relative to investments of guardians

and conserva-

1
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HB

470, providing for a referendum for dissolving the
Hillsborough Bridge Village Fire Precinct and transferring its

functions to the town of Hillsborough.

HB

332, relative to the practice of dentistry

and

registra-

tion provisions.
*

*

*

motion of Mrs. Potter of Northumberland the House
adjourned at 12:58 P.M.

On

WEDNESDAY,
The House met

at

1

:00

April

17,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

ALMIGHTY

GOD, humbly we enter into Thy divine
presence to seek direction and purpose for this day. Strengthen
us to resist the temptations of expediency and yet, grant us the
wisdom of efficient and effective service as we face each new
challenge. Give us courage to stand upon the eternal foundachampions of justice and righteousness in
and states where fear, mistrust, and selfishmay our faith and rightness vent their destructive powers
eousness exalt our nation and state through our love and devotion to the high ideals upon which we base our democracy and
freedom. Inspire us this morning to do our best, to strive for the
perfection of peace and human betterment, in spite of our hution of truth; to be

a world of nations

man

frailties.

merciful love

For

—

this

cause

— Amen.

we pray

in

Thy Name, O

Father of

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Eastman of Weare led the Convention in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair

introduced members of the N. H. League of

Women Voters from various parts of the state.
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The Chair also introduced a group of High School students from Weare, courtesy of Mr. Eastman of Weare.

The Chair also introduced a group of students from St.
Marie High School in Manchester, courtesy of the Manchester
Delegation.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Purington of Exeter was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of illness.

Mr. McCarthy of Laconia was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of important business.

Mr. Pinkham of North^vood -^vas granted leave of absence
and Thursday on account of important business.

for today

Committee Reports

HB
Adams

246, relative to horse or

Madbury

of

pony pulling

for Agriculture.

contests,

Inexpedient to

Mr.

legislate.

The

resolution of the committee was adopted.

HB

180, relative to the incorporation of trust companies,

Mr. Hambleton of Goffstown for Banks. Ought

to pass

with

amendment.

Amendment

Amend
and inserting

section

1

to

HB

180

of the bill by striking out said section

in place thereof the following:

1
State Treasurer. Amend RSA 392:1 by striking out the
words "deputy bank commissioner and the attorney-general"
in the first and second lines and inserting in place thereof the
words, state treasurer, the attorney-general, the insurance commissioner and the commissioner of resources and economic
development, so that said section as amended shall read as fol-

lows:

392:1

Incorporation Board.

The bank

state treasurer, the attorney-general, the

commissioner, the
insurance commissioner

and the commissioner of resources and economic development
shall constitute a board for the incorporation of trust companies and other corporations of a similar character, shall be
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17,

board of trust company incorporation, and shall
no compensation for services on this board. The deputy
bank commissioner shall serve as clerk of the board.

known

as the

receive

The amendment was adopted and

the bill w^as ordered to

a third reading.

HB

194, relating to investments of savings banks, Mrs.

of Brentw^ood for Banks.

of

Ought

The

bill

HB

401, relative to training of

Lebanon

was ordered

to a third reading.

for Education.

The Chair

Ought

HB

ordered

Vey

to pass.

fire fighters,

Mrs. Demers

to pass.

401 to Appropriations under the

rules.

HB

and licensing
and Game. Ought to

261, to increase the fees for registration

of guides, Mr.

Welch

of

Concord

for Fish

pass.

The

bill

HB

258, to increase the fees for registration

was ordered

for propagation of fish

to a third reading.

and game. Ought

At the request of Mr. Kearns
of

New London

that

explained the

and licensing

to pass.

of Manchester,

Mr. London

bill.

Mr. Kearns of Manchester spoke against the
258 be indefinitely postponed.

bill

and moved

HB

The Chair

ruled Mr. Kearns' motion out of order as he

prefaced his motion with remarks.

Mr. Bro^vn of Loudon spoke

in favor of the bill.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that further consideration of

HB 258 be indefinitely postponed.
Mr. London of

The motion

New London

to indefinitely

The

question

The

bill

now

spoke against the motion.

postpone did not prevail.

being, shall the bill be read a third time?

was ordered

to a third reading.
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HB

274, relative to fishing without license by patients at

veterans hospitals, Mr. Anderson of

Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

Warren

for Fish

and Game.

with amendment.

the

to

of said bill

title

HB

274

by striking out the same and
An Act relative to

inserting in place thereof the following:

by patients at veterans hospitals and
inmates of certain institutions.

fishing without license

Amend
new

said bill

section:

2

by adding after section

Special Permits.

14 the following

after section

Inmates

Provisions.

at

Amend RSA
new

section:

I

the following

214 by inserting
214:14-a

the Laconia State School,

Special

New

the

Concord and the Soldiers Home in Tilton may fish without a license on a special daily permit issued
by the superintendent of any such institution when such form

Hampshire Hospital

in

may be of therapeutic benefit to such inmates.
determination of benefit to said inmates shall be made
upon recommendation of a director in charge at the institution.
Inmates fishing under the provisions of this section shall be
under the direct supervision of an employee of said institution.
The fish and game director shall furnish permit forms to such
institutions at their request to be filled out when used and
returned to the director at the end of the month.

of recreation

The

Further
section

amend

the bill by

renumbering section

2 to read

3.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 260, to establish a fee for importation of fish and game,
Mr. LaFrance of Manchester for Fish and Game. Ought to pass.
Mr. Kearns of Manchester moved that HB 260 be
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

indefi-

nitely

Mr. Vashaw of Berlin spoke against the motion.

The motion

to indefinitely

The

question

The

bill

now

postpone did not prevail.

being, shall the bill be read a third time.

was ordered

to a third reading.

Wednesday, April

HB

establishing

343,

17,

minimum

standards

homes under city building codes, Mr. Spanos
Judiciary. Ought to pass with amendment.

HB

343

by striking out

all

Amendment

Amend
clause

said

bill

and inserting

of

for

mobile

Newport

for

after the enacting

in place thereof the following:

Mobile Homes.

1

to
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Amend RSA

47 by inserting after

sec-

new section: 47:22-a Mobile Homes and
The board of mayor and aldermen, or the

tion 22 the following

Travel Trailers.
corresponding governmental body of any city is hereby empowered and authorized to establish minimum construction
standards for mobile homes and travel trailers used as dwellings
in the city, by adopting by reference any nationally recognized
code for mobile homes or travel trailers that has been printed
as a code or any portions thereof, or any amendments to such
code, to apply to all mobile homes and travel trailers manufactured on or after January 1, 1964; provided that upon adoption
of such ordinance wherein such code or portions thereof have
been incorporated by reference, there shall be filed three copies
of such code in the office of the building inspector and three
copies in the office of the city clerk. All copies of any code filed
as provided herein shall be for the use and examination by
the public.

Takes

2

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

The amendment was adopted and

January

1,

1964.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 434, relating to minimum wages of employees in public
works, Mr. Dion of Manchester for Labor.

The

bill

was ordered

Ought

to pass.

to a third reading.

SB
rants,

16, relative to sales of liquor and beverages by restauMr. Murch of Portsmouth for Liquor Laws. Ought to

pass with

amendment.

Amendment

Amend
and inserting

section

1

to

SB

16

of the bill by striking out said section

in place thereof the following:
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First

Class Restaurants.

Amend RSA

178:3-a

(supp)

by 1957, 47 by adding at the end thereof the following: Notwithstanding the fact that the town of Newington has
voted or votes in any referendum to prohibit the sale of liquor
and beverages, a permit as provided in RSA 181:4 and a license
to sell liquor by the glass and fortified wines by the bottle, if
the cork is drawn, to bona fide customers with meals at tables
only, may be issued to any first-class restaurant in said town of
Newington, but only if the restaurant is open and does busias inserted

ness at least ten

months

taurant shall meet
said section as

178:3-a

all

of every calendar year and said resother requirements of this section, so that

amended

shall read as follows:

Licenses for Restaurants.

issue a license to

any

first class

The commission may

restaurant in any town,

restaurant also holds a permit provided under

which

RSA

if

such

181:4,

by the glass and
wines by the bottle, if the cork is drawn, with meals
at tables only in the restaurant; said liquor and /or fortified
wines to be consumed with meals at tables only in the approved
dining rooms of said restaurant. Minimum charge for said
meals shall be not less than one dollar each. The determination of what is a first class restaurant is to be within the discretion of the commission. Licenses shall be granted only to such
restaurants as the commission at its discretion shall approve
and then only to such restaurants as can show the commission
on forms and under regulations prescribed by the commission
that at least sixty per cent of the gross sales shall fall within
shall entitle the licensee to sell liquor

fortified

Annually thereafter or as may seem
necessary the commission shall review each license and/or each
application for renewal on the conditions stated in this section.
No license shall be granted to any restaurant under the provisions of this section in any town or city that has voted to
the category of food.

prohibit the sale of alcoholic beverages within its confines. Notwithstanding the fact that the town of Newington has voted or
votes in any referendum to prohibit the sale of liquor and
beverages, a permit as provided in RSA 181:4 and a license to
sell liquor by the glass and fortified wines by the bottle, if the
cork is drawn, to bona fide customers with meals at tables only,
restaurant in said town of Newis open and does business
at least ten months of every calendar year and said restaurant
shall meet all other requirements of this section.

may be

issued to any

ington, but only

if

first class

the restaurant
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At the request of Mr, Oliver of Marlborough, Mr. Nahil
Claremont explamed the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Murch

Mr.
ment.

of

Portsmouth spoke

The amendment was adopted and

in favor of the

amend-

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 489, legalizing certain procedures at the 1962 annual
meeting in the town of Conway, Mr. Hill of Conway for Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass.
The

HB

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

465, relative to posting warrants for election of school

town meeting, Mr. Barker of Stratham for
Mimicipal and County Government. Ought to pass with amendment.
district officers at

Amendment

Amend
new

to

HB

465

said bill by inserting after Section

1

the following

Section:
2

section
197: 1-h

Amend RSA 197 by inserting after
hereinabove inserted the following new Section:
Question on the Ballot. Upon written application of

Petition Authorized.
1-g

twenty-five or

more

voters in the school district, presented to

the school board or one of them at least thirty days before the
day prescribed for an annual school meeting, the school board
shall insert in their

warrant for such meeting an article calling
by a ballot

for the adoption of the provisions of section 1-a,
vote.

The

school district clerk in

for said school

meeting

making up the

official ballot

shall insert thereon the following ques-

tion: "Shall the district elect its district officers at the annual
meeting of the town as provided by RSA 197: 1-a?" This question shall be followed by the word "yes" and the word "no"
with blocks after each such word where the voter may indicate
his choice. If a majority of the voters present and voting on the
question shall vote in the affirmative on the question the same
shall be declared to have been adopted. The provisions of this
section shall not apply to a school district which does not have
an official ballot.
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Further amend said
Section

bill

by renumbering Section

2 to read

3.

*

At the request

Conway explained

of

the

*

*

Mr. Ferguson of Milford, Mr. Hill of

amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

311, relative to licensed practical nurses,

Mr. Green of

Rollinsford for Public Health. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB
owned
and

327, relating to education of children residing on stateproperty, Mr. Maxham of Concord for Public Welfare

State Institutions.

The Chair

Ought

referred

HB

to pass.

237 to Appropriations under the

Rules.

HB 324, providing for an additional reviewing appraiser in
department
the
of public works and highways, Mr. Taft of
Greenville for Public W^orks. Inexpedient to legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.

HB

245, relative to maintenance of bridges on Class II
highways, Mr. Taft of Greenville for Public Works. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

421, relative to fees for

motor vehicles under motorWolfeboro for Transportapass with amendment.

vehicle junk license, Mr. Clafiin of
tion.

Ought

to

Amendment

Amend

section

1

of the bill

to

HB

421

by adding

at the

end thereof

the following words, the fee herein prescribed shall apply to
all

such vehicles registered on and after the effective date of
amended shall read as follows:

this act, so that said section as

Motor Vehicle Fees. Amend paragraph X of RSA 262:1
1
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof
the following: X. For motor vehicles owned by or under the
control of a motor vehicle junk license, twenty-five dollars for
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the first six thousand pounds and at the same rates set forth in
paragraph IV of this section for any additional weight over six
thousand pounds. The fee herein prescribed shall apply to all
such vehicles registered on and after the effective date of this
act.

section 2 of the bill by striking out the words and
figures "as of January 1, 1964" and inserting in place thereof
the words, upon its passage, so that said section as amended shall

Amend

read as follows:
2

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

The amendment was adopted and

upon

its

passage.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Mr. Coutermarsh of Lebanon moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
resolution not previously passed on by the Rules Committee.

House be

Resolution

Whereas, the financial
in the City of

stability of a great

many

families

Lebanon and surrounding towns was abruptly

disrupted by the closing of the Goldfine Mills,

And

Whereas,

as a result,

many workers

are daily required

to travel long distances to pursue gainful employment, required
to take part-time, low-wage and seasonal employment, and

others are totally unemployed,

And Whereas, fourteen months have expired since the
appointment of the Receiver and no effective steps have yet
been taken by the Receiver to insure the re-opening of the
Mills for the benefit of the

Community,

Whereas, the Lebanon Chamber of Commerce, the
Committee of Lebanon, and the Lebanon Industrial
Improvement Association have all expressed their deep concern
that the Mills be reopened at the earliest possible date and
that they not be liquidated and closed,

And

Industrial

And

Whereas, the United States District Court has acted
favorably on a petition of the United States Government to
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enlarge the powers of the Receiver to enable
title to the Mill properties,

him

to

convey

good

And

Whereas,

it

is

understood that there are available

responsible milling interests which are able, willing and ready
to

occupy the Mills for the immediate employment of these

distressed citizens.

And

Whereas, the reopening of the Mills will result, over
hundreds and thousands of
dollars to the taxpayers of New Hampshire by the reduction
of the amounts required for unemployment compensation,
and the City of Lebanon and surrounding towns for direct
a period of time, in the saving of

relief,

Now
tives

Therefore, be it resolved by the House of Representaassembled that the Federal Administration be fully mind-

ful of the acuteness

end

and seriousness

of the

Lebanon

situation

about the
reopening of the Lebanon Mills and the re-employment of the
to the

that

it

will take all possible steps to bring

people.

Be

it

Further Resolved that the Attorney-General be

di-

rected to represent to the District Court the interests of the
State in accordance with the foregoing;

and

Be it Further Resolved that the House of Representatives
hereby expresses its appreciation to Governor John H. King
and the State Agencies for their assistance to date in this crucial
matter.

And Be it Further Resolved that a copy of this resolution
be sent by the office of the Secretary of State to Norris Cotton,
U. S. Senator, and Thomas J. Mclntyre, U. S. Senator, and to
James C. Cleveland and Louis C. Wyman, U. S. Representatives, to Governor John W. King and to John C. Cone. Receiver.
Ernest R. Coutermarsh
Gladys L. Whipple

Arthur F. Adams
George H. Beard
Robert M. Lewis

Mary

E.

Demers

\Ved\esdav, April

The

Clerk read the resolution in

full.

Mr. Coutermarsh of Lebanon spoke

The motion was
far
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in favor of the motion.

adopted.

Mr. Coutermarsh moved that the rules of the House be so
suspended as to permit action on the resolution at the pres-

ent time.

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Coutermarsh of Lebanon moved that the resolution be
adopted.

The

resolution was adopted.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

137, relative to passenger tramways.

Amendment

Amend
new

to

HB

137

the bill by inserting after section 7 the following

section.

8

Submission of Plans.

Amend RSA
new

225-A by inserting

225-A: 10-b Review
of Plans and Inspections. Prior to the construction of a new, or
the alteration of an existing, passenger tramway, the operator
or prospective operator shall submit plans and specifications
after section 10 the following

to the

department.

section.

The department may make recommenda-

and equipment, but such
not relieve the operator or prospective
operator of his primary responsibility as set forth in section 1.
tions relative to safety of the layout

recommendation
Further
section

shall

amend

the bill by

renumbering section 8

to

read

9.

*

On

motion

of

*

*

Mr. Casassa of Hampton the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.
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A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following joint resolution, in the passage of which
it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
SJR

10,

Joint Resolution in favor of Bertha F. Masson of

Manchester.

Introduction of a Senate Joint Resolution

SJR
read a

favor of Bertha F. Masson of Manchester, was
and second time and referred to Claims and Aero-

10, in

first

nautics.
*

*

*

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB 240, relating to service exemption.
A further Senate message announced

that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

183,

An

act relative to the definition of a hairdressing

shop and the President has appointed as members of said Committee on the part of the Senate: Senator Gardner and Senator
Paquette.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB 207, An act providing immunity from liability in
emergency cases and the President has appointed as members
of said Committee on the part of the Senate: Senator Rainie and
Senator Martel.

Reconsideration

Mr. Murch

moved

that the

246, relative to

of

Portsmouth having voted with the majority

House reconsider its vote whereby it killed HB
horse or pony pulling contests, and spoke against

the motion.

The motion was not adopted.
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Personal Privilege

Mr. Willey of Campton rose on a point of personal

privi-

lege.

The Chair announced that today is the birthday of Mr.
Goodfellow of Dorchester and yesterday was the birthday of
Mr. Bushey of Northumberland.
*

On
were

*

*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

so far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House
adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 11:00 A.M.
this

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

bills

were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB
HB
HB

180, relative to the incorporation of trust companies.

194, relating to investments of savings banks.

261, to increase the fees for registration

and licensing

of guides.

HB
of fish

258, to increase the fees for licensing for propagation

and game.

HB

274, relative to fishing without license by patients at

veterans hospitals.

HB
HB
under

260, to establish a fee for importation of fish
343, establishing

city

minimum standards

for

and game.

mobile homes

building codes.

HB 434, relating to minimum wages of employees in public
works.

HB
meeting

HB

489, legalizing certain procedures at the 1962 annual
in the

town

of

Conway.

465, relative to posting warrants for election of school

district officers at

town meeting.

1
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HB

motor vehicles under motor-

421, relative to fees for

vehicle junk license.
*

SB

16,

*

*

relative to sales of liquor

and beverages by

res-

taurants, the question being shall the bill be read a third time.

Mrs. Grey of Canaan spoke against third reading.

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke in favor of third reading.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs. CoUishaw of Exeter, Nahil of Claremont and
Stevenson of Bethlehem spoke in favor of third reading.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that SB 16 be made a
Order of business for 11:01 on Thursday next (tomorrow) and spoke in favor of the motion.
Special

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Feldman of Manchester requested a division vote.
176

members having voted

in the affirmative

and 128

in

the negative, the motion for Special Order was adopted.
*

*

*

On

motion of Mrs. Taylor of Whitefield the House adjourned at 12:59 P.M.

THURSDAY,
The House met

at

1

:00

April

18,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

as follows:

Almighty God; Thou who hast watched over our Granite
and hast guided us from bondage, through our spiritual
faith and personal courage, to achieve freedom's liberty with
abundance
inspire us to greater heights of patriotism to
State

—

Thursday, April
Thee, our

made

that hast

come

state,

18,
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faith and courage
enabling us to overcomplacency, and apathy that seeks

and our nation. Revive the
us precious in

the evils of selfishness,

Thy

sight,

our inheritance of freedom and desires to enslave us.
Grant us patience, sympathy and love, that together with our
to destroy

fellow-men,

we may

more

of justice, righteousness, and
Continue Thy blessing upon
Council, and the Members of this Joint Conestablish

good-will to preserve our heritage.

our Governor,

his

vention in their efforts to protect the light of liberty entrusted
to them. In Thy Name we seek the blessing of peace and prosperity,

crowned by Thy eternal

light of love.

Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Cheney of Newton led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair

introduced the following groups as guests of the

House:

A
tesy of

group of students from Newton Memorial School, courMr. Cheney of Newton.

A group of students from Fairgrounds Junior High School
from Nashua, courtesy of the Nashua Delegation.
The
the

Civics Class

from Pembroke Academy, courtesy of

Pembroke Delegation.
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Crouch of Durham was granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of a death in the family.
Mr. Keough of Gorham was granted a two weeks leave of
absence on account of important business.
Mr. Purington of Exeter was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of illness.

Introduction of Bills

The

following

bills

second time, and referred

were introduced, read a
as follows:

first

and
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HB

529, relative to liquor sales representatives.

(Scott of

Derry) to Liquor Laws.

HB

530, regulating the filing of liens

on motor

vehicles.

(Scott of Derry) to Judiciary.

HB

531, relative to

unemployment compensation. (Angus

of Claremont) to Labor.

HB

532, relative to classification of temporary

and seasonal

employees. (Mahoney of Manchester, \Vard 4) to Executive Departments and Administration.

state

HB

533,

relative

to

furniture.

of

sale

(Bouchard and

Desilets of Berlin) to Judiciary.

HB

534, relative to the public assistance fund.

Committee

— Mr. Spanos of Newport)

(Rules

to Appropriations.

HB 535, eliminating the office of farm supervisor and providing for an additional assistant business supervisor. (Rules
Committee
Spanos of Newport) to Executive Departments
and Administration.

—

HB

536, relating to the expenses of the public utilities

(Rules Committee

commission.
to

—

Mr. Spanos of Newport)

Ways and Means.

HB
mittee

537, abolishing the

— Spanos of Newport

HB

)

motor boat fund. (Rules ComWays and Means.

to

538, relating to the subdivision of land.

Wolfeboro)

to

(Claflin of

Municipal and County Government.

Committee Reports

HB

12il,

relative to the construction of physical education

University of New Hampshire, Mrs. Taylor of
Whitefield for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.
facilities at the

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

121

section 3 of said bill by striking out the

"thirty" in the fourteenth line

and inserting

the word, twenty, so that said section as

word

in place thereof

amended

shall read as

follows:
3 State Bonds or Notes. The governor, upon receipt of a
request from the board of trustees of the university, and by and

Thursday, April
with the consent of the council,

borrow upon

the faith

1963

18,
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direct the state treasurer to

and credit of the state a sum not exceedhundred and sixty thousand dollars for

ing three million six
the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of this act,
and for said purpose may issue bonds in the name and on behalf
of the state at a rate of interest to be determined by the gover-

nor and council. The maturity dates of such bonds shall be
determined by the governor and council, but in no case shall
they be later than twenty years from the date of issue. The
bonds shall be in such form and denomination as the governor
and council shall determine, may be registerable as to both
principal and interest, shall be signed by the treasurer and
countersigned by the governor and shall be deemed a pledge
of the faith

and

credit of the state.

The

secretary of state shall

such bonds showing the number and
amoimt of each, the time of countersigning, the date of delivery

keep an account of

all

to the state treasurer and the date of maturity. The state treasurer shall keep an account of each bond showing the number

thereof, the name of the person to whom sold, the amount received from the same, the date of the sale and the date of maturity.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HJR 26, in favor of Albert E. Jones and Theresa Jones,
Mr. Gove of Concord for Appropriations. Ought to pass with
amendment.

Amendment

to

HJR

26

"That the commissioner of public works and highways is
hereby authorized and directed to purchase said real estate in
the name of the state, provided that the owners thereof will accept the sum of eleven thousand five hundred dollars therefor,
such sum to include full settlement and discharge of any and
all claims which said o^vners may have against the state to the
date of purchase. The sum of eleven thousand five hundred
dollars is hereby appropriated for the purposes hereof, such
appropriation to be a charge upon the highway fund. Upon
acquisition of said real estate the commissioner of public works
and highways, acting in behalf of the state, may sell all or a
portion of said real estate at public auction upon such notice,
terms and conditions as the governor and council shall approve.
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and the proceeds
shall

of such sale, less the cost and expenses thereof,
be paid into the highway fund."

The amendment was adopted and

House Joint Resolu-

the

tion was ordered to a third reading.

HJR 27, in favor of Arthur Webster and Helen Webster,
Mr. Ring of Hampton for Appropriations. Ought to pass with
amendment.

Amendment

to

HJR

27

"That the commissioner of public works and highways is
hereby authorized and directed to purchase said real estate in
the name of the state, provided that the owners thereof will accept the sum of nine thousand five hundred dollars therefor,
such sum to include full settlement and discharge of any and
all claims which said owners may have against the state to the
date of purchase. The sum of nine thousand five hundred
is hereby appropriated for the purposes hereof, such
appropriation to be a charge upon the highway fund. Upon
acquisition of said real estate the commissioner of public works
and highways, acting in behalf of the state, may sell all or a
portion of said real estate at public auction upon such notice,
terms and conditions as the governor and council shall approve,
and the proceeds of such sale, less the cost and expenses thereof,
shall be paid into the highway fund."

dollars

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the

House Joint Resolu-

tion was ordered to a third reading.

HJR 28, in favor of Chanel L. Lavoie, Mr. Prescott of Laconia for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

to

HJR

28

"That the commissioner of public works and highways is
hereby authorized and directed to purchase said real estate in
the name of the state, provided that the owner thereof will accept the sum of seven thousand five hundred dollars therefor,
such sum to include full settlement and discharge of any and
all claims which said owner may have against the state to the
date of purchase. The sum of seven thousand five hundred
dollars is hereby appropriated for the purposes hereof, such
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appropriation to be a charge upon the highway fund. Upon
acquisition of said real estate the commissioner of public works

and highways, acting

in behalf of the state,

may

sell all

or a

portion of said real estate at public auction upon such notice,
terms and conditions as the governor and council shall approve,
and the proceeds of such sale, less the cost and expenses thereof,
shall

be paid into the highway fund."
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the

House Joint Resolu-

tion was ordered to a third reading.

HB

164, providing for recompilation of

volume

2 of the

Revised Statutes Annotated, Mr. Belcourt for Appropriations.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

236,

was ordered

to a third reading.

investments of credit unions, Mr.
Heald of Keene for Banks. Ought to pass with amendment.
relative

to

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

236

of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Real Estate Mortgages.

amended by

1955, 213:1

Amend RSA

and 1959,

88:1,

394:17 (supp) as

by striking out said

and inserting in place thereof the following: 394:17
Use of Funds. While awaiting calls of its members for loans,
it may deposit its money in any cooperative bank, building
and loan association, savings bank, trust company, federal savings and loan association, or national bank in this state, or,
by majority vote of the board of directors, in any cooperative
bank, building and loan association, savings bank, trust company, federal savings and loan association, or national bank in
New England or, with like vote, may make loans to other
credit unions chartered under the laws of this state provided
that the lending credit union has assets of one hundred thousand
dollars or more. It may invest any surplus funds in obligations of
the United States government or of the state, or of any county,
city or town of the state, issued pursuant to authority of law. Any
credit union with assets of two million dollars or more may
purchase real estate mortgages wherever situate which are guaranteed by the federal housing administration.
section
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The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

253, relating to the qualifications of trustees

banking institutions and
Bigelow of Warner for Banks. Inexpedient
rectors of certain

and

credit unions,
to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

273, relating to investments of savings banks,

Stevens of

Epsom

for Banks.

Ought

Amendment

to

Mr.

with amendment.

to pass

HB

di-

Mr.

273

Amend section 1 of the bill by adding at the end thereof
the words. Provided, however, that the authority granted by this
section shall be limited to participation in mortgage loans as

described in paragraphs

I,

II,

chapter, so that said section as

III

and VI of section 4 of

amended

this

shall read as follows:

Participation with S.B.A. in Mortgage Loans. Amend
387 by inserting after section 17 (supp) as amended by
1955, 214:11, the following new section:
I

RSA

387:17-a Small Business Administration.

The

Small Busi-

ness Administration, an agency of the United States, shall be

deemed

qualified by state law to be an originating lender or a

participating lender, within the

meaning

of this chapter

the definitions contained in paragraphs XIII,
section

1

and

XIV and XV

of

of this chapter, in participation with any of the other

kinds of institutions mentioned therein. Provided, however,
that the authority granted by this section shall be limited to
participation in mortgage loans as described in paragraphs I,
II, III

and VI of section 4 of

Amend
new

this chapter.

said bill by inserting after section 3 the following

sections:

4

Reserves.

Amend RSA

387:2 by inserting at the end

new paragraph: I. Provided further, howforegoing reserve may be reduced to not less than

thereof the following
ever, that the

per cent of deposits, but whenever such reserve is less than
per cent of deposits it must include at all times an
amount equal to at least five per cent of deposits in cash including balances in other banks and/or obligations of the United
five

fifteen

States of

America which mature

in five years or

less.
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Mortgage Ratio. Amend paragraph IV of RSA 387:3
(supp) as amended by 1959, 229:1, by striking out the word
"eighty-five" in the first line and inserting in place thereof the
word, ninety, so that said paragraph as amended shall read as
5

IV. Not exceeding ninety per cent in aggregate of the
deposits shall be invested in loans authorized by section 4 of
follows:

chapter provided, however, (1) that to the extent investshall exceed in the aggregate seventy-five
per cent of deposits an amount not less than such excess shall
be invested either in that portion of mortgage obligations which
is guaranteed by the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs under
this

ments in such loans

Title III of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, as

amended from time to time or in mortgage obligations wholly
guaranteed under such title, or in mortgage obligations the
payment of which is insured by the Federal Housing Commissioner or by the Secretary of Agriculture, and (2) that not exceeding ten per cent of the deposits shall be invested in loans
secured by mortgages upon real estate outside of New England
and not otherwise insured or guaranteed as provided in paragraphs IV and V of section 4 of this chapter.
6 Educational Loans. Amend RSA 387:5 (supp) as amended by 1953, 195:1 and 1955, 214:17 by inserting after paragraph
IV the following new paragraph: V. Notes which are guaranteed as to payment of at least eighty per cent of their outstanding principal from time to time by the New Hampshire Higher
Education Assistance Foimdation.
7

Prudent

Man

Rule.

amended by 1953, 195:1, and
word "ten" in the second line

Amend RSA

387:18 (supp) as

1955, 214:12, by striking out the
of paragraph (a) and inserting in

five, and by adding at the end thereof
Provided further, however, that a bank having capital funds of less than ten per cent of deposits may invest
an amount not exceeding that by which its capital funds exceed
five per cent of deposits in securities authorized for investment
under this section, so that said section as amended shall read as

place thereof the word,

the following,

(c)

follows:

387:18 Prudent Investments. Not exceeding five per cent
bank or the savings department of
a banking and trust company may be invested, subject to the
limitations expressed in section 3 of this chapter, in securities
which are not authorized investments under sections of this
of the deposits of a savings
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chapter numbered 6 to 16 inclusive, but which are prudent
investments for such a bank to make, provided: (a) The bank
making such investment shall have capital funds equal to at
least five per cent of its deposits; and (b) The securities being
purchased under the authorization of this section do not, when
added to all other securities then owned by the bank, the purchase of which would not then be authorized by other sections
of this chapter, exceed five per cent of its deposits; and (c) Provided further, however, that a bank having capital funds of less
than ten per cent of deposits may invest an amount not exceeding that by which its capital funds exceed five per cent of deposits in securities authorized for investment under this section.

Further
section

amend

said bill by

renumbering section 4

to

read

8.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

497, relative to restoration to service

under

teachers'

retirement system, Mr. Lewis of Lebanon for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass.

The

bill

HB

349, relative to photographic copies of evidence,

Upton

of

was ordered

Concord

to a third reading.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

492, relative to term of office of

White

of Atkinson for Municipal

Inexpedient to

The

Mr.

for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.

town clerks, Mr.
and County Government.

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB 493, relative to compensation of the special justice
Portsmouth municipal court, Mrs. White of Portsmouth for
the Portsmouth Delegation. Ought to pass.
for

of

The

bill

HB

313, relative to the

was ordered

Portsmouth

to a third reading.

for Banks.

bank advisory board, Mrs. Sadler
Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

313

Amend section 2 of the bill by striking out the word "banking" in the sixteenth line so that said section as amended shall
read as follows:

Thursday, April
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2 Membership of Advisory Board. Amend RSA 383:20
(supp) as inserted by 1961, 278:;l, by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 383:20 Appointment and Term. The advisory board shall consist of ten members, seven members to be appointed by the governor with the
advice and consent of the coinicil from nominations made from
each of the following groups, namely, mutual savings banks,
the trust companies, the guaranty savings banks, the national
banks with principal offices in New Hampshire, cooperative

banks (including building and loan associations), consumer finance companies with principal offices in New Hampshire, and
the credit unions, each of whom shall select a panel of three
persons representing its type of institution and from each of the
seven panels thus selected one person shall be appointed to the
advisory board. The terms of office of said members shall be for
six years each, except that for the first appointments one member shall be appointed for a term of one year, one for a term

two years, one for a term of three years, one for a term of
four years, one for a term of five years, and two for a term of
six years. In addition, the speaker of the house shall appoint
two members and the president of the senate shall appoint one
of

member, u'ho

Each member
been appointed
and qualified and vacancies shall be filled for the unexpired
term in the same manner in which the original appointments
were made. The advisory board shall also act as a committee
to study the banking laws and make such recommendations as
they see fit to any future session of the legislature. The chairman
shall be elected by the board from its members annually at the
first regular quarterly meeting. A vice-chairman and clerk shall
be elected at the same meeting and the clerk may be other than
a member of the board. Special meetings may be held at different places about the state.
shall serve for a

term of four

years.

of the board shall serve until his successor has

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

The Chair
SB

Order of Business at 1 1:01,
liquor and beverages by restaurants.
question being, shall the bill be read a third time.
called for the Special

16, relative to sales of

The

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke in favor of ordering the
bill to a third reading.

(discussion ensued)
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At the request of Mr. Oliver
shaw of Exeter explained the bill.

of

Marlborough, Mr,

Mrs. Grey of Canaan spoke in favor of passing the

SB

Colli-

bill.

16 was ordered to a third reading.

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of whic'h
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB
and the

An

47,

act relating to the

Amendment

Amend

to

the bill by striking out

and inserting
1

conduct of sweepstake races

sale of tickets thereon.

HB

47

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Sweepstakes.

21 the following

new

Amend RSA

284 by inserting after section

subdivision:

Sweepstakes
284:2 1-a

and hereby

is

State Sweepstakes

Commission.

There

shall

be

created a state sweepstakes commission consisting

members who shall be appointed and may be for cause
removed by the governor with the advice and consent of the
council. One member shall be appointed for one year, one for
t^vo years and one for three years, and upon the expiration of

of three

their terms of office their successors shall be appointed for a
term of three years. Any vacancy shall be filled by appointment
for the unexpired term. The members shall serve until their
successors are appointed and qualified. No member of the commission shall have any pecuniary or other interest in any licensee licensed under the provisions of this chapter to conduct
a sweepstakes race.

284:21-b

The commissioners shall select
be chairman and another to be secre-

Organization.

one from their number
tary of the commission.
shall constitute a

of the secretary to

to

Two

quorum

to

of the

members

do business.

keep a record of

all

of the commission

be the duty
proceedings of the comIt shall

Thursday, April
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books, documents, papers and rec-

care.

284:2 1-c Bond. Members of the commission shall give
bond to the state in such amount as shall be determined under
the provisions of RSA 92:2 (supp) as amended by 1957, 296:1.
284:2!l-d

Compensation. Each member of the commission

hundred dollars per year
be allowed his reasonable expenses, including transportation, incurred in the performance of his duties to be
audited and allowed by the governor and council.
shall receive a salary of twenty-four

and

shall

284:2 1-e

Office.

The commission

shall

have an

office in

Concord.
Disbursements. The compensation of the comexpenses of the commissioners, compensation of
assistants and other necessary expenses of the commission, including suitable furniture, equipment, supplies and office expenses shall be charged to and paid out of the funds received
under the provisions of this subdivision, provided that no payment shall be made until sufficient money has been received
under the provisions of this subdivision to cover said payments.
284:21-f

missioners,

Report of the Commission. The commission
report to the governor on or before the
first day of February in each year, including therein an account
of its actions, receipts derived under the provisions of this subdivision, the practical effects of the application thereof, and any
recommendation for legislation which the commission deems
284:2 1-g

shall

make an annual

advisable.

284:2 1-h Authorization. The sweepstakes commission is
hereby authorized to contract with any licensee to conduct,
within the enclosure of any race track of a licensee where there
is held a race or race meet licensed and conducted under this
chapter, but not elsewhere, to conduct not over two sweepstakes
races in each calendar year. Tickets for such sweepstakes shall
be sold by the sweepstakes commission, such sales to be made
only within such enclosure and in state liquor stores. The state
liquor commission is hereby directed to cooperate with the

sweepstakes commission in the sale of tickets in state liquor
and proceeds of ticket sales shall be remitted by the
state liquor commission to the state treasurer for disposition as
hereinafter set forth.

stores;
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284:2 1-i Rules and Regulations. The sweepstakes commission shall make the rules and regulations for the holding
and conducting of such sweepstake races and the sales of tickets
thereon not inconsistent with this subdivision and shall be em-

powered

to

employ such technical

assistants

and employees to
and

carry out the provisions of this subdivision as the governor

council shall authorize. Such assistants and employees shall receive compensation at rates to be established by the personnel

commission.
fix

The

sweepstakes commission shall establish and

the purses, not exceeding in the aggregate for a single calen-

dar year the sum of two hundred thousand dollars, to be awarded horses in said sweepstakes races; shall establish the price,
to be not more than three dollars each, for which tickets upon
said sweepstakes shall be sold; shall establish the method
whereby tickets sold upon said sweepstake races shall be determined to be winning tickets; and shall establish the money or
prizes to be awarded holders of winning tickets.
284:2 1-j
provisions of

Notwithstanding the
commission shall hold
in a special finid, from which it

Disposition of Proceeds.

RSA

6:11, the sweepstakes

the proceeds of ticket sales

pay expenses incident to the administration of this subbut not be limited to, the
expenses incurred in the printing, distribution and sale of
shall

division, such expenses to include,

tickets,

the purses awarded horses, the prize

winning

money awarded

net expense incurred by the licensee necessary and incidental to the conduct
of said races. Any balance remaining from such proceeds shall
be paid to the state treasurer who shall keep the same in a
separate fund which shall be paid out on December fifteenth
of each year to the school districts of the state on a flat grant
per resident pupil basis. Such grants shall be used for educational purposes and no part of said special fund shall be diverted, by transfer or otherwise, to any other purpose whatsothe holders of

tickets, as well as the

ever.

284:i21-k Local Option. The following question shall be
submitted to the voters in cities and towns on the usual ballot
at the biennial election in November of 1966 and at each biennial election thereafter: "Shall sweepstakes tickets be sold in
this city or town?"
If a

majority of the qualified voters present and voting at
city or town signifies disapproval of

any biennial election of a
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the above question, the sweepstakes commission shall not
tickets

under the provisions of

this

sell

subdivision in said city or

town.
If a majority of the qualified voters present and voting at
any biennial election of a city or town signifies approval of the
above question, the sweepstakes commission shall, if possible
under the other provisions of this subdivision, sell tickets in

said city or town.

284:21-1

Effect

on Other Laws. All

acts

and

parts of acts

inconsistent with the provisions of this subdivision are hereby

amended

to the extent of the provisions of this subdivision.

Interim Local Option. The following question shall
2.
be submitted to the voters in all cities and towns on a special
ballot prepared by the secretary of state at the presidential
preference primary to be held on the second Tuesday in March
in 1964: "Shall sweepstakes tickets be sold in this city or town?"
The provisions of 284:2 1-k as inserted above by this act authorizing the sweepstakes commission to sell tickets or prohibiting
the sale of tickets shall be applicable to the results of the vote
in cities and towns provided for by this section.
3.

This act

shall take effect sixty days after passage.
*

*

*

On

motion of Mr. Coutermarsh of Lebanon, reading of
the amendment was dispensed with.

Mr

Pickett of

Keene moved the House concur

in the

Senate amendments and spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough
on the amendment to HB 47 be
May 7th at 11:01 A.M., so that an
obtained from the Supreme Court,

moved

that further action

postponed until Tuesday,
advisory opinion might be
pursuant to the following

resolution:

Resolution Requesting Advisory Opinion

Whereas House Bill No. 47 "An act relative to the conduct
and the sale of tickets thereon" as amended
by the Senate is now pending in the House of Representatives;
and
of sweepstake races
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Whereas

this bill provides for the sale of sweepstakes
subsequently to be followed by a drawing or "lottery"
to determine the ticket-holders on the horses ultimately starting the race; and

tickets

if such sweepstakes are conducted at Rockingham
probable that numerous sweepstakes tickets will be
sold to non-residents who will be likely to carry the same across
a state line when they return home and to return with the same
across the state line for the day of the drawing, or else to redeem
the same if the holder's ticket is drawn; and

Whereas

Park

it

is

Whereas the Congress of the United States has enacted
S. 1301 and S. 1953, U. S. Code which may apply to
such interstate transportation; and
Title 18,

Whereas there are thus presented important questions of
now pending in the House of Representatives:

law on a measure

Now

therefore,

Be

it

Resolved:

That the Justices of the Supreme Court be respectfully
requested to give their opinion upon the following questions
of law:
(1) Would each employee of the state and/or a licensee
engaged in selling sweepstakes tickets be liable to the special
fifty-dollar federal stamp tax imposed by Sec. 4411, Title 26,
U. S. Code and must such tax be paid in advance before any
such sweepstakes tickets are sold by any such person as provided
in Sec. 4901, Title 26, U. S. Code?

(2)

Would

the

payment by the

State Sweepstake

Com-

mission of prize money to winning ticket holders or the payment of purses to the owners of winning horses out of the
proceeds of the sale of such sweepstakes tickets by the state
violate any provision of the state or federal constitutions?
(3)

Would

the State of

New Hampshire

or any other

person, organization or agency be subject to the ten percent
federal exise tax on wagers imposed by Title 26, U. S. Code,
Sec.

4401
(4)

as

amended?

In selling sweepstakes tickets at

and elsewhere with knowledge

that

some

Rockingham Park

of the tickets will be

carried across state lines by their respective purchasers,
a licensee, the State Sweepstakes

Commission or

its

would

employees
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thereby be subject to prosecution for violation of Title

18,

U.

S.

Codes. 1301 or sec. 1953?
Will a New Hampshire citizen or citizen of another
purchases a New Hampshire sweepstakes ticket and
thereafter knowingly crosses a state line with said ticket in his
possession be liable to prosecution under federal law, particu(5)

state

who

larly Title 18, sec. 1301 or sec. 1953?

Would the redemption of a winning sweepstakes
with knowledge that it had been carried or transmitted
across a state line for redemption, by either a licensee, the State
Sweepstakes Commission or its employees, subject either the
licensee, the Commision or its employees, to prosecution under
Title 18, U. S. Code, sec. 1301 or sec. 1953 for "taking or receiving" such ticket?
(6)

ticket

And

be

it

Further Resolved that the Clerk be directed to

transmit six copies of this resolution and of House Bill No. 47
with Senate amendments to the Clerk of the Supreme Court
for consideration

The

by the Court.

Clerk read the resolution in

full.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke in favor of the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Conover of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Coutermarsh of Lebanon spoke against the motion.
Messrs.

Goodhue

Goode

of Manchester,

of Gilford, Hill of

Uhlenberg of Gilmanton,
of Nashua

Conway and Miss Cole

spoke in favor of the motion.

of

Messrs. Sheriden of Berlin, Spanos of Newport, Plourde
Pembroke, Healy of Manchester and Mrs. Schwaner of

Plaistow spoke against the motion.

Maloomian of Somersworth moved
question and it was sufficiently seconded.
Mr.

The motion was

the

previous

adopted.

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield demanded the Yeas and Nays.
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The

HB

question being on the motion to postpone action on

47.

The

Yeas and Nays were called as follows:

Yeas

— 170

Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Gowing, Watkinson,
ward 2, Heald of Keene, Bennett of
Keene, Faulkner, Oliver, Bennett of Richmond, Allen of

Stearns, Shea of Keene,

Rindge, Hackler, Wildey, Sawyer.

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown, Frizzell, Cann,
Guest, Marx, Bailey, Downing, Hood, Merrifield.

Grafton County: Plumer, Grey, Goodfellow, Nettleton,
Hayward of Hanover, Johnson of Hanover, Low, McMeekin,
Hampson, Adams, Lewis, Whipple, Allard of Littleton, Kelley
of Littleton,

Martin of Littleton, Park, Smith of Plymouth,

Barney, Bean, Berringer.

Coos County:

Nash,

Sherman,

Thayer,

Shute,

Fogg,

Arsenault, Taylor of Whitefield.

Rockingham County:

Griffin,

Underwood, Eastman

of

Exeter, Wylie, Weeks, Casassa, Ring, Palmer of Kensington,

Clark of Kingston, Shepard, McDonough, Carter, Palmer of
Plaistow, McEachern, Stafford of Portsmouth, Chandler, White
of Portsmouth, Frink, Legasse, Greene of Rye, Grant, Morrison,
Barker, Herbert.

Strafford County: Leighton, Grimes, Fellows, Colbath,
Richardson, Tuttle, Bevan, Littlehale, Drew, Clark of Lee,
Adams of Madbury, Moulton, Chase, Johnson of Rochester,
Clement, Varney, Green of Rollinsford.
McAllister, Matheson, Goodhue, UhlenHead,
Prescott, Stafford of Laconia, Varrell,
Lacaillade,

Belknap County:
bersf,
O'

7

7

7

Allan of Meredith, Urie, Joslyn, Howe.

Carroll County: Howard, Hill, Taylor of Effingham,
Brown of Sandwich, Lamprey of Tufton-

Blake, Diffenderfer,
boro, Claflin.

Merrimack County:

Fairbanks, Moore, Asby, Hutchinson, York, Upton, Henry, Dame of Concord, Hancock, Bing-

ham, Smith of Concord, Anderson of Concord, MacDonald,
Ferguson of Concord, Gove, Maxham, Newell of Concord,
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Rufo, McKay, Stevens, Kelley of Franklin, Reddy, London,
Bigelow, Thompson of Wilmont.

HiLLSBROUGH CouNTY: Bragdon, Edwards, VanLoan, WigHambleton, Martin of Goffstown, Davis of Greenfield,
Pickering, Eaton, Brocklebank, Legallee, Warren, Ainley, Con-

gin,

over,

Goode, Kimball of Manchester, Buker, Hazeltine, Carter

of Milford, Ferguson of Milford,

Hayward

Cole, Cooper, Underbill, Pappagianis,
son, Rice,

Eastman

of

of Milford, Cobleigh,

Todd, Garland,

Peter-

Weare, Heald of Wilton.

Nays

—

197

Cheshire County: Coiirnoyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, KeatShea of Keene, ward 1, Pollock, Belletete, Pickett,
Russell, Forbes, Bouvier, Abare, Ballam, Smith of Walpole.
ing, Pratt,

Sullivan County: Gaffney, Angus, Barrows, D'Amante,
Weber, Spanos.

Grafton County: Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Stevenson,
Bowles, Morse, Larty, Beard, Coutermarsh, Demers, McGee,
Brummer, Cushman, Anderson
Coos County: Dubey,
Connolly,

Dumont

of

Warren.

Roy, Desilets, Sheridan,
Vashaw, Bouchard, Fontaine,

Fortier,

Berlin,

Gagnon, Graham, Bushey,

of

Potter, Brooks, Stinson.

Rockingham County: White
Cummings, Watts, Gay, Kimball

of Atkinson, Vey, Persson,

of Derry,

Scott,

White

of

Derry, Hackett, Collishaw, Wheeler, Spollett, Merrill, Sewall,
Twardus, Cheney, Schwaner, Keefe, Murch, Sadler, Osborn,
Cavalieri, Coussoule, Langford, Canty, Morrill, Stickney, Felch.

Strafford County: Blanchette, Nelson, Hemon, Smith of
Dover, Maglaras, Canney, Dawson, Rolfe, Hartigan, Marsan,
Dumont of Rochester, Rubins, Beaudoin, St. Pierre, Maloomian, Habel, Cormier, Hebert, Vincent, Bennett of Strafford.

Belknap County: Bolduc, Harkins, Normandin, Hayner,
O'Shan.

Carroll County: Hughes, Roberts, Blanchard, Chamberlain of

Wolfeboro.

Merrimack County:
ders,

Guilbeault, Phelps,

LaFlamme, San-

Welch, Gilman, Charland, Dempsey, Doon, Lafond, Lam-
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Brown

of

Loudon, Thompson of Northfield, Plourde,

Robinson.

Hillsborough County: Farwell, Whitney, Barnard,

Bart-

Bednar, Claveau, Gallagher, Provencal, Feldman, Lang,
Pettigrew, Soucy, Geisel, Mahony of Manchester, ward 2, Bruton, Dion of Manchester, Hayes, Cullity, Mahoney of Manchester, ward 4, McDermott, Clancy of Manchester, ward 5,
Manning, Walsh, Casey, Clancy of Manchester, ward 6, Doherty,
Dupont, Healy, O'Conner, Lafrance, Martel, Tessier, Bernier,
Champagne, Cote, Delisle, Moran, Wade, O'Gara, Boettcher,
Belanger, Bergeron, Kearns, Hurley, Kendrigan, Noel, Capistran, Levasseur, Nalette, Allard of Manchester, Lesmerises,
Gauthier, Gamache, Grady, Tremblay of Manchester, Vachon,
Dionne of Nashua, ward 2, Thibault, Belcourt, Trombly of
Nashua, Sullivan, Maynard, Dionne of Nashua, ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain, Mason, Bissonnette, Bouley, Latour,
Lavallee, Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais, Karnis, Peabody.
lett,

Pairs

Mr. Campbell of Claremont voting Yes; paired with Mr.
Nahil of Claremont voting No.
Mr. Shindledecker of Hampton voting Yes; paired with
Mr. Willey of Campton voting No.
Mr. Remick of Tamworth voting Yes; paired with Mr.
Nickerson of East Kingston voting No.

Mr. Fox of Wakefield voting Yes; paired with Mrs. Tarrant
of Pittsfield voting No.

and the motion did not

prevail.

The question now being, shall the House concur in the
Senate amendments.

On

a viva voce vote, the yeas appeared to have won.

Mr. Grimes of Dover demanded the Yeas and Nays but
subsequently withdrew his request.

Mr. White of Atkinson demanded the Yeas and Nays and
the roll was called as follows:

Yeas

— 215

Rockingham County: Wliite
Cummings, Watts, Gay, Kimball

of Atkinson, Vey, Persson,

of

Deny,

Scott,

White

of
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Derry, Hackett, Collishaw, Wheeler, Spollett, Merrill, Sewall,
Twardus, Cheney, Palmer of Plaistow, Schwaner, Keefe, Murch,
Sadler, Osborn, Cavalieri, Coussoule, Frink, Legasse, Langford,

Canty, Morrill, Stickney, Felch.

Strafford County: Blanchette, Nelson, Grimes, Hemon,
Smith of Dover, Maglaras, Drew, Canney, Dawson, Rolfe,
Hartigan, Dumont of Rochester, Rubins, Beaudoin, St. Pierre,
Maloomian, Habel, Cormier, Herbert, Vincent, Bennett of
Strafford.

Belknap County: Bolduc, Uhlenberg, Lacaillade, Harkins, Normandin, O'Shan, Stafford of Laconia, Howe.
Carrol County: Howard, Hughes, Roberts, Taylor of
Lamprey of Tuftonboro, Fox,

Effingham, Blanchard, Blake,

Chamberlain of Wolfeboro.

Merrimack County: Guilbeault, LaFlamme, Welch, Gilman, Charland, Dempsey, Doon, Lafond, Lambert, Brown of
Loudon, Thompson of Northfield, Plourde, Robinson.
Hillsborough County: Farwell, Whitney, Barnard,

Eat-

on, Bednar, Claveau, Gallagher, Provencal, Feldman, Lang, Pettigrew, Sousy, Geisel, Goode, Mahony of Manchester, Ward 2,

Bruton, Dion of Manchester, Hayes, Cullity, Mahoney of Manchester, Ward 4, McDermott, Clancy of Manchester, Ward 5,
Manning, Walsh, Casey, Clancy of Manchester, Ward 6,
Doherty, Dupont, Healy, O'Conner, Lafrance, Martel, Tessier,
Bernier, Champagne, Cote, Delisle, Moran, Wade, O'Gara,
Boettcher, Belanger, Bergeron, Kearns, Hurley, Kendrigan,
Lesmerises,
Allard,
Nalette,
Levasseur,
Noel, Capistran,
Gauthier, Gamache, Grady, Tremblay of Manchester, Vachon,
Cobleigh, Dionne of Nashua, Ward 2, Thibault, Belcourt,

Maynard, Dionne of Nashua,
Ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain, Mason, Bissonnette,
Bouley, Latour, Lavallee, Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais, Karnis,
Peabody.

Trombly

of Nashua, Sullivan,

Cheshire County: Cournoyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, KeatWard 1, Pollock, Belletete, Pickett,
O' Pratt, Shea of Keene,
Russell, Forbes, Bouvier, Abare, Ballam, Smith of Walpole.
incr,

'

7

Sullivan County: Adams,
D'Amante, Weber, Spanos.

7.'
GajBEney,

Angus,

Barrows,
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Grafton County:

Pryor,

Chamberlin

of Bath, Stevenson,

Bowles, Morse, Nettleton, Larty, Beard, Coutermarsh, Demers,
McGee, Brummer, Allard of Littleton, Cushman, Anderson of

Warren, Bean, Berringer.

Coos County: Dubey,
Connolly,

Dumont

Fortier,

Roy, Desilets, Sheridan,
Bouchard, Fontaine,

of Berlin, Vashaw,

Gagnon, Graham, Thayer, Bushey, Potter, Arsenault, Brooks.

Nays

Rockingham County:

— 151

Griffin,

Underwood, Eastman

of

Exeter, W^ylie, Weeks, Casassa, Ring, Palmer of Kensington,

Clark of Kingston, Shepard, McDonough, Carter, McEachern,
of Portsmouth, Chandler, White of Portsmouth,
Greene of Rye, Grant, Morrison, Barker, Herbert.

Stafford

Strafford County: Leighton, Fellows, Colbath, Richardson, Tuttle, Bevan, Littlehale, Clark of Lee,

bury, Moulton, Marsan, Chase, Johnson
Varney, Green of Rollinsford.

Belknap County:

Adams

of

Mad-

of Rochester, Clement,

McAllister, Matheson,

Goodhue, Head,

Prescott, Varrell, Allan of Meredith, Urie, Joslyn.

Carroll County:

Hill, Diffenderfer, Claflin.

Merrimack County: Phelps, Fairbanks, Moore, Asby,
Hutchinson, York, Henry, Dame of Concord, Hancock, Bingham, Smith of Concord, Andersen of Concord, MacDonald,
Sanders, Ferguson of Concord, Gove, Maxham, Newell of Concord, Rufo, McKay, Stevens, Kelley of Franklin, Reddy, London, Bigelow,

Thompson

of

Wilmot.

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, VanLoan,
Hambleton, Martin of Goffstown, Davis of
Greenfield, Pickering, Brocklebank, Legallee, Warren, Ainley,

W'iggin, Bartlett,

Conover, Kimball of Manchester, Buker, Hazeltine, Carter of
Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward of Milford, Cole,
Cooper, Underbill, Pappagianis, Todd, Garland, Peterson,
Rice, Eastman of Weare, Heald of Wilton.

Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Cowing, Watkinson,
Ward 2, Heald of Keene, Bennett of
Keene, Faulkner, Oliver, Bennett of Richmond, Allen of

Stearns, Shea of Keene,

Rindge, Hackler, Wildey, Sawyer.
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Cann, Campbell, Guest, Marx,

Downing, Hood, Merrifield.

Bailey,

of

Frizzell,

18,

Grafton County: Plumer, Grey, Goodfellow, Hayward
Hanover, Johnson of Hanover, Lo^v^ McMeekin, Hampson,

Adams, Lewis, \Vhipple, Kelley of Littleton, Martin of
ton, Park, Smith of Plymouth, Barney.

Coos County: Nash, Sherman, Shute, Fogg,

Little-

Stinson, Tay-

lor of Whitefield.

and the motion

concur in the Senate amendments prevailed.

to

Reconsideration

Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it concurred
in the Senate amendments on HB 47 and spoke against the

moved

motion.

The motion

to reconsider

was

lost.

Senate Messages

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

following entitled

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill,

with amendment, in the passage of

which amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the House
of Representatives:

HB

222,

An

act relative to reporting certain shortages of

funds.

Amendment

to

HB

222

Amend section 1 of the bill by striking out therein RSA
384:36 as inserted thereby and inserting in place thereof the
following: 384:36 Report of Shortages to Bank Commissioner.
Every shortage in funds of five hundred dollars or more in
any banking or lending institution under the supervision of
the bank commissioner, whether or not said shortage may arise
from a criminal offense, shall, within two banking days following date of discovery, be reported in writing to the bank commissioner by the treasurer of the institution in or with respect
to which any such shortage occurs, or in the absence of said
officer

by the

officer

performing his duties.
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Mr. Biselow of Warner moved that the House non-concur
the Senate amendment and that a committee of conference

be appointed.

The motion was adopted and
Reddy

of

chester as

the Chair appointed Messrs.
Hopkinton, Stevens of Epsom and Walsh of Manconferees on the part of the House.
*

*

*

A further Senate message announced that the Senate concurs with the House of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, with amendment, in the passage of
which amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the House
of Representatives:

HB 240, An act relating to service exemptions.
Amendment

Amend

upon

its

240

2

Takes

Effect.

2,

and

insert in

This

act shall

passage.
*

On

HB

the bill by striking out Section

place thereof the following:
take effect

to

*

*

motion of Mr. Gay of Derry the House concurred in

the Senate

amendment.
*

*

*

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following concurrent resolution, in the passage of
which it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
Concurrent Resolution
Petitioning congress of the United States to reject and defeat a
proposal to amend the internal revenue code by abolishing
the capital gains treatment of forest products.

Whereas it is proposed to amend the internal revenue code
United States in a manner which virtually eliminates the
capital gains treatment of receipts from harvesting of forest
products, and
of the

Whereas the effect of such amendment would be to discoinage the owners of forest lands from holding their lands
without cutting imtil the forest crop has reached its full maturity, and is in conflict with the entire concept of timber as a
natural renewable capital asset or crop, and
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forests of New Hampshire cover 84% of the
land area, and are of priceless value in that they:

Whereas the
State's entire

Provide a means of livelihood for one-fifth of all persons employed in manufacturing in New Hampshire,
and an annual payroll of $52,000,000;

1)

Provide invaluable protection for the watersheds of our
brooks, rivers and streams, and their continued flow
of pure waters;

2)

Provide cover and protection for the
its fish, birds and game;

3)

State's wildlife,

Provide a natural playground for millions of our fellow
Americans who reside and must work in the metropolitan areas of the Eastern United States, and who travel
to this State for rest and recreation. Now, Therefore:

4)

Be it resolved by the Senate the
concurring:
That the

House

legislature of the State of

United

of Representatives

New Hampshire

peti-

and reject said
proposed changes in the taxation of timber, and thereby lend
its continued support to the encouragement of the growth of
this valuable natural resource of the United States, and
tions the congi-ess of the

States to defeat

That a duly attested copy of this resolution be immediately
transmitted to the Secretary of the Senate of the United States,
the Clerk of the House of Representatives of the United States
and
of

to

New

each

member

of the congressional delegation of the State

Hampshire.
*

The
reation

*

*

concurrent resolution was referred

to Resources,

Rec-

and Development.

A further Senate message annoimced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its amendment to the following joint resolution:
SJR

8,

Senate Joint Resolution in favor of Philip E. John-

son.

#

A

#

#

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the
passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House
of Representatives:
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HB

An

58,

ards for sewage

HB

445,

act relative to

and industrial

An

minimum

treatment o£ stand-

wastes.

act relative to Lancaster-Whitefield coopera-

tive school district.

Resolutions
Messrs.
tions for the

Habel and Cormier offered the following resoluSomers worth Delegation:

Whereas, Leon

J.

Littlefield of

Somersworth has passed

away, and

Whereas, He was serving his third term as Representative
from Somersworth, was a member of the City Council for
several terms, and was a Veteran of World War 1, therefore be it
Resolved, That we, the

Members

House of RepHampshire, hereby
pay tribute to his services to his city, state and coimtry, and
extend our deepest sympathy to his family in its bereavement
and be it further
resentatives of the General

Court of

of the

New

Resolved, That the Speaker of the House appoint a delegaand that a floral tribute be procured,
and be it further
tion to attend the funeral

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to the

widow, Mrs.

On

Littlefield.

a rising vote of silent prayer the resolutions were

unanimously adopted.

The Chair appointed

the following

members

to attend the

funeral:

The Somersworth

Delegation:

Napoleon A. Habel
Clovis J. Cormier
Sarkis N. Maloomain
Roland Hebert
Arthur J. Vincent

Representing Strafford County:

Arnold T. Clement, Chairman
Angeline M.

St.

Pierre, Clerk
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18,

is

the birthday of Mrs.

Grey of Canaan.

The Chair also announced that today is the 45th wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. George White of Alkinson.

The Chair also announced that Sunday, April 21st, is the
50th wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vincent of
Somers worth.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

were so

this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only and resolutions by caption
only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet
next Tuesday at 1 1 :00 A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

time, passed,

SB

bills

and sent

and resolutions were read

a

third

to the Senate for concurrence:

16, relative to sales of

liquor and beverages by restau-

rants.

Mr. Angus of Claremont, having voted with the
moved that the House reconsider its vote whereby
SB 16 and spoke against the motion.

The motion

it

passed

did not prevail.

Third Readings

HB

majority,

(cent.)

121, relative to the construction of physical education

facilities at the

University of

New

Hampshire.

HJR 26, in favor of Albert E. Jones and Theresa Jones.
HJR 27, in favor of Arthur Webster and Helen Webster.
HJR 28, in favor of Chanel L. Lavoie.

HB 164, providing for recompilation of volume 2 of the
Revised Statutes Annotated.
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HB 236, relative to investments of credit unions.
HB 313, relative to the bank advisory board.
HB 273, relating to investments of savings banks.
HB 497, relative to the restoration to service

under the

teachers' retirement system.

HB 493, relative to compensation of the special
Portsmouth municipal court.

justice for

On
at 2:43

motion of Mrs. Fogg of Milan the House adjourned
P.M.

TUESDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

April

23, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

O

as follows:

Father of Holy Love and Infinite Wisdom, comfort

all

Thy

children afflicted and distressed under the rod of oppres-

sion.

Out

of the chaos of conflicting ideologies that

would lead

Thy

guiding light shine forth to illuminate our way, and advance the cause of freedom and peace.
Inspire us with truth and faith to meet each and every challenge
"^vith all honesty. Endow us with courage and vision to lead our
people through the gloomy valleys to the glorious mountaintop
of joy. Grant Thy continued blessing upon our Governor, his
Council, and the members of this Joint Convention. Confirm
us in Thy love as we serve our "Granite State", seeking at all
times to offer our best in Thy Name. Amen.
us to destruction, let

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Fox of Wakefield led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.
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Introduction of a Special Guest

The Chair introduced Dr. Enrique Llaca, Jr., co-founder
Cuban Exiles Organization who was sponsored by the
New Hampshire Young Americans for Freedom. Dr. Llaca
addressed the Convention on the Cuban situation.
of the

On motion of Senator Hodgdon from the 4th District the
Convention rose.
House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair

introduced the following groups

as guests of

House today:

the

Group of American Government class of Central High
School of Manchester, courtesy of the Manchester Delegation.

A

group of Girl Scouts from St. Edmunds Parish, ManManchester Delegation.

chester, courtesy of the

The

senior class of Manchester Central

tesy of the

High

School, cour-

Manchester Delegation.

A group of boys
courtesy of Mrs.

Troop

1

from the Portsmouth Junior High School,

White

of Portsmouth.

Girl Scouts from Derry, courtesy of the Derry

Delegation.

Troop 198 Cub Scouts from Wakefield,
Fox

courtesy of Mr.

of Wakefield.

Catholic Youth Organization from St. Joseph School in
Nashua, courtesy of the Nashua Delegation.

Group of Boys from Keene High School, boys are Star
Scouts going for Life Rank, courtsey of Mr. Shea of Keene.
Leaves of Absence
Messrs.

Hambleton

of Goffstown,

Thayer

of Jefferson

and

Purington
ington of Exeter
Exete: were given indefinite leaves of absence
on account of illness.

tlie

Mr. Soucy of Manchester was granted leave of absence for
day on account of important business.
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Mrs. Moulton of New Durham was granted leave of absence for the week on account of illness in the family.

Mr. Boutin of Benton was granted leave of absence for the
of important business.

week on account

Mr. Goodfellow of Dorchester was granted leave of absence for two weeks on account of important business.

Mr. Peaslee of Concord was granted leave of absence for
two weeks on accoimt of illness.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

539, relative to hunting

and

fishing licenses for per-

sonnel stationed or attached to the naval shipyard. (Sadler and
Cavalieri of Portsmouth) to Fish and Game.

HB

540, providing for a board of regents for the state edu-

cational system. (Pappagianis of Nashua) to Education.

HB

541, relative to

claim. (Rules

Committee

compromise settlement of an infant's
Upton of Concord and Kimball

—

of Manchester) to Judiciary.

HB

542, relative to settlements in behalf of minors. (Rules

Committee

— Upton of Concord and Kimball of Manchester)

to Judiciary.

HB

543, relative to submission to voters of Littleton of
question on adoption of act providing for Littleton Parking
District. (Kelley of Littleton) to

Municipal and County Gov-

ernment.

The Honorable

Secretary of State, Robert L. Stark, ap-

peared before the House and delivered the following message
from Governor John W. King.
Governor's Message

Mr. Speaker and Honorable Members of the House of
Representatives.
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I return herewith, without my signature, House
An Act relating to the date of the Primary Election.
I

do

No.

so for several reasons.

First,
strict

Bill

to allow this legislation

to

become law would reNew Hampshire to

the seeking of high public office in

only the wealthy and hence would be a threat to the democratic
process.

We have had primary elections in this state in the month
September since the year 1909. This legislation would advance those primary elections to the month of June. Customarily, candidates for high public office announce their intention 6 months in advance of the primary. Consequently, under
the proposed legislation a candidate would be announcing
about January 1st if not earlier. To sustain a candidacy from
January until the elections in November Avould require a
tremendous amount of money and hence would discourage
of

candidates of limited means.

Before the advent of radio and television it was much
difficult for a candidate to get his message to the voter
and yet in those days it was felt that a September Primary provided enough time for the nominees to campaign for the November elections. Today with our wonderful media of mass
communication we certainly do not need more time.

—

more

Furthermore, the very devices which

now make

it

possible

one day,
also make it imperative that we do not prolong the campaign
unnecessarily. TV, radio, and mass media advertising impose
costs on campaigning far greater than those encountered 25 or
30 years ago. The longer the campaign, the greater the costs,
and the greater the costs, the easier it is for those with substantial
means to dominate our election process.
for candidates to reach tens of thousands of voters in

I

am

sure that the people of

path to high

One

office

kept open to

New Hampshire

all

and not

of the most persistent problems in

want the

just the wealthy.

government today

we should be
seeking means to minimize the problem rather than aggravating
is

the cost of campaigning for public

office. I feel

it.

We must also bear in mind the
on the voting public.

effect of this legislation
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If this bill were to become law, it would mean almost a
year of electioneering from the time that candidates announce
their intentions until the November Elections. For the average
voter it would be tedious, tiresome and boring. He would be

subjected to politics "ad nauseam" and hence become apathetic.

The

net effect

would be fewer voters

at the polls.

There is no public demand for this legislation. My office
which is subjected to a constant bombardment of demands
for every conceivable type of legislation, has not received a

our

single letter or postcard asking for this proposed change in

primary. On the contrary, there is every indication that our
present law which has stood the test of time for over 50 years
is

a

good law.

June

in

New Hampshire

for brides, roses

and the

sound of the politican

is

has been traditionally reserved
and the

finest fly fishing in the country,

not heard in the land. Let us ever pre-

serve in thus.

John W. King
Governor

The

question now being shall
ing the Governor's Veto.

HB

33 pass, notwithstand-

Messrs. Taft of Greenville, Peterson of Peterborough

Mahoney

of

Manchester spoke in favor of passage of

and

HB 33.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke against passage of the
bill.

The

roll

having been called
Yeas

Rockingham County:

as follows:

—

187

Griffin,

Underwood, Cummings,

Watts, Gay, Scott, Nickerson, Collishaw, Eastman of Exeter,
Wheeler, Wylie, Weeks, Casassa, Ring, Shindledecker, Clark
of Kingston, Shepard, McDonough, Carter, Murch, Stafford of

Portsmouth, Dame, Osborn, Chandler, White of Portsmouth,
Frink, Legasse, Langford, Green of Rye, Young, Canty, Grant,
Morrill, Morrison, Peever, Stickney, Barker, Herbert.

Strafford County: Berry, Fellows, Smith of Dover, ColDrew, Canney, Clark of Lee, Adams
Madbury, Dawson, Rolfe, Marsan, Chase, Johnson of Roch-

bath, Richardson, Tuttle,
of
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Clement, Varney, Green of Rollinsford, Bennett of

Straf-

ford.

Belknap County:

McAllister, Matheson,

Goodhue, Uhl-

enberg, Lacaillade, McCarthy, Head, Prescott, Hayner, O'Shan,
Stafford of Laconia, Varrell, Allan of Meredith, Urie, Joslyn,

Howe.

Carroll County: Howard, Hughes, Davis

of

Conway,

Taylor of Effingham, Blake, Diffenderfer, Brown
of Sandwich, Lamprey of Tuftonboro, Fox, Claflin.
Hill, Roberts,

Merrimack County: Moore, Asby, Hutchinson, Dame
Concord, Hancock, Bingham, Smith of Concord, Andersen
Concord, MacDonald, Ferguson of Concord, Gove, Newell
Concord, Kelley of Franklin, Reddy, London, Thompson
Northfield, Tarrant, Bigelow, Thompson of Wilmot.

of

of
of
of

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, VanLoan,
Wiggin, Martin of Goffstown, Taft, Pickering, Eaton, Brocklebank, Legallee, Warren, Ainley, Feldman, Lang, Pettigrew,
Goode, Kimball of Manchester, Mahony of Manchester, Ward
2, Cobleigh, Cooper, Buker, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of
Milford,

Heald

Hayward

of Milford,

Todd, Karnis, Peterson, Rice,

of Wilton.

Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Gowins:, Watkinson,
Turner, Stearns, Pollock, Shea of Keene, ward 2, Heald of
Keene, Bennett of Keene, Faulkner, Oliver, Bennett of Richmond, Allen of Rindge, Smith of Walpole, Wildey, Sawyer.

gus,

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown, Frizzell, AnCampbell, Guest, Weber, Marx, Hood, Merrifield.

Grafton County:

Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Stevenson,

Plumer, Grey, Nettleton, Hayward of Hanover, Johnson of
Hanover, Low, McMeekin, Hampson, Adams, Beard, Lewis,
Whipple, Allard of Littleton, Kelley of Littleton, Martin of
Littleton, Park, Smith of Plymouth, Berringer.

Coos County: Marsh, Nash, Sherman, Shute, Fogg,

Potter,

Brooks.

Nays

— 185

Rockingham County: White

of Atkinson, Vey, Persson,

Kimball of Derry, White of Derry, Spollett, Merrill, Palmer
of Kensington, Sewall, Twardus, Cheney, Palmer of Plaistow,
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Schwaner,

McEachem,

Keefe,

Sadler,

Cavalieri,

Coussoule,

Felch.

Strafford County: Blanchette, Leighton, Nelson, Grimes,

Hemon, Maglaras, Bevan, Crouch, Littlehale, Hartigan, Dumont of Rochester, Rubins, Beaudoin, St. Pierre, Habel,
Cormier, Hebert, Vincent.

Belknap County: Bolduc, Harkins, Normandin.
Carroll County: Blanchard, Remick, Chamberlain

of

Wolfeboro.

Merrimack County: Guilbeault, Phelps, Fairbanks, LaFlamme, York, Upton, Henry, Sanders, Maxham, Welch, Rufo,
McKay, Oilman, Charland, Dempsey, Doon, Lafond, Lambert,
Brown of Loudon, Plourde, Robinson.
Hillsborough County: Farwell, Whitney, Barnard,

Bart-

Bednar, Claveau, Gallagher, Provencal, Conover, Geisel,
Bruton, Dion of Manchester, Hayes, Cullity, Mahoney of Manchester, ward 4, McDermott, Clancy of Manchester, ward 5,
Manning, Walsh, Casey, Clancy of Manchester, ward 6, Doherty, Dupont, Healy, O'Conner, Lafrance, Leclerc, Martel,
lett,

Tessier,

Bernier,

Champagne, Cote,

Delisle,

Moran, Wade,

O'Gara, Boettcher, Belanger, Bergeron, Hurley, Kendrigan,
Noel, Capistran, Levasseur, Nalette, Allard of Manchester,
Lesmerises, Gauthier, Gamache, Grady, Tremblay of Manchester, Vachon, Cole, Dionne of Nashua, ward 2, Thibault,
Belcourt, Tromblay of Nashua, Sullivan, Maynard, Pappagianis, Dionne of Nashua, ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain, Mason, Bissonnette, Bouley, Latour, Lavallee, Sabluski,
Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais, Garland, Peabody, Eastman of
Weare.

Cheshire County: Cournoyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, KeatShea of Keene, ward 1, Belletete, Pickett, Russell,

ing, Pratt,

Forbes, Bouvier, Hackler, Abare, Ballam.

Sullivan County: Cann, Gaffney, Barrows, D'Amante,
Bailey,

Downing, Spanos.

Grafton County: Willey, Bowles, Morse, Coutermarsh,
Demers, McGee, Brummer, Cushman, Barney, Anderson of
Warren.

Coos County: Dubey,
Connolly,

Dumont

of

Roy, Desilets, Sheridan,
Vashaw, Bouchard, Fontaine,

Fortier,

Berlin,
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Gagnon, Graham, Bushey, Arsenault, Stinson, Taylor of Whitefield.

The

necessary two-thirds majority not having been voted,

the Governor's veto was sustained

and the

bill

was

killed.

Recess
After Recess

Committee Reports

HJR

22,

Reed and Esther Reed, Mr.
Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to pass

in favor of Fred

Henry of Concord
with amendment.

for

Amendment

Amend

'the

joint

to

resolution

HJR

22

by striking out the words

"seventeen hundred and fifty" in the first line and inserting in
place thereof the words, eight hundred; further amend by
inserting after the word "highways" in the seventh line the
words, the payment of this sum is in full and final settlement
of said claim, so that said joint resolution as

amended

shall

read as follows:

That the sum of eight hundred dollars is hereby appropriated to reimburse Fred Reed and Esther Reed of Allenstown
for the cost of a garage, driveway

and culvert

pipes,

which

ex-

pense was caused by the revocation of two driveway permits
issued in error by the department of public works and highways. The payment of this sum is in full and final settlement of
said claim. The appropriation made hereunder shall be a
charge on the highway funds.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and the resolution was
ordered to a third reading.

HJR 23, in favor of Roland LaPerle, Mr. Henry of Concord for Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend
"five

to

HJR

23

the joint resolution by striking out the words
in the first line and inserting in place thereof

hundred"
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the words, two
as

amended

hundred and

fifty,

so that said joint resolution

shall read as follows:

That the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars is hereby
appropriated to reimburse Roland LaPerle for damages to a
water pipe sustained following the construction by the state
of a storm sewer in the town of Stewartstown. The payment of
this sum is in full and final settlement of any and all claims
arising out of said storm sewer construction. The appropriation
hereunder shall be a charge upon the highway fund.

The amendment was adopted and

the

resolution

was

ordered to a third reading.

HB

389, relative to the practice of architecture, Mr.

Lam-

prey of Tuftonborough for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

389

Amend section 6 of said bill by striking out the
inserting in place thereof the following:
6 Applicants.

Amend RSA

same and

310:12 by striking out saia

and inserting in place thereof the following: 310:12
Preliminary Requirements for Registration. The following

section

preliminary requirements shall be considered as minimum
evidence satisfactory to the board that an applicant is qualified
for registration to practice architecture in this state, to wit:
(a) applicant shall have graduated with a degree from a school
or college of architecture aproved by the board as of satisfactory standing and three years of practical experience satisfactory to the board in the office of an experienced architect
or architects, or (b) in lieu of (a) the applicant shall have
eight years of diversified practical experience in the office of an
experienced architect or architects, of (c) in lieu of (a) or (b)
the applicant shall have training which, in the opinion of the
board, is fully equivalent to the requirements of either (a) or
(b)
Upon complying with these preliminary requirements the
applicant shall, in order to become registered, pass written
examinations as provided in section 21 and except as other.

wise provided in section 17.
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by striking out section 7 and

bill

re-

sections 8 to 15, inclusive, to read sections 7 to 14.

numbering

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted.
Mr. Stafford of Laconia offered the following amendment

and moved

its

adoption.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

389

by striking out said section and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Registration of Architects. Amend paragraph I of RSA
by striking out the words "as a registered architect"
where they occur in the eighth, tenth and eleventh lines, so
that said paragraph as amended shall read as follows: I. The
terms "architect" and registered architect" shall be deemed to
be identical in meaning and shall mean a person who, by reason of having acquired through professional education and
practical experience an advanced training in building construction and architectural design and an extensive knowledge of
building standards created to safeguard the public from the
1

310:1

hazards of
tions,

is

ttire as

fire,

panic, structural failure,

technically

and

and unsanitary condi-

legally qualified to practice architec-

hereinafter defined, and

who

is

registered by the board

or other-^vise authorized by this chapter to engage in the practice of architecture.

The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

Mr. Stafford explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

276, relative to the sale of certain aniomals

Mr. Vashaw of Berlin

for Fish

and Game. Ought

The

bill

birds,

HB

278, relative to the definition of resident

was ordered to a third reading.

and game laws, Mr. Drew
Game. Inexpedient to legislate.
fish

and

to pass.

of

under the
Farmington for Fish and
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The

resolution was adopted.

HB

17'2,

relating to costs in cases against state officials,

Mr. Healy of Manchester for Judiciary. Inexpedient

to legis-

late.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

379, relative to rights of

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

402, relating to posting lands against trespass, Mr.

owner on land which has been
hunting,
Wildey
posted against
Mr.
of Westmoreland for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.

Wildey

of

Westmoreland

for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legis-

late.

Mr. Rice of Peterborough moved that the words, Ought to
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate, and
spoke in favor of the motion.
pass,

Messrs. Totman of Alstead and Wildey of Westmoreland
spoke against the motion.

Mr. Hill of Conway spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

On

a voice vote the Chair

was in doubt and requested a

division vote.

members having voted

143

and 132 in
Ought to pass,

in the affirmative

the negative the motion to substitute the words,

prevailed and the bill was ordered to a third reading.

of

HB 458, relative to himting on private
Westmoreland for Judiciary. Inexpedient
The
SB

Mr. Wildey

to legislate.

resolution was adopted.

recording and discharging liens
Mr. Johnson of Hanover for Ju-

39, relative to fees for

for internal
diciary.

lands,

revenue

Ought

The

HB

bill

taxes,

to pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

229, relative to the personnel advisory board of the
Portsmouth, Mrs. White of Portsmouth for the Portsmouth Delegation. Ought to pass with amendment.

city of

Amend
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229

of the bill by striking out all after the
"oaths" in the sixty eighth line, so that said section as

word
amended

section

1

shall read as follows:

City of Portsmouth. Amend section 49 of chapter 398
of 1947 by striking out said section and inserting
in place thereof the following: 49. Personnel Advisory Board.
There is hereby established a Personnel Advisory Board of three
1

of the

Laws

holding no other political office and appointed one
the manager, one member by the coimcil in accordance with its rules covering such matters, and the third member by the council from a list of three names submitted to it
from employees from a secret ballot regularly conducted in
which all qualified employees shall be entitled to compete and
in which each participating employee shall write on a blank
paper the name of his choice for membership on the advisory
board. The ballots so cast shall be counted and the names of
the persons receiving the three highest votes shall be submitted
to the council from which it shall appoint one qualified person
as the third member of the advisory board. In the first instance
only, the member appointed by the manager shall serve for
one year, the first member appointed by the council from an
employees panel for three years, in each case beginning on the
effective date of this amendment to the charter; the term of all
succeeding members shall be for three years beginning on the
expiration of the term each succeeds. It shall be the duty of
the personnel advisory board to study the broad problems of
personnel policy and administration of the merit plan and retirement system. Any permanent employee dismissed or demoted, or suspended for more than thirty days in any one year,
may, within thirty days after such dismissal, demotion or suspension, appeal to the personnel advisory board for a review
thereof. Upon such review, both the appealing employee and
the city manager whose action is reviewed shall have the right
to be heard publicly and present evidentiary facts. At the hearing of such appeals, technical rules of evidence shall not apply.
If the personnel advisory board finds that the action complained
of was taken by the city manager for any political, religious or
racial reason, 'the employee shall be reinstated to his former
position or a position of like status and pay, without loss of pay
for the period of his suspension. In all other cases, the findings
and recommendations of the personnel advisory board shall be
citizens

member by
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submitted

to the city

manager who may, not

later

than thirty

days after receipt of such finding and recommendations, reinstate the employee with or without pay for the period of suspension, or otherwise modify his original decision of suspension,

When any employee is dismissed and
not reinstated after such appeal by the city manager, in spite
of a recommendation by the personnel advisory board that such
reinstatement be made, the employee may within ten days after
the action of the city manager appeal to the mayor and city
council or a committee of the city council to be appointed by
the mayor and council, who may make such further recomdemotion or discharge.

mendations after due investigation as they deem fit. If the city
council or the committee of the city council feel that the findings and recommendations of the advisory board should be
sustained they may direct the city manager to reinstate the emThe personnel advisory board shall elect a chairman.

ployee.

The chairman

shall

have the power

to administer oaths.

Mr. Keefe of Portsmouth spoke against the amendment.
Mr. Osborne of Portsmouth spoke in favor of the amendment.
(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)

Mrs. White and Mr.
of the

Murch

of

Portsmouth spoke

in favor

amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

413, relative to

and penalty

emergency lights on motor vehicles
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for
pass with amendment.

for vehicle overload,

Transportation. Ought to

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

413

said bill by striking out section 2

ing section 3 to read section

and renumber-

2.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Mr. Tuttle of Dover moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a commit-
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tee report

not previously advertised in the Journal for two days

and spoke

in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

HB 496, legalizing the proceedings at the annual town
meeting in Farmington, Mr. Tuttle of Dover for Municipal
and Coimty Government, Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

HB

to

496

Amend the title of the bill by inserting after the word
"meeting" the words, and the annual precinct meeting, so that
said title as amended shall read as follows:
An

Act legalizing the proceedings

at the

annual town meet-

ing and annual precinct meeting in Farmington.

Amend

the bill by inserting after section

1 the following
Proceedings Legalized. The votes and proceedings at the annual precinct meeting of the town of Farmington,
held on the 10th day of April, 1963, are hereby legalized, ratified and confirmed.

new

section:

2

amend

Further
section

the bill by

renumbering section

2 to read

3.

*

On

motion of Mr.

ment was dispensed

*

*

Pickett, of Keene, reading of the

amend-

with.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed

Committee

have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bill:

HB
and the

An

act relating to the

conduct of sweepstake races

sale of tickets thereon.

HB
for

47,

Bills

58,

An

act relative to

minimum

treatment standards

sewage and industrial wastes.

HB

134,

An

act relative to

enforcement of

classification of

surface waters.

HB 240, An act relating to service exemption.
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HB

445, An act relative to the Lancaster-Whitefield cooperative school district.

SJR

3,

Joint resolution in favor of Philip E. Johnson.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Senate Messages
Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bill sent up from the House of Repre-

The

sentatives:

HB

129, relative to the sale of liquor

and beverages

in first

class hotels.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its amendment to the following bill:
SB

16, relative to sales of

liquor and beverages by restau-

rants.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Kimball of Manchester rose on a point of personal
privilege.

Mr. Kimball requested that

his

remarks be inserted in the

Journal.

The Chair hearing no

objection so ordered.

(Excerpt from an article by Leo Rosten, Look Magazine,
and Broad-

Jan. 15, 1963, copyright 1962 by Cowles Magazines
casting, Inc.)
1.

others
2.

No
ly

3.

power is power over others, and power over
must always be watched, guarded, circumscribed.

Political

man, no group, no sect, no party ever has
on truth, virtue and competence.

a

monopo-

This means that no man, no group, no party is wise
enough and good enough and sane enough to be entrusted with too much power. For good men are often
silly and competent men are often wicked, and even the
combination of virtue and ability in no way guarantees
judgment or reason or sanity. Good intentions do not
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necessarily lead to good results; purity of heart is not
always liked to political skill or emotional balance.

Human history is studded with tragedy precisely because too often have "sincere" and passionate men
seized the pow^er (or bamboozled others into letting
them exercise it) to do what they happen to think best.
4.

Those we
right.
is

The

may be wrong; those we hate may be
only way to find out what is best, for whom,

like

to let the ideas

and the

theories,

however disturbing,

out in uninterrupted contest.
creates the duty to listen.
roll

5.

The

Freedom dies under dogma. In a free society, no person or group or policy can be permitted to exist beyond
scrutiny, criticism, even ridicule. When dogma gains
enough power to punish those who oppose it, it becomes fanaticism. When dogma is invested with enough
power to suppress opposition, it becomes tyranny. And
however
when men are afraid to say what they think
freedom has been
cockeyed or unpopular it may be

—

—

violated, for
6.

right to talk

The
it

it

has been

conupted by

fear.

only thing worse than a too powerful minority
including the government

a too powerful majority

—

itself.
7.

Every man has a right to opportunity, to respect, to
fair treatment under law. Justice is a right, not a favor.
No man shall be penalized for his parentage or his
pigmentation or his faith.

8.

No

9.

It

man, however disagreeable or dangerous, shall be
denied an open trail, on specific charges. No man shall
be judged by the same people who accuse him. Every
man has the right to confront those who accuse him
and try to prove them liars.

is

10.

up
not up
is

The

to a

true

arrange
pleases

prove a man guilty;
innocent.
himself
prove
to

to the authorities to

and

life

—

man

final

it

purpose of government is so to
man can do what he damned
it does not harm or menace others.

that each

so long as

This decalogue of freedom rests, of course, on the conviction that government must protect men from each other's
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stupidity, greed

and

passions.

I

know

of nothing in nature

more immense than man's stupidity, more nauseating than
his greed, or more terrifying than his irrationality.
Winston Churchill once remarked that democracy is the
worst possible system of government, but has one paramount
virtue: It happens to be better than any other system men have
been able to devise. The rabble-rousers always claim to know
a better, quicker, more "efficient" way of dealing with our
problems. Well, a prison is about as efficient an institution as
man has invented but who wants to live in it?

—

Mr. Maloomian of Somersworth rose on a point of personal privilege.

Reconsideration

Mr. McDonald of Concord withdrew his notice of reconon HB 311, relative to licensed practical nurses.

sideration

ing

Mrs. Legasse of Portsmouth wished to be recorded as vot47 (Sweepstake).

No on HB

The Chair announced that owing to a printer's error, the
name of Mrs. Cooper of Nashua who voted yes on the question

HB 47 (Sweepstake) to the Supreme Court,
omitted from the Journal of Thursday, April 18th, page 17.
The Chair also stated that this omission would be corrected in

of the referral of
'^vas

the permanent Journal.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Pickett of Keene rose on a point of personal privilege.

On
were so

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene, the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order for 3:00

this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only and resolutions by caption only,
and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomor-

row morning

at

1 1

:00

A.M.
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Afternoon Session

Third Readings

SB

39, relative to fees for recording

sent to

The
passed,

revenue

and discharging

liens

was read a third time, passed, and
the Secretary of State to be engrossed.

for internal

following

and sent

taxes,

bills

and resolutions were read

a third time,

to the Senate for concurrence:

HJR 22, in favor of Fred Reed and Esther Reed.
HJR 23,

in favor of

Roland LaPerle.

HB 389, relative to the practice of architecture.

HB 276, relative to the sale of certain animals and birds.
HB 402, relating to posting lands against trespass.
HB 229, relative to the personnel advisory board of the
city of

Portsmouth.

HB

413, relative to

emergency

lights

on motor

vehicles

and

penalty for vehicle overload.

HB

496, legalizing proceedings at the annual town meeting and annual precinct meeting in Farmington.

Reconsideration

Mr. Hill of Conway, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
402, relating to posting lands against trespass, and spoke

moved

HB

against the motion.

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke against the motion.
Mr. Hill of Conway withdrew

HB

his

motion

to reconsider

402.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that HB 402 be made a
Order for 11:01 on Thursday next and subsequently
withdrew his motion.
Special

Mr. Pickett of Keene demanded a quorum count and subsequently withdrew his demand.
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Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority,
served notice that he would ask the House to reconsider its
vote whereby it passed HB 402.

The Chair announced that Monday was the birthday of
Mr. Uhlenberg of Gilmanton.

On

motion of Mr. Ferguson of Concord the House adjourned at 2:52 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, April 24,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

Gracious and Loving Father, into Thy merciful care we
commit our lives as instruments of service. Forgive us for our
moments of weakness and indecision ^vhen confronted by the
serious challenges set before us. Strengthen our wisdom and
vision, endo^v us with courage to act ^vith honesty of purpose
as we endeavor to seek Thy will. Let truth be our shield and
defense against the corrosive evils that would destroy our democracy and keep us from the fulfillment of our American
"dream" of lasting peace and eternal prosperity. Teach us to
be realistic in our approach to the problems of governing our
people as we strive to attain the ideals of Thy promised Kingdom. May Thy merciful love continually sustain us, confirm
us,

and deliver us into Thy presence. Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Cormier of Somersworth led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

Wednesday, April
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House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
rick's

introduced a group of students from St. PatSchool in Manchester, courtesy of the Manchester Dele-

gation.

The Chair also introduced a group of 7th grade students
from the Somersworth School, courtesy of the Somersworth
Delegation.

Leaves of Absence
Messrs.

Gamache

of

Manchester and Pratt of Keene were

granted leave of absence for the day on account of important
business.

Mr. Buker of Merrimack was granted leave of absence for
an indefinite period on account of important business.
Mr. Dumont of Rochester was granted leave of absence for
today and Thursday on account of important business.
Introduction o£ Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and

HB

were introduced, read a

bills

first

and

sec-

referred as follows:

home rule by authorizing adoption of
eliminating certain commissions, and providing

544, relative to

city charters,

for governmental units to contract for the performance of
various municipal functions. (Pappagianis of Nashua) to Executive Departments and Administration.

Committee Reports

HB

292, relative to possession of big game animals taken
outside the state, Mr. Merrill of Hampton Falls for Fish and

Game. Inexpedient

to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

315, relative to

Great Bay, Mr.

Drew

of

marking fishing holes cut in ice on
Farmington for Fish and Game. Ought

to pass.

The

bill

was ordered to a third reading.
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HB
ham

of

355, requiring reports for

Concord

The

games of beano, Mr. Bing-

for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB

449, relative to on-sale permits for alcoholic beverages,
Mr. Vachon of Manchester for Liquor Laws. Ought to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

449

Amend the bill by striking out section 1 and inserting in
place thereof the following: 1 Alcoholic Beverages. Amend
RSA 181:4 by striking out in line 8 thereof the words "or clubs;"
and by inserting in line 8 after the word "guests" the following,
in the case of clubs at tables or over bars, so that said section
as

amended

181:4 On-Sale Permits. Onbe issued only for restaurants, hotels, or clubs.

shall read as follows:

sale permits shall

Such permits shall authorize the permittee to sell beverages for
consumption on the premises designated in the permit; in the

upon the premises designated in the permit, but only in a room used primarily for the
serving and consumption of food, or, when so authorized by
the commission, to assemblages of more than six patrons in a
case of restaurants, at public tables

private

room

or at a private table; in the case of hotels, at tables

or in rooms of guests; in the case of clubs, at tables or over bars.

No such permit shall be issued for any restaurant or club which
has not been established and doinor business for at least six
months during the calendar year prior

to the application for

such permit; provided, however, that the commission may, in
its discretion, issue a permit to a seasonal restaurant or club

which has been established and doing business for at least two
months during the calendar year preceding the application. It
shall be within the discretion of the commission to issue to a
permittee a special permit to

sell

beverages.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 299, relating to municipal budgets, Mr. Stafford of
Portsmouth for Municipal and County Government. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.
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345, prescribing the time within

which certain

arti-

warrant are to be presented, Mr. Tuttle of Dover
for Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass with
cles for the

amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

345

Amend section 1 of the bill by striking out the words "in
any town which has adopted the municipal budget act" in the
fourth and fifth lines and by inserting after the word "article"
the words, to be; further amend by striking out the words
"which calls for the expenditure of money" in the seventh line;
and by striking out the word "forty" in the ninth line and inserting in place thereof the word, thirty-five, so that said section
as amended shall read as follows: 1 Town Warrant. Amend
RSA 39 by inserting after section 3 the following new section:
39:3-a Time for Presentation of Articles. Notwithstanding any
provision of section 3, any article to be presented by petition,
for inserting in the warrant, shall be presented to the selectmen
or one of them at least thirty-five days before the day prescribed
for an annual or biennial meeting.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

369, relative to assistance for families and businesses
displaced by highway construction or reconstruction projects,

Mr. Remick of Tamworth for Public Works. Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
said section
1

to

HB

369

1 of the bill by striking out the whole of
inserting in place thereof the following:

section

and

Relocation Assistance.

section 26 the following

new

Amend RSA

233 by adding after

subdivision:

Relocation Assistance
233:27

Relocation Payments.

Subject to the approval of

and council, the commissioner of public works
and highways is authorized and empowered, within the limits
of available funds and appropriations therefor, to make relocation payments to eligible persons for their moving expenses
caused by their displacement from real property acquired for
the governor
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federal aid

and

state

highway projects

to

be constructed in

this

state.

233:28 Amount of Assistance, (a) Relocation payments
be made in accordance with the provisions of this act and
pursuant to such rules and regulations as shall be prescribed
by the commissioner of public works and highways.
shall

(b)

The amount

of relocation

payments

shall

be estab-

lished by the commissioner of public works and highways and
shall not exceed two hundred dollars in the case of an individual or a family, nor three thousand dollars in the case of a business concern (including the operation of a farm), or nonprofit

organization.

In the case of a business (including the operation of a
(c)
farm) and in the case of a nonprofit organization, the allowable
expenses for transportation under this subdivision shall not
exceed the cost of moving up to fifty miles from the point from
which such business or organization is being displaced.
(d) The rules and regulations of the commissioner of
public works and highways may include provisions authorizing
payments to individuals and families of fixed amounts (not to
exceed two hundred dollars in any case) in lieu of their respective reasonable and necessary moving expenses.

233:29 Term Defined. As used in this subdivision, the
term "eligible person" shall mean such individuals, families,
business concerns (including the operation of a farm), and nonprofit organizations, as have occupied, either as the owner or as
a tenant, the real property acquired or to be acquired for a
federal-aid highway project in this state for at least sixty days
prior to the date the commissioner of public works and highways gives written notice to the owner of record that said property is to be acquired for a federal aid highway project; and
provided that the commissioner of public works and highways
finds that said person, family, business concern (including the
operation of a farm) or nonprofit organization is within the
class of persons intended to be eligible to receive assistance for
displaced families and businesses under the "Federal Aid Highway Act of 1962."
233:30 Application. This subdivision shall apply only
with respect to federal aid and state highway projects for which
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the real property was acquired after the date of enactment
hereof.
*

*

*

At the request of Mr. Newell of Concord, Mr. Taft of
Greenville explained the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.

bill

was referred

to

HB

395, directing the improvement of highways in certain
towns, Mr. Nickerson of East Kingston for Public Works. In-

expedient to

legislate.

Mr. Morrill of Salem moved that the words. Ought to pass,
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to legislate, and spoke
in favor of the motion.

HB

Mr. Peever of Salem moved that

395 be laid on the

table.

The motion

to lay

on the table was

lost.

Mr. Stickney of Salem spoke in favor of the motion

to sub-

stitute.

Messrs.

Peabody

of

Pelham and Herbert

of

Windham

spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Taft of Greenville spoke against the motion.

The motion to substitute was
committee was adopted.

lost

and the resolution of the

HB

391, relative to motor vehicle operation and registraMr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation. Ought to
pass with amendment.
tion,

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

391

section 3 of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Notice to Operator.

Amend RSA

261:12 by striking out
in place thereof
the word, may, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows: 261:12 Expiration. All licenses shall expire on the
second anniversary of the license holder's date of birth follow3

the

word

"shall" in the fifth line

and inserting
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ing the date of issuance. The anniversary of the date of birth of
any license holder born on February 29, shall, for the purpose
of this section during the years when there is no February 29,

expire on March first. The commission may forward to each
holder of a license, a renewal application to the holder's last
known address, thirty days prior to expiration date.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

456, relative to weights and lengths of certain vehicles,
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation. Ought to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
ing

new

to

HB

456

said bill by inserting after section 2 of the follow-

section:

3 Four or More Axles. Amend paragraph VIII of RSA
263:61 (supp) as amended by 1955, 230:1 and 310:2, by inserting after the word "four" in the first line of said paragraph the
words, or more, so that said paragraph as amended shall read

VIII. A combination of vehicle and semi-trailer
equipped with four or more axles and having gross weight

as follows:

more than

those set forth in the following table:

Distance between
extreme axles in feet

in

gross weight

pounds
48,300
49,300

28
29
30

50,400
51,500
52,800
54,300
56,000
58,000
60,000
62,000
64,400
66,400

31

32
33
34
35
36

37
38
39

Amend

Maximum

section 3 of the bill by striking out the words

"sixty days after"

and inserting

so that said section shall read:

in place thereof the word,

upon,

Wednesday, April
3

Takes

Further

Effect.

amend

This act

24,

shall take effect

the bill by
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1963

upon

its

renumbering section

passage.

3 to read

section 4.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 452, for a sales and use tax law, Mrs. Palmer of
tow for Ways and Means. Inexpedient to legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.

HB

455, relating to tobacco tax license fees, Mrs.

of Plaistow for

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

462, repealing certain taxes

Plais-

Palmer

to legislate.

and providing

for addi-

tional revenue of the state, including a retail sales tax,

Larty of Haverhill for

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

Mr.

to legis-

late.

Messrs.

Bevan

of

Durham and Hancock

minority of the committee on

of Concord, a

Ways and Means. Ought

to pass.

Mr. Ferguson of Concord moved that the report of the
minority, Ought to pass, be substituted for the majority report.
Inexpedient to legislate, and spoke in favor of the motion.
(Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield in the Chair)

Mr. Bevan of Durham spoke in favor of the motion.
Mrs. Clark of Lee spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke against the motion.

The motion was

not adopted.

The
462

is

question now being on the majority report that
Inexpedient to legislate.

The

HB

resolution was adopted.

Concurrent Resolution memorializing Congress in the
S. 887 and
4018, establishing the Saint Gaudens
Memorial as a National Historical site, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation and Development. Concurrent
Resolution be adopted.
passage of

HR
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Concurrent Resolution
memorializing Congress in the passage of

S.

887 and H.R. 4018,

establishing the Saint Gaudens Memorial
as a National Historical site.

Whereas, Senate Bill 887 has been introduced into the
United States Senate by co-sponsors, Senator Norris Cotton
and Senator Thomas J. Mclntyre, of New Hampshire, and
Whereas, H.R. 4018 has been introduced into the United
States House of Representatives by Congressman James C.
Cleveland of New Hampshire, and
Whereas, both bills would relieve the trustees of the Saint
Gaudens Memorial from the high cost of maintenance which
midit mean its discontinuance, therefore be it
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate
concurring:

That, we, the members of the 1963 General Court of New
Hampshire, do hereby memorialize Congress in the passage of
the above stated bills, in order that the said Saint Gaudens
Memorial may be preserved for posterity, and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be forwarded to
the Clerk of the United States Senate and the Clerk of the
United States House of Representatives.

Mr. Guest of Cornish spoke in favor of the Concurrent
Resolution.

Mr. Taft of Greenville explained the Concurrent Resolution.

The Concurrent

Resolution was adopted.

(Speaker in the Chair)

The Chair

HB

called for the Special

Order

for 11:01 today

on

31, relative to the repeal of the school per capita tax.

The
pedient to

question being on the committee resolution. Inexlegislate.

Mr. Plumer of Bristol moved that the words, Ous^ht to
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate, and
spoke in favor of the motion.
pass,

Wednesday, April
Mr. O'Neil
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1963

24,

of Chesterfield spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Larty of Haverhill explained the committee's report.

The motion

to substitute prevailed.

Mr. Plumer of Bristol offered the following amendment
and moved its adoption.

Amendment

Amend

HB

31

said bill by striking out section 2

place thereof the following

new

and inserting

in

sections:

Application of Statutes.

2

to

Amend

paragraph XXIII of

RSA

186:11 (supp) as amended by 1957, 252:1 and 1961, 196:2
by striking out the words "provided, however, that the total

amounts

amount

so fixed in

any one

fiscal

year shall not exceed the

available to the state for this purpose from school dis-

tricts under the provisions of RSA !194:12, and the amounts
received under the provisions of said section 12 shall be maintained in a special fund by the state treasurer and be used for

no other purpose than the salaries of superintendents, assistant
superintendents and teacher consultants for supervisory
unions;" so that the first subparagraph of said paragraph XXIII
shall read as follows: Fix the state's share of the salary or salaries of the superintendent, assistant superintendent and approved teacher consultant for supervisory unions in such
manner that financial support to supervisory unions shall recognize the element of financial need to the

end that the superand administrative services to public education shall be
more equitable and efficient basis. For the purpose of this

visory

on

a

paragraph the state's share of the superintendents' annual salary
shall be fixed so that each of the amounts so fixed shall vary
with specifically designated ranges of equalized valuation as
listed in the

3

following table:

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect as of

January

1,

1964.

The Clerk

read the

amendment

in full.

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

the bill was ordered to
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Report from Engrossed

HB

Bills

Committee

(Joint

Rule No.

6)

137, relative to passenger tramways, Mrs. Potter for

Engrossed

Bills.

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

137

section 8 of said bill by striking out the
in place thereof the following:

first

two

and inserting

lines

Submission of Plans.

8

Amend RSA

225-A by inserting

new

225-A: 10-a Review

after section 10 the following

section.

of
*

*

*

motion of Mr. Casassa of Hampton the House con-

On

curred in the amendment.

Communication
April 23, 1963

Honorable Stewart Lamprey, Speaker

House

of Representatives

Dear Mr. Lamprey:

my

House of Reprean Armed Forces Day Luncheon to be served at
the Concord National Guard Armory, State Military Reservation, on Wednesday, May 15, 1963.
It is

pleasure to invite the Honorable

sentatives to

The Luncheon
A.M.

to 1:30

will be served mess-line style

P.M.

In conjunction with this
of National

units in

New

from 11:30

affair,

there will be an exhibit

Guard equipment which

is

used by the various

Hampshire.
Sincerely,

John W. King
Personal Privilege

Mr. Maloomian of Somersworth rose on a point of perprivilege and asked to be recorded as opposing HB
relating to the date of the Primary Election.

sonal
33,

1

Wednesday, April
Mr. Merrill of Hampton

1963

24,

on

Falls rose
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a point of personal

privilege.
*

The Chair announced
Eastman

of

*

*

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

Weare.

The Chair also announced that today is the 25th wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Cheney of Newton,
The Chair also announced that today
Mr. \^arney of Rochester.

On
were so

is

the birthday of

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns
today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 1 :00 A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

bills

were read

a third time, passed,

and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

315, relative to

marking

fishing holes cut in ice

on

Great Bay.

HB
HB

449, relative to on-sale permits for alcoholic beverages.
345, prescribing the time within

which certain

articles

for the warrant are to be presented.

HB

391, relative to

motor vehicle operation and

registra-

tion.

HB
HB

456, relative to weights

and lengths

of certain vehicles.

31, relative to the repeal of the school

per capita tax.

Report Received

A report to the N. H. Educational Broadcasting Council
on the Engineering Aspects of a State-Wide Educational Television System for the State of N. H. has been received and
placed on file in Clerk's office.
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Reconsideration

Mr, Stafford of Laconia, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
402, relating to posting lands against trespass, and spoke

moved

HB

against the motion.

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Hill of Conway spoke against the motion.
Messrs.

Vashaw

of Berlin

of Littleton spoke in

and Kelley

favor of the motion.

it

Mr. Bouchard of Berlin moved the previous question and
was sufficiently seconded.

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia having previously requested to be
heard, the Chair asked unanimous consent to allow the member
to speak. It was so ordered.
Mr. Stafford of Laconia spoke against the motion.

The

now being on

question

the motion to reconsider

HB

402.

The Nays appeared

to

have

it,

Mr. Stafford of Laconia requested a division,
136

members having voted
motion

the negative, the

in the affirmative

to reconsider

was

and 189

in

lost,

(Personal Privilege)

New Hampton

Mr, Urie of

rose

on

a point of personal

privilege.

Committee Assignments
Messrs.

Boettcher and O'Gara of Manchester to Trans-

portation,

Mrs.

Doon

of

Henniker

to

Public Welfare and State

tutions.

Mr.

Hemon

of

Dover

to Public Health.

Insti-

Thursday, April
Mr. Head of Laconia
Mrs.

St.

to

Ways and Means.

Pierre of Rochester to Judiciary.

Mr. Lesmerises of Manchester
Mr.
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to

Labor.

Wade of Manchester from Labor to
*

*

Liquor.

*

On
at 1:06

motion of Mrs. Vey of Brentwood the House adjourned
P.M.

THURSDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

April

25, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

J.

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend Edwin
the Richmond Community Church, Rich-

Godden from

mond,

as follows:

Great Ruler of us all, bless, we pray Thee, the leaders of
Strengthen the courage of these representatives here
assembled
sincere men and women who want to do the right
if only they can be sure what is right. Make it plain to them,
O Lord, and then wilt Thou guide them in the right way.
this state.

—

Be Thyself with us here today, for we know deep down in
our hearts that without Thy help men can do nothing that will
abide. Without Thee, men will discuss more and more and
settle less and less. Give to these our leaders the courage to
admit mistakes when they are made. Let no personal ambition
blind them to their opportunities. Give them Divine common
and a selflessness
and not of gain.
sense

Knowing
it

that

which

that shall

make them think

that criticism will come, help
is

helpful and to forgive what

of service

them
it

to take from
unjust and un-

Amid all the pressure brought upon them from day to
day, may they ever hear Thy still, small voice and follow Thy
guidance for the good of all the people, that Thy will may
be done through these Thy servants. In all things, large or
kind.
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small, reveal

Thy wisdom and Thy

love;

through Jesus Christ

our Lord. Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Bennett of Richmond led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House

The Chair
the

House

A

introduced the following groups as guests of

today:

group of Cub Scouts from

Hollis,

courtesy of Mr.

Brocklebank.

A group of 4 H girls from Swanzey.
A group of Girl Scouts from Belmont.
A delegation from the Associated Women
Farm Bureau

of the N.

H.

Federation.

The Chair

George Miller, a Junior at LisFriday
competed in the Boston
bon High School, who last
finished.
finished 76th with
started,
George
Marathon. 247
135
minutes.
addressed
the House
George
a time of 3 hours and 9
also introduced

briefly.

Leaves of Absence
Mrs. Howard of Bartlett and Messrs. Charland of Franklin and Stevens of Epsom were granted leaves of absence for the
day on account of important business.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

545,

bills

were introduced, read a

and

sec-

as follows:

making appropriations

for the expenses of cer-

tain departments of the state for the year

(Clement of Rochester)

HB

first

ending June

30, 1964.

to Appropriations.

546, making appropriations for the expenses of cerdepartments of the state for the year ending June 30, 1965.
(Clement of Rochester) to Appropriations.
tain

Thursday, April
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25, 1963

HB

547, creating a single Board of Trustees for the State
Colleges and Universities (Pappagianis of Nashua) to Education.

HB

548, relating to final payments to contractors

contracts. (Plourde of

HB

to

on public

Public Works.

549, relative to compensation of policemen in the city

(Dame and Coussoule

of Portsmouth.

mouth

Pembroke)

of

Portsmouth)

to Ports-

Delegation.

HB 550, relative to fire prevention and
mobile homes and travel trailers. (Karnis of
Executive Departments and Administration.
HJR

30, relative to

(Greene of Rye)

HJR

31,

state hospital.

HJR

to Res.,

fire

protection in

New

Ipswich) to

mosquito problem in the seacoast area.
Rec. and Development.

providing for a deficiency appropriation for the
(MacDonald of Concord) to Appropriations.

providing for a deficiency appropriation for the
and grounds. (Rules Committee
Clement of Rochester) to Appropriations.
32,

—

division of buildings

Committee Reports

HB

16, relative to

resurfacing of the Eastern turnpikes,

Mr. Belcourt of Nashua for Appropriations. Inexpedient

to

legislate.

The resolution was adopted.

HB
neer,

41, to

Mr.

make appropriation

Dumont

to

employ an airport

engi-

of Berlin for Appropriations. Inexpedient

to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

190, providing for transportation aid to school dis-

tricts,

Mr. Goode of Manchester for Appropriations. Inexpedi-

ent to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

305,

dustries,

making additional appropriations

pedient to legislate.

The

for prison in-

Mr. Goode of Manchester for Appropriations. Inex-

resolution was adopted.
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HB

27, relative to

debt service for the Eastern

New Hamp-

shire Turnpike, Mr. Shepard of Londonderry for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB 27

section 4 of the bill by striking out the words and
January 1, 1963" in the second line and inserting

figures "as of

in place thereof the words,
as

amended shall read

upon

its

passage, so that said section

as follows:

4 Takes Effect. This act shall take effect

The amendment was adopted and

upon

its

passage.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 282, to provide for cumulative pocket supplements for
Revised Statutes Annotated, Mrs. Hartigan of Rochester for
Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.

HB

282

by striking out

all

Amendment

Amend
clause

and

said bill

to

after the enacting

inserting in place thereof the following:

1
Revised Statutes Annotated. The secretary of state,
with the approval of the attorney general, is authorized and
directed to contract with a competent and qualified law book
publisher in the name of the state for the editorial preparation,
publication and distribution of cumulative pocket supplements to the Revised Statutes Annotated for the statutes of a
public and general nature passed at the 1965 session of the
general court and any special sessions prior thereto. Such supplements shall follow the general scheme used for the pocket
supplements for the 1955, 1957, 1959, 1961 and 1963 sessions
of the general court, in accordance with the contract entered
into by the secretary of state under the authority of 1955, 278:1.
The provisions of RSA 8 relative to competitive bidding for
state purchases shall not apply to the contract authorized hereunder.

2 Appropriation. The sum of eleven thousand dollars is
hereby appropriated for the purposes of this act relative to the
supplements for the 1965 session of the general court and the
governor is authorized to draw his warrant for said sum, or so
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necessary, out of

any money in the

treasury not otherwise appropriated.

Takes
January

3
as of

Effect.
1,

The

provisions of this act shall take effect

1964.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

SB

payment of compensation of deceased
Mr. Grimes of Dover for Executive Departments

40, to provide for

legislators,

and Administration. Ought

The

bill

was ordered

to pass.

to a third reading.

HB
of

rill

509, relative to publication of town reports, Mr. MorSalem for Municipal and County Government. Inex-

pedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

527, relating to the assessment of taxes for the TiltonNorthfield Fire Precinct, Mr. Hackler of Swanzey for Munici-

and County Government. Ought

pal

of

The

bill

HB

247, changing the

was ordered

for

to a third reading,

name

of Shaw's Pond in the town
View Lake, Mrs. Hampson of
Resources, Recreation and Development, Inex-

New Durham

Hebron

to pass.

to

Pleasant

pedient to legislate.

On
a Special

motion of Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro,
Order for 1 1 :01 on Tuesday next.

HB

HB 247 was made

268, providing for the classification of the waters of

Newfound Lake, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron
Recreation and Development. Ought to pass.

The

bill

HB

326, relative to establishing a

Hampson

of

Hebron

and Development. Inexpedient

The

Resources,

was ordered to a third reading,

ing program, Mrs.
tion

for

young boatman's

train-

for Resources, Recrea-

to legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB 38, establishing a legislative services committee, Mrs.
Clark of Lee for Executive Departments and Administration.
Ought to pass with amendment.
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Amendment

Amend

to

HB

38

said bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

Legislative Services Committee.

1

ing after chapter 17 thereof the following

new

by

insert-

chapter:

Chapter 17-A
Legislative Services

Committee

17-A:1 Establishment and Fimctions. L There is hereby
established a legislative services committee, hereinafter referred
to as the

committee.

IL
vise

It shall

be the function of the committee:

and do research and drafting

members

thereof; (2) to establish

will, in its

opinion,

assist

the

(1) to

for the general court

and supervise such

members

super-

and the

services as

of the general court to

better perform their constitutional duties; (3) to supervise and
require, so far as possible, that the policies and intent of the

general court are carried out and investigate and report the
conformity or lack of conformity therewith; (4) to authorize
and supervise expenditures for legislative purposes under the
provisions of this chapter, to report

its

mendations and

to

findings and recomimplement the same

Membership. The committee

shall consist of seven-

submit legislation

to

to the general court.

17-A: 2

teen members.

L Nine shall be from the house of representatives, appointed by the speaker, the members of the minority party to
be nominated by the minority leaders.
Four

IL

shall

members

dent, the

be from the senate, appointed by the presiof the minority party to be nominated by

the minority leaders.

Four shall be ex-officio members with voting priviand they shall be the following: majority leaders of the
senate and of the house, minority leaders of the senate and of
III.

leges

the house.
IV.

graphs

ment

I

The members
and

II

above

to

shall

be appointed as provided in parabe appointed prior to the adjourn-

of each regular biennial session of the general court.
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of those to be ap-

pointed as provided in paragraphs I and II above, shall be in
proportion generally to the relative number of members of the
two major political parties in each respective branch of the
general court.

Each member

VI.

shall

hold

office until the

appointment

or election of his successor or until the termination of his term
of office in the general court, whichever shall occur first, but
a member may be appointed to succeed himself.

Any

when

the general court is in
session or during the interim, shall be filled by the appointment of some other qualified member of the respective branch
VII.

vacancy, occurring

of the general court by a majority of the

remaining members

of the committee.

Organization. The committee shall meet, at the
call of the president of the senate, within two weeks after the
proroguing of each biennial session of the general court and
organize by electing a chairman and vice-chairman, one of
17-A:3

whom

shall

one of

whom

be a

member of the house of representatives and
be a member of the senate, and a secretary.

shall

Said three officers shall constitute an executive committee and
shall have the authority to perform such duties as the committee

may

direct.

The committee shall establish rules to govand procedure but a majority of its members
shall constitute a quorum and it may appoint subcommittees
from its membership to act in its behalf subject to its rules.
17-A:4 Rules.

ern

its

practice

17-A:5 Meetings, Mileage, Expenses. The committee shall
meet, after its organization, at the call of the chairman or a majority of its members, as often as needed to carry out its duties.
It shall have a continuing existence and as required meet, act,
and conduct its business during any session of the general court
or any recess thereof, and in the interim period between ses-

The members shall serve without compensation but shall
be paid a travel allowance for the actual distance traveled, at
the rate of eight cents per mile, and the cost of necessary expenses when attending meetings of the committee or any subcommittee thereof or conferences, or engaged in any other work
of the committee, except that members shall not be paid travel
allowance to and from the state house on days when the general
sions.

court

is

in session.
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17-A:6 Duties and Authority. I. It shall be the duty of
the legislative services committee to consider all matters referred
to it by the general court, as well as such problems of major

concern throughout the
to

come before

state as

might reasonably be expected

the general court for

its

consideration.

The

gov-

any session of the committee containing his recommendations and explaining the policy of the
administration. The legislative services committee shall prepare in advance of each regular session of the general court a
report incorporating its studies, together with a legislative program based upon its research, studies and exploration of the
state's problems. The chairman of the legislative services committee shall assign members to the committees established under section 4 and may appoint special committees from its
ernor

may send messages

membership

to

to consider, study

under consideration. The

and

resolve particular matters

committee shall
have authority to hold public hearings, to request information
from witnesses and to secure testimony and evidence by use of
a subpoena duces tecum, so far as such appearance, testimony
and evidence is material and relevant to its duties; and to consult from time to time while the legislature is not in session
with the governor regarding the execution of legislative policy
by the executive departments. The legislative services committee shall consult from time to time with the commission
to study uniform state laws established by RSA 18:1 on uniform
legislation.

The

legislative services

legislative

services

committee may require

county, city and town officers to furnish such reports, data,
memoranda and other facts as may come within the custody or
state,

knowledge of said

officers in their official capacity,

when

said

memoranda and

other facts are deemed by the
committee to be necessary in the performance of its duties.
Wilful failure to comply with such a request shall be deemed a
misdemeanor. Upon the recommendation of the committee,
the chairman shall have the power to appoint to advisory committees persons who may or may not be members of the committee but who shall have proper qualifications and specialized
knowledge to assist the committee in performing its duties.
reports, data,

II.

The

legislative services

committee

shall

have the au-

thority to appoint a director of legislative services

and

fix

and

pay his salary and reimburse him for his actual expenses when
engaged in the duties of his office; and to employ such professional, technical, research,

and

clerical assistance as

it

may deem

Thursday, April
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and as may be required to perform its duties and to
pay the cost and expenses ot such employment, within the limdesirable

its

of

its

appropriation.

and Duties. The director of
committee
for the collection and assembling of all data, and for the preparation of reports and recommendations, and for the drafting of
bills and resolutions.
17-A:7

Director, Functions

legislative services:

II.

I.

Shall be responsible to the

Shall draft bills for both houses of the general court

and the members and incoming members thereof, and
check and examine all bills prior to final engrossment.
III.

Pursuant

to the policies

and directions

of the

shall

com-

mittee, shall perform or cause to be performed, as circumstances

permit, research and drafting service requested by any
committee of the general court in connection with the performance of its functions; shall give such consideration to and
will

measure before the general court, as
circumstances will permit, and which is in any way requested
by the house or senate or any committee of the general court
having the measure before it for consideration; shall assist and
cooperate with any interim legislative committee or other legislative agency created by the general court. Research and drafting assignments made to him by joint or concurrent action of
the general court shall be given priority over other research and
drafting requests received or those initiated by the committee.
service concerning any

IV. Shall be appointed for a term of six years from the
date of his appointment and shall hold office until his successor
is appointed. He shall be chosen without reference to party

and solely on the ground of his fitness,
and experience to perform the duties of his office.

affiliation

qualifications

V. Shall, subject to the general policies of the committee,
have administrative direction of the activities of the committee
and shall be assigned office supplies and equipment belonging
to the general court.

VI. May, subject to the approval of the committee, appoint a deputy director of legislative services and appoint such
additional professional, technical, clerical or other employees
necessary to perform the functions assigned to him by the
committee.
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Shall maintain a permanent office in the state house
shall
be provided with suitable and sufficient offices
he
where
convenient to the chambers of the house and senate and shall be
in attendance upon all sessions of the general court. Said office
shall be kept open during the time provided for other state
offices, and when the general court is in session at such hours,
day and night, as are most convenient for members of the gen-

VII.

eral court.

Appropriation. All the costs and expenses of the
its staff as approved by the committee on appropriations of the house of representatives shall be a charge on the
legislative appropriation.
17-A:8

committee and

Amend

by striking out in the third
"during
line the words
the 1963 session of the legislature" and
by striking out in the seventh line the word "her" and inserting
in place the word, his, so that said section as amended shall read
section 7 of the bill

as follows:

7

Legal Research Assistant.

The

legal research assistant

in the office of the attorney general shall have general super-

vision over the establishment of a drafting system by the director of legislative services

and

Amend section
its
1,

and shall be available for consultation
employment will permit.

assistance insofar as his

8 of the bill by striking out the words

"upon

passage" and inserting in place thereof the following: July
1963, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
8

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

on July

1,

1963.

Mrs. Clark of Lee, Messrs. Smith of Plymouth, Cobleigh
Nashua, Wheeler of Exeter, Hill of Conway and Goode of
Manchester spoke in favor of the amendment.

of

Taft of Greenville and O'Neil of Chesterfield
spoke against the amendment.
Messrs.

(discussion ensued)

of

At the request of Mr. Mahoney of Manchester, Mrs. Clark
Lee answered a question.
Mr. Claveau of Hudson spoke in favor of the amendment.
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question being on the adoption of the committee

amendment.

On a voice

vote the Yeas appeared to have

it.

Mr. Taft of Greenville requested a division but subsequently withdrew his request, and the amendment was adopted.
Mr. Hancock of Concord offered the following amendment.

Amendment

Amend
tion

1

HB

as

38

paragraph IV of section 17-A:7

of the bill by striking out the

and inserting
graph

to

word

by

sec-

first

line

as inserted

"six" in the

in place thereof the word, two, so that said para-

amended

shall read as follows:

IV. Shall be appointed for a term of two years from the
date of his appointment and shall hold office until his successor
is

appointed.

affiliation

and

He

and experience

The

shall

be chosen without reference to party

on the ground of his
perform the duties of his

solely
to

Clerk read the

amendment

fitness, qualifications
office.

in full.

Mr. Hancock spoke in favor of the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

HB

38 was referred to

the committee on Appropriations under the Rules.

(Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of

House be

HJR 31, providing for a deficiency appropriation at the State
Hospital, and to dispense with reference to committee.
Mr. Clement explained the resolution.

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the rules of the
House be further suspended as to place HJR 31 on third reading and final passage at the present time.
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The motion was

adopted.

Third Reading

HJR

providing for a deficiency appropriation at tlie
was read a third time, passed, and sent to the
Senate for concurrence.
31,

State Hospital,

Mr, Clement of Rochester moved that the rules of the
House be so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of

HJR

providing for a deficiency appropriation for the division of Buildings and Grounds, and to dispense with reference
to committee.
32,

Mr. Clement explained the resolution.

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the rules of the
House be further suspended as to place HJR 32 on third reading and final passage at the present time.

The motion was

adopted.

Third Reading

HJR

providing for a deficiency appropriation for

32,

the division of Buildings and Grounds, was read a third time,
passed,

and sent

to the

Senate for concurrence.

(Speaker in the Chair)

Journal Corrections

The Chair announced an error in the Journal for March
28 on page 7. The following lines from the amendment to
100, providing for the assessment and collection of a special
head tax for state purposes, offered by Mr. Peterson and adopted, were omitted:

HB

Amend

section 15 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
15.

armed
America on the date of assessbe exempt from payment of the special head tax.

Exceptions.

forces of the

ment

shall

United

All persons on active duty in the
States of
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Veterans totally and permanently disabled from service connection who are drawing federal compensation or pension and
whose income, exclusive of said compensation or pension, is
less than one thousand dollars a year, upon written request
filed on or before May fifteenth, 1963, or on or before April
fifteenth, 1964, shall be exempt from the special head tax for
the respective year.

Amend section 19 of said bill by striking out the word
"April" and inserting in place thereof the word, May, so that
said section as

19

amended

Takes

Effect.

shall read as follows:

This

act shall take effect as of

May

1,

1963.
*

*

*

The Chair

asked unanimous consent to correct the permanent Journal in accordance with the docket.
*

*

On page 9 of the Journal
ing the amendment which was
the practice of architecture,
omitted:
"Amend section 6

Tuesday, April 23, concernadopted on HB 389, relative to
the following two lines were
of said bill by striking out the

for

—

same and inserting

*

in place thereof the following:"

By unanimous consent of the
corrected in the permanent Journal.
Report from Engrossed

House

Bills

this error has

been

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bill:
HB 129, An act relative to the sale of liquor and beverages
in

first class

hotels.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. York of Concord
*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Remick of Tamworth the order whereby the resolution authorizing Speaker to appoint a special
committee to study the extent and use of real property owned
by the state in the town of Tamworth, was referred to the
committee on Resources, Recreation and Development, was
vacated and the resolution was referred to Municipal and
County Government.
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Resolutions

Mr. Chamberlin of Bath offered the following resolutions:
Whereas, Kenneth G. Bell, Representative from Plymouth,
has been hospitalized in the Sceva Speare Memorial Hospital in

Plymouth, therefore be

it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, extend to
our Fellow Member our sympathy in his illness and extend to
him our best wishes for his speedy return to health, and be it
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the General

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to Representative Bell.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Dionne of Nashua for the Hillsborough County Delegation offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, John

J.

Kearns, Representative from Manchester,

has been hospitalized in the Sacred Heart Hospital in
chester, therefore

be

Man-

it

Members of the House of RepreGeneral
Court
sentatives of the
of New Hampshire, extend to
Member
sympathy
in his illness and extend to
our
our Fellow
his
him our best wishes for
speedy return to health, and be it
Resolved, That we, the

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to
Representative Kearns.

The

resolutions ^vere

unanimously adopted.

Mr. Dionne of Nashua for the Hillsborough
Delegation offered the following resolutions.

County

Whereas, A. Kenneth Hambleton, Representative from
Goffstown, has been hospitalized in the Moore General Hospital in Grasmere, therefore be it

members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, extend to
our Fellow Member our sympathy in his illness and extend to
him our best wishes for his speedy return to health, and be it
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the General

further
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Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to Representative

The

Hambleton.

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mrs. Tarrant of Pittsfield offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, Victor E. Trace, a former Representative from
Pittsfield, has passed away,
Whereas, He served as town treasurer, associate Judge of
the Municipal Court, fifteen years as consultant to registrants
on the local Selective Service Board, and was selected as Citizen
of the year

from

Pittsfield, therefore

Resolved, That

we

be

it

Members

House

of Reprepay
tribute
sentatives of the General Court of New Hampshire,
his
town,
to our former Fellow Member for his services to
country and state, and be it further

the

of the

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt
it its bereavement, and be it further

sympathy

Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to his widow, Mrs. Harriet Trace, a copy of these
Resolutions.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mrs. Clark of Lee and Mr. Grimes of Dover offered the
following resolutions:

Whereas, Frank
Lee has passed away.

Whereas,

He

I.

Caldwell, a former Representative from

served as selectman,

school district treasurer, therefore be

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General

our former Fellow
state, and be it further
to

it

Members

Court of

Member

town treasurer and

New

of the

House

of Repre-

Hampshire, pay tribute
town and

for his services to his

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt
its bereavement, and be it further

sympathy in

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be transmitted
to his widow, Mrs. Florence Caldwell.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
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Communication
April 25, 1963

Dear Speaker Lamprey:
I please take this opportunity, through you, to thank
of the 1963 General Court for their kindness in permitting me to share so generously in the honors of your third

May

members

testimonial dinner party.

We

shall long cherish the

will Mrs.

memory

Anderson and other members

of these sentiments, as

of

my

family.

Sincerely,

Leon W. Anderson
Concord Daily Monitor

The Chair announced that today is the birthday of Mrs.
Richardson of Dover, Mr. Clancy of Manchester and Mr. Bolduc of Belmont.
The Chair

declared a one hour recess.

After Recess

Personal Privilege

Mr. Pickett of Keene rose on a point of personal privilege.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bill:
HB 100, An act providing for the assessment and collection
of a special head tax for state purposes.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

On
were so

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday morning at 11 :00 A.M.

Tuesday, April
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Afternoon Session

Third Reading
payment of compensation of deceased
was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of State to be engrossed.

SB

40, to provide for

legislators,

The

following

bills

were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB
shire

for

27, relative to

debt service for the Eastern

New Hamp-

Turnpike.

HB 282, to provide for cumulative pocket supplements
Revised Statutes Annotated.
HB

527, relating to the assessment of taxes for the Tilton-

Northfield Fire Precinct.

HB

268, providing for the classification of the waters of

Newfound Lake.
*

On
journed

*

*

motion of Mrs. Weeks of Greenland the House adP.M.

at 2:41

TUESDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

April

30, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

as follows:

Gracious Father, humbly we enter Thy Divine Presence,
seeking sufficient wisdom and strength to meet the challenges
of a new day. Thou hast endowed us with sacred privilege,
freely elected, and charged with the responsibility of those

committed to our care. Thou hast implanted the seeds of truth
and freedom in our hearts, charging us to defend, protect, and
preserve these blessed liberties through our personal and public stewardship. Inspire us, through our daily labors, to maintain the lofty ideals upon which our beloved "Granite State"
has been nurtured. May our faithfulness in service, devotion to
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and courageous action be the measure

of our faith in
light of Thy
the
guide
us
into
Thee. In the midst of darkness,
Thee
Lord,
beseech
Merciful
Love,
we
O
Compassionate and

duty,

in

Thy Name. Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Gay of Derry led the Convention in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag.

Governor's Message

His Excellency, Governor John
the Joint Convention

W. King appeared

before

and delivered the following message:

Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, and members of the General
Court.
I

come here

this

morning

ship and sent to

my office

with you in detail a
approved by your member-

to discuss

serious piece of legislation recently

for signature.

Because of the Controversy engendered by this legislation
it incumbent upon myself, as Chief Executive, to report
directly to the General Court my own action with respect to
I

feel

this legislation

A

and what

few minutes ago

that action entails.

—

in

my

office

—

I

signed House Bill

47.

The

decision to sign this legislation was not arrived at

lightly. It

was taken only after lengthy deliberation and

intro-

spection.

—

Having made the decision
you, as members of the legisbranch of our state and myself representing the executive
department must turn our minds and wills to the task of mak-

lative

this country one
and in compliance
with the laws of the United States Government. I am convinced
this can be done. During the past week my Legislative Counsel,
Mr. Joseph Millimet, conferred with officials of the United
States Department of Justice in Washington with reference to
the intrinsic legality of this laAV and with the possible conflicts
with federal laws that could arise out of the conduct of the
sweepstakes. Mr. Millimet has informed me that his conversations with Justice Department officials have convinced him that

ing

the

first

state-operated sweepstakes

in

that will be conducted honestly, efficiently

Tuesday, April

no violation
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of federal law will be involved in the sale of sweep-

stakes tickets to either residents of
residents. It

571

is

New Hampshire

perfectly lawful for our neighbors to

on vacation, buy sweepstakes

tickets

and

or non-

come here

collect their prizes

if

they win.
It should be pointed out that in this field federal law is
concerned only with interstate traffic and not with sweepstakes
conducted in a single state.

The whole

question of interstate gambling was reviewed
and 1962 when the Congress, at the request of Attorney
General Robert Kennedy enacted additional legislation governing the subject. The history of that legislation and the official
instructions issued to United States Attorneys throughout the
country indicates that its purpose is "to deny the channels of
interstate commerce to illegal wagering enterprises." Under
House Bill 47 the New Hampshire s^veepstakes would not be
in 1961

an

illegal

wagering enterprise.

While it is not our duty to enforce federal law neither is
our prerogative to create a situation where violation of federal law is the inevitable consequence. However, I am convinced that by the adoption of appropriate safeguards the
administration of the law by the Sweepstakes Commission can
be conducted without such violations.
it

Those safeguards should include the placing of a realistic
on the number of tickets that may be sold to any one person
and possibly offering to non-resident purchasers the
option of signing their tickets and depositing them with agents
of the commission within the state. Certainly, we would also
limit

—

expect the commission to forbid the sale of tickets to minors.

The regulations themselves will be a subject for the commission to study but I shall make it an overriding concern of
my office to see to it that this operation does not reflect discredit
on this state. And I am confident that can be done.

To

insure that type of operation

that the commissioners

who

we must make

will administer this

certain

law are

unquestioned probity and rare judgment and courage.
confident that such men are available.
of

men
am

I

At the same time we must be realistic about the necessity
an appropriation for the commission to carry out

of providing
its

functions.
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In view of the need to print

tickets, to

employ professional

the multitude of other
and
any new state agency, I
operation
into
put
to
necessary
things
of citizen we need on
type
ask
the
conscience,
good
in
cannot,
job without assuring
difficult
this
undertake
to
commission
this
technical advisors

to

do

all

that the necessary funds are available.

him

The
any

and

state

payment out of
funds other than the funds received under the provibill, as

sions of the law

passed, specifically prohibits

itself.

As a practical matter this means that the commissioners
would have to incur all these expenses on their own responsibility and if anything should prevent the free operation of
the sweepstakes races, the commissioners might incur many
thousands of dollars worth of personal liability. Considering
this, and all the other problems with which they will be faced,
I feel this is too much to ask and I would be unwilling to appoint this commission until the Legislature takes the necessary
steps to provide this commission with funds to set up this operait

I would therefore recommend to the General Court that
authorize an appropriation that will permit House Bill 47

to

become

tion.

and operative.

effective

In our research on the implications of this bill, Mr. Millimy Legislative Counsel also sought a ruling from the Internal Revenue Service with respect to federal taxes on the
met,

sweepstakes.

We

have received an informal, oral opinion that the proNew Hampshire Sweepstakes would be subject to
a 10 percent excise tax. This means the Federal Treasury would

ceeds of the

receive 10 per cent of the gross receipts of the sweepstakes.
that the bill has

and make
amendment
regulation

become law we should seek

every

it

to

effort

to

a

Now

formal ruling

determine whether by technical

the statute or by appropriate administrative

may be

possible to avoid this federal tax. It

policy of the Internal

Revenue Code

to

exempt

lotteries

is

the

from

when they are conducted by tax-exempt organeducational purposes and not for private gain.
Certainly the New Hampshire sweepstakes law falls within
this type of tax

izations

for

this policy

and

it is

to

be hoped that we can achieve the desired

tax exemption.

able

At this time
membership

I

should also like

to

point out to your honor-

that this legislation does not provide a source

Tuesday, April
of revenue for the state itself
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— but only
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for

its

local

communi-

ties.

The

state still has

of the obligations of

its

its

obligations to

cities

its

citizens

independent

and towns.

I have previously recommended to you a fiscal program
designed to meet our state obligations. Passage of that program
including the educational bond issue is still urgently needed
and that need is completely unaffected by the passage of sweepstakes legislation. I would urge you therefore not to relax in
your consideration of state government needs.

inasmuch as this legislation has aroused such deep
on the part of our people, I believe that an explanation

Finally,

feelings

of

my action

in signing this bill

is

in order.

may I say that I have not been unmoved by the mesfrom many sincere people in our state who have deep

First,

sages

convictions against this legislation.
I

have respect for those

who have an

honest, sincere con-

cern about the morality of this action although
with them.

As

I

do not agree

for those ^vho raise the fear of undesirable elements in-

vading our

state, I firmly

believe this fear

is

without founda-

tion,
I

am

convinced that we can conduct an honest and

re-

spectable operation that will have the tendency to discourage
those who seek illegal gain in this field.
I

I

did not introduce this legislation.

did not use

moved through
It

my

office to either

support or defeat

it

as

it

the legislative process.

was not a party

issue.

When asked by the Democratic leaders of the House and
Senate of my feelings toward the bill I instructed them to follow
the path of their own conscience. One of those leaders in good
conscience voted against the bill. The others in equally good
conscience voted for it. I respect and uphold the actions of
both.

—

The bill was introduced by a Democrat
and approved
by a Republican House and Senate after protracted hearings
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of this and because of many other
this legislation represents the
that
convinced
indications I
New Hampshire.
people
of
of
the
majority
will of the

and lengthy debate. Because

am

seeking this high office I promised that my administration would make every effort to reflect the will of our people.

When

my

Those who favored my election to office were well aware of
I make no apology for convoting record on this issue

—

sistency.

Our

communities are faced with constantly increasing
when our people are
unequalled
in American
taxation
of
cross
carrying
a
already
and if they demonstrate an
history. They cry out for relief

demands

local

for school facilities at a time

—

obvious desire

to

revenues, then

I

voluntary method of raising new
conceive it our duty to try to execute their
try

this

wishes.

Over the past few weeks I have had increasingly heavy
pressures on the part of well-intentioned citizens to thwart
the will of the majority by a veto of this legislation, but I am
convinced that to do so would be to deny the right of the people of our state to embark on a legitimate fiscal experiment.
This is a right of self government and so long as I am Chief
Executive that right will be preserved. I am unwilling to set
myself up as a Solomon or a Caesar in the holy assumption
that my views are more intelligent or discerning or moralistic
than those of our people.
Therefore,

let

the debate be ended. Let us assume the re-

sponsibility that has
greatest effort to

make

been thrust upon us and put forth our
this

new venture

a success.

On motion of Senator Martel from the 17th District the
Convention rose.
House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair introduced a group of 4th grade students from
Derry, courtesy of the Derry Delegation.
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Bruton of Manchester was granted leave of absence
week on account of illness.

for the

Tuesday, April
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Mr. Boutin of Benton was granted leave of absence for the

week on account

of illness in the family.

Messrs. Urie of New Hampton and Head of Laconia were
granted leaves of absence for the day on account of illness.

Mr. Soucy of Manchester was granted leave of absence
today and Wednesday on account of important business.

for

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield was granted leave of absence
on account of important business.

for the day

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

551, relative to tree wardens.

(Hancock

of Concord) to

Resources, Recreation and Development.

HB

552, relative to bridges

(Hampson

HB
ment

on

class II

highways in Hebron.

of Hebron) to Public Works.

553, to establish a

new apportionment for the assessConcord) to Ways and Means.

of public taxes. (Newell of

HB

554, to provide additional funds for public education.
(Pappagianis of Nashua) to Education.

HB 555, relative to authorizing matching federal payments for fiscal year 1965 under the Manpower Development
and Training Act of 1962. (Angus of Claremont) to Appropriations.

HB

556, relative to the incorporation of the

Development Council,

HB

Inc.

(Johnson of Hanover)

557, relating to the use of

motor

repair of

Upper Valley
to Judiciary.

secondhand parts in the

vehicles. (St. Pierre of Rochester) to Trans-

portation.

HB

558, relative to the time of inserting articles in

warrants. (Hanson of

Bow)

to

town

Municipal and County Govern-

ment.

Committee Reports

HJR

13, in

favor of

Mount Washington

Observatory, Mrs.
to pass with

Taylor of Whitefield for Appropriations. Ought

amendment.
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Amendment

Amend

Joint

and by

and inserting

HJR

13

Resolution by striking out in the eight

line the figure "1963"

1964,

to

and inserting in place thereof the figure,
same line the figure "1964"

striking out in the

in place thereof the figure,

Joint Resolution as

amended

1965, so that said

shall read as follows:

"That, for the purpose of recognizing the importance of
in order to cover such

Mount Washington Observatory and

not allocable to its activities in the responsored scientific undertakings, the sum of
three thousand five hundred ($3,500) dollars is hereby appropriated to the Mount Washington Observatory for the year
1964 and a like sum for the year 1965. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for said sums out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated."

overhead

costs as are

stricted field of

*

The amendment

Avas

*

*

adopted and the resolution was

ordered to a third reading.

HB

48'2, relative to

mortgaged

Warner
Pass,

lending institutions holding funds on

real estate for the

payment

of taxes,

Mr. Bigelow of

for Banks. Inexpedient to legislate.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson moved that the words. Ought to
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to legislate, and

spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Bigelow of Warner spoke against the motion.
Mrs. Vey of Brentwood spoke against the motion.

The motion was not adopted and the resolution of the
committee was adopted.

HB 243, relative to investment of school district funds,
Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education. Ought to pass with
amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

243

Amend section 1 of the bill by striking out the word
"town" in the eighteenth line and inserting in place thereof
the word, district, so that said bill as amended shall read as
follows:

Tuesday, April
1

Amend RSA

School District Funds.

after section 23 the following

Duties.

The

new

577
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197 by inserting

197:23-a Treasurer's

section:

treasurer shall have custody of all

moneys belong-

ing to the district, and shall pay out the same only upon order
of the school board. He shall deposit the same in solvent banks
in the state, except that funds may be deposited in banks outside the state

if

such banks pledge and deliver to the state

treasurer as collateral security for such deposits United States

government obligations

in value at least equal to the

The amount

amount

on
bank shall not at any time exceed the sum
of its paid up capital and surplus. The treasurer shall keep in
suitable books a fair and correct account of all sums received
into and paid from the district treasury, and of all bonds and
notes given by the district, with the particulars thereof. At the
of the deposit in each case.

of collected funds

deposit in any one

close of each fiscal year he shall make a report to the district,
giving a particular account of all his financial transactions during the year. He shall furnish to the school board statements

from his books, and submit his books and vouchers to them
and to the auditors for examination whenever so required.

Whenever the treasurer has in his custody an excess of funds
which are not immediately needed for the purpose of expenditure, he may, with the approval of the school board, invest the
same in short term obligations of the United States.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 450, relative to appointment of inspectors and police
power of personnel, Mr. Sherman of Lancaster for Executive
Departments and Administration. Inexpedient to legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.

HB 477, relative to the members of the public utilities
commission, Mrs. White of Portsmouth for Executive Departments and Administration. Inexpedient to legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.

HB

507, relative to printing ballots,

Mr. Claveau of Hud-

son for Executive Departments and Administration.
pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Ought

to
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HB 104, relative to advisory commission and transfer of
powers under the department of health and welfare, Mr. Eastman of Weare for Executive Departments and Administration.
Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

to

HB

104

Amend section 1 of the bill by striking out said section
inserting in place thereof the following sections:
Department of Health and Welfare.

1

Amend

and

paragraph

RSA

126-A:2 (supp) as inserted by 1961, 222:1 by inserting after the word "thereto" in the fifth line the words and
figures, in accordance with the provisions of RSA 8 and 9, and
III of

amendments

thereto, so that said

paragraph

as

amended

shall

read as follows: III. With the approval of the governor and
council and after consultation with directors of divisions affected, and with the water pollution commission as it may be
concerned, the commissioner of health and welfare is authorized to transfer appropriations or portions thereof relating

RSA 8 and 9, and
and between any division of the
department. The commissioner of health and welfare is authorthereto in accordance with the provisions of

amendments

thereto, within

ized to transfer classified personnel, after consultation with the

directors of divisions affected

commission

as

it

and with the water pollution

may be concerned, within and between any

division of the department in accordance with rules

and regu-

lations of the personnel commission; provided, however, tha^

no such

transfer shall eliminate the classified position trans-

ferred.

Further

amend

and inserting

the bill by striking out sections

in place thereof the following:

2

2, 3

Down

and 4
Grade.

Amend

of said section 126-A:2 by inserting after

the

in the second line the words, or

paragraph IV
word "eliminate"

grade, so that said paragraph as

amended

down

shall read as follows:

Except as may be specifically provided to the contrary in
nothing herein shall imply nor be construed to eliminate or down grade any position in the classified service of the
state nor to reduce existing salary or emoluments attendant upon any classified position affected by transfer or merger under
IV.

this act,

Vacancies in classified positions occurring after
1961 in any department functions to be transferred to

this chapter.

July

1,

the new department of health and welfare shall not be filled
without the approval of the governor and council, provided

Tuesday, April

579

30, 1963

that after written notification of vacancies to be filled are re-

ceived

by governor and council from the commissioner of

health and welfare, and if no action is taken on these requests
within thirty days, the commissioner of health and welfare may
fill

fied

such vacancy or vacancies forthwith.

employee

this act shall

in the state service

be required

to take

upon

No permanent

classi-

the effective date of

an examination

to

remain in

his position.

Clerk. Amend RSA 126-A:8 (supp) as inserted by 1961,
by inserting after the word "more" in the thirty-seventh
line the word, than; further amend said section by inserting
after the word "chairman" in the thirty-eighth line the words.
The commission shall have a clerk chosen by the commission
to serve at the pleasure of the commission and who may be an
employee of the department of health and welfare. The clerk
shall keep a record of all regular and special meetings of the
advisory commission and a record of attendance of all members,
shall notify the secretary of state of vacancies and shall perform
such secretarial and clerical work as the commission may require. Further amend said section by inserting after the word
3

22'2:1

"forthwith" in the forty-second line the words, Six members of
the advisory commission shall constitute a quorum provided
that the commission shall have been duly and fully constituted,
or that having been duly and fully constituted not more than

two vacant positions exist in the commission when the quorum
is required. At any meeting an affirmative vote of not fewer
than six members present shall be required to adopt any motion, so that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:

126-

A:8 Advisory Commission; Establishment. There shall be an
advisory commission on health and welfare consisting of eleven
members appointed by the governor and council for a term
of five years and until their successors shall be appointed and
qualified. The advisory commission shall be comprised of one
physician specializing in psychiatry, one pediatrician, and one
general practitioner or internist, each of the foregoing to be
first nominated for appointment by the New Hampshire State
Medical Society, one psychologist to be nominated for appointment by the New Hampshire Psychological Association, one
social worker to be nominated for appointment by the New

Hampshire chapter of the National Association of Social
Workers, one dentist to be nominated by the New Hampshire
Dental Association and five members-at-large who are not members of the medical profession who shall include representatives
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non-governmental organizations or groups concerned with

the operation, construction, or utilization of hospitals, including representatives of the consumers of hospital services, to be
nominated and appointed by the governor and council, having

due regard

for their individual

background and

interest in the

field of health and/or welfare. The commissioner of health and
welfare will be an additional member of the advisory commission when the commission is performing the duties now set

RSA

RSA

Nominations to the governor and council shall be promptly submitted both with respect to initial and successor appointments as well as the filling
of vacancies, to the end that there shall be the least possible
period of less than full membership of the advisory commission. Whenever nominations to the governor and council from
any sources are delayed for longer than a period of thirty days
after receipt of notice from the secretary of state that the nomination is required, the governor and council are authorized to
appoint without such nomination, but having due regard to
forth in

151:11

and

152:5.

the qualifications required of each appointee as set forth herein.
Initial appointments by the governor and council shall be as

one year, two members for two
two members for four years,
and tAvo members for five years. Vacancies shall be filled for
the unexpired term in the same manner as the original appointment. The commission shall have a chairman, who shall
be designated by the governor from among its membership.
The term of the chairman shall be for one year. He may be
reappointed as chairman but for not more than three consecutive years, and thereafter shall be ineligible to be chairman.
The commission shall have a clerk chosen by the commission
to serve at the pleasure of the commission and who may be
an employee of the department of health and welfare. The
clerk shall keep a record of all regular and special meetings
of the advisory commission and a record of attendance of all
members, shall notify the secretary of state of vacancies and
shall perform such secretarial and clerical work as the commission may require. The clerk may be an employee of the
department. The commission shall meet not less frequently
than quarterly and at such other times as it may be convened
by the call of the chairman, the call of the commissioner, and
on the petition of any three members it shall be the duty of
the chairman to convene the commission forthwith. Six members of the advisory commission shall constitute a quorum
follows:
years,

three

members

for

two members for three

years,

Tuesday, April
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provided that the commission shall have been duly and fully
constituted, or that having been duly

and

fully constituted

not more than two vacant positions exist in the commission
the quorum is required. At any meeting an affirmative
vote of not fewer than six members present shall be required
to adopt any motion. Members of the commission shall receive
no per diem but shall be entitled to expenses including mile-

when

age

when

in the

performance of duties required by

this act.

4 Amend RSA 222:9 by striking out all after the word
"hereof" in the eighth line and inserting in place thereof the
following:

prove the
1,

The

authority of the governor and council to ap-

filling of vacancies in the classified service after

1961 shall terminate as of

amended

June

July

30, 1963, so that said section

222:9 Authority of Governor
Provided that if further regulations and designations are required by the federal government in connection
with eligibility of the Department of Health and Welfare to
receive and use federal funds heretofore available to the existing agencies hereby merged or finids to be available to the new
department, the governor and council are hereby authorized
to adopt such regulations and to make such designations as may
be required to effectively accomplish the purpose hereof. The
authority of the governor and council to approve the filling of
vacancies in the classified service after July 1, 1961 shall termias

shall read as follows:

and Council.

nate as of June 30, 1963.
*

*

*

Mr. York of Concord spoke against the committee amendment.
Mr. Newell of Concord offered the following amendment
to the

amendment.

Amendment

Amend

the

and inserting
3

Clerk.

to

Amendment

amendment by

HB

to

104

striking out the

new

section 3

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

222:1 by inserting after the

126-A:8 (supp) as inserted by 1961,

word "more"

line the word, than; further

amend

in the thirty-seventh

said section by inserting

word "chairman" in the thirty-eighth line the words;
commission, in June of each year, shall elect a vice-chairman, and a clerk who may be a classified employee of the de-

after the

The
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partment. The clerk shall keep a record of all regular and
special meetings of the advisory commission and a record of
attendance of all members, shall notify the secretary of state
of vacancies and shall perform such secretarial and clerical
work as the commission may require. Further amend said section by inserting after the word "forthwith" in the forty-second

members of the
quorum provided that

line the words, Six

advisory commission shall

constitute a

the commission shall have

been duly and fully constituted, or that having been duly
and fully constituted not more than two vacant positions exist
in the commission Avhen the quorum is required. An affirmative vote of not fe^ver than six members present at any meeting
shall be required on motions pertaining to duties of the commission as set forth in sections 9, 25 and 33; so that section
126-A:8 as

amended

shall read as follows:

Advisory Commission; Establishment.
There
be an advisory commission on health and welfare consisting of ele\ en members appointed by the governor and council
for a term of five years and until their successors shall be appointed and qualified. The advisory commission shall be comprised of one physician specializing in psychiatry, one pediatrician, and one general practitioner or internist, each of the
foregoing to be first nominated for appointment by the New
Hampshire State Medical Society, one psychologist to be nominated for appointment by the Ne^v Hampshire Psychological
Association, one social ^\orker to be nominated for appointment by the Xeu' Hampshire chapter of the National Association of Social W'orkers, one dentist to be nominated by the New
Hampshire Dental Association and five members-at-large who
are not members of the medical profession who shall include
representatives of non-governmental organizations or groups
concerned with the operation, construction, or utilization of
hospitals, including representatives of the consumers of hospital services, to be nominated and appointed by the governor
and council, having due regard for their individual back126-A:8

shall

ground and

interest in the field of health and /or welfare. The
commissioner of health and welfare will be an additional member of the advisory commission when the commission is performing the duties now set forth in RSA 151:11 and RSA
152:5. Nominations to the governor and council shall be
promptly submitted both with respect to initial and successor
appointments as well as the filling of vacancies, to the end that

Tuesday, April
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there shall be the least possible period of

less

than

full

member-

ship of the advisory commission. Wlienever nominations to
the governor and council from any sources are delayed for

longer than a period of thirty days after receipt of notice from
the secretary of state the the nomination is reqtiired, the governor and council are authorized to appoint without such nomination, but having due regard to the qualifications required
of each appointee as set forth herein. Initial appointments by

and council shall be as follows: three members
one year, two members for two years, two members for three
years, two members for four years, and two members for five
years. Vacancies shall be filled for the unexpired term in the
same manner as the original appointment. The commission
shall have a chairman, who shall be designated by the governor
from among its membership. The term of the chairman shall
be for one year. He may be reappointed as chairman but for
not more than three consecutive years, and thereafter shall be
ineligible to be chairman. The commission, in June of each
year, shall elect a vice-chairman, and a clerk who may be a
classified employee of the department. The clerk shall keep a
record of all regular and special meetings of the advisory commission and a record of attendance of all members, shall notify
the secretary of state of vacancies and shall perform such secretarial and clerical work as the commission may require. The
commission shall meet not less frequently than quarterly and
at such other times as it may be convened by the call of the
chairman, the call of the commissioner, and on the petition of
any three members it shall be the duty of the chairman to convene the commission forth^vith. Six members of the advisory
commission shall constittite a quorum provided that the commission shall have been duly and fully constituted, or that
having been duly and fully constituted not more than two
vacant positions exist in the commission when the quorum is
the governor
for

An affirmative vote of not fewer than six members
present at any meeting shall be required on motions pertaining
to duties of the commission as set forth in sections 9, 25 and 33.

required.

Members of the commission shall receive no per diem but shall
be entitled to expenses including mileage when in the performance of duties required by this act.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Newell of Concord, reading of the

amendment was dispensed

with.
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Mr. Newell of Concord explained the amendment

to the

amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke in favor of the amend-

ment

to the

amendment.
(discussion ensued)

The amendment
the

to the

amendment was adopted.

Mr. Newell of Concord offered
amendment, which the Clerk read
Further

section 4

amend

the

and inserting

4 Vacancies.

amendment

a further

amendment

to

in full.
to the bill

by striking out

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

126-A:34 (supp) as inserted by

1961, 222:9 by striking out said section

and inserting

in place

126-A:34 Authority of Governor and
Coimcil. Provided that if further regulations and designations
are required by the federal government in connection with
thereof the following:

eligibility of the Department of Health and Welfare to receive
and use federal funds heretofore available to the existing agencies hereby merged or funds to be available to the new department, the governor and council are hereby authorized to adopt
such regulations and to make such designations as may be re-

accomplish the purpose hereof. The auand council to approve the filling of
vacancies in the classified service of the department, as provided in RSA 126-A:2, IV, shall terminate on June 30, 1963.
All powers for making changes in intra-departmental organization and transferring appropriations as provided in RSA 126A:2, II and III shall terminate on June 30, 1965.

quired

to effectively

thority of the governor

Mr. Newell
to the

of

Concord spoke

in favor of the

amendment

amendment.
(discussion ensued)

The amendment to the amendment was adopted.
The question now being on the committee amendment

as

amended.

The committee amendment was adopted.
The question now being, shall the bill be ordered
third reading.

to a

Tuesday, April
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Mr. Morse of Enfield spoke against the question.
Mr. York of Concord moved that HB 104 be recommitted
committee on Executive Departments and Administra-

to the
tion.

Messrs.

Angus

of

Claremont and McDonald of Concord

spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke against the motion.

The motion

to

recommit did not prevail and the

bill

was

ordered to a third reading.

HB

279, relative to penalty for escape from houses of corfor Judiciary. Ought to pass

Mr. Moran of Manchester

rection,

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

of the bill

HB

279

by striking out the words

"three years" in the sixty line and inserting in place thereof
the words, one year, so that said section as

amended

shall read

as follows:
1
Houses of Correction. Amend RSA 620:9 by striking
out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
620:9 Penalty. If any offender shall escape from a house of
correction he shall be punished by imprisonment or confinement for not more than one year; the sentence to such imprisonment or confinement shall not be concurrent with any other
sentence then being served or thereafter to be imposed upon
such escapee.

Further

amend

renumbering section

by striking out section 2 and by
read section 2.

said bill
3 to

The amendment

Avas

adopted and the

bill Avas

ordered to

a third reading.

HB
courts,

314, relating to issues of law arising in municipal
Mr. Upton of Concord for Judiciary. Inexpedient to

legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

Concurrent Resolution relative
detergents, Mr. Casassa of

Hampton

to

the

use of synthetic

for Resources, Recreation

and Development. Concurrent Resolution be adopted.
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The

concurrent resolution was adopted.

HB

412, relative to rates for use of facilities for skiing at
of Hebron

Cannon Mountain and Mt. Sunapee, Mrs. Hampson
for

Resources, Recreation and Development. Inexpedient to

legislate.

Mr.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

156, relative to

Claflin of

motor vehicles on ice on Great Bay,
Wolfeboro for Transportation. Inexpedient to

legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

The Special Order
name of Shaw's Pond in

for

the

11:01 on HB 247, changing the
town of Durham to Pleasant View

Lake, was taken from the table.

The

question being on the resolution of the committee

that the bill was Inexpedient to Legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

Report of Engiossed

SB

Bills

Committee Under Joint Rule No. 6

payment of compensation of deceased
legislators, Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills.
Ought to pass with amendment.
40, to provide for

Amend

section

1

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Legislators.

the following

Amend RSA

new

section:

pensation. In the event a
die after being sworn
session, the treasurer

demand and

14 by inserting after section 27

14:27-a Deceased

member

Members Com-

of the general court shall

and while the general court is
directed and authorized to

is

in regular

pay,

upon

death with the secretary
if there be none, to the
the balance of his compensa-

filing of a certificate of

of state, to the surviving spouse,
estate of such deceased

member

and

tion.

On

motion of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the House
in the amendment.

concurred

Tuesday, April

Report of Engrossed

30, 1963

Bills
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Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate Bills and House Joint Resolutions:

HB
HB
in the

137,
199,

An

An

act relative to passenger tramways.
act relative to the classification of a

town of Goffstown and the

city of

highway

Manchester.

HB 257, An act relative to railroad-highway grade crossings.
HB 496, An act legalizing the proceedings at the annual
town meeting and annual precinct meeting

SB

16,

An

in Farmington.

act relative to sales of liquor

and beverages by

restaurants.

SB

39,

An

act relative to fees for recording

liens for internal

HJR

15,

revenue

and discharging

taxes.

Joint Resolution in favor of the Valley Forge

memorial.

HJR

16, Joint Resolution providing supplemental appropriation for school building aid.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mr. York of Concord

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB 251, relative to ice fishing.
Amendment

to

HB

251

Amend paragraph (2) of section 1 of the bill by striking
out in lines seventeen and eighteen of the bill the words "at
Great Bay, Little Bay, and the Piscataqua River" so that said
paragraph as amended shall read as follows:
(2) Any owner of a smelt shanty or bob house who shall
allow said structure to remain on the property of another per-
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son for more than thirty days after ice out state-wide, or thirty
days after April first without first obtaining written permission
to do so, shall be fined not more than twenty five dollars, and
the fish and game department may claim such property and contents thereof and sell at a public auction to be held at the discretion of the director, or,

if

of

no value and the owner cannot

be apprehended, said structure and

its

contents

may be

de-

stroyed.
*

On

*

*

New London

motion of Mr. London of

the

House

non-concurred in the Senate amendment and the Chair was
authorized to appoint a committee of conference.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate concurs with the House of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of

which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

124, providing a penalty for falsely reporting a

bomb

scare.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

124

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following: 1 Explosive. Amend RSA 572:49
(supp) as inserted by 1955, 116:1 by striking out the same and
inserting in place thereof the following: 572:49 False Reports
of Crime. Whoever, knowing the same to be false, makes or
causes to be made a false alarm or a false report of crime or
that an explosive or other dangerous substance threatens the

any person, persons or property, shall be pimished by
not more than one hundred dollars or imprisoned for
not more than six months.
safety of

a fine of

*

On

motion of Mr. Totman

in the Senate

A

*

of Alstead the

House concurred

amendment.

announced that the Senate has
with the following titles, in the passage of which
asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

passed
it

*

further Senate message

bills

SB 78, An act legalizing the proceedings of the annual
school district meeting held in the town of Landaff on March
12. 1963.

Tuesday, April

SB

80,

An

589

30, 1963

act relative to a five day

week

for the city of

Manchester police department.

SB

71, relative to filling vacancies in the office of

United

States Senator.

SB

66,

SB

70,

codes by

An
An

act to require notation of line agreements.

act authorizing the

adoption of

fire

protection

cities.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB

were read a

and second

first

legalizing the proceedings of the annual school

78,

district meeting^

tee

bills

held in the town of Landaff on

March

12, 1963.

Mr. Brummer of Lisbon moved that reference to commiton SB 78 be dispensed with and that the bill be ordered to

a third reading at the present time.

The motion was

adopted.

At the request of Mrs.
mer explained the bill.

The

bill

was ordered

Frizzell of Charlestown,

Mr. Brum-

to a third reading.

Introduction of Senate Bills (continued)

SB

80, relative to a five

police department, laid
to

day week for the

on the

Manchester
and referred

city of

table for printing

Manchester Delegation.

SB

71, relative to filling vacancies in the office of

United

States Senator, to Judiciary.

SB

66, to require notation of line agreements, to Judiciary.

SB

70, authorizing the

cities, to

adoption of fire protection codes by
Municipal and County Government.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolutions sent
up from the House of Representatives:

HB

89, relating to the

exemption from property taxes of

certain parts of the state airways system.

HB

123, relating to trailers.
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HB

199, relative to the classification of a

highway in the

town of Goffstown and the city of Manchester.

HB

257, relative to railroad-highway grade crossing.

HJR
HJR

15, relative to

Valley Forge Memorial.

providing supplemental appropriations for school

16,

building aid.

HB

496,

An

HB

100,

An

annual
Farmington.
meeting
in
town meeting and the annual precinct

tion of a special

act legalizing the proceedings at the

act providing for the assessment and
head tax for state purposes.

collec-

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the

following entitled

bills

and joint resolutions:

HB 137, An act relative to passenger tramways.
A further Senate message announced that the

Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB 222, An act relative to reporting certain shortages of
funds and the President has appointed as members of said Committee on the part of the Senate: Senator Holmes and Senator
Paquette.
On
were so

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, resolutions by caption only,
and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomor-

row morning

at 11 :00

A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Readings

SB

legalizing the proceedings of the annual school
meeting held in the town of Landaff on March 12,
1963, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary
of State to be engrossed.
78,

districts

The

following

time, passed,

and sent

bills

and resolutions were read a third

to the Senate for concurrence.

Tuesday, April

HJR

13, in favor of

30,

1963
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Mount Washington

Observatory,

HB 243, relative to investment of school district funds.
HB 507, relative to printing ballots.
HB 279, relative to penalty for escape from houses of correction.

HB 104, relative to advisory commission and transfer of
powers under the department of health and welfare, was read
a third time.

Mr. York of Concord moved that

HB

104 be indefinitely

postponed.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke against the motion.
Mr. York of Concord spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion

to

indefinitely postpone

HB

104 was not

adopted.

The

question

HB

104 was passed and sent to the Senate for concurrence.

now

being, shall the bill pass.

Reconsideration

ity,

HB

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill, having voted with the majormoved that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
104 and spoke against the motion.

Mrs. Clark of Lee spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion

to reconsider

HB

104 was not adopted.

Mr. Morse of Enfield requested a quorum count.

The quorum count was

taken and 255

members were

present.

The Chair announced
a

that this

number did not

constitute

quorum.

The Chair

HB

then renewed the question on the motion to

and further announced that a two-thirds
majority would be necessary on the motion.

reconsider

On

104,

a division vote taken, 29

affirmative

and 198

did not prevail.

members having voted

in the negative, the

motion

in the

to reconsider
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Attache Appointment

Winthrop

P. Caswell,

Temple, was appointed Supervisor

of the Public Address System in the House.

On motion of Mrs. Hayward of Hanover the House
adjourned at 1:15 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, May
The House met

at

1 1

:00

1,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

as follows:

Almighty God, today our thoughts are focused upon Thy
divine concepts of "loyalty" and "law"
their application, their
functions, and their rewards. In wisdom Thou hast taught us

—

the value of loyalty to the high ideals of honest

and sincere

patriotism. Preserve our national witness through these years
of doubt, indecision,

and

trust in

Thee.

and apathy by the renewing

We

of our faith
would, in our thoughts, give honor to-

day to those who have dedicated their lives in the service of
law for our understanding and edification. May our sense of
responsible justice be strengthened through our appreciation
of Thy Divine Laws and through our efforts to pattern our
lives in accordance to Thy Holy Will. Grant unto us, through
our legislative action, the opportunity to create laws that shall
be like unto Thy promised Kingdom; that we may honor Thee
in our love, our justice, and our mercy. Grant Thy continued
blessing upon our Executive, Judicial, and Legislative agencies in their efforts of co-ordinated service
In Thy Name we
approach Thy Divine Presence, Amen.

—

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs.

Gagnon

of Berlin led the

of Allegiance to the Flag.

Convention in the Pledge

Wednesday,

May

1,

1963
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Introduction of Guests

The Chair announced
the

House

the following groups as guests of

today:

A group of 6th, 7th and 8th grade students from the Moultonboro Central School, courtesy of Speaker Lamprey.

A group of 7th and 8th grade students from the Public
School and Sacred Heart School from Greenville, courtesy of
Mr. Taft of Greenville.
A group from the Belknap County Federated Republican
Club, courtesy of the Belknap County Delegation.
Special Guests in Observance of

The

Law Day

following distinguished guests were announced by the

Sgt.-at-Arms and seated at the Joint Convention:

The Chief Justice and the members of the Supreme Court,
and the Chief Justice and members of the Superior Court of
New Hampshire, the Attorney-General of New Hampshire,
and the President of the New Hampshire Bar Association.
Guest Speaker

The Chair introduced the Honorable Edward W. Brooke,
Attorney-General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Attorney-General Brooke delivered an address to the Joint Convention in commemoration of Law Day.
*

On

*

*

motion of Senator Rainie of the 15th

District the

Con-

vention rose.

House

The member from Greenville, Mr. Taft, moved that th^^
address of Attorney-General Brooke be printed in the Journal.
The motion was adopted.
The Chair announced that

the address

would appear

in

the Journal at an early date.

Leave of Absence
Mr. Lambert of Hooksett was granted leave of absence
on account of illness.

for the day
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Introduction of Bills

The
ond

following

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

time, and referred as follows:

HB

559, relative to fees to be charged for recording in the

deeds for Rockingham county. Greene
Rockingham Delegation.

office of the register of

of Rye) to

HB

560, authorizing^ the construction of a civil defense

emergency operating center by the county of Rockingham.
(Wheeler of Exeter) to Rockingham Delegation.

HB

561, relative to liens against property of recipients of

direct relief

from towns and counties. (Wheeler of Exeter)

to

Judiciary.

HB 562, affecting state employees required to be on standby duty. (Coutermarsh of Lebanon) to Executive Departments
and Administration.

Committee Reports

HB

467, relative to use of bond proceeds and temporary
loans under municipal finance act, Mr, Morrill of Salem for

Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

467

(The proposed committee amendment will appear in the
Journal for Tuesday, May 7th)

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that HB 467 be made a Special
Order of business for Thursday, May 9, at 11:01 and spoke in
favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)

HB
ing at
pal

516, relative to penalties for violation of meter parkBeach, Mr. Stafford of Portsmouth for Munici-

Hampton

and County Government. Ought

to pass

with amendment.

May

Wednesday,

Amendment

Amend

and inserting

516

This act

Effect.

*

upon,

in place thereof the word,

amended shall read

so that said section as

Takes

HB

section 2 of the bill by striking out the words

"sixty days after"

2

to

595

1963

1,

as follows:

shall take effect
*

upon

its

passage.

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Mr. Tuttle of Dover moved that the rules of the House be
and public
hearing on HB 558, relative to the time of inserting articles in
town warrants, and spoke in favor of the motion.

so far stispended as to dispense with the printing

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Tuttle moved that the rules of the House be further
suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee report
not previously advertised in the Journal.

The motion was

HB

adopted.

town
County Gov-

558, relative to the time of inserting articles in

warrants, Mr. Tuttle of Dover for Municipal and

ernment. Inexpedient to

The

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
title, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

a bill with the following

SB

81,

An

act relative to

Newfound

area cooperative school.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB
read a

81, relative to

first

Newfound

area cooperative school, was

and second time and referred

Mr. Plumer of

Bristol

moved

to Education.

that the rules of the

House

be so far suspended as to dispense with reference to committee
and public hearing on SB 81 and spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was
Mr. Plumer of

adopted.
Bristol

be further suspended

as to

moved that
SB 81

order

the rules of the

House

to a third reading.
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The motion was

adopted, and the

bill

was ordered

to a

third reading.
*

A

*

*

further Senate message announced that the Senate has

voted to adopt the amendment offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption
of which amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

123,

An act relating to

trailers.

Amendment

Amend
lines

section

to

HB

123

of said bill by striking out the

1

first

three

and inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Definition.

Amend RSA

260:23 (supp) as

1961, 41:2 by striking out said section

amended by

and inserting

in place

thereof the following:

On

motion of Mr. Larty

in the Senate

of Haverhill the

House concurred

amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB

288, relative to operation of

motor vehicles when blind

persons are crossing a way.

HB

120, relative to the

enforcement of laws concerning

cruelty to animals,

HB

269, relative to the

paid by towns to town

HB

amount

of annual

memberships

officers' associations.

201, relative to exceeding appropriations by county

commissioners.

HB
HB

125, relative to purchase exceptions.
162, providing for certain deductions

from retirement

benefits for policemen.

HB
Women.

195, relating to the

Gale

Home

for

Aged and

Destitute

May
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1,

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate refuses to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB

239, relative to

emergency payments by county com-

missioners.

HB

136, providing for reports to the legislature of filings

by lobbyists.

Communications
April 29

House

of Representatives

Concord, N. H.

A

message of gratitude to you

pression of sympathy at a time

your comforting ex-

for

all

when

it

meant

so

much.

Mrs. Leon Littlefield
*

*

& Family

*

April 25, 1963

of

To Members & Attaches of the House
the New Hampshire General Court:

of Representatives

In gratitude I acknowledge receipt of the Certificate honoring my beloved husband, H. Furber Jewett. He loved his
friends, his work in the House and his country.

His anticipation of each new
ness to serve again

May God
this great

session,

completed

his happi-

and again.

bless

you

all,

and accept our

heartfelt thanks for

honor.
Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Ethelda Jewett

H. Furber Jewett,
*

*

Jr.

*

Apr. 29

To

the

Members

General Court of

With
paid to

of the

House

of Representatives of the

New Hampshire:

sincere thanks for your thoughtfulness for the tribute

my uncle,

Charles P. Coakley.
Sincerely,

Katharine

J.

Toomey
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The Chair announced that the following members had
been appointed as conferees on the part of the House for committee of conference on HB 251, relative to ice fishing.
Mr. London of New London
Mr. Welch of Concord
Mr. Vashaw of Berlin

The Chair announced
Cummings of Danville.

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

Mr. Pickett of Keene announced that today is the 31st wedding anniversary of Mr. 8c Mrs. McGee of Lincoln.

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this
afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 1 1 :00 A.M.
Afternoon Session

Third Readings

SB 81, relative to Newfound area cooperative school, was
read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of State to
be engrossed.

HB

516, relative to penalties for violation of

meter parking

Hampton

Beach, was read a third time, passed, and sent to
the Senate for concurrence.
at

On
journed

motion of Miss Spollett of Hampstead the House adP.M.

at 12:22

Thursday,

May

2,

599

1963

THURSDAY, May
The House met at

1 1

:00

2,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Bishop James K.
of the New England area of the Methodist Church

Mathews

as follows:

O

Eternal

God whom we

are bold to call

Our

Father,

we

approach thee in humility; for Thou art high above all, yet
in all. When we turn from Thee, then it is that we fall. When
we turn toward Thee, then it is that we are lifted up. When
we abide in Thee, then we may stand fast forever.

We

confess that

we do not belong

to ourselves,

but

to

Thee

Deliver us, then, from all self-seeking and
blindness and indecision. Deliver us to a fuller sense of responsibility which reaches beyond merely pleasing ourselves
or pleasing the people, but which seeks to please Thee.

and

to all the people.

Governor of this State and to those who frame
wisdom which cometh only from above; that
knowledge which cometh only to those who are devoted to its
pursuit; and that freedom which cometh only to those who
possess a good conscience. These things we pray that liberty,
justice, harmony and well-being may prevail and progress in
the common life of our citizens. These petitions we make in the
name of the one who came to serve and not to be served, even
Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen.
Grant

its

to the

statutes, that

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Allan of Meredith led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
House

introduced the following groups as guests of the

today:

A group of Soap

Box Derby Boys from

the state, courtesy of

the Representatives.

A

group

of 8th

and 9th grade students from Oyster River

School, courtesy of the

Durham Delegation.
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A

group

of

6th grade students from Meredith School,

courtesy of Mr. Allan of Meredith.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Merrill of Hampton Falls was granted a leave of absence for two weeks on account of important business.
Mrs. Blanchette of Dover and Messrs.

Moran

of

Man-

and Smith of Dover were granted
the day on account of important business.

chester, O'Neil of Chesterfield

leave of absence for

Committee Reports

HB

378, relative to reporting after

motor vehicle accident,

Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Insurance. Inexpedient to legislate.
Mr. Matheson of Center Harbor moved that HB 378 be
made a Special Order of business for 11:01 on Wednesday next
and spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

HB

adopted.

Mr. Johnson
amendment.
with

362, relating to minors,

Judiciary.

Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

of the bill

HB

of

Hanover

for

362

by inserting after the word
if emancipated and over

"vehicle" in the fifth line the words,

the age of eighteen years, so that said section as

amended

shall

read as follows:
Certain Contracts. Amend RSA 507 by inserting after
8 the following new section:
507:8-a Contracts for
founded
upon a contract
Purchase of Automobiles. In a suit
motor
vehicle,
if emancipated
for the purchase and sale of a
and over the age of eighteen years, the infancy or minority of
the defendant shall not be a defense.
I

section

The undersigned, a minority of the Judiciary committee,
Inexpedient to legislate.
Harry Spanos of Newport
Armand Capistran of Manchester
Robert E. Plourde of Pembroke
Daniel J. Healy of Manchester
Robert W. Moran of Manchester
Margaret Normandin of Laconia
Caroline Grey of Canaan

Thursday,

May

2,

1963

Mr. Totman of Alstead explained the

601

bill.

Mr. Spanos of Newport moved that further consideration
of HB 362 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor of the
motion.

Mr. Capistran of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Mrs. Grey of Canaan spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was adopted and

HB

362 was indefinitely

postponed.

HB

430, providing for control of aquatic nuisances

Lake Winnisquam, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron
Recreation and Development. Ought to pass.

HB

on

for Resources,

430 was referred to Appropriations under the Rules.

SB 38, to prohibit the use of power boats in the White
Mountain National forest, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB

An

120,

act relative to the

enforcement of laws con-

cerning cruelty to animals.

HB 162, An act providing for certain deductions from
retirement benefits for policemen.

HB

An

201,

act relative to

exceeding appropriations by

county commissioners.

HB

269,

An

act relative to the

ships paid by towns to

HB

town

amount

of

annual member-

officers' associations.

An act relative to operation of motor vehicles
persons are crossing a way.

288,

when blind

SB 78, An act legalizing the proceedings of the annual
school district meeting held in the town of Landaff on March
12, 1963.
SB

81,

An

act relative to

Newfound area

cooperative school.
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HB
HB

123,

An act relating to

125,

An act relative

to

trailers.

purchase exceptions.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
of Representatives in the passage of the followwith the
with amendments, in the passage of which
bills,
ing entitled
asks the concurrence of the House of
Senate
amendments the

House

Representatives:

HB 375, An act relative to veterinarians.
Amendment

to

HB

375

Amend said bill by striking out section 5 and inserting in
place thereof the following: 5 Takes Effect. This act shall take
effect

upon

On

its

passage.

motion of Mr. Adams of Madbury the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the

curs with the

following joint resolution, with

amendments

,in

the passage of

which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HJR
property

17,

Joint resolution relative to an inventory of real
the state.

owned by

Amendment

Amend

to

HJR

17

said joint resolution by striking out all after the

and inserting in place thereof the following:
That the comptroller is hereby directed to make, and

resolving clause

keep current

as hereinafter provided, an inventory of all real
property owned or held by the state, whether outright or in
trust, excluding, however, lands or rights in land acquired for
highway rights-of-way. Such inventory shall show the location
of each tract of land and a description thereof in terms sufficient
to identify it, although deed descriptions need not be used
unless the property can be identified in no other way. Refer-

Thursday,
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ence will be made to the record of the title of each tract by
deed reference or other convenient way and the method of
acquisition will be indicated. Improvements will be described,
and the extent of each tract will be stated. The purpose for
which each tract was acquired shall be set forth, as well as the
use to which the same is currently put. Each department and
agency of the state, including the University of New Hampshire, having real property under its jurisdiction shall cooperate with the comptroller in the preparation and revisions of
said inventory, and shall furnish him such information concerning such real property as he shall request. Such inventory
shall be completed on or before January 1, 1965, and shall be
revised and made current by the comptroller from time to time
at intervals not exceeding t^vo years. The inventory and the
revisions thereof shall be filed and retained in the office of the
secretary of state, and copies thereof shall be filed with the
governor, the president of the senate and speaker of the house.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mr, McMeekin of Haverhill the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

following entitled

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill,

with amendments, in the passage of

^vhich

amendments

House

of Representatives:

HB

57,

An

the Senate asks the concurrence of the

act authorizing

and health insurance

towns and

Amendment

Amend
"its"

the

title

and inserting

cities to

provide

life

for their employees.

to

HB

57

of the bill by striking out therein the

word

in place the word, their, so that said title as

shall read as follows: An Act authorizing towns and
provide life and health insurance for their employees,

amended
cities to

*

On

*

*

motion of Mr, Hill of Conway the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolution sent up
from the House of Representatives:
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HJR

31, Joint resolution

providing for a deficiency ap-

propriation for the state hospital.

HB

181,

An

act relating to the purchase of data processing

systems by insurance companies.

HB

An

act authorizing the use of the
Company.
Insurance
Hampshire Life

212,

name New

Resolutions

Mr. Vachon of Manchester offered the following Resolutions:

Whereas, May 1st of every year has been designated by
the Congress of the United States as National Loyalty Day, and
Whereas, there
subversive activities
of freedom,

exists in the

which are

world

Communism and

so detrimental to

other

our principle

and

Whereas, our Governor, His Excellency John W. King,
has issued a Proclamation for Loyalty Day, May 1st, therefore
be it

members of the House of RepreCourt
of New Hampshire, most
General
sentatives
Governor
in
all that his Proclamation
heartily agree with our
devotion to our
undivided
show
our
states and particularly to
further
and
it
and
way
life,
be
Government
our
of
Resolved, That we, the
of the

Resolved, That

we

Day

participate in Loyalty

particularly in our display of our country's

flag,

celebrations,

and be

it

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to His
John W. King.

Excellency,

The

On
were so

resolutions were adopted.

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of a bill be by title only, and that when the House adjourns
today it be in memory of General John Green of Exeter and
to meet next Tuesday morning at 1 1 :00 A.M.
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Afternoon Session

Third Reading

SB 38, to prohibit the use of power boats in the White
Mountain National Forest, was read a third time, passed, and
sent to the Secretary of State to be engrossed.
*

*

*

On motion of Mrs. McDonough of New Castle the House
adjourned at 11:58 A.M., in memory of General John Green
of Exeter.

TUESDAY, May
The House met

at

1 1

:00

1963

7,

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend George
the Rindge Congregational Church as fol-

Chapman, from

D.

lows:

Almighty Father, from
fect gift,

be with us

who

whom

cometh every good and

machinery of government for the people of our

them
self-gain, and

truly represent
est,

of

all

all,

may we be

per-

are here assembled to provide the
state.

May we

in this endeavor, forgetting all self-interall

self-aggrandizement. Most important

true representatives of thee in

and done here today. In
our prayer. Amen.

Jesus'

name and

all

that

is

said

we

offer

led the

Con-

for his sake

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Messrs. Allen of

Rindge and Guest of Cornish

vention in the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
the

House

today:

introduced the following groups

as guests of
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A group of 8th grade students from Barrington, courtesy
Berry of Barrington.
Mrs.
of
A
tesy of

group of 7th and 8th grade students from Cornish, courMr. Guest of Cornish.

A

group

of students

courtesy of Mrs.

Dawson

from Nute High School in Milton,

of Milton.

A group from the Junior class of Interlakes school in
Meredith, courtesy of Mr. Matheson of Center Harbor.
A

group from the Sociology

class at

Somersworth High

School, courtesy of the Somersworth Delegation.

A

group from the

civics class

from Wilton High School,

courtesy of Mr. Heald of Wilton.

Leaves of Absence
Messrs.
1,

Pinkham

of

of Keene,

Ward

on account

of im-

Northwood and Shea

were granted leave of absence

for the day

portant business.

Mr. Rousseau of Manchester was granted leave of absence
day on account of illness.

for the

Mr. Clark of Kingston was granted leave of absence
on account of a death in the family.

for

the day

Mr. Boutin of Benton was granted leave of absence
of important business.

for the

week on account

*

*

*

Mr. Bernier of Manchester was granted leave of absence
and Wednesday on account of important business.

for today

May

Address delivered to the Joint Convention on Wednesday,
1 by the Honorable Edward W. Brooke, Attorney-General

of Massachusetts.

Attorney General Brooke:

Thank you Mr. Speaker

for the very

warm

introduction.

Reverend Clergy; Your Excellency, Mr. King; Mr. Chief
Supreme Court, Mr. Kenison; and of the Superior Court, Justice Leahy; President of the Senate, Dunlap;
Speaker of the House, my very warm friend, Mr. Lamprey;
Honorable members of the Legislature, both of the deliberat-

Justice of the
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ing branches; Honorable Justices of the Supreme and Superior Court; Young students in the gallery; Friends of New

Hampshire.

—

I am very greatly and deeply honored by this invitation
extended by this august body to address you on this occasion.
I bring you the greetings of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and its more than five million citizens who express
to you their warm appreciation for the friendship that has
existed between our two states for so many years.
I

am

not one to

casion perhaps one

tell stories,

but

I

feel that

on

this oc-

may be

permitted, perhaps even apropos.
It has to do with a group of boyscouts who were to enter the
woods and the Scoutleader said to them prior to their entry
that he should give

He

snakebite.

them some advice concerning possible
you are bitten in the left arm by a

said, "If

snake, you should immediately take out your jackknife,

make

an incision and suck out the poisonous blood". There was
an inquisitive young scout in the back who said, "Mr. Scoutleader, suppose the bite is in the back?" There was a long
and an ominous silence, and the Scoutleader said, "That's
when you find out ^vho your friends are".

By the warm reception I have received since I have enwarmth of the invitation extended

tered this building, by the

me, by the wonderful invitation extended by your Attorney
General, Bill Maynard for whom I have such great respect, I
knou^ that I am here with friends.
is May Day. Across the Communist world there
be celebrations, demonstrations inspired by those who
believe in the Communist way of life. They will parade their
missiles and flex their muscles, and generally there will be a
sho^v of strength in Communist dominated countries throughout the world on this our first day of May.

Today

will

With

gratitude to the American Bar Association which

sponsored La'iv Day here in the United States, we celebrate
May Day, May the 1st, as Law Day, U. S. A. It is a fitting
comparison between the two philosophies
one of the Communist on the left, and Democracy on the right
in the
manner in which we celebrate the 1st of May. This is a day
in the United States when we stop and pay, as your speaker
has said, our respect for the law which governs our daily life.

—

—
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Our

great

Commonwealth

of

Massachusetts was the

United
was the ninth state, and by ratifying the
Constitution, your state put into reality the "American
Dream" for that was the vote for the ratification which put
into effect the Constitution, being the ninth of the thirteen
original colonies. And so you must be justifiably proud of
your rich heritage and of the great contribution that the
people from the "Granite State" have made in the law in
these United States of America.
sixth state to ratify the great Constitution of the
States.

Your

state

Now, law is not something that is contained in the buckram bound volumes of the dusty shelves. Law is not merely
a

compilation of the statutes.

Law is living,
The courts

constantly as civilization advances.

it

is

changing

are constantly

keeping abreast of the great scientific and technological advancements that are being made in the world today. Ours is
a great nation because of the laws that we have. But other
nations have laws; the tribal nations have laws, but there is
not always the respect for law and order that we have been
able to keep in these United States of America. There is not
the communication between the branches of government and
the people in other countries such as those under the Communist regime as there is here in the United States. There
the governed are talked down to by those who govern, but
there is no debate. There is no exchange of ideas. There is
no two-way commimication or rapport whatsoever.

we have debate, we have communicawho serve in political office have the

In our great nation
tion,

and those

of us

great opportunities to talk to people, thousands of people
in the course of our terms of office. But more importantly,

we have

the opportunity to listen to people

—

to listen to

problems of housing, of feeding, of
clothing, of retirement, to the problems of young people, of
education and of recreation
and with these problems we
are constantly through our processes making law to cope and
their problems, to the

—

to deal practically as well as idealistically with those prob-

lems.

Oh, the majesty of the law has often been talked about.
can be idealists, but we must be pragmatists as well. We
must look to the practical aspects of the law as well as to
the idealism of the law, and we should be proud of the many

We
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that we have attained in our form of government. We should
be grateful for the great division that we have, the executive,
the legislative and the judicial divisions of government; each
communicating with the other, each respecting the other,
neither usurping the powers and responsibilities of the other.
It is a wonderful experience for it is an experience too many
people in the world do not have today.
I

know

that

I

come on

a day of

some great

significance,

particularly significant to your legislative branch of govern-

ment. I know that you have probably had very serious and
sometimes heated and perhaps even violent debate on your
House Bill 47. There were those who were strongly opposed
to the measure you have adopted. There were those of you
who were strongly in favor of that measure, but now history
has been made and the law has been enacted by the legal
process that has been adopted. Your Governor, acting in his
wisdom, has signed into law, which is his function as the
chief executive of this great state.
It

may

take

House

some time before the

Bill 47.

^vorld or even

you are

able to assess the benefits, the assets, the liabilities of this
is true, I submit to you most respectfully, of
But be that as it may. House Bill 47 is now
law, and it is incumbent on all law enforcement offices of this
state to enforce the law that this legislature, and your Governor signs into law as adopted. Regardless of whether you
like it or whether you do not, it is the law. If you feel so
strongly about it and you wish to change it, we also have,
thank God, in this United States, procedures by which you
can do so; but until you do so, you must respect it as law.

legislation.

any

This

legislation.

we

we

stand for nothing. For this is
is the meaning of law.
If we had laws which were only obeyed by those who agreed
with them, I submit to you most respectfully that we would
have a society of chaos, that the democratic way of life would
not prevail.
If

don't stand for that,

the real strength of our society. This

So my word only on this question then, believe me I
have been literally plagued since yesterday when your Governor signed the law, with telephone calls about what Massachusetts would do about New Hampshire law, with what
Maine has done about New Hampshire law, about what the
Federal Government will do about New Hampshire law.
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Well,

we have

so

many problems

in Massachusetts that

we

don't intend to get involved in your problems in New Hampshire. I have always believed that we should respect the laws
of a sister state. Massachusetts, without any question in

my

mind, will respect your law. Because of the proximity of our
two states, we have had problems even perhaps dating back
to colonial days; but we have always been able to solve those
problems within the confines of the law. There is no question in my mind that we will continue to solve those problems. I anticipate no problems at all whatsoever '^vith the
laws that you pass in your State of New Hampshire, and I
assure you that there are those in our state who believe as you
did, those who are on the proponent side of the aisle; we
have those on the opponent side of the aisle. This is the great
and wonderful fact that exists in any great deliberative body.

With

these opportunities,

and

let

me

say to the

young

you have such wonderful
people that sit
Your
wherever
you make it. You
opportunities today;
goal is
your
life
^vhich
road you will
will have to decide early in
what
I
remember
much
of
say
to you, but
take. You may not
there
are no
that
I do want to leave you with this thought
and
women
you
see
that
shortcuts to glory, that the men
men
and
great
rostrum
are
on this
sitting in this great hall
and women who have prepared themselves in one way or the
other for the positions that they noAv hold. Like a lawyer
in the gallery, that

—

says "there
case", there
life

is

is

no
no

substitute for preparation in the trial of a

substitute for preparation in any course of

which you may decide upon

To

as

your own.

who are young ladies, let me say that
much brighter than they used to be, that you are
outvoting the men of the nation now by two million and
four thousand votes. In the last fifteen years, the women have
those of you

things are

increased their earning capacity by
the

men

fifty

percent; they outlive

by seven years; and they outspend us by four hun-

—

dred percent
and I might add as dictum that much of
that four hundred percent, of course, is our money. Women
now comprise one third of the nation's work force. It costs
eight billions of dollars to clothe them, and one and three
tenths billions of dollars to preserve them. Your comforts
have been well taken care of, because you're pushing buttons
to do more and more things every day. But you too have a
great responsibility because women are serving in the legis-
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Congress of the

and more and more
m(
are taking

their active

roles in the affairs of srovernment.

So these opportunities are great, for men and for women, for boys and girls alike. But with every opportunity there

—

—

a great responsibility
and I
comes a responsibility
trust that on Law Day, U. S. A. in 1963 we will ask the electorate to become more and more aware of the issues of government today; to communicate more and more with the
elected leaders of government; to not reserve the best brains
and the best integrity and society for the trades, the industries and the professions; and to give to government and to
politics some of this best brain and best integrity. For if we
do not, we will have a choice of poverty instead of a choice
of

riches.

Your

responsibility

is

to

censure

when

public

do wrong, but your responsibility is also to encourage
when your public officials do that which is right. Censure is
good, but encouragement is better. Encouragement after
censure is like the sun after a shower. You should let your
elected officials know how you feel about their votes, about
the conduct of their office whether they be elected or appointed officials in government.
officials

On this Law Day we must also ever keep at a place in
our society the great majesty of the judiciary
untinted in
any respect, always above reproach, those men who serve in
the judiciary who have to interpret the laws that are made
by these legislators. When a man does wrong in the legal
profession, it hurts the entire legal profession. We must at
all times maintain this high ethical standard of conduct.

—

There is another piece of legislation which goes into
on this May Day, U. S. A., and I refer to the conflict of
interest legislation which has been passed by the great and
general court in our Commonwealth. The effective date is
today. At 12:01 this morning, it became law. There are many
effect

who were

not in favor of this legislation. Obviously, there

were those who were. It is the best piece of legislation of this
type that I have ever read. It is a bipartisan effort. It is a
piece of legislation which I commend to the legislature of
New Hampshire for your perusal and your study.

The

drafting of conflict of interest legislation

simple in any manner.

You must

recognize that

is

not

we do need
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men and women
Government

in government today with unique talents.
much larger
growing so big and so large

is

—

than any of us would like it to be, certainly much larger than
but in this government
I personally w^ould like to see it
we must recognize the need for talent from men and women

—

men and women who

of industry, of trades, of professions

have vested interests in corporations and in other concerns.

This legislation is not to dwarf personnel staffing in a
sea of moralism, but on the other hand we cannot sacrifice
the standards of conduct. We have found in many instances
that heinous crime, as you know it, of larceny is not so prevalent today; that men have learned to steal in a more sophisticated, subtle area, if you please, an area which reflects itself
into increased taxes in the state

— men who would use their

public office in order to reap personal profits.
this

in

mind

It

was with
was

that this conflict of interest legislation

drafted and subsequently passed.

There was

hue from

corners of the State,
that we were legally trying to rule out people from serving
in government. Without getting into the legal part of the

me

a cry, a

all

back beyond the
"Kings"
philosophy
which only preaches that you cannot serve two masters
that a man should not be in a public office where he can
throw a contract to a corporation in which he just happens
to own seventy-five percent of the stock interest. He may say
to you that there is nothing wrong with the transaction, that
his personal interests have not adversely affected his public
trust and his public responsibility. But the experience of
centuries would indicate that the contrary is more likely, and
that man should not be placed in such a position; and even
more important is the fact that the confidence of the public
in government must always be maintained at the highest
level. Every government depends upon the confidence of
its people. This is more true in a democracy than in any form
of government.
law, let

Sermon on

merely say

the

Mount

to

you

this goes

to Plato's

—

—
—

And so I ask you in New Hampshire, particularly those
you who serve in this great legislative body, to examine
our conflict of interest law, give us constructive criticism.
We do not profess to say to you that this is perfect legislation.
We merely say we believe it is a step in the right direction.
of
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We

would agree that we perhaps cannot legislate morality,
but we can build in the deterrants and the safeguards and
the protection, and we can close up the loopholes that make
it so difficult if not impossible for a man to operate. Our
emphasis in Massachusetts now is not only individual; it is
on the sin, not the sinner.
I take no pride in the conviction of men, but I take no
pride in the circumstances which cause the conviction of
men. The Attorney General is not a persecutor, at best he
is a prosecutor; but we have always in our investigations concluded them by making recommendations to the legislature
calling for remedial legislation where we have found these

loopholes. For

need do

men

will

come and men

change the system.
some consideration by you.
is

to

I

will go,

and what we

trust that this will

be given

read in history as you have read in history about the
system in our United States of America. I am a Republican and a Republican by choice, but not
a blind Republican who cannot see and hear the problems
of people. Oh, I know historically that the Republican Party
has been called the Party that was affiliated with the English
I

vitality of the two-party

who

first

inherited this great land, and that later the

cratic Party historically

Demo-

was considered the Irish who subse-

quently came over. But, if the clerk of this great legislature
were to call the role here as he would in Massachusetts, you
would now find people who have come from all countries
around the world bringing into the great United States of
America, their cultures, their training, their beliefs, their
hopes and their desires; that the two great political parties
of this country can no longer represent any one group or inherent beliefs or traditions alone, but they are made up of
people who have basic political philosophies and such is as
it should be. This is the true American way, this is the law,
this is what this o'
2:reat nation stands for.
I

make

feel so

deeply the honor that you have given

these brief remarks to you

on

this occasion. I

me

to

know

that I have perhaps said nothing new to most of you. If I
can only pray and hope that I have provoked some thought
in your minds and in the minds of the young people who sit
in your gallery today, then my visit to your great state will
certainly have been worthwhile from my point of view. I
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hope

my

to

come back

to

New

Hampshire.

I

look forward to

and

association with your Attorney General

his staff.

have been honored by my great state, some people say
uniquely honored, in holding the high office of Attorney
General; an office which no man should hold because of its
vast powers, without humility, without understanding and
without compassion. I pray daily that I will have all three
of those essential ingredients to perform my daily task.
I

I go back to Massachusetts and take with me the warmth
your reception; but before concluding I would like to give
you some words from an old hymn which I learned early in
my youth and which have never left me, which to me means
where we are headed, the "American Dream" is the dream
of people. This hymn is entitled "These Things Shall Be".

of

—

"A greater race in e're
With freedom in their

the world has
souls,

and the

known

shall rise

light of

knowledge

in their eyes.

They

be gentle, brave and strong to spill no drop
but dare
All that may plant man's lordship firm on earth, fire, sea
shall

of blood,

and air.
Nation with nation, land with land, unarmed

shall live

as brothers free.

And

every heart and brain shall throb the pulse of one

fraternity."

My

is

prayer to you,

my good

friends of

New

— May God give you strength and courage

to

Hampshire,
be truly the

masters of yourselves, so that you may be truly the servants
May He take your lips and speak through them,
may He take your minds and think through them, may He
take your hearts and set them on fire.
of others.

Thank

you.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following bills were introduced, read a

time,

and referred

first

and

sec-

as follows:

HB 563, for the establishment of authorized regional enrollment (AREA) schools and creating the New Hampshire
school building authority. (Pappagianis of Nashua) to Education.

May
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to Judiciary.

565, to revise the law relating to cooperative school
(O'Neil of Chesterfield) to Education.

districts.

HB

(Welch
and Game.

566, relative to beagle field trials.

and LaFrance of Manchester)

HB

to Fish

of

Concord

567, relative to notices for caucuses. (Spanos of

port) to Municipal

HB

&:

New-

County Government.

Plymouth and
Hebron) to a special committee consisting of
Claremont, Mr. Pickett of Keene, and Mr. Hughes

568, relative to the state song. (Smith of

Hampson

Mrs.

1963

564, to establish the law of comparative fault. (Capis-

Manchester)

traii of

7,

Mr. Ang;us of

of

of Brookfield.

HB

569, relative to aid for emotionally disturbed children.

Thompson

(Mrs.

HB

of Northfield) to Education.

570, relative to transporting garbage or waste into this

state. (Messrs.

Morrill of Salem and Hill of Conway) to Public

Health.

HB

571,

relative

to

education expenses for dependent

children, to be financed by an increase in the tobacco tax.

Epsom) to Joint Committees
Means and Education.
(Stevens of

HB
mont)

572, relative to reconstituted beer.

573, relative to service

of Salem) to

HB
Concord)

HB

exemption from taxation. (Mor-

574, relative to the stock in trade tax.
to

(Bingham

of

Ways and Means.

575, relative to ranks

to Exec. Depts.

HB

(Angus of Clare-

Ways and Means.

and qualifications of personnel
Committee
Smith of Ply-

—

of division of state police. (Rules

mouth)

Ways and

Liquor.

to

HB
rill

consisting of

&:

Administration.

appointment of assistant election offiBednar of Hudson) to
Municipal and County Government.

cials

576, relative to

in towns.

HB

(Rules Committee

—

577, relative to building codes. (Morrill of Salem) to

Exec. Depts. and

Adm.
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HB

578, relative to safety

and health

of employees.

(Ma-

glaras of Dover) to Public Health.

Committee Reports

HB 238, relating to the duties of the bank commissioner,
Mr. Bigelow of Warner for Banks. Inexpedient to legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.

SJR 10, in favor of Bertha F. Masson, Mr. Henry of Concord for Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to pass.

The

resolution was ordered to a third reading.

HB

451, relative to the compensation of the director of

Henry of Concord
with amendment.

aeronautics, Mr.

Ought

to pass

HB

451

by striking out

all

Amendment

Amend
clause
1

said bill

and inserting

for Claims

to

and Aeronautics.

after

the enacting

in place thereof the following:

Director of Aeronautics.

Amend RSA

94:1 (supp), as

amended, by striking out the words and figures "Director of
aeronautics $7,765.16 $8,831.16" and by inserting in place thereof the words and figures, Director of aeronautics Minimum,
$10,000.00;

Maximum,

$11,000.00.

Appropriation. In addition to any other appropriation
appropriation act for the salary of the director of
aeronautics, there is hereby appropriated the sum of $1,275.00
for the fiscal year ending July 1, 1964 and $1,475.00 for the
fiscal year ending July 1, 1965. The governor is authorized to
draw his warrants for the sums hereby appropriated out of
any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
2

made

3

in the

Takes

Effect.

This act
*

shall take effect as of
*

The amendment was adopted and
the committee

HB

July

1,

1963.

*

the bill was referred
on Appropriations under the Rules.

to

535, eliminating the office of farm supervisor and providing for an additional assistant business supervisor, Mr. Smith
of Plymouth for Executive Departments and Administration.

Ought

to pass.
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to a third reading.

HB

167, relative to the cancellation of accident and health
insurance policies, Mr. W^ieeler of Exeter for Insurance. Inexpedient to legislate.

Mr. Maloomian of Somersworth moved that HB 167 be
recommitted to Judiciary for further study and spoke in favor
of the motion.

Messrs.

Wheeler

of Exeter

and Varney

of Rochester spoke

against the motion.

The motion was not adopted.
The resolution of the committee was

HB

adopted.

494, relative to the compensation ol state employees

engaged

snow removal, Mr. Dumont
Ought to pass with amendment.

in

priations.

Amendment

Amend
said bill by

to

HB

of Berlin for

494

said bill by striking out section

renumbering section
*

*

Appro-

2.

Further

amend

3 to read section 2.
*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

420, extending the appropriation for marriage coun-

seling referral service, Mr. Pappagianis of
priations.

Ought

Nashua

for

Appro-

to pass.

The

bill

HB

157, relative to the construction of a residence hall at

was ordered

to a third reading.

New Hampshire, and to be liquidated from
income, Mr. Gove of Concord for Appropriations. Ought to
the University of

pass.

The

HB

bill

was ordered

Ought

The

HJR
sion,

fund and relative
Mr. Goode of Manchester for Appropria-

512, abolishing the state recreational

to state financing,
tions.

to a third reading.

bill

to pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

29, providing additional funds for cancer commisMr. Bell of Plymouth for Appropriations. Ought to pass.
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The resolution was ordered

HB

to a third reading.

392, relative to the sale of insurance in connection with

Mr. Davis of Greenfield for Insurance.
with amendment.

real estate transactions,

Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend
estate"

the

title

and inserting

said title as

to

HB

392

of said bill by striking out the

words

"real

in place thereof the word, certain, so that

amended

shall

read

as follows.

An

act relating to

the sale of insurance in connection ^vith certain transactions.

Amend

said bill

and inserting

by striking out

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

1
New Chapter. Amend
383 the following new chapter:

RSA

by inserting after chapter

Chapter 383-A
Prohibited Practices.
383-A:

1

Free Choice of Insurer and Agent.

When

any

person, firm or corporation engaged in the business of lending

money on

the secmity of real or personal property, or in the

business of negotiating, purchasing, selling or holding loans

on the security of such property, or in the business of building,
selling or financing the sale or purchase of such property, or

any trustee, director, officer, agent, or other employee of any
such person, firm or corporation, requires that property insurance be obtained in connection with the sale of such property or
a debt or loan secured by such property, the borrower, debtor
or purchaser shall have free choice of agent and insurer through
or by which such insurance is to be placed or written, subject
only to the right of the builder, creditor, lender or seller (1)
to require evidence, to be produced at a reasonable time prior
to commencement or renewal of risk, that such insurance providing reasonable coverage has been obtained in an amount
equal to the amount of the debt or loan and will not be can-

celled without reasonable notice to the builder, creditor, lender

or seller, (2) to require insvnance in an insurer authorized to
do business and having a licensed resident agent in this state,

and

(3) to refuse to accept insurance in a particular insurer on
reasonable ground related to solvency.

Tuesday,
383-A:2

Information

May

To Be

7,

619

1963

Furnished.

Every debtor,

borro^ver or purchaser of property with respect to which in-

surance of any kind is required in connection with a debt or
loan secured by such property or in connection with the sale
of such property, shall be informed in -vs^iting by the builder,
creditor, lender or seller of his right of free choice in the selection of the agent and insurer through or bv which such insurance is to be placed. There shall be no interference either directly or indirectly with such borrower's, debtor's or purchaser's
free choice of an agent and of an insurer which complies with
the foregoing requirements, and the builder, creditor, lender
or seller shall not refuse the policy so tendered by the borrower,
debtor or purchaser. Upon notice of any refusal of such tendered policy, the Commission shall order the builder, creditor,
lender or seller to accept the tendered policy, if he determines
that such refusal is not in accordance with the foregoing requirements. Failure to comply with such an order of the Commissioner shall be deemed a violation of this section.

383-A:3 Separate Charges. It shall be unlawful for any
mortgagee, vendor, holder, or lender in connection with any
insurance required as additional security for a loan on real or
personal property to make any separate charge to either an insurance company, insurance agency, borrower, mortgagor or
purchaser other than the insurance premium on insurance
written in connection with such transaction according to law;
provided, that the term "separate charge" as used in this act
shall not include the interest which may be charged on premium loans or premium advancements in accordance with the
security instrument.

383-A:4

Scope of Terms.

Whenever

the words "mort-

gagee", "vendor", "lender", or "holder" are used herein,
also

mean

all

it

shall

agents, officers, employees, representatives or as-

signs of said mortgagee, vendor, lender, or holder.

383-A:5 Transactions Excluded. Nothing in this chapter
be construed as preventing a mortgagee, lender, vendor,
or holder from requiring insurance on the collateral for any
financial transaction that is not otherwise specifically prohibited by law and exercising a reasonable privilege of approval or
disapproval of the insurance provided for such purpose by the
borrower, mortgagor or purchaser.
shall

383-A:6 Penalties. Acts which prevent the exercise of the
aforesaid right of free choice are hereby forbidden

and any
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waiver, written or otherwise, by the borrower, debtor or pur-

chaser of said right of free choice shall be void.

Any

person,

firm or corporation, whether as principal, agent, officer or director, for himself or itself, or for another person, firm or
corporation violating the provisions of this chapter or aiding,
abetting, assisting, advising or encouraging the violation of the

provisions of this chapter shall be fined not exceeding one hundred dollars for each such violation,
2
its

Takes

This

Effect.

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.
#

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

SB 27, relative to broadening the scope of the common
law doctrine of cy pres, Mr. Upton of Concord for Judiciary.
Inexpedient to legislate.
Mr. Capistran of Manchester moved that SB 27 be recommitted to Judiciary for further consideration and spoke in
favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

SB 36, entering into the Interstate Library Compact enacting the same into law and for related purposes, Mrs. Frizzell
of

Charlestown for Judiciary. Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

422, relative to unlawful use of

was ordered to a third reading.

motor vehicle operMr. Capistran of Manchester for Judiciary.
pass with amendment.

ator's

licenses,

Ought

to

Amendment

to

HB

422

Amend paragraph 1 of section 1 of said bill by striking out
the words "or have in his possession any cancelled" in the fifth
line and inserting in place thereof the word, any, so that said
paragraph

as

amended

shall read as follows:

I. Display or cause or permit to be displayed any revoked,
suspended, fictitious or fraudulently altered operator's license
or commercial license.

Tuesday,

Amend

Paragraph

May

7,

1963

II of said section

621
of the bill by insert-

1

ing after the word "the" in the third line the word, unlawful,
so said paragraph as amended shall read as follows:

Lend

his operator's license or commercial operator's
any other person or knowingly permit the unlawful
use thereof by another.
II.

license to

Amend
at the

paragraph III of said section

1

of the bill

end thereof the words, by proper authority,

paragraph

as

amended

by adding

so that said

shall read as follows:

III. Display or represent as one's own any operator's license
or commercial operator's license not issued to him by proper

authority.

Further

amend

said section

1

by striking out paragraph

VI.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 464, establishinsf a consumers' counsel, Mrs.
Charlestown for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.

in

Frizzell of

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

473, reducing the time for the presentation of claims

the administration of insolvent estates, Mr. Capistran of

Manchester for Judiciary. Ought

The

bill

HB

191, relating to

was ordered

to pass.

to a third reading.

commitment

to the industrial school,

Mr. Upton of Concord for Judiciary. Ought
ment.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

HB

to pass

with amend-

191

by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
I

Exceptions.

Amend RSA

621:11

(supp) as

1957, 71:1 by striking out said section

thereof the following: 621:11 Minors

amended by

and inserting

in place

Under Eighteen. When-

ever a minor under the age of eighteen years shall be convicted
imprisonment he may be sentenced
to the industrial school for the term of his minority, except

of an offense punishable by
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where said minor

found guilty by the superior court under

is

RSA

169:21; provided that nothing shall
prevent such sentence being suspended under the provisions of
any other law. Pending final disposition of a case by a municipal
court the minor may be retained in the custody of the person
in charge of the minor, or in the custody of a probation officer,
provided however, that if the court places such minor in the
custody of the industrial school, final disposition of his case
shall be made within thirty days of such commitment and provided further, that where the minor has committed a felony,
the municipal court may commit said minor to the custody of
the probation officer or require that sureties be furnished for
his appearance before the superior court, or in default thereof
be committed to the industrial school to await disposition of
the case by said superior court.
the provisions of

2

Non-Payment

the end thereof the
as authorizing the

of Fine.

Amend RSA

-ivords, this

618:6 by adding at

section shall not be construed

confinement of any juvenile under the age

of eighteen years in a house of correction or jail for the nonof a fine, so that said section as amended shall read as
618:6 Place of Committal. Any person sentenced to
pay a fine shall be ordered to be imprisoned until sentence is
performed, or he is otherwise legally discharged, in the house
of correction or jail of the county. This section shall not be
construed as authorizing the confinement of any juvenile under
the age of eighteen years in a house of correction or jail for the

payment

follows:

non-payment of
Further
section

a fine.

amend

said bill bv

renumbering section

2 to read

3.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

home

Mr.
be referred to the legislative council or legislative services com-

Green

215, governing nursing

service corporations,

of Rollinsford for Public Health.

That the

bill

mittee.

Mrs. Morrison of Salem arose on a point of information.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 382, requiring registration for physical therapists, Mrs.
Arsenault of Randolph for Public Health. Ought to pass.

Tuesday,

May

623

1963

7,

Mr. Andersen of Concord moved that
Order of business on Wednesday,
A.M. and spoke in favor of the motion.

Special

HB
May

382 be made a
15th at 11:01

(discussion ensued)

ford,

Mrs. Hartigan of Rochester and Messrs. Green of RollinsMahoney of Manchester and Rufo of Concord spoke

against the motion.

Mr. Andersen of Concord spoke a second time in favor of
the motion.

Mr. Mahoney of Manchester spoke a second time against
the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The

question being on the motion to recommit

The motion was
The

bill

HB

382.

not adopted.

was ordered

to a third reading.

HB

510, relative to study for improved pesticides controls,
Mrs. Arsenault of Randolph for Public Health. Ought to pass
with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

510

Amend section
whom shall be

1 of the bill by striking out the words "two
persons employed by the water pollution
commission" in the eighth and ninth lines and inserting in
place thereof the words, one of whom shall be a person em-

of

ployed by the water pollution commission, one a person employed by the fish and game department and one a person
employed by the agricultural department of the University of
New Hampshire, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows:
1

Interim Committee Established.

lished an interim committee

consisting of five

There shall be estabon improved pesticides controls

members appointed

as hereinafter

provided.

One member shall be appointed by the president of the senate,
one member shall be appointed by the speaker of the house of
and three members shall be appointed by the
governor, one of whom shall be a person employed by the
water pollution commission, one a person employed by the
representatives,
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and game department and one

a person

employed by the

agricultural department of the University of New Hampshire.
The committee shall organize by electing one of its members
as chairman. It shall be the duty of said committee to study
and investigate how to improve pesticides controls, and said
committee shall file a report of its activities not later than December 1, 1964 which report shall include recommendations
for legislation designed to improve in pesticides controls. The
committee is hereby authorized to accept and apply to the
purposes hereof gifts and grants from any person or association,

public or private,

and

made

for the

purpose of aiding such study

investigation.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations inider the Rules.

bill

was referred to

HB

448, relative to conveyance of Rye Harbor Reservation
town of Rye, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources,
Recreation and Development. Ought to pass with amendment.
to the

Amendment

Amend

the

title

HB

448

of the bill by inserting before the

"Rye Harbor" the words part
shall

to

of, so

that said title as

words

amended

read as follows: AN ACT relative to the conveyance of
Rye Harbor Reservation to the town of Rye.

part of

Amend

section

1

by striking out the

first

three lines and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1 Authority Granted. The governor and council are hereby
authorized to convey to the town of Rye some fifty acres more
or less in Rye, a part of property known as Rye Harbor Reservasection as amended shall read as follows:
1 Authority Granted. The governor and council are hereby
authorized to convey to the town of Rye some fifty acres more
or less in Rye, a part of property known as Rye Habor Reservation which is now under the administration of the division of
parks in the department of resources and economic development. The condition for the conveyance hereby authorized
shall be that said town of Rye shall use the property for recreational and other municipal purposes.

Further

amend

section as follows:

the bill by inserting after section

1

a

new

Tuesday,

May

7,

625

1963

Highway

Right-of-way. In the event that the state
highway department shall at some future date lay out a public
highway requiring a portion of the land conveyed by this act,
the town of Rye shall provide such right-of-way to the state
2 State

without cost

Amend

to the state.

section 2 of the bill by striking out the words

"sixty days after"

and inserting

so that said section as

Takes

Effect.

This

Further

amend

said bill

2

section

in place thereof the word, upon,

amended shall read as

follows:

act shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

by renumbering section 2 to read

3.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

206, raising revenue for educational purposes,

Pettigrew of Manchester for

Mr.

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

to

legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

508, relative to house trailers,

chester for

Ways and Means. Ought

Mr. Pettigrew of Man-

to pass.

The

bill

HB

515, relative to distribution of

was ordered

to a third reading.

Mr. Pettigrew of Manchester

for

normal yield

taxes,

Ways and Means. Ought

to

pass.

The

HB

bill

was ordered

commission in equalMr. Pettigrew of Manchester for Ways and

520, relative to duties of the tax

ization of taxes,

Means. Inexpedient

The

to a third reading.

to legislate.

resolution was adopted.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate Bills and House Joint Resolutions:

HB
Newton.

6,

An

act relative to the classification of a

highway in
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HB

An

212,

act authorizing the use of the

name New

Hampshire Life Insurance Company.

HB
HB
HB

life

act relative to fees for

An

321,

domestic

life

An

228,

medical referees.

act relative to the deposit of securities

by

insurance companies.

322,

An

owned by domestic

act relative to real estate

insurance companies.

HB

394,

An

410,

An

act relative to validation of deeds lacking wit-

nesses.

HB

act relative to investments of guardians

and

conservators.

SB 38, An act to prohibit the
\\' hite Mountain National Forest.

power boats

use of

in the

HJR

31, Joint resolution providing for a deficiency appropriation for the state hospital.

HB
HB

An act relative to motor vehicle fees.
181, An act relating to the purchase of data

153,

processing

systems by insurance companies.

HB

An act
Women.

195,

Destitute

HB

231,

An

relating to the Gale

act relative to

Home

for

Aged and

compensation for members of

board of medical examiners.

SB

40,

An

act to provide for

payment

of compensation of

deceased legislators.

HJR
property

17,

Joint resolution relative to an inventory of real
the state.

owned by

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Langdon

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendment, in the passage of which
amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

290, relative to the retirement age for state employees

under the

state

employees' retirement system.

Tuesday,

May

Amendment

Amend

7,

HB

to

627

1963

290

the bill by inserting after section 2 the following

ne^v^ sections:

Amend RSA

Membership

3

in Police

Retirement Retained.

103 by inserting after section 21 thereof the

fol-

lowing new subdivision:
Retention of Membership
103:22 Retention Authorized.
chapter notwithstanding any person

Any other provision of this
who has been a permanent

policeman and a qualified member of the policemen's retirement system under the provisions of this chapter for fifteen
years or more and who has ceased to be such and so qualified
but who has become eligible, without intervening employment
elsewhere, to be a member of the state employee's retirement
system imder the provisions of RSA chapter 100, may elect
^vithin three months of the date he has ceased to be such and
so qualified, to retain his membership in and continue as a

member

though he
be so qualified and shall be eligible as such,
eligible to be a member of the state employees'

of the policemen's retirement system as

had never ceased

to

as long as he is
retirement system.

Personnel Already Effected. Any person who on the
would be entitled to exercise the election provided for in section 3 of this act excepting for the fact
that the time limit of three months therein provided has already expired shall be entitled to make such election within
three months from the effective date of this act.
4

effective date of this act

Further
to

amend

read section

the bill by renumbering section 3 thereof

5.

*

*

On motion of Mr. McMeekin
amendment was dispensed with.

*

of Haverhill reading of the

Mr. McMeekin moved that the House non-concur

in the

Senate amendments and that a committee of conference be appointed.

The motion was adopted and the Chair appointed Messrs.
of Lancaster, McMeekin of Haverhill and Cote of

Sherman

Manchester

A

as conferees

on the part

further Senate message

curs with the

House

of the House.

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the
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bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB

89,

An

exemption from property

act relating to the

taxes of certain parts of the state airways system.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

89

section 2 of said bill by inserting after the

word

"present" in the third line the words, and voting, so that said
section as

amended shall read as

follows:

2 Exemption from Property Tax. Amend RSA 72 (supp)
amended by 1957, 299:1, by inserting after section 37 the following new section: 72:38 Exemption for Aviation Facilities.
as

A town, by vote of a majority of those present and voting at
any regular town meeting, acting under an article duly incorporated in the warrant for said meeting, and a city, by vote of
the governing body thereof, may exempt the owner of a privately

owned

public use

air navigation facility available for

without charge, who
tificate for such facility from the New Hampshire aeronautics
commission that the facility is necessary for the maintenance
of an effective airway system, from taxation of such facility
for each such year. For the purposes of this section the term
air navigation facility includes all the surfaces of an airport
encompassed within the principal boundaries that are mainholds as of April

first

of any year a cer-

tained and available for the take-off, landing, taxiing, and open
parking of an aircraft using said airport, any air navigation
or communications facility associated with the airport and
any passenger terminal building available for public use withair

out charge.

On

motion of Mr. Larty of Haverhill the House concurred

in the Senate

amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB
HB

153, relative to

after April

HB

motor vehicle

fees.

308, relative to taxation of property

6,

moved

into

town

first.

relative to the classification of a

highway

in

Newton.

Tuesday,

HB

May

629

1963

7,

commissioner of

81, relative to the authority of the

public works and highways.

HB
life

321, relative to the deposit of securities by domestic

insurance companies.

HB

322,

relative

to real

owned by domestic

estate

life

insurance companies.

HB 470, providing for a referendum for dissolving the
Hillsborough Bridge Village Fire Precinct and transferring its
functions to the town of Hillsborough.

HB
HB

394, relative to validation of deeds lacking witnesses.

410, relative to investments of guardians

and conserva-

tors.

HB 228, relative to fees for medical referees.
HB 231, relative to compensation for members

of

board

of medical examiners.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

251,

An

act relative

to

ice

and the PresiCommittee on the part
fishing

dent has appointed as members of said
of the Senate: Senator Rainie and Senator Martel.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the following entitled bill:
SB

40,

An

act to provide for

payment

of compensation of

deceased legislators.
*

*

*

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua and Mr. Peterson of Peterborough offered the following Resolution:
Resolved, that

all title

requests for legislation

hands of the drafting service

shall

now

in the

be cancelled unless said

drafting service, prior to 5 p.m. Wednesday,

May

8,

1963, has

been furnished with sufficient material therefor to complete the
bills requested. This resolution shall not be deemed to affect
bills approved by the Rules Committee.
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The

resolution ^vas adopted.

Coniinunications

House

of Representatives

Concord, N. H.

The

resolutions of sympathy, offered by Mr. Eli

of Concord,

on the passing

of

our

father,

Thomas

J.

Laflamme
Marshall,

has been received.

^Ve
pathy,

all

greatly appreciate your kind expression of sym-

and are deeply

grateful.

s/Mrs. Hazel Marshall Peabody
*

*

*

Town

of

Hopkinton

Town

Clerk
Contoocook, N. H.

Office of

May

1,

1963

Mr. Ste'^vart Lamprey
Speaker of the House
State House, Concord, N. H.

Dear

Sir:

The
ing

following resolution was offered at the
12, 1963 by Edward C. Leadbeater:

Town

Meet-

March

Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting
convened, that the Town go on record as being in favor of the
enactment by the General Court of a Statewide Retail Sales
Tax to be collected by the State, but to be returned to the
Towns of School Districts for educational purposes, as a means
of reducing, substantially, the tax imposed upon Real Estate
by the ever increasing cost of the Public Schools; and be it
further resolved that copies of this resolution be sent by the
Town Clerk to the Governor, the President of the Senate, the
Speaker of the House and our Representative to the General
Court.

Adopted

in the affirmative.

Very truly yours,

David B. Packard,

Town

Clerk

Tuesday,

May

7,

1963

631

Mr. Smith of Plymouth moved that the list of Legislative
Counsel and Agents registered in the Secretary of State's office
be printed in the Journal, and spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Legislative Counsel

and Agents Registered

in Office of the

Secretary of State

Employed by
Reid O. Besserer, Lakeport
N. H. Camp Dir. Assoc.
Richard C. Kelley, East Kingston
N, H. Farm Bureau Feder-

—

—
ation
Hertel
Pariseau, Manchester — N. H.
Employees Assoc,
N. H.
Francis
Robinson, Durham — N. H. Assoc,
Savings Banks
Hamilton
Putnam, Concord — N. H. Medical Society
Edwin L. Page, Concord — N. H. Congregational-Christian
Conference
Rufus L. Nelson, Concord — N.
Power Co.
Major A. Lemay, Nashua — Boston Maine R. R.
Frank N. Sawyer, Weare — American Legion
A.
Staby, Auburn — N. H. Truck Owners' Assoc.
George R. Paine, Berlin — Hinsdale Raceway,
Frederick
Hall, Concord — N.
Tel. & Tel. Co.
Malcolm McLane, Concord — New England Power Co.
Guy C. Aldrich, Manchester — Manchester Taxpayers' Assoc.
\Villiam
Phinney — N. H. Jockey Club,
Edward H. Cullen, Manchester — N.
Tel.
Tel. Co.
Mary T. Madden, Penacook — N. H. Nurses' Assoc.
Davis
Mann, Concord — N. H. Municipal Assoc.
Robert G. Lewis, Concord — N. H. Education Assoc.
Kendrick C. Bean — N. H. Education Assoc.
Godfrey, Concord — N. H. Bankers' Association
James
Russell
MacCleery, Chichester — N. H. Petroleum Industry
Henry C. Waldo, Lincoln — Franconia Paper Co.
Richard K. Palmer, Keene — N. H. Hotel Assoc.
Barry T. Mines, Holderness — N. H. Taxpayers' Federation,
William
Phinney, Goffstown — N. H. Trotting and Breeding Assoc.
Frederick
Hall, Concord — Concord Female Charitable
State

L.

of

of

E.

S.

E.

Sc

J.

Inc.

S.

E.

L.

Inc.

E.

Sc

L.

B.

E.

Inc.

L.

S.

ciety

So-
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— Isidore Beauty Salon
— N. H.
Grange
McKoan, Canterbury — N. H. Automobile Dealers'
Thomas
Assoc.
W. Boxford, Mass. — Boston Maine R. R.
George H.
Walter D. Hinkley, Lancaster — American Mutual Insurance
Alliance
Cray
Harry C. Lichman, Keene — Paul
Co.
Franklin
Concord — Concord
Hampton
Franklin
Concord — Exeter
Co.
Concord — Pub. Service Co.
N. H.
Franklin
Co.
Franklin
Concord — N. H.
Rouillard,
Claremont — N. H. Assoc,
Theodore
surance Agents,
Irving H. Soden, Concord — Assoc, of Casualty
Surety Cos.
Moriarty, Lee — N. H. A.F.L.-C.I.O.
Joseph
— N. H. Manufacturers' Assoc.
Philip M. Darling,
Ralph W. Smith, Salem Depot —
County
Municipal EmRoger Martin, Manchester —
ployees
Harold A. Webster, Holderness —
National
Martyn B. Kenney, Wakefield, Mass. — Assoc, of N.
Milk
Dealers,
George Cuthbert, Keene — New Hampshire Bankshares,
Ernest R. D'Amours, Manchester — M-A-C Finance Plan,
Walter D. Hinkley, Lancaster — Maine Central Railroad Co.
Walter D. Hinkley, Lancaster — N. H. Association
Plumbing Contractors
Gordon Tiffany, Concord — Granite
Dairymen's Assoc.
Godfrey, Concord — University C T Credit Co.
James
Raymond
MacFarlane, Concord — N. H. Christian Civic
League
Gerald W. Connolly, Bedford — American Automobile Assoc.
Charles
Sheridan,
Concord — Public Service Co.
N. H.
—
Neil Tolman, Nelson
New England C A T V Assoc.
Beamis, Somersworth — Prime Tanning Co.
John
Norman H.
Manchester — Sperry & Hutchinson Co.
Walter D. Hinkley, Lancaster — Canadian National Railways
Robert W.
Nashua — Nashua Corporation
Robert H. Reno, Concord — United Life
Accident
Co.
Malcolm McLane, Concord — Wildcat Mountain Corp.
Richard A. Edwards, Pelham Manor, N. Y. — Health Insurance
Isidore Guerett,

Nashua

Asa H. Morgan,

Bow

State

F.

Hill,

&:

S.

Electric

Hollis,

Hollis,

Electric

&:

of

Hollis,

Electric

Hollis,

of In-

Sr.,

J.

Inc.

&:

B.

Jaffrey

self

State,

R:

Stores, Inc.

First

E.

Inc.

Inc.
Inc.

of

State

B.

I

B.

F.

of

Jr.,

F.

Inc.

Stahl,

Pillsbury,

Sc

Assoc, of

America

Ins.

May

Tuesday,

7,
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— N. H. Mobile Home Owners'
Assoc.
Henry
Sullivan, Manchester — Federal Market,
Harry C. Lichman, Keene — Joseph L. Ryan
Richard
Rye — Portsmouth Mobile Homes,
and
Hillcrest Trailer Park
Ernest R. D'Amours, Manchester — Committee of Beauty
School Owners
Kimon
Zachos, Manchester — N. H. Assoc, of Insurance
Agents
Kimon
Zachos, Manchester — Better Home Heat Council of
N. H.
Burnham
Davis, Conway — Intervale Ski Area,
Francis Quinlan, Peterborough — Monadnock Savings Bank
Viafora, Manchester — N. H. Assoc, of Realtors,
Robert
Robert H. Reno, Concord — Franconia Paper Corp.
Flynn,
Thomas
Portsmouth — Interstate Civic AssociaHenry

P. Sullivan,

Manchester

P.

Inc.

E. Dill,

Inc.

S.

S.

B.

Inc.

P.

E.

Inc.

Jr.,

tion

Resolutions

Mr. Collishaw of Exeter offered the following resolutions
Rockingham County Delegation:

for the

Whereas, James A. Purington of Exeter, has passed away,

and
Whereas, He was serving
from Exeter, and
Whereas,

his

He was a veteran

of

second term

World War

as

I,

Representative

and

Whereas, He was former past president of New England
Association of County Agricultural Agents, now therefore be it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby
pay tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to
his town, county, state and country and express our deep sympathy to his family in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the General

Resolved, That the Speaker of the House appoint a delegation to attend the services and that a floral tribute be procured, and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
Winnie Purington.

wife, Mrs.
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On

a standing vote of prayer the resolutions

were unani-

mously adopted.
Mr. Dionne of Manchester offered the following resolu-

Nashua Delegation:

tions for the

is

Whereas, Eugene
ill, therefore be it

Dubois, Representative from Nashua

I.

Members

House of RepreHampshire,
extend to
sentatives of the General Court of New
illness
and
extend to
our Fellow Member our sympathy in his
and be it
health,
him our best wishes for his speedy return to
Resolved, That we, the

of the

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to
Representative Dubois.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Andersen of Concord offered the following resolutions
for the Concord Delegation:
Whereas, Elwood Peaslee, Representative from Concord,
has been hospitalized in the Massachusetts General Hospital in

Boston, therefore be

it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, extend to
our Fellow Member our sympathy in his illness and extend to
him our best wishes for his speedy return to health, and be it
Resolved, That

we

the

sentatives of the General

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to Representative Peaslee.

The

On
were so

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only and resolutions by caption only,
and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tothis

morrow

at

1 1

:00

A.M.

Tuesday,

May

7,

1963
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Afternoon Session

Third Readings

HB 382, requiring registration for physical therapists, was
read a third time and passed.
Reconsideration
Mrs. Hartigan of Rochester, having voted with the mamoved that the House reconsider its vote whereby it
passed
382 and spoke against the motion.

jority,

HB

The motion was

lost

and

HB

382 was sent to the Senate for

concurrence.

The following Senate bill and Senate Joint Resolution
were read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of
State to be engrossed:
SB

36, entering into the Interstate

Library Compact enact-

ing the same into law and for related purposes.

SJR

10, in

favor of Bertha F. Masson.

The following House bills and House Joint Resolution
were read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB 515, relative to distribution of normal yield taxes.
HB 508, relative to house trailers.
HB 448, relative to conveyance of Rye Harbor Reservation to the

HB
HB

town

of Rye.

191, relating to

commitment

to the industrial school.

473, reducing the time for the presentation of claims

in the administration of insolvent estates.

HB

422, relative to unlawful use of

motor vehicle oper-

ator's licenses.

HB

392, relative to the sale of insurance in connection

with certain transactions.

HJR 29,

HB

providing additional funds for cancer commission.

512, abolishing the state recreational fund

tive to state financing.

and

rela-
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HB

157, relative to the construction of a residence hall at

the University of

New

Hampshire, and

to

be liquidated from

income.

HB

420, extending the appropriation for marriage coun-

seling referral service.

HB

494, relative to the compensation of state employees

engaged in snow removal.

HB

535, eliminating the office of farm supervisor and providing for an additional assistant business supervisor.
*

On
journed

*

*

motion of Mrs. Sadler of Portsmouth the House adP.M.

at 12:39

WEDNESDAY, May 8,
The House met

at

1

1:00

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

as follows:

Almighty Father, who in the midst of Thy Divine Creahonor us with the blessings of truth and freedom, teach
us to continually protect, preserve, and defend these rights.
Teach us the value of faithful love and service in our daily stewardship of life. Let there be no selfishness in our attitudes and
actions, impart to us wisdom and justice in our every endeavor.
Grant Thy continual blessing upon our beloved "Granite
State", her leadership, her workers, and her citizens. May we
be worthy of our high calling and elected responsibility as we
labor together in the spirit of brotherhood and give of our best
to Thee. Humbly we beseech Thee, in the Name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen.
tion did

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Asby of Canterbury led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

Wednesday,

May

8,

1963
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Introduction of a Special Guest

The Chair introduced Dr. William F. Putnam from Lyme
who has been named New Hampshire Doctor of the Year by the

New Hampshire
eral

Chapter
Dr.

Practitioners.

— Society

of

New Hampshire

Putnam addressed

Gen-

the Joint Conven-

tion briefly.

On motion of Senator Monahan from the 5th
Convention rose.

District the

House
Introduction of House Guests

The Chair
the

House

A

group of elementary school students from Exeter, courExeter Delegation.

tesy of the

the

introduced the following groups as guests of

today:

The civics class from Penacook High School, courtesy of
Penacook Delegation.
The

fourth grade students from Canterbury, courtesy of

Mr. Asby of Canterbury.
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Peaslee of Concord was granted leave of absence for
two weeks on account of illness.

Mr. Lambert

of Hooksett

was granted leave of absence for

today and Thursday on account of

illness.

Mr. Rolfe of Rochester was granted leave of absence for
today and Thursday on account of a death in the family.
Mr. Stearns of Hinsdale was granted leave of absence for
today and Thursday on account of important business.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred as

HB

579, to

(Stevens of

bills

amend

Epsom)

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

follows:

the charters of various savings banks.

to Banks.
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HB

580, to repeal charters of certain corporations. (Newell

of Concord)

HB

to Executive

581, relating to

Departments and Administration.

workmen's compensation. (Angus of

Claremont) to Labor.

HB

to legislative mileage allowances. (Keat-

'582, relative

ing of Keene) to Mileage.

HB

583, providing state aid for transportation of school
pupils in school districts having no schools. (Hughes of Brookfield) to

Education.

HB

Belknap County Recreational Area.
Belknap County Delegation.

584, relative to

(Stafford of Laconia) to

HB

585, establishing a traffic and parking commission in
the city of Laconia. (Stafford of Laconia) to Laconia Delegation.

HB

586, extending the time

made from
of

when expenditures can be

certain aeronautical appropriations. (Messrs. Pickett

Keene and Coutermarsh

of

Lebanon)

to Appropriations.

HB 587, to allow the sale of liquor for on-premise consumption. (Messrs. Cavalieri and Coussoule of Portsmouth) to
Liquor.
HB

588, authorizing training of auxiliary state police.
(Pappagianis of Nashua) to Exec. Depts. and Administration.

HB

589, relative to

group insurance. (Davis of Greenfield)

to Insurance.

Committee Reports

HB

235, relative to the disposition of fines

shooting a
Fish

human

and Game. Ought
bill

HB

360, relating to salt water smelt
of

for

to pass.

The

Mr. Felch

imposed

while hunting, Mr. Vashaw of Berlin for

was ordered to a third reading.

and salt water bass,
Seabrook for Fish and Game. Inexpedient to leg-

islate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

377, relative to an

coons, Mrs. Forbes of
pass with

amendment.

open season

Marlow

for Fish

hunting of racand Game. Ought to

for the

Wednesday,

May

Amendment

Amend

section

and inserting
1

HB

377

of the bill by striking out said section

1

in place thereof the following:

Open

amended by

to

639

1963

8,

Amend RSA

season for Taking.

1959, 151:1 by striking out the

210:2 (supp) as

word "September"

in the second line and inserting in place thereof the word,
August, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
210:2 Raccoons. Raccoons may be taken and possessed with
the aid of and by the use of a dog and gun from August first
to December first. No person shall take more than three raccoons from twelve noon of one day to twelve noon of the following day, nor more than twenty-five raccoons in one season.
No person shall hunt raccoons at night by the use of a rifle,
revolver, or pistol larger than twenty-two calibre long rifle or
by the use of shotgun shells carrying shot larger than number
four or by the use of a light other than a kerosene lantern exclusive of the pressure type or a flashlight with more than seven
cells. No person shall take or attempt to take raccoons by use

of a light

from

a

motor

vehicle.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

HB
Gilman

and moose illegally taken, Mr.
and Game. Inexpedient to legis-

380, relative to elk, deer
of Franklin for Fish

late.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

381, providing compensation for

game commission, Mr. Welch
Inexpedient to

The

of

members

Concord

for Fish

of fish and
and Game.

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB

543, relative to submission to voters of Littleton of
question on adoption of act providing for Littleton Parking

Mr. Hanson of Bow for Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass with amendment.

District,

Amendment

Amend

section

in the third line

1

HB

543

of the bill by striking out the

and inserting

so that said section as

to

word

"shall"

in place thereof the word,

amended shall read

as follows:

may,
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Referendum. At any regular or special town meeting in
1
town of Littleton, the selectmen may insert in the warrant
for said meeting an article calling for the consideration of the
question of the adoption of an act of the 1959 legislature for
the establishment of the Littleton Parking Districts and for
said meeting the town clerk shall prepare ballots on which he
the

shall insert the following question: "Shall the act to create the

Littleton Parking District,

Laws

1961, chapter 357, be adopt-

and voting on this quesLaws of 1961
have been adopted and the said Littleton

ed?" If a majority of the voters present

tion vote in the affirmative chapter 357 of the

be declared
Parking District

shall

to

shall

be established in accordance with said

statute.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

of

HB 71, relative to special meetings of the mayor and board
aldermen of Concord, Mr. Gove of Concord for the Concord

Delegation.

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
and inserting
1

section

1

to

of the bill

HB

71

by striking out said section

in place thereof the following:

Notice of Special meetings.

Amend

1957, 429:12 by

same and inserting in place thereof the following: 429:12 Meetings. The mayor shall preside over all meetings of the board of aldermen and the city clerk shall act as a
clerk of the board. All meetings of the board of aldermen shall
be public. Regular meetings shall be held at seven o'clock in
the evening on the second Monday of each month. Special
meetings may be had upon notice delivered to the mayor and
to each alderman by the city clerk at the written request of
the mayor or at least five aldermen or by such other method of
calling special meetings as the board of aldermen shall provide
by resolution. The board of aldermen shall establish its own
rules, and a majority shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of the business of the board. The mayor shall have the
right to introduce bills and initiate other measures in the board
of aldermen, and to speak therein upon pending measures
without resigning the chair; but he shall not be counted to
make a quorum of such board, nor vote therein except in case
striking out the

May

Wednesday,
of equal division.

He

shall

8,

19G3

641

have no negative on any ordinance,

resolution or vote of the board of aldermen.

The

mayor-elect

and the newly elected members of the board of aldermen shall
assume office at the regular January meeting in each even numbered year.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

Gove

364, relative to the city charter of Concord, Mr.

Concord
amendment.

for the

Amend

section

of

Concord Delegation, Ought

Amendment
1

of the

HB

to

to pass with

364

by striking out the words

bill

and nine, and

"finance director" in lines one, four, eisjht

insert-

ing in place thereof the words, city auditor, so that said section
as

amended shall read
1

words

City Auditor.

as follows:

Amend

1957, 429:23 by striking out the

and inserting

"city clerk" in the third line

of the words, city auditor, so that said section as

in place there-

amended

shall

read as follows: 429:23 Fiscal Control. The administrative
code shall provide for the exercise of a control function, in the
management of the finances of the city, by the city auditor.
The control function shall include provisions for an encumbrance system of budget operation, for expenditure only upon
written requisition, for the pre-audit of all claims and demands

and for the control of all
payments out of any public funds by individual warrants for
each payment to the official having custody thereof.

against the city prior to payment,

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
Concord

21, relative to the

for the

Concord

city charter,

Concord Delegation. Ought

to pass

Mr. Gove of
with amend-

ment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

of said bill

to

HB

21

by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following.
1

the

City of Concord.

Laws

Amend

section

1 1

of chapter 429 of

of 1957 by striking out said section

and inserting
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in place thereof the following: 429:11 Compensation. Until
otherwise fixed by the mayor and aldermen the mayor shall
receive a salary of $8,500 per annum, payable monthly. Aldermen shall receive fifteen dollars per meeting upon attendance,
not to exceed in the aggregate three hundred dollars per annum

The mayor and aldermen in office
any time may change the annual salary of the mayor and
the compensation for the aldermen provided that such changes
shall not be effective until January following the next biennial election and no further changes shall be made for a period
of two years from said January.
in full for their services.
at

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

The Chair

Order on HB 378, relamotor vehicle accident. The question

called for the Special

tive to reporting after

being on the resolution of the committee, Inexpedient

to leg-

islate.

Mr. Matheson of Center Harbor moved that the words.
to pass, be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to
legislate, and spoke in favor of the motion.

Ought

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Wheeler of Exeter spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Stafford of Laconia spoke

in favor of the motion.

Mr. Varney of Rochester spoke against the motion.

The motion

prevailed and the bill was ordered to a third

reading.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills
and Senate Joint Resolution:

HB

358,

An

365,

An

act relative to the time for filing of

permanent

journal.

HB

act relative to definitions

retirement system.

under the

teachers'

Wednesday,

HB

An

432,

act relative to

May

8,

number

643

1963

of ballots to be printed

for the primary election.

HB
March

HB

An

443,

12,

act legalizing proceedings at the

444,

An

act legalizing the election of officers at the

annual town meeting on March

HB

town meeting

1963 in the town of Bow.

489,

An

12,

1963 in the town of Milton.

act legalizing certain procedures at the 1962

annual meeting in the town of Conway.

SJR

10,

Joint resolution in favor of Bertha F. Masson.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mr. York of Concord

Committee

of Conference Report

The Committee

of Conference on House Bill No. 251,
"An Act relative to ice fishing", having considered the
same, recommend that the House recede from its position of
nonconcurrence with the amendment adopted by the Senate
and concur in the adoption of said amendment.

entitled

The Conference Committee further recommends that the
House and Senate concur in the adoption of the following
to the bill: Amend section 1 of said bill by inserting at the end thereof the following paragraph: (3) No person
owning or placing a smelt shanty or bob house on the ice for
the purpose of ice fishing shall cause or allow the same to be

amendment

burned thereon.
Fay Vashaw

M. Roy London
Donald J. Welch
Conferees on the part of the House
Herbert W. Rainie
Louis Israel Martel
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
the following titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
bills ^vith
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SB

An

93,

act legalizing a

meeting of the Monadnock Re-

gional School District.

SB

64,

An

act abolishing the school district of

Wentworth's

Location and transferring the education of children in Wentworth's Location to the state.
Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB

bills

were read a

64, abolishing the school district of

and transferring the education

tion

Location to the

SB

To

93, legalizing a

School District.

A

state.

To

and second

first

Wentworth's LocaWentworth's

of children in

Education,

meeting of the Monadnock Regional

Education.

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the

curs with the

bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB
town

308,

An

after April

act relative to taxation of property

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

into

308

section 2 of the bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:
act shall take effect April

On

moved

first.

1,

1964.

*

*

2

Takes

same and
This

Effect.

*

motion of Mr. Larty of Haverhill the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB

63, relative to

hunting from motor vehicles by disabled

persons.

HB

65,

relative

to

nonresident hunting and fishing

li-

censes.

HB

66, relative to fish

seventy years of age.

and game

licenses for persons over

\Vednesday,

HB

May

8,

645

1963

274, relative to fishing without license by patients at

\eterans hospitals.

HB
ment

365, relative to definitions

under the

teachers' retire-

system.

HB

358, relative to the time for filing of

HB
HB

272, relative to outstanding state checks.

permanent jour-

nal.

March

443, legalizing proceedings at the

12,

HB

town meeting on

1963 in the town of Bow.

432, relative to

number

of ballots to be printed for the

primary election.

HB

444, legalizing the election of officers at the annual

town meeting on March

HB
meeting

12,

1963 in the town of Milton.

489, legalizing certain procedures at the 1962 annual
in the

town of Conway.

The Chair announced that today is the birthday of Messrs.
Hackler of Swanzey, Spanos of Newport and Collishaw of Exeter.

On
were

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

so far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 11:00 A.M.
this

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

HB
was read

378, relative to reporting after
a third time, passed,

and sent

motor vehicle accident,
to the Senate for con-

currence.

Reconsideration

Mr. Matheson of Center Harbor, having voted with the
moved that the House reconsider its vote whereby
passed HB 378 and spoke against the motion.

majority,
it

Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow and Mr. Varney of Rochester
spoke in favor of the motion.
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Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Stafford of Laconia spoke against the motion.

The motion

to reconsider

HB 378 was lost.

Third Readings (continued)

The

following bills were read a third time, passed, and
sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB 21, relative to the Concord city charter.
HB 364, relative to the city charter of Concord.
HB 71, relative to special meetings of the mayor and board
of

aldermen

of

Concord.

HB

543, relative to submission to voters of Littleton of
question on adoption of act providing for Littleton Parking
District.

HB

377, relative to an

open season

for the

hunting of

rac-

coons.

HB

235, relative to the disposition of fines imposed for

shooting a

human

while hunting.
*

*

*

On motion of Mrs. Potter of Northumberland the House
adjourned at 12:14 P.M.

THURSDAY, May 9,
The House met at

1 1

:00

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend John
Morrison, of the United Church, Gilmanton, as follows:
Eternal God, our Heavenly Father; who rulest the universe
and guidest with wisdom and strength the lives of all who turn
to thee with humility and faith; we earnestly pray that thou
wilt look upon us with favor as we wait in thy presence.

Thursday,

May

9,

647

1963

—

We thank thee for all the blessings of life many of which
thou dost bestow even before we ask or think. W' e are especially
grateful for the privileges of serving thee, and we beseech thee
to cause thy spirit to dwell in the hearts of all who are met here
to perform their legislative duties. Guide and govern each mind
that every judgment and action may be motivated by a right
purpose. May the temptation of any selfish thought or ambition be over-shado^ved by a sense of dedication to promote the
goodwill of the people and the prosperity of the State and Nation.

We

ask that thou wilt bless

all

who

are in Authority,

es-

United States, and the Governor
of the State of New Hampshire. May we all be united with
them in the task of upholding the ideals of democracy and of
promoting thy Kingdom of Peace in all the world.
pecially the President of the

This we ask in

Thy Holy Name. Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Uhlenberg
iberg of Gilmanton
Gilmar
led the Convention
Pledge of Allesriance

in the

to the Flas:

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
the

House

A

introduced the following groups

as guests of

today:

group

courtesy of Mr.

of elementary school students

from

Plainfield,

Hood of Plainfield.

A group of 8th grade students from
Plumer of Bristol.

Bristol, courtesy of

Mr.

A group of students from the Holderness Grade school,
courtesy of the Grafton County Delegation.
Leaves of Absence
Mrs. McDonough of New Castle and Mr, Smith of Dover
were granted leave of absence for the day on account of important business.
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Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

were introduced, read a

bills

first

590, relative to transfer of positions in the

of safety. (Newell of

and

sec-

as follows:

Concord)

to

department

Executive Departments and

Administration.

HB
tricts.

591, providing for per-pupil grants to local school dis-

(Gove of Concord)

HB
services

to

Education.

592, imposing taxes on the net income of all businesses,
and business operations conducted within the state, and

providing for the abolition of certain taxes. (Taft of Greenville) to

Ways and Means.

HB

593, relative to legal assistance for land acquisitions.

(Rules Committee

— Mr. Shepard

Londonderry)

of

to

Appro-

priations.

Committee Reports

HB
stitution,

providing for a commission to study the state conMr. Eaton of Hillsborough for Appropriations. Ought

12,

to pass.

The

bill

HB

150, providing for the calling of a constitutional con-

was ordered

vention, Mr. Roberts of

to a third reading.

Conway

for Appropriations.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

401, relative to training of fire fighters, Mr.

Greenland

was ordered

to a third readinsf.

for Appropriations.

Ought

Amendment

Amend
said bill by

to

to pass

HB

Weeks

401

said bill by striking out section 5. Further

renumbering section

of

with amendment.

amend

6 to read section 5.

The amendment was adopted and

the

bill

was ordered

to

a third reading.

HB
affiliates,

318, relative to branch

banking and bank holding
Mr. Bigelow of Warner for Banks. Ought to pass

with amendment.

Thursday,

May

Amendment

Amend
tion

1

paragraph

I

to

9,

1963

HB

318

649

of section 384-B:2 as inserted by sec-

of the bill by striking out in the tenth line the words "at

a location in such town" and inserting in place thereof the
words, any part of, so that said paragraph as amended shall

read as follows:

With the approval of the board, any bank may (a) estabI.
and operate one or more branch offices within the town in
which its principal office is located; (b) establish and operate
one or more branch offices within any contiguous town, provided there is not in existence on the effective date of this act
and still operating any bank or national bank located in such
contiguous town; (c) establish and operate a branch office within any noncontiguous town any part of which is within a radius
of fifteen miles of its principal office, provided no bank or national bank in existence on the effective date of this act and
still operating is located anywhere in this state within a radius
of ten miles of the location of any such proposed branch office.
Provided, however, that the board shall not grant any application for a branch office if the dollar volume of the total deposits,
both time and demand, of the applicant bank is greater than
twenty per cent of the dollar volume of the total deposits, both
time and demand, of all banks and national banks in this state
as determined by the board on the basis of the most recent
lish

reports

made by such banks

to

their supervisory authorities

available at the time of filing of the application or

if

the appli-

bank holding company which with
then holds a dollar volume of deposits, both
time and demand, greater than twenty per cent of the dollar
volume of total deposits, both time and demand, of all banks
and national banks in this state as determined by the board on
the basis of the most recent reports made by such banks to
their supervisory authorities available at the time of filing of
the application. In applying the provisions of (b) and (c) above,

cant bank
all

a

its

is

an

affiliate of a

affiliates

bank or national bank existing on the

act shall, for five years

consolidation with a

may have become

a

subsequent

effective date of this

to the effective date of its

bank or national bank even though
branch

office

it

through such consolidation,

be regarded as a bank or national bank unless it shall file its
written consent to the granting of the particular application for
the establishment of a branch office then pending before the
board.
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The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Resolution relative to nature and extent of real property
the state in the town of Tamworth, Mr. Morrill of
Salem for Municipal and County Government. Inexpedient to

owned by

legislate.

The resolution was

HB

adopted.

414, relative to the operation of motor boats by cerHampson of Hebron for Resources, Recrea-

tain minors. Mrs.
tion

and Development. Ought

The

HB
ect,

Mrs.

bill

was ordered

to pass.

to a third reading.

478, relative to the Beaver

Hampson

of

Hebron

Brook Flood Control Projand

for Resources, Recreation

Development. Ought to pass.
The bill was referred to Appropriations under the Rules.

HB
Mrs.

329, relative to initial registration plates for boats,

Hampson

opment. Ought

of

Hebron

to pass

for Resources, Recreation

Amendment

Amend

and Devel-

with amendment.
to

HB

329

the bill by adding at the end of section

1

the

fol-

lowing:

270:15-b Disposition of Fees and Forfeitures. The net
proceeds collected from service fees for initial number plates
issued for boats shall be expended by the Director of the Division of Safety Services for the purpose of establishing a training program for Young Boaters. These proceeds shall be held
in a special account until the 1965 Legislature is in session.

The amendment

^vas

adopted and the

bill

was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

323, providing for a secretary for the sheriff of Straf-

ford county,

Mrs.

St.

Pierre of Rochester for the Strafford

County Delegation. Inexpedient

to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

404, relative to salaries of

mayor and counciimen

of

the city of Laconia, Hr. Stafford of Laconia for the Laconia
Delegation. Ought to pass with amendment.

Thursday,

May

Amendment

Amend
and

section

to

9,

1963

HB

404

651

of the bill by striking out said section

1

inserting in place thereof the following:

Amend section 14, chapter 241, Laws
amended by section 3, chapter 265, Laws of 1941,
chapter 324, Laws of 1951 and section 4, chapter 411, Laws of
City of Laconia.

1

of 1893, as

1957, by striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof

the following:

The mayor of said city shall be chosen biennially,
have the same negative tipon all the actions of the
council as by the public statutes the mayors of cities are given
upon the action of aldermen. He shall preside in the meetings
of the city council, but shall have no vote except in case of an
equal division. In his absence the council may elect one of
their number chairman, who shall have all the powers and
perform all the duties of mayor during his absence or disability,
or during a vacancy in said office from any cause. The salary of
the mayor shall be three thousand dollars a year, payable in
four equal installments.
Sect. 14.

and

shall

and

fifteenth lines the

Amend

section 2 of the bill by striking out in the ninth

word

"six"

and inserting

the word, eight, so that said section as

in place thereof

amended

shall read as

follows:

Councilmen.

2

Amend

section 15 of chapter 241 of the

amended by section 3, chapter 200, Laws of
Laws of 1903, section 3, chapter 213, Laws
of 1903, section 2, chapter 291, Laws of 1911, section 4, chapter
265, Laws of 1941, chapter 323, Laws of 1951, and section 3,
chapter 411, Laws of 1957, by striking out the word "four" in
Laws

of 1893, as

1901, Chapter 192,

the fourth line

and inserting

so that said section as

There

Sect. 15.

amended
shall

in place thereof the

word, eight,

shall read as follows:

be chosen biennially by and from the

qualified voters of each of the several wards of said city one
to serve for the term of two years. Each city councilman shall receive a salary of eight hundred dollars per year
payable in four equal installments.

councilman

Amend

section 3 of the bill by striking out the

and inserting
tion as

word "May"

in place thereof the word, July, so that said sec-

amended

shall read as follows:
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3

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect as of July

,*

1,

1963.

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Order for 11:01 on HB
bond proceeds and temporary loans under the municipal finance act. Question being on committee
report, Ought to pass with amendment.

The Chair

called for the Special

467, relative to use of

the

Mr. Hill of Conway explained
amendment and spoke against it.

The amendment was

that there was an error in

not adopted.

Mr. Hill of Conway offered the following amendment and

moved

its

adoption.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

467

section 2 of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:
2

Towns and

Districts.

Amend RSA

33:7-a (supp) as in-

and inserting
Temporary Loans. If

serted by 1957, 89:1 by striking out said section
in place thereof the following:

33:7-a

a municipality votes to issue bonds or serial notes in accordance

with this chapter, and if in the opinion of the tax commission,
such action was in accordance with the provisions of la^v in
all respects, the officers authorized to issue the same may, in
the name of the municipality, make a temporary loan or loans
payable not later than t^vo years from the date of such vote in
anticipation of the money to be derived from the sale of such
bonds, or serial notes and may issue temporary notes therefor,
but the time within which final payment shall be made on the
securities to be issued represented by any such temporary loan
or loans shall not be extended by reason of the making of such
temporary loan or loans beyond the time fixed by law or by
the vote authorizing the issue of such bonds or serial notes. A
temporary note or notes issued hereunder for a shorter period
than two years may be refunded by the issue of other temporary
notes maturing not later than two years from the date of such
vote, provided that payment on account of the principal sum
authorized to be borrowed by the issuance of serial notes or
bonds shall be made in accordance with RSA 33:2 or the vote

Thursday,

May

9,

653

1963

authorizing the issue of such serial notes or bonds. The opinion
of the tax commission shall be evidenced by a written certificate signed by any

member

thereof.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB 286, An act relative to the salary of the mayor, aldermen and members of the school committee of the city of Manchester.

Amendment

Amend

HB

286

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following:
chester.

to

Amend

section

1

1

Mayor

1

and inserting in

of the City of

of chapter 223 of the

Laws

Man-

of 1883,

as amended by chapter 203 of the Laws of 1907, as amended
by chapter 280 of the Laws of 1945 and section 1 of chapter 437
of the Laws of 1957 by striking out the words "six thousand"
in the second line and inserting in place thereof the words, ten

thousand, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
1.
The salary of the mayor of the city of Manchester
shall be ten thousand dollars per year payable in equal semimonthly payments. Said salary shall be in full compensation for
services performed and personal expenses incurred, either as
executive or as member of any board or committee of said city.
Section

Further amend the bill by inserting after section 3 the following new section. 4 Fixing Salaries. Notwithstanding the
provisions of any other statute to the contrary, the mayor and
board of aldermen of the city of Manchester is hereby empowered and authorized to fix, increase or change the salaries
of any of the following: the mayor, aldermen and members of
the school committee, provided that no increase of any such
salary shall take effect imtil the term of office subsequent
to the term during ^vhich said increase was voted.
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Further
section

amend

the bill by

renumbering section 4

to read

5.

*

*

*

Mr. Cote of Manchester moved that the House non-concur
amendment and that a committee of conference

in the Senate

be appointed.
Mrs. Ainley of Manchester
in the Senate

moved

House concur

that the

amendment.

At the request of Mr. Kearns of Manchester, Mr. Cote of
Manchester explained the bill.
Mr. Feldman spoke in favor of the motion

The motion was
The

question

not adopted.

now being on

Messrs. Kearns

to concur.

and Kimball

the motion to non-concur.
of Manchester spoke in favor

of the motion.

The motion to non-concur was adopted and the Chair appointed Mr. Geisel, Mrs. Ainley and Mr. Cote of Manchester as
conferees on the part of the House.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB 75, An act relative to veterans' exemption.
Amendment

Amend
(supp) as
line

HB

75

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following:
in

to

1

Exemptions.

1

and inserting

Amend RSA

in

72:28

amended by 1955, 289:1 and 1963, 49 by inserting
word "thereof" the following^: The tax

17 after the

exemption hereinabove provided

be allowed to every
age or over irrespective of the assessed value of his or her residential real
estate, provided he or she is otherwise qualified under the
provisions hereof, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows: 72:28 Service Exemption. Every resident of this state
who served not less than ninety days in the armed forces of
the United States in any of the following wars or armed conresident of this state

who

is

shall

sixty-five years of

Thursday,

May

9,
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1963

War, Philippine Insurrection, Boxer RebelWorld War II, or Korean Conflict, as hereinafter defined who have been discharged or separated therefrom
under conditions other than dishonorable or the spouse of
such resident, or the ^vidow of such resident, and every resident,
or the spouse of such resident, whose services were terminated
for a service-connected disability, and the widow of any resithe Spanish

flicts,

lion,

World War

I,

dent who suffered a service-connected death, in consideration
of such service, shall be exempt each year from taxation upon
his or her residential real estate, to the value of one thousand
dollars, provided the value of such residential real estate in
this state as assessed by the selectmen does not exclusive of
bona fide encumbrances of record thereon, exceed five thousand
dollars, and provided further that the resident qualified for exemption, excepting those with a service-connected disability,
shall not be delinquent in the payment of any taxes due the
state of New Hampshire or any political subdivision thereof.
The tax exemption hereinabove provided shall be allowed to
every resident of this state who is sixty-five years of age or over
irrespective of the assessed value of his or her residential real
estate, provided he or she is otherwise qualified under the provisions hereof. The following terms as used in this section shall
be construed as follows:
"Spanish

(1)

War" between

April 21, 1898 and April

11,

1899.
(2)

July

4,

"Philippine Insurrection" between April 12, 1899 and
1902 extended to July 15, 1903 for service in the Moro

Provinces.

"Boxer Rebellion" between June

(3)
2,

1900 and

16,

May

1901.

(4) "World War I" between April 6, 1917 and November
1918 extended to April 1, 1920 for service in Russia, provided that military or naval service on or after November 12,
1918 and before July 2, 1921 where there was prior service
between April 6, 1917 and November 11, 1918 shall be considered as World War I service.
11,

"World War

(5)

cember

11"

between December

7,

1941 and De-

31, 1946.

(6)

27, 1953.

"Korean Conflict" between June

25,

1950 and July
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On

motion of Mr. Gay of Derry, reading of the amend-

ment was dispensed

with.

Mr. Gay of Derry moved that the House non-concur in the
Senate amendment and that a committee of conference be appointed.

The motion was adopted and the Chair appointed Messrs.
Underhill of Nashua, Gay of Derry and Mr. Twardus of Newmarket as conferees on the part of the House.

A

announced

further Senate message

curs with the

House

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bills, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB

An

336,

compensation of moderators in

act fixing the

the city of Manchester.

Amendment

to

HB

336

Amend the bill by striking out section 2 and inserting in
place thereof the following: 2 Takes Effect. This act shall take
effect when it shall have been adopted by an affirmative vote by
mayor and aldermen

the board of

*

of the city of Manchester.

*

*

On motion of Mr. Cote of Manchester the House concurred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bills,

of Representatives:

Amendment

HB

217,

An

act relative to

to

HB 217

pharmacy

fees

and board

as-

sistants.

Amend
new

the bill by inserting after section

sections: 2 Separate

Fund

Established.

1

the following

Amend RSA

318:7

by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
318:7 Disposal of Fees, Fines, and Penalties. The
receive and account for all moneys
derived under the provisions of this chapter and shall pay the
following:

secretary-treasurer shall

Thursday,
same

May

9,

1963
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who

shall keep such moneys in a
"Pharmacy Fund". Such fund
shall be kept separate and apart from all other moneys in the
treasury, and shall be paid out only for the purposes hereof.
All moneys in the fund are hereby specifically appropriated for
the use of the commission. Under no circumstances shall the
total amount of payments made hereunder exceed the amount
of moneys collected under the provisions of this chapter. 3
Employees. Amend RSA 318:9 by striking out said section and
inserting in place thereof the following: 318:9 Clerical and
Inspectional Services. The commission may employ such clerical assistance and obtain such inspectional services as may in
their judgment be deemed necessary, subject to the approval
of the governor and council, and payment therefor shall be
made from the pharmacy fund.

to the state treasurer,

separate fund to be

known

Further amend the

and

5 to read 4,

On

5,

6

and

as the

bill

by renumbering sections

2,

3,

4

7 respectively.

motion of Mr, Green of Rollinsford the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills:

HB

65,

An

act relative to nonresident

66,

An

act relative to fish

hunting and fishing

licenses.

HB

and game

licenses for persons

over seventy years of age.

HB

89,

An

act relating to the

exemption from property

taxes of certain parts of the state airways system.

HB

470, An act providing for a referendum for dissolving
the Hillsborough Bridge Village Fire Precinct and transferring
its

functions to the town of Hillsborough.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Langdon

Senate Messages (continued)

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed bills with the following titles, in the passage of which
it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
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SB

58,

permitting property tax exemptions of ski areas

under certain conditions.

SB

59, to enable

towns and

cities to

contribute to ski areas

under certain conditions.
Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB

58,

bills

were read a

first

and second

permitting property tax exemptions of ski areas

under certain conditions,

to

Ways and Means.

SB 59, to enable towns and cities to contribute
under certain conditions. To Judiciary.

to ski areas

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolutions sent
up from

HB

the

House

of Representatives:

243, relative to investment of school district funds.

HJR 26, in favor of Albert E. Jones and Theresa Jones.
HJR 27, in favor of Arthur Webster and Helen Webster.
HJR 28, in favor of Chanel L. Lavoie.
Resolutions
Messrs.
tions for the

Sherman and Fortier offered the following resoluCoos County Delegation:

Whereas, Paul E. Thayer, Representative from Jefferson,
has been hospitalized in the
Lancaster, therefore be

Weeks Memorial Hospital

in

it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, extend to
our Fellow Member our sympathy in his illness and extend to
him our best wishes for his speedy return to health, and be it
Resolved, That

we

the

sentatives of the General

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to

Representative Thayer.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Thursday,

May

9,
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Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit a public hearing on
HB 29, repealing the Milk Control act and SB 75, abolishing
the Milk Control Board, not having appeared in the Journal
for two days and spoke in favor of the motion.

House be

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Point of Information

Mr. Pickett of Keene rose on a point of information,
(discussion ensued)

The Chair announced

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

Marcoux from Nashua.

The Chair

also

announced

anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
*

On
were so

that today

Hayward
*

is

the 28th

wedding

of Milford.
*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House
adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday morning at 11:00
A. M.
this

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

bills

were read a third time, passed and sent

to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

12,

providing for a commission to study the state con-

stitution.

HB

150, providing for the calling of the constitutional

convention.

HB 401, relative to training of fire fighters,
HB 318, relative to branch banking and
affiliates.

bank holding
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Reconsideration

Mr. Bigelow of Warner, having voted with the majority,
moved that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
HB 318, and spoke against the motion.

The motion was

not adopted.

Third Readings Continued

HB 414,

relative to the operation of

motor boats by certain

minors.

HB
HB

329, relative to initial registration plates for boats.

404, relative to salaries of

mayor and councilmen

of

the city of Laconia.

HB

467, relative to use of bond proceeds
loans under municipal finance act.
*

*

and temporary

*

On motion of Mrs. Howard of Bartlett the House adjourned
at 12:19

P.M.

TUESDAY, May
The House met

at

1 1

:00

14,

1963

A.M.

(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)
Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend Gerald
Larsen, St. Paul's Lutheran Church of Berlin, as follows:

Almighty God, the

legislator of every

law, give us a portion of heavenly

wisdom

good and perfect
we might go

so that

in and out before the people of this state with single hearted
devotion to establishing and maintaining good government. Let
a portion of your Spirit fall mightily upon each of us so we will
never be content with mediocre and dishonest political ambitions. Give us the courage to speak and do what is right without
regard to criticism, without catering to the praise and honor

Tuesday,
of

men. You have chosen us

May
to

14,

1963
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be lights to those in darkness,

correctors of wrongdoing, leaven to innoculate the

whole

state

with the qualities of heaven. Let your light shine forth that men
everywhere might see our good works and give glory to you.
Be with us and guide us in all that we do. And may we act upon
what we hear from you, not upon what we want to hear, so
that your will might be done on earth as it is now being done
in heaven. Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Casassa of Hampton led the Convention

in the

Pledge

of Allegiance to the Flag.

The Joint Convention was entertained by the following
groups of singers from Keene Teachers College: The Madrigal
singers, directed by Dr. Dennis K. Kiely; the Co-eds, and the
Choir conducted by Mr. Robert Cummings. The program was
announced by Miss Diane Akerley of Portsmouth.

On motion of Senator Olsen from the 10th
Convention rose.

District the

Introduction of Guests

The Chair

introduced students from the 4th grade in
of the Hampton Delegation.

Hampton, courtesy

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Eastman of Weare was granted leave of absence

for

the day on account of a death in the family.

the

Mr. Lang of Manchester was granted leave
week on account of a death in the family.
(Speaker

Lamprey

of absence for

in the Chair)

Committee Reports

HB

550, relative to fire prevention

and

fire

protection in

mobile homes and travel trailers, Mr. Smith of Concord for
Executive Departments and Administration. Inexpedient to
legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.
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HB 562, affecting state employees required to be on standby duty, Mr. Allan of Meredith for Executive Departments
and Administration. Ought

HB
HB
birds,

to pass.

562 was referred to Appropriations under the Rules.
270, relative to use of poisons for the control of certain

Mr. Vashaw of Berlin for Fish and Game. Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

270

of the bill by striking out the

"english sparrows, starlings and" in the fourth and

further

amend by

in the fifth

and

words

fifth lines;

words "producers of poultry"
and inserting in place thereof the

striking out the

sixth lines

words, grain merchants, so that said section
read as follows:

as

amended

shall

Exposing Poison. Amend RSA 572 by inserting after
section 40 the following new section: 572:40-a Exceptions. The
above provisions shall not pertain to the control of domestic
pigeons by grain merchants or city or town officials under the
supervision of the fish and game director or his authorized
1

agent.
#

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

HB

open season for taking brook trout,
London for Fish and Game. Inexpedient

383, relative to the

Mr. London of

New

to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

424, relating to the water works in the toAvn of Greenville, Mr. Johnson of Hanover for Judiciary. Ought to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
and

to

HB

424

said bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

inserting in place thereof the following:

Additional Powers. Amend section 1 of chapter 328 of
of 1903 by adding at the end of said section the following: In addition to the above powers, the town of Green1

the

Laws

Tuesday,

May

14,
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ville is authorized to purchase and hold, without power of
condemnation, any real or personal estate, including water
rights, within the limits of the towns contiguous to the town
of Greenville. Further, the town of Greenville may convey by
appropriate means any water acquired in such towns to the
town of Greenville. In furtherance thereof, the town of Greenville shall have the power to purchase or take land within such
other towns, the taking to be limited to easements and rightsof-way to convey water by underground pipes. The owner of
any land so appropriated may have his damages determined by
the procedure set forth in section 2 hereof; so that said section

as amended shall read as follows: Section 1. The town of
Greenville is hereby authorized and empowered to construct,
manage, maintain, and own suitable water-works, for the purpose of introducing into and distributing through the villages

town an adequate supply of pure water in subterranean
and for the use of its citizens, and
other purposes; and for that purpose may take, purchase,

in said

pipes, for extinguishing fires
for

and hold, in fee simple or otherwise, any real or personal estate,
and any rights therein, and water rights necessary for carrying
into effect the purposes of this act, and to excavate and dig
canals and ditches in any street, place, squares, passways, highways, commons, or other place through which it may be deemed
necessary and proper for building said water-works, and relay,
change, and repair the same at pleasure, having due respect
for the safety of its citizens and security of the public travel.
In addition to the above powers, the town of Greenville is authorized to purchase and hold without power of condemnation,
any real or personal estate, including water rights, within the
limits of the towns contiguous to the town of Greenville. Further, the town of Greenville may convey by appropriate means
any water acquired in such towns to the town of Greenville.
In furtherance thereof, the town of Greenville shall have the
power to purchase and take land within such other towns, the
taking to be limited to easements and rights-of-way to convey
water by underground pipes. The owner of any land so appropriated may have his damages determined by the procedure
set forth in section 2 hereof.

Proceedings Legalized. All votes of the town of Greenpassed at the town meeting held on March 12, 1963 relat-

2
ville

ing to the acquisition of other and additional sources of water
supply for the town system of water-works, as well as to the
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establishment, maintenance and government of said system of
all incidents thereto, are hereby ratified and

water-works and
confirmed.
3

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

*

*

upon

its

passage.

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

488, providing that hours for selling alcoholic beverages be uniform throughout the state, Mr. Vachon of Manchester for Liquor Laws. Inexpedient to legislate.

The resolution was

HB
rights

adopted.

483, providing for the acquisition of certain water

and dams controlling the headwaters of the Salmon

River, Mrs.

Hampson

of

and Development. Ought

Hebron

for Resources,

Falls

Recreation

to pass.

HB

483 was referred to Appropriations under the Rules.

HB

363, relating to the acquisition of certain

dams and

water rights on the Contoocook River by the water resources
board, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation
and Development. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

HB

363

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act providing for the acquisition of certain water rights

and dams controlling the Contoocook River.

Amend
and

said bill

by striking out

all after

the enacting clause

inserting in place thereof the following:

1.
New Chapter. Amend
481 the following new chapter:

RSA

by inserting after chapter

Chapter 481 -A

Contoocook River
481-A:1 Acquisition Authorized. For a consideration of
is hereby authorized to

one dollar the water resources board

Tuesday,
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14,
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accept conveyances from the owners thereof the following described property being connected with the Contoocook river
for the purpose of

improving and controlling certain water

rights for the benefit of the state:

The Contoocook

I.

and other
II.

other

facilities

The

river dam, so-called, water rights, land
connected therewith in the city of Concord.

dam, so-called, water rights, land and
connected therewith in the city of Concord.

outlet canal

facilities

48I-A:2 Repairs and Improvements. Said board after said
tions to said

dams

make

and modificaacquired or rebuild the same so as to best

acquisition shall from time to time
so

repairs

serve the interests of this state.

481-A:3 Tax Exemption. The properties hereby authorized
be acquired by the water resources board for the benefit of
the state shall be exempt from taxation so long as the said
properties are held by the state.
to

The sum of seven thousand five hundred
hereby appropriated to be expended by the water
resources board for the operation, maintenance and to provide
for an estimate of cost of repairs or reconstruction thereof, as
provided in RSA 481 -A. The sum hereby appropriated shall
be a continuing appropriation and shall not lapse. The governor
is authorized to draw his warrants for the sums hereby appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise ap2 Appropriation.

dollars

is

propriated.
3
its

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.

HB
Strafford
Strafford

bill

was referred

to

374, granting tenure to the superintendent of the

County Farm, Mrs. St. Pierre of Rochester
County Delegation. Ought to pass.

for the

The bill was ordered to a third reading.

HB

474, providing for the judicial review of orders transferring incorrigibles from industrial school to other state institutions. Mr. Maxham of Concord for the Majority, Inexpe-

dient to legislate.
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Mrs. Cole of Nashua for the Minority.

Ought

to pass.

Mrs. Cole of Nashua moved that the words, Ought to pass,
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate, and spoke
in favor of the motion.

Mr. Moran of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.

ly

Mr. Maxham of Concord moved that HB 474 be indefinitepostponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr, Wylie of Fremont spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Upton of Concord spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The

question being, shall

HB

474 be indefinitely post-

poned.
Parliamentary Inquiry

Mr. Stafford of Laconia rose on a point of parliamentary
inquiry.

On a viva voce vote,
Mr.

the motion was

lost.

Maxham of Concord requested a division.

125 members having voted in the affirmative and 174 in
the negative, the motion to indefinitely postpone did not prevail.

The
words,

question

Ought

now being on

the motion to substitute the
Inexpedient to legislate.

to pass, for the words.

The motion was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

HB

79, relative to the national system of interstate and
defense highways in the Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Kittery,
Maine Area, Mr. Taft of Greenville for the majority of Public

Works. Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

79

section 2 by striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof the following:
2 Takes Effect. The commissioner is authorized to proceed at once with the planning, engineering, layout and ac-

Tuesday,

May

14,

1963

quisition of rights-of-way provided, however,
contracts may be awarded prior to July 1, 1965.

HB

667

no construction

Mr. Keefe of Portsmouth as a minority member
of the committee. That the bill be referred to the 1965 legis79,

lature.

Mr. Keefe of Portsmouth moved that the words, to be
referred to the 1965 legislature, be substituted for the words.

Ought

with amendment, and spoke in favor of the mo-

to pass

tion.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Taft of Greenville spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Hartigan of Rochester and Mr. McEachern of Portsin favor of the motion.

mouth spoke

(discussion ensued)

Messrs.

Plumer

Osborn of Portsmouth, Coutermarsh of Lebanon,
and Cavalieri of Portsmouth spoke against

of Bristol

the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Young of Rye moved the previous question and

it

was

sufficiently seconded.

Mr. Young subsequently withdrew

his

motion.

The question being on the motion to refer the
1965 legislature.

The motion was
The

question

bill

to the

not adopted.

now being on

the

amendment

as offered

by

the committee.

Mr. Keefe of Portsmouth requested a division.

The division vote being
amendment was adopted.

manifestly in the affirmative the

Mr. Taft of Greenville offered the following amendment

and moved

its

adoption.
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Amendment

Amend

to

HB

79

section 2 by striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Takes Effect. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
The commissioner is authorized to proceed at once with the
planning, engineering, layout and acquisition of rights-of-way
provided, however, no construction contracts may be awarded
2

prior to July

1,

1965.
*

*

*

Mr. Taft of Greenville explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was referred to

Appropriations under the Rules.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills
and House Joint Resolutions:

HB

An

25,

act providing

an appropriation for the

state

council on aging.

HB

6'3,

An

act relative to

hunting from motor vehicles by

disabled persons.

HB

81,

An

sioner of Public

HB

act relative to the authority of the

Commis-

Works and Highways.

217,

An

act relative to

229,

An

act relative to the personnel advisory

pharmacy

fees

and board

as-

sistants.

HB

board

of the city of Portsmouth.

HB
HB
into

An act relative to
308, An act relative

272,

town

HB

after April

336,

An

outstanding state checks.
to taxation of

property

moved

first.

act fixing the

compensation of moderators in

the city of Manchester.

HJR

26, Joint Resolution in favor of Albert E. Jones

and

Theresa Jones.

HJR

27,

Joint Resolution in favor of Arthur Webster

and Helen Webster.

Tuesday,

HB
a

bomb

124,

May

14,
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An

act providing a penalty for falsely reporting

An

act relative to investment of school district

scare.

HB

243,

funds.

HB

274,

An

act relative

patients at veterans hospital

HJR

28, Joint

to

fishing without license

and inmates of certain

by

institutions.

Resolution in favor of Chanel L. Lavoie,

M. Potter
M. Morrison
For the Committee
Natalie
Bessie

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
title, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

a bill with the following

SB

45, to provide special rates for residents at state-owned

ski facilities.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB

45, to provide special rates for residents at state-owned

was read a first and second time and referred to
Resources, Recreation and Development.

ski facilities,

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB 251, An act relative to ice fishing.
The Committee

of Conference on House Bill No. 251,
"An Act relative to ice fishing", having considered the
same, recommend that the House recede from its position of
nonconcurrence with the amendment adopted by the Senate
and concur in the adoption of said amendment.

entitled

The Conference Committee further recommends that the
House and Senate concur in the adoption of the following
to the bill: Amend section 1 of said bill by inserting at the end thereof the following paragraph: (3) No person
owning or placing a smelt shanty or bob house on the ice for

amendment
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the purpose of ice fishing shall cause or allow the

same

to

be

burned thereon,

Vashaw of Berlin
London of New London
Welch of Concord
Conferees on the part of the House

Herbert W. Rainie
Louis Israel Martel
Conferees on the part of the Senate

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

290,

An

act relative to the retirement age for state

em-

ployees under the state employees' retirement system and the
President has appointed as members of said Committee on the
part of the Senate: Senator Whalen and Senator Hartman.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:
HB 286, An act relative to salary of the mayor, aldermen and
members of the school committee of City of Manchester and
the President has appointed as members of said Committee on
the part of the Senate: Senator Green and Senator Provost.
A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

75,

An

act relative to veterans'

exemptions and the

Presi-

dent has appointed as members of said Committee on the part
of the Senate: Senator Green and Senator Lamontagne.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB
for the

330, relative to the appointment of a deputy treasurer
county of Rockingham.

HB

353, relative to the salary of the

Rockingham county

commissioners.

HB
attorney.

359, relative to the salary of the

Rockingham county

Tuesday,

HB

May

14,

671
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454, relative to the preservation of

wooden covered

bridges.

HB
cil

25,

providing for an appropriation for the state coun-

on aging.

HB
city of

A

229, relative to the personnel advisory board of the

Portsmouth.
further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill, with amendment, in the passage of
which amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB

210, in favor of certain agents of the fish

and game

department.

Amend

1
of said bill by striking out the words,
one thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may
be needed", and inserting in place thereof the following: the

section

"the

sum

sum

of seven

of

hundred

forty-five dollars, so that said section

1

shall read as follows:

Licenses. There is hereby appropriated the sum
hundred forty-five dollars, to compensate agents authorized to issue clam licenses, for licenses issued by them during the period January 1, 1960 through June 30, 1961, for
which such agents were not compensated. The director shall
examine his records to determine the number of licenses issued
without compensation by such agents, and remit to each agent
the sum of twenty cents for each license which such agent issued
1

Clam

of seven

without compensation during said period. To the extent that
the funds therein are sufficient, such remittances shall be paid
from the separate account for the taking of clams established
by RSA 211:59; and any balance required to make the remittances herein directed shall be a charge upon the fish and game
fund established by RSA 206:33.
Further

amend

said bill

by striking out section 2 and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
2

Takes

On

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

motion of Mr. London of

curred in the Senate amendment.

upon

New London

the

its

passage.

House

con-
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A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following concurrent resolution, in the passage of
which it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

Concurrent Resolution
Whereas, the Northeastern Water and Related Land ReCompact provides a means for coordinated planning of
resource development in New England with consequent benefit
to the people of the region; and
sources

Whereas, the Compact has been enacted by Connecticut,

New Hampshire and Rhode Island and requires
only enactment by Congress to become effective;
Massachusetts,

Be

Resolved by the Senate, the House
Court of the
State of New Hampshire hereby requests that the Congress of
the United States enact at this session eiher
4207 or other
substantially similar bills to put the Northeastern Water and
Related Land Resources Compact into effect; and
Nozv, therefore,

It

of Representatives concurring, that the General

HR

Be

It

Further Resolved, that a duly attested copy of

this

resolution be immediately transmitted to the Secretary of the

Senate of the United States, the Clerk of the House of RepreUnited States and each member of the Con-

sentatives of the
gress

from

this State.

The concmrent

resolution was referred to the Resources,

Recreation and Development committee.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following concurrent resolution, in the passage of
which it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
Concurrent Resolution
Resolved by

The

Senate,

The House concurring

that

Whereas, we The Members of the General Court, acknowledge the facts set forth in the report of the advisory committee,
established by Chapter 221, Section 16, of the Laws of 1961, in
substance, that pay scales in New Hampshire State Government
service are not now commensurate with salaries paid for like
skill, knowledge, and performance required, in either industry
or in neighboring states; and

Tuesday,

May

14,

1963
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Whereas, we have a desire to erase these inequities were
funds available to us; and

and Employees, in the course of
acquire
valuable knowledge of departtheir daily work do
mental operations and do formulate ideas relating to possible
changes in operational procedures, which if put into practice
Whereas, State

mi^ht

Officials

and economies
more equitable pay scales; and

result in effecting^ efficiencies

free funds for

sufficient to

Whereas, State personnel both in supervisory and subordinate positions tre respectfully reticent to express to us this

knowledge and these

ideas;

Now Therefore Be it Resolved By the Senate, The House
Concurring; that authorization be granted to a committee
composed of members of the General Court, to acquire this
information through the media of a questionnaire, substantially
as follows, circulated to a representative number of State Departments, Institutions and/or Agencies.

Upon

adoption of this resolution a committee of four
two members of the Senate to be appointed by the
President of The Senate, and two members of the House of
Representatives to be appointed by The Speaker, shall be appointed to perform all duties required by this resolution.
persons,

Said committee shall provide a secret ballot box for each
participating department. Said committee shall further provide,

and analyze the questionnaires and make
on the findings to The General Court not later than

distribute, receive

a report

Questionnaire

FOREWORD:
The Members of the General Court of The State of New
Hampshire, realizing that in the course of your daily work you
do acquire certain valuable knoAvledge with regard to departmental operations; and, that you do formulate ideas relative to
methods of improvement in departmental procedures; which
if put into daily practice might result in effecting efficiencies
and economies sufficient to free funds to permit The General
Court to approve the recommendations of the Advisory Committee established by Chapter 221, Section 16, of the Laws of
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1963, either in

you complete
accordance
with the
forth below, in

whole or in

the Questionnaire set
following instructions.

part; request that

INSTRUCTIONS:
The

participating department will be provided with a

secret ballot box.

Questionnaires are not to be signed, nor
be given.

is

classification or

official title to

The department head or his designated employee or
employees, shall distribute to each employee or official, one
questionnaire and one envelope in which the questionnaire
shall be placed and the envelope sealed prior to deposit in the
secret ballot box.
All questionnaires shall be completed not later than ....

The department head shall inquire of each employee if
he has complied with the request, after which, he shall deliver
the secret ballot box to the Clerk of The Senate.

QUESTIONS:
Do you
1)

believe that improvements could be

the State Personnel System that

would provide

conditions for you and your associates?
list

made

in

working
you please

better

If so will

your suggestions for improvement

2) Do you believe that increased salary grades alone, will
produce more efficiency in your department?

3)

What

"fringe" benefits do you believe should be pro-

vided for State Employees, and
Questionnaire:

Why?

Tuesday,
4)

Do you

May

14,
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believe that "Longevity Pay"

now provided

to

long-service employees should start at a time ealier than at

the

end of 10 years of

service;

if

so

why and what time and

rate?

5)

Do you

believe that increased salaries

and "fringe"

benefits will result in building a higher calibre, permanent,

and efficient
why?

staff truly

dedicated to the service of the State, and

6) In your opinion is there duplication of work in your
department which could be eliminated without detriment to
the department's operation? What changes do you suggest and
why?

7)

Do you

now being put

feel

to

that your

maximum

own

ability

and capability

is

use?

Questionnaire:
8) Would you be willing to assume extra duties without
complaint to improve the general operating procedures in
your department, providing this extra effort on your part would
produce more efficiency and economy?

Do you

feel that the "terms of employment" are sufemphasized to all employees, especially new employees,
to eliminate any misunderstanding, and to promote a cooperative spirit and high morale within the department? If not,
9)

ficiently
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what suggestions do you

offer to

accomplish

this?

If you have any other comments or suggestions or wish to
extend your answers beyond the space allowed, please feel free
to add whatever pages are required to do this to this form, without fear of identification or retribution.

Special Committee:

The concurrent resolution was referred to Executive Departments and Administration committee.
Resolutions

Mrs. Ainley of Manchester offered the following resolution
Manchester Delegation:

for the

Whereas, Robert Lang, son of Representative George A.
therefore be it

Lang of Manchester, has passed away,
Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the

deep sympathy

Members

of the House of RepreGeneral Court, extend our
his family in its bereavement, and be it

New Hampshire
to

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to
Representative Lang.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Todd of New Boston and
Bedford offered the following resolutions for the
Hillsborough County Delegation:
Messrs. Barnard of Goffstown,

Wiggin

of

Whereas, Ethel B. Eastman, mother of Representative
Eastman of Weare, has passed away, therefore be it

Scott F.

1

Tuesday,

deep sympathy

14,
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of the House of RepreGeneral Court, extend our
her family in its bereavement, and be it

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the

May

Members

New Hampshire

to

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to
Representative Eastman.

The

On
were so

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only and that when the House adjourns today
it be to meet tomorrow morning at 1
:00 A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

HB

474, providing for the judicial review of orders trans-

from industrial school to other state inwas read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate

ferring incorrigibles
stitutions,

for concurrence.

Reconsideration

Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its 'vote whereby it passed HB
474 and spoke against the motion.

moved

The motion was

not adopted.
*

*

*

The

following bills were read a third time, passed, and
sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB
Strafford

HB

374,

granting tenure to the superintendent of the

County Farm.
270, relative to use of poisons for the control of certain

birds.

HB

424, relating to the water works in the

town

of Green-

ville.

On motion of Mrs. Legasse of Portsmouth the House adjourned at 2:04 P.M.
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WEDNESDAY, May
The House met at

1 1

:00

15,

1963

A.M.

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend Shannon
Morgan from the First Congregational Church in Pittsfield, as
follows:

O Thou Creator and Sustainer of mankind, before the
mountains were brought forth or ever thou hadst formed the
earth and the world, from everlasting to everlasting thou art
God. So teach us to number our days that we may apply our
hearts unto wisdom. Grant unto this legislature which represents the people of New Hampshire wisdom, conviction, and
courage. Help us, as did our forefathers in their heroic hour,
to pledge our lives and all that we possess for the fulfilment of
the ideal of human freedom. Make strong our hearts and patient our spirits. May thy power be our courage and may the
light of thy countenance give us strength in our inner spirits,
that we may not falter in the times which test us to the uttermost. May thy will be accomplished on earth, may righteousness be victorious, and may all men learn to know themselves
as brothers and sons of one Heavenly Father. Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Tarrant of Pittsfield led
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

the

Convention

in

the

Introduction of Special Guests

The Chair

introduced the Department Commander of
Veterans of Foreign Wars Salvatore Saraceno,
and National Commander in Chief, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Byron B. Gentry of California. Commander Gentry addressed
the House.

New Hampshire

Mr. Smith of Plymouth issued an invitation to the GenCourt to attend the Bi-Centennial celebration to be held
at Plymouth next July and presented Governor King a medal
which has been struck off to commemorate the Bi-Centennial.
eral

May

Wednesday,

15,
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Introduction of Guests of the House

The Chair

introduced the following groups as guests of

the House:

A

group of Senior

class

students from Exeter

High

School,

courtesy of the Exeter Delegation.

A group

of students

from the Brookline Elementary school,

courtesy of Mr. Farwell of Brookline.

A group of students
courtesy of the

from the Pembroke Elementary
Pembroke Delegation.

school,

A group of 6th grade students at the Conant school of
Concord, courtesy of Mr. Gove of Concord.
Leaves of Absence

Mr. Ferguson of Concord was granted a leave of absence
and Thursday on account of illness.

for today

Mr. Hayward of Milford was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of important business.

Committee Reports

HB

368, establishing the

department of state police, Mr.
Departments and Adminis-

Stafford of Laconia for Executive
tration,

pass,

Inexpedient to

legislate.

Mr. Willey of Campton moved that the words. Ought to
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to legislate, and

spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Kearns of Manchester moved that further consideraHB 368 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor

tion of

of the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Stafford of Laconia, McMeekin of Haverhill, Peterson of Peterborough, Stevenson of Bethlehem, Goodhue of Gilford and Mrs. Clark of Lee and Mrs. Brown of Sandwich spoke
in favor of the motion.

and

Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown
was sufficiently seconded.

it

The motion was

adopted.

moved

the previous question
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The
postpone

question

HB

now being on

The motion was

HB

adopted.

337, relating to hours of labor, one day rest in seven,

and payment

Ought

the motion to indefinitely

368.

to pass

of wages, Mr. Ferguson of Concord for Labor.
with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

337

Amend

paragraph I of RSA 275:44 as amended by section
by striking out the words "at the time of discharge"
in the third line and inserting in place thereof the word, within
seventy-two hours, so that said paragraph as amended shall
3 of said bill

read as follows:
I.
Whenever an employer discharges an employee, the
employer shall pay the employee's wages in full within seventytwo hours.

Amend

paragraph II of RSA 275:44 as amended by section
by inserting after the word "quitting" in the ninth
line the words, except those employed on piece work, which
shall be due on the next regular payday, so that said paragraph
3 of said bill

as

amended

shall read as follows:

Whenever an employee quits or resigns, the employer
pay the employee's wages no later than the next regular
payday, as provided under section 43 of this act, either through
the regular pay channels or by mail if requested by the employee, except that if the employee gives at least one pay period's notice of intention to quit the employer shall pay all wages
earned by the employee at the time of quitting, except those
employed on piece work, which shall be due on the next reguII.

shall

lar

payday.

Amend RSA 275:46 as amended by section 3 of said bill
by inserting after the word "perform" in the fourth line the
words, on a

amended

common

shall

site

or location, so that said section as

read as follows:

275:46 Prime Contractor's Responsibility for Wage Payments. Whenever any person shall contract with another for
the performance of any work which the contracting person has
undertaken to perform on a common site or location, he shall

become

civilly liable to

employees engaged in the performance

Wednesday,
of
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15,

work done under such contract
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for the

payment

of wages,

exclusive of liquidated damages, as required by sections 43, 44
and 45 of this act, whenever and to the extent that the em-

ployer of such employees fails to pay such wages, and the employer of such employees shall be liable to such person for any

wages paid by him under

Amend

this section.

paragraph II of RSA 275:49 as amended by section
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in

3 of said bill

place thereof the following:

Notify his employees of any changes in the arrangeII.
ments specified above prior to the time of such changes.

Amend

paragraph

III of

RSA

275:49 as amended by

sec-

tion 3 of said bill by striking out the words "comparable matters" in the fifth line and inserting in place thereof the words,
other fringe benefits, so that said paragraph as amended shall
read as follows:

Make

III.

available to his employees in writing or through

a posted notice maintained in a place accessible to his employees

employment practices and
sick leave, and other fringe

Amend

policies with regard to vacation pay,
benefits.

paragraph IV of

RSA

275:49 as amended by

sec-

tion 3 of said bill by striking out the words "an itemized" in the
first

line

and inserting

paragraph

as

amended

in place thereof the word, a, so that said
shall read as follows:

Furnish each employee with a statement of deductions
his wages under section 48 for each pay period such
deductions are made,
IV.

made from

Amend RSA

275:52 as inserted by section 4 of said bill by
word "who" in the third line the word, willso that said section as amended shall read as follows:

inserting after the
fully,

275:52 Penalties. Any employer who willfully violates
any provision of sections 43 or 44 of this act or who willfully
fails to comply with any other requirements of this act, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
punished by a fine of not less than ten dollars nor more than
twenty-five dollars, for each separate offense, or by imprisonment of not less than ten days or more than one year, or by
both such fine and imprisonment.
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Amend

paragraph

RSA

275:53 as inserted by secword "shall" in the second
line and inserting in place thereof the word, may, and by striking out the words "including costs or fees of any nature" in the
fourth and fifth lines, so that said paragraph shall read as
III of

tion 4 of said bill by striking out the

follows:

The

III.

court in any action brought under this subsec-

judgment awarded to the plainand reasonable attorney's fees, to be paid by the defendant. Such attorney's fees in
the case of actions brought under this subsection by the comtion may, in addition to any
tiff

or plaintiffs, allow costs of the action,

missioner shall be remitted by the commissioner to the state
treasurer. The commissioner shall not be required to pay the
filing fee or other costs or fees of any nature or to file bond or
other security of any nature in connection with such action or
proceedings supplementary thereto, or as a condition precedent
to the availability to the commissioner of any process in aid of
such action or proceedings. The commissioner shall have power
to join various claimants in one preferred claim or lien, and
in case of suit to join them in one cause of action.

Amend
of July

1,

section 5 of said bill by striking out the words "as
1963" and inserting in place thereof the words, sixty

days after passage, so that said section as

amended

shall read as

follows:
5

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.
*

*

*

Mr. Angus of Claremont explained the

The amendment was adopted and

bill.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

531,

Maloomian

of

relative

to

unemployment compensation, Mr.
for Labor. Ought to pass.

Somersworth

Mr. Angus of Claremont explained the

bill.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Charland of Franklin spoke against the

bill.

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke a second time
the

bill.

in favor of

Wednesday,

The bill was

May

15,
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ordered ito a third reading.

providing for the development and redevelopment
predominantly vacant land which are
substandard or blighted, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to pass with

SB

of areas

30,

of vacant or

amendment.

Amendment

to

SB 30

Amend section 2 of the bill by inserting at the end thereof
the words, Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph VI
of RSA 203:3, the authority conferred by this section shall be
exercised only within the territorial limits of the municipality
for which the housing authority is created, so that said section
as

amended
2

shall read as follows:

Authority Granted.

Amend RSA

205 by inserting after

section 2-a as inserted by 1959, 52 the following

new

section:

205:2-b Development Authorized. Any housing authority now
or hereafter established pursuant to RSA 203 may carry out

redevelopment project or as a part of a redevelopment
which a redevelopment project is determined to be necessary by a housing authority, any work or
undertaking to develop or redevelop an area of vacant or predominantly vacant land which is substandard or blighted or
in the process of becoming blighted (1) because it is unduly
costly to develop or redevelop such an area through the ordinary operations of private enterprise (a) by reason of the
as a

project in any area in

existence of ledge, rock, unsuitable soil or other physical conditions or because of the necessity for
tion,

fill

unduly expensive excava-

or grading, or (b) by reason of the need for unduly

expensive foundations, retaining walls or unduly expensive
measures for waterproofing structures or for draining the area
or for the prevention of the flooding thereof or for the protection of adjacent properties and the water table therein or for
unduly expensive measures incident to building around or
over rights-of-way through the area or for otherwise making
the area appropriate for sound development, or (2) because
obsolete, inappropriate or otherwise faulty platting or subdivision, division of the area by rights-of-way, diversity of ownership of plots, inadequacy of transportation facilities or other
utilities, inadequacy of access to the area, tax and special assess-

ment delinquencies,

a substantial change in business or eco-
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nomic conditions or

practices, a deterioration of site

improve-

an abandonment or cessation of a previous
use or of work on improvements begun but not feasible to complete without the aids provided by this chapter or any combination of the foregoing or other conditions in any such area which
are not being remedied by the ordinary operations or private
enterprise, result in any such area not being used at all or result
in any such area being used in an unplanned, haphazard, or
piecemeal manner with building on small parcels or sections
of any such area without any overall plan or design, so that in
essence any such area is detrimental to the safety, health, morals,
welfare or sound growth of the community in which it is situated. The powers granted in this section are in amplification
of and in addition to the powers granted in sections 2 and 2-a
ments or

facilities,

of this chapter, with respect to the inclusion of areas of vacant

or predominantly vacant land in a redevelopment project. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph VI of RSA 203:3, the
authority conferred by this section shall be exercised only within the territorial limits of the municipality for

ing authority

is

created.

The amendment was
At the request

Hampton

which the hous-

of

adopted.

Mr. Newell of Concord, Mr. Casassa of

explained the

bill.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Urie of

New Hampton

spoke in favor of the

bill.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Tuttle of Dover moved that SB 30 be recommitted to
the committee on Resources, Recreation and Development and
spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Hill of

Conway and Goodhue

of Gilford spoke in

favor of the motion.

Mr. Feldman of Manchester spoke against the motion.
Mr. Peterson of Peterborough and Mrs. Grey of Canaan
spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Wednesday,

HB

May

15,
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419, relative to rate of taxation in unorganized places

Mr. Colbath of Dover for
with amendment.

for education of school children,

Ways and Means. Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

HB

419

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An Act relating to the school tax in unincorporated places,
unorganized towns, and towns where by act of the legislature
the school districts have been abolished and the abolition of
certain school districts.

Amend

said bill

and inserting

by striking out

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

1 State Board of Education. Amend paragraph IV of RSA
186:11 by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place

thereof the following: IV. Unorganized
places,

and Towns where School

Towns, Unincorporated
have been abolished

Districts

by act of the legislature. Provide for the education of all the
children residing in the unorganized towns, the unincorporated

and the towns where by act of the legislature the school
have been abolished by establishing standard elementary schools in such towns or places or by furnishing tuition and
board or tuition and transportation at some approved public
places,

districts

elementary or high school in another
2 School Taxes.

Amend RSA

district.

198:16 (supp) as

amended by

same and inserting in place
thereof the following: 198:16 Unorganized Places. The tax
commission shall as of April 1, 1964 and annually thereafter
assess against the real and personal estate in the unorganized
towns, unincorporated places or towns where by act of the
legislature the school districts have been abolished a tax in an
amount equal to the sum certified to it by the department of
1955, 224:2 by striking out the

education as provided in RSA 198:16-a together with an overlay not exceeding five per cent of such sum if deemed necessary. The unexpended proceeds of this tax and any balance of
the school tax assessed heretofore under any provision of the
Revised Statutes Annotated pertaining to the assessment and
collection of school tax money in the unincorporated places,
unorganized towns, and towns where by act of the legislature
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the school districts have been abolished and the education of
the children made the responsibility of the state in effect prior
to the passage of this act shall constitute a

fund credited

to the

appropriation of the department of education available for
expenditure by the said department from time to time in such
amounts as may be deemed advisable by the said department
exclusively for the education of the children from such unorganized towns, unincorporated places, and towns where by
act of the legislature the school districts have been abolished
and the education of the children made the responsibility of
the state. No portion of such fund shall lapse, nor be used for
any other purpose than as set forth above, nor be transferred to
any other appropriation. The provisions of RSA 81 as amended
by 1955, 224:1, and 1961, 106 shall apply to the collection and
abatement of the tax assessed hereunder.
3 Certification.

16

(supp)

as

Amend RSA

amended by

198 by inserting after section

new secThe depart-

1955, 224:2, the following

tion:

198:16-a Certification of School Expenses.

ment

of education shall annually

on or before August first
commission the amount of money deemed
necessary to be raised by taxation under the provisions of RSA
198:16 for the education of the children from the unorganized
towns, unincorporated places, or towns where by act of the
legislature the school districts have been abolished and the

certify to the tax

education of the children

made

the responsibility of the state.

4 School Districts Abolished.

The

school districts of the

towns of Waterville and Hart's Location are hereby abolished.

Any

property of said districts consisting of school-houses, apand other property which said districts so aboHshed
might lawfully sell or convey shall be transferred and become
the property of the towns of Waterville and Hart's Location
respectively, subject however to any debts of the said respective
school districts. The tax assessed as of April 1, 1963 under the
provisions of RSA 198:1 by the towns of Waterville and Hart's
Location shall be credited to the fund provided for by RSA
paratus,

198: 16 as

amended by

1955, 224:2.

5 Federal Funds. Amend RSA 219:25 by striking out said
paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following: 219:25
Unorganized Towns and Unincorporated Places. All sums so
apportioned to unorganized towns and unincorporated places
shall be expended for the benefit of the public schools and

May

Wednesday,

15,
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public roads in the counties in which such towns and places
manner as the governor and council shall,
after receiving the advice and recommendations of the comare located, in such

missioner of public works and highways and the commissioner
due consideration to the expenditure of a portion of such sums as a part payment toward
the cost of the education of the children residing in such unorganized towns and unincorporated places as provided for
of education, determine giving

under paragraph IV of

RSA

186:

1 1.

Temporary Provisions. Whereas under the provisions of
198:16 the tax commission shall annually assess a tax of
five dollars on the certain property in unincorporated places
and in towns where the school districts have been abolished,
it is the intent of the legislature that for the assessment under
said section for April 1, 1963, the tax shall be at the rate of two
6

RSA

dollars instead of five dollars as stated in said section.

than for the change in rate the provisions of
continue in effect until March 31, 1964.
7

Takes

Effect.

The

provisions of section

RSA
1

shall take effect

sixty days after passage.

The

provisions of section

shall take effect April

1964.

The

take effect
effect

upon

June

1,

The

30, 1963.

Other

198:16 shall

2,

3

and

5

provisions of section 4 shall

provisions of section 6 shall take

passage of this act.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 375, relative to veterinarians, Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills under Joint Rule No. 6. Ought to
pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend
lines

section

and inserting
1

1

to

of said bill

HB

375

by striking out the

first

seven

in place thereof the following:

Veterinarians.

Amend RSA

332:2 (supp) as amended by
and inserting in place

1955, 154:1, by striking out said section
thereof the following: 332:2 Examiners.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Adams of Madbury the House con-

curred in the amendment.

SB 36, entering into the Interstate Library Compact, enacting the same into law and for related purposes, Mrs. Potter of
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Northumberland for Engrossed
Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
lines:

section

and inserting

1

of said bill

to

SB 36

by striking out the

Compact.

new

first five

Amend RSA

after chapter 201 -A (supp) as inserted

ing

6.

in place thereof the following:

Interstate Library

1

under Joint Rule No.

Bills

by inserting
by 1963, 21:1 the follow-

chapter:

Chapter 201-B
Interstate Library

201-B:

1

Compact Enacted. The

Compact
Interstate

Further amend said bill by renumbering the section numbered 201-A:2 to read 201-B:2; by renumbering the section
numbered 201-C:3 to read 201-B: 3; by renumbering the section numbered 201-C:4 to read 201-B:4; to renumber the
section numbered 201-C:5 to read 201-B: 5 and to renumber
the section numbered 20 1 -C: 6 to read 201-B: 6.
Further amend said bill by renumbering the last section of

from "7" to

the bill

2.

On
in the

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred
amendment.

The Chair announced
Rubins

of Rochester

that today

is

the birthday of Mrs.

and Mr. Hughes of Brookfield.
*

*

*

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit the business in order at 3:00
this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading of bills be by title only, and that when the house adjourns
today it be to meet tomorrow at 11:00 A.M.

were so

far

Report Received

The
Fisheries

21st Annual Report of the Atlantic States Marine
Commission has been received and placed on file in

the Clerk's office.

1

Thursday,

May

16,
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Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

were read a third time, passed, and

bills

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

419, relating to the school tax in unincorporated
unorganized towns, and towns where by act of the legislature the school districts have been abolished and the abolition
places,

of certain school districts.

HB

337, relating to hours of labor, one day rest in seven,

and payment

HB

of wages.

531, relative to

unemployment compensation.

Reconsideration

Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
531 and spoke against the motion.

moved

HB

The motion was

not adopted.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mrs. Clark of Lee the House adjourned

at

12:04 P.M.

THURSDAY, May
The House met

at

1

:00

16,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

Gracious Father, we turn our thoughts to our man in
Leroy Gordon Cooper in FAITH "7", praying for Thy
continued blessing for the successful completion of this mission.
May the evidence of our faith in the American Way be ever
confirmed and strengthened by the exemplary service of our
people in their varied endeavors. Grant Thy blessing upon all
members of our military and governmental services as they
strive for the continuation and promotion of peace in this
troubled world. Guide and direct us in our legislative and exspace,
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ecutive deliberations today

—

may we adequately

needs of those committed to our trust
the virtues of love, justice, and mercy.

we continually
Name. Amen.

strive to serve

Thee

—

O

effectively

sense the

employing

may
Thy

Father of Love,

in all that

we do

in

Pledge o£ Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Sadler of Portsmouth led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
guests of the

A

introduced the following groups of students as

House

today:

group of 5th and 6th grade students from Mont Vernon,

courtesy of the Hillsborough Delegation.

A

group of 6th grade students from the St. Patrick's School
in Portsmouth, courtesy of Mrs. Sadler and Mr. Keefe of Portsmouth.

Members

of the cast of the

Mikado

to

be presented by

New

England College students.
Leaves of Absence

and Smith of Dover, Urie of New Hampton, McGee of Lincoln and Lavallee of Nashua were granted
leave of absence for the day on account of important business.
Messrs. Maglaras

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

H. College of Accounting &: Comgrant degrees. (Plourde of Pembroke) to Education.

merce

to

HB

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

594, authorizing N.

595, relative to

1963 town meeting in the town of

Windham. (Rules Committee

—

Herbert of Windham)

to

Municipal and County Government.

HB
gianis of

596, adopting the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act. (PappaNashua) to Public Health.

Thursday,

May

16,

691
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Committee Reports

HB

283, relative to taxation of real estate,

Manchester for Judiciary. Inexpedient to

The

Mr. Healy of

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB

440, relative to the purchase of sand or gravel from
the bed of public waters, Mr. Healy of Manchester for Ju-

Inexpedient

diciary.

to legislate.

Mr. Welch of Concord moved that the words. Ought to
pass, be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to legislate, and
spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Healy

of

Manchester spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

HB

the

440 be committed to
Mrs. Grey of Canaan moved that
Resources, Recreation and Development committee and

spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

HB
of

adopted.

466, relating to extradition of juveniles, Mrs.

Nashua

for Judiciary.

Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

of said bill

HB

Cooper

with amendment.

466

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Extradition of Juveniles.

after section 21 the following

Amend RSA

new

section:

169 by inserting
Petition

169:21-a

by County Attorney. If facts are presented to the county attorney establishing that a person under the age of eighteen has
been guilty of conduct which constitutes a felony or would
amount to a felony in the case of an adult and if such person is
not within the jurisdiction of this state, the county attorney may
file a petition with the judge of the municipal court which
would otherwise have jurisdiction under the provisions of this
chapter. The petition shall set forth the nature of the offense
with which the person is charged and shall specify his whereabouts if known. On receipt of such petition the court may
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summarily order the county attorney to proceed against such
person under regular criminal procedures, and without regard
to the provisions of this chapter. Pending determination by the
superior court as herein provided and pending final disposition
of the matter such person shall be bailable with sufficient sureties as in the case of adults and in default thereof may be committed to the custody of the probation officer or detained at
the industrial school unless detention elsewhere is ordered by
the superior court. The superior court shall determine, after
hearing, whether such person shall be treated as a juvenile under the provisions of this chapter or whether the case shall be
disposed of according to regular criminal procedures.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Concurrent Resolution ratifying a proposed amendment
United States of America, relative to
the failure to pay and poll tax or other tax, Mr. Spanos of
Newport for Judiciary. Resokition be adopted.
to the Constitution of the

The

concurrent resolution was adopted.

HB

297, authorizing the

town of Salem to provide life and
employees, Mr. Morrill of Salem for
Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass with amendment.

health insurance for

its

Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

HB

297

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An Act authorizing counties to provide
surance for their employees.
Amend

and health

in-

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

and inserting
1

life

Power

in place thereof the following:

of Counties.

23:5 the following

Amend RSA

23 by inserting after

new section:

23:6 Life and Health Insurance. Every county shall have
to provide group plan life, accident, medical, surgical
and hospitalization insurance benefits, or any combination of
the

power

Thursday,
such benefits, for
dependents.

all

May
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regular employees of the county and their

Amend RSA

Powers of Convention.

2

16,

after 24:13 the following

new

24 by inserting

sections:

Appropriations for Life and Health Insurance.
of any county shall have the power to
raise and appropriate such sums of money as it judges necessary
to provide group plan life, accident, medical, surgical and hospitalization insurance benefits, or any combination of such
benefits, for all regular employees of the county and their dependents. The cost may be paid wholly or partly by the county.
24:13-a

The county convention

A county may at any
meeting vote to sponsor a group life, accident, medical,
surgical and hospitalization insurance benefit or any combination of such benefits for regular employees of the county and
their dependents under which plan said employees agree to
pay the premiums. In such case the county treasurer is authorized to withhold from the compensation of such employees who
agree to such plan the amount of the premiums and pay over
the same to the company furnishing such benefits.
24:13-b Sponsoring certain Benefits.

legal

Takes

3
its

This act

Effect.

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

338, relative to licensing of schools and shops for hairand manicurists, Mrs. Arsenault of Randolph for PubHealth. Ought to pass with amendment.

dressers
lic

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

of said bill

HB

338

by striking out section

1

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

I,

I Hairdressers. Amend subparagraph
(a) of RSA 314:10,
by striking out said subparagraph and inserting in place

thereof the following:

(a)

at least sixteen years of age,

Hairdresser.
(2)

who

is

Any
of

person

who

is

(1)

good moral character

and temperate habits, (3) who is a high school graduate or
who has had an education equivalent to a high school education,

according to the standards of the public high schools of
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this state,

(4)

who

has had training of at least fifteen hundred

hours extending over a school term of at least nine months in
a school of cosmotology, approved by the board, (5) and who
has passed the hairdresser's examination or, (6) any person
who has complied with the above requirements in a state whose
requirements are substantially the same as in this state, and in
which hairdressers licensed in this state are given like recognition.

Amend
five,

and by

word "four"
and inserting in place thereof the word,
out the words "gratuities to students shall
the t^velfth and thirteenth lines, so that

section 2 of the bill by striking out the

in the eleventh line
striking

not be allowed" in
said section as

amended

Approved

shall read as follows:

Amend RSA

314 by inserting after
314:13-a Students. In
addition to the requirements of section 13 students must have
supervised practice, which shall consist of rendering services
to persons other than students but such practices shall be of a
clinical nature and under direct supervision of an instructor.
Schools may charge for these services the reasonable costs involved, but such services shall not be advertised to the public
and shall not be available for more than five hours of any day.
2

section

13

Schools.

the following

new

section:

Amend section 3 of the bill by striking out the words
"two years" in the fourth and tenth lines and inserting in place
thereof the words, eighteen months; further amend by striking
out the word "four" in the sixth and twelfth lines and inserting
in place thereof the word, three, so that said section as amended
shall read as follows:
3 Requirement for Shop. Amend RSA 314:18 by striking
out the words "one year" in the second and third lines and
inserting in place thereof the words, eighteen months, and by
inserting after the word "shop" in the third line the words,
consisting of not less than three thousand hours, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows: 314:18 Shop License.
Any licensed hairdresser or manicurist who has obtained a
license as such, as above provided, and who has completed
eighteen months of actual employment in a shop, consisting
of not less than three thousand hours, shall upon written application, accompanied by the required fees, receive a license
to operate a shop in this state, provided said shop shall fulfill
all requirements set forth in the rules and regulations of the

Thursday,
board. Such license

may

of the renewal fee,
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thereafter be renewed upon payment
shop license as herein provided may be
issued for short terms not exceeding three months, upon payment of the required fee. Booths attached to or within a shop
that are operated independently thereof shall be subject to
registration fees in the same manner as an independent shop.

Amend

words "two years" in
and inserting in place thereof
the words, eighteen months, and by striking out the word "four"
in the fifth and eighteenth lines and inserting in place thereof
the fourth

section 4 by striking out the

and sixteenth

lines

the word, three, so that said section as

amended

shall read as

follows:

Amend RSA

314:19 by striking out
in a shop" and inserting in place thereof the words, eighteen months of actual
employment in a shop, consisting of not less than three thousand hours, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
314:19 Registered Owner. In addition to the registration of
shops for hairdressing as provided in section 18, the board may
issue a special license to an owner of a hairdressing shop who
does not himself personally engage in hairdressing; provided
said shop shall fulfill all requirements set forth in the rules and
regulations of the board and further provided that said owner
has paid the required fee for hairdresser shop and employs as
manager of said shop a duly licensed hairdresser who has
previously completed eighteen months of actual employment
in a shop, consisting of not less than three thousand hours, as
provided in section 18. Nothing herein contained shall operate
to authorize such owner to practice hairdressing unless he shall
have a hairdressers' license so to do.
4 Special Licenses.

the words "one year of actual

*

employment

*

*

Mr. Dupont of Manchester moved that further consideraHB 338 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor

tion of

of the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Shea of Keene spoke against the motion.
Mrs. Martel of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Mrs. Bennett of

Richmond spoke

against the motion.

Mrs. Howard of Bartlett and Mrs. Rubins of Rochester
spoke against the motion.
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Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion

to indefinitely

postpone was adopted.

HB

408, relating to the board of water commissioners of
the city of Somersworth, Mr. Habel of Somersworth for the

Somersworth Delegation. Ought

The

HB

bill

was ordered

to pass.

to a third reading.

407, relating to the salaries of

members

of the Somers-

worth city council, Mr. Habel of Somersworth for the Somersworth Delegation. Ought to pass.

The bill was

ordered

to a third reading.

HB 435, relative to the sewerage system in die city of
Somersworth, Mr. Habel of Somersworth for the Somersworth
Delegation.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

495, to legalize

to

establish a state

was ordered

to a third reading.

greyhound racing in New Hampshire
grayhound racing commission, Mr.
Kearns of Manchester for Ways and Means. Inexpedient to

and

legislate.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland moved that the words.
to pass, be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to
legislate, and spoke in favor of the motion.

Ought

Mr. Kearns of Manchester moved that further consideraHB 495 be indefinitely postponed, and spoke in favor

tion of

of the motion,

Mr. Blanchard of Jackson spoke against the motion.
Mr. Bevan of

Durham

spoke in favor of the motion.

(The Chair declared

a 45

minute Recess)

After Recess

Mr. Lowe of Hanover requested a quorum count.
277 members were present at the

quorum count.

Mr. Lowe of Hanover spoke against the motion.
Messrs. Plumer of Bristol, Sheridan of Berlin, Coutermarsh of Lebanon, Larty of Haverhill, Taft of Greenville and
Angus of Claremont spoke in favor of the motion.

Thursday,

May

16,

Messrs. Stevenson of Bethlehem, Pickett of
Stickney of Salem spoke against the motion.

Mrs.
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Keene and

Northumberland spoke a second time

Potter of

against the motion.

Point of Information

Mr. Diffenderfer of Ossipee rose on a point of information.
*

*

*

Mr. Fortier of Berlin moved the previous question and
was

The motion was adopted.
The question being on the motion

HB

it

sufficiently seconded.

to indefinitely

postpone

495.

Mr. Blanchard of Jackson demanded the Yeas and Nays
and the roll was called as follows:
Yeas

Carroll County:

— 222

Diffenderfer, Remick, Claflin.

Merrimack County:

Phelps, Hanson, Moore, Hutchin-

Upton, Henry, Dame of Concord, Bingham, MacDonald, Sanders, Gove, Newell of Concord, McKay, Stevens,
Kelley of Franklin, Oilman, Charland, London, Thompson of
Northfield, Robinson, Tarrant, Thompson of Wilmot.

son, York,

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, Wiggin, WhitHambleton, Martin of Goffstown, Davis

ney, Barnard, Bartlett,
of

Greenfield,

Tafit,

Pickering, Brocklebank, Gallagher, Le-

Goode, Dion of Manchester,
4, Clancy of Manchester,
ward 5, Manning, Walsh, Casey, Clancy of Manchester, ward 6,
Doherty, Dupont, Leclerc, Martel, Champagne, Cote, Delisle,
O'Gara, Boettcher, Bergeron, Kearns, Hurley, Kendrigan, Noel,
Nalette, Lesmerises, Gauthier, Tremblay of Manchester, Vach-

gallee, Ainley, Pettigrew, Geisel,

Cullity,

Mahoney

of Manchester,

ward

on. Carter of Milford, Cobleigh, Cooper, Underbill,

Nashua, ward

Dionne of

Thibault, Belcourt, Sullivan, Maynard, Pappagianis, Dionne of Nashua, ward 6, Boisvert, Chartrain,
Mason, Bouley, Dubois, Latour, Sabluski, Todd, Garland,
Peabody, Peterson, Rice, Eastman of Weare, Heald of Wilton.
2,

Cheshire County: O'Neil, Cowing, Turner, Shea of
2, Heald of Keene, Bennett of Keene, Faulkner,

Keene, ward
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Oliver, Forbes, Bennett of
ler,

Richmond, Allen

of Rindge,

Hack-

Wildey, Sawyer.

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlesitown,
Campbell, Nahil, Bailey, Downing, Merrifield.

Frizzell,

Angus,

Grafton County: Plumer, Willey, Hayward of Hanover,
Johnson of Hanover, Larty, McMeekin, Beard, Coutermarsh,
Whipple, Allard of Littleton, Martin of Littleton, Park, Bell,
Barney, Anderson of Warren.
Coos County: Dubey,
Connolly,

Dumont

Roy, Desilets, Sheridan,
of Berlin, Vashaw, Bouchard, Marsh, GraFortier,

ham, Sherman, Shute, Fogg, Arsenault.

Rockingham County: White of Atkinson, Griffin, Vey,
Underwood, Cummings, Scott, Collishaw, Eastman of Exeter,
Wheeler, Weeks, Spollett, Casassa, Ring, Shindledecker, Clark
of Kingston, Shepard,

McDonough, Twardus, Palmer

of Plais-

tow, Keefe, McEachern, Murch, Stafford of Portsmouth, Sadler,

Dame, White
of Rye,

of Portsmouth, Frink, Legasse, Langford, Greene
Young, Canty, Grant, Morrison, Felch, Barker.

Strafford County: Berry, Blanchette, Leighton, Nelson,
Fellows, Colbath, Richardson, Bevan, Crouch, Littlehale, Can-

Adams

of Madbury, Dawson, Moulton, Rolfe, Marsan, St.
Chase, Johnson of Rochester, Clement, Varney, Maloomian, Cormier.
ney,

Pierre,

Belknap County:

McAllister, Matheson,

Goodhue, Uhlen-

berg, Lacaillade, McCarthy, Head, Prescott, Hayner, O'Shan,

Stafford of Laconia, Varrell, Allen of Meredith, Joslyn,

Nays

Howe.

— 138

Carroll County: Howard, Hughes, Davis

of Conway,
Taylor of Effingham, Blanchard, Blake, Lamprey
of Tuftonboro, Fox, Chamberlain of Wolfeboro.
Hill, Roberts,

Merrimack County:

Guilbeault, Fairbanks,

LaFlamme,

Hancock, Smith of Concord, Andersen of Concord, Welch,
Dempsey, Doon, LaFond, Lambert, Reddy, Brown of Loudon,
Plourde, Bigelow.

Hillsborough County: Farwell, Eaton, Bednar, Claveau,
Feldman, Conover, Bruton, Hayes, McDermoCt, O'Conner, LaFrance, Tessier, Moran, Wade, BelanProvencal, Warren,
ger,

Capistran,

Levasseur,

Allard of Manchester,

Rousseau,
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Gamache, Grady, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward of Milford,
Cole, Marcoux, Bissonnette, Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais,
Karnis.

Cheshire County: Totman, Watkinson,

Stearns,

Cour-

noyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, Keating, Pollock, Belletete, Pickett,
Russell, Bouvier, Abare, Ballam,

Smith of Walpole.

Sullivan County: Cann, Gaffney, Barrows, D'Amante,
Guest, Weber, Marx, Spanos, Hood.

Grafton County: Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Stevenson,
Bowles, Morse, Nettleton, Low, Hampson, Adams, Demers,
Lewis, Brummer, Kelley of Littleton, Cushman, Smith of Plymouth, Bean, Berringer.
Coos County: Fontaine, Gagnon, Nash, Bushey,

Potter,

Brooks, Stinson, Taylor of Whitefield.

Rockingham County:

Persson, Watts, Gay, Kimball of
Nickerson, Palmer of Kensington,
Sewall, Cheney, Carter, Pinkham, Schwaner, Osborn, Chandler,
Cavalieri, Coussoule, Morrill, Stickney, Herbert.

Derry,

White

of

Derry,

Strafford County: Grimes, Hemond, Drew, Clark of

Dumont of Rochester, Rubins, Beaudoin, Habel, Hebert,
Vincent, Bennett of Strafford.
Lee,

Belknap County: Bolduc, Harkins, Normandin.
Mrs.
of

Canaan

and

Brown
voting:

Sandwich voting Yes paired with Mrs. Gray
No.

of

HB 495 was indefinitely postponed.

Mr. Morrill of Salem moved that the reference whereby
275, relative to service exemption from taxation, was referred to the Ways and Means committee be vacated and that
the bill be referred to the committee on Military and Veterans'

HB

Affairs.

The motion was adopted.
The Chair announced
Demers

of Lebanon.

that today

is

the birthday of Mrs.
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On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the House adjourned
from the morning session.
Afternoon Session

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit third reading of bills by
title only, and that when the House adjourns today to meet
next Tuesday morning at 11:00 A.M., it be in honor of Astronaut Cooper.
Third Readings

The

following

were read a third time, passed, and

bills

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB

297, authorizing counties to provide
insurance for their employees.

life

HB 466, relating to extradition of juveniles.
HB 435, relative to the sewerage system

and health

in the city of

Somersworth.

HB

407, relating to the salaries of

members

of the Somers-

worth City Council.

HB

408, relating to the board of water commissioners of

the city of Somersworth.
*

*

*

On motion of Mrs. White of Portsmouth the House
adjourned at 3:19 P.M., in honor of Astronaut L. Gordon
Cooper now girdling the globe

in near-perfect fashion.

TUESDAY, May 21,
The House met

at LI :00

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Guest Chaplain, Reverend Glenn L. McKee from the
Dublin Community Church offered prayer as follows:

Tuesday,

May

21, 1963

Almighty God, who hast given us
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good land for our
New Hampshire
and for their representatives here assembled, that thou wouldst
grant wisdom for our minds and devotion for our hearts. Grant

we beseech

heritage;

this

thee, for the people of

courage that integrity may prevail, grant vision that constructiveness may be forthcoming, and grant fidelity throughout
all peoples and leaders in this state and this nation that peace
and happiness, truth and justice may be the right and experience of all. Fill our hearts with thankfulness for the opportunities of this new day and may we have that quality of righteousness that looks ever to thee for faith and guidance. Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Carter of North Hampton led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
the

House

introduced the following groups as guests of

today:

A group of 7th and 8th grade students from the GoshenLempster Cooperative school.

A group of 8th grade students from St. Patrick's School of
Portsmouth, courtesy of the Portsmouth Delegation.
A

group of 7th and 8th grade students from North HampMr. Carter of North Hampton.

ton, courtesy of

The
The

from the 9th grade at the Rundlett Junior
Concord, courtesy of the Concord Delegation.

Civics class

High School

of

senior class of

tesy of the

St.

Mary's School of Manchester, cour-

Manchester Delegation.

A

group of students of the elementary school of Seabrook,
courtesy of Mr. Felch of Seabrook.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Goodfellow of Dorchester was granted an indefinite
on account of illness.

leave of absence
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Mr. Bell of Plymouth was granted leave of absence for the
day on account of illness.
Mr. Abare of Troy was granted leave of absence for the
day to attend a funeral.
Mr. York of Concord and Mrs. Shea of Keene were granted
an indefinite leave of absence on account of illness in the family.
Mr. Peaslee of Concord was granted leave of absence for
two weeks on account of illness.
Mrs. Moulton of New Durham was granted leave of abweek on account of illness in the family.

sence for the

Mr. Phelps of Andover was granted leave of absence
on account of important business.

for

the day

Introduction of Bills

The
ond

time,

following bills were introduced, read a
and referred as follows:

first

and

sec-

HB
ham

of

597, adopting a state radiation control program. (MaxConcord) to Public Health.

HB 598, relative to building war shelters in the
Manchester. (Lang of Manchester) to Public Works.
HB

599,

relating

to

city of

counsel for indigent criminal de-

fendants. (Peterson of Peterborough) to Judiciary.

Committee Reports

HB

361, prohibiting hunting along a highway, Mr. Rolfe

of Rochester for Fish

and Game. Inexpedient

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

417, relative to ice fishing on

Cheney of Newton
amendment.

for Fish

Sunapee Lake, Mr.
and Game. Ought to pass with

Amendment

Amend

to legislate.

to

HB

417

by inserting after "RSA 206"
bobhouses shall be permitted
on said lake and only public rights of way shall be used to
section

1

of the bill

in the eighth line the words.

No
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reach the lake, so that said section as

amended

shall read as

follows:

Amend RSA

211 by inserting after section
by 1957, 14:1, the following new section:
211:6-b Sunapee Lake. Notwithstanding any other provision of
law or rules and regulations promulgated under RSA 206,
Sunapee Lake shall be open to ice fishing with not more than
two ice fishing devices as defined in regulations promulgated
under RSA 206. No bobhouses shall be permitted on said lake
and only public rights of way shall be used to reach the lake.
1

Ice Fishing.

6-a (supp) as inserted

Mr. Merrifield of Sunapee moved that further consideraHB 417 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor

tion of

of the motion.

Mr. D'Amante of Claremont spoke against the motion.

The motion
The

to indefinitely

question

postpone was

now being on

lost.

the committee

The amendment was adopted and

amendment.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
of

423, relative to taking of shiners by nets, Mr.

Northumberland

for Fish

and Game. Inexpedient

Bushey
to legis-

late.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

468, relative to revocation and suspension of drivers'
Mr. Capistran of Manchester for Judiciary. Ought to

licenses,

pass with

amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

468

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Action upon Conviction. Amend RSA 262:16 (supp) as
1955, 109:3, by striking out the same and inserting
in place thereof the following: 262:16 Revocation of License.
1

amended by

Upon

a conviction of a violation of sections

unless the defendant shall appeal

from

15,

15-a or

19

said conviction, the

court or justice shall report to the director, and may, for a
conviction for grossly careless or grossly negligent operation,
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and

shall, for

conviction of any other violation under sections

15 or 19, immediately revoke the license of the person so convicted, or the right of a nonresident so convicted to operate

within the state of

New

Hampshire, and said court or

justice in

the case of holders of New Hampshire licenses shall return
such license with his findings marked thereon, together with
the court return, to the director;
the license of any person

who

and the director may revoke

be convicted of a similar
any other state, unless it shall appear that
such person has appealed said conviction.
shall

offense by a court of

Amend

section 3 of said bill by inserting after the

"lines" in the fourth line the words, further

amend by

word

striking

out the word "commissioner" in the ninth and tenth lines and
inserting in place thereof the word, director; and further amend
said section by striking out the word "commissioner" in the
seventeenth line and inserting in place thereof the word, director, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
3 Director, Division of

Motor

Vehicles.

Amend RSA 262:40

by striking out the words "or has appealed from a conviction
of the violation of any provision of this title" in the sixth and
seventh lines; further amend by striking out the word "commissioner" in the ninth and tenth lines and inserting in place
thereof the word, director, so that said section as amended shall
read as follows: 262:40 Suspension of License. He may order
the suspension of the license of any operator or chaffeur in his
discretion, and without a hearing, and may order the license to
be delivered to his office, whenever he has reason to believe
that the holder thereof is physically or mentally improper to
incompetent person to operate motor vehicles, or is operating
improperly or so as to endanger the public, or has made a material false statement in his application; and the license shall not
be reissued unless, upon examination or investigation, or after
hearing, the director determines that the person should again

be permitted to operate.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

475, relating to trustee process on banks

and similar

corporations, Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown for Judiciary.
to pass

with amendment.

Ought

Tuesday,

May

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to
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HB

475

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

512 by inserting after secby 1959, 102:1, the following new
section: 512:9-b Bank Accounts, When a bank, trust company,
building and loan association or similar corporation is named as
trustee, the trustee shall be summoned by service on an officer,
person in charge, teller or office employee of such bank, trust
company, building and loan association or similar corporation
at its office if service is made during banking hours, and if service is made at a time other than banking hours, by serving on
an officer, of such bank, trust company, building and loan association or similar corporation, and not otherwise. The trustee
so served shall be chargeable only for any goods, rights or
credits of the defendant which shall be in the hands of the
1

Trustee Process.

tion 9-a (supp)

as inserted

trustee at the time of service

upon

the trustee.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 530, regulating the filing of liens on motor
Mr. Johnson of Hanover for Judiciary. Inexpedient to
The

resolution was adopted.

HB

171,

Westmoreland

pass,

to abolish capital

vehicles,
legislate.

punishment, Mr. Wildey of

for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.

Mr. Spanos of Newport moved that the words, Ought to
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate, and

spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

of

Mr. Totman of Alstead moved that further consideration
171 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor of the

HB

motion.

Mr. Capistran of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Johnson of Hanover spoke against the motion
definitely postpone.

to in-
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(Mr. Angus of Claremont in the Chair)
Mrs.

Brown

of

Sandwich and Mr. Fortier of Berlin spoke

against the motion.

Mr. Wildey of Westmoreland spoke in favor of the motion.

Recess
After Recess

The
pone

HB

question being on the motion to indefinitely post171.

New Hampton, Heald
and Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow

Messrs. Beard of Lebanon, Urie of
of Keene, Sheridan of Berlin

spoke against the motion.

Mr. Pryor of Ashland and Mr. Healy of Manchester spoke
in favor of the motion.

Mrs.

and

it

Hampson

^vas sufficiently

The motion

w^as

of

Hebron moved

the previous question

seconded.

adopted.

Mr. Fortier of Berlin demanded the Yeas and Nays and
the roll was taken.

Yeas

— 248

Coos County: Fontaine, Gagnon, Marsh, Keough, Sherman, Shute, Potter, Taylor of Whitefield.

Rockingham County: White

of Atkinson, Griffin, Vey,
Nickerson, Hackett, Eastman
of Exeter, Weeks, Shindledecker, Merrill, Palmer of Kensington, Clark of Kingston, McDonough, Se^vall, T"tvardus, Cheney,

Persson,

Underwood, Gay,

Scott,

Pinkham, Palmer of Plaistow, Murch, Stafford of Portsmouth, Dame, Osborn, Chandler, White of Portsmouth, Frink,
Legasse, Langford, Greene of Rye, Young, Canty, Grant, MorCarter,

rill,

Morrison, Stickney, Felch, Barker, Herbert.

Strafford County: Berry, Leighton, Nelson, Fellows,
Smith of Dover, Richardson, Tuttle, Bevan, Crouch, Drew,
Canney, Dawson, Rolfe, Hartigan, Marsan, St. Pierre, Chase,
Johnson of Rochester, Clement, Vamey, Green of Rollinsford,
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Maloomian, Habel, Cormier, Hebert, Vincent, Bennett of

Straf-

ford.

Belknap County: McAllister, Goodhue, Uhlenberg, LaMcCarthy, Normandin, Head, Prescott, Hayner,

caillade,

O'Shan, Stafford of Laconia, Allan of Meredith, Urie, Joslyn,

Howe.

Carroll County: Howard, Hill, Roberts, Taylor of Effingham, Blanchard, Diffenderfer, Remick, Lamprey of Tuftonboro. Fox.

Merrimack County: Guilbeault, Fairbanks, Hanson,
Moore, Asby, Upton, Henry, Dame of Concord, Bingham,
Smith of Concord, MacDonald, Ferguson of Concord, McKay,
Stevens, Kelley of Franklin, Oilman, Dempsey, Doon, Reddy,
Brown of Loudon, Thompson of Northfield, Plourde, Tarrant,
Bigelow.

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, Wiggin, Whitney,

Bartlett,

Davis of Greenfield, Taft, Pickering, Bednar,

Gallagher, Legallee, Warren, Ainley, Feldman, Pettigrew, Conover, Geisel, Mahony of Manchester, ward 2, Bruton, Hayes,
CuUity, Mahoney of Manchester, ward 4, McDermott, Clancy
of Manchester, ward 5, Manning, Walsh, Casey, Clancy of
Manchester, ward 6, Doherty, Dupont, Healy, O'Conner, Lafrance,

Leclerc, Tessier,

Champagne,

Delisle,

Moran, Wade,

O'Gara, Boettcher, Belanger, Bergeron, Hurley, Noel, Capistran, Nalette, Allard of Manchester, Lesmerises, Gauthier,
Rousseau, Grady, Vachon, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Mil-

Hayward of Milford, Cobleigh, Cooper, Underbill, Dionne
Nashua, ward 2, Belcourt, Sullivan, Dionne of Nashua,
ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain, Mason, Bissonnette,
Dubois, Latour, Lavallee, Sabluski, Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais, Todd, Peabody, Peterson, Heald of Wilton.
ford,

of

Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Cowing, Turner,
Cournoyer, Desmarais of Jeffrey, Keating, Shea of Keene, ward
1, Pollock, Belletete, Bennett of Keene, Russell, Forbes, Bennett of Richmond, Allen of Rindge, Hackler, Ballam, Smith of
W'alpole, Wildey, Sawyer.
Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown, Cann, Gaffney,
Campbell, Barrows, Weber, Downing, Hood, Merrifield.
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Grafton County: Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Plumer,
Willey, Morse, Larty, McMeekin, Hampson, Lewis, Whipple,
Allard of Littleton, Kelley of Littleton, Martin of Littleton,
Park, Cushman, Anderson of Warren, Berringer.

Nays

— 101

Roy, Desilets, Sheridan,
Connolly, Vashaw, Bouchard, Nash, Graham, Fogg, Bushey,

Coos County: Dubey,

Fortier,

Arsenault, Brooks, Stinson.

Rockingham Count\': Cummings, Watts, Kimball of
Derry, White of Derry, Wylie, Spollett, Casassa, Schwaner,
Keefe, McEachern, Cavalieri, Coussoule.
Strafford County: Grimes, Hemon, Colbath, Littlehale,
Clark of Lee, Adams of Madbury, Dumont of Rochester,
Rubins, Beaudoin.

Belknap County: Bolduc, Matheson, Harkins,

Varrell.

Carroll County: Davis of Conway, Blake, Brown of
Sandwich, Chamberlain of Wolfeboro, Claflin.

Merrimack Counts: Hutchinson, LaFlamme, Hancock,
Sanders, Gove, Newell of Concord, Charland, LaFond, London, Robinson, Thompson of Wilmot.

Hillsborough County: Van Loan, Farwell, Barnard,
Hambleton, Martin of Goffstown, Brocklebank, Claveau, Provencal, Levasseur, Gamache, Thibault, Maynard, Bouley, Karnis. Garland, Rice, Eastman of Weare.
Cheshire County: Watkinson,

Pratt,

Heald of Keene,

Faulkner, Pickett, Bouvier.

Sullivan County:
Marx, Bailey, Spanos.

Frizzell,

Angus,

D'Amante,

Guest,

Grafton County: Stevenson, Grey, Bowles, Nettleton,
Hayward of Hanover, Johnson of Hanover, Low, Adams, Beard,
Coutermarsh, Demers, McGee, Smith of Plymouth, Barney,
Bean,
Mrs. Moulton of New Durham voting yes paired with
Miss Cole of Nashua voting No.

and

HB

171 was indefinitely postponed.
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HB

293, abolishing capital punishment, Mr. Wildey of
"W^estmoreland for Judiciary. Majority: Inexpedient to legislate.

Minority:

Ought

to pass -with

amendment.
Martha Frizzell
William R. Johnson
Margaret Normandin
Harry V. Spanos
For the Minority

The resolution

of the majority was adopted.

HB 373, authorizing the Maine-New Hampshire Interstate
Bridge Authority to prepare plans for additional bridge connecting Portsmouth, N. H. and Kittery, Me., Mr. Taft of Greenville for Public Works. Inexpedient to legislate, subject matter
covered by pending legislation.
The resolution was

HJR
Hampson

adopted.

21, relative to control of the

Hebron

of

Dutch elm disease, Mrs.
and Develop-

for Resources, Recreation

ment. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
the
five,

first

to

HJR

21

said resolution by striking out the

line

and inserting

so that said resolution as

The sum

word

"fifty" in

in place thereof the word, twenty-

amended

shall read as follows:

of twenty-five thousand dollars

is

hereby appro-

year ending June 30, 1964 and a like sum
is hereby appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965
to be expended as follows and for the following purposes: The
priated for the

fiscal

sums hereby appropriated shall be expended by the state
treasurer to reimburse any town or city whose program of control of the Dutch elm disease has been first approved by the
state department of agriculture, to the extent of one dollar for
each dollar expended by said town or city, provided that at no
time shall the state's contribution from these funds exceed one
thousand dollars to any one town or city in any one calendar
year. In the event that claims against the funds

hereby appro-

priated do not exceed the total yearly appropriation the state
treasurer with the approval of the state department of agriculture may distribute additional matching funds to towns or
cities

which have expended in excess of one thousand

dollars
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in any one year toward the control of Dutch elm disease. The
appropriation hereunder shall not lapse but shall be a continuing appropriation. The governor is authorized to draw his
warrant for the sums hereby appropriated out of any money in
the treasury not otherwise appropriated.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was referred to

Appropriations under the Rules.

HJR

mosquito problem in the seacoast area,
for Resources, Recreation and Develpass with amendment.

30, relative to

Hampson

of

opment. Ought

to

Mrs.

Hebron

Amendment

to

HJR

30

Amend said Joint Resolution by inserting after the word
"entomologist" in the twenty-sixth line the words, is a member
of the state fish and game department, so that said Joint Resolution as amended shall read as follows:
The sum of eighteen thousand dollars is hereby appropriated for an engineering, entomological and biological survey
in 1963 to determine the extent, and detailed nature of saltmarsh and fresh-water mosquite problems in the seacoast area.
The survey authorized hereunder shall determine the total
cost, and costs for each town, for (1) construction and cleaning minor ditches in the marsh area; (2) cost of improving
major drainage; (3) cost of construction or engineering structures such as culverts, dams, and embankments; (4) cost of
conducting an adequate organized mosquito control program,
including personnel and supplies; and (5) an estimate of the
biological effects of the proposed

program.

The

report of the

survey shall be filed with the public works and highways department and copies shall be sent to the Southeast Mosquito Association and to each town studied. The report shall clearly
show what permanent control measures are needed in each
individual town. The appropriation hereunder shall be expended under the direction of the public works and highways
department which is authorized to enter into contract for the
making of the survey. Said department shall consult with the
state entomologist, a member of the state fish and game depart-
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the Southeast Mosquito Association prior to making
plans for such survey. The governor is authorized to draw his
warrant for the sum hereby appropriated out of any money
in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.

ment and

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and the resolution was
ferred to Appropriations under the Rules.

HB

252,

re-

authorizing the establishment of conservation

commissions by cities and towns, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for
Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to pass with

amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

252

Amend RSA
striking out the

36-A:4 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
same and inserting in place thereof the follow-

ing:

36-A:4 Powers. Said commission

and property, both

real

may

receive gifts of

and personal, in the name

money

of the city or

town, subject to the approval of the city council in a city or the
selectmen in a town, such gifts to be managed and controlled by
the commission for the purposes of this section. Said commission may acquire by gift, purchase, grant, bequest, devise, lease
or otherwise the fee in such land or water rights, or any lesser
interest, development right, easement, covenant, or other contractual right including conveyances with conditions, limitations
or reversions, as may be necessary to acquire, maintain, improve,
protect, limit the future use of or otherwise conserve and properly utilize open spaces and other land and water areas within
their city or town, and shall manage and control the same, but
the city or town shall not have the right to condemn property
for these purposes.

Amend RSA

36-A:5 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
in the tenth line and inserting in
the
word,
the,
and
by striking out the words "inplace thereof
in
the tenth line and inserting
purchase
of
land"
cluding the
this
chapter,
words,
of
so that said section as
in place thereof the
amended shall read as follows:
striking out the

word "and"

36-A:5 Appropriations Authorized. For the purpose of
and maintaining a conservation commission to
promote the development and better utilization of our natural
establishing
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resources, as authorized

priate

money

moneys

as

by section

deemed

is

2,

necessary.

so appropriated in any year

servation fund

and allowed

to

Money may be expended from

town or city may approThe whole or any part of
may be placed in a con-

a

accumulate from year to year.
said fund for the purposes of

this chapter.

Amend RSA

36-A:6 as inserted by section

word

1

of the bill by

and inserting in
place thereof the word, may, and by inserting after the word

striking out the

"shall" in the third line

"assist" in the fourth line the words, at their request, so that

said section as

amended

shall read as follows:

36-A:6 Commissioner of Resources and Economic Development. The commissioner of the department of resources and

economic development may establish a program to assist, at
their request, the cities and towns which have adopted the
provisions of this chapter, in acquiring land and in planning of
use and structures as described in section 2.

The amendment

^vas

adopted and the

bill

was ordered to

a third reading.

Report of Engiossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills:

HB

57,

An

act authorizing

and health insurance

HB

210,

An

towns and

cities to

provide

life

for their employees.

act in favor of certain agents of the fish

and

game department.

HB 251, An act relative to ice fishing.
HB 330, An act relative to the appointment
treasurer for the county of

HB

353,

An

of a deputy

Rockingham.

act relative to the salary of the

Rockingham

county commissioners.

HB

359,

An

act relative to the salary of the

Rockingham

county attorney.

HB

454,

An

covered bridges.

act relative to the preservation of

wooden

Tuesday,

HB

27,

An

May
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New

act relative to debt service for the Eastern

Hampshire Turnpike.

HB

109,

An

dam-

act relative to limitation of recovery of

ages for wrongful death.

HB
HB

140,
164,

An

An

act relating to

group

life

insurance.

act providing for recompilation of

volume

2

of the Revised Statutes Annotated.

HB
ments

282,

An

cumulative pocket suppleAnnotated.

act to provide for

for the Revised Statutes

HB 375, An act relative to veterinarians.
HB 469, An act relative to rescinding provisions
tion of

town manager

HB

497,

An

for adop-

plans.

act relative to restoration to service

under the

teachers' retirement service.

HB 507, An act relative to printing ballots.
HB 527, An act relating to the assessment

of taxes for the

Tilton-Northfield Fire Precinct.

SB

36,

An

act entering into the Interstate Library

pact enacting the same into law

HJR

and

Com-

for related purposes.

22, Joint resolution in favor of

Fred Reed and Esther

Reed.

HJR

23, Joint resolution in favor of

Roland LaPerle.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Morrison of Salem

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

bills

SB 51, providing for the construction of a bridge parallel
with the General Sullivan bridge.
SB

83, relative to non-judicial

SB

37, relative to recounts.

punishment

in the militia.
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SB

48, relative to

SB

49, to

SB

69, relative to the

SB

87,

amend

probate courts.

certain probate laws.

timber yield

tax.

relative to contract for leasing of concessions

on

state reservations.

SB

86,

extend the powers of the industrial park au-

to

thority.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate bills were read a
time and referred as follows:

first

and second

SB 51, providing for the construction of a bridge parallel
with the General Sullivan bridge, to Public Works.
SB

83, relative to non-judicial

to Military

SB

and Veterans'

punishment

in the militia,

Affairs.

37, relative to recounts, to

Executive Departments and

Administration.

SB

48, relative to

SB

49, to

SB

69, relative to the

SB

amend

probate courts, to Judiciary.
certain probate laws, to Judiciary.

timber yield

tax, to

Ways and Means.

87, relative to contract for leasing of concessions

state reservations, to

on

Executive Departments and Administra-

tion.

SB
ity, to

A

86, to extend the powers of the industrial park authorAppropriations.

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bills,

of Representatives:

HB

126, relating to liens of attorneys.

Tuesday,

May

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to
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HB

126

of the bill by striking out in lines 17-20

thereof the words "provided that the provisions of this section

apply to any case where the method of determination
is otherwise expressly provided by statute"
and inserting in place thereof the following, provided that this
section shall not apply to matters arising under RSA 282 (supp)
and any case where the method of determination of attorneys'
fees is otherwise expressly provided by statute, so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 1 Lien Created. Amend
RSA 311 by inserting after section 12 thereof the following new
section: 311:13 Lien on Verdict. From the commencement
of an action, bill in equity or other proceeding in any court,
the filing of a counterclaim or plea in set-off or recoupment, or
appearance in any proceeding before any state or federal department board or commission, the attorney who appears for a
client in such proceeding shall have a lien for his reasonable
fees and expenses upon his client's cause of action, upon the
judgment decree or other order in his client's favor entered or
made in such proceeding, and upon the proceeds derived therefrom, and the lien cannot be affected by any settlement between
the parties before or after judgment decree or other order.
Upon the request of the client or the attorney, the court in
which the proceeding is pending, or if the proceeding is not
pending in a court, the superior court, may determine and
enforce the lien; provided that this section shall not apply to
matters arising under RSA 282 (supp) and any case where the
method of determination of attorneys' fees is otherwise expressly provided by statute.
shall not

of attorneys' fees

Amend

the bill by striking out section 2

place thereof the following: 2
effect upon its passage.
*

Takes
*

Effect.

and inserting in
This act shall take

*

On motion of Mr. Upton of Concord, reading of
amendment was dispensed with. Mr. Upton explained

the
the

amendment.

On

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred

in the Senate

amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the pas-
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and joint resolutions sent up

sage of the following entitled bills

from the House of Representatives

HB

27, relative to

:

debt service for the Eastern

New Hamp-

Turnpike.

shire

HB 164, providing for recompilation of volume 2 of the
Revised Statutes Annotated.

HB

282, to provide for cumulative pocket supplements

for Revised Statutes

HB
HB
ment

Annotated.

140, relating to

group

life

insurance.

497, restoration to service

under the

teachers' retire-

system.

HB

109, relative to limitation of recovery of

damages

for

wrongful death.

HB

469, relative to rescinding provisions for adoption of

town manager

plans.

HB 507, relative to printing ballots.
HB 527, relating to the assessment of

taxes for the Tilton-

Northfield Fire Precinct.

HJR 22, in favor of Fred Reed and Esther Reed.
HJR 23, in favor of Roland LaPerle.

HB
for the

A

345, prescribing the time within

warrant are

to

which certain

articles

be presented.

further Senate message announced that the Senate

fuses to

re-

concur with the House of Representatives in the pas-

sage of the following entitled

bill,

sent

up from

the

House

of

Representatives:

HB

403,

An

act relative

to

motor vehicle

financial re-

sponsibility act.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the following entitled bills:
SB 36, An act entering into the Interstate Library
pact enacting the same into law and for related purposes.

HB 375, An act relative to veterinarians.

Com-

Tuesday,

May

21, 1963
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Communication

May

21,

1963

Mr. Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
State

House

Concord,

New Hampshire

Dear Mr. Speaker:
Attached is a copy of an interim report of the Judicial
Council relating to counsel for indigent criminal defendants.

House Bill 599 which is being introduced today by Mr.
Peterson of Peterborough implements this interim report. The
Council suggests that this interim report be printed in the
appendix of today's Journal for the information of the members
of the House.

Very truly yours,

Rae

S.

Laraba

Secretary

The Chair

ordered the report printed in the Appendix of

today's Journal.

#

#

The Chair announced

#

that today was the 46th

niversary of Mr. Bartlett of Goffstown

Mr.

and Mrs.

wedding an-

Bartlett.

The Chair also announced that today is the birthday
Howe of Tilton and Mr. Gamache of Manchester.
#

*

of

*

On

motion of Mrs. Vey of Brentwood the House adjourned
from the morning session.
Afternoon Session

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit third reading of bills by title
only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet
tomorrow morning at 1 1 :00 A.M.
Third Readings

The

following

bills

were read a third time, passed and sent

to the Senate for concurrence:
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HB 417, relative to ice fishing on Sunapee Lake.
HB 468, relating to revocation and suspension

of drivers'

licenses.

HB

475, relating to trustee process

on banks and similar

corporations.

HB

252,

authorizing the establishment of conservation
cities and towns.

commissions by

On motion of Mrs. Legasse of Portsmouth, the House
adjourned at 3: 13 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, May 22,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

J.

Prayer was offered as follows by Guest Chaplain, Reverend
Lincoln Thomas, of the Baptist and Congregational churches

from Campton:

Our Heavenly Father, who rulest the winds and the seas,
both seedtime and harvest, and the minds and hearts of men,
hear our prayer for our State. Grant that the Governor and
all who represent us in making the laws of this State may be
humble in office, strong to resist that which is evil, farseeing
in outreach and decision, just in counsel and endeavor, and
empowered by Thee to lead us in the things which are right.

Open our eyes that we may see Thy unfolding purpose in
and know that we may have some share in its fulfillment.

history

Teach us that there is no greatness except through goodness,
and no goodness but through self-sacrifice. Help us to always
put

first

things

first.

May we

that the material things

learn to value

may never come

human

to rule

rights so

our hearts.

Help us to plan wisely for the present, but give us the
and wisdom to plan for the future. May we ever be concerned with the needs of the youth of our State, and may we
be willing to invest our wealth, our time and our skills in
vision
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we have
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May our

preparation for their future.
place to live because

May

State prove to be a better

it.

Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. \Villey of Campton led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House

The Chair
the

House

A
tesy of

A

introduced the following groups as guests of

today:

group of senior students from Exeter High School, courExeter Delegation.

group

of

elementary school students from Campton,

courtesy of Mr. Willey of

A group of students

Campton.
from

St.

John High School

of Concord,

courtesy of the Concord Delegation.

The Home Demonstration Group from

A

group of Elementary School students from Tamworth,

courtesy of Mr.

A
tesy of

A
tesy of

Strafford County,

County Delegation.

courtesy of the Strafford

Remick

of

Tamworth.

group of students from Tilton-Northfield School, courMrs. Thompson of Northfield and Mr. Howe of Tilton.
group of 7th and 8th grade students from Orford, courMr. Cushman of Orford.

Leaves of Absence
Messrs. Ferguson of Concord and Lambert of Hooksett
were granted leave of absence for the day on account of important business.

Mr. Cote of Manchester was granted an indefinite leave of
absence on account of illness.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

bills

were introduced, read a

as follows:

first

and

sec-
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HB

600, relative to the police commissioners of the city

of Dover. (Maglaras of Dover) to

HB
tions.

Dover Delegation.

601, relating to the counting of votes at biennial elec-

(Hambleton

of GofTstown) to Executive

Departments and

Administration.

HB
on

602, prohibiting the operation of certain businesses

legal holidays. (Maglaras of

HB

603, to

mission and

HB

of

Lebanon)

604, relating to the

to

to Judiciary.

expand the authority

make appropriations

and Coutermarsh
Dover)

Dover)

To

of the aeronautics

therefor. (Pickett of

Claims

Dover

&:

com-

Keene

Aeronautics.

city Charter.

(Tuttle of

Dover Delegation.

HB

605, relative to delinquent corporations. (Rules ComMr. Pappagianis of Nashua) to Executive Depts. &:
mittee
Administration.

—

Committee Reports
Concurrent Resolution relating
and related land resources compact.

to the Northeastern

Water

Concurrent Resolution
Whereas, the Northeastern Water and Related Land ReCompact provides a means for coordinated planning of
resource development in New England with consequent benefit
to the people of the region;
sources

Whereas, the Compact has been enacted by Connecticut,

New Hampshire and Rhode Island and requires
only enactment by Congress to become effective;
Massachusetts,

Now

Therefore be
of the State of

it

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Hampshire, the Senate concurring:

New

That the Congress of the United States is respectfully requested to enact at this session either
4207 or some other
substantially similar bill to put the Northeastern Water and
Related Land Resources Compact into effect.

HR

Be it Further Resolved that certified copies of this concurrent resolution be forwarded by His Excellency the Governor
to

the Presiding Officer of the United States Senate, to the
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Speaker of the House of Representatives of the United States
and to the United States senators and members of the House
of Representatives from the state of New Hampshire.
*

Mr. McMeekin

*

*

Departments
and Administration. That the concurrent resolution be adopted.
of Haverhill for Executive

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

289, providing for season for the taking of deer,

Gilman

of Franklin for Fish

and Game. Inexpedient

Mr.

to legis-

late.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 30il, changing the location of the present deer line,
Mr. LaFrance of Manchester for Fish and Game. Inexpedient
to legislate.

The

HB
of

resolution was adopted.
418, relative to season for taking wild deer, Mr.

Loudon

for Fish

and Game. Inexpedient

Brown

to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

491, limiting the taking of deer to certain section of the

state,

Mr. Connolly of Berlin for Fish and Game. Inexpedient

to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

457, increasing fees for fish

and game

licenses,

Keating of Keene for Fish and Game. Inexpedient to

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

523, relating to the sale of liquor

first-class

restaurants,

Laws. Inexpedient to

Mr.

legislate.

and beverages in

Mr. Bergeron of Manchester for Liquor
legislate.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson moved that the words. Ought
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to
and spoke in favor of the motion.

pass,

to

legislate,

Mr. Collishaw of Exeter spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua spoke in favor of the motion.
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Mr. Nahil of Claremont moved that further consideraHB 523 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor

tion of

of the motion.

On

a viva voce vote, the motion to indefinitely postpone

appeared to be adopted.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson requested a division

The
motion

division vote being manifestly in the affirmative the

to indefinitely postpone

HB
of

vote.

HB 523 prevailed.

Bednar
Municipal and County Government. Ought to

538, relating to the subdivision of land, Mr.

Hudson

for

pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

SB 50, relative to the act establishing the New Hampshire
port authority, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

SB 50

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Clarification of Powers.

Amend RSA

271 -A:

inserted by 1957, 262:1, by striking out the same

I

(supp) as

and inserting

in place thereof the following: 271-A:1 Authority Established.
shall be a New Hampshire State Port Authority, consisting of and governed by a board of seven members, five of whom
shall be appointed by the governor, with the advice and consent
of the council. At least three of said appointive members shall
be residents of the cities and towns of the seacoast region or tidal
waters and each shall serve for a term of five years, providing

There

first appointments hereunder one shall be appointed
term of one year, one for a term of two years, one for a
term of three years, one for a term of four years and one for a
term of five years. Said members shall serve until their successors are appointed and qualified. Any vacancy occurring in the
membership of the appointive members shall be filled by the
governor and council for the unexpired term. In addition to
the five appointive members the following officers shall be, by
virtue of their offices, members of said board: the commissioner
of the department of resources and economic development, and

that of the
for a

May
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the president of the seacoast regional development association;
such members, however, shall be for liaison purposes only. The
board shall elect one of its members as a chairman, one as a

vice-chairman and one as a secretary-treasurer.
of the board shall receive

no compensation

The members

for their services;

but their reasonable expenses, incurred in the performance of
their duties, shall be paid by the state. The board shall have
the right to adopt a common seal and to alter same, and to
by-laws and regulations for the

establish

management

of

its

within the meaning of this chapter and the laws of the
state. The board shall have its principal place of business in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
affairs

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.
SB

19, relative to access

bill

roads to privately

was referred

owned

to

ski devel-

opments, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation
and Development. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend RSA
tion

1

of the bill

to

SB

19

236-B:l of Chapter 236-B as inserted by secby inserting after the word "proposed" in the

third line the words, or existing, so that said section as
shall read as follows:

and showing

236-B:

Authorization.

1

of financial ability

and

Upon

amended
petition

responsibility by a devel-

oper of a proposed or existing privately operated ski development the legislature may authorize the commissioner of public
works and highways, with the approval of the governor and
council to lay out and construct an access road to such development.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

384, relative to gross weight of certain vehicles,
Wolfeboro for Transportation. Ought to pass.

Mr.

Claflin of

The bill was ordered to a third readingr.
o

HB 437, relative to permitted length of motor vehicles,
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation. Inexpedient to
legislate.
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The

HB

resolution was adopted.
484, relative to special weight limits for trucks hauling

forest products

during winter months, Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro

for Transportation. Inexpedient to legislate.

The resolution was

HB 471,

adopting certain provisions of the imiform vehicle

code, Mr. Claflin of
pass with

adopted.

Wofeboro

for Transportation.

Ought

to

amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

471

Amend RSA 262-A:l, as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the
following:

262-A:

1

Vehicles on Highways;

Exceptions.

The

provi-

sions of this chapter relating to the operation of vehicles refer

exclusively to the operation of vehicles

where

a different place

is

upon highways except

specifically referred to in a given

section.

Amend

262-A: 18, as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
II, and further amend said section by
renumbering paragraph III to read paragraph II.
striking out paragraph

Amend

paragraph of 262-A: 23, as inserted by
by striking out the words "with a solid
line" in the third line so that said paragraph as amended shall

section

1

the

first

of the

bill,

read as follows:
262-A: 23 Driving on Roadways Laned for Traffic. Whenever any roadway has been divided into two or more lanes
clearly marked for traffic the following rules in addition to all
others consistent herewith shall apply:

Amend RSA

262-A: 46 as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the
following:

262-A:46 All Vehicles Must Stop at Certain Railroad
Grade Crossings. The public utilities commission is hereby
authorized to designate particularly dangerous highway grade
crossings of railroads and to order stop signs erected thereat.
It shall be the duty of the commissioner of public works and

Wednesday,

May

22, 1963
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highways when ordered by said commission to erect such stop
signs at such designated crossings where said highways are under
his jurisdiction. Local communities shall when ordered by the
public utilities commission erect such stop signs on highways
within their jurisdiction. When such stop signs are erected the
driver of any vehicle shall stop within fifty feet but not less
than fifteen feet from the nearest rail of such railroad and shall
proceed only upon exercising due care.

Amend

RSA

262-A:47 as inserted by secend thereof the following, or
by motor vehicles engaged in the common and contract carriage of passengers for hire when exempt by order of the
tion

1

paragraph

II of

of the bill by adding at the

public utilities commission, so that said paragraph as
read as follows:

amended

shall

11.

No

stop need be

made

at

any such crossing where a

traffic to proceed,
or by motor vehicles engaged in the common and contract
carriage of passengers for hire when exempt by order of the

police officer or a traffic-control signal directs

public utilities commission.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that HB 471 be recommitted to the committee on Transportation and spoke in favor
of the motion.
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro moved that HB 471 be made a
Order of Business at 11:01 A.M. on Wednesday next
and spoke in favor of the motion.

Special

Messrs. Capistran of Manchester and Pickett of Keene
spoke against the motion.

Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro spoke a second time in favor of
the motion.

On

a viva voce vote the

motion of a Special Order appeared

to prevail.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia requested a division.
185 members having voted in the affirmative and 91 in the
negative the motion for the Special Order prevailed.
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HB 536, relating to the expenses of the public utilities
commission, Mr. Kearns of Manchester for Ways and Means.
Ought to pass with amendment.
Amiendment

Amend

section

to

HB

536

word
amount not ex-

of the bill by inserting after the

1

"ascertained" in the fifth line the words, in an

ceeding one hundred twenty-five thousand dollars, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows:
I

Expenses Assessed.

Amend RSA

363-A:2 (supp) as

in-

and as amended by 1959, 242:2, by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
363-A:2 Assessment. The expenses thus ascertained in an
amount not exceeding one hundred twenty-five thousand dolserted by 1955, 203:1

be assessed against the public utilities described in
foregoing section in the manner herein provided. The
public utilities commission shall establish reasonable classificalars, shall

the

tions of public utilities, and shall determine the share of its
expense attributable to each such class. Each such share shall
be assessed against the several public utilities comprising the
class in such proportion as the public utilities commission shall
determine to be fair and equitable.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third readins;.

Mrs. Ainley of Manchester moved that the committee of
conference on HB 286, relative to the salary of the mayor, alder-

men and members
chester,

of the school

be dismissed and that a

The motion was

committee of the city of Mannew committee be appointed.

adopted.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
bills with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks the
concurrence of the House of Representatives:

SB

77, to clarify the status of passenger

SB

1,

relative to the

form of

ballots.

tramway

devices.

Wednesday,

May
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Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB

bills

were read a

77, to clarify the status of passenger

to Resources,

and second

tramway

devices,

Recreation and Development.

SB 1, relative to the form of
ments and Administration.

A

first

further Senate message

curs with the

House

ballots, to

announced

Executive Depart-

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bills,

of Representatives:

HB 335, relating to the discharge or removal from office of
county employees and the choosing of a vice-chairman of the
county convention.
Amendment

Amend

the

title

of said bill

to

HB 335

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An Act relating to discharge or removal from office of
county employees and the choosing of a vice-chairman of the
county convention.
Amend

section

1

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Appeal Provided.

Amend RSA

28:10-a

(supp)

as in-

and inserting
in place thereof the following: 28:10-a Discharge from Employment. Any employee of a county institution, except the superintendent of the county farm, who has served at least one year
shall not be discharged or removed from employment except
for dishonesty, intoxication, immoral behavior or other misserted by 1959, 295:1, by striking out said section

conduct, neglect of duty or negligence, wilful insubordination
or lack of cooperation, inefficiency, incapacity or unfitness to

perform his duties or for the good of the institution to which
he is assigned. Prior to the discharge or removal of any such
employee a statement of the grounds and reasons therefor shall
be prepared by the county commissioners and signed by a
majority of the board and notice thereof shall be given to said
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employee not

less

than ten days nor more than thirty days prior

Within
employee may request
in writing a public hearing thereon before the county personnel committee, consisting of the chairman, vice chairman
and clerk of the county convention. If upon such hearing said
committee shall find good cause for discharge or removal of
said employee they shall approve his discharge or removal as
ordered by the county commissioners. Said personnel committee
may establish reasonable rules for procedure and the admission
of evidence, and shall keep a record of all proceedings hereunder. Any action or decision made hereunder shall be subject to
rehearing and appeal as provided in RSA 541. The county personnel committee when acting under the provisions of this
section shall be deemed a commission Avithin the meaning of
RSA 541:1. The salary of said employee shall terminate on the
effective date of his discharge, provided however, if the employee has been discharged without good cause, he shall be
reinstated to his former position without loss of pay for the
period of suspension and shall be reimbursed for his legal costs
and reasonable attorneys' fees as determined by the personnel
committee, or in the event of appeal from its ruling, by the
Supreme Court. This section shall not apply to county employees laid off by reason of abolition of a position, change in
organization, lack of work or insufficient funds, nor to employees
of coimty jails not located at the county farm.
to

the effective date of such discharge or removal.

thirty days of receipt of such notice the

Amend section 2 of said bill by inserting after the word
"meeting" the words, or at any subsequent meeting when necessary, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
2 Election.

and

Amend RSA

24:2 by striking out said section

inserting in place thereof the following: 24:2 Officers

and

Executive Committee. At its first regular meeting, or at any
subsequent meeting when necessary, the county convention
shall choose a chairman, vice-chairman and clerk, all of whom
shall be representatives, and an executive committee. The
chairman, vice-chairman and clerk shall be members of the
executive committee, ex officio.

Amend
"January

upon

its

follows.

1,

section 3 of said bill by striking out the words

1965" and inserting in place thereof the words,
amended shall read as

passage, so that said section as

Wednesday,
3

Takes

This act

Effect.

22, 1963

shall take effect

*

*

On

May

729

upon

its

passage.

#

motion of Mr. Hill of Conway, reading of the amendwith, and Mr. Hill explained the amend-

ment was dispensed
ment.

On

motion of Mr. Hill of Conway the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB

216, relative to reports to the tax commission.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

216

section 2 of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
2 Date for Report.

Amend RSA

tion 41:15 the following

new

41 by inserting after sec-

section: 41:15-a Penalty. If the

by section 41:15 are not made to the tax
commission on or before October first, unless the time is extended by the tax commission for cause, the town for which
the selectmen act shall pay to the state for its use the sum of
certifications required

five dollars for

each day's delay in making certification.

tax commission shall certify to the state treasurer the

The

amount

sums due from any town hereunder. The state treasurer
town of the amount due and
shall withhold the sum due from monies due to the town from
the state if the town neglects for more than thirty days to pay

of any

shall notify the selectmen of the

the

sum

due.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that the House non-concur
amendment and that a committee of conference

in the Senate

be appointed.

The motion was adopted and
as

the Chair appointed Messrs.

Conway, Stafford of Laconia and Palmer
conferees on the part of the House.

Hill of

of Kensington
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A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
curs with the

which amendments the Senate
House of Representatives:

HB
Public

the concurrence of the

asks

262, relative to temporary employees of the dept. of

Works

&:

Highways.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

262

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Department

1

RSA

of Public

RSA

by inserting after

238:1,

the

following

new

Works and Highways. Amend

98:17-a (supp), as inserted by 1959,
section:

98:17-b

Temporary Em-

ployees of the department of public works and highways whose
positions have been approved for continuance for a period of

more than one year as provided in this chapter shall be classified
permanent employees if and after they shall have continuously occupied and carried out the duties of their respective posias

tions for a period of

two

years.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Lewis of Lebanon the House concurred

in the Senate

amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
curs with the

which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB
to

409, to

exempt from inheritance tax property passing

an adopted grandchild.

Amendment

Amend

section

and inserting

1

to

HB

409

of the bill by striking out the last sentence

For the purposes
adopted children in the decedent's line of
be treated as natural children in determining

in place thereof the following,

of this section all

succession shall

"lineal decendents", so that said section as

follows:

amended

shall read as

Wednesday,

May

731
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1 Taxation of Legacies and Successions. Amend RSA 86:6
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following: 86:6 Taxable Property and Tax Rate. All property
within the jurisdiction of the state, real or personal, and any
interest therein, belonging to domiciliaries of the state, and all
real estate within the state, or any interest therein, belonging
to persons who are not domiciliaries of the state, which shall
pass by will, or by the laws regulating intestate succession, or
by deed, grant, bargain, sale or gift, made in contemplation of
death, or made or intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after the death of the grantor or donor, to any
person, absolutely or in trust, except to or for the use of the
husband, wife, father, mother or lineal descendant, or for the
care of cemetery lots, or to a city or town in this state for public
municipal purposes, or to or for the use of educational, religious, cemetery, or other institutions, societies or associations
of public charity in any state, other than this state, territory or
country the laws of which, at the time of the death of the decedent, either (1) do not impose a transfer tax or death tax of
any kind or (2) grant an exemption similar to that hereby
provided to the domiciliaries of such state, territory or country
in favor of property passing to charities in this state, shall be
subject to a tax of eight and one-half per cent of its value, for
the use of the state. For the purposes of this section all adopted
children in the decedent's line of succession shall be treated as
natural children in determining "lineal decedents".

On

motion of Mr. Johnson of Hanover, reading

of the

amendment was dispensed with and Mr. Johnson explained

the

amendment.

On

motion of Mr. Larty of Haverhill the House concurred

in the Senate

amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following concurrent resolution, in the passage of
which it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
Concurrent Resolution
Whereas, Major L. Gordon Cooper, a distinguished member of the Armed Forces of the United States, has completed
successfully a multiple orbit of the earth in a highly efficient

and commendable manner; and
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Whereas^ said accomplishment has materially advanced
the position of the United States in space exploration; and
Whereas,

and conscious

this state is particularly closely associated

the fact that our
first

with

of our advance in space exploration in view of

own

native son Alan Shepard of Derry was the

of our astronauts;

Now, Therefore Be It Resolved, that the Senate, the House
concurring, shall hereby congratulate and
Representatives
of

commend Major
standing effort

L.

Gordon Cooper

in the eyes of the entire world;

Be

It

for his excellent

and

out-

so advanced the cause of our country

which has

and

Further Resolved, that a copy of
Gordon Cooper.

this resolution

be

transmitted to Major L.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the House concurred

in the adoption of the concurrent resolution.
*

*

*

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill moved that the rules of the
House be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal and
spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was adopted.

HB
tion.

Ought

The

On

for Executive

to pass.

Mr. London of

were so

women, Mr.
Departments and Administra-

233, relative to Colby Junior College for

Eastman of Weare

bill

New London explained the bill.

was ordered

to a third reading.

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order for 3:00

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House
adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 11:00 A.M.
this

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

bills

were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

1

Thursday,

May

23,

733

1963

HB 538, relating to the subdivision of land.
HB 384, relative to gross weight of certain
HB 536, relating to the expenses of the

vehicles.

public

utilities

commission.

HB

233, relative to

Colby Junior College for women.

SB 19, relative to access roads to privately owned ski developments, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate
for concurrence in the House amendment.
*

at

*

On motion of Mrs. Greene
12:42 P.M.

#

of

Rye

the

House adjourned

THURSDAY, May
The House met

at

1

:00

23, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

W.

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain Reverend Edward
Cantwell from the First Christian Church of Center Tufton-

boro:

Lord God of our fathers: We thank Thee for Thy guiding
hand along the way of our pilgrimage: we beg for Thy continuing blessings upon us, our state, and our nation. We seek
Thy protection of our homes, our lives and our institutions.
We implore Thy blessings upon the Governor and this legislative body. May all of its members meditate with Thee, so
that they may legislate wisely and justly. Give unto each representative pure wisdom and a large vision so that all may
build on a firm foundation that can never be shaken.
Lead us all into larger fields of service for the betterment
mankind. May our state grow in favor and stature and
under wise and just leadership become a blessing to all peoples
on the face of the earth. This we ask in the name of Jesus
of all

Christ

Amen.
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Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Walsh of Manchester led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
the

House

A

introduced the following groups as guests of

today:

group from the Portsmouth Graduate Nurses Club,
and Mrs. John W. King.

courtesy of Governor

A

group of elementary school students from Auburn, courAuburn.

tesy of Mrs. Griffin of

A

group of students from the Grinnell School of Derry,

courtesy of Derry Delegation.

A group of students from the elementary school of Grantham, courtesy of Mrs. Weber of Croydon.

A
tesy of

group of 7th and 8th grade students from Chester, courMr. Underwood of Chester.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua and Mr. Soucy of Manchester
were granted leave of absence for the day on account of important business.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

606, relating to mosquito control. (Greene of Rye)

to Res., Rec.

Sc

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

Development.

HB 607, relating to revisions of supervisory unions and
reassignment of personnel. (Greene of Rye) to Education.
HB

608, providing compensation for persons

limitations on signs

lehem)

to Judiciary.

on

damaged by

interstate highways. (Stevenson of Beth-

Thursday,

HB

609, relative

to

Hudson and Maloomian

HB
Hudson)

HB

May

usurious interest rates. (Bednar of

of Somersworth) to Judiciary.

610, relative to progressive time contracts. (Bednar of
to Judiciary.

611, relative to contested elections. (Johnson of

over) to Executive Departments

HB

735

1963

23,

Han-

and Administration.

612, relative to re-examination of

(Young

erators over seventy years of age.

of

motor vehicle op-

Rye)

to

Transporta-

tion.

HJR 33, providing funds for increase in daily rate paid to
nursing homes for care of welfare recipients. (Ferguson of Milford) to Appropriations.

HJR

Marcus

34, in favor of

E. Diffenderfer. (Diffenderfer

of Ossipee) to Mileage.

HJR

35, in favor of

Alfred Loranger. (Rules Committee

—

Mr. Herbert of Windham) to Claims and Aeronautics.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bill:

HB

An

126,

act relating to liens by attorneys.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Langdon

Committee Reports

HB

504, relative to inter-banks deposits,

AV^arner for Banks.

Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

section

1

of the bill

Mr. Bigelow of

with amendment.

to

HB 504

by striking out said section and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1.
Limitations on Inter-bank Deposits. Amend RSA
386:8 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof
the following: 386:8 Restrictions.
savings bank may de-

A

funds in a national bank or trust company subject to
the limitations of RSA 387:22 but such deposit shall not, at

posit

its
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any time, exceed one hundred per cent of the capital, surplus
and undivided profits of such national bank or trust company
except with the approval in writing of the bank commissioner.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

526, authorizing associations to

make

collateral

and

unsecured loans, Mr. Bigelow of Warner for Banks. Inexpedient
to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 428, relating to county commissioner districts for the
county of Coos, Mr. Sheridan of Berlin for the Majority of the
Coos County Delegation. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

to

HB

428

said bill by striking out section

1

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
1 Districts Defined. Amend paragraph VII of RSA 64:11
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof
the following: VII. Coos: District 1, wards 1, 2, and 4 in the
city of Berlin; District 2, Northumberland, Lancaster, Whitefield, Carroll, Dalton, Jefferson, Randolph, Gorham and Shel-

burne; District 3, Pittsburg, Stewartstown. Clarksville, Colebrook, Strafford, Columbia, Millsville, Errol, Wentworth's
Location,

Dummer,

Stark,

Milan and ward

3 in the city of

Berlin.

amend said
new section:

Further
following

bill

by inserting after section

I

the

cincts

Referendum. On the ballots for the several voting prein Coos county for the biennial election to be held in

1964,

there shall be printed the following question:

2

"Shall

the county commissioner districts in Coos county be as defined
in 'an Act relating to county commissioner districts for the

county of Coos' as enacted by the 1963 session of the General
Court," which question shall be followed by printed boxes in

which the voter may indicate "yes" or "no."

If

upon

the canvass

of the votes cast at said election with respect to said question
shall

it

appear that a majority of the persons voting thereon shall

May

Thursday,

23,

737

1963

have voted in the affirmative, then the county commissioner
districts for Coos county shall be as provided in section 1, and
the nomination and election of county commissioners at the
biennial election in 1966 shall be in accordance therewith.
Further
section

amend

said bill

by renumbering section 2

to read

3.

HB 428, Minority report, Inexpedient to legislate.
George H, Keough
Lloyd E. Sherman
Harry N. Marsh
Darwin Brooks
Frank C. Nash

Edna D. Fogg
Basil

W. Connolly

May

E. Arsenault

Ada

C. Taylor

A minority of the Committee
moved that HB 428 be indefi-

Mr. Sherman of Lancaster
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

nitely

Mr, Fortier of Berlin spoke against the motion.
Mrs. Taylor of Whitefield spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Sheridan of Berlin spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke against the motion.

Mr. Peterson

of

Peterborough spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Shute of Lancaster requested a division.
187 members having voted in the affirmative
the negative, the motion to indefinitely postpone

and 119 in

HB

428 pre-

vailed.

Mr. Sheridan of Berlin demanded the Yeas and Nays, and
subsequently withdrew his demand.

HB

221, relative to state guarantee of municipal

and water pollution
Appropriations.

projects,

Ought

to pass.

bonds
Mr. Goode of Manchester for
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The

bill

HB

30'2,

to a third reading.

board of conciliation and
Manchester for Appropriations.

relative to the state

Mr.

arbitration,

Ought

was ordered

Goode

of

to pass.

The

bill

HB

281, relative to the remodeling of certain buildings

was ordered

to a third reading.

and the construction of a new green house
New Hampshire, Mr. Fellows of Dover
Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

at the University of

for Appropriations.

281

Amend section 3 by striking out the word "thirty" in the
fourteenth line and inserting in place thereof the word, twenty,
so that said section is amended to read as follows:
3

Bonds or Notes. The governor, upon receipt of
from the board of trustees of the university, and by

State

a request

and with the consent of the council, may direct the state treasurer to borrow upon the faith and credit of the state a sum
not exceeding one hundred and forty-five thousand dollars for
the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of this act,

and

for said

purpose may issue bonds in the name and on be-

half of the state at a rate of interest to be determined by the

governor and council. The maturity dates of such bonds shall
be determined by the governor and council, but in no case
shall they be later than twenty years from the date of issue. The
bonds shall be in such form and denomination as the governor
and council shall determine, may be registerable as to both
principal and interest, shall be signed by the treasurer and
countersigned by the governor and shall be deemed a pledge
of the faith

and

credit of the state.

The

secretary of state shall

such bonds showing the number and
amount of each, the time of countersigning, the date of delivery
to the state treasurer and the date of maturity. The state treasurer shall keep an account of each bond showing the number
thereof, the name of the person to whom sold, the amount received from the same, the date of the sale and the date of

keep an account of

all

maturity.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

the bill was ordered to

Thursday,

May

23,

1963
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HB (188, relative to the construction of a new instructional
building and the remodeling of certain present buildings at
the University of New Hampshire, Mr. Gove of Concord for
Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

to

HB

188

Amend section 3 by striking out the word "thirty" in the
thirteenth line and inserting in place thereof the word, twenty,
so that said section

is

amended

to

read as follows:

3 State Bonds or Notes. The governor, upon receipt of a
request from the board of trustees of the university, and by and
with the consent of the council, may direct the state treasurer
to borrow upon the faith and credit of the state a sum not ex-

ceeding one million six hundred and forty-five thousand dollars
for the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of this act,
and for said purpose may issue bonds in the name and on behalf of the state at a rate of interest to be determined by the
governor and council. The maturity dates of such bonds shall
be determined by the governor and council, but in no case
shall they be later than twenty years from the date of issue.
The bonds shall be in such form and denomination as the
governor and council shall determine, may be registerable as to
both principal and interest, shall be signed by the treasurer and
countersigned by the governor and shall be deemed a pledge
of the faith

and

credit of the state.

The

secretary of state shall

such bonds showing the number and
amount of each, the time of countersigning, the date of delivery
to the state treasurer and the date of maturity. The state treasurer shall keep an account of each bond showing the number
thereof, the name of the person to whom sold, the amount received from the same, the date of the sale and the date of

keep an account of

all

maturity.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 265, to provide funds for the preparation of property
maps, Mr. Roberts of Conway for Appropriations. Inexpedient
to legislate.

Mr. Kimball of Derry moved that the words. Ought to pass,
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate, and spoke
in favor of the motion.
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Mr. Clement of Rochester spoke against the motion.
Mr. Stickney of Salem spoke

in favor of the motion.

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Fortier

moved

of Berlin

that

HB

265 be laid on the

table.

The motion was

adopted.

HB 447, relative to village districts, Mr. Hanson of Bow
Municipal and County Government. Inexpedient to legis-

for
late.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 519, relative to construction of buildings to be used
by the public, Mr. Plumer of Bristol for Public Works. Inexpedient to legislate.

Mr. Taf t of Greenville explained the resolution of the committee.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 406, establishing a police commission for the city of
Somersworth, Mr. Cormier of Somersworth for the Somersworth
Delegation.

The

HB

Ought

bill

to pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

232, providing for payments in lieu of taxes on certain

recreational lands, Mr. Colbath of

Inexpedient to

Dover

for

Ways and Means.

subject matter covered by pending

legislate;

legislation.

of

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

499, relative to the taxation of railroads, Mr.

Durham

for

Ways and Means. Be

Bevan

referred to Legislative

Council or Legislative Services Commission.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

553, to establish a

ment

of public taxes,

Means. Ought

The

bill

new apportionment for the assessMr. Bevan of Durham for Ways and

to pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.
*

*

*

Thursday,

May

23,
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Mr. McAllister of Barnstead moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of
HJR 34, in favor of Marcus E. Diffenderfer.

House be

The

Clerk read the House Joint Resolution in

House Joint Resolution

in favor of

Marcus

full.

E. Diffenderfer.

Resolved, by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court convened:

The sum

of one hundred and twenty-nine dollars and sixty
hereby appropriated to reimburse Marcus E. Diffenderfer of Ossipee for mileage allowance for the 1959 session of
the general court, which said allowance although approved by
the then mileage committee was not paid because of an error.
The sum appropriated hereunder shall be a charge upon the

cents

is

legislative appropriation.

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the order whereby SB
referred to Ways and Means be vacated and that the bill
be referred to Resources, Recreation and Development.
58

-tvas

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the order whereby SB
was
referred to Ways and Means be vacated and that the bill
69
referred
be
to Resources, Recreation and Development.

The motion was

adopted.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
bills

SB 105, An act to legalize the proceedings of the meeting
of a certain cooperative school district held at Lancaster, May
14, 1963.

SB

3,

An

act permitting the

hunting of deer with muzzle-

loaders.

Introduction of Senate Bills

SB 105, to legalize the proceedings of the meeting of a
certain cooperative school district held at Lancaster, May 14,
1963, was read a

first

and second time and referred

to Education.
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Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield moved that the rules of the
House be so far suspended as to dispense with reference to
committee and public hearing on SB 105 and spoke in favor
of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The

Clerk read the

bill in full.

The motion was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

SB

3,

was read a

permiting the hunting of deer with muzzle-loaders,
and second time and referred to Fish and Game.

first

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following concurrent resolution, in the passage of
which it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

Whereas, Pine Island Park in the city of Manchester has
is being dismantled for use as a public

ceased operation and
recreational area;

and

Whereas, said premises consist of a material area surrounding and adjacent to a body of water; and
Whereas, there
ities for

is

and boating faciland this area could

great need for bathing

the use of residents of Manchester

well be adapted for such use;

Noiv, Therefore,

Be

It

Resolved, by the Senate, the House

department of resources
and economic development is hereby requested to immediately
make a study and submit plans to the governor and council pursuant to its duties and authority under chapter 263 of the laws
of 1961 as to how said Pine Island Park may best be acquired
and developed as part of the recreational areas and facilities
of the state and the governor and council is requested to exert
every effort possible to provide that said Pine Island Park shall
not be lost to the residents of Manchester as a recreational
area; and
of Representatives concurring, that the

Be It Further Resolved, that copies of this resolution be
transmitted to the governor, each member of his council and
the commissioner of resources and economic development.

Thursday,

The

May

23,
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concurrent resolution was referred to Resources, Rec-

reation and Development.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

House

curs with the

following entitled

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill,

with amendment, in the passage of
asks the concurrence of the House

which amendment the Senate
of Representatives:

HB

An

233,

act

relative

to

Colby Junior College for

Women.
Amendment

Amend

to

HB

233

same and

section 3 of the bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:
3

Takes

On

This act

Effect.

shall take effect

motion of Mr. London of

upon

New London

the

its

passage.

House

con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the
folloAving entitled bill, with amendment, in the passage of
curs with the

which amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB 493, relative to compensation of the special
Portsmouth Municipal court.
Amendment

Amend

section

and inserting
1

to

of said bill

1

HB

justice for

493

by striking out said section

in place thereof the following:

Special Justices.

Amend RSA

502:8 (supp) as

amended

by 1955, 253:1; 1957, 125:2, 175:2, 204:1, 209:2; 1961, 16:1,
124:2, by striking out the words "of Portsmouth four hundred
dollars" in the ninth line and inserting in place thereof the
words, of Portsmouth twelve hundred dollars, so that said section as

amended

Special Justices.

requested to

sit

shall read as follows:

The
owing

special justice

502:8 Compensation of
justice of the peace

and

to the disqualifications of the justice

and
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special justice shall be paid,

town Avherein

said court

is

from the treasury of the

city or

located, ten dollars a day for each

day or part thereof ithat he shall serve in said capacity, provided that the annual salaries of the special justices of the
municipal courts of the following cities and town shall be as
follows, of Manchester two thousand dollars, of Nashua two
thousand five hundred dollars, of Dover six hundred dollars,
of Concord one thousand two hundred dollars, of Portsmouth
twelve hundred dollars, of Laconia five hundred dollars, of
Somersworth two hundred dollars and of Hampton three hundred and fifty dollars, to be paid by said cities and town, respectively, quarterly, and shall be in lieu of any other compensation or fees to such justices; provided, further, that the special
justice of the municipal court of Berlin shall be paid from the
treasury of the city six hundred dollars per annum.
Further

numbering

amend

said bill by striking out section 2

section 3 to read section

On

motion of Mr. Stafford
amendment was dispensed with.

and

re-

2.

of Portsmouth, reading of the

Mr. Stafford explained the amendment.

On

motion

of

Mr. Stafford of Portsmouth the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

Resolutions

Mr. Eastman of Weare offered the follo^ving resolutions for
County Delegation:

the Hillsborough

Whereas, William A. Cote, Representative from ManWard 8, has been hospitalized in the VA Hospital in
Manchester, therefore be it

chester,

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, extend to
our Fellow Member our sympathy in his illness and extend to
him our best wishes for his speedy return to health, and be it
Resolved, That

we

the

sentatives of the General

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to Representative Cote.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Thursday,
Messrs. Smith

May

and Ballam

of

23,

745
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Walpole offered the follow-

ing resolutions:

Whereas, John E. Aylard, Representative from Walpole in
1

95 1 has passed away.
,

He served as town selectman,
member, therefore be it

Whereas,
school board

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General
to

our former Fellow
and be it further

Members

Court of

Member

New

for his

tax collector

and

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute
services to his town and
of the

state,

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to his widow, Mrs. Mary Aylard, a copy of these Resolutions.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

Messrs.

Sherman

*

of Lancaster

*

and Marsh of Colebrook

offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, Samual A, Weeks, a former Representative from
Colebrook for several sessions, has passed away,

Whereas,

He

served as county commissioner for two terms.

Now, Therefore Be
of the

House

It

Resolved, That we, the

Members

of Representatives of the General Court of

New

Hampshire, hereby pay tribute to our former Fellow Member
for his services to his town, county and state and express our
deep sympathy to his family in its bereavement, and

Be It Further Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions
be sent to his widow, Mrs. Angle Weeks.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Maloomian of Somersworth offered the following

reso-

lution:

Resolved

lowed

to

that, the

remove

male members of the House may be alremainder of the session.

their coats during the
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The

resolution was adopted.
*

The Chair announced
niversary of Representative

The Chair

also

wedding anniversary

*

*

that today

is

the 50th

and Mrs. Brown

of

wedding anLoudon.

announced

that Friday will be the 40th
Representative
and Mrs. Palmer of
of

Kensington.

The Chair
White

also

announced

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

of Derry.

The Chair also announced that Saturday
Mr, Champagne of Manchester.

On
were so

is

the birthday of

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next Monday morning at 11:00 A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

bills

were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB 504, relative to inter-banks deposits.
HB 221, relative to state guarantee of
and water pollution

HB

municipal bonds

projects.

and

302, relative to the state board of conciliation

arbitration.

HB

281, relative to the remodeling of certain buildings

the construction of a

new greenhouse

at the University of

and

New

Hampshire.

HB 188, relative to the construction of a new instructional
building and the remodeling of certain present buildings at the
University of New Hampshire.

HB

406, establishing a police

Somersworth.

commission

for the city of

1

Monday, May

HB
ment

of

SB

55'3,

to establish a

pubHc
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new apportionment

for the assess-

taxes.

105, to legalize the proceedings of the

meeting of a

tain cooperative school district held at Lancaster,

was read a third time, passed, and sent
to be engrossed.

May

cer-

14, 1963,

to the Secretary of State

Reconsideration

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield, having voted with the majority,
moved that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
SB 105, and spoke against the motion.

The motion was

On
journed

lost.

motion of Mrs. Berry of Barrington the House adP.M.

at 1:.15

MONDAY, May 27,

1963

(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)

The House met at

1

:00

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

O

we approach
know Thy will

Father of Eternal Wisdom, with courage

the duties of a

new

day.

Humbly we

strive to

as we weigh the importance
our decision. Grant us strength to undertake the voluminous and varied responsibilities given to our
charge. Create, in our every effort, both unity of purpose and
devotion to service. Grant Thy continued blessing upon our
Governor, his Council, and the Members of this Joint Convention. May Thy loving care ever protect our precious freedoms
nurture us with everlasting peace in Thy Name, Amen.

in each

and every contemplation

of each issue requiring

—
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Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. McCarthy of Laconia led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence

LaFlamme

Messrs. Stickney of Salem,

of Concord, Phelps

Andover and Mrs. Clark of Lee were granted
sence for the day on account of important business.
of

leaves of ab-

Miss Bailey of Newport and Mr. Chamberlain of Bath
were granted leave of absence for the week on account of important business.

Mrs. Rubins of Rochester was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of illness.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

613, relative to penalties for violations of the munici-

pal budget act. (Bednar of

Hudson and

Morrill of Salem) to

Judiciary.

HB

614, relative to insurance

and personal property
to Exec. Depts.

HB

&:

on certain

state real estate

of historic value. (Casassa of

Hampton)

Administration.

615, relative to purchase of supplies by the depart-

ment of resources and economic development. (Casassa
Hampton) to Executive Departments &: Administration.

HB

of

616, relative to the definition of an elementary school

and school

district liability.

(Faulkner of Keene) to Education.

HB 617, relative to redevelopment plans and urban renewal plans. (Rules Committee
Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua)
to Municipal Sc County Government.

—

HB

618, relative to availability to public of public records

and meetings. (Bednar

HJR 36,

of

Hudson)

to Judiciary.

relative to certain lands in the

(Rules Committee

town of Tamworth.
to Municipal and

— Remick of Tamworth)

County Government.

Monday, May
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Committee Reports

HB
of

New

to pass

528, relative to investment of funds of the University

Hampshire, Mr. Bigelow of Warner for Banks. Ought

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

528

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

University of

1

New

striking out said section

lowing:

187:17

Hampshire.
and inserting

Investments.

The

and three members

Amend RSA

187:17 by

in place thereof the fol-

governor, the treasurer of

board of trustees, to
be selected by the board of trustees, shall constitute a finance
committee, Avho may, except as is provided in the preceding
section, make such changes from time to time in the investment
of the fimds of the institution as its interest may, in their judgthe University,

ment

of the

require.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

575, relative to ranks

and

qualifications of personnel

Gagnon of
Departments and Administration. Ought
of division of state police, Mrs.

Berlin for Executive
to pass

with amend-

ment.

Amendment

to

HB

575

Amend section 1 of said bill be striking out the word
"department" in the fourteenth line and inserting in place
thereof the word, division, so that said section as amended shall
read as follows:
Division of State Police. Personnel. Amend RSA 106-B:4
as inserted by 1961, 166:4 by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 106-B:4 Ranks
and Qualifications; Establishment. The director of state police
shall hold the rank of colonel. Within the division of state
police there shall be not less than one major, two field officers
with the rank of captain, six troop commanders with the rank
of lieutenant, six assistant troop commanders with the rank of
sergeant and six corporals-at-large. Every police employee shall
1

(supp)
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have had not less than two years service within the division to
become eligible for promotion of any type except from probationary status to trooper.

No member

of the division shall be

promotion in any event unless his record is free
from the commission of any major infraction of divisional
eligible for

discipline within the last seven consecutive years of such service.

In addition to the foregoing, the personnel commission, with
the advice of the director, shall establish suitable classification
for additional grades, positions

and ranks and

for each classi-

fication shall fix standards of health, education, training

experience, as well as the conduct and

manner

and

of taking of

competitive examinations for promotion within the division.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

Mr. Lewis of Lebanon
Departments and Administration. Inexpedient

577, relative to building codes,

for Executive
to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 588, authorizing training of auxiliary state police, Mr.
Langford of Raymond for Executive Departments and Administration.

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

588

Amend

106-B:18 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
word "recruit" in the second line, further
amend by inserting after the word "force" the words, with the
approval of the commissioner, so that said section as amended
shall read as follows:
striking out the

106-B:18 Auxiliary State Police. The director is authorized
and organize an auxiliary state police force with the
approval of the commissioner for the purpose of providing
to train

emergency

services throughout the state for peacetime or wartime emergencies or threatened emergencies and for augmenting the state police force in such manner as the director may
deem appropriate. Such auxiliary force shall at all times be

under the direction and control of the said director and shall
be subject to rules and regulations promulgated by the director.
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Amend

paragraph (4) of 106-B:19 as inserted by secby striking out the word "twenty-one" and
inserting in place thereof the word, twenty-three, so that said
paragraph as amended shall read as follows: (4) at least twentytion

of the bill

1

three years old.

Amend

106:B-22 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
end thereof the words, or personnel, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows:

adding

at the

106-B:22 Compensation. All

members

of the auxiliary

compensated for their services while actively
engaged on the performance of their official duties at rates as
fixed by the director of personnel.
force shall be

At the request of Mrs. Potter of Northumberland, Mr.
Langford of Raymond explained the amendment.

to

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.

HB

bill

was referred

department
Langford for Executive Departments
and Administration. Inexpedient to legislate.
590, relative to transfer of positions in the

of safety, Mrs.

Marx

of

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

556, relative to the incorporation of the

Development Council,
Ought to pass.

The

HB

bill

Inc.,

was ordered

Upper Valley
Mrs. Grey of Canaan for Judiciary.

to a third reading.

561, relative to liens against property of recipients of
from towns and counties, Mr. Healy of Manchester

direct relief

for Judiciary.

The

Inexpedient to

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB

541, relative to compromise settlement of an infant's
claim, Mr. Upton of Concord for Judiciary. Inexpedient to
legislate.

The

HB
Upton
ment.

resolution was adopted.
542, relative to settlements in behalf of minors, Mr.
Concord for Judiciary. Ought to pass with amend-

of
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Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

542

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Amend RSA

Minors.

and inserting

462:2 by striking out said section

in place thereof the following: 462:2 Settlement

of Suits in Behalf of Minors. No settlement of any suit in law
or equity brought by parent, gaurdian, guardian ad litem or
next friend in behalf of any infant shall be valid unless approved by the court in which the action is entered or is pending. In any suit in behalf of an infant or against an infant or
in which an infant is interested, the court may make all necessary orders for protecting the interests of the infant, and may
require the guardian ad litem, parent or next friend to give
bond to truly account for all money received in behalf of the

infant whether through settlement, judgment, decree or other
order.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

370, relative to the purity of foods

Green of Rollinsford
amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

and drugs, Mr.

Ought

for Public Health.

to pass

with

370

Amend

subparagraph (1) of paragraph VIII of RSA 146:2
by section 1 of said bill by striking out the word
"or" in the seventh line and inserting in place thereof the word,
and, so that said paragraph as amended shall read as follows:
as inserted

(1)
(a) is a

The term

"color additive"

means

dye, pigment, or other substance

a material

which

—

made by

a process of
synthesis or similar artifice, or extracted, isolated, or otherwise

derived, with or without intermediate or final change of identity from a vegetable, animal, mineral or other source, and (b)

when added

human body

or applied to a food, drug, or cosmetic, or to the
or any part thereof, is capable (alone or through

reaction with other substance) of imparting color thereto; except that such term does not include any material w'hich has
been or hereafter is exempted under the federal act.
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subparagraph (3) of paragraph VIII of RSA 146:2
by section 1 of said bill by striking out in the sixth
line the word "of" and inserting in place thereof the word, or,
and by striking out the word "process" and inserting in place
thereof the word, processes, so that said subparagraph as amend-

Amend

as inserted

ed shall read
(3)

as follows:

Nothing

in (1)

above

shall

be construed to apply to

any pesticide chemical, soil or plant nutrient, or other agricultural chemical solely because of its effect in aiding, retarding,
or otherwise affecting, directly or indirectly, the growth or
other natural physiological processes of produce of the soil and
thereby affecting its color, whether before or after harvest.

Amend

section 2 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
2

Added Poisonous

Substances.

after section 20 the following
I.

Any added poisonous

new

Amend

section:

146 by adding
146:21 Additives.

or deleterious substance, any food ad-

any pesticide chemical in or on a raw agricultural commodity, or any color additive, shall with respect to any particular use or intended use be deemed unsafe for the purpose of
application of paragraph I of section 3 with respect to any food
or paragraph I of section 4 with respect to any drug or device,
or paragraph I of section 7 with respect to any cosmetic, unless
there is in effect either (1) a regulation issued pursuant to the
Federal Act permitting such use, or (2) a regulation issued pursuant to paragraph II of this section limiting the quantity of
such substance, and the use or intended use of such substance
conform to the terms prescribed by such regulation. While
either such regulation relating to such substance is in effect, a
food, drug or cosmetic shall not, by reason of bearing or containing such substance in accordance with the regulation, be
considered adulterated within the meaning 6i paragraphs I of
ditive,

sections

3, 4, 7.

II.
On and after July 1, 1963, the regulations promulgated
under the federal act, prescribing therein tolerances and exemptions from tolerances or conditions of use for any of the
foregoing substances are hereby adopted as the regulations applicable to this chapter. Provided that whenever public health
or other considerations in the state so require, the commissioner
of health and welfare is authorized to adopt, amend, or repeal
regulations whether or not in accordance with regulations pro-
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mulgated under the federal act prescribing therein tolerances
and exemptions from tolerances or conditions of use for such
substances.

Amend
new

said bill by inserting after section 8 the following

section:

V

Repeal. Paragraph

9
color,

is

of

RSA

146:3, relative to coal-tar

hereby repealed.

amend

Further

numbering

said bill by striking out section 9

to read section

and

re-

amended

so that said section as

ilO,

read as follows:

shall

10

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect as of July

I,

1963.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

5'51,

relative to tree wardens, Mrs.

for Resources, Recreation

The

bill

Hampson

of

and Development. Ought

Hebron

to pass.

was ordered to a third reading.

HB 371, relating to curfew regulations in Rochester, Mrs.
Hartigan of Rochester for the Rochester Delegation. Ought to
pass with amendment.
Amendment

to

HB

371

Amend section 2 of the bill by striking out the words "sixty
days after" and inserting in place thereof the word, upon, so
that said section as
2

Takes

amended

shall read as follows:

This act

Effect.

shall take effect

The amendment was adopted and

upon

its

passage.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

399, relative to salary of the justices and clerk of Rochmunicipal court, Mr. Marsan of Rochester for the Rochester Delegation. Ought to pass with amendment.

ester

Amendment

Amend

the

title

clerk" so that said

to

HB

399

of said bill by striking out the words

title as

amended

"and

shall read as follows:

An

Monday,
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act relative to salary of the justices of Rochester

municipal

court.

Amend

the bill by striking out section 3

ing section 4 to read section

and renumber-

3.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendment, in the passage of which
amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

248, requiring certain

marking

for so-called native

farm products.

Amendment

Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting
1

HB

to

all after

Standards for

Word

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Farm

Products.

serting after section 4 the following
of

248

"Native".

No

Amend RSA

new

farm products

section:

428 by

428:4-a

sold, offered or

in-

Use

exposed

for sale or distribution in the state shall be labelled or de-

scribed as "native" unless the name of the state in which they
were grown or produced appears immediately after the word
"native".

2

The

Takes

provisions of this section shall not apply to eggs.
Effect.

This act

shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

Mr, Adams of Madbury moved that the House non-concur
amendment and that a committee of conference

in the Senate

be appointed.

The motion was adopted and
Hayward
of

Manchester

A

Underwood

as conferees

the Chair appointed Messrs.

and Mrs. Martel
on the part of the House.
of Chester

announced that the Senate has
with the following titles, in the passage of which
asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

passed
it

of Milford,

further Senate message
bills
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SB

44, to authorize cities

and towns

to establish historic

districts.

SB

74, relative to

SB

84,

United

renaming

a highway.

authorizing indemnification agreements with the

States.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB

were read a

first

and second

and towns to establish
Municipal and County Government.

44, to authorize cities

districts, to

SB

74, relative to

SB
United

bills

84,

renaming

a highway, to Public

historic

Works.

authorizing indemnification agreements with the
Public Works.

States, to

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolution sent up
from the House of Representatives:

HB

268, providing for the classification of the waters of

Newfound Lake.

HB
HB

339, relative to assessing abutters for sidewalks.

444, relative to retired
retirement system.

members

of the policemen's

HJR 29, providing additional funds for cancer commission
A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in
to the following bill:

its

amend-

owned

ski de-

ments

SB

19, relative to access

roads to privately

velopments.

Resolutions

Mr. Walsh of Manchester offered the following resolutions:
Whereas, high school bands from Charleston, West Virginia, are

on tour

in

New Hampshire

centennial, therefore be

it

to publicize their state's

Monday, May
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Resolved, by the House of Representatives that the Wellsburg High School Band from Charleston be invited to perform on the State House Plaza on Tuesday, June 11, and be it
further

try,

Resolved, that this invitation be issued through Jack Gencentennial county coordinator.

The

resolutions were adopted.
*

On
were so

*

*

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this

far

afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 1 1:00 A.M.
of bills be by title only,

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

were read a third time, passed, and

bills

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB
of

New

528, relative to investment of funds of the University

Hampshire.

HB

575, relative to ranks

and

qualifications of personnel of

division of state police.

HB

556, relative to the incorporation of the

Upper Valley

Development Council.

HB 542, relative to settlements in behalf of minors.
HB 370, relative to the purity of foods and drugs.
HB 551, relative to tree wardens.
HB 371, relating to curfew regulations in Rochester.
HB 399, relative to salary of the justices of Rochester
Municipal Court,
*

On
journed

*

*

motion of Mrs. Blanchette of Dover the House
at

1 1

:45

A.M.

ad-
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TUESDAY, May
The House met at

1|1

:00

28, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

as follows:

—

O Father of Eternal Goodness
gratefully we acknowledge Thy compassionate and merciful love, graciously extended
to our comfort and need. May the warmth of Thy loving-kindness dwell richly in our lives, to continually inspire and sustain
us. Grant us the serenity to accept that which can not be
changed, the courage to change that which needs to be changed,
to know the difference. Help us to protect and
preserve freedom's truth through the renewing of our faith and

and the wisdom

devotion to the blessed ideals upon which our State and Nation
were founded. In our every endeavor, endow us with both
mission and purpose to honor and glorify Thy Holy Presence
in the spirit of brotherhood and peace we unite in Thy Name.

—

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs.

Weber

of

Croydon

led the Convention in the Pledge

of Allegiance to the Flag.

House

The Chair introduced a group of students from the CenSchool in Londonderry, courtesy of Mr. Shepard of Londonderry.
ter

The Chair

also

extended greetings to several groups of

ladies in the gallery.

Leaves of Absence
Mrs. Moulton of

New Durham

was granted leave of ab-

sence for the week on account of illness in the family.

Mrs. Blanchette of Dover was granted an indefinite leave
on account of illness.

of absence

Mr. Bouvier of Swanzey was granted leave of absence for
today and Wednesday on account of illness in the family.

Tuesday,

May
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Mr. Lambert of Hooksett was granted leave of absence for
today on account of important business.

the

Mr. Keough of Gorham was granted leave of absence
week on account of important business.

for

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB
gianis of

HB

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

619, to revise the charter of the city of Nashua. (Pappa-

Nashua)

to the

Nashua Delegation.

620, relative to citizens job protection.

(Welch of Con-

cord) to Labor.

HB

621, relative to the production, distribution

and

sale

of

milk and other dairy products. (Adams of Madbury, Spollett

of

Hampstead and Underwood

HB
mittee
to

of Chester) to Agriculture.

622, relative to private water supplies. (Rules

Com-

— Peterson of Peterborough and Pappagianis of Nashua)

Public Works.

HJR

James A. Purington. (Rules
Mr. Eastman of Exeter) to Claims and Aero-

37, in favor of the state of

Committee

—

nautics.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing,
reference to committee and public hearing on HJR 37.

House be

Joint resolution in favor of the estate of James A. Purington.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court convened:

That the
salary

due

be and hereby is directed to pay
James A. Purington of Exeter the balance of

state treasurer

to the estate of

said decedent as a

member

of the

House

of Repre-

sentatives..

The

Clerk read the House Joint Resolution in

full.
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The motion

House Joint Resolution was

prevailed and the

ordered to a third reading.

HJR
read a

Leon J. Littlefield, was
and second time and referred to Claims and Aero-

38, in favor of the estate of

first

nautics.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that the rules of
the House be so far suspended as to dispense with the printing,
reference to committee and public hearing on HJR 38.
Joint resolution in favor of the estate of

Leon

J. Littlefield.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court convened:

That the state treasurer be and hereby is directed to pay to
the estate of Leon J. Littlefield of Somersworth the balance of
salary due said decedent as a member of the House of Representatives.

The

Clerk read the House Joint Resolution in

The motion

full.

House Joint Resolution was

prevailed and the

ordered to a third reading.

Committee Reports

HB

463, relative to tenure of office of the chief of police of

the city of Dover, Mr. Maglaras of
gation.

Ought

Dover

for the

Dover Dele-

to pass.

Mr. Maglaras of Dover offered the following amendment
and moved its adoption.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

463

of the bill by striking out the

the tenth line, so that said section as
as follows:
lic" in

1

City of Dover.

Amend Laws

serting after section 24 of the

new

word "pubamended shall read

1953, chapter 358 by in-

charter as inserted by section
33 of said chapter 358 the following new section: 358:24-a

Tuesday,

May

761
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Chief of Police. The chief of police shall be appointed by the
manager for an indefinite period of time, and his tenure of
office shall depend upon his good conduct and efficiency. Said
chief shall be technically qualified by training and experience,
and shall be removed by the manager only for just cause and
after a hearing by the city council, to be held after at ten days
notice in writing has been given to him of the charges against
him. Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting an appeal by said chief to the court.

Amend
lic" in

word "pubamended shall

section 3 of the bill by striking out the

the eleventh line so that said section as

read as follows:
3

Amend

Chief of Police.

the city of Dover,

Laws

the alternative city charter of

1949, chapter 430, by inserting at the

of section 33 the following new subparagraph: (g) The
commissioners shall appoint for an indefinite period of time

end

a chief of police to serve as the chief officer of the police de-

partment and his tenure of office shall depend on the good
conduct and efficiency. Said chief shall be technically qualified
by training and experience and shall be removed by the commissioners only for just cause and after a hearing by the city
council to be held after at least ten days' notice in writing has
been given to him of the charges against him. Nothing herein
shall be construed as prohibiting an appeal by said chief to the
court.

The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

390, to authorize the change of name of Wentworth
Hospital and Wentworth-Dover City Hospital to WentworthDouglass hospital, Mr. Maglaras of Dover. Ought to pass.

The

HB
Lebanon

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

344, relating to school building aid, Mrs.
for Education. Ought to pass.
bill

was referred

to

Demers

of

Appropriations under the Rules.
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HB

Mr. Barker of
Ought to
Government.
County
Municipal
and
Stratham for
567, relative to notices for caucuses,

pass with

amendment.

Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

HB

567

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act relative to notices of and time for holding town

caucuses.

Amend
new

said bill by inserting after section

1

the following

sections:

Town

Amend RSA

56 by inserting after
Small Towns.
In a town which has the Australian ballot system for the election of town officers and which has less than forty-five hundred
inhabitants a caucus for nomination of candidates for said
election shall be held at least eight days prior to the day of
2

Elections.

new

section 75 the following

section:

56:75-a

election.
3

Larger Towns.

tion 87 the following

Amend RSA
new

section:

56 by inserting after

56:87-a

Time

for

sec-

Holding

Any caucus

held under the provisions of this subtown of forty-five hundred inhabitants or over for
the purpose of nominating candidates for election at the town
meeting under the Australian system shall be held at least ten
days prior to the day of said election.

Caucus.

division in a

Further
section

amend

said bill

by renumbering section

2 to read

4.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 426, to provide reduced airways toll on jet fuel, Mr.
Brocklebank of Hollis for Ways and Means. That the bill be
referred to the 1965 Legislature.

The

resolution was adopted.

Committee of Conference Report

The Committee
House

Bill

of

Conference,

No. 216, relative

to

^vhom was referred

to reports to the tax

commission,

Tuesday,

May
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having considered the same, report the same with the recommendation that the house recede from its position of non-concurrence and concur with the amendments sent down by the
honorable senate.
Carroll A. Hill

D. Everett Palmer

George

W.

Stafford

Conferees on the part of the House

Margaret B. DeLude
Robert E. Whalen
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

Committee

of Conference

Report

Conference, to whom was referred
exemption, having considered the same, report the same with the recommendation
that the house recede from its position of non-concurrence and

The Committee

House

Bill

No.

of

75, relative to veterans'

concur with the senate amendment.

The committee further recommends
amendment be adopted:

that the following

Amend section 3 of the bill by striking out the figure
"1963" and inserting in place thereof the figure, 1964, so that
said section as amended will read as follows: 3 Takes Effect.
This act shall take effect as of April 1, 1964.
Charles H.

Gay

George W. Underbill
John Twardus
Conferees on the part of the House
Laurier Lamontagne
Samuel Green
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate Bills and House Joint Resolution:
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HB

An

144,

act relative to retired

members

of the police-

men's retirement system.

HB

233,

An

act relative

268,

An

act providing for the classification of the

to

Colby Junior College for

Women.

HB
waters of

HB
HB

Newfound Lake.
339,

An

345,

An

articles for the

SB

105,

act relative to assessing abutters for sidewalks.

act prescribing the time within which certain
warrant are to be presented.

An

act to legalize the proceedings of the

meeting

May

of a certain cooperative school district held at Lancaster,
14, 1963.

HJR 29, Joint resolution providing additional funds for
cancer commission.

HB 262, An act relative to temporary employees of the
department of public works and highways.
HB

409, An act to exempt from inheritance tax property
passing to an adopted grandchild.

HB

335,

An

act relating to discharge or

of county employees

and the choosing

removal from

office

of a vice-chairman of the

county convention.

HB
SB
ski

An act relative to compensation of the special
Portsmouth municipal court.

493,

justice for

il9.

An

act relative to access roads to privately operated

developments.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. York of Concord
Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed

a bill with the following title, in the passage of

which

it

asks the

concurrence of the House of Representatives:

SB
trict

111, legalizing the proceedings of the

meeting of the

Bow school district.

annual school

dis-

Tuesday,
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Introduction of a Senate Bill

annual school district meeting of the Bow school district, was read a first and
second time and referred to Municipal and County Government.

SB

111, legalizing the proceedings of the

Mr. Hanson of Bow moved that the Rules of the House be
so far suspended as to dispense with reference to committee and
public hearing on SB 1 1 1 and spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was adopted and

the

bill

was ordered

to a

third reading.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

commission and the
President has appointed as members of said Committee on the
part of the Senate: Senator Whalen and Senator DeLude.

The

216, relative to reports of the tax

Senate has voted to accede to the request of the House

of Representatives for a

lowing entitled

HB

Committee

of Conference

on the

fol-

bill:

248, requiring certain

marking

for so-called native

farm products and the President has appointed as members of
said Committee on the part of the Senate: Senator Mitchell and
Senator Chasse.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB

31, relative to the repeal of the school per capita tax.

Resolutions

Mr. MacDonald of Concord offered the following Resolutions:
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Whereas, The New Hampshire Hospital School of Nursobserving its 75th Anniversary in October of this year;

ing

is

and
Whereas, Graduates of

this

School have served with

tinction in all fields of nursing including the Military;

Whereas,

The New Hampshire

joy a high nurse-patient ratio which
the United States;

dis-

and

Hospital continues to enis unique in Hospitals in

and

Whereas, The recently published Report of the Surgeon
Generals Consultant Group on Nursing emphasizes the urgent
need for many more nurses to ensure adequate nursing services
in the years to come; therefore, be it
Resolved, That the 1963

New Hampshire

men and women whose

Legislature pays

and
prompted the establishment of the New Hampshire
Hospital School of Nursing in 1888, to those who have nurtured
its growth, and to those Avho presently continue to promote the
interests of this School; and be it further

tribute to the

inspiration, vision

initiative

Resolved, That the 1963
its

New Hampshire Legislature pays
New Hampshire Hospital

respects to the graduates of the

School of Nursing, its Alumnae Association and the Students
presently enrolled for their illustrious, dedicated, humanitarian
service to the people of New Hampshire and others, and for
their promise for the future. Finally, be it
Resolved, That the 1963 New Hampshire Legislature exits gratitude and best wishes for continued success to the
New Hampshire Hospital School of Nursing.
tends

The

resolutions were adopted.

Messrs.

LaFlamme and Bingham

of

Concord

offered the

following Resolutions:

Whereas, Mrs. Virginia Rocheleau, daughter of Edward H.
York, Representative from Concord, Ward 1, has passed away,
therefore be it
Resolved, That we, the

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby
offer our heartfelt sympathy to her family in its bereavement,
and be it further
sentatives of the General

Tuesday,

May
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Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to
Representative York.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Charland of Franklin offered the following Resolutions for the Franklin Delegation:

Whereas, Lester Boomhower, a former Representative
from Franklin, has passed away, and

He

JVhereas,

therefore be

served his city as Fire Chief for

many

years,

it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby pay
tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to his
city and state, and be it further
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the General

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his

Leonard Boomhower.

son,

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Charland of Franklin offered the followino; Resolutions for the Franklin Delegation:

Henry

Whereas,

former

Prince,

Franklin, has passed away, therefore be

Representative

from

it

Resolved, That we, the

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby pay
our former Fellow Member for his services to his

sentatives of the General

tribute to
city

and

state,

and be

it

further

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to Mrs.
Prince.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

On motion

*

*

of Mr. Pickett of Keene the Rules of the House
suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this
afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading

were

so far
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and resolutions by caption only and that
House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morn11:00 A.M.

of bills be by title only

when

the

ing at

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The
passed,

following

and sent

bills

to the

and resolutions were read

a third time,

Senate for concurrence:

James A. Purington.

SJR

37, in favor of the estate of

SJR

38, in favor of the estate of

HB

463, relative to tenure of office of the chief of police

Leon

J. Littlefield.

of the city of Dover.

HB

390, to authorize the change of name of Wentworth
Hospital and Wentworth-Dover City Hospital to AV^entworthDouglass Hospital.

HB

567, relative to notices of

and time

for holding

town

caucuses.

SB

111, legalizing the proceedings of the annual school dismeeting of the Bow school district, was read a third time,
passed, and sent to the Secretary of State to be engrossed.
trict

*

On
journed

*

*

motion of Mrs. Martin
P.M.

of Littleton the

House

ad-

at 12:01

WEDNESDAY, May 29,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

1963

A.M.

(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

Almighty God, Thou who hast been the guardian

of

our

nation through the years of peril, challenge, and prosperity.

May

Wednesday,

29,

769

1963

We, being surrounded by the great cloud of witnesses who have
served valiantly in the defense of our Granite State and of our
America, gratefully acknowledge their efforts and sacrifices in
our behalf. May the words of memorial as spoken by the Apostle
Paul reveal to us our mission and purpose
"Therefore, since
we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us also

—

lay aside every weight,

and

sin

which

us run with perseverance the race that

clings so closely,
is

set

and

let

before us, looking

pioneer and perfecter of our faith."* As we honor
men and women of faith and courage, may
their sacrifices be an ever constant inspiration and a continual
reminder of our responsibilities today in the preservation of
freedom. May ^ve be xvorthy of Thine infinite love and blessing
as \ve serve Thee, our State, and Nation in the cause of liberty
and peace for all. Amen.
to Jesus, the

the

memory

of these

*

— Paul's "Letter

to the

Chapter

Hebrews"

12, verses

1,

2

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Heald of Wilton led the Convention

in the

Pledge of

Allegiance to the Flag.
*

*

*

The

Choraleers from the Dover High School under the diMoore entertained the Joint Convention
Avith songs and were enthusiastically received.
rection of Robert E.

A Special Prayer for Pope John XXIII Led by
Reverend Shafer, Chaplain
tion

Mr. Feldman of Manchester offered the following
and moved its adoption:

resolu-

Resolved, that the House of Representatives in joint convention with the Honorable Senate join in a minute of silent
prayer for Pope John XXIII.

The

resoliuion was unanimously adopted.

The

Joint Convention stood in silent prayer for Pope

XXIII

for

John

one minute.
*

*

*

On motion of Senator English from the 11th District the Joint
Convention rose.
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House

Lamprey

(Speaker

in the Chair)

Introduction of Guests

The Chair
House

A

introduced the following groups as guests of the

today:

group of seniors from the Exeter High School, courtesy

of the Exeter Delegation.

A

group of 8th grade students from the St. Casimir school
Manchester Delegation.

of Manchester, courtesy of the

A

group of students from Wilton High School, courtesy of
Mr. Heald of Wilton.

A

group of students from Central School
House.

in Sutton, cour-

tesy of the

Leave of Absence
Mr. Lamprey of Tuftonborough was granted leave of absence for the day on account of important business.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and

sec-

as follows:

623, relating to conflicts of interests of public officials

and employees. (Bednar

of

Hudson)

to Judiciary.

HB

624, rendering incompatible the offices of full-time
salaried police officer and deputy sheriff. (Bednar of Hudson)
to

Executive Departments and Administration,

HB
transit

625, relative to motor vehicle road toll refunds for
companies operating within municipalities and pro-

viding for the incorporation of a public authority for the purpose of the operation of such transit companies. (Rules Committee
Mr. Belanger of Manchester) to Public Works.

—

Committee Reports

HB

579, to

amend

the charters of various savings banks,

Mr. Allen of Rindge for Banks. Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Wednesday,

May

Amendment

to

771

29, 1963

HB

579

Amend section 2 of the laws of 1823, chapter 36 as inserted
by section 1 of the bill by striking out the words "or other personal property" in the fifth line, so that said section as amended
shall read as follows: Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, that
the said Corporation shall be capable of receiving from any
person or persons, disposed to enjoy the advantages of said
savings bank, any deposit or deposits of money, and to use,
manage and improve the same for the benefit and advantage of
the person or persons, by, or for, whom the same shall be deposited respectively, and the net income and profits of all deposits of money received by said Corporation shall, after the
establishment of proper reserves, be paid out and distributed
in just proportion among the several persons by, or for, whom
the said deposits shall have been made; and all such deposits
may be withdrawn by the persons entitled thereto, at such
reasonable times, and in such manner as said Corporation in
its by-laws may direct and appoint; or, according to such lawful
conditions and limitations as the depositors, agreeably to the
regulations of said Society may respectively have prescribed
and annexed

to their deposits.

The amendment

\vas

adopted and the

bill

was ordered to

a third readins;.

HB 53,

changing the hours for hunting wild deer and black
of Warren for Fish and Game. Inexpedient

Anderson

bear, Mr.

to legislate.

of

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

139, relating to the taking of black bear,

Manchester for Fish and Game. Inexpedient

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

213, establishing a closed season

certain towns,

Mr. Merrill of Hampton

Inexpedient to

The

Mr. LaFrance
to legislate.

on hen pheasants in
and Game.

Falls for Fish

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB 242, prohibiting the taking of hen pheasants, Mr.
W^elch of Concord for Fish and Game. Inexpedient to legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.
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HB 249, relative to the taking ot wild black bear, Mr.
Vasha^v of Berlin for Fish and Game. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

to

HB

249

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

Taking

in

May

Prohibited.

Amend RSA

208:22 (supp)

as inserted by 1961, 126:1, by striking out said section

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

208:22

game

Wild Black Bear. Wild black bear, outside of
may be taken and possessed from one-half hour

preserves,

before sinirise to one-half hour after sunset in all counties of
the state from September 1 to closing date of the deer season

provided that no bear shall be taken at any time on any island
Wild black bear may be
taken ^vith or without the use of dogs during the months of
September and October to the opening of the deer season.
Wild black bear may be taken by the aid and use of dogs, firearms and by bow and arrow provided that no person shall take
bear by the aid or use of a jack or artificial light, trap, snare,
or in any ^vaters or lakes or ponds.

gun or calibre .22 rimfire firearm unless
otherwise herein provided. Any person who kills a wild bear
as provided by this section shall report as oiulined in RSA
170: 1-a. Landowners, or their agents, shall be permitted to
set traps for bear doing actual or substantial damage to propswivel, pivot or set

Such trapping

be permitted after the director
damage and have investigated
said complaint. The director or his agents may then issue a
special permit for the use of traps. Said permit shall state the
location of traps and the dates when trapping shall be allowed.
Any traps set as hereinbefore described shall be arranged and
set in accordance with RSA 210:15. The carcass of a bear legally
taken and reported may be bought and sold. Live bear may
not be offered for sale at any time unless by a person permitted
so to do by the director. The director or his agents may take
bear doing actual or substantial damage to property by the aid
and use of dogs when deemed necessary. Any person who violates any provision of this section shall be fined not more than
one hundred dollars or imprisoned not more than thirty days,
erty.

shall only

or his agents has been notified of

or both.
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The amendment was adopted and

the bill ^vas ordered to

a third reading.

HB

316, relative to the taking of pheasants, was

withdrawn

New London explained

by the committee. Mr. London of
reason for the action of the committee.

HB
Cooper

the

564, to establish the law of comparative fault, Mrs.
of

Nashua

for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

433, relative to recording devises of real estate in the
Normandin of Laconia for Judiciary.

registry of deeds, Miss

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

433

said bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

Amend RSA

Register of Probate.

548 by inserting after

new section: 547:7-a Record of DeceWhenever it shall appear from reports filed

section 7 the following

dents' Real Estate.
with the register of probate in connection with the administration of any estate that said estate contains real estate located
within the state, the register shall notify the registers of deeds
of the county or counties wherein such real estate lies of the
name and date of death of the decedent. Registers of deeds
receiving such notice shall record in the grantor's index the
name of the decedent, his date of death and the county in which
his estate is probated.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

SB

80, relative to a five

day week for the

city of

Manchester

police department, Mrs. Ainley of Manchester for the
chester Delegation.

Gay

Ought

The

bill

HB

573, relative to service

was ordered

to a third reading.

of Derry for Military

exemption from taxation, Mr.
and Veterans Affairs. Inexpedient to

legislate.

The

Man-

to pass.

resolution was adopted.
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HB

471, adoptThe Chair called for the Special order on
ing certain provisions of the uniform vehicle code, the question

being on the committee report, ought

to pass

with amendment.

Mr. Upton of Concord moved to recommit HB 471 to the
committee on Transportation and spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro and Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke
in favor of the motion.

Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.

Point of Information

Mr. Stafford of Laconia rose on a point of information.
*

The motion was

*

*

adopted, and

HB

471 was recommitted

to Transportation.

Appointment of Committee

of Conference

The Chair appointed Mrs. Ainley of Manchester, Mr.
Kearns and Mr. Conover of Manchester as conferees on the part
of the House on HB 286, relative to the salary of the mayor,
aldermen and members of the school committee of the city
of Manchester.
Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks the
concurrence of the House of Representatives:
bills

SB

13,

SB

22, to

amending

the statute relative to taking fisher.

provide or retain public access to recreational

bodies of water.

SB

112, relative to Pittsfield

Dam acquisition.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:

bills

were read a

first

and second

Wednesday,

SB

13,

amendino' the statute relative to takinsr

22, to

bodies of

SB

775
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fisher, to

Game.

Fish and

SB

May

a\

provide or retain public access to recreational
Fish and Game.

ater, to

112, relative to Pittsfield

Dam acquisition,

to Resources,

Recreation and Development.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB

121, relative to the construction of physical education

facilities at the

University of

New

Hampshire.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to ^vhom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB
The

75, relative to veterans'

exemptions.

Senate has voted to adopt the recommendation of the
of Conference to whom was referred the following

Committee

entitled bill:

HB

216, relative to reports of the tax commission.

Report of Committee of Conference
of Conference, to whom was referred
No. 183, relative to the definition of a hair dressing
shop having considered the same, report the same ^vith the
recommendation that the house recede from its position of
non-concurrence and concur with the senate amendment.

The Committee

House

Bill

Fred L. Green
Glenna H. Rubins
Paul B. Maxham
Conferees on the part of the House
Edith B. Gardner
Louis W. Paquette
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

1
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The Chair announced
Abare

of

Troy and

that

is the birthday of Mr.
the birthday of Mr. La-

that today

tomorrow

is

Nashua.

vallee of

Personal Privilege

Mr. Taft

of Greenville rose

on

a point of personal privi-

lege.

On
were so

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00

this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday morning at 11:00 A.M.

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

bills were read
concmrence:

following

to the Senate for

a third time, passed,

and sent

HB 579, to amend the charters of various savings banks.
HB 249, relative to the taking of wild black bear.
HB 433, relative to recording devises of real estate in the
registry of deeds.

SB

80, relative to a five

day ^veek for the

city of

Police department, ^vas read a third time, passed,

Manchester
and sent to

the Secretary of State to be engrossed.

On motion of Mrs. Brown of Sandwich the House ad•onrnedat 12:32 P.M.

TUESDAY, June
The House met

at

1

:00

4,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

FATHER

of Merciful Love, into Thy presence we come
O
with humble hearts, heavy with sorrow, and burdened with

Tuesday, June

4,
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knowledge that the beloved "Pope of Peace", Pope John
XXIII, has passed from this life unto death to enter Thy

the

blessed

humble

Kingdom of Eternal Love. May the inspiration of this
servant, who ministered to the needs of the world com-

mitted to his care, linger in our hearts as a living memorial to
glory. May the Christian Love and Brotherhood which
he sought in Thy Name, for the benefit of all humanity, be
strengthened through our imitation of his endeavors.

Thy

Continually impart Thy favor upon our beloved "Granite
we endeavor to preserve our heritage, looking with
faith unto the future. Grant Thy blessing upon our Governor,
his Council, and the Members of this Joint Convention as they
seek to guide us through the present in our quest for a happy
and prosperous future. May we be worthy of Thy Love through
our daily service in this earthly kingdom, to merit the blessings
through the Name of the Father,
of Thv Coming: Kingdom
State" as

—

the Son,

and the Holy

Spirit.

Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Fogg of Milan led the Convention in the Pledge of
Allesfiance to the Flagr.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
House

introduced the following groups as guests of the

today:

A group of students from the Gilford school, courtesy of
Mr. Goodhue of Gilford.
A group of students from the Rindge school, courtesy of
Mr. Allen of Rindge.
A

group of students from the
courtesy of Mr. Persson of Candia.

Moorer school

in Candia,

A

group of elementary school students from Hooksett,
courtesy of the Hooksett Delegation.

A

group of 8th grade students from Smith
courtesy of the Manchester Delegation.

Road

school,
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A

group of 5th grade students from the Farmington
Drew of Farmington.

school,

courtesy of Mr.

A

group of grade school students from Milan, courtesy of
Mrs. Fogg of Milan.

Leaves of Absence
Messrs. Shea of Keene and Lamprey of Tuftonboro were
granted leave of absence for the week on account of important
business.

Messrs. Bruton of Manchester

and Turner

of

Gilsum were

granted leave of absence for the ^veek on account of

illness.

Messrs. Spanos of Newport and Phelps of Andover were
granted leave of absence for the day on account of important
business.

Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

HB

first

HB

marine

fisheries (Mrs.

Greene of Rye)

627, to allow towns to increase their boards of select-

HB

to

629,

to

HB

to

Mu-

628, relative to the practice of chiropractic (Andersen

Concord)

Dover)

sec-

Recreation and Development.

men. (Bednar of Hudson and Mrs. Morrison of Salem)
nicipal and County Government.

of

and

as follows:

626, relative to

to Resources,

were introduced, read a

bills

Public Health.
relative

to

practice of barbering (Maglaras of

Public Health.

630, providing for collection of taxes

on property be-

ing re-assessed. (Bednar of Hudson) to W^ays and Means.

HB

631, relative to political expenditures by special com-

mittees (Upton of Concord, Johnson of Hanover, and Peterson
of Peterborough) to Judiciary.

HB

632, authorizing the dissolution of the Penacook school
and uniting the same with the union school district of
Concord. (York of Penacook) to Concord Delegation.

district
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Error in Journal of Wednesday,

May 29

—

on Page 6, in
In the Journal for Wednesday, May 29
the report on
433, An Act relative to recording devises of
real estate in the registry of deeds, reported as Ought to pass

HB

—

"The
with amendment, the follou'ing words were omitted
amendment was adopted and the bill was ordered to a third
readinor." The Chair asked for unanimous consent that this
omission be corrected in the permanent Journal. Such consent
^vas

granted.

Committee Reports

HB
Demers

459, relative to the powers of
of

Lebanon

for Education.

Belknap College, Mrs.
to pass with amend-

Ought

ment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

459

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1 Authority Conferred. Belknap College, a voluntary corporation formed under the provisions of chapter 292 of the
Revised Statutes Annotated of the State of New Hampshire
and located at Center Harbor, in the county of Belknap and
said state, is hereby authorized and empowered to establish
and maintain an institution of learning to be known as Belknap

College, to prescribe rules for the

government

of said college

and the courses of studies to be pursued therein. Said college

may

upon the graduates and others such degrees,
honors and distinctions as are usually granted by

confer

titles,

literary
institu-

tions of a similar character provided that such degrees and honors shall be granted only after approval by an agency of the state
authorized by the general court to review and approve the
granting of degrees by such institutions and then not earlier
than one year from the passage of this act.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 505, relative to membership of the school board of
Tilton and Northfield Union School District, Mrs. Demers of
Lebanon for Education. Ought to pass.
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The
SB

was ordered

bill

to a third reading.

48, relating to probate courts,

for Judiciary.

Ought

Mr. Johnson of Hanover

to pass.

The

bill "ivas

HB

549, relative to compensation of policemen in the city

ordered to a third reading.

Portsmouth, Mr. Coussoule of Portsmouth for the Portsmouth Delegation. Ought to pass with amendment.

of

Amendment

Amend

section

i

to

HB

549

of said bill by inserting after the

word

"Portsmouth" in the second line the words, other than the city
marshal, and by striking out the words "at the regular rate of
pay" in the seventh and eight lines thereof and inserting in
place thereof the words, on the base rate of pay for the man
in grade; provided, however, that no additional compensation
shall be paid policemen under this act when appearing as witnesses in criminal cases in any court, but instead the provisions
of RSA 592-A:13 (supp) shall apply in such instances, so that
said section as
1

amended

shall

City of Portsmouth.

read

as follows:

The annual

salary of a

policeman

in the city of Portsmouth, other than the city marshal, shall be

based upon a standard ^vork ^veek of forty horns, or five consecuhours per day. Compensation shall be paid
for time worked over the standard work period and said additional compensation shall be computed on the base rate of pay
for the man in grade; provided, hoAvever, that no additional
compensation shall be paid policemen under this act ^vhen
appearing as witnesses in criminal cases in any court, but instead the provisions of RSA 592-A:13 (supp) shall apply in
tive days at eight

such instances.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill ^vas ordered to

a third reading.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:
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act relative to the repeal of the school per

capita tax.

HB 75, An act relative to veterans' exemption.
HB 121, An act relative to the construction of physical
cation facilities at the University of

HB

An

147,

edu-

New Hampshire.

act relative to the use of boats

and outboard

motors on small ponds.

SB

An

111,

HB

An

216,

act legalizing the proceedings of the

meeting of the

school district

annual

Bow school district.

act relative to reports to the tax commission.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mr. York of Concord

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
title, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

a bill with the following

SB

provide additional industrial agents.

33, to

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB
first

33, to

provide additional industrial agent, was read a
to Appropriations.

and second time and referred

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
curs with the

which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

343,

homes under

establishing

city

minimum

Amendment

Amend

standards

for

mobile

building codes.

section

1

to

of the bill

HB

343

by striking out the same and
Mobile Homes.
1

inserting in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA
section:

47 by inserting after section 22 the following
Mobile Homes and Travel Trailers.

47:22-a

new
The
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board of mayor and aldermen, or the corresponding governmental body of any city or the local legislative body of any
municipality or town is hereby empowered and authorized to
establish minimum construction standards for mobile homes
and travel trailers used as dwellings in the city, by adopting
by reference any nationally recognized code for mobile homes
or travel trailers that has been printed as a code or any portions
thereof, or any amendments to such code, to apply to all mobile
homes and travel trailers manufactured on or after January 1,
1964; provided that upon adoption of such ordinance wherein
such code or portions thereof have been incorporated by reference, there shall be filed three copies of such code in the office
of the building inspector, if any, and three copies in the office
of the city or town clerk. All copies of any code filed as provided herein shall be for the use and examination by the public.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A

further Senate message annoiniced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bill,

of Representatives:

HB

442, relating to the sale of state land at Intervale Ski

Area.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

442

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Negotiations and Fixing Price. Negotiations for said
be conducted by the commissioner of resources and
development and the price shall be determined by him, with
the approval of the advisory commission.
2

sale shall

*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Casassa of Hampton the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

Report of Engrossed

SB

Bills

80, relative to a five

Committee under Rule 6
city of ManNorthumberland for

day week for the

chester police department, Mrs. Potter of

Tuesday, June
Engrossed

Bills,

4,
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under Joint Rule No.

6.

Ought

to pass

with

amendment.

Amendment

Amend
lines

section

and inserting
1

1

to

SB 80

by striking out the

of said bill

ten

first

in place thereof the following:

Manchester Police Department.

Amend

section

1

of

chapter 352 of the Laws of 1917, as amended by section 1 of
chapter 290 of the La^^s of 1943, and section 1 of chapter 299
of the Laws of 1951 by adding at the end thereof the words, or
he shall be reimbursed for the time so lost at the prevailing
rate of pay, at the discretion of the
as

amended

shall read as fololws:

member,

Section

1.

so that said section

Subject to the pro-

visions of

The

On

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

motion of Mr. Conover of Manchester the House con-

curred in the amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB 183, relative to the definition of a hairdressing shop.
A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills

up from

HB

the

House

and

joint resolutions sent

of Representatives:

147, relative to the use of boats

and outboard motors

on small ponds.

HB

329, relative to initial registration plates for boats.

Mr. Sherman of Lancaster moved that the committee of
conference on HB 290, relative to the retirement age for state
employees under the state employees' retirement system, be
discharged and a new committee appointed.

The motion was

adopted.
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Mr. Wheeler of Exeter moved that the committee of conHB 207, providing immunity from liability in emergency cases, be discharged and a new committee appointed.
ference on

The motion was

adopted.

Point of Information

Mr. Kimball of Manchester rose on
*

*

a point of information.

*

Mr. Pickett of Keene offered remarks concerning the death
of Pope John XXIII.
*

*

*

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00 this
afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading
of bills be by title only and that when the House adjourns today
it be in honor of the memory of Pope John XXIII, and to meet

tomorrow morning

On

at II :00

A.M.

motion was unanimously adopted.

a rising vote the

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

were read a third time, passed, and

bills

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB
HB

4'59, relative to

the powers of Belknap College.

membership

505, relative to

of the school board of

Tilton and Northfield Union School District.

HB

549, relative to compensation of policemen in the city

of Portsmouth.

SB
passed,

48, relating to

and sent

probate courts, was read a third time,
be engrossed.

to the Secretary of State to

*

*

*

The Chair announced that June
Mr. Campbell of Claremont.

1st

was the birthday of

On motion of Mrs. Thompson of Northfield the House
adjourned at 11:54 A.M. in memory of Pope John XXIII.

^Vednesdav, June

5,

785

1963

WEDNESDAY,
The House met at

1 1

:00

June

5,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered as follows by Guest Chaplain Reverend
Lewis H. Moulton of Concord, Northern District Superintendent of the Methodist Church in New Hampshire:

Our Father in heaven, we thank
value this moment, of looking up to
ment

of the day

—

lest

we

Thee
Thee

for teaching us to
at the

forget the purpose

commence-

Thou

gavest

it

We

thank Thee that Thou hast placed us in a world that
needs today what we can give it, and so give dignity, and meaning to our transient lives.
for.

We acknowledge our short comings. Create
O God, and renew a right spirit within us.

in us clean

hearts,

Grant to the Governor, and to those who have gathered
here to work this day, wisdom which cometh only from above.
Fill their hearts ^vith kindness and compassion. So fortify them
by Thy might that goodness and truth, law &: order, justice &
peace may everywhere prevail to the honor of Thy holy name
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance

to the

Flag

Mr. Drew of Farmington led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
the

House

A

introduced the following groups as guests of

today:

group of students from the Highland school of ManManchester Delegation.

chester, courtesy of the

A

group of students from Memorial High School of ManManchester Delegation.

chester, courtesy of the

A
of the

group of 5th grade students from Farmington, courtesy
Farmington Delegation.
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A

group of elementary school students from Atkinson,
White of Farmington.

courtesy of Mr.

A group of 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th grade students from
Groton-Hebron school, courtesy of Mr. Nettleton of Groton
and Mrs. Hampson of Hebron.
The

Goslin Meado^vs Boy Scout Troop from Portsmouth,

courtesy of Mrs. Legasse of Portsmouth.

A group of students

from Central school in Salem, courtesy

of the Salem Delegation.

A

group from the Golden Age Club of Portsmouth.
Leave of Absence

Mr. Lambert of Hooksett was granted an indefinite leave
on account of important business.

of absence

Introduction of Bills

The
time,

following

and referred

bills

were introduced, read a

first

and second

as follows:

HB 633, relating to the veterans' service exemption
of Salem) to Military

HB

and Veterans'

(Peever

Affairs.

committee to study the possibility
and towns to impose special local taxes.
Hanover) to Ways and Means.

634, providing for a

of permitting cities

(Johnson of

HB

635, suspending the operation of the milk control act,

(Hambleton

of Goffstown) to Agriculture.

HB

636, providing for the Avidening and reconstruction
of sidewalks on state-owned land at Hampton Beach. (Shindle-

decker of Hampton)
ment.

HB
Concord)

HB
Rye)

to

HB
(Russell

to Resources, Recreation

and Develop-

637, relative to auto sales financing.

(Hancock of

to Banks.

638, relative to relocation of road in Rye.

(Young of

Public ^Vorks.
639,

to

benefit students at

and Pickett

Keene

of Keene) to Education.

teachers college
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HB

640, providing for the employment and salaries of
professional personnel of the state board of education at the
state teachers colleges (Pickett and Russell of Keene) to Education.

HB

641, relative to business corporation law

Newport)

HB

642, relative to disclosure of vital statistics records

(Wheeler of Exeter)

HB
of

(Spanos of

to Judiciary.

to Judiciary.

643, relative to

Hanover)

HB

to

of election ballots (Johnson

make-up

Executive Departments.

644, relative to mechanics liens (Johnson of

Hanover)

to Judiciary.

39, providing for an investigation and study by a
commission relative to loans and credit (Rules ComHancock of Concord) to Banks.
mittee

HJR

special

—

Committee Reports

HB

603, to

expand the authority

of the aeronautics

make appropriations therefor, Mr. Henry
Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to pass.

mission and

cord for

The

HB

was referred

bill

under the

of

comCon-

committee on Appropriations

to the

Rtiles.

316, relative to the taking of pheasants, Mr. Connolly

of Berlin for Fish

and Game. Ought

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

to pass

HB

with amendment.

316

of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Open

amended by

Season Defined.

Amend RSA

209:2 (supp) as

1957, 80:1, by striking out said section

and

insert-

ing in place thereof the following:

209:2

Pheasants.

from October

Pheasants

October

may be taken and

possessed

except that section
of Rockingham and Strafford comities east of the following
described line shall be open to the taking of male pheasants
first

to

thirty-first,

commencing at the Massachusetts-New Hampshire state
where route 125 enters New Hampshire in the town of
Plaistow and continuing in a northerly direction along route

only:
line
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125 to route 11 in the city of Rochester and thence along route
11 to the Maine state line. No person shall take more than two
pheasants in one day. No person shall take more than ten

pheasants in any one calendar open season, or have in his posone time more than two days' bag limit of pheasants.

session at

amendment was adopted and

Tlie

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

599,

relating

to

counsel for indigent criminal de-

fendants, Mr. Capistran of Manchester for Judiciary.

Ought

to

pass.

The

bill

HB

576,

officials in

ty

was ordered
relative

to a third reading.

to

appointment of assistant election
Conway for Municipal and Coun-

towns, Mr. Hill of

Government. Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

28, relative to

was ordered

to a third reading.

motor vehicle driver training and opMr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for the Joint
Committees on Transportation and Executive Departments and
Administration. Inexpedient to legisLate.

erator's

license fees,

Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua moved that

HB

28 be referred to

the Legislative Council or the Legislative Service committee

and spoke

in favor of the motion.

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro spoke against the motion.
Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Stafford of Laconia,

McMeekin

of Haverhill,

Du-

pont of Manchester and Mr. Sherman of Lancaster spoke against
the motion.

The motion was

not adopted.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill moved that further consideraHB 28 be indefinitely postponed.

tion of

The motion

to indefinitely

postpone prevailed.
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Senate Messages

The

Senate has passed the following concurrent resolution, in the passage of which it asks the concurrence of the
House of Representatives:

Concurrent Resolution
Whereas, This year marks the one hundred

fiftieth

anni-

Stevens R: Co., Inc., the oldest and the secJ. P.
largest textile manufacturing firm in the United States;

versary of the

ond
and

Whereas, The said second largest textile manufacturing
its Xe^v Hampshire start when the Stevens family purchased the Griffin &: Taylor Woolen Mills located in Franklin
firm had

in 1870;

and

Whereas, The |. P. Stevens & Co., Inc. now has mills in
Franklin and Northfield, New Hampshire employing six hundred thirty-five employees and is an important part of the economic life of the Franklin, Tilton and Northfield area; and
Whereas, The phenomenal growth of the Stevens woolen
one of the largest and most diversified textile operations in the world is not only an inspiring success story, but a
deserved tribute to the vision and the business acumen and the
progressiveness of the successive managers of the Stevens manufacturing firm during the past century and a half; and
mills into

Whereas,

The

responsibility for guiding the current affairs

of the J. P. Stevens &: Co., Inc. is in the hands of Robert T.
Stevens, ^vho has achieved fame not only as an outstanding
industrialist

and leader in the textile industry, but also as
Army under President Eisenhower; now there-

Secretary of the
fore be

By

it

resolved.

the Senate, the

that the General

House

of Representatives concurring,

Court of the State of

New Hampshire
&

extends

on the
occasion of the sesquicentennial anniversary of the founding
of the Stevens textile manufacturing firm, and also extends its
best wishes for its continued success.
its

sincere congratulations to the

The

J. P. Stevens

concurrent resolution was adopted.

Co., Inc.
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A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed a bill with the following title, in the passage of which it
asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

SB

14, relative to

revocation and suspension of licenses.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB
read a

revocation and suspension of licenses, was
and second time and referred to Transportation.

14, relative to

first

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to discharge the Committee of Conference and to accede
to the request of the House of Representatives for a new Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

aldermen and
committee of the city of Manchester and
the President has appointed as members of said Committee on
the part of the Senate: Senator Martel and Senator Provost.
286, relating to the salary of the mayor,

members

A

of the school

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bill,

of Representatives:

HB

414, relative to the operation of

motor boats by certain

minors.

Amendment

to

HB

414

Amend RSA

270:30 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
word "imder" and inserting in line 3
after the word "age" the words, or under, so that said section as
amended shall read as follows: 270:30 Operation when Accompanied by Adult. It shall be lawful for a person twelve years of
age or imder to operate a motor boat or outboard motor having
a power in excess of twenty-five horse power when accompanied
by an adult; but such adult shall be liable for personal injury
or property damage which may result from such operation.
striking out in line 2 the

On

motion of Mr. Casassa of Hampton the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.
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A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur uith the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolutions sent up

from the House of Representatives:

HB

131, relating to the prevention of fires

by railroad

locomotives.

HB

279, relative to the penalty for escape

from houses of

correction.

HB
HB

346, relative to the authority of police employees.
351, relative to vehicles of non-residents not regularly

used on highways.

HB 401, relative to training of fire fighters.
HB 421, relative to fees for motor vehicles
vehicle junk

HB

under motor-

license.

424, relating to the water works in the

town

of Green-

ville.

HJR
HJR

37, in favor of the estate of

James A. Purington.

38, in favor of the estate of

Leon

*

The

*

*

Senate has voted to discharge the Committee of Con-

ference on the following entitled

HB

J. Littlefield.

bill:

290, relative to the retirement age for state employees

under the

state

employees' retirement system and to appoint a
President will appoint
of the Senate.

new Committee of Conference and the
members of said Committee on the part
Communication

June
Honorable

Stew^art

3,

1963

Lamprey, Speaker

House of Representatives
State House
Concord, New Hampshire
Dear Mr. Lamprey:
I

am

enclosing a copy of the Thirty-first Annual Report of
fiscal year ended June 30, 1962. Copies

the Comptroller for the
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members of your Appropriations Committee and a limited number of copies are available for distribution to interested members of the House.
are also being sent to

all

Your announcement that Reports are available for distribution would be appreciated. Copies may be obtained from
my office upon request.
Sincerely,

Leonard

S.

Hill,

Comptroller

Mr. Casassa of Hampton moved that the order whereby
motor vehicle and boat number plates, was
referred to Resources, Recreation and Development be vacated
and that the bill be referred to Transportation.

HB

436, relative to

The motion was

adopted.

Resolutions
Messrs. Littlehale,

Bevan and Crouch

the following Resolutions for the

tive,

of

Durham

offered

Durham Delegation:

Whereas, J. Guy Smart of Durham, former Representaformer Senator and former member of the Governor's

Council, has passed away, and

Whereas,
therefore be

He

served as tax collector for several terms,

it

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the General
to

our former Fellow
and be it further

Members

Court of

Member

House of RepreHampshire, pay tribute
services to his town and
of the

New

for his

state,

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit to his widow, Mrs. Vella M. Smart, a copy of these
Resolutions.

The resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

#

*
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6,

motion o£ Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House
adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 11:00 A.M.

On

were so

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The

following

bills

were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB 316, relative to the taking of pheasants.
HB 599, relating to counsel for indigent

criminal defen-

dants.

HB
cials in

576, relative to appointment of assistant election
towns.
*

*

offi-

*

On motion of Mrs. Van Loan of Bedford the House
adjourned at 12:08 P.M.

THURSDAY, June 6,
The House met at

1 1

:00 A.

1963

M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain

O FATHER

as follows:

of Infinite Mercy, guardian of righteousness,

—

with humble hearts we enter Thy
seeking
strength
for
a new day of legislative responsipresence,
mindful
this
new age in which we live and
bility. Being
of

and redeemer

of

mankind

— our actions be dynamic and
May our
appraisal
of
the
needs
of
our peojudgments be sincere
our
—
our
have
placed
the
they
ple
may we be worthy of
Thy Divine
every
us ^vhen we
in our own goodness. ReLight
Wisdom — trusting
serve

ebullient.

let

in

in

faith

lose sight of

decision. Forgi\'e

of

store us

solely

through the power of

Thy

everlasting

and eternal
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as we endeavor to protect and preserve our heritage of
the past through our faith in the future. May we learn to love
in the Name of Jesus Christ,
Thee as Thou hast loved us

Truth

—

we

pray.

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mrs. Ainley from Manchester led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
the

House

A
of

introduced the following groups

as guests of

today:

group of students from the Central Elementary school

New Boston, courtesy of Mr. Todd of New Boston.

A

group

from Youngsville school of ManManchester Delegation.

of students

chester, courtesy of the

Leave of Absence
Mr. Sherman of Lancaster was granted leave of absence
on account of a death in the family.

for the day

Introduction of Bills

The
time,

following

and referred

HB No.
to

bill

was introduced, read a

first

and second

as follows:

645, relative to Civil Air Patrol (Pickett of Keene)

Ways and Means.
Committee Reports

HB

503,

removing the limitation of recovery of damages
Cooper of Nashua for Judiciary.

in cases of wrongful death, Mrs.

Inexpedient to

legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

385, relative to

minimum

Bethlehem for Labor. Ought

to pass

wages, Mr. Stevenson of

with amendment.

Thursday, June

385

Amend

said

bill

and inserting

by striking out

all

by 1955, 288:1,

the enacting

after

in place thereof the following:

Increase in Rate.

1

to

795

1963

HB

Amendment
clause

6,

Amend RSA

1957, 311:1 and

279:21 (supp) as

amended

1959, 275:1, by striking out

and inserting in place thereof the following: 279:21
Minimum Hourly Rate. No person, hrm or corporation shall
employ any employee at a rate of less than one dollar per hour,
provided that during the period January 1, 1964 to December
31, 1964, both dates inclusive, such minimum rate shall be one
dollar and fifteen cents per hour, and provided further that on
and after January 1, 4965, such minimum rate shall be one
dollar and twenty-five cents per hour. The limitations imposed
said section

hereby shall be subject to the following exceptions.

These limitations

I.

shall not

apply to employees engaged

in household labor, domestic labor, farm labor, outside sales-

men, summer camps

for minors, restaurants, hotels, inns

and

cabins.
II.

gaged

as

These limitations shall not apply
newsboys or golf caddies.

to

employees en-

These limitations shall not apply to employees of
homes for the aged organized as nonprofit corporations, except that no non-profit hospital corporation or non-profit orphanage, or homes for the aged shall employ
a laundry employee or nurse aide or practical nurse at a rate
of less than eighty cents per hour; provided, that on and after
January 1, 1964 such minimum rate shall be not less than
III.

hospitals, orphanages, or

ninety-five cents per hour.

IV. No person, firm or corporation shall employ any employee as usher at a theatre or pin boy at a bowling alley at a
rate of less than seventy-five cents per hour, provided that on
and after January 1, 1964 such minimum rate shall be not less
than ninety cents per hour.

V. These limitations shall not apply to a person with less
than six months' experience in an occupation, or a person
eighteen years of age or under, provided that such person shall
not be paid less than eighty cents per hour, and provided further that on and after January 1, 1964 such minimum rate
shall be not less than ninety-five cents per hour.
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2 W^age Board Appointed. The commissioner of labor
forthwith shall appoint a wage board in conformity with RSA
279:5 for the purpose of making a study of the wages of employees of restaurants, hotels, inns and cabins. Said board shall

serve without pay but the sum of thirty-five hundred dollars is
hereby appropriated for their necessary expenses. Said sum
appropriated shall be a charge upon the general fund.

Takes

3
its

Effect.

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Mr. Angus of Claremont explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and
bill to

the Chair referred the
under
the Rules.
the Appropriations committee

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to dispense with the reference to
Appropriations and that the bill be ordered to a third reading.
Mr. Clement spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

SB

providing for the development and redevelopment
predominantly vacant land w^hich are
substandard or blighted, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to pass.
30,

of areas of vacant or

Mr. Hill of Conway offered the following amendment and

moved

its

adoption.

Amendment

Amend
new

to

SB 30

the bill by inserting after section

1

the following

section:

3 Application of Statutes.

and 205:2-b

as inserted

only to the

cities

Amend provisions of RSA 205: 1-b

by sections 1 and 2 of this act shall apply
of Manchester and Nashua and the town of

Hampton.
Further
section 4.

amend

said bill by

renumbering section

3 to

read

Thursday, June
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Clerk read the amendment.

Mr. Hill of Concord spoke in favor of the amendment.
Mr. Urie of

New Hampton

spoke against the amendment.

(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Grey of Canaan spoke in favor of the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke against the amendment.

The amendment was
SB 30 was ordered

not adopted.

to a third reading.

HB 111, relating to the printing of proceedings of the
county convention of Belknap County, Mrs. Hayner of Laconia
for the Belknap County Delegation. Ought to pass.
The bill was ordered to

HB

a third reading.

county commissioners
Belknap county, Mrs. Hayner of
the Belknap County Delegation. Inexpedient to

42, providing for the election of

for the county districts of

Laconia for
Legislate.

pass,

Mr. Harkins of Laconia moved that the words. Ought to
be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate and

spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Harkins then withdrew
committee was adopted.

his

motion and the resolution

of the

HB

415, increasing the salary of the Belknap county treas-

Hayner of Laconia for the Belknap County DelegaOught to pass with amendment.

urer, Mrs.
tion.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

HB

415

by striking out section

1

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
1

Bonds

of

Belknap County Commissioners.

27 by inserting after section

1

the following

new

Amend RSA

section:

27:l-a

Belknap County Commissioners. Before performing any official
act, the several county commissioners of Belknap county shall
give bond to the county, with sufficient sureties and with the
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same condition

as

is

and county
sum and
prescribe and the ex-

prescribed for county attorneys

treasurers by section

1.

Such bonds

shall

be in such

such form as the county delegation shall
pense thereof shall be borne by the county. Such bonds shall
be filed in the office of the clerk of court for said county.

Amend

section 2 of the bill by striking out the

"January

figures

word and figures, September
amended shall read as follows:
Takes

2
1,

word and

1964" and inserting in place thereof the

1,

Effect.

1,

This act

1963, so that said section as

shall take effect

on September

1963.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 584, relative to Belknap County Recreational Area,
Mrs. Hayner of Laconia for the Belknap County Delegation.
Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

to

HB

584

said bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Tax Assessment. For the year 1963 and thereafter the
1
county of Belknap shall pay to the town of Gilford, wherein the
Belknap recreational area is located, an amount equal to the
taxes assessed
2

Takes

on said area in the tax year of 1962.
Effect.

This act

shall take effect
*

*

upon

its

passage.

*

Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that HB 584 be recommitted to the Belknap Delegation and spoke in favor of the
motion.

Mr. Stafford subsequently withdrew

his

motion.

Mr. Goodhue of Gilford moved that HB 584 be made a
111 :01 on Thursday next.

Special Order of Business for
Messrs. Urie of New
spoke against the motion.

Hampton and

Prescott of Laconia

Thursday, June

6,
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Mr. Goodhue of Gilford spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The motion for Special Order was not adopted.

The committee amendment was adopted and

the bill was

ordered to a third reading.

HB 545, making appropriations for the expenses of certain
departments of the state for the year ending June 30, 1964,
Mr. Clement for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendments.

Amendment

Amend section
Amend
by inserting

assistance

HB

545

of the bill as follows:

the bill in the paragraph for the legislative branch
at the

office of legislative

legislative

1

to

end of the third footnote relating

budget

to the

assistant the following sentence:

The

when overtime

or temporary
necessary, obtain such assistance and determine the

budget
is

assistant shall,

compensation therefor.

Amend

the appropriation For executive branch, in the

subsection Executive council by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:

Executive council:
Personal services:
Other
per diem

—

Secretary to governor's council

Total

$15,500
3,000
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force base, Manchester, by changing the figures for "Current

expenses" as follows: 26,000 changed to 36,000; and by changing the figures for "Total" for said subsection as follows: 37,428 changed to 47,428. Further amend said appropriation For
adjutant general's department, by changing the figures for
"Total for adjutant general's department" as follows: 381,823
changed to 391,823; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as follows: 311,602 changed to 321,602.

Amend
tion for

the appropriation For agriculture, in the subsecBureau of weights and measures, by striking out the

same and inserting

Bureau

in place thereof the following:

of weights and measures:
rersonal services:

Thursday, June
Current expenses

6,

1963
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in the subsection Administration: State, by striking out said
subsection and inserting in place thereof the following:

Administration: State
Salary of director of public health

$14,888

services

Other personal
Permanent
Other

services:

30,807
1,580

Total
Current expenses
Travel
Total
Less credit transfers

Net appropriation
Further

amend

$47,275
12,000
800
$60,075
6,300
$53,775

the appropriation For department of health

and welfare: Division

of public health services: Health, in the

State, by striking out the word
"Total" of said subsection and inserting in place thereof the
following: Total];. Further amend said subsection by inserting
at the end thereof the following footnote: ]:Any revenue received in addition to this appropriation shall be available for
expenditure for said purposes. Further amend the appropriation For department of health and welfare: Division of public
health services: Health, in the subsection Sanitary engineering:
State, by changing the figures for "Travel" as follows: 5,650
changed to 7,500; and by changing the figures for "Total" for
said subsection as follows: 78,090 changed to 79,940. Further
amend the appropriation For department of health and welfare: Division of public health services: Health, by changing
the figures for "Total for health" as follows: 835,369 changed to
837,219; and by changing the figures for "Total for division
of public health services" as follows: 1,301,587 changed to
1,303,437. Further amend the appropriation For department of
health and welfare: Division of welfare, in the subsection Administration, by changing the figures for "Other personal services: Permanent" as follows: 205,712 changed to 204,512; by
changing the figures for "Total" personal services as follows:

subsection

Vital

statistics:

227,255 changed to 226,055; by changing the figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 346,823 changed to 345,623;

Thursday, June

and by striking out

tlie
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footnote at end of said subsection and

inserting in place thereof the following footnote: This appro-

priation includes $3,000 to be paid to the department of the
attorney general for legal services and also included herein is a
position of clerk-stenographer IV. Further amend the appropriation For department of health and welfare: Division of
welfare, in the subsection Child welfare services: State funds,

by striking out the words "State funds" and by inserting after
said subsection the following

Child welfare

services:

new subsection:
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"Personal services: Otlier" as follows: 8,800
by changing the figures for "Total" personal
services as follows: 765,910 changed to 768,410; and by changing the figures for "Total" for said subsection as follows: 791,483 changed to 793,983. Further amend the appropriation for
the

figures

changed

for

to 11,300;

Laconia state school by changing the figures for "Total for
Laconia state school" as follows: 1,726,603 changed to 1,729,103;
and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as follows:
1,713,603 changed to 1,716,103. Further amend the appropriation For department of health and welfare: Division of mental
health: State hospital, in the subsection Administration, by
changing the figures for "Other personal services: Permanent"
as follows: 123,968 changed to 110,289; by changing the figures
for "Total" for personal services as follows: 151,109 changed to
137,430; and by changing the figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 198,885 changed to 185, 206. Furthed amend
the appropriation for State hospital, in the subsection Professional care and treatment, by striking out the words "Salary of
director of psychiatric education and research" and inserting
in place thereof the following: Salary of director of psychiatric

education and research^. Further amend said subsection by
inserting at the end thereof the following footnote: ;|:The appropriation for the state hospital includes funds for maintenance for certain positions, one of Avhich is the director of
psychiatric education and research. In lieu of maintenance,
notwithstanding any other provision of law, the sum of $2,500
shall be paid to said director, G. Donald Niswander, from any
funds appropriated for current expenses within said appropriation for the state hospital. Further amend the appropriation for State hospital by changing the figures for "Total for
State Hospital" as follows: 5,201,962 changed to 5,188,283; and
by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as follows:
5,148,962 changed to 5,135,283. Further amend the appropriation For department of health and welfare: Division of mental
health: Child guidance clinics, in the subsection Federal funds,
by striking out said subsection and inserting in place thereof the
following:

Federal funds:
Personal services:

Permanent
Other

$31,049
4,500

Total

$35,549

Thursday, June
Current expenses
Travel

6,

1963
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Amend

the appropriation For board of registration of
funeral directors and embalmers, by changing the figures for
"Personal services: Other" as follows: 1,205 changed to 1,705;
by changing the figures for "Travel" as follows: 1,198 changed

by changing the figures for "Total" as follows: 2,934
changed to 4,036; and by changing the figures for "Less revenue
and balance" as follows: 2,934 changed to 4,036.
to 1,800;

Amend the appropriation For board of hairdressers, by
chaneingr the figures for "Personal services: Other" as follows:
1,500 changed to 2,000; and by changing the figures for "Total"
of said appropriation as follows: 10,019

changed

to 10,519.

Amend the appropriation For board of registration in
medicine, by changing the figures for "Personal services: Other"
as follows:

1,040 changed to 1,520;

and by changing the figures
changed to

for "Total" of said appropriation as follows: 3,105
3,585.

Amend

the appropriation For insurance department:
commissioner,
by changing the figures for "Travel"
Office of the
changed
to 1,300; by changing the figures for
as follows: 800
"Equipment" as follows: 310 changed to 770; and by changing
the figures for "Total" as follows: 77,450 changed to 78,410.
Further amend said appropriation in the subsection for Rating
division, by striking out said subsection and inserting in place

thereof the following:

Rating division:

Thursday, June
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"Current expenses" as follows: 985 changed to 1,375; and by
changing the figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows.
4,979 changed to 5,369. Further amend said appropriation by
changing the figures for "Total for insurance department" as
follows: 103,222 changed to 105,277; and by changing the
figures for "Net appropriation" as follows: 86,653 changed to
88,708.

Amend

the bill in the paragraph For department of labor:

by changing the figures for Other peras follows: 3,937 changed to 5,537;
by changing the figures for "Total" personal services as follows:
21,456 changed to 23,056; and by changing the figures for
"Total" for office of the commissioner as follows: 31,236
changed to 32,836. Further amend said appropriation For department of labor by changing the figures for "Total for department of labor" as follows: 133,348 changed to 134,938; and
by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as follows:
90,848 changed to 92,448.
Office of commissioner,

sonal services:

Amend

Permanent

the appropriation For personnel department: State

funds, by changing the figures for "Other personal services:

Permanent"

as follows:

45,722 changed to 69,328; by changing

the figures for "Other personal services:

Other"

as

follows:

1,000 changed to 2,152; by changing the figures for "Total"

personal services as follows: 66,027 changed to 90,785; by changing the figures for "Current expenses" as follows: 2,200 changed
to 3,820;

and by changing the

figures for "Total" of said sub-

section as follows: 68,227 changed to 94,605. Further

amend

the appropriation For personnel department in the subsection

Federal funds, by changing the figures for "Travel" as
740 changed to 1,740; by changing the figures for
"Total" of said subsection as follows: 10,183 changed to 11,183;
for

follows:

and by changing the figures for "Less estimated revenue" as
follows: 10,183 changed to 11,183. Further amend the appropriation For personnel department, by changing the figures
for "Total for personnel department" as follows: 68,227 changed
to 94,605.

Amend the appropriation For resources and economic development: Office of the commissioner, by changing the figures
for "Other personal services: Other" as follows: 7,000 changed
to 9,500; by changing the figures for "Total" for personal services as follows: 211,999 changed to 214,499; by changing the
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changed
and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation"
as follows: 252,056 changed to 254,556. Further amend the
appropriation For resources and economic development: Divifigures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 267,499

to 269,999;

sion of resources development, in the subsection Administration, by changing the figures for "Other personal services:
Other" as follows: 3il,186 changed to 37,186*; by changing the
figures for "Total" for personal services as follows: 269,914
changed to 275,914; by changing the figures for "Total" of
said subsection as follows: 354,937 changed to 360,937; by
changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as follows: 237,267 changed to 243,267; and by inserting after said subsection
the following footnote: *In this appropriation $20,000 shall
be for the state's share for ten county foresters. Further amend
the appropriation for Division of resources development, in
the subsection Caroline A. Fox research fund, by changing
the figures for "Personal services: Other" as follows: 6,650
changed to 10,150; by changing the figures for "Total" personal
services as follows: 10,380 changed to 13,880; by changing the
figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 15,770 changed
to 19,270; and by changing the figures for Less revenue and
balance as follows: 15,770 changed to 19,270. Further amend
the appropriation for Division of resources development by
chanoin^ the fissures for "Total for division of resources development" by changing the figures as follo^s^s: 237,267 changed
to 243,267. Further amend the appropriation For resources
and economic development: Division of economic development, in the subsection Administration, by inserting after the
words and figures "Eastern states exposition 8,000" the following u'ords and figures: Boston office 15,000; by changing the
figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 529,047 changed
to 544.047; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as follows: 525,850 changed to 540,850. Further amend
the appropriation for Division of economic development, by
chang^ingr the fisfures for "Total for division of economic development" as follows: 527,850 changed to 542,850. Further amend
the appropriation For resources and economic development:
Water resources board, by striking out said subsection and in-

serting in place thereof the following:

Water resources board:
Salary of chairman

$10,481

Thursday, June
Other personal
Permanent
Other

6,

services:

45,869

400
$56,750
2,700
4,500
95

Total
Current expenses
Travel

Equipment
Other expenditures:
Maintenance of dams

Dams

3,000

10,000

in disrepairf

Stream flow gauging
Connecticut river valley flood
control commission:
Per diems and expenses
of commission
State's

to

24,200

600

contribution

commission

Merrimack

809

1963

1,250

valley flood

control commission:

per diems and expenses
of

commission

State's

to

1,000

contribution

commission

4,000

Survey and investigation re
ground water resources
Taxation re Pittsburg and Clarkeville, as provided by RSA 481:14
(Supplement)
Total for water resources
board
Less transfer from public
works and highways

10,500

12,500

$131,095
6,000

Less transfer from

Winnipesaukee project

5,396

Less transfer from

Pittsburg project
Less estimated revenue

Net appropriation

11,181
1,835

$106,683
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-[•Expenditure of these funds shall be subject to aproval of

the go\'ernor

and council.

Further amend said appropriation For resources and economic
development, by changing the figures for "Total for depart-

ment

of

resources

and economic development"

as

follows:

1,140,440 changed to 1,171,840.

Amend

the appropriation For Hampton beach parking
by changing the figures for "Current expenses" as follows: 11,980 changed to 12,730; by changing the figures for
"Total" of said appropriation as follows: 99,193 changed to
99,943; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation"
as follows: 73,193 changed to 73,943.
facility,

Amend

the appropriation For department of safety: Divi-

motor

vehicles; in the subsection Administration, by
changing the figure for "Current expenses" as follows: 211,803
changed to 220,803; by changing the figures for "Total" of
said subsection as follows: 455,536 changed to 464,536. Further

sion of

amend

the appropriation for the Division of

motor

vehicles,

by changing the figures for "Total for division of motor vehicles" as follows: 518,470 changed to 527,470; and by changing
the figures for "Less transfer from highway fund" as follows:
518,470 changed to 527,470. Further amend the appropriation
For the department of safety: Initial plate fund, by striking
out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:
Initial plate

fund:f

Thursday, June

811

1963

and any balance in this fund at July
1964 shall lapse to the highway fund.

tions,

30,

6,

1,

1963 and at June

Further amend the appropriation For the department of safety:
Division of state police, in the subsection Detective bureau, by
changing the figures for "Personal services: Permanent" as
follows: 75,175 changed to 78,075; by changing the figures for

"Total" of said subsection as follows: 118,547 changed to 121,447; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" of
said subsection as follows: 116,147 changed to 119,047. Further
amend the appropriation For department of safety: Division
of state police, in the subsection

Communications, by striking

out said subsection and inserting in place thereof the following:

Communications:
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Amend the appropriation For board of registration of
professional engineers, by changing the figures for "Current
expenses" as follows: 1,350 changed to 1,550; by changing the
figures

for

"Total" of said appropriation

changed to 4,520; and by changing the
and balance" as follows: 4,320 changed

Amend

as

follows:

figures for "Less

4,320

revenue

to 4,520.

the appropriation For state library, in the subsec-

tion Administration,

by changing the

figures for

"Current ex-

penses" as follows: 13,300 changed to 12,300; and by changing
the figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 191,958
changed to 190,958. Further amend said appropriation by

changing the figures for "Total for
220,308 changed to 219,308.

Amend

state library" as follows:

the appropriation For state prison, in the subsec-

tion Agriculture, by changing the figures "Eqtiipment" as fol-

by changing the figures for "Tochanged to 42,398;
and by changing the figures for "Net reduction" as follows:
3,102 changed to
2,602. Further amend the appropriation
For state prison, in the subsection Prison industries, by changing the figures for "Current expenses" as follows: 165,020
changed to 202,020; bv changing the figures for "Total" of said
subsection as follows: 253,289 changed to 290,289; by changing
the figures for "Less estimated revenue and credits" as follows:
254,000 changed to 291,000; and by changing the figures in
the footnote to said subsection as follows: 254,000 changed to
291,000. Further amend the appropriation For state prison by
changing the figures for "Total for state prison" as follows:
455,381 changed to 455,88il; and by changing the figures for
"Net appropriation" as follows: 453,138 changed to 453,638.
lows: 4,300

tal"

—

changed

to 4,800;

of said subsection as follows: 41,898

—

Amend the appropriation For board of education, in the
subsection Special aid to twenty school districts having lowest
equalized valuation per pupil, by inserting after the words and
figures "Dalton 2,876" the following words and figures: Danville 4,287. Further amend said subsection by striking out the
words and figures "Lisbon
town 1,577"; by striking out the
figures 100,000 for "Total" for said subsection and inserting in
place thereof the following: 102,710:j:; and by inserting at the
end of said subsection the following footnote: [{[Payments authorized by this appropriation shall be made solely to the towns
set forth herein. Further amend the appropriation For board

—

Thursday, June

6,

1963
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of education, in the subsection School building construction
by changing the figures therefor as follows: 1,121,384 changed
to

1.299,723. Further

amend

the appropriation For board of

education, in the subsection for Education of deaf, by changing
the figures for "Current expenses" as follows: 262,300 changed
to 294,600; and by changing the figures for "Total" of said

262,700 changed to 295,000. Further
amend the appropriation For board of education: Plymouth
teachers college, in the subsection Instruction, by changing the
figures for "Personal services: Other" as follows: 52,000 changed
to 61,800; by changing the figures for "Total" for personal servsubsection

as

follows:

471,142 changed to 480,942; and by changing
the figures for "Total" for said subsection as follows: 576,073
changed to 585,873. Further amend the appropriation For
board of education: Plymouth teachers college, by changing
the figures for "Total for Plymouth teachers college" as follows: 998,582 changed to 1,008,382; by changing the figures
for "Practice schools" under "Less estimated revenue" as folices as follows:

73,200 changed to 83,000; by changing the figures for
"Total" estimated revenue as follows: 703,075 changed to 712,875; and by changing the figures for net estimated revenue as
follows: 660,818 changed to 670,618. Further amend the appropriation For board of education, by changing the figures
for "Total for board of education" as follows: 6,il 73,956 changed
to 6,387,305; and by changing the figures for "Net approprialows:

tion" as follows: 5,372,216

Amend

the

striking out the

changed

appropriation For board of probation, by
same and inserting in place thereof the follow-

ing:
)r

to 5,585,565.

board of probation:
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Less refund

5,554

Net appropriation

$229,056

Amend

the appropriation For aeronautics commission, in
subsection Administration, by changing the figures for
"Other personal services: Permanent" as follows: 27,829 changed
to 30,694; by changing the figures for "Total" personal services
the

by striking out the words
commission 42,991" and inserting in place thereof the following word and figures: Total
45,856; by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as
follows: 34,702 changed to 37,567. Further amend the appropriation For aeronautics commission, by changing the figures
for "Total for aeronautics commission" as follows: 34,702
changed to 37,567.
as follows: 36,341

and

changed

to 39,206;

figures "Total for aeronaiuics

Amend the appropriation For bank commissioner, by
changing the figures for "Oasi and retirement" as follows:
10,928 changed to 12,288; by changing the figures for "Total"
as follows: 231,316 changed to 232,676; and by changing the figures for "Less revenue^:" as follows: 219,124 changed to 220,484.
Further amend said appropriation by striking out the words
and figures of the first footnote hereto and inserting in place
thereof the following words and figures: In this appropriation
$39,113 shall be for five bank examiners IIL Any of these positions not filled prior to April 1, 1964 are hereby abolished and
the funds appropriated for said positions
any other purpose.

Amend
Office

shall

not be used for

the appropriation For public utilities commission:

of commissioner,

by changing the figures for "Other

personal services: Other" as follows: 725 changed to 1,925; by
changing the figures for "Total" personal services as follows:

140,627 changed to 141,827; by changing the figures for
"Travel" as follows: 4,250 changed to 7,750; by changing the
figures for "Total" for public service commission as follows:
169,934 changed to 174,634; and by changing the figures for
"Net appropriation" as follows: 158,234 changed to 162,934.

Amend the appropriation For racing commission by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:

Thursday, June
For racing commission:

6,

1963

815
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Engineering:

:j:

1

Thursday, June

Amend
end

section

1

6,

1963

817

of the bill by changing the figures at the

of the section for "Total net appropriation for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1964" as follows: 31,720,189 changed to
32,055,938.

Amend
and

section 10 of the bill by striking out said section

insertingr the following^

new

There

10 Sweepstakes Expense.
for the fiscal year

ending June

sections after section 9.
is

hereby appropriated
sum of two hundred

30, 1964, the

fifty thousand dollars for the expenses of the state sweepstakes
commission as established under chapter 52, laws of 1963, as
inserted in RSA 284:2 1-a. Notwithstanding any other provision
of law, no expenditure shall be made from this appropriation
without prior approval by the governor and council.
1

Short

made

tion

Term

Notes.

in section 10

To

provide funds for the appropria-

and in anticipation of the collection

of

revenue under the provisions of chapter 52, laws of 1963, the
state treasurer, under the direction of the governor and council, may for the purposes hereof borrow money from time to
time on short term notes, provided, however, that at no time
shall the indebtedness of the state on such short term notes
exceed the sum of two hundred fifty thousand dollars.
12
1 1

shall

Payments. Payment of the notes issued under section
be made, Avhen due, from the sreneral funds of the state.

13 Reimbursement. The general funds of the state shall
be reimbursed for all expenditures made from the appropriation provided in section 10. Such reimbursement shall be made
from the special fund, established by chapter 52, laws of 1963,
as inserted in RSA 284:2 1-j from proceeds of the first sweepstakes race conducted by the state sweepstakes commission.

14 Interim Employment. In addition to any sum hereinabove appropriated for the office of the secretary of state there
is hereby appropriated S5,980.00 for the employment of Benjamin F. Greer, clerk of the senate, during the period from
July 1, 1963 to June 30, 1964 at the rate of $230.00 bi-weekly.
The services of said Benjamin F. Greer shall be available to
interim legislative committees and to the secretary of state's
department. The sum hereby appropriated shall be a charge
on the legislative appropriation.
15

1963.

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect as of July

1,
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Recess

After Recess

The

question

now being on

the committee

amendments.

Mr. Clement of Rochester spoke in favor of the amendments.

Mr. Clement yielded the floor to Mr. Goode of Manchester
Mr. Newell of Concord.

to ans^ver questions of

Mr. Goode yielded the

floor

back

to

Mr. Clement.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro offered the following amendment:

Amend

the committee amendment to the appropriation
department of safety: Initial plate fund, by striking
out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:
for the

Initial plate fund:

;j:

irsonal services:

Thursday, June

6,

819

1963

priated solely for a police training school to be conducted and
paid for during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964. The sum

hereby appropriated shall be a charge upon the general fund.
Further

amend

the bill by

renumbering section 15

to

read

section 16.

The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

Mr. Claflin explained the amendment.

Mr. Goode of Manchester spoke against the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Clement of Rochester spoke against the amendment.

Mr. Newell of Concord spoke in favor of the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

The amendment was
The

question

not adopted.

now being on

The amendments were

the committee

amendments.

adopted.

Mr. Shepard of Londonderry offered the following amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

545

of the bill in the appropriation for Public

Works and Highways

as amended, in the subsection for Legisby changing the figures for "Total" for said
follows: 2,478,358 changed to 2,541,711.

lative specials,

subsection as

The

Clerk read the

amendment in full.

Mr. Shepard of Londonderry explained the amendment.

The amendment was

adopted.

At the request of Mr. Newell of Concord, Mr. Clement of
Rochester answered questions.
Mr. Newell of Concord offered the following amendment:
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Amendment

Amend

HB

to

545

section 9 of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
9

Members

Amend RSA

of the General

Court on

Official

14 by inserting after section 16-a

Business.

(supp)

,

as in-

by 1955, 156:1, the following new section: 14:16-b
Travel and Other Expenses. A member of the general court,
when engaged in official business on behalf of the legislature
elsewhere than Concord, whether the legislature be then in
session or not, shall be reimbursed for travel and necessary
expense incident to such business at the same rates as would
be allowed a state employee having his headquarters in the
town of residence of such member. In the case of a senator,
such reimbursement shall be made only if prior approval for
such expenditure shall have been granted by the president and
chairman of the senate committee on finance and, in the case
of a representative, such reimbursement shall be made only if
prior approval for such expenditure shall have been granted by
the speaker and the chairman of the house committee on approserted

priations.

"Official business

on behalf of the

legislature", as

used herein, shall mean only that activity for which a specific
appropriation shall have been made to carry out a purpose
authorized by an act of the legislature. In the event of a vacancy in the office of president of the senate or of the speaker
of the house during recess of the legislature, the chairman of
the senate committee on finance or the chairman of the house
committee on appropriations, respectively, shall have and exercise the authority conferred upon the president and the speaker
when acting jointly with said chairman as provided in this
section.

The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

Mr. Newell of Concord spoke in favor of the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs.

Clement of Rochester, Pickett of Keene and Kearns
amendment.

of Manchester spoke against the

The amendment was not adopted.
Mr. Stafford of Laconia offered the following amendment:

Thursday, June

Amendment

Amend

said bill as

the following

to

6,

1963

HB

545

amended by

821

inserting after section 9

new section.

10 Liquor Revenue. The liquor commission is hereby
directed to increase the revenue of said department by not less
than $900,000, such increased revenue to be paid into the

general funds.

Further amend said

bill

by renumbering section 10

to read

section 11.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia spoke in favor of the amendment
but subsequently withdrew his amendment.

The

question

The

bill

HB

546,

now being

was ordered

shall the bill

be read a third time.

to a third reading.

making appropriations

for the expenses of cer-

tain departments of the state for the year

ending June

30, 1965,

Mr. Clement of Rochester for Appropriations. Ought
with amendments.

Amendment

Amend section
Amend
by inserting

1

to

HB

to pass

546

of the bill as follows:

the bill in the paragraph for the legislative branch

end of the second footnote relating to the
budget assistant the following sentence: The
legislative budget assistant shall, when overtime or temporary
assistance is necessary, obtain such assistance and determine
the compensation therefor.
at the

office of legislative

Amend the appropriation For executive branch, in the
subsection Executive council by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:
Executive council:
Personal services:
Other
per diem
$15,500
Secretary to governor's council
3,000

—

Total

$18,500
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Current expenses
Travel

2,300
5,000

Total for executive council

$25,800

Further amend the appropriation For executive branch, by
changing the figures for "Total for executive branch" as fol-

changed

lows: 204,797

Amend
ment

to 205,797.

the appropriation For adjutant general's depart-

in the subsection State military reservation, Grenier air

force base, Manchester, by changing the figures for "Current
expenses" as follows: 26,000 changed to 36,000; and by changing the fig^ures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 37,669
changed to 47,669. Further amend said appropriation For adjutant general's department, by changing the figures for "Total
for adjutant general's department" as follows: 379,679 changed
to 389,679; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation"
as follows:

309,277 changed to 319,277.

Amend
tion

the appropriation For agriculture, in the subsec-

Bureau

and inserting

of weights

and measures, by striking out the same

in place thereof the following:

of weights and measures:
Personal services:

Bureau

Permanent
Current expenses
Travel

Equipment
Total
Less estimated revenue

$33,137
3,010
4,375
50
$40,572
15,000

Net appropriation

$25,572

Further amend said appropriation For agriculture, by changing
the figures for "Total for department of agriculture" as follows:
332,636 changed to 334,819; and by changing the figures for
"Net appropriation" as follows: 324,886 changed to 327,069.

Amend the bill in the paragraph For attorney general:
Division of charitable trusts, by striking out said subsection
and inserting in place thereof the following:
Division of charitable trusts:
Salary of director

$5,465

Thursday, June
Other personal

Permanent

services:

6,

1963
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services: Health, in the subsection Sanitary engineering: state,

by changing the figures for "Travel" as follows: 5,650 changed
to 7,500; and by changing the figures for "Total" for said subsection as follows: 78,781 changed to 80,631. Further amend
said appropriation For department of health and welfare:
Division of public health services: Health, by changing the
figures for "Total for health" as follows: 842,642 changed to
844,492; and by changing the figures for "Total for division
of public health services" as follows: 1,509,410 changed to
1,511,260. Further amend the appropriation For department
of health and welfare: Division of ^v^elfare, in the subsection
Administration, by changing the figures for "Other personal
services: Permanent" as follows: 206,933 changed to 205,912;
by changing the figures for "Total" personal services as follows:
228,873 changed to 227,852; by changing the figures for "Total"
of said subsection as follows: 347,667 changed to 346,646; and
by striking out the footnote; at the end of said subsection and
inserting in place thereof the following footnote: This appropriation includes $3,000 to be paid to the department of attorney general for legal services and also included herein is a
position of clerk-stenographer IV. Further amend the appropriation For department of health and welfare: Division of
welfare, in the subsection Child welfare services: State funds,
by striking out the words "State funds" and by inserting after
said subsection the following

new subsection:

Child welfare services:
Federal funds:
Personal services:

Other

$7,465

Other expenditures:
Educational leave

Totalf
Less estimated federal fundsf

9,200

$16,665
16,665

Net appropriation
fExpenditures in
federal funds

and

appropriation shall be entirely from
be limited to the amount of the federal

this

shall

grant available for this purpose.

Further amend the appropriation for Division of welfare, by
changing the figures for "Total for division of welfare" as fol-

Thursday, June

6,

1963
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3,475,082 changed to 3,474,061; and by changing the
figures for "Net appropriation" as follows: 3,092,372 changed
lows:

the appropriation For department
of health and welfare: Division of mental health: Laconia state
school, in the subsection Professional care and treatment, by
to 3,091,351.

Further

amend

changing the figures for "Personal services: Other" as follows:
8,800 changed to 11,300; by changing the figures for "Total"
personal services as follows: 786,676 changed to 789,176; by
chansfins: the figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows:
811,556 changed to 814,056; by changing the figures for "Total

Laconia state school" as follows: 1,747,261 changed to 1,749,and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as
follows: 1,734,261 changed to 1,736,761. Further amend the
appropriation For department of health and welfare: Division
of mental health: State hospital, in the subsection Administration, by changing the figures for "Other personal services:
Permanent" as follows: 125,341 changed to 111,615; by changing the figures for "Total" for personal services as follows:
153,132 changed to 139,406; and by changing the figures for
"Total" of said subsection as follows: 199,342 changed 185,616.
Further amend the appropriation for State hospital, in the
subsection Professional care and treatment, by striking out
the words "Salary of director of psychiatric education and refor

761;

search" and inserting in place thereof the following: Salary of
director of psychiatric education and research;]:. Further amend
said subsection

footnote:

;|;The

at the end thereof the following
appropriation for the state hospital includes

by inserting

funds for maintenance for certain positions, one of which is
the director of psychiatric education and research. In lieu of
maintenance, notwithstanding any other provisions of law, the
sum of $2,500 shall be paid to said director, G. Donald Niswander, from any funds appropriated for current expenses
within said appropriation for the state hospital. Further amend
the appropriation For state hospital, by changing the figures
for "Total for state hospital" as follows: 5,252,681 changed to
5,238,955; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation"
as follows: 5,199,681 changed to 5,185,955. Further amend the
appropriation For department of health and welfare: Division
of mental health: Child guidance clinics, in the subsection
Federal funds, by striking out said subsection and inserting
in place thereof the following:
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Federal funds:

Personal services:

Permanent
Other
Total

$31,153
4,500

Thursday, June
36,512;

and by changing the

6,

1963
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figures for "Total" of said subsec-

to 180,187. Further amend the
appropriation For cancer commission, by changing the figures
for "Total for cancer commission" as follows: 178,937 changed
to 180,187; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation"

tion as follows: 178,937

as follows:

changed

146,937 changed to 148,187.

Amend the appropriation For board of registration of
funeral directors and embalmers, by changing the figures for
"Personal services: Other" as follows: 1,205 changed to 1,705,
by changing the figures for "Travel" as follows: 1,198 changed
to 1,800; by changing the figures for "Total as follows: 2,934
changed to 4,036; and by changing the figures for "Less revenue

and balance"

Amend

as follows: 2,934

changed

to 4,036,

the appropriation For hairdressers, by changing

Other" as follows: 1,500
and by changing the figures for "Total" of
said appropriation as follows: 9,519 changed to 10,019.
the

figures

changed

for

"Personal services:

to 2,000;

Amend the appropriation For board of registration in
medicine, by changing the figures for "Personal services: Other''
as follows: 1,040

changed

to 1,520;

and by changing the figures
changed to

for "Total" of said appropriation as follows: 2,855
3,335.

Amend

For insurance department:
by changing the figures for "Travel"
as follows: 800 changed to 1,300; and by changing the figures
for "Total" as follows: 77,518 changed to 78,018. Further
amend said appropriation in Rating division subsection by
striking out said subsection and inserting in place thereof the
the

appropriation

Office of the commissioner,

followinsr:

ating division:

Personal services:

Permanent
Other: insurance actuaryf
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f The funds in

appropriation shall be for the employand no part thereof shall be
transferred to any other appropriation or expended for any
other purpose.

ment

this

of necessary actuarial services

Further amend said appropriation in the subsection for Real
estate division, by changing the figures for "Current expenses"
as follows: 985 changed to 1,375; and by changing the figures
for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 4,979 changed to
5,369. Further amend said appropriation by changing the figures for "Total for insurance department" as follows: 103,312
changed to 104,651; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as follows: 100,812 changed to 102,151.

Amend

the appropriation For personnel department: State
funds, by changing the figures for "Other personal services:

Permanent"

as follows: 46,539

the figures for "Other

changed

to 70,692;

personal services:

Other"

by changing
as

follows:

1,000 changed to 2,152; by changing the figures for "Total"
personal services as follows: 66,851 changed to 92,156; and by

"Total" of said subsection as follows:
68,892 changed to 94,197. Further amend the appropriation
For personnel department, in the subsection for Federal funds,
by changing the figures for "Travel" as follows: 740 changed
to 1,740; by changing the figures for "Total" of said subsecchano^ins the

fisrures for

changed to 11, 232; and by changing the
revenue" as follows: 10,232 changed
to 11,232. Further amend the appropriation For personnel department, by changing the figures for "Total for personnel department" as follows: 68,892 changed to 94,197.
tion as follows: 10,232

figures for "Less estimated

Amend the appropriation For resources and economic development: Office of the commissioner, by changing the figures
for "Other personal services: Other" as follows: 7,000 changed
to 9,500; by changing the figures for "Total" for personal services as follows: 213,672 changed to 216,172; by changing the
figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 267,562 changed
to 270,062; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation"
as follows: 252,119 changed to 254,619. Further amend the
appropriation For resources and economic development: Division of resources development, in the subsection Administration, by changing the figures for "Other personal services:
Other" as follows: 3!l,211 changed to 37,211*; by changing the
figures for "Total" for personal services as follows: 271,214

Thursday, June

6,

829

1963

to 277,214; by changing the figures for "Total" of
subsection as follows: 356,322 changed to 362,322; by
changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as follows: 242,029

changed
said

to 248,029; and by inserting after said subsection the
following footnote: *In this appropriation $20,000 shall be for
the state's share for ten county foresters. Further amend the
appropriation for Division of resources development by changing the figures for "Total for division of resources development"
as follows: 242,029 changed to 248,029. Further amend the

changed

appropriation For resources and economic development: Division of economic development, in the subsection Administration, by inserting after the words and figures "Eastern states
exposition 8,000" the following words and figures: Boston office

15,000; by changing the figures for "Total" of said subsection

532,372 changed to 547,372; and by changing the
"Net appropriation" as follows: 529,052 changed to
544,052. Further amend the appropriation for Division of economic development, by changing the figures for "Total for
division of economic development" as follows: 531,052 changed
to 546,052. Further amend the appropriation For resources
and economic development: Water resources board, by striking
out said subsection and inserting in place thereof the following:
as follows:

figures for

Water

resources board:

Salary of chairman

Other personal
Permanent

services:

$10,504

830
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valley flood control

commission:
Per diem and expenses
of commission
State's contribution
to commission
Survey and investigation re ground
water resources

1,000

4,000
10,500

Taxation re Pittsburg and Clarksville, as provided by RSA 481:14
(supplement)

Total for water resources

12,500
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to 225,803; by changing the figures for "Total" of
as follows: 457,341 changed to 466,341. Further
subsection
said
amend the appropriation for the Division of motor vehicles by
changing the figures for "Total for division of motor vehicles"

changed

as follows:

516,753 changed to 525,753; and by changing the

from highway fund" as follows: 516,amend the appropriation For
Further
changed
to 525,753.
753
fund, by striking out the
Initial
plate
the department of safety:
following:
in
place
thereof
the
same and inserting
figures for "Less transfer

Initial plate

fund:f

Personal services:

Permanent
Current expenses

Other expenditures:
Driver assistance
Police training school
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Current expenses
Travel

17,650

Equipment

7,200
4,000

Other expenditures:
Retirement

2,335

Total

$74,994

Less transfer from

highway fund

Net appropriations

amend

63,745

$11,249

appropriation For department of
by changing the figures for
safety:
follows:
111,510 changed to 114,410.
"Total for state police" as
department of safety, by
For
Further amend the appropriation
department
of safety" as
changing the figures for "Total for

Further

said

Division of state police,

follows: 352,420

changed to 366,569.

Amend

the appropriation For secretary of state, in the subsection Office of secretary, by inserting after the word and fig-

"Equipment 400" the following words and figures: Other
expenditures: Preservation of records 500; and by changing
ures

the figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 64,731

Further amend said appropriation by changing the figures for "Total for secretary of state" as follows:

changed

to 65,231.

126,274 changed to 126,774.

Amend

appropriation For board of registration of
professional engineers, by changing the figures for "Current
expenses" as follows: 1,350 changed to 1,550; by changing the
figures for "Travel" as follows: 400 changed to 800; by changing the figures for "Total" of appropriation as follows: 4,320
the

changed to 4,920; and by changing the figures for "Less revenue
and balance" as follows: 4,320 changed to 4,920.

Amend

the appropriation For state library, in the subsec-

tion Administration, by changing the figures for "Current ex-

penses" as follows: 13,300 changed to 12,300; and by changing
the figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 195,190
changed to 194,190. Further amend said appropriation by

changing the figures for "Total for
221,215 changed to 220,215.

state library" as follows:
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the appropriation For state prison, in the sub-

section Custodial care, by changing the figures for "Current

expenses" as follows: 92,000 changed to 95,500; and by changing the figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 352,557
changed to 356,057. Further amend the appropriation in the
subsection Prison industries, by changing the figures for "Current expenses" as follows: 165,020 changed to 202,020, and by
changing the figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows:
253,717 changed to 290,717; by changing the figures for "Less
estimated revenue and credits" as follows: 259,000 changed to
296,000; and by changing the figures in the footnote to said
subsection as follows: 259,000 changed to 296,000. Further
amend the appropriation For state prison by changing the

changed
and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation"
452,316 changed to 455,816.

figures for "Total for state prison" as follows: 454,559
to 458,059;
as follows:

Amend

the appropriation For board of education, in the

subsection Special aid to twenty school districts having lowest

equalized valuation per pupil, by inserting after the words and
"Dalton 2,876" the following words and figures: Dan-

figures

ville 4,287. Further amend said subsection by striking out the
words and figures "Lisbon-town 1,577"; by striking out the

figures

100,000 for "Total" for said subsection and inserting

102,710:J:; and by inserting at
the end of said subsection the following footnote: ;j:Payments

in place thereof the following:

authorized by this appropriation shall be made solely to the
towns set forth herein. Further amend the appropriation For
board of education, in the subsection Education of deaf, by
changing the figures for "Current expenses" as follows: 262,700
changed to 294,600; and by changing the figures for "Total"
of said subsection as follows: 263,100 changed to 295,000. Further amend the appropriation For board of education: Plymouth teachers college, in the subsection Instruction, by changing the figures for "Personal services: Other" as follows: 52,000

changed

to 61,800; by changing the figures for "Total" for
personal services as follows: 496,612 changed to 506,412; and
by changing the figures for "Total" for said subsection as follows: 583,592 changed to 593,392. Further amend said appropriation For board of education: Plymouth teachers college,

by changing the figures for "Total for Plymouth teachers college" as follows: 1,054,492 changed to 1,064,292; by changing
the figures for "Practice schools" under "Less estimated reve-
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76,200 changed to 86,000; by changing the
"Total" estimated revenue as follows: 843,500
changed to 853,300; and by changing the figures for net estimated revenue as follows: 733,806 changed to 743,606. Further
amend the appropriation For board of education, by changing
the figures for "Total for board of education" as follows: 6,287,-

nue"

as

figures

follows:

for

389 changed to 6,321,999; by changing the figures for "Less
estimated revenue" as follows: 839,682 changed to 582,626; and
by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as follows:
5,447,707 changed to 5,739,373.

Amend the appropriation For board of probation, by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:
)r

board of probation:

Salary of director

Other personal
Permanent
Other

services:
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Amend the appropriation For bank commissioner, by
changing the figures for "Current expenses" as follows: 14,675
changed to 21,890; by changing the figures for "Oasi and retirement" as follows: 11,157 changed to 12,517; by changing the
figures for "Total" as follows: 230,376 changed to 238,951; and
by changing the figures for "Less revenue;}:" as follows: 218,184
changed to 226,759. Further amend said appropriation by
striking out the words and figures of the first footnote and inserting in place thereof the following words and figures: In this
appropriation $40,345 shall be for five bank examiners III,
provided these positions were filled prior to April 1, 1964. Any
of these positions which were not so filled are abolished and
the funds appropriated for said positions shall not be used for
any other purpose.

Amend

the appropriation For public utilities commission:

Office of commission, by

sonal services:

Other"

as

changing the figures for "Other perfollows: 725 changed to 1,925 by

changing the figures for "Total" personal services as follows:
141,466 changed to 142,666; by changing the figures for
"Travel" as follows: 4,250 changed to 6,750; by changing the
figures for "Total" for public service commission as follows:
169,547 changed to 173,247; and by changing the figures for
"Net appropriation" as follows: 157,847 changed to 161,547.

Amend the appropriation For racing commission, by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:
For racing commission:

Thoroughbred

racing:

Salaries of three commissioners

$7,236

Other personal
Permanent
Other*

23,393
31,000

services:

Total
Current expenses
Travel

Equipment
Total
Less reimbursement

Net appropriation

$61,629
4,400
5,000
345
$71,374
5,674
$65,700
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arness racing:

Personal services:

Permanent
Other*
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appropriation sufficient additional funds have
to meet new federal requirements concerning
the right of way division. Positions in this division included
herein are 1 right of way engineer, 1 assistant right of way engineer, 1 office engineer, 2 engineers for attorney general, 1
j-In

this

been included

relocation advisor,
I,

I

1

abstractor III, 3 abstractors II, 1 abstractor
1 assistant reviewing appraiser, 2 ap-

reviewing appraiser,

praisers III, 5 appraisers II,

of

way agent

III, 3 right of

1

appraiser

way

agents

2 negotiators,

I,

II,

1

right of

1

right

way agent

I,

clerk-stenographer IV, 1 clerk-stenographer III, 3 clerkstenographers II, 1 clerk-stenographer 1, and 1 clerk-typist I.
Further amend the appropriation For public works and high1

ways in the subsection Legislative specials, by changing the
figures for "Attorney general" as follows: 28,515 changed to
30,515; by changing the figures for "Safety department" as follows: 1,661,956 changed to 1,682,205; and by changing the
"Total" for said subsection as follows: 2,467,541
changed to 2,489,790. Further amend said appropriation For
public works and highways, by changing the figures for "Total
for public works and highways" as follows: 47,351,722 changed
to 47,414,971; by changing the figures for "Available from
estimated lapses" under "Less estimated revenue and balance"
figures

for

867,922 changed to 931,171; and by changing the
"Total" for "Less estimated revenue and balance"

as follows:

figures for
as follows:

47,351,722 changed to 47,414,971.

Amend
end

section

I

of the bill by changing the figures at the

of the section for "Total net appropriation for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1965" as follows: 32,321,000 changed to
32,727,700."

Amend
and

section 8 of the bill by striking out said section

inserting the following

new

sections after section

7.

8 Interim Employment. In addition to any sum hereinabove appropriated for the office of the secretary of state there
is hereby appropriated $2,990.00 for the employment of Benjamin F. Greer, clerk of the senate, during the period from
July 1, 1964 to December 31, 1964 at the rate of $230.00 biweekly. The services of said Benjamin F. Greer shall be available to interim legislative committees and to the secretary of
state's department. The sum hereby appropriated shall be a

charge on the legislative appropriation.
9 Takes Effect. This act shall take effect July

1,

1964.
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The amendments were

adopted.

Mr. Shepard of Londonderry offered the following amend-

ment and moved

its

adoption.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

546

Pubamended, in the subsection for
Legislative specials, by changing the figures for Safety department as follows: 1,682,205 changed to 1,734,701; and by chang-

lic

section

1

of the bill in the appropriation For

Works and Highways

as

ing the figures for "Total" of said subsection as follows: 2,489,790 changed to 2,542,'286. Further amend said appropriation
by changing the figures for "Total for public works and highways" as follows: 47,414,971 changed to 47,467,467; by changing
the figures for "Available from estimated lapses" under "less
estimated revenue and balance" as follows: 931,171 changed to
983,667; and by changing the "Total" for "Less estimated reve-

nue and balance"

as follows: 47,414,971
*

The

Clerk read the

to 47,467,467.

*

*

amendment

The amendment was

changed

in full.

adopted.

Nr. Newell of Concord offered the following amendment:

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

546

said bill by inserting after section 8, as inserted

by the committee amendment, the following

new

section:

To carry out the provisions of RSA
hereby appropriated the sum of twelve
thousand dollars to be expended by the attorney general. The
fluids hereby appropriated shall be expended only for legislative service and shall not be transferred to any other appropriation. The sum hereby appropriated shall be a charge upon
the fimds appropriated for the legislature.
9 Legislative Services.

14:36 and 37 there

is

Further amend said

bill

by renumbering section 9

to read

section 10.

The

Clerk read the

amendment

Mr. Newell of Concord spoke

in full.

in favor of the

amendment.

Mr. Clement of Rochester spoke against the amendment.
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The amendment was

not adopted.

The

to a third reading.
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was ordered
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Committee of Conference Report
of Conference, to whom was referred
No. 222, relative to reporting certain shortages of
funds, having considered the same, report the same with the
recommendation that the senate recede from its position in
adopting its amendment, that the house recede from its position in adopting its amendment, and that the following amendment be adopted:

The Committee

House

Bill

Amend section 384:36 as inserted by section 1 of the bill,
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following: 384:36 Report of Shortages to Bank Commissioner.
Every shortage in funds of five hundred dollars or more in any
banking or lending institution under the supervision of the
bank commissioner, shall, within three banking days following
day of discovery, be reported in writing to the bank commissioner by the treasurer of the institution in or with respect to
which any such shortage occurs, or in the absence of said officer
by the officer performing his duties.
Samuel Reddy

Henry L. Stevens
Edward J. Walsh
Conferees on the Part of the House
Nelle L. Holmes
Louis N. Paquettc
Conferees on the Part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate Bills and House Joint Resolutions:

HB

131,

An

act relating to the prevention of fires

by

rail-

road locomotives.

HB

279,

An

act relative to the penalty for escape

houses of correction.

from
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HB

An

346,

act relative to the authority of police

em-

ployees.

HB
HB

401,

An

421,

An

act relative to training of fire fighters.
act relative to fees for

motor vehicle junk

HB

442,

An

motor vehicles under

licenses.

act relating to the sale of state land at Inter-

vale Ski Area.

SB

An

48,

SB 80 An

act relating to probate courts.
act relative to a five

day week for the

city of

Manchester police department.

HJR

37, Joint resolution in favor of the estate of

James A.

Purington.

HJR

38, Joint resolution in favor of the estate of

Leon

J.

Littlefield.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Forbes of Marlow

Senate Messages

The President has appointed as members of the Committee
Conference on HB 290, An act relative to the retirement age
for state employees under the state employees' retirement
system: on the part of the Senate: Senator DeLude and Senator
of

Battles.

A
passed
it

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
bills

with the following

asks the concurrence of the

SB

which

Hill.

123, legalizing the organization

found area school

SB

in the passage of

of Representatives:

119, providing for representative to the general court

from the town of Sugar

SB

titles,

House

124,

meeting of the New-

district.

legalizing certain action at an adjourned

town

meetino^ in Francestown.

Introduction of Senate Bills

ng Senate
The following
time and referred as follows

bills

were read a

first

and second
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119, providing for representative to the

from the town of Sugar

SB

General Court

Hill, to Judiciary.

meeting of the NewMunicipal and County Govern-

123, legalizing the organization

found area school

district, to

ment.

SB

legalizing certain action at an adjourned

124,

meeting in Francestown,

to

town

Education.

Mr. Plumer of Bristol moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to dispense with the reference to committee and public hearing on SB 123 and spoke in favor of the
motion.

The motion

^vas

adopted and the

bill

was ordered

to a

third reading.

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to dispense with the reference to committee and public hearing on SB 124 and spoke in favor of the
motion.

The motion was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate
has voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the
passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolutions
sent

up from

HB

the

House of Representatives:

307, relative to salary of the sheriff of

Rockingham

County.

HB

404, relative to salaries of

mayor and councilmen

of

the city of Laconia.

HB

543, relative to submission to voters of Littleton of
question on adoption of act providing for Littleton Parking
District.

HB

535, eliminating the office of farm supervisor and providing for an additional assistant business supervisor.

HB
loans

467, relative to use of

under municipal finance

HJR

13, in favor of

band proceeds and temporary

act.

Mount Washington

Observatory.
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HJR

providing for a deficiency appropriation for the
and grounds.

32,

division of buildings

The

Senate has voted to concur with the House of Repreits adoption of the amendments offered by the
Committee on Engrossed Bills to the following entitled bills

sentatives in

and

joint resolutions:

SB

80,

An

act relative to a five day

week

for the city of

Manchester police department.

Mr. Eastman of Weare offered the following concurrent
resolution:

Concurrent Resolution
petitioning the Congress of the United States to call a Convention for proposing an amendment to the Constitution of
the United States, unless Consjress shall sooner have submitted
such an amendment, to provide for the election of the President and Vice-President in a manner fair and just to the people
of the

United

States.

Whereas, under the Constitution of the United States
Presidential
are
to

and

\'

ice-Presidential electors in the several states

now elected on a statewide basis, each state being entitled
as many electors as it has senators and representatives in

Congress: and

who

Whereas, the Presidential and Vice-Presidential electors
receive the plurality of the popular vote in a particular

allocated to that state irrespective of

number of electoral votes
how many votes may have

been

and

state

become

entitled to cast the total

cast for other elector candidates;

Whereas,
President

is

method

this

of electing the President

unfair and unjust in that

minority votes

cast;

it

and Vice-

does not reflect the

and

Whereas, the need for a change has been recognized by
of Congress on numerous occasions through the in-

members

troduction of various proposals for amending the Constitution;

now, therefore, be

it

Resolved, by the house of representatives, the senate conis hereby made to Congress under
Article V of the Constitution of the United States for the callcurring, that application
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ing of a Convention to propose an Article of Amendment to
the Constitution providing for a fair and just division of the
electoral votes within the states in the election of the President

and

\'ice-President;

and be

it

further

Resolved, That copies of this application be transmitted
House of Representatives of the United
States, and to our senators and representatives in Congress.
to

the Senate and

The concurrent resolution was referred to Executive Departments and Administration.
Communication
June

The Honorable
House

5,

1963

Stuart Lamprey, Speaker

of Representatives

Concord, N. H.

Dear Mr. Lamprey:

May

you and the members
through a delegation,
the Pontifical Mass for the Dead to be sung for Pope John
XXIII in St. Joseph Cathedral, Manchester, on Friday, June 7,
at 10:00 A. M. We would be most pleased to have you participate in this ceremony.
of the

I

extend a cordial invitation

House

With

to

to attend personally or

every good wish,

I

am

Sincerely in Christ,

Ernest

J.

Primeau

Bishop of Manchester

The Chair appointed Mr. Conover

of

Manchester

to

head

the Manchester Delegation to attend the Mass.

The Chair announced
Nash

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

of Dixville.

On motion of Mrs. Ainley of Manchester the House adjourned from the morning session.
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Afternoon Session

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene, the Rules of the
so far suspended as to allow third reading of bills
by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to
meet next Tuesday morning at 1 1 :00 A.M.

House were

Third Readings

HB

545,

making appropriations

for the expenses of certain

departments of the state for the year ending

was read a third time, passed, and sent

June

30,

1964,

to the Senate for con-

currence.

Reconsideration

Mr. Clement

moved

that the

of Rochester, having voted with the majority,

House reconsider

its

vote whereby

it

passed

HB 545, and spoke against the motion.
The motion was

HB

546,

not adopted.

making appropriations

for the expenses of certain

departments of the state for the year ending June 30, 1965, was
read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.

Reconsideration

Mr. Clement of Rochester, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
546 and spoke against the motion.

moved

HB

The motion was
The

following

not adopted.
bills

were read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB 385, relative to minimum wages.
HB 415, increasing the salary of the

Belknap county

treas-

urer.

HB

111, relating to the printing of proceedings of the

county convention of Belknap county.

HB

584, relative to

Belknap County Recreational Area.

Tuesday, June

11,
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Reconsideration

Mr. Urie of
ity,

moved

New Hampton,

that the

having voted with the major-

House reconsider

its

vote whereby

it

passed

HB 584 and spoke against the motion.
The motion was

The
and sent

SB

not adopted.

following Senate

bill

was read a third time, passed,

to the Senate for concurrence:
30,

providing for the development and redevelopment

of areas of vacant or predominantly vacant land

which are sub-

standard or blighted.

The
and sent

SB

following Senate

were read a third time, passed,
be engrossed:

123, legalizing the organization

found area school

SB

bills

to the Secretary of State to

124,

meeting of the New-

district.

legalizing certain action at

an adjourned town

meeting in Francestown.

On
journed

motion of Mr. Clement of Rochester the House adat 3:14 P.

M.

TUESDAY, June
The House met

at

1 1

:00

11,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered as follows by Guest Chaplain, Reverend
Bayard Hancock from Ashland, St. Mark's Episcopal Church:

Almighty God, our Heavenly Father, Who dost govern
and earth; -^vho hast created each of us in
Thine own image and equipped us with varying combinations
all

things in heaven
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of talents to be used in Thy service; and who hast given us so
generously of those political and social freedoms essential to
the proper developments of our several talents;
Bless, we beseech Thee, the members of this legislative
body here assembled; Guide them, O Father, in all such matters as may come before them for debate this day, to the end

that such actions as they

may

take

may be

and promote the general welfare

sight

acceptable in

Thy

of the people of this

state.

The burdens which we have

placed upon these, our elected
and increasingly complex; they are
such that none can discharge them properly without Thy continuing help; Do Thou, therefore, O Father, assist them to
representatives, are heavy

understand the true nature of the
them to distinguish between those

issues before

them; guide

on which they may

issues

properly champion the special interests of those
elected

them

to office

and those larger

who have

issues calling for the

sacrifice of special interests to the general good.

O

God, we ask Thy blessing upon the people of
elected these our representatives, help us
to discharge faithfully our corporate responsibility to keep
them informed of our needs and desires; to try always to understand their special problems and responsibilities and to encourFinally,

this

state.

Having

age them in every way possible in the faithful discharge of their
duties.

In Christ's

Name we ask

these things

.

.

.

Amen.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Pryor of Ashland led the Convention in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag.
(Mr. Heald of Keene in the Chair)

Mr. Heald introduced

members

shooters, of the Civil

man

3 boys

of the reactivated unit.

who appeared in uniform as
Company E, Berdan's Sharp-

War.

Mr. Heald then introduced Dr. J. Duane Squires, Chairof the N. H. Civil War Centennial Commission, who de-

livered the following address:

Tuesday, June

New Hampshire

11,
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1963

and the Civil

War

One hundred years ago this morning the advance units of
army of General Robert E. Lee were on the march north
from Virginia into Pennsylvania; the powerful forces of Genthe

eral U. S. Grant were surrounding Vicksburg in Mississippi;
and the cavalry of General John H. Morgan of Kentucky were
in the opening stages of their famous raid north of the Ohio
River. Your predecessors in this Legislature were in the process
of electing Joseph A. Gilmore as Governor of New Hampshire,
and ^vere engaged in implementing the first national draft law,
as passed by Congress in March, 1863.

Today, a century later, we are joining the nation in commemorating the actions and achievements of our forefathers
a hundred years ago. As that great man, whose portrait hangs
behind me, President Abraham Lincoln, once said: "It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this." For the twin
objectives were the preservation and maintenance of our national union, and the securing of better relations among the
races which comprise the nation. In the noble words of Daniel
Webster, whose portrait also graces this chamber, "Liberty and
Union, nou' and forever, one and inseparable."

What

part did our beloved State play in this mighty conbetween 1861 and 1865? Let me seek to answer that question from three perspectives. First, I wish to consider the military contributions of New Hampshire to the Civil War. Secondly, let me suggest some of the ways in which the home front
served the fighting men. And, in the third place, permit me to
indicate certain areas in which New Hampshire contributed
to and participated in the larger aspects of the Civil War. To
an audience like this it is pertinent to observe that many of
the decisions and actions which I shall narrate were made in
this very building in which we now are, by the then legislature, by the then governors and their council members, and by
the other high officials of New Hampshire between 1861 and
flict

1865.
First,

the

armed

then, to the military contributions of this State to
forces of the United States in the Civil War. When

began in 1861, there were twelve local miliA remnant of the militia system
of the earlier days, these volunteer groups had a total membership of 760 men. The several governors and the legislatures
that great struggle

tary

companies

in this State.
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during the ensuing four years authorized the formation of no
fewer than eighteen infantry regiments, each comprising 780
officers and men. The First New Hampshire, enlisted in 1861,
was a 90-day regiment. The regiments numbered from Two
through Fourteen were 3-year regiments. The Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth were 9-month regiments.
As you walk the corridors of this building you will see at least
sixteen portraits on the walls, indicating some of the noted
officers who commanded these famous regiments of the Civil
War. Their flags ornament the great hall downstairs, and their
achievements are written clearly on the pages of military history.

In addition to these eighteen regiments of infantry, New
Hampshire furnished four companies of cavalry, three comsome prototypes of whom
panies of Berdan's Sharpshooters
certain artillery units, and many volunwe have here today
teers in the armed forces of our sister states. More than 3,000

—

—

New Hampshire men
almost 400 in the U.

S.

served in the United States Navy, and
Marine Corps. You all are aware of the

accomplishments of the famous U. S. warship built at Portsmouth in 1861 and named the U. S. "Kearsarge." It was the
first of a long line of ships to bear that name, the most recent of
which last month picked Astronaut Gordon Cooper from the
u^aters of the Pacific Ocean following his twenty-two orbits
around the world. You are aware, also, that the Portsmouth
Navy Yard built and commissioned the first battleship ever to
be called the "New Hampshire," launched in 1864. We all may
be proud of the fact that the first U. S. Air Corps in our entire
history was founded in 1861 by a native of the Town of Randolph in this State,
T. S. C. Lowe.

—

By the Federal Census

of 1860

our

State's

population was

more than 33,000 different
men from New Hampshire participated in the armed services
of the United States during the war. As you veterans of more
recent conflicts know, when any government puts upwards of
326,073. All in

all,

I

calculate that

whole population into uniform, it has made a treAnd that is exactly what New Hampshire did
between 1861 and 1865.

10%

of

its

mendous
Let

effort.

me now

speak briefly about certain ways in which the
front aided the men in uniform. I begin
on the role played by our State in the U. S.

New Hampshire home
with a

comment
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Sanitary Commission. This was the predecessor of the Red
Cross, since that organization had not yet come into existence.

Early in 1861 the U. S. Sanitary Commission fair in Manchester
netted several thousands of dollars for the beneficent work of

group.

this

In addition to the work of the U. S. Sanitary Commission,
legislature authorized the appointment of official
agents to provide and care for the sick and wounded soldiers
of New Hampshire who were scattered in the great hospitals
throughout the North. Among these was the Webster Hospital
the State

in Manchester. Just a hundred years ago next month, five men
from our State were sent by the governor to Gettysburg to aid
the suffering soldiers from New Hampshire who had been injured in that terrible battle. Many of our most able medical
men volunteered for service with the armed forces. Among
these were Dr. John M. Brown of Hinsdale, Dr. Luther V. Bell
of Francestown, Dr. A. B. Crosby of Gilmanton, Dr. George F.
French of Dover, and Dr. J. T. Adams of Claremont. You all
know the wonderful work of such New Hampshire nurses as
Harriet P. Dame of Concord and Sarah Low of Dover.

Supplementing the missions of mercy performed by docnurses, and similar services were the efforts of the New
Hampshire legislature to assist the fighting men in other ways.
Early in the war the lawmakers in Concord gave permission
to the towns and cities to raise money for the benefit of the
families of men in the armed services. The aggregate payments
under the authority of this act reached almost $2,000,000. In
addition, during the later years of the war, when volunteers
were less numerous than they had been in 1861, the legislature
authorized the payment of a State bounty of $100 for each recruit, and permitted the towns and cities to augment this with
tors,

amounts.

another legislative service to the
first absentee voting law
in our State's history. Passed by the legislature on August 16,
1864, this law permitted men in uniform to vote by absentee
ballot. That autumn more than 2,700 such New Hampshire
votes were cast. Thus a modern principle was introduced into
our public life.
additional
fighting

men was

An

Still

the enactment of the

extremely important contribution of the New Hampfront to the men at war was the productive output
of the factories and farms of the State. From our great textile
shire

home
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mills came blankets, cotton and woolen cloth, hosiery, and
some ready-made clothing. From our machine shops came all
manner of items for the Quartermaster General, ranging from
locomotives to nails. From the farms and forests of New Hampshire came lumber, meat, grain. From mines and quarries came
granite, mica, and some copper. Truly from Coos to the sea the
energetic people of New Hampshire, alike in the town and
in the country, supplied the sinews of war to the armed services.
of prisoner exchange during the Civil War
most vexing one. Hundreds of thousands of men on each
side were captured at one time or another and incarcerated in
forlorn prison camps. The only practical way for release from
these camps, in wiiich so many men on each side perished, was
prisoner exchange. It might interest you in this chamber to
note that the legal cartel by which this exchange was made possible was signed in 1862 in behalf of the U. S. by Major General John A. Dix. A native of Boscawen, his full-length portrait
hangs only a few feet from this rostrum.

The problem

was

a

Now,

in the third place,

I

would

like to indicate certain

New Hampshire

contributed to and participated
in the larger aspects of the Civil War. It cannot be too greatly
stressed that the four years from 1861 to 1865 were among the
most vital in American history. This was so, not alone because
of events on the battlefield and on the home front, but also
from the viewpoint of the enduring accomplishments of our
nation. Time permits me to summarize only six of these.

ways in which

In 1862 U. S. Senator Henry Wilson of Massachusetts introduced a bill into Congress to create a national award for
valor to be known as the Medal of Honor. This bill was signed
by President Lincoln later that summer, and the first medals
were soon granted. For one hundred and one years, this medal
has been esteemed as the highest award for military valor in
the gift of the United States.

won

Twenty New Hampshire men

during the Civil War. You and I may be proud that
Henry Wilson was a native of Farmington, Ne^v Hampshire,
in which community his name is still an honored one.
it

A century ago Congress enacted legislation which produced the system of National Banks as we know them today.
Prior to 1863 in our country and in our State there had been
no such thing as a "national bank." Banks in Ne^v^ Hampshire
were chartered by the legislature in a manner familiar to you

Tuesday, June
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But by the end
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were fourteen of the new
Hampshire, and their presence in our

of the u'ar there

New

national banks in

11,

banking system has been continuous ever

since.

Congress passed the laws which began the
projects, as important
then as the Interstate Highway System is today, included in the
beginning the Union Pacific from Omaha to San Francisco, and
the Northern Pacific, from Duluth to Seattle. It is a matter of
pride to observe that one of the principal engineers in laying
out the western stretches of the Union Pacific was Samuel S.
Montague, a native of Keene.
In 1863,

also.

Pacific railroads.

These great national

In 1862, thanks to the efforts of Senator Justin S. Morrill
Vermont, Congress enacted one of the most
important laws in its entire history. This w^as the so-called
Land Grant College Act, by which every state in the Union
was authorized to establish a college of agriculture and mechanic arts. This was to be aided by a federal grant in the
amount of 30,000 acres of public land for every member which
that state then had in Congress. The New Hampshire legislature promptly accepted the provisions of this law, and in 1866
authorized the establishment of such a college in this State.
Originally set up in Hanover, it was, as you know, later moved
to Durham, and in 1923 by permission of this body became the
University of New Hampshire.
of our sister state of

P.

President Lincoln's Secretary of the Treasury was Salmon
Chase, a native of Cornish, New Hampshire, and a graduate

of

Dartmouth College. In

(1861,

with the approval of the Presi-

dent, Secretary Chase authorized the

stamping of the famous
words, "In God
Trust" on a then minted coin, the 2c piece.
Eventually this sentence was to appear on all American coins
and on our currency as well. But it is worth remembering that

We

it

began during the Civil War.

One final relationship of New Hampshire to the enduring
accomplishments of our nation may be noted. That was the
abolition of slavery. Although there is no evidence that our
men rushed to enlist in 1861 because of an overpowering desire
to free the slaves in the South, as the war went on sentiment in
this State hardened. In 1862, the New Hampshire legislature
thanked Congress for abolishing slavery in the District of Columbia, and in that same year sent a message to the President
urging the enlistment of negroes in the armed forces of the

1
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nation.

There

is little

doubt that

this

memorial from our

legis-

lature encouraged President Lincoln to issue his Preliminary

Emancipation Proclamation in September, 1862, and the
Emancipation Proclamation on January 1, 1863.

final

Allen Nevins, the Chairman of the U. S. Civil War CentenCommission, has spoken of the lasting effect of the release
of peaceful energies in this nation between 1861 and 1865,
made possible by the outcome of the battles of the Civil War.
AVhen today you hear or read of the Congressional Medal of
Honor, of national banks, of transcontinental railroads, of Land
nial

Grant Colleges, of the inscription on our money, and of the
emancipation of the negro, reflect and be proud that our New
Hampshire forbears played a significant and honorable part in
all six of these momentous developments.

During the Civil War Nciv Hampshire had four governors:
Ichabod Good^vin of Portsmouth, who bore the heavy responsibility of readying the State for war after the firing on Ft.
Sumter; Nathaniel S. Berry of Hebron, who Avas a friend of
President Lincoln, and who encouraged the latter on the negro
problem; Joseph A. Gilmore of Concord, who greeted Mrs.
Lincoln and her two sons when they visited New Hampshire a
hundred vears agro this summer; and Frederick Smvth of ManChester, who supervised the demobilizing of the State after the
war. Among the Ne^v Hampshire men in high position with
the national government at Washington during the war years
Avere U. S. Senator John P. Hale of Dover, whose statue stands
on the Capitol Plaza; Senators Aaron H. Cragin of Lebanon
and Daniel Clark of Manchester; Congressman Edward H.
Rollins of Concord; Nehemiah G. Ordway of Warner, who
long served as Sergeant at Arms for the House of Representatives; Amos Tuck of Exeter; and George G. Fogg of Dover.
These, then, ladies and gentlemen, are three perspectives

from which we today should view the war years between 1 86
and 1865 and New Hampshire's part therein: (1) the military
contributions of our State to the United States; (2) the ways in
which the home front served the fighting men; and (3) the part
that New Hampshire played in the enduring accomplishments
of the war to our nation. It is these three aspects which the New
Hampshire Civil War Centennial Commission, many of whose
members are your guests this morning, have been seeking to
explain during the past years. It is these three aspects of the
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I trust your honorable body will call to
thinking of the great struggle of a century ago.

war which

No man

or

woman
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mind when

of 1963 can understand our country

today unless he or she has some grasp of the Civil

War and

what it meant to this nation. That great struggle shaped our
way of life and our national ideals almost as much as did the
Independence itself. Because this is so, a commemoration of it is amply justified by this generation today. The love
for the Union which Webster set forth in his immortal words
I have already quoted, and the desire of the American people
to give equal justice to both the great racial groups of which
these twin ideals are just
this nation of ours is composed,
as much a matter of concern today as they were in 1861. Those
of you who read the moving address by Vice President Johnson
on May 30, 1963, will understand what I mean.

War

for

—

"It

is

for us, the living," said President Lincoln at Gettys-

century ago this autumn, "... to be dedicated here
work which they who fought here have thus
far so nobly advanced." True in il863; true in 1963. The task
for which millions of people worked and for which so many
thousands suffered and died between 1861 and 1865 is not yet
finished. It still calls for dedicated men and women, lawmakers,
executive officers, citizens in greneral. As President Lincoln said
in his annual message to the Congress in December, 1862: "We
even we here
hold the power and bear the responsibil-

burg

just a

to the unfinished

—

—

ity ..

.

We

shall

nobly save, or meanly

lose, the last best

hope

Your Excellency, and distinguished men and
women of this Legislature, that is the meaning and the challenge of the Civil War commemoration to us in New Hamp-

of

the earth."

shire in 1963.

— Dr.

J. Duane Squires, Chairman
Department of Social Studies
Colby Junior College
New London, New Hampshire

Mr. Heald then introduced Mr. Rupel Perkins of Nashua

who rendered

the Battle

Hymn of the Republic.

(Speaker in the Chair)

Recess
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After Recess

House

On

motion of Mr. London of

New London

the address of

Dr. Squires was ordered printed in today's Journal.

Leaves of Absence
Messrs. Habel of Somersworth and Nickerson of East
Kingston were granted an indefinite leave of absence on account
of illness.

Messrs.

White

and Turner of Gilsum were granted
week on account of illness.

of Derry

leave of absence for the

Introduction of a Bill

The
time,

following

and referred

HB

bill

was introduced, read

Sandwich School

School

CoopMatheson of

District to the Inter-Lakes

(Rules
Center Harbor) to Education.
District

Committee

—

Mr. Matheson of Center Harbor moved that
House be so far suspended as to dispense with
HB 646 and public hearing.

the
of

and second

646, legalizing the proceedings relating to the annexa-

tion of the
erative

a first

as follows:

The

Clerk read the

House

Bill

the rules of
the printing

bill in full.

No. 646,

An

Act legalizing the proceedings reSandwich School District to the

lating to the annexation of the

Inter-Lakes Cooperative School District.

Be

it

in General

Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Court convened:

Proceedings Legalized. All votes adopted and proceed1
ings taken relative to the annexation of the Sandwich School
District to the Inter-Lakes Cooperative School District are

hereby legalized, ratified and confirmed and the Inter-Lakes
Cooperative School District as reconstituted by the annexation
of the Sandwich School District is hereby declared to be duly
organized as a single cooperative school district co-extensive
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with the boundaries of the pre-existing Sandwich School District and the pre-existing Inter-Lakes Cooperative School District, to provide for the educational needs and services of the
elementary and secondary school children and youth, effective
July
all

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
and proceedings relative to said annexation taken at

1963.

1,

votes

the following meetings are hereby expressly legalized, ratified

and confirmed; meeting

of the state board of education on January 7, 1963; meeting of the Sandwich School District on
February 9, 1963; meeting of the Inter-Lakes Cooperative
School District on February 28,il963; meeting of the state board
of education on March 11, 1963; annexation-reorganization
meeting of Inter-Lakes Cooperative School District and
Sandwich School District on April 1, 1963; meeting of the
state board of education on April 15, 1963 and the annual
meeting of the Inter-Lakes Cooperative School District on
April 18, 1963.
2

Takes

This

Effect.

act shall take effect

*

*

Mr. Matheson explained the

upon

its

passage.

*
bill.

The motion was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

Committee Reports

HB

minimum standards for mobile homes
building codes, Mrs. Potter for Engrossed Bills.
Ought to pass with amendment under Joint Rule 6.

under

343, establishing

city

Amendment

Amend

the

of said bill

title

to

HB

343

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

for

An Act providing for the adoption of minimum standards
mobile homes under city or town building codes.
Amend

lines

section

and inserting
1

Sandards.

new

1

of said bill by striking out the

first

seven

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

47 by inserting after section 22

47:22-a Mobile Homes and Travel
mayor and aldermen, or the corresponding governmental body of any city or the local legislative body

the following
Trailers.

section:

The board

of
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of any

town

hereby empowered and authorized

is

to establish

construction standards for mobile homes and travel
trailers used as dwellings in the city or town, by adopting

minimum

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred
the Engrossed Bills amendment.

On

in

HB
Pratt of

485, relative to building

Keene

for Banks.

Ought

Amendment

and loan

to pass

to

HB

Mr.

associations,

with amendment.

485

Amend

the bill by striking out sections

Amend

section 3 of the bill by striking out said section

and inserting
Investments.

in

1,

place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

393:18 (supp) as

2,

4 and

3

5.

Loans and

amended by

1961,

136:4 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof
the following: 393:48 Limitations on Amount of Real Estate
Loans and Investments. An association may make a loan in

connection with the sale of real estate acquired by the association for the purpose of providing offices for the transaction of
the business of the association or under a foreclosure or a deed
in lieu of foreclosure, in an amount not to exceed the sale price
the association receives for such real estate.

Amend

section 6 by striking out

RSA

393:59 as inserted

by said section.
Further

amend

to read sections

the bill by

renumbering section

3,

6

and

7

I, 2, 3.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HJR 35, in favor of Alfred Loranger, Mr. Henry of Concord for Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

HJR

35

said joint resolution by striking out in the

second lines the words
thirty cents"

to

"five

and inserting

hundred and

first

fifty-seven dollars

and
and

in place thereof the words, three

Tuesday, June
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ninety-six dollars, so that said joint resolution as

shall read as follows:

The sum

of three

hundred and

ninety-six dollars

is

hereby

Windham

for
appropriated to reimburse Alfred Loranger of
damages to his water supply which was polluted by salt from
winter maintenance of a state road. The sum hereby appropriated shall be in full payment and settlement of said claim and
the same shall be a charge upon the highway funds.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

414, relative to the operation of motor boats by certain
minors, Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills.
Ought to pass with amendment under Joint Rule No. 6.

Amendment
1

Operation of Boats.

to

HB

414

Amend RSA

270 by inserting after

section 29 (supp) as inserted by 1963, 67 the following

new

sec-

270:30 Persons Twelve Years of Age or Under. No
person twelve years of age or under shall operate upon the
public waters of the state a motor boat or outboard motor having power in excess of twenty-five horse power unless he is action:

companied by an

adult;

and such adult shall be liable for
damage which may result from

personal injury or property
such operation.
*

The

Clerk read the

On

motion

of

*

*

amendment

in full.

Mr. Noel of Manchester the House con-

curred in the Engrossed Bills amendment.

HB
Hudson
to pass

Mr. Claveau of
Departments and Administration. Ought

500, relative to real estate brokers,
for Executive

with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB 500

Amend RSA 331-A:4-a as inserted by section 2 of the bill
by adding at the end thereof the words, a similar examination
shall be required of non-residents unless they have qualified
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in the state of their residence by passing such an examination,
so that said section as amended shall read as follows:

331-A:4-a Examinations. On and after January 1, 1964,
the commissioner of insurance shall not issue an original salesman's or broker's license to any resident applicant therefor unless

and until such applicant

shall

have

satisfactorily passed a

reasonable written examination as to his qualifications to act
as such broker or salesman. The examination shall be in such
form as may be prescribed by the commissioner of insurance
and shall be administered by the commissioner who shall cause
the examination to be given to resident applicants at least four
times annually. The commissioner is authorized to publish

and

distribute printed material indicating the scope of the

examination and suggested sources of study. A similar examination shall be required of non-residents unless they have qualified in the state of their residence by passing such an examination.

Amend RSA 331-A:6-b as inserted by section 4 of the bill
by adding at the end thereof the words, upon complaint the
commissioner is authorized to examine the books and records
of any licensee for the purpose of investigating any violations
of this statute, so that said section as

amended

shall read as

follows:

331-A:6-b Prohibited Conduct. I. The conviction of any
licensee by any court of competent jurisdiction of a crime
which is a felony, whether or not the same arises out of his
business as a broker or salesman, may be grounds for the revocation or suspension of his license, according to the nature
of the offense, in accordance with the procedure prescribed in
section 7. II. No licensee shall commingle the funds entrusted
to him as agent or in escrow by the buyer or seller of real estate,
with his own funds. Violation of the provisions of this paragraph
may be ground for revocation or suspension of his license, according to the nature of the offense, in accordance with the
procedure prescribed in section 7. Upon complaint the commissioner is authorized to examine the books and records of

any licensee for the purpose of investigating any violations of
this statute.

amend said bill by inserting after section 4 the
new section: 5 Funds Available. For the purpose of

Further
following
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getting funds for temporary and or part time clerical assistance
and additional printing, mailing and other current expenses

required by the examination procedure provided for by this
the insurance commissioner is authorized to pay for such
assistance and expenses out of receipts collected for real estate
licensing fees not to exceed the sum of $2,500 for each fiscal
act,

year.

amend

Further
section

said bill

by renumbering section 5

to

read

6.

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.
SB

87,

HB

bill

was ordered

pass.

to a third reading.

319, relative to the taking of salmon,
for Fish

and Game. Ought

Amendment

Amend

to

on
Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua for Executive De-

partments and Administration. Ought to

Concord

was referred

relative to contract for leasing of concessions

state reservations,

The

bill

section

1

to

to pass

HB

Mr. Welch of

with amendment.

319

of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Taking Through

Amend RSA

211 by inserting
by 1959, 71:1, the following
new section: 211:2-b Season for Salmon. Notwithstanding any
other provision of law or rules and regulations promulgated
under RSA 206, salmon may be taken from Lake Winnipesaukee from January first through September thirtieth, and
taking salmon through the ice is hereby permitted. No person
shall take more than one salmon per day with the use of two
1

Ice.

after section 2-a (supp) as inserted

fishing devices.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

522, Prohibiting carrying pistols or revolvers while

hunting for deer, Mr. Cheney of Newton for Fish and Game.
Inexpedient to legislate.
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The

resolution was adopted.

SB 49, to amend certain probate laws, Mrs.
Charlestown for Judiciary. Ought to pass.

The bill was ordered to a

Frizzell of

third reading.

SB 59, to enable towns and cities to contribute to ski areas
under certain conditions, Mr. Spanos of Newport for Judiciary.
Inexpedient to

on

legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

602, prohibiting the operation of certain businesses
Mrs. Ainley of Manchester for Judiciary.

legal holidays,

Inexpedient to

legislate.

The resolution was

adopted.

HB 203, relating to attachment liens, Mr. Capistran of
Manchester for Judiciary. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

to

HB

203

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

Expiration.

Amend RSA

1961, 100:3, by striking out the

511:55 (supp) as

amended by

same and inserting

in place

Duration. Real property attached shall be holden until the expiration of six years and
personal property attached shall be holden until the expiration of sixty days from the time of rendering a judgment in the
action in favor of the plaintiff on which he can take execution,
and if there are several attachments the property shall be
holden to the creditors in the order in which their attachments
thereof the following:

511:55

were made.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered

to a third reading.

SB 83, relative to non-judicial punishment in the militia,
Mr. Gay of Derry for Military and Veterans' Affairs. Ought to
pass with amendment.
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SB 83

the bill by inserting after section

1

the following

section:

Uniform Allowance. Amend

RSA

110-A:45, as inserted by
same and inserting in place
thereof the following: 110-A:45 Uniform Allowance for Officers. Every commissioned officer and warrant officer of the
national guard shall provide himself with a complete uniform;
and every officer and warrant officer so uniformed and in the
service on June first in each year shall be then paid by the
adjutant general fifty dollars from the appropriation made
2

1957, 147:1, by striking out the

therefor.

Further amend the
section

bill

by renumbering section 2

to

read

3.

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.

bill

was referred

to

HB
state,

570, relative to transporting garbage or waste into this
Mr. Green of Rollinsford for Public Health. Inexpedient

to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

578, relative to safety

Green of Rollinsford
amendment.

and health

for Public Health.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

of the bill

in the sixth line; further

amend

HB

Mr.

of employees,

Ought

to pass

with

578

by striking out the word "or"
said section by adding after

the word "establishments" in the sixth line the words, or building and construction occupations, so that said section as amend-

ed shall read
1

Labor Commissioner.

amended by
serting

as follows:

in

Amend RSA

277:1

(supp) as

1955, 291:1 by striking out said section

place

thereof the following:

277:1

and

in-

Application;

This chapter shall apply to factories, mills, workmines, quarries or other manufacturing, commercial,
mercantile establishments or building and construction occuDefinitions.

shops,

pations in which one or

more persons

are regularly employed.
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The term employer

used herein shall include every person,

as

firm, corporation or association operating in this state any such
establishment. The term place of employment shall include

such places and all buildings, sheds, structures or other places
used in connection therewith. The term employee shall include
every person employed to work in any such place of employment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
of

537, abolishing the

Concord

for

motor boat fund, Mr. Hancock

Ways and Means. Refer

to Legislative

Council

or Legislative Services Commission.

The resolution was

adopted.

HB 294, relative to the taxation of boats and unrefunded
motor vehicle road tolls, Mr. Hancock of Concord for Ways
and Means. Refer to Legislative Council or Legislative Services
Commission.
The

resolution was adopted.

HB

256, authorizing retirement system for employees of
the city of Berlin, Mr. Dubey of Berlin for the Berlin Delegation.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

582, relative

Maloomian

was ordered

of

to a third reading.

to

mileage allowances, Mr.

legislative

Somersworth

for Mileage.

Ought

to pass.

Mr. Fortier of Berlin offered the following amendment:

Amendment

Amend RSA

to

HB

582

14:15-a as inserted by section

1

of said bill by

striking out the words "for the next twenty-five miles six cents

per mile, and for all miles in excess of ninety-five miles five cents
per mile" in the tenth, eleventh and twelfth lines of said section 1, and inserting in place thereof the words, and for all
miles in excess of seventy miles seven cents per mile, so that
said section 14:15-a as amended shall read as follows:
1

General Court.

tion 15 the following

Amend RSA

new

sections:

14 by inserting after sec-

(14:15-a

Travel Allowance

Tuesday, June
to

Members.

A member

11,

1963
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of the general court shall be allowed

round trip to and from his home
house in Concord each day of attendance at the

for mileage per mile of the
to the state

following rates; for the first twenty-five miles thereof twentyfive cents per mile, for the next twenty miles twenty cents per
mile, for the next twenty-five miles eight cents per mile, and
for all miles in excess of seventy miles seven cents per mile.
Each member of the house of representatives shall present
evidence of his attendance by complying with regulations with
respect thereto as the mileage committee may adopt. In the
computation of mileage under the provisions hereof the word

"day" shall be deemed to be a calendar day and whenever a
be continued beyond 12 o'clock midnight the members present shall be entitled to additional mileage for another day's attendance. Any member of the general
court absent for any cause from such attendance shall not be
allowed mileage for the dav he is so absent.
legislative session shall

*

*

*

Mr. Fortier of Berlin moved that reading of the amend-

ment be dispensed

with.

Mr. Fortier explained the amendment.

The motion was
amendment

not adopted and the Clerk read the

in full.

Mr, Kimball of Manchester spoke against the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill spoke

in favor of the

amend-

ment.

Mr. Maloomian of Somersworth spoke against the amendment.

The amendment was

not adopted.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson offered the following amendment.

Amendment

Amend
new

section:

to

HB

582

said bill by inserting after section 4 the following
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Toll Roads.

5

On

the days

when

the legislature

is

in ses-

be permitted to use the toll roads, in
travelling between their homes and Concord, free of toll.
legislators shall

sion,

amend

Further

said bill

by renumbering section 5

to read

section 6.

The

clerk read the

amendment in

full.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson explained the amendment.
Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke against the amendment.

The amendment was

HB

not adopted.

582 was referred to Appropriations under the Rules.

Recess

HB

366, establishing a comprehensive system of district
courts, Mr. Johnson of Hanover for Judiciary. Ought to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend RSA

to

HB

366

502-A:l, as inserted by section

I

of the

bill,

as follows:

By inserting in paragraph HI after the word "Epping" the
words, Plaistow, Kingston, Ne^vton, Danville, so said paragraph
as amended shall read as follows:

HI Exeter District. The Exeter District shall consist of the
towns of Exeter, Newmarket, Stratham, Newfields, Fremont,
East Kingston, Kensington, Epping, Plaistow, Kingston, New
ton, Danville and Brentwood. The municipal court for the
town of Exeter is hereby constituted the district court in and
for said district and shall be located in said Exeter, holding
sessions regularly therein

may

require.

The name

and elsewhere

in said district as justice

of said court shall be Exeter District

Court.

By
trict.

striking out paragraph

VH,

relative to Plaistow Dis-

Tuesday, June
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paragraph VIII by striking out the words "Dur-

so said paragraph as

ham, Lee"

11,

amended and renumbered

shall

read as follows:

IV Dover District. The Dover district shall consist of the
Dover and the towns of Barrington and Madbury. The
district court for the city of Dover is hereby constituted the
district court in and for said district and shall be located in
said Dover, holding sessions regularly therein and elsewhere
city of

in said district as justice
shall

may

require.

The name

of said court

be Dover District Court.

By renumbering paragraphs IX, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV,
to read VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV and XV.

XV and XVL

Amend paragraph XVII by inserting after the word "New
London" the word, Webster, so that said paragraph as amended
and renumbered shall read as follows:
XVI

Franklin District.

of the city of Franklin

and

The
th'^

Franklin district shall consist
towns of Northfield, Danbury,

Andover, Boscawen, Salisbury, Hill, New London, Webster
and Wilmot. The municipal court for the city of Franklin is
hereby constituted the district court in and for said district and
shall be located in said Franklin, holding sessions regularly
therein and elsewhere in said district as justice

The name

may

require.

of said court shall be Franklin District Court.

Amend

paragraph XVIII by striking out the words "Sutton
and Webster" and inserting in place thereof the words, and
Sutton, so said paragraph as amended and renumbered shall
read as follows:

XVII Henniker

District.

The Henniker

district

shall

towns of Henniker, Warner, Bradford, Newbury,
and Sutton. There is hereby constituted and established a district court in the town of Henniker for said district and shall

consist of the

be located in said Henniker, holding sessions regularly therein
and elsewhere in said district as justice may require. The name
of said court shall be Henniker District Court.

By renumbering paragraphs XIX, XX, XXI, XXII,
XXIII and XXIX to read paragraphs XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI,

XXII and XXIII.

Amend

paragraph

XXV by inserting after the word "Hins-

dale" the words, Harrisville, Walpole, Alstead, so said paragraph
as amended and renumbered shall read as follows:
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XXIV

Keene District. The Keene district shall consist
Keene and the towns of Stoddard, Westmoreland,
Surry, Gilsum, Sullivan, Nelson, Roxbury, Marlow, Swanzey,
Marlborough, Winchester, Richmond, Hinsdale, Harrisville,
Walpole, Alstead and Chesterfield. The municipal court for
the city of Keene is hereby constituted the district court in and
for said district and shall be located in said Keene, holding
sessions regularly therein and elsewhere in said district as
justice may require. The name of said court shall be Keene
of the city of

District Court.

By

striking out paragraph

XXVI,

relative to

Walpole Dis-

trict.

Amend

paragraph XXVII by striking out the word "Harparagraph as amended and renumbered shall

risville" so said

read as follows:

XXV

Jaffrey District.

The

Jaffrey district shall consist

of the towns of Jaffrey, Dublin, Fitzwilliam, Troy and Rindge.
The municipal court for the town of Jaffrey is hereby constituted the district court in and for said district and shall be located in said Jaffrey, holding sessions regularly therein and
elsewhere in said district as justice may require. The name of
said court shall be Jaffrey District Court.

Amend paragraph XXVIII by inserting after the ^vord
"Unity" the words, Charlestown, Acworth, Langdon, and further amend said paragraph by adding at the end thereof the
words. The name of said court shall be Claremont District
Court, so that said paragraph as amended and renumbered shall
read as follows:

XXVI

District. The Claremont district shall
Claremont and the towns of Cornish,
Unity, Charlestown, Acworth, Langdon and Plainfield. The
municipal court for the city of Claremont is hereby constituted the district court in and for said district and shall be

Claremont

consist of the city of

located in said Claremont, holding sessions regularly therein
and elsewhere in said district as justice may require. The name
of said court shall be

Claremont

District Court.

By renumbering paragraph
By
District.

striking out paragraph

XXIX
XXX,

to

read

XXVII.

relative to

Charlestown

Tuesday, June

to

11,
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By rcniimbering paragraphs XXXI,
read XXMII, XXIX and XXX.

XXXII and XXXIII

Amend paragraph XXXIV by inserting after the word
"Bethlehem" the word, Sugar Hill, so said paragraph as amended and renumbered shall read as follows:

XXXI

Littleton District.

The

Littleton district shall con-

Monroe, Lyman, Lisbon, Franconia, Bethlehem, Sugar Hill and Easton. The municipal court
for the town of Littleton is hereby constituted the district court
in and for said district and shall be located in said Littleton,
holding sessions regularly therein and elsewhere in said dissist

of the towns of Littleton,

trict as justice

may

require; provided that such regular sessions

each month in Bethlehem during
September.
The name of said court
August
and
June, July,
shall

shall

be held at

least twice

be Littleton District Court.

By renumbering paragraphs XXXV, XXXVI, XXXVII,
to read XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV,

XXXVIII and XXXIX
XXXV and XXXVI.

Amend RSA 502-A:6, as inserted by section 1 of the bill,
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following:

50I-A:6 Salaries of Justices, Special Justices, Clerks.
salaries of justices,

special justices

and

The

clerks of the district

court shall be paid from the treasury of the city or town in
which such courts are regularly located and may be paid quarterly or

monthly.

I. Annual salaries of the justices shall be as follows: For
each 1,000 people, or fraction thereof residing in the district,
a sum of not less than $120 and not more than $180 as the local
governing body of the town in which the court is located may

vote.
II.

Special Justices.

The annual

salaries of special justices

of the district court shall be as follows:

more than 30%

the local governing

located

may

The

Not

less

than

10% nor

of the salary of the justice in each district as

body of the town

in

which the court

is

vote.

special justices in other cities

justice of peace requested to sit

of the justice

and

owing

and towns and the

to the disqualifications

special justice, shall be paid

from the treasury
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of the city or

town wherein

said court

is

located, twenty dollars

a day for each day or part thereof that he shall serve in said
capacity.
III. Clerks' Salaries.

The annual

the district courts shall be not

than

60%

less

30% and

not more

of the annual salary of the justice in each district as

the local governing body of the

located

salaries of the clerks of

than

may

town in which the court

is

vote.

Amend RSA 502-A:8, as inserted by section I of the bill,
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the
following:

502-A:8 Duties of Clerks; Disposition of Fines: The clerk
and forfeits paid into the district court
from any source. After deducting witness fees, costs of clerk's
bond, if any, court seal, record books, printing blanks, and such
other expenses as may be legally incurred in the maintenance
and conduct of said court the clerk shall, except in cases otherwise provided, pay one half the same over to the treasurer of the
city or town wherein said court is located for the use of said
city or town, and the other one half to the treasurer of the city
or town wherein the offense occurred. It is further provided
that whenever fines are assessed on account of violations of
Title XXXIV, RSA, relative to public utilities, Title XXXIX,
RSA, relative to aeronautics. Title X, RSA, relative to public
health, chapter 270, RSA, relative to navigation, chapter 282,
RSA, relative to unemployment compensation, chapters 183,
shall receive all fines

184,

185, 341, to 344,

RSA,

inclusive,

and chapters

284, 345,

425 to 429, 433, 434, 436 to 439, 440 to 443, RSA, relative to
agriculture, or any other statutes wherein it is provided that
the fines shall be paid to the state or to a department or agency
of the state, the clerk of the district court shall deduct from
each of said fines so collected by the court the sum of ten dollars
and twenty per cent of that part of the fine which exceeds ten
dollars, and after deducting witness fees, if any, and cost of
clerk's bond, if any, shall pay over the balance to the state or
department or agency to whom due, within seven days after
receipt thereof. The part of said fines deducted by the clerk as
hereinabove provided shall be retained and used for payment
of expenses of the court.

Tuesday, June
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11,

Amend section 502-A:40, as inserted by section 1 of the
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the

following:

502-A:40 Municipal Court Abolished; Exception. All municipal courts not continued as provided for in this section are

hereby abolished. If the municipal court of any town is not
constituted a district court under the provisions hereinabove
set forth in this

to

maintain

its

chapter and such towns shall desire to continue
it may do so in accordance with the

local court,

following procedure:
I. An article providing for the continuation of the local
municipal court may be inserted in the warrant for the annual
town meeting for the year 1964 or any special meeting called
prior thereto for this purpose. The question shall be submitted
in writing in the following form in all towns using a printed

ballot.

Shall the
its

town of

existing municipal court at

present judge remains in

its

office?

continue to maintain
so long as its

own expense

[Yes

(

)

No

(

) ]

II. If the town shall vote to continue its municipal court
such meeting, such vote shall be certified by the town clerk
to the secretary of state and the court of that town shall thereafter continue to be a municipal court with all the jurisdiction,
powers, and duties of municipal courts under RSA 502. This
shall not deprive the district court (which may include the
town in question) of its jurisdiction as contained in this chapter, but the district court and the continued municipal court
shall have concurrent jurisdiction over all matters within the
province of the municipal court under chapter 502.

at

III.

and

The

tenure of

office of

and

the persons serving as justices

any municipal court thus
continued by the vote of the town in which it is located shall
continue, but upon the occurrence of any vacancy in the office
of the justice of any municipal court so continued, such office
shall not be filled and the municipal court in that town shall
thereafter be abolished and exclusive jurisdiction shall therespecial justices

clerks of

after vest in the district court for the appropriate district as
created by this chapter.

Further amend said

bill

by striking out section

inserting in place thereof the following:

3

and
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Terminated. The term of office of any
justice or special justice of any municipal court abolished by
3

Term

of Office

the terms of this chapter shall terminate as of June 30, 1964,
except that the term of office of any justice or special justice of
a municipal court continued by vote of the town under RSA
502-A:40 shall terminate when said court is abolished as here-

inbefore provided.

Further

amend

said bill

by striking out section 5 and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
5 RSA 502 Superseded. RSA 502 (supp) as amended by
1955, 133:1, 6182:1, 253:1, 279:1, 296:1, 1957, 17:1, 66:1, 83:1,
108:1, 2, 125:1, 2, 166:3, 175:1, 2, 204:1, 209:1, 2, 277:1, 2, 234:1,
2,

243:1,244:1, 1959,4:1,7:1, 19:3,40:1,2, 105:1,212:1,298:1,
2, and any acts or parts of acts

1961, 15:1, 16:1,67:1,82:1, 124:1,

RSA 502-A relative to dishereby superseded by RSA 502-A as to all toAvns
and cities hereafter served by district courts. As to any towns
which continue to be served by municipal court as permitted
under RSA 502-A: 40, RSA 502, and any other provisions of the
Revised Statutes Annotated pertaining to the jurisdiction,
powers and duties conferred upon municipal Courts shall coninconsistent with the provisions of
trict courts are

tinue in full force and

Further

amend

effect.

the bill by striking out section 6 and in-

serting in place thereof the following:

6 Effective Dates. Such provisions of RSA 502-A: 40 as
authorize a town to vote to establish its municipal court as a
district court shall take effect as of January 1, 1964. The remaining provisions of this act shall take effect as of July 1, 1964.
*

*

*

Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem moved that further consideration of HB 366 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor
of the motion.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough rose on a point of information.

Mrs. Palmer and Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow spoke in favor
of the motion.
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Messrs Upton of Concord, Kimball of Manchester spoke
against the motion,
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Stafford of Laconia spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Spanos of Newport, Johnson of Hanover and Mrs.
Cooper of Nashua spoke against the motion.
Messrs.

Brown

Mrs.

Pryor of Ashland, Mahoney of Manchester and
Sandwich spoke in favor of the motion.

of

Mr. Lamprey of Tuftonborough moved the previous quesand it was sufficiently seconded.

tion

The motion was
The

HB

pone

question

lost.

now being on

the motion to indefinitely post-

366.

Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown

and the

roll

was called

demanded

the Yeas

and Nays

as follows:

Yeas

—

120

Sullivan County: Hood, Merrifield.

Grafton County:

Pryor, Stevenson, Plumer, Allard of

Littleton, Kelley of Littleton,

Anderson

of

Martin of Littleton, Cushman,

Warren, Berringer.

Coos County: Connolly, Marsh, Nash, Graham, Sherman,
Shute, Fogg, Bushey, Potter, Brooks, Taylor of Whitefield.

Rockingham County: White

of Atkinson, Persson, Watts,
Hackett, Collishaw, Wheeler, Wylie, Spollett, Merrill,
Clark of Kingston, Cheney, Palmer of Plaistow, Schwaner,
Murch, Stafford of Portsmouth, Dame, Osborn, Chandler,
White of Portsmouth, Frink, Legasse, Langford, Greene of Rye,
Young, Grant, Morrill, Morrison, Stickney, Felch, Barker.
Scott,

Strafford County: Leighton, Richardson, Crouch, LittleDrew, Canney, Adams of Madbury, Dawson, Moulton,
Rolfe, Chase, Johnson of Rochester, Varney, Green of Rollins-

hale,

ford,

Bennett of Strafford.
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Belknap County: Goodhue, Uhlenberg, Lacaillade,
Laconia, Allan of Meredith, Howe.

Pres-

cott, Stafford of

Carroll County: Howard, Hughes, Davis of Conway,
Taylor of Effingham, Diffenderfer, Brown of Sandwich,
Lamprey of Tuftonboro, Fox.
Hill,

Merrimack County: Hanson, Moore, Hutchinson, Henry,

Dame

of Concord, Hancock,

Franklin,

Lafond,

Lambert,

MacDonald, Sanders, Kelley of
Brown of Loudon, Robinson,

Bigelow.

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Wiggin, Whitney, HamTaft, Brocklebank, Legallee, Warren, Lang, Geisel,
Mahony of Manchester, Ward 2, Cobleigh, Todd, Garland,
Rice, Heald of Wilton.

bleton,

Cheshire County:

Cowing,

Stearns,

Allen of Rindge,

Ballam. Smith of Walpole, Sawyer.

Navs

— 224

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown,

Frizzell,

Cann,

Gaffney, Angus, Campbell, Nahil, Barrows, D'Amante, Guest,

W^eber, Marx, Bailey, Downing, Spanos.

Grafton County: Chamberlin of Bath, Willey, Grey,
Hayward of Hanover, Johnson of
Hanover, Low, Larty, McMeekin, Adams, Beard, Coutermarsh,
Demers, Lewis, Whipple, McGee, Brummer, Bell, Smith of
Bowles, Morse, Nettleton,

Plymouth, Barney, Bean.

Coos County: Dubey,

Dumont

of Berlin,

Fortier, Roy, Desilets, Sheridan,
Vashaw, Bouchard, Gagnon, Arsenault.

Rockingham County: Griffin, Vey, Underwood, Cummings, Eastman of Exeter, Weeks, Shindledecker, Palmer of
Kensing^ton, McDonouarh, Sewall, Twardus, Keefe, McEachern,
Sadler, Cavalieri, Coussoule.
Strafford County: Berry, Blanchette, Nelson, Grimes,

Hemon,
tigan,

Pierre,

Fellows, Colbath, Mao^laras, Bevan, Clark of Lee, Har-

Marsan,

Dumont

of Rochester, Rubins, Beaudoin, St.

Maloomian, Cormier, Hebert, Vincent.

Belknap County: McAllister, Bolduc, Matheson, Harkins,
Normandin, Head, Hayner, Joslyn.
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Carroll County: Blanchard, Remick, Chamberlain
Wolfeboro,

of

Claflin.

Merrimack County: Guilbeault, Fairbanks, Asby, LaFlamme, York, Upton, Bingham, Smith of Concord, Ferguson
of Concord, Gove, Newell of Concord, McKay, Stevens, Gilman, Charland, Dempsey, Doon, Reddy, London, Thompson
of Northfield, Thompson of Wilmot.
Hillsborough Count\': Edwards, VanLoan, Farwell, Barnard, Bartlett, Davis of Greenfield, Pickering, Eaton, Claveau,

Provencal, Ainley, Feldman, Pettigrew, Conover,
Kimball of Manchester, Bruton, Dion of Manchester, Hayes,
Cullity, Mahoney of Manchester, Ward 4, McDermott, Clancy
of ?»Ianchester, W^ard 5, Manning, Walsh, Casey, Clancy of
Manchester, Ward 6, Doherty, Dupont, Healy, O'Connor, LaGallagher,

France, LeClerc, Martel, Tessier, Bernier, Champagne, Delisle,
Moran, W^ade, O'Gara, Boettcher, Belanger, Bergeron, Kearns,

Hurley, Noel, Capistran, Levasseur, Nalette, Allard of ManLesmerises, Gaiithier, Rousseau, Gamache, Grady,
Tremblay of Manchester, Vachon, Carter of Milford, Ferguson
of Milford, Hayward of Milford, Cole, Cooper, Dionne of
Nashua, W^ard 2, Thibault, Belcourt, Sullivan, Maynard, Pappagianis, Dionne of Nashua, Ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain, Mason, Bissonnette, Latour, Lavallee, Sabluski, Desmarais
of Nashua, Dumais, Karnis, Peabody, Peterson, Eastman of
chester,

Weare.

Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Watkinson, Cournoyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, Keating, Pratt, Pollock, Shea of
Keene, Ward 2, Belletete, Heald of Keene, Bennett of Keene,
Faulkner, Pickett, Russell, Oliver, Forbes, Bennett of Richmond, Bouvier, Hackler, Abare, Wildey.

and the motion

The

to indefinitely

question

postpone

now being on

HB

366 was

the committee

amendment.

Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow offered the following
to the

Amend
1

amendment

amendment:

Amendment
tion

lost.

to

Amendment

paragraph HI of

RSA

HB 366

502-A:l as inserted by sec-

of said bill by striking out said paragraph as

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

amended
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III Exeter District. The Exeter district shall consist of
towns of Exeter, Newmarket, Stratham, Newfields, Fremont, East Kingston, Kensington, Epping and Brentwood. The
municipal court for the town of Exeter is hereby constituted
the district court in and for said district and shall be located
in said Exeter, holding sessions regularly therein and elsewhere

the

may

in said district as justice
shall

require.

The name

of said court

be Exeter District Court.

Amend RSA 502-A:l as inserted by section 1 of said
by inserting after paragraph VI the following paragraph:

MI

Plaistow District.

The

bill

Plaistow district shall consist
Newton and Danville. The

of the towns of Plaistow, Kingston,

municipal court for the town of Plaistow
the district court in

and

for said district

is

and

hereby constituted
shall be located in

said PlaistOAv, holding sessions regularly therein
in said district as justice
shall

may

require.

and elsewhere

The name

of said court

be Plaistow District Court.
*

The amendment was

*

*

read in

full.

Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow explained the amendment.

Mr. Upton of Concord spoke
to the

in favor of the

amendment

amendment.

The amendment

to the

amendment was adopted.

The question now being on
amendment as amended.
The committee amendment

the adoption of the committee

amended was adopted.

as

Mr. Johnson of Hanover offered the following amendment.

Amendment

Amend
tion

1

to

HB

366

paragraph I of RSA 502-A:I4, as inserted by secby striking out said paragraph and inserting

of the bill,

in place thereof the following:

502-A:I4 Civil Causes.
courts in

which

I.

Exclusive Jurisdiction. District

the salary of the justice exceeds ten thousand

and exclusive jurisdiction
which the damages demanded do not exceed
hundred dollars and the title to real estate is not involved.

dollars per year shall have original

of civil cases in
five
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All other district courts shall have concurrent jurisdiction in
such matters. If the defendant upon entry of any action under
this section shall within five days of the entry thereof or such
additional time as the district court may for good cause allow
file in the district court a brief statement setting forth that
a.
There is pending in the superior court a cause arising
out of the same transaction or situation on which the district
court action is based, or

b.

That

the defendant has a claim arising out of the

same

transaction or situation in ^vhich his claim for damages exceeds
five

hundred

dollars,

and

c.
Accompanies his brief statement Avith an affidavit under
oath supporting the same, then no further proceeding shall be
had in the district court but the cause shall be at once transferred to the superior court for the county in which the district
is located to be heard and tried as if originally entered in the
superior court, the original entry fee and cost of transferring
the action to be paid by the plaintiff be recoverable as costs if

no petition to remove is filed, the
cause shall be heard by the justice or special justice in the district court and the findings of fact shall be final but questions
of law may be transferred to the supreme court in the same
the plaintiff shall prevail. If

manner as from the superior court. Provided, however, that the
judgment of the district court in such civil causes shall not be
any issues other than those specifically decided by the district court in any case where there are claims
outstanding arising out of the same transaction or situation
unless such claims were required to be brought in the district
court under the terms of this section.
res adjudicata as to

(Mr. Angus of Claremont in the Chair)

Mr. Johnson explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

home rule by authorizing adoption of
eliminating certain commissions, and providing
for governmental units to contract for the performance of
various municipal functions, Mrs. Clark of Lee for Executive
544, relative to

city charters,
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Departments and Administration. Ought
ment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

to pass

544

49-A:5, as inserted by section

striking out said section

with amend-

and inserting

1

of the

in place

bill,

by

thereof the

following:

49-A:5

who would be
held on the day of

Qualification of Voters. Persons

qualified to vote in a biennial election

if

such municipal election shall be qualified to vote in all elections held pursuant to this chapter and all elections held hereunder shall be deemed elections within the meaning of all
general statutes, penal and otherwise, and said statutes shall
apply to municipal elections so far as consistent with this chapter. The polls shall be open at each municipal election during
such hours as the charter may provide, but in any event for not
less than ten hours.

Amend
adding

at the

49-A:I2, as inserted by section
end thereof the following:

1

of the

bill,

by

Any city wishing to adopt the amending process hereinabove provided for without adopting either of the two charters
provided for by this chapter may do so by submitting the following question to the voters at any regular municipal election:
Shall the city of
adopt the home rule amending
process provided for in RSA 49-A which will permit the city
to adopt amendments to its charter by popular referendum
without the necessity of legislative act? If a majority of those
voting on the question answer "Yes," the city shall thereafter
be empowered to adopt as an amendment to its own charter
any provision contained in the charter of any other city in the
state of New Hampshire, or any provision contained in either
of the charters provided for by this chapter. Upon the adoption
of any amendment to an existing corporate charter or upon the
adoption of either of the charters provided for by this chapter,
the city clerk of the adopting city shall not later than ten days
thereafter file with the secretary of state a certified copy of the
amendment or of the charter adopted, so that said section as
amended shall read as follows: 49-A: 12 Amendments and
Later Referenda. Amendments to any charter adopted hereunder may be made by the same procedure hereinabove out-
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lined in the preceding four sections at any regular city election
held after the adoption of the charter. At any regular city election held not less than five years after the adoption of one
optional form of charter herein provided for, a different optional form may be adopted by any city by the procedure
hereinabove established by this chapter. Any city wishing to
adopt the amendment process hereinabove provided for without adopting either of the two charters provided for by this
chapter may do so by submitting the following question to the
voters at any regular municipal election: Shall the city of
adopt the home rule amending process provided
for in RSA 49-A which will permit the city to adopt amendments to its charter by popular referendum without the necessity of legislative act? If a majority of those voting on the
question answer "Yes," the city shall thereafter be empowered
to adopt as an amendment to its own charter any provision contained in the charter of any other city in the state of New
Hampshire, or any provision contained in either of the charters
provided for by this chapter. Upon the adoption of any amendment to an existing corporate charter or upon the adoption of
either of the charters provided for by this chapter, the city clerk
of the adopting city shall not later than ten days thereafter file
with the secretary of state a certified copy of the amendment or
of the charter adopted.
*

*

*

Mrs. Clark of Lee explained the amendment.

The amendment was

adopted.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia offered the following amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

544

Amend

49-A: 3, as inserted by section 1 of the bill, by strikthe word "wards" in the seventh line, so that
said section as amended shall read as follows:

ing out

all after

Wards. The city shall continue to be divided into
of wards as constituted at the time of the
adoption of a charter hereunder, and the general laws relative
to wards of cities, officers thereof and voters, check lists, elections and jurors therein shall be applicable to such wards.
49-A: 3

the same

The

number

clerk read the

amendment

in full.
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Mr. Dupont of Manchester spoke in favor of the amendment.

The amendment was

adopted.

Mr. Dupont of Manchester rose on a point of information.

laid

Mr. Pappagianis of Manchester moved that
on the table.

The motion was

HB

544 be

adopted.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate Bills and House Joint Resolutions:

HB

183,

An

act relative to the definition of a hairdressing

307,

An

act relative to salary of the sheriff of

shop.

HB
ham

Rocking-

county.

HB

An

218,

act relating to the filing of certificates of in-

surance by carriers of property and passengers for hire by motor
vehicle.

HB

276,

An

act relative to the sale of certain animals

404,

An

act relative to salaries of

and

birds.

HB
men

mayor and

council-

of the city of Laconia.

HB

An

act relating to the water

459,

An

act relative to the

535,

An

424,

works in the town of

Greenville.

HB
HB

and providing

powers of Belknap College.

act eliminating the office of

for

an additional

farm supervisor

assistant business supervisor.

HB

543, An act relative to submission to voters of Littleton of question on adoption of act providing for Littleton Parking District.

SB 123, An act legalizing
Newfound area school district.
SB

124,

town meeting

An

the organization meeting of the

act legalizing certain action at

in Francestown.

an adjourned
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Mount Washington

Observatory.

HJR

32, Joint resolution providing for deficiency appropriation for the division of buildings and grounds.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Committee of Conference Report

The Committee of Conference, to whom was referred
House Bill No. 286, relative to the salary of the mayor, aldermen and members of the school committee of the city of Manchester,

having considered the same, report the same with the

recommendation
adopting

that the senate recede

amendment and

its

position of non-concurrence,

from

its

position in

that the house recede

and

that the following

from its
amend-

ment be adopted:

Amend

1 of the bill by striking out in the seventh,
and eleventh lines the words "twelve thousand
himdred" and inserting in place thereof the words, nine

section

eighth, tenth
five

thousand, so that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:

I Mayor of the City of Manchester. Amend section 1 of
chapter 223 of the Laws of 1883, as amended by chapter 203 of
the Laws of 1907, as amended by chapter 280 of the Laws of
1945 and section 1 of chapter 437 of the Laws of 1957, by striking out the words "six thousand" in the second line and inserting in place thereof the words, nine thousand, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows: Section 1. The salary
of the mayor of the city of Manchester shall be nine thousand
dollars per year payable in equal semi-monthly payments. Said

salary shall be in full

compensation for services performed and

personal expenses incurred, either as executive or a

any board or committee of said

amend the bill by
new section: 4 Fixing

Further
following

member

of

city.

inserting after section 3 the
Salaries.

Notwithstanding the

provisions of any other statute to the contrary, the

mayor and

Manchester is hereby empowered and authorized after January 1, 1964 to fix, increase or
change the salaries of any of the following: the mayor, aldermen and members of the school committee, provided that no
increase of any such salary shall take effect until the term of
board of aldermen of the

city of
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subsequent to the term during which said increase was

office

voted.

Further
section

amend

the bill by renumbering section 4 to read

5.

Greta M. Ainley
John J. Kearns
Donald S. Conover
Conferees on the Part of

the

House

Louis Israel Martel
Paul E. Provost
Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke in favor of the report.
Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke in favor of the report.

The

conference report was adopted.
(Speaker in the Chair)

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bills sent up from the House of Repre-

to

sentatives:

HB

459, relative to the powers of Belknap College.

HB

by

218, relating to the filing of certificates of insurance
carriers of property and passengers for hire by motor vehicle.

HB 276, relative
A further Senate

to the sale of certain animals

and

birds.

message announced that the Senate con-

House

of Representatives in the passage of the
with amendments, in the passage of
bill,
entitled
following
the
Senate asks the concurrence of the
which amendments

curs with the

House

of Representatives:

HB

103, relative to service fees

Amendment

Amend

to

from

HB

initial plates.

103

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following:

I

and inserting

in
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262: 1-a (supp)

,

as inserted

by

1957, 292:1, by striking out said section and inserting in place
thereof the following: 262: 1-a Driver Training. The proceeds

from

service fees for initial

ance with

RSA

number

plates collected in accord-

260:10-a, as inserted by 1957, 8:1, after costs of

and issuance of same have been appropriated and deducted, shall, subject to budgetary requirements of RSA 9, be
expended solely for courses of instruction and training in safe
motor vehicle driving conducted in or under the supervision
plates

of secondary schools. Subject to final approval by the governor

and

council, the director of the division of

motor vehicles

shall

promulgate and publish rules and regulations governing the
courses of instruction and training and determining eligibility
of secondary schools to receive monies from said initial plate
fund. All unexpended appropriations at the end of each fiscal
year shall lapse to the highway fund as provided for other motor
vehicle fees in

RSA 6:12.
*

*

On

*

motion of Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A
curs

further Senate message

-^vith

the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

467, relative to use of bond proceeds
loans imder the municipal finance act.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

and temporary

467

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1.

Municipal Finance Act.

after section 3 the following

Amend RSA

33 by inserting

new section:

33:3-a Use of Bond Proceeds. The proceeds of any sale
bonds or notes shall be used only for the purposes for which
the loan was incurred except as otherwise authorized by this
section, provided however that any premium received shall
not be used to increase the amount to be spent for the purpose
for which the loan was originally incurred. If after notes or
of
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bonds have been issued and no expenditure of the proceeds has
been made for the purpose or purposes for which the debt was
incurred, or if a balance remains after the completion of the
project or projects for which the debt was authorized, a city by
a vote o'f two thirds of the city council or a town, school district
or village district by a vote of two thirds of the voters present
and voting at an annual meeting, and a county by a two thirds
vote of all the members of the county convention may authorize
the expenditure of the sum or sums on hand, including any
premiums received, for any purpose or purposes for which
bonds or serial notes may be issued for an equal or longer
period of time at any time which said sum or any portion thereof remains available; provided however that if the sum obtained
by issuance of bonds or notes, as aforesaid, or any balance
thereof, including any premium, is not appropriated as aforesaid, then the same shall be used to pay the principal of the
loan as it matures. Notwithstanding the provisions hereof, no
appropriation for a loan or balance thereof shall be made
which will increase the amount available from borrowed money
for any purpose to an amount in excess of any limit imposed by
general law or special act for such purpose.

Amend

section 2 of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following
2.

Towns and

amended by

Districts.

Amend RSA

33:7-a (supp) as

1957, 89:1 by striking out said section

and

insert-

ing in place thereof the following:

Temporary Loans.

If a municipality votes to issue
accordance with this chapter, and if
in the opinion of the tax commission, such action was in accordance with the provisions of law in all respects, the officers
authorized to issue the same may, in the name of the municipality, make a temporary loan or loans payable not later than
two years from the date of such vote in anticipation of the
money to be derived from the sale of such bonds or serial notes
and may issue temporary notes therefor, but the time within
which final payment shall be made on the securities to be
issued represented by any such temporary loan or loans shall
not be extended by reason of the making of such temporary
loan or loans beyond the time fixed by law or by the vote authorizing thie issue of such bonds or serial notes. A temporary
note or notes issued hereunder for a shorter period than two

33:7-a

bonds or

serial notes in

883
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may be refunded by the issue of other temporary notes
maturing not later than two years from the date of such vote,
provided that if a temporary note or notes are issued under
the provisions of this section the first payment on account of
the principal sum authorized to be borrowed by the issuance
of serial notes or bonds shall be made not later than two years
from the date of the vote authorizing the issue of such serial
notes or bonds. The opinion of the tax commission shall be
evidenced by a written certificate signed by any member thereyears

of.

On

motion

of

Mr. Hill of Conway, reading of the amendHill explained the amend-

ment was dispensed with and Mr.
ment.

On

motion of Mr. Hill of Conway the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

motion of Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua HB 544 relative
rule by authorizing adoption of city charters, eliminating certain commissions, and providing for governmental units
to contract for the performance of various municipal functions,
was taken from the table.

On

to

home

Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua offered the following amendment.

Amendment

Amend

HB

to

544

section 3 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
3

Application of Statute.

The

provisions of sections 4

any of the cities of Manchester,
Nashua, Portsmouth, Laconia, Somersworth and Berlin, provided that the majority of the voters of any such city present
and voting at a general or special election shall have voted in
the affirmative on the following question to be printed on the
to 8, inclusive, shall apply to

ballot for said election:

"Shall the police

the

commission

in this city be

mayor and governing body instead

council?"

The

Clerk read the

amendment

appointed by

of by the governor

in full.

and
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Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua explained the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua offered the following amendto be substituted for Mr. Cobleigh's amendment:

ment

Amendment

to

Amend Section 3 on page 67
end thereof the following:
The

HB 544
of the Act by

adding

at the

provisions of Sections 4 to 11 inclusive shall be subject

referendum concerning the appointment of the police
commissions of the cities of Manchester, Nashua, Portsmouth,
Laconia, Somersworth, Berlin, Claremont and Dover as follows.
At any regular municipal election if a majority of the governing body of the city so votes, or if ten percent of the registered
to

a

voters

file

a petition so requesting, the following special ques-

tion shall be presented to the voters:

authorize the mayor and city
of aldermen as the case

Shall the city of

council (or the

mayor and board

may

be) to appoint the police commission instead of having the governor and governor's council appoint the commission? Yes
No

Q

Q

majority of those voting on the question vote in the affirmathe provisions of this act pertaining to the city so voting
shall be effective January 1 next succeeding the date on which
said vote is taken.
If a

tive,

*

*

*

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke in favor of the substitute

amendment.
(discussion ensued)

The

substitute

amendment was adopted and

the bill was

ordered to a third reading.

Senate Messages (cont.)

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:
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HB

127,

relative

to

bonds for dormitories

at

the state

teachers colleges and for the ne^v office building.

Amend

section

1

of said bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1
Bonds for Capital Impro\'ements. Amend 1961, 264:10
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following: 264:il0 Borrowing Power. To provide funds for
the appropriation made in section 1 hereof, the state treasurer
is hereby authorized, under the direction of the governor and
council, to borrow upon the credit of the state not exceeding
the sum of two million nine hundred forty-nine thousand nine
hundred twenty-seven dollars ($2,949,927); to provide funds
for the appropriations made in section 2 hereof not exceeding
the sum of four hmidred nine thousand eight hundred dollars
($409,800); to provide funds for the appropriation made in
section 3 hereof not exceed ins; the sum of ten thousand two
hundred seventy dollars ($10,270); to provide funds for the
appropriations made in section 4 hereof not exceeding the sum
of one million four hundred twenty-one thousand forty-four
dollars ($1,421,044); to provide funds for the appropriation
made in section 5 hereof not exceeding the sum of one million
six hundred ninety thousand five hundred dollars ($1,690,500);
and to provide funds for the appropriations made in section 6
hereof not exceeding the sum of two hundred seventy-nine
thousand six hundred sixty dollars ($279,660); and for said purposes may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of
the state of New Hampshire. The governor and council shall
determine the form of such bonds or notes, their rate of interest,
the date when interest shall be paid and the time or times of
issue. The governor and council shall determine the maturity
dates for the bonds and notes issued to provide funds for the
appropriation made in section 1. The bonds and notes to provide funds for the appropriations for the purposes of sections
2. 3 and 6 are to be paid within a period of ten years, and the
bonds and notes to provide funds for the appropriation for the
purposes of sections 4 and 5 are to be paid within a period of
twenty years. All such bonds or notes shall be signed by the
treasurer and countersigned by the governor and shall be
deemed a pledge of the faith and credit of the state.

*

*

*

On motion of Mrs. Brown of Sandwich the House concurred in the Senate amendment.
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A
passed
it

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
with the following titles, in the passage of which

bills

asks the concurrence of the

SB
in jails

House

of Representatives:

79, prohibiting the delivering of articles to prisoners

and houses of corrections.

SB

89,

SB

95, relating to

SB

23, requiring the use of

making an appropriation

for educational television.

presentment for payment by banks.

approved brake meters by

in-

spection stations.

SB 99, providing that village districts may take land for
water works purposes within the towns in which they are established in the same manner as in the laying out of a highway.
Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB
jails

SB

were read a

first

and second

79, prohibiting the delivering of articles to prisoners

and houses
and Administration.
in

bills

89,

of corrections, to Executive

making an appropriation

Departments

for educational television,

to Appropriations.

SB

95, relating to

presentment for payment by banks, to

Banks.

SB

23, requiring the use of

approved brake meters by

in-

spection stations, to Transportation.

SB 99, providing that village districts may take land for
water works purposes within the towns in which they are established in the same manner as in the laying out of a highway,
to Judiciary.

#

The Chair announced
Welch

of Concord,

«

#

that today

is

the birthday of Messrs.

Grimes of Dover and Mrs. Morrison of

Salem.
*

*

*

On motion of Miss Normandin of Laconia the House
adjourned from the morning session.
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Afternoon Session

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit third reading of bills by
title only and resolutions by caption only, and that when the
House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 11:00

On

were so

A.

M.

Third Readings

The following bills and House Joint Resolution were
read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HB 485, relative to building and loan associations.
HJR 35,

in favor of Alfred Loranger.

HB 319, relative to the taking of salmon.
HB 203, relating to attachment liens.

HB 578, relative to safety and health of employees.
HB

256, authorizing retirement system for employees of

the city of Berlin.

HB

establishing a comprehensive system of direct

366,

courts.

HB 646, legalizing the proceedings relating to the annexation of the Sandwich School District to the Inter-Lakes
school district.

HB

544, relative to

home

rule by authorizing adoption

and providing for governmental units to contract for the performance of
various municipal functions.
of city charters, eliminating certain commissions,

The
and sent

SB

following Senate

bills

were read a third time, passed,
be engrossed:

to the Secretary of State to

87, relative to contract for leasing of concessions

state reservations.

SB

49, to

amend certain probate

laws.

on
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Reconsideration

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that the House reconits action whereby it passed HB 366, establishing a comprehensive system of direct courts, and spoke against the motion.
sider

The motion was not adopted.
Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that the House reconits vote whereby it passed HB 544, relative to home rule

sider

by authorizing adoption of

city charters, eliminating certain

commissions, and providing for governmental units to contract
for the performance of various municipal functions, and spoke
against the motion.

The motion was

On
at 5:04

not adopted.

motion of Miss Cole

of

Nashua the House adjourned

P.M.

WEDNESDAY,
The House met at

1 1

June

12,

1963

:00 a.m.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered as follows by Guest Chaplain, Reverend
Wesley E. Burwell, Associate Minister of the South Congregational Church of Concord:

O Lord God, Father of all men, Thou dost meet us in
every condition of our lives. In our jobs as legislators. Thou
dost meet us as the Questioner: pushing our intellects to the
limits of their understanding; pestering our consciences with
questions of

human

justice;

disturbing our spirits over the

necessary limits of men's freedom.

to

Thou dost meet us in our personal
become whole persons and tempted

lives,

struggling always

to settle for something-

than wholeness; struggling for self-knowledge and tempted
by the image-makers; struggling for integrity
and tempted by expediency; struggling to transcend all paroless

to self-deception
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chial concerns for the sake of the common good and tempted
always to succumb to the clamorings of party, home and personal prejudice; struggling to find meaningful compromise and
tempted by the over-simplified categories of black or white.

We

O

God, that we have often been frustrated
by Thy eternal questioning. We confess
that we have tried to still thy voice. But we confess, too, that
it is Thy questioning which has led us closer to truth and to
justice; it is Thy questioning which has driven us into maconfess,

and driven

to despair

turity.

Thanks be
Amen.

Thee,

to

O

God,

for

Thou

wilt not leave us

alone.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Clark of Kingston led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair introduced
guests of the

House

the Graffort

Club of Portsmouth

as

today.

Leaves of Absence
Mrs. Park of

week on account

Lyme was

granted leave of absence for the

of illness.

Mr, Edwards of Antrim was granted leave of absence for
today on account of a death in the family.
Introduction of Bills

ond

The

following

time,

and referred

HB

(Hambleton

first

and

sec-

of Goffstown) to Insurance.

648, relative to milk control

price controls

HB

were introduced, read a

as follows:

647, relating to life insurance limits in loans for edu-

cational purposes

HB

bills

649,

(Hambleton
relative

to

and removing

retail

milk

of Goffstown) to Agriculture.

construction of an access road to

Ragged Mountain in the town of Danbury (Rules Committee
Plumer of Bristol) to Public Works.

—
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HB

650, relative to the Lisbon village district (Rules ComBrummer of Lisbon) to Executive Departments and
mittee
Administration.

—

HB

651, providing for an additional appropriation for the

expenses of the legislature.

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the Rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing and
reference to committee of HB 651.

House be

The

Clerk read the

bill in full.

An Act providing for an additional appropriation for the
expenses of the legislature.
Be

it

Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in

General Court convened:

Supplemental Appropriation. The sum of one hundred
fifty thousand dollars is hereby appropriated for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1963 for the expenses of the legislature. This
appropriation shall be in addition to any other sums appropriated for the legislature, shall not lapse and shall not be transferred to any other account. The sum hereby appropriated shall
be a charge on the general fund.
1

2

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

Mr. Clement of Rochester explained the

The motion was adopted and

upon

its

passage.

bill.

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the Rules be further
suspended as to place HB 651 on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

The motion was

adopted.

Third Reading

HB

651, providing for an additional appropriation for the
expenses of the legislature, was read a third time, passed, and
sent to the Senate for concurrence.

:
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Committee Reports

HB 386, increasing the tax on tobacco, Mr. Kearns of
Manchester for Ways and Means. Majority, Inexpedient to
legislate. Minority, Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

the

bill

by

to

HB

386

inserting after section 2 a

new

section as

follows

3

Temporary

Provisions.

The

director of the division of

tobacco products is hereby authorized and empowered to require from tobacco products tax licenses a report of all tobacco
products or tobacco products tax indicia on hand or in stock
whenever deemed necessary for the purpose of collecting the
additional tax imposed so far as applicable to tobacco products
in the possession of such licensees at the time this act takes
effect. He may prescribe such reasonable methods and manner
by which such hcensees shall pay the additional taxes required
in order to conform with this law. The provisions of RS A 78 14
are hereby suspended for such length of time as will enable said
licensees to dispose of such tobacco products as they have on
hand and in stock on the date this law takes effect provided,
however, that the additional tax imposed by this act has been
paid. Any license may be revoked by the director of tobacco
products for failure to comply with the provisions of this section.
:

Amend

section 3 by striking out the figure "1"

and

insert-

ing in place thereof the figure, 29, so that said section as
amended shall read as follows:

3

Takes

Further

Effect. This act shall take effect July 29, 1963.

amend

the

bill

by renumbering

section 3 to read

section 4.

Arthur H. McAllister
Daniel Brocklebank
Stuart

Hancock

Laurence A. Bevan

A minority of the Committee
*

*

*

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that HB 386 be
Postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

definitely

In-
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(discussion ensued)

Clement of Rochester, StafManchester spoke in favor of

Messrs. Kearns of Manchester,

ford of

Laconia and Mahoney

of

the motion.

Goodhue

Messrs. Kimball of Manchester,

pagianis of

Nashua and McMeekin

of Gilford, Pap-

of Haverhill spoke against

the motion.

On

a viva voce vote the Chair

was in doubt and requested

a division vote.

The
motion

division vote being manifestly in the affirmative the

to indefinitely

postpone prevailed.

Miss Cole of Nashua demanded the Yeas and Nays but
subsequently withdrew her request.

Mr. Goodhue of Gilford demanded the Yeas and Nays and
the roll was called as follows:

Yeas

— 240

Belknap County: Uhlenberg, Lacaillade, McCarthy, Normandin, Head, Prescott, Hayner, O'Shan, Howe.
Carroll County: Howard, Hughes, Hill, Roberts, BlanBrown of Sandwich, Remick, Fox, Cham-

chard, Diffenderfer,

berlain of Wolfeboro, Claflin.

Merrimack County: Guilbeault, Fairbanks, LaFlamme,
York, Bingham, Ferguson of Concord, Maxham, Rufo, McKay,
Gilman, Charland, Dempsey, LaFond, Lambert,
Stevens,
Plourde, Tarrant.
Hillsborough County: Bragdon, VanLoan, Wiggin,
Whitney, Barnard,

Far-

Bednar, Claveau,
Gallagher, Provencal, Legallee, Warren, Feldman, Lans^, Pettigrew, Soucy, Conover, Geisel, Goode, Mahony of Manchester,
Ward 2, Bruton, Dion of Manchester, Hayes, CuUity, Mahoney
of Manchester, Ward 4, McDermott, Clancy of Manchester,
Ward 5, Manning, Walsh, Casey, Clancy of Manchester, Ward
6, Doherty, Dupont, Healy, O'Conner, LaFrance, Martel, Tessier, Champagne, Delisle, Moran, Wade, O'Gara, Boettcher,
Belanger, Bergeron, Kearns, Hurley, Kendrigan, Noel, Capistran, Levasseur, Nalette, Allard of Manchester, Lesmerises,
well,

Bartlett, Pickering,
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Gauthier, Rousseau, Grady, Vachon, Cobleigh, Underbill,
Dioiine of Nashua, Ward 2, Thibault, Belcourt, Trombly of
Nashua, Sullivan, Maynard, Pappagianis, Dionne of Nashua,
Ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain, Mason, Bissonnette,
Bouley, Latour, Lavallee, Sabluski, Desmarais of Nashua, Duma is. Garland, Peabody, Peterson.

Cheshire County: Totman, Gowing, Desmarais of

Jaffrey,

Keating, Pratt, Heald of Keene, Bennett of Keene, Russell,
Forbes, Bennett of

Richmond, Allen

of Rindge, Abare, Ballam,

Wildey.

Sullivan County:

Frizzell,

Gaffney, Nahill, D'Amante,

Weber, Spanos, Hood.

Grafton County: Stevenson, Goodfellow, Johnson of
Hanover, Low, Hampson, Beard, Coutermarsh, Demers,
Whipple, McGee, Kelley of Littleton, Cushman, Anderson of
Warren, Berringer.
Coos County: Dubey,

Roy, Desilets, Sheridan,
Bouchard, Fontaine, Gagnon,
Marsh, Nash, Graham, Bushey, Arsenault, Brooks, Taylor of

Dumont

of

Berlin,

Fortier,

Vashaw,

Whitefield.

Rockingham County: White

of Atkinson, Griffin, Vey,

Underwood, Watts, Gay, Kimball of Derry, Scott,
CoUishaw, Eastman of Exeter, Weeks, Spollett, Merrill, Palmer

Persson,
of

Kensington,

Clark

of

Kingston,

Shepard,

McDonough,

Twardus, Cheney, Carter, Pinkham, Palmer of Plaistow,
Schwaner, Murch, Stafford of Portsmouth, Sadler, Osborn,
Frink, Legasse, Langford, Greene of Rye, Canty, Grant, MorSewall,

rill,

Peever, Felch, Barker.

Strafford County: Berry, Blanchette, Nelson, Grimes,
Fellows, Smith of Dover, Colbath, Richardson, Bevan,
Drew, Canney, Dawson, Moulton, Rolfe, Hartigan, Marsan,
Dumont of Rochester, Rubins, St. Pierre, Chase, Johnson of
Rochester, Clement, Varney, Maloomian, Cormier, Hebert.

Hemon,

Nays

Belknap County:
kins,

— 115

McAllister, Matheson,

Goodhue, Har-

Stafford of Laconia, Varrell, Allan of Meredith,

Joslyn.

Carroll County: Davis

of

Conway, Blake.

Urie,
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Merrimack County:

Phelps, Hanson, Moore, HutchinUpton, Henry, Dame of Concord, Hancock, Smith of
Concord, Andersen of Concord, MacDonald, Sanders, Gove,
Newell of Concord, Welch, Kelley of Franklin, Doon, Reddy,
Brown of Loudon, London, Robinson, Bigelow.

son,

Hillsborough County: Martin

of Goffstown, Davis of
Eaton, Brocklebank, Ainley, Kimball of
Manchester, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward
of Milford, Cole, Cooper, Dubois, Todd, Karnis, Eastman of
Weare, Heald of Wilton.

Greenfield,

Taft,

Cheshire County:

Watkinson, Stearns,

O'Neil,

noyer, Pollock, Shea of Keene,

Ward

Pickett, Oliver, Bouvier, Hackler,

bell,

2,

Cour-

Belletete, Faulkner,

Smith of Walpole, Sawyer.

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown, Cann, CampBarrows, Guest, Marx, Bailey, Downing, Merrifield.

Grafton County:

Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Plumer,

Hayward of Hanover,
McMeekin, Adams, Lewis, Brummer, Allard of Little-

Willey, Grey, Bowles, Morse, Nettleton,
Larty,
ton,

Martin of Littleton,

Bell,

Smith of Plymouth, Barney,

Bean.

Coos County: Connolly, Sherman, Shute, Fogg,

Potter,

Stinson.

Rockingham County: Cummings, Wheeler, Wylie, Keefe,
Chandler, AVhite of Portsmouth, Coussoule, Young, Morrison,
Herbert.
Strafford County: Leighton, Crouch, Clark of Lee,
of Madbury, Green of Rollinsford, Bennett of Strafford.

Adams

and the motion

SB

to indefinitely

386 prevailed.

New Hampshire

Mr. Ring of Hampton for Appropriations.

to pass.

The
ity,

HB

50, relative to the act establishing the

port authority,

Ought

postpone

bill ^vas

ordered to a third reading.

SB 86, to extend the powers of the industrial park authorMr. Gove of Concord for Appropriations. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered to

a third reading.
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providing funds for completion of forest con-

and special aid to heavily timbered towns payments, Mr. Gove of Concord for Appropriations. Ought to pass.

servation aid

The House

Joint Resolution was ordered to a third read-

ing.

HB
Fellows

398, relative to policemen's retirement system,
of

Dover

for

Appropriations.

Ought

to

pass

Mr.
with

amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB 398

said bill by striking out in section 4 the

words

and

insert-

"regardless of his then attained age" in the 9th line

ing in place thereof the words, after having attained the age of
so that said section will read as follows:

fifty years,

4
as

Twenty-five Years Service.

amended by

1957, 50:3, 189:2

Amend RSA

103:12 (supp)

and 1961, 191:3 by striking out

and inserting in place thereof the following: 103:12
Any permanent policeman who accepts the provisions of this chapter may retire from active service after serving as a permanent policeman for a period of twenty-five consaid section

Retirement.

tinuous years, after having attained the age of

fifty years,

or

after reaching the age of sixty-five regardless of his period of

permanent policeman. All permanent policemen
accept the provisions hereof and who have served as per-

service as a

who

manent policemen

for twenty-five continuous years shall retire

age of seventy. Any permanent policeaccepting the provisions hereof who shall be dismissed
from service after having served as a permanent policeman for
a period of twenty-five continuous years, regardless of his then

from active service

at the

man

attained age, or after reaching the age of sixty-five regardless
of his period of service as a permanent policeman, shall be entitled to the benefits of this chapter.

manent policeman
ments

to

Upon

retirement a per-

no longer be obligated to pay assessthe retirement fund. The board may, if it deems
shall

proper, in a case of a break in a policeman's continuous service
of not more than three years, construe as a period of continuous
service the total service of such policeman,
ice

by adding

his serv-

before the break to his service after the break.

Amend
hundred

section 9 of said bill by striking out the words "two

seventy^five thousand five

hundred and

sixty dollars"
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and inserting in place thereof the words, ninetyfour thousand, four hundred and fifty-seven dollars, so that
in the 4th line

said section will read as follows:

9

Appropriation.

For the purpose of paying the

share for the policemen's retirement system for the

ending June

30, 1964, there

is

state's

fiscal

hereby appropriated the

year

sum

of

thousand, four hundred and fifty-seven dollars,
and a like sum is hereby appropriated for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1965. The sums hereby appropriated shall be a charge
upon the funds of the state as provided in RSA 103:10 as hereninety-four

inbefore amended.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

347, providing additional retirement allowances for
certain retired teachers, Mr. Goode of Manchester for Appropriations.

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

317

Amend section 2 by striking out the words "eighty-nine
thousand, three hundred and seven dollars" in the 4th line and
inserting in place thereof the words, seventy-six thousand, three
hundred and thirty-one dollars; and by striking out the words
"eighty-nine thousand, three hundred and seven dollars" in the
6th line and inserting in place thereof the words, seventy-six
thousand, three hundred and thirty-one dollars, so that said
section is amended to read as follows:

Appropriation. In order to provide funds for the paythe supplemental allowances provided under RSA
192:24 as hereinbefore inserted, the sum of seventy-six thousand, three hundred and thirty-one dollars is hereby appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964 and the sum of
seventy-six thousand, three hundred and thirty-one dollars is
hereby appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965.
The first sum herein mentioned shall be expended by the
teachers' retirement system for the payment of supplemental
benefits for the period from January 1, 1964 to June 30, 1964,
and the second sum herein mentioned shall be expended by
said system for the payment of supplemental benefits for the
period from July 1, 1964 to December 31, 1964. The governor
2

ment

of

1
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authorized to draw his warrant for the sums hereby appromoney in the treasury not otherwise appro-

priated out of any
priated.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading,

HJR 11, providing an appropriation for the Civil War
Centennial Commission, Mrs. Hartigan of Rochester for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

to

HJR

1

joint resolution by striking out all after the re-

solving clause and inserting in place thereof the following:

That the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars is hereby
appropriated to be expended by the civil war centennial commission established by Laws 1959, chapter 160. The appropriation hereunder shall be a continuing appropriation and any
balance remaining on July 1, 1965 shall lapse. The governor
is authorized to draw his warrant for the sum hereby appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the

House Joint Reso-

lution was ordered to a third reading.

HB

diem for members of the aeroGoode of Manchester for Appropriawith amendment.

427, to provide per

nautics commission, Mr.
tions.

Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

HB

427

by striking out in section

"twenty-five" in the second line

and inserting

1

the

word

in place thereof

the word, twenty, so that said section will read as follows:
1
Amend RSA 422:5 by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following: 422:5 Compensation. Each

member of the commission may be paid twenty dollars for each
day or portion thereof spent in attendance at monthly meetings
held at times set by the commission. Each member of the commission may be paid for necessary expenses of travel incurred
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in

performance of commission duties. The provisions of

section shall not set a limit
ings

which the commission or the

Amend
in the

first

the

section 2 of said bill by striking out the

line

and inserting

this

number of special meetdirector may call.

upon

word

"five"

in place thereof the word, two, so

that said section will read as follows:

Appropriation. The sum of two thousand dollars, in
addition to any money appropriated for the use of the aeronautics commission for the biennium ending July 1, 1965 is
hereby appropriated for the purpose of this act. The governor
is hereby authorized to draw his warrant for the sum appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro2

priated.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 64, relative to funds for the state nursing scholarship
program, Mr. Dumont of Berlin for Appropriations. Ought
to pass with amendment.
Amendmeiit

Amend

said bill

to

HB

64

by striking out section 2 and inserting in

place thereof the following:
2 Appropriation. The sum of fifty thousand dollars is
hereby appropriated for the biennium ending June 30, 1965
for the purpose of providing funds to carry out the provisions
of RSA 326:30, 31 and 32. The sum hereby appropriated shall
be available as of July 1, 1963, and the Governor is authorized
to draw his warrant for the said sum out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated. To provide for the cost of
administering the total program a sum be deducted from the
total amount appropriated for the state nursing scholarship
program, this sum not to exceed $500 for each year. Said sums
to be expended by the state board of nursing education and
nursing registration to defray the expense of administration
of the program for state aid for nursing education.

*

of

#

#

At the request of Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow, Mrs. Brown
Sandwich explained the amendment.
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The amendment was adopted and
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the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

586, extending the time

made from
Madison

for Appropriations.

Ought

Amendment

Amend

when expenditures can be

certain aeronautical appropriations, Mr. Blake of

to

to pass

with amendment.

HB 586

said bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
2

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect

The amendment was adopted and

upon

its

passage.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

593, relative to legal assistance for land acquisitions,

Mr. Shepard of Londonderry for Appropriations. Ought
pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
amend

to

HB

593

said bill by striking out section 4;

said bill by

renumbering section
*

*

to

and further

5 to read section 4.

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 510, relative to study for improved pesticides controls,
Mr. Gove of Concord for Appropriations. Ought to pass with
amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

510

said bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

Interim Committee Established.

There

shall

be estab-

an interim committee on improved pesticides controls
consisting of five members appointed as hereinafter provided.
One member shall be appointed by the president of the senate,
one member shall be appointed by the speaker of the house of
representatives, and three members shall be appointed by the
governor, one of whom shall be a person employed by the water

lished
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pollution commission, one a person employed by the fish and
shall be the state entomologist. The
committee shall organize by electing one of its members as
chairman. It shall be the duty of said committee to study and

game department and one

investigate

how

mittee shall

file

to

improve pesticides controls, and said com-

progress reports quarterly with the legislative

and a final report of its activities not later than
1964 which report shall include recommendations
for legislation designed to improve in pesticides controls. The
committee is hereby authorized to accept and apply to the purposes hereof gifts and grants from any person or association,
public or private, made for the purpose of aiding such study
budget

assistant

December

and

1,

investiofation.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

of

605, relative to delinquent corporations, Mrs. Gagnon
Berlin for Executive Departments and Administration.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

53'2,

was ordered

to a third reading.

relative to classification of

temporary and seasonal

employees, Mr. Allan of Meredith for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass.

state

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

HB
tions,

601, relating to the counting of votes at biennial elecMr. Morse of Enfield for Executive Departments and

Administration.

The

HB

bill

Ought

to pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

department
and economic development, Mr. McMeekin of
Haverhill for Executive Departments and Administration.
Ought to pass with amendment.
615, relative to purchase of supplies by the

of resources

Amendment

to

Amend section 1 by inserting

HB

615

after the

word "development"

may be purchased
accordance with RSA 8:25, VI. All operating supplies and
materials shall be purchased through the director of purchase

in the eighth line the v^^ords, items for resale
in

:

:
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inserting after the

upon
recommendation of the comptroller and approved by the governor and council, so that said section as amended shall read as

word "account"

in the tenth line the words, established

follows
1
Resources and Economic Development. Amend RSA
219:21 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof
the following: 219:21 Purchases. The commissioner of resources
and economic development may purchase such merchandise for
resale and such operating supplies and materials as may be
necessary for the operation of the department of resources and
economic development. Items for resale may be purchased in
accordance with RSA 8:25, VI. All operating supplies and materials shall be purchased through the duector of purchase and
property. Such purchases shall be a charge upon an inventory
account established upon recommendation of the comptroller
and approved by the governor and council. The commissioner
shall report monthly to the comptroller the value of issues out
of inventory and the appropriation account to be charged therefor. The inventory account shall be credited with issues out of
inventory. Such purchases shall be a charge upon an inventory
account maintained in the office of the comptroller and the state
treasurer, upon presentation by the comptroller of manifests
covering such merchandise, suppHes and materials, is authorized
to pay the same from any money in the treasury not otherwise

appropriated.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was referred to

Appropriations under the Rules.

HB 611, relative to contested elections, Mr. York of Concord for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought
to pass with amendment.
Amendment

to

HB

611

Amend section 1 by inserting after the word '"mail" in the
eighth line the words, return receipt requested, so that said section as amended shall read as follows
1

Contested Elections.

said section

Notice.

and

Amend RSA

67:1 by striking out

inserting in place thereof the following: 67:1

Whenever any person

intends to contest the election of
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a senator or a representative he shall give to him a notice in
writing of such contest, with the reasons thereof. Said notice
shall be given by certified mail, return receipt requested, postmarked on or before December fifteenth next following the
election. At the time the notice is given to the senator or representative a copy thereof shall be forwarded to the secretary of
state.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

SB

13,

amending the

statute relative to taking of fisher,

Mr. Welch of Concord for Fish and Game. Ought

The

bill

HB

95,

county. Mr.

was ordered

to pass.

to a third reading.

providing an open season for fisher in Carroll
of Franklin for Fish and Game. Inexpedi-

Oilman

ent to legislate.

The
SB

112, relative to Pittsfield

Hebron

son of

Ought

resolution was adopted.
acquisition, Mrs.

Hamp-

and Development.

to pass.

The
SB

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

45, to provide special rates for residents at state-owned

ski facilities,

tion

Dam

for Resources, Recreation

Mrs.

Hampson

of

and Development. Ought

Hebron
to pass

Amendment

Amend

said bill

by

to

for Resources, Recreawith amendment.

SB 45

inserting after section 1 the following

new section:
Committee Established. There

is hereby established a
committee
consisting
of three members of
interim
five-member
appointed
the
speaker,
one member of the
by
the house, to be
president,
appointed
the
and
one member to be
by
senate, to be

2

appointed by the governor. Said committee is hereby directed
to conduct a study of state operations at Cannon Mountain in
Franconia Notch and at Sunapee state park. Said committee
shall report its findings to the 1965 session of the general court
together with any recommendations it may have relative to said
operations.

:
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Further

amend

said bill

:
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by renumbering

section 2 to be

section 3.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

357, establishing a charter for the city of Manchester,

Mrs. Ainley of Manchester for the Manchester Delegation.
Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

357

Amend section

44 by striking out the words "An ordinance"
Hne and inserting in place thereof the words, A resolution, and by striking out paragraph ( g ) and inserting in place
thereof the words, an ordinance shall be required for any act
which establishes a fine or other penalty, so that said section as
in the

first

amended

shall

read as follows:

Requirements. A resolution shall be required for every
act of the board, the purpose of which is

44

(

a)

(

b

)

(

c

)

(

d)

(

e)

(

f

To levy any tax;
To make any appropriations;
To authorize the borrowing of money;
To grant a privilege or franchise;
To sell or lease real property of the city;
To fix compensation.

)

An

ordinance shall be required for any act which estab-

lishes a line or other penalty.

Amend section 49 by striking out the words "three members" in the fourth line and inserting in place thereof the word,
member, so that said section as amended shall read as follows
49 Roll Call. A vote upon any ordinance shall be by roll
and entered on the record of proceedings. A vote by roll call
shall be taken on any other matter at the request of any member.
call

Amend

section 62

by

striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

62

City Solicitor. The board of aldermen shall by ballot

elect a city solicitor to serve for
for cause

by the board.

two

years.

He shall be removable

:
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Amend

section 64 by inserting after the word "laws" in the
hne the words, and he may request the board of aldermen
such assistance as he deems necessary, so that said section

fifth

for
as

amended
64

shall

read as follows

Codification of Ordinances.

The

city solicitor shall su-

pervise and maintain a codification of the ordinances of the city
of a substantive character which are appropriate for continuation as local laws and he may request the board of aldermen for
such assistance as he deems necessary, but the original copies of
all ordinances shall remain in the office of the city clerk during
such codification.

Amend section 73 of the bill by inserting after the word
"mayor" in the third line the words, subject to the approval of
the board of mayor and aldermen, so that said section as
amended shall read as follows 73 Department. There shall be
a finance department, the head of which shall be the finance
director who shall be appointed by the mayor subject to the
approval of the board of mayor and aldermen. This appointment
shall not be subject to merit rating and the finance director shall
not have civil service status.
:

Further

amend

Amend

section 79 of the bill

said section the

the

bill

by

striking out section 76.

by striking out at the end of
words "finance director with the advice of the

in place thereof the words, mayor with the
advice of the finance director and approval of the board of
mayor and aldermen, so that said section as amended shall read
as follows: 79
Treasurer. There shall be in the department of
finance a city treasurer who shall be appointed by the mayor
with the advice of the finance director and approval of the
board of mayor and aldermen.

mayor" and inserting

Amend

the first sentence of section 82 by striking out in the
and fourth lines the words "finance director with the advice of the mayor" and inserting in place thereof the words,
mayor with the advice of the finance director and approval of
the board of mayor and aldermen, so that said sentence as
amended shall read as follows: 82 Tax Collector. There shall
third

be within the office of the city treasurer a city tax collector who
shall be appointed by the mayor with the advice of the finance
director and approval of the board of mayor and aldermen. It
shall be his duty to collect taxes within the city of every nature

:
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whatsoever. The tax collector shall also be the custodian of
deeded property owned by the city. Upon collection of all taxes
belonging to the city, he shall deliver the same to the city treasurer for deposit in accordance with the provisions of this article.

Amend

section 126 of the bill

by

striking out in the third

words "and without" so that said section as amended
Audit. Within three months after the
shall read as follows: 126
beginning of each fiscal year, the board of aldermen by resolution, requiring competitive bidding, shall arrange for an annual
independent audit of the books, accounts and other evidences of
line the

financial transactions of the city, as of the close of the fiscal year,
to

be conducted either by

state auditors or a certified public

accountant holding a certificate from this state and having no
personal interest therein. Such examination shall conform with
generally accepted auditing standards and shall include all procedures necessary for the auditors to express an informed opinion of the financial practices and accounts.
report shall be filed with the city clerk

A

and

copy of the audit
shall be a public

record.

Amend section 139 of the bill by adding at the end thereof
the words, and approval of the board of mayor and aldermen,
so that said section as

amended

shall

read as follows

Purchasing Agent. There shall be in the department
who shall be appointed by
the finance director with the advice of the mayor and approval
of the board of mayor and aldermen.
139

of finance a city purchasing agent

Amend
and fourth

by striking out in the third
words "one thousand" and inserting in place

section 142 of the bill

lines the

three hundred, so that said section as
read as follows: 142 Limitation. The city purchasing agent shall have authority to make purchases on behalf
of the city in an amount not exceeding three hundred dollars at
the best price obtainable but without formal bids.

thereof the words,

amended

shall

Amend section 143 of the bill by striking out the words "one
thousand" in the first and second lines and inserting in place
thereof the words, three hundred and by striking out the word
"two" in the second line and inserting in place thereof the word,
amend said section by striking out the words "specand" in the third line so that said section as amended
read as follows 143 Bids. Any purchase in excess of three

one; further
ification

shall

:
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hundred dollars but not more than one thousand dollars shall
be by written bids, and wherever possible at least three bids
shall be obtained for each purchase.

Amend

section 144 of the bill

"two" in the second Hne and

by

striking out the

word

inserting in place thereof the word,

one, so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 144
Notice. All purchases or contracts in excess of one thousand

be made only upon written specifications after public notice and competition. Sealed bids shall be opened publicly
in the presence of the mayor or an official designated by him.

dollars shall

Amend

by adding at the end thereof
the words, with approval of the board of mayor and aldermen,
Deso that said section as amended shall read as follows 148
partment. There shall be a department of development, the head
of which shall be the director of development, appointed by the
mayor with the approval of the board of mayor and aldermen.
section 148 of the bill

:

Amend section 153 of the bill by striking out the words
"approval of the mayor" and inserting in place thereof the words,
advice of the mayor and approval of the board of mayor and
aldemien, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
153 Planning Director. The planning board, with the advice of
the mayor and approval of the board of mayor and aldermen,
shall appoint a planning director for the city. The planning director shall be the administrative head of the planning department and shall work under the supervision of the planning board
and in cooperation with the director of development and the
industrial agent.

Amend section 159 of the bill by striking out the words
"approval of the mayor" in the second line and inserting in place
thereof the words, advice of the mayor and approval of the
board of mayor and aldermen, so that said section as amended
Industrial Agent. The industrial
shall read as follows: 159
council, with the advice of the mayor and approval of the board
of mayor and aldermen, shall appoint an industrial agent for the
city of Manchester, who shall be the administrative head of the
industrial division of the department of development. He shall
be responsible for promoting and encouraging the welfare of
local industries and the establishment of new industries in metropolitan Manchester. He shall be qualified by education or
experience in the field of industrial development.
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striking out said section

in place thereof the following: 160

The housing

Housing Au-

authority created in the city of Manchester

RSA 203 and transacting its business and
powers under the name "Manchester Housing

the provisions of

exercising

its

Authority" shall participate, ex officio, as a part of the departof development to coordinate the undertakings of the
Manchester housing authority and the city of Manchester in the
redevelopment and low rent housing programs but there shall
be no change in corporate status, membership, functions and
powers of the said Manchester housing authority.

ment

Amend section 167 of the bill by striking out the words
"approval of the mayor" in the second line and inserting in place
thereof the words, advice of the mayor and approval of the
board of mayor and aldermen, so that said section as amended
shall read as follows: 167
Airport Manager. The Manchester
airport authority, with the advice of the mayor and approval of
the board of mayor and aldermen, shall appoint an airport manager who shall be the administrative and operating head of the
facilities coming under the jurisdiction of the Manchester airport authority. He shall have such duties as shall be given to
him by the Manchester airport authority.

Amend

section 172 of the bill

by adding

at the

the words, subject to the approval of the board of

end thereof
mayor and

aldermen, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
172 Director. The head of the department shall be known as
the director of pubhc works, who shall be qualified by education
or experience in the field of pubHc works. He shall be appointed
by the mayor, subject to the approval of the board of mayor and
aldermen.

Amend

paragraph of section 173 of the bill by in"director" in the second line the words,
with the advice of the mayor and subject to the approval of the
board of mayor and aldermen, so that said section as amended
shall read as follows: 173
Assistants. Subject to confirmation
by the mayor, the director, with the advice of the mayor and
subject to the approval of the board of mayor and aldermen,
the

serting after the

first

word

shall appoint assistants to administer the various divisions of

the departments, including but not limited to the following:

Amend

section 178 of the bill by adding at the

the words, the

mayor

shall

be an ex

officio

member

end thereof
board

of the
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of water commissioners, so that said section as amended shall
read as follows: 178 Appointment. The board of water commissioners shall consist of six members appointed for terms of
six years each, one member to be appointed each year by the
mayor, subject to confirmation by the board of aldermen. The
board of water commissioners shall select annually from among
their members a chairman and a clerk. The mayor shall be an
ex officio member of the board of water commissioners.

Amend section 190 of the bill by adding at the end thereof
the words, with the advice of the mayor and approval of the
board of mayor and aldermen, so that said section as amended
Division. There shall be in the fishall read as follows: 190
nance department a personnel division, the head of which shall
be the personnel director who shall be appointed by the finance
director with the advice of the mayor and approval of the board
of mayor and aldermen.

Amend section 200 of the bill by inserting after the word
"mayor" in the third line the words, with the approval of the
board of mayor and aldermen, so that said section as amended
shall read as follows: 200 Department. There shall be a department of public health, the head of which shall be the director of health appointed by the mayor with the approval of the
board of mayor and aldermen. The director shall be a physician
licensed by the state to practice medicine, trained by experience
or education in the field of public health and sanitation.
Amend
and

section 204 of the bill

by

striking out said section

inserting in place thereof the following: 204

Department.
be the director of public welfare elected at the biennial municipal election. He shall have ail the powers and duties conferred upon
overseers of the poor by the state laws and shall administer and
direct all public welfare programs created by statute or ordinance. The director may employ all necessary agents and

The head

of the

department of public welfare

shall

assistants.

Amend section 229 of the bill by striking out the figures
"1965" in the fourth line and inserting in place thereof the figures, 1963, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
229 Biennial Election. The municipal election of said city for
the choice of city and ward officers shall be held on the first
Tuesday after the first Monday in November 1963 and bien-

Wednesday, June
nially thereafter,

and

all

such

12,

oflBcers

909

1963

who

are chosen

by the

people shall hold their respective officers for two years from the
first Tuesday of January next following, and until others are

chosen and qualified in their stead.

Amend

by striking out in the fourth
word and figures "September, 1965" and inserting in place thereof the word and figures, October, 1963, so
Municithat said section as amended shall read as follows: 235
pal Primary. A primary conducted by the regular election officers shall be held at the regular polling places in each ward in
and

section 235 of the bill

fifth lines

the

the city of Manchester on the second Tuesday of October, 1963,
and biennially thereafter, for the nomination of all candidates

be voted for at the biennial municipal election held in November, except members of the school committee.

to

Amend section 266 of the bill by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 266 First Election
Under New Charter. In the event that this charter shall be
adopted by the voters of Manchester pursuant to section 276
of this act, the officers elected under the provisions of the present charter and laws pertaining to elections in the city of Manchester shall take office in January, 1964 as officers under this
charter, provided, however, that the commissioner of welfare

elected at the biennial election in Novmber, 1963 shall automatically become the director of public welfare provided for
in section 204 of this act without the necessity of any appointment by the mayor or confirmation by the aldermen. Said com-

missioner of welfare so elected shall hold office for a period of
two years from January of 1964. Thereafter the director of public welfare shall be appointed pursuant to the provisions of section 204 of this act.

Amend

section 276 of the bill

and inserting

by

striking out said section

in place thereof the following:

276

Referendum.

This charter shall not take eflFect unless it is adopted by a majority vote at the regular municipal election held in the city of
Manchester on November 8, 1963, as hereinafter provided. The
city clerk then in office shall cause to be placed at the bottom
of the regular election ballot for city officers the following question: "Shall the provisions of an act entitled 'An Act establishing
a charter for the city of Manchester,' passed at the 1963 session
of the legislature, be adopted?" Beneath this question shall be
printed the word "Yes" and the word "No" with a square imme-
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diately opposite each word, in

which the voter may indicate

his

choice.

The referendum
be conducted

shall

relative to the adoption of this charter

in every

way, except as otherwise herein

provided, in the same manner as the election of candidates for
oflBcers under the present charter. If a majority of those present
and voting at said election vote in the affirmative on this question, this act shall be declared to have been adopted.

Amend

section 277 of the bill

by

striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:

Sections 266
sage,

and 276

277

of this act shall take effect

same and

Takes

upon

Effect.
its

pas-

the act shall be adopted at the election of Novem1963 the remainder of this act shall take effect on the

and

if

ber

8,

first

Tuesday of January, 1964.

Mr. Capistran of Manchester offered the following amendto the amendment and moved its adoption.

ment

Amendment

Amend
word

to

Amendment

to

HB 357

section 266 of the bill by striking out all after the

"charter" in the eighth line, so that said section as

ed shall read

amend-

as follo^vs:

266 First Election under New Charter. In the event that
be adopted by the voters of Manchester pursuant to section 276 of this act, the officers elected under the
provisions of the present charter and laws pertaining to elections in the city of Manchester shall take office in January,
1964 as officers under this charter.
this charter shall

The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

Mr. Capistran explained the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Healy of Manchester moved that further consideraHB 357 be Indefinitely Postponed and spoke in favor of

tion of

the motion.
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12,

and Conover of Manchester spoke against

Messrs. Kimball

the motion.

Mr. Geisel of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Kearns of Manchester spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

On

a viva voce vote the

motion

postpone was

to indefinitely

lost.

Mr. Healy of Manchester requested a division.

The
motion

division vote being manifestly in the negative the

to indefinitely

The

question

postpone

HB 357 was lost.

now being on

the

amendment

to the

amend-

ment.

The amendment
tee

to the

amendment was adopted.

The question now being on
amendment as amended.
The amendment

as

the adoption of the commit-

amended was adopted and

the bill was

ordered to a third reading.

HB

367,

providing salary for the register of deeds for

Rockingham Coimty, Mrs. Weeks of Greenland for the Rockingham County Delegation. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend the

title

of said bill

HB

to

by

367

striking out the

same and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

An Act

relative to the salary of,

collected by, the register of deeds for

Amend
section

1

the paragraph

and amount of fees to be
Rockingham County.

numbered 478:19

of said bill by striking out the

as

inserted by

same and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

478:19 Salary. The register of deeds for Rockingham
county shall receive an annual salary of eight thousand five
hundred dollars paid by the county of Rockingham.

Amend

the paragraph

tion 1 of said bill

by

numbered 478:21 as inserted by secsame and inserting in place

striking out the

thereof the follov^ing:
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478:21 Assistants. Subject to the approval of a majority of
the county commissioners the said register of deeds is authorized to employ such assistants as may be required and fix their
compensation. The salaries of such assistants and any other expenses of the office of said register of deeds shaU be paid by the
county of Rockingham.

Amend

said bill

by

striking out all after section 1

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

Rockingham County. Amend RSA 478 by

2

section 17 the following

new

inserting after

section: 478:17-a Fees.

The

regis-

deeds for the county of Rockingham shall charge the following fees for documents recorded in, or services rendered by,
ter of

his office;

For recording deeds and mortgages three dollars for
I.
each recorded page plus two dollars for each additional recorded page; provided that if the deed or other document contains the names of more than one grantor and one grantee an
additional fee of fifty cents shall be charged for indexing the
names of each additional grantor or grantee.
For recording real estate attachment or discharge of
real estate attachment or discharge of real estate mortgage, two
II.

dollars.
III.

For examining the records at the request of any pereach hour spent therein.

son, one dollar for

IV.

and

15,

For each transfer furnished pursuant to sections 14
twenty cents.

For recording plans, five dollars for the first two hunV.
dred square inches thereof with one dollar for each additional
one hundred square inches or part thereof.
VI.

For copying any document, one dollar per page.

The provisions of RSA 478:17
deeds and the provisions of RSA
511:6 relative to the amount of the fee to be paid to the register
of deeds shall not apply to the register of deeds for Rockingham
3

Application of Statutes.

relative to fees for register of

county.

4

Takes

Effect. This act shall take efi^ect as of July 1, 1963.
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the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

490, relative to

renumbering the Rockingham county

Mrs. Weeks of Greenland for RockingCounty Delegation. Inexpedient to legislate.

commissioner

ham

The

districts,

resolution was adopted.

Committee

of Conference

Report

of Conference, to whom was referred
No. 248, requiring certain marking for so-called
native farm products, having considered the same, report the
same with the recommendation that the house recede from its
position of nonconcurrence and concur with the senate amendment.

The Committee

House

Bill

Charles P. Hayward
Russell E. Underwood
Albina S. Martel
Conferees on the Part of the House
Lester F. Mitchell
Louis P. Chasse
Conferees on the Part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

449, relative to on-sale

and

off-sale

permits for alco-

holic beverages.

Amendment

Amend
new

to

HB

449

the bill by inserting after section 2 the following

section. 3 Off-Sale Permits.

Amend RSA

176:11, as

amend-

ed by 1963, 50, by inserting after the word "licenses" in the
sixth line of chapter 50 laws of 1963 the words, or permits, and
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by inserting
and figures,

after the figure "9" in said sixth line the letters

RSA

181:5, so that said section as

amended

shall

read as follows: 176:11 Rules and Regulations; Restrictions on
Sales. Said Commission shall have power to make all necessary
and proper rules and regulations for carrying out the provisions hereof, and such rules and regulations shall have the
effect of law. No sale of liquor or beverages shall be made on
Sundays or election days while the polls are open except by
persons holding licenses or permits under the provisions of
RSA 178:3, 4, 6, 7, 9, RSA 181:5, provided that persons holding

under the provisions of RSA 178:3 when making sales
on Sundays or election days while the polls are
open shall sell only to bona fide guests with meals in the dining
room or in the rooms of the guests and except that a wholesale
permittee may sell and deliver beverages at any time on election days for resale only. Liquor or beverages shall not be sold
in any establishment where booths that are not open at the end
or that are more than forty-two inches high are used for serving
patrons. Costumers may be erected and attached to the ends of
booths. Such costumers shall be of such design and constructed
in such manner as approved by the commission.
licenses

of beverages

Further

amend

the bill by striking out section 3

serting in place thereof the following: 4
shall take effect

Amend

upon

its

Takes

Effect.

passage.

word "onamended shall

the

title

of the bill by inserting after the

sale" the words,

and

off-sale, so

read

An

as follows:

and inThis act

that said title as

Act relative

to on-sale

and

off-sale

permits

for alcoholic beverages,
*

On

motion of Mr. Nahil

amendment was dispensed

*

*

of Claremont, reading of the

with.

Mr. Nahil explained the amendment.
Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown moved that the House nonconcur in the Senate amendment and spoke in favor of the
motion.

Mr. Nahil of Claremont moved
the Senate

that the

House concur

amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown spoke against the motion.

in
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amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption
of which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House

of Representatives:

HB

351, relative to vehicles of non-residents not regularly

used on highways.

Amendment

to

HB

351

Amend section 1 of said bill by striking out the figure
"260:35" in the third line and inserting in place thereof the
figure, 260:36.

Further

amend

word "county"

section

1

of said bill

in the eighteenth line

by striking out the

and inserting

in place

thereof the word, country.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Claflin

of

Wolfeboro the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has

and a joint resolution with the following titles, in
passed
the passage of which it asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:
bills

the

SB

100, relating to the practice of accountancy.

SB

82, establishing a council of resources

SJR 11, in
SPD Realty

favor of the

New Hampshire

and development.
Savings

Bank and

Corporation.

Introduction of a Senate Joint Resolution and Senate Bills

The

following Senate Joint Resolution and Senate
first and second time and referred as follows:

bills

were read a

SJR
the

SPD
SB

tive

11, in

favor of the

New Hampshire

Savings

Bank and

Realty Corporation, to Banks.
100, relating to the practice of accountancy, to

Execu-

Departments and Administration.

SB

82, establishing a council of resources

to Resources,

Recreation and Development.

and development,
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A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its amendments to the following bill:
SB

30,

providing for the development and redevelopment

of areas of vacant or predominantly vacant land

which are sub-

standard or blighted.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB

222, relative to reporting certain shortages of funds.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB

332, relative to the practice of dentistry

and

registra-

tion provisions.

HB

297, authorizing counties to provide
insurance for their employees.

life

HB 350, relative to legislative attaches.
HB 538, relating to the subdivision of land.
HB 575, relative to ranks and qualifications

and health

of personnel

of division of state police.

On motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene. HB 265, to provide
funds for the preparation of property maps, was taken from
the table.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that

HB

265 be referred to

the Legislative Council or Legislative Services Committee.

The motion was

adopted.
*

*

*

The Chair announced
versary of Mr.

Sc

that today is the 43rd wedding anniMrs. George Lang of Manchester, Ward 1.
*

On
by

HB

motion

of

*

*

Mr. Brummer of Lisbon the reference where-

650, relative to the Lisbon village district, was referred
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Departments and Administration, was vacated and
was referred to Municipal and County Government.

to Executive

the bill

Reconsideration

Mr. Pickett of Keene, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it concurred

moved

HB

449, relative to on-sale perin the Senate amendment to
mits for alcoholic beverages, and spoke against the motion.

The motion was

not adopted.
*

*

*

Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
On motion
were so far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns
today it be to meet tomorrow morning at 1 1 :00 A.M.
of

Afternoon Session

Third Readings

The
and sent

SB

following Senate

bills

were read a third time, passed,
be engrossed:

to the Secretary of State to

50, relative to the act establishing the

New Hampshire

port authority.

SB

to

86,

extend the powers of the industrial park au-

thority.

SB

13,

amending

the statute relative to taking fisher.

Dam acquisition.

SB

1

SB

45, to provide special rates for residents at state-owned

12, relative to Pittsfield

was read a third time and sent
concurrence in the House amendment.
ski facilities,

to the

Senate for

Personal Privilege

Mr. Collishaw of Exeter rose on a point of personal
lege.

privi-
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Third Readings

(cont.)

The following House Joint Resolutions and bills were
read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence:

HJR

providing funds for completion of forest conservation aid to heavily timbered towns payments.

HB
HB

19,

398, relative to policemen's retirement system.
317, providing additional retirement allowances for

certain retired teachers.

HJR 11, providing an appropriation for the Civil
Centennial Commission.

HB

427, to provide per
nautics commission.

HB

64, relative to

diem

for

members

War

of the aero-

funds for the state nursing scholarship

program.

HB

586, extending the time

made from

when expenditures can be

certain aeronautical appropriations.

HB 593, relative to legal assistance for land acquisitions.
HB 510, relative to study for improved pesticides controls.
HB 605, relative to delinquent corporations.
HB 532, relative to classification of temporary and seasonal
employees.

state

HB

601, relating to the counting of votes at biennial elec-

tions.

HB 611, relative to contested elections.
HB 357, establishing a charter for the city of Manchester.
HB 367, relative to the salary of, and amount of fees to be
collected by, the register of deeds for

Rockingham county.

Reconsideration

Mr. Kearns of Manchester, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
HB 357, establishing a charter for the city of Manchester, and
spoke against the motion.

moved
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The motion was not adopted.
Mr. Goode of Manchester moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of
Senate

bills at

the present time.

The motion was

adopted.

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
bills and a joint resolution with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

SB

46, relative to

SB

92, relative to chiropodists.

SB
safety

motor vehicle road

85, enacting the interstate

tolls.

compact on motor vehicle

equipment.

SB

113, relative to

SB

116,

employing of minors.

relative

to

fees

insurance companies and

for

brokers.

SB

121, relative to the

SJR

12,

Nashua Airport Authority.

relative to deficiency appropriation for interim

commission on Education.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The
were read

SJR

following Senate bills and Senate Joint Resolution
a first and second time and referred as follows:
12,

relative to deficiency appropriation for interim

commission on Education,

SB

46, relative to

to Appropriations.

motor vehicle road

tolls,

to

Ways and

Means.

SB
SB
safety

92, relative to chiropodists, to
85,

Public Health.

enacting the interstate compact on motor vehicle
to Transportation.

equipment,

SB

113, relative to

employing

of minors, to

Liquor Laws.
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SB

1(16,

relative

insurance companies and

for

fees

to

brokers, to Insurance.

SB

121, relative to the

Nashua Airport Authority,

to

Claims

and Aeronautics.
*

*

On

at

motion
2:33 P.M.

*

of Miss Bailey of

Newport

the

House adjourned

THURSDAY, June
The House met

at

:00

1 1

13,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

ALMIGHTY GOD,
moment of
we seek ways

Thou our guiding inspiration in
May our thoughts be filled with
service in the advancement of human
be

our every

decision.

love as

of

dignity and betterment. Fill our lives this day with a divine
sense of mission and purpose as we labor for the preservation
of

freedom and human

May we

rights.

age to resist selfish motivations in

our

and nation embracing
Cleanse us from all unrighteousness
the ideals of

duty

ants the blessing of
pray.

and coura state

Thy promised Kingdom.
that

would hamper our

— may our faithful service be worthy of the

devotion to
confidence of those

we

find strength

efforts to establish

whom we

represent.

peace and

Grant unto Thy

prosperity, through

serv-

Thy name

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance

to the

Flag

Mr. Plourde of Pembroke led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

Thursday, June

921

1963

13,

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
the

House

A

introduced the following groups as guests of

today.

group

Commerce

from N. H. College of Accounting and
Manchester, courtesy of Mr. Plourde of Pem-

of students

of

broke.

A

group of students from the Jewett school in Manchester,

courtesy of the Manchester Delegation.

A

group of elementary school students from Freedom.

Leave of Absence
Mr. Goodhue of Gilford was granted a leave of absence for
on account of important business.

the day

Introduction of a Bill

The
time,

following

and referred

bill

was introduced, read a

first

and second

as follows:

HB 652, relative to the United States Trade Expansion
Act of 1962 and Unemployment Compensation (Rules Committee
Pappagianis of Nashua and Peterson of Peterborough)
to Labor.

—

Committee Reports

HB

539, relative to hunting

and

fishing licenses for per-

sonnel stationed or attached to the naval shipyard, Mr. Nettleton of Groton for Fish and Game. Ought to pass with amend-

ment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

of the bill

to

HB

539

by striking out said section and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Hunting and Fishing

Licenses.

serting after section 4 the following

mouth Naval

Amend RSA

new

214 by

in-

section: 214:4-a Ports-

Personnel stationed at the U. S. Naval
are eligible to purchase hunting and
fishing, or hunting or fishing licenses at the same fee as is charged

Shipyard

Activities.

at Kittery,

Maine
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a legal resident of the state. Such license shall have marked or
stamped thereon the words "non-resident serviceman's license."
Licenses under the provisions of this section shall be issued by
an authorized agent under an affidavit or from the fish and game

department. Personnel requesting such licenses shall give written proof, properly sworn to, that he or she is in fact stationed
at said naval shipyard.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Reconsideration
Mrs. Weeks of Greenland, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed HB
367, relative to the salary of, and amount of fees to be collected
by, the register of deeds for Rockingham county, and spoke
against the motion.

moved

The motion was

not adopted.

Committee Reports

HB

(cont.)

472, relating to chemical test for intoxication, Mr.

Healy of Manchester

for the Majority of the Judiciary

com-

mittee. Inexpedient to legislate.

HB
ity of

472, relating to chemical test for intoxication. Minor-

the committee

on Judiciary. Ought

to pass

with amend-

ment.

Amendment

to

HB 472

Amend RSA 262:20-a, as inserted by section I of the bill,
by striking out the words "breath or urine" in the tenth and
eleventh lines, so said section as amended shall read as follows:
Implied Consent of Driver of Motor Vehicle to
Chemical Testing to Determine Alcoholic Content
of Blood. Any person who operates a motor vehicle upon the
public highways of this state shall be deemed to have given
262:20-a

Submit

to

consent subject to the provisions of this subdivision to a chemical test or tests of his blood for the purpose of determining the
alcoholic content of his blood. The test or tests shall be admin-
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istered at the direction of a law enforcement officer having
reasonable grounds to believe the person to have been driving
or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle upon the public
highways while under the influence of intoxicating liquor.

Amend RSA 262:20-b, as inserted by section 1 of the bill,
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:

262:20-b

Persons Qualified to Administer Tests.

Only a

physician, or a registered nurse acting at the request of a law
enforcement officer may withdraw blood for purpose of deter-

mining the alcoholic content therein. Said physician or registered nurse shall in no way be liable or held to pay damages
to the party to whom such test is administered for any act incidental to the test provided it is done with usual and ordinary
care and provided that such test is administered at the direction
of a law enforcement officer. The person tested may have a
physician, or a qualified technician, chemist, registered nurse,

or other qualified person of his

own choosing

administer a

or tests in addition to any administered at the
direction of a law enforcement officer. The failure or inability
to obtain an additional test by a person shall not preclude the

chemical

test

admission of the test or tests taken at the direction of a law enforcement officer. Upon the request of the person who is tested,
full information concerning the test or tests taken at the direction of the law enforcement officer shall be made available to
him.

William R. Johnson
Martha McD. Frizzell
Gilbert

A

Upton

Margaret A. Griffin
Margaret Normandin
James C. Bingham
Edwin W. Eastman
Caroline R. Gray
Melvin H. Chandler
Thomas Pryor
Minority of the Committee

Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown moved that the words, Ought
to pass with amendment, be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to

leg-islate.
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Mr. Sherman of Lancaster moved that
Order of business for Tuesday next

Special

HB

472 be made a

at ,11:01.

(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Johnson of

Hanover and Kimball

of

Manchester

spoke against the motion.

The motion was

The
Ought

not adopted.

question now being on the question to substitute,
Inexpedient to legislate.

to pass, for

Mr. Johnson of Hanover spoke in favor of the motion.
(Mr. O'Neil of Chesteiifield in the Chair)
(Speaker in the Chair)

Mr. Moran of Manchester moved that further consideraHB 472 be indefinitely postponed and spoke in favor of

tion of

the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Wildey of Westmoreland spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Upton of Concord spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Stevenson of Bethlehem, Capistran

Manchester spoke

and Healey

of

in favor of the motion.

Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow spoke against the motion.
Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown spoke against the motion.

Mr. Spanos of Newport spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Pryor of Ashland moved the previous question and
was

it

sufficiently seconded.

The motion was
The
postpone

question

HB

adopted.

now being on

the motion to indefinitely

472.

On a viva voce vote

the Nays appeared to have

it.

Mr. Upton of Concord demanded the Yeas and Nays and
the roll was called as follows:

Thursday, June
Yeas

—

13,

925

1963
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Merrimack County: Guilbeault, Hanson, Asby, LaFlamme, Henry, Hancock, Smith of Concord, Andersen of
Concord, MacDonald, Maxham, Welch, McKay, Dempsey,
Doon, LaFond, Lambert, Brown of Loudon, Plourde, Robinson.

lett,

Hillsborough County: Farwell, Whitney, Barnard, BartHambleton, Martin of Goffstown, Bednar, Claveau, Gal-

lagher, Ainley, Lang, Pettigrew, Conover,

Manchester,
Manchester,

Ward
Ward

2,

5,

Goode, Mahony of

Bruton, Cullity, McDermott, Clancy of
Manning, Walsh, Doherty, Healy, La-

France, Martel, Tessier, Bernier, Champagne, Deslisle, Moran,
O'Gara, Boettcher, Belanger, Kearns, Kendrigan, Capistran,
Levasseur, Nalette, Allard of Manchester, Lesmerises, Gauthier,

Rousseau, Gamache, Tremblay of Manchester, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Cooper, Dionne of Nashua, Ward
2, Belcourt, Maynard, Dionne of Nashua, Ward 6, Marcoux,
Boisvert, Chartrain, Mason, Bissonnette, Dubois, Latour, Lavallee, Sabluski, Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais, Todd, Karnis,
Garland, Peabody, Heald of Wilton.

Cheshire County: Totman, Watkinson, Turner, Cournoyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, Pratt, Pollock, Belletete, Heald of

Keene, Russell, Forbes, Bouvier, Ballam, Smith of Walpole,
Wildey.

Sullivan County: Angus, Nahill, D'Amante, Downing,
Spanos, Hood, Merrifield.

Grafton

County:

Stevenson,

Bowles,

Nettleton,

Mc-

Meekin, Hampson, Demers, Anderson of Warren.

Coos CouNT\': Dubey, Roy, Sheridan, Connolly, Dumont
Vashaw, Gagnon, Nash, Sherman, Bushey, Arsenault,

of Berlin,

Brooks, Stinson.

Rockingham County: White of Atkinson, Vey, Cummings, Gay, Scott, Spollett, Merrill, Palmer of Kensington,
Shepard, Sewall, Twardus, Cheney, Carter, Palmer of Plaistow,
Keefe, McEachern, Murch, Sadler, Dame, Osborn, White of
Portsmouth, Coussoule, Morrill, Morrison.

Strafford County: Berry, Blanchette, Smith of Dover,
Drew, Rolfe, Hartigan, Rubins, Beaudoin, Chase, Johnson of
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Rochester, Maloomian, Cormier, Hebert, Vincent, Bennett of
Strafford.

Belknap County:

Bolduc,

McAllister,

Uhlenberg, La-

caillade, Harkins, Head, Hayner, Urie.

Carroll County:

Hill,

Brown

of Sandwich,

Lamprey

of

Tuftonboro.

Nays

— 145

Merrimack County:

Phelps, Fairbanks, Moore, Hutchinson, York, Upton, Dame of Concord, Bingham, Peaslee, Sanders,
Ferguson of Concord, Newell of Concord, Stevens, Kelley of

Franklin, Oilman, Charland, Reddy, London, Tarrant, Bige-

Thompson

low,

of

Wilmot.

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, Van Loan,
Wiggin, Davis of Greenfield, Taft, Pickering, Eaton, Brocklebank, Legallee, Warren, Kimball of Manchester, Leclerc, Hayward

of Milford, Cobleigh, Cole, Sullivan, Pappagianis, Peter-

son, Rice,

Eastman of Weare.

Cheshire County: O'Neil, Cowing, Stearns, Keating, Shea
Ward 2, Bennett of Keene, Faulkner, Oliver, Bennett
of Richmond, Allen of Rindge, Hackler, Abare, Sawyer.
of Keene,

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown,

Frizzell,

Cann,

Oaffney, Campbell, Barrows, Ouest, Marx.

Orafton County: Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Plumer,
Hayward of Hanover, Johnson of Han-

Willey, Orey, Morse,

Low, Adams, Beard, Lewis, Whipple, Allard of Littleton,
Kelley of Littleton, Martin of Littleton, Cushman, Bell, Smith
of Plymouth, Barney, Berringer.
over,

Coos County: Fontaine, Marsh, Shute, Fogg,

Potter,

Tay-

lor of Whitefield.

Rockingham County:

Oriffin, Underwood, Watts, KimEastman of Exeter, Wylie, Weeks, Ring, Shindledecker, Clark of Kingston, Pinkham, Schwaner, Stafford of
Portsmouth, Chandler, Frink, Legasse, Langford, Oreene of
Rye, Young, Orant, Stickney, Felch, Barker, Herbert.

ball of Derry,

Strafford County: Leighton, Nelson, Crimes, Hemon,
Fellows, Colbath, Richardson, Bevan, Crouch, Littlehale, Clark
of Lee, Adams of Madbury, Moulton, Varney, Oreen of Rollinsford.

Thursday, June

927

1963

13,

Belknap County: Matheson, Normandin,
Shan, Varrell, Allan of Meredith, Joslyn, Howe.

Prescott,

O'-

of Conway, Roberts, Blake, Difof Wolfeboro. Claflin.
Chamberlain
fenderfer. Remick. Fox.
prevailed.
postpone
and the motion to indefinitely

Carroll County: Davis

Introduction of a Bill

HB
and
a

653,

making appropriations

long time repairs for the state of

first

and second time and referred
Reports

HB

improvements
Hampshire, was read

for capital

New

to Appropriations.

(cont.)

workmen's compensation, Mr. Sanders
Ought
to pass with amendment.
Labor.
of Concord for
581, relating to

Amendment

Amend
in the

word,
1

fifth

section

1

tAvo, so

lines

Amend

581

and inserting

that said section as

Coverage.

HB

by striking out the word "one"

of the bill

and ninth

to

amended

paragraph

amended by 1957, 187:1, 1959,
ing out the word "three" in the

187:1

I

of

and

third line

in place thereof the
shall

RSA

read as follows:
281:2 (supp) as

1961, 194:1, by strik-

and inserting

thereof the word, two, so that said paragraph as

in place

amended

shall

read as follows: I Employer, means a person, partnership, association, corporation and the legal representative of a person,
partnership, association or corporation who employs two or more
persons, whether in

one or more

trades, businesses, professions

more locations, except
and domestic service. In determining the number of persons employed there shall be included
persons Avhose contract of emplovment was entered into outside
the state, if they are actually employed on work in this state. For

or occupations, and whether in one or
casual employees, farm labor

the purpose of determining the number of persons employed,
executive officers elected or appointed and empowered in ac-

cordance with the charter and by-laws of a corporation shall not
be considered to be employees, except that such executive officers in excess of three shall be counted as employees. Except
where the context specifically indicates otherwise, the term "employer" shall be deemed to include the employer's insurance
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carrier.

Any

other employer

may

elect to accept the provisions

of this chapter in accordance with sections 3

Amend

section 9 of the bill

and

7.

by striking out said section and

inserting in place thereof the following:
9

Determination of Value.

after section 21

(supp) as

Amend RSA

amended by

281 by inserting

1961, 194:9 the following

section: 281:21-a Reasonable Value of Services. Whenever
medical and hospital services, or other remedial care, are rendered to an injured employee under the provisions of this chap-

new

ter, and a dispute arises between the employer and the person,
firm or corporation rendering such services or care as to the
reasonable value thereof, the labor commissioner shall consult
with not less than three members of the same profession as the

creditor concerned in the subject dispute

mine the reasonable value

and thereafter
Each

for such services or care.

deter-

of the

following organizations shall be entitled to submit to the labor
commissioner the names of ten members of their organization
who shall comprise a panel from -^vhich the commissioner shall
choose individuals with whom to consult: (a) New Hampshire
Medical Society, (b) New Hampshire Osteopathic Society, (c)
New Hampshire Dental Society. Nothing herein contained shall
be construed as a bar to the commissioner, for purposes of complying with this section, consulting with any other professional
individuals, provided that said individuals shall be engaged in
the private practice of their profession and not in the employ
of the employer of the patient or any party or agent acting on
behalf of employers, and no individual who is not engaged full
time in the private practice of his profession shall be eligible for
membership on any of the panels aforesaid. The labor commissioner shall have exclusive jurisdiction in resolving the dispute
and he shall make his findings as to the reasonable value of such
services and /or care rendered and such findings shall be binding

upon

the interested parties.
*

*

*

Mr. Conover of Manchester spoke against the
Messrs.

Angus

spoke in favor of the

of

Claremont and Stevenson of Bethlehem

bill.

Mr. Upton of Concord spoke

in favor of the bill.

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

bill.

the bill was ordered to

Thursday, June

HJR
lister of

34, in favor of

Marcus

13,
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E. Diffenderfer,

Mr. McAl-

Barnstead for Mileage. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

to

HJR

34

Amend the joint resolution by striking out all after the
resolving clause and inserting in place thereof the following:
That the following named persons be allowed the sums set
opposite their names for mileage allowance for the 1959 session
approved
by the then mileage committee, was not paid because of an error.
The sums appropriated hereunder shall be a charge upon the
of the general court, w^hich said allowance, although

legislative appropriation.

Marcus E. Diffenderfer, Ossipee, $129,60; Scott F. Eastman,
Weare, $132; Arthur H. McAllister, Barnstead, $91.56; Greta
M. Ainley, Manchester, $88; James Pettigrew, Manchester, $44;
Alfred A. Bergeron, Manchester, $44; C. Cecil Dame, Portsmouth, $34.10; Julia White, Portsmouth, $21; William F. Keefe,
Portsmouth, $33.79; J. Edward Bouvier, Swanzey, $42.40; Angeline M. St. Pierre, Rochester, $77.76; Robert B. Drew, Farmington, $25.68; Ernest Coutermarsh, Lebanon, $21; Mary Senior

Brown, Sandwich, $20.40; Daniel R. Blanchard, Jackson, $6.60;
Dorothy B. Berry, Barrington, $17.44; Frank J. Bennett, Keene,
$11; Roxie A. Forbes, Marlow, $34.10; Winnifred Hartigan,
Rochester, $12.24; Charles P. Hayward, Milford, $14.24; Jeremiah J. Keating, Keene, $10.80; Albert Littlehale, Durham,
$13.32; Harry N. Marsh, Colebrook, $35.70; Arthur F. Turner,
Gilsum, $31.20; H. Thomas Urie, New Hampton, $12.24; Edna
B. Weeks, Greenland, $21.40; Philip S. Willey, Campton, $11;
and the estate of Edward W. Morris, Manchester, $85.60.
Mr. Vachon of Berlin offered the following substitute

amendment and moved

On

motion

of

its

Mr. Vachon of Berlin, reading of the amend-

ment was dispensed

with.

Substitute

Amend
and
ure,

adoption.

Amendment

to

HJR

34

the joint resolution by inserting after the words

S. Willey, Campton, $11" the words and figHarvey H. Converse, Pittsburg. $55, so that said joint

figure "Philip

resolution as

amended

shall read as follows:
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set

That the following named persons be allowed the sums
opposite their names for mileage allowance for the 1959

which said allowance, although
approved by the then mileage committee, was not paid because of an error. The sums appropriated hereunder shall be a

session of the general court,

charge

upon

the legislative appropriation.

Marcus E. Diffenderfer, Ossipee, $129.60; Scott F. Eastman, Weare, 132; Arthur H. McAllister, Barnstead, $91.56;
Greta M. Ainley, Manchester, $88; James Pettigrew, Man$44; Alfred A. Bergeron, Manchester, $44; C. Cecil

chester,

Dame, Portsmouth,

$34.10; Julia White, Portsmouth, $21;
Portsmouth, $33.79; J. Edward Bouvier,
Swanzey, $42.40; Angeline M. St. Pierre, Rochester, $77.76;
Robert B. Drew, Farmington, $25.68; Ernest Coutermarsh,
Lebanon, $21; Mary Senior Brown, Sandwich, $20.40; Daniel
R. Blanchard, Jackson, $6.60; Dorothy B. Berry, Barrington,
$17.44; Frank J. Bennett, Keene, $11; Roxie A. Forbes, Marlow, $34.10; Winnifred Hartigan, Rochester, $12.24; Charles
P. Hayward, Milford, $14.24; Jeremiah J. Keating, Keene,
$)10.80; Albert Littlehale, Durham, $13.32; Harry N. Marsh,
Colebrook $35.70; Arthur F. Turner, Gilsum, $31.20; H.
Thomas Urie, New Hampton, $12.24; Edna B. Weeks, Greenland, $21.40; Philip S. Willey, Campton, $11; Harvey H. Con-

William

Keefe,

F.

verse, Pittsburg, $55;

and the

estate of

Edward W. Morris, Man-

chester, $85.60.

The

amendment was adopted and

substitute

the

House

Joint Resolution was ordered to a third reading.

HB

597, adopting a state radiation control program, Mr.

Greene of Rollinsford
amendment.

for Public Health,

Amendment

Amend

said bill

and inserting
1

by striking out

HB

to pass

with

597

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA 125 by inserting
(supp) as inserted by 1961, 60:1, the following

Radiation Protection.

after section 55

new

to

Ought

subdivision.

Thursday, June

13,
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Radiation Protection and
Radiation Control Program
125:56 Public Policy. Whereas ionizing radiations and their
sources can be instrumental in the improvement of health, welfare and productivity of the public if properly utilized, and may
be destructive of life or health if carelessly or excessively employed, or may impair the industrial and agricultural potentials
of the state if improperly utilized, it is hereby declared to be the
public policy of this state:
I.

To

encourage the constructive uses of radiation and to

prohibit unnecessary radiation; and
II.

To

institute

and maintain a regulatory program

sources of ionizing radiation so as to provide for

for

compatibility with the standards and regulatory programs of the federal
government, (b) a single effective system of regulations within
the state, and (c) a system consonant insofar as possible with
those of other states; and

To

III.

institute

velopment and

and maintain a program

(a)

to

permit de-

utilization of sources of ionizing radiation for

peaceful purposes consistent with the health and safety of the
public.

125:57 Purpose.

It is

the purpose of this subdivision to

fectuate the policies set forth in section 56

by providing

ef-

for:

A

I.
program of effective regulation of sources of ionizing
radiation for the protection of the occupational and public
health and safety;

A

program

promote an orderly regulatory pattern
the states and between the federal government and the state and facilitate intergovernmental cooperation with respect to use and regulation of sources of ionizing
radiation to the end that duplication of regulation may be
II.

within the

state,

to

among

minimized;
III.
A program to establish procedures for assumption and
performance of certain regulatory responsibilities with respect to

byproduct, source and special nuclear materials; and
IV.

A

program

to

permit

maximum

utilization of sources

of ionizing radiation consistent with the health
public.

and

safety of the
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125:58 Definitions. The following words as used in this
subdivision shall have the following meanings:
I.

"Department" means the department

fare, division of

of health

and wel-

public health services.

"Unnecessary radiation" means the use of gamma rays,
II.
X-Rays, alpha and beta particles, high speed electrons, neutrons,
protons, and other atomic or nuclear particles or rays in such
manner as may present a substantial hazard to the health of the
people or the industrial or agricultural potentials of the state as
determined by the consensus of opinion of competent scientific
authorities.
III.

"Byproduct material" means any radioactive material

(except special nuclear material) yielded in or

by exposure

made

radioactive

to the radiation incident to the process of produc-

ing or utilizing special nuclear material.

"Ionizing radiation" means gamma rays and X-Rays;
IV.
alpha and beta particles, high speed electrons, neutrons, protons,
and other nuclear particles; but not sound or radio waves, or
visible, infrared, or ultraviolet light.
V.
(1)

License; General

and

Specific.

"General license" means a license effective pursuant to

regulations promulgated by the state radiation control agency

without the

filing of

an application

possess or use quantities

of,

to transfer, acquire,

or devices or

equipment

own,

utilizing

byproduct, source, special nuclear materials, or other radioactive
material occurring naturally or produced artificially.
(2)

"Specific license"

tion, to use,

means

a license, issued after applica-

manufacture, produce, transfer, receive, acquire,

own, or possess quantities

of,

or devices or

equipment

utilizing

byproduct, source, special nuclear materials, or other radioactive material occurring naturally or produced artificially.
VI.

"Person" means any individual, corporation, partner-

ship, firm, association, trust, estate, public or private institution,
group, agency, political subdivision of this state, any other state
or political subdivision or agency thereof, and any legal successor, representative, agent, or agency of the foregoing, other
than the United States Atomic Energy Commission, or any successor thereto, and other than federal government agencies

Thursday, June
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Atomic Energy Commission, or

any successor thereto.
VII.
"Source material" means (1) uranium, thorium, or
any other material ^vhich the governor declares by order to be
source material after the United States Atomic Energy Commission, or any successor thereto, has determined the material to
be such; or (2) ores containing one or more of the foregoing
materials, in such concentration as the governor declares by
order to be source material after the United States Atomic Energy Commission, or any successor thereto, has determined the
material in such concentration to be source material.

VIII.

uranium

means (1) plutonium,
uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or in the
and any other material ^vhich the governor declares

"Special nuclear material"
233,

isotope 235,

by order to be special nuclear material after the United States
Atomic Energy Commission, or any successor thereto, has determined the material to be such, but does not include source
material; or (2) any material artificially enriched by any of the
foregoing, but does not include source material.
125:59 State Radiation Control Agency.

The department

I.

health services,
control agency.
lic

The

II.

shall designate

is

of health

and

welfare, division of pub-

hereby designated

as the state radiation

Director of the division of public health services
an individual to be director of the agency, here-

inafter referred to as the director,

who

shall

perform the func-

tions vested in the agency pursuant to the provisions of this act.
III.

tional

The agency

shall for the protection of the occupa-

and public health and

Administer this subdivision and codes,
promulgated hereunder;

(1)

lations

safety:

rules, or regu-

Develop and conduct comprehensive policies and pro(2)
grams for evaluation of hazards associated with use of sources
of ionizing radiation and for their amelioration;
(3) Develop and conduct programs with due regard for
compatibility with federal programs for regulation of byproduct,
source and special nuclear materials;
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Have power

(4)

repeal codes and
sources of radiation as

rules

to formulate

and

and promulgate, amend and

regulations, including registration of

may be

necessary to prohibit and prevent
no such code,

unnecessary radiation; provided, however, that

amendment

or repeal shall be adopted except
public
hearing shall be held by the
Said
after public hearing.
representatives provided that
authorized
department or its duly
given
by public advertisement
thirty days' notice thereof shall be
provided further
of
the
hearing;
stating the date, time and place
rule, regulation,

that

no such amendment or repeal

shall

be or become

effective

until thirty days after such public hearing.

Advise, consult, and cooperate with other agencies of
the state, the federal government, other states and interstate
agencies, political subdivisions, industries, and with groups con(5)

cerned with control of sources of ionizing radiation.

may be
connection with proceedings under section 62

Issue such orders or modifications thereof as

(6)

necessary

in

hereof.
(7)

Have

the authority to accept

grants or other funds or

and administer

loans,

conditional or otherwise, in furfunctions, from the federal government and from
gifts,

therance of its
other sources, public or private.
(8)

Encourage, participate

in,

or conduct studies, investi-

and demonstrations relating to the
control of radiation hazard, the measurement of radiation, the
effects on health of exposure to radiation, and related problems
gations, training, research,

as

it

may deem

necessary or advisable for the discharge of

its

duties hereunder.
(9)

Collect

and disseminate information relating

trol of sources of ionizing radiation,

to con-

including:

maintenance of a file of all license applications, issuamendments, transfers, renewals, modifications,
suspensions and revocations;
(a)

ances, denials,

(b)

maintenance of a

file

of registrants possessing sources

of ionizing radiation requiring registration

and any administrative or
and

of this act
thereto;

under the provisions

judicial action pertaining

maintenance of a file of all rules and regulations relat(c)
ing to regulation of sources of ionizing radiation, pending or
promulgated, and proceedings thereon.

Thursday, June
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and disseminate health education informa-

tion relating to radiation protection.
(11)

Review plans and

specifications for radiation sources

submitted pursuant to codes, rules or regulations promulgated
hereunder.
(12)

All data obtained as a result of registrations, licens-

ings or investigations shall be kept confidential

by the depart-

ment.
125:60 Use of Radiation Sources. All sources of radiation
be shielded, transported, handled, used and kept in such
a manner as to prevent all users thereof and all persons within
effective range thereof from being exposed to unnecessary radiashall

tion.

125:61 Inspection

and Right

of Entry.

The

director or his

duly authorized representatives shall have the power to enter
at all reasonable times upon any private or public property for
the purpose of determining whether or not there is compliance
with or violations of the provisions of this act and rules and
regulations issued thereunder, except that entry into areas under

government

be effected only
its duly
designated representatives. Such entry may include, but shall not
be limited to, inspections and investigations of radiation sources,
their shieldings and immediate surroundings and records or
memoranda pertaining to radiation sources and exposure to
the jurisdiction of the federal

^\'ith

radioactive materials as they

and

shall

the concurrence of the federal government or

may

pertain to the public health

welfare.

125:62 Licensing and Registration of Sources of Ionizing
Radiation.
I.

The agency

shall

provide by rule or regulation for gen-

eral or specific licensing of byproduct, source, special nuclear

materials, or devices or

equipment

utilizing such materials.

rule or regulation shall provide for

Such

amendment, suspension or

revocation of licenses.
II.

The agency

is

authorized to require registration or

licensing of other sources of ionizing radiation.
III.
The agency is authorized to exempt certain sources of
ionizing radiation or kinds of uses or users from the licensing or
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a finding that the

when

it

makes

exemption of such sources of ionizing

radia-

registration requirements set forth in this section

tion or kinds of uses or users will not constitute a significant risk
to the health

and

safety of the public.

Rules and regulations promulgated pursuant to this
act may provide for recognition of other state or federal licenses
as the agency may deem desirable, subject to such registration
requirements as the agency may prescribe.
IV.

Records.

125:63.
I.

The

director shall require each person ^vho possesses or

uses a source of ionizing radiation to maintain records relating
receipt, storage, transfer or disposal and such other records
he may require subject to such exemptions as may be provided by rules or regulations.

to

its

as

II.

The

director shall require each person

who

possesses or

uses a source of ionizing radiation to maintain appropriate recall individuals for ^vhom
personnel monitoring is required by his rules and regulations.
Copies of these records and those required to be kept by subsection I of this section shall be submitted to the director on
request. Any person possessing or using a source of ionizing
radiation shall furnish to each employee for whom personnel
monitoring is required a copy of such employee's personal exposure record, at any time such employee has received excessive
exposure, and upon termination of employment.

ords showing the radiation exposure of

125:64 Federal-State Agreements.
I.
The governor and council, on behalf of this state, are
authorized to enter into agreements with the federal government
providing for discontinuance of certain of the federal governm.ent's responsibilities with respect to sources of ionizing radiation and the assumption thereof by this state.

II.
Any person who, on the effective date of an agreement
under sub-section I above, possesses a license issued by the federal government shall be deemed to possess the same pursuant
to a license issued under this subdivision, Avhich shall expire
either ninety days after receipt from the director of a notice
of expiration of such license, or on the date of expiration specified in the federal license, whichever is earlier.
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125:65 Notification of Violation and Order of Abatement.
W^henever the director or his authorized representative finds
upon inspection and examination of a source of radiation as constructed, operated or maintained that there has been a violation
of any of the provisions of this subdivisions or any codes, rules,
or regulations promulgated hereunder, he shall notify any person found to be causing, allowing or permitting such violation,
of the nature of that violation and order that prior to a time
fixed by the director, which time shall not be later than ten days
from the date of service of the notice, that such person shall
cease and abate causing, allo-wing or permitting such violation
and take such action as may be necessary for the source of radiation to be constructed, operated or maintained in compliance
with this subdivision and codes, rules or regulations promulgated hereunder. In any proceeding under this subdivision act
for granting, suspending, revoking, or amending any license, or
for determining compliance with or granting exemptions from
rules and regulations of the agency, the agency shall afford an
opportunity for a hearing on the record upon the request of any
person ^vhcse interest may be affected by the proceeding, and
shall admit any such person as a party to such proceeding. Any
person aggrieved by the finding or order of the agency may request a hearing before the director, division of public health
services, at any time within fifteen days after notification and the

may affirm the finding or order of the agency or reverse or modify the finding or
order of the agency. Any person aggrieved by the finding or
order of the director, division of public health services, may
director, division of public health services,

bring a civil action in superior court at any time within thirty
days after being notified thereof, and said court may proceed
in a summary manner or otherwise, and thereupon may affirm
the finding or order of the agency or director, division of public
health services, or reverse or modify the finding or order of the
agency or director, division of public health services, in v/hole

or in part as the court shall

deem just and reasonable.

125:66 Authority of the Director in Cases of Emergency.
the director finds that an emergency exists requiring
immediate action to protect the public health or welfare, he may
issue an order reciting the existence of such an emergency and
requiring that such action be taken as he deems necessary to
meet the emergency. Such order shall be effective immediately.
Any person to ^vhom such order is directed shall comply there-

Whenever
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with immediately, but on application to the director, division of
public health services, shall be afforded a hearing within fifteen
days. On the basis of such hearing, the director, division of public health services, shall continue such order in effect, revoke it,
or modify

it.

A

125:67 Injunctive Relief,
civil action may be instituted
on behalf of the agency for injunctive relief
to prevent the violation of the provisions of this subdivision or
codes, rules or regulations promulgated hereunder, and said
court may proceed in the action in a summary manner or otherwise and may restrain in all such cases any person from violating
any of the provisions of this subdivision or said codes, rules or
in superior court

regulations.

125:68 Prohibited Uses.

It shall

be unlawful for any person

to use, manufacture, produce, transport, transfer, receive, ac-

quire,

own

or possess any source of ionizing radiation unless

licensed by or registered with the Director in accordance with

the provisions of this subdivision.

125:69 Exceptions. Nothing herein shall be interpreted as
limiting intentional exposure of patients to radiation by

mem-

bers of any legal recognized healing profession as authorized by
law.

125:70 Penalty.

Any

person

who

violates

any of the provi-

sions of this subdivision or rule or regulation of the agency or

who

any order of the agency promulgated pursuant
less than fifty dollars nor more than
five hundred dollars or imprisoned, not exceeding six months,
or both, and in addition thereto may be enjoined from continuing such violation. Each day any person neglects or refuses to
comply therewith shall constitute a separate offense.
violates

thereto shall be fined not

125:71 Existing Remedies Unimpaired. No existing civil or
criminal remedy for any wrongful action which is a violation of
any code, rule or regulation promulgated hereunder shall be
excluded or impaired by this subdivision.

125:72 Protection of Powers.

The powers and

functions

vested in the department of health and welfare, division of public health services, under the provisions hereof shall not be con-

strued to affect in any

manner

the powers, duties and functions

and welfare, division of pubhealth services, under any other provisions of law.

vested in the department of health
lic
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125:73 Conflicting Laws. This subdivision shall not be construed as repealing any laws of the state relating to radiation
sources, exposures, radiation protection, and professional licen-

but shall be held and construed as auxiliary and supplementary thereto, except to the extent that the same are in direct
conflict herewith. Nothing in this subdivision or in any code,
rules or regulations promulgated pursuant thereto shall preclude
the right of any governing body of a municipality to adopt ordinances or regulations not inconsistent here^vith or any code,
rules or regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.
sure,

125:74 Severability of Provisions. If any provision of this
subdivision or the application thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this subdivision ^vhich can be given
provision or application, and to this

effect ^vithout the invalid

end the provisions

of this subdivision are declared to

be sever-

able.

Repeal.

2

RSA

inserted by 1961, 60:1

125:42 through 55, inclusive
is hereby repealed.

Effective Date.

3

The

(supp)

as

provisions of this act relating to the

and special nuclear materials shall
on the effective date of the agreement between
the federal government and this state as provided in RSA 125:50
as hereinabove inserted. The remaining provisions of this act
control of byproduct, source

become

effective

shall take effect

upon

passage.
*

*

At the request

of Mrs.

Rollinsford explained the

*

Schwaner of Plaistow, Mr. Green

of

bill.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading,

HB

596, adopting the

Green of Rollinsford
amendment.

Uniform Narcotic Drug Act, Mr.
Ought to pass with

for Public Health,

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

596

paragraph I of section 318-A:21 as inserted by secby striking out in the third and eleventh lines
the word "or" and inserting in place thereof the word, and;
further amend by striking out in the fourth and twelfth lines
tion

1

of the bill
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the words "or both," so that said paragraph as

amended

shall

read as follows:
I.
Whoever violates any provision of this chapter shall
upon conviction be fined not more than $2,000 and be imprisoned not less than t^vo or more than five years. For a second

offense, or

if,

in case of a

first

conviction of violation of any pro-

vision of this chapter, the offender shall previously have been

convicted of any violation of the laws of the United States or
of any state, territory or district relating to narcotic drugs or
marijuana the offender shall be fined not more than $2,000 and

be imprisoned not less than five or more than ten years. For a
third or subsequent offense, or if the offender shall previously
have been convicted two or more times in the aggregate of any
violation of the law of the United States or of any state, territory
or district relating to narcotic drugs or marijuana, the offender
shall be fined $2,000 or be imprisoned not less than ten or more
than t^v enty years, or both. Except in the case of conviction for
a first offense, the imposition or execution of sentence shall not
be suspended and probation or parole shall not be granted until
the minimum imprisonment herein provided for the offense
shall have been served.

Amend

paragraph II of section 318-A:21 as inserted by
by striking out in the fourth line the word
"or" and inserting in place thereof the word, and; further amend
by striking out in the fifth line the words "or both", so that said
paragraph as amended shall read as follows:
section

1

of the bill

II.
Any person who is convicted of the illegal sale, exchange, barter, supplying or giving away of narcotic drugs or
marijuana shall be fined not more than $2,000 and be imprisoned not less than five or more than ten years. For a second or
subsequent offense the penalty shall be the same as that provided for a third offender in paragraph I. For any offense the
penalty for which is provided in this paragraph, the imposition
or execution of sentence shall not be suspended and probation
or parole shall not be granted until the minimum sentence shall

have been served.

The amendment was adopted and
the committee on Appropriations

the bill was referred
under the Rules.

to
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By unanimous consent for a suspension of the Rules the
bills were placed on the Calendar for Public Hearing
on Wednesday next:
following

SB

100, relating to the practice of accountancy.

HB 638, relative to relocation of road in
By unanimous consent
following

bills

Rye.

for a suspension of the

were placed on the Calendar

for

Rules the
Report on

Tuesday next:

HB

554, to provide additional funds for public education.

HB

540, providing for a board of regents for the state edu-

cational system.

Report

SB

(cont.)

authorizing indemnification agreements with the
United States, Mr. Taft of Greenville for Public Works. Ought
84,

to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Engrossed Bills Report

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills:

HB
gation of

HB
game

258,
fish

An

act to increase the fees for licensing for propa-

and game by private persons.

An

259,

act to increase the fees for special fish

and

licenses.

HB

343, An act providing for the adoption of minimum
standards for mobile homes under city or town building codes.

HB

414,

An

act relative to the operation of

motor boats by

certain minors.

HB

651,

An

act

providing for an additional appropriation

for the expenses of the legislature.

HB

351, An act relative to vehicles of non-residents not
regularly used on highways.
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SB
opment

30,

An

act providing for the

development and redevelwhich

of areas of vacant or predominantly vacant land

are substandard or blighted.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mr. York of Concord

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bills sent up from the House of Repreto

sentatives.

HB

281, relative to the remodeling of certain buildings

and the construction
New Hampshire.

of a

new greenhouse

at the University of

HB 382, requiring registration for physical therapists.
HB 551, relative to tree wardens.
HB 419, relating to the school tax in unincorporated
places,

unorganized

to^vns,

and towns whereby

act of the Legis-

lature the school districts have been abolished

and the

aboli-

tion of certain school district.

HB 508, relative to house trailers.
HB 515, relative to distribution of normal yield taxes.
HB 258, to increase the fees for licensing for propagation
of fish

and game.

HB

259, to increase the fees for special fish

and game

li-

censes.

HB

473, reducing the time for the presentation of claims

in the administration of insolvent estates.

HB 21, relative to the Concord city charter.
HB 364, relative to the city charter of Concord,
HB 71, relative to special meetings of the mayor and board
of

aldermen of Concord.

HB

422, relative to unlawful use of

ator's licenses.

motor vehicle oper-
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HB 651, providing for an additional appropriation for the
expenses of the legislature.
A

announced

further Senate message

curs with the

House

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bill,

of Representatives:

HB 448, relative to the conveyance of part of Rye Harbor
Reservation to the town of Rye.
Amendment

Amend

HB

to

448

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

Authority Granted. The
governor and council are hereby authorized to convey, or lease
upon terms mutually agreed upon, to the town of Rye some
fifty acres, more or less, in Rye, a part of the property known as
Rye Harbor Reservation which is now under the administration of the division of parks in the department of resources and
economic development, the exact number of said acres to be
determined by the governor and council. The condition for
the conveyance or letting hereby authorized shall be that said
town of Rye shall use the property for recreation and other
municipal purposes.
in

place thereof the following:

*

1

*

*

On motion of Mr. Casassa of
curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

Hampton

announced

the

House

con-

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled

bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

Amendment

HB

to

260, to establish a fee for

Amend
words "or

HB

260

importation of

fish

and game.

section

sell"

and

of the bill by striking out in line 6 the
1
inserting in place thereof the words, for sale,

amended shall read as follows: 1 Importation of Fish and Game. Amend RSA 270:14 by adding at
the end thereof the words, the fee for such permit shall be five
so that said section as

dollars, so that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:
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207:14 Importing and Releasing. No person shall bring or
have brought into this state, for sale or release therein, from
any other state or country, any living fish or the fry thereof,
any living wild bird or the eggs thereof, or any living wild animal, without first procuring a permit from the director so to do.
The fee for such permit shall be five dollars.

On motion of Mr. London of
concurred in the Senate amendment.

A

New London

the

House

further Senate message announced that the Senate re-

fuses to

concur with the House of Representatives in the pasup from the House of

sage of the following entitled bill sent

Representatives:

HB 104, relative to advisory commission and transfer of
powers under the department of health and welfare.
A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB
members

286, relative to the salary of the mayor,

aldermen and

of the school committee of the city of Manchester.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to refer to the Legislative Council or Services the following bill:

HB 250, relative to adoptions.
A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the

amendments

Bills to the

following entitled

HB

offered by the

Committee on Engrossed

bills:

414, relative to the operation of

motor boats by

cer-

tain minors.

for

HB 343, providing for the adoption of minimum standards
mobile homes under city or town building codes.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following concurrent resolution:
Concurrent Resolution, Ratifying a proposed amendment
United States of America, (relating

to the Constitution of the

to the qualification of electors.)

Thursday, June
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13,

On motion of Mr. Henry of Concord the reference whereby SB 121, relating to the Nashua Airport Authority, was referred to Claims and Aeronautics was vacated and the bill was
referred to the

Nashua Delegation.

Communication
Manchester, N. H.
June 6, 1963

Mr. Stewart Lamprey, Speaker

House

of Representatives

Concord, N. H.

Dear

Sir:

My

family and

I

wish to extend our sincere thanks to the

members of the House of Representatives and particularly to
you and to Mr. William A. Cote and Mr. Alphonse L. Bernier,
for the Resolutions
for the tribute paid

on the passing of William H. Craig, Sr.,
for the sympathy extended to us.

him and

We thank you also for the scroll listing his achievements,
which was mailed to us, and which we will treasure.
Sincerely yours,

s/Emma
Mrs. William H. Craig,
Manchester, N. H.

J.

Craig

Sr.

Report Received

The Report of Audits of State Departments, Institutions
and Agencies made by the Office of the Legislative Budget Assistant has been received and placed on file in the Clerk's office.
Afternoon Session

On

motion of Mr. Hill of Conway the Rules of the House
far suspended as to permit business in order at 3:00
this afternoon to be in order at the present time, that third
reading of bills be by title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday at 1 1 :00 A.M.
were so
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Third Readings

The

following

and sent

passed,

HJR 34,

HB

and resolution were read a third time,

bills

to the

Senate for concurrence:

in favor of

Marcus

539, relative to

E. Diffenderfer.

hunting and fishing licenses for per-

sonnel stationed or attached to the naval shipyard.

HB

597, adopting a state radiation control program.

HB 581, relating to workmen's compensation.
Reconsideration

Mr. Angus of Claremont, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed HB
and
spoke against the motion.
581,

moved

The motion

did not prevail.

Third Readings

SB

(cent.)

agreements with the
read a third time, passed, and sent to the
Secretary of State to be engrossed.
84, authorizing indemnification

United

States, Avas

On

motion of Mrs. Shea of Keene the House adjourned

at

1:52 P.M.

TUESDAY, June
The House met at

1 1

:00

18,

1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered as follows by the Chaplain:

O
about

we

Heavenly Father, whose
us,

enter

life is

within and whose love

is

make us glad of heart as without haste or confusion
upon our appointed tasks, conscious of our ability to
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meet every rightful demand because of Thine indwelling. Give
us a robust spirit that shall choose its way with self-possession,
with the discerning eye of interest and the quick pulse of power
a spirit that shall enable us to know our fellow men and
plead their righteous cause. May ours be the helping hand to
the weak, may we be a comfort to those in sorrow and affliction,
even as we have been comforted of Thee, that with heart and
hand we may give ourselves to the work of Him who hath called
us to follow His most holy life, Jesus Christ, Thy Son, our Lord.

—

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Moulton of New Durham led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
House

the

A

introduced the following groups

as guests of

today:

4H Club members from New Durham,
Moulton of New Durham.

group of

tesy of Mrs.

The

cour-

Safety Patrol from Brookline, courtesy of Mr. Farwell

of Brookline.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Mahoney of Manchester Ward 2 was granted leave of
absence for the week on account of important business.
Mr. Bouvier of Swanzey was granted leave of absence for
of a death in the family.

week on account

the

Introduction of a Resolution

The
first

HJR

tee

following Joint Resolution was introduced, read a

and second time, and referred

as follows:

40, in favor of Earl Hill of Pittsfield (Rules

— Mrs. Tarrant

of Pittsfield) to Appropriations.

Commit-
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Committee Reports

HB

449, relative to on-sale permits for alcoholic beverages,

Northumberland for Engrossed
Ought to pass with amendment.

Mrs. Potter of

Rule No.

6.

Amend

section 3 by striking out the

first

under Joint

Bills

two

lines

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
3

Off-Sale Permits.

Amend RSA

by 1963, 50:1 by inserting

after the

176:11 (supp) as

word

amended

"licenses" in the sixth

line the
*

*

*

The

Clerk read the

On

motion of Mr. CoUishaw of Exeter the House con-

amendment

in full.

curred in the amendment.

HB 260, to establish a fee for importation of fish and game,
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills under Joint
Rule No. 6. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amend

section

and inserting

lines

1

of said bill bv striking^ out the

1

first five

in place thereof the following:

Game. Amend RSA 207:14 by striking out
and inserting in place
^vords, for sale, and by inserting at the end of said

Fish and

the words "or sell" in the second line

thereof the

section the -w'ords, the fee for such permit shall be five dollars,
so that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:

207:14 Importing and Releasing. No person shall bring
or have brous^ht into this state, for sale or release therein, from
any other state or country, any living fish
*

The

On

Clerk read the

*

*

amendment

motion of Mr. London of

in full.

New London

the

House con-

curred in the amendment.

SB 84, authorizing indemnification agreements with the
United States, Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed
Bills under Joint Rule No. 6. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amend

section

and inserting

name

I

of said bill by striking out the ninth line

in place thereof the following: agreements in the

of the state with

and

for the benefit of the

United
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in full.

On

motion of Mr. Taft of Greenville the House concurred
amendment.

in the

amend

certain probate laws, Mrs. Potter of NorBills under Joint Rule No. 6.
Engrossed
thumberland for
amendment.
Ought to pass with

SB

49, to

Amendment

Amend

section

1

of said bill

to

SB 49

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1
Enlarge Matter Not Requiring Notice. Amend paragraph V of RSA 550:4 by striking out in line two the word
"two" and inserting in place thereof the word, five, so that said
paragraph as amended shall read as follows: V. In licensing
the sale of real estate whenever the heirs at law or devisees consent thereto in writing, or it is of less than five hundred dollars

in value.

New

2

Amend RSA

Paragraphs.

paragraph XIII (supp)

as inserted

by

550:4 by inserting after

il957, 167:2 the following

XIV. In allowing the payment of a sum not
hundred dollars for the perpetual care of a cemetery lot and the monuments thereon where the decedent is
buried. XV. When an accounting is filed by a guardian who is
a parent of or a person standing in loco parentis to a minor

new

paragraphs:

exceeding

five

having

home with such

his

guardian.

*

Further

amend

said bill by

inclusive, to read sections 3 to

The

Clerk read the

1

1,

renumbering

motion of Mr. Totman
amendment.

sections 2 to 10,

inclusive.

amendment

On
in the

*

*

in full.

of Alstead the

House concurred

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
to

House

of Representatives:
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HB

332, relative to the practice of dentistry

and

registra-

tion provisions.

Amendment

Amend
sixth lines

to

HB

332

section 3 of said bill by striking out in the fifth

and inserting

and

in place thereof the following:

person licensed by the board to register as provided in section
12, shall automatically suspend such license.

On

motion of Mr. Green of Rollinsford the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

The

Senate message further announced that the Senate
has voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee
on Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption
of which amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House of Representatives:

HB 538, relating: to the sub-division of land.
Amendment

Amend
3

538
first

four

in place thereof the following:

Land.
and inserting

Sales of

section

HB

section 3 of said bill by striking out the

and inserting

lines

to

Amend RSA
in

36:27 by striking out said

place thereof the following:

36:27

Penalties.

Further amend said section by striking out the words "or
agreed or negotiated to be sold" in the fourteenth and fifteenth
lines.

On

motion

the Senate

of Mr. Hill
amendment.

of

Conway

Committee Reports

the

House concurred

in

(cent.)

HB 554, to provide additional funds for public education,
Mrs. Demers of Lebanon as Clerk for the committee on Education. Majority, Inexpedient to legislate.

HB

554, to provide additional funds for public education,
Mrs. Demers of Lebanon, Mrs. Russell of Keene and Mr. McEachern of Portsmouth for the Minority of the committee on
Education. Ought to pass.
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Mrs. Demers of Lebanon moved that the words, Ought to
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to legislate, and
spoke in favor of the motion.
pass,

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that HB 554 be
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

in-

definitely

(discussion ensued)

Messrs. McEachern of Portsmouth, Kimball of Manchester,
Coutermarsh of Lebanon, Cavalieri of Portsmouth, Pappagianis
of Nashua and Pickett of Keene spoke against the motion.

Mrs. Hartigan of Rochester and Mrs. Russell of Keene
spoke against the motion.
(Mr. Angus of Claremont in the Chair)
Mrs.

Weeks

of

Greenland and Mrs. Greene of Rye spoke in

favor of the motion.
Messrs. O'Neil of Chesterfield, Taft of Greenville, Eaton
of Hillsborough

and Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough spoke

in favor of the motion.

tion

Mr. Maloomian of Somersworth moved the Previous Quesand it was sufficiently seconded.

The motion was
The
Postpone

question

HB

adopted.

now being on

the motion to Indefinitely

554.

Mrs. Griffin of

Auburn demanded

the Yeas

and Nays and

the roll was called as follows:

Yeas

— 234

Rockingham County: White of Atkinson, Griffin, Vey,
Underwood, Cummings, Watts, Gay, Kimball of Derry,

Persson,
Scott,

White

of Derry, Hackett, Collishaw,

Eastman of Exeter,

Wheeler, Wylie, Weeks, Spollett, Casassa, Ring, Shindledecker,
Merrill, Clark of Kingston, McDonough, Cheney, Carter, Pinkham, Palmer of Plaistow, Schwaner, Murch, Stafford of Portsmouth, Dame, Osborn, Chandler, White of Portsmouth, Frink,
Legasse, Langford, Greene of Rye, Young, Canty, Grant, Morrill, Morrison, Peever, Stickney, Felch, Barker, Herbert.
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Strafford County: Berry, Leighton, Grimes, Fellows,
Smith of Dover, Colbath, Richardson, Bevan, Crouch, Littlehale, Drew, Canney, Clark of Lee, x\dams of Madbury, Dawson,
Moulton, Rolfe, Chase, Johnson of Rochester, Clement, Varney,
Green of Rollinsford, Bennett of Strafford.

Belknap Counts': Perkins, McAllister, Matheson, Goodhue, Uhlenberg, Lacaillade, McCarthy, Head, Prescott, Hayner,
Stafford of Laconia, Varrell, Allan of Meredith, Urie, Joslyn,
Howe.
Carroll County: Howard, Hughes, Davis of Conway,
Taylor of Effingham, Blake, Lamprey of Moultonborough, Diffenderfer, Brown of Sandwich, Remick, Lamprey of Tuftonboro, Fox, Chamberlain of Wolfeboro, Claflin.
Hill, Roberts,

Merrimack County: Fairbanks, Hanson, Moore, Asby,
Hutchinson, Upton, Henry, Dame of Concord, Hancock, Bingham, Smith of Concord, Andersen of Concord, MacDonald,
Peaslee, Sanders, Ferguson of Concord, Gove, Newell of Concord, Rufo, McKay, Stevens, Kelley of Franklin, Reddy, Brown
of

Loudon, London, Thompson
Thompson of Wilmot.

of Northfield, Tarrant, Bige-

low,

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, VanLoan,
Wiggin, Whitney, Hambleton, Martin of Goffstown, Davis of
Greenfield, Taft, Pickering, Eaton, Brocklebank, Legallee, Warren, Ainley, Feldman, Lang, Pettigrew, Goode, Boettcher,
Buker, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward of
Milford, Cobleigh, Cole, Cooper, Underbill, Todd, Karnis,
Garland, Peterson, Rice, Heald of Wilton.
Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Gowing, Watkinson,
Turner, Stearns, Pollock, Shea of Keene, ^vard 2, Heald of
Keene, Bennett of Keene, Faulkner, Oliver, Bennett of Richmond, Allen of Rindge, Hackler, Ballam, Smith of Walpole,
Wildey, Sawyer.

bell,

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown, Frizzell, CampNahil, Guest, Weber, Marx, Hood, Merrifield.

Grafton County:

Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Stevenson,

Plumer, Willey, Grey, Goodfellow, Nettleton, Hayward of
Hanover, Johnson of Hanover, Low, McMeekin, Hampson,
Adams, Beard, Lewis, Whipple, Allard of Littleton, Kelley of
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Martin of Littleton, Park, Cushman, Bell, Smith of
Plymouth, Barney, Anderson of Warren, Bean, Berringer.
Littleton,

Coos County: Connolly, Marsh, Nash, Graham, Keough,
Sherman, Shute, Fogg, Potter, Arsenault, Brooks, Taylor of
Whitefield.

Nays

— 143

Rockingham County: Palmer
Sewall,

of

Kensington, Shepard,

Twardus, Keefe, McEachern, Sadler, Cavalieri, Cous-

soule.

Strafford County: Blanchette, Nelson, Heman, Maglaras,
Hartigan, Marsan,
St.

Pierre,

Dumont

of Rochester, Rubins, Beaudoin,

Maloomian, Cormier, Hebert, Vincent.

Belknap County: Bolduc, Harkins, Normandin.
Carroll County: Blanchard.

Merrimack County:

Guilbeault, Phelps,

LaFamme, York,

Oilman, Charland, Dempsey, Doon Lafond, Plourde, Robinson.

Hillsborough Counts': Farwell, Barnard,

Bartlett,

Bed-

Claveau, Gallagher, Provencal, Soucy, Conover,
Kimball of Manchester, Bruton, Dion of Manchester, Hayes,
Cullity, Mahoney of Manchester, ward 4, McDermott, Clancy
of Manchester, ward 5, Manning, Walsh, Casey, Clancy of Manchester, ward 6, Doherty, Dupont, Healy, O'Conner, Lafrance,
Leclerc, Martel, Tessier, Bernier, Champagne, Delisle, Moran,
Wade, O'Gara, Bergeron, Kearns, Hurley, Kendrigan, Noel,
Geisel,

nar,

Capistran, Levasseur, Nalette, Allard of Manchester, Lesmerises,
Gauthier, Rousseau, Gamache, Grady, Vachon, Dionne of

Nashua, ward 2, Belcourt, Sullivan, Maynard, Pappagianis,
Dionne of Nashua, ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain,
Mason, Bissonnette, Bouley, Dubois, Lavallee, Sabluski, Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais, Peabody, Eastman of Weare.

Cheshire County: Cournoyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, KeatShea of Keene, ward 1, Belletete, Pickett, Russell,

ing, Pratt,

Forbes, Abare.

Sullivan County: Cann, Gaffney, Barrows, D'Amante,
Bailey,

Downing, Spanos.

Grafton County: Bowles, Morse, Coutermarsh, Demers,
McGee, Brummer.
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Coos County: Dubey,

Dumont

of

Berlin,

Roy, Desilets, Sheridan,
Bouchard, Fantaine, Gagnon,

Fortier,

Vashaw,

Bushey, Stinson.

and

the bill was indefinitely postponed.

(Speaker in the Chair)

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate has passed a
with the following title, in the passage of which it asks the
concurrence of the House of Representatives:
bill

SB

68, relative to the reorganization of public higher edu-

cation in

New

Hampshire.
Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB

68, relative to the reorganization of public

cation in

New

Hampshire, was read a

first

higher edu-

and second time and

referred to Education.

Recess
After Recess

HB

540, providing for a board of regents for the state edu-

Demers of Lebanon as Clerk of the committee on Education. Majority, Inexpedient to legislate.
cational system, Mrs.

HB

540, providing for a board of regents for the state edu-

system, Mrs. Demers of Lebanon, Mrs. Russell of
Keene and Mr. McEachern of Portsmouth for the Minority
on Education. Ought to pass with amendment.

cational

Amendment

to

HB

540

Amend 188-B:1 as inserted by section I of the bill by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
188-B:1 Board of Regents; Established. There is hereby
created a board of regents of seven members. The commissioner
of education and the president of the University of New Hamp-

members ex officio without the right to vote. There
public members appointed by the governor with the
advice and consent of the council for a term of six years each.
shire shall be
shall

be

five
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is appointed and
appointments hereunder however shall be
as follows: Two members for a term of three years and three
members for a term of six years. All succeeding appointments
shall be for terms of six years. In the event of a vacancy an appointment shall be made for the unexpired term only. The
board shall be composed of residents of the state of New Hampshire and shall select their own chairman annually. No public
member of the board of regents shall hold any other public

qualified.

office,

The

shall serve until his successor

initial

appointive or elective, while serving on the board.

Mem-

bers of the board shall serve without compensation but shall be
entitled to receive mileage and actual expenses incurred in the
performance of their public duties.

Amend

paragraph

I

of 188-B:2 as inserted

the bill by striking out said section

and inserting

by section

1

of

in place there-

of the foUo^vdno-;
I.

The board

of regents shall have the following advisory

and planning functions: (1) To coordinate the fiscal requirements of all public educational institutions and programs by
furnishing to the governor and legislature prior to the convening
of each session of the legislature an analysis of all budgetary requests concerned with education, together with the board's recas to the proper disposition of such requests; (2)

ommendations

To conduct a continuing planning survey of all educational programs, including community colleges, within the state and to
make recommendations to the governor and legislature for legislative or administrative action designed to improve the educaTo establish a plan for long range capital
of the state's educational institutions and
prepare a long range capital budget to implement said program;
tional structure;

(3)

improvements in

all

(4)

To cooperate and work with the New Hampshire members
New England Board of Higher Education, insofar as pos-

of the
sible.

Amend
serted

subparagraph 2 of paragraph II of I88-B:2 as inby section 1 of the bill by striking out said subparagraph

and inserting

in place thereof the following: (2) Subject to approval of governor and council, to allocate among the public
educational institutions of the state all federal and state funds
appropriated for educational capital improvements and expansion and not otherwise specifically allocated by the legislature
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or by the federal grant. The board of regents is hereby empowered to accept all grants of federal funds not specifically
allocated by the terms of the grant. The allocation of these federal and state funds shall be made solely upon the recommendation of the board of regents but shall not become effective un-

and until approved by the governor and council. The governor and council upon approval of the recommendations of
such allocations shall issue their ^varrant for the same.

less

Further

amend

serted by section

1

the bill by inserting after 188-B:6 as in-

of the bill a

new section

188-B:7 Executive Director.

powered

to

employ a

as follows:

The board

of regents

full-time executive director

and

is

em-

fix his

compensation. The director Avith the approval of the board
shall employ such research and clerical staff as may be necessary
to perform the duties assigned to him by said board.

Amend section 2 of the bill by striking out in the first and
second lines the words "seven thousand five hundred" and inserting in place thereof the words, eighteen thousand, so that
said section as amended shall read as follows:
The sum

of eighteen thousand dollars for the fiscal year

1964 and a like sum for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1965 are hereby appropriated to be expended by the
board of regents for the purposes of RSA 188-B as hereinabove
inserted. The sum appropriated for the first year shall not lapse
but any balance may be expended in the second year of the
biennium. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for
the sums herein appropriated out of any money in the treasury
not otherwise appropriated.

ending June

30,

Mr. McEachern of Portsmouth moved that the words.
to pass with amendment, be substituted for the words,
Inexpedient to Legislate, and spoke in favor of the motion.

Ought

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield moved that HB 540 be
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

in-

definitely

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke

in favor of the motion.
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question being on the motion to indefinitely post-

HB 540.

Mrs. Griffin of Auburn demanded the Yeas and Nays and
subsequently withdrew her request and requested a division
vote.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua demanded the Yeas and Nays
and the roll was called as follows:
Yeas

— 222

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, VanLoan,
Wiggin, Whitney, Hambleton, Martin of Goffstown, Davis of
Greenfield, Taft, Pickering, Eaton, Brocklebank, Legallee, Warren, Ainley, Feldman, Lang, Goode, Kimball of Manchester,
Boettcher, Buker, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward of Milford, Cobleigh, Cole, Cooper, Underbill, Todd,
Karnis, Garland, Peterson, Rice,

Heald of Wilton.

Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Gowing, Watkinson,
Turner, Stearns, Pollock, Shea of Keene, ward 2, Heald of
Keene, Bennett of Keene, Faulkner, Oliver, Bennett of Richmond, Allen of Rindge, Hackler, Ballam, Smith of Walpole,
Wildey, Sawyer.
Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown,
Campbell, Guest, Weber, Marx, Hood.

Grafton County:

Frizzell,

Angus,

Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Stevenson,

Plumer, Goodfellow, Nettleton, Hayward of Hanover, Johnson
of Hanover, Low, Larty, McMeekin, Hampson, Adams, Beard,
Lewis, Whipple, Allard of Littleton, Kelley of Littleton, Martin of Littleton, Park, Cushman, Bell, Smith of Plymouth, Barney, Anderson of Warren, Bean, Berringer.

Coos County: Connolly, Marsh, Nash, Graham, Keough,
Sherman, Shute, Fogg, Potter, Arsenault, Brooks, Taylor of
Whitefield.

Rockingham County: White of Atkinson, Griffin, Vey,
Underwood, Cummings, Watts, Gay, Kimball of Derry,

Persson,

Eastman of Exeter, Wheeler, Wylie,
Ring, Shindledecker, Merrill, Clark of Kingston, McDonough, Cheney, Carter, Pinkham, Palmer of Plaistow, Schwaner, Murch, Stafford of Portsmouth, Osborn, Chandler, White of Portsmouth, Frink, Legasse, Langford, Greene
Scott, Hackett, Collishaw,

Weeks,

Spollett,
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Grant,

Rye,

of

Morrill,

Morrison, Stickney, Felch, Barker,

Herbert.

Strafford County: Berry, Leighton, Grimes, Fellows,
Smith of Dover, Colbath, Richardson, Bevan, Crouch, Littlehale, Drew, Canney, Clark of Lee, Adams of Madbury, Dawson,
Moulton, Rolfe, Marsan, Chase, Johnson of Rochester, Varney,
Bennett of Strafford.
McAllister, Matheson, Goodhue, UhlenMcCarthy, Head, Prescott, Hayner, Stafford

Belknap County:
berg, Lacaillade,

of Laconia, Varrell, Allan of Meredith, Urie, Joslyn,

Howe.

of Conway,
Taylor of Effingham, Blake, Diffenderfer, Brown
of Sandwich, Remick, Lamprey of Tuftonboro, Fox, Chamberlain of Wolfeboro, Claflin.

Carroll County: Howard, Hughes, Davis

Hill, Roberts,

Merrimack County: Fairbanks, Hanson, Moore, Asby,
Hutchinson, Upton, Henry, Dame of Concord, Hancock, Bingham, Smith of Concord, MacDonald, Peaslee, Sanders, Ferguson
of Concord, Maxham, Newell of Concord, Rufo, McKay,
Stevens, Kelley of Franklin, Reddy, Brown of Loudon, London,
Thompson of Northfield, Tarrant, Bigelow, Thompson of
Wilmot.

Nays

— 124

Hillsborough County: Farwell, Barnard,

Bartlett, BedClaveau, Gallagher, Provencal, Conover, Geisel, Hayes,
Cullity, Mahoney of Manchester, ward 4, McDermott, Clancy of
Manchester, ward 5, Manning, Walsh, Casey, Dupont, Healy,
LaFrance, LeClerc, Tessier, Bernier, Champagne, Moran,
Wade, O'Gara, Bergeron, Kearns, Hurley, Kendrigan, Noel,
Capistran, Levasseur, Nalette, Allard of Manchester, Lesmerises,
Gauthier, Rousseau, Gamache, Grady, Tremblay of Manchester,

nar,

Dionne
Dionne

of Nashua,

of Nashua,

ward 2, Sullivan, Maynard, Pappagianis,
ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain, Ma-

son, Bissonnette, Bouley, Dubois, Lavallee, Sabluski,

of

Desmarais

Nashua, Dumais, Peabody, Eastman of Weare.

Cheshire County: Cournoyer, Desmarais of Jaffrey, KeatShea of Keene, ward 1, Belletete, Russell, Forbes,

ing, Pratt,

Abare.
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Sullivan County: Cann, Gaffney, Barrows, Bailey, Downing, Spanos.

Grafton County:

Willey, Bowles, Morse, Coutermarsh,

Demers.

Coos County: Dubey,

Fortier, Desilets, Sheridan,

Vashaw,

Fontaine, Gagnon, Bushey, Stinson.

Rockingham County: Palmer of Kensington, Sewall,
Twardus, Keefe, McEachern, Sadler, Cavalieri, Coussoule.
Strafford County: Blanchette, Nelson, Hemon, Maglaras,
Hartisran,

Dumont

of Rochester, Rubins, Beaudoin, St. Pierre,

Maloomian, Cormier, Hebert, Vincent.

Belknap County: Bolduc, Harkins, Normandin.
Carroll County: Blanchard.

Merrimack County:

Guilbeault, Phelps,

LaFlamme, York,

Gilman, Charland, Dempsey, Doon, Lafond, Robinson.

and the motion

to indefinitely

postpone prevailed.

HB 563, for the establishment of authorized regional enrollment (AREA) schools and creating the New Hampshire
school building authority, Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Educaton.

Ought

The

to pass.

bill

was referred

to

Appropriations under the Rules.

HB 513, relating to grants to cooperative school districts,
Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education. Ought to pass.
The

HB

bill

was referred

to

Appropriations under the Rules.

547, creating a single

Colleges and Universities, Mrs.
tion.

Inexpedient

The

to legislate,

Board of Trustees

Demers

for the State

Lebanon

for Educacovered by pending legislation.

of

resolution Avas adopted.

HB

583, providing state aid for transportation of school
pupils in school districts having no schools. Inexpedient to
legislate.

Mr. Hughes of Brookfield moved that HB 583 be made a
Order for 11:01 tomorrow (Wednesday, June 19th)
and spoke in favor of the motion.
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The motion was
The

question

not adopted.

now being on

the resolution of the com-

mittee.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

571,

relative

to

education expenses for dependent

children, to be financed by an increase in the tobacco tax, Mr.

Kearns of Manchester for Joint Ways and Means and EducaInexpedient to legislate.

tion.

Mr. Urie of New Hampton moved that HB 571 be referred
committees on Executive Departments and Appropriation and spoke in favor of the motion.

to the Joint

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Stevens of Epsom spoke

Mr. Taft

in favor of the motion.

of Greenville spoke against the motion.

Mr. Kearns of Manchester spoke against the motion.
Kimball of Manchester and Smith of Plymouth

Messrs.

spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion
The

^vas

question

not adopted.

now being on

the resolution of the com-

mittee.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

565, to revise the law relating to cooperative school

districts,

pass with

Mrs. Demers
amendment.

of

Lebanon

Amendment

to

for Education.

HB

Ought

to

565

subparagraph (b) of paragraph HI, RSA 195:18
by section 1 of said bill by striking out said para-

Amend
as inserted

graph and inserting in place thereof the following:
(b)

The number,

composition,

method

of

selection,

which shall include use of the non-partisan ballot system under

RSA 59, and terms of office of the cooperative school board, except that the cooperative school board shall consist of an odd
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number of members, not less than five nor more than fifteen,
who shall be elected for terms not exceeding three years, each
pre-existing district voting separately at the cooperative school
district meeting to elect at least one member by use of a distinctive ballot for each such district.

Amend
1

paragraph

of said bill

V

of

RSA

by striking out

195:18 as inserted by section

said paragiaph

and inserting

in

place thereof the follo^ving:

approval of a proposed articles of agreeit shall hold at least one public
hearing thereon within the proposed cooperative school district
and shall give such notice thereof as it may determine to be
reasonable. An executed copy of the proposed articles of agreement shall be submitted by the planning board to the board,
and, when the board finds that the same are in accord with the
Before

V.

final

ment by the planning board,

standards set forth in section 2 of this chapter, it shall approve
the same and cause them to be submitted to the school boards of
the several pre-existing districts for acceptance by the districts

provided in the following paragraph. Upon such submission,
the board shall cause the approved articles of agreement to be
published once in some newspaper generally circulated Avithin

as

the proposed cooperative school district at the expense of the

The planning board may amend a proposed articles of
agreement to conform to recommendations of the board after
holding a further public hearing thereon with notice as above
state.

provided.

Amend
1

paragraph VII of RSA 195:18 as inserted by section
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in

of said bill

place thereof the following:

VII.
tive

after

If

any pre-existing

on the proposed
its

district fails to vote in the affirma-

articles of

agreement within ninety days

school board receives notice of approval thereof by the

board, such district shall be deemed to have rejected the same.
If the proposed articles of agreement fail of adoption as herein
required, they may be resubmitted to all or a different combination of the several pre-existing districts either in their original

form or

as

amended by

the cooperative school district planning

board, with the approval of the board, such articles if amended
to be published once by the board as provided in the case of
initial articles of

agreement in paragraph V, and

shall in

such
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upon by each

district, as

provided herein;

by the board of resubmission,
hold one further public hearing

but, prior to the approval thereof

the planning board shall

thereon as provided in paragraph
of agreement.

Amend
1

of said bill

V

in the case of initial articles

IX of RSA 195:18 as inserted by section
by striking out said paragraph and by inserting in

paragraph

place thereof the following:

The organization meeting of a cooperative school disbe called to order by the chairman of the cooperative
school district planning board, or by the clerk-treasurer thereof,
who shall serve as temporary chairman for the first order of
business which shall be the election of a moderator and of a
temporary clerk, by ballot, who shall be qualified voters of the
district. From and after the issuance of the certificate of formation by the board to the date of operating responsibility of the
cooperative school district, such district shall have all the authority and po^vers of a regular school district for the purposes
IX.

trict shall

of incurring indebtedness, for the construction of school facilities

and

proper

for such other functions as are necessary to obtain

facilities for a

complete program of education.

When

necessary in such interim, the school board of the cooperative
is authorized to prepare a budget and call a
meeting of the voters of the district, which meeting shall
have the same authority as an annual meeting, for the purpose
of adopting the budget, making necessary appropriations, and
borrowing money. Whenever the organization meeting is held
on or before April 20 in any calendar year, no annual meeting
need be held in such calendar year.

school district
special

Sums of money raised and appropriated at the organization
meeting or any interim meeting prior to the first annual meeting shall be forthwith certified to the state tax commission and
the state department of education upon blanks prescribed and
provided by the tax commission for the purpose, together Avith
a certificate of estimated revenues, so far as known, and such
other information as the tax commission may require. The tax
commission shall examine such certificates and delete any appropriations which appear not made in accordance with the la^\^
and adjust any sum which may be used as a set off against the
amount appropriated when it appears to the commission such
adjustment is in the best public interest. The tax commission
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department of education the

certify to the state

amount

18,

total

of taxes to be raised for said cooperative school district

department of education shall determine the proportional share of said taxes to be borne by each pre-existing
school district and notify the tax commission of its determination. Upon certification by the tax commission the selectmen of each town shall seasonably assess the taxes as provided by laAv. The selectmen shall pay over to the treasurer of
the cooperative district such portion of the sums so raised as may
reasonably be required according to a schedule of payments
needed for the year as prepared by the treasurer and approved
by the cooperative school board, but no such payment shall be
greater in percentage to the total sum to be raised by one local
district than that of any other local district comprising such co-

and the

state

operative school district.

Amend
1

paragraph

X

of

RSA

195:18 as inserted by section

of said bill by striking out said paragraph

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

X.

The

provisions of paragraphs

of sections 4-a, 7

and

I

and

II of section

4 and

8 of this chapter shall not apply to coopera-

tive school districts organized

under

this section,

but

all

other

sections of this chapter shall apply to such districts, except as

otherwise expressly provided in this section or in any articles of

agreement adopted pursuant hereto.

Amend

section 2 of the bill

by striking out said section and

inserting in place thereof the following:

2.

Functions

Amend

RSA

195:4 by striking out said section and inserting in place
thereof the following:
195:4 Powers.
I. During the period from the date of the
vote of the organization of any cooperative school district organized prior to July 1, 1963, to the date of operating responsibility
ity

and

such cooperative school district shall have
privileges of a regular school district for

all

the author-

bonding pur-

and for all other
necessary functions to obtain proper facilities for the provision
of a complete program of education. When necessary the school
poses, for the construction of school facilities

board of the cooperative school district is authorized to prepare
a budget and call a special meeting of the voters of the district
for the purpose of adopting the budget and to determine the financial appropriations. Such meeting shall have the same authority as an annual meeting for these purposes.
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Every cooperative school district
Election of Officers.
II.
organized prior to July 1, 1963, may continue to elect the members of its cooperative school board in the same manner and for
the same terms as were provided by law immediately prior to the
effective date of this act. Every such cooperative school district
at any annual or special meeting, pursuant to an article in the
warrant, may adopt a by-law to specify the number, composition,
method of selection, Avhich shall include the use of the non-partisan ballot system under RSA 59, and terms of office of its cooperative school board, except that its cooperative school board
shall consist of an odd number of members, not less than five
nor more than fifteen, who shall be elected for terms not exceeding three years, each pre-existing district voting separately at the
cooperative district meeting to elect at least one member by use
of a distinctive ballot for each such district. The question of
adopting a by-law specifying such details shall be considered at
such meeting by the voters of each pre-existing district voting
separately by distinctive ballot with the use of the checklist after
reasonable opportunity for debate in open meeting. If a majority of the voters of each pre-existing district present and voting
adopt such by-law, it shall take effect pursuant to its
terms. Thereafter such by-law vote may be amended only (a) at
an annual meeting of the district by a majority vote of the voters
of each pre-existing district voting separately by distinctive ballot with the use of the checklist after reasonable opportunity for
debate or (b) at an annual or special meeting of the district in
connection with the annexation of additional territory or an inshall vote to

crease in the
district

is

to

number

of grades for

which the cooperative school

be responsible.

At the meetings held in the pre-existing
purpose of accepting the articles of agreement,
or any agreement of annexation, and at the organization meeting
of the cooperative school district the checklists for each pre-existing district shall be used. The school board of any pre-existing
district which does not have a checklist shall make, post and correct a list of the legal voters in the district for use at such meetings as supervisors are required to do in regard to the list of
voters in their towns. Thereafter the cooperative school board
shall make, post and correct a list of the legal voters of the cooperative school district acting as supervisors are required to do,
except that such list shall indicate with respect to each voter the
pre-existing district in which he resides. Any tAvo members of
III.

Checklists.

districts for the
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the cooperative school board shall constitute a
sions for the correction of the checklist.

quorum

at ses-

Nothwithstanding the

foregoing provisions whenever each of the pre-existing school
districts is coextensive with the to^vn in which it is located the
cooperative school district may, at an annual cooperative school
district meeting, under an article in the warrant for such meeting, vote that the supervisors of each town, acting as the supervisors of the cooperative school district, shall make, post and correct in each pre-existing district a checklist of the voters in each
pre-existing district and shall certify to the same acting as supervisors of the cooperative school district. At each annual meeting
for the election of officers of the cooperative district the checklists prepared by the supervisors in each pre-existing district in
accordance with the provisions of this paragraph shall be used
and the town supervisors from each pre-existing district shall
attend said annual meeting. The voters of the cooperative district shall be those whose names appear on the checklists as
provided by this paragraph. The supervisors shall be paid such
compensation as the district may provide.
IV.

For purposes of state-wide supervision a cooperative

school district shall be a school district.

V.

The members

of the cooperative school board shall

serve with or without remuneration as the district shall deter-

mine, but they

shall

be paid their necessary expenses while upon

official business.

Amend

by inserting after section 10 the following
Copies of budget. Amend RSA 195:12-a
(supp) as inserted by 1961, 206:6, by adding at the end thereof
the following ne^v paragraph: III. Copies. Such committee shall
seasonably provide the cooperative school board with a sufficient number of copies the budget prepared by it, and the same
shall be posted with each copy of the warrant in the manner
provided by section 13 of this chapter.

new

said bill

section:

Amend
said section
11.

10-a

section

1 1

of said bill

and inserting

Taxation.

by striking out the whole of

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

135:14 (supp) as

amended

by 1955, 334:3 by striking out said section and inserting

in place

thereof the following:
195:14.
Certification of District Taxes.
The cooperative
school board shall annually on or before July twenty-fifth cer-
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the tax commission and the state department of education
prescribed and provided by the tax commission for
blanks
upon
the purpose, a certificate of the several appropriations voted by
the district and estimated revenues, so far as known, and such
other information as the tax commission may require. The tax
commission shall examine such certificates and delete any appropriations which appear not made in accordance with the
law, and adjust any sum which may be used as a set off against
the amount appropriated when it appears to the commission
such adjustment is in the best public interest. The tax commission shall certify to the state department of education the total
amount of taxes to be raised for the support of said cooperative
school district and the state department of education shall determine the proportional share of said taxes to be borne by each
tify to

pre-existing school district

and notify the tax commission of its
by the tax commission, the

determination. Upon
selectmen of each toAvn shall seasonably assess the taxes as provided by law. The selectmen shall pay over to the treasurer of
the cooperative district such portions of the sums so raised as
may reasonably be required according to a schedule of payments
needed for the year as prepared by the treasurer and approved
by the cooperative school board, but no such payment shall be
greater in percentage to the total sum to be raised by one local
district than that of any other local district comprising such cooperative school district.
certification

Whenever

a cooperative school district assumes any obliga-

board shall
commission and the state department of
education the amount to be raised by taxation to pay such obligations as they become due and the state department of education shall determine the proportional part thereof to be borne
by each pre-existing district and notify the tax commission thereof. The tax commission shall thereupon add the amount thereof
to the other sums to be raised by said pre-existing districts and
include the same in computing the rate per cent of taxation for
each pre-existing district, unless the articles of agreement or
agreement of annexation provide otherwise.
tions of a pre-existing district the cooperative school

also certify to the tax

Whenever a cooperative school district has assumed the
obligations of a pre-existing district the amount of each payment of principal and interest on all obligations which have
been thus assumed shall be annually assessed and collected
without any vote or other act of approval whatsoever.

Tuesday, June
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Amend RSA 195:16-b as inserted by Section 13 of said bill
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 195:16-b Power of Eminent Domain. Whenever a cooperative school district cannot acquire by purchase a good title
to any real estate or interest therein needed by it for its purposes either because of the unwillingness of the owner to sell at
a reasonable price or his inability to convey a good title or for
other reason, the cooperative school district may apply by petition to the superior court for the county in which such real estate or interest therein

is

located to acquire such real estate or

name

of such district and to have assessed
the damages occasioned by the taking. Thereafter the procedure
interest therein in the

RSA

shall follow that prescribed in

III

481:10, paragraphs

I,

II,

and V.
Further

amend

said bill

by inserting

after section 13 a

new

section as follows:

Repeal and Effect Thereof. RSA 195:3 is hereby reNothing herein contained shall be construed to invalidate the organization of or any action taken by any cooperative
14.

pealed.

school district heretofore organized.

The

organization of

all co-

operative school districts completed prior to the effective date
of this act and the proceedings taken with respect to the organization of any cooperative school district, the organization of

which has not been completed prior to the effective date of
act, are hereby expressly validated and confirmed.
Further

amend

the bill by

renumbering

this

section 14 to read

section 15.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

624, rendering incompatible the offices of full-time

and deputy sheriff, Mrs. Marx of LangDepartments and Administration. Inexpedi-

salaried police officer

don

for Executive

ent to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

566, relative to beagle field

low for Fish and Game. Ought

Mrs. Forbes of Marwith amendment.

trials,

to pass
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Amendment

Amend
and

said bill

to

by striking out

HB

566

all after

the enacting clause

inserting in place thereof the following:

Permits. Amend RSA 207:12 by inserting after the word
1
"animals" in the seventh line the words, Permits shall be issued
to any beagle club recognized by the American Kennel Club, or
to a member of such beagle club, for the training, at any time
except during the open season for deer, of beagles to be run at
beagle club trials to be conducted under American Kennel Club
rules and regulations, so that said section as amended shall read
as follows: 207:12 Training of Dogs. Permits will be issued in

the discretion of the director to anyone showing just cause, to
allow the training of dogs, when accompanied by and under the
control of their owner or handler, upon any game or fur-bearing
animals except deer, during the closed season on such game or
fur-bearing animals; provided that, during such period no firearms other than a pistol or revolver are carried, and no injury is
inflicted upon such game or fur-bearing animals. Permits shall
be issued to any beagle club recognized by the American Kennel
Club, or to a member of such beagle club, for the training, at any
time except during the open season for deer, of beagles to be run
at beagle club trials to be conducted under American Kennel

Club

rules

and regulations.

Under control is hereby defined to mean within
when actually on a trail or track of game.
2

Beagle Trials.

Amend RSA

call,

except

207:13 (supp) as amended

by 1955, 78:1, by inserting at the end of said section the following Avords: Provided that the director shall issue permits for
beagle trials to any beagle club recognized by the American Kennel Club for trials to be run under the rules and regulations of
the American Kennel Club. The director or his authorized agent
terms of such permits, so that said section as
read as follows: 207:13 Field Trials. Field trials
for dogs may be held at such times, in such manner, and under
such restrictions, as may be prescribed by the director. Any person wishing to hold a field trial shall first obtain a Avritten permit
from the person on -whose land it is proposed to hold the trial,
present the same to the director, and pay a fee of ten dollars, exshall enforce the

amended

shall

cept that the fee shall be two dollars for field trials for coon dogs.
The director may thereupon issue a permit for such field trial.

The

director, or his duly authorized agent, shall supervise the

Tuesday, June
holding of such

The

and enforce the terms of the permits
and resrulations for the conduct thereof.
adopt such rules and regulations for the

field trial

and the

therefor,

rules

director shall

conduct of

969

1963

18,

field trials as in his

the interests of the

-^vild life

opinion are necessary to safeguard

of the state. Provided that the direc-

any beagle club recognized by the American Kennel Club for trials to be run under
the rules and regulations of the American Kennel Club. The director or his authorized agent shall enforce the terms of such
tor shall issue permits for beagle trials to

permits.
3
its

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill ^vas ordered to

a third reading.

(Mr. Taft of Greenville in the Chair)

HB

498, relative to small loans, Mrs. Ainley of Manchester

for Judiciary, refer to the

Mr. Hancock

of

Bank Advisory Board

for study.

Concord offered the following substitute

for the resolution of the committee:

Substitute Resolution

Resolved,

HB

whereby

that

the

report

498

the Judiciary

of

Committee

498, relative to small loans, ^vas referred to the

Bank Advisory Board, be amended
That

HB

to read:

Bank Advisory Board

the bill be referred to the

the purpose of

making an

investigation

and study

for

relative to

the consumer finance companies in the state. In the course of

and study, the board shall consider the effecenforcement and the administration of the present
laws relating to consumer finance companies. The board shall
hold public hearings and shall report to the general court the
results of its investigation and study and its recommendations
by filing the same with the secretary of state on or before the
last Wednesday of December, 1964.
its

investigation

tiveness, the

*

The

clerk read the

*

amendment

*

in full.

Mr. Hancock spoke in favor of the resolution.
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On

a viva voce vote the

Nays appeared

to

have

it.

Mr. Hancock of Concord requested a division.
Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown rose on a point of inquiry.

Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem rose on

A

division vote being

in the affirmative

and 134

a point of inquiry.

had and 152 members having voted
in the negative the substitute resolu-

tion was adopted.

HB

609, relative to usurious interest rates, Mrs. Ainley of

Manchester

for Judiciary, refer to the

Bank Advisory Board

for

study.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

610, relative to progressive time contracts, Mr. Spanos

Newport for Judiciary. Refer
study and report.

to the Judicial

Council for

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

608, providing compensation for persons

damaged by
Ought

of

limitation, Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown for Judiciary.
to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

608

Amend section 1 of said bill by striking out the words
"seven thousand two hundred seventy-two dollars and six cents"
in the second and third lines and inserting in place thereof the
Avords, six

thousand one hundred eighty-six dollars and

sixty-

eight cents; and further amend said section by striking out the
figure "$4,585.38" in the tenth line and inserting in place

thereof the figure, $3,500.00, so that said section as
shall

amended

read as follows:

is hereby appropriated the sum
one hundred eighty-six dollars and sixty-eight
cents to compensate the persons listed below, each in the amount
set beside his name, for damages sustained by them on account
of signs legally erected under the provisions of RSA 249-A
(supp) as inserted by 1961, 269:1, but now rendered unlawful
by the enactment of certain amendments to said RSA 249-A
(supp) by 1963,3:
1

Appropriation. There

of six thousand

Tuesday, June

18,

Canobie Lake Park Corporation
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Civil.

Writ entry
Order of notice

5.00
for service in

hand or by

publication
Each additional copy
Order of notice on new or additional attachment
Each additional copy

5.00

2.00

Executions

1.00

Writ of possession

2.00
.20

Original writs
All other orders of notice (copy for service

and

copy for return)
Each additional copy
II

5.00

2.00

5.00
2.00

Equity.
Bills in equity entry

5.00

Orders of notice, one defendant
Each additional copy
Bills in equity by publication entry

5.00

Citation for publication

2.00
5.00

and return

5.00

Each additional copy
Libels and petitions in marital cases entry
Orders of notice for one defendant
Each additional copy
Libels and petitions in marital cases by pub-

5.00
2.00
2.00
5.00

lication entry

Citation, copies for service

and

certified

mail

Each additional copy

6.00
2.00

Temporary orders or injunctions
Petitions for modification or

2.00

2.00

contempt orders

or notice
Petitions for special meetings

5.00

and temporary

appointments
Entry
Certified copy
Workmen's compensation petitions
Entry
Orders of notice on defendant, insurer, and
commissioner
Petition for dissolution of corporation entry

Citation and copy to secretary of state

Notice of liens on bonds entry
Copies by mail to insured and insurer

5.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
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equity vs. state, counties, cities and
towns entry
Orders of notice for service
Divorce, legal separation and nullity certificates
Bills in

page
Each additional page
Stipulations,

III

case

.50

5.00

of venue, entry fee in county to

which
5.00

for^varded

is

2.00
1.00

first

Miscellaneous.
All other entries

Change

5.00

4.00

Taxation of costs by clerk
Rule of reference

1.00

1.00

Certificates:

Notary, sheriff or justice of the peace
probate court in appeal cases
Exemplified

3.00

Clerk's certificate

1.00

Copied material, first page
Each additional page

1.00

1

To

amend

Further

numbering section

said bill

3 to

.50

by striking out section 2 and by

read section
*

*

.00

1.00

re-

2.

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

623, relating to conflicts of interests of public officials

and employees, Mr. Wildey

of

Westmoreland

for Judiciary.

Refer to the Legislative Council for study.

The
of

resolution was adopted.

SB 66,
Newport

to require

notation of line agreements, Mr. Spanos

Ought

for Judiciary.

to pass.

The

bill

HB

479, relative to cocktail lounges in restaurants, Mr.

was ordered

to a third reading.

Canty of Salem for Liquor Laws. Ought

The

HB

bill

to pass.

was ordered to a third reading.

112,

relating

to

the advertising of beverages,

Blanchard of Jackson for Liquor Laws, Ought

amendment.

to pass

Mr,
with
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Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

112

of said bill by inserting after the words

'advertising of" in the thirtieth line the words, products other

than liquor and, so that said section as

amended

shall

read as

follows:
1
Trade Associations Publications. Amend RSA 175:11
by adding at the end thereof the following: This section shall

not be construed to prohibit the advertising of beverages in
the journal or other publication of a trade association incor-

porated under the laws of the

membership may include

state,

notwithstanding that

its

permittees, so long as the primary pur-

pose of said association is not the promotion of the business of
the sale of beverages, so that said section as amended shall read
as follows: 175: 1 1 Prohibited Advertising. No holder of a manufacturer's permit, wholesaler's permit, solicitor's permit or a certificate of approval shall advertise in any manner or form, and no
liquor or beverages shall be advertised, either directly or indirectly, in any booklet, program, program book, year book, magazine, ne^vspaper, periodical, brochure, circular or other similar
publication published by, for or in behalf of any religious, fraternal, educational, patriotic, social or civic group, or any onsale or off-sale permittee or any group thereof, nor shall any
holder of a manufacturer's permit, wholesaler's permit, solicitor's permit or a certificate of approval through any control,
ownership, interlocking ownership, interlocking directors, or
otherwise, advertise or cause any manner or form of advertising
to be inserted in such publications. This section shall not be
construed to prohibit the advertising of products other than
liquor and beverages in the journal or other publication of a
trade association incorporated under the laws of this state, notwithstanding that its membership may include permittees, so
long as the primary purpose of said association is not the promotion of the business of the sale of beverages.

Amend section 2 of the bill by striking out the words "sixty
days after" and inserting in place thereof the word, upon, so
that said section as
2

Takes

amended shall read as follows:

Effect.

This
*

act shall take effect
*

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

upon

its

passage.

*

the bill was ordered to

Tuesday, June

18,
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HB

43, providing for hearing in cases of suspension or
revocation of liquor licenses or permits, Mr. Feldman of Man-

chester for Liquor Laws.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to pass with

Ought

to

of the bill

HB

amendment.

43

by inserting

after the

word

"hearing" in the ninth and twenty-ninth lines the words, Such
hearing shall be held within five days after the giving of notice,
so that said section as amended shall read as follows:

Liquor Licenses and Beverage Permits. Amend RSA
178:11 by striking out the words "by the commission without
hearing, and may be revoked after notice and hearing" in the
thirteenth and fourteenth lines and inserting in place thereof the
words, or revoked by the commission after notice and hearing.
Such hearing shall be held within five days after the giving of
notice. The licensee or permittee shall be allowed to continue
in business until the completion of the hearing, so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 178: 11 Suspension or Revocation. It shall be the duty of the commission to cause frequent
inspections to be made of all the premises with respect to ^vhich
any license or permit shall have been issued under the provisions
of this title. If any licensee or permittee violates any of the provisions of this chapter or any of the rules and regulations of the
commission promulgated pursuant thereto or fails to superintend in person or through a manager approved by the commission the business for which the license or permit was issued or
allows the premises with respect to which the license or permit
was issued to be used for any unlawful, disorderly or immoral
purposes or knowingly employs in the sale or distribution of
liquor or beverages any person who has been convicted of a
felony or otherwise fails to carry out in good faith the purposes
hereof, the license or permit of such licensee or permittee may
be suspended or revoked by the commission after notice and
hearing. Such hearing shall be held within five days after the giving of notice. The licensee or permittee shall be allowed to continue in business until the completion of the hearing. The commission may revoke or suspend the license of any licensee or the
permit of any permittee if it finds after notice and hearing that
the profit made from the sale of liquor or beverages by such
licensee or permittee is unreasonable and excessive.
1
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ly

Mr. Charland of Franklin moved that HB 43 be indefinitepostponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Vachon of Manchester spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Feldman of Manchester spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Charland of Franklin spoke a second time in favor of
the motion.

On

a viva voce vote the Yeas

appeared

to

have

it.

Mr. Vachon of Manchester requested a division.
158 members having voted in the affirmative
the negative, the motion to indefinitely postpone

and 101

HB

in

43 pre-

vailed.

SB

and towns to establish historic
Mr. Stafford of Portsmouth for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass.
44, to authorize cities

districts,

The

bill

was ordered to a third reading.
(Speaker in the Chair)

HB 552, relative to bridges on class II highways in Hebron,
Mr. Fortier of Berlin

for Public

Works. Inexpedient

to legis-

late.

Mrs.

Hampson

of

Hebron moved

that the words,

Ought

to pass, be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to legislate

and spoke

in favor of the motion.

Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that HB 552 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs. Prior of Ashland, Harkins of Laconia

Hampson

of

Hebron spoke

and Mrs.

against the motion.

Mr. Plumer of Bristol spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion

to indefinitely

postpone did not prevail.

The question now being on the motion to substitute the
words. Ought to pass, for the words, Inexpedient to legislate.

Tuesday, June

The motion was adopted and
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the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

HB

war shelters in the city of
for Public Works. InexLittleton
Mr.
Allard
of
Manchester,
598, relative to building

pedient to

The

HB

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

for the Special Committee. Ought

The

bill

HB

219, relative to

was ordered

to pass.

to a third reading.

motor

carriers of property,

of Wolfeboro for Transportation.
ment.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

by inserting

375:4 as inserted by section
paragraph:

1

Ought

HB
after

Mr. Claflin
amend-

to pass with

219
paragraph

HI

RSA

of

of said bill the following

new

Private carriers of property by motor vehicle.

IV.

Further amend said
following new section:

bill

by inserting

Private Carrier Defined.

2

Mr. Angus of Claremont

568, relative to the state song,

after section 3

(supp) as

after section

Amend RSA

amended by

1

the

375 by inserting

1961, 166:12, the follow-

The term "private
by motor vehicle" means any person not included in the terms "common carrier by motor vehicle" or "contract carrier by motor vehicle," who or which transports in intrastate commerce by motor vehicle property of which such person
is the owner, lessee, or bailee, when such transportation is for
the purpose of sale, lease, rent, or bailment, or in furtherance
of any commercial enterprise.
ing

new

section:

375:3-a Private Carriers.

carrier of property

Further
section

amend

said bill

by renumbering section 2

to read

3.

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

the bill was ordered to
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Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that the rules of the
so far suspended to dispense with the printing of

House be

HJR 40, in favor of Earl Hill of Pittsfield.

HJR

40

That the sum of fifteen hundred dollars is hereby appropriated to reimburse Earl Hill of Pittsfield for damages to his
car and injuries to himself on account of an accident which
occurred on

May

was caused by disreappropriated shall be
in full settlement of said claim and shall be a charge upon the
highway fund.
27, 1963. Said accident

The sum hereby

pair of a state highway.

The Clerk read the resolution
The motion was adopted.

in full.

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

bills

SB

61, relative to credit

SB 67, relative
make by-laws.

SB

to the

94, providing for

Unions.

power

of the

an additional

town

of

Hampton

to

justice for the superior

court.

SB
ity

96, relative to tax

abatement.

SB 103, adopting the bus taxation proration and reciprocagreement.

SB

108, relative to the application of federal funds for

civil defense.

SB

109, adopting the

compact of motor

fuels

consumed by

interstate buses.

SB

115, relative to early land acquisition

by Nashua Hous-

ing Authority.

SB 132, providing for the integration of the present noncontributory pension system of the city of Nashua with old age
and survivors insurance.

Tuesday, June

amend

18,
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SB

128, to

SB

97, relating to the operation of business

SB

the Portsmouth city charter.

on Sunday.

from date of writ in certain

101, relating to interest

cases.

SB

107, relating to the unlawful practice of professional

engineering.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB

bills

107, relating to the

were read a

first

and second

unlawful practice of professional

engineering, to Judiciary.

SB

101, relating to interest

from date of writ

in certain

cases, to Judiciary.

SB

97, relating to the operation of business

on Sunday,

to Judiciary.

SB 128, to amend
mouth Delegation.

the Portsmouth city charter, to the Ports-

SB 132, providing for the integration of the present noncontributory pension system of the city of Nashua with old age
and survivors insurance, to the Nashua Delegation.
SB

61, relative to credit

Unions, to Banks.

SB 67, relative to the power of the town of Hampton
make by-laws, to Municipal and County Government.
SB

ity

96, relative to tax

abatement,

to

to

Ways and Means.

SB 103, adopting the bus taxation proration and reciprocagreement, to Transportation.
SB

108, relative to the application of federal funds for civil

defense, to Appropriations.

SB

109,

adopting the compact of motor fuels consumed by

interstate buses, to Transportation.

SB 1,1'5, relative to early land acquisition by
ing Authority, to Nashua Delegation.

Nashua Hous-
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SB

94,

providing for an additional justice for the superior

court, to Judiciary.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB 21, An act relative to the Concord charter.
HB 71, An act relative to special meetings of
and board

HB
HB

of

103,

An

127,

An

act relative to service fees
act relative to

state teachers colleges

HB

150,

the

mayor

aldermen of Concord.

An

and

for the

bonds

new

from

initial plates.

for dormitories at the

office building.

act providing for the calling of a constitutional

convention.

HB
HB

194,

An

act relating to investments of savings banks.

222,

An

act relative to reporting certain shortages of

funds.

HB
ings
sity

281,

An

act relative to the

and the construction
of New Hampshire.

HB
HB

of a

remodeling of certain build-

new greenhouse

at the

Univer-

364,

An

382,

An

act requiring registration for physical thera-

An

act relating to the salaries of

act relative to the city charter of

Concord.

pists.

HB

407,

Somersworth

members

of the

city council.

HB 419, An act relating to the school tax in unincorporated
places,

unorganized towns, and towns where by act of the
the school districts have been abolished and the

legislature

abolition of certain school districts.

HB

473, An act reducing the time for the presentation of
claims in the administration of insolvent estates.

HB 508, An act relative to house trailers.
HB 422, An act relative to unlawful use
operator's licenses.

of

motor vehicle

Tuesday, June
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HB

467, An act relative to use of bond proceeds and temunder municipal finance act.
loans
porary

HB

An

515,

act relative to distribution of

normal yield

taxes.

HB 551, An act relative to tree wardens.
SB

13,

An

SB

86,

An

act to

An

act relative to contract for leasing of concessions

amending

act

the statute relative to taking fisher.

extend the powers of the industrial park

authority.

SB
on

87,

state reservations.

SB

112,

HB

An

act relative to Pittsfield

An

332,

Dam

acquisition.

act relative to the practice of Dentistry

and

registration provisions.

HB 538, An act relating to the subdivision of land.
HB 260, An act to establish a fee for importation

of fish

and game.

HB

449,

An

act relative to on-sale

and

off-sale

permits for

alcoholic beverages.

SB

49,

An act

SB

84,

An

amend

to

certain probate laws.

act authorizing indemnification agreements with

the United States.

HB

An

248,

act requiring certain

marking

for so-called

native farm products.

HB

286,

An

act relative to the salary of the mayor, alder-

men and members

of the school

committee of the

city of

Man-

chester.

HB

448,

An

act relative to

Harbor Reservation

SB

50,

An

to the

act to

town

amend

conveyance of part of Rye

of Rye.

the act establishing the

New Hamp-

shire Port Authority.

HB

297, An act authorizing counties to provide
health insurance for their employees.

HB 350, An act relative to legislative attaches.

life

and
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HB

575,

An

act relative to ranks

and

qualifications of

personnel of division of state police.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

474, providing for the judicial review or orders transferring incorrigibles from industrial school to other state institutions.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

474

of the bill by striking out the last three

sentences thereof and inserting in place thereof the following.

The

minor, or any interested person in his behalf, may, within
from the entry of the order of commitment, petition
the superior court or any justice thereof for a review of the findings and order of commitment to determine whether the order
was justified. The court or justice shall forthwith fix a time and
place for hearing, and shall make such orders relative to the
giving of notice thereof as may be proper, and upon hearing
all relevant evidence such order shall be entered as justice may
require, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
thirty days

1. Transfers from Industrial School. Amend RSA 621:24
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following: 621:24 Incorrigibles, etc. If any minor committed
to the school shall be found by the trustees to be incorrigible,
and dangerous to the discipline of the school, the trustees may
order such minor to be transferred and committed to some
other state institution for such time as they see fit, but not exceeding the time when his commitment to the industrial school
expires. The trustees shall cause an attested copy of their order
of commitment to be served on the minor and his father or

mother or guardian, or other person standing in loco parentis,
either personally or by certified mail, but no defect or insufficiency in the service of such copy shall invalidate the order of

commitment. The minor, or any interested person

in his be-
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half, may, within thirty days from the entry of the order of
commitment, petition the superior court or any justice thereof
for a review of the findings and order of commitment to determine whether the order was justified. The court or justice shall
forthwith fix a time and place for hearing, and shall make such

orders relative to the giving of notice thereof as

and upon hearing
entered as justice

On

all

may be

proper,

relevant evidence such order shall be

may require.

motion of Mr. Wylie of Fremont, reading of the amendwith. Mr. Wylie explained the amendment.

ment was dispensed

On

motion of Mr. Wylie of Fremont the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bills, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB

329, relative to initial registration plates for boats.

Amendment

Amend
section

1

to

HB

329

numbered 270:15-b as inserted by
by striking out the same and inserting in

the paragraph

of said bill

place thereof the following:

270:15-b

from the

The net proceeds collected
number plates as provided in

Disposition of Fees.

service fees for initial

section 15-a shall be held in the state treasury in a separate ac-

known

Young

Boaters Training Fund. The
authorized to establish a training
program for young persons operating boats and to expend for
such program funds from the separate fund established hereunder. Provided, however, that no funds shall be so expended

count

to

be

as the

director of safety services

until after

On

March

1,

is

1964.

motion of Mr. Casassa of Hampton the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

following entitled

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bills,

with amendments, in the passage of
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which amendments the Senate

House

the concurrence of the

asks

of Representatives:

HB

275, relative to taxation

exemption

for disabled vet-

erans.

Amendment

Amend House

Bill

to

HB

275

275 by striking out section 2 and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

2

ing

new

section:

72 by inserting after section 29 the followWidows. The widow of any person who

29-a

was killed or died while on active duty in the armed forces of
the United States or any of the armed forces of any of the governments associated with the United States in the wars or armed
conflicts set forth in section 28, so long as she remains his widow,
shall be exempt from taxation upon her real and personal property to the value of eight thousand dollars under the conditions
set forth in sections 2'8 and 30 of this chapter so far as the same
are applicable except that the limitations of ownership of taxable property in this state shall not apply to persons eligible

under this section; and provided further that, in the case of
undivided ownership, the limit of exemption shall be eight
thousand dollars as regards the interest of such entitled persons
therein.

Further

Takes

amend

Effect.

On

This

275 by adding the following section: 3

of Mr. Gay
amendment.

motion

the Senate

HB

act shall take effect as of April

of

1,

1964.

Derry the House concurred in

Further Senate messages announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments ofi:ered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the following entitled bills and joint resolutions:

SB

49, to

SB
United

amend certain probate

laws.

84, authorizing indemnification

agreements with the

States.

HB

449, relative to on-sale

holic beverages.

and

off-sale

permits for alco-
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260, to establish a fee for importation of fish

#

*

and game.

*

Senate has voted to concur with the House of Repreits amendments to the following bill:

The

sentatives in

SB

50, to

amend

the act establishing the

New Hampshire

port authority.

The

Senate has voted to concur with the House of Repre-

sentatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent

up

from the House of Representatives:

HB

150, providing for the calling of a constitutional con-

vention.

HB
HB

194, relating to investments of savings banks.

407, relating to the salaries of the

Somersworth

city

council.

The

Senate has voted to adopt the recommendation of the
of Conference to whom was referred the following

Committee

entitled bill:

HB

248, requiring certain

marking

for so-called native

farm products.

Mr. Angus of Claremont moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit a public hearing on
652 without two days advertising in the Journal.

House be

HB

The motion

prevailed.

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield moved that the rules of the
House be so far suspended as to pennit a public hearing on
HB 639 and 640 without two days advertising in the Journal.

The motion

prevailed.

Mr. Totman of Alstead moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit a public hearing on SB 71
without two days advertising in the Journal.

The motion

prevailed.
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Resolutions

for

Mr. Karnis of New Ipswich and Mr. Pickering of Hancock
Hillsborough County Delegation offered the following

tiie

resolutions.

WhereasJ Wendell D. Crowell of Hancock, former Member of the House of Representatives, has passed away, and
Whereas, He was former Commandant of the Soldiers'
in Tilton for 22 years, a former Superintendent of State
Buildings and Grounds, A Veteran of World War I, a member
of the N. H. Fire Chiefs Club and a former Director of the New
England Fire Chiefs Association, therefore be it

Home

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the

Members

New Hampshire

tribute to our former Fellow

of the House of RepreGeneral Court, hereby pay

Member

for his services to his

town, state and country, and that we extend to his family our
deepest sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be transmitted
to the widow, Mrs. Pauline Crowell.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Hackler of Swanzey for the Cheshire County Delegation offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, Marie G. Bouvier, wife of J. Edward Bouvier,
Representative from Swanzey, has passed away, therefore be it
Resolved, That we, the
sentatives of the

Members

of the House of RepreGeneral Court, hereby exour Fellow Member in his

New Hampshire

press our deepest

sympathy

bereavement, and be

it

to

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to
Representative Bouvier.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
#

#

*

The Chair announced that yesterday was the 41st wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Fox of Wakefield.
The Chair also announced that Mrs. Moulton of New
Durham attended the 50th reunion of her High School class
this past

weekend.
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motion of Mrs. Vey of Brentwood the House ad-

journed from the morning

session.

Afternoon Session

On

motion of Mr. Hill of Conway the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit third reading of bills by
title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to
meet tomorrow morning at 1 1 :00 A. M.
were so

Third Readings

The
and sent

following House
to the

bills

were read a third time, passed,

Senate for concurrence.

HB 219, relative to motor carriers of property.
HB 568, relative to the state song.
HB 2, relating to the advertising of beverages.
HB 514, relative to fees in the superior court.
HB 566, relative to beagle field trials.
HB 565, to revise the law relating to cooperative
1 1

school

districts.

HB
HB

479, relative to cocktail lounges in restaurants.
552, relative to bridges

on

class II

highways in Hebron.

Reconsideration

Mr. Angus of Claremont, having voted with the majority,
moved that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
HB 479, and spoke against the motion.

The motion was not adopted.
Mr. Hampson of Hebron, having voted with the
moved that the House reconsider its vote whereby

majority,
it

passed

HB 552, and spoke against the motion.
The motion uas

not adopted.

Third Readings

(cont.)

The

following Senate bills were read a third time, passed,
and sent to the Secretary of State to be Engrossed.

SB

66, to require notation of line agreements.
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SB

44, to authorize cities

and towns

to establish historic

districts.

On

motion of Mrs. Martin of Littleton the House
journed at 6: 16 P.M.

WEDNESDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00

June

19,

ad-

1968

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered as follows by Guest Chaplain, Reverend
Robert E. Cusworth, Pastor of the West Swanzey Community

Church:

Almighty God and Eternal Heavenly Father, who has ever
been the source of our strength, we no^v pause to look to Thee
and to seek Thy presence and Thy wisdom for those who are
gathered here. May Thy blessing and Thy favor rest upon the
governor of this State and all those in positions of authority.
May each one realize his responsibility to Thee in such a way,
that they will put aside any manipulation of mind and spirit
that would be displeasing in Thy sight. Instill in the hearts of
each one the determination to govern in such a way that Thy
truth and goodness may be reflected in the laws of our State
and in the lives of those who make the laws. Forgive us, we pray,
when we as a people forget the great principles of justice and
love, which our forefathers have given us as a heritage, and
invigorate our spirits until we have once again been made
strong and great in the fear of God and His righteousness. Give
us the wisdom to know Thy direction and guidance when it is
given unto us, and give us the courage to follow even though
it mean personal sacrifice and suffering. Give us the vision of
a brotherhood of mankind that enfolds all Thy children together in justice and in peace. And as we place our trust in

Thee we humbly pray

that

we may become

nations, to the praise of the glory of

Christ our Lord.

Amen.

Thy

a blessing to all

grace; through Jesus
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Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Heald of Keeiie led the Convention in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the Flag.

House

The Chair
the

House

A
A

introduced the following groups

as

Guests of

today:

group of Democratic
group of

Women

women from

the

from Strafford County.

Order of Eastern Star from

Claremont.

A group of Young People from West Swanzey, courtesy of
Mr. Heald of Keene.
A

group from Parent Teachers from Whipple School in

Portsmouth.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Thibeault of Nashua was granted an indefinite leave
on account of illness.

of absence

Mr. Lacaillade of Laconia was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of illness.

Mrs. Grey of Canaan was granted leave of absence for
day and Thursday on account of important business.

to-

Mr. Boettcher of Manchester was granted leave of absence
day on account of important business.

for the

The Chair appointed Mr. McMeekin

of Haverhill,

Mr.

Sherman of Lancaster and Mr. Claveau of Hudson as conferees
on the part of the House on HB 290, relative to the retirement
age for state employees under the state employees' retirement
system.

Committee Reports

HB

H. College of Accounting &; Comgrant degrees, Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education.

594, authorizing N.

merce

to

Ought

to pass

with amendment.
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Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

of said bill

HB

594

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1.
Authority Granted. The college conducted by the N. H.
College of Accounting and Commerce, Inc., an educational institution, is hereby authorized to confer upon the graduates
therefrom the degrees of Bachelor of Business Science and As-

sociate Science.

Miss Faulkner of Keene offered the following
to the amendment and moved its adoption.

amendment

Amendment to the Amendment to HB 594
Amend the proposed amendment by inserting

after the

word Associate in the last line the words "of Business",
said section as amended shall read as follows:

so that

1,
Authority Granted. The college conducted by the
N. H. College of Accounting and Commerce, Inc., an educational institution, is hereby authorized to confer upon the
graduates therefrom the degrees of Bachelor of Business Science and Associate of Business Science.

*

The

Clerk read the

*

amendment

*

in full.

Miss Faulkner of Keene explained the amendment.

The amendment to the amendment was adopted.
The committee amendment as amended was adopted and
the bill was ordered to a third readins^.

SB

64, abolishing the school district of

and transferring the education
Location to the state, Mrs. Demers
tion

Ought

Wentworth's LocaWentworth's

of children in
of

Lebanon

for Education.

to pass.

The

bill

HB

67, relative to the advisory

was ordered

to a third reading.

commission of the departand economic development, and transfers
within said department, Mrs. Lewis of Lebanon for Executive
Departments and Administration, Inexpedient to legislate.

ment

of resources

The

resolution was adopted.
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HB 614, relative to insurance on certain state real estate
and personal property of historic value, Mr. Smith of Concord
for Executive Departments and Administration. Inexpedient
to legislate.

The
SB

resolution was adopted.

37, relative to recounts,

Mrs. Clark of Lee for Executive
to pass with amend-

Departments and Administration. Ought
ment.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

SB 37

by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

Number

Amend RSA

of Signatures.

after section 97 the following

new

59 by inserting

section: 59:97-a

for a recount shall contain the following

number

A

petition

of signatures

United States senator, or
other officer voted for throughout the state, twenty-five hundred;
representative in congress, fifteen hundred; councilor, or a
as to the respective offices; governor,

county officer, or state senator, one thousand; member of the
house of representatives, supervisor of the checklist, moderator,
ward clerk or selectman, where selectmen are elected at the
biennial election, one hundred fifty.

Amend section 3
"RSA 56:67" in the

of said bill

thereof the following,

amended
3

shall

by striking out the following:
and inserting in place

twenty-fifth line

RSA

59:97-a,

so that

said section

as

read as follows:

Amend RSA 59:94 by
and inserting in place thereof the

Biennial Elections, Recounts.

striking out said section

following:

59:94 Biennial Elections. If any candidate, excepting candidates for county offices and excepting as otherwise provided
in this section, for whom a vote was cast and recorded for any
office at a biennial election shall, before the expiration of ten
days thereafter, apply in Avriting to the secretary of state for a
recount of all the ballots cast and recorded for such office and

names of all opposing candiappoint a time for the recount

shall state in his application the

dates, the secretary of state shall

not earlier than ten days after the receipt of the application.
No person shall be entitled to a recount upon his own appli-
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cation unless the difference between the vote cast for him, and
the vote cast for his closest opposing candidate who received
sufficient votes to

be declared elected

be one per cent or

shall

of the total vote so cast for such office or for such candidates.
If such difference is greater than one per cent the application
of a person shall require payment to the secretary of state of
less

the applicable fee as provided for in RSA 56:59, the number of
signatures of qualified voters as provided by RSA 59:97-a and
shall be in the same manner and form as provided in RSA

no event

56:65, except that in

number

shall the

of signatures

so required exceed ten per cent of the total vote so cast, or, in

and fee herein required, a person may
agree in writing to the secretary of state to pay the full expense
of such recount, in which event he shall deposit with said secretary an amount of money reasonably estimated to cover such
expense, which shall be subject to an accounting at the conclusion of said recount. Any person who has requested a recount,

lieu of the signatures

declared elected by reason of said recount, shall be entitled
refund of the fee or deposit paid by him. All contested
elections for county offices shall be determined in accordance
with the provisions of RSA chapter 64.
if

to a full

*

At the request

*

*

Cooper of Nashua, Mr. McMeekin
amendment.

of Mrs.

of Haverhill explained the

(discussion ensued)

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised

The motion was

HJR

6,

adopted.

relative to the operating expenses of educational

television station,

pagianis of

in the Journal.

WENH-TV,

Nashua

Channel

Durham, Mr. PapOught to pass with

11,

for Appropriations.

amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HJR

6

the joint resolution by striking out all after the
and inserting in place thereof the following:

resolving clause

Wednesday, June

That the sum
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is hereby appropriated
beginning with the passage of this resolution
and ending June 30, 1964 and a like sum for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1965 for the purpose of contributing to the

of forty thousand dollars

for the period

operating expenses of educational television station WENHTV, Channel 11, operated by the university of New Hampshire
with the advice and counsel of the New Hampshire educational
broadcasting council, inc. An additional sum of twenty thousand dollars is hereby appropriated for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1964 and a like sum for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1965, for the purposes stated above, providing that each
of the above additional sums are matched by public subscriptions. The sums hereby appropriated shall be expended for the
operation of \VENH-TV through the New Hampshire college

and the mechanic arts and the university of New
Hampshire. The governor is authorized to draw his warrants
for the sums hereby appropriated out of any money in the
of agiiculture

treasury not otherwise appropriated.
*

The

Clerk read the

Mr. Clement

*

*

amendment

in full.

of Rochester explained the

The amendment was adopted and

the

amendment.

House Joint Reso-

lution was ordered to a third reading.

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised

The motion was

HB

adopted.

615, relative to purchase of supplies by the department

of resources

and economic development, Mr. Ring of Hampton

for Appropriations.

Ought

to pass.

Mr. Clement explained the

The

in the Journal.

bill

was ordered

bill.

to a third reading.

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised

The motion was

adopted.

in the Journal.
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HB

dams and

363, relating to the acquisition of certain

water rights on the Contoocook River by the water resources
board, Mr. Gove of Concord for Appropriations. Ought to pass.

Mr. Clement explained the

The

bill

bill.

was ordered to a third reading.

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a

committee report not previously advertised in the Journal.

The motion was

HB

adopted.

430, providing for control of aquatic nuisances

Lake Winnisquam, Mr. Goode of Manchester
tions. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

HB

on

Appropria-

430

said bill by striking out the

title of

Winnisquam" and

to

for

words "on Lake

inserting in place thereof the words, in any

of the surface waters of the state, so that said title as

amended

shall read as follows:

providing for control of aquatic nuisances in any of
the surface waters of the state.

Amend
line the

section 1 of the bill by striking out in the fourth
words "waters of Lake Winnisquam" and inserting in

place thereof the words, surface waters of the state as defined
in

RSA

149, so that said section shall read as follows:

Appropriation. The sum of twenty-four thousand dolhereby appropriated to be expended by the water pollution commission in the chemical control of aquatic nuisances
1

lars

is

in the surface waters of the state as defined in

RSA

149.

The

commission is authorized to utilize such methods of application
and to engage such personnel and equipment as, in its judgment, will provide optimum control results in the waters to
be treated. The sum hereby appropriated shall be a charge
upon the general funds of the state and the governor is authorized to draw his warrant for said sum out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated.

The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.
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Mr. Clement explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal.

The motion was

adopted.

HiB 439, continuing the appropriation for expansion of the
state park system, Mr. Bruton of Manchester for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

439

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1
Expansion of State Park System, Amend 1961, 263:5,
by adding at the end thereof the words and figures: The funds
appropriated herewith shall be available for expenditure until
June 30, 1965, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows: 263:5 Appropriations. A sum not exceeding nine million dollars is hereby appropriated for the purposes and projects
authorized by the foregoing sections, as approved by the governor and council, provided nevertheless, that no project shall
be approved by the governor and council unless a public hearing has been held thereon. The funds appropriated herewith
shall be available for expenditure until June 30, 1965.

Further amend the bill by striking out section 3 and inserting in place thereof the following.
Projects. Amend RSA 216-A:5 as inserted by 1961,
3
263:13 by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof
the following: 263:13 Recommendation of Projects. At such
time as the department of resources and economic development

have been established, the recommendations to ofovernor
and council, which shall be initiated by the director of parks,
the advisory commission to the department of resources and economic development, or by the director of parks and said advisory commission jointly, in respect to any project shall have
appended thereto a statement of opinion on said project from
the advisory commission to the department of resources and
economic development. Projects may also be initiated by the

shall
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governor and council under the same conditions

as

provided

herein.

Takes

4
its

This act

Effect.

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.
*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Clement reading of the
dispensed with.

amendment was

Mr. Clement explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Personal Privilege

privilege to

Nashua

on a point of personal
introduce Speaker Lamprey's son George.

Mr. Pappagianis

of

*

rose

*

*

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal.

The motion was
SB

adopted.

12, relative to costs of

to pass

educating intellectually retarded
for Appropriations. Ought

Goode of Manchester
with amendment.

children, Mr.

Amendment

Amend

section

in the fourth line

1

of said bill

and inserting

to

SB

12

by striking out the word "shall"
may,

in place thereof the word,

so that said section will read as follows:
1

Full Cost.

Amend RSA

186:50-f (supp) as inserted by

1961, 226:1 by striking out said section

thereof the following:
district for the

186:50-f

The

and inserting

state

may pay

in place

to a school

education of each child in an approved

class

the state average cost per pupil for elementary pupils as determined by the state board of education under the provisions
of

RSA

193:4 for each resident pupil in average daily

ship.
*

The

Clerk read the

*

amendment

*

in full.

member-
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Mr. Clement explained the amendment.

The amendment

\v3.s

adopted and the

bill

was ordered

to

a third reading.
*

*

*

Rochester moved

that the Rules of the
Mr. Clement of
House be so far suspended as to allow a public hearing on the
following bills without being advertised in the Journal for two
days.

HJR 40,

HB

in favor of Earl Hill of Pittsfield.

608, providing compensation for persons

limitations

on signs on

damaged by

interstate highways.

HB 596, adopting uniform Narcotic Drug Act.
HB 563, for the establishment of authorized

regional en-

rollment (AREA) schools and creating the N. H. school building authority.

HB
SB

relating to grants to cooperative school districts.

5il'3,

relative to the application of federal funds for

108,

Civil Defense.

Point of Information

Mr. Clement of Rochester rose on
*

*

a point of information.

*

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the rules of the House be
suspended as to allow the introduction of a committee re-

so far

port not previously advertised in the Journal.

The motion was

HB

adopted.

595, relative to 1963

town meeting

in the

town

of

Windham, Mr. Hanson of Bow for Municipal and County Government. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

HB

595

of said bill by striking out the

same and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

An

Act legalizing action relative

to

zoning at

various town meetings.

Amend

said bill

by striking out

serting in place thereof the following:

all after

the

title

and

in-
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Whereas, certain towns at their annual meetings in March,
1963 had in their respective warrants articles relative to zoning;

and

Whereas, on February 21, 1963 an amendment was passed
zoning laws, Laws 1963, c. 5, which changed the procedure for the adoption of zoning ordinances; and
to the

Whereas, such legislation was not adopted in time for
towns to comply with its changed requirements; now, therefore,

in

Be it Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
General Court convened:

1
Proceedings Legalized. The method of enactment of
zoning regulations in the following named towns, adopted at
the respective annual town meetings in 1963 are hereby legalized and ratified, notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 31:63a, as inserted by 1963, 5:2. The towns covered by this section
are: Atkinson, Bow, Bedford. Chesterfield, Dublin, Durham,
East Kingston, Gilford, Goffstown. Greenland, Hampstead,
Hampton, Hampton Falls, Hooksett, Kingston, Madbury, Marlboro, Mont Vernon, New Castle, Plymouth, Rindge, Salem,

Swanzey and Windham.

Takes

2

The

This

Effect.

Clerk read the

act shall take effect

amendment

Bow moved

Mr. Hanson of

upon

its

passage.

in full.

that

HB

595 be laid on the

table.

The motion was
Mr. Hanson of

adopted.

Bow moved

House be
committee

that the rules of the

so far suspended as to allow the introduction of a

report not previously advertised in the Journal.

SB
cities,

70,

authorizing the adoption of

Mr. Hanson of

Bow

for

fire prevention codes by
Municipal and county Govern-

ment. Ought to pass with amendment.

Mr. Hanson explained the amendment.

Amendment

Amend
new

section:

said bill

by inserting

to

SB 70

after section

1

the following

Wednesday, June
2 Fire Codes.

Amend RSA

1959, 215:1, by adding at the

156-A:1

end of
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1963

19,

(supp) as inserted by

said section the following

Like authority is hereby granted to any town by
ordinance to adopt by reference thereto in such ordinance the
fire prevention code recommended by the National Board of
Fire Underwriters or any other nationally recognized code,
rules or regulations for the prevention of fires, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows: 156-A:1 Grant of
Power. Any town at any annual or special meeting, under an
article in the warrant for said meeting, is hereby authorized
and empowered by ordinance to adopt by reference thereto in
such ordinance any nationally recognized code, rules or regulasentence:

tions for the construction of buildings, or relating to the instal-

plumbing, the use of concrete masonry, metal, iron,

lation of

wood and

other building material, the installation of electric
wiring and fire protection incident thereto which have been
printed as a code in book form, or any portion thereof. Like
authority is hereby granted to any town by ordinance to adopt
by reference thereto in such ordinance the fire prevention code
recommended by the National Board of Fire Underwriters or
any other nationally recognized code, rules or regulations for
the prevention of fires.

Further
section

amend

said bill

by renumbering section 2

to

read

3.

The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third readine.

The

following Senate

Tuesday, June

18,

bill

to the House on
Nashua Delegation.

was introduced

and referred

to the

SB 132, providing for the integration of the present noncontributory pension system of the city of Nashua with old age
and survivors insurance. (Rules
Paquette)

—

Liity of Nashua, Pension Plan. Amend Sect. 1 1-a of chap1
226 of the Laws of 1923 as inserted by 1959, 384:1, by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
Sect. 11-a. The retirement system now in effect shall be integrated with the old age and survivors insurance system so that
for all employees or city officials eligible for pension and with

ter
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than twenty-five years' service, the social security benefits

less

will be offset against the benefits payable

ment

system; that for

pension

^vith

all

employees or

twenty-five years or

under the

city retire-

city officials eligible for

more

service

and

less

than

thirty years' service, one-half of the social security benefits will

payable under the city retirement
city officials eligible for pension and with thirty years' service or more, the social security
benefits will not be offset against the benefits payable under
the city retirement system. Provided that no city employee or
official will be eligible for a retirement pension until said employee or official has reached the age of sixty or has completed
thirty years of service for the city, except that the sixty-year age
limitation or the thirty years of service limitation will not apply
to employees or officials who have completed twenty years of
service with the city on or before July 1, 1963.

be

offset against the benefits

system; that for

2
its

Takes

all

employees or

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Committee Reports

HB
mittees,

(cent.)

631, relative to political expenditures by special com-

Mrs. Ainley of Manchester for Judiciary.

Ought

to

pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Reconsideration

Mr. Hughes
some subsequent
action whereby it

of

Brookfield served notice that today, or
House to reconsider its

day, he will ask the

HB

killed
583, providing state aid for transportation of school pupils in school districts having no schools.

Reports

(cont.)

HB

178, relative to the travel allowance of members of the
general court, Mr. McAllister of Barnstead for Mileage. Inex-

pedient to

The

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

Mr. Hanson of Bow moved that HB 595, relative to 1963
town meeting in the town of Windham, be taken from the table.

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Hanson explained the amendment.

Wednesday, June

19,

The amendment was adopted and

1963
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the bill was ordered to

a third readinsr.

Reports

HB

(cont.)

payments to contractors on public
Mr. Taft of Greenville for Public Works, refer to the
Legislative Council or Legislative Services Commission.
548, relating to final

contracts,

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

62'5, relative to motor vehicle road toll refunds for
companies operating within municipalities and providing for the incorporation of a public authority for the purpose
of the operation of such transit companies, Mr. Taft of Greenville for Public Works. Ought to pass with amendment.

transit

Amendment

Amend

the

title of

to

HB

625

said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act

providing for the incorporation of a public authority for the
purpose of the operation of transit companies operating within
municipalities.

Amend

section

1

of said bill by striking out the same.

Amend RSA 38-A:ll as inserted by section 2 of said bill
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the
following:

38-A:ll Bonds.

upon

The revenue bonds

of the authority shall,

payment of interest or principal, become a
or town in which the authority operates.

default in any

debt of the city
Neither the members of the authority nor any person executing bonds on behalf of the authority shall be personally liable
thereon by reason of the issuance thereof. Revenue bonds issued
by the authority hereunder shall be authenticated and validated in accordance with the procedure set forth in RSA 33:11,
and when validated the judgment of validation shall be final
and conclusive with respect to such certificates and against the
authority.
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amend said bill by renumbering section 2
and renumbering section 3 to read section 2.

Further
section

1,

The amendment was adopted and

to read

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

SB

51, providing for the construction of a bridge parallel
General Sullivan bridge, Mr, Taft of Greenville for PubWorks. Ought to pass.

to the
lic

Mr. Grimes of Dover moved that SB 51 be
poned and spoke in favor of the motion.

indefinitely post-

Mr. Taft of Greenville spoke against the motion.

The motion

The

HB

bill

to indefinitely

was referred

to

postpone was

lost.

Appropriations under the Rules.

471, adopting certain provisions of the uniform vehicle

Wolfeboro
amendment.

code, Mr. Claflin of
pass ^vith

Amendment

for Transportation.

to

HB

Ought

to

471

Amend RSA 262-A:l, as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the
following:

262-A:l

Vehicles on Highways;

Exceptions.

The

provi-

sions of this chapter relating to the operation of vehicles refer

exclusively to the operation of vehicles

where

a different place

is

upon

high^vays except

specifically referred to in a given

section.

Amend

262-A:18, as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
II, and further amend said section by

striking out paragraph

renumbering paragraph

Amend
section

line" in

1

III to read

paragraph

11.

paragraph of 262-A:23, as inserted by
by striking out the words "with a solid
the third line so that said paragiaph as amended shall
the

first

of the bill,

read as follows:

262-A:23 Driving on Roadways Laned for Traffic.
ever any road^vay has been divided into two or

When-

more

lanes

Wednesday, June
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for traffic the following rules in addition to all

others consistent herewith shall apply:

Amend RSA 262-A:46 as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the
following:

262-A:46 All Vehicles Must Stop at Certain Railroad
Grade Crossings. The public utilities commission is hereby
authorized to designate particularly dangerous highway grade
crossings of railroads and to order stop signs erected thereat.
It shall be the duty of the commissioner of public works and
highways ^vhen ordered by said commission to erect such stop
signs at such designated crossings ^vhere said highways are under
his jurisdiction. Local communities shall when ordered by the
public utilities commission erect such stop signs on highways

When

such stop signs are erected the
fifty feet but not less
than fifteen feet from the nearest rail of such railroad and shall
proceed only upon exercising due care.
T\'ithin their jurisdiction.

driver of any vehicle shall stop within

Amend

paragraph

II of

RSA

262-A:47

as inserted

by

sec-

end thereof the following, or
by motor vehicles engaged in the common and contract carriage of passengers for hire when exempt by order of the pubtion

lic

1

of the bill by adding at the

commission, so that said paragraph as amended
read as follows:

utilities

shall

II.

No

stop need be

made

at

any such crossing where a

police officer or a traffic-control signal directs

traffic to proceed,
or by motor vehicles engaged in the common and contract
carriage of passengers for hire when exempt by order of the
public utilities commission.

Amend
tion

1

paragraph

II of

RSA

262-A:I7 as inserted by

of the bill by striking out in the

first

"when attempting to pass another vehicle"
as amended shall read as follows:

line the

sec-

words

so that said para-

graph

II.
The driver of an overtaken vehicle shall give way to
the right in favor of the overtaking vehicle on audible signal
and shall not increase the speed of his vehicle until completely

passed by the overtaking vehicle.
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Amend
tion

paragraph B of RSA 262-A:54 as inserted by secby striking out said paragraph and inserting

of the bill

1

in place thereof the following:

The prima

B.

may be

facie speed limits set forth in this section
in section 56.
authorized
altered as

Amend

said bill

by inserting

after section 3 the following

new section:
Painted Lines.

4

same and

Amend RSA

263:32 by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:

263:32 Highway Markings. The commissioner of public
works and highways and, subject to his approval, selectmen
of any town or board of mayor and aldermen or group having
similar powers in any city, having control of any highway may
order such marking of highway, by painted lines, as is deemed
necessary to the safe and efficient use of any such highway. In
ordering or approving such marking the commissioner of public works and highways insofar as is practicable shall conform
to nationally accepted standards and any marking of the highway by painted lines shall prima facie be deemed to be approved or ordered by the commissioner of public works and
highways.

Amend
tion

1

paragraph

RSA

II of

262-A:54

as inserted

of said bill by striking out said paragraph

by

sec-

and inserting

in place thereof the following:
II.
Where no hazard exists that requires lower speed for
compliance with paragraph I of this section, the speed of any
motor vehicle not in excess of the limits specified in this section
or established as hereinafter authorized shall be prima facie
lawful, but any speed in excess of the limits specified in this
section or established as hereinafter authorized shall be prima
facie evidence that the speed is not reasonable or prudent and

that

it is

unlawful.

(a)

Twenty

miles per hour

recess or while children are

when

going

passing a school during

to or leaving school

during

opening or closing hours;
(b)

Twenty-five miles per hour in any business or urban

residence district;

Wednesday, June
(c)

(d)

class

V

hour in any rural residence
highway outside the compact part;

Fifty miles per

hour

The prima facie speed
may be altered by

hereof

(d)
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Thirty-five miles per

and on any

trict,

19,

dis-

in other locations.

limits set forth in

subparagraph

the commissioner of public works

and highways by the establishment

of speed zones

under the

provisions of section 56.

Amend RSA

262-A:56

as inserted

by section

1

of said bill

by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the

fol-

lowing:

Establishment of State Speed Zones. Whenever
and highways shall determine upon the basis of an engineering and traffic investigation
that any prima facie speed limit hereinbefore set forth is greater
or less than is reasonable or safe under the conditions found to
exist at any intersection or other place or upon any part of the
262-A:56

the commissioner of public works

highway system, outside the compact part of cities or
may determine and declare a reasonable and safe prima facie speed limit thereat which shall be

state

towns, said commissioner
effective

erected.

when appropriate

giving notice thereof are
may be declared to be
times or at such times as are indicated upon the

Such a prima

effective at all

The commissioner

shall keep and maintain a full
speed zones established by him and
alterations, amendments or removal thereof.

said signs.

and complete record of
all

signs

facie speed limit

Amend
tion

1

paragraph

all

II of

RSA

262-A:57

as inserted

of said bill by striking out said paragraph

by

sec-

and inserting

in place thereof the following:
11.
Whenever the commissioner of public works and highways determines on the basis of engineering and traffic investigation that slow speeds on any part of a highway consistently
impede the normal and reasonable movement of traffic the
commissioner may determine and declare a minimum prima
facie speed limit.

Amend RSA 262-A:60 as inserted by section 1 of said bill
by striking out the word "maximum" in the sixth and eighth
lines and inserting in place thereof the words, prima facie, so
that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:
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RSA

262-A:60 Charging Violations and Rule in Civil
In every charge of violation of any speed regulation
chapter
the complaint, also the summons or notice to
in this
appear, shall specify the speed at which the defendant is alleged to have driven, also the prima facie speed applicable
within the district or at the location.
Actions.

I.

The

provision of this chapter declaring prima facie
speed limitations shall not be construed to relieve the plaintiff
in any action from the burden of proving negligence on the
part of the defendant as the proximate cause of an accident.
II.

Further amend said
to read 5

and

bill

by renumbering sections 4 and 5

6.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
Concord

574, relative to the stock in trade tax,
for

Ways

Amendment

Amend

Mr. Hancock of

and Means. Ought to pass with amendment.

section

I

to

of said bill

HB

574

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1.

Personal Estate.

Amend

striking out said paragraph

paragraph

and inserting

1

of

RSA

72:15 by

in place thereof the

following:

Stock in Trade. Stock in trade, Avhether of merchants,
shopkeepers, mechanics or tradesmen employed in their trade
or business, reckoning the same at the average value thereof for
the year; and for purposes of taxation, raw materials and manufactures of any manufactory, wood, timber, logs, and lumber,
manufactured or otherwise, if exceeding fifty dollars in value,
and fishing vessels, steamboats, or other vessels owned by individuals and navigating the waters of the state for the transportation
of passengers or freight, and seagoing vessels shall be deemed
stock in trade, except as provided in section 21 of this chapter,
and in chapter 73, section 15 of the Revised Statutes Annotated.
All manufactures of a manufactory held by the manufacturer
after the title has passed to a bona fide purchaser, for delivery
I
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outside of this state, sometimes called "bill and hold goods",
shall not be subject to taxation.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

612, relative to re-examination of motor vehicle operators over seventy years of age. Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for
Transportation. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

of said bill

HB

612

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Motor Vehicle Operators. Amend RSA 261: 3-a (supp)
1955, 294:1 and amended by 1957, 25:1, by
striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 261 3-a Re-examination. The director, division of motor
1

as

inserted by

:

vehicles,

may

to operate

require with cause any person holding a
motor vehicles or applying for re-issue of such

to pass such

examination

shall prescribe.

continued in

No

license
license

as to his qualifications as the director

license shall

be re-issued

effect until the director

is

to such person or

satisfied as to

such per-

Every person upon
reaching his seventy-fifth birthday shall demonstrate his physical and mental qualifications to hold a license by examination,
as prescribed by the director.
son's fitness to operate a

motor

vehicle.

At the request of Mr. Stafford of Laconia, Mr. Claflin
explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Mr. Gay of Derry moved that the Rules of the House be
so far suspended as to place
service exemption,

HB

on the calendar

The motion was

adopted.

633, relating to the veterans
for

tomorrow.
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Point of Inquiry

Mr. Feldman of Manchester rose on a point of inquiry
concerning the vote whereby the House (during yesterday's
session) Indefinitely Postponed HB 43, providing for hearing
in cases of suspension or revocation of liquor licenses or permits.

Mr. Feldman questioned the presence of a quorum

at that

time.

The Chair

stated that before calling for the division vote

carefully observed the House and that in
opinion the necessary quorum was present. The Chair further stated that the question of a quorum should only properly
be raised at the time of the vote. The Chair informed Mr. Feldman that he was privileged to appeal the ruling of the Chair
to the House.

on the question he

his

Mr. Feldman so appealed.
Messrs. McMeekin of Haverhill and Pickett of Keene
spoke in support of the ruling of the Chair.

On

a division vote the ruling of the

Chair was manifestly

upheld.
*

*

*

Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee report not previously advertised in the Journal.
(discussion ensued)

The motion was

adopted.

HB 592, imposing taxes on the net income of all businesses,
and business operations conducted within the state,
and providing for the abolition of certain taxes, Mr. Diffenderfer of Ossipee for Ways and Means. Ought to pass with
amendment.

services

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

592

the title of said bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:

an interim commission
trade tax.

An

same and

Act establishing

to consider a substitute for the stock-in-

Wednesday, June

and
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Amend said bill by striking out all after the enacting clause
inserting in place thereof the following:

Interim Commission. There is hereby established an
1
interim commission whose function it shall be to study the
stock-in-trade taxes imposed by the laws of the state and to
recommend a substitution or substitutes therefor. Said commission shall be composed of five members, one of whom shall
be appointed by the speaker of the house of representatives and
who shall be chairman of the commission, one of whom shall
be appointed by the president of the senate who shall be vicechairman of the commission, and three of whom shall be appointed by the governor, one of whom shall be a manufacturer,
one of whom shall be a retailer and one of whom shall represent
the profession. The members of the commission shall serve
without compensation, but shall be reimbursed for their necessary expenses and for clerical assistance. The commission shall
render its report, including drafts of appropriate legislation,
to the 1965 session of the general court. The sum of two thousand five hundred dollars is hereby appropriated for the purposes of this chapter, and the governor is hereby authorized to
draw his warrant for said sum out of any monies in the treasury

not otherwise appropriated.
2
its

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.
*

*

*

Mr. Diffenderfer explained the amendment.
Mr. Spanos of Newport spoke against the amendment.
Mr. Taft of Greenville spoke

Mr. Urie of
tion of

HB

New Hampton moved

amendment.

that further considera-

592 be laid on the table for 11:01 tomorrow.

The motion was
The

in favor of the

not adopted.

question being on the committee amendment.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson spoke

in favor of the

amendment.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough and Mrs. Palmer of Plaistow
spoke in favor of the amendment.

and

Mr. Urie of New Hampton moved the previous question
was sufficiently seconded.

it
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The motion was

adopted.

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.

was referred to

bill

Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the rules of the House
be further suspended as to dispense with reference to committee
on HB 592 and that the bill be placed on third reading and
final passage at 3:00 this afternoon.

The motion was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

475, relating to trustee process

on banks and similar

corporations.

Amendment

Amend

HB

475

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following
1

to

Trustee Process.

new

1

and inserting

Amend RSA

512 by inserting after

section 9-a (supp) as inserted by 1959, 102:1, the following
section:

512:9-'b

in

section:

Bank Accounts. When

a bank, trust

new

company,

building and loan association or similar corporation is named
as trustee, the trustee shall be summoned by service on an
officer, person in charge, teller or office employee of such bank,
trust company, building and loan association or similar corporation at its office if service is made during banking hours, and
if service is made at a time other than banking hours, by serving on an officer, of such bank, trust company, building and
loan association or similar corporation, and not otherwise.
(Mr. Pickett of Keene in the Chair)

On

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House non-conamendment and a committee of confer-

curred in the Senate
ence was appointed.
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The Chair appointed Messrs. Totman of Alstead, Moran
Manchester and Johnson of Hanover as conferees on the part
of the House.
of

A

further Senate message

announced

that the Senate con-

curs with the House
following entitled bills, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
of Representatives in the passage of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

12,

providing for a commission to study the state con-

stitution.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

12

the bill by striking out section 5

place thereof the following

new

and inserting

in

section:

5 Appropriation. The sum of ten thousand dollars is hereby appropriated for the commission to be expended as herein
provided. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for
the

sum hereby appropriated out

of any

money

in the treasury

not otherAvise appropriated.

On

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

Mr. Hill of Conway moved that the Rules of the House be
suspended as to permit a hearing on SB 67, relative to the
power of the town of Hampton to make by-laws, not advertised
in the Journal for two days.
so far

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to permit a report tomorrow on
SB 68, relative to reorganization of public higher education in

New

Hampshire, not advertised
Mrs.

Brown

of

in the

Sandwich spoke

The motion was

adopted.

Journal for two days.

in favor of the motion.
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Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit a hearing on HB 649, relative
to construction of an access road to Ragged Mountain in the
town of Danbury, not advertised in the Journal for two days.

The motion was

adopted.

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
the following concurrent resolution, in the passage of which it
asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
Concurrent Resolution:

Special Interim

Unifonn Vehicle Laws Study Committee

Whereas, the Special Interim Uniform Vehicle Laws Study

Committee created by

the 1961 session of the

New Hampshire

General Court has completed the comparison of our rules-ofthe-road laws with the corresponding section of the Uniform
Vehicle Code and will report to the current session with recommended legislation to bring our traffic laws into closer conformity with the Code; and
Whereas, the task of comparison and preparation of corwere so time consuming that only a comparison of the rules-of-the-road section of the Code was completed;

rective legislation

and
Whereas, comparison ^vith other sections of the Uniform
Vehicle Code should be completed, including certificates of
title,

registration of vehicles, operator's

civil

liability,

vehicles,

and

accidents

others;

Whereas,

and accident

and chauffeur's licenses,
reports, equipment of

and

important that a complete job be done so
and most
modern motor vehicle laws possible to administer to the end
that there may be a safe and efficient flow of vehicles over our
streets and highways;
it

is

that our enforcement agencies will have the best

Therefore be

it

Resolved, that another special interim

uniform vehicle laws study committee be authorized to continue the comparison of our state's motor vehicle laws with the
Uniform Vehicle Code and prepare legislation to be presented
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to the next session of the Legislature to bring our state's traffic
laws into closer conformity with the provisions of the Code; and

Further Resolved, that the committee shall consist
of three members of the Senate to be appointed by the President of the Senate; four members of the House to be appointed
by the Speaker of the House; the Commissioner of Safety; the
Attorney General; and five citizens at large, representing organized groups of motor vehicle owners and industries associated
with highway transportation, to be appointed by the Governor;

Be

it

and
Further Resolved, that any funds which may be necdo the actual job of
comparison and preparation of legislation may be taken from
the budget of the Department of Safety.

Be

it

essary for the hiring of extra personnel to

On

motion of Mr. Kearns of Manchester, reading of the

resolution was dispensed with.

Mr. Claflin explained the resolution.

The House concurred

in the

Concurrent Resolution.

Mr. Hancock of Concord moved that the Rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report tomorrow not advertised in the Journal on

House be

HB 628, relative to the practice of chiropractic.
The motion was adopted.
Senate Messages

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolutions sent up
from the House of Representatives:

HB

252,

commissions by

HB

authorizing the establishment of conservation
cities and towns.

221, relative to state guarantee of municipal

and water pollution

HB
Strafford

bonds

projects.

374, granting tenure

County Farm.

to

the superintendent of the
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HB

463, relative to tenure of office of the chief of police

of the city of Dover.

HB 371, relating to curfew regulations in Rochester.
HB 466, relating to extradition of juveniles.
HB 516, relative to penalties for violation of meter parking at

Hampton

HB

Beach.

549, relative to compensation of policemen in the city

of Portsmouth.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its amendments to the following bill:
SB

45, to provide special rates for residents at state-owned

ski facilities.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills:

HB

221,

An

act relative to state guarantee of

bonds and water pollution

HB

An

252,

act authorizing the establishment of conserva-

tion commissions by cities

HB
HB

374,

the Strafford

HB

An

371,

An

municipal

projects.

and towns.

act relating to

curfew regulations

in Rochester.

act granting tenure to the superintendent of

County Farm.

463,

An

act relative to tenure of office of the chief of

police of the city of Dover.

HB

466,

An

act relating to extradition of juveniles.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Langdon
*

*

*

Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the order whereby the
following Senate bills were referred to Ways and Means be
vacated and that the bills be referred to Transportation.

ity

SB 103, adopting the bus taxation proration and reciprocagreement.

Wednesday, June

SB 109, adopting
consumed by interstate

SB

46, relative to

The motion was

the compact
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19,

on taxation of motor

fuels

buses.

motor vehicle road

tolls.

adopted.
*

*

*

Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough moved that the Rules
House be so far suspended as to place the following bill
on third reading and final passage by title only at the present

of the

time.

HB

594, authorizing N. H. College of

Commerce
to the

Accounting and
and sent

to grant degrees, read a third time, passed,

Senate for concurrence.

Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough moved that the Rules
House be so far suspended as to place the following bill
on third reading and final passage by title only at the present

of the

time.

SB
tion

Wentworth's LocaWentworth's
third time, passed, and sent to the

64, abolishing the school district of

and transferring the education

location to the state, read a

of children in

Secretary of State to be Engrossed.

Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough moved that the Rules of
House be so far suspended as to place the following bill on
third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.
the

HJR

6,

relative to the operating expenses of educational

television station,

WENH-TV,

third time, passed,

and sent

Channel

11,

Durham, read

a

to the Senate for concurrence.

(Speaker in the Chair)

Mr. Pickett

of

be so far suspended

Keene moved
as to place the

ing and final passage by

HB

following

bill

only at the present time.

615, relative to purchase of supplies by the

of resources

passed,

title

House
on third read-

that the Rules of the

and economic development, was read

and sent

department

a third time,

to the Senate for concurrence.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

be so far suspended
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HB

363, relating to the acquisition of certain dams and
water rights on the Contoocook River by the water resources
board, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for

concurrence.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

be so far suspended

HB

430, providing for aquatic nuisances in any of the surface waters of the state, was read a third time, passed, and sent
to the Senate for concurrence.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

SB

12, relative to costs of

educating intellectually retarded
and sent to the Senate

children, was read a third time, passed,
for concurrence in the

House amendment.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

SB

adoption of fire prevention code
was read a third time, passed and sent to the Senate
for concurrence in the House amendment.

by

70, authorizing the

cities,

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

HB
mittees,

631, relative to political expenditures by special com-

was read

a third time, passed

and sent

to the

Senate for

concurrence.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

HB

595, legalizing action relative to zoning at various town
meetings, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate
for concurrence.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.
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HB

625, providing for the incorporation of a public authority for the purpose of the operation of transit companies
operating within municipalities, was read a third time, passed,

and

sent to the Senate for concurrence.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.
Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the rules of the House be
suspended as to place the following bill on third reading
and final passage at the present time by title only.

so far

HB 439, continuing appropriation for expansion of state
park system, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the rules of the House be
suspended as to place the following Senate bill on third
reading and final passage at the present time by title only.
so far

SB

was read a third time, passed,
concurrence in the House amend-

37, relative to recounts,

and sent

to the Senate for

ment.

HB

471, adopting certain provisions of the

code, was read a third time, passed,

and

uniform vehicle

sent to the Senate for

concurrence.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

HB

574, relative to the stock in trade tax, was read a third

time, passed,

and sent

to the Senate for concurrence.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

be so far suspended

HB
and sent

motor vehicle operwas read a third time, passed,

612, relative to re-examination of

ators over seventy years of age,
to the

Senate for concurrence.

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to place the following bill on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.
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HB

an interim commission to consider
was read a third time,

592, establishing

a substitute for the stock-in-trade tax,

passed,

and sent

to the

Senate for concurrence.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Pickett

of

Keene

rose

on

a point of personal privilege.

Recess
After Recess

Mr. Clafiin of Wolfeboro moved that the Rules of the
so far suspended as to permit public hearings without
sufficient notice in the Journal on the following bills:

House be

SB

46,

SB

103 and

The motion was

SB

109.

adopted.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
bills

SB

106, relative to continuous financial responsibility cer-

tificates.

SB

122, providing for

an executive secretary for the cancer

commission.

SB

127, to give authority to the director of the division of

mental health

to

make

transfers of residents

between the La-

conia state school and the state hospital.

SB
to

110, authorizing insurance

offer senior citizens

against major financial

of

companies

New Hampshire

to join together

health insurance

loss.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB

bills

were read a

first

and second

106, relat}ive to continuous financial responsibility cer-

tificates, to

Insurance.
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Mr. Wheeler of Exeter moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to dispense with the public hearing on
SB 106 and that it be placed on the calendar for Thursday next.
Mr. Wheeler explained the motion and the motion prevailed.

SB

127, to give authority to the director of the division of

to make transfers of residents between the Laconia state school and the state hospital, to Public Welfare and

mental health

State Institutions.

SB 122, providing for an executive secretary for the cancer
commission, to Public Welfare and State Institutions.
Mr. MacDonald of Concord moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to permit public hearings on
Tuesday next on SB 122 and SB 127.

SB

110, authorizing insurance

to offer senior citizens of

against

major financial

companies

New Hampshire

loss, to

to join together
health insurance

Insurance.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the
passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House
of Representatives.

HB

318, relative to

branch banking and bank holding

affiliates.

HB

270, relative to use of poisons for the control of cer-

tain birds.

HB 370, relative to the purity of foods and drugs.
HB 390, to authorize the change of name of Wentworth
Hospital and Wentworth-Dover City Hospital to WentworthDouglass Hospital.

HB
HB

and lengths of certain

vehicles.

motor vehicle operation and

registra-

456, relative to weights
391, relative to

tion.

HB

413, relative to

and penalty

emergency

for vehicle overload.

lights

on motor

vehicles
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HB 188, relative to the construction of a new instructional
building and the remodeling of certain present buildings at
the University of New Hampshire.

HB 579, to amend the charters of various
HB 504, relative to inter-bank deposits.
HB 528, relative to investment of funds of
of

New

savings banks.

the University

Hampshire.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate refuses
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bill sent up from the House of Repre-

to

sentatives:

HB 378, relative to reporting after motor vehicle accidents.
A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in
to the following bills:

its

amend-

ments

SB

12, relative to cost of

educating intellectually retarded

children.

SB
by

70, authorizing the

adoption of

fire

prevention codes

cities.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bill,

of Representatives:

HB

180, relative to the incorporation of trust companies.

Amend

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following:

1

1

and inserting

State Treasurer.

in

Amend RSA

392:1 by striking out the words "depiuy bank commissioner"
first and second lines and inserting in place thereof the

in the

words, state treasurer, so that said section as amended shall
read as follows: 392:1 Incorporation Board. The bank commissioner,

the state treasurer

and the attorney-general

shall

constitute a board for the incorporation of trust companies

and

other corporations of a similar character, shall be known as
the board of trust company incorporation, and shall receive no
compensation for services on this board. The deputy bank
commissioner shall serve as clerk of the board. Provided, that
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if at the effective date of this act there shall be pending any
matter before the board as constituted prior to such effective
date, the board as so constituted shall remain in existence with
respect to such matter and shall retain jurisdiction thereof until
final decision shall have been rendered thereon.

Mr. Hambleton of Goffstown moved that the House nonconcur in the Senate amendment and that a committee of conference be appointed.

The motion was adopted and
Reddy
Keene

as conferees

A
fuses to

the Chair appointed Messrs.

Hambleton

of Contoocook,

on the part

of Goffstown

and Pratt of

of the House.

further Senate message announced that the Senate reconcur with the House of Representatives in the adop-

tion of the

amendment

to the following entitled bill sent

up

from the House of Representatives:

SB

37, relative to recounts.

and requests a Committee of Conference; the President has
appointed as members of said Committee of Conference on the
part of the Senate Senator Monahan and Senator Martel.
Mr. Smith of Concord moved that the House accede to
and the Chair appointed Messrs. Smith
of Concord, Cobleigh of Nashua and Morse of Enfield as conferees on the part of the House.
the request of the Senate

Mrs. Taylor of Whitefield moved that the Rules of the
House be so far suspended as to allow committee reports to be
placed on the calendar for tomorrow:

HB

106,

HJR

21,

HB

478,

HB

483,

HB

54,

HB

214,

HB

38.

The motion

prevailed.

Mr. Ferguson of Milford moved that the Rules of the

House be so far suspended as to allow committee
placed on the calendar for tomorrow:

HJR

10

and

The motion

HB 616.
prevailed.

reports to be
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Mr. Capistran of Manchester moved that the Rules of the
so far suspended as to allow committee reports to be
the calendar for tomorrow:

House be
placed on

SB 99 and

HB 613.

The motion

prevailed.

Mr. Hancock of Concord moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to allow committee report to be
placed on the calendar for tomorrow.

House be

HB

628.

The motion

prevailed.

Senate Message

The message announced
cur,

that

—

see p. 1039.

Mr. Reddy of Contoocook moved that the House non-conand that a committee of conference be appointed.

The motion prevailed and the Chair appointed Messrs.
Stevens of Epsom, Asby of Canterbury and Manning of Manchester as members of the committee.

On motion of Mrs. Tarrant of
journed from the morning session.

Pittsfield the

House

ad-

Afternoon Session

On
at 5:32

motion of Mr. Kelley of Littleton the House adjourned

P.M.

THURSDAY, June
The House met

at

1 1

:00

20, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Reverend Donald
R. Welles from the Christ Episcopal Church of Exeter, as follows:
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O

Lord God Almighty, guide, we pray thee all those to
thou hast committed the government of this State; grant
to them special gifts of wisdom and understanding; of counsel
and strength; that upholding what is right and following what
is true, they may obey thy holy will and fulfill thy divine pur-

whom

— we ask

pose

this in thy

name.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Collishaw of Exeter led the Convention

in the Pledge

of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
Club

introduced a group from the Salem Women's

as guests of the

House

today, courtesy of

Mr. Morrison of

Salem.

Leaves of Absence

Mr. Scott from Derry was granted leave of absence for the
day on account of important business.

Mr. Marsan of Rochester was granted leave of absence for
today and Friday on account of important business.
Mr. Shea of Keene was granted an indefinite leave of absence on account of illness.

Committee Reports

HB
tral

106, relative to the relocation of a portion of the cen-

New Hampshire

Appropriations.

turnpike, Mr. Pappagianis of

Ought

to pass with

Amendment

to

Nashua

for

amendment.

HB

106

Amend section 257-A:2, as inserted by section 1 of the bill,
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following: 257-A:2 Funds Provided. A sum not exceeding one million five hundred thousand dollars is hereby appropriated for
acquisition of land necessary for continuation of the F. E. Ev-
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turnpike to the New Hampshire-Massachusetts boundary
and for the construction of the east Dunstable interchange.
erett

Amend section 257-A:3, as inserted by section 1 of the bill,
by striking out the words "four million dollars" and inserting in
place thereof the following words: one million five hundred
thousand dollars.
Amend section 257-A:4, as inserted by section 1 of the bill,
by striking out the words "four million dollars" and inserting
in place thereof the following words: one million five hundred
thousand dollars.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HJR
Goode

of

21, relative to control of the

Manchester

Dutch elm

for Appropriations.

disease,

Inexpedient to

Mr.

legis-

late.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB 478, relative to the Beaver Brook Flood Control ProjMrs. Hartigan of Rochester for Appropriations. Ought to
pass with amendment.

ect,

Amendment

Amend
amend

to

HB

478

by striking out section 2; and further
by renumbering section 3 to read section 2.

said bill

said bill

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

483, providing for the acquisition of certain water

and dams controlling the headwaters of the Salmon Falls
River, Mr. Belcourt of Nashua for Appropriations. Ought to
pass with amendment.
rights

Amendment

Amend
amend

HB

483

by striking out section 2; and further
by renumbering section 3 to read section 2.

said bill

said bill

to
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The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 54, providing for the acquisition of a certain dam and
water rights by the water resources board, Mr. Belcourt of
Nashua for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend
amend

to

HB

54

by striking out section 2; and further
by renumbering section 3 to read section 2.

said bill

said bill

#

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

214, relative to state participation in water pollution
control costs, Mr. Goode of Manchester for Appropriations.

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment
1

to

HB

214

Amend the bill as amended by striking out
and inserting the following new sections:
2

all after

section

Appropriation. There

Avater pollution

is hereby appropriated for the
commission for the purpose of carrying out the

provisions of section

1

herein the

sum

of four

hundred seventy

thousand dollars of which sum three hundred thirty eight
thousand dollars shall be a charge upon the general fund of the
state and one hundred thirty eight thousand dollars shall be obtained as provided in section 3 hereof.

six

3

hundred

Borrowing Power. To provide funds in the sum
thirty eight thousand dollars, as appropriated

tion 2 hereof, the state treasurer

the direction of the governor
credit of the state a

is

of

one

in sec-

hereby authorized, under

and council,

sum not exceeding

to

borrow upon the
hundred

the said one

thousand dollars, and for said purposes may issue
bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the state of New
Hampshire. The governor and council shall determine the
form of such bonds or notes, their rate of interest, the date
when interest shall be paid and the time or times of issue. Such
bonds or notes shall be signed by the treasurer and countersigned by the governor and shall be deemed a pledge of the
thirty eight
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and credit

faith

of the state.

Such bonds or notes

shall

be paid

^vithin a period of twenty years.

4 Payments. The payment of principal and
bonds and notes issued under section 3 hereof
when due from the general funds of the state.

interest
shall

on the

be made

Accounts. The secretary of state shall keep an account
bonds or notes authorized hereunder countersigned by the
governor, showing the number and amount of each bond or
5

of all

note, the time of countersigning, the date of delivery to the treas-

and the date of maturity. The state treasurer shall keep
an account of each bond or note showing the number thereof,
urer,

the

name

of the person to

whom

sold, the

amount received

for

the same, the date of the sale and the date of maturity.

Short Term Notes. Prior to the issuance of bonds or
6
notes hereunder, the treasurer, under the direction of the gov-

ernor and council, may for purposes hereof borrow money from
time to time on short term loans, which may be refunded by the
issuance of notes hereunder, provided, however, that at no time
shall the indebtedness of the state on short term loans exceed
the

sum

of

one hundred

thirty eight

thousand

dollars.

Bonds or Notes. All bonds or notes except short
term loans issued under the provisions of this act shall be sold
at public sealed bidding to the highest bidder provided, however, that the governor and council may reject any or all bids
and may negotiate for said sale upon terms which it may deem
7

Sale of

most advantageous to the
8

state.

Existing Disposal Systems. These municipalities which

have undertaken construction, as defined in RSA 149-B:1 since
July 1, 1947, are hereby declared entitled to payment retroactively for the additional payment of ten percent authorized by
the above amendment to said 149-B:1. Each municipality shall
receive its total retroactive payments in a lump sum payment.
Applications for payments under this section shall be made to
the water pollution commission in accordance with rules and
regulations of the commission for such retroactive payments.
9

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

its

passage.

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

the bill was ordered to
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HB 38, establishing a legislative services committee, Mr,
Sheridan of Berlin for Appropriations. Ought to pass with
amendment.

Amendment

Amend

the

to

HB

38

same and

of said bill by striking out the

title

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act

providing for a director of legislative services.

Amend
1

by striking out

said bill

and inserting

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Legislative

Services.

chapter 17 the following

Amend RSA by

new

inserting after

chapter: Chapter 17-A. Director

of Legislative Services.

17-A:

1

Office Established.

islative services,

appointed

There

shall

be a director of

as hereinafter provided,

who

leg-

shall

have the following functions and duties:
I.

To

draft bills for both houses of the general court

the individual

members and incoming members

and

thereof, both

during sessions and while the general court is not in session,
and to check and examine all bills and joint resolutions prior to
final

engrossment.

IL Pursuant to the direction of the president of the senate
of the house, to perform or cause to be performed, as circumstances will permit, research and drafting
services requested by any committee of the general court in connection with the performance of its functions; to give such consideration to and service concerning any measure before the
general court as circumstances will permit and which is in any
way requested by the house or senate or any committee of the
general court having the matter before it; to assist and cooperate
with any interim legislative committee or commission, and to
approve all manifests for the expenditure of funds by such interim committees and commissions. Research and drafting assignments made to him by joint or concurrent action of the general court shall be given priority over other research and draft-

and the speaker

ing requests received.
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17-A:2

Appointment.

A

special

committee composed of

the president of the senate, the speaker of the house of representatives, the minority leader of the house, the minority leader of
the senate, the chairman of the senate finance committee

and

the chairman of the house appropriations committee, shall ap-

point the director of legislative services and fix his salary. He
shall hold office for a term of four years fiom the date of his appointment and until his successor is appointed. He shall be
chosen without reference to party affiliation and solely on the

and experience to perform
In the performance of its duties under
this chapter, said special committee may act whether or not the
general court is then in session; and four members thereof shall

ground of

his fitness, qualifications

the duties of his

constitute a

17-A:3

office.

quorum.
Office.

The

director of legislative services shall

maintain a permanent office in the state house where he shall be
provided with suitable and sufficient offices convenient to the
chambers of the house and senate and shall be in attendance
upon all sessions of the general court. Said office shall be kept
open during the time provided for other state offices, and when
the general court is in session at such hours, day and night, as are
most convenient for members of the general court.
17-A:4

Assistants.

The

director may, subject to the ap-

proval of the special committee hereinbefore referred to, appoint and fix the compensation of such additional professional,

perform his
may,
subject
to like
functions and
He
designate
of
employees
to
his
deputy
approval,
one
said
be
to
technical, clerical or other employees necessary to

duties under this chapter.

act in his absence.

and Towns. Amend RSA I4:6-a (supp) as in56: 1, by striking out the words "legislative drafting service in the office of the attorney general" in the third and
fourth lines and inserting in place thereof the words, director
of legislative services; and by striking out the word "service" in
the seventh and ninth lines and inserting in place thereof the
2

serted

Cities

by 1959,

amended shall read as folWhenever there is introduced

Avord, director, so that said section as

lows:

14:6-a Notice Required.

into either branch of the general court a private act
lates to a particular

town or

which

re-

city or other political subdivision

the director of legislative services shall forthwith send copies

thereof

to

the

board of selectmen of the town, governing
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body of the city or executive head of the political subdivision
concerned and to the clerk of the town, city or political subdivision. Said director may also forward copies of the bill to any
other officials of the municipality who, in the judgment of the
director, should receive notice of the introduction of said bill.

Advance Drafting. Amend

3

RSA

14:39 by striking out

the words "attorney general as provided in section 36, supra,"
in the sixth and seventh lines and inserting in place thereof the

words, director of legislative services as provided in RSA 17-A,
so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 14:39 Proposed Bills. Any senator-elect or representative-elect, on and
after December first, may file with the secretary of state such bills
as he desires to introduce. The secretary of state, at some convenient time during the month of November, shall notify each

and representative-elect of the provisions of this
and of the availability of the bill drafting service in the

senator-elect

section

office of

the director of legislative services as provided in

Such notice

17-A.

shall, if possible,

RSA

be given coincidentally with

new members to each member-elect.
Eleven hundred copies of each bill shall be printed and a copy
furnished to any citizen who may apply therefor. The secretary
of state shall cause the original type used in the composition of
said bills to be retained until at least ten days after the convening of the general court, in the event that further copies of said
bills may be necessary. Not later than the second day of the session, the secretary of state shall file the bills and all undistributed
copies with the clerk of that branch of the legislature in which
the respective bills are to be introduced.
the mailing of the roster of

4

Repeal.

RSA

14:36-38, inclusive, relative to the legisla-

tive service for the drafting of bills in the office of the attorney

general, are hereby repealed.

Appropriation. There

5

is

hereby appropriated the sum

of thirty thousand dollars for the fiscal year ending

1964,

and a

like

sum

for the fiscal year

ending June

for the office of the director of legislative services.

sum

of five thousand dollars for the fiscal year

An

June

30,

30, 1965,

additional

ending June

30,

hereby appropriated for the services of a consultant to
the director of legislative services with respect to the 1965 session
of the general court, to be engaged by him, subject to the approval of a committee composed of the president of the senate,
the speaker of the house, the minority leader of the house, the
1965

is
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minority leader of the senate, the chairman of the senate finance
committee and the chairman of the house appropriations committee, any four of whom may act as a quorum. The sums hereby
appropriated shall be a charge upon the legislative appropriation.

6

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect as of July

1,

1963.

At the request or Mr. Stafford of Laconia, Mr. Clement
plained the amendment.

ex-

(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland and Messrs. O'Neil of
Chesterfield, Sheridan of Berlin, Peterson of Peterborough

and

Mrs. Clark of Lee spoke in favor of the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Newell of Concord spoke against the amendment.

The amendment was

adopted.

Mr. Clement of Rochester
ment and moved its adoption.

Amendment

Amend
as inserted

said bill as

by section

1

amend-

offered the following

to

HB

38

amended by

inserting after

of said

the following

bill,

RSA
new

17-A:4

section:

17-A:5 Attorney General's Office. The director may call
the attorney general's office for technical, clerical, and
other assistance in the performance of his duties hereunder;
and, subject to the availability of personnel, such assistance
shall be made available. Any regular employee of the attorney

upon

general's office engaged in such legislative service shall receive,
in addition to his classified salary, such additional
for overtime

work performed

compensation

as the attorney general

may

de-

termine, subject to the approval of the general court. The additional compensation provided herein shall be a charge upon
the appropriation for the legislature.
*

The

Clerk read the

*

amendment

*

in full.

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

the bill was ordered to

Thursday, June

HJR

providing for an investigation and study by a
relative to loans and credit, Mr. Bigelow of

39,

commission

special

Warner

for Banks, Inexpedient to legislate.

The resolution was

HB
Warner

adopted.

637, relative to auto sales financing, Mr. Bigelow of
for Banks. Refer to the

The report of
SB

Bank Advisory Board.

the committee was adopted.

relative to continuous financial responsibility
Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Banks and Insurance.

106,

certificates,

Ought
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to pass.

The bill was

HB

ordered to a third reading.

616, relative to the definition of an elementary school
pass with amendment.

and school district liability, ought to
Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education.

Mrs. Greene of Rye offered the following
its adoption.

amendment and

moved

Amendment

Amend

said bill

renumbering

to

HB

616

by striking out section 2 thereof and by
and 4 to read sections 2 and 3, respec-

sections 3

tively.

*

The

*

*

Clerk read the amendment.

Mrs. Greene spoke in favor of the amendment.

(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HJR

10,

providing supplemental appropriation for eduDemers of Lebanon for Education.

cation of the deaf, Mrs.

Ought

to pass.

The

resolution was ordered to Appropriations under the

Rules.

HB
sen of

ment.

628, relative to the practice of chiropractic,

Concord

for Public Health.

Ought

to pass

Mr. Ander-

with

Amend-
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Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

628

of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1
Chiropractic. Amend RSA 316:11 by inserting after the
word "pathology" in the third line the words, chiropractic Xray procedures and analysis, so that said section as amended shall

read as follows: 316:11 Examinations. The board shall give a
written examination in the following subjects: Anatomy, physiology, symptomatology, hygiene, chiropractic, orthopedy, histology, pathology, chiropractic X-ray procedures and analysis, neurology and the principles of chiropractic adjusting and nerve
tracing.

Further amend the bill by inserting after section
lowing new section to read as follows:
4

Chiropractors.

section 17 the following

Amend RSA
new

3 the fol-

316:17 by inserting after

sections: 316:17-a Inactive List.

A

chiropractor licensed under this chapter, and who is a resident of
this state, who does not intend to engage in the practice of his

board may have his
not be required to
register biennially or pay any registration fee as long as he remains inactive. Any chiropractor whose name has been included
in the inactive list as herein provided shall be restored to active
status by the board upon the filing of a written request with said
board, accompanied by the required registration fee for renewal.
profession,

name

upon written request

transferred to an inactive

Further
section

amend

list

to the

and

shall

the bill by renumbering section 4 to read

5.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

SB 99, providing that village districts may take land for
water works purposes within the towns in which they are established in the same manner as in the laying out of a highway,
Mr. Chandler of Portsmouth

for Judiciary.

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

HB

613, relative to penalties for violations of the munici-

budget

was ordered

to a third reading.

act, Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown for Judiciary. Inexpedient to legislate.

pal
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Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown explained the resolution of
committee.
the

Gay

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

633, relating to the veterans' service exemption,

of Derry for Military

and Veterans

Affairs.

Ought

Mr.

to pass.

The

bill

HB

627, to allow towns to increase their boards of select-

was ordered

to a third reading.

men, Mr. Crouch of Durham
ernment. Inexpedient to

The

for

Municipal and County Gov-

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB 436, relative to motor vehicle and boat number plates,
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation. Inexpedient to
legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

525, setting a date for application for

number plates, Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro
Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

HB

motor vehicle

for Transportation.

525

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Motor Vehicle Number

Plates.

Amend RSA

new

260 by

in-

Application for Same Number. Any owner of a passenger motor
vehicle registered in this state in any year who desires to have
the same number plate for the succeeding year may make application therefor by mail or other^vise to the director of
motor vehicles provided said application is made on or before

serting after section 9 the following

the second

Wednesday

in February.

section: 260:9-a

No number

issued unless the registration fee therefor

is

plate shall be
paid at the time of

application.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

524, empowering the state to reimburse towns for loss
under certain circumstances, Mr. Geisel of Manchester
Ways and Means. Ought to pass with amendment.

of taxes
for
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Amendment

Amend

section

1

of the bill

to

HB

524

by striking out said section and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Reimbursement. Amend RSA 216-A (supp) as inserted
1
by 1961, 263 by inserting after section 3 the following new
sections:

216-A:3-a Payments by State. Whenever the state acquires
any real property in a town or city for public recreational or park
purposes the state shall annually pay to the town or city where
such property is situate a sum equal to the taxes which would
have been assessed against such property had such property
remained taxable basing such payments upon the assessed value
of the property for the year prior to the year of acquisition at
the current local rate of taxation applicable for the year in

which payment is made until and including the year the property is opened to the public for recreational or park use. The
year following the opening of the property for recreational or
park use and for the second, third, fourth and fifth years following such opening the payments shall be based on eighty,
sixty, forty and twenty per cent respectively of the assessed
value of the property for the year prior to the year of acquisition at the current local rate of taxation applicable for the
year in which payment is made and thereafter such payments
shall cease. If less than all the real property included in a single
assessment is acquired by the state the tax commission shall
determine the apportionment of the assessment between the
state and the former owner. At the time of computing the rate
percent of taxation for the town or city where said real property

is

situate,

the tax commission shall certify to the state

of the payment to be made to each town
each year and the treasurer shall make such payment on or before December first. The director of the division
of parks shall notify the tax commission of the date when any
real property acquired for recreational or park use is opened

amount

treasurer the

and

city in

to the public.

The governor is authorwarrant for the payments authorized under the
provisions of section 226-A:3-a out of any money in the treasury
not otherwise appropriated.
216-A:3-b. Authority for Payment.

ized to

draw

his
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The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

630, providing for collection of taxes

ing re-assessed, Mr. Geisel of Manchester for

Ought

Amend
1

be-

with amendment.

to pass

Amendment
tion

on property

Ways and Means.

to

HB

630

the bill by com^bining section

and by renumbering section
*

3 to

1

and

2 to read sec-

read section

2.

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

630, providing for a committee to study the possibility
and towns to impose special local taxes, Mr.

of permitting cities

Colbath of Dover for Ways and Means. Inexpedient

to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

645, relative to civil air patrol, Mr. Geisel of

chester for

The

Ways and Means. Inexpedient

Man-

to legislate.

resolution was adopted.

HB

632, authorizing the dissolution of the Penacook school
and uniting the same with the union school district of
Concord, Mr. Gove of Concord for the Concord Delegation.
district

Ought

to pass.

The

was ordered to a third reading.

bill

SB 68 (New Draft and New

Title), relative to the reorgan-

ization of public higher education in

Demers

of

Lebanon

New

for Education.

Ought

Amendment

SB 68

Hampshire, Mrs.
with amend-

to pass

ment.

Amend

to

section 16 of the bill by striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Coordinating Board of Advanced Education and AcA coordinating board of advanced education and
accreditation of nine members shall be established with the
following membership: The commissioner of education, president of the university of New Hampshire, president of Keene
state college, president of Plymouth state college, chairman of
16

creditation.
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the state board of education or his delegated representative, exand four members to be appointed by the governor, with

officio,

the consent of the council, one of these four appointive

mem-

bers shall be an educator selected from one of the private institutions

of

higher learning in

New

Hampshire. Appointive

members of this board shall be appointed for five years each.
Of the original appointments two members shall be appointed
for three years each

and the remaining two

shall

be appointed

for the full five-year term. Thereafter each appointive

member

have a five-year term. Vacancies shall be filled for unexpired terms only. The function of the board is to work in an
advisory capacity only toward coordinating the activities of
higher education in the state including community colleges and
work with the New Hampshire members of the New England
Board of Higher Education insofar as possible. It shall have the
responsibility for accrediting institutions for higher learning
that wish to issue diplomas or grant degrees. The procedure
and criteria for accreditation will be established by the board.
If such institutions qualify in the opinion of the accrediting
board said board shall recommend to the legislature that such
institutions be authorized to grant the appropriate degrees.
The board is hereby authorized to employ such staff as may be
necessary to carry on its work, within the limits of the appropriation made herein. The members of the board, except the
ex-officio members, and any committee of accreditation established by them shall serve without compensation but may be
reimbursed for actual travel and other expenses incurred in the
performance of their duties hereunder. The provisions of this
section shall not apply to any institution of learning atithorized
by law, prior to the effective date of this act, to grant degrees or
use the term "college" or any other descriptive name.
shall

Further

and

amend

18 to read 17, 18

the bill by

and

renumbering

sections 16,

17

19.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was referred to

Appropriations under the Rules.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

Thursday, June
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329,

An
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act relative to initial registration plates for

boats.

HB

474, An act providing for the judicial review of orders
transferring incorrigibles from industrial school to other state
institutions.

SB

An

66,

HB

act to require notation of line agreements.

An

275,

exemption

act relative to taxation

for dis-

abled veterans.

HB 390, An act to authorize the change of name of Wentworth Hospital and Wentworth-Dover City Hospital to Wentworth-Douglass Hospital.

HB 504, An act relative to inter-bank deposits.
HB 516, An act relative to penalties for violation of
parking

at

HB

An act relative
New Hampshire.

549,

An

meter

Beach.

528,

versity of

HB

Hampton

to

act relative to

investment of funds of the Uni-

compensation of policemen in

the city of Portsmouth.

SB

44,

An

act to authorize cities

and towns

to establish

historic districts.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Forbes of Marlow

Resolution
Messrs. Smith

and

Bell of Plymouth,

Plumer

of Bristol,

Pryor of Ashland, Larty of Haverhill and Stevenson of Bethlehem offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, Ruth T. Hampson, our beautiful and talented
Representative from the town of Hebron in the county of
Grafton, has served her constituents well during this 1963 session of the General Court, and
Whereas, Mrs. Hampson
Granite State, therefore be it

a favorite

daughter of our

fair

members of this House of RepreGeneral Court convened, do hereby pay homage
our fellow member and be it further
Resolved, that we, the

sentatives, in
to

is
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Resolved, that the bridge over the Cockermouth River be-

tween the
forever,

villages of

known

as the

Mr. Plumer of

The

Hebron and East Hebron
Ruth T. Hampson bridge.

now and

Bristol spoke in favor of the resolutions.

resolutions were

Hampson

Mrs.

be,

unanimously adopted.

Hebron thanked

of

the

members

for the

resolution.

Mr. Taft of Greenville requested that Mr. Plumer of Brisand Mr. Casassa escort Mrs. Hampson to the Rostrum where
he presented her with a sign naming the bridge in Hebron.
tol

Mr. Stafford of Laconia offered the following resolutions:

New England Motorcycle Dealers Associahonored our state for the past twenty-five years by
coming to New Hampshire, and
Whereas, the

tion has

Whereas,

this year

is

ciation's activities at the

the "Silver Anniversary" of this asso-

Belknap Recreational Area, and

Whereas, William "Bill" Schietinger of Bridgeport, Conis the Head of the 43rd Annual New England Motorcycle Tour and Rally which will be in Laconia June 18-23,
necticut,

1963,

and

Whereas, "Bill" was the means of bringing the motorcycle
races to Laconia

and the

State of

twenty-five years, therefore be

New Hampshire

for the past

it

Members of the House of RepreHampshire General Court, hereby express
our appreciation of all that "Bill" has done in this respect, that
we commend him for increasing the tourist industry which has
added greatly to the economic growth of the City of Laconia
and the State of New Hampshire, and be it further
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the Ne^v

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be presented
with our very best wishes for his continued success
and that of the New England Motorcycle Dealers Association.
to "Bill"

The

resolutions were adopted.

Messrs.

Cheney and Gay of Derry offered the following
Rockingham County Delegation:

resolutions for the
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Whereas, Guy E. Nickerson, Representative from Kingbeen hospitalized in the Mount Auburn Hospital in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, therefore be it

ston, has

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, extend to
our sympathy in his illness and extend to
for his speedy return to health, and be it

Resolved, That we the
sentatives of the General

our Fellow Member
him our best ^vishes
further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to Representative Nickerson.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Point of Information

Mr. Vachon of Manchester rose on a point of information.

Correction

The Chair

wishes to announce the following correction
June 19th. On page 34 under the heading

in the Journal for

Senate Message the text should read as follows:

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

273, relating to investments of savings banks.

Mr. Reddy of Contoocook moved that the House non-concur in the Senate amendment and that a committee of conference be appointed.

The motion prevailed and the Chair appointed Messrs.
Stevens of Epsom, Asby of Canterbury and Manning of Manchester as conferees on the part of the House.
#

The Chair

*

*

asked unanimous consent of the House that the
Permanent Journal be so corrected. Such consent was granted.
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Ck>ininuni ca tion

Durham, N. H.
June 17, 1963

To

the

me.

Many thanks from my heart for the set of Resolutions
Guy was proud of being a member of your body.
I

members

of the

House

of Representatives:

sent

will cherish these as long as life lasts.

Very sincerely,
s/Vella

On
were so

M. Smart

motion of Mr. Hill of Conway the rules of the House
suspended as to permit the introduction of a com-

far

mittee report not previously advertised in the Journal for 2
days.

Committee Report

HJR
Hayward
Ought to

town of Tamworth, Mr.
Municipal and County Government.

36, relative to lands in the

of Milford for

pass with

amendment.

Amendment
Proposed amendment
lands in the town of

to

to

HJR

HJR

No.

36
36, relative to certain

Tamworth.

Amend
line the

the Joint Resolution by striking out in the sixth
words "and directed" so that said joint resolution as

amended

shall read as follows:

That
right, title

the state of

and

New Hampshire

disclaims any

and

all

interest in that certain property situate in the

Tamworth and known as the John Albee Memorial
Reservation, and that the governor and council are
hereby authorized to execute such instruments as may be nectown

of

Forest

essary to

convey any interest of the

said premises to

*

The

state of

Edward R. Mathews
*

New Hampshire

or his successors in

in

title.

*

Clerk read the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and
a third reading.

the bill was ordered to
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is the 45th wedding
Haverhill
and the 42nd
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Larty of
Bath.
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlin of

The Chair announced

that Saturday

On motion
were so

far

of Mr. Pickett of Keene the Rules of the House
suspended as to permit third reading and final pas38, by title only.

HB
HB 38,

sage of

providing for

a director of legislative services,

was

read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.

Reconsidera tion

its

Mr. Sheridan of Berlin moved that the House reconsider
vote whereby it passed HB 38 and spoke against the motion.

The motion was

not adopted.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit third reading and final
passage of HB 106, by title only.

were so

HB
tral

106, relative to the relocation of a portion of the cen-

New Hampshire

and sent

turnpike, was read a third time, passed,

to the Senate for concurrence.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit third reading and final
passage of HB 483, by title only.

were so

HB

483, providing for the acquisition of certain water

and dams controlling the headwaters of the Salmon
River, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Sen-

rights
Falls

ate for concurrence.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit third reading and final
passage of HB 478, by title only.

were so

HB 478, relative to Beaver Floor Control Project, was
read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.
On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit third reading and final
passage of HB 54, by title only.

were so
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HB 54, providing for the acquisition of a certain dam and
water rights by the water resources board, was read a third
time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.
On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit third reading and final
HB 214, by title only.
of
passage

were so

HB

214, relative to state participation in water pollution
control costs, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the

Senate for concurrence.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit third reading and final
passage of SB 106, by title only.

SB

relative to continuous financial responsibility
was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of State to be engrossed.
106,

certificates,

On
were

so

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit third reading and final

passage of

HB

HB 6(16, by title only.

616, relative to the definition of an elementary school
districts liability, was read a third time, passed, and

and school

sent to the Senate for concurrence.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit third reading and final
passage on HB 628, by title only.

HB

628, relative to chiropractic, was read a third time,

and sent to the Senate

p^'ssed,

for concurrence.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit third reading and final passage of SB 99, by title only.
were so

far

SB 99, providing that village districts may take land for
water works purposes within the towns in which they are established in the same manner as in laying out of a highway, was
read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of State to
be engrossed.

On
were

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit third reading and final pasHB 633, by title only.

so far

sage of
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633, relating to the veterans' service exemption, was

read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
Avere so far suspended as to permit third reading and final passage of HB 525, by title only.

On

HB
number

525, setting a date for application for motor vehicle
plates, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the

Senate for concurrence.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit third reading and final passage of HB 524, by title only.

HB

empowering the state to reimburse towns for loss
under certain circumstances, was read a third time,
passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.
524,

of taxes

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit third reading and final passage of HB 630, by title only,
were

so far

HB

630, providing for collection of taxes on property being re-assessed, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the
Senate for concurrence.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit third reading and final passage of HB 632, by title only.
were so

far

HB

632, authorizing the dissolution of the Penacook
school district and uniting the same with union school district
of Concord, was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.

On
were

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
suspended as to permit third reading and final pasHJR 36, by caption only.

so far

sage of

HJR

36, relative to certain lands in the

was read a third time, passed, and sent
currence.

Recess

town

of

Tamworth,

to the Senate for con-
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After Recess

Senate Messages
Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of

The

Representatives:

HB

545,

making appropriations

departments of the

HB

for the expenses of certain

for the year ending June

state

30, 1964.

making appropriations

for the expenses of certain
ending
year
departments of the state for the
June 30, 1965.

546,

On motion of Mr. Clement of Rochester the House nonconcurred in the Senate amendments and a committe of conference was appointed. The Chair appointed, Mr. Clement of
Rochester, Mr. Shepard of Londonderry and Mr. Pappagianis
of Nashua as conferees on the part of the House.
Introduction of a Bill

HB

meet
and second

654, providing for additional appropriations to

contractual deficiencies, was read a

certain

first

time and referred to Appropriations.

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the Rules of the
so far suspended as to dispense with the printing of

House be

HB

654.

The

HB

Clerk read the
654,

An

bill in full.

act providing for additional appropriations to

meet certain contractual

deficiencies.

Deficiency Appropriations.

1

hereby appropriated

The sum

of $456,604.37

is

meet the following contractual deficiencies: for administration and control for OASI contributions
for state employees
$92,891.64; for teachers
$92,042.73; for employees retirement system, 1962, the sum of
$38,048 and for 1963, the sum of $41,622; for the recreational
fund, the sum of $192,000. The sums hereby appropriated are
for the purpose of reimbursing the general fund for sums expended to meet obligations of the state.
to

—

2

Takes

—

Effect.

This

act shall take effect

*

The motion was

—

adopted.

*

*

upon

its

passage.

Thursday, June

20, 1963
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Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB

An

270,

act relative to use of poisons for the control of

certain birds.

HB

391,

An

act relative to

motor vehicle operation and

registration.

SB

12,

An

act relative to costs of aiding intellectually re-

tarded children.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Forbes of Marlow

Mr. Stafford of Portsmouth moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal.

House be

Mr. Stafford explained the

The motion was

bill.

adopted.

Coininittee Report

SB 128, to amend the Portsmouth city charter, Mr. Stafford of Portsmouth for the Portsmouth Delegation. Ought to
pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Mr. Bigelow of Warner moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee report not previously advertised in the Journal.
Mr. Bigelow of Warner explained the

The motion was

bill.

adopted.

Report

SB

95, relating to

Stevens of

The

Epsom
bill

presentment for payment by banks, Mr.

for Banks,

Ought

was ordered to

to pass.

a third reading.

:
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Mr. Bigelow of Warner moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee report not previously advertised in the Journal.

Mr. Bigelow

of

Warner explained

The motion was

the resolution.

adopted.

Report

SJR
the

SPD

Ought

11, in favor of the New Hampshire Savings Bank and
Realty Corporation, Mr. Bigelow of Warner for Banks.

to pass.

The SJR was

referred to Appropriations under the Rules.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that the rules of the
far suspended as to permit a public hearing to be

House be so
held on HB

618, relating to availability to public of public

records and meetings, at 2 P.M. on

The motion

Tuesday next.

prevailed.

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendment, in the passage of which
amendment the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives

HB

594,

An

act authorizing

Accounting and Commerce

Amend

Section

I

New Hampshire

College of

to grant degrees.

of the bill by adding at the

end

thereof.

The

degree of Bachelor of Business Science as awarded by the
aforesaid institution shall represent the equivalent of a four
year course and at least thirty percent of the total credits required for said degree shall be in general education, so that
said section as amended shall read: 1 Authority Granted. The
college conducted by the N. H. College of Accounting & Commerce, Inc., an educational institution, is hereby authorized to
confer upon the graduates therefrom the degrees of Bachelor
of Business Science

and Associate

in

Business Science.

The
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degree of Bachelor of Business Science as awarded by the aforesaid institution shall represent the equivalent of a four year

course

and

at least thirty percent of the total credits

required

for said degree shall be in general education.

On motion of Mrs. Brown of Sandwich the House concurred in the Senate amendment.
On motion of Mr. Angus of Claremont the Rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit HB 61, relating to
pulmonary disease, to be placed on the calendar for tomorrow.

The Chair announced
London

of

that today

is

the birthday of Mr.

New London.
Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
the following titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

bills ^vith

SB

135, relative to state aid for school construction.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB

135, relative to state aid for school construction

—

to

Education.
*

*

*

On motion of Mrs. Richardson of Dover the House adjourned from the morning session.
Afternoon Session

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit third reading of bills by
title only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to
meet tomorrow morning at 1 1 :00 A.M.

were so

Third Readings

SB

128, to

amend

third time, passed,

engrossed.

the Portsmouth city charter, was read a
and sent to the Secretary of State to be
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SB 95, relating to presentment for payment by banks, was
read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of State to
be engrossed.
*

*

*

members were apconference on HB
committee
of
pointed as members of the
cases: Mrs.
emergency
in
liability
207, providing immunity from
Moran
and
Hanover
of
Frizzell of Charlestown, Messrs. Johnson

The

Chair announced the following

of Manchester.

On
journed

motion of Mrs.
P.M.

St.

Pierre of Rochester the

House

ad-

at 3:44

FRIDAY, June

The House met

at

1 1

:00

21, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

O THOU who

hast blessed our Granite State with untold

— who hast nurtured us with
— and hast given us the opservice —
these

beauty from "Coos to the Sea"

the priceless heritage of freedom

new day
Thee our loving

portunities of a

of

we

praise.

give

for all

Help

blessings,

us to be resourceful in

wisdom, inventive in our endeavors, strengthened through
courage, and inspired by faith as we labor together. Liberate us
from all hinderances that would impair our effectiveness and
efficiency as we strive for the common good of our State and
Nation. We rejoice in the knowledge and comfort of the new
spiritual leadership afforded to many peoples of the world
through the election of Pope Paul VI. May our world find
peace and prosperity through the union of spiritual guidance
and political freedoms in all nations. Endow our Governor, his
Council, and the Members ol this Joint Convention with Thy
blessing; may their every effort and action give honor to Thy
Name as they strive to know Thy Will and the meaning of Thy

Way. Amen.
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Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr.

Low

of

Hanover

led the Convention in the Pledge ot

Allegiance to the Flag.

House

A SURVEY OF ENROLLMENT PROSPECTS AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, 1956-1973
February

1957

This report of enrollment forecasts was prepared by members
of the University staff for use in planning for the future
development of the University of New Hampshire.
America's universities and colleges are today facing a crisis
unusual proportions. During the years after World War II
the birth rate rose throughout the nation. Elementary and high
schools have already found that the upsurge of births requires
more school buildings and increased staffs. During the next ten
years, similar pressures will be felt by the nation's institutions
of higher learning. The college-age population will be larger
than ever before. Moreover, economic prosperity, a greater demand for college-trained employees, and a marked increase in
of

the size and

number

of families of college-educated parents will

probably stimulate an even larger proportion of American youth
to attend institutions of higher learning.

Throughout the last five years the University of New
Hampshire has sought to determine how changing population
and economic and social conditions will affect the University's
enrollment in the future. A preliminary survey on future enrollment was completed in 1952. Experience during the last
tAvo years has shown that several of the assumptions made in
this survey should be revised. This report is issued to provide
a range of prospective enrollment which takes into account the
changing conditions likely to affect the future size of the University.

Conditions Affecting University Enrollment

Enrollment

mined

at the University of

New Hampshire

is

deter-

by two separate sets of conditions. The first
of these involves conditions over which the University has no
control
population changes, economic developments, military crises, and the social and economic significance of college
in large part

—
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training. For example,

State increases,

and

if

if

if

number of young people in the
economy prospers, if peace prevails,

the

the state's

employers continue to give priority to job applicants with
it is inevitable that a larger number of high

college training,

school graduates will seek admission to the University. The
potential demand for University training is then set by social
and economic factors beyond the control of University officials.

The actual size of University enrollment is determined by
University admissions policies. The University can control the
number of students through an arbitrary ceiling on admissions,
through increased tuition, through higher admission and academic standards, through the adjustment of the proportion of
in-state to out-of-state students admitted, and through a change
in the academic offerings of the colleges. Since the end of World
War II, the University of New Hampshire has followed an admissions policy designed to meet two objectives: equality of
educational opportunity coupled with high standards of academic preparation. The University has admitted all in-state
students who qualify for admission on the basis of their high
school records or entrance examinations. Out-of-state student
enrollment, based on a more selective admissions policy, has

been adjusted periodically to meet changing conditions. By
admitting a relatively large proportion of out-of-state students
during the war, the University was able to keep its plant reasonably well occupied and the staff relatively stable. This policy
enabled the University to be in a better position than most institutions to handle the unprecedented post-war enrollment.
During the post-war period the admission of out-of-state students
was substantially curtailed, giving first priority to residents of
the State. When the post-war peak passed, the contraction of the
student body was slowed by again admitting a suitable proportion of out-of-state students. As indicated below, the University
has already made plans for reducing once again the number of
out-of-state students as

more

qualified State residents seek ad-

mission to the University.

With

the exception of a reduction in the proportion of

out-of-state enrollment, the admissions policies of the past will

be continued for the foreseeable future. The University believes
that these policies have provided a valid basis for admitting stuopportunity for all those genuinely qualified, without
dents
the human and economic waste of indiscriminate admission in

—
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the hope that heavy attrition would provide the selective factor.
the basic changes in the size of University enrollment will
result largely from an expected increase in the number of

Thus

college-ase students within the State
desire of qualified

young people

and an increase

in the

to attend college.

Enrollment Forecasts
Enrollment and Population Trends
Since 1931, the general trend in freshman admissions at
the University has been upward, with the exception of the

W^orld

War

II period.

Eliminating the population factor, for

moment, the upward trend would appear to indicate an
increased desire and ability of young people from within the
State to attend the University. There is little reason to believe
the

that this trend will cease, for the increases of the past can be

traced largely to factors which will probably continue into the
future: greater

demand for college graduates, higher standards
number of families with college-educated

of living, a larger

parents.

the

The

first

upward trend

basic assumption for future enrollment
in

is

that

freshman admissions will continue into the

future, consequently increasing over-all University enrollment.

At the same time that normal trends toward increased enrollment will occur, the University can expect to feel the impact
of the increased number of young people in the State. From
1945 to 1946 the number of children born in the State rose from
8,338 to 11,092 per year. After 1946 the number of births averaged about 12,000 per year, in contrast to a pre-war level (19301940) of around 7,700 per year. Since most children enter college during their eighteenth year, the impact of increased births
Avill probably be felt most severely around 1964. A larger percentage of the increased number of children born in the State
may be expected to seek admission to the University, particularly since the majority of private colleges do not expect to
expand in proportion to the increase in the college-age population.
It is difficult to

predict exactly

born in the post-war years

how many

of the children

will actually seek admission to the

University. In the past, the percentage of children born in a
given year who were admitted to the University eighteen years
later has risen steadily. In large part the increase in this per-
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be traced to the fact that, while the number of annual births decreased steadily between 1927 and 1937, the number of children born in this period who sought admission to the
University eighteen years later increased over previous years.
Thus, a projection of the percentage trends into the future
could give a considerably inflated number of potential admissions. A second consideration also makes it difficult to make
exact enrollment projections on the basis of birth data. Between
1940 and 1950, 5,543 or approximately 6.7 percent of the young
people in the age group of 15 to 24 left the State. Should this
trend continue, it is possible that many children born in the
State (potential students) would have migrated elsewhere becentasre can

fore they reached the age to enroll at the University.

Methods

of Estimating In-State

Freshman Enrollment

Because so many of the factors affecting future enrollment
cannot be predicted with exactness in advance, it seems advisable at this time to estimate the low and high limits within
which enrollment will expand. With a range of enrollment predictions before it, the University will be in a position to estimate both the minimum and maximum needs of the future. To
find the range of probable growth, two methods of estimating
enrollment have been used.

shows the relationship of births in New Hampshire
of in-state freshmen admitted to the University
between 1931 and 1955, with projections until 1972. The projections have been made without attempting to account for the
variables discussed above. Consequently, the total in-state freshmen admitted (shown in column 3) is probably the highest
estimate which could be made for those years. The percentages
used in projecting enrollment in column 4 were obtained in the

Table

to the

1

number

following manner:

In the ten-year period preceding World War II the percentage of the children born in New Hampshire who entered
the University eighteen years later did not change substantially.
Since the end of the war the percentage has gone up on an
average of 3/10 of one percent a year. This rate holds true for
civilian admissions from 1946-47 through 1952-53 and also for
the period from 1946-47 through 1955-56, even though percentages for the first period were figures on civilian admissions
only, whereas those for the latest year include veterans. It ap-
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Table 1. Relationship of Births in New Hampshire to In-State
Freshman Admissions to the University of New Hampshire

Year

of Birth
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pears that a definite trend toward a larger proportion of the
college-age population attending college is well established. It
does not seem reasonable, however, that the rate of growth of
the past decade can go on indefinitely. The educational benefits
available to veterans and the rapidly expanding economy both
to have made the recent rate of growth unusubut there is no evidence that growth will cease. For

may be assumed
ally rapid,

purposes of this study, therefore, it has been arbitrarily assumed
that until the percentage of eighteen-year-olds entering the University reaches 9.0, the growth will be at the rate of 2/10 of one
percent a year and that thereafter

it

will

be 1/10 of one percent

a year.

The
method

1,245 in-state freshmen admissions forecast by this
is probably the highest number to seek and

for 1972-73

number a low estimate of
freshmen has been forecast by a different method. This
method simply projects the past trend line for enrollment until
1972-73, providing for a deviation from the past trend in 1964
when the large increase in post- World War II births will be felt.
To determine the effect of the births on past trends, the partial
derivatives to births were averaged and applied against the
births in 1946 (the eighteen-year-olds in 1964) to arrive at the
new base.* Thus, the chart on Page 8 reflects a second estimate,
placing admissions in 1972-73 at about 1,124.
qualify for admission. Against this
in-state

Effects of

Admissions Policies

at Private

On

and

Oiit-of-State Schools

the basis of these estimates, the University can antici-

pate an enrollment of in-state freshmen in the range of 1,124
students to 1,245 students by 1972-73. To this estimate should be

added the number of students who would normally seek to
attend private colleges, but who will probably be unable to do
so if most private colleges follow their present plans of limiting
enrollment in the future.
who

entered military service during the Korean conflict, the percentage base for

projecting future admissions has been set at 8.0 for 1954-55, a level

somewhat

lower than the actual percentage. (This percentage was obtained by averaging
the percentages of admissions for 1952, 1953, and 1954. ) Two-tenths of one per
cent has been added to the base each year until the percentage of eighteen-year
olds attending the University reaches 9.0 per cent,

been reduced
*

Every

to one-tenth of

ratio has

one per

when

the annual increase has

cent.

both a numerator and denominator, hence the value of

the fraction will vary with a change in either of these.

The

partial derivative
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In 1954, the State Board of Education reported that the
of high school graduates going to private colleges and to
out-of-state public institutions is about the same as that attending the University of New Hampshire. One may assume that
students will seek to enroll at the University and at other schools
in about the same proportion in the future. Yet private college

number

announced plans, will in some cases remain constant and, generally, increase only moderately in the
future.* In making this survey it has been assumed arbitrarily
that private and out-of-state colleges will admit about one-third
more New Hampshire residents by 1972, if the progression is
steady, or approximately 5 more for each year from 1956-57 to
1972-73. Many of the New Hampshire residents who wish to
capacity, according to

attend private colleges will, thus, turn to the University of New
Hampshire when other educational opportunities are not available.

This will amount to 374 additional in-state freshmen by
1972-73 under the low estimate and 495 under the high estimate.

Table

(See

2.)

Total In-State Freshman Enrollment

The normal in-state admissions plus the students who would
have attended private or out-of-state public colleges in the past
indicate a total freshman enrollment ranging from 1,498 to
1,740 in the year 1972-73. (See

Table

3.)

Over- All Enrollment Estimates

The
making
is

freshmen admitted each year are the basis for
For example, if the freshmen admis-

in-state

over-all estimates.

a measure of the influence of change in the numerator or denominator on the

ratio,

the other being held constant.

X=A

X'

= A'

B
The question "what

B'

influence does A-A' have on X-X' "

the partial of A-A' to X-X' holding

B

sum

to X-X', the

of the partials should
**

be equal

constant.

Increase in the size of private colleges

pally for tAvo reasons

:

(

1

)

some beheve

The same
change
is

is
is

answered by taking
done for B and the

in the value of the ratio.

expected to be limited princi-

that there are advantages to a small

and will, therefore, resist pressure to expand; (2) before most private
expand substantially they will need to obtain gifts of new funds
for increased endowment and for new buildings, and the availability of these
funds is limited. It is impossible to get an authoritative statement on what
changes in capacity are likely to be made by private colleges. The estimate given
here was made after studying all available material on the subject.
institution

colleges can
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sions of the previous three years are added to the number admitted in 1972-73, a total base of in-state undergraduates for that

year

—

a range from 5,716
and voluntary decisions

may be found

failures, transfers,

to 6,792.

But due

to

to leave college, only

about 80 percent of these students will be enrolled at the University in that year. Thus, the regular, in-state, undergraduate
enrollment for 1972-73 may be estimated as ranging from 4,573
to 5,450 students.

Two

other groups of students must be added to the estimated in-state undergraduates to obtain total enrollment. At the
present, out-of-state students make up about 27.4 percent of the
undergraduate student body. In order to accommodate as many
in-state students as possible in the future, out-of-state enrollment
will be reduced to 15 percent of the in-state undergraduate enrollment. In estimating enrollment, a gradual reduction to 15
percent has been estimated after total in-state enrollment reaches
3,500 students. The second group of students includes students

Thompson School of Agriculture, special students, and
graduate students. In the past this group has been equal to 14.5
percent of the total undergraduate enrollment. In estimating
in the

Table

Academic
Year

2.

Estimated Effect of Limited Growth of Private College Em-oUment

Friday, June 21, 1963
Table

3.

Estimated

Number

of In-State Residents

to the University of

New Hampshire
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Who WUl Seek
as

Freshmen

Admission
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Table

4.

Estimated Total Enrollment at the Universitv o£
1956-57 to 1972-1973

Academic
Year

New Hampshire,
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Introduction of Guests

The Chair
ham, courtesy

of

introduced a group of Girl Scouts from WindMr. Herbert of ^V^indham.

Leaves of Absence

The

members were granted
on Account of Important Business:

following

for the day

leaves of absence

Mrs. Clark of Lee, Messrs. Allen of Rindge, Wildey of
Westmoreland, Desmarais of Jaffrey, Pollock of Keene, Totman
of Alstead, Martin of Goffstown, Matheson of Center Harbor,
Smith of Walpole, Asby of Canterbury and Miss Normandin
of Laconia.

Engrossed Bills Committee Report

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB

12,

An

act providing for a

commission

to study the

state constitution.

HB

An act relative to the construction of a new inbuilding and the remodeling of certain present
buildings at the University of New Hampshire.
188,

structional

HB
ing

318,

An

act relative to

branch banking and bank hold-

affiliates.

HB

456,

An

act relative to weights

and lengths

of certain

vehicles.

SB 64, An act abolishing the school district of Wentworth's
Location and transferring the education of Children in Wentworth's Location to the state.

HB
&:

594,

Commerce

An
to

act authorizing N. H. College of Accounting
grant degrees.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Forbes of Marlow

Committee

—

The Committee
Bill

No. 290,

An

of Conference

Report

of Conference to whom was referred House
Act relative to the retirement age for state
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employees under the state employees retirement system, having
considered the same, report the same with the recommendation
that the senate recede from its position in adopting its amendment and concur with the house in the passage of tire bill.

Mr. Sherman of Lancaster
Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill
Mr. Claveau of Hudson
Conferees on the Part of the House
Senator Whalen
Senator Drake
Conferees on the Part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bills and joint resolutions sent up from
the House of Representatives.

HB

646, legalizing the proceedings relating to the annexa-

tion of the

Sandwich School

District to the Inter-Lakes

Coop-

erative School District.

HB 62'8, relative to the practice of chiropractic.
HB 595, legalizing action relative to zoning at various town
meetings.

HJR 36, relative to certain lands in the
HJR 35, in favor of Alfred Loranger.

HB
HB

membership of the
Union School District.

505,

Northfield

town of Tamworth.

school board of Tilton

&:

565, to revise the law relating to cooperative school

districts.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

273, relating to investments of savings banks, and the
President has appointed as members of said Committee on the
part of the Senate: Senator Holmes and Senator Lamontagne.
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A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB 180, relative to the incorporation of trust companies
and the President has appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the Senate: Senator Howard and Senator Paquette,

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bills:

HB

545,

making appropriations

departments of the

state for the year

for expenses of certain

ending June

30, 1964.

HB 546, making appropriations for expenses of certain
departments of the state for the year ending June 30, 1965 and
the President has appointed as members of said Committee on
the part of the Senate: Senator Hodgdon, Senator Drake and
Senator Provost.
A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed bills with the following titles, in the passage of which
it

asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

SB

31, relative to reciprocity in the

SB

125, relative to laying out highways.

SB

134, relative to retirement benefits for officials

purchase of liquor.

and em-

ployees of the regional associations.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB

bills

were read a

31, relative to reciprocity in the

first

and second

purchase of liquor, to

Liquor.

SB

125, relative to laying out highways, to Public

Works.

SB

134, relative to retirement benefits for officials

and em-

ployees of the regional associations, to Executive Departments

and Administration.

On

motion

House were

of

so far

Mr. CoUishaw of Exeter the Rules of the
suspended as to permit a public hearing to
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be held on SB 31 without advertising in the Journal for two
days.

Senate messages (cont.)

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following joint resolution, in the passage of which
it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
SJR

13, in

favor of

Edna M.

Paine.

Introduction of a Senate Joint Resolution

SJR

Edna M.

13, in favor of

Paine, was read a

first

and

second time and referred to Claims.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the

curs with the

bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB

465, relative to posting warrants for election of school

district officers at

town meeting.

Amendment

Amend
Further
section

to

HB

465

the bill by striking out section 2 thereof.

amend

the bill by

renumbering section

3 to

read

2.

*

On

motion

the Senate

of

*

*

Mr. Hill of Conway the House concurred in

amendment.
*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Plumer of Bristol the Rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit a public hearing to
be held on SB 125 without advertising in the Journal for two
days.

Committee Reports

On
the

motion of Mr. Capistran of Manchester the rules of
so far suspended as to permit the introduction
committee report not advertised in the Journal for two

House were

of a
days.
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HB

by

155, relating to the disposition of fines collected

municipal court, Mr. Pryor of Ashland for Judiciary. Ought
pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

HB

to

to

155

section 2 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
2

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect

September

1,

1963.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

On

motion

Mr. Capistran of Manchester the rules of the
suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not advertised in the Journal for two days.

House were

HB

of

so far

642, relative to disclosure of vital statistics records, Mr.

Healy of Manchester
for study and report.

The

On

for Judiciary, refer to Legislative Council

resolution was adopted.

motion

Mr. Capistran of Manchester the rules of the
suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not advertised in the Journal for two days.

House were

of

so far

SB 27, relative to broadening the scope of the common law
doctrine of cy pres, Mr. Capistran of Manchester, refer to the
Judicial Council for study and report.

The

On

resolution was adopted.

motion

Mr. Capistran of Manchester the rules of the
suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not advertised in the Journal for two days.

House were

of

so far

HB 486,

relative to obscene literature,

over for Judiciary.

Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

Mr. Johnson of Han-

with amendment.
to

HB

486

said bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

New Chapter. Amend
1
571 the following new chapter:

RSA

by inserting after chapter
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Chapter 571 -A

Obscene Literature
571-A:1 Definitions. As used in this chapter "matter" is
any book, pamphlet, magazine, newspaper or other written
matter, or any thing, object, picture, print, film or sound recording. "Minor" is any person under the age of twenty-one
years. Obscene matter shall be judged by the following standard:
Whether to the average person, applying contemporary community standards, the dominant theme of the matter taken as
a whole appeals to prurient interest and which is patently
offensive.

571-A:2 Publication, Possession,

etc.

No

person

shall,

with

knowledge of the contents thereof, print, sell, lend, give or
show to any other person, nor have in his possession or control
with the intent to sell, lend, give to, or show to any other person, any obscene matter and no person shall circulate, display
or post any advertisement of any such matter, or cause it to be
done.

572-A:3 Evidence of Intent. Whenever any person has in
any obscene matter such possession shall be
deemed to be prima facie evidence of intent to sell, lend, give
or sho^v such matter to another person. Provided, however, that
nothing contained in section 2 and this section shall be deemed
to restrict the selling, lending^, or ofivinsf or showins; of books,
pictures, objects, or things of art including medical, scientific,
educational and literary publications, periodicals, text books,
and other related matter which are printed, possessed, circulated, displayed or advertised for the advancement of art, medicine, science, education and literature.
his

possession

571-A:4 Hiring Minors. No person shall in any manner
employ, or use any minor to sell or give away, or in any
manner distribute any obscene matter or advertisement.
hire,

571-A:5 Duty of Custodians of Minors. No person having
minor shall permit such child to sell or
give away or in any manner to distribute any obscene matter or
advertisement.
the care or control of a

571-A:6

Penalty.

provisions of sections

2,

any person shall violate any of the
4 or 5 hereof he shall be fined not more

If
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than five hundred
months or both.

dollars or imprisoned not

The amendment was adopted and

more than

six

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

On

motion of Mrs. Weeks of Greenland the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not advertised in the Journal for two days.

House were

HB

Appropriations.

The

meet
Nashua for

654, providing for additional appropriations to

certain contractual deficiencies, Mr. Pappagianis of

Ought

to pass.

was ordered

bill

to a third reading.

On

motion of Mrs. Weeks of Greenland the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not advertised in the Journal for two days.

HB

582,

Roberts of

The

The

relative

Conway

bill

to

legislative

mileage allowances, Mr.

for Appropriations.

was ordered

Ought

to pass.

to a third reading.

members wished

be recorded as voting
"No" on HB 582: Messrs. Smith of Concord, Newell of Concord,
Edwards of Antrim, Wylie of Fremont, Stafford of Portsmouth,
Pickering of Hancock, Andersen of Concord and Mrs. White
of Portsmouth, Miss Faulkner of Keene and Mrs. Grey of
Canaan.
following

to

On

motion of Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem the rules of the
suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not advertised in the Journal for two days.

House

^vere so far

HB
bor.

61, relating to

Ought

The

pulmonary

disease,

Mr. Angus

for La-

to pass.

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

On motion of Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit the entire calendar
for next Tuesday to be introduced at the present time.

HB
eggs,

and

sale of

Mr. Adams of Madbury for Agriculture. Ought

to pass

476, relating to the grading, marketing,

with amendment.
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Amendment

Amend

the

of said bill

title

HB

to

476

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
relative to the

Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting

"fresh"

'

eggs.

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

Eggs.

1
'

marketing of

342:4 by inserting after the word
and the color,

in the last line thereof the words,

amended shall read
Marking. All fresh eggs for human consumption sold, offered, exposed or advertised for sale at retail,
or wholesale, or exchanged or distributed at retail, or wholesale, within the state shall be plainly and conspicuously marked
and indentified with the word "fresh" and the color, "brown"
"brown" or "white",
as follows:

342:4

so that said section as

—

or "white".
2
its

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect six

months

after

passage.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 607, relating to revisions of supervisory unions and reassignment of personnel, Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

said bill

and inserting
1

RSA

to

HB

by striking out

607

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Business Administrators.

Amend

amended by

paragraph

XXII

of

by striking out
the same and inserting in place thereof the following: XXII.
Superintendents; Assistant Superintendents; Teacher Consult186:11 (supp) as

ants; Business Administrators.

1961, 196:1,

Upon

consultation with the local

upon nomination
by the supervisory union board of a suitable and competent
person, employ such person as superintendent. It may employ
by the same method one or more assistant superintendents,
school boards in each supervisory union and

teacher consultants or business administrators

when

that

is
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reasonably necessary, and may remove a superintendent, assistant superintendent, teacher consultant or business administrator
^vhen the interests of the schools in the supervisory union re-

quire
2

it.

Salaries.

(supp) as

Amend

paragraph

amended by 1957,252:1,

XXIII

1961, 196:2

of

RSA

and 1963,

186:11
117:2,

by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the
following: XXIII. Salaries. Fix the state's share of the salary or
salaries of the superintendent, assistant superintendents, teacher

consultants or business administrators in such

manner

that

financial support to supervisory unions shall recognize the ele-

ment

end that supervisory and adminisbe on a more equitable
and efficient basis; provided, however, that the total amounts
so fixed in any one fiscal year shall not exceed the amount
specifically appropriated for the purpose by the general court.
For the purpose of this paragraph the state's share of the annual salary of the superintendent shall be fixed by the state
board of education so that each of the amounts so fixed shall
vary between not less than two thousand five hundred dollars
and not over seven thousand five hundred dollars in steps of
two hundred fifty dollars in accordance with the ranges of latest
of financial

need

to the

trative services to public education shall

equalized valuations per pupil in average daily membership
of the several unions found by the state board of education to
be suitable to give due recognition to the variation in equalized
valuations per pupil in average daily membership of the several supervisory unions to the end that the state's share will
vary inversely with the financial resources of the supervisory

unions as measured by their equalized valuations per pupil in
average daily membership. The state's share of the annual
salaries of any assistant superintendent, teacher consultant or
business administrator shall be fixed by the state board of
education at a uniform rate for each such person not exceeding
five thousand dollars per year.
3

Business Administrator; Functions. Amend RSA 186:11
at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
Business Administrator as referred to in paragraphs

by adding

XXX.

XXII and XXIII is defined as a person with specific training
and experience which will enable him or her to keep books
of account of the supervisory union and the school districts
thereof, to prepare their operating and capital budgets, to act
as purchasing agent for the supervisory union and the school
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prepare contracts for and to supervise repairs and maintenance of school buildings, to prepare contracts
for and supervise and operate transportation facilities for the

districts thereof, to

and generally to assist the supervisory union
and the school districts thereof in the administration of their
business and financial affairs. All business administrator posischool districts

tions hereinafter established shall be only after a majority of

the school districts in the supervisory union representing eightyfive per cent of the total pupils in the supervisory unions have
voted favorably upon the establishment of the position.

4

Temporary

Provision.

The

proceeds of the tax imposed

RSA

194:12 collected or collectible prior to December first,
1963 shall be retained in a special fund by the state treasurer
until June 30, 1964, and, until said June 30, 1964, shall be used
for no other purpose than the salaries of superintendents, assistant superintendents, teacher consultants, and business administrators for supervisory unions. On July 1, 1964, any balance remaining in said special fund shall be lapsed into the

by

general fund of the
5

Takes

state.

Effect.

This

act shall take effect as of July

1,

1963.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB 639, to benefit students at Keene Teachers college,
Mrs. Demers of Lebanon for Education. Inexpedient to legislate.

Mrs. Brown of Sandwich explained the resolution of the
committee.

The
SB

resolution was adopted.

79, prohibiting the delivering of articles to prisoners in

and houses of correction, Mr. Sherman of Lancaster for
Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass.

jails

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

Concurrent Resolution petitioning Congress of the United
an amendment to the
Constitution, to provide for the election of President and VicePresident in a manner fair and just, Mr. Langford of Raymond
States to call a convention for proposing
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Departments and Administration. Resolution be
amended.

for Executive

adopted

as

Amendment

to

Concurrent Resolution

Amend

the concurrent resolution by inserting after the
paragraph of said concurrent resolution the following:

first

Resolved, That if and when Congress shall have proposed
such an Article of Amendment this application for a Convention shall be deemed withdrawn and shall be no longer of any
force and effect; and be it further
so

that said concurrent resolution as

amended

shall read as

follows:

Concurrent Resolution
petitioning the Congress of the United States to call a ConvenAmendment to the Constitution of the

tion for proposing an

United States, unless Congress shall sooner have submitted
such an Amendment, to provide for the election of the President and Vice President in a manner fair and just to the people
of the

United

States.

Whereas, under the Constitution of the United States
and Vice Presidential Electors in the several states
are now elected on a statewide basis, each state being entitled
Presidential
to as

many

electors as

it

has senators and representatives in

Congress; and

who
state

Whereas, the Presidential and Vice Presidential Electors
receive the plurality of the popular vote in a particular

become

entitled to cast the toal

allocated to that state irrespective of

been

cast for other Elector candidates;

number of electoral votes
how many votes may have
and

this method of electing the President and Vice
unfair and unjust in that it does not reflect the
minority votes cast; and

Whereas,

President

is

Whereas, the need for a change has been recognized by
of Congress on numerous occasions through the in-

members

troduction of various proposals for amending the Constitution;

now, therefore be

it

Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate concurring, that application is hereby made to Congress under
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V of

Article
of a

the Constitution of the United States for the calling
to propose an Article of Amendment to the

Convention

Constitution providing for a fair and just division of the electoral votes within the States in the election of the President and
Vice President; and be it further

and when Congress

have proposed
Convenlonger
of any
shall
be
no
withdrawn
and
tion shall be deemed
further
force and effect; and be it
Resolved, That

such an Article of

if

Amendment

shall

this application for a

Resolved, That copies of this application be transmitted to
and House of Representatives of the United States,
and to our senators and representatives in Congress.
the Senate

*

*

The amendment was
tion as

*

adopted, and the concurrent resolu-

amended was adopted.

HB

643, relative to

Nashua

leigh of

make-up of election ballots, Mr. CobDepartments and Administra-

for Executive

tion. Refer to the Legislative Council or Legislative Services
Commission.

The
SB
Nashua
to

resolution of the committee was adopted.

the form of ballots, Mr. Cobleigh of
Departments and Administration. Refer
the Legislative Council or Legislative Services Commission.
1,

The
SB
leigh of

Ought

relative

to

for Executive

resolution was adopted.

Mr. CobDepartments and Administration.

100, relating to the practice of accountancy,

Nashua

to pass

for Executive

with amendment.

Amendment

to

SB 100

Amend paragraph (g) of section 3 by striking out said
paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:
(g)

who

is

a high school graduate or has

had an equivalent

education.

Further
following:

amend

section 3

by adding

at the

end thereof the

.

.
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and who has been

(h)

in the

accountant for a period of at

employ

least

of a certified public
four years or had similar

responsible experience.

amend

Further

number

sections

the bill by striking out section 4
8

5, 6, 7,

and 9

to read 4, 5, 6, 7

The amendment was adopted and

and

and

re-

8.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB
Meekin
tration.

Ought

with amendment.

to pass

Amendment

Amend
1.

Mr. McDepartments and Adminis-

580, to repeal charters of certain corporations,
of Haverhill for Executive

section

Insert after

1

to

HB

580

of said bill by the following insertions:

"Ammonoosuc Corporation, The (West
Amory Realty Corporation (Man-

" the following:

Milan. 1960)
chester, 1954)

Insert after "Amoskeag
2.
1960) " the following: Anderson

merly Anderson Oil Co.,
3.

Insert after

(Sandwich, 1960)
(Concord, 1953.

"

Inc.

"Ball
the

Rudnick Corp. (Manchester,
Holding Company, Inc. (for-

Manchester, 1961)

Brand

following:

Distributors,

Incorporated

Bank Park Corporation

4.
Insert after "Blue Mt. Construction Inc. (Grantham,
1955) " the following: Boardman's Inc. (Hillsborough, 1962)
5.

Insert after "Broadcast Associates, Inc. (Nashua, 1958)

the follo^ving:
6.

J,

7.

R. Brock, Inc. (Manchester, 1959)

Insert after

following: James

J.

"Kentom

Inc.

(Portsmouth, 1960) " the

King Company, (Lancaster,

1956.

& Sons, Inc. (Manchester,
South Sutton Community Club, (South

Insert after "Soucy

the following:

"

1959)

"

Sutton,

1920)

Further

Motors Co.,

amend by

striking out the following:

Inc. (Albany, 1960)

Mountain
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The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

SB 22, to provide or retain public access to recreational
bodies of water, Mr. Vashaw of Berlin for Fish and Game.
Ought

to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

HB 617, relative to redevelopment plans and urban renewal plans, Mr. Hayward of Milford for Municipal and County Government. Inexpedient to legislate.
The

resolution was adopted.

SB 67, relative to the power of the town of Hampton to
make by-laws, Mr. Morrill of Salem for Municipal and County
Government. Ought to pass.
Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that SB 67 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Cavalieri of Portsmouth spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Hill
of

of

Conway spoke against

the motion.

Messrs. Stevenson of Bethlehem, Pickett of Keene, Angus
Claremont and Kimball of Manchester spoke in favor of the

motion.
Mrs. Griffin of Auburn and Messrs. Hanson of
of Exeter spoke against the motion.

Bow and

Wheeler

The motion

HB

to indefinitely

postpone SB 67 prevailed.

Mr. Green of
the Legislative Council

629, relative to practice of barbering,

Rollinsford for Public Health. Refer to
or Legislative Services Commission.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

638, relative to relocation of road in Rye, Mr. Fortier

of Berlin for Public

Works. Ought

Amendment

Amend

said bill

and inserting

to

by striking out

to pass

HB

with amendment.

638

all after

in place thereof the following:

the enacting clause
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1

Town

of Rye. If

2

Takes

Effect.

and when any part of Route 1-A in the
Town of Rye shall be relocated away from the shore any bypassed sections thereof lying on the shore side of said relocations
shall become Class III highways.
This

act shall take effect

*

upon

its

passage.

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

176, relative to furnishing

accommodations and ren-

Hampson
dering services on state forests and
InexDevelopment,
and
of Hebron for Resources, Recreation
pedient to legislate.
reservations, Mrs.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

606, relating to mosquito control, Mrs.

Hebron

for Resources, Recreation

pass with

Hampson

of

and Development. Ought

to

amendment.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

HB

606

by striking out section

2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
State Committee. There is established a state committee
2
on mosquito control to govern over the six regions of the state
and their respective districts. The committee shall be composed
of the state entomologist, the director of fish and game, the
state forester, the director of the division of parks, the tech-

chairman
and one person representing each

nical secretary of the Abater pollution commission, the

of the ^vater resources board,

of the six regional associations, to be designated

associations.

Any member may be

by such several
represented by his deputy

or by some other person designated in writing. The members
of the committee shall serve without compensation, but may
be reimbursed for expenses incurred in the performance of
their duties.

The

state

committee

shall hereinafter

be known

committee". The public works division of the department of public works and highways, hereinafter known as "the
department" shall serve as the fiscal agent for the committee.
The functions of the public works division of the department
of public works and highways in this respect shall be performed
by such member of the division as the commissioner of public
works and highways shall designate.
as "the
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Amend
after the

paragraph III of section

3 of said bill

by adding

word "committee" the words, The department

shall

be reimbursed for the cost of service which it provides from
funds made available under the provisions of this act, so that
said paragraph as amended shall read as follows:

The department

III.

shall act as fiscal

agent in contract-

ing for receipt and expenditure of all funds made available to
the committee and shall provide all administrative services required to carry out the functions of the committee. The department shall be reimbursed for the cost of service which it provides from funds made available under the provisions of this
act.

Further

amend

said bill

by striking out section 13 thereof.

Further

amend

said bill

by renumbering section 14 to read

section 13.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was referred to

Appropriations.

HB
Hebron

626, relative to marine fisheries, Mrs.
for Resources, Recreation

Hampson

and Development. Ought

of
to

pass.

The

bill

HB

636, providing for the widening

was ordered

to a third reading.

and reconstruction

of

sidewalks on state-owned land at Hampton Beach, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation and Development.

Inexpedient to

The

legislate.

resolution was adopted.

SB 58, permitting property tax exemptions of ski areas under certain conditions, Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources,
Recreation and Development. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

Concurrent Resolution petitioning congress of the United
and defeat a proposal to amend the internal revenue code by abolishing the capital gains treatment of forest
States to reject

products, Mrs.

Hampson

of

Hebron

for Resources, Recreation

and Deve'opment. Concurrent Resolution be adopted.
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The

concurrent resolution was adopted.

85, enacting the interstate compact on motor vehicle
equipment, Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation.

SB
safety

Ought

to pass.

The 'bill was

HB
Dover

ordered to a third reading.

Dover city charter, Mr. Tuttle of
Dover Delegation. Ought to pass with amend-

604, relative to the

for the

ment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

604

the bill by striking out sections

and by renumbering

and

sections 6
*

1,

2,

3,

7 to read sections

*

4 and 5
1

and

2.

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

HB 600, relative to the police commissioners of the city of
Dover, Mr. Tuttle of Dover for the Dover Delegation. Inexpedient to legislate, subject matter covered by existing legislation.

The
SB

resohition was adopted.

7,

increasing the salary of the Hillsborough county

at-

torney, Mr. Pettigrew of Manchester for the Hillsborough county

Delegation.

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
"seventy-five

section

1

hundred"

to

of the bill
in the sixth

SB

7

by striking out the words
and fifteenth lines and in-

serting in place thereof the words, five thousand, so that said section as
1

amended

shall

read as follows:

Hillsborough

(supp) as

amended by

and

County Attorney.

Amend RSA

7:35

1955, 247:2, 1957, 34:1, 211:1, 1959, 6:1

1961, 107:1; 208:1 by striking out the words "In Hillsborough, thirty-eight hundred dollars" and inserting in place thereof the words, In Hillsborough, five thousand dollars, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows: 7:35 Salaries. The annual salaries of the county attorneys in the several counties shall

be

as follows:
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In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

Rockingham, twenty-two hundred dollars
Strafford, t^venty-five hundred dollars
Belknap, three thousand dollars
two thousand dollars

Carroll,

Merrimack, twenty-five hundred dollars
Hillsborough, five thousand dollars
Cheshire, three thousand dollars
Sullivan,

Amend
figures,

two thousand dollars

Grafton, three thousand dollars
Coos, twenty-four hundred dollars.

by striking out the word and
1963" and inserting in place thereof the word

section 2 of the bill

"July

1,

and

figures,

shall

read as follows:
2

January

Takes

1,

Effect.

1965, so that said section as

This

act shall take effect

*

*

amended

January

1965.

1,

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

Man-

312, relative to the salary of the justice of the

chester Municipal court, Mrs. Ainley of Manchester for the

Manchester Delegation. Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

the

title

"justice" the words,

to

of said bill

and

HB

with amendment.

312

by inserting

word

after the

clerk, so that said title as

amended

shall

An

Act relative to the salary of the justice and clerk of
the Manchester municipal court.
read:

Amend section 1 of the bill by striking out the word
"twelve" in the eighth and fifteenth lines and inserting in place
thereof the word, six, so that said section as amended shall read
as follows:
1

RSA

Manchester Municipal Court. Amend paragraph I of
(supp) as amended by 1955, 133:1, 182:1, 279:1,

502:7

296:1;

1957,

66:1,

83:1,

108:1,

125:1,

175:1,

234:1, 243:1; 1959, 7:1, 40:1, 105:1, 212:1;

209:1,

and 1961,

227:1,

15:1

and

by striking out the words "In Manchester, five thousand
one hundred dollars" and inserting in place thereof the words.
In Manchester, six thousand dollars, so that said paragraph as
amended shall read as follows I. Salaries of justices of municipal
124:1,

7
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courts shall be paid from the treasury of the city or town in
which such courts are located, may be paid quarterly or monthly,

and

shall

be in the following sums per annum:

In Manchester, six thousand dollars;
In Nashua, four thousand dollars;
In Concord, four thousand dollars;
In Portsmouth, three thousand five hundred dollars;
In Dover, three thousand five hundred dollars;
In Laconia, three thousand dollars;
In Keene, three thousand dollars;
In Claremont, two thousand three hundred dollars;
In Berlin, twenty-two hundred dollars;
In Rochester, one thousand eight hundred dollars;
In Lebanon, one thousand five hundred dollars;
In NeAvport, one thousand one hundred and fifty dollars;
In Derry, twelve hundred dollars;
In Franklin, one thousand two hundred dollars;
In Exeter, twelve hundred dollars;
In Somers worth, twelve hundred dollars;
In Littleton, eight hundred dollars;
In Hampton, one thousand dollars;
In Milford, six hundred dollars;
In Haverhill, eight hundred dollars;
In Salem, one thousand dollars.

Further amend said bill by inserting after section
following new section to read as follows:

1

the

Manchester Municipal Court Clerk. Amend RSA 502 1
amended by 1957, 17:1, 108:2, 234:2, 1961, 82:1 and
1963, 14:1, by striking out the words "thirty-three hundred"
2

:

(supp) as

in the

line

and inserting

in place thereof the words,

hundred, so that said section as amended shall read
as follows: 502:17 Salaries. The clerk of the Portsmouth municipal court shall receive an annual salary of two thousand
dollars, the clerk of the Manchester municipal court shall receive an annual salary of thirty-eight hundred dollars, the clerk
of the Dover municipal court shall receive an annual salary of
one thousand dollars, to be paid by the respective cities in equal
monthly payments; the salaries of all other clerks of municipal
courts in cities and towns of five thousand population or more
shall be not less than three hundred dollars, and as much more
thirty-eight

as the city or

pay.

town

in

which said court

is

located

may

vote to
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Further
section

amend

by renumbering section 2

to read

3.

Mr. Walsh

ment

said bill

to the

of

Manchester offered the following amend-

amendment and moved

Amendment

to

its

adoption.

Amendment

HB 312

Proposed amendment to HB 312, relative
the justice of the Manchester Municipal court.

to the salary of

Amend section 1 of the bill by inserting after the words
"In Manchester, six thousand dollars" in the sixth and eleventh
lines the words, provided, however, that court shall be convened on a
section as
1

RSA

six

day week

amended

at 9 o'clock each

morning, so that said

shall read as follows:

Manchester Municipal Court. Amend paragraph I of
amended by 1955, 133:'!, 182:1, 279:1,

502:7 (supp) as

296:1;

1957,

66:1,

83:1,

108:1,

125:1,

175:1,

234:1, 243:1; 1959, 7:1, 40:1, 105:1, 212:1;
124:1,

209:1,

and 1961,

by striking out the words "In Manchester,

five

227:1,

15:1

and

thousand

one hundred dollars" and inserting in place thereof the words,
In Manchester, six thousand dollars, provided, however, that
court shall be convened on a six day week at 9 o'clock each
morning, so that said paragraph as amended shall read as follows I. Salaries of justices of municipal courts shall be paid
from the treasury of the city or town in which such courts are
located, may be paid quarterly or monthly, and shall be in the
following sums per annum
In Manchester, six thousand dollars; provided, however,
convened on a six day week at 9 o'clock each
morning.
that court shall be

In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

Nashua, four thousand dollars;
Concord, four thousand dollars;
Portsmouth, three thousand five hundred dollars;
Dover, three thousand five hundred dollars;
Laconia, three thousand dollars;
Keene, three thousand dollars;
Claremont, two thousand three hundred dollars;
Berlin, twenty-two hundred dollars;
Rochester, one thousand eight hundred dollars;
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In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

Lebanon, one thousand five hundred dollars;
Newport, one thousand one hundred and fifty
Derry twelve hundred dollars;
Franklin, one thousand two hundred dollars;
Exeter, twelve hundred dollars;
Somersworth, twelve hundred dollars;
Littleton, eight hundred dollars;
Hampton, one thousand dollars;
Milford, six hundred dollars;
Harverhill, eight hundred dollars;
Salem, one thousand dollars.
*

On

motion

of

*

dollars;

#

Mr. Walsh, reading of the amendment was

dispensed with.

Mr, Walsh explained the amendment.
Mr. Capistran of Manchester spoke against the amendment.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke in favor of the amendment.

On

a viva voce vote the Chair was in doubt and requested

a division.

187 members having voted in the affirmative and 47 in the
negative the amendment was adopted.

The amendment

as

amended was adopted and

the bill was

ordered to a third reading.

HB
Dionne

619, to revise the charter of the city of
of

Nashua

for the

Nashua, Mr.

Nashua Delegation. Inexpedient

to

legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

HB

2, providing for a primary for the nomination of candidates for the city of Rochester, Mr. Marsan of Rochester for
the Rochester Delegation. Inexpedient to legislate.

The

resolution was adopted.

(Speaker in the Chair)
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Senate Messages
Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of

The

Representatives:

HB

384, relative to gross weight of certain vehicles.

Amendment

to

HB

384

Amend

the bill by striking out section 1 and inserting in
place thereof the following: 1 Motor Vehicles. Amend paragraph VI of RSA 263:61 (supp) as amended by 1955, 230:1 and

310:2 by striking out the same and inserting in place the following: VI Three axle vehicles with drive on two rear axles
and having a gross weight of more than 55,000 pounds or more
than 47,500 poimds while operating on the interstate and defense

highway system.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Sherman of Lancaster the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

Reconsideration

Mr. Hughes of Brookfield moved that the House reconits vote whereby it killed HB 583, providing state aid for
transportation of school pupils in school districts having no
schools, and spoke in favor of the motion.
sider

(discussion ensued)

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield explained the resolution of the
committee.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Brummer of Lisbon spoke

On

a viva voce vote the

in favor of the motion.

Nays appeared

to

have

it.

Mr. Hughes requested a division.
149 members having voted in the affirmative and 123 in
and the Chair
referred the bill to Appropriations under the Rules.
the negative the motion to reconsider prevailed
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Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

and amount of fees to be
Rockingham County.

367, relative to the salary of,

collected by, the register of deeds of

Amendment

HB

to

367

Amend RSA

478:21 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
in place thereof the following: 472:2tl Assistants. The said Register of Deeds is authorized to employ such assistants as may be required. The
number of such assistants and the salaries to be paid such assiststriking out the

same and inserting

Committee of the
and any
Register of Deeds shall be

ants shall be determined by the Executive

County Delegation. The

of such assistants

salaries

other expenses of the office of said
paid by the County of Rockingham.

Amend

section 4 of the bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:
act shall take effect as of

January
*

On

motion

of

1,

*

same and

4 Takes Effect. This

1964.
*

Mr. Osborne of Portsmouth the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.
*

*

*

On motion of Mrs. Brown of Sandwich the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit a public hearing on
the following bills without two days notice:

HB
SB

569, relative to aid for emotionally disturbed children.
135, relative to state aid for school construction.

Recess
After Recess

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
bills with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
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SB

130, relative to cost of vaccinating infected animals.

SB

98, regulating the issuance of

motor vehicle number

plates.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The

following Senate

bills

were read a

first

and second

time and referred as follows:

SB

130, relative to cost of vaccinating infected animals, to

Agriculture.

SB

98, regulating the issuance of

motor vehicle number

plates, to Transportation.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB 593, relative to legal assistance for land acquisition.
HB 531, relative to unemployment compensation.
HB 385, relative to minimum wages.
HB 478, relative to the Beaver Brook Flood Control Project.

Resolutions

Mr. Vachon of Manchester offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, The College of Cardinals of the Roman Catholic
Church, assembled in the Sistine Chapel at St. Peter's in Rome,
Italy, have elected as the new Pope, Giovanni Battista Cardinal
Montini, who will take the name of Pope Paul VI, and who
will be the 262nd Pontiff of the Roman Catholic Church, and

Whereas, the choice is considered a very wise and provident one. Cardinal Montini being the former Archbishop of
Milan, a very learned man of great piety and experience, therefore be it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, United
States of America, in session at Concord this 21st day of July in
the Year of Our Lord, 1963, hereby congratulate the College of
Cardinals on its excellent choice, and extend our very best
wishes to the new Pope for his good health and future success
Resolved, that we, the

sentatives of the General
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and be

head of the

Roman Catholic Church,

further

it

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be sent to His
Holiness, Pope Paul VI.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Allen of Rindge offered the following resolutions:
Whereas, John D. Shea, Representative from Keene, has
been hospitalized in the Elliot Hospital in Keene as the result
of an automobile accident, therefore be it

Members of the House of RepreCourt
sentatives of the General
of New Hampshire, extend to
Member
sympathy
and extend to him our best
our Fellow
our
wishes for his return to good health, and be it further
Resolved, That we, the

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to
Representative Shea.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

On

motion of Mr. Dionne
so far suspended as

House were

on the following

SB
Dionne

121,

of

Nashua

bill

Nashua

the rules of the

to permit committee reports

bills:

relative

to

Nashua Airport Authority, Mr.
Nashua Delegation, Ought to pass.

the

for the

Mr. Dionne spoke

The

of

in explanation of the bill.

was ordered

to a third reading.

SB 132, providing for the integration of the present noncontributory pension system of the city of Nashua with old age
and survivors insurance. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Mahoney of Manchester the rules of
so far suspended as to permit introduction of a
committee report on SB 92.
the

House were

SB

Arsenault of Randolph
with amendment.

92, relative to chiropodists, Mrs.

for Public Health.

Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

to

SB 92

the bill by inserting after section 4 a

new

section

as follows:

5
of

Appropriation.

money

sufficient to

There is hereby appropriated the sum
make, together with the amount appro-
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HB

priated by
545, a total sum of two hundred twenty-five
dollars available for expenditure by the board of podiatry for
personal services. Said sum shall be a charge against the fund
of the

board of podiatry.

Further
section

amend

the bill by

renumbering section 5

to read

6.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Committee

of Conference

Conference, to whom was referred
No, 545, An Act making appropriations for the
expenses of certain departments of the state for the year ending June 30, 1964, having considered the same report the same
with the following recommendations:

The Committee on

House

Bill

First, that the House recede from its position of non-concurrence in the following amendments adopted by the Senate
and concur in said amendments:

The amendments

to section

1

of the bill relative to the

following items:

Amend

the bill in the appropriation For board of chirop-

ody, by striking out said appropriation

thereof the following:
)r

board of chiropody:

and inserting

in place
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Amend

the bill in the appropriation for pharmacy commission by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place
thereof the following:

For pharmacy commission for the period
from July 1, 1963 to January 1, 1964:

$255

Personal services, other

150
363

Current expenses
Travel

$768

Total

For said commission for period January
1964 to June 30, 1964^

1,

$2,500

Salary of inspector

925
250

Other personal services
Current expenses
Travel

1,150

Equipment

350

Total

$5,175
5,175

Less income

Net appropriation
^ Expenditures from

appropriation shall be solely from
income in the pharmacy fund.
excess of revenue shall not lapse.

and limited

Any

Amend

to,

the

this

amount

of

Keene
and maintenance

the appropriation, For board of education:

teachers college: in the subsection Operation
of plant, by striking out said subsection

and inserting

in place

thereof the following:

Operation and maintenance of plant:
Personal services:

Permanent
Otherll

Total
Current expenses

Equipment
Total

$59,246
6,000

$65,246
80,500
3,390

149,136*
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^ In

this

appropriation $2,000 shall be used for student

help only.
appropriated a sum of $7,147
and other expenditures as follows: $3,647 for 1 additional Painter I; $1,000 for
Other personal services temporary, summer help; $1,500 for
supplies and materials, which shall not lapse but shall be available for expenditure the following year, and $1,000 for equipment (ladders and metal scaffolding) This appropriation is
made to permit the institution to accomplish certain maintenance projects deleted from the recommended Capital budget,
*

Within

this

amount

there

is

to provide for additional personal services

.

deferred maintenance.

amend

the appropriation For board of education;
Keene teachers college by striking out the words and figures
"Total for Keene teachers college $1,146,459" and inserting in
place thereof, Total for Keene teachers college $1,153,606. Fur-

Further

amend by striking out the words and figures "Net appropriation 435,797" and inserting in place thereof, Net appropria-

ther

tion 442,944.

Further

amend

the appropriation For board of education,

Plymouth teachers college, in the subsection, Operation and
maintenance of plant: by striking out said subsection and inserting in place thereof the following:

Operation and maintenance of plant:
Personal services:

Permanent
Otherf

$64,074
8,000

Total
Current expenses

$72,074
67,925

Equipment

3,785

143,784*

Total

f In this appropriation $3,000 shall be for student help
only.

appropriated a sum of $6,347
and other expenditures, as follows: $3,647 for 1 Painter I, and $2,700 for maintenance materials, which shall not lapse but shall be available for
*

Within

this

amount

there

is

to provide for additional personal services
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expenditure the following year. This appropriation is made to
permit the institution to accomplish certain maintenance projects deleted from the recommended Capital budget, deferred
maintenance.
Further

amend

the appropriation For board of education,

Plymouth teachers college, by striking out the words and figures "Total for Plymouth teachers college $1,008,382" and
inserting in place thereof, Total for Plymouth teachers college
$1,014,729.

amend

Further

said appropriation For

board of

education; Plymouth teachers college, by striking out "Net appropriation 337,764" and inserting in place thereof. Net appropriation 344,1 II.

Further

amend

the appropriation For board of education,

end of said appropriation the words and
"Total for board of education $6,387,305" and inserting
in place thereof Total for board of education $6,400,709. Further amend by striking out the words and figures, "Net appropriation $5,585,565" and inserting in place thereof, Net appro-

by striking out

at the

figures,

priation $5,599,059.

Amend
sion:

the bill in the appropriation For liquor commisby striking out said appropriation and inserting in place

thereof the following:

For liquor commission:
Administration:
Salaries of three commissioners

$30,724

Other personal
Permanent
Other

238,407
8,595

Total

services:
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Personal services:

Permanent
Other
Total

$878,992
57,000
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"Total $354,888" and inserting, Total $356,388. Further amend
by striking out the words and figures "Net appropriation $343,288" and inserting. Net appropriation $343,788.
Second, that the House recede from its position of non-concurrence and the Senate recede from its position of adopting its
other amendments and that the House and Senate concur in the
adoption of the following amendments:

Amend the bill in the paragraph for the legislative branch
by striking out the fourth footnote thereto and inserting in
place thereof the following:

^ ^During the period when the legislature is not in session
no expenditure shall be charged against the appropriation for
the expenses of the legislature, exclusive of the appropriations

included therein for the office of the legislative budget assistant
to the appropriations and finance committees, the office of research analyst to the senate finance committee, and the office of
the director of legislative services, -without the approvals of the
president of the senate and the chairman of the senate finance

committee, or ^vithout the approvals of the speaker of the house
and the chairman of the house appropriations committee. In the
event of a vacancy in the office of the chairman of either of said
committees, the vice chairman of said committee shall exercise
the authority herein conferred on the chairman.

Amend

the bill in the appropriation For agriculture: Office

by changing the figures for "Other personal
Permanent" as follows: 31,064 changed to 37,028; by

of commissioner,
services:

changing the figures for "Total" for personal services as follows:
40,827 changed to 46,791; and by changing the figures for "Current expenses" as follows: 3,700 changed to 8,700; by changing
the figures for "Travel" as follows: 3,400 changed to 4,150; and
by changing the figures for "Total" for office of the commissioner
as follows: 75,353 changed to 87,067. Further amend by changing the figures for "Total for department of agriculture" as follows: 340,275 changed to 351,989; and by changing the figures
for "Net appropriation" as follows: 332,525 changed to 344,239.

Amend

the bill in the appropriation For attorney general:

words and
"Commission on uniform laws 1,000" and inserting in

Office of the attorney general: by striking out the
figures,

place thereof, the following:
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Commission on uniform
Dues

laws:

Travel
Further

amend

$600
400

1,000

the bill in the appropriation For attorney

general, by inserting after the subsection "Office of attorney

general" the following

new

subsection:

Legal assistance for land acquisition:
Personal services:

Permanent
Other expenditures:

24,608

Travel, current expenses

and equipment
Total

6,000

30,608

Less transfer from

highway fund

30,608

Net appropriation

Amend

the bill in the appropriation For department of

health and ^velfare: Division of welfare, in the subsection Medical aid to aged, by striking out said subsection and inserting in
place thereof the following:

Medical aid to aged:
State's share

Less balance

90,000
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in place thereof the following:

Maintenance of plant:
Personal services:

Permanent

$38,473
29,000
2,400

Current expenses*

Equipment
Other expenditures:
Materials for certain

maintenance projects***

7,500

Total**
*In

this

appropriation $12,000 shall be for care of grounds,

snow removal,
cess of $12,000.

and the institution's farm shall receive
work and services rendered even though

etc.,

for all supplies,
to

77,373

No

credit
in ex-

part of this appropriation shall be transferred

any other appropriation or expended for any other purpose.

** Within this amount there is appropriated a sum of $14,966 for additional personal services and other expenditures, as
additional Painter

$3,819 for 1 Carand $7,500 for Other expenditures, materials for certain maintenance projects, to permit the institution to accomplish certain maintenance projects deleted from the recommended Capital budget, deferred maintenance.
follows:

$3,647 for

1

I,

penter,

***This appropriation

shall

not lapse but shall be available

for the purposes specified in the following year.

Further

and

amend

the appropriation For department of health

welfare. Division of mental health, Laconia state school by

striking out the

words and

figures,

"Total for Laconia

state

school $1,729,103" and inserting in place thereof, Total for Laconia state school $1,746,069. Further amend by striking out the

words and

figures "Net appropriation $1,716,103" and inserting in place thereof the words and figures, Net appropriation

$1,733,069.

Further

amend

the appropriation For department of health

and welfare: Division

of mental health: State hospital in the sub-

section Professional care

same and inserting

and treatment, by

striking out the

in place thereof, the following:
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and treatment:

Salary of director of
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current expenses for custodial care. Any funds lapsed under the
RSA 99:4 (supp.) to the salary adjustment fund
from permanent personal services for professional care and treatment and from permanent personal services for custodial care, or
so much thereof as may be necessary, shall be returned to permanent personal services for professional care and treatment to
cover the salaries of the above positions authorized.
provisions of

* In this

appropriation $80,000 shall be for drugs.

Amend the bill in the appropriation For department of
health and welfare. Division of mental health. State hospital, in
the subsection. Maintenance of plant: by striking out said subsection

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Maintenance of plant:
Personal services:

Permanent
Other
Total

$229,523
350
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Further amend the appropriation For department of
health and welfare, Division of mental health, State hospital, by
striking out the words and figures, "Total for state hospital
$5,188,283" and inserting in place thereof, Total for state hospital $5,210,430. Further amend by striking out the words and
figures "Net appropriation $5,135,283" and inserting in place
thereof.

Net appropriation $5,157,430.

amend the appropriation For department of health
Division of mental health, by striking out the words
figures, "Total for division of mental health 7,022,882" and
inserting in place thereof. Total for division of mental health
Further

and
and

Avelfare,

7,101,995.

Further amend the appropriation For department of health
and welfare, by striking out at the end of said appropriation the
words and figures, "Total for department of health and welfare
$11,342,153" and inserting in place thereof. Total for department of health and welfare $1 1,421,266.

Amend

the bill in the appropriation For department of

labor, in the subsection Factory inspection,

and inserting

by striking out same

in place thereof the following:

Factory inspection:
Personal services:

Permanent**
Current expenses
Travel

Equipment
Total

$50,427
1,840

8,800
10,285

71,352

** Within this appropriation there shall be one position of
clerk steno. III.

amend

said appropriation by changing the figures
department of labor" as follows: 134,938 changed
to 142,645; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation"
of said department as follows: 92,448 changed to 100,145.

Further

for "Total for

Amend the bill in the appropriation For resources and
economic development, in the subsection Office of commissioner: by striking out said subsection and inserting in place
thereof the following:
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Less revenue

Clarke-McNary

law— section

80,000J

and balance

37,670S

2
Less other revenue

Net appropriation
* In this

for ten

appropriation $20,000 shall be for the

county

242,267
state's

share

foresters.

fin this appropriation $15,443 shall be for services for
plant maintenance performed by the office of the commissioner
and

shall

**

not be transferred or used for any other purpose.

Any

expenses la^vfully incurred under the provisions of
in excess of these amounts shall be paid from funds
in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, subject to prior approval by the governor and council.

RSA 224: 15,

If the federal giant under Clarke-McNary law, section 2
exceeds this amount, such excess shall be expended for forest
fire motor vehicle replacement, forest fire radio equipment, and
forest fire prevention.
;|:

§ Any excess revenue and balance over this amount shall be
available for such further expenditures as the governor and

council shall approve.

Further

amend

the bill in the appropriation For resources

and economic development. Division of economic development;
in the subsection Administration: by striking out said subsection
and inserting in place thereof the following:
Division of economic development:
Administration:
Salary of director

Other personal
Permanentf
Other

services:
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Self-supporting parks: by striking out the

manent $306,487" and
$309,684. Further

"Other

amend by
and

$200,000"

$196,803. Further

word and

figures "Per-

Permanent
word and figures

inserting in place thereof,
striking out the

inserting

in

place

thereof.

Other

amend

the appropriation For resources and
economic development: by striking out at the end of said appropriation the words and figures "Total for department of resources and economic development $1,171,840"

and inserting in
and economic

place thereof. Total for department of resources

development $1,173,445.

Amend

the bill in the appropriation For department of
subsection Initial plate fund:^ by inserting after the
words and figures Police training school 4,000, a new item:
safety,

Child safety council, educational services

2,000

amend said subsection by striking out the words
"Total $63,191" and inserting in place thereof,
Total $65,191. Further amend by striking out the words and
figures "Less estimated revenue 63,191" and inserting in place
thereof. Less estimated revenue 65,191.
Further

and

figures

Amend
sioner:

the bill in the appropriation. For bank commisby striking out said appropriation and inserting in place

thereof the follo^ving:

For bank commissioner:
Administration:
Salary of commissioner

Salary of deputy commissioner
Salary of assistant commissioner

Other personal
Permanent
Other
Total

$12,192
9,715
8,850

services:

139,384*
4,817
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Net appropriation

$12,192

* In this appropriation $39,113 shall be for five bank examiners III. Any of these positions not filled prior to April 1,
1964 are hereby abolished and the funds appropriated for said
positions shall not be used for any other purpose.

f

The bank commissioner

shall collect in the

manner

indi-

from the institutions, the condition
and management of which he is required to examine and supervise under the provisions of RSA 383:9 as the cost of such
supervision and examination, a sum equal to the amount of the
difference between the total amount appropriated for the bank
commissioner's department and the amount designated herein
as the salary of the commissioner, for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1964. Any excess collected under the provisions hereof shall
be used to reduce the amount required to be collected from the
above mentioned institutions in the fiscal year 1965.
cated in section 2 of this

act,

—re small loan licenses and

Special fund^

motor vehicle

sales finance licenses: ^
Personal services:

Permanent

$10,439

Current expenses
Travel

2,290

Equipment

2,860

720

Other expenditures:
Oasi and retirement

Total
Less revenue

742
$17,051
17,051

Net appropriation

from

^ Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, expenditures
this fund shall be subject to budgetary limitations.

Total for bank commissioner

$12,192
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Amend the bill in the appropriation For public works and
highways, in the subsection Legislative specials, by changing the
legal services" as follows: 30,515
figures for "Attorney general
changed to 61,123; and by changing the figures for "Total" for
Legislative specials as follows: 2,541,711 to 2,572,319. Further

—

said appropriation for public works and highways by
changing the figures for "Total for public works and highways"
as follows: 46,540,460 changed to 46,571,068; by changing the
figures for "Balance of available funds" under "Less estimated
revenue and balance" as follows: 1,115,107 changed to
1,209,068; and by changing the figures for "Total" for Less
estimated revenue and balance as follows: 46,540,460 changed

amend

to 46,571,068.

Amend

1 of the bill by striking out at the end of the
and figures "Total net appropriation for the
year ending June 30, 1964 $32,055,938" and inserting in

section

section the words
fiscal

place thereof. Total net appropriation for the

June

30,

fiscal

year ending

1964 $32,266,792.

Amend
and inserting

section 9 of the bill by striking out said section
in place thereof the following:

Travel Allowances and Other Expenses. Notwithstand9
ing any other provision of law, a member of the general court,
when engaged in official business on behalf of the legislature
other than at Concord, and whether or not the legislature is
then in session, shall be reimbursed for travel and expenses incident to such business at the same rates as
state

employee having

would be

alloAved a

his headquarters in the city or

town

of

the residence of such member, provided that such travel be
authorized by the president of the senate, with the approval of
the chairman of the senate finance committee, or by the speaker
of the house with the approval of the chairman of the house

appropriations committee. Authority is also granted hereby to
the president of the senate with the approval of the chairman
of the senate finance committee, and to the speaker of the house
Avith the approval of the chairman of the house appropriations
committee, to cause payment of expenses incidental to the operation and business of the legislature while the legislature is in
recess, except such expenses as are otherwise by law provided for.
Any and all expenditures under this section shall not exceed
),000 and shall be chargeable against the legislative appropria-
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In the event of a vacancy in the office of president of the
senate or of speaker of the house during the recess of the legislature, the chairman of the senate finance committee or the chairman of the house appropriations committee respectively, shall
have and exercise the authority conferred upon the president
and the speaker by this section.
tion.

Amend section

15 of the bill

inserting the following

new

by striking out said section and

sections:

Reports. The following institutions; Keene teachers
Plymouth teachers college, Laconia state school and the
Hospital, shall between July 1, 1963 and December 31,

15

college,

State

1964, each three

month

period, each

make

a report to the Re-

Committee and to the
showing the progress made on each

search Analyst to the Senate Finance
Legislative Budget Assistant,
maintenance project.

16
Maintenance of Office Machinery. The director of
purchase and property is hereby directed to effect the discontinuance of "maintenance contracts" on office machines (other than
machines on a rental basis) at the expiration of the contracts
now in effect whenever he deems such discontinuance to be in

the best interest of the state.
17

The

established

by

research analyst to the senate finance committee

RSA

14:40

may

hire assistants as required within

the limits of the appropriation and balance available.
18
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, there is
hereby established a committee consisting of the governor, one
member to be appointed by the president of the senate and one
member to be appointed by the speaker of the house, whose duty
it shall be to assign rooms on the third floor of the state house.
19

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect as of July

1963.

Arnold T. Clement
George S. Pappagianis
Howell F. Shepard
Conferees on the Part of the House
Forrest

W. Hodgdon

Arthur M. Drake
Paul E. Provost
Conferees on the Part of the Senate

1,
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The

Clerk read the report in

Mr. Clement

full.

of Rochester explained the report.

(discussion ensued)

The committee

of conference report

was adopted.

Conference, to whom was referred
making appropriations for the exAct
House Bill No. 546,
departments
of the state for the year ending
certain
penses of
the same report the same with
considered
June 30, 1965, having
the following recommendations:

The Committee on

An

First, that the House recede from its position of non-concurrence in the following amendments adopted by the Senate
and concur in said amendments:

The amendments

to section

1

of the bill relative to the

following items:

Amend the bill in the appropriation For board of chiropody: by striking out said appropriation and inserting in place
thereof the following:
)r

board of chiropody:

1103
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Other personal services:
Other
Current expenses

1,850

Travel

2,300

350

Total*

$10,000

Less estimated revenue*

10,000

Net appropriation
*

Expenditures from

appropriation shall be solely
of revenue collected by the
commission and shall not be in excess of this amount. An unexpended balance in the Pharmacy Fund as established by RSA
318 as amended by Chapter 83, Laws of 1963, shall not lapse.
from, and limited

Amend

to,

the

this

amount

the appropriation For board of education, in the

subsection School building construction, by changing the

fig-

ures for said subsection as follows: 1,105,017 changed to 1,315,856.

Further

amend

Keene teachers

tion:

in the appropriation For

board of educaOperation and

college: in the subsection

maintenance of plant, by striking out said subsection and

insert-

ing in place thereof the following:

Operation and maintenance of plant:
Personal services:

Permanent
Other^

$59,864
6,000

Total
Current expenses

$65,864
80,000
2,390

Equipment
Total

148,254*

^ In this appropriation $2,000 shall be used for student help
only.

amount

appropriated a sum of $5,828
and other expenditures as follows: $3,828 for 1 additional Painter I; $1,000 for
Other personal services, temporary, summer help; and $1,000
*

Within

this

there

is

to provide for additional personal services
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This appropriation

for materials.

is

made

to

permit the

institu-

tion to accomplish certain maintenance projects deleted

the

recommended
Further

from

Capital budget, deferred maintenance.

amend

the appropriation For board of education;

Keene teachers college, by striking out the words and figures,
"Total for Keene teachers college $1,169,285" and inserting in
place thereof, Total for Keene teachers college $1,175,113. Further amend by striking out the words and figures "Net appropriation 412,602" and inserting in place thereof. Net appropriation 418,430.

Further

amend

the appropriation For board of education;

Plymouth teachers college: in the subsection Operation and
maintenance of plant; by striking out said subsection and inserting in place thereof the following:

Operation and maintenance of plant:
Personal services:

Permanent
Otherf

$64,793
7,278

Total
Current expenses

$72,071
77,325
2,600

Equipment
Total*
f In

this

151,996

appropriation $3,000 shall be for student help

only.

appropriated a sum of $6,428
and other expenditures as follows: $3,828 for 1 additional Painter I, and $2,600 for
maintenance materials. This appropriation is made to permit
the institution to accomplish certain maintenance projects deleted from the recommended Capital budget, deferred main*

Within

this

amount

there

is

to provide for additional personal services

tenance.

Further

amend

the appropriation For board of education,

Plymouth teachers college, by striking out the words and figures,
"Total for Plymouth teachers college $1,064,292" and inserting
in place thereof. Total for Plymouth teachers college $1,070,720.
Further amend by striking out the words and figures "Net ap-
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propriation 320,686" and inserting in place thereof, Net appropriation 327,114.

Further amend the appropriation For board of education,
by striking out at the end of said appropriation the words and
figures, "Total for board of education $6,321,999" and inserting
in place thereof, Total for board of education $6,545,094. Further amend by striking out the words and figures. Net appropriation $5,739,373"

and inserting

in place thereof.

Net appropria-

tion $5,962,468.

Amend
sion:

the bill in the appropriation For liquor commisby striking out said appropriation and inserting in place

thereof the following:

For liquor commission:
Administration:
Salaries of three commissioners

$30,724

Other personal
Permanent
Other

241,980

services:

Total
Current expenses
Travel

Equipment
Other expenditures:
Oasi and retirement

8,595
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Warehouse:
Personal services:

Permanent
Other

1107
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event of a vacancy in the office of the chairman of either of said
committees, the vice chairman of said committee shall exercise
the authority herein conferred on the chairman.

Amend the bill in the appropriation For judicial branch:
For supreme court, by changing the figures for "Equipment" as
follows: 150 changed to 300; by changing the figures for "Total"
for supreme court as follows: 116,568 changed to 116,718; by
changing the figures for "Net appropriation" for said court as
follows: 1 15,968 changed to 1 16,1 18; and by changing the figures
for "Total for judicial branch" as follows: 376,979 changed to
377,129.

Amend the bill in the appropriation For agriculture: Office
commissioner,
by changing the figures for "Other personal
of
services: Permanent" as follows: 31,064 changed to 37,028; by
changing the figures for "Total" for personal services as follows:
41,072 changed to 47,036; and by changing the figures tor "Current expenses" as follows: 3,900 changed to 8,900; by changing
the figures for "Travel" as follows: 3,400 changed to 4,150; and
by changing the figures for "Total" for office of the commissioner as follows: 74,872 changed to 86,586. Further amend by
changing the figures for "Total for department of agriculture"
as follows: 334,819 changed to 346,533; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation" as follows: 327,069 changed to
338,783.

Amend

the bill in the appropriation For attorney general:

by striking out the words and
"Commission on uniform laws 1,000" and inserting in

Office of the attorney general:
figures,

place thereof, the following:

Commission on uniform
Dues

laws:

Travel

$600
400

1,000

Further amend the bill in the appropriation For attorney genby inserting after the subsection "Office of attorney general" the following new subsection:
eral,

Legal assistance for land acquisition:
Personal services:

Permanent

25,352

1108
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In this appropriation $12,000 shall be for care of grounds,

snow removal,

and the institution's farm shall receive
work and services rendered even though

etc.,

credit for all supplies,
in excess of $12,000.

No part of this appropriation

ferred to any other appropriation or

expended

be transany other

shall

for

purpose.

** Within this amount there is appropriated a sum of
$14,377 for additional personal services and other expenditures,
as folloAvs: $3,828 for 1 additional Painter I, $3,999 for 1 Carpenter, and $6,550 for Other expenditures, materials for certain
maintenance projects, to permit the institution to accomplish
certain maintenance projects deleted

from the recommended

Capital budget, deferred maintenance.

Further

and

amend

the appropriation For department of health

welfare. Division of mental health, Laconia state school

and

by

"Total for Laconia state
school $1,749,761" and inserting in place thereof, Total for
Laconia state school $1,766,138. Further amend by striking out
the words and figures "Net appropriation $1,736,761" and inserting in place thereof the words and figures. Net appropriastriking out the words

figures,

tion $1,753,138.

Further

amend

the appropriation For department of health
of mental health: State hospital, in the

and welfare: Division

subsection Professional care and treatment, by striking out the
same and inserting in place thereof, the following:
Professional care

and treatment:

Salary of director of psychiatric

education and researchf
Salaries of

$12,280

two directors

of clinical services

24,377

Salary of director of

out-patient services

12,200

Salary of director of clinical

and surgical services**
Other personal services:
Permanent*}
Other
Total

13,345

2,647,653

100,000

$2,809,875
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Current expenses*
Travel

114,000*
3,500
4,200

Equipment
Total

The

f

2,931,575

appropriation for the state hospital includes funds

maintenance for certain positions, one of which is the director of psychiatric education and research. In lieu of maintenance, notwithstanding any other provision of law, the sum of
$2,500 shall be paid to said director, G. Donald Niswander,
from any funds appropriated for current expenses within said
for

appropriation for the state hospital.

** Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a position
and surgical services is provided herewith.

of director of clinical

^ Five ne^v positions of senior psychiatrist, salary not to
exceed $11,764 each together with maintenance not to exceed
$2,500 each, are hereby authorized under the following provisions. Salaries for said positions shall be found within the
appropriations made herein of $2,647,653 for other personal
services: permanent, for professional care and treatment and of
$637,182 for personal services: permanent, for custodial care.
Maintenance for said positions shall likewise be found within
the appropriations made herein of $114,000 for current expenses for professional care and treatment and of $665,000 for
current expenses for custodial care. Any funds lapsed under the
provisions of RSA 99:4 (supp.) to the salary adjustment fund

from permanent personal services for
ment and from permanent personal
or so

much

thereof as

permanent personal

may be

and

treat-

services for custodial care,

necessary, shall be returned to

services for professional care

to cover the salaries of the
*

professional care

and treatment

above positions authorized.

In this appropriation $80,000 shall be for drugs.

Amend the bill in the appropriation For department of
health and welfare, Division of mental health, State hospital, in
the subsection. Maintenance of plant: by striking out said subsection

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Maintenance of plant:
Personal services:

Permanent

$231,542

1111
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Other
Total

350
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Current expenses
Travel
Total
**

Within

this

1,840

8,800

61,795

appropriation there shall be one position of

clerk steno. III.

amend

said appropriation by changing the figures
department of labor" as follows: 141,063 changed
to 146,940; and by changing the figures for "Net appropriation"
of said department as follows: 98,563 changed to 104,440.

Further

for "Total for

Amend the bill in the appropriation For resources and
economic development, in the subsection Office of Commissioner: by striking out said subsection and inserting in place
thereof the following:
Office of commissioner:

1113
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Division of resources development:
Administration:
Salary of director

$11,021

Other personal
Permanent
Other

228,982
35,211*

Total

services:

:
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Further

amend

the bill in the appropriation For resources

and economic development, Division of economic development;
in the subsection Administration; by striking out said subsection and inserting in place thereof the following:
Division of economic development:

Administration
Salary of director

$1 1,085

Other personal
Permanentf
Other

184,787

Total

services:

8,876

Friday, June 21, 1963
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not be transferred to any other state appropriation, but shall
lapse.

^ No expenditure shall be made from this appropriation
without prior approval by the governor and council.
Further amend said appropriation for Division of economic
development, by striking out at the end thereof, the words and
figures "Total for division of economic development 546,052"
and inserting in place thereof, Total for division of economic

development 547,338.
Note:

The

position of agricultural promotion assistant,

previously carried herein (salary $5,964)
to the department of agriculture.

,

has been transferred

Further amend the bill in the appropriation For resources
and economic development; Division of parks: in the subsection
Self-supporting parks: by striking out the word and figures "Permanent 309,517" and inserting in place thereof. Permanent
$312,837. Further amend by striking out the word and figures "Other $200,000" and inserting in place thereof, Other
$196,680.

Further

amend

nomic development:

the appropriation For resources and ecoNew Hampshire state port authority by

striking out the appropriation for said port authority

serting in place thereof the following:

New Hampshire state port authority:
Personal services:

and

in-

:
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Further amend the appropriation For resources and economic development: by striking out at the end of said appropriation the vvords and figures "Total for department of resources and economic devlopment $1,179,507" and inserting in
place thereof. Total for department of resources and economic
development SI. 186. 292.

Amend

the bill in the appropriation For department of

subsection Initial plate fund:^ by inserting after the
^\•ords and fisiines Police training school 4.000. a ne^\• item:
safety,

Child safety council.
educational services

2,000

amend said subsection by striking out the ^vords
"Total $68,454" and inserting in place thereof,
Total S70.454. Further amend by striking out the ^\•ords and
figures "Less estimated revenue 68,454" and inserting in place
thereof. Less estimated revenue 70,454.
Further

and

figures

Amend
sioner:

the bill in the appropriation For bank commisby striking out said appropriation and inserting in place

thereof the following:

For bank commissioner:
Administration
Salary of commissioner
Salary of deputv commissioner
Salarv of assistant commissioner

Other personal
Permanent
Other

$12,192
9.715
8,850

services:

Total
Current expenses
Travel

Equipment
Other expenditures:
Oasi and retirement

143,680*
4,817
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In this appropriation $40,345 shall be for five bank exIII, provided these positions were filled prior to April
1064. Any of these positions which were not so filled are
*

aminers
1,

abolished and the funds appropriated for said positions shall
not be used for any other purpose.

f

The bank commissioner

shall collect in the

dicated in section 2 of this act, from

manner

in-

the institutions, the con-

and management of which he is required to examine and
supervise under the provisions of RSA 383:9 as the cost of such
supervision and examination, a sum equal to the amount of the
difference between the total amount appropriated for the bank
commissioner's department and the amount designated herein
as the salary of the commissioner, for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1965. Any excess collected under the provisions hereof shall
be used to reduce the amount required to be collected from the
above mentioned institutions in the fiscal year 1966.
dition

Special fund

— re small loan

and motor vehicle

licenses

sales finance licenses:^

Personal services:

Permanent

$10,564
820

Current expenses
Travel
Other expenditures:

2,250

Oasi and retirement

Total
Less revenue

751
$14,385
14,385

Net appropriation
^ Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, expenditures
this fund shall be subject to budgetary limitations.

from

Total for bank commissioner

Amend

$12,192

and
by changing the

the bill in the appropriation For public w^orks

high^vays: in the subsection Legislative specials,

—

for legal services" as follows:
"Attorney general
and
by changing the figures for
changed
to
60,867;
30,515
follows: 2,542,286 changed to
Legislative
specials
as
for
"Total"
appropriation
for public works
Further
amend
said
2,572,638.
figures for

2
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and highways by changing the figures for "Total for public
works and highways" as follows: 47,467,467 changed to 47,497,819; by changing the figures for "Available from estimated
lapses" under "Less estimated revenue and balance" as follows:
983,667 changed to 1,014,019; and by changing the figures for
"Total" for Less estimated revenue and balance as follows:
47,467,467 changed to 47,497,819.

Amend

section

1

of the bill

by striking out

at the

end of

the section the words and figures "Total net appropriation for
the

fiscal

year ending June 30, 1965 $32,727,700" and inserting

in place thereof. Total net appropriation for the fiscal year end-

ing June 30, 1965 $33,172,165.

Further
13

amend

and by inserting
9

The

the bill by renumbering section 9 to read
after section 8 the following

new

sections:

research analyst to the senate finance committee

established by

RSA

14:40

may

the limits of the appropriation

hire assistants as required within

and balance

available.

10
Amend RSA 14:19-a (supp) as inserted by 1961, 280
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the fol-

lowing: 14:19-a Senate Counsel.

The

senate counsel,

as the senate assistant clerk, shall receive a salary of

thirty dollars

who

acts

two hundred

and seventy-seven cents per week. Said counsel

may be employed by the president of the senate beginning the
first Monday follo^ving the biennial election day as said counsel
to assist the senators-elect prior to the next session of the general

be two hundred thirty
and seventy-seven cents each week. Said counsel shall
be allowed the sum of six hundred fifty dollars for his other
court. His salary for said period shall

dollars

expenditures, including clerical assistance, during said period
prior to the session. The salaries and expenses provided herein
shall be a charge against the legislative appropriation.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, there is
11
hereby established a committee consisting of the governor, one
member to be appointed by the president of the senate and one
member to be appointed by the speaker of the house, whose
duty it shall be to assign rooms on the third floor of the state
house.
1

Travel Allowances and Other Expenses. Notwithstand-

ing any other provision of law, a

member

of the general court,
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when engaged in official business on behalf of the legislature
other than at Concord, and whether or not the legislature is
then in session, shall be reimbursed for travel and expenses incident to such business at the same rates as would be allowed a
state employee having his headquarters in the city or town of
the residence of such member, provided that such travel be
authorized by the president of the senate, with the approval
chairman of the senate finance committee, or by the
speaker of the house ^vith the approval of the chairman of the
house appropriations committee. Authority is also granted
hereby to the president of the senate with the approval of the
chairman of the senate finance committee, and to the speaker
of the house with the approval of the chairman of the house
appropriations committee, to cause payment of expenses inof the

cidental to the operation

the legislature

is

and business

of the legislature while

in recess, except such expenses as are otherwise

Any and

expenditures under this secbe chargeable against the
legislative appropriation. In the event of a vacancy in the office
of president of the senate or of speaker of the house during the

by

laAv

provided

for.

tion shall not exceed $10,000

all

and

shall

recess of the legislature, the chairman of the senate finance
committee or the chairman of the house appropriations committee respectively, shall have and exercise the authority conferred upon the president and the speaker by this section.

Arnold T. Clement
George S. Pappagianis
Howell F. Shepard
Conferees on the Part of the House
Forrest

W. Hodgdon

Arthur M. Drake
Paul E. Provost
Conferees on the Part of the Senate

On

motion of Mr. Ferguson of Concord, reading of the

report was dispensed with.

Mr. Clement of Rochester explained the report.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs.

Angus

of

Claremont and Kimball of Manchester

spoke in favor of the report.

The committe

of conference report was adopted.
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On

motion of Mrs. Taylor of Whitefield the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit a committee report

House were

not previously advertised in the Journal.

HJR

providing supplemental appropriation for education of the deaf, Mrs. Taylor of Whitefield for Appropriations.

Ought

10,

to pass.

(Mr.

The House

Goode

of

Manchester in the Chair)

Joint Resolution was ordered to a third read-

ing.

(Speaker in the Chair)

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that HB 620, relative to citizens job protection, be placed on the Calendar for Tuesday
next.

Mr. Maloomian of Somersworth spoke

in favor of the

mo-

tion.

The motion was

adopted.

Reconsideration

Mr. Angus

of

Claremont served notice that today, or some

subsequent day, he would move for reconsideration on
relating to

pulmonary

HB

61,

disease.

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
title, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
a bill with the following

SB

136, relative to retirement benefits.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB 136, relative to retirement benefits was read a first and
second time and referred to Executive Departments and Administration.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

1121
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HB

579,

An

act to

amend

the charters of various savings

banks.

SB

95,

An act relating

to

presentment by banks.

SB 99, An act providing that village districts may take land
water works purposes within the towns in which they are
established in the same manner as in the laying out of a highfor

way.

SB

128,

An

act to

amend

the Portsmouth city charter.

HB 370, An act relative to the purity of foods and drugs.
Natalie

M. Potter

Eleanor L. Marx
For the Committee

Mr. Pickett of Keene moved that the rules of the House be
suspended as to dispense with reference to committee
and public hearing on SB 136, and that the bill be taken up at

so far

the present time.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia spoke against the motion.
Mr. Pickett of Keene withdrew

his

motion.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill moved that the rules of the
to permit a public hearing on SB

House be so far suspended as
136 and SB 134 next Tuesday.
Motion adopted.

Senate Message

The
to
to

Senate message announced that the Senate has voted

adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference
whom was referred the following entitled bills:

HB

making appropriations

545,

departments of the

HB

making appropriations

546,

departments of the

On

30, 1964.

for expenses of certain

ending June

30, 1965.

motion of Mr. Adams of Madbury the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit a hearing not advertwo days on SB 130, relative to cost of vaccinating in-

House were
tised for

state for the year

for expenses of certain

ending June

state for the year

fected animals.
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*

*

*

On motion of Mrs. Martin of Littleton the House adjourned from the morning session:
Afternoon Session

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit third reading of bills by
title only, and resolutions by caption only and that when the
House adjourns today it be to meet next Tuesday morning at
11:00 A.M.

Third Readings

The
and

following Senate

bills

were read a third time, passed,

sent to the Secretary of State to be engrossed:

SB 132, providing for the integration of the present noncontributory pension system of the city of Nashua with old
age and survivors insurance.
SB

121, relative to the

SB

85, enacting the interstate

safety

Nashua

airport authority.

compact on motor vehicle

equipment.

SB

79, prohibiting the delivering of articles to prisoners

and houses

in jails

SB

of correction.

22, to provide or retain public access to recreational

bodies of water.

The
and sent

following Senate bills were read a third time, passed,
to the Senate for concurrence in the House amend-

ments.

SB

7,

increasing the salary of the Hillsborough county

attorney.

SB

100, relating to the practice of accountancy.

SB

92, relative to chiropodists.

The
and sent

HB

following House bills were read a third time, passed,
Senate for concurrence:

to the

155, relating to the disposition of fines collected

municipal court.

by

Tuesday, June

HB

25, 1963
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312, relative to the salary of the justice of the

Man-

chester municipal court.

HB 476, relative to the marketing of eggs.
HB 486, relative to obscene literature.
HB 580, to repeal charters of certain corporations,
HB 582, relative to legislative mileage allowances.
HB 604, relative to the Dover city charter.
HB 607, relating to revisions of supervisory unions

and

re-

assignment of personnel.

HB 626, relative to marine fisheries.
HB 638, relative to relocation of road in Rye.
HB 654, providing for additional appropriations

to

meet

certain contractual deficiencies.

HJR

10,

providing supplemental appropriations for edu-

cation of the deaf.

Reconsideration

Mr. Newell of Concord served notice that today or some
subsequent day he would move that the House reconsider its
vote whereby it passed SB 92, relative to chiropodists.
*

On
journed

*

*

motion of Mrs. Legasse of Portsmouth the House adP.M.

at 5:07

TUESDAY, June
The House met

at

1 1

:00

25, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered as follows, by Guest Chaplain Reverend
Newell H. Curtis, Jr., from the First Congregational Church of
Rochester:
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Let us be in the spirit of prayer:

Gracious
ple that

God

Spirit

upon

thy peo-

thy will in this State as thou Avouldst have

we are in this General Court to care for the
and hence to care for thy people
our people
be equal to the tasks for which we have been

us do. Gathered as

—

best interests of

—

pour out thy

of Love,

we may do

help us to

called.
If

we speak with

the

combined eloquence

of

men and even

of angels so as to stir others like a fanfare of trumpets or the
fail to have love for our people,
should be nothing but eloquent men.

crashing of cymbals, yet

we

If we have abilities to foretell the future and have in our
minds the wisdom of the past and could with our faith move
these granite hills from their places, but fail to have love for
our people, we should amount to absolute nothing.
If

we

give

in conviction

people,

up

and

all that

we

still fail to

we should achieve

are

and become martyrs

to pride

gird our actions with love for our

precisely nothing.

Help us, O gracious God of Love, to be slow to lose patience
and look for ways to be constructive. Let us not be jealous or
boastful;

neither

let

us parade ourselves before others nor

own importance. Help us to do all
and not pursue selfish advantage. Let us become
over evil and wrong and rejoice with all men when

cherish inflated ideas of our
things decently
victors

truth prevails.

Help us to know the unending endurance of thy love, the
unbending assurance of its truth, the uncompromising quality
of

its

hope.

Assembled

as

we

are to care for the best interests of our

people, help us to be equal in love to the tasks for which

we

have been called.
In

Thy Name we

pray.

Amen.

(adapted in part from

I

Corinthians 13)

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Mrs. Brown of Sandwich and Mr. Varney of Rochester led
the Convention in the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

Tuesday, June
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House
Mrs. Hartigan of Rochester was granted leave of absence
on account of important business.

for the day

the

Mr. Bevan of Durham was granted
week on account of illness.

leave of absence for

Mrs. Grey of Canaan and Mr. Blanchard of Jackson were
granted leave of absence for the week on account of important
business.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate Bills and House Joint Resolutions:

HB

465, An act relative to posting warrants for election of
school district officers at town meeting.

HB

478,

An

act relative to the

Beaver Brook Flood Con-

trol Project.

SB

79,

An

prisoners in jails

SB

121,

HB

505,

act prohibiting the delivering of articles to

and houses of correction.

An

act relative to the

Nashua Airport Authority.

An act relative to membership of the school board
and Northfield Union School District.

of Tilton

HB

531,

An

HB

595,

An

act relative to

unemployment compensation.

act legalizing action relative to

zoning at

vari-

ous town meetings.

HB 646, An act legalizing the proceedings relating to the
annexation of the Sandwich School District to the Inter-Lakes
Cooperative School District.
HJR

35, Joint resolution in favor of

HJR

36, Joint resolution relative to certain lands in the

town

of

Alfred Loranger.

Tarn worth.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. York of Concord
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Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HJR 34,

in favor of

Marcus

Amendment

Amend

the

and inserting

title

E. Diffenderfer et

to

HJR

al.

34

of the resolution by striking out the

in place thereof the following:

same

House Joint Reso-

lution No. 34 in favor of Marcus E. Diffenderfer et

al.

Amend the resolution by striking out all after the resolving clause and inserting in place thereof the following: Marcus
E. Diffenderfer, Ossipee, $129.60; Arthur S. Rollins, Alton,
$133.28; Scott F. Eastman, Weare, $132.00; Arthur McAllister,
Barnstead, $91.56; Samuel Green, Manchester, $77.60; Joseph
P. Healy, Manchester, $88.00; Greta M. Ainley, Manchester,
Edward W. Morris Estate, Manchester, $85.60; John W.
Tobin, Manchester, $44.00; Thomas F. Sullivan Estate, Man$88.00;

chester, $43.60;

Edward Martel, Manchester,

Manchester,

$44.00; Jas. Pet-

Chas. E. Daniel, Manchester,
$44.00; Gerard DeGrace, Manchester, $44.00; Alfred A. Bergeron, Manchester, $43.20; Nick Hart, Manchester, $40.00;
Albert N. Dion, Manchester, $39.20; Mary R. Ayer, Pittsfield,
tegrew,

$87.20; Jas. F.

Farmington,

$44.00;

McGrath,

Pittsfield,

$86.40; Geo. T. Gilman,

Mary E. Donero Estate, Portsmouth,
Dame, Portsmouth, $34.10; Amelia H. Cross,

$28.56;

$34.10; C. Cecil

Portsmouth, $34.10; Chas. W. Carkin, Portsmouth, $11.99;
H. White, Portsmouth, $21.00; Edw. Ingraham, Portsmouth, $17.00; Wm. F. Keefe, Portsmouth, $33.79; Wm. Wardwell,
Portsmouth, $34.10; Wm. Montgomery, Hopkinton,
$48,00; Lloyd H. Stone, Sr., Webster, $42.00; Conrad E. Snow,
Gilmanton, $96.00; Richard L. Bradley, Thornton, $55.00;
Claude J. Baker, Stewartstown, $53.50; S. A. Chamberlain,
Holderness, $34.44; Harvey H. Converse, Pittsburg, $55.00; J.
Edw. Bouvier, Swanzey, $42.40; Kenneth M. Bisbee, Derry,
$48.00; Jas. L. Graham. Canaan. $55.00; Angeline M. St.
Pierre, Rochester, $77.04; Robert E. Drew, Farmington, $25.68;
Elmer H. Downs Estate, Conway, $11.00; Marj. B. DeLude,
Julia
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Unity, $33.00; David Deans, Jr., Milford, $16.96; Ernest
Coutermarsh, Lebanon, $21.00; Marie Christiansen, Berlin,
$22.00; Mary S. Brown, Sandwich, $21.40; Edw. E. Brown,
Keene, $ilO.OO; Albert H. Brown, Strafford, $16.80; Grover
C.

Brookline,

Farwell,

$22.00;

E.

Jos.

Boivert,

Rollinsford,

$13.08; Daniel R. Blanchard, Jackson, $6.60; Dorothy B. Berry,

Barrington, $17.44; Frank J. Bennett, Keene, $11.00; Louis S.
Ballam, Walpole, $9.50; Roxie A. Forbes, Marlow, $34.10;
Robert L. Galloway, Sr., Walpole, $11.00; Bert L. Peaslee
Estate, Merrimack, $14.24; Ralph Sanborn, Hampton Falls,
$22.00; Thos. R. Sheeby, Newfields, $12.84; Arthur F. Turner,

Gilsum, $31.20; H. Thos. Urie, New Hampton, $12.24; Israel
H. Vadney, Francestown, $17.60; Edna B. Weeks, Greenland,
$21.40; Philip S. Willey, Campton, $11.00; Anne B. Gordon,
Jaffrey, $11.00; Winifred E. Hartigan, Rochester, $12.24; Chas.
P. Hayward, Milford, $14.24; Jeremiah J. Keating, Keene,
$10.80; Walter Kretowicz, Keene, $10.10; Albert Littlehale,
Durham, $13.32; Harry N. Marsh, Colebrook, $82.70; Lovell
v. Oakes Estate, Columbia, $33.00; Louis L Martel, Manchester,
$28.00.

On motion of Mr. McAllister of Barnstead the House concurred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bill,

of Representatives:

HB

420, extending the appropriation for marriage coun-

seling referral service.

Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

HB

420

same and

of said bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act relative to marriage counseling referral

Amend said
and

bill

by striking out

all after

service.

the enacting clause

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

inserted

Marriage Counseling.

Amend RSA

byl961,276:l,by striking out

167-B:2

said section

(supp)

and

as

inserting
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in place thereof the following: 167-B:2 Voluntary Applications.

person desiring marriage counseling may apply directly
an approved family service agency or may be referred thereto
by an authorized representative of the commissioner of health
and welfare, but all such counseling shall be subject to the
approval of the commissioner who may promulgate such rules
and regulations as he may deem necessary for the administration

Any
to

of the provisions hereof.

Family Service. Amend RSA I67-B:3 (supp) as inserted
2
by 1961, 276:1, by striking out said section and inserting in
place thereof the following: 167-B:3 Approved Agencies. An
approved family service agency within the meaning of this
chapter shall be those agencies approved by the commissioner
of health and welfare and which are located within the jurisdiction of the superior court making the referral or located
within the county in ^vhich the applicant for counseling resides.
3

(supp)

Administration.
as inserted

Amend

paragraph

(c)

of

RSA

167-B:4

by 1961, 276:1, by striking out said para-

graph and inserting in place thereof the following: (c) To pay,
in accordance with the terms of this chapter, all invoices presented by participating family service agencies for referrals, but
only if such invoices have been submitted in accordance with
procedures established by the administering agency.
4 Reimbursement. Amend paragraph (c) ofRSA167-B:5
(supp) as inserted by 1961, 276:1, by striking out said para-

graph and inserting in place thereof the following: (c) no reimbursement shall be made unless the person consulting a referral agency was referred by the court or approved by the
commissioner, as provided herein, and no reimbursement shall
be made after four consultations.
5

Extension of Appropriation.

From

the funds appro-

priated by 1961, 276:2 to be expended for the purposes of
167-B, any balance existing as of

RSA

December

31, 1964 shall be a
appropriation
and
shall
not
lapse
provided that
continuing
appropriation
shall
not
exceed
five thousand
continuing
this

dollars.

6

Takes

Effect.

This
*

On

act shall take effect
*

upon

its

passage.

*

motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester reading of the
amendment was dispensed with.

Tuesday, June
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Mr. Goode explained the amendment.

On

motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the

curs with the

following entitled

bill,

with amendments, in the passage of
the concurrence of the

wfliich

amendments

House

of Representatives:

HB

the Senate asks

399, relative to salary of the justices of Rochester

mu-

nicipal court.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

399

said bill by striking out section 2

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
2 Special Justice.

Amend RSA

502 by inserting after

sec-

following new section: 502:8-a Rochester. The
special justice of the municipal court of the city of Rochester
shall be paid from the treasury of said city, three hundred
dollars for each year that he shall serve in said capacity, which
shall be in lieu of any other compensation or fees, to be paid
tion

the

8

by said

city quarterly.

On

motion of Mr. Marsan of Rochester the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

Committee Reports

HB 653, making appropriations for capital improvements,
long term repairs and deferred maintenance for the state of
New Hampshire, Mr. Ring of Hampton for Appropriations.
Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

to

HB

653

Amend the first paragraph of section 1 by striking out the
words "seven million six hundred ninety five thousand two
hundred forty dollars" in the first and second lines and inserting in place thereof the words, eight million three hundred
forty nine thousand six hundred fifty dollars, so that said paragraph as amended shall read as follows:
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Appropriation. The sum of eight million three hundred
nine
thousand six hundred fifty dollars is hereby appropriforty
ated for the purpose of capital improvements and long term
repairs, which purpose includes such related improvements,
1

facilities,

as are necessary to comestimated costs for the projects are as fol-

equipment and furnishings

plete the same.

The

lows:

Amend

paragraph

said paragraph
I.

I

of section

and inserting

1

of said bill by striking out

in place thereof the following:

Adjutant general:

Repairs to Manchester armory
Grading and paving, Hills-

borough armory

150,000

23,500 $173,500

Amend

paragraph IV of section 1 of said bill by striking
out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:
IV.

Department

of health

Tuesday, June
*
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appropriation may be transMurphy Building, with

ferred to complete the infirmary in

governor and council approval.

Amend paragraph VI of section 1 of said bill by striking
out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:
VI.

Liquor commission:

Warehouse

$1,911,000
150,000

Stores

Acquisition of land

Total

50,000
2,111,000

Amend paragraph IX of section 1 of said bill by striking
out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:
IX.

Water

resources:
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or general aviation airport which is owned and operated by a
town, city or legally constituted airport authority, provided that
such expenditure has been first approved by the aeronautics
commission and the airport whose facilities are being improved

meets and conforms to

all criteria as

established by the aero-

nautics commission, provided further that the term facilities
for the purposes of this chapter shall include but not be limited

runways, taxi ways, surveys, ramps, access roads, or fences
shall not include buildings, hangars or any other type of
construction or improvement which is not included in the federal airport administration criteria for construction of airport
to

and

facilities

make

or navigational aids.

The

a report to each biennial

the development of

all

aeronautics commission shall
meeting of the general court of

airports in the state.

Amend paragraph 11 of section 4 of said bill by striking
out the words "but only in the event of an unforseen emergency need" in the third and fourth lines and inserting in place
thereof the words, provided such transfer is for the public good
or is necessary to keep within the funds appropriated, so that
said paragraph as amended shall read as follows:
II.
To transfer funds from any project named in section
hereof to any other project in said section, provided such
transfer is for the public good or is necessary to keep within
the funds appropriated.
1

Amend

section 7 of said bill by striking out the words

figures "seven million six

hundred ninety

five

and

thousand two

hundred forty dollars ($7,695,240) in the fourth and fifth lines
and inserting in place thereof the following, eight million three
hundred forty nine thousand six hundred fifty dollars ($8,349,650), so that said section as

Borrowing Power.

amended

shall read as follows:

To

provide funds for the appropriais hereby
authorized, under the direction of the governor and council,
to borrow upon the credit of the state not exceeding the sum of
eight million three hundred forty nine thousand six hundred
fifty dollars ($8,349,650); to provide funds for the appropriations made in section 2 hereof not exceeding the sum of
four million three hundred thirty four thousand eight hundred eleven dollars ($4,334,814); and to provide funds for the
appropriations made in section 3 hereof not exceeding the sum
of three hundred forty nine thousand seven hundred fifty dol7

tions

made

in section

1

hereof, the state treasurer

Tuesday, June
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purposes

may

issue

bonds and notes

behalf of the state of New Hampshire. The
Sfovernor and council shall determine the form of such bonds
or notes, their rate of interest, the date when interest shall be
paid and the time or times of issue. Such bonds and notes shall
be paid as follows: bonds and notes issued to provide funds for
the appropriations made in section 1 shall be paid within a
in the

name and on

period of twenty years; bonds and notes issued to provide fimds
for the appropriations made in section 2 shall be paid within a
period of thirty years; and bonds or notes issued to provide
funds for appropriations made in section 3 shall be paid within
a period of ten years. Such bonds or notes shall be signed by
the treasurer and coimtersigned by the governor and shall be

deemed

a

pledge of the faith and credit of the

Amend

section

1 1

of said bill

state.

by striking out the words

"seven million six hundred ninety five thousand two hundred
forty" in the seventh and eighth lines and inserting in place
thereof the words, eight million three hundred forty nine thousand six hundred fifty, so that said section as amended shall read
as follows:
1 1
Short Term Notes. Prior to the issuance of the bonds
or notes hereunder, the treasurer, under the direction of the

governor and council, may for the purposes hereof borrow money from time to time on short term loans, which may be refunded by the issuance of the bonds or notes hereunder. Provided, however, that at no time shall the indebtedness of the
state on short term loans exceed the following sums: (1) not
exceeding the sum of eight million three hundred forty nine
thousand six hundred fifty dollars for borrowing to provide
funds for the purposes of section 1; (2) not exceeding the sum
of four million three hundred thirty four thousand eight hundred eleven dollars for borrowing to provide funds for the purposes of section 2; and (3) not exceeding the sum of three hundred forty nine thousand seven hundred fifty dollars for borrowing to provide funds for the purposes of section 3.
*

*

*

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Feldman of Manchester spoke against the amendment.

Mr. Goode of Manchester spoke in favor of the amendment.
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(discussion ensued)

Mr. Geisel

of

Manchester spoke against the amendment.

Mr. Goode of Manchester offered the following amendto the amendment and moved its adoption:

ment

Amendment

Amend

the

to

Amendment

amendment

to

to

HB 653

paragraph IV of section

1

of

said bill by striking out the footnote with respect to the appro-

priation for the Laconia State School and inserting in place
thereof the following: "With the approval of the Governor and
Council, an amount not to exceed $45,000.00 of this appropriation may be transferred to complete the infirmary in the Mur-

phy Building.

The

Clerk read the

amendment

in full.

Mr. Goode explained the amendment

to the

amendment.

The amendment to the amendment was adopted.
The amendment as amended was adopted and the bill was
ordered to a third reading.

On motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the Rules of the
House were so far suspended as to place HB 653 on third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.
Third Reading

HB

653, making appropriations for capital improvements,
long term repairs and deferred maintenance for the state of
New Hampshire, ^vas read a third time, passed, and sent to the
Senate for concurrence.

Reports

HB
Vashaw

(cont.)

and game licenses, Mr.
and Game. Inexpedient to legislate.

511, increasing fees for fish
of Berlin for Fish

Mr. Merrifield of Sunapee moved that the words, Ought
to pass,

be substituted for the words. Inexpedient to

Mr. London of

New London

legislate.

explained the action of the

committee.

Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke against the motion,
(discussion ensued)

Tuesday, June
Mr. Merrill of Hampton
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Falls

spoke in favor of the mo-

tion.

Mr. Goodhue of Gilford spoke

in favor of the motion.

Pierre of Rochester requested a division.

Mrs.

St.

The

vote being manifestly in the negative the motion was

The

resolution of the committee was adopted.

lost.

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
adopt the amendments offered by t'he Committee on Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
to

House

of Representatives:

HB

545,

making appropriations

for the expenses of cer-

tain departments of the state for the year

Amendment

Amend
ment

to

HB

ending June

30, il964.

545

the footnote relative to professional care and treatwhich is indicated by an + by striking

at the state hospital

out the figure "637,182" and inserting in place thereof the
figure, 629,057.

Amend the total for the division of mental health by striking out the figure "7,101,995" and inserting in place thereof
the figure, 7,061,995.

Amend the total for division of resources development by
striking out the figure "243,267" and inserting in place thereof
the figure 242,267.

Amend

the footnote at the

end of the appropriation

for

the state board of education by striking out the words "helping

teacher" in the seventeenth line and inserting in place thereof
the words, teacher consultant.

On motion of Mr. Peterson of Peterborough the House
concurred in the Senate amendment under Joint Rule 6.
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Committee Reports

SB

(cont.)

United
Mr. Chandler of Portsmouth for Judiciary.

71, relative to filling vacancies in the office of

States

Senator,

Ought

to pass.

Mr. Capistran of Manchester moved that SB 71 be
and spoke in favor of the motion.

indefi-

nitely postponed

Mr. Totman of Alstead spoke against the motion.
Mr. Coutermarsh of Lebanon spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs. Stafford of Laconia, Kimball of Manchester, Stevenson of Bethlehem and Taft of Greenville spoke against the motion.

The motion

to indefinitely

postpone did not prevail.

On a viva voce vote the Yeas appeared to have it.
Mr. Cavalieri of Portsmouth requested a division but
subsequently withdrew his request.

SB

71 was ordered to a third reading.

HB

387, relative to conflict of interest in the sale of liquor

and alcoholic beverages, Mr. Pryor

of

Ashland for the Majority

Ought
amendment. Messrs. Capistran of Manchester,
Newport, Healy of Manchester, Moran of Manchester,

of the committee. Refer to Legislative Council. Minority:
to

pass with

Spanos of

and Miss Normandin of Laconia.
Minority

Amend RSA
by adding

at the

Amendment

HB

387

95-A:2, as inserted by section

end of

said section the words,

1

of the

bill,

Ownership

of

more than five percent of the outstandany publicly owned corporation or investment

stock consisting of not

ing shares in
trust shall not constitute a person a stockholder within the
meaning of this section but in determining whether a person
owns more than five percent of such shares he shall be deemed
to own the shares owned by himself, his spouse and his children.
Sales made to the public or to licensees by persons authorized
to act under Title XIII of RSA shall be excluded from the
prohibition of this chapter, so that said section as amended
shall read as follows: 95-A:2 Definitions. For the purpose of
this chapter the term "state agency" shall mean any state de-
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partment, or any division, board or commission of any state
department, and the term "officer or employee" shall include
all persons who are employed by or are members of the designated agency whether or not they are compensated for such
employment or membership. A person shall be deemed to be
associated directly or indirectly within the prohibition of this
chapter if he is a member of a partnership or an officer, stockholder or director of a corporation which is engaged in the
prohibited activity, or if his spouse, parents, children, brothers
or sisters are so engaged. Ownership of stock consisting of not
more than five percent of the outstanding shares in any publicly
owned corporation or investment trust shall not constitute a
person a stockholder within the meaning of this section but in
determining whether a person owns more than five percent of
such shares he shall be deemed to own the shares owned by
himself, his spouse, and his children. Sales made to the public
or to licensees by persons authorized to act under Title XIII
of RSA shall be excluded from the prohibition of this chapter.

Mr. Spanos of Newport moved that the words. Ought
amendment, be substituted for the words, Refer
Legislative Council, and spoke in favor of the motion.

pass with

to

to

Mr. Totman of Alstead spoke against the motion.
(Mr. Stafford of Laconia in the Chair)

Mr. Upton of Concord spoke against the motion.
Recess
After Recess

(Speaker in the Chair)

The

question being on the motion to substitute the words,
with amendment, for the words, Refer to the
Legislative Council.

Ought

to pass

Mr. Moran of Manchester spoke

in favor of the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Johnson of

Hanover and Peterson

spoke against the motion.

of Peterborough
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(discussion ensued)

Mr. Stafford of Laconia spoke against the motion.
Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke

in favor of the

motion.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that HB 387 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke against the motion.
Mr. Dupont of Manchester moved the previous question
and it was sufficiently seconded.
Mr. Dupont withdrew

The

HB

his

motion.

question being on the motion to Indefinitely Postpone

378.

The Yeas appeared
Mr. Pappagianis
and the roll was called

to

of

have

it.

Nashua requested the Yeas and Nays

as follows:

Yeas

—

196

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, Van Loan,
Wiggin, Farwell, Whitney, Hambleton, Martin of Goffstown,
Davis of Greenfield, Taft, Legallee, Ainley, Feldman, Lang,
Pettigrew, Goode, Kimball of Manchester, Clancy of Manchester, ward 6, Dupont, Boettcher, Belanger, Lesmerises, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hay^vard of Milford,
Cobleigh, Cooper, Underbill, Todd, Garland, Peterson, Rich,
Heald of Wilton.
Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Gowing, Turner,
Heald of Keene, Bennett of Keene, Faulkner,
Pickett, Oliver, Forbes, Bennett of Richmond, Allen of Rindge,

Stearns, Pollock,

Hackler, Ballam, Wildey, Sawyer,

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown, Frizzell, Angus,
Campbell, Nahil, Guest, 'W^eber, Marx, Merrilield.

Grafton County:

Pryor,

Chamberlin of Bath, Stevenson,

Plumer, Willey, Nettleton, Hayward of Hanover, Johnson of
Hanover, McMeekin, Hampson, Adams, Lewis, Whipple,
Brummer, Allard of Littleton, Kelley of Littleton, Martin of
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Smith of Plymouth, Anderson

of Warren, Bean, Berringer.

Coos County: Connolly, Vashaw, Bouchard, Marsh, Nash,
Graham, Keough, Sherman, Shute, Fogg, Arsenault, Brooks,
Taylor of Whitefield.

Rockingham CouNTi: White
Underwood, Cummings,

of Atkinson, Griffin, Vey,
Watts, Scott, Eastman of
Exeter, Wheeler, Weeks, Spollett, Shindledecker, Merrill, Clark
of Kingston, McDonough, Cheney, Carter, Pinkham, Palmer

Persson,

Murch, Stafford of Portsmouth, Dame,
Osborne, Chandler, White of Portsmouth, Frink, Legasse,
Langford, Greene of Rye, Young, Canty, Grant, Morrill, Mor-

of Plaistow, Schwaner,

rison, Peever, Stickney, Felch, Barker.

Strafford County: Berry, Richardson, Crouch, LittleDrew, Canney, Adams of Madbury, Dawson, Moulton,
Rolfe, Marsan, Chase, Johnson of Rochester, Varney, Bennett

hale,

of Strafford.

Belknap County:
caillade.

McAllister, Goodhue, Uhlenberg, LaHead, Hayner, O'Shan, Stafford of Laconia, Varrell,

Allan of Meredith, Urie, Joslyn, Howe.

Carroll County: Howard, Hill, Roberts, Taylor of EfBrown of Sandwich, Lamprey of

fingham, Blake, Diffenderfer,

Tuftonboro, Chamberlain of Wolfeboro,

Claflin.

Merrimack County: Hanson, Moore, Asby, Hutchinson,
Upton, Henry, Dame of Concord, Bingham, Smith of Concord,
MacDonald, Sanders, Gove, McKay, Stevens, Kelley of Franklin, Reddy, London, Thompson of Northfield, Tarrant, Bigelow, Thompson of Wilmot.
Nays

—

137

Hillsborough County: Barnard, Bartlett, Eaton, Brocklebank, Bednar, Gallagher, Provencal, Conover, Bruton, Dion of
Manchester, Hayes, Cullity, Mahonly of Manchester, ward 4,
McDermott, Clancy of Manchester, ward 5, Manning, Walsh,
Casey, Doherty, Healy, O'Conner, Lafrance, Leclerc, Martel,
Tessier, Bernier, Champagne, Delisle, Moran, Wade, O'Gara,
Bergeron, Kearns, Hurley, Capistran, Levasseur, Allard of
Manchester, Rousseau, Gamache, Grady, Tremblay of Man-
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Vachon, Dionne of Nashua, ward 2, Belcourt, Sullivan,
Maynard, Pappagianis, Dionne of Nashua, ward 6, Marcoux,
Boisvert, Mason, Bissonnette, Bouley, Latour, Lavallee, Sabluski, Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais, Peabody, Eastman of Weare.
Chester,

Cheshire County: Watkinson, Cournoyer, Keating,
Shea of Keene, ward

2,

Pratt,

Belletete, Russell, Bouvier, Abare.

Sullivan County: Cann, Gaffney, Barrows, Bailey, Downing, Spanos.

Grafton County: Bowles, Morse, Low, Coutermarsh,
Demers.

Coos County: Dubey,

Dumont

of Berlin, Fontaine,

Fortier,

Roy, Desilets, Sheridan,

Gagnon, Bushey, Stinson.

Rockingham County: Kimball of Derry, White of Derry,
Wylie, Palmer of Kensington, Sewall, Twardus, Keefe, McEachern, Sadler, Cavalieri, Coussoule, Herbert.
Strafford County: Blanchette, Nelson, Grimes, Hemon,
Colbath, Clark of Lee,
doin,

St.

Pierre,

Dumont

of Rochester, Rubins, Beau-

Maloomian, Cormier, Hebert, Vincent.

Belknap County: Bolduc, Matheson, Normandin.
Carroll County: Remick.

Merrimack County: Guilbeault, Phelps, Fairbanks, LaFlamme, York, Hancock, Peaslee, Ferguson of Concord, Newell
of Concord, Welch, Gilman, Charland, Dempsey, Doon, Lafond, Brown of Loudon, Robinson,
and the

bill

HB

620, relative to citizens job protection, Mr.

Claremont

HB

was indefinitely postponed.

for Labor. Majority:

620,

Minority,

Ought

Angus

of

to pass.

Refer to Legislative Council,

Mr.

Ferguson of Concord.

Mr. Ferguson of Concord moved that the words, refer to
the Legislative Council, be substituted for the words. Ought
to pass,

and spoke

in favor of the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Dupont of Manchester spoke against the motion.
(Mr.

McMeekin

of Haverhill in the Chair)
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Mr. Edwards of Antrim spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs.

Hancock and Welch

of

Concord spoke against the

motion.

Mr. Urie of

New Hampton

spoke in favor of the motion.

(Speaker in the Chair)

Mr. Sheridan of Berlin and Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke
against the motion.

Mr. Ferguson of Concord spoke a second time in favor of
the motion.

On a viva voce vote the motion was not adopted.
Mr. Edwards of Antrim demanded the Yeas and Nays and
subsequently withdrew his request.

The

now being on the report, Ought to pass.
Mr. Kimball of Manchester moved that HB 620 be indefin-

itely

question

postponed.

The motion was

not adopted and the

bill

was ordered to a

third reading.

HB

440, relating to the purchase of sand or gravel

the bed of public waters, Mrs.

Hampson

of

Hebron

Recreation and Development, Refer
Council or Legislative Services Commission.

sources,

The

to

from

for Re-

Legislative

resolution was adopted.

Committee of Conference Report

The Conference Committee

to which was referred House
No. 180, relative to the incorporation of trust companies,
having considered the same, recommend that the house recede
from its position of nonconcurrence in the adoption of the
senate amendment and concur in the adoption of the senate
Bill

amendment.
Mr. Reddy of Hopkinton
Mr. Hambleton of Goffstown
Mr. Pratt of Keene
Conferees on the part of the House
Senator Howard
Senator Paquette
Conferees on the part of the Senate
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The report was adopted.
The Committee of Conference,

to

whom

was referred

Senate Bill 37, An Act relative to recounts, having considered
the same, report the same ^vith the following recommendation:
that the Senate recede from its position of non-concurrence
and concur with the House amendment.

Conferees on the Part of the House:
Mr. Roger Smith of Concord
Mr. Marshall Cobleigh of Nashua
Mr. Walter Morse of Enfield
Conferees of the Part of the Senate:
Senator Robert S. Monahan of Hanover
Senator Louis I. Martel of Manchester

The

report was adopted.

Senate Messages

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
with the following titles, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

bills

SB

133, providing for

development

an

access road to

Willard Basin ski

in Lancaster.

SB

131, relative to the use of transporter plates.

SB

65,

providing for a hearing after suspension of a liquor

license or beverage permit.

SB

52, relative to firemen's retirement system.

SB

137, relating to the

SB

138, relating to the

John M. Hunt Home.

Mary

E.

Hunt Home

for

Aged

Women.
Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:
SB

133, providing for

development in Lancaster,
Works and Appropriations.

SB

bills

were read a

an access road
to the Joint

first

and second

to Willard Basin ski
committee on Public

131, relative to the use of transporter plates, to Trans-

portation.
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On motion of Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro the Rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit a public hearing on
SB 131 without being advertised in the Journal for two days.
Senate Bills

SB

65,

Read and Referred

providing for a hearing after suspension of a liquor
Liquor Laws.

license or beverage permit, to

SB

retirement system, to Executive

52, relative to firemen's

Departments and Administration.

SB

137, relating to the

John M. Hunt Home,

to

Executive

Departments and Administration.

SB

138, relating to the

Women,

A

Mary

E.

Hunt Home

for

Aged

to Executive Departments and Administration.

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bills, with amendments, in the passage of
amendments
the Senate asks the concurrence of the
which
House of Representatives:

following entitled

HB

337, relating to hours of labor, one day rest in seven,

and payment

of wages.

Amendment

to

HB

337

Amend RSA

275:43 as inserted by section 3 of the bill by
same and inserting in place thereof the following: 275:43 Weekly. L Every employer shall pay all wages
due to his employees who work by the hour or day within eight
days including Sunday after expiration of the week in which
the work is performed, on regular paydays designated in advance by the employer, in lawful money of the United States
or with checks on banks convenient to the place of employment
where suitable arrangements are made for the cashing of such
striking out the

checks by employees for the full

IL

amount

The commissioner may, upon

of the

wages due.

application showing
permit an employer as described in
section 1 to establish regular pay days less frequently than
weekly provided that the worker shall be paid in full at least
once each calendar month on a regularly established schedule.

good and

sufficient reasons,
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Further amend the bill by striking out subsections II and
RSA 275:44 as inserted by section 3 of the bill and inserting in place thereof the following: II. Whenever an employee
quits or resigns, the employer shall pay the employee's wages
no later than the next regular payday, as provided under section
43 of this act, either through the regular pay channels or by
mail if requested by the employee, except that if the employee
gives at least one pay period's notice of intention to quit the employer shall pay all wages earned by the employee within seven-

IV

of

ty-two hours.

IV.
If an employer willfully and without good cause fails
pay an employee wages as required under subsections I, II
or III of this section, such employer shall be additionally liable
to

employee for liquidated damages in the amount of ten
per cent of the unpaid wages for each day except Sunday and
legal holidays upon which such failure continues after the day
upon which payment is required or in an amount equal to the
unpaid wages, whichever is smaller; except that, for the purpose of such liquidated damages, such failure shall not be
deemed to continue after the date of filing of a petition in
bankruptcy with respect to the employer if he is adjudicated
bankrupt upon such petition.
to the

RSA

Further amend the bill by striking out subsection I of
275:47 as inserted by section 3 of the bill and inserting

in place thereof the following:
I.

In the event of the death of an employee wages due

him by an employer not in excess of three hundred dollars may
upon proper demand be paid, in the absence of actual notice
pendency of probate proceedings, without requiring lettestamentary or of administration in the following order of
preference to decedents: In accordance with the laws of intestacy

of the
ters

for the state of

RSA

New Hampshire.

Further amend the bill by striking out subsection I of
275:49 as inserted by section 3 of the bill and inserting

in place thereof the following:
I.

of pay,

Notify the employees, at the time of hiring of the rate
of the day and place of payment.

and

*

*

On motion of Mr. Angus
amendment was dispensed with.

*

of Claremont, reading of the
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Mr. Angus explained the amendment.

On

motion of Mr. Angus the House concurred in the
Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of

curs with the

which amendments the Senate

House

HB
lic

asks

the concurrence of the

of Representatives:

434, relating to

minimum

wages of employees in pub-

works.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

of the bill

to

HB

434

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Payments Included in Establishing Wage Rates. Amend
1 by adding at the end thereof the following sentence:
Payments by employers to health and welfare plans and pension
plans under collective bargaining agreements or understandings
between organized labor and employers shall be included for
the purpose of establishing minimum wage rates as herein pre1

RSA

280:

scribed, so that said section as

amended

shall

read as follows:

280:1 Regulation by the Commissioner of Labor. The rate per
hour of the wages paid to mechanics, teamsters, chauffeurs, and
laborers employed in the construction of public works by the

New

Hampshire, or by persons contracting or subconwork shall not be less than the rate or rates
of wages to be determined by the commissioner of labor as hereinafter provided; provided, that the wages paid to mechanics,
teamsters, chauffeurs, and laborers employed on said works shall
not be less than the wages paid to said employees in the municipal service of the town or to^vns ^vhere said w^orks are being
constructed; provided, further, that where the same public work
is to be constructed in two or more towns, the wages paid to
said employees shall not be less than the wages paid to said
employees in the municipal service of the town paying the
highest rate; provided, further, that if, in any of the towns
where the works are to be constructed, a wage rate or wage
rates have been established in certain trades and occupations
by collective agreements or understandings between organized

state of

tracting for such
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labor and employers, the rate or rates to be paid on said works
shall not be less than the rates so established; provided, further,
that in towns where no such rate or rates have been established,
the wages paid to said employees on public works, shall not be
less than the wages paid in said to^vns to the employees in the

same trades and occupations by private employers engaged in
the construction industry. This section shall also apply to regular employees of the state, when such employees are employed
in the construction, addition to, or alteration of said works for
which special appropriations are provided. Payments by employers to health and welfare plans and pension plans under
collective bargaining agreements or understandings between organized labor and employers shall be included for the purpose
of establishing minimum wage rates as herein prescribed.
*

*

*

(Mr. Upton of Concord in the Chair)

On motion of Mr. Angus
amendment was dispensed with.

of

Claremont reading

of the

Mr. Angus explained the amendment.

On

motion

of

Mr. Angus of Claremont the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the

curs with the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

302, relative to the state board of conciliation

and

arbitration.

Amendment

Amend

section 2 of the bill

to

HB

302

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Compensation. Amend RSA 273:24 (supp) as amended
2
by 1955, 323:8, by striking out the word "sixteen" in the second
line and inserting in place thereof the word, fifty, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows: 273:24 Compensation
of Arbitrators. Such arbitrators shall receive fifty dollars a day
for each day actually engaged in such arbitration and their
necessary traveling expenses, to be paid upon vouchers signed
by the commissioner, with the approval of the governor, out
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of the funds appropriated for the maintenance of the depart-

ment

of labor.

The

Clerk read the amendment.

On

motion

Mr. Angus of Claremont the House con-

of

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of

curs with the

which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence

House

of

the

of Representatives:

HB

542, relative to settlements in behalf of minors.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

HB

542

by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1
Minors. In any suit on behalf of an infant or against
an infant or in which an infant is interested, the court may

make

all

necessary orders for protecting the interests of the

and may require the guardian ad litem, parent or next
friend to give bond to truly account for all money received on
behalf of the infant whether through settlement, judgment,
infant

decree or other order.

Mr. Totman
in the Senate

of Alstead moved
amendment and that

that the
a

House non-concur

committee

oif

conference

be appointed.

The motion was adopted and
Upton

the Chair appointed Messrs.
Johnson of Hanover and Moran of Manconferees on the part of the House.

of Concord,

chester as

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its amendments to the following bill:
SB

100, relating to the practice of accountancy.
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Communication
Bishop's

House

657 River Road
Manchester, New Hampshire

June

24, 1963

Honorable Stuart Lamprey
Speaker of the House
State

House

Concord,

New Hampshire

Dear Mr. Lamprey:

The

magnificent expression of sympathy by people of all
on the occasion of the death of Pope John XXIII was
a source of deep consolation to us. May I express my deepest
thanks to all who shared our sorrow and particularly to you
and the members of the House of Representatives who were
represented at the Pontifical Mass in St. Joseph Cathedral.
Faiths

With appreciation and

cordial

good wishes,

I

am

Sincerely yours,

Ernest

J.

Primeau

Bishop of Manchester

Resolutions
Messrs. Bell and Smith of Plymouth, Prior of Ashland,
of Waterville and Willey of Campton offered the following Resolutions for the Grafton Cotinty Delegation:

Bean

Whereas, Stanley A. Chamberlain, former Representative
from Holderness, has passed away, therefore be it

Members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby pay
tribute to our former Fellow Member for his services to his
town and state, and be it further
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives of the General

Resolved, That we extend to his family our heartfelt sympathy in its bereavement, and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to his
son, Ernest L.

Chamberlain.
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resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Adams of Madbury the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit a public hearing on
SB 130 without having been advertised in the Journal for two
days.

Reconsideration

Mr. Johnson of Hanover served notice that today, or some
subsequent day, he would move that the House reconsider
its

vote whereby

it

passed

SB

relative to

1,

form

of ballots.

The

Chair announced that Mr. Johnson served notice of reconsideration before 1 1 :30 this morning.

Mr. Newell of Concord withdrew
tion on SB 92, relating to chiropodists.

his notice of reconsidera-

Mr. Angus of Claremont withdrew his notice of reconsidHB 61, relating to pulmonary disease.

eration on

Announcements

The Chair announced that today was the 55th wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. LaFrance of Manchester.

The Chair also announced that today is the 46th wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Pollock of Keene.
5

minute Recess

(Speaker in the Chair)

On

motion of Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield the rules of the
so far suspended as to allow the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal.

House were

HB

569, relative to aid for emotionally disturbed chil-

dren, Mrs.

The

Demers

bill

of

Lebanon

was referred
*

to

for Education.

Ought

to pass.

Appropriations under the Rules.
*

*

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to place SB 71, relative to filling vacancies in the office of United States Senator, on third readino: and
final passage

by

title

only at the present time.
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SB

71, relative to filling vacancies in the office of

was read a third time, passed, and sent
Secretary of State to be engrossed.
States Senator,

United
to the

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit HB 61 to be placed on third
reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

HB

61, relating to

time, passed,

and sent

pulmonary

to the

disease,

was read a third

Senate for concurrence.

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit HB 620 to be placed on
third reading and final passage by title only at the present time.

HB

620, relative to citizens job protection, was read a third

time, passed,

and sent

to the Senate for concurrence.

Reconsideration

Mr. Welch of Concord, having voted with the majority,
moved that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
HB 620, and spoke against the motion.

The motion was not

adopted.

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

556, relative to the incorporation of the

Development Council,

Amend
new

said bill

Upper Valley

Inc.

by inserting after section 6 the following

section:

7 Dissolution. There shall be no corporate stock and no
part of the net earnings of the corporation, if any, shall inure
the benefit of any member city, town or village, director or
officer of the corporation or any private individual. No di-

rector, officer of the corporation or

any private individual shall
be entitled to share in the distribution of any of the corporate
assets on dissolution, the assets upon dissolution to be returned
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to the member cities, towns and villages on the basis of their
contributions to the corporation.

Further
section

amend

said bill by

renumbering section

7 to read

8.

*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

Committee

of Conference

Report

of Conference, to whom was referred HB
providing immunity from liability in emergency cases,
having considered the same, report the same with the recommendation that the House recede from its position in adopting
its amendment, that the Senate recede from its position in
adopting its amendment, and that the following amendment be
adopted.

The Committee

207,

Amend section 1 of the bill by inserting after the word
"emergency" in the seventh line the words, on or along any
public highway, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows:
1

Physicians and Surgeons.

after section 24 the following

Amend RSA

new

section:

329 by inserting
329:25 Emergency

No person, authorized to practice medicine under
chapter or under the laws of any other state, who, in good
faith, renders emergency care at the scene of an emergency on
or along any public highway without making any charge thereTreatment.
this

for, shall be liable for any civil damages as a result of acts or
omissions by such person in rendering such emergency care, or
as a result of any act or failure to act to provide or arrange for
further medical treatment or care.

Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown
Mr. Johnson of Hanover
Mr. Moran of Manchester
Conferees on the part of the House
Senator Rainie
Senator Martel
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The question
ference report.

is

on the adoption of the committee of con-
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Mr. Healy of Manchester spoke against the adoption of
the report.
Messrs. Johnson of Hanover, Peterson of Peterborough,
Taft of Greenville and Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown spoke in

favor of adoption of the report.

Mr. Healy of Manchester spoke a second time against the
adoption of the report.
Mr. Bednar of Hudson spoke in favor of adopting the

re-

port.

(discussion ensued)

The committee

of conference report
*

*

was adopted.

*

On

motion of Mr. Peterson of Peterborough the rules of
so far suspended as to permit the introduction
of a committee report on HB 500 not previously advertised in
the

House were

the Journal.

HB

500, relative to real estate brokers,

Londonderry

The

bill

for Appropriations.

was ordered

Ought

Mr. Shepard of

to pass.

to a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Peterson of Peterboroug'h the rules of
so far suspended as to permit third reading
and final passage on HB 500 at the present time by title only.
the

House were

HB

500, relative to real estate brokers, was read a third

time, passed,

and sent

to the Senate for concurrence.

On

motion of Mr. Diffenderfer of Ossipee the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report on SB 96 not previously advertised in the

House were

Journal.

for

SB 96, relative to tax abatements, Mr. Geisel of Manchester
Ways and Means. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

SB 96

of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Power to Abate. Amend RSA 77:25 by striking out the
1
same and inserting in place thereof the following: 77:25 Ap-
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Any person aggrieved by the assessunder this chapter may apply in writing to the
an abatement within sixty days after notice of

plication for Abatement.

ment

of any tax

commission for

The

the tax.

commission, upon written application,

may

abate

or a portion of any tax assessed under this chapter in the case
of undue hardship or when, in the judgment of the commission,
all

such abatement should be made.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Diffenderfer the rules of the House were
SB 96 on third reading and final
passage at the present time by title only.

so far suspended as to place

SB

was read a third time,
concurrence in the House

96, relative to tax abatements,

and sent
amendment.
passed,

On

to the Senate for

Mr. Brummer of Lisbon the rules of the
suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report on HB 650 not previously advertised in the

motion

House were

of

so far

Journal.

HB

650, relative to the Lisbon village district, Mr. BrumLisbon for Municipal and County Government. Ought
pass with amendment.

mer
to

of

Amendment

Amend
and inserting
2

to

HB

650

section 2 of the bill by striking out said section
in place thereof the following:

Sewers.

Upon and

after the dissolution of the

Lisbon

village district as provided in this chapter, the provisions of

RSA 252:4-18, inclusive, shall be in effect in said town, and the
selectmen shall, consistently with said provisions, assess upon
the persons whose drains enter any main drains or common
sewers or treatment facilities, or whose lands receive any special
benefit therefrom in any way, their just share of the expense of
constructing and maintaining the same and shall otherwise comply with and enforce the provisions of said sections.
The

Clerk read the amendment.
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of Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown, Mr. BrumLisbon explained the amendment.

At the request

mer

of

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Claflin of Lisbon the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of
committee report on SB 14 not previously advertised in the

House were
a

Journal.

SB

14, relative to

Claflin of

The

Wolfeboro
bill

revocation and suspension of licenses, Mr.

Ought

for Transportation.

was ordered

to pass.

to a third reading.

On

motion of Mrs. Legasse of Portsmouth the House
journed from the morning session.

ad-

Afternoon Session

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit third reading of bills by
title only and when the House adjourns today it be to meet
tomorrow at 1 1:00 A.M.

By unanimous consent of the
mittee reports on the following

House
bills

the Chair placed com-

on the calendar

for to-

morrow:

SB

113,

SB

122,

SB

127,

HB

521,

HB

487,

HB

621.

SB 14, relative to revocation and suspension of licenses,
was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of State
to be engrossed.

HB

650, relative to the Lisbon village district, was read

a third time, passed,

On
journed

and sent

to the Senate for concurrence.

motion of Mrs. Hayward of Hanover the House adP.M.

at 5:31
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WEDNESDAY, June
The House met

at

1 1

:00

26, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered as follows by Guest Chaplain, Reverend
Ferrioli from the Church of the Nazarene of Concord:

Ralph

We

humble our

hearts before thee Almighty Father to

seek thy guidance, thy wisdom,

and thy blessing

for this day.

The mounting critical situations of the world demands
immediate and lucid solutions, and yet we are aware of our
inadequacy to properly solve these problems. Thou hast said
"the foolishness of God is wiser than men; and the weakness of
God is stronger than men." Thus, Our Father, we come to thee
for illumination and direction to execute the right decisions
in all that
for indeed

we do. Thou hast made us
we are "made in thy image."

the highest of creation,

The expediency
of

New Hampshire

of legislation for the people in our State
depends upon these servants who have once

again assembled to enact their given responsibilities.

and confidence are

in those

who have been

Our

selected

faith

and

set

apart in dedication, and in the fear of God, to discharge their

wisdom and sincerity. May the love of God
and may we all draw nigh unto Thee,
words and power of everlasting life.

responsibility with

prevail in every heart
for

Thou hast the

Bless the joint convention, every faithful administrator,

and may the Father smile His approval and benediction upon
that which will be done this day.

To
Jesus.

the glory of the Father

we pray and

in the

name

of

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mr. Bouchard of Berlin led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

Memorial Service for Departed Members of the House
Under Direction of Chaplain William L. Shafer
Scripture Lesson

—

Psalm 90

(excerpts [1-2, 4-6, 12, 16-17]

Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place in

all

generations.
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Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever thou hadst
formed the earth and the world, even from everlasting to
everlasting, thou art God.

For a thousand years in thy sight are but
is past, and as a watch in the night.

Thou

them aAvay
the morning they are
carriest

when

it

with a flood; they are as a sleep: in

like grass

which groweth up.

flourisheth, and groweth up;
and
withereth.
cut down

In the morning
it is

as

as yesterday

it

in the evening

So teach us to number our days, that we may apply our hearts
unto wisdom.
Let thy work appear unto thy servants, and thy glory unto their
children.

And

Lord our God be upon us: and estabthou the work of our hands upon us; yea, the work of
our hands establish thou it.
let

the beauty of the

lish

Memorial Roll Call

— Honorable Members the House Rep— The mystery of has united us a common

Mr. Speaker
resentatives:

bond

of

life

of

in

of fellou^ship and service. Our days have been numerous,
our responsibilities many as we have labored for the common
good of our beloved Granite State. From time to time we have
noted the absence of a brother who has received the Divine
Summons and departed from our midst. In moments of heartfelt sadness we have sought Divine consolation and paid tribute
to their days of service in our presence. Now we wish to honor
the memory of these men and so signify by the symbol of light,
that as our lives have been touched by their presence, may their
memory glow within our hearts forever.
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Members
Conrad Adams, Manchester
Lewis H. Carpenter, Henniker
Leon J. Littlefield, Somersworth
Edward W. Morris, Manchester
Patrick N. H. O'York, Dover
James A. Purington, Exeter
Attache

H. Furber Jewett, Wolfeboro

Memorial Prayer

ALMIGHTY GOD

our Father, with whom are the issues
and death, we have come together to honor the memory
of our brethren who have gone before. We thank Thee for the
testimony of their lives, for the qualities of their service, and
for the devotion of their hearts. Though they walk no more
of life

among

us in the flesh, yet are their spirits with us, heartening

and inspiring us along life's way. May their dreams of a better
world and a larger brotherhood live again in us and be brought
another step toward realization. In this hour may we be persuaded not only of the immortality of memory, but also of the
immortality of the

human

tion that a life lived for

soul.

Strengthen us with the convic-

Thee and our fellow men here and now
larger and more abundant life beyond

but the prelude to a
Thy Kingdom of Love. In the solemnity of this hour help us
one and all to dedicate ourselves anew to the spirit of true
charity, to justice, and to the higher demands of brotherly love
and fidelity; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen,
is

in

Scripture Lesson

Let us

said

—

The Lord

is

feast at the

fountain of faith with the Psalmist,

my shepherd;

He maketh me
beside the

He

— 23rd Psalm

restoreth

to lie

still

my

I

shall

down

who

not want.

in green pastures:

he leadeth

me

waters.

soul:

he leadeth

ness for his name's sake.

me

in the paths of righteous-
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walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy
they comfort me.

Yea, though

I

will fear

I

staff

preparest a table before me in the presence of mine
enemies: thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth

Thou

over.

Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of
life: and I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever.

my

Trinitarian Benediction

grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and
communion of the Holy Spirit, be with you all." Amen.

"The

the

House
Introduction of Guests

The Chair
Olberg,

House

of the

Drum and

Maine Legislature

Mr. George

as guests of the

today.

The Chair
who

introduced Mr. Richard

members

introduced a group of students in the gallery
from India as a part of the Experiment

are in this country

in International Living.

Leaves of Absence

the

Mr. Green of Rollinsford was granted
week on account of important business.

leave of absence for

Mr. Uhlenberg of Gilmanton was granted leave of absence
and Thursday on account of important business.

for today

Committee Reports

HB

545,

making appropriations

departments of the
Mrs.

for the expenses of certain

ending June 30, 1964,
Northumberland for Engrossed Bills under
Ought to pass with amendment.
state for the year

Potter of

Joint Rule

6,

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

545

footnote under the paragraph for public
works and highways; administration, engineering by adding at
the end of said paragraph the words, unless it is vacant.
the

first

Wednesday, June
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motion of Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua the House con-

curred in the report.

HB

546,

making appropriations

departments of the

tain

for the expenses of cer-

state for the year

ending June

30, 1965,

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills under Joint
Rule 6, Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

546

the total for the division of resources development

by striking out the figure "248,029" and inserting in place
thereof the figure 247,029.

Amend the total for state police by striking out the figure
"114,410" and inserting in place thereof the figure 125,659.
Amend

first footnote after the paragraph for the board
by striking out the words "helping teacher" and

the

of education

inserting in place thereof the words, teacher consultant.

Amend
^vorks

the first footnote under the paragraph for public
and highways, engineering by adding at the end thereof

the words, unless

On

vacant.

it is

motion of Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua the House con-

curred in the report.

SB

85, enacting the interstate compact on motor vehicle
equipment, Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills, Ought to pass with amendment under Joint Rule

safety

6.

Amendment

Amend
section
1

1

SB 85

said bill by striking out the

and inserting

New

to

Chapter.

263-A (supp)

as

first

seven lines of

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

inserted by

1955,

by inserting after chapter
209:1

the following

new

chapter:

Chapter 263-B
Vehicle Equipment Safety Compact
263-B: 1

compact

is

Compact Enacted. The vehicle equipment safety
hereby enacted into law and entered into with all
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other jurisdictions legally joining therein in the form substantially as follows.

Findings and Purposes

Further

and

amend

said bill by striking out in sections 6, 7
"263-A" and inserting in place thereof the

8 the figures

figures, 263-B.
*

On

motion

*

*

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro the House con-

of

curred in the report.

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the followamendments,

bill,

the Senate asks the concurrence of the

Avith

which
House of

in the passage of

ing entitled

amendments

Representatives:

Amendment

Amend

section 2 of the bill

to

HB

313

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Membership of Advisory Board. Amend RSA 383:20
2
(supp) as inserted by 1961, 278:1, by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 383:20 Appoint-

ment and Term. The advisory board shall consist of ten memmembers to be appointed by the governor with the
advice and consent of the council from nominations made from
bers, seven

each of the following groups, namely, mutual savings banks, the
trust companies, the guaranty savings banks, the national banks
with principal offices in New Hampshire, cooperative banks (including building and loan associations) consumer finance companies with principal offices in New Hampshire, and the credit
unions, each of whom shall select a panel of three persons representing its type of institution and from each of the seven panels
thus selected one person shall be appointed to the advisory
board. The terms of office of said members shall be for six years
each, except that for the first appointments one member shall
be appointed for a term of one year, one for a term of two
years, one for a term of three years, one for a term of four
years, one for a term of five years, and two for a term of six
,

Wednesday, June

26, 1963

years. In addition, the speaker of the
shall be members
dent of the senate shall appoint one

members, Avho

member

shall

of the house,

appoint two

and the

member who

shall

presi-

be a

members shall serve for a
time they become no longer

of the senate, said three

term of four years or until the
a

house
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member

member

or elected

of the senate or house of repre-

Each member of the board shall
been appointed and qualified and
vacancies shall be filled for the unexpired term in the same
manner in which the original appointments were made. The
advisory board shall also act as a committee to study the banking
la^vs and make such recommendations as they see fit to any
future session of the legislature. The chairman shall be elected
by the board from its members annually at the first regular
quarterly meeting. A vice-chairman and clerk shall be elected
at the same meeting and the clerk may be other than a member
of the board. Special meetings may be held at different places
about the state.
sentatives whichever

is

earlier.

serve until his successor has

Further amend the bill by inserting after section 2 the following new section: 3 Time of Effectiveness Relative to Terms
of Office. Nothing contained in this act shall be construed to
affect or change the term of office of any of the members of the
advisory board in office at the time of the passage of this act.

Further

amend

the bill by renumbering section 3 to read

4.

Mr. D'Amante of Claremont moved that the House nonconcur in the Senate amendment and that a committee of conference be appointed and spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Bigelow of Warner moved that the House concur in
amendment and spoke in favor of the motion.

the Senate

Welch

Concord, Dupont of Manchester, Bednar
of Concord and Moran of Manchester
spoke against the motion.
Messrs.

of

of

Hudson, Hancock

Messrs.

Reddy

of

Hopkinton and Pratt

of

Keene spoke

favor of the motion to concur.

The House concurred

in the Senate

amendment.

in
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Committee Reports

HB

621, relative to the produotion, distribution

and other dairy products, Mr. Adams
Agriculture. Ought to pass ^vith amendment.
of milk

Amendment

Amend

HB

and

sale

Madbury

for

621

the bill by striking out section 4

ing section 5 to read section

The

to

of

and renumber-

4.

Clerk read the amendment.

Mr. Underwood of Chester spoke in favor of the
Mr. Stevens of Epsom spoke in favor of the

The amendment was adopted and

bill.

bill.

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

On motion of Mr. Ballam
House were so far suspended as
final passage of

HB

HB

621 at

of

Walpole the

rules of the

permit third reading and
the present time by title only.
to

621, relative to the production, distribution

and

sale of

milk and other dairy products, was read a third time, passed,

and

sent to the Senate for concurrence.

HB
Demers

521,

of

The

relative

Lebanon

to

certain

benefits

for

teachers,

Mrs.

for Education, Inexpedient to legislate.

resolution was adopted.

On motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit the introduction of
a

committee report not advertised in the Journal for two

SB

94, providing for

Cooper
amendment.
court, Mrs.

of

an additional justice for the superior
for Judiciary. Ought to pass with

Nashua

Amendment

Amend
new

said bill

days.

by adding

to

SB 94

after section 2 the following

section:
3

(supp)

Superior
as

Court Stenographers.

amended by

1955, 271:1,

Amend RSA

519:26

1957, 129:1, 140:1,

and
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word "eight" in the second
and inserting in place thereof the word, nine, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows: 519:26 Appointment.
The superior court, acting as a body, may appoint not more
1961, 221:14 by striking out the

line

than nine

official

state court stenographers

who

shall report

the proceedings of the superior court of any county to which

they may from time to time be assigned by said court. Each
court stenographer shall be sworn to the faithful discharge of
his duties and shall receive from the state an annual salary of
six thousand eighty-seven and twelve hundredths dollars. He
shall take full notes of all oral testimony and other proceedings
in the trial of causes either at law or in equity including the
charge of the justice in all trials before a jury and all comments
and rulings of said justice in the presence of the jury during
the progress of the trial as well as all statements and arguments
of counsel addressed to the court, and during the trial shall
furnish for the use of the court or either of the parties a transcript of so

He

much

of his notes as the presiding justice

shall also furnish a transcript of so

much

and other proceedings taken by him as either party
may require on payment therefor by such party
fixed by the court as provided in section 30.
Further

amend

said bill by

renumbering

may

direct.

of the evidence
to the trial
at the rate

section 3 to read

section 4.
*

*

*

On

far

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead, the rules were so
suspended as to dispense with reference to the Appropria-

tions committee.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit third reading and
passage of SB 94 at the present time by title only.

House were
final

SB

an additional justice for the superior
read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for
concurrence in the House amendment.
court,

94, providing for

^v^as

SB

119, providing for representative to the general court

from the town of Sugar
Judiciary. Refer to the

Hill, Mrs. Frizzell of

Supreme Court.

Charlestown for
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To

the Honorable

Whereas, Senate

Bill

Supreme Court

No. 119,

An

act providing for repre-

sentative to the General Court from the town of Sugar Hill,
pending before the House of Representatives, and

as to

is

Whereas, the town of Sugar Hill did not exist in 1960 so
be included in the federal census, and

Whereas, the town of Stigar Hill was created by separation
from the town of Lisbon and incorporated by act of the General Court of New Hampshire in 1961, and
Whereas, in the year of 1966 the presently entitled cities,
wards and towns may elect a total of 399 representatives, and
it is apparent that there is one or more inhabtown so that it would be entitled to representaleast one session in every ten years, and

Whereas,
itants of said

tion in at

Whereas, Senate

Bill

No. 119 would authorize the election
1 966, and

of one representative in the year

Whereas, questions have arisen
now therefore be it

as to the constitutionality

of said act,

Resolved, that the Justices of the Supreme Court be reupon the following

spectfully requested to give their opinion

questions of law:
1.

constitutionally competent for the General Court
authorize
an election bv the town of Sugar Hill for a
to
representative in the year 1966 when there was no
census of said town in 1960, under Article 9 of Part
Is it

Second of the Constitution of
2.

Is it

New

Hampshire?

constitutionally competent for the General Court

under Article 9 of Part SecNew Hampshire wherein it
"in making such apportionment no town

to authorize said election

ond
is

of the Constitution of

specified

shall
3.

Is

'the

—

be divided"?

the presently

town

unknown number

of Sugar Hill as bearing

of inhabitants of

on the

requisite

num-

ber established for one representative a bar under Article II of Part Second of the Constitution of New
Hampshire? Be it further
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Resolved, That the Speaker transmit seven copies of this
resolution and of Senate Bill No. 119 to the Clerk of the Supreme Court for consideration by said Court.

Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem moved that the words, Ought
be substituted for the words, refer to the Supreme Court,
and spoke in favor of the motion.
to pass,

(Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown in the Chair)

Mr. Totman of Alstead, McMeekin of Haverhill and Mr.
Upton of Concord spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The motion was

The
the

question

not adopted.

now being on

the report to refer the bill to

Supreme Court.

The

report was adopted.

HB

&L8, relative to availability to public of public records

and meetings, Mr. Peever of Salem

for Judiciary. Inexpedient

to legislate.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson spoke in favor of the
Mr. Kearns of Manchester moved that the

bill.

bill

be sent to

the Judicial Council.

Mr. Bednar spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion

did not prevail.

The

question being on the resolution of the committee.

The

resolution was adopted.

Recess
After Recess

(Speaker in Chair)

Engrossed Bills Report

HJR

34, in favor of Marcus E. Diffenderfer, et al, Mrs.
Northumberland for Engrossed Bills under Joint Rule
Ought to pass with amendment.

Potter of
6,
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Amendment

Amend

said resolution

HJR

to

34

by inserting before the word "Mar-

cus" the following:

That the following named persons be allowed the sums set
opposite their names for mileage allowance for the 1959 session
of the general court, which said allowance, although approved
by the then mileage committee, was not paid because of an error.
The sums appropriated hereunder shall be a charge upon the
legislative appropriation.

The

Clerk read the

amendment in

full.

On motion of Mr. McAllister of Barnstead the House concurred in the amendment.
On

Mr. Clement of Rochester the rules of the
suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal for

motion

House were

of

so far

t^vo days.

HB

400, to provide group life insurance, and groups hosmedical and surgical care for state employees, their families, and for retired state employees and their spouses. Mr.
Goode of Manchester for Appropriations. Ought to pass ^vith
pital,

amendment.

Amendment

Amend by

to

HB

striking out section 2

400

and inserting

in place

therefor the following:

Appropriation. There are hereby appropriated
2
expended by the board of trustees of the state employees

ment system

to

be

retire-

for the purpose of paying the state's obligations

under this act for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964 the following sums: $112,800 from the general funds of the state,
$91,200 from highway funds, $7,200 from fish and game funds,
$19,200 from federal funds and $9,600 from self-sustaining
funds. Like amounts chargeable to the same funds are hereby
appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965.
*

The

*

*

Clerk read the amendment.

Mr. Clement of Rochester explained the amendment.
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Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke in favor of the amendment.
Mr. Kearns of Manchester spoke in favor of the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill ^vas ordered to

a third reading.

On motion of Mr. Clement of Rochester the rules of the
House Avere so far suspended as to permit HB 400 to be placed
on third reading and final passage at the present time, by title
only.

HB

400, to provide group life insurance, and groups hosmedical and surgical care for state employees, their families, and for retired state employees and their spouses, was read
a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence.
pital,

On

motion of Mr. Clement of Rochester the rules of the
suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal for
two days.

House

u'ere so far

HB 340, relative to mileage rate for all state employees
using privately owned passenger vehicles, Mr. Eaton of Hillsborough for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend by

to

HB

striking out section

1

340

and inserting

in place

thereof the following:

Mileage Rate. Amend RSA 99-A (supp) as inserted by
by striking out the words "For the first 12,000
miles seven cents per mile" and inserting in place thereof the
words. For the first 6,000 miles eight cents per mile, for the
next 6,000 miles seven cents per mile, so that said section as
amended shall read as follo^vs: 99-A:l State Officials and Employees. State officials and employees using private cars in the
conduct of official state business shall be reimbursed for mileage
at the following rates, based on the number of miles travelled
in any one fiscal year: For the first 6,000 miles eight cents per
mile, for the next 6,000 miles seven cents per mile, for the next
6,000 miles six cents per mile, and for all miles in excess of
18,000 miles five cents per mile.
1

1955, 257:1
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Further

amend by

striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the follo^ving:

Appropriation. There are hereby appropriated for the

2

year ending June 30, 1964 for the increases in the allowance for privately owned passenger vehicles, as provided herein,
fiscal

the following sums: $25,500 from general funds of the state
$14,750 from highway funds, $9,750 from fish and game funds,
and $12,750 from special funds. Like amounts chargeable to the
same funds are hereby appropriated for the fiscal year ending

June

30, 1965.

The

Clerk read the amendment.

Mr. Clement explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

On motion of Mr. Clement of Rochester the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit HB 340 to be placed
on third reading and final passage at the present time, by title
only.

HB

340, relative to mileage rate for all state employees

using privately

and sent

passed,

owned passenger

vehicles,

was read a third time,

to the Senate for concurrence.

SB
to the

51, providing for the construction of a bridge parallel
General Sullivan bridge, Mr. Dumont of Berlin for Ap-

propriations.

Ought

to pass.

The bill was ordered

to a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Dumont of Berlin the rules of the House
far suspended as to place SB 51 on third reading and
passage at the present time, by title only.

were so
final

SB 51, providing for the construction of a bridge parallel to
Sullivan bridge, was read a third time, passed, and
General
the
sent to the Secretary of State to be engrossed.

HB

79, relative to the national system of interstate and
defense highways in the Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Kittery,
Maine Area, Mr. Goode of Manchester for Appropriations. Refer to the Legislative Council for study relative to the effect of

Wednesday, June
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New Hampshire and

the finances

of the State.

Mr. Pliimer of Bristol spoke against the report.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Goode of Manchester spoke in favor of the committee
report.

Mr. Young of Rye moved that the words. Ought

to pass,

substituted for the words, refer to the Legislative Council

be

and

spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Stafford of Portsmouth spoke against the motion.
Mr. Osborne of Portsmouth spoke in favor of the motion.
(Mr.

McMeekin

of Haverhill in the Chair)

(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Hallett of Littleton

and Taft

of Greenville spoke

in favor of the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Messrs.

McEachern
it

Clement of Rochester, Kearns of Manchester and
Portsmouth spoke against the motion.

of

Mr. Keefe of Portsmouth moved the previous question and
was sufficiently seconded.

The motion was adopted.
The question being on the motion
Ought

to substitute the words,

to pass, for the report of the committee, refer to the

Legislative Council.

On a viva voce vote the Nays appeared to have
Mr. Murch of Portsmouth requested a

The
was

it.

division.

division being manifestly in the negative the

motion

lost.

The

question

now being on

the report of the committee,

refer to the Legislative Council.

The motion was

adopted.

SB 89, making an appropriation for educational television,
Mr. Goode of Manchester for Appropriations. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.
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On motion of Mr. Clement of Rochester the Rules of the
House ^vere so far suspended as to place SB 89 on third reading
and final passage at the present time, by title only.
SB

making an appropriation for educational television,
was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of State
to

89,

be engrossed.
Reconsideration

Mr. Keefe of Portsmouth, having voted with the majority,

moved

that the House reconsider its vote whereby it referred
79 to the Legislative Council for further study, and spoke
against the motion.

HB

The motion ^vas

lost.

Mr. Goode of Manchester, having voted with the majority,

moved

that the

House reconsider

its

vote -where

it

passed

SB

51,

providing for the construction of a bridge parallel to the General Sullivan bridge, and spoke against the motion.

The motion was lost.
(Speaker in the Chair)

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the committee on Re-

sources, Recreation

and Development

to

whom

was referred

Senate Bill 118, An Act relative to the improvement of Hampton
Harbor entrance and the restoration of sand lost by erosion on
state-o^vned land at Hampton Beach. Having considered the
same, report the same with the recommendation that the bill

ought to

pass.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB

118, relative to the

improvement

of

Hampton Harbor

entrance and the restoration of sand lost by erosion on stateowned land at Hampton Beach, was read a first and second time
and referred to Resources, Recreation and Development.

Mr. Casassa of Hampton moved that SB 118 be taken up
at the present time.

Mr. Casassa explained the

The motion

prevailed.

bill.
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of

Hebron

for

to pass.

the Appropriations committee

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
not previously passed on by the Rules committee.

House be
bill

An Act for the incorporation of
Planning and Fiscal Research, Inc.
The

Clerk read the

The League

for

Education

bill in full.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the year of

Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty
AN ACT

for the incorporation of

and

Be

it

The League

for

Education Planning

Fiscal Research, Inc.

Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court convened:

Whereas, the improvement of the educational institutions
New Hampshire are of critical importance both
to our individual citizens, and to the future growth and development of the state as an economic and social unit; and

of the state of

Whereas, the training of skilled personnel on both a vocaand academic level is vital to our nation in the neverending struggle with competing foreign ideologies; and
tional

Whereas

New Hampshire

integrating and coordinating

is

its

embarking on a program of
public institutions of higher

education; and

Whereas, there exists in this state neither a single body
corporate nor a state agency devoted to the problem of a continuing survey of our educational structure as a whole, and
the effect which different educational programs will have
the general welfare of the state; and

on
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Whereas, over

fifty

percent of the school districts of this

jurisdiction are reported to be imposing local property taxes

deemed

at a rate

excessive by national standards;

and

Whereas, neither various civic groups, such as the Council
nor the interim commission on education
appointed by the 1961 session of the legislature of New Hampshire have been able to devise a satisfactory fiscal program
which promises a permanent solution to the problem of financing education in the state of New Hampshire; and
for Better Schools,

Whereas,
religious

and

it

has been observed that various charitable,
organizations have benefitted materially

civic

from the operation
other drawings; and

of

games known

as lotteries,

beano, and

Whereas, the use of these devices for the raising of revenue
behalf of public charitable, religious and social welfare
organizations has a wide acceptance both in the state of New
in

Hampshire and elsewhere; and
Whereas, the increasing pressure created by the fiscal deof education requires considerable fiscal imagination
and experimentation if it is to be solved within the framework
of public opinion as manifested in the state of New Hampshire,

mands

now

therefore

Be

in

Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
General Court convened:
it

Establishment of Corporation. In order to work toward
the accomplishment of the foregoing purposes and to work
toward the solution of the foregoing problems, there is hereby
created a civic organization in the form of the public corporation to be known as "The League for Educational Planning
and Fiscal Research, Inc."
1

2 Charter.

The

charter of said corporation in addition to

the foregoing general purposes

and without limiting the same

shall include the following:

Article

1

The name of the corporation shall be "The League for
Educational Planning and Fiscal Research, Inc."
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Article II

The

objects for

To

which the corporation

is

established are:

requirements of all public educational institutions and programs within the state of New
Hampshire.
a.

To

study the

fiscal

data concerning such requirements from
any public educational institution, any private educational institution, and any state agency concerned
with the educational structure and institutions of the state of
New Hampshire.
b.

any school

collect

district,

To conduct a continuing planning survey of all educaprograms within the state, and to make recommendations concerning the same to the governor and legislature for
administrative or legislative action designed to improve the
c.

tional

educational structure of the
d.

To

state.

study the inter-relationship between the financing

government concerned
with the same, by public charitable and social welfare organizations and by private funds of individual parents and others
directly concerned with the education of students.
of education by the various agencies of

e.

To

publish such reports as a result of the studies au-

thorized and prescribed in paragraphs

a, b, c

and d

as

may be

necessary and appropriate to inform the public of the

fiscal

problems concerning education in this state, and to recommend such measures to the public, to the governor and to
the legislature as will most effectively cope with such problems.
f.
To conduct such fiscal experiments in the financing of
public education as it may be authorized to do by act of the
legislature or by duly authorized executive order of the governor and council as authorized by the legislature. Without
limiting the generality of the power set forth in this paragraph
f, the corporation shall be authorized to conduct public drawings in the form of sweepstakes in the manner, form and according to the limitations and powers conferred upon the state's
sweepstakes commission by chapter 52 of the Laws of 1963 as
amended, provided that this specific power is hereafter conferred upon it by duly authorized executive order of the governor and council, or by appropriate legislative supplement

to this charter.
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g.

To

acquire, hold,

own and

dispose of personal propits corporate

erty necessary or convenient to the carrying out of

purposes.
h. To accept funds and contributions from other social
welfare and charitable organizations, from private individuals,
from any agency or subdivision of federal, state or local government, and from any and all firms, corporations and entities

of every kind

and description.
Article III

The

corporation shall have the following powers for the

accomplishment of
a.

objects:

its

To employ

professional advisers

agents,

consultants,

and employees

as it

technical

assistants,

may deem

necessary

to carry out its functions. All persons hired as regular employees
shall be compensated in accordance with the pay scale comparable to that paid to employees of the state of New Hampshire

for the
b.

same and similar work.

To make

nical advisors as

such contracts with professional and tech-

may be

necessary and to fix the rate of com-

pensation thereunder.

To make such other contracts and agreements as may
c.
be necessary and appropriate for the accomplishment of its
purposes.
d. To sue and be sued in its corporate name; to prosecute
appeals and to participate in administrative proceedings of

every type.

In general, and subject to such limitations and conmay be prescribed by law, to exercise such other
powers which now are or hereafter may be conferred by law
upon a corporation organized for the purposes hereinabove
set forth, or necessary or incidental to the powers so conferred,
or conducive to the attainment of the purposes of the corporation, subject to the further limitation and condition that only
such powers shall be exercised as are in furtherance of the
exempt purposes of organizations set forth in section 501 (c)
of the Internal Revenue Code and its regulations as they now
exist or as they may hereafter be amended.
e.

ditions as are or
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IV

There shall be no corporate stock. No part of the net
revenue of the corporation and no part of the financial assistance granted by the corporation shall inure to the benefit of
any member, director, officer of the corporation or any private
individual (except that reasonable compensation may be paid
for services rendered to or for the corporation affecting one or
of its purposes) and no member, director, officer of the
corporation or any private individual shall be entitled to share
in the distribution of any of the corporate assets on dissolution
or otherwise. No part of the activities of the corporation shall

more

,

be carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to

in-

fluence legislation, or participating in or intervening in any

campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office.
publication of reports and recommendations as described
in the purposes and objects for which this corporation is created
shall not be deemed to be the influencing of legislation within
the meaning of this prohibition.
political

The

Article

The management
board of

V

of the corporation shall be vested in a

be appointed by the governor with
and consent of the council, one of whom shall be
designated as chairman. Each member shall hold office for five
years, and until his successor shall have been appointed and
qualified, and any vacancy shall be filled for the unexpired
five directors, to

the advice

The

appointments of directors, however, shall be
for a term of three years each, and
three members for a term of five years each. AH succeeding
appointments shall be for terms of five years. The governor and
council may at any time remove a director for inefficiency,
neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office; but no director shall
be removed without a hearing, after notice in writing of the
charges against him. No director shall be individually liable
for any of the actions of the corporation, nor liable for any of
the contracts of the corporation, provided that such acts and
contracts are duly authorized in accordance with this charter
and the by-laws hereafter adopted. Except as hereinafter specified, the directors shall serve without compensation, but shall
be entitled to receive mileage and actual expenses incurred
in the performance of their duties as directors of the corporation. In the event that the corporation is authorized to conduct
term.

as follows:

initial

Two members
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drawings in the form of sweepstakes in connection with the
financing of education in the state of New Hampshire, each director shall then be authorized to be paid for such services at
the rate of six thousand dollars per year. In the event that such
authorization to conduct drawings is conferred upon the corporation, the directors shall give bond to the corporation in
such amount as shall be determined by the governor and council of New Hampshire. Such bond shall be conditioned on the
faithful performance of their duties in connection with such
drawings.

Article

VI

AH property, rights, proceeds, and funds of any nature acquired by the corporation shall be exempt from all taxation.
No property or rights of the corporation shall be subject to
attachment, or levy and sale by virtue of any execution, and no
execution or other judicial process shall issue against the same.
No judgment against the corporation shall be a lien upon its
property, rights or funds.

Article VII

The

principal office of the corporation shall be in Concord.

Article VIII

The board of directors may adopt such
may be appropriate and convenient

by-laws as

of the affairs of the corporation,
shall

be

filed

and such

with the secretary of

regulations

and

for the conduct

by-laws,

when

adopted,

state.

3 Appropriation. The sum of fifteen thousand dollars is
hereby appropriated to be contributed to The League for
Educational Planning and Fiscal Research, Inc. for its public

welfare purposes.

4 Takes Effect. This act shall take effect

Mr. Pappagianis explained the

upon

its

bill.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Johnson

of

Hanover spoke

against the

bill.

(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)

passage.
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(discussion ensued)

Plumer of Bristol, Stafford
Taft
of Greenville and Mrs.
Concord,
Upton
of
of Laconia,
spoke against the
Sandwich
of
Brown
and
Mrs.
Greene of Rye
Messrs. O'Neil of Chesterfield,

motion.
(Speaker in the Chair)

Mr. Spanos of Newport spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Pickett of Keene and Mr. Allen of Rindge spoke
against the motion.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke a second time in favor
of the motion.

Mr. Bednar of Hudson spoke in favor of the motion.

and

Mr. Diffenderfer of Ossipee moved the previous question
it was sufficiently seconded.

The Motion was

adopted.

(Mr. Diffenderfer in the Chair)
(Speaker in the Chair)

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua requested a division

vote.

The question is on the motion that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a bill not
previously passed on by the Rules committee.
82

members having voted

negative, the

motion was

in the affirmative

and 228

in the

lost.

Mr. Pappagianis moved that the rules of the House be so
suspended as to introduce a bill not previously passed on by
the Rules committee.
far

An

Act prescribing standards in connection with sweepand making provision for certain federal taxes with

stake races

relation thereto.

Mr. Pappagianis spoke in favor of the motion and explained the bill.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke in favor of the motion.
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Mr. Johnson of Hanover spoke against the motion.

Mr. Stafford

of

Laconia spoke against the motion.

Mr. Pappagianis

of

Nashua requested

members having voted

143

the negative, the motion was

a division vote.

in the affirmative

and 148

in

lost.

Committee Reports

(cent.)

HB

487, relative to purchases of liquor by state liquor commission, Mr. Nahill of Claremont for Liquor Laws. Ought to
pass.

The

bill

On

motion of Mr. Collishaw of Exeter the rules of the

was ordered

to a third reading.

House were so far suspended as to place HB 487 on third
ing and final passage at the present time, by title only.

read-

Third Reading

HB

487, relative to purchases of liquor by state liquor com-

mission, was read a third time, passed,

and sent

to the Senate

for concurrence.

(Mr.

SB

McMeekin

of Haverhill in the Chair)

127, to give authority to the director of the division of

to make transfers of residents between the Laconia state school and the state hospital, Mr. MacDonald of
Concord for Public Welfare and State Institutions. Ought to

mental health

pass.

The

bill

was ordered to a third reading.

On motion of Mr. Peterson of Peterborough the bill was
ordered to a third reading and final passage at the present time,
by

title only.

SB

127, to give authority to the director of the division

make transfers of residents between the Laconia state school and the state hospital, was read a third time,
passed, and sent to the Secretary of State.
of mental health to

SB 122, providing for an executive secretary for the cancer
commission, Mr. MacDonald of Concord for Public Welfare
and

State Institutions.

Ought

to pass.
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to a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. MacDonald of Concord SB 122 was
ordered to a third reading and final passage at the present time,
by title only.

SB 122, providing for an executive secretary for the cancer
commission, was read a third time passed, and sent to the Secretary of State to be engrossed.
Reconsideration

sider

Mr. MacDonald of Concord moved that the House reconits vote whereby it passed SB 127 and spoke against the

motion.

The motion was not adopted.

On

motion of Mr. Casassa of Hampton the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal for
two days.

House were

SB 82, establishing a council of resources and development,
Mrs. Hampson of Hebron for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend
new

to

SB 82

the bill by inserting after section 4 the following
With Historical Commission Dis-

section 5: Consultation

Amend section 4 of chapter 263 of the laws of 1961
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following: 263:4 State Historical Commission; Recommendations.
Under the authority of this act, in the selection, development,
use and operation of sites and properties having historical significance, now owned or to be acquired by the state, the forestry
and recreation commission, if it deems it in the public interest,
may request the assistance of and consult with the state historical
commission.

cretionary.

Further

amend

the bill by renumbering section 5 to read

The amendment was adopted and

6.

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Casassa of Hampton SB 82 was ordered
and final passage at the present time, by title

to a third reading

only.
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SB 82, establishing a council of resources and development,
was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Senate for concurrence in the House amendment.

Reconsideration

Mr.
its

McGee

vote whereby

moved that the House reconsider
SB 82 and spoke against the motion.

of Lincoln
it

passed

The motion was not adopted.

On

motion of Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal.

House were

SB

John M. Hunt home, Mr. Cobleigh
Executive Departments and Administration.

137, relating to the

Nashua
Ought to pass.

for

of

The bill was ordered

On

Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua the rules of the
suspended as to permit third reading and
passage of SB 137 at the present time, by title only.

motion

House were
final

to a third reading.

SB

of

so far

137, relating to the

third time, passed,

and sent

John M. Hunt Home, was read a
to the Secretary of State to

be en-

grossed.

Reconsideration

Mr. Angus of Claremont moved that the House reconsider
it passed HB 434, relating to minimum wages
of employees in public works, yesterday and spoke in favor of
its

vote whereby

the motion.

The motion was adopted.
Mr. Angus of Claremont moved that the House reconsider
HB 434 was placed on third reading and that
the bill be re-called from the Governor.

its

vote whereby

The motion was adopted.
Mr, Angus moved that the House non-concur in the Senate
amendment to HB 434 and requested a committee of conference
be appointed.

The motion was adopted.
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Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee report not advertised in the Journal for two days.

The motion was adopted.
SB

138, relating to the

Women, Mr.

Mary

Cobleigh of Nashua

and Administration. Ought

E.

Hunt Home

for Executive

for

Aged

Departments

to pass.

On motion of Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit third reading and final
passage of SB 138 at the present time, by title only.
SB

138, relating to the

Women,

^\'as

Mary

E.

Hunt Home

for

Aged

read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary

of State to be engrossed.

(Speaker in the Chair)

On

motion of Mr. Angus of Claremont the rules of the
suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal for

House
t^v^o

^vere so far

days.

HB 652, relative to the

United States Trade Expansion Act
of 1962 and Unemployment Compensation, Mr. Angus of Clare-

mont

for Labor.

Ought

to pass.

Mr. Hazelton of Merrimack moved that HB 652 be
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

in-

definitely

Mr. Angus of Claremont spoke against the motion.
Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs Pappagianis of Nashua, Wheeler of Exeter and McEachern of Portsmouth spoke against the motion.
#

#

#

Chair announced that an 8 pound six oz. baby girl was
morning at 10:45 a.m. to Mr. and Mrs. McEachern of
Portsmouth.

The

born

this

*

The
HB652.

*

*

question being on the motion to indefinitely postpone

The motion
third reading.

did not prevail and the

bill

was ordered to a
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On motion of Mr. Angus of Claremont the rules of the
House were further suspended as to place HB 652 on third
reading and final passage, by title only at the present time.
Third Reading

HB 652, relative to the United States Trade Expansion
Act of 1962 and Unemployment Compensation, was read a third
time, passed,

and

sent to the Senate for concurrence.

Reconsideration

Mr. Angus of Claremont, having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed
652 and spoke against the motion.

moved

HB

The motion was not adopted.
*

*

*

Mr. Totman

of Alstead served notice of reconsideration on
SB 119, providing for representative to the General Court from
the town of Sugar Hill.

The Speaker asked unanimous consent that the following
House and Senate bills and House Joint Resolutions be placed
on the calendar for tomorrow.

HB
SB

622,

HB

125,

SB 134, SB
461, SB 52, SB

131,

HB

135,

649, SB 103, SB 46, SB 98, SB
SB 130, SB 97, SB 101, SB 107, HB
SB 77, SB 113, SB 136, SB 33, HB

HB
69,
HB 588, HB 608, HJR 3, HJR 40, HB 606.

109,

641,
563,

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to allow a public hearing on SB
102, to regulate the carriage of household goods for hire by
motor vehicles, to be held without notice in the Journal for two

House be

days.

The motion

prevailed.
#

The Chair announced

#

#

that today

is the 45th
versary of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver of Marlborough.

wedding anni-

(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)

1
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House adjourn

from the morning session.

Motion was adopted.
Afternoon Session

On
at 7:02

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House adjourned

p.m.

THURSDAY, June
The House met

at

1

:00

27, 1963

A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

ALMIGHTY GOD,

grant us this day the renewing power
we are engaged in legislative responsibility. May Thy Spirit of Divine Wisdom be mingled with
our best knowledge to constantly guide us in our deliberations.
Give us strength of mind and purpose to act with courage and
faith in our search for truth and in our desire for justice. Keep
us ever alert to the constant threats of danger perpetrated by
those outside our nation and by those inside our nation who
seek the destruction and failure of our constitutional government as envisioned by our forefathers. Fill our hearts with Thy
of

Thy

present witness as

Spirit of Peace

Thy most
Lord.

and may our

lives of service reflect

holy Way, through the example of

our love for
Son, our

Thy

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

Mrs. Forbes of Marlow led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence
Messrs. Rolfe of Rochester and Uhlenberg of Gilmanton
were granted leaves of absence for today and tomorrow on account of deaths in the family.
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Mr. Lacaillade of Laconia was granted leave of absence for
the day on account of important business.
Senate Messages

to
to

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference
whom was referred the following entitled bill:
SB

37, relative to recounts.

Engrossed Bills Report under Joint Rule 6

HB

399, relative to salary of the justices of Rochester muNorthumberland for Engrossed

nicipal court, Mrs. Potter of
Bills

committee. Ought

Rule

6.

to pass

Amendment

with amendment, under Joint

to

HB

399

Amend section 1 of said bill by inserting after the figure
"124:1" in the fifth line the word and figure, and 11963, 13:1.
Further amend said section by striking out the words "three
thousand five hundred dollars" and inserting in place thereof
the words, four thousand dollars.
*

*

*

The

Clerk read the amendment.

On

motion of Mr. Varney

of Rochester the

House con-

curred in the amendment.

The Chair appointed Messrs. Angus of Claremont, Stevenson of Bethlehem and Dion of Manchester as conferees on the
part of the

House on

HB

434, relating to

minimum

wages of

employees in public works.
*

SB

*

*

continuous financial responsibility cerMrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills
committee. Ought to pass with amendment, under Joint Rule
106, relative to

tificates,

6.

Amendment

Amend
lines

to

SB 106

section 2 of said bill by striking out the

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

first

two
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Financial Responsibility. Amend RSA 268:3 (supp) as
amended by 1957, 305:1 by striking out the words "shall forthwith" in the eleventh line and inserting in place thereof the
word, may, and by inserting at the end of said section the fol2

lowing ^vords:

Amend section 4 of said bill by striking out the word "commissioner" and inserting in place thereof the word, director.

On
in the

motion

of

Mr. Bigelow of Warner the House concurred

amendment.
Senate Messages

The
to
to

Senate message announced that the Senate has voted

adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference
whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB

180, relative to the incorporation of trust companies.

(Mr.

McMeekin

of Haverhill in the Chair)

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB

207, providing

immunity from

liability in

emergency

cases.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate re-

fuses to

concur with the House of Representatives in the adop-

tion of the

amendment

from the House

to the

following entitled

of Representatives,

and

bill sent

asks for a

up

committee

of conference.

SB

7,

increasing the salary of the Hillsborough

County

The

President has appointed as members of said Committee of Conference on the part of the Senate Senator Green
and Senator Paquette.

Attorney.

On

motion of Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield the House accommittee of conference on SB 7
and the Chair appointed Mr. Peterson of Peterborough, Mr.
Underbill of Nashua and Mr. Kearns of Manchester as conferees on the part of the House.
ceded

to the request for a
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A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolutions sent up
from the House

of Representatives:

HB 604, relative to the Dover city charter.
HB 580, to repeal charters of certain corporations.
HJR 11, providing an appropriation for the Civil War
Centennial Commission.

HJR

19,

servation aid

providing funds for completion of forest conspecial aid to heavily timbered towns pay-

and

ments.

HB
HB

398, relative to policemen's retirement system.
234, relating to the

bounty on bobcats, lynxes, timber

wolves and prairie wolves.

HB

435, relative to the sewerage system in the city of

Som-

ersworth.

HB

408, relating to the board of water commissioners of

the city of Somers'worth.

HB 574, relative to the stock in trade tax.

HB
ment

553, to establish a

new apportionment

for the assess-

of public taxes.

HB

586, extending the time

made from

HB

when expenditures can be

certain aeronautical appropriations.

317,

providing additional retirement allowances for

certain retired teachers.

HB
engaged

HB

494, relative to the compensation of state employees
in sno^v removal.

654, providing for additional appropriations to

meet

certain contractual deficiencies.

HB

256, authorizing retirement system for employees of

the city of Berlin.

HB

111,

relating to the printing of proceedings of the

county convention of Belknap County.
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1963

relative to contested elections.

on property

630, providing for collection of taxes

be-

ing re-assessed.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the following entitled bills and joint resolutions:

HB

545,

making appropriations

departments of the

HB

546,

making appropriations

departments of the

SB
safety

state for the year

30, 1964.

for the expenses of certain

ending June

30, (1965.

enacting the interstate compact on motor vehicle

85,

equipment.

A
voted

for the expenses of certain

ending June

state for the year

further Senate message
to

announced

that the Senate has

concur with the House of Representatives in

amendments

to the

following

its

bills:

SB

92, relative to chiropodists.

SB

96, relative to tax abatements.

SB

94,

providing for an additional justice for the superior

court.

Report of Commiittee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined ana
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB
to

367,

An

act relative to the salary of,

and amount of

tees

be collected by, the register of deeds for Rockingham County.

HB

384,

An

act relative to gross

weight of certain vehicles.

HB 385, An act relative to minimum waores.
SB

22,

An

act to provide or retain public access to recrea-

tional bodies of water.
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SB

132,

An

act providing for the integration of the present

non-contributory pension system of the city of Nashua with
old age and survivors insurance.

HB
HB

580,

An

act to repeal charters of certain corporations.

157,

An

act relative to the construction of a residence

hall at the University of
from income.

HB
HB

An

479,
483,

water rights

New

Hampshire, and

to

be liquidated

act relative to cocktail lounges in restaurants.

An

act providing for the acquisition of certain

and dams controlling the headwaters of the Salmon

Falls River.

HB

556,

An

act relative to the incorporation of the

Upper

Valley Development Council, Inc.

HB 56'8, An act relative to the state song.
HB 593, An act relative to legal assistance for land acquisitions.

HB
HB

604,
615,

An

act relative to the

An

Dover

city charter.

act relative to purchase of supplies

by the

department of resources and economic development.

HB

632,

An

act authorizing the dissolution of the Pena-

cook school district and uniting the same with the union school
district of Concord.

SB
United

71,

An

act relative to filling vacancies in the office of

States senator.

HB

420,

An

act relative to

545,

An

act

marriage counseling referral

service.

HB

of certain

making appropriations

departments of the

state for the year

for the expenses

ending June

30,

1964.

SB

85,

An

act enacting the interstate

compact on motor

vehicle safety equipment.

HB 650, relative to the Lisbon village district.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Langdon

Thursday, June

27,

1963
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A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the following entitled bill:

HJR 34, in favor of Marcus E. Diffenderfer et al.
A further Senate message announced that the

Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

542, relative to settlements in behalf of minors; the
President has appointed as members of said Committee on the
part of the Senate: Senator Rainie and Senator Olson.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

544, relative to

home

rule by authorizing adoption of

and providing
governmental units to contract for the performance of various municipal functions.
city

charters eliminating certain commissions

for

Amendment

to

HB

544

Amend

paragraph 2 of RSA 49-A:8 as inserted by section
by striking out line nine thereof and inserting in
its place the following: 5% in cities of more than 20,000 inhabitants; and by inserting after the word "nominated" in line
fifteen the words, by filing for the office and paying a filing
fee of ten dollars or, so that said paragraph as amended shall
read as follows: 2. Upon petition of the registered voters of
the city filed with the city clerk a charter commission may be
chosen to draft a charter hereunder. Such petition shall be
signed by the following percent of registered voters as appearing on the check lists of the preceding regular elections:
1

of the bill

10%

5%

in cities not over 20,000 inhabitants;

in cities of

more than 20,000

inhabitants.

Upon the filing of such petition of the voters, the city
clerk shall provide for the submission of the question "shall a
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charter commission be elected to draft a new charter under the
Enabling Act for Local Option City Charters and for the election of a charter commission at the next regular city election
occurring not less than seventy-five days after the filing of the
petition with said clerk. A charter commission of five members
shall be elected by the qualified voters at the same time as public question as submitted. Candidates shall be listed on the
ballot in the same manner as is provided for by law for candidates for other office, except that they shall be listed without
any party designation or slogan. The ballot shall instruct each

and regardless of the manner of
on the question, to vote for five members of a charter
commission who shall serve if the question is voted in the affirmative. Candidates for the charter commission shall be registered
voters of the city and may be nominated by filing for the office
and paying a filing fee of ten dollars or by petition signed by
at least three percent of the registered voters of the city and filed
with the city clerk not less than sixty days prior to the date of

voter to vote on the question
his vote

the election.

more than

No

voter shall sign a petition or petitions for

five candidates.

Amend RSA

49-A:9 by inserting after the word "but" in

line eight of said section the words, within the appropriation

amended shall read
49-A:9 Organization of Charter Commission. Not
less than fifteen days after the election of a commission or the
adoption of a vote by the governing body choosing such commission, the charter commission shall meet, adopt appropriate
rules and elect appropriate officers for the conduct of its business of drafting a charter hereunder. Members shall serve without pay but within the appropriation made for the purpose
shall be reimbursed by the city for expenses, including expenses
incurred for consultants and clerical and professional assistance.
The commission shall hold public hearings and provide for
the widest possible public information and discussion of its
work. It may also hold private hearings. Within nine months
from the date of its selection, the commission shall report its
findings and recommendations to the governing body of the
city by filing with the city clerk an original signed copy of its
report. If the report recommends the adoption of a charter
hereunder, the clerk shall cause to be reproduced sufficient

made

as

for the purpose, so that said section as

follows:

copies of said charter to inform the voters

and

shall cause their

Thursday, June
distribution to the voters not

referendum herein provided

Amend RSA
word

less

27,

1963
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than thirty days prior to the

for.

49-A:12 as amended by inserting after the
amended section the words, under

so in line twelve of the

the procedure set forth in section 8 of this chapter, so that
shall read as follows: 49-A:12 AmendAmendments to any charter adoptReferenda.
ments and Later
made
by the same procedure hereinabove
ed hereunder may be
outlined in the preceding four sections at any regular city election held after the adoption of the charter. At any regular city
election held not less than five years after the adoption of one
optional form of charter herein provided for, a different optional form may he adopted by any city by the procedure hereinabove established by this chapter. Any city wishing to adopt
the amendment process hereinabove provided for without
adopting either of the two charters provided for by this chapter may do so under the procedure set forth in section 8 of this
chapter by submitting he following question to the voters at
anv regular municipal election: Shall the city of
adopt the home rule amending process provided for in RSA
49-A which will permit the city to adopt amendments to its
charter by popular referendum without the necessity of legislative act? If a majority of those voting on the question answer
"Yes," the city shall thereafter be empowered to adopt as an
amendment to its own charter any provisions contained in

said section as

amended

the charter of any other city in the state of New Hampshire, or
any provisions contained in either of the charters provided for
by this chapter. Upon the adoption of any amendment to an
existing corporate charter or upon the adoption of either of
the charters provided for hy this chapter, the city clerk of the
adopting city shall not later than ten days thereafter file with
the secretary of state a certified copy of the amendment or of
the charter adopted.

Amend RSA 49-A: 17 as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out the sentence "He shall have no negative on any
ordinance, resolution or vote of the board of aldermen." on
page fifteen of the bill, so that said section shall read as follows:
49-A: 17 Meetings. The mayor shall preside over all meetings
of the board of aldermen and the city clerk shall act as a clerk
of the board. All meetings of the board of aldermen shall be
public. Regular meetings shall be held at such hours on such
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days of the week, at such intervals, as the charter may designate
special meetings upon notice mailed to the mayor and to

and

each alderman by the city clerk at the written request of the
mayor or of a majority of the aldermen. The board of aldermen shall establish its own rules, and a majority shall constitute
a quorum for the transaction of the business of the board. The
mayor shall have the right to introduce bills and initiate other
measures in the board of aldermen, and to speak therein upon
pending measures without resigning the chair; but he shall
not be counted to make a quorum of such board, nor vote
therein except in case of equal division. The mayor-elect and
the newly elected

sume

members

office at the first

of the board of aldermen shall asJanuary meeting in each even numbered

year.

Amend RSA

53-A:2 as inserted by section 14 of the

bill

by

word "Solicitor" after the word county in line
seven of said section and substituting therefor the word, attorney, so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 53A:2 Form of Agreement. Any agreement made under the austriking out the

thority of this chapter shall be in writing in a

approved by the

form

to

be

attorney general and the attorney
or attorneys representing the governmental units involved. In
cases involving counties and cities, the county attorney and
office of the

the city solicitor shall act for their respective units. In cases
involving towns or other governmental units with no regular
attorney, the unit involved is authorized to employ counsel to
represent it in connection with the negotiation for and drafting of the necessary documents.

On motion of Mr. Kimball of Manchester the House
pensed with reading of the amendment.

dis-

Mr. Kimball of Manchester moved that the House concur
amendments and spoke in falvor of the amend-

in the Senate

ments.

The House concurred

in the Senate

amendments.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, to the following Senate Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House

of Representatives:

Thursday, June

SB
by

70, authorizing the

1193

1963

27,

adoption of

fire

prevention codes

cities.

Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

SB 70

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An
by

cities

Act authorizing the adoption of
and towns.
*

*

fire

prevention codes

*

On

motion of Mr. Hill of Conway the House concurred
the Senate amendment.

in

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption of
^vhich amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House

of Representatives:

HB 413, relative to emergency lights on motor vehicles
Amendment

Amend

the

"and penalty
shall

title

to

of said bill

HB

413

by striking out the words

for vehicle overload" so that said title as

amended

read as follows:

An

Act relative to emergency
*

On

*

lights

on motor

vehicles.

*

motion of Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
Senate
asks the concurrence of the House
which amendments the
Representatives:
of
following entitled

bill,

HB 415, relative to bonding county employees
Amendment

Amend

to

HB

415

1 and inserting in
Bonding County Employees.
Amend RSA chapter 27 by adding at the end thereof the following new section: 27:16 Bonding Employees. The county

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the follo^ving:

1
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may by

convention

vote require the bonding of any employee

of the county.

Further amend the bill by striking out the title and inserting in place thereof the following: An Act relative to bonding
county employees.
*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Urie of New
curred in the Senate amendment.

A

Hampton

the

House con-

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the

curs with the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB 584, relative to Belknap County Recreational Area
Amendment

Amend

section

1

to

of said bill

HB

584

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Tax Assessment. The Belknap county recreational area
town of Gilford shall be exempt from taxation, but in the
year 1963 and in each succeeding year thereafter, the county of
Belknap shall pay to the town of Gilford with respect to said
area and in lieu of taxes thereon, an amount equal to the taxes
assessed on said area by said town for the year 1962.
1

in the

*

*

*

On

in

motion of Mr. Stafford of Laconia the House concurred
the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the

curs with the

following entitled joint resolution, with amendments, in the
passage of which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence
of the House of Representatives:

HJR

10,

providing supplemental appropriation for educa-

tion of the deaf

Amendment

Amend
and second

to

HJR

10

said joint resolution by striking out in the

lines, the Avords,

first

"twenty-four thousand six hundred

Thursday, June
and

fifty

1963

27,
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and inserting in place thereof the words,
thousand nine hundred nine dollars and thirty-five

dollars"

t^\enty-four

cents, so that said resolution as

amended

shall

read as follows:

That the sum of twenty-four thousand nine hundred nine
and thirty-five cents is hereby appropriated for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1963, to be expended by the state board of
education to meet the deficit in the appropriation for carrying
dollars

out the provisions of RSA 186:11, XIII, education of the deaf,
RSA 186:13,X; education of the deaf. The governor is
authorized to dra^v his warrant for the sum hereby appropriated
out of money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.

and

*

*

*

On motion of Mrs. Taylor of Whitefield the House concurred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message

curs ^vith the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

592, establishing

an interim commission to consider a

substitute for the stock-in-trade tax.

Amendment

to

HB

592

Amend the bill by striking out section 1 and inserting in
place thereof the following: 1 Interim Commission. There is
hereby established an interim commission whose function it
shall be to study the stock-in-trade taxes imposed by the laws

and to recommend a substitution or substitutes
commission shall be composed of nine members,
one of who shall be appointed by the speaker of the House
of Representatives and ^vho shall be chairman of the commission; one of whom shall be appointed by the president of the
senate and who shall be vice-chairman of the commission; two
of whom shall be the chairmen of the ways and means committees in both the senate and house of representatives; four
of whom shall be appointed by the governor, one of whom shall
be a manufacturer, one of whom shall be a retailer, one of
^vhom shall represent the professions and one of whom shall be
a Avholesaler; and one of nvhom shall be elected by the other
members of the commission and who shall represent the public
at large. The members of the commission shall serve without
of the state

therefor. Said
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compensation, but shall be reimbursed for their necessary expenses and for clerical assistance. The commission shall render
its report, including drafts of appropriate legislation, to the
1965 session of the general court. The sum of two thousand five
hundred dollars is hereby appropriated for the purposes of this
chapter, and the governor is hereby authorized to draw his warrant for said sum out of any monies in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
*

in

On motion of Mr. Larty
the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

*

*

of Haverhill the

announced

House concurred

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

112, relating to the advertising of beverages

Amendment

Amend
place

to

HB

112

said bill by striking out section

thereof the following sections:

1

1

and inserting in

Sale of Beverages.

Amend RSA

181:4 as amended by 1963, 158:1, by striking out
the words "in the case of restaurants, at public tables upon the

premises designated in the permit, but only in a room used
primarily for the serving and consumption of food, or, when so
authorized by the commission, to assemblages of more than six
persons in a private room or at a private table; in the case of
hotels, at tables or in rooms of guests; in the case of clubs, at
tables or over bars. No such permit shall be issued for any
restaurant or club which has not been established and doing
business for at least six months during the calendar year prior
to the application for such permit; provided, however, that the

commission may, in its discretion, issue a permit to a seasonal
restaurant or club which has been established and doing business for at least two months during the calendar year preceding
the application," in the fourth through the fifteenth lines, inclusive, so that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:
permits shall be issued only
for restaurants, hotels or clubs. Such permits shall authorize
the permittee to sell beverages for consumption on the premises
designated in the permit. It shall be within the descretion of

181:4

On

Sale Permits.

On

sale

Thursday, June
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the commission to issue to a permittee a special permit to

sell

beverages,

Repeal.

2

RSA

181:7, relative to

Sunday

sales, is

hereby

repealed.

amend

Further
section

the bill by

renumbering section

2 to read

3.

On motion of Mr. Collishaw of Exeter the House concurred in the Senate amendment.
(Speaker in the Chair)

A

further Senate message

curs Tvith the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
folloAving entitled bill, with

House

of Representatives:

HB
state

532, relative to classification of temporary

and seasonal

employees.

Amendment

Amend
Exceptions.

to

HB

532

new

the bill by adding the following

The

section 2: 2

provisions of this act shall not apply to any

employee of the department of public works and highways.
Further

On

amend

the bill by renumbering section 2 to read

3.

motion of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

following entitled

bills,

^vhich

amendments

House

of Representatives:

HB

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of

the Senate asks the concurrence of the

402, relating to posting lands against trespass.

Amendment

Amend

to

the bill by striking out

HB

402

all after

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

tivated Land.

Amend RSA

the enacting clause
1

Penalty on Cul-

572:15-a as inserted by 1961, 238 by
striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the follow-
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Land. An owner may post
and one thousand yards of said
land along a public highway and whoever without right enters
such uncultivated land posted as provided in section 16 shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and if convicted shall be fined not
more than fifty dollars.
ing: 572:15-a Penalty Uncultivated

fifty

acres of uncultivated land

Takes

2
its

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

539, relative to hunting

and

fishing licenses for per-

sonnel stationed or attached to the naval shipyard

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

539

1 and inserting in
Hunting and Fishing Licenses.

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following:

1

Amend RSA

214 by inserting after section 4 the following new
Portsmouth Naval Activities. Personnel stationed at the U. S. Naval Shipyard at Kittery, Maine are eligible to purchase hunting and fishing, or hunting or fishing
licenses at the same fee as is charged a legal resident of the state.
Such license shall have marked or stamped thereon the words
"non-resident serviceman's license". These licenses are to be
issued only at the U. S. Naval Shipyard, Maine or from the
Fish and Game Department.
section:

214:4-a

Further amend said
section:

1.

Amend RSA
following

bill

by inserting the following new

Assistant to the Adjutant General

new

110A:8 by inserting

at the

end thereof the

sub-division.

There

be in the office of the Adjutant General
Adjutant General in the grade of Brigadier General, one of whom shall be designated Deputy to the
Adjutant General, and both of whom shall be appointed by
III.

two

shall

assistants to the

Thursday, June

27,
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and consent of the Council.
is absent from the state or is
incapacitated from performing his duties, his Deputy shall act
the Governor with the advice

Whenever

the Adjutant General

in his stead, or in the absence or incapacity of the deputy, his

may

assistant

act.

The Governor is empowered to assign at such
may determine such other duties to the

times and places as he

Deputy Adjutant General and Assistant Adjutant General as
he mav deem appropriate. Neither of the above-named officers
shall be full-time employees but shall be called to duty as above
set forth.

On

motion of Mr. London of

New London

the

House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage
of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of Representatives:

HB

315, relative to

marking

fishing holes cut in ice

on

Great Bay.

HB 626, relative to marine fisheries.
HB 597, adopting a state radiation control program.
HB 578, relative to safety and health of employees.
HB 599, relating to counsel for indigent criminal

defend-

ants.

HB 203, relating to attachment liens.
HB 191, relating to commitment to the industrial school.
HB 514, relative to fees in the superior court.
HB 483, providing for the acquisition of certain ^vater
rights

and dams controlling the headwaters

of the

Salmon

Falls

River.

HB 54, providing for the acquisition of a certain
water rights by the water resources board.

dam and

HB 479, relative to cocktail lounges in restaurants.
HB 632, authorizing the dissolution of the Penacook school
district

and uniting the same with the union school

Concord.

district of

:
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HB
of

615, relative to purchase of supplies

by the department

resources and economic development.

HB

157, relative to the construction of a residence hall at

the University of

New

Hampshire, and to be liquidated from

income.

HB

214, relative to state participation in water pollution

control costs.

HB 568, relative to the state song.
A

further Senate message announced the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which

amendments the Senate

asks the concurrence of the

House

of

Representatives

HB

185, relative to school district

budget and approval of

tax rate by tax commission.

Amendment

to

HB

185

Amend the bill by striking out section 2 and inserting in
place thereof the following: 2 Takes Effect. This act shall take
effect

July

1,

1963.

On
in the

A

motion of Mr. Larty
amendment.

of Haverhill the

further Senate message

curs with the

House

lowing entitled

amendments

bill,

announced

House concurred

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the fol-

with amendments, in the passage of which

the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of

Representatives

HB
day,

357, establishing a charter for the city of Manchester

(Amendments will be found
June 27, on p. 1001)

in Senate Journal for

Thurs-

Mr. Kimball of Manchester moved that reading of the

amendments be dispensed with.
Mr. Kimball of Manchester explained the amendments.

Thursday, June

27,
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1963

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Healey of Manchester opposed the motion.
Mr. Kimball of Manchester withdrew
^vith the reading of the amendments.

his

motion

to dis

pense

Mr. Capistran moved that
spoke in favor of the motion.

HB

357 be laid on the table and

(discussion ensued)

The motion was adopted and

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

following entitled

the bill was laid on the table.

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill,

with amendments, in the passage of

Tvhich

amendments

House

of Representatives:

the Senate asks the concurrence of the

HB 485, relative to building and loan associations
Amendment

to

HB

485

Amend the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause
and inserting in place thereof the following: 1 Building and
Loan Associations. Amend RSA 393:15 (supp) as amended by
1955, 131:2 by striking out the word "twenty-five" in the thirteenth line and inserting in place thereof the word, thirty, so
that said section as

Any

amended

shall

may

loan

such corporation

read as follows: 393:15 Loans.
money so collected, together

premiums, fines and profits arising from the busiand members on first mortgages on real
estate situated anywhere in New Hampshire or within a fifty
mile radius of its main office in any state contiguous to New
Hampshire, provided however that the geographical limitations
shall not apply to Federal Housing Administration and Veterans Administration insured loans purchased from an individual, partnership, association or corporation duly registered as
a dealer in securities in this state, or on buildings in the town of
Hampton situated on land not belonging to the owner of the
with

interest,

ness, to its shareholders

building.

The

loans shall not exceed the appraisal value of said

property. Such corporation

may

accept other satisfactory col-

lateral as additional security for the loan.

A premium may

be

charged in excess of the established rate of interest. Said loans
shall be share sinking fund or direct reduction loans. In share
sinking fund loans serial shares of the corporation shall also be
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pledged sufficient in amount to repay the loan upon maturity.
Direct reduction loans shall be repayable in monthly installments sufficient to amortize the same paying off interest or
premium and principal in any period of time not exceeding
thirty years. Any such corporation holding a first mortgage on
such property may take a subsequent mortgage or mortgages on
the same property provided that there are no intervening liens.
Any shareholder may borrow on the shares of such corporation
up to the full value thereof at the time of the loan.

Loans and Investments. Amend RSA 393:18 (supp) as
1961, 136:4 by adding at the end thereof the words,
An association may make a loan in connection with the sale of
real estate acquired by the association for the purpose of pro2

amended by

viding offices for the transaction of the business of the association or under a foreclosure or a deed in lieu of foreclosure, in
an amount not to exceed the sale price the association receives
for such real estate, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows: 393:18 Limitations on Amount of Real Estate Loans
and Investments. An association may loan its funds upon the
security of a first lien on real estate provided that not more than
ten thousand dollars shall be loaned upon the security of a first
lien on any one property except that if the aggregate amount
o'^ving to it on all its mortgage loans exceeds five hundred
thousand dollars, in which event it may make such loan in an
amount equal to two and one-half per cent of its assets or fifteen
thousand dollars, whichever amount is greater, but in no event
shall any such loan exceed twenty thousand dollars or one-half
of one per cent of the assets of the association, whichever is
greater. Loans in excess of ten thousand dollars shall not exceed
eighty per cent of the appraised value of the property in question. Loans of twenty thousand dollars or more on one piece of
property shall not exceed seventy per cent of the appraised value
of the property. The total amount owing to an association upon
all svich loans and investments in excess of t^venty thousand dollars shall not exceed ten per cent of the aggregate amount owing
to it on all of its mortgage loans at the time any such loan or
investment in excess of twenty thousand dollars is made. These
limitations shall not apply to loans insured Avith the Federal
Housing Administration or the Veterans Administration. Notwithstanding the foregoing limitations, an association may make
a loan in connection wiih rhe sale of real estate acquired by the
association under a foreclosure or a deed in lieu of foreclosure,
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exceed the sale price the association receives for such real estate. An association may make a loan in
connection with the sale of real estate acquired by the association for the purpose of providing offices for the transaction of
in

to

the business of the association or under a foreclosure or a deed
in lieu of foreclosure, in

an amount not

to

exceed the sale price

the association receives for such real estate.
3

Excess Limits.

Amend RSA

393:22 (supp) as

amended

by 1961, 136:5 by striking out the words "seven and one-half"
^\here it occurs in the second and fifth lines and inserting in
place thereof the word, ten, so that said section as amended shall
read as follows: 393:22 Borrowing. It may, without consent of
the commissioner, borro^v not in excess of ten per cent of its
share capital and may pledge as collateral for such borrowings
real estate mortgages, notes and other securities. It may with the
consent of the commissioner, borrow in excess of ten per cent
of its share capital, and with his approval may pledge as collateral, real estate mortgages, notes, and other securities.

4
(supp)

Association Offices.
as

amended by

Amend

paragraph

1955, 131:1

II of

RSA

393:24

by striking out said para-

graph and inserting in place thereof the following: II. In the
purchase of improved or unimproved real estate and in the construction or improvement of buildings thereon for the purpose
of providing offices for the transaction of an association's business. Such building may also include space for rental purposes.
The cost to the association of such lands and buildings shall not
exceed seventy-five per cent of the sum of such association's
guaranty fund, surplus, and reserves at the time such investment is made.
5

New

Provisions.

Amend RSA

section 57 (supp) as inserted

393 by inserting after
by 1961, 136:9 the following new

Power to Provide Insurance, Incentive Plans,
Deferred Compensation Plans and Other Retirement Benefits
for Officers and Employees. Every building and loan association
and cooperative bank organized under this chapter shall have
the po^ver to provide life, health and casualty insurance for its
officers and employees and to adopt and operate reasonable incentive plans, deferred compensation plans and other forms of
retirement benefits for such officers and employees.
sections: 393:58

393:59 Limited Power to Act as Trustee. Associations and
cooperative banks shall ha\e the power to act as trustee within
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the contemplation of subsection (d) (1) of section 2 of the Federal
Self-Employed Individuals Tax Retirement Act of 1962 and as

custodian within the contemplation of subsection (f) (1) of
the same section. Associations and cooperative banks exercising
the trustee and custodian powers authorized by this section shall
be required to segregate all funds held in such fiduciary capacities from the general aspects of the association and shall keep
a separate set of books and records, showing in proper detail all
transactions engaged in under the authority of this section.
Provided individual records are kept for each self-employed
individual's retirement plan, all funds held in such trust or
custodial capacity by the association or cooperative bank may
be co-mingled for appropriate purposes of investment. No funds
held in such fiduciary capacity shall be used by the association
in the conduct of its business, although funds held in such
fiduciary capacity may be invested in the savings account of the
institution in the event that the trust or custodial retirement
plan does not prohibit such investment. Whenever the laws of
this state require corporations acting in a fiduciary capacity to
deposit securities ^vith state authorities for the protection of
private trusts or custodianships, associations so acting shall be
required to make similar deposits, as provided by the law of
this state.

6
its

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Bigelow of Warner, reading of the
am.endment was dispensed with.
Mr. Bigelow of Warner explained the amendments.

On motion of Mr. Bigelow of Warner the House nonconcurred in the Senate amendments and a committee of conference

Tv^as

appointed.

The Chair appointed Mr.
Vey

of Brent-^vood

Peterson of Peterborough, Mrs.
as conferees

and Mr. Manning of Manchester

on the part of the House.
#

*

*

Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that the Rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a House
Joint Resolution not previously passed on by the Rules committee.
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Mr. Stafford spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The Nays appeared to have

it.

Mr. Stafford requested a division.
90 members having voted in the affirmative and
negative the motion was lost.

1

32 in the

Notice of Reconsideration

Mr. Kelley of Littleton served notice that today, or some
subsequent day, he ^vould ask the House to reconsider its vote
Tvhereby

it

killed

HB

402, relating to posting lands against

trespass.
*

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

following entitled

*

*

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill,

^vith

^vhich

amendments

House

of Representatives:

amendments,

in the

passage of

the Senate asks the concurrence of the

HB 249, relative to the taking of wild black bear
Amendment to HB 249
Amend
place

the bill by striking out section

thereof the following:

Amend RSA

1

Time

for

and inserting in
Taking Changed.
1

1961, 126:1, by
and three the words and numerals
"from October 1 to December 10" and inserting in place
thereof the following, during the months of May, October and
November; by striking out in lines six after the word September the word "and" and inserting after the word October the
words, and November, so that said section as amended shall

208:22

(supp) as inserted by

striking out in lines two

read as follows: 208:22 Wild Black Bear. Wild black bear, outgame preserves, may be taken and possessed from onehalf hour before sunrise to one-half hour after sunset in all
counties of the state during the months of May, October and
November provided that no bear shall be taken at any time
on any island or in any waters or lakes or ponds. Wild black
bear may be taken by the aid and use of dogs during the months
of May, September, October and November with written
permission of the director or his agents. Wild black bear
may be taken by the aid and use of dogs, firearms and by bow
and arro^v provided that no person shall take bear by the aid or
side of
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use of a jack or

gun or

artificial light, trap, snare, swivel,

pivot or set

calibre .22 rimfire firearm unless otherwise herein pro-

Any

who

wild bear as provided by this
RSA 470:1 -a. Landowners, or
their agents, shall be permitted to set traps for bear doing actual
or substantial damage to property. Such trapping shall only be
permitted after the director or his agents has been notified of
damage and have investigated said complaint. The director or
his agents may then issue a special permit for the use of traps.
Said permit shall state the location of traps and the dates when
trapping shall be allo^ved. Any traps set as hereinbefore described shall be arranged and set in accordance with RSA
210:15. The carcass of a bear legally taken and reported may be
bought and sold. Live bear may not be offered for sale at any
time unless by a person permitted so to do by the director. Any
person who violates any provision of this section shall be fined
not more than one hundred dollars or imprisoned not more
than thirty days, or both.
vided.

person

kills a

section shall report as outlined in

On

motion of Mr. London of
amendments was dispensed with.

New

London, reading

of the

Mr. London explained the amendments.

On

motion of Mr. London the House concurred in the

Senate amendments.

Committee

of Conference

Report

of Conference, to whom was referred
No. 434, relating to minimum wages of employees
in public works, having considered the same, report the same
with the recommendation that the senate recede from its position in adopting its amendment, that the house recede from its
position in passing the bill, and that the following amendment
be adopted:

The Committtee

House

Bill

Amend

by striking out section 1 and inserting in
1
Payments Included in EstabRates. Amend RSA 280:1 by striking out said

said bill

place thereof the following:
lishing

Wage

section

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

280:1

Regulation by the Commissioner of Labor. The rate per hour
of the wages paid to mechanics, teamsters, chauffeurs, and laborers employed in the construction of public works by the
state of New Hampshire, or by a county or town, or by persons
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work shall not be less
than the rate or rates of wages to be determined by the commissioner of labor as hereinafter provided; provided, that the
wages paid to mechanics, teamsters, chauffeurs, and laborers employed on said work shall not be less than the wages paid to
said employees in the municipal service of the town or towns
where said works are being constructed; provided, further, that
where the same public work is to be constructed in two or more
towels, the ^vages paid to said employees shaJll not be less than
the ^vages paid to said employees in the municipal service of
the to\vn paying the highest rate; provided, further, that if, in
any of the towns where the works are to be constructed, a wage
rate or ^vage rates have been established in certain trades and
occupations by collective agreements or understandings between organized labor and employers, the rate or rates to be
paid on said works shall not be less than the rates so established;
provided, further, that in towns where no such rate or rates
have been established, the wages paid to said employees on
public works, shall not be less than the wages paid in said towns
to the emplloyees in the same trades and occupations by private
employers engaged in the construction industry. This section
shall also apply to regular employees of the state when such
employees are employed in the construction, addition to, or
alteration of said works for which special appropriations are
provided. Payments by employers to health and welfare plans
and pension plans under collective bargaining agreements or
understandings between organized labor and employers shall
be included for the purpose of establishing minimum wage
rates as herein prescribed.
contracting or sub-contracting for such

Mr. Angus of Claremont
Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem
Mr. Dion of Manchester
Conferees on the part of the House
Senator Olson
Senator Martel
Conferees on the part of the Senate

At the request of Mr. Newell of Concord, Mr. Angus of
Claremont explained the amendment.

The commitee

of conference report
•

On

*

motion of Mr. Capistran

taken from the table.

was adopted.

*
of

Manchester

HB

357 was
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Mr. Capistran moved that
amendments and spoke in favor

the

House concur

in the Senate

of the motion.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Healy of Manchester spoke against the motion.
Recess
After Recess

The question being on the motion
ments offered by the Senate.

to

concur in the amend-

Messrs. Conover, Kimball and Mahoney of Manchester
spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Casey of Manchester spoke against the motion.
Messrs.

Feldman and Kearns

of Manchester spoke in favor

of the motion.

Mr. Gamache

of

Manchester moved that

HB

357 be

in-

definitely postponed.

Mr. Healy of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Kearns

and

of

Manchester spoke against the motion.

Mr. Bergeron of Manchester moved the previous question
was sufficiently seconded.

it

The motion was
The

HB

adopted.

question being on the motion to indefinitely postpone

357.

Mr. Healy of Manchester requested a division vote.

The motion

to indefinitely

negative and the motion was

postpone was manifestly in the

lost.

The question now being on the motion to concur with the
Senate amendments.

The motion was

adopted.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua rose on a point of personal
privilege.
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Reconsideration

On

motion of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the House reconsidered its vote whereby it passed HB 532, relative to classification of temporary and seasonal state employees.
Mr. McMeekin moved that the House non-concur in the
Senate amendment and that a committee of conference be appointed.

The motion was adopted and the Chair appointed Messrs.
McMeekin of Haverhill, Smith of Plymouth and Eastman of
Weare

its

as conferees

on the part of the House.

Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that the House reconsider
it passed HB 539, relative to hunting and fish-

vote whereby

ing licenses for personnel stationed or attached to the naval
shipyard.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke in favor of reconsideration.

The motion

to reconsider

was adopted.

Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that the House non-concur
amendments and that a committee of conference

in the Senate

be appointed.

The motion was adopted and the Chair appointed Mr.
Hampton Falls, Mr. Drew of Farmington and Mr.

Merrill of

LaFrance

of Manchester.

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed Bills, to the following Senate Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
to

House

of Representatives:

SB

45, relative to rates at state-owned ski facilities.

Amendment

Amend

the

title

of said bill

to

SB 45

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

act rdlative to rates at state-owned ski facilities.
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On

motion of Mr. Casassa

of

Hampton

the

House

con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB

38,

providing for a director of legislative services.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

38

same and

section 5 of said bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:
5

Appropriation.

There

is

hereby appropriated the

of thirty thousand dollars for the fiscal year ending

1964 and a like

sum

for the fiscal year

ending June

the office of the director of legislative services.

sum

of five thousand dollars for the period

sum

June

30,

30, 1965, for

An

additional

from July

1, 1963
hereby appropriated for the services of a
consultant to the director of legislative services, to be engaged
by him, subject to the approval of a committee composed of the
president of the senate, the speaker of the house, the minority
leader of the house, the minority leader of the senate, the chairman of the senate finance committee and the chairman of the
house appropriations committee, any four of whom may act as

to

a

June

30,

quorum.

1965

If

a

is

member

of the staff of the attorney general's

appointed to the post of consultant hereunder such
sums as he may be paid as such consultant shall be in addition
to his regular classified salary. The sums appropriated hereunder shalll be a charge upon the legislative appropriation.

office

is

On

motion of Mrs. Clark of Lee reading of the amend-

ment was dispensed

with.

Mrs. Clark explained the amendment.

On

motion of Mrs. Clark of Lee the House concurred
amendment.

in

the Senate

Committee

of Conference Report

The Conference Committee

to

whom

was referred HB 542,
having considered

relative to settlements in behalf of minors,

Thursday, June
the same, report the

House recede from

same

its

^vith the
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recommendation

that the

position of nonconcurrence in the adop-

amendment and the Senate recede from the
amendment and the following amendment be

tion of the Senate

adoption of
adopted:

Amend

its

said bill

by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

462:2 by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 462:2 Settlements in Behalf of Minors. No settlement, the amount of
which exceeds seven hundred and fifty dollars, of any suit
brought in behalf of an infant by parent or next friend shall be
valid unless approved by the court in which the action is pending or to which the writ is returnable. In any suit on behalf
1

of

Minors.

an infant or against an infant or in which an infant

ested, the court

may make

all

is

inter-

necessary orders for protecting

and may require the guardian ad
bond to truly account for
money received on behalf of the infant whether through

the interests of the infant

litem, parent or next friend to give
all

settlement, judgment, decree or other order.

Upton
Reuben Moore
Gilbert

Wm.

Johnson

Conferees on the part of the House
Senator Olson
Senator Rainie
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The

report ^vas adopted.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

485, relative to building and loan associations and the
President has appointed as members of said Committee on the
part of the Senate: Senator Holmes and Senator Hunter.

Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House Bills:
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HB

An

54,

act providing for the acquisition of a certain

dam and water rights by

HB

An

191,

the water resources board.

act relating to

commitment

to the industrial

school.

HB 203, An act rellating to attachment liens.
HB 214, An act relative to state participation

in water

pollution control costs.

HB
and

An

302,

act relative to the state

board of conciliation

arbitration.

HB
HB

313,

An

act relative to the

3ll5,

An

act relative to

514,

An

act relative to fees in the superior court,

578,

An

act relative to safety

599,

An

bank advisory board.

marking

fishing holes cut in ice

on Great Bay.

HB
HB
HB

and health

of employees.

act relating to counsel for indigent criminal

defendants.

HB 626, An act relative to marine fisheries.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Langdon

Mr. Eastman of Weare

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bill,

of Representatives:

HB

85,

providing one open season for taking deer.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

85

1 and inserting in
Wild Deer. Amend RSA 208:2
264:1 and 1961, 254:1 by striking

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following:

1

(supp) as amended by 1955,
out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:

Taking; Time. Wild deer, outside game preserves, may
be hunted and taken from one-half hour before sunrise to onehalf hour after sunset from November 15 to December 10, in208:1
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provided that no deer shall be hunted or taken at any
time on any island or in any waters in lakes and ponds.

elusive,

*

«

*

On motion of Mr. London of New London
curred in che Senate amendment.
Mrs.

Brown

of

Sandwich spoke

the

House con-

in favor of the motion.

Mr. Bushey of Northumberland demanded the Yeas and
Nays and the roill was called as follows:
Yeas

Coos County: Dubey,

— 215

Fortier, Desilets, Connoly,

Dumont

of Berlin, Vashaw, Bouchard, Fontaine, Gagnon, Marsh, Nash,
Graham, Sherman, Shute, Fogg, Arsenault, Brooks, Stinson.

Rockingham County: White of Atkinson, Vey, Persson,
Underwood, Cummings, Gay, Kimball of Derry, Scott, Casassa,
Clark of Kingston, McDonough, Cheney, Carter, Keefe, McEachern, Stafford of Portsmouth, Sadler, Dame, Osborn, Cavalieri, Frink, Young, Peever, Felch, Herbert.
Strafford County: Berry, Blanchette, Nelson, Grimes,
Colbath, Richardson, Crouch, Drew, Canney, Clark
of Lee, Adams of Madbury, Moulton, Marsan, Dumont of
Rochester, St. Pierre, Johnson of Rochester, Varney, Maloomi-

Hemon,

an, Hebert, Vincent, Bennett of Strafford.

Belknap County:
caillade,

Harkins,

McAllister, Matheson, Goodhue, LaHead, Hayner, O'Shan, Varrell, Allan of

Meredith, Urie, Joslyn, Howe.

Carroll County: Howard, Hughes, Davis

of

Conway,

Taylor of Effingham, Diffenderfer, Brown of Sandwich,
Remick, Lamprey of Tuftonboro, Fox, Chamberlain of Wolfe-

Hill,

boro, Claflin.

Merrimack County: Guilbeault, Phelps, Morse, Asby,
LaFlamme, Upton, Henry, Dame of Concord, Bingham, Andersen of Concord, Sanders, Maxham, Newell of Concord,
Stevens, Kelley of Franklin, Doon, Lafond, Reddy, Brown of
Loudon, London, Thompson of Northfield, Robinson, Tarrant, Bigelow, Thompson of Wilmot.

Hillsborough County: Van Loan, Farwell, Whitney,
Brocklebank,

Legallee,

Ainley,

Feldman, Lang, Kimball of
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Mahony of Manchester, ward 2, Mahoney of Manward 4, McDermott, Walsh, LaFrance, LeClerc, Martel,
Tessier, Champagne, Delisle, Wade, O'Gara, Kearns, Capistran,
Allard of Manchester, Lesmerises, Gamache, Thibault, Maynard, Pappagianis, Chartrain, Bouley, Latour, Sabluski, Todd,
Garland, Peabody, Peterson, Eastman of Weare.
Manchester,

chester,

Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Gowing, Watkinson,
Turner, Keating, Pollock, Belletete, Heald of Keene, Faulkner,
Russell, Oliver, Forbes, Bennett of Richmond, Hackler, Abare,
Ballam, Smith of Walpole, Wildey, Sawyer.
Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown,

Frizzell,

Cann,

Gaffney, Campbell, Nahil, Barrows, D'Amante, Guest, Weber,

Marx, Downing, Spanos, Hood, Merrifield.

Grafton County:

Pryor, Chamberlin of Bath, Stevenson,

Plumer, Willey, Bowles, Morse, Nettleton, Hay ward of Hanover, Johnson of Hanover, Low, McMeekin, Hampson, Adams,
Beard, Demers, Lewis, Whipple, McGee, Brummer, Allard of
Littleton, Martin of Littleton, Cushman, Smith of Plymouth,
Barney, Anderson of Warren, Bean, Berringer.

Nays

— 89

Coos County: Bushey.

Rockingham

County:

Griffin,

Eastman

of

Exeter,

Wheeler, Wylie, Spollett, Shindledecker, Merrill, Palmer of
Kensington, Sewall, Twardus, Pinkham, Palmer of Plaistow,
Schwaner, Murch, Chandler, White of Portsmouth, Legasse,
Greene of Rye, Canty, Grant, Morrill, Morrison, Stickney.

Strafford County:

Littlehale,

Dawson.

Belknap County: None.
Carroll County: None.

Merrimack County: Fairbanks, Hanson,
MacDonald, Welch, McKay, Gilman, Charland.

Hutchinson,

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, Wiggin, BarBartlett, Hambleton, Martin of Goffstown, Davis of
Greenfield, Taft, Claveau, Gallagher, Provencal, Warren, Petti-

nard,

grew, Soucy, Conover, Geisel, Clancy of Manchester, Ward 5,
Manning, Casey, Doherty, Healy, Moran, Boettcher, Belanger,
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Bergeron, Hurley, Noel, Nalette, Rousseau, Tremblay of Manchester, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward of
Milford, Cobleigh, Cole, Cooper, Dionne of Nashua, Ward 2,
Sullivan, Dionne of Nashua, Ward 6, Boisvert, Mason, Bissonnette, Dubois, Desmarais of Nashua, Karnis, Rice, Heald of
Wilton.

Cheshire County: Stearns, Cournoyer, Desmarais of
Bennett of Keene, Allen of Rindge.

Jaf-

frey, Pratt,

Sullivan County: None.

Grafton County: Kelley

of Littleton.

and the motion was adopted.
Reconsideration

Mr. Capistran of Manchester moved that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed HB 357, establishing a charter
for the city of Manchester, and spoke against the motion.

The motion was not adopted.
Mr. London of New London moved that the House reits vote on HB 249, relative to the taking of wild black
bear, and spoke in favor of the motion.

consider

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. London of Nctv London moved that the House nonconcur in the Senate amendment and that a committee of conference be appointed.

The motion was adopted and
Welch

of Concord, Mrs. Nettleton of

of Berlin as conferees

A

on the part

Groveton and Mr. Vashaw

of the House.

further Senate message announced that the Senate has

passed bills with the following
asks the concurrence of the

SB

the Chair appointed Mr.

in the passage of

titles,

House

which

it

of Representatives:

114, relative to financing of

park operations developed

een legislative sessions

bet^\

SB

11, relative to a

program

of increased

improvement

of

the state primary and secondary highway systems

SB
signs

24, relating to the location of

advance railroad crossing
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SB

25, relating to the protection o£ railroad crossings

SB

60, relative to

highway use permits

for operation of cer-

tain vehicles not registered in this state

SB

126, relative to

SB

129, relative to the jurisdiction of probate courts.

SB

55, to increase the interest

beauty parlors

and dividends tax exemption.

Introduction of Senate Bills

The

following Senate

and referred

SB

bills

were read a

first

and second time

as follows:

129, relative to the jurisdiction of probate courts, to

Judiciary.

SB

55, to increase the interest

SB

114, relative to financing of

and dividends

tax, to Judici-

ary.

between

SB

park operations developed

legislative sessions, to Appropriations.

progiam of increased improvement of
and secondary highway systems, to Public

11, relative to a

the state primary

Works.

SB

24, relating to the location of

signs, to

SB

advance railroad crossing

Transportation.
25, relating to the protection of railroad crossings, to

Transportation.

SB

60, relative to

highway use permits

for operation of cer-

tain vehicles not registered in this state, to Transportation.

SB

126, relative to beauty parlors, to Public Health.

(Mr.

McMeekin of Haverhill

in the Chair)

Committee Reports

SB

Adams

130, relative to cost of vaccinating infected animals,

of

Madbury

for Agriculture.

Ought

Mr.

to pass.

The bill Avas ordered to a third reading.
SB

33, to

provide additional industrial agents, Mrs. Taylor
Ought to pass with amend-

of Whitefield for Appropriations.

ment.
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SB

33

by striking out the same and

of said bill

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Senior Industrial Agents.

after section 12 the following

Amend RSA

new

sections:

12-A by inserting

12-A: 13 Northern

County Industrial Agent. A special position shall be provided
in the industrial development section of the division of economic development of the New Hampshire department of resources and economic development known as senior industrial
agent for the counties of Coos, Grafton and Carroll. The job
classification and description of such senior industrial agent shall
be identified to that no^v in force in the department of personnel for senior industrial agent. Such person shall be appointed
by the governor and council and shall from time to time file a
written report with them concerning his activities. He shall be
trained in the department of resources and economic development, under the supervision of the commissioner of said department. He shall maintain his residence in one of said three counties and his duties shall be primarily, but not limited to, assisting the political sub-division of the state, regional development
organizations or groups, and individuals to maintain and expand
existing industries

and

to encourage, assist,

and aid new indus-

operations in said three counties, and his efforts
shall be directed to the economic development of the three countries to establish

ties of

Coos, Grafton, and Carroll.

12-A: 14
Industrial Agent for Areas of Unemployment.
There shall be a senior industrial agent in the division of economic development of the New Hampshire department of resources and economic development in addition to the industrial
agent provided for by section 13 of this chapter and any other
industrial agents now employed by the department. He shall be
appointed by the governor and council in accordance with and

subject to the general statutes of the state. His primary duty,

and working in those areas of
unemployment or such other areas which, by geographic location or

hoTvever, shall consist of aiding

the state which have the most continuous and excessive

the possession of other labor potentials are capable of benefiting

through further industrial expansion.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and
third reading.

the bill was ordered to a
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HB 563, for the establishment of authorized regional enrollment (AREA) schools and creating the New Hampshire
school building authority, Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend

HB 563

section 5 by striking out the ^vords "ten thousand"

and inserting

in the fourth line
t^venty-five

to

in place thereof the words,

hundred, so that section will read

as follows:

Appropriation. There is hereby appropriated for the
5
purposes of RSA 195-B and the expenses of the New Hampshire
school building authority for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1965, the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars and the governor
is hereby authorized to draw his warrant for said sum upon any
monies in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill "was ordered to a

third reading.

HB

damaged by
Mr. Gove of Con-

608, providing compensation for persons

limitations

on

on

signs

cord for Appropriations.

interstate highways,

Ought

to pass.

The

bill ^vas

HB

588, authorizing training of auxiliary state police, Mr.

ordered to a third reading.

Goode of Manchester
amendment.

for Appropriations.

Amendment

Amend
as inserted

RSA

section

1

to

of said bill

by said section

1

and

HB

Ought

588

by striking out

as

to pass with

amended

RSA

106-B:22

so that said section

106-B:22 shall read as follows:

106-B:22 Compensation. Provided that funds are specifappropriated for the purpose, all member of the auxiliary force shall be compensated for their services while actively
ically

engaged in the performance of their
fixed by the director of personnel.
Further

amend

numbering section

official

duties at rates as

said bill by striking out section 2

3 to read section 2.

and

re-
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Clerk read the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HJR 40, in favor of Earl Hill of Pittsfield, Mr. Goode of
Manchester for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.
Amendment

Amend
hundred"

said resolution

in the

first

line

to

HJR

40

by striking out the words "fifteen
and inserting in place thereof the

words, five hundred, so that said resolution reads as follows:

That the sum

of five

hundred

dollars

is

hereby appropriated

to reimburse Earl Hill of Pittsfield for damages to his car and
injuries to himself on account of an accident which occurred on

May

was caused by disrepair of a state
shall be in full settleappropriated
highway. The sum hereby
ment of said claim and shall be a charge upon the highway fund.
27, 1963. Said accident

The Clerk read the amendment.
The amendment was adopted and

the resolution was or-

dered to a third reading.

HJR

providing an appropriation toward reconstruction
Four, Mr. Belcourt of Nashua for AppropriaBe referred to the Governor and Council for considera-

of Fort at
tions.

tion

3,

Number

under

RSA 21 6-A: 3

(suppl) as

The recommendation

HB

606, relating to

of the

amended.

committee was adopted.

mosquito control, Mr. Ring of Hamp-

ton for Appropriations. Ought to pass.

The bill ^vas ordered to a third reading.
SB 135, relative to state aid for school
Demers
pass,

of

Lebanon

construction, Mrs.

for Education. Inexpedient to legislate.

Mr. Herbert of Windham moved that the ^vords. Ought to
be substituted for the words, Inexpedient to legislate, and

spoke in favor of the motion.
Mrs. BroAvn of Sandwich spoke against the motion.

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield explained the report of the committee and spoke against the motion.
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(discussion ensued)

Mr. Bolduc of Belmont, Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow and
Mr. Kimball of Derry spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Ferguson of Milford moved that SB 135 be indefinitely
postponed.

Miss Spollett of Hampstead spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Miss Whipple of Lebanon spoke in favor of the motion.

Brown

Mrs.

Sandwich spoke

of

in favor of the motion.

Mr. Undei~wood of Chester and Mr. Taft of Greenville
spoke in favor of the motion.

Point of Information
Mrs. Greene of

Low

Mr.
was

of

Rye rose on

Hanover moved the previous question and

sufficiently seconded.

The

a point of information,

question

it

The motion was adopted.

now being on

the motion that

SB 135 be

in-

definitely postponed.

On

was in doubt and requested

a viva voce vote the Chair

a division.

The
motion

division vote being manifestly in the affirmative the

to indefinitely

postpone SB

1

35 was adopted.

(Speaker in the Chair)

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB 653, making appropriations for capital improvements
long term repairs and deferred maintenance for the state of New
Hampshire

—
Thursday, June

Amendment

Amend

section

1

thousand

forty nine

hundred

forty

653

"The sum

six

of eight million three

hundred

serting in place thereof the words,

three

HB
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of the bill, in the paragraph "Appropria-

tion" by striking out the words

hundred

to

27, 1963

dollars"

fifty

The sum

one thousand one hundred

amended

that said paragraph as

shall

and

in-

of eight million
fifty dollars;

so

read as follows:

Appropriation. The sum of eight million three hundred
one thousand one hundred fifty dollars is hereby appropriated for the purpose of capital improvements and long term
repairs, ^vhich purpose includes such related improvements,
facilities, equipment and furnishings as are necessary to com1

forty

plete the same.

The

estimated costs for the projects are as

fol-

lows:

Further amend section 1 of the bill, paragraph IV, Department of health and ^velfare: in the subsection. State hospital: by striking out the \vords and figures, "New switchboard
Twitchell building $8,500.". Further amend said subsection by
striking out the total therefor, "Total 76,739" and inserting in
place thereof, Total 68,239.
Further

amend

and welfare: by

Department of health
end thereof the words and

the paragraph IV.

striking out at the

"Total 515,839" and inserting in place thereof, Total

figures,

507,339.

Further amend section 1 of said bill by striking out at the
end of said section, the words and figures, "Total $8,349,650"
and inserting in place thereof. Total $8,341,150.

Amend

section 3 of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Deferred Maintenance. The sum of one hundred eighty3
thousand one hundred dollars is hereby appropriated for
deferred maintenance for the agencies and institutions, as folfive

loAvs:

Keene teachers

college:

—

Fiske building

—

toilet facilities;

Monadnock

Hall steam line and main entrance;
Library steam lines; Kappa House

—

electrical repairs

$23,250

—
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Plymouth teachers college:
Rounds Hall interior painting and
replacing treads on stairs; Silver Hall
interior painting; Grounds repairs to

—

—

tennis courts

etc.;

20,500

Electrifying clock

Laconia State School:
Repairs and replacements at Murphy, Keyes,
Blood and Quinby buildings; Speare and
Rice cottages; Marshall House; Brown farm;
Sanborn colony; dairy barn; piggery;
boiler house and sewerage system

60,000

State sanatorium:

10,000

Painting exterior of infirmary
State hospital:

Repairs, Londergan Hall, Laundry,
power plant and hospital grounds

40,000

Industrial school:

Roof repairs; replacing radiator

valves

and

traps; increasing electrical entrances in

retubing one boiler; replacing
portion of underground steam line
size;

24,050

Division of economic development:
Repair of Eastern States building

Total

Amend

7,300

$185,100

section 7 of the bill

by striking out said section and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Borrowing Power.

To

provide funds for the appropriais hereby
tions
to
council,
of
the
governor
and
the
direction
under
authorized,
sum
of
state
not
exceeding
the
the
credit
of
the
upon
borrow^
hundred
hundred
forty-one
thousand
one
eight million three
to provide funds for the appropriafifty dollars ($8,341,150)
hereof
not exceeding the sum of four
in
section
2
tions made
million three hundred thirty-four thousand eight hundred
eleven dollars ($4,334,811) and to provide funds for the appropriation made in section 3 hereof not exceeding the sum of one
hundred eighty-five thousand one hundred dollars ($185, 100)
and for said purposes may issue bonds and notes in the name and
7

made

in section

hereof, the state treasurer

1

;

;

;

Thursday, June
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on behalf of the State of New Hampshire. The governor and
council shall determine the form of such bonds or notes, their
rate of interest, the date ^vhen interest shall be paid and the time
or times of issue. Such bonds and notes shall be paid as follows:
bonds and notes issued to provide funds for the appropriations

made

in section 1 shall be paid ^vithin a period of twenty years;
bonds and notes issued to provide funds for the appropriations
made in section 2 shall be paid within a period of thirty years;
and bonds or notes issued to provide funds for appropriations
made in section 3 shall be paid within a period of ten years. Such
bonds or notes shall be signed by the treasurer and countersigned by the governor and shall be deemed a pledge of the faith
and credit of the state.

Further

amend

said bill

by striking out section

1 1

and

in-

creasing in place thereof the following:
1 1
Short Term Notes. Prior to the issuance of the bonds or
notes hereunder, the treasurer, under the direction of the governor and council, may for the purposes hereof borrow money

from time to time on short term loans, which may be refunded
by the issuance of the bonds or notes hereunder. Provided, ho^vever, that at no time shall the indebtedness of the state on short
term loans exceed the follo^ving sums: (1) not exceeding the
sum of eight million three hundred forty-one thousand one hundred fifty dollars for borrowing to provide funds for the purposes
of section

hundred

1;

(2)

not exceeding the

thirty-four thousand eight

sum

of four million three

hundred eleven

dollars for

borro^ving to provide funds for the purposes of section 2;

and

(3) not exceeding the sum of one hundred
one hundred dollars for borro-wing to provide funds for the pur-

eighty-five

pose of section

On

3.

motion

amendment

thousand

^vas

of

Mr. Goode of Manchester, reading of the

dispensed with.

Mr. Goode of Manchester moved that the House non-concur in the Senate amendments and that a committee of conference be appointed.

The motion

"was

adopted and the Chair appointed Messrs

Goode of Manchester, Gove of Concord and Pappagianis
Nashua as conferees on the part of the House.

of
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Committee Reports

HB
banon

(cont.)

Demers

461, relative to school attendance, Mrs.

of Le-

for Education. Inexpedient to legislate.

The resolution was adopted.
SB

134, relative to retirement benefits for officials

and em-

ployees of the regional association, Mr. Lamprey of Tuftonboro
for Executive Departments and Administration. Ought to pass.

Low

Mr.

moved

its

of

Hanover

offered the following

amendment and

adoption.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

by inserting

SB 134

after section

1

the following

ne^\' section:

Ne^v Hampshire Municipal Association.

2

Amend RSA

100 by inserting after section 48 as inserted by section
bill the following new subdivision:

1

of this

Employees of Ne^v Hampshire Municipal Association
100:49

Participation Authorized.

The New Hampshire

Municipal Association may, by resolution legally adopted, in
form approved by the board of trustees of the state employees'
retirement system, elect to have its officers and employees be-

come

eligible to participate in the state employees' retirement

system. After such election, said Municipal Association shall be
as an employer for the purposes of this chapter. The
board of trustees of the state employees' retirement system shall
set a date a\ hen the participation of the officers and employees of
said association shall become effective, and then such officers and
employees may become members of the state employees' retire-

known

ment system and

participate therein.

100:50 Membership Requirements. Membership in the
employees' retirement system shall be optional for the officers and employees of said Municipal Association who are in
its service on the date ^vhen participation becomes effective and
any such officer or employee ^vho elects to join such system shall
be entitled to a prior service certificate covering such periods of
previous service rendered to such Municipal Association or the
state for \vhich such Municipal Association is willing to make
accrued liability contributions. Membership shall be compulsory
state
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for all employees entering the service of such municipal associa-

tion after the date participation

100:51

Reports.

The

becomes

chief

effective.

fiscal officer

of such

Municipal

Association shall submit to the board of trustees such information and shall cause to be performed, with respect to the employees of such Municipal Association who are members of said
retirement system, such duties as shall be prescribed by the
board of trustees in order to carry out the provision hereof.

Further
section

amend

said bill

by renumbering section 2

to read

3.

On

motion of Mr. Low of Hanover the rules of the House
suspended as to dispense with reading of the amendment. Mr. Lo^v explained the amendment.
^vere so far

The amendment

^\

as

adopted and the

bill

was ordered to a

third reading.

SB 52, relative to firemen's retirement system, Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill for Executive Departments and Administration.
Ought

to pass.

The bill was referred to Appropriations under the Rules.
SB 136, relative to retirement benefits, Mr. Stafford of Laconia for Executive Departments and Administration. Inexpedient to legislate.

The resolution was
SB
Wildey

adopted.

97, relating to the operating of business

of

Westmoreland

on Sundays, Mr.

for Judiciary. Refer to the Legislative

Council.

Mr. Maloomian of Somersworth moved that the words.
to pass, be substituted for the words, Refer to the Legislative Council, and spoke in favor of the motion.

Ought

Mr. Stafford of Laconia and Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua spoke
against the motion.

Mr. Merrill of Hampton

Falls

moved

that

SB 97 be

indefi-

nitely postponed.

Mr. Maloomian of Somersworth spoke against the motion.

Mr. Geisel of Manchester spoke against the motion.
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Mr. Upton of Concord spoke against the motion and
favor of the committee report.

it

in

Mr. Sherman of Lancaster moved the previous question and
was sufficiently seconded.

The motion was adopted.
The

question

now being on

the motion to indefinitely post-

pone.

The motion Avas not adopted.

The
Ought

now being on the motion that the words,
be substituted for the words. Refer to the Legisla-

question

to pass,

tive Council.

The motion was not adopted.
The

question

now being on

the report of the committee to

refer to the Legislative Council.

The motion was adopted.
Messrs Peterson of Peterborough and Pappagianis of Nashua offered the following Concurrent Resolutions:

Concurrent Resolution
relating to

Final Adjournment

Whereas, it appears that all necessary legislative work may
be accomplished by Saturday, June 29, 1963, therefor be it
Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate concurring, that the present session of the legislature be brought to
final

adjournment on Saturday, June 29 next,
and be it further

at 3:00 o'clock in

the afternoon,

Resolved, that on that date,

all reports, bills

and

joint reso-

have been referred
special committees or the next legislature, be indefinitely

lutions, with the exception of those such as
to

postponed.
*

*

*

The resolutions were adopted.
Messrs Peterson of Peterborough and Pappagianis of Nashua offered the following Resolution:

Thursday, June
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Resolution
Resolved, by the House of Representatives that in order to
expedite the final adjournment of the General Court no original
Senate Bills Avhich have not previously been sent to the House
for consideration shall be received by the House after 3:00
o'clock in the afternoon on Thursday, June 27, 1963.

The resolution was adopted.
(Mr.

McMeekin of Haverhill

in the Chair)

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
which it asks the
concurrence of the House of Representatives:
a bill with the following title in the passage of

S.B. 139, prescribing standards in connection

stakes races

and authorizing payment

of taxes

under

with sweepprotest.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB

139, prescribing standards in connection

with sweep-

and authorizing payment of taxes under protest, was
read a first and second time and referred to Judiciary.
stakes races

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua moved that the rules of the
House be so far suspended as to vacate reference to committee on
SB 139 and that the bill be acted on at the present time.
Mr. Pappagianis spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough spoke against the motion.
Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua spoke a second time in favor of
the motion.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Mahoney of Manchester rose on a point of personal
privilege.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Taft of Greenville spoke against the motion.
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(discussion ensued)

Mr. Feldman of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

The

question being on the motion to suspend the rules to
SB 139 and that the bill be acted
on at the present time.
vacate committee reference on

Mr. Sherman of Lancaster requested a division.
130 members having voted in the affirmative and 179 in the
negative the motion was lost.

Mr. Plourde of Pembroke demanded the Yeas and Nays and
the roll was called as follows:

Yeas—

132

Merrimack

LaFlamme,

County: Guilbeault, Phelps,
York, Welch, Gilman, Doon, LaFond, Plourde.

Hillsborough County: Farwell, Whitney, Barnard,

Bart-

Claveau, Gallagher, Provencal, Feldman, Conover, Geisel,
Mahony of Manchester, Ward 2, Bruton, Dion of Manchester,
Hayes, Cullity, Mahoney of Manchester, Ward 4, McDermott,
Clancy of Manchester, Ward 5, Manning, Walsh, Casey, Clancy
of Manchester, Ward 6, Doherty, Healy, O'Conner, LaFrance,
Leclerc, Martel, Tessier, Bernier, Champagne, Delisle, Moran,
O'Gara, Bergeron, Kearns, Hurley, Kendrigan, Noel, Capistran, Nalette, Rousseau, Gamache, Grady, Cole, Dionne of
Nashua, Ward 2, Thibault, Belcourt, Sullivan, Maynard, Pappagianis, Dionne of Nashua, Ward 6, Marcoux, Boisvert, Chartrain, Mason, Bissonnette, Bouley, Dubois, LaTour, Lavallee,
Sabluski, Desmarais of Nashua, Dumais, Peabody.
lett,

Cheshire County: Cournoyer, Desmarais of
ing, Belletete, Russell, Forbes, Bouvier,

Sullivan. County:

D'Amante,

Bailey,

Cann, Gaffney,
Downing, Spanos.

Grafton County: Bowles, Morse,
Brummer, Cushman.
Coos County: Dubey,

Nahil,

Larty, Demers,

Fortier, Desilets, Sheridan,

of Berlin, Vashaw, Bouchard, Fontaine,
nault, Stinson.

Jaffrey, Keat-

Abare.
Barrows,

McGee,

Dumont

Gagnon, Bushey, Arse-
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Twardus, Keefe, McEachern,
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Palmer of

Kensington,

Sewall,

Sadler, Cavalieri. Coussoule.

Strafford County: Blanchette, Nelson, Grimes, Harti-

Dumont of Rochester, Rubins, Beaudoin,
loomian, Cormier, Hebert, Vincent.

gan,

St.

Pierre,

Ma-

Belknap County: Bolduc, Harkins, Normandin.
Carroll County: None.
Nays

— 207

Merrimack County: Fairbanks, Hanson, Moore, Asby,
Hutchinson, Upton, Henry, Dame of Concord, Bingham, Andersen of Concord, MacDonald, Sanders, Ferguson of Concord,
Gove, Maxham, Newell of Concord, Rufo, McKay, Stevens,
Kelley of Franklin, Charland, Reddy, Brown of Loudon, London, Thompson of Northfield, Tarrant, Bigelow, Thompson
of WilmO't.

Hillsborough County: Bragdon, Edwards, Van Loan,
Wiggin, Hambleton, Martin of Goffstown, Davis of Greenfield,
Taft, Eaton, Brocklebank, Legallee, Warren, Ainley, Lang,
Pettigrew, Goode, Boettcher, Belanger, Allard of Manchester,
Lesmerises, Tromblay of Manchester, Carter of Milford, Ferguson of Milford, Hayward of Milford, Cobleigh, Cooper, Underbill, Todd, Karnis, Garland, Peterson, Rice, Eastman of
Weare, Heald of Wilton.
Cheshire County: Totman, O'Neil, Turner, Stearns, PolHeald of Keene, Bennett of Keene, Faulkner, Bennett of
Richmond, Hackler, Ballam, Smith of Walpole, Wildey, Saw-

lock,

yer, Allen.

gus,

Sullivan County: Adams of Charlestown,
Campbell, Guest, Weber, Hood, Merrifield.

Frizzell,

An-

Grafton County: Pry or, Chamberlin of Bath, Stevenson,
Plumer, Nettleton, Hayward of Hanover, Johnson of Hanover,
Low, McMeekin, Hampson, Adams, Beard, Lewis, Whipple,
Allard of Littleton, Kelley of Littleton, Martin of Littleton,
Bell, Smith of Plymouth, Barney, Anderson of Warren, Bean,
Berringer.

Coos County: Connolly, Marsh, Nash, Sherman, Shute,
Fogg, Brooks, Taylor of Whitefield.
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Rockingham County: White
Underwood, Cummings,

Persson,

Deny,

Hackett, Collishaw, Eastman of Exeter, Wylie,

Scott,

Weeks,

of Atkinson, Griffin, Vey,
Watts, Gay, Kimball of

Spollett, Casassa, Ring, Shindledecker, Merrill,

of Kingston, Shepard,

McDonough, Cheney,

Carter,

Clark

Pinkham,

Palmer of Plaistow, Schwaner, March, Stafford of Portsmouth,*
Osborn, White of Portsmouth, Frink, Legassee, Langford,
Greene of Rye, Young, Canty, Grant, Morrill, Morrison, Peever,
Stickney, Felch, Barker, Herbert.

Strafford County: Berry, Fellows, Colbath, Richardson,
Crouch, Littlehale, Drew, Canney, Clark of Lee, Adams of
Madbury, Dawson, Moulton, Marsan, Chase, Johnson of
Rochester, Varney, Bennett of Strafford.

Belknap County:
caillade,

McAllister, Matheson, Goodhue, LaHead, Prescott, Hayner, Stafford of Laconia, Varrell,

Allan of Meredith, Urie, Joslyn, Howe.

Carroll County: Howard, Hughes, Davis

of

Conway,

Taylor of Effingham, Blake, Diffenderfer, Brown
of Sandwich, Remick, Lamprey of Tuftonboro, Fox, Chamberlain of Wolfeboro, Claflin.
Hill, Roberts,

and the motion was

lost.

Recess
After Recess

Notice of Reconsideration

Mr. Kelley of Littleton served notice that today or some
subsequent day he would ask the House to reconsider its vote on

HB402.
Committee Reports

(cont)

SB 101, relating to interest from date of writ in certain
Mr. Capistran of Manchester for Judiciary. Ought to pass.

The bill

^vas

cases,

ordered to a third readinsf.

SB 107, relating to the unlawful practice of professional
engineering, Mr. Healy of Manchester for Judiciary. Ought to
pass.

The bill was ordered

to a third reading.
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641, relative to business corporation law, Mr. Spanos

Ought

for Judiciary.

to pass ^vith

Amendment

Amend

said bill

and inserting
2

27,

amendment.
to

HB

641

by striking out section

2, 3

and second

3

in place thereof the following:

Capital Stock.

Amend RSA

294 by inserting after

sec-

new sections: 294:28-a Filing Required.
Upon redemption of its own shares of stock a corporation shall
file '^vith the secretary of state an appropriate amendment recording the change in outstanding shares. The fee for recording such
amendment shall be the same as provided for recording an
amendment under section 46. 294:28-b Agreements. Every cortion 28 the following

poration organized under the provisions of this chapter shall
have the power to enter into an agreement or agreements with
any of its stockholders providing for the purchase or redemption
of any or all of the shares of such stockholder or stockholders
upon the terms and conditions and for the price set forth in such
agieement. Every such agreement bet^veen a corporation and its
stockholders shall be authorized or ratified on behalf of the corporation by a majority of its directors or such greater number as
may be required by the articles of agreement or by-lav/s of the
corporation. Any such agreement shall be subject to the provi-

and 101. Not^vithstanding the provisions
26
and
an
agTeement between a corporation and
29
5,
its stockholders entered into under the provisions of this section
shall not be required to be a part of the articles of agieement, the
record of organization or by-laivs of the corporation and shall not
be required to be filed with the record of organization in the
office of the secretary of state. Every agreement in effect as of the
passage of this act ^vhich is an agTeeinent such as is described in
this section shall be valid without further act by the corporation
sions of section 28, 28-a

of sections

or

its

stockholders.

Voting Rights. Amend RSA 294:52 by striking out said
and inserting in place thereof the folloAving: 294:52
Terms. Each certificate of stock which is limitd as to its votina:
3

section

rights, or ^vhich

of the principal
restricted, or

is

is

preferred as to

upon

dividends, or as to its share
is otherwise qualified or

subject to a repurchase or redemption agreement

by the corporation,
tion,

its

dissolution, or

shall bear thereon a summary of such limitaterms of preference, qualification, restriction or repurchase
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and

a reference to the clause in the Articles o£

Agreement or

votes authorizing or establishing the same.

Takes

4

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

its

passage.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

SB

110, authorizing insurance

offer to senior citizens

against major financial
ance.

Ought

companies to join together to

of New Hampshire health insurance
loss, Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Insur-

to pass.

The bill

^vas

ordered to a third reading.

SB 116, relative to fees for insurance companies and brokers,
Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Banks and Insurance. Ought to pass
with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

said bill

by inserting

ne^v section 3 Revenue.
tion 56 the following

The

to

SB 116

after section 2 the following

Amend RSA

new

402 by inserting after

sec-

section: 402:56-a Disposition of Reve-

under the preceding shall be kept in a
and shall be expended for
the administration of this chapter. Expenditures shall be in the
discretion of the insurance commissioner, and the monies hereby
made available shall be in addition to any other appropriation
nue.

special

fees collected

fund by the

state treasurer,

made for the insurance department.
Further

amend

said bill

by renumbering section

3 to

read

section 4.
*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to a

third reading.

HB 647, relating to life insurance limits in loans for educational purposes,

Mr. Wheeler of Exeter for Insurance. Ought to

pass.

The

bill

^s

as

ordered to a third reading.

HB 589, relative to group insurance,
for Insurance.

Ought

to pass.

Mr. Wheeler of Exeter
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Mr. Varney of Rochester spoke against the report.
Mr. Wheeler of Exeter spoke in favor of the report.
Mr. Varney of Rochester spoke a second time against the
report.

The

bill ^vas

HB

113, relative to

ordered to a third reading.

employing of minors, Mr. Marsan of

Rochester for Liquor Laws. Ought to

pass.

The

bill

HB

622, relative to private water supplies,

was ordered to a third reading.

Greenville for Public Works.

Ought

Amendment

to

to pass

HB

Mr. Taft of
with amendment.

622

Amend paragraph I of section 1 by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:
L

Upon

determination that there

the Commissioner; with
of

highway funds

is

state responsibility

due notice given, may authorize the use

to:

damage

to such water supplies, or

(a)

replace or repair the

(b)

pay damage in lieu of replacement on repair, or

(c)

purchase real property in lieu of replacement or repair,
or

(d)

enter into agreements with water departments or gov-

ernmental units to assist in extending water line or
tablishing new water systems.

The amendment was adopted and

es-

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

HB

649,

relative

Ragged Mountain

to

in the

construction of an access road to

town of Danbury, Mr. Moore of

Bradford for Public Works. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

to

HB

649

Amend section 3 of the bill by striking out the word
"maintain" and inserting in place thereof the word, built, and
by striking out the figure II and inserting in place thereof the
figure, V, so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
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class

classified

and

Department of Public Works and Highways

as a

Classification. Said access

3.

built by the

V

road shall be

highway.
*

The amendment was

*

*

adopted.

Mr. Edwards of Antrim offered the following amendment
to the

amendment and moved

Amendment

Amend

to

its

adoption.

Amendment

HB

649

section 2 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

The sum of twenty-five thousand doltransferred from the appropriation provided in
1961, 263:5 to the construction and reconstruction appropriations of the department of public works and highways for the
fiscal years ending June 30, 1964 and June 30, 1965 and said
Appropriation.

2.

lars

may be

sums may be expended by the commissioner of

said

department

for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of section

1

ot

this act.

*

*

*

The amendment was adopted and the
Appropriations under the Rules.
SB

bill

125, relative to laying out highways,

field for

was referred to

Mr. Fox of Wake-

Public Works. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

SB 69, relative to timber yield tax, Mr. Casassa of Hampton for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to pass.

The

bill

was ordered

to a third reading.

SB 77, to clarify the status of passenger tramway devides,
Mr. Casassa of Hampton for Resources, Recreation and Development. Ought to

The

bill

pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

103, adopting the bus taxation proration and reciproagreement, Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation.

SB
city

Ought

to pass.

The

bill

was ordered to a third reading.
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27,

SB 46, relative to motor vehicle road tolls, Mr.
Wolfeboro for Transportation. Ought to pass.
At the request of Mr. Hackler
Wolfeboro explained the bill.

The
SB
plates,

was ordered

bill

98,

reoulatingr

of

Claflin of

Swanzey Mr. Claflin of

to a third reading.

the issuance of

motor vehicle dealer

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Transportation. Ought to

pass.

At the request of Mr. Stafford of Laconia, Mr.
Wolfeboro explained the bill.

Claflin of

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Stafford of Laconia spoke against the
Mr. Kimball of Manchester and Mr,
spoke in favor of the bill.

The

bill

was ordered

bill.

McGee

of Lincoln

to a third reading.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia was recorded

as

voting against the

bill.

SB

109, adopting the

consumed by

compact on taxation of motor fuels
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for

interstate buses,

Transportation.

Ought

to pass.

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro explained the

bill.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Belanger of Manchester moved that SB 109 be laid on
the table.

The motion was not adopted.
The bill was ordered to a third reading.
SB 131, relative to the use of transporter plates, Mr.
of Wolfeboro for Transportation. Ought to pass.

The bill was

Claflin

ordered to a third reading.
Senate Message

The

Senate has passed

the passage of which

Representatives:

it

bills

with the following

asks the concurence of the

titles,

in

House

of
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SB

140,

An

act relative to increasing the trustees of Pinker-

ton Academy.

Introduction of a Senate Bill

SB

140, relative to increasing the trustees of

Academy, was read

a

first

Pinkerton
to Ed-

and second time and referred

ucation.

Reconsideration

Mr. Stafford of Laconia, having voted with the majority,

moved

that the

House reconsider SB

136, relative to retirement

benefits.

The motion was

lost.

On motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit a committee report
to

be introduced without two days notice in the Journal.

SB

52, relative to firemen's

retirement system, Mr. Goode

of Manchester for Appropriations.

Ought

to pass.

The bill was ordered to a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit a committee report to
be introduced without two days notice in the Journal.

House were

SB

108, relative to the application of federal funds for civil

defense, Mr. Prescott of Laconia for Appropriations.

Ought

to

pass.

The

bill

was ordered to a third reading.

On motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit a committee report
be introduced without being advertised in the Journal for
two days.

to

SB 118, relative to the improvement of Hampton Harbor entrance and the restoration of sand lost by erosion on
state-owned land at Hampton Beach, Mr. Ring of Hampton
for Appropriations.

The

On

bill

Ought

was ordered

to pass.

to a third reading.

motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit a committee report

House were
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to be introduced without being advertised in the Journal fox

two days.
11, in favor of the New Hampshire Savings Bank and
Realty Corporation, ought to pass. Mr. Goode of Manchester for Appropriations.

SJR

the

SPD

The

Senate Joint Resolution was ordered to a third read-

ing.

On

motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit a committee report

House were

to be introduced

two

without being advertised in the Journal for

days.

HB 596, adopting the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act, Mrs.
Hartigan of Rochester for Appropriations. Ought to pass with
amendment.

Amendment

Amend

by striking out the

thereof the following

An

to

new

HB
title

596

and inserting

in place

title:

Act adopting the uniform narcotic drug act and
pharmacy commission.

re-

lating to the

Further

by section

1

amend paragraph

III of

RSA

318-A:8

as inserted

of said bill by striking out said paragraph

and

inserting in place thereof the following:
III.

If

the division of public health services shall find

that any exempt
pharmaceutical preparation does possess a degree of addiction
liability that results in material abusive use, it shall by regulation publish the findings in a newspaper of general circulation
in the state. The findings shall be effective, and the exempt
status shall cease to apply to such pharmaceutical preparation
six months after the date of the publication of the findings.
after

due notice and opportunity for hearing,

Further amend paragraph
striking out the

I

of section 2 of said bill by

same and inserting

in place thereof the fol-

lowing:
I.

RSA

318:48, 49, 50, 51, 53, and 54, relative to the
sale of narcotic drugs, are hereby repealed.

manufacture and
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Further
2

and

amend by

striking out all sections after section

inserting the following

new sections:

Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated for the
3
purposes of this chapter the sum of five thousand dollars for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964, and a like sum for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1965, and the governor is hereby
authorized to draw his warrant for such sums out of any monies
in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
4 Pharmacy Commission. In addition to any other funds
appropriated for the use of the pharmacy commission for the
period from July 1, 1963 to January 1, 1964, there is hereby
appropriated, from the general funds of the state, the sum of
$2,500 to be allocated to the several categories of expenditure
as requested by the pharmacy commission and approval by the
governor.
5

On

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect as of July

1,

1963.

motion of Mr. Keough of Gorham, reading of the

amendment was dispensed

with.

Mr. Keough explained the amendments.

The amendments were adopted and

the bill was ordered

to a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit a committee report

House were

be introduced without being advertised in the Journal for
two days.

to

SB

61, relative to credit unions,

toAvn for Banks.

Ought

to pass

Amendment

Amend

Mr. Hambleton of Goffs-

with amendment.
to

SB

61

section 5 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
5.

Real Estate Mortgages.

amended by

1955, 213:1

Amend RSA

and 1959,

394:17 (supp) as

88:1, by striking out said

and inserting in place thereof the following: 394:17
Use of Funds. While awaiting calls of its members for loans, it
may deposit its money in any cooperative bank, building and
loan association, savings bank, trust company, federal savings
and loan association, or national bank in this state, or, by masection
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board of directors in any cooperative bank,
building and loan association, savings bank, trust company,

jority vote of the

and loan

federal savings

association, or national

bank

in

New

England or, with like vote, may make loans to other credit
Unions chartered under the laws of this state or under the federal credit union act, provided that the lending credit union
has assets of one hundred thousand dollars or more. It may invest any surplus funds in obligations of the United States government or of the state, or of any county, city or town of the

Any credit union
two million dollars or more may purchase real
estate mortgages wherever situate which are guaranteed by the
federal housing administration.
issued pursuant to authority of law.

state,

with

assets of

Amend

section 6 of said bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Real Estate Purchases. Amend RSA 394:19-a (supp)
by 1961, 215:1, by adding at the end thereof the
words. Any purchase, mortgage, exchange or sale of real estate
acquired or to be acquired for the purposes of this section shall
be subject to the approval of the bank commissioner. Nothing
herein shall be deemed to refer to any property, real or personal, acquired by a credit union in the normal course of its
6.

as inserted

making secured

business

of

amended

shall

tate.

Any such

dispose

of,

loans,

read

as follows:

credit

union may

mortgage, rent,

lease,

real or personal, as follows:

operation; (b) in which

it

so

that

said

section

as

394:19-a Purchase of Real Espurchase, build, improve, hold,

or exchange any property,

necessary or incidental to its
occupies a portion of as office space;
(a)

reasonably required for future expansion. Any purchase,
mortgage, exchange or sale of real estate acquired or to be acquired for the purposes of this section shall be subject to the
approval of the bank commissioner. Nothing herein shall be
(c)

is

deemed
credit

to refer to any property, real or personal, acquired by a
union in the normal course of its business of making

secured loans.

Amend

section 9 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
Officials. Amend RSA 394:30 by
same and inserting in place thereof the follow395:30 Loans to Officials. Members of the board of direc-

9.

Regulating Loans to

striking out the
ing:
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committee or supervisory comittee may borrow
from the credit union except that no such member shall borrow
more than the amount o£ his holdings in the credit union, as
represented by his total shares and deposits thereof, at any one
time; provided, however, that upon election of a credit union
member to one of said committees he shall be permitted to continue as a debtor of the credit union concerned as to any loans
tors,

credit

made to him prior to the date of such election, in accordance
with the terms of such loan, if any; however, members of the
board of directors may borrow or become surety for any loan
in excess of their holdings provided such loan is approved by a
majority of the members of the credit and supervisory committees.

Amend

section 10 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Deletes Authority of oBard of Directors.

10.

amended by

394:32

(sixpp)

section

and inserting

as

Credit Committee.

Amend RSA

1955, 150 by striking out said

in place thereof the following:

The

394:32

committee shall hold meetings,
of which due notice shall be given its members, for the purpose
of considering applications for loans, and no loan shall be made
unless all members of the committee who are present when the
application is considered, and at least two thirds of all members
of the committee approve the loan and are satisfied that it
promises to benefit the borrower. The action of the credit committee in approving or disapproving a loan shall be final.

On

credit

motion of Mr. Bigelow of Warner, reading of the

amendment was dispensed

with.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit a committee report
to be introduced without being advertised in the Journal for
two days.

House were

HB

376,

establishing the

elevator inspection

law,

Shepard of Londonderry for Appropriations. Ought
with amendment.

Mr.

to pass

Thursday, June

Amendment

Amend

to

27,

HB
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376

the bill by striking out section 2

and

inserting in

place thereof the following:

hereby appropriated the sum
biennium ending June 30,
1965. Any expenses in excess of $500 may be expended with
governor and council approval from fees received under the
provisions of RSA 277-A:13. Said sums shall be expended by
the commissioner of labor for purposes of this chapter.
Appropriation. There

2.

of five

hundred

*

The

is

for the

dollars,

*

*

Clerk read the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of
a committee report to be introduced not previously advertised
in the Journal for two days.

House were

SJR

12,

making

deficiency appropriation for the interim

commission on education, Mr. Fellows of Dover for Appropriations.

Ought

to pass.

At the request of Mr. Kearns of Manchester Mr. Goode
explained the SJR.
Mr. Brummer of Lisbon spoke in favor of the SJR.
Mr. Allard of Littleton
postponed.

moved

that

SJR

12 be indefinitely

Messrs. Goodhue of Gilford, Sheridan of Berlin, Geisel of
Manchester and Mrs. Hartigan of Rochester spoke against the

motion.

Mr. Allard withdrew

his

motion.

Messrs. Sherman of Lancaster, Kearns of Manchester,
Stevenson of Bethlehem and Goode of Manchester spoke in

favor of the Resolution.
(discussion ensued)

The
ing.

Senate Joint Resolution was ordered to a third read-
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motion of Mr. London of New London the rules of
so far suspended as to permit the introduction
of a committee report to be introduced not previously advertised in the Journal for two days.

On

the

House were

SB

3,

permitting the hunting of deer with muzzle-loaders,

Mr. London of

New London

for Fish

and Game. Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment
SB

3,

to

SB

3

permitting the hunting of deer with muzzle-loaders.

Amend

the bill by striking out sections

and

1

2

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
1

Hunting with Muzzle-Loaders. Amend

inserting after 208:5 (supp) the following

new

RSA

208 by

section: 208:5-a

Muzzle Loaders. The special license provided for by section 5
of this chapter shall entitle the holder to hunt deer with a
muzzle-loading rifle or musket for one day only, said day to be
designated by the director and he may change said day at his
discretion, provided that no person who has not passed his
eighteenth birthday shall be entitled to hunt under the provisions of this section. The fee for this privilege shall be three
dollars additional for residents and four dollars additional for
non-resident.

Hunting Deer on Islands. Amend RSA 208 by insert2
ing after section 6 the following new section: 208:6-a Hunting
on Islands by Certain Disabled Persons. Notwithstanding those
provisions of section 2 of this chapter which relate to the taking
of deer
islands

upon islands, the director may designate one or more
upon which deer may be taken by paraplegics, double

amputees, and other non-ambulatory persons, in accordance
with this section. An eligible person desiring to take advantage
of thi"; section, and who is properly licensed under the provisions of this title to take deer, shall apply to the director at
least fifteen days before the beginning of the open season for
deer as prescribed in said section 2 in the area in which he
desires to hunt. Upon receipt of such applications, the director
shall make such provisions as, in his discretion, shall as fully as
possible effectuate the purposes hereof, having regard to the
deer population on said designated islands and the number of
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persons desiring to hunt thereon. He may allocate sections or
portions of any such island to designated applicants for specific
dates, Avhich dates shall be during the open season for taking
deer; and he may revoke permits theretofore granted ^vhen

deer population in any location shall have been reduced to
The director may make rules or regulations
governing the conduct of persons accompanying or assisting
eligibles. Permision granted hereunder shall be evidenced by
desired limits.

a permit in a

form prescribed and issued by the

director.

On motion of Mr. London, reading of the amendment
was dispensed with.
Mr. London explained the amendment.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered

to a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Dionne of Nashua the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of
a committee report not previously advertised in the Journal for
two days.

House were

SB 115, relative to early land acquisition by Nashua Housing Authority. Mr. Dionne of Nashua for the Nashua Delegation.

Ought

to pass

with amendment.

Amendment

Amend section of the
"RSA chapter 203,

to

SB 115

by striking out the words and
of" in the second
and third and the eighteenth and nineteenth lines; by inserting after the word "plan" in the twentieth line the word, or;
and by striking out the words "or a housing project" in the
1

figures,

bill

as

amended or

twenty-first line, so that said section as

amended

shall read as

follows:

Early

Land

Notwithstanding any conamended, the Nashua Housing Authority may, with the consent of the city of Nashua, acting by the mayor with the autJiorization of the board of aldermen, and after a temporary loan contract for the purpose has
1.

Acquisition.

trary provisions of chapter 205, as
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been executed under the federal housing act of 1949, as
amended, take, by eminent domain as set forth in RSA chapter
203:12, or acquire by purchase, lease, gift, bequest or grant,
and hold, clear, repair, operate, and after having taken or acquired the same, dispose of, land constituting the whole or any
part or parts of any area which, after a public hearing of which
at least twenty days' notice has been given by publication in a
local or area newspaper having a general circulation in the city
of Nashua, it has determined to be an area necessary for its purposes under RSA 205, as amended, and for which it is preparing
a redevelopment plan or an urban renewal plan, and for such
purposes may borrow money from the federal government or
use any available funds, or both; provided, however, that no
such taking or acquisition shall be effected unless and until the
expiration of thirty days after the Nashua Housing Authority
has caused a notice of such determination to be published in a

newspaper having a general circulation in the city
Within thirty days after publication of the notice of
determination, any person aggrieved by such determination
local or area

of Nashua.

may

file

a petition in the superior court for a writ of certiorari

against the

Nashua Housing Authority to correct errors of law
which shall be the exclusive remedy for

in such determination,

such purpose.

Amend section 2 of the bill by striking out the words and
"RSA 203, as amended, and" in the fifth and sixth lines,

figures,

by inserting after the word "plan" in the seventh line the word,
or, by inserting after the word "redevelopment" in the twelfth
line the word, or, and by striking out the words "or a housing
project" in the eighth
as

amended
2.

shall

and thirteenth

lines, so that said section

read as follows:

Guarantee by City in Early Land Acquisition.

Nashua Housing Authority proposes

If the

to take, acquire or clear

land constituting the whole or part or parts of an area which the
authority has determined to be an area necessary for its purposes under RSA 205, as amended, and for which the authority
preparing a redevelopment plan or an urban renewal plan,
Nashua may enter into an agreement with the
Nashua Housing Authority to bear any loss that may arise as
the result of such taking, acquisition, or clearance in the event
that such land is not used for redevelopment or urban renewal.
is

the city of

:
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the bill by inserting after section 2 the following

section to read as follows:

Land Acquisition in Urban Renewal Area for
Housing. Notwithstanding any contrary provision
herein contained, the Nashua Housing Authority may acquire
by eminent domain under RSA 203: 12 or by purchase or otherwise under RSA 203:8 any lands within a redevelopment area
or an urban renewal area which the Nashua Housing Authority
requires for a housing project for persons of low income, upon
approval of the redevolpment plan or urban renewal plan as
required by section 1 and section 2 of this act. The area of the
housing project for persons of low income is to be considered
part of the redevelopment area or urban renewal area as the
case may be, which plan shall provide for the reimbursement
of the Nashua Housing Authority for any excess in its use value
as provided under RSA 205:5 without any conditions. The
Nashua Housing Authority and the city of Nashua are authorized to make guarantees as required by the Public Housing Ad3.

Early

Low Income

ministration.

Further amend the

bill

by renumbering section

3 to

read

section 4.

The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives

HB

366.

An

act relative to a

municipal court system with

district courts.

Amendment

Amend RSA

to

HB 366

502-A:I IV, VI and VII as inserted by section

word "Hampstead" from IV
and inserting the word "Hampstead" after the word 'Tlaistow"
in VII, and by striking out the word "Atkinson" from VI and
1

of the bill by striking out the
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inserting the

word "Atkinson"

after the

word "Newton"

in VII,

so that said three subsections shall read as follows:

Derry

IV.

District.

The Derry

district shall consist of the

towns of Derry, Londonderry, Chester, and Sandown. The
municipal court for the town of Derry is hereby constituted the
district court in and for said district and shall be located in said
Derry, holding sessions regularly therein, and elsewhere in said
district as justice may require. The name of said court shall be

Derry District Court.

Salem District. The Salem district shall consist of the
towns of Salem and Windham. The municipal court for the
town of Salem is hereby constituted the district court in and
for said district and shall be located in said Salem, holding
sessions regularly therein, and elsewhere in said district as justice may require. The name of said court shall be Salem DisVI.

trict

Court.
Plaistow District.

VII.
sist

The

Plaistow district shall con-

of the towns of Plaistow, Hampstead, Kingston,

Newton>

Atkinson and Danville. The municipal court for the town of
Plaistow is hereby constituted the district court in and for said
district and shall be located in said Plaistow, holding sessions
regularly therein
require.

and elsewhere

The name

in said district as justice

may

of said court shall be Plaistow District

Court.

Amend RSA

501 -A: 6 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
inserting in place thereof
502-A:6, and by adding at the end of said section the following:

striking out the

IV.

No

number 501-A:6 and

local

governing body shall be empowered

to fix

the salaries of any justice, special justice or clerk at an amount
less than the amount which such official has been paid in his

proior capacity as justice, special justice or clerk of the municiwhich becomes a district court hereunder, plus an
amount equal to the salary paid to the justice, special justice
or clerk as the case may be of any mimicipal court in any town
which by the terms of this act is included in the district court
involved.
pal court

Amend RSA
by adding

at the

502-A: 1 1 as inserted by section
end thereof the following:

1

of the bill
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Provided, however, that any town which may vote to continue its municipal court in accordance with the provisions of
section 35 of this chapter shall have exclusive jurisdiction over
offenses committed within the confines of that town, in accordance with the provisions of RSA 502:18, until such municipal court is subsequently abolished under the provisions of section 35 of this chapter, so that said section as

amended

shall

read as follows:

Criminal Cases, District Courts. Each district
502-A:ll
court shall have the powers of a justice of the peace and quorum
throughout the State and shall have original jurisdiction subject to appeal of all crimes and offenses committed within the
confines of the district in which such court is located which are
punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars or im-

prisonment not exceeding one year, or both. Provided, however, that any town which may vote to continue its municipal
court in accordance with the provisions of section 35 of this
chapter shall have exclusive jurisdiction over offenses committed within the confines of that town, in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 502:18, until such municipal court is subsequently abolished under the provisions of section 35 of this
chapter.

Amend RSA 502-A:26 as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out the last two lines thereof, so that said section
shall

read

as follows:

502-A:26

Disqualifications of Justices,

Etc.

No

justice,

any district court shall be retained or
employed as attorney in any action, complaint, or proceeding
pending in his court, or which has been examined or tried
therein. No justice shall be retained or employed as an attorney
in any matter pending before any other district court. No attorney shall be permitted to practice before any district court
where any justice thereof is associated with said attorney in the
practice of law. No justice whose salary exceeds ten thousand
dollars per year shall be permitted to engage in the practice of
special justice or clerk of

law.

Amend RSA 502-A:40 I as inserted by section 1 of the bill
bv striking out the last three lines of said section and inserting
in place thereof the following:
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continue to
Shall the town of
maintain its existing municipal court so long as its present
judge remains in office? [Yes ( ) No ( ) ], so that said subsection shall read as follows:

502-A:40 Municipal Court Abolished; Exception. All
municipal courts not continued as provided for in this section
are hereby abolished. If the municipal court of any town is
not constituted a district court under the provisions hereinabove set forth in this chapter and such town shall desire to
continue to maintain its local court, it may do so in accordance
with the following procedure:
I.
An article providing for the continuation of the local
municipal court may be inserted in the warrant for the annual
town meeting for the year 1964 or any special meeting called
prior thereto for this purpose. The question shall be submitted in writing in the following form in all towns using a

printed ballot.
Shall the

town

of

existing municipal court so long as
in office? [Yes

(

)

Amend RSA

No

(

continue to maintain its
present judge remains

its

)]

502-A

by section 1 of the bill by
through 24 inclusive and renumbering sections 502-A:25 through 502-A:41 to read: 502as inserted

striking out sections 502-A: 20

A:20, 502-A:21, 502-A:22, 502-A:23, 502-A:24, 502-A:25, 502A:26, 502-A: 27, 502-A: 28, 502-A: 29, 502-A: 30, 502-A:31, 502A:32, 502-A:33, 502-A:34, 502-A:35, 502-A:36.

Amend
after

the

section 5 of the bill by striking out everything

word "courts"

in

line

8

thereof and substituting:

therefor the following:

As to any towns which continue to be served by municipal
courts as permitted under RSA 502-A: 40, RSA 502 and any
other provisions of the revised statutes annotated pertaining
to the jurisdiction, powers and duties confened upon municipal courts shall continue in effect, except that RSA 502 (supp),
sections 20, 21, 33 through 44, 49, 50 and 51 are hereby repealed, and section 18 is hereby amended by striking out the

same and substituting therefor the following:
502:18 Criminal Cases, Municipal Courts. Municipal
courts shall have the powers of the justice of the peace and

Thursday, June
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shall

have original

juris-

subject to appeal, of all crimes and offenses committed within the confines of the town wherein such courts

diction,

are located,

hundred

which are punishable by a fine not exceeding five
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or

dollars or

both.

Amend the bill by adding the following new section 6
and renumbering section 6 to read section 7:
Amend RSA

6

597 by inserting the following

new

sec-

tion 15-A:

597:15-A District Courts. District courts upon petition
by the aldermen of any city or the selectmen of any town in
the county in which the district is located may appoint three
or more justices of the peace and quorum as commissioners
authorized to fix and receive bail in criminal cases to be brought
before said courts as hereinafter provided.

Amend

the

title

of

HB

366 by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act relative

to a

municipal court system with

district

courts.
«

*

*

Mr. Spanos of Newport moved to dispense with the reading
of the

amendment.

Mr. Upton of Concord spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Mr. Upton of Concord moved that the House non-concur
amendment and that a committee of conference

in the Senate

be appointed.

The motion was adopted, and the Chair appointed Messrs
Totman of Alstead, Upton of Concord and Spanos of Newport.
Mr. Johnson of Hanover moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a

House be

concurrent resolution not previously advertised in the Journal,
and spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Spanos of Newport spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.
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Concurrent Resolution
Concurrent Resolution relative

manner

to the

of

amend-

ing the Federal Constitution.

Whereas, the House of Representatives did on Tuesday,
February 26, 1963, adopt Concurrent Resolution No. 7, memorializing Congress to call a convention for the purpose of proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
relating to Article

V thereof;

Whereas, on April
current Resolution No.

1963, the Senate did adopt said

9,

7;

and
Con-

and

Whereas, said Concurrent Resolution No. 7 called for a
duly attested copy of the Resolution to be transmitted to the
Secretary of the Senate of the United States, the clerk of the
House of Representatives of the United States and to each
member of the Congress from this state. Now therefore be it
Resolved, That the action taken by the General Court be
reversed and that a copy of this Resolution be transmitted to the
Secretary of the Senate of the United States, the Clerk of the

House

of Representatives of the

member of

*

The

United

States,

and

to

each

the Congress from this state.
*

*

concurrent resolution was adopted.

HB

Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow moved that
344, relating
building aid, be taken from the Appropriations committee and that the bill be acted on at the present time, and
spoke in favor of the motion.
to school

Messrs Goode of Manchester, O'Neil of Chesterfield, Sheriof Berlin and Pappagianis of Nashua spoke against the
motion.

dan

Mrs.

Weeks

of

Greenland spoke against the motion.

Mrs. Schwaner spoke a second time in favor of the motion.

The motion

did not prevail.
Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate has passed
the following joint resolution, in the passage of which it asks
the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
SJR
ways.

14, establishing a

committee

to study safety

on high-

Thursday, June
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Introduction of a Senate Joint Resolution

SJR

committee to study safety on highways,
and second time and referred to Transportation.

14, establishing a

was read a

first

Reconsideration

Mr. Upton moved that the House reconsider its adoption
of a resolution by which SB 119, providing for representative
to the general court from the town of Sugar Hill, was referred
to the Supreme Court and spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion

prevailed.

Mr. Upton offered
moved that SB 119 and
the Supreme Court.
Whereas,

it is

the following substitute resolution and
the substitute resolution be referred to

imperative that the town of Sugar Hill ob-

tain the answers to these questions before the next Constitu-

tional

Convention on the second Wednesday of

that appropriate action
is

may

May

1964, so

be taken in the event Sugar Hill

not entitled to a representative until 1970.

so that said resolution as

To

amended

the Honorable

Whereas, Senate

Bill

No.

sentative to the General Court

shall read as follows:

Supreme Court

119,

An

from

act providing for repre-

thet

own

of Sugar Hill,

is

pending before the House of Representatives, and

as to

Whereas, the town of Sugar Hill did not
be included in the federal census, and

exist in 1960 so

Whereas, the town of Sugar Hill was created by separation
from the town of Lisbon and incorporated by act of the General Court of New Hampshire in 1961, and

Whereas, in the year of 1966 the presently entitled cities,
wards and towns may elect a total of 399 representatives, and
it is apparent that there is one or more inhabtown so that it would be entitled to representaleast one session in every ten years, and

Whereas,
itants of said

tion in at

of

Whereas, Senate Bill No. 119 would authorize the election
one representative in the year 1966, and
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Whereas, questions have arisen
of said act, now therefore be it

Whereas,

it is

as to the constitutionality

imperative that the town of Sugar Hill ob-

tain the ans^s^ers to these questions before the next Constitutional Convention on the second Wednesday of May 1964, so
that appropriate action may be taken in the event Sugar Hill
is

not entitled to a representative until 1970.

Resolved, that the Justices of the Supreme Court be respectfully requested to give their opinion upon the following
questions of law:
1.

constitutionally competent for the General Court

Is it

to authorize an election by the town of Sugar Hill for a
representative in the year 1966 when there was no
census of said town in 1960, under Article 9 of Part

Second of the Constitution of
2.

New

Hampshire?

constitutionally competent for the General Court

Is it

under Article 9 of Part Second of the Constitution of New Hampshire wherein it
"in making such apportionment no town
is specified
to authorize caid election

—

shall
3.

Is

-

be divided"?

the presently

unknown number

of inhabitants of

on the requisite number established for one representative a bar under Article II of Part Second of the Constitution of New
Hampshire? Be it further
the

town

of Sugar Hill as bearing

Resolved, That the Speaker transmit seven copies of this
resolution and of Senate Bill No. 119 to the Clerk of the Su-

preme Court

for consideration

The motion

by said Court.

prevailed.

Resolution

Mr. O'Shan of Laconia offered the following resolution
and moved its adoption:
Resolved, that the Speaker appoint a committee of 5 to
the advisability of installing an air-conditioning
system in Representatives Hall before the 1965 session of the
investigate

Legislature.

Thursday, June

The

27,

1963
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resolution was adopted.

Reconsideration

Mr. Goode of Manchester moved that the House reconmotion whereby SB 118, relative to the improvement
of Hampton Harbor entrance and the restoration of sand lost
by erosion on state owned land at Hampton Beach was passed,
and that the bill be recommitted to Appropriations.
sider the

The motion

prevailed.

Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to allow public hearings without
two days notice to be held on Senate bills 24, 25 & 60.

House be

The motion

prevailed.

The Chair announced that today
Forbes of Marlow.
*

*

is

the birthday of Mrs.

*

On motion of Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow the House adjourned from the morning session.
Afternoon Session

On

motion of Mr. Hill of Conway the rules of the House
suspended as to permit third reading of bills by title
only, resolutions by caption only, and that when the House adjourns today it be to meet tomorrow morning at <1 1:00 a.m.
were

so far

Third Readings

The following Senate bills and Senate Joint Resolutions
were read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of State
to be engrossed:
SB

30, relative to cost of vaccinating infected animals.

SB

134, relative to retirement benefits for officials

and em-

ployees of the regional association.

SB
SB
cases.

52, relative to firemen's retirement system.

101, relating to interest

from date of writ in certain
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107, relating to the unlawful practice of professional

SB

engineering.

SB

110, authorizing insurance

to offer to senior citizens of

against major financial

SB

companies to join together

New Hampshire

health insurance

loss.

116, relative to fees for insurance

companies and

brokers.

employment of minors.

SB

1

SB

125, relative to laying out highways.

SB

69, relative to the

SB

77, to clarify the status of passenger

13, relative to

timber yield

tax,

tramway

devices.

adopting the base taxation proration and
procity agreement.

SB

SB

103,

46, relative to

SB

98,

motor vehicle road

reci-

tolls.

regulating the issuance of motor vehicle dealer

plates.

SB 109, adopting the compact on taxation
consumed by interstate buses.

of

motor

fuels

SB

131, relative to the use of transporter plates.

SB

108, relative to the application of federal funds for civil

defense.

SB

61, relative to credit unions.

SJR
the

SPD

11, in favor of the

New Hampshire

Savings

Bank and

realty Corporation.

SJR

12,

making

deficiency appropriation for the interim

commission on education.

The
and sent

following Senate bills were read a third time, passed,
to the Senate for concurrence in the House amend-

ments.

SB

3,

permitting the hunting of deer (Note: Mr, Cann of
to be recorded as voting against SB 3,)

Claremont wished

SB

33, to

ern counties.

provide an industrial agent for the three north-
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SB

115, relative to early land acquisition

by Nashua Hous-

ing Authority.

The

following House

bills

and House Joint Resolution

were read a third time, passed, and sent

to the Senate for con-

currence:

HB 563, for the establishment of authorized regional enrollment (AREA) schools and creating the New Hampshire
school building authority.
HB

608, providing compensation for persons

limitations

HB

on

signs

on

damaged by

interstate highways.

588, authorizing training of auxiliary state police.

HJR 40,

in favor of Earl Hill of Pittsfield.

HB 606, relating to mosquito control.
HB 641, relative to business corporation law.
HB 647, relating to life insurance limits in

loans for edu-

cational purposes.

HB 589, relative to group insurance.
HB 622, relative to private water supplies.
HB 596, adopting the Uniform Narcotic
relating to the

HB

Drug Act and

Pharmacy Commission.

376, establishing the elevator inspection law.

*

*

*

On motion of Mrs. Potter of Northumberland the House
adjourned at 10:41 P.M.

FRIDAY, June

The House met

at

1 1

:00 A.

28, 1963

M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered

as follows

by the Chaplain:

—

Almighty God, Our Father
with humble hearts we
pause in the midst of these busy moments to lift our thoughts to
Thee; being mindful of our responsibilities, our limitations.
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and our

abilities.

Let

Thy

faithful Light of

Love

so shine

upon

us in these hours to guide and direct us in our quest for knowledge and in our search for truth. May our every decision be

and our every action inspired by Thy
Endow us with the confidence of faith and the Spirit
as we labor in the preservation of our liberties. Bestow

exercised ^vith care,
presence.
of Peace

Thy

continual blessing upon our Governor, his Council, and
Members of this Joint Convention as they strive to serve
and glorify Thee through their stewardship of our Granite
State. Amen.
the

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

House
Mr. Berrin^er of Woodstock led the Convention in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

Leaves of Absence

McDonough of Ne^v Castle and Mr. Johnson of Rochand Miss Park of Lyme were granted leave of absence for
today and tomorrow on account of illness.
Mrs.

ester

(Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield in the Chair)
Rejiort of Engrossed Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate Bills and Joint Resolutions:

HB

111,

An

act relating to the printing of proceedings of

the county convention of Belknap County.

HB

234,

An

act relating to the

bounty on bobcats, lynxes,

timber evolves and prairie wolves.

HB

408,

An

act relating to the

board of water commis-

sioners of the city of Somersworth.

HB

413,

An

act relative to

435,

An

act relative to the sewerage system in the city

emergency

lights

on motor

ve-

hicles.

HB

of Somersworth.
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HB

An

494,

act relative

the compensation of state

to

employees engaged in snow removal.

HB

An

553,

act to establish a

new approtionment

for the

assessment of public taxes.

HB

597,

An

act

654,

An

act providing for additional appropriations

adopting a

state radiation control pro-

gram.

HB
to

meet certain contractural

SB

An

14,

deficiencies.

act relative to revocation

and suspension

of

licenses.

SB

70,

codes by

An

cities

SB

100,

SB

122,

act authorizing the adoption of fire prevention

and towns.

An

act relating to the practice of accountancy.

An

act providing for

an executive Secretary for

the cancer commission.

SB

127,

An

act to give authority to the director of the divi-

make

sion of mental health to
the Laconia state school

SB

137,

An

HJR

11,

19,

between

John M. Hunt Home.

act relating to the

Mary

E.

Hunt Home

for

Joint resolution providing an appropriation for

War Centennial

HJR

transfers of residents
state hospital.

act relating to the

SB 138, An
Aged Women.
the Civil

and the

Commission.

Joint resolution providing funds for completion
and special aid to heavily timbered

of forest conservation aid

towns payments.

HB

256,

An

act authorizing retirement system for

em-

ployees of the city of Berlin.

HB

317,

An

act

providing additional retirement allow-

ances for certain retired teachers.

HB

546,

An

act

making appropriations

for the expenses of

certain departments of the state for the year ending

June

1965.

HB

628,

An

act relative to the practice of chiropractic.

30,
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SB

An

51,

act providing for the construction of a bridge

parallel to the General} Sullivan bridge.

SB

An

89,

act

making an appropriation

for educational

television.

SB

96,

HJR

An

act relative to tax abatements.

Marcus

34, Joint resolution in favor of

E. Diffender-

fer et al.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Langdon

Mr. York

of

Concord

Mrs. Forbes of

Marlow

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the follo^ving entitled bills and joint resolutions sent up from
to

the

House

HB

of Representatives:

612, relative to re-examination of

motor vehicle op-

erators over seventy years of age.

HB

625, providing for the incorporation of a public au-

thority for the purpose of the operation of transit

companies

operating within municipalities.

HB 219, relative to motor carriers of property.
HB 582, relative to legislative mileage allowances.
HB 439, continuing appropriation for expansion of

state

park system.

HB

64, relative to

funds for the state nursing scholarship

program.

HB

567, relative to notices of

and time

for

holding town

caucuses.

HB
cials in

576, relative to

appointment of

assistant election offi-

towns.

HB
HB

566, relative to beagle field trials.

607, relating to revision of supervisory unions

reassignment of personnel.

and
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HJR
station

6,

relative to operating expenses of educational

WENH-TV Channel

11,

TV

Durham.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB 653, making appropriations for capital improvements,
long term repairs and deferred maintenance for the state of
New Hampshire and the President has appointed as members
of said Committee on the part of the Senate: Senator Hodgdon
and Senator Drake.
A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

532, relative to classification of temporary and seasonal
employees and the President has appointed as members of
said Committee on the part of the Senate: Senator DeLude and
Senator Whalen.
state

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

539, relative to hunting

and

fishing licenses for person-

nel stationed or attached to the naval shipyard

and the

Presi-

dent has appointed as members of said Committee on the part
of the Senate: Senator Battles and Senator Monahan.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB

542. relative to settlements in behalf of minors.

Conference Committee Report

The Conference Committee

to

whom

was referred HB 542,
having considered

relative to settlements in behalf of minors,

the same, report the same with the

House recede from
its

recommendation that the
position of nonconcurrence in the adop-

amendment and the Senate recede from the
amendment and the following amendment be

tion of the Senate

adoption of
adopted:

its
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Amend

said bill by striking out section

,1

and inserting

in place thereof the following:
1

Minors.

and inserting

Amend RSA

462:2 by striking out said section
462:2 Settlements

in place thereof the following:

No

amount

which exbrought in
behalf of an infant by parent or next friend shall be valid unless approved by the court in which the action is pending or to
which the writ is returnable. In any suit on behalf of an infant
or against an infant or in ^vhich an infant is interested, the court
in Behalf of Minors.

hundred and

ceeds seven

may make

all

settlement, the
fifty dollars,

of

any

of

suit

necessary orders for protecting the interests of

and may require the guardian ad litem, parent or
next friend to give bond to truly account for all money received
on behalf of the infant whether through settlement, judgment,
the infant

decree or other order.

Gilbert

Robert

Upton

W. Moore

Willis R. Johnson
Conferees on the part of the

House

Arthur Olson
Herbert W. Rainie
Conferees on the part of the Senate

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

471, adopting certain provisions of the

uniform vehicle

code.

Amendment

to

HB

471

Amend RSA 262-A:21, as inserted by section 1 of the bill,
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:

Highway Markings. The commissioner of puband highways and, subject to his approval, selectmen
of any town or board of mayor and aldermen or group having
similar powers in any city, having control of any highway may
order such marking of highway, by painted lines, as is deemed
262 -A: 21

lic

n'orks
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necessary to the safe and efficient use of any such highway. In
ordering or approving such marking the commissioner of public

works and highways insofar

as

is

practicable shall conform

accepted standards and any marking of the highway by painted lines shall prima facie be deemed to be approved or ordered by the commissioner of public works and
high^vays. When the single center line highway marking method is used, no operator of a motor vehicle shall, while proceeding along a highn^ay drive any part of such vehide to the left
of nor across an unbroken painted line marked on the highway
by order of or with the approval of the said commissioner, except as herein otherwise provided and when the barrier line
highway marking system is employed, no operator of a motor
vehicle shall while proceeding along a highway, drive any part
of such vehicle to the left of nor across an unbroken painted
line marked on the highway in such operator's lane by order of
or with the approval of said commissioner except (1) in an
emergency, or (2) to permit ingress or egress to side roads or
property adjacent to the highway, or (3) in case such operator
has an unobstructed view and can see the end of the said unbroken painted line.
to nationally

Further amend said

renumbering section

bill

by striking out section 5 and by

6 to read section 5.
*

On
Senate

*

*

motion of Mr. Olaflin of Wolfeboro, reading of the

amendment was dispensed

with.

Mr. Claflin explained the amendment.

The House concurred

A

in the Senate

amendment.

announced that the Senate has
with the following titles, in the passage of which it
asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
passed

SB
title

further Senate message

bills

76, to establish a

and

uniform motor vehicle

certificate of

anti-theft act.

SB

17, to

SB

102, to regulate the carriage of

make appropriation

for a state-owned aircraft.

household goods for hire

by motor vehicle.
Introduction of Senate Bills

The following Senate
time and referred as follows:

bills

were read a

first

and second
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SB
title

76, to establish a

and

uniform motor vehicle certificate of
committees on Judiciary and

anti-theft act, to Joint

Transportation.

SB

17, to

make appropriation

for a state-owned aircraft, to

Claims and Aeronautics.

Mr. Kearns of Manchester moved that the order whereby
SB 17 was referred to the Claims and Aeronautics committees.
be vacated and that the bill be sent to Appropriations.
Mrs. Schwaner of Plaistow spoke against the motion.

Mr. Taft of Greenville spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was
SB
hire by

adopted.

102, to regulate the carriage of

motor

household goods for

vehicle, to Transportation.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House
of Representatives:

HB

565, to revise the law relating to cooperative school

districts.

Amendment

Amend
lines

2

HB

565

section 2 of said bill by striking out the

and inserting
Functions.

1961, 44:1

to

first

two

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

and 206:3 by

195:4

(supp)

as

striking out said section

amended by
and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Amend

section 14 of said bill by striking out the

and inserting
14

Repeal and Effect Thereof.

amended by

first

line

in place thereof the following:

1955, 334:7

Nothing herein

RSA

and 1961, 206:1

is

195:3

(supp)

as

hereby repealed.
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the

On motion of Mrs. Greene
amendment.

of

Rye

the

House concurred

in

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB

475, relating to trustee process on banks

and similar

corporations.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its
amendments to the following bill:
SB

82,

establishing a council of resources

and develop-

ment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB

lic

434, relating to
works.

minimum

wages of employees in pub-

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the following entitled bills:
SB

106,

relative

to

continuous

relative

to

salary of the justices of Rochester

financial

responsibility

certificates.

HB

399,

municipal court.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bill,

of Representatives:

HB 500, relative to real estate brokers.
Amendment

to

HB

500

Amend section 5 of said bill by adding at the end of the
section, after the words, each fiscal year, the words; of 1964 and
1965; so that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:
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5 Funds available. For the purpose of getting funds for
temporary and/or part-time clerical assistance and additional
printing, mailing and other current expenses required by the
examination procedure provided for by this act, the insurance
commissioner is authorized to pay for such assistance and ex-

penses out of receipts collected for real estate licensing fees not
to exceed the sum of $2,500 for each fiscal year of 1964 and
1965.

On

motion of Mr. McMeekin

of Haverhill the

House

con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
following entitled

House

bill,

of Representatives:

HB
pitail,

ilies,

400, to provide group life insurance, and group hosmedical and surgical care for state employees, their famand for retired state employees and their spouses.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

400

the bill by inserting the following

new

section:

Recreation; Appropriation. A director of community recreation advisory services in the division
of recreation shall be established and a sum of twelve thousand
dollars appropriated for said purpose and no part of said sum
shall be transferred to any other appropriation or expended
for any other purpose.
3

Director of

Community

Further amend the

bill

by renumbering section 3

to read

section 4.

On motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the House nonconcurred in the Senate amendment and a committee of conference be appointed.
The Chair appointed Mr. Eaton
Prescott of Laconia,

and Mr. Belcourt

on the part of the House.

of

of

Hillsborough, Mr.

Nashua

as conferees
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A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, to the following Senate Bill, in the adoption
of which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

SB

92, relative to chiropodists.

Amendment

Amend

SB 92

to

same and inserting

section 5 by striking out the

in place thereof the following:

The board of podiatry shaill be allowed
two hundred and twenty-five dollars for personal
services for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964. The said sum
is appropriated for said board for said year in the appropriation
5

the

Appropriation.

sum

of

act.

On

motion of Mr. Pinkham

of

Northwood

the

House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

510, relative to study for

Amendment

Amend
sum
as

amended

to

HB

pesticides controls.

510

section 2 of the bill by striking out the words, "the

of five thousand dollars"

words, the

improved

sum
shall

and inserting

in place thereof the

of three thousand dollars; so that said section

read as follows:

2 Appropriation. For the purpose of providing funds for
the use of the interim committee on improved pesticides controls the sum of three thousand dollars is hereby appropriated.

The

appropriation

made hereunder

shall

be a continuing ap-
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The members of the committee
be entitled to mileage for travel performed on official
business, payable from the funds hereby appropriated. The
governor is authorized to draw his warrant for the sum hereby
appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
propriation and shall not lapse.

shall

appropriated.
*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Pinkham

of

Northwood

the

House

con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

announced

further Senate message

curs with the

House

following entitled
sage of

which new

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill, in

title

new

title

and new

and new

draft, in the pas-

draft the Senate asks the con-

currence of the House of Representatives:

HB

319, relative to clams

House

IN

and mussels.
No. 319

Bill

NEW TITLE AND NEW DRAFT
AN ACT
relative to clams

1

Size

and Limit.

and mussels.

Amend RSA

211:62 (supp) as amended

by 1957, 251:1 and 1959, 194:1 by inserting after the word
"oysters" in the sixth line the words, provided, however, that
the size of said clams shall be not less than two inches and each
person shall be allowed a taking of undersize clams in a quantity
not to exceed twenty per cent of the taking authorized by the
rules

and regulations of the

amended

The

director, so that said section as

shall read as follows:

211:62 Authority for Taking.

and game department upon advice of
the advisory committee on shore fisheries and fish and game
commission is authorized to make rules and regulations relative
to the size, number and quantity limits for legal taking, open
and closed seasons for legal taking, areas to be opened or closed
to takinsf and the manner of takinsr clams, clam worms and
oysters; provided however that the size of said clams shall be
not less than two inches and each person shall be allowed a
director of the fish

taking of undersized clams in a quantity not to exceed twenty
per cent of the taking authorized by the rules and regulations
of the director. Existing rules and regulations shall continue
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in effect until the effective date of
in accordance with section 21 1 :63.

new

regulations promulgated

Removal of. Amend RSA 211 by inserting after
section 61 (supp) as amended by 1957, 251:1, the following
new section: 211:61-a Removal Directed. Within the limits of
the revenue derived from the shellfish licenses and fines provided in this chapter, the fish and game department is directed
to remove mussels from the so-called middle grounds in Sea2 Mussels,

brook in Hampton river harbor. Said area
by the advisory committee on shore fisheries.
3
its

Takes

This

Effect.

shall

be staked out

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

*

*

*

New London

Mr. London of

spoke in explanation of the

amendment.
motion of Mr. Drew of Farmington the House concurred in the new title and new draft.

On

SB

118, relative

Committee Report
to the improvement

of

Hampton Harbor

entrance and restoration of sand lost by erosion on state-owned
land at Hampton Beach, Mr. Ring of Hampton for Appropriations. Ought to pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

to

SB 118

the bill by striking out

all after

section

1

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
2

Funds Provided. The sum of three hundred

fifty

thou-

hereby appropriated for the purpose of carrying
into effect the provisions of this act, including engineering and
construction costs. Provided, that none of the funds hereby
appropriated shall be expended unless the town of Hampton
shall have paid over to the state for expenditure by the governor
and council for the purpose of RSA 216-B and as the share of
the cost of said town of the beach erosion project the sum of
twenty thousand dollars.
sand dollars

3

is

Bond Issue Authorized. To provide funds for the
made in section 2, the state treasurer is hereby

propriation
thorized,

under the direction of the governor and council,

ap-

auto
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upon

borrow^

the credit of the state in a

sum not exceeding

hundred fifty thousand dollars, and for that purpose may
issue bonds or notes in the name and on behalf of the state.
Such bonds shall be deemed a pledge of the faith and credit to
the state. The interest and principal due on bonds or notes
issued under this act shall be paid from the general fund.
Monies received from the bond issue are to be expended under
the direction of the commissioner of public works and highways.
three

4 Form; Proceeds of Sale. The governor and council shall
determine the form of such bonds or notes, their rate of interest,
the dates when interest shall be paid, the dates of maturity, the
places where principal and interest shall be paid and the time
or times of issue. Such bonds or notes shall be signed by the
state treasurer and countersigned by the governor. The state
treasurer may sell such bonds or notes under the direction of
the governor and council. The governor is authorized to draw
his warrants for the sum hereinbefore appropriated for the
purposes of this act out of the proceeds of the sale of said bonds
or notes.

The secretary of state shall keep an account
bonds or notes showing the number and amount of
each, the time of countersigning, the time when payable, and
5

Accounts.

of all such

the date of delivery to the state treasurer.
shall

The

state treasurer

keep an account of each bond or note showing the number

and amount thereof,
amount received for

the

name

of the person to

the same, the date of

whom

sale,

sold, the

and the time

^v^hen payable.

6
Short term Notes. Prior to the issuance of the bonds
hereunder, and in anticipation of the collection of revenue
hereunder, the state treasurer, under the direction of the governor and council, may for the purposes hereof borrow money
from time to time on short-term notes, to be refunded by the
issuance of the bonds hereunder. Provided, however, that at
no time shall the indebtedness of the state on such short-term
notes exceed the sum of three hundred fifty thousand dollars.

Federal Participation. Any funds received from the fedas its share of the cost of the project authorized
in section 1 shall be credited to the general fund.
7

eral

government
8

its

Takes

passage.

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after
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Mr. Goode of Manchester explained the

bill.

The amendment

bill

^vas

adopted and the

was ordered to

a third reading.

On

motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit third reading and
passage of SB 1 18 at the present time by title only.

House were
final

Third Reading

SB

118, relative to the

entrance and

owned land

improvement

the restoration of sand lost

Hampton Harbor
by erosion on state-

of

Hampton

Beach, was read a third time, passed,
and sent to the Senate for concurrence in the House amendment.
at

Reconsideration

Mr. Goode of Manchester having voted with the majority
moved that the House reconsider its vote where it passed SB
118 and spoke against the motion.

The motion was not adopted.
Mr. Rice of Peterborough, having voted with the majority,
moved that the House reconsider its vote whereby it concurred
in the Senate amendment on HB 402, relating to posting lands
against trespass, and spoke against the motion.

Mr. Kelley of Littleton spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Martin of Littleton spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs Willey of Campton and Urie of
spoke against the motion.

New Hampton

(discussion ensued)

Mrs.

it

Hampson

of

Hebron spoke

against the motion.

Mr. Casassa of Hampton moved the previous question and
was sufficiently seconded.

The motion prevailed.
The
402.

question no^v being on the motion to reconsider

HB
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The motion was not adopted.

On motion of
were so

far

Mr. Larty of Haverhill the rules of the House
suspended as to permit a hearing on SB 55 without

t^vo days notice in the Journal.

Committe Reports (continued)

SJR
for

13, in

Edna M.

favor of

Paine, Mr.

Claims and Aeronautics. Ought to

The

Henry

of

Concord

pass.

Resolution was ordered to a third

Senate Joint

reading.

On motion of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to place SJR 134 on third reading and final passage by caption only at the present time.
Third Reading

SJR

13, in

and

passed,

Edna M.

favor of

Reports

SB

Paine, was read a third time,

sent to the Secretary of State to be engrossed.

(cent.)

household goods for
Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro for Trans-

102, to regulate the carriage of

motor

hire by

portation,

The

vehicle,

Ought

bill

to pass.

was ordered

to a third reading.

On motion of Mr. Claflin of Wolfeboro the rules of the
House were so far suspended as to permit third reading and
final passage of SB 102 at the present time by title only.
Third Reading

SB
hire by

102, to regulate the carriage of

motor vehicle was read

to the Secretary of State to

household goods for

a third time, passed,

and sent

be engrossed.

Committee of Conference Report

The Committee
House

Bill

of Conference, to whom was referred
No. 273, relating to investments of savings banks.
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having considered the same, report the same

Avith the

recom-

mendation that the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence and concur in the adoption of the Senate amendment.

Mr. Stevens of Epsom
Mr. Asby of Canterbury
Mr. Manning of Manchester
Conferees on the part of the House
Senator Holmes
Senator Lamontagne
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The report was adopted
Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
House of Representatives for a
Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

to accede to the request of the

HB

366, relative to a municipal court system with district

courts

and the President has appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the Senate: Senator Rainie and Senator Green.
#

On
were so

#

#

motion of Mrs. Greene of Rye the rules of the House
suspended as to permit the introduction of a com-

far

mittee report not previously advertised in the Journal.

SB

140, relative to increasing the trustees of

Academy, Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield

for Education.

Pinkerton

Ought

to

pass.

The

bill

was ordered to a third reading.

On

motion of Miss Whipple of Lebanon the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit third reading and
passage of SB 140 at the present time by title only.

House were
final

Third Reading

SB

140, relative to increasing the trustees of

Academy, was read a third time,
tary of State to be engrossed.

passed,

and

Pinkerton

sent to the Secre-
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A
curs

A\

further Senate message
ith the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled

House

of Representatives:

HB
tics

427, to provide per

diem

for

members

of the aeronau-

commission

Amendment

to

HB

427

Amend the bill by inserting the following ne^v section 3:
Appropriation; Probation Department. In addition to any
other appropriation for the probation department there is
hereby appropriated for the fiscal year June 30, 1964 the sum
of two thousand eight hundred and t^venty-five dollars and for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965 the sum of two thousand
nine hundred and nineteen dollars for a new position of clerk
stenographer I for the Concord district office. These appropriations shall be from the general funds of the state.
3

Further amend the bill by striking out the original section
and inserting in place therefor the following section 4: 4
Takes Effect. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
3

^

On

motion

of

W

•Jr

Mr. Goode of Manchester the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB 552, relative to bridges on class II highways
Amendment

Amend

the

title to

to

HB

552

the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An Act relative to bridges on class II highways.
Amend

section

1

of the bill by striking out the

inserting in place thereof the following:

same and
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1 Bridges on Class II Highways. The commissioner of pubworks and highways is directed to conduct a study of the
probable cost to the state of the assumption by the state, not
later than June 30, 1965, of all maintenance or reconstruction
of all bridges on class II highways within the state. The commissioner shall submit a report of his finding not later than
January 15, 1965 to the next regular session of the legislature.

lic

Hampson

Mrs.

Hebron spoke

of

in favor of the

amend-

ment.

On

motion of Mr. Taft of Greenville the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

Committee Report

SB

31, relative to reciprocity in the

CoUishaw

of Exeter for

purchase of liquor, Mr.

Liquor Laws. Ought

Mr. Brummer of Lisbon explained the

to pass.

bill.

(discussion ensued)

Mr. Taft of Greenville spoke against the report.
(discussion ensued)

On a viva voce vote the Nays appeared to have it.
Mr. Brummer of Lisbon requested a division.
(Speaker in the Chair)

The Chair
that there was a

The

requested a

quorum

question

quorum count and was

satisfied

present.

now being

shall the bill

be read a third time.

A division count being taken and 78 members having voted
in the affirmative

Mr.

Maxham

and 161
of

in the negative, the

Concord moved

postponed.

The motion was adopted.

that

SB

motion was

lost.

31 be indefinitely
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Senate Message

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:
HB

400, to provide group life insurance, and groups hosmedical and surgical care for state employees, their families, and for retired state employees and their spouses, and the
President has appointed as members of said Committee on the
part of the Senate: Senator Hodgdon and Senator Monahan.

pital,

Recess

After Recess

Resolutions
Messrs Hutchinson of Chichester and Taft of Greenville
offered the following Resolutions:

Whereas^ We have learned of the great honor which has
been paid to two of our Fello^v Members, and
Whereas, The President of the United States has seen fit to
send Henry L. Stevens of Epsom and Eloi A. Adams of Madbury as farmer representatives from New Hampshire in his
Peoples to Peopiles Program to Russia, therefore be it

Members of the House of RepreCourt convened, do offer our congiatulaour Fellow Members, and be it further

Resolved, That we, the
sentatives in General
tions to

Resolved, That we also wish them "bon voyage" and a
culmination of their trip.

fruitful

The resolutions were unanimously adopted.
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Communications

New Hampshire State Hospital
School of Nursing
Concord, N. H.

June

25, 1963

Mr. Stuart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Ne^v Hampshire State Legislature
Concord, New Hampshire

Dear Mr. Lamprey:

We, the members of the New Hampshire State Hospital
School of Nursing, its Faculty, Students and Alumnae, would
like to express to you our deepest appreciation for your Resolution dated Tuesday, May 28, 1963 as it appeared on page 9
of the Journal of the House of Representatives. This Legislative recognition of our dedication to the emotional and physical
health of Ncav Hampshire citizens

who

labor to uphold

New

is

gratifying to those of us

Hampshire's high health standards.

The consideration and passage of this Resolution also
demonstrates a significant example of foresight concerning the
future welfare of the mentally and physically ill in the United
States. Of all the states of our country. New York and New
Hampshire have been most able to effectively support their state
mental hospital schools of nursing and thus have a most valuable source of staff. Undoubtedly this is a paramount reason
that the nurse-patient ratio at the Ne^v^ Hampshire State Hospital is one of the best in the country
and why our patients
receive better care than the mentally ill in many state institu-

—

tions.

We

are proud not only to

work

in the

New Hampshire

State Hospital, but also to be citizens of a State ^vhich recognizes the

need

for,

and expresses best wishes toward, its State
Thank you so much for your kind

Hospital School of Nursing.
consideration.

Respectfully yours,

Dorothy M. Breene, RN, BS
Director of Nursing

N

Janet E. Small, RN, MS N Ed
Director, School of Nursing
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June

24, 1963

Hon. Stewart Lamprey
House of Representatives
Concord, N. H.
Dear Mr. Lamprey:
I

wish to convey

my

sincere thanks

members of the General Court on
when I was in the hospital.

and appreciation

to all

the Resolutions sent to

me

I was discharged from the Veterans Hospital Friday, June
and am home recuperating. I am feeling very good but am
told to minimize my activities.

21

Cordially yours,

William A. Cote
Manchester,

Ward 8

Mr. McAllister of Barnstead offered the following mileage
report:

Mileage Report

Mr. McAllister of Barnstead, for the Committee on Mileage, presented the following report:

Rockingham
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Deerfield

26

Ross E. Watts
Dei-ry (4)

Charles H.

Gay

Hayford T. Kimball
John L. Scott
James H. White

34
32
32
32

East Kingston

Guy

E. Nickerson

Epping
John D. Hackett,
Exeter

44

Sr.

36

E. Collishaw

46
45
46
47

(4)

Lyman

Edwin W. Eastman
James A. Purington*
Stephen D. Wheeler

Fremont
William

B.

Wylie

36

Greenland

Edna

B.

Hampstead
Doris M.

Hampton

Weeks
Spollett

Donald A. Ring

Dean Shindledecker

Hampton

40

(3)

Herbert A. Casassa
C.

53

53
60
51

Falls

Russell P. Merrill, Jr.

50

Kensington
D. Everett Palmer

50

Kingston
Ernest D. Clark

Londonderry
Howell F. Shepard

New

42

29

Castle

Kathleen B.

McDonough

51
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Newmarket
F.

(2)

40
40

Albert Sewall

John Twardus

Newton
George L. Cheney

48

North Hampton
George G. Carter

50

Northwood
Ernest L.

Pinkham

23

Plaistow (2)

Mildred L. Palmer
Annie M. Schwaner

46
46

Portsmouth

Ward

1

(2)

William

F. Keefe
Paul M. McEachern

Ward

2 (3)

Henry

S.

Murch,

Jr.

Ernest E. Stafford
Ann Sadler

Ward

50
50

50
48
50

3 (2)

C. Cecil

Dame

50
50

Clayton E. Osborn

Ward

4

(2)

Melvin H. Chandler
Julia H. White

Ward

5 (2)

Carmelo C. Cavalieri
Hector Coussouile

Ward

50
50

50
50

6 (2)

Simes Frink

47
47

Dorothy L. Legasse

Raymond
Calvin

Rye

J.

Langford

31

(2)

Elizabeth A. Greene

Maynard

L.

Young,

Jr.

52
53
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(6)

John
John

Roy

43
43
43
43
43
43

Canty
Grant

F.
J.

Morrill

Bessie M. Morrison
Leonard B. Peever
Walter E. Stickney

Seabrook

Myron

52

B. Felch

Stratham
Nelson E. Barker

47

Windham
Edward N. Herbert
Strafford

38

County

Barrington

Dorothy B. Berry

Dover

32

—

Ward

1

(3)

Alice F. Blanchette

41

Max W.

41
41

Leighton
Albert L. Nelson

Ward

2 (2)

Frank

Grimes

J.

Patrick N. H. O'York

Hemon**

Ernest

Ward

3 (2)

Carrdll E. Fellows

Robert

Ward

40
40
40

J.

Smith

40
40

4 (3)

William

E.

40

Harriett

W.

41

Colbath
B. Richardson
C. Tuttle

Hugh
Ward 5(1)

John Maglaras

Durham

42

40

(3)

Laurence A. Bevan
Leon M. Crouch
Albert D. Littlehale

36
38
36
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Farmington (2)
Ralph W. Canney
Robert B. Drew

43
43

Lee
Shirley

37

M. Clark

Madbury
Eloi A.

Adams

38

Milton

Ruth H. Dawson

53

New Durham
Idanelle T.

Rochester

—

Ward

(1)

1

Moulton

46

Ernest L. Rolfe

Ward

2 (2)

Winifred E. Hartigan
Maurice E. Marsan

Ward

J.

Dumont

Glenna H. Rubins

Leo

4 (2)
E. Beaudoin

M.

Ansfeline

Ward

St.

Pierre

42
42

42
42

5 (2)

George E. Chase
Harry S. Johnson

Ward

40
42

3 (2)

Paul

Ward

34

42
42

6 (2)

Arnold T. Clement
Edgar G. Varney

43
43

Rollinsford

Fred L. Green

Somersworth

Ward

1

—

(1)

Sarkis N.

Ward

44

Maloomian

47

2 (1)

Napoleon A. Habel

47
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Ward

3 (2)

47
47

J. Cormier
Roland Hebert

Clovis

Ward

4

('1)

Arthur

Ward
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J.

47

Vincent

5 (1)

Leon

J. Littlefield*

47

Strafford

29

Willis G. Bennett

Belknap County
Alton
Fred M. Perkins

31

Barnstead

Arthur M. McAWister

23

Belmont

Norman

Bolduc

22

Center Harbor
L. Keith Matheson

43

P.

Gilford

John Goodhue
Gilmanton
Frank L. Uhlenberg
Laconia

Ward

1

(2)

C. Lacaillade

Walter D. McCarthy

30
30

3(1)

Ayre***
George Head**
Ellis J.

Ward

35
35

2 (2)

Walter A. Harkins
Margaret E. Normandin

Ward

30

—

Rene

Ward

36

29
29

4 (1)

Oscar C. Prescott

29

J
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Ward

5 (2)

29
29

Helen D. Hayner
David O'Shan

Ward

6 (2)

36
^"

George W. Stafford
G. Walter Varrell

31

Meredith

40

Stuart B. Allan

New Hampton

38

H. Thomas Urie
Sanbornton
Olin H. Joslyn
Tilton
Herbert E.

27
o,
"^^

Howe
Carroll County

Bartlett

„,

Donalda K. Howard
Brookfield

Roland

Conway

S.

Hughes

^

^'

(3)

Esther M. Davis
Carroll A. Hill

Milburn

F.

Roberts

°i
83
83

Effingham
Virginia F. Taylor

Jackson
Daniel R. Blanchard

67

89

Madison
Percy A. Blake,

Jr.

Moultonborough
Stewart Lamprey

66

48

Ossipee

Marcus

E. Diffenderfer

69

Sandwich

Mary

S.

Brown

^^
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Tamworth
63

Remick

Earle H.

Tuftonboro
Carrdll A.

Lamprey

Wakefield
Arthur H. Fox

Wolfeboro

57

55

(2)

M. Chamberlain

Leslie

Russell G. Claflin

46
46

Merrimack County
Allenstown
Narcisse V. Guilbeault

10

Andover
Victor E. Phelps

23

Boscawen
Clyde G. Fairbanks

13

Bow
Richard D. Hanson

7

Bradford

Reuben

S.

Moore

Canterbury
William D. Asby

30

15

Chichester

John
Concord

Ward

Hutchinson

B.

—
1

(2)

LaFlamme
Edward H. York
Eli

Ward

8

Upton

2

3(1)

Arthur

Ward

8

2 (1)

Gilbert

Ward

11

4

F.

Henry

3

(2)

Walker B.
Stuart

Dame

Hancock

2

2
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Ward

5 (2)

James C. Bingham
Roger A. Smith

Ward

2
2

6 (4)

Chris K. Andersen

2

Maurice B. MacDonald

2

Elwood Peaslee
Horace W. Sanders

2

Ward

7 (4)

Eralsey C. Ferguson

William

Henry

2

Gove

4

Maxham
Newdl

4
4

Welch

2

P.

Paul B.

Ward

2

C.

8 (1)

Donald

J.

Ward

9(1)
Pasquale V. Rufo

Dunbarton
John W. McKay

3

12

Epsom
Henry

13

—

Franklin

Ward

L. Stevens

1

(1)

Howard R.

Kelley

21

Oilman

21

Peter P. Charland

21

Ward

2(1)

Wiggin

Ward

S.

3 (2)

John

P.

Dempsey

21

Henniker
Lewis H. Carpenter***

18

Helen C. Doon**

19

Hooksett (2)
Alphonse A. Lafond
Gerard Lambert

11
11
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Hopkinton
Samuel Reddy,
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11

Jr.

Loudon
George B. Brown

15

New London
M. Roy London

36

Northfield

Thompson

19

Robert E. Plourde
Joseph H. Robinson

8
8

Doris L.

Pembroke

(2)

Pittsfield (1)

Harriet B. Tarrant

19

Warner
L.

Waldo Bigelow,

Jr.

20

Wilmot
Arthur

E.

Thompson

28

Hillsborough County

Amherst
Orson H. Bragdon

32

Antrim
Ellerton H. Edwards

Bedford

32

(2)

S. Van Loan
Ralph M. Wiggin, Sr.

Anna

23
23

Brookline

Grover C. Farwell

44

Deering

Howard
Goffstown

E.

Whitney

29

(4)

Roland A. Barnard
F. Arthur Bartlett
A. Kenneth Hambleton
Arthur H. Martin

20
20
20
20
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Greenfidd

Donald

C. Davis

42

Greenville

Alexander M. Taft

47

Hancock
Julius Q. Pickering

Hillsborough
Joseph M. Eaton

40

25

Hollis

Daniel Brocklebank

Hudson

45

(4)

John M. Bednar

Thomas

J. Claveau
Christopher F. Gallagher
George J. Provencal

42
42
39
39

Litchfield

Howard

S.

Legallee

Lyndeborough
Edward G. Warren
Manchester

Ward

1

33

47

—

(5)

Greta M. Ainley

20

Saul Feldman

19

George A. Lang
James Pettigrew
Emile J. Soucy

19

Ward

19

19

2 (5)

Donald

S.

Conover

19

Joseph H. Geisel

19

Henry

19

F.

Charles

Goode

W. Kimball

James L. Mahony

Ward

19

19

3 (3)

George A. Bruton
Leo L. Dion
James F. Hayes

20
21

20
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Ward

4 (3)

William

J.

Cullity

Denis F. Mahoney
Walter F. McDermott

Ward

F.

Thomas

E.

Edward

J.

Clancy

Manning
Walsh

22
22
22

6 (6)

Denis

F.

Casey

Edward D. Clancy
George Doherty
Claude E. Dupont
Daniel J. Healy
Michael F. O'Connor

Ward

20
20
20

5 (3)

William

Ward
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22
22
22
21

22
22

7 (4)

Edward T. LaFrance

21

Charles

Leclerc

21

Martel

22

Tessier

21

Albina
Alonzo

Ward

J.
S.

J.

8 (6)

Alphonse L. Bernier

Edward Champagne
William A. Cote
Eugene Delisle, Sr,
Robert W. Moran
Daniel

Ward

J.

Wade

James O'Gara**

20
20

10 (4)

Conrad J. Adams*
Envin Boettcher**
Gerard H. Belanger
Alfred A. Bergeron

John

Ward

22

9(1)

Edward W. Morris*

Ward

22
22
22
22
22

J.

1 1

Kearns

21

22
23

(3)

George J. Hurley
Maurice H. Noel
Joseph H. Kendrigan

21
21

21
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Ward 12 (3)
Armand Capistran
Alphonse Levasseur
Joseph C. Nalette

Ward 13 (4)
Edmond Allard
Rolland Chapdelaine***
Origene Lesmerises**
Lorenzo P. Gauthier
Hector J. Rousseau

Ward

21

22
21

21
21

22
2i

14 (4)

Willibert

Gamache

Emmett

25

J. Grady
Laurent J. Tremblay
Marcel A. Vachon

21

Merrimack (2)
Harold V. Buker, Sr.
Edward J. Haseltine

34
34

Milford

Charles W. Ferguson, Jr.
Charles P. Hayward

Mabel Thompson Cooper
George W. Underbill

37
38

3 (2)

Agenor Belcourt
Hector J. Trombly

Ward

37
37
37
38

2 (2)

George A. Dionne
Wilfrid G. Thibault

Ward

38
36
36

—

^Vard 1 (4)
Marshall Cobleigh
Martha Cole

Ward

21

(3)

Malcolm M. Carter

Nashua

21

39
39

4(1)

Frank Sullivan

39
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Ward

5 (2)

Albert Maynard
George S. Pappagianis

Ward

6 (2)
B.

7 (3)

39
39
40

Ralph W. Boisvert
Arthur J. Chartrain
Samuel F. Mason

Ward

8 (6)

Oscar P. Bissonette
Arthur Bouley

Eugene

I.

DuBois

John Latour
William O. Lavallee
Frank C. Sabluski

Ward

Dumais

39
39

Harold A. Todd

25

Peter

New

39
39
39
39
39
39

9 (2)

William A. Desmarais

New

39
39

39
39

Dionne
Ernest Marcoux

John

Ward
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J.

Boston

Ipswich
53

Theodore H. Karnis

Pelham

(2)

Frederick

W. Garland

Arthur H. Peabody
Peterborough (2)
Walter R. Peterson,
Benjamin M. Rice

Jr.

44
42

48
48

Weare
Scott F.

Eastman

20

Wilton
Philip C. Heald, Jr.

49
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Cheshire County
Alstead

Ralph W. Totman

62

Chesterfield

66

James E. O'Neil

Dublin

Cowing

Belle F.

56

Fitzwilliam

William

Gilsum
Arthur

J.

F.

Watkinson

Turner

68

55

Hinsdale
73

Clifford D. Stearns
Jaffrey (2)

W. Cournoyer
Raymond J. Desmarais

Wilfred

Keene

56
56

—

Ward

1

(3)

Jeremiah

J.

Keating

54
54
54

Frederick L. Pratt
John D. Shea

Ward

2 (2)

Stephen W. Pollock,
Roberta T. Shea
^Vard 3 (2)
Ovila J. Belletete

CleonE. Heald

Ward

4

54
54

54
54

(2)

Frank

J.

Bennett

Ellen Faulkner

Ward

Sr.

55
57

5 (2)

Laurence M. Pickett
Margaret A. Russell

54
54

Marlborough
Wallace B. Oliver

58
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Marlow
53

Roxie A. Forbes

Richmond
75

Jennie B. Bennett

Rindge
James
Swanzey

62

Allen

F.

(2)

Edward Bouvier
Jacob M. Hackler

64

J.

60

Troy
Clarence

Walpole

J.

63

Abare

(2)

73

Louis S. Ballam
Harley W. Smith

73

Westmoreland
George S. Wildey

73

Winchester

John

67

B. Sawyer

Sullivan County

Charlestown

(2)

Adams

Alice E.

Martha McD.
Claremont

Ward

1

Frizzeill

—
(2)

Chauncey L, Cann
William L. Gaffney

Ward

54
54

2 (3)

George

W. Angus

Allan P. Campbell
Sam J. Nahil

Ward

65
65

54
54
53

3 (3)

Arthur

W. Barrows

Carmine

F.

D'Amante

Alton G. Desnoyer***
Cornish
Charles E. Guest,

Sr.

54
54
54

62
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Croydon
Margaret L. Weber

50

Langdon
Eleanor F.

Newport

Marx

64

(3)

Elsie C. Bailey

Maurice J. Downing
Harry V. Spanos

46
46
46

Plainfield

Vernon A. Hood

71

Sunapee
George R. Merrifield

45

Grafton County

Ashland

Thomas Pryor

51

Edwin

93

Bath
P. Charrtberlin

Benton
John Boutin,

Sr.

100

Bethlehem

Malcolm

J.

Stevenson

95

Bristol

Bowdoin Plumer

33

Campton
Philip

S.

Willey

60

Canaan
Caroline R. Grey

50

Dorchester

Arthur R. Goodfellow
Easton
Oliver L. Bowles

60

94

Enfield

Walter C. Morse

56
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Groton
Lauie A. Nettleton

Hanover

50

(3)

Elizabeth

W. Hay ward

William R. Johnson
Fletcher

Haverhill

Low

J.

Norman

A.

Larty

McMeekin

Hebron
Ruth Hampson

45

1

(2)

Arthur F. Adams
George H. Beard

63

63

2 (2)

Ernest R. Coutermarsh

Mary

Ward

89
89

—

Lebanon

Ward

69
69
69

(2)

Wilfred

Ward
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Demers

E.

65
65

3 (2)

Robert M. Lewis

63
63

Gladys L. Whipple

Lincoln

George M, McGee,
Lisbon
George

Sr.

Brummer

75

100

Littleton (3)

Clarence

W.

Allard

100

Fred Kelley
Eda C. Martin

100
100

Lyme
Hazel

I.

Park

80

Orford
Charles L.

Cushman

Plymouth (2)
Kenneth G.
Stephen

W.

Bell

Smith,

Sr.

70

52
52
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Rumney
Jesse A.

Barney

52

Warren
Fayne E. Anderson

62

Waterville

Ralph H. Bean

72

Woodstock
Clair A. Berringer

St.

Berlin

Coos County

—

Ward

1

79

(3)

Leon T. Dubey

120

Guy T.

120
120

Edgar

J.

Fortier

Roy

Ward 2 (2)
Romeo A.

Desilets

Frank H. Sheridan

Ward

3 (3)

W. Connolly
Raymond E. Dumont

Basil

Fay Vashaw

Ward

120
120

120
120
120

4 (3)

Arthur A. Bouchard

120

Jennie G. Fontaine
Rebecca A. Gagnon

120
120

Colebrook
Harry N. Marsh

150

Dixville

Frank C. Nash

Gorham

161

(2)

George W. W. Graham
George H. Keough

114
112

Jefferson

Paul E. Thayer

113
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Lancaster

(2)

116

Lloyd G. Sherman
Ralph D. Shute

HI

Milan

Edna D. Fogg

126

Northumberland (2)
Walter O. Bushey
Natalie M. Potter

124
124

Randolph
Mary

120

E. Arsenault

Stewartstown
160

Darwin M. Brooks
Stratford

135

Bert Stinson

Whitefield

Ada

108

C. Taylor

*Deceased
***Resigned
**Elected to

fill

vacancy caused by death or resigning

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of which
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the House of
Representatives:

HB

563, for the establishment of authorized regional en-

New Hampshire

rollment (AREA) schools and creating the
school building authority

Amendment

Amend
XI

HB

563

the bill by inserting in section

the following

XIL

to

1

after

paragraph

new paragraph:

"Meeting of a receiving

regular or special session of

its

district"

legislative

may

body

include any

in the case of a
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dependent school department, or of its school board
any separately incorporated school district within
which district meetings have been abolished.

city Tvith a

in the case of

a city in

On motion of Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield the House concurred in the Senate amendment.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB
of milk

621, relative to the production, distribution

Amendment

Amend
new

and

sale

and other dairy products.

to

HB

621

the bill by inserting after section 3 the following

sections: 4 Appropriation.

The sum

of five thousand eight

hundred ninety-two dollars is hereby appropriated to be expended by the division of public health for the purposes of
RSA 184:79-102 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964 and
the sum of five thousand, two hundred sixty-five dollars is
hereby appropriated for the same purposes for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1965. The governor is authorized to draw his
warrant for the sums hereby appropriated out of any money in
the treasury not otherwise appropriated.

Further

On

amend

the bill by renumbering section 4 to read

5.

motion of Mr. Adams of Madbury the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to reconsider its action Avhereby it adopted the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the follo^ving entitled

HB

bill:

475, relating to trustee process

on banks and similar

corporations,

and has recommitted the

bill to

the committee of conference.
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On

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House reconvote whereby it adopted the recommendation of the
committee of conference on HB 475.
sidered

its

Mr. Totman moved that HB 475 be recommitted to the
committee of conference for further study.

The motion ^vas adopted.
Mr. Mahoney of Manchester moved that the rules of the
House be so far suspended as to allow the introduction of a
committee report on SB 126 not previously advertised in the
Journal for two days.

The motion was not adopted.
Reconsideration

Mr. Dupont of Manchester moved that the House reconits vote whereby it did not allow the suspension of the
rules to introduce a committee report on SB 126, and spoke in
sider

favor of the motion.

Mr. Mahoney of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Dupont of Manchester withdrew

his

motion

for re-

consideration.

Mr. Goode of Manchester moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report on SB 133, providing for an appropriation for
a privately owned ski development known as Willard Basin,
not previously advertised in the Journal for two days.

House be

Mr. Willey of Campton spoke against the motion.
Mr. Goode of Manchester spoke in favor of the motion.
Mr. Kimball of Manchester spoke against the motion.
(Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem in the Chair)

Mr. Taft of Greenville spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Goodhue of Gilford spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)
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Mr. Morrill of Salem spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Messrs. Smith of

Plymouth and Willey

of

Campton spoke

against the motion.

Mr. Goode of Manchester spoke a second time in favor of
the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Goode yielded the
answer a question.
1

Mr. Taft of Greenville to

floor to

minute Recess

(Speaker in the Chair)

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that SB 133 be committed
to the Appropriations committee.

Mr. Willey of Campton spoke against the motion.
Messrs Angus of Claremont and Stevenson of Bethlehem
spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. Urie of

New Hampton spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Clement of Rochester withdrew his motion and spoke
motion to suspend the rules.

in favor of the

Mr. Sheridan of Berlin spoke

in favor of the motion.

The motion was not adopted.

On motion of Mr. Clement
House ^vere so far suspended as
SB 68, not previously advertised
SB

of Rochester the Rules of the
to permit the introduction of

in the Journal for

two days.

68, relative to the reorganization of public higher edu-

cation in

New

priations.

Ought

Hampshire, Mr. Roberts of Conway for Approto pass with amendment.

Amendment

Amend

paragraph VII of

to

SB 68

RSA

187:8 as inserted by sec-

tion 6 of said bill by striking out said paragraph
in place thereof the following:

and inserting

Friday, June 28, 1963
VII.
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appoint a president of the university, a president

Keene state college and a president of Plymouth state college,
and to appoint such other administrative officers of each such
institution and fix the duties and the compensation of ail such
officers; said presidents shall be entitled to maintenance in adof

dition to salaries:

Amend

section 10 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
10 Transfer of Funds. Any funds now or in the future appropriated for the operation of the teachers colleges are hereby

and made available to the trustees of the state
and university for expenditure for said operation.

transferred
leges

Amend

section 18 of said bill

col-

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Adjustment Funds. The
and university are hereby authorized and directed to establish a special salary adjustment fund
for Keene state college and a like fund for the Plymouth state
college to be expended for adjustment of salaries at the respective colleges for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964 and for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1965. Said fund for each of said state
18 Appropriations; Special Salary

trustees of the state colleges

colleges shall consist of $25,000 for each of said fiscal years.

To

meet the requirements of this section the trustees of the state
colleges and university shall transfer from funds appropriated
for each of said colleges the fund of $12,500 for each of said
fiscal years to said special salary adjustment fund for each college. In addition thereto there are hereby appropriated the
following sums: For the Keene special salary adjustment fund
the sum of $12,500 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964 and
a like sum for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1965; for the
Plymouth special salary adjustment fund the sum of $12,500
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964 and a like sum for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1965 and the additional sums hereby
appropriated shall be a charge upon the general fund and the
governor is authorized to draw his warrant for said additional
sums out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.

On motion of Mrs. Weeks of Greenland, reading of
amendment was dispensed with and Mrs. Weeks explained
amendments.

the
the
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The amendment was adopted and

the bill was ordered to

a third reading.

Introduction of a Guest

The Chair
of the

Maine

introduced Mr. Russ to the House

as a

member

Legislature, courtesy of Mr. Stafford of Ports-

mouth.

On

motion of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the

House were so far suspended as to place SB 68 on
and final passage at the present time.

SB

rules of the

third reading

68, relative to the reorganization of public higher edu-

cation in

New

Hampshire, was read a third time, passed, and

sent to the Senate for concurrence in the

House amendment.

Reconsideration
Mrs.
the

Frizzeli],

having voted with the majority, moved that

House reconsider

its

vote whereby

it

passed

SB

68,

and

spoke against the motion.

The motion was

not adopted.
*

*

*

Mr. Clement of Rochester moved that the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a
committee report not previously advertised in the Journal for
two days. The report being on SB 17, to make appropriation

House be

for a state-owned aircraft.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that SB 17 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion, and subsequently
withdrew the motion.

The motion now being on

suspension of the rules.

Mr. Coutermarsh of Lebanon spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs. Stafford of Laconia

and Bednar

of

Hudson spoke

against the motion.

Messrs. Pickett of Keene, Stevenson of Bethlehem, Peterson of Peterborough, Goodhue of Gilford, Taft of Greenville,
Kimball of Manchester, Clement of Rochester and Mrs. Brown
of Sandwich spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)
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it

Mr. Reddy of Hopkinton moved the previous question and
was sufficiently seconded.

The motion was

adopted.

Question being on the motion for suspension of the Rules.

The motion

prevailed and Mr. Stafford of Laconia

re-

quested a division.

204 members having voted in the affirmative and 94 in the
negative the motion prevailed.

SB

17,

to

make appropriation

Mr. Dumont of Berlin

Dupont

Messrs.

spoke against the

The

bill

for a state-owned aircraft,

for Appropriations.

of

Ought

to pass.

Manchester and Bednar of Hudson

bill.

was ordered

to a third reading.

The Chair asked the House for unanimous consent to
change the Journal of June 26, 1963, relative to Senate Bill 94,
an act providing for additional justice for superior court, in
order to show that the rules were suspended and that reference
to Appropriations Committee was dispensed with. Such consent
was granted.
Personal Privilege

Mrs. Greene of Rye rose on a point of personal privilege.

Committee

of Conference

Report

Avhom ^vas referred HB
and loan associations, having considered the same, report the same with the recommendation that
the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence in the
adoption of the Senate amendment and the Senate recede from
the adoption of its amendment and the following amendment
be adopted:

The Committee

of Conference to

485, relative to building

Amend

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause
in place thereof the follo^ving:

and inserting
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Building and Loan Associations.

1

amended by

(supp) as

1955, 131:2

inserting in place thereof the following:

such corporation

premiums,

interest,

to

its

may

loan

fines

money

and

Amend RSA

395:15

by striking out the same and
393:15 Loans.

Any

so collected, together with

profits arising

from the business,

members on first mortgages on real esanywhere in New Hampshire or within a fifty mile
main office in any state contiguous to New Hamp-

shareholders and

tate situated

radius of

its

shire, provided however that the geographical limitations shall
not apply to Federal Housing Administration and Veterans
Administration insured loans purchased from an individual,
partnership, association or corporation duly registered as a

dealer in securities in this state, or on buildings' in the town of

Hampton
building.

situated

The

on land not belonging

to the

owner

of the

loans shall not exceed the appraisal value of said

property. Such corporation

may

accept other satisfactory col-

A premium may be
charged in excess of the established rate of interest. Said loans
shall be share sinking fund or direct reduction loans. In share
sinking fund loans serial shares of the corporation shall also be
pledged sufficient in amount to repay the loan upon maturity.
Direct reduction loans shall be repayable in monthly installments sufficient to amortize the same paying off interest or
premium and principal in any period of time not exceeding
t^venty-five years. Any such corporation holding a first mortgage
on such property may take a subsequent mortgage or mortgages
on the same property provided that there are no intervening
liens. Any shareholder may borrow on the shares of such corporation up to the full value thereof at the time of the loan.
lateral as additional security for the loan.

2

Loans and Investments. Amend RSA 393:18 (supp) as
1961, 136:4 by adding at the end thereof the words.

amended by

An

may make a loan in connection with the sale of
acquired by the association for the purpose of pro-

association

real estate

viding offices for the transaction of the business of the association or under a foreclosure or a deed in lieu of foreclosure, in
an amount not to exceed the sale price the association receives
for such real estate, so that said section as amended shall read
as follows: 393:18 Limitations on Amount of Real Estate Loans
and Investments. An association may loan its funds upon the
security of a first lien on real estate provided that not more
than ten thousand dollars shall be loaned upon the security of
a first lien on any one property except that if the aggregate

1303
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amount o^\ ing to it on all its mortgage loans exceeds five hundred thousand dollars, in which event it may make such loan
in an amount equal to t^vo and one-half per cent of its assets or
fifteen thousand dollars, whichever amount is greater, but in no
event shall any such loan exceed t^venty thousand dollars or
one-half of one per cent of the assets of the association, whichever is sjeater. Loans in excess of ten thousand dollars shall not
exceed eighty per cent of the appraised value of the property in
question. Loans of twenty thousand dollars or more on one
piece of property shall not exceed seventy per cent of the appraised value of the property. The total amount owing to an
association upon all such loans and investments in excess of
tAventy thousand dollars shall not exceed ten per cent of the
aggregate amount owing to it on all of its mortgage loans at the
time any such loan or investment in excess of twenty thousand
dollars is made. These limitations shall not apply to loans insured Avith the Federal Housing Administration or the Veterans
Administration. Notwithstanding the foregoing limitations, an
association may make a loan in connection with the sale of real
estate acquired by the association under a foreclosure or a deed
in lieu of foreclosure, in an amount not to exceed the sale price
the association receives for such real estate. An association may
make a loan in connection with the sale of real estate acquired
by the association for the purpose of providing offices for the
transaction of the business of the association or

closure or a deed in lieu of foreclosure, in an

under

exceed the sale price the association receives for such real
3

Excess Limits.

Amend RSA

a fore-

amount not

393:22 (supp) as

to

estate.

amended

by 1961, 136:5 by striking out the words "seven and one-half"
where it occurs in the second and fifth lines and inserting in
place thereof the Avord, ten, so that said section as

amended

read as foUoAvs: 393:22 Borrowing. It may, Avithout consent
of the commissioner, borrow not in excess of ten per cent of its
share capital and may pledge as collateral for such borroAv^ings
real estate mortgages, notes and other securities. It may with
the consent of the commissioner, borrow in excess of ten per
cent of its share capital, and with his approval may pledge as
collateral, real estate mortgages, notes, and other securities.
shall

4
(supp)

Association Offices.
as

amended by

Amend

paragraph

1955, 131:1

II of

RSA

393:24

by striking out said para-

graph and inserting in place thereof the folloAving:

II.

In the
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purchase of improved or unimproved real estate and in the
construction or improvement of buildings thereon for the purpose of providing offices for the transaction of an association's
business.

Such building may

The

also include space for rental pur-

and buildings
not exceed fifty per cent of the sum of such association's
guaranty fund, surplus, and reserves at the time such investment
poses.

cost to the association of such lands

shall

is

made.

New

5

tion 57

Provision.

(supp)

Amend RSA

as inserted

393 by inserting after secby 1961, 136:9 the following new

393:58 Power to Provide Insurance, Incentive Plans,
Deferred Compensation Plans and Other Retirement Benefits
for Officers and Employees. Every building and loan association
and cooperative bank organized under this chapter shall have
the power to provide life, health and casualty insurance for its
officers and employees and to adopt and operate reasonable incentive plans, deferred compensation plans and other forms of
retirement benefits for such officers and employees.
section:

6
its

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough
Mrs. Vey of Brentwood
Mr. Manning of Manchester
Conferees on the part of the House
Senator Hunter of Hampton
Senator Holmes of Amherst
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate refuses to
concur with the House of Representatives in the adoption of
the amendment to the following entitled bill sent up from the
House

of Representatives:

SB 116, relative to fees for insurance companies and
brokers and requests a Committee of Conference; the President
has appointed as members of said Committee of Conference on
the part of the Senate Senator Holmes and Senator Paquette.
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On

motion of Mr. Wheeler of Exeter the House acceded to
the request from the Senate for a committee of conference on
SB 116 and the Chair appointed Messrs. Wheeler of Exeter,
Varney of Rochester and Latour from Manchester as conferees
on the part of the House.

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

following entitled

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

bills,

with amendments, in the passage of
Senate asks the concurrence of the

"^vhich

amendments

House

of Representatives:

the

HB 581, relating to workmen's compensation.
Amendment

to

HB 581

Amend said bill by striking out everything after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Coverage.

amended by

Amend

1957, 187:

1,

paragraph

I

of

RSA

281:2 (supp) as

and 1961, 194: 1, by striking
the third line and inserting in place

1959, 187:

1,

out the Avord "three" in
thereof the word, tw^o, so that said paragraph as amended shall
read as follo^vs: I. Employer, means a person, partnership, association, corporation and the legal representative of a person, partnership, association or corporation who employs two or more persons, whether in one or more trades, businesses, professions or occupations, and whether in one or more locations, except casual
employees, farm labor and domestic service. In determining the
number of persons employed there shall be included persons
"\vhose contract of employment was entered into outside the
state, if they are actually employed on work in this state. For the
purpose of determining the number of persons employed, executive officers elected or appointed and empowered in accordance Avith the charter and by-laws of a corporation shall
not be considered to be employees, except that such executive
officers in excess of three shall be counted as employees. Except
where the context specifically indicates otherwise, the term "employer" shall be deemed to include the employer's insurance
carrier. Any other employer may elect to accept the provisions
of this chapter in accordance with sections 3 and 7.
2

281:2

Pulmonary Dust
(supp)

1961, 194:2,

as

Diseases.

amended by

by adding

at the

Amend

paragraph III of

RSA

and
end thereof the following sentence.
1957,

187:2,

1959,

187:3,
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In connection with the maximum amounts payable for silicosis
and other pulmonary dust diseases, compensation shall be payable from the date of total disability and not from the date of
injury as herein defined in such cases, so that said paragraph as

amended

shall

read as follows:

Personal injury, or injury as used in and covered by
III.
chapter shall mean accidental injury or death arising out
of and in the course of the employment and the following
diseases or death therefrom arising out of and in the course of
employment: Anthrax, lead poisoning or its sequelae, dermatitis venenata, diseases due to the inhalation of poisonous gases
or fumes or their sequelae, disability due to radioactive properties or substances or exposure to ionizing radiation, and silicosis
and other pulmonary dust diseases subject to the provisions
hereinafter set forth. For the purpose of determining the date
of injury for an occupational disease the first date of treatment
by a licensed physician shall be taken as the date of injury, except as hereinafter specifically provided. It shall not include
other diseases or death therefrom unless they are the direct result of an accidental injury arising out of and in the course of
employment, nor shall it include a disease which existed at
commencement of the employment, nor a disease the last injurious exposure to the hazards of \vhich occurred prior to the
effective date of this chapter. When silicosis and other pulmonary dust diseases or death therefrom occur within the above
definition of "personal injury" or "injury," compensation shall
be payable under the provisions of this chapter, provided, however, that (1) no compensation shall be payable for partial
disability; (2) in the event of temporary or permanent total
disability or death, notwithstanding any other provisions of
this chapter, total compensation if disability or death occurred
during July, 1947, shall not exceed the sum of five hundred
dollars; thereafter the limit for total disability or death shall
increase at the rate of fifty dollars each calendar month until the
maximum allo-wed for other injuries under this chapter is
reached; (3) the total amount of benefit in case of death shall
not exceed the balance remaining between the amounts paid
for disability and the total compensation payable under this
chapter. In connection with the maximum amounts payable for
silicosis and other pulmonary dust diseases, compensation shall
be payable from the date of total disability and not from the
date of injury as herein defined in such cases.
this

Friday, June 28, 1963
3

Other

amended by

Employers.

Amend RSA

1307
281:3

(supp)

as

by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 281:3 Elections by Employers
not Subject to La^v. Any employer not otherwise subject to the
1961, 194:3,

provisions of this chapter may accept the provisions of this
chapter by filing an election with the labor commissioner. Such
employer shall thereafter be liable to all of his employees in the
same manner as other employers.

Amend RSA 281:4 (supp) as amended by
by striking out said section and inserting in place
thereof the following: 281:4 Revocation of Election. Any em4

Revocation.

1961, 194:4,

ployer accepting the provisions of this chapter pursuant to sections 3 and 7 may revoke his or its acceptance of the provisions
of this chapter by filing a revocation with the labor

commis-

sioner which shall be effective thirty days after such filing

and

by posting a notice of such revocation in a conspicuous place
on his or its premises.
5

Additional Coverage.

amended by

Amend RSA

281:7

1961, 194:6, by inserting after the

(supp)

as

word "union"

in the second line the words, county extension service council,

and by inserting

after the "tvord "thereof" in the eighth line the

county extension service council by said council, so
amended shall read as follows: 281:7 Election by Municipalities. Any county, city, town, school district,
supervisory union, county extension service council, or any
^vords, for a

that said section as

other district established by law, may accept for designated or
for all ^vorkmen in its employ, the provisions of this chapter,
and it shall thereafter be liable to such workmen for any injury

and in the course of employment in the manner
provided in this chapter. The liability of any county, city, town,
or district accepting said provisions shall not otherwise be enlarged or extended. The acceptance for a county may be made
by the commissioners thereof, for a county extension service
arising out of

council by said council, for a city by the city council, for a town
by the selectmen thereof, for a school district by the school
board thereof, for a supervisory union by the supervisory union

board thereof, and for any other district by the commissioners
thereof or other officers having by law the management of such
district. Such acceptance shall be filed with the labor commissioner.

6

serted

Parties to Waivers.

Amend RSA

281: 12-a (supp) as in-

by 1957, 187:5 and amended by 1961, 194:7, by striking
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than three employees" in
line and inserting in place thereof the words,

out the words "having regularly
the thirty-fifth

less

not subject to the provision of this chapter, so that said section
as amended shall read as follows: 281:12-a Waiver of Compensation. Whenever any person desiring to enter into a contract
of employment, shall have any physical defect which imposes
upon the prospective employer a further or unusual hazard, it
shall be permissible for such person to waive in writing for
himself or his dependents, or both, any rights to compensation
under the provisions of this chapter for any personal injury
arising out of and in the course of his employment, or death
resulting therefrom which may be found by the labor commissioner to be attributable in a material degree to such physical
defect. No waiver shall become effective unless the defect in
question shall be plainly described therein, and accompanied by
a statement of the defect from a licensed physician, nor unless
the labor commissioner finds that the person who signed such
^vaiver fully understood the meaning thereof and, if such person
shall be a minor, that the parents or a guardian of such minor
shall have approved the same in writing, nor until application
of such waiver shall have been sent to the labor commissioner.
Any person already employed who shall suffer a physical defect

which would impose upon his employer a similar further or
unusual hazard may make application for a waiver as above
described. Such waiver shall be effective on a temporary basis
for not over sixty days, not including Sundays, from date it is
sent to the labor commissioner pending his action thereon. The
labor commissioner shall, in writing, approve such waiver and
furnish each of the parties thereto with a copy thereof. In event
the ^vaiver is refused by the labor commissioner, the temporary
waiver shall cease within seven days from the date of such denial. Application for cancellation of such waiver may be made
by either party to the labor commissioner who may cancel same
upon receipt of a statement by a licensed physician that such
physical defect no longer exists, or with the consent of both
parties. No such waiver shall be a bar to a claim by the person
signing the same, or his dependents, for a compensation for any
injury arising out of and in the course of his employment, or
death resulting therefrom, which injury shall not be found to
be attributable in a material degree to the particular condition
described therein. The rights and liabilities of the parties to
such waiver to injuries arising out of and in the course of the
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of such waiver shall be such

the case of an employer not sub-

who shall not have accepted the provisions of this chapter. The term "physical defect" as used in this section shall not be construed to include an
occupational disease, susceptibility thereto or a recurrence
ject to the provisions of this chapter,

thereof.

Waiver by Governor and Council. Amend RSA 281:14
as amended by 1957, 187:6, 1959, 187:5, and 1961,
194:8, by inserting after paragraph IV the following new paragraph: V. Whenever the lien created by the foregoing paragraphs is in the state of New Hampshire by virtue of benefits
paid to or on behalf of a state employee, the governor and
council, upon petition by the injured employee, may, in its dis7

(supp)

cretion, waive all or part of said lien.

Medical and Hospital Benefits. Amend RSA 281:21
(supp) as amended by 1961, 194:9, by striking out said section
8

and inserting

in place thereof the following: 281:21 Medical,
Hospital Care, etc. During the first six months after an injury to
an employee, an employer subject to this chapter, shall furnish
to an injured employee, or cause to be furnished, free of charge,
reasonable medical and hospital services, or other remedial care
when needed, unless the injured employee shall decline or refuse to allow them to be furnished, and the injured employee,

have the right of selection of a duly qualiother remedial care upon due notice to the
employer. Such six-month period may be extended from time
to time at the discretion of the labor commissioner upon written
request of the injured employee to the labor commissioner and
after the employer has been given an opportunity to file objections thereto and to be heard thereon. In the event of the loss of
an eye, limb, or other member, or the loss of hearing, by reason
of said injury, an employer, in addition to the foregoing care,
if

he so chooses

shall

fied physician or

upon

request, furnish, free of charge, an appropriate artiappliance to replace such loss. Such aid shall not be considered under the provisions of section 22 to 26. Whenever an
injured employee shall receive medical or hospital benefits, or
other remedial care, after expiration of the first six months
after an injury, or subsequent to expiration of extension thereof
by the labor commissioner, and, due to accident, misfortune,
or mistake, fails to file a request for an extension prior to re-

shall

ficial
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ceiving such medical or hospital, or other remedial care, the
labor commissioner, following notice to the employer giving
opportunity to be heard, may grant an extension retroactively.
9

Determination of Value.

after section 21
ins:

(supp) as

Amend RSA

amended

281 by inserting
by 1961, 194:9, the follow-

ncTv section: 281:21-a Reasonable Value of Services.

When-

ever medical and hospital services, or other remedial care, are
rendered to an injured employee under the provisions of this
chapter, and a dispute arises between the employer and the person, firm or corporation rendering such services or care as to the
reasonable value thereof, the labor commissioner shall consult
with not less than three members of the same profession as the
creditor concerned in the subject dispute and thereafter determine the reasonable value for such services or care. Each of the
follo'^ving organizations shall be entitled to submit to the labor
commissioner the names of ten members of their organization
who shall comprise a panel from which the commissioner shall
choose individuals with whom to consult: (a) Ne^v Hampshire
Medical Society, (b) Ne-^v' Hampshire Osteopathic Society, (c)
New Hampshire Dental Society. Nothing herein contained shall
be construed as a bar to the commissioner, for purposes of complying 'ivith this section, consulting ^vith any other professional
individuals, provided that said individuals shall be engaged in
the private practice of their profession and not in the employ
of the employer of the patient or any party or agent acting on
behalf of the employer, and no individual Avho is not engaged
full time in the private practice of his profession shall be eligible
for membership on any of the panels aforesaid. The labor commissioner shall have exclusive jurisdiction in resolving the dispute and he shall make his finding as to the reasonable value
of such services and/or care rendered and such findings shall be

binding upon the interested
10

Death

amendedby

Benefits.

parties.

Amend RSA

281:22

(supp)

as

98:3and4, 1957, 187:10 and 13, 1959, 187:12,
and 1961, 194:10, by striking out said section and inserting in
place thereof the following: 281:22 Compensation for Death. If
death results from the injury, the employer shall, subject to the
1955,

limitations hereinafter provided, pay to, or for the dependents
of the deceased employee, as defined in section

2,

weekly com-

pensation equal to sixty-six and two-thirds per cent of the deceased employee's average weekly wages, but not less than
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twenty nor more than forty-five dollars per week unless the injured employee's average weekly Avages as defined herein are less
than twenty dollars per week, in which case the compensation

amount of said average weekly wages; provided
amount payable on account of a single death shall
not exceed the sum of fifteen thousand dollars. Such benefits
shall be payable for a maximum of three hundred and forty-one
shall

be the

full

that the total

weeks except Tvhere the maximum of fifteen thousand dollars is
reached prior to the expiration of said maximum period. Any
^\'eekly payments made under sections 23, 25 or 26 shall be
deducted from said maximum of fifteen thousand dollars.
In

I.

all

cases

where compensation

is

payable to a

or ^vidower for the benefit of herself or himself
child or children, the labor commissioner shall

widow

and dependent
have power to

determine in his discretion what portion of the compensation
shall be applied for the benefit of any such child or children and
may order the same paid to a guardian.
In the case of remarriage of a

II.

widow without depend-

ent children compensation payments shall cease.
III.
In case of remarriage of a widow who has dependent
children the unpaid balance of compensation which would
otherwise become her due shall be payable to the mother, guardian, or such other person as the labor commissioner may order,
for the use and benefit of such children during dependency.

IV.
If the deceased employee leaves no dependents, the
employer shall pay the expenses of burial not exceeding eight
hundred dollars.

Any dependent

who at the time of
dependent upon his
earnings, shall receive such proportion of the benefits provided
for those whoilly dependent as the amount of the wage contributed by the deceased to such partial dependents at the time of
V.

as defined herein,

the injury of the injured

is

in part only

injury bore to the total support of the dependents.

Compensation for a dependent child shall cease when
becomes twenty-one years of age, unless the child is phys-

VI.
a child

ically or

mentally incapacitated, or earlier

mined by the labor commissioner

to

if

the child

is

deter-

be self-supporting, or upon

the marriage or legal adoption of such child.
11
as

Total Disability Benefits.

amended by 1955,98:5,

Amend RSA

281:23 (supp)

1957, 187:11, 1959, 187:13,

and 1961,
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194:11, by striking out said section and inserting in place
thereof the following: 281:23 Compensation for Total Disability.

Where

the injury causes total disability for

work

at

any

gainful occupation the employer, during such total disability,
but not including the first seven days thereof, unless such disability continues for seven days or longer, shall

employee a weekly compensation equal
thirds per cent of the employee's average
less

pay the injured

to sixty-six

and two-

weekly wages, but not

than fifteen dollars nor more than forty-five dollars per week,

unless the injured employee's average w^eekly wages as defined
herein are less than fifteen dollars per week, in ^vhich case the

amount

of said average weekly
continued for a period of
six successive years and still continues, further payments of compensation during continued total disability shall be made only
upon order of the labor commissioner. The injured employee
shall apply to the labor commissioner for further weekly benefits
during such continued total disability. The employer shall be
given prompt notice of such requests, and shall be entitled to a
hearing if he so requests within ten days following receipt of
such notice. Unless the employer agrees to such request within
ten days after receipt of said notice, no such request shall be
granted until the injured employee shall have been examined by
three duly licensed physicians, one nominated by the employee,
one by the employer, and one by the labor commissioner. The
labor commissioner's decision shall be based upon the written
reports of such physicians, and shall be subject to review in the
same manner as other decisions of the labor commisisoner under
this chapter. If additional benefits are awarded, they shall not
be awarded for a period in excess of one year, and payments
shall cease if total disability ends during the extension granted.
If, at the end of one year, any such benefits are still being received pursuant to an extension granted hereunder, the injured
employee must file an additional request, and the same procedure shall apply, and may be repeated annually in the same
manner.

compensation

^.vages.

12

Repeal.

1957, 187:2

manent
13

shall

Whenever

and

be the

full

total disability has

RSA 281:24

(supp) as

amended by

1955, 98:6,

1961, 194:12, relative to compensation for per-

total disability,

Permanent

is

hereby repealed.

Partial Disability Benefits.

Amend RSA

281:26 (supp) as amended by 1955, 98:8, by striking out said
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in place thereof the following: 281:26 Per-

Partial Disability. In case of disability partial in charac-

but permanent in quality, compensation shall be computed
and payable as follows: (1) During the actual healing periods
hereinafter mentioned, compensation equal to sixty-six and twothirds per cent of the employee's average weekly wages, but not
ter

than t^venty dollars nor more than forty-five dollars per
weekly wages as
twenty
than
dollars
per
week (in which
defined herein are less
case the compensation shall be the full amount of said average
weekly wages) shall be payable; (2) for the specific injuries
hereinafter mentioned, compensation equal to sixty-six and twothirds per cent of the employee's average weekly ^v^ages, but not
less than t^venty dollars nor more than forty-two dollars per
week, unless the injured employee's average weekly wages as defined herein are less than t^v'enty dollars per week (in "which
case the compensation shall be the full amount of said average
weekly wages) shall be payable.
less

Tveek, unless the injured employee's average

I.
Total and permanent loss of sight in both eyes, compensation for three hundred and forty-one weeks, plus actual
healing period, if any.

II.

for three

Loss of both feet at or above the ankles, compensation

hundred and forty-one weeks, plus actual healing

pe-

riod.
III.

Loss of both hands at or above both wrists, compensahundred and forty-one weeks, plus actual healing

tion for three

period.

Loss of one hand at or above the wrist and one foot
above the ankle, compensation for three hundred and

IV.
at or

forty-one wrecks, plus actual healing period.

V. Arm lost, compensation for two hundred fourteen
weeks, plus actual healing period.
^.n
^l.

^\'eeks,

Hand

lost,

compensation for one hundred seventy-five

plus actual healing period.

VII.

Thumb

lost,

compensation for

fifty

weeks, plus ac-

tual healing period.

VIII.

Index

finger

lost,

^veeks, plus actual healing period.

compensation

for

thirty-one
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IX.
Middle finger lost, compensation
weeks, plus actual healing period.

X.

Ring

for

twenty-six

compensation for nineteen weeks,

finger lost,

plus actual healing period.

XL

Little finger lost,

compensation for thirteen weeks,

weeks, plus actual healing period.

XI L

Leg

compensation for two hundred fourteen

lost,

weeks, plus actual healing period.

Foot

XIII.

lost,

compensation for one hundred

fifty-one

neeks, plus actual healing period.

XIV.

Great toe

lost,

compensation for twenty-six weeks,

plus actual healing period.

Toe

XV.

other than great toe

lost,

compensation for ten

^veeks, plus actual healing period.

XVI.

Eye

lost,

compensation for one hundred

t-^venty-six

weeks, plus actual healing period.

XVII.

Loss of hearing in one ear, compensation for

fifty-

t\vo ^veeks.

XVIII.
tv/o

Loss of hearing in both ears, compensation for

hundred fourteen weeks.

XIX.

Compensation

for the loss of

more than one pha-

lange of a digit shall be the same as for the loss of an entire digit.
Compensation for the loss of the first phalange shall be one-half
of the compensation for the loss of the entire digit.

XX. Compensation for an arm or leg if amputated at or
above the elbow or at or above the knee, shall be the same as for
the loss of the arm or leg, but if amputated between the elbow
and the wrist, or the knee and the ankle, shall be the same as for
the loss of

hand or

foot.

XXI. Compensation for loss of eighty per cent or more of
the vision of an eye shall be the same as for the loss of an eye.
XXII. Compensation for loss of two or more digits or one
more phalanges of two or more digits of a hand or foot, may
be proportioned to the loss of use of the hand or foot occasioned
thereby, but shall not exceed the compensation for loss of hand
or

or foot.
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XXIII.

Compensation for permanent total loss of use of a
be the same as for the loss of the member; provided, however, that if amputation or surgery subsequently becomes necessary with respect to such member either because of
the original injury or because of a subsequent accident said employee shall be entitled to an additional actual healing period,
but said employee shall not be entitled to additional compensation for loss of said member.

member

shall

XXIV. In the case of permanent partial loss of use of any
member specified in the preceding paragraphs due to actual injury to such member, either at the time of the accident or in
the course of treatment, compensation shall be determined on a
pro rata basis by applying the percentage of actual disability of
such injured member against the awards specified herein for
total loss or loss of use of the same member; provided, ho^v^ever,
that if amputation or surgery subsequently becomes necessary
with respect to such member either because of the original injury or because of a subsequent accident said employee shall be
entitled to an additional actual healing period, and provided
further that said employee shall be entitled to additional compensation in an amount not exceeding the difference between
the amount provided for loss of said member and the amount
previously awarded under this paragraph.

XXV.
a digit shall

Compensation
be not

less

for loss of less than one phalange of
than one-quarter of the compensation

for the entire digit.

XXVI. In the event that an employee has been awarded
compensation for loss of a member under this section and in the
event that amputation or surgery becomes necessary, with respect to another member of which the original member was or
is a component part, either because of the original injury or because of a subsequent accident said employee shall be entitled to

an additional actual healing period; provided, however, that
said employee shall be entitled to additional compensation in
an amount not exceeding the difference between the amount
originally awarded and the amount provided for loss of the
member with respect to which amputation or surgerv subsequently becomes necessary.
14

Single Payments.

Amend RSA

serted by 1959, 187:6, by adding at the

281:26-a (supp) as in-

end thereof the follow-
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ing neiv paragraph: IV.

When

award not

compensation

is

payable under

and the agreement provides

the provisions of section 26

an
com-

for

in excess of twenty weeks' compensation, such

pensation may be paid in one sum upon approval by the labor
commissioner following completion of forms provided for the
purpose. Such a payment shall not be considered to be a lump
sum settlement and neither shall it bar an employee from invoking the provisions of section 40 of this chapter.
15

Benefit

amended by

Period.

Amend RSA

281:30

1955, 98:9, 1957, 187:14, 1959, 187:14

(supp)

and

as

1961,

same and inserting in place thereof
Benefits. In no case, except as provided in sections 23, 26, 29 and 30-a, shall the weekly compensation payable under this chapter exceed sixty-six and two-thirds
per cent of the average weekly wages, or exceed forty-five dollars
per week in amount, nor shall any payments, including medical,
hospital services, and other remedial care under section 21, extend over a period of more than three hundred and forty-one
weeks from the date of the injury.
194:13, by striking out the

the following: 30

16

Maximum

Extension of Medical Benefits.

Amend RSA

281: 30-a

(supp) as inserted by 1961, 194:14, by striking out said section

and inserting
Cases.

With

281: 30-a AddiOther Remedial Care in Unusual

in place thereof the following:

tional Medical, Hospital, or

respect to accidents occurring after July

1,

1961,

whenever an employee has received medical, hospital, or other
remedial care during the last six months of any period during
T\'hich compensation is payable under the provisions of this
chapter, pursuant to a six months' extension granted by the
labor commissioner, as herein provided, the labor commissioner
may grant an extension of such medical and hospital benefits, or
other remedial care, upon application duly made therefor, to
such extent and for such additional period as he may determine,
not exceeding one year, except as otherwise provided. The employer shall be given prompt notice of such request, and, unless
the employer agrees to such request within ten days, no such
request shall be granted until the injured employee shall have
been examined by three duly licensed physicians, one nominated by the employee, one by the employer, and one by the
labor commissioner. The labor commissioner's decision shall be
based upon the written reports of such physicians, and shall be
subject to review in the same manner as other decisions of the
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labor commisisoner under this act. If, at the end of one year,
any such benefits are still being received pursuant to an extension gianted hereunder, the injured employee must file an additional request, and the same procedure shall apply, and may be
repeated annually in the same manner.
17
Second Injury Fund. Such parts of RSA 281:48 as provided for payments into the second injury fund are hereby suspended for the period of July 1, 1963 to July 1, 1965.

18

153:2;

Salary.

321:1;

Amend RSA

323:4,

94:1

335:8;

6;

(supp) as

amended by

1957, 90:1;

315:2; 1959, 199:4; 268:12; 1961, 221:4 by,

223:2;

on the

1955,

274:4, 7;

line entitled

Commissioner of the Department of Employment Security,"
striking out in the minimum and maximum salary columns the
figures applicable to said position and inserting in the "minimum" column the figure, $11,478.22, and in the "maximum"

column the

figure, $13,064.22.
*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Angus of Claremont, reading of the
amendment was dispensed with and Mr. Angus moved that the
House non concur in the Senate amendments and that a committee of conference be appointed.

The motion was adopted and the Chair appointed Messrs.
Angus of Claremont, Sanders of Concord and Gallagher of
Hudson as conferees on the part of the House.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate con-

curs with the

House

of Representatives in the passage of the

amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House of Representatives:
foliloAving

HB

entitled bill, with

536, relating to the expenses of the public utilities

commission.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

536

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

Expenses Assessed.

serted by 1955, 203:1

and

Amend RSA
as

amended by

363-A:2 (supp)

as in-

1959, 242:2, by strik-
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ing out said section and inserting in place thereof the followThe expenses thus ascertained in an

ing: 363-A:2 Assessment.

amount not exceeding one hundred
foregoing section in the

manner

fifty

thousand

dollars,

described in the
herein provided. The public

be assessed against the public

shall

utilities

commission shall establish reasonable classifications of
public utilities, and shall determine the share of its expense
attributable to each such class. Each such share shall be assessed
against the several public utilities comprising the class in such
proportion as the public utilities commission shall determine
to be fair and equitable.
utilities

*

The

*

*

Clerk read the amendment.

Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the House non-concur
amendment and that a committee of conference

in the Senate

be appointed.

The motion was adopted and the Chair appointed Mr.
Larty of Haverhill, Mrs. Palmer of P'laistow and Mr. Kearns
of Manchester as conferees on the part of the House.
Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB

337,

An

act relating to hours of labor,

and payment

seven,

HB
HB
HB
can be

one day

398,

An

act relative to policemen's retirement system.

574,

An

act relative to the stock in trade tax.

586,

An

made from

act

extending the time when expenditures

certain aeronautical appropriations.

HB 611, An act relative to contested elections.
HB 650, An act relative to the Lisbon VillaQ:e
SB

rest in

of wages.

37,

An

district.

act relative to recounts.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Lan^don

Saturday, June

the
is

29,
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The Chair announced that today is the 76th birthday of
member of Nashua Ward 8 Mr. Bouley, and that tomorrow

the 46th

wedding anniversary

of

Mr. and Mrs. Urie

of

New

Hampton.
*

*

*

On motion of Mrs. Ainley of Manchester the House adjourned from the morning session.
Afternoon Session

On

motion of Mr. Pickett of Keene the rules of the House
far suspended as to permit third reading of a bill by
title onily, and that when the House adjourns today it be to
meet tomorrow morning at 1 1 :00 A.M.
were so

SB 17, to make appropriation for a state-owned aircraft,
was read a third time, passed, and sent to the Secretary of State
to be engrossed.

On
journed

motion of Mrs. Howard
P.M.

of Bartlett the

House

ad-

at 6:)17

SATURDAY,
The House met

at

1 1

:00 A.

June

29, 1963

M.

Joint Convention

Prayer

w^as offered

by the Chaplain

as follows:

O THOU, who art Divine in all wisdom and knowledge,
comfort us in this day of quickening demands accompanied with
important decisions. Grant us the power of Thy renewing
strength to perform our every duty with a clear mind, understanding the vision of Thy truth. Lift us above all selfishness
in our efforts to perfect our la^vs and their administration. Give
voice to our inner thoughts of love, justice, and mercy as we
seek the common good for our "Granite State" citizens. As we
approach the conculsion of this session, may we sense the inner
joy of knowing that we have been good stewards, faithful in
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May we abound in works worthy
and fruitful in our constant witness for
our American goals. Keep us ever alert to ways of service in
which we may contribute to the peace and prosperity of all
our every endeavor for Thee.

of our involvement

Thy servants.

In

Thy Name we

pray.

Pledge of Allegiance

Amen.
to the

Flag

Mrs. Taylor of Whitefield led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

House
Leaves of Absence
Mrs. Gowing of Dublin and Mr. Feldman of Manchester
were granted leave of absence for the day on account of important business.

Mr. Rolfe of Rochester was granted leave of absence for
on account of illness.

the day

*

*

*

The Chair asked unanimous consent that the permanent
Journal be corrected to show that the rules of the House were
so far suspended as to dispense with the reference to the Appropriations committee on the following Bills:

HB
of milk

621, relative to the production, distribution

and

sale

and other dairy products.

HB

592,

An

the state,

imposing taxes on the net income of all
and business operations conducted within

act

businesses, services

and providing

for the abolition of certain taxes.

Such consent was granted.
Engrossed Bills Report, Joint Rule 6

HB

112, relating to the advertising of beverages, Mrs.
Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills. Ought to pass
vvith

amendment.

Amendment
.\mend the

to

title of said bill

HB

112

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An Act

relative to on-saile permits for sale of beverages.
*

*

*

Saturday, June

The

1963

29,
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Clerk read the amendment.

On motion of Mr. Kearns of Manchester, the House concurred in the amendment.
SB 125, relative to laying out highways, Mrs.
Northumberland for Engrossed Bills. Ought to
amendment.

Amendment

Amend RSA
striking out the

234-A:3
first

to

SB

as inserted

Potter of
pass

with

125

by section 2 of SB 125 by

six lines thereof

and inserting

in place

thereof the follo^ving:

234-A:3 Notice and Hearing. The selectmen shall appoint
forthwith a time for examining the premises and hearing parties
in interest, and give twelve days' notice thereof to one or more
of the petitioners. They shall also give 'like notice to persons

owning or having an
of way to

interest in lands
^

The Clerk

On

^

through which the right

^

read the amendment.

motion

of

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the House con-

curred in the Senate amendment.

Mr. Johnson of Hanover withdrew his notice of reconsidSB 1, relative to form of ballots.

eration on

Committee

of Conference Report

The Committee of Conference, to whom was referred
Senate Bill No. 7, increasing the salary of the Hillsborough
County Attorney, having considered the same, report the same
with the following recommendations:
title

That the title
and inserting

of the bill be

amended by

striking out said

in place thereof the following:

An

Act

in-

creasing the salaries of the county attorney and county commissioners of Hillsborough County.

That
and

rence,
its

the house recede from
that the senate recede

amendment

to section

tion of the house

1

its

from

of the bill

amendment

position of non-concurits

position in adopting

and concur

to said section.

in the adop-
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That
1

the bill be further

the following

sioners.

new

amended by

inserting after section

Hillsborough County Commis28:28 (supp), as amended by 1955, 247:4

section: 2

Amend RSA

and 269:1, 1957, 182:1 and 246:1, 1961,

80:1, 157:1

and 210:1,

by striking out in the eighth line the words "In Hililsborough,
four thousand dollars" and inserting in place thereof the words,
In Hillsborough, forty-five hundred, so that said section as
amended shall read as follows: 28:28 Commissioners. The annual salary of each commissioner of the following counties shall
be as foWows, payable monthly by the county:
In Rockingham, twenty-five hundred dollars.
In
In
In
In

Strafford, fifteen

hundred

dollars.

Belknap, fifteen hundred dollars.

hundred dollars.
Merrimack, two thousand dollars.
In Hillsborough, forty-five hundred do'llars.
In Cheshire, two thousand dollars.
In Sullivan, twelve hundred dollars.
Carroll, twelve

In Grafton, eighteen hundred dollars.
In Coos, fifteen hundred dollars.

To

the foregoing sums shall be added, in

reasonable

sum

for all necessary expenses,

all

counties, a

upon order

of the

county auditors.

Amend section 2 of the bill by striking out the figure
"1963" and inserting in place thereof the figure, 1965, and by
renumbering said section to read section 3 as follows: 3 Takes
Effect.

This

act shall take effect as of

January

1,

1965.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough
Mr. Underbill of Nashua
Mr. Conover of Manchester
Conferees on the part of the House
Senator Paquette
Senator Green
Conferees on the part of the Senate

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke in favor of the report.

The

report Avas adopted.

Resolution

Mr. Pickett of Keene offered the following resolutions:
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Whereas, Reverend William L. Shafer of Chichester, the
Chaplain of the House, has performed his duties diligently
and been a source of inspiration to the members thereof,

Now,

therefore, be

That

the Clerk be instructed to procure one thousand

it

Resolved by the House:

Reverend Mr. Shafer for the 1963
session in pamphlet form and distribute the same to each member and attache of the house and senate. There is hereby appro-

copies of the prayers of

priated a

sum not

to

exceed $1,000 to be charged against the

legislative appropriation.

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke in favor of the resolutions.

Mr.

Maxham

The

Resolutions were unanimously adopted.

of

Concord spoke

in favor of the resolutions.

Committee of Conference Reports

The Committee of Conference to whom was referred House
No. 290, An Act relative to the retirement age for state employees under the state employees' retirement system, having
considered the same, report the same with the recommendation
that the senate recede from its position in adopting its amendment and concur with the house in the passage of the bill.
Bill

Mr. Sherman of Lancaster
Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill
Mr. Claveau of Hudson
Conferees on the Part of the House
Senator DeLude
Senator Battles
Conferees on the Part of the Senate

The

report Avas adopted.

whom was referred SB
companies and brokers, recommends that the Senate recede from its position of non-concurrence and the House recede from its position in adopting
The Committee

of Conference to

116, relative to fees for insurance

the

amendment.

The Committee of Conference further recommends
amendment be adopted:

the following

that
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Amend
new

by inserting
Revenue. Amend

said bill

section:

3

section 56 the following

new

after section 2 the following

RSA

402 by inserting after

section: 402:56-a Disposition of

Revenue. The fees collected under the preceding section shall
be kept in a special fund by the state treasurer, and shall be expended for the administration of this title. Expenditures shall
be in the discretion of the insurance commissioner, and the
monies hereby made available sha'U be in addition to any other
appropriation made for the insurance department.
Stephen D. Wheeler
Edgar G. Varney
John Latour
Conferees on the Part of the House
Nelle L. Holmes
Louis W. Paquette
Conferees on the Part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

The Committee
House

Bill

No. 249,

of

Conference,

to

^vhom was referred

relative to the taking of wild black bear,

having considered the same, report the same with the recommendation: That the house recede from its position in adopting its am.endment, that the senate recede from its position in
adoDtino^ its amendment, and that the following amendment be
adopted:

Amend

the bill by striking out section

thereof

place

the

following:

1

Time

for

1 and inserting in
Taking Changed.

Amend

208:22 (supp) as amended by 1961, 126:1 by striking
out said section and inserting in p'lace thereof the following:
208:22 Wild Black Bear. Wild black bear, outside of game
preserves, may be taken and possessed from one-half hour before sunrise to one-half

from September

hour

after sunset in all counties of the

December

10 inclusive provided that
be taken at any time on any island or in any waters
or lakes or ponds. Wild black bear may be taken by the aid and
use of dogs from September 1 to November 14 inclusive with
written permission of the director or his agents. Wild black
bear may be taken by the aid and use of dogs, firearms and by
boAv and arrow provided that no person shall take bear by the
state

no bear

1

to

shall

aid or use of a jack or artificial light, trap, snare, swivel, pivot
or set

gun or

calibre .22 rimfire firearm unless otherwise herein

Saturday, June
provided.

Any

person

who

kills

29,
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a wild bear as provided by this

RSA 470: 1-a. Landowners,
or their agents, shall be permitted to set traps for bear doing
actual or substantial damage to property. Such trapping shall
only be permitted after the director or his agents has been notified of damage and have investigated such complaint. The director or his agents may then issue a special permit for the use
of traps. Said permit shall state the location of traps and the
dates when trapping shall be allowed. Any traps set as herein-

section shall report as outlined in

before described shall be arranged and set in accordance with
RSA 210:15. The carcass of a bear legally taken and reported
may be bought and sold. Live bear may not be offered for sale
at any time unless by a person permitted so to do by the director. Any person who violates any provision of this section

be fined not more than five hundred dollars or imprisoned
not more than thirty days, or both.

shall

Mr. Welch of Concord
Mr. Nettleton of Groton
Mr. Vashaw of Berlin
Conferees on the part of the house
Senator Mitchell
Senator Howard
Conferees on the part of the senate

On

motion

of

Mr. London of

New

London, reading of the

report was dispensed with.

Mr. London explained the report.
(discussion ensued)

The report was adopted.
The Committee of Conference

to whom was referred HB
comprehensive system of district courts, having considered the same recommend that the House recede from
its position of non-concurrence with the Senate amendments
and that the Senate recede from its adoption of its amendments,
and that the following amendment be adopted by the Senate
and House:

366, establishing a

Amend

the

title

of said bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following

An
courts.

act relative to a

new title:

municipal court system with

district
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Amend RSA

502-A: 1 IV, VI and VII as inserted by section
by striking out the word "Hampstead" from IV
and inserting the word "Hampstead" after the word "Plaistow"
in VII, and by striking out the word "Atkinson" from VI and
inserting^ the word "Atkinson" after the word "Newton" in VII,
1

of the bill

so that said three subsections shall read as follows:

IV Derry District. The Derry district shall consist of the
towns of Derry, Londonderry, Chester, and Sandown. The municipal court for the town of Derry is hereby constituted the
district court in and for said district and shall be located in
said Derry, holding sessions regularly therein, and else^vhere in
said district as justice

may

require.

The name

of said court shall

be Derry District Court.

VI Salem District. The Salem district shall consist of the
towns of Salem and Windham. The municipal court for the
town of Salem is hereby constituted the district court in and
for said district and shall be located in said Salem, holding sessions regularly therein,

may

require.

and

The name

else^vhere in said district as justice

of said court shall be

Salem

District

Court.

VII

Plaistow District.

The

Plaistow district shall consist

Hampstead, Kingston, Ne^vton, Atkinson and Danville. The municipal court for the town of
PlaistoAv is hereby constituted the district court in and for said
district and shall be located in said Plaistow, holding sessions
regularly therein and else^vhere in said district as justice may
require. The name of said court shall be Plaistow District Court.
of the towns of Plaistow,

Amend RSA

502-A:

1

as inserted

by section of the

bill

by

renumbering paragraphs VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV,
XV, XVI, XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, XXIII, XXIV,
XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX, XXX, XXXI, XXXII,
XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV, and XXXVI, to read VIII, IX, X,
XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI,
XXII, XXIII, XXIV, XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX,

XXX, XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV, XXXVI,
XXXVII, and XXXVIII.

Amend RSA

502-A: 6 as inserted by section 1 of the bill
"city or" before the word "town" in the
line in paragraphs I, II, and III.

by inserting the words
next to

last

Saturday, June
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Amend RSA

501 -A: 6 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
501 -A: 6 and inserting in place thereof
502-A:6, and by adding at the end of said section the following:
striking out the

IV.

No

number

local

governing body

shall

be empowered to

fix

the salaries of any justice, special justice or clerk at an amount
less than the amount Avhich such official has been paid in his
prior capacity as justice, special justice or clerk of the municipal

court Avhich becomes a district court hereunder, plus an amount
equal to the salary paid to the justice, special justice or clerk
as the case may be of any municipal court in any town which
by the terms of this act is included in the district court involved.

Amend 502-A:8 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
Duties of Clerks; Disposition of Fines. The clerk
shall receive all fines and forfeits paid into the district court
from any source. After deducting witness fees, costs of clerk's
bond, if any, court seal, record books, printing blanks, and
such other expenses as may be legally incurred in the maintenance and conduct of said court the clerk shall, except in cases
otherwise provided, pay the same over to the treasurer of the
city or town wherein said court is located for the use of said
city or to^vn. It is further provided that whenever fines are
assessed on account of violations of Title XXXIV, RSA, relative to public utilities. Title XXXIX RSA, relative to aeronautics. Title X, RSA relative to public health, chapter 270
RSA, relative to navigation, chapter 282, RSA, relative to unemployment compensation, chapters 183, 184, 185, 341 to 344
inclusive, and chapters 284, 345, 425 to 429, 433, 434, 436 to
349, 440 to 443, RSA, relative to agriculture, or any other statutes Avherein it is provided that the fines shall be paid to the
state or to a department or agency of the state, the clerk of the
district court shall deduct from each of said fines so collected
by the court the sum of ten dollars and twenty per cent of that
part of the fine Tvhich exceeds ten dollars, and after deducting
witness fees, if any, and cost of clerk's bond, if any, shall pay
over the balance to the state or department or agency to whom
due, within seven days after receipt thereof. The part of said
fines deducted by the clerk as hereinabove provided shall be
retained and used for payment of expenses of the court.

502-A:8

Amend RSA
by adding

at the

502-A:ll as inserted by section 1 of the bill
end thereof the following: Provided, however.
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that any

town which may vote

to

continue

its

municipal court

in accordance with the provisions of section 35 of this chapter

have exclusive jurisdiction over offenses committed within

shall

the confines of that town, in accordance with the provisions of

RSA

502:18, until such municipal court

is

subsequently abol-

ished under the provisions of section 35 of this chapter, so that
said section as

amended

shall read as follow^s:

502-A:ll
Criminal Cases, District Courts. Each district
court shall have the powers of a justice of the peace and quorum
throughout the state and shall have original jurisdiction subject to appeal of all crimes and offenses committed within the
confines of the district in which such court is located which
are punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars
or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, provided,

however that any town which may vote to continue its municipal
court in accordance with the provisions of section 35 of this
chapter shall have exclusive jurisdiction over offenses committed
within the confines of that town, in accordance with the provisions of RSA 502: 18, until such municipal court is subseqently
abolished under the provisions of section 35 of this chapter.

A.mend 502-A:14

by section 1 of the bill by
and inserting in place thereof the

as inserted

striking out said section

following:

502-A:14 Civil Causes. I. Exclusive Jurisdiction. District
courts in which the salary of the justice exceeds ten thousand

and exclusive jurisdiction
which the damages claimed do not exceed five
hundred dollars, the title to real estate is not involved and all
dollars per year shall have original
of civil cases in

parties live ^>vithin the district.
II.
Concurrent Jurisdiction. All district courts shall have
concurrent jurisdiction with the superior court of civil actions
for damages in which the damages claimed do not exceed fifteen
hundred dollars and the defendant resides within the county
where such court is located. In all such actions unless trial by
jury is claimed as hereinafter provided, the parties shall be
heard by the justice or special justice and the findings of fact
shall be final but questions of law may be transferred to the
supreme court in the same manner as from the superior court.

III.
Transfers to Superior Court. If the defendant upon
entry of any action under this section within five days of the
entry thereof or such additional time as the district court may

Saturday, June

good cause allow

for

file

29,
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in the district court a brief statement

There is pending in the superior court
a cause arising out of the same transaction or situation on Avhich
the district court action is based, or (b) That the defendant
has a claim arising out of the same transaction or situation in
^vhich his claim for damages exceeds five hundred dollars, and
accompanies his brief statement with an affidavit under
(c)
oath supporting the same, then no further proceeding shall be
had in the district court but the cause shall be at once transferred to the superior court for the county in which the district
is located to be heard and tried as if originally entered in the
superior court, the original entry fee and cost of transferring the
setting forth that:

(a)

action to be paid by the plaintiff but recoverable as costs if the
plaintiff shall prevail. If no petition to remove is filed, the

cause shall be heard by the justice or special justice in the district court and the findings of fact shall be final but questions
of la^v may be transferred to the supreme court in the same
manner as from the superior court.

Amend

as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
same and substituting therefor the following:

502-A:15

striking out the

502-A:15 Jury Trial. In cases where the damages claimed
exceed five hundred dollars or the title to real estate is involved, if the defendant, upon the entry of any action for damages

under section 14

(II)

,

shall ^vithin five days of the entry

thereof or such additional time as the district court for good
cause may allow, file a ^\Titten request for trial by jury, the

cause shall be at once transferred to the superior court for the
county in ^vhich the district is located, to be heard and tried
as if originally entered therein, the original entry fee and cost
ol transferring the action to be paid by the plaintiff but recoverable as costs if the plaintiff shall prevail therein.

Amend RSA

502-A:16, as inserted by section 1 of the bill
last sentence so that said section as amended

by striking out the
shall

read as follows:

502-A:16 Venue in Civil Causes. Actions shall be returnable to the district court of the judicial district where either
plaintiff or

defendant resides.

Amend RSA
by
as

502-A:26, as inserted by section

striking out the last

amended shall read as

two

1

of the bill,

lines thereof, so that said section

follows:
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502-A:26

Disqualification of Justices, Etc.

No

justice, spe-

cial justice or clerk of any district court shall be retained or

employed as attorney in any action, complaint, or proceeding
pending in his court, or which has been examined or tried
therein. No justice shall be retained or employed as an attorney
in any matter pending before any other district court. No attorney shall be permitted to practice before any district court
Avhere any justice thereof is associated with said attorney in the
practice of law. No justice whose salary exceeds ten thousand
dollars per year shall be permitted to engage in the practice
of law.

Amend RSA
1

of the bill,

502-A:40 paragraph I, as inserted by section
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in

place thereof the follo^ving:
I.
An article providing for the continuation of the local
municipal court may be inserted in the warrant for the annual
to^vn meeting for the year 1964 or any special meeting called
prior thereto for the purpose. The question shall be submitted
in writing in the following form in all towns using a printed
continue to maintain
ballot: Shall the town of
its existing municipal court so long as its present judge remains
No ( ) /
in office?
/ Yes
( )

Amend RSA 502-A as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out sections 502-A: 20 through 24 inclusive and
renumbering sections 502-A: 25 through 502-A: 41 to read:
502-A:20, 502-A:21, 502-A:22, 502-A:23, 502-A:24, 502-A:25,
502-A:26, 502-A:27, 502-A:28, 502-A:29, 502-A:30, 502-A:31,
502-A: 32, 502-A: 33, 502-A: 34, 502-A: 35, 502-A: 36.

Amend section 5 of the bill by striking out the
tence thereof and substituting therefor the following:

last sen-

any towns which continue to be served by muunder RSA 502-A: 40, RSA 502 and
the
revised statutes annotated pertainprovisions
of
other
any
powers
and duties conferred upon mujurisdiction,
to
the
ing
nicipal courts shall continue in effect, except that RSA 502
(supp) sections 20, 21, 33 through 44, 49, 50 and 51 are hereby
repealed, and section 18 is hereby amended by striking out the
same and substituting therefor the following:
502:18 Criminal Cases, Municipal Courts. Municipal
courts shall have the powers of the justice of the peace and
quorum throughout the state, and shall have original jurisdic-

As

to

nicipal courts as permitted

,
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crimes and offenses committed
town wherein such courts are located,
^\ hich are punishable by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both.
tion, subject to appeal, of all

"within the confines of the

Amend

the bill by inserting a

bering section 6 to read
6

Amend RSA

new

section 6

and renum-

number 7.

597 by inserting the following

new

sec-

tion 15-A:

597:15-A District Courts. District courts upon petition
by the aldermen of any city or the selectmen of any town in
the county in which the district is located may appoint three
or more justices of the peace and quorum as commissioners
authorized to fix and receive bail in criminal cases to be brought
before said courts as hereinafter provided.

Ralph W. Totman
Gilbert Upton
Harry V. Spano
Conferees on the part of the

House

Herbert W. Rainie
Samuel Green
Conferees on the part of the Senate

On

motion of Mr. Upton of Concord, reading of the

amendment was dispensed

with.

Mr. Stafford of Laconia moved that the Clerk read the
report.

The motion was

not adopted.

Mr. Upton of Concord explained the report.
(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Greene of Rye spoke against one section of the

re-

port.

Mr. Spanos of Newport moved that the committee of conference report be laid on the table.

The motion was

adopted.

Message from Governor King

Mr. Stark, Secretary of State, appeared and read the following message from His Excellency, Governor John AV. King:
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To the Honorable Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives

HB 47 establishing a SweepHampshire. Previously I asked for and received
an appropriation to implement the law.
The

stakes in

SB

Legislature has enacted

New

139,

prepared and introduced

at

my

direction,

is

a

necessary piece of legislation to assure improved implementation of the Sweepstakes.
I

believe that

all

members

of this

Honorable Body, whether

they supported or opposed the original Sweepstakes Law, believe it is wise to eliminate from it any impediments which
might stand in the way of proper implementation. That is the
purpose of SB 139.

Now that the bill has been printed in the Senate Journal
(pp 1025-10'28) under date of June 27, all members of the Legislature have it available.
I

hope you

will see

fit

to enact

SB

1

39.

Mr. Totman of Alstead moved that the rules of the House
were so far suspended as to permit a public hearing at 1:00
P.M. today on SB 139.
Messrs. Pappagianis of

ough spoke

Nashua and Peterson

The motion was

adopted.

Taken From

On
from the

of Peterbor-

in favor of the motion.

the Table

motion of Mr. Spanos of Newport

HB

366 was taken

table.

The question
ference report.

is

on the adoption of the committee of con-

Mr. Prior of Ashland spoke against one section of the

re-

port.

Mr. Upton of Concord spoke a second time to explain the
members from Rye and Ashland objected to.

section the

(discussion ensued)

Saturday, June

Mrs. Grey of Canaan moved that
and spoke in favor of the motion.
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HB

366 be laid on the

table

The motion was

not adopted.

Mr. Goodhue of Gilford spoke in favor of the conference
report.

The

report was adopted.

The

following

members wished

to

be recorded

as

voting

against adopting the report: Messrs. Stafford of Laconia, Felch

Sherman

of Seabrook,

Plumer
Heald of Keene, Brocklebank of

of Lancaster, Taft of Greenville,

of Bristol, Blake of Madison,

Hackler of S^vanzey, Stafford of Portsmouth, Warren of
of Rye, Morrison of
Salem, Legasse of Portsmouth, Howard of Bartlett, Messrs. Lamprey of Tuftonborough, Gushing of Orford, Young of Rye, and
Mrs. W^hite of Portsmouth.
Hollis,

Lyndeborough and the Mesdames Greene

Mr. Pickett of Keene demanded the Yeas and Nays and
subsequently withdrew his demand.

Reports

(cont.)

SB

98, regulating the issuance of motor vehicle dealer
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills.
Ought to pass with amendment. Joint Rule 6.

plates,

Amendment

to

SB 98

Amend

section 1 of said bill by striking out the
and inserting in place thereof the following:

lines

1

first

nine

Motor Vehicle Dealer Defined. Amend paragraph VI

of

RSA

259:1 by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place
thereof the following:

VL

"Dealer,"

every person principally engaged in the

business of buying.

Further amend said section by inserting after the word
"automobiles" in the twenty-third line the words, said space
may be used for other related purposes.

Amend

section 2 of said bill by striking out the
in place thereof the following:

and inserting

first

line
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2 Application for Plate.
*

Amend RSA
*

260:45

*

On motion of Mrs. Ainley of Manchester the House concurred in the amendment.

HB

357, establishing a charter for the city of Manchester,

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed
pass with amendment. Joint Rule 6.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

Bills.

Ought

to

357

section 145 of said bill by striking out the figures
and 144" and inserting in place thereof the fig-

"141, 142, 143

ures 138, 139, 140 and 141.

Amend section 232 of said bill by striking out the figure
"229" in the seventh line and inserting in place thereof the
figure 225.

Amend

section 234 of said bill by striking out the figures

and 232" and inserting in place thereof the figures
225, 227 and 228. Further amend said section by striking out
the figure "233" and inserting in place thereof the figure 229.

"229, 231

Amend section 266 of said bill bv striking out the figure
"276" and inserting in place thereof the figure 272.
Amend section 277 of said bill by striking out the figures
"266 and 276" and inserting in place thereof the figures 262 and
272.

Further

amend

said bill

by renumbering sections 65-75,

inclusive, to read sections 64-74, inclusive.

Further

amend

said bill by

renumbering

sections 77-89,

inclusive, to read sections 75-87, inclusive.

Further amend said

bill

by renumbering sections 91-179,

inclusive, to read sections 88-176, inclusive.

Further

amend

said bill by

renumbering

sections 181-277,

inclusive, to read sections 177-273, inclusive.

On motion of Mrs. Ainley of Manchester the House concurred in the amendment.
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Senate Messages
announced that the Senate has voted
message
The Senate
offered by the Committee on Enamendments
to adopt the
House Bill, in the adoption of
following
grossed Bills, to the
Senate
asks the concurrence of the
which amendments the

House

of Representatives:

HB

630, providing for collection of taxes

on property

be-

ing re-assessed.

Amendment

to

HB

630

Amend section 1 of said bill by striking out the twentyseventh line and inserting in place thereof the following:
2

Time

Limitation.

amend

Further
section

Amend RSA

said bill by

71:13 (supp) as

renumbering section

2 to read

3.

On

motion of Mr. Larty of Haverhill the House concurred

in the Senate

amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee of Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House

of Representatives:

HB

180, relative to the incorporation of trust companies.

Amendment

Amend
lines

section

and inserting
1

1

of said bill

and inserting

Incorporation Board.

180

by striking out the

first

four

Amend RSA

392:1 by striking out

in place thereof the following: 392:1

The bank
*

On

HB

in place thereof the following:

Trust Companies.

said section

to

commissioner, the state

*

*

motion of Mr. Bigelow of Warner the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

A

further Senate message announced that with the unaniof the Senate the President has appointed Senator

mous consent
Green

in place of Senator

Whalen

as a senate

member

of the
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Committee

whom was referred HB 532, relatemporary and seasonal state employees.

of Conference to

tive to classification of

Committee

of Conference

Report

of Conference, to whom was referred
No. 532, relative to classification of temporary and
seasonal state employees, having considered the same, report
the same with the recommendation that the senate recede from
its position in adopting its amendment that the house recede
from its position of noconcurrence and that the house and
senate concur in the adoption of the following amendment:

The Committee

House

Bill

Amend
as follows:

the bill by inserting after section
2 Exceptions.

The

1

a

new

section

provisions of this act shall not

apply to any employee of the department of public works and
highways except all grades of toll attendants.

Futher amend the

bill

by renumbering section 2

to

read

3.

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill
Mr. Smith of Plymouth
Mr. Eastman of Weare
Conferees on the part of the house
Senator DeLude
Senator Green
Conferees on the part of the senate

The

report of the

Committee

of

Conference was adopted.

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
House of Representatives in its amendments
to the following Bills:

to concur with the

SB

3,

SB

33, to

permitting the hunting of deer with muzzle-loaders.

provide an industrial agent for the three northern

counties.

SB
SB

61, relative to credit unions.

115, relative to early land acquisition

by Nashua Hous-

ing Authority.

SB

118, relative to the

improvement

entrance and the restoration of sand
owned land at Hampton Beach.

lost

of

Hampton Harbor

by erosion on

state-
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announced that the Senate has voted
to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of
the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed Bills
to the following entitled bills and joint resolutions:
further message

HB
SB

112, relative to on-sale permits for sale of beverages.

125, relative to laying out highways.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
curs with the

House

of Representatives:

HB 316, relative to taking of pheasants.
Amendment

Amend

to

HB

316

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

Open

amended

Season Defined.

Amend RSA

209:2

by 1957, 80:1, by striking out said section

(supp) as

and

insert-

ing in place thereof the following: 209:2 Pheasants. Pheasants

may be

taken and possessed from October first to October thirtyfirst, except that section of Rockingham and Strafford counties
east of the following described line shall be open to the taking
of male pheasants only: commencing at the Massachusetts-New
Hampshire state line where route 125 enters New Hampshire
in the town of Plaistow and continuing in a northerly direction
along route 125 to route 11 in the city of Rochester and thence
along route 11 to the Maine state line and southerly of route
101 from where it intersects route 125 westerly to the Vermont
border. No person shall take more than two pheasants in one
day. No person shaM take more than ten pheasants in any one
calendar open season, or have in his possession at one time more
than two days' bag limit of pheasants.

On

motion of Mr. London of

New London

the

House

con-

curred in the amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following concurrent resolutions, in the passage of
which it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:
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Concurrent Resolution
Resolved by the Senate, the House of Representatives conconvention which is to convene
in 1964 consider submitting to the voters the question whether
the constitution should be amended so as to provide that legislative salaries and expenses be established in the same manner

currinsf, that the constitutional

as the salaries of all other state officials are established.

Mr. Ferguson of Concord moved that the concurrent
be laid on the table.

reso-

ilution

The motion was

A

adopted.

announced that the Senate has
adopt the recommendations of the Committees of Con-

further Senate message

voted to

ference to

whom

was referred the following entitled

bills:

HB 249, relative to the taking of wild bear.
HB 485, relative to building and loan associations.
HB 290, relative to the retirement age for state employees
under the

state

employees' retirement system.

HB 273, relating to investments of savings banks.
HB 532, relative to classification of temporary and seasonal
employees.

state

SB

increasing the salary of the Hillsborough county

7,

attorney.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills and joint resolutions sent
up from

HB

the

HB

of Representatives:

616, relative to the definition

and school

rights

House

and elementary school

district liability.

363, providing for the acquisition of certain water

and dams controlling the Contoocook River.

HB

430, providing for control of acquatic nuisances in any
of the surface waters of the state.

HB
tions.

601, relating to the counting of votes at biennial elec-

Saturday, June
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in favor of Earl Hill of Pittsfield.

HB 641, relative to business corporation law.
HB 524, empowering the state to reimburse
loss of taxes

HB

340, relative to mileage rate for all state employees

using privately

HB
central

towns for

under certain circumstances.

106,

owned passenger vehicles.
relative

New Hampshire

HB

596,

relating to the

HB

to

the relocation of a portion of the

turnpike.

An

Act adopting the uniform narcotic drug
pharmacy commission.

act

487, relative to purchases of liquor by state liquor

commission.

HB 638, relative to relocation of road in Rye.
SB

68,

education in

relating to the reorganization of public higher

New

Hampshire.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB 581, relating to workmen's compensation.
and the President has appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the Senate: Senator O'lson and. Senator Lamontagne.

The
House

Senate has voted to accede to the request of the

of Representatives for a

the following entitled

HB

Committee

of Conference

on

bill:

536, relating to the expenses of the public utilities

commission.

and the President has appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the Senate: Senator DeLude and Senator Mitchell.

A
fuses to

further Senate message announced that the Senate reconcur with the House of Representatives in the passage

of the following entitled

bills,

sent

up from

the

House

resentatives:

HB 605, relative to Delinquent Corporations.

of Rep-
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HB

348, to authorize banks to invest in service corpora-

tions.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the 2nd recommendation of the Committee of
Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB

on banks and similar

475, relating to trustee process

corporations.

Committee

of Conference

The Conference Committee

to

Report

whom

475, relating to trustee process on banks

was referred

HB

and similar corpora-

having reconsidered the same hereby recommend that
its position in adopting the Conference
that the Senate Recede from its position
in adopting the Conference Committee Report; and further
recommend that the Senate and House adopt the following
tions,

House recede from
Committee Report and
the

amendment

Amend

to said bill:

section

1

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Trustee Process.

Amend RSA

512 by inserting after secby 1959, 102:1, the following new
section: 512:9-b Bank Accounts. When a bank, trust company,
1

tion 9-a

(supp)

as inserted

building and loan association or similar corporation is named
as trustee, the trustee shall be summoned by service on an
officer, person in charge, teller or office employee of such
bank, trust company, building and loan association or similar corporation at its office if service is made during banking hours, and if service is made at a time other than
banking hours, by serving on an officer of such bank, trust
company, building and loan association or similar corporation,
and not otherwise. The trustee so served shall not be chargeable
for any goods, rights or credits of the defendant which shall
come into the hands of the trustee subsequent to the time of
the trustee's disclosure.

Ralph W. Totman
Robert W. Moran
William Johnson
Conferees on the part

of the

House

Senator Rainie
Senator Green
Conferees on the part of the Senate
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A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to reconsider its action whereby it discharged its second
Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:

HB

290, relative to the retirement age for state employees

under the

state

employees' retirement system.

and has reinstated the members of said second committee of
conference on the part of the Senate: Senator DeLude and.
Senator Battles.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate concurs with the House of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill with amendments, in the passage of

which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

186, repealing the taxation

Amendment

Amend
and

to

the bill by striking out

on

HB

livestock

and poultry.

186

all after

the enacting clause

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Oxen, Cows,

Etc.

paragraph V of RSA 72:15 by
and inserting in place thereof the

Amend

striking out said paragraph

following: V. Neat Stock. In the tax year
1964, oxen, cows,
old, in excess of

commencing April

1,

and other neat stock over twenty-four months
the aggregate value of one thousand dollars.

2 Poultry. Amend paragraph VII of RSA 72:15 by striking
out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:
VII. Poultry. In the tax year commencing April 1, 1964, poultry
of every description over four months old in excess of the aggregate value of three hundred and fifty dollars.
3

Repeal.

Paragraph IV of

RSA

72:15, relating to the

VI of RSA 72:15,
and hogs, are hereby

taxation of draft animals, and paragraph
relating to the taxation of sheep, goats

repealed.

4 Affidavits Required.

Any owner

of a herd of animals or
an exemption provided for the tax
year commencing April 1, 1964 by RSA 72:15 V or VII as inserted by this act shall file with the assessing officials an affidavit
under oath that no part of said herd or flock has been purchased,
received, transferred or sold for the purpose of gaining an adflock of poultry requesting
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ditional tax exemption, as provided by the paragraphs referred
to hereinabove.

Takes

5
its

Effect.

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

On

motion of Mr. Laity of Haverhill the House concurred
amendment.

in the Senate

Engrossed Bills Report

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
& House Joint Resolution:

Senate Bills

HB

185, An act relative to school district budget and approval of tax rate by tax commission.

HB 415, An act increasing the salary of the Belknap County
treasurer.

HB

584,

An

act relative to

Belknap County Recreational

Area.

SB

45,

An

act relative to rates at

SB

52,

An

act relative to firemen's retirement system.

SB

103,

An

State-Owned

ski facilities.

act adopting the bus taxation proration

and

reciprocity agreements.

SB

108,

An

act relative to the application of federal funds

for civil defense.

fuels

SB 109, An act adopting the compact on
consumed by interstate buses.
SB

130,

An

taxation of motor

act relative to cost of vaccinating infected

animals.

SB

131,

An

act relative to the use of transporter plates.

HJR 10, Joint Resolution providing supplemental appropriation for education of the deaf.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Langdon

For the Committee

Saturday, June
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Resolutions

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, in the interest of economy
the number of printed
session laws, therefore be

bound

it is desired to reduce
journals of the house and the

it

Resolved, That all members and attaches desiring a bound
journal of this session and a bound copy of the session laws file
their requests with the Sergeant-at-Arms office by Alice Pinkham, and be it further
Resolved, That only those

such requests shall receive these

The

members and attaches who
bound volumes.

file

resolutions were adopted.

Recess
After Recess

Committee Report
Mr. Larty of Haverhill moved that the rules of the House
be so far suspended as to permit the introduction of a committee report not advertised in the Journal for two days. SB 55.
Mr. Geisel of Manchester spoke

in favor of the motion.

Mr. Plumer of Bristol spoke against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Pickett of Keene spoke in favor of the motion.

At the request

SB 55 and

HB 41

of

Mr. Plumer of Bristol the Clerk read

in full.

Mrs. Bro^vn of Sandwich spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

(Mr,

McMeekin

of Haverhill in the Chair)

Mr. Hill of Conway, Brummer of Lisbon and Kimball of
Derry spoke against the motion.
Messrs. O'Shan of Laconia, and Stevenson of Bethlehem
spoke in favor of the motion.
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Personal Privilege
Messrs. Pickett of Keene and Plumer of Bristol rose on a
point of personal privilege.

Mrs. Hayward of Hanover
and it was sufficiently seconded.

The motion was
The

On

question

moved

the previous question

adopted.

now being on

a viva voce vote the

the suspension of the Rules.

Nays appeared

to

have

it.

Mr. Geisel of Manchester requested a division.
78

members having voted

in the affirmative

negative, the motion to suspend the rules was

and 104

in the

lost.

Conference Committee
to whom was referred
No. 653, An Act making appropriations for capital
improvements, long term repairs and deferred maintenance
for the state of New Hampshire, having considered the same,
report the same with the following recommendations:

The Committee on Conference

House

Bill

1
That the House recede from its position of non-concurrence in the amendments to sections 1 and 3 as adopted by the
Senate and concur in said amendments; and

That the House and Senate adopt

2

the foillowing

amend-

ments:

Amend
after the

izing

the

title

of the bill by adding at the

word "New Hampshire"

the following:

temporary authority for the adjusting of

state officials.; so that said title as

An
Making appropriations

amended

,

end thereof,
and author-

salaries of certain

shall read as follows:

Act

for capital

improvements, long term

and deferred maintenance for the state of New Hampand authorizing temporary authority for the adjusting of

repairs
shire,

salaries of certain state officials.

Further amend said bill by striking out
and inserting the following new sections:

all after

section 3
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4 University of New Hampshire. The sum of one hundred
twenty five thousand dollars is hereby appropriated for the reconstruction of dairy buildings, equipment and facilities destroyed by fire. All contracts for reconstruction shall be let (1)
at public sealed bidding, (2) only after an advertisement calling
for bids has been published at least once in each of two successive calendar weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in

New Hampshire, the first publication being not less than thirty
days prior to the date the bids will be received, and (3) to the
lowest responsible bidder.
5

Po^vers of Governor

and Council. The governor and
empowered

council are hereby authorized and

To

I.

establish the priority of undertaking any projects

hereinbefore enumerated:
II.
To transfer funds from any project named in section
hereof to any other project in said section, provided such
transfer is for the public good or is necessary to keep within
the funds appropriated.
1

III.

To

delete projects or parts of projects provided such

the public
U
good or
funds appropriated.

deletion

»-iV_lCLHJJLl 13
is Lyjl
for LilC

is

necessary to keep within the

TV. To substitute emergency ilong term repair projects
any of the projects hereinbefore enumerated, if such substitution is necessary for the public good; and

for

V.

To

the federal

cooperate with and enter in such agreements with
government or any agency thereof, as they may deem

advisable, to secure federal funds for the purposes hereof.

The

appropriation made for the pur1, 3 and 4 and the sums available
for those projects shall be expended by the trustees, commission,
commissioner, or department head of the institutions and departments referred to therein, except as provided in section 7,
provided that all contracts for projects and plans and specifications therefore, excepting those provided in section 4, shall be
awarded in accordance with the provisions of RSA 228:4. The
appropriations made and the sums available for the projects in
section 2 above shall be expended by the state board of education, provided that all contracts for projects and plans and
6

Expenditures.

poses mentioned in sections
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therefore

specifications

the provisions of

Land

7

sliall

be awarded in accordance with

RSA 228:4.
Any land acquired under

Acquisition.

made

and

tlie

ap-

except such land, if any,
appropriation
for water resources
the
acquired
under
as may be
Commissioner
of public works
purchased
by
the
be
board, shall
and council.
governor
approval
of
the
with
the
highways,
and
also
have
the approval
purchase
shall
recommended
for
The site
propriations

of the governor

in sections

1

2,

and council.

Borrowing Power.

To

provide funds for the appropriais hereby
authorized, under the direction of the governor and council, to
borrow upon the credit of the state not exceeding the sum of
8

made

tions

in section

eight mililion three
fifty

1

hereof, the state treasurer

hundred forty-one thousand one hundred

dollars ($8,341,150); to provide funds for the appropria-

tions

made

in section 2 hereof not exceeding the

sum

of four

thousand eight hundred
eleven dollars ($4,334,811); to provide funds for the appropriation made in section 3 hereof not exceeding the sum of one
hundred eighty-five thousand one hundred dollars ($'18'5,I00);
and to provide funds for the appropriation made in section 4
hereof not exceeding the sum of one hundred twenty-five thousand dollars ($125,000); and for said purposes may issue bonds
million

three

hundred

thirty^four

in the name and on behalf of the State of New HampThe governor and council shall determine the form of
bonds or notes, their rate of interest, the date when interest

and notes
shire.

such
shall

be paid and the time or times of

issue.

Such bonds and

notes shall be paid as follows: bonds and notes issued to provide
funds for the appropriations made in sections 1 and 4 shall be

paid within a period of twenty years; bonds and notes issued to
provide funds for the appropriations made in section 2 shall be
paid within a period of thirty years; and bonds or notes issued
to provide funds for appropriations made in section 3 shall be
paid within a period of ten years. Such bonds or notes shall be
signed by the treasurer and countersigned by the governor and
shall be deemed a pledge of the faith and credit of the state.
9 Payments. The payment of principal and interest on
bonds and notes issued for the projects in sections 1 and 3 shall
be made when due from the general funds of the state. The payment of principal and interest on bonds and notes issued for
the projects in sections 2 and 4 shall be made when due from

Saturday, June

29,
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the general funds of the state but shall be liquidated as provided in section 15 hereof.
10 Proceeds from Sale. The proceeds of the sale of said
bonds or notes authorized by section 8 shall be held by the
treasurer and paid out by him upon warrants drawn by the
governor for the purposes of sections 1, 2, 3, and 4 above. The
governor, with the advice and consent of the council, shall draw
his warrants for the payments from the funds provided for
herein of all funds expended or due for the purposes herein

authorized.

The

secretary of state shall keep an account
hereunder countersigned by
authorized
of all bonds or notes
and amount of each bond
number
the governor, sho^ving the
the date of delivery to the
countersigning,
or note, the time of
maturity.
The state treasurer shall
of
treasurer, and the date
showing the number
note
bond
or
keep an account of each
whom
sold, the amount reperson
to
thereof, the name of the
date
of maturity.
and
the
ceived for same, the date of sale
i 1

Accounts.

12 Short Term Notes. Prior to the issuance of the bonds
or notes hereunder, the treasurer, under the direction of the
governor and council, may for the purposes hereof borrow
to time on short term loans, ^vhich may be
refunded by the issuance of the bonds or notes hereunder. Provided, however, that at no time shall the indebtedness of the
state on short term loans exceed the following sums: (1) not
exceeding the sum of eight million three hundred forty one
thousand one hundred fifty dollars for borrowing to provide
funds for the purposes of section 1; (2) not exceeding the sum
of four million three hundred thirty four thousand eight hundred eleven dollars for borrowing to provide funds for the
purposes of section 2; (3) not exceeding the sum of one hundred
eighty five thousand one hundred dollars for borrowing to provide funds for the purposes of section 3; and (4) not exceeding
the sum of one hundred twenty five thousand dollars for borrowing to provide funds for the purposes of section 4.

money from time

13

Sale of

Bonds or Notes. All bonds or notes, except
under the provisions of this act, shall be

short term loans issued

sold at public sealed bidding to the highest bidder, provided,

however, that the governor and council
bids and

may

negotiate for said sale

deem most advantageous

to the state.

may

reject

upon terms

any or

"w'hich

it

all

may
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The department of public works and
breakdown of all department
accurate
keep
an
highway
conferences,
on all projects auconsultative
including
charges,
under section 4.
provided
those
excepting
hereunder,
thorized
14

Public Works.
shall

15

The

Liquidation,

state

board of education

shall estab-

lish and charge board and room rental rates for the use of the
commons building and dormitories at Keene teachers college
and shall establish and charge board and room rental rates for
the use of the commons building and dormitories at Plymouth

teachers college as provided in section 2 hereof. Said rates shall
be sufficient to amortize the investment in said commons and
dormitories. The revenue from said board and room rental
rates for the commons and dormitories at Keene teachers colleg^e and the revenue from said board and room rental rates for
the commons and dormitories at Plymouth teachers college
shall be paid into the respective funds of said teachers colleges,
provided that the state treasurer shaill deduct from said respective funds such sums as may be necessary to meet interest and
principal payments in accordance with the terms and conditions
of the bonds or notes issued under authority hereof for the
projects at

Keene teachers college and Plymouth teachers

The

col-

authorized to deduct
from the fund accruing to the university under RSA 187:24, or
appropriation in lieu thereof, for each fiscal year such sum or

lege respectively.

state treasurer

is

sums as may be necessary to meet interest and principal payments in accordance Avith the terms and conditions of the bonds
or notes issued under the authority of section 4 hereof.
16

Temporary Provisions. Whenever, in the judgment of
and council, it is in the best interest of state serv-

the governor

ice to establish a

higher salary or higher salary range for any

unclassified position in state service, the governor

may

and council

establish a higher salary or higher salary range for

position. In the case of officials

who

are

members

any such

of boards or

whose members under the foregoing table
and in the case of officials who are
grouped with others in said table, special consideration may be
given to individuals whose responsibilities differ from those of
others in the same group. Additional funds necessary to provide
for such increases shall be deemed a just charge against the
commissions

all

receive the

same

of

salary,

The authority herein granted to the
may be exercised only until June 30, 1965.

salary adjustment fund.

governor and council

Saturday, June

During the time the provisions of

Suspension:

17

16 are in effect the provisions of the

RSA

first

Takes

18

94:1

Effect.

This act

section

unnumbered

immediately following the
ranges for unclassified officials shall be suspended.

grapih in
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29,

list

shall take effect as of

para-

of salary

June

30,

1963.

Henry

F.

Goode

William P. Gove
George S. Pappagianis
Conferees on the part of the House
Forrest

W. Hodgdon

Arthur M. Drake
Conferees on the part of the Senate

On
House

motion of Mr. Goode of Manchester the rules of the
suspended as to dispense with reading of

^vere so far

the report.

Mr. Goode of Manchester explained the report.

The motion was
The

question

adopted.

now being on

the adoption of the commit-

tee of conference report.

The

report was adopted.

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bill sent up from the House of Repreto

sentatives:

HB 589, relative to group insurance.
The Senate message announced that the Senate refuses to
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the
following entitled bill sent up from the House of Representatives:

HB

392, relative to the sale of insurance in connection with

real estate transactions.
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Committee

of Ck)nference

Report

The Committee of Conference to whom was referred
House Bill No. 400, An Act to provide group life insurance,
and groups hospital medical and surgical care for state employees, their families, and for retired state employees and
their spouses, having considered the same report the same with
the following recommendation: That the Senate recedes from
its

position of adopting

as passed

its

amendment and

accepts the bill

by the House.
Joseph M. Eaton
Asjenor Belcourt

Oscar C. Prescott
Conferees on the part of the House
Forrest

Robert

W. Hodgdon
Monahan

S.

Conferees on the part of the Senate

The

report ^vas adopted.

Mr. Angus of Claremont moved that the committee of
HB 581 be discharged and that a new commit-

conference on
tee be appointed.

The motion was adopted and the Chair appointed Messrs.
Stevenson of Bethlehem, Dion of Manchester and LaFlamme
of Concord as new conferees on the part of the House.
Personal Privilege

Mr. Geisel of Manchester rose on a point of personal

privi-

lege.

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate
with the House of Representatives in the passage of
lowing entitled bill, in new title and new draft, in the
of Avhich ne^v title and ne^v draft the Senate asks the
rence of the House of Representatives:

HB
of state.

417 (In

New

Title and

New

concurs
the

fol-

passage
concur-

Draft), rdative to matters

Saturday, June

29,

1963
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HB 417 In New Title and New Draft
relative to matters of state

Intra-Departmental Organization. All powers for mak1
ing changes in intra-departmental organization and transferring
appropriations as provided in RSA 126-A:2, II and III (supp) as
inserted by 1961, 222:1, shall terminate on June 30, 1965.
2 Committee Established. There is here'by established a
committe to study the needs of emotionally disturbed persons.
Said committee shall consist of seven members six of whom
shall be appointed by the governor and council, one shall be a
justice of the superior court, one shall be a member of the New
Hampshire bar association, one shall be a member of the New
Hampshire department of probation, one shall be employed in
the psychiatric department of the New Hampshire state hospital, one shall be a parole officer attached to the New Hampshire state prison, one shall be from the public at large and the

be the ^varden of the New Hampshire
be the duty of said committee and it is
hereby authorized to make a study of the necessity and feasibility and all other aspects necessary to the need of an alternate
place of confinement other than a house of correction, jail or
state prison for such persons whose emotional, psychological or
general mental make-up is such that the aforementioned places
seventh

member

shall

state prison. It shall

make
dicial

wouW

be impractical and said committee shall
and recommendations to the jucouncil three months prior to the convening of the 1965

of confinement

a report of

its

findings

session of the general court.

Building Aid for Contracting School Districts. Amend
chapter 198 by inserting after section 15-g (supp), as inserted by 1957, 301:3, the following new section:
198:15-h
Aid to Derry, Londonderry, Windham, Hampstead and Chester.
Notwithstanding any other provisions of statute to the contrary, the state board of education shall pay annually to each of
the school districts of Derry, Londonderry, Windham, Hampstead and Chester thirty per cent of the portion of the total tuition which each said district pays to Pinkerton Academy of
Derry which is in payment of principal on the loan made by
said academy for the purpose of constructing a new building
and equipping the same, in accordance with paragraph 4 (c) of
a certain agreement which each of said districts has entered
3

RSA
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into with said academy, provided that the provisions of RSA
198:15-a relative to proration of any grant, shall apply to the

grants herein provided for.

Amend RSA

578:10 by striking out the same
578:10 Penalty.
If any person sha'U be guilty of a breach of any provision of this
chapter he shall be fined not more than one 'hundred dollars,
4

Penalty.

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

or imprisoned not more than thirty days, or both, unless otherwise specifically provided, and he may be required to give
sureties to be of
5
its

Takes

good behavior

Effect.

This act

for

one

year.

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Mrs. Greene of Rye
of the

moved

to dispense

with the reading

amendment.

Mrs. Greene spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

adopted.

Mrs. Greene of Rye moved that HB 417 be indefinitely
postponed and spoke in favor of the motion.

Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield and Mr. Cobleigh of Nashua
spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was

A

adopted.

further Senate message announced that the Senate conHouse of Representatives in the passage of the

curs with the

bill, with amendments, in the passage of
amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

following entitled
Vk'hich

House

of Representatives:

HB

647, relating to life insurance limits in loans for edu-

cational purposes.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

647

the bill by inserting after section

I

the following

Reimbursement. The sum of five hundred
twenty-seven dollars and sixty-eight cents is hereby appropriated to Senator Nathan T. Battles, and the sum of five
hundred twenty-four dollars and thirty cents is hereby appropriated to Senator Lucien E. Bergeron, and the sum of five
hundred twenty-eight dollars and twenty cents is hereby appropriated to Senator Samuel Green, and the sum of five

new

section:

2

Saturday, June

and
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29,

hereby appropriated
reimburse all of the
above named for their expenses in attending the National
Legislative Leaders Conference in the fall of nineteen hundred
and sixty-one. The sums hereby appropriated shall be a charge

hundred forty-two

dollars

upon

cents

is

to

the legislative appropriation.

Further amend the
section

bill

by renumbering section 2

to

read

3.

*

ly

fifty

Humphreys

Senator Cecil Charles

to

*

*

Mr. Ferguson of Concord moved that HB 647 be indefinitepostponed and spoke in favor of the motion.
Messrs. Cobleigh of Nashua, Stevenson of

Bethlehem spoke

in favor of the motion.

Messrs.

Wheeler

of Exeter

and Pickett of Keene spoke

against the motion.
(discussion ensued)

(Mr. Peterson in the Chair)

the

Mr. Goode
amendment.

Manchester answered questions regarding

of

Mr. Stevenson
on the table.

of

The motion was

The

question

is

Bethlehem moved

that

HB

647 be laid

not adopted.

on the motion

to indefinitely postpone.

The motion was adopted.
Committee

The Committee
House

Bill

No. 539,

of Conference

of Conference,
relative to

to

Report

whom

hunting and

was referred

fishinsr licenses

for personnel stationed or attached to the naval shipyard, hav-

ing considered the same, report the same with the recommendation that the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence
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and the senate recede from its position in adopting its amendment and concur with the house in the passage of the bill.
Mr. Merrill of Hampton Falls
Mr. LaFrance of Manchester
Mr. Drew of Farmington
Conferees on the part of the House
Senator Battles
Senator Monahan
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

Committee Report

HB

home rule by authorizing adoption of
eliminating certain commissions, and providing
for governmental units to contract for the performance of
various municipal functions, Mrs. Potter for Engrossed Bills.
544, relative to

city charters,

Ought

with amendments under Joint Rule

to pass

Amend

said bill

bered 49-A:28

by renumbering the

as inserted by section

1

first

6.

section

num-

of said bill to read section

49-A:25.

Further

amend

said bill

by striking out section

3

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
3

Police Commissions.

At any regular municipal election

in any of the following cities: Manchester, Nashua, Portsmouth,

Laconia, Somersworth or Berlin, if a majority of the governing
body of such city so votes, or if ten per cent of the registered
voters fi'le a petition so requesting, the following special question shall be presented to the voters at said election:

authorize the

"Shall the city of
cil (or

the

mayor and board

mayor and

city

coun-

of aldermen, as the case

may

be) to appoint a police commission instead of having the

governor and governor's council appoint the commission?"

No

Yes
If

a majority of those voting

ative, the provisions of

Laws

on the question vote

in the affirm-

1913, chapter 148 relating to such

January one next succeeding the date on
which said vote was taken, be of no further force and effect with

city shall, effective

respect to said city except as provided in section 7 of this chap-

Saturday, June
ter,

of sections 4 through

and the provisions

chapter shall thereafter apply in such

Further

amend
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7,

inclusive, of this

city.

said bill by striking out section 8

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
8 Police Commissions. Laws 1913, chapter 148, relative
appointment of police commissioners in certain cities by the
g^overnor and council, will be of no further force and effect with
respect to any city named in section 3 if a referendum in said
to

city

is

adopted.

Further

amend

said bill by striking out section 15

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
15

Takes

Sections

Effect.

14, inclusive, of this act, shall

inclusive,

1-8,

and

sections 12-

take effect sixty days after their

9, 10, and 11 shall take effect only as provided
At any regular municipal election in the city of

passage. Sections
in this section.

Claremont or in the
ing body of such city
voters

file

tion shall

city of

Dover,

if

a majority of the govern-

ten per cent of the registered
a petition so requesting, the following special quesso votes, or

be presented

if

to the voters at said election:

"Shall the city of
authorize the mayor and city
council to appoint a police commission instead of having
the governor and governor's council appoint the commission?"

No

Yes
If,

in the case of the city of

Q

Claremont, a majority of those vot-

ing on the question vote in the affirmative, the provisions of
sections 9 and 10 of this act shall take effect on January first
next succeeding the date on which said vote was taken. If, in
the case of the city of Dover, a majority of those voting on the
question vote in the affirmative, the provisions of section 1 1 of
this act shall take effect on January
date on \vhich said vote was taken.
*

*

On motion of Mr. McMeekin
amendment was dispensed with.
The amendments were

first

next succeeding the

*

of Haverhill reading of the

adopted.

Senate Messages

to

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on En-
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grossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

596, adopting the

uniform narcotic drug

and

act

relat-

ing to the pharmacy commission.

Amendment

to

HB

596

Amend paragraph I of section 2 of said bill by striking
out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:

RSA

I.

amended by
facture

and

On

318:48, 49, 49-a, 50, 51, 53
1955, 243:1

and 1957,

sale of narcotic

and 54

(supp)

10:1, relative to the

as

manu-

drugs are hereby repealed.

motion of Mr. Dion of Manchester the House con-

curred in the Engrossed Bills amendiment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the following entitled bills and joint resolutions:

HB 357, establishing a charter for the city of Manchester.
A further Senate message announced that the Senate concurs with House of Representatives in the passage of the following Concurrent Resolution, with amendments, in the passage of which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of

the

House

of Representatives:

Concurrent Resolution

as

Amended by

Senate

relating to

Final Adjournment
WhereaSj, it appears that all necessary legislative work
be accomplished by Monday, July 1, 1963, therefore be it

may

Resolved, by the House of Representatives, the Senate
concurring, that the present session of the legislature be brought
to final

adjournment on Monday, July
and be it further

1st next, at

3:00 o'clock

in the afternoon,

Resolved, That on that date,

all

reports, bills

and joint
been re-

resolutions, with the exception of those such as have

ferred to special committees of the next legislature, be indefinitely postponed.

Saturday, June

On

29,
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motion of Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough the House

concurred in the concurrent resolution.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
passed the following concurrent resolutions, in the passage of
which it asks the concurrence of the House of Representatives:

Concurrent Resolution

That

the speaker of the house

and the president of the

senate be authorized to call together any committee of the

house during the interim period between sessions, and to appoint any special committee during said interim to study any
matter which the speaker or the president of the senate may
deem necessary with the objective to expedite the 1965 session
of

the

legislature;

and

to

authorize

speaker to accept

the

members

of

and the president of the senate to be empowered
accept resignations from the members of the senate.

to

resignations during the interim period from the
the house

At the request of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill, Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough explained the concurrent resolution.
(discussion ensued)

The

concurrent resolution was adopted.
(Speaker in the Chair)

A

further Senate message

curs with the

House

announced

that the Senate con-

of Representatives in the passage of the

following entitled bill, with amendments, in the passage of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

633, relating to the veterans' service

exemption and

access road.

Amendment

to

HB

633

Amend

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause
and inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Qualifications.

Amend RSA

72:28

(supp)

as

amended

by 1955, 289:1, by striking out the words "five thousand" in the
fourteenth line and inserting in place thereof the words, seven
thousand five hundred, so that said section as amended shall
read as

follo^v's:

72:28 Service Exemption.
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I.
Every resident of this state who served not less than
ninety days in the armed forces of the United States in any of
the following ^vars or armed conflicts, the Spanish War, Philippine Insurrection, Boxer Rebellion, World War I, World War
II, or Korean Conflict, as hereinafter defined Avho have been
discharged or separated therefrom under conditions other than
dishonorable or the spouse of such resident, or the widow of
such resident, and every resident, or the spouse of such resident,
whose services were terminated for a service-connected disabil-

ity,

and the widow

of

any resident who suffered a service-con-

nected death, in consideration of such service, shall be exempt
each year from taxation upon his or her residential real estate,
to the value of one thousand dollars.
In toAvns in Tvhich, as determined by the tax commison real estate upon the basis of one hundred per cent of full and true value, the exemption provided in
this section shall be granted to an eligible person, as described
in paragraph I hereof, provided that the value of the residential
real estate of such person in such town as assessed by the selectmen does not, exclusive of bona fide encumbrances of record
thereon, exceed the sum of ten thousand dollars. In other towns,
such exemption shall be granted to an eligible person provided
that the value of his residential real estate in such town as assessed by the selectmen, exclusive of bona fide encumbrances of
record thereon, does not exceed an amount which is in the
same proportion to ten thousand dollars as the level of the tax
assessments upon real estate in said to^vn, as determined by the
tax commission, bears to one hundred per cent of the full and
true value of the real estate in said town. No exemption shall be
granted a resident qualified for exemption, excepting those 'with
a service-connected disability, who is delinquent in the payment
of any taxes due the state of New Hampshire or any political
subdivision thereof.
II.

sion, taxes are assessed

III.
The following terms as used in this section shall be
construed as follows:

(1)

"Spanish

War" between April

2ll,

1898 and April

11,

1899.
(2)

and July

"Philippine Insurrection" between April 12, 1899
1902, extended to July 15, 1903 for service in the

4,

Moro Provinces.
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"Boxer Rebellion" between June

(3)
2,

29,

1900 and

16,

May

1901.

"World War I" between April 6, 1917 and November
(4)
1918 extended to April 1, 1920 for service in Russia, provided that reenlistment in military or naval service on or after
November 12, 1918 and before July 2, 1921 where there was
prior service between April 6, 1917 and November 11, 1918
11,

shall

be considered

as

World War

"World War

(5)

December

11"

I

service.

between December

"Korean Conflict" between June

(6)

7,

1941

and

31, 1946.

25,

1950 and July

27, 1953.

Part II
2

Inclusion.

Amend RSA

103:2 by inserting in line 4

after the '^vord "clerk" the words, the persons in the positions

provided for by

RSA

106-A:3 (supp) as inserted by 1961, 166:3.

Part III
Authorization. The commissioner of public works and
3
highways, subject to the approval of the governor and council,
is hereby authorized to lay out and construct an access road to
the Willard Basin, so-called, in the toAvns of Lancaster, Jefferson,
and Randolph, the city of Berlin, and in the unorganized place
of Kilkenny.

Appropriation. The sum of three hundred thousand
hereby appropriated to be expended by the department of public works and highways, subject to the approval of
the governor and council, for the layout and construction of
said road. In order to provide the funds necessary for the appropriation made in this section, the state treasurer is hereby
authorized, under the direction of the governor and council, to
borrow/ on the credit of the state from time to time, a total of
three hundred thousand dollars for the purpose of carrying into
effect the provisions hereof and for that purpose may issue
bonds or notes in the name and on behalf of the state of New
Hampshire at a rate of interest to be determined by the governor and council. The maturity dates of such bonds or notes
shall be determined in each case by the governor and council
4

dollars

is
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but in no case shall they be later than twenty years from the
date of issue.

Form and Accounts. All such bonds or notes shall be
form and such denomination as the governor and council shall determine, may be registerable as to both principal and
interest, shall be countersigned by the governor and shall be
deemed a pledge of the faith and credit of the state. The secretary of state and the state treasurer shall keep such account of
all such bonds or notes as are kept of other state bonds or notes.
The treasurer may negotiate and sell such bonds or notes by
direction of the governor and council in such manner as they
may determine most advantageous to the state. The proceeds
of the sale of such bonds or notes shall be held by the state
treasurer and paid out by him upon warrants drawn by the
governor for the purposes of this act alone and the governor,
v/ith the advice and consent of the council, shall draw his warrants for the payment from the funds provided for herein of
all sums expended or due for the purposes herein authorized.
5

in such

6
Short-term Loans. Prior to the issuance of the bonds or
notes hereunder, the treasurer, under the direction of the governor and council, may for the purposes hereof borrow money

from time to time on short-term loans, which may be refunded
by the issuance of the bonds or notes hereunder. Provided, however, that at no time shall the indebtedness of the state on such
short-term loans exceed the sum of three hundred thousand
dollars.

Layout and Classification. Said access road shall be laid
7
out and constructed in the manner provided by law for Class II
highways. After completion of construction, said road shall be
designated a Class III road and maintained by the Lancaster

development corporation.
8 Terms and Conditions. The governor and council are
hereby authorized to set the terms and conditions for repayment
of any part of the cost of layout and construction of the access
road provided in section 1 hereof as said governor and council
shall determine to be in the best interest of the state.
9

passage.

Takes

Effect.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

its

.
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the bill by striking out the

title

and

insert-

ing in place thereof the following: relating to the veterans' service

exemption and

access road.
*

The

*

*

Clerk read the amendments in

full.

Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that the amendments be
adopted.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Bednar of Hudson rose on a point of parliamentary
procedure.

The Chair
ment and divide

stated he
it

would take the

into three parts

if

sense of this

amend-

such a motion be adopted.

Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem moved that the amendment
be divided.

The Chair

divided the amendment, provisory to the pas-

sage of the motion, in three parts as follows:
1.

Veterans' exemption

2.

Department

3.

Access item

of Safety

Messrs. Coleigh of

Nashua and Gay

of Derry spoke against

the motion.

Parliamentary Inquiry

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill rose on a point of parliamentary inquiry.

Mr. Smith of Plymouth spoke in favor of the motion.

The motion was
ment was

The

adopted, and the motion on the amend-

divided.

question

is

on the adoption of part No.

1

of the

amend-

ment.

Mr. White of Atkinson spoke in favor of part

1.

Miss Faulkner of Keene requested an explanation of that
part.

Mr. O'Shan of Laconia explained part

1.

Messrs. Plourde of Pembroke, Uhlenberg of Gilmanton,
of Manchester and Hackler of Swanzey spoke in favor
of part 1

Vachon
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amendment was adopted.

Part

1

The

question

of the

now being on

part 2 of the

amendment.

Messrs. Capistran of Manchester, Cobleigh of Nashua,
Sheridan of Berlin, and Stafford of Laconia spoke against the
part.

Part 2 of the

The

amendment was rejected.

now being on

question

part 3 of the

amendment.

Mr. Sherman of Lancaster spoke in favor of part

Mr. Oliver of Marlborough spoke against part

3.

3.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland spoke in favor.
Messrs. Pryor of Ashland

and Smith

of

Plymouth spoke

in

favor.

(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)

Mr. Willey of Campton spoke

against.

Mrs. Taylor of Whitefield, Messrs. Goode of Manchester,
O'Neil of Chesterfield, Healy of Manchester, Taft of Greenville and McGee of Lincoln spoke in favor.

(Speaker in the Chair)
(discussion ensued)

Mrs. Martin of Littleton and Mrs. Arsenault of Randolph
spoke in favor.

Mr. Young of Rye moved the previous question and

it

was

sufficiently seconded.

The motion was

The

question

Part 3 of the

adopted.

now being on

part 3 of the

amendment.

amendment was adopted.

The question now being on the motion of Mr. Taft of
Greenville that the House concur in the Senate amendment.
The House concurred including section 1 as divided by
the Chair, excluding section 2 as divided by the Chair, and
including section 3 as divided by the Chair.

Mr. Totman of Alstead moved
be so far suspended

as to

that the rules of the

House

allow the introduction of a committee

Saturday, June

29,
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report not previously advertised in the Journal for two days.
The report being on SB 139.

The motion
SB

prevailed.

139, prescribing standards in connection

stakes races

and authorizing payment

of

with sweep-

taxes under

Mr. Spanos of NcAvport for Judiciary. Ought

protest,

to pass.

(Mr. Taft of Greenville in the Chair)

Question being

shall the bill

be ordered to a third reading.

Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough spoke in favor of the
motion.

Mr. Johnson of Hanover spoke against the motion.
Mr. Peterson of Peterborough spoke in favor of the motion.
(Mr. Peterson of Peterborough in the Chair)

Mr. Taft of Greenville spoke in favor of the motion.

SB 139 was ordered

to a third reading.

Mr. Coutermarsh of Lebanon moved that SB 139 be placed
on third reading and final passage at the present time by title
only.

The motion

prevailed.

Third Reading

SB

139, prescribing standards in connection with sweep-

stakes races

and authorizing payment

was read a third time, passed, and sent
to be Enonrossed.

of taxes

under

protest,

to the Secretary of State

Reconsideration

Mr. Pickett of Keene having voted with the majority,
that the House reconsider its vote whereby it passed SB
139 and spoke against the motion.

moved

The motion was

not adopted.
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Senate Messages
Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
to discharge its Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

The

HB 581, relating to workmen's compensation.
Senate has voted to accede to the request of the House
of Representatives for a new Committee of Conference on the
following entitled bill:

The

HB

581,

relating

to

workmen's compensation and the

President has appointed as members of said Committee on the
part of the Senate: Senator Martel and Senator Hartman,

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to •\vhom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB 653, making appropriations for capital improvements,
long term repairs and deferred maintenance for the state of
New

Hampshire.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption
of which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House

of Representatives:

HB 439,

continuing the appropriation for expansion of the

state parks.

Amendment

Amend
lines

HB

439

section 3 of said bill by striking out the

and inserting
3

to

Projects.

Amend RSA

263:13, by striking out the

the following:

first

three

in place thereof the following:

216-A:5 as inserted by 1961,

same and inserting

in place thereof

216-A:5 Recommendation of Projects. At such

time

On

motion of Mr. Casassa of Hampton the House con-

curred in the Engrossed Bills amendment.

The Senate message announced that the Senate concurs
with the House of Representatives in the passage of the follow-

Saturday, June
ing entitled

which new
of the

bill,

House

in

new

and new

title

title

29,

and new
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draft, in the passage of

draft the Senate asks the concurrence

of Representatives:

HB 389, in New Title and New Draft
AN ACT
establishing a state-wide library development program.

Be

Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court convened:

it

1

Libraries.

Amend RSA

by inserting after chapter 201-A

(supp) the following ne^v chapter:

Chapter 201-B
Library Development Program
Declaration of Purpose. In order to provide more
library service for ail the people of
New Hampshire, it is hereby declared to be in the public interest to provide both the incentive and the means by which
local libraries can become part of a state-wide system of coopera201-B:)1

effective

tive

and economical

library service without impairing the principles of self

help and local control.
201-B:2 Library Districts. The state shall be divided into
four library districts and such additional districts as the state

commission may determine are required. Each library
be composed of service center libraries and affiliated libraries. The state library commission shall establish the
geographical boundaries of each library district.
library

district shall

201-B:3 Advisory Council. Each library district shall have
an advisory council consisting of one representative from each
library in the district which has voted to participate in the
system.

—

201-B:4
Election. The board of trustees of any participating library shall elect the representative to serve on the advisory council. Said representative may be a librarian, a member of the board of library trustees or any other person and
shall be chosen for a term of three years.
20i-B:5

— Duties.

The

advisory council shall
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Serve as the policy

I.

the limits of
II.

IV.

a

program of

for the district within

services;

among member

Provide liaison
state,

making body

authority;

Develop

III.

and the

its

towns, other districts

and

Make recommendations

to

the state library commis-

sion relative to (a) qualifications for state aid to local libraries
(b) new services to be made available in the district and (c) the

location of libraries as service centers.

201-B:6 Affiliated Libraries.

become an

Any

library in the state

upon request

affiliated library

may

to the state library

An affiliated library shall be a member of the dissystem and shall provide resources and services to
meet the most frequent needs of its community.

commission.
trict library

201-B:7

State Aid.

Any

affiliated library participating in

and demonstrating to the satisfaction of the
library commission ability to give adequate local library

the district system
state

service shall be eligible to receive state aid in the

amount

of

one hundred dollars annually as an outright grant to be used
for improving the libraries' reference collection; plus additional state aid annually in the form of dollar-for-dollar matching grants, to be used for the purchase of books and related
materials.

201-B:8 Service Centers. An affiliated library may be designated a service center for the purpose of providing improved

book

and other

for neighboring
be located in all sections of
the state. Any affiliated library may apply, through its board of
trustees, to the state library commission for authority to become a service center library. Upon receipt of such application
the state library commission shall forward the application to
the appropriate library district for recommendation from its
advisory council as to whether approval should be granted as

collections

communities. These centers

library services

shall

to the location of the service center.

Approval by the State Library Commission. No
be established unless the district
advisory council has so recommended and it has met the requirements which the state library commission shall prescribe
201-B:9

service center library shall

for a service center library.
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section 201-B:10 of Chapter 201-B, as inserted by
adding at the end thereof the words,

Amend
section

29,

of the bill, by

To qualify for this assistance (up to five hundred dollars annually) the Affiliated Library will be expected to participate in
the Development Program, to issue and honor borrowers' cards
its book budget at or above the
joined the Plan, and to demonstrate its

valid statewide, to maintain
level existing

when

ability to provide
as

amended

it

adequate library

service, so that said section

shall read as follows:

201-B: 10

State

Aid

ice center library shall

to Service

be eligible

Center Libraries.

Any

serv-

to receive state aid in the

amount with the population to be
or city in which the service center library is
located must agree to match the grant, dollar-for-dollar, for
book expenditures. Grants to service center libraries shall be
form of

served.

grants, varying in

The town

used for the purpose of strengthening book resources, or for
services essential to the operation of the service center library.
The state library commission shall be the judge of the services
essential to the operation of the service center library. To qualify for this assistance (up to five hundred dollars annually) the
Affiliated Library will be expected to participate in the Development Program, to issue and honor borrowers' cards valid
statewide, to maintain its book budget at or above the level
existing when it joined the Plan, and to demonstrate its ability
to provide adequate library service.

General Provisions. In cities and towns where
more libraries with separate boards of library
trustees only one grant shall be made for the libraries, on the
basis of population to be served. The state library commission
may make an additional grant to the 'libraries of such cities and
towns with separate library boards where the services and resources are coordinated in a cooperative system approved by
the commission.
201-B: 11

there are two or

Contracts Between Towns. Any town in the
which does not have a public library may contract with
any neighboring town or city for library service to be furnished
to inhabitants of said first town. In case a town by majority vote
votes to so enter into contract for library services said town
shall raise and appropriate sufficient money to carry out the
provisions of such contract. The town or city providing library
service shall be elisfible for the state aid of the contracting town.
201-B:ir2

state
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The

inhabitants of said

first

town

shall

be eligible for

all privi-

leges of the district library system.

Optional Provisions. Any school or college or
private library in the state may cooperate for mutual progress
and better service to the public by participating in the district
library system and towns and cities are authorized to raise and
appropriate such sums of money as may be deemed necessary
to provide such service. A school or college or private library
may be designated a service center library and shall be eligible
for a service center library grant when in the opinion of the
state library commission it will improve the state-wide library
201-B:13

system.

201-B:14 Borrower's Card. All participating libraries shall
agree to loan circulating books and related materials to any
person holding a borrower's card issued by any one of the participating libraries. Said libraries shall also agree to the system
of

book returns which

is

adopted by the majority of the par-

ticipating libraries.

201-B:15 Centralized Services. The state library commission shall within the limits of its appropriation provide centralized purchasing and cataloging for the benefit of all libraries in the state-^vide library system and such other services
which in the opinion of the state library commission can be
performed more economically by the state than by the district
or affiliated libraries.
201-B:16
limits

of

Staff.

The

state library

commission, within the

the appropriation provided therefor, shall

the necessary personnel for each district, but shall have
trol

employ
no con-

over selection of personnel for service centers and affiliated

libraries.

201-B:17 Duties of Staff. The staff of each library district
assist the advisory council of the district and libraries
within the district cooperating in the system, to improve local
service when requested by the local library, encourage cooperation among local libraries and provide professional leadership for the district.
shall

201-B:18 Rules and Regulations. The state library commission is authorized to make rules and regulations to carry
out the general purposes of the act, and for the amount of grants
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and minimum qualifications for such aid to affiliated libraries
and service center libraries, and for the establishment of service

center libraries.

201-B:19 Acceptance of Federal Funds. The state library
commission is hereby authorized and empo^vered to receive, accept and administer any money granted by the federal government or other agencies, private or otherwise, for the purpose
of library development program. Any such federal funds or
other source as hereinbefore provided shall be deposited in
the state treasury and credited to the public library development fund established by RSA 201-B:20. Any moneys so deposited shall be paid out by the treasurer on a warrant of the
governor for the purpose of RSA 201-B.
201-B:20 Public Library Development Fimd. There is
hereby established in the state treasury a separate fund to be
known as the public library development fund. There shall be
credited to said finrd any giants from the federal government
or other agencies, private or otherwise, and also any funds appropriated by the general court for the purposes of this chapter. Said fund shall be distributed as hereinbefore provided in
the form of grants to service centers

and

affiliated libraries.

201-B:21 Library Construction Fund. The state library
commission is authorized to accept funds from the federal government which may be made available as grants for construction of public libraries. Such funds shall be kept in the state
treasury as a separate fund and shall be distributed by the state
library commission to such towns as meet the federal requirements for such grants. The state library commission is authorized to adopt such rules and regulations relative hereto as may
be necessary for the acceptance and distribution of such grants.

Administration. In order to administer the provisions
201-B and to perform such other related duties as are
required, the state library commission is hereby authorized to
employ the following additional permanent assistants; a director of extension and library development and a clerk II; for
each library district, a district consultant and a clerk-stenographer II; for the state library for purchasing and cataloging
books for the development program an assistant catalog li2

of

RSA

brarian, a

machine operator and

a clerk typist

I.
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On motion of Mr. McMeekin
amendment was dispensed with.
Mr. McMeekin

On

of Haverhill reading of the

of Haverhill explained the

motion of Mr. McMeekin

amendment.

of Haverhill the

House

con-

curred in the Senate amendment.
(Speaker in the Chair)

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate Bills and Senate Joint Resolution:

HB
HB
ester

An

207,

emergency

providing immunity from

act

liability

in

cases.

An

399,

act relative to salary of the justices of

Roch-

municipal court.

HB

An

565,

act to revise the law relating to cooperative

school districts.

SB

92,

SB

94,

An

act relative to chiropodists.

An

act providing for

an additional justice for the

superior court.

SB

106,

An

act relative to

continuous financial responsi-

bility certificates.

SB

140,

An

act reilative to increasing the trustees of Pinker-

ton Academy.

SJR

12,

Joint resolution

for the interim

making

deficiency appropriation

commission on education.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland
Mrs. Marx of Langron
Personal Privilege

Miss Faulkner of Keene rose on a point of personal privilege.

lege

Mr. Stafford of Laconia rose on a point of personal
and read the following poem which he requested

printed in the Journal:

privito

be

—
Saturday, June

1963

29,

1371

Like People

To

the Editor of

The

Herald:

The

me
his

recent correspondence on "liking people" reminded
an old rhyme of mine published by George Ryan (bless
memory), in "Top o' the Morning" around September 30,
of

1946.

Today

I feel
It's

I

the same,

and more

so

easier to love than like, they say,

leave

I like

it

to you, either

people!

way;

!

I

like people, large or small,

I

like people, short or tall,

them young, I like them old,
them warm, I like them cold:
Like them beautiful, like them plain,
I

like

I

like

Like people frivolous, or even vain:
I like them moody, like them happy.
Like them even sometimes scrappy.
Like them lowly, like them lofty.
Guess I'm just a plain old softy,
I like people of either sex
Makes life so happily complex:
What a lonesome place earth'd be
If it weren't for this humanity!
I like

people!

crowds, and again, just a few,
like you, and You, and YOU!!!

I like
I

Harriet A. Steensen

Dorchester

Mr. Pickett of Keene rose on a point of Personal Privilege.

The Chair announced

that today

is

the birthday of Mrs.

Davis of Conway.

On motion of Mrs. Tarrant of Pittsfield the House adjourned from the morning session.

1
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Afternoon Session

to

On motion of Mrs. Marx of Langdon the House adjourned
meet next Monday morning at 1 1:00 A.M.

The House adjourned

at 6:26

P.M.

MONDAY, July
The House met at

1

:

1,

1963

00 A.M.

Joint Convention

Prayer was offered by the Chaplain as follows:

"Where

the Spirit of the
(II

O THOU who
doms

—

LORD

is,

there

freedom."

Corinthians 3:17)

art the inspiration of all

so teach us to

is

know

the

meaning

of

our precious freefreedom through

the understanding of its use in our daily witness. Endow us
with the Spirit of Truth to light our way through the darkness
of bondage. Grant us the Spirit of Discipline in our acceptance
of social and spiritual responsibilities. May the Spirit of Trust
give us the strength of brotherhood as we labor together to
preserve our precious heritage of freedom for generations to
come. Bestow Thy continual blessing upon our dynamic Legislative Leadership and the Members of this Joint Convention for their every effort to know Thy Will in their faithful
service. Continually guide our Executive and Judiciary Leader-

wisdom and truth as they fulfill their
varied responsibilities in Thy Name. Amen.

ship in

numerous and

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

Mr. Larty of Haverhill led the Convention in the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.

Monday, July
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House
Leave of Absence
Mr. LaFlamme of Concord
on account of illness.

^vas

granted leave of absence

for the day

Resolutions

the

is

Mr. Rufo of Concord offered the following
Merrimack County Delegation:

resolutions for

Whereas, Richard D. Hanson, Representative from Bow,
seriously ill in Concord Hospital, therefore be it

members of the House of RepreCourt of New Hampshire, hereby
extend our sympathy to our Fellow Member in his illness and
our very best wishes for a speedy recovery to health, and be it
Resolved, That,

we

the

sentatives of the General

further

Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be sent to
Representative Hanson.

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

The Chair thanked

Mrs. Frizzell of Charlestown on be-

half of the Flouse for the beautiful floral piece she arranged for

the rostrum today.

Engrossed Bills Report

SB

139, prescribing standards in connection

with sweep-

and authorizing payment of taxes under protest,
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills. Ought to
pass with amendment under Joint Rule No. 6.

stakes races

Amendment

Amend

SB 139

section 4 of said bill striking out the second line

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

by inserting after

The

to

RSA 284:21-1,

the following

Clerk read the amendment.
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On motion

of

Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred

amendment.

in the Engrossed Bills

SB 69, relative to the timber yield tax, Mrs. Potter of
Northumberland for Engrossed Bills. Ought to pass with amendment under Joint Rule No. 6.

Amendment

Amend
line

section

and inserting

amended by

of said bill by striking out the second

il

in place thereof the following:

by striking out

1955, 387

Amend

SB 69

to

section 2 of said bill by striking out the figure

"79:4" in the

line

first

and inserting

in place thereof the figure,

79:3

Eurther amend section 2 of said bill by striking out the
second line and inserting in place thereof the following:

amended by

Amend
line
as

1955, 287

1959, 227

hy

section 4 of said bill by striking out the second

and inserting

amended by
Further

and

in place thereof the following:

1955, 287, by

amend

section 4 by inserting after the figure "11"

in the tenth line the word, hereof.

Amend
line

RSA

amended by

section 6 of said bill by striking out the second

and inserting

(supp), as

in place thereof the following:

amended by

Amend
line

in place thereof the following:

79:10 (supp), as

Amend
line

section 5 of said bill by striking out the second

and inserting

section 8 of said bill by striking out the second

and inserting

amended by

1955, 287

in place thereof the following:

1955,
*

The

On
in the

*

*

Clerk read the amendment.

motion

Engrossed

of

Mr. Larty of Haverhill the House concurred

Bills

amendment.
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Senate Messages
Senate message announced that the Senate has voted

The

adopt the recommendation of the Committees of Conference
to whom were referred the following entitled bills:
to

HB
HB

366, relative to a municipal court system.

539, relative to hunting

and

fishing licenses for per-

sonnel stationed or attached to the naval shipyard.

HB

400, to provide group life insurance, and group hosmedical and surgical care for state employees, their famiand for retired state employees and their spouses.

pital,
lies,

HB
HB

542, relative to settlements in behalf of minors.

475, relating to trustee process

on banks and similar

corporations.

SB

116, relative to fees for insurance

HB
state

companies and brokers.

532, relative to classification of temporary

and seasonal

employees.

A further Senate message annotmced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a new Committee of Conference on the following entitled
bill:

HB 581, relating to workmen's compensation
and the President has appointed as members of said new Committee on the part of the Senate: Senator Martel and, Senator
Hartman.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate reconcur with the House of Representatives in the passage
of the following entitled bill, sent up from the House of Reprefuses to

sentatives:

HB

392, relative to the sale of insurance in connection

with real estate transactions.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to refer to the Legislative Council the following entitled
bill sent

up from

the

House

of Representatives:

HB 376, establishing the elevator inspection law.
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A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of the following entitled bills sent up from the House of
Representatives:

HB 589, relative to group insurance.
A further Senate message announced

that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the

HB

following entitled

544, relative to

bill:

home

rule by authorizing adoption of

city charters, eliminating certain commissions and providing
for governmental units to contract for the performance of

various municipal functions.

Amendment

Amend
49-A:28
49-A:25

as

to

HB

544

by renumbering the first section numbered
inserted by section 1 of said bill to read section
said bill

Further

amend

said bill by striking out section 3

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
3 Police

Commissions. At any regular municipal election

in any of the following cities: Manchester, Nashua, Portsmouth,

Laconia, Somersworth or Berlin, if a majority of the governing
body of such city so votes, or if ten per cent of the registered
voters file a petition so requesting, the following special question shall be presented to the voters at said election:
" Shall the city of

council (or the

may
the

authorize the

mayor and board

mayor and

city

of aldermen, as the case

be) to appoint a police commission instead of having
governor and governor's council appoint the com-

mission?"

Yes

No

Q

majority of those voting on the question vote in the affirmative, the provisions of Laws 1913, chapter 148 relating to such
city shall, effective January one next succeeding the date on
which said vote was taken, be of no further force and effect
with respect to said city except as provided in section 7 of this
If a
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1,

and the provisions of sections 4 through
of this chapter shall thereafter apply in such city.
chapter,

Further

amend

said bill

7,

inclusive,

by striking out section 8 and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
8 Police Commissions. Laws 1913, chapter 148, relative to
appointment of police commissions in certain cities by the
governor and council, will be of no further force and effect with
respect to any city named in section 3 if a referendum in said
city

is

adopted.

Further amend said bill by striking section 15 and inserting in place thereof the following:
15

Takes

Effect. Sections 1-8, inclusive,

and

sections 12-14,

inclusive, of this act, shall take effect sixty days after their pas-

and 11 shall take effect only
At any regular municipal election

sage. Sections 9, 10,
this section.

as

provided in

in the city of

Claremont or in the city of Dover, if a majority of the governing body of such city so votes, or if ten per cent of the registered
voters file a petition so requesting, the following special question shall be presented to the voters at said election:
"Shall the city of
authorize the mayor and city
council to appoint a police commission instead of having
the governor and governor's council appoint the commission?"

Yes

No

Q

If, in the case of the city of Claremont, a majority of those voting on the question vote in the affirmative, the provisions of
sections 9 and 10 of this act shall take effect on January first next
succeeding the date on which said vote was taken. If, in the
case of the city of Dover, a majority of those voting on the question vote in the affirmative, the provisions of section 1 1 of this

on January
on which said vote was taken.

act shall take effect

Report of Engrossed

first

next succeeding the date

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate Bills and House and Senate Joint Resolution:

HB

64,

An

arship program.

act relative to funds for the state nursing schol-
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HB

112,

An

act relative to on-sale permits for sale of bev-

180,

An

act relative to the incorporation of trust

219,

An

act relative to

500,

An

act relative to real estate brokers.

552,

An

act relative to bridges

erages.

HB

com-

panies.

HB
HB
HB
HB

612,

An

motor

carriers of property.

on Class

H

highways.

act relative to re-examination of

motor

ve-

hicle operators over seventy years of age.

HB

630,

An

act providing for collection of taxes

on prop-

erty being re-assessed.

SB

98,

An

act regulating the issuance of

An

act relative to laying out highways.

motor vehicle

dealer plates.

SB

125,

SJR
SB

Joint Resolution in favor of

13,

77,

An

Edna M.

Paine.

act to clarify the status of passenger

tramway

devices.

SB

101,

An

act relating to interest

An

act relating to the

from date of writ

in cer-

tain cases.

SB

107,

unlawful practice of profes-

sional engineering.

SB

113,

An

act relative to

employing of minors.

SB 110, An act authorizing insurance companies to join
together to offer to senior citizens of New Hampshire health insurance against major financial loss.

HB

357,

An

act establishing a charter for the city of

Man-

chester.

HB

544, An act relative to home rule by authorizing adoption of city charters, eliminating certain commissions, and pro-

viding for governmental units to contract for the performance
of various municipal functions.

HB
HB
control.

402,
510,

An

An

act relating to posting lands against trespass.

act relative to study for

improved

pesticides

Monday, July

SB

HB

An

102,

for hire by

household goods

vehicle.

An

596,
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act to regulate the carriage of

motor

and relating

1,

adopting the uniform narcotic drug
pharmacy commission.

act

to the

act

HB

563, An act for the establishment of authorized regional enrollment (AREA) schools and creating the New Hampshire school building authority.

HB

625,

An

act providing for the incorporation of a public

authority for the purpose of the operation of transit companies

operating within municipalities.

HB

434,

An

act relating to

minimum

wages of employees

in public works.

HB

An

439,

act continuing the appropriation for expan-

tion of the state park system.

HB

616,

An

act relative to the definition of

an elementary

school and school district liability.

HB
sale of

621,

An

act relative to the production, distribution

and

milk and other dairy products.

HB

641,

An

act relative to business corporation law.

HB

430,

An

act providing for control of aquatic nuisances

in any of the surface waters of the state.

HB

An

487,

act relative to purchases of liquor

by

state

liquor commission.

HB

567,

An

act relative to notices of

and time

for holding

town caucuses.

HB
HB

An act relative to the relocation
New Hampshire turnpike.

106,

the central

340,

An

of a portion of

act relative to mileage rate for all state

ployees using privately

em-

owned passenger vehicles.

HB

576, An act relative to appointment of assistant election officials in towns.

HB

582,

An

act relative to legislative mileage allowances.
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HB

601,

An

act relating to the counting of votes at bien-

nial elections.

HB
SB

638,
115,

An

An

act relative to relocation of

road in Rye.

act relative to early land acquisition

by Nashua

Housing Authority.

SB 118, An act relative to the improvement of Hampton
Harbor entrance and the restoration of sand lost by erosion on
state-owned land at

Hampton

Beach.

HJR 40, Joint Resolution

in favor of Earl Hill of Pittsfield.

HB

38,

An

act providing for a director of legislative serv-

HB

85,

An

act providing

ices.

one open season for taking deer.

HB 566, An act relative to beagle field trials.
SB

An

17,

act to

make appropriation

for a state-owned

aircraft.

SB

46,

HJR

An act relative

6,

to

motor vehicle road

tolls.

Joint Resolution relative to the operating expenses

of educational television station,

WENH-TV,

Channel

11,

Dur-

ham.

SJR 11, Joint Resolution In favor of the New Hampshire
Bank and the SPD Realty Corporation.

Savings

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland, Chairman
for the

committee

Journal Correction

On

Sat., June 29, the Senate amendand new draft, the new title being "establishing a state-wide library development system", was
omitted. The Chair asked unanimous consent that this error
be corrected in the Permanent Journal. Such consent was

ment on

granted.

p.

46 of the Journal for

HB

389, in

new

title

Monday, July
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Communication
June

—

30th, 1963

House Speaker
Lamprey
138th New Hampshire General Court
State House
Concord, New Hampshire
Hon.

Ste^vart

Speaker Lamprey,
Please convey, through your

New Hampshire

the

office, to

members

of the

my

profound gratitude
for the privilege of serving as the House Chaplain for the
1963-4 Session, The friendships and numerous courtesies accorded to me by you and the Members of the House, by the
Honorable Senate and the Executive Department, have been
deeply appreciated. The many valuable insights, lessons, and
138th

learned

truths

treasured in

Once

my

again,

tunity of service

in

General Court

this

joyful

my

area

of

human

experience shall be
to come.

memories throughout the years

sincere thanks for this wonderful oppor-

and the many thoughtful expressions

of con-

and encouragement.

fidence

Sincerely,

Rev. William L. Shafer
Speaker's

Remarks

Mr. Lamprey addressed the House briefly, noting that
and final term as Speaker
of the House. He expressed his gratitude to the membership
for this unprecedented honor, and his appreciation of tlie optoday's session terminated his third

portunity to serve the state in this

office

for the past three

sessions.

Committee Reports

On
the

motion of Mr. Shepard of Londonderry the rules of
as to permit introduction of a recommittee not advertized in the Journal.

House were suspended

port of

HJR 33, providing funds for increase in daily rate paid to
nursing homes for care of welfare recipients, Mr. Shepard of
Londonderry for Appropriations. Refer to Legislative Council.
The

resohition was adopted.

On

motion of Mr. Belcourt of Nashua the rules of the
so far suspended as to permit the introduction of

House were
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a

committee report not previously advertised in the Journal.

HB

which past due support of
and the rate for suprecovered
institutional
Mr. Belcourt of
School,
Laconia
State
port of inmates at
Council.
Legislative
Refer
the
to
Nashua for Appropriations.
76, to limit the period for

inmates may be

The

resolution was adopted.

(Mr.

Goode

of

Manchester

in the Chair)

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the

House

of Representatives:

HB

471, adopting certain provisions of the

uniform

ve-

hicle code.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

471

section 4 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

4 Constitutionality. If any provision of this chapter or the
application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this chapter which can be given effect without the
invalid provision or application and to this end the provisions
of this chapter are declared to

Amend

be severable.

paragraph IX of section

2 of said bill

by

insert-

ing after the figure "263:31" the figure, 32.
*

On

motion

of

INIr.

*

*

Claflin of

Wolfeboro the House con-

curred in the Ensfrossed Bills amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption
of which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House of Representatives.
Amendment

HB
rig^hts

to

HB

363

363, providing for the acquisition of certain water

and dams

controllinsf the

Contoocook River.

Monday, July

Amendment

Amend
tion

1

New

HB

363

said bill by striking out the

and inserting

1

to

as

first

two

lines of sec-

in place thereof the following:

Chapter.

481-A (supp)
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1,

Amend RSA

inserted by

by inserting after chapter
196:1

1963,

the following

new

chapter:

Chapter 481-B
Further amend said bill by renumbering the paragraphs
numbered 481-A: 1, 2 and 3 to read 481-B: 1, 2 and 3.

Amend section 2 of said bill by striking out the figure
481-A and inserting in place thereof the figure 481-B.
*

On

motion

of

*

*

Mr. Casassa of Hampton the House con-

curred in the Engrossed Bills amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, the following House Bill, in the adoption of
which am.endments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House of Representatives:
SB

61, relative to credit unions.

Amendment

to

SB

61

Amend section 3 of said bill by striking out the figure
"294:12" and inserting in place thereof the figure, 394:12.

Amend
figures "as

section 4 of said bill by striking out the words

amended by

1961, 156" in the

and

first line.

Amend section 9 of said bill by striking out the figure
"395:30" in the second line and inserting in place thereof the
figure, 394:30.

On motion of Mr. Bigelow of W^arner the House concurred in the Engrossed Bills amendment.
The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
adopt the amendments offered by the committee on Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
to

House

of Representatives.
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HB

607, relating to business administrators for school dis-

tricts.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

607

said bill by striking out the title

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

An

Act relating

to business administrators for school dis-

tricts.

*

On
in the

motion

Engrossed

*

*

Greene of Rye
amendment.

of Mrs.
Bills

House concurred

the

The Senate messasje announced that the Senate has voted
adopt the amendments offered by the committee on Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
to

House

of Representatives:

HB

134, relative

to retirement benefits for officials

Amendment

Amend

said bill

to

and

New Hampshire

employees of the regional associations and
Municipal Association.

SB 134

by striking out the

title

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

An

Act relative

to retirement benefits for officials

and em-

New Hampshire

Munici-

ployees of the regional association and
pal Association.
*

*

*

On motion of Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the House
concurred in the Engrossed Bills amendment.
The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
adopt the amendments offered by the committee on Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bill, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
to

House

of Representatives.

SB

82, establishing a council of resources

Amendment

Amend
lines

to

and development.

SB 82

section 5 of said bill by striking out the
and inserting in place thereof the following:

first

three

Monday, July
5 Consultation

Amend

With

Historical

1,
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Commission Discretionary.

RSA

216-A (supp) as inserted by 1961
263:4 by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof
the following: 216-A:4 State Historical Commission; Recommendations.
section 4 of

*

*

On

*

motion of Mr. Casassa of Hampton the House con-

curred in the Engrossed Bills amendment.

Reconsideration

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough moved that the House reits vote whereby it concurred in the Senate amendment on HB 592, imposing taxes on the net income of all businesses, services and business operations conducted within the
state, and providing for the abolition of certain taxes, and spoke
consider

in favor of the motion.

(discussion ensued)

(Speaker in the Chair)

The motion was adopted.
Mr. Peterson moved that a committee of conference by
appointment on HB 592. The motion was adopted.
The Chair appointed Mr. Peterson of Peterborough, Mr.
Taft of Greenville and Mr. Sheridan of Berlin

as conferees

on

the part of the House.

Committee

of Conference

Report

to whom was referred
workmen's compensation, having considered the same, report the same with the recommendation that the house recede from its position in adopting its
amendment, that the senate recede from its position in adopting
its amendment, and that the house and senate concur in adopting the following amendment:

The Committee

House

Bill

of Conference,

No. 581, relating

to

Amend the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause
and inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Pulmonary Dust

281:2 (supp) as

Diseases.

amended by

A.mend paragraph

III of

1957, 187:2, 1959, 187:3,

RSA

and 1961,

194:2, by adding at the end thereof the following sentence, in
connection with the maximum amounts payable for silicosis
and other pulmonary dust diseases, compensation shall be pay-
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able from the date of total disability and not from the date of
injury as herein defined in such cases, so that said paragraph as
amended shall read as follows:

Personal injury, or injury as used in and covered by
chapter shall mean accidental injury or death arising out
of and in the course of the employment and the following
diseases or death therefrom arising out of and in the course of
employment: Anthrax, lead poisoning or its sequelas, dermatitis venenata, diseases due to the inhalation of poisonous gases or
III.

this

fumes or their sequelae,

disability

due

to radioactive properties

or substances or exposure to ionizing radiation, and silicosis
and other pulmonary dust diseases subject to the provisions
hereinafter set forth. For the purpose of determining the date of

injury for an occupational disease the

first

date of treatment by

a licensed physician shall be taken as the date of injury, except
as hereinafter specifically provided. It shall

not include other

diseases or death therefrom unless they are the direct result of

an

accidental injury arising out of and in the course of employment,

nor

shall

it

include a disease which existed at

commencement

of

the employment, nor a disease the last injurious exposure to
the hazards of which occurred prior to the effective date of this

When silicosis and other pulmonary dust diseases or
death therefrom occur within the above definition of "personal
injury" or "injury", compensation shall be payable under the
provisions of this chapter, provided, however, that (1) no
compensation shall be payable for partial disability; (2) in the
event of temporary or permanent total disability or death, notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, total compensation if disability or death occurred during July, 1947,
shall not exceed the sum of five himdred dollars; thereafter
the limit for total disability or death shall increase at the rate
of fifty dollars each calendar month until the maximum allowed
for other injuries under this chapter is reached; (3) the total
amount of benefit in case of death shall not exceed the balance
remaining between the amounts paid for disability and the
total compensation payable imder this chapter. In connection
with the maximum amoimts payable for silicosis and other
pulmonarv dust diseases, compensation shall be payable from
the date of total disability and not from the date of injury as
herein defined in such cases.
chapter.

2 Other Employers. Amend RSA 281:3 (supp) as amended
by 1961, 194:3, by striking out said section and inserting in
place thereof the following: 281:3 Elections by Employers not

Monday, July

1,
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Subject to Law. Any employer not otherwise subject to the
provisions of this chapter may accept the provisions of this
chapter by filing an election with the labor commissioner. Such
employer shall thereafter be liable to all of his employees in the

same manner
3

as

other employers.

Revocation.

Amend RSA

281:4 (supp) as

1961, 194:4 by striking out said section

amended by

and inserting

in place

281:4 Revocation of Election. Any employer accepting the provisions of this chapter pursuant to
sections 3 and 7 may revoke his or its acceptance of the provisions of this chapter by filing a revocation with the labor commissioner which shall be effective thirty days after such filing
and by posting a notice of such revocation in a conspicuous
thereof the following:

place on his or

its

premises.

Additional Coverage. Amend RSA 281:7 (supp) as
amended by 1961, 194:6, my inserting after the word "union"
in the second line the words, county extension service council,
and by inserting after the word "thereof" in the eighth line the
words, for a county extension service council by said council,
so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 281:7
Election by Municipalities. Any county, city, town, school district, supervisory union, county extension service council, or
any other district established by law, may accept for designated
or for all workmen in its employ, the provisions of this chapter,
and it shall thereafter be liable to such workmen for any injury
arising out of and in the course of employment in the manner
provided in this chapter. The liability of any county, city, town,
or district accepting said provisions shall not otherwise be enlarged or extended. The acceptance for a county may be made
by the commissioners thereof, for a county extension service
4

council by said council, for a city by the city council, for a town
by the selectmen thereof, for a school district by the school
board thereof, for a supervisory union by the supervisory union
board thereof, and for any other district by the commissioners
thereof or other officers having by law the management of such
district. Such acceptance shall be filed with the labor commissioner.

5 Parties to Waivers. Amend RSA 281:12-a (supp) as inserted by 1957, 187:5, and amended by 1961, 194:7, by striking
out the ^vords "having regularly less than three employees" in

and inserting in place thereof the words,
not subject to the provisions of this chapter, so that said section
as amended shall read as follows: 281:12-a Waiver of Comthe thirty-fifth line
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pensation.

Whenever any person

desiring to enter into a con-

have any physical defect which imposes upon the prospective employer a further or unusual
hazard, it shall be permissible for such person to waive in writing for himself or his dependents, or both, any rights to compensation under the provisions of this chapter for any personal
Injury arising out of and in the course of his employment, or
death resulting therefrom which may be found by the labor
commissioner to be attributable in a material degree to such
physical defect. No waiver shall become effective unless the
defect in question shall be plainly described therein, and accompanied by a statement of the defect from a licensed physician, nor unless the labor commissioner finds that the person
who signed such waiver fully understood the meaning thereof
and, if such person shall be a minor, that the parents or a
guardian of such minor shall have approved the same in writing, nor until application of such waiver shall have been sent
to the labor commissioner. Any person already employed who
shall suffer a physical defect ^vhich would impose upon his
employer a similar further or unusual hazard may make aprjjication for a waiver as above described. Such waiver shall be
effective on a temporary basis for not over sixty days, not including Sundays, from date it is seint to the labor commissioner
pending his action thereon. The labor commissioner shall, in
writing, approve such waiver and furnish each of the parties
thereto with a copy thereof. In event the waiver is refused by
the labor commissioner, the temporary waiver shall cease within seven days from the date of such denial. Application for
c^rcellation of sudh waiver may be made by either party to the
labor commissioner who may cancel same upon receipt of a
statement by a licensed physician that such physical defect no
longer exists, or Avith the consent of both parties. No such
waiver shall be a bar to a claim by the person signing the same,
or his dependents, for a compensation for afny injury arising
out of and in the course of his employment, or death resulting
therefrom, which injury shall not be found attributable in a
material degree to the particular condition described therein.
The rights and liabilities of the parties to such waiver to injuries arising out of and in the course of the employment and
within the terms of such waiver shall be such as are provided by
the law in the case of an employer not subject to the provisions
of this chapter, who shall not have accepted the provisions of
this chapter. The term "physical defect" as used in this section
tract of

employment,

shall

Monday, July
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not be construed to include an occupational disease,
ceptibility thereto or a recurrence thereof.

shall

sus-

Waiver by Governor and Council. Amend 281:14 (supp)
as amended by 1957, 187:6, 1959, 187:5 and 1961, 194:8, by inserting after paragraph IV the following new paragraph: V.
6

the lien created by the foregoing paragraphs is in
the state of New Hampshire by virtue of benefits paid to or on
behalf of a state employee, the governor and council, upon

Whenever

petition by the injured employee, may, in
all

its

discretion, waive

or part of said lien.
7

Medical and Hospital Benefits.

Amend RSA

281:21

(supp) as amended by 1961, 194:9, by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 281:21 Medical,
Hospital Care, etc. During the first six months after an injury
to an employee, an employer subject to this chapter, shall fur-

an injured employee, or cause to be furnished, free of
reasonable medical and hospital services, or other
remedial care when needed, unless the injmed employee shall
decline or refuse to allow them to be furnished, and the injured employee, if he so chooses shall have the right of selection
of a duly qualified physician or other remedial care upon due
notice to the employer. Such six-month period may be extended from time to time at the discretion of the labor commissioner upon written request of the injured employee to the
labor commissioner and after the employer has been given an
opportunity to file objections thereto and to be heard thereon.
In the event of the loss of an eye, limb, or other member, or the
loss of hearing by reason of said injury, an employer, in addition

rnish to

charge,

to the foregoing care, shall

upon

request, furnish, free of charge,

an appropriate artificial appliance to replace such loss. Such
aid shall not be considered under the provisions of section
22 to 26. Whenever an injured employee shall receive medical
or hospital benefits, or other remedial care, after expiration of
the first six months after an injury, or subsequeint to expiration of extension thereof by the labor commissioner, and, due
to accident, misfortune, or mistake, fails to file a request for

an extension prior to receiving such medical or hospital, or
other remedial care, the labor commissioner, following notice
to the employer giving opportunity to be heard, may grant an
extension retroactively.
8

Determination of Value.

after section 21 (supp) as

ing

new

section:

Amend RSA

amended by

281 by inserting

1961, 194:9, the follow-

281:21-a Reasonable Value of Services.

When-
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ever medical and hospital services, or other remedial care, are
rendered to an injured employee under the provisions of this
chapter, and a dispute arises between the employer and the
person, firm or corporation rendering such services or care as
to the reasonable value thereof, the labor commissioner shall
consult with not less than three members of the same profession
as the creditor concerned in the subject dispute and thereafter
determine the reasonable value for such services or care. Each
of the following organizations shall be entitled to submit to the
labor commissioner the names of ten members of their organization who shall comprise a panel from which the commissioner shall choose individuals with whom to consult: (a) New
Hampshire Medical Society, (b) New Hampshire Osteopathic
Society, (c) New Hampshire Dental Society. Nothing herein
contained shall be construed as a bar to the commissioner, for
purposes of complying with this section, consulting with any
other professional individuals, provided that said individuals
shall be engaged in the private practice of their profession and
not in the employ of the employer of the patient or any party
or agent acting on behalf of the employer, and no individual
who is not engaged full time in the private practice of his profession shall be eligible for membership on any of the panels
aforesaid. The labor commissioner shall have exclusive jurisdiction in resolving the dispute and he shall make his findings
as to the reasonable value of such services and/or care rendered
and such findings shall be binding upon the interested parties.
9 Death Benefits. Amend RSA 281:22 (supp) as amended
by 1955, 98:3 and 4, 1957, 187:10 and 13, 1959, 187:12, and
1961, 194:10, by striking out said section and inserting in place
thereof the following: 281:22 Compensation for Death: If death
results from the injury, the employer shall, subject to the limitations hereinafter provided, pay to, or for the dependents of
the deceased employee, as defined in section 2, weekly compensation equal to sixty-six and two-thirds per cent of the
deceased employee's average weekly wages, but not less than
twenty nor more than forty-five dollars per week unless the
injured employee's average weekly wages as defined herein are
less than twenty dollars per week, in which case the compensation shall be the full amount of said average weekly wages; provided that the total amount payable on account of a single death
shall not exceed the sum of fifteen thousand dollars. Such benefits shall be payable for a maximum of three hundred and fortyone weeks except where the maximum of fifteen thousand

Monday, July
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reached prior to the expiration of said maximum
period. Any weekly payments made under sections 23, 25 or 26
shall be deducted from said maximum of fifteen thousand
dollars

is

dollars.

payable to a widow
or widower for the benefit of herself or himself and dependent
child or children, the labor commissioner shall have power to
I.

In

all cases

where compensation

is

determine in his discretion what portion of the compensation
shall be applied for the benefit of any such child or children
and may order the same paid to a guardian.
In the case of remarriage of a widow without dependent children compensation payments shall cease.
II.

In case of remarriage of a widow who has dependent
children the unpaid balance of compensation which would
otherwise become her due shall be payable to the mother,
guardian, or such other person as the labor commissioner may
order, for the use and benefit of such children during dependIII.

ency.

IV. If the deceased employee leaves

no dependents, the

employer shall pay the expenses of burial not exceeding eight
hundred dollars.
V. Any dependent as defined herein, who at the time of the
injury of the injured is in part only dependent upon his earnings, shall receive such proportion of the benefits provided for
those wholly dependent as the amount of the wage contributed
by the deceased to such partial dependents at the time of injury

bore to the total support of the dependents.
VI. Compensation for a dependent child shall cease
a child

becomes twenty-one years of

when

age, unless the child

physically or mentally incapacitated, or earlier

if

the child

is
is

determined by the labor commissioner to be self-supporting,
or upon the marriage or legal adoption of such child.
10 Total Disability Benefits.

Amend RSA

281:23 (supp)

amended by

1955, 98:5, 1957, 187:11, 1959, 187:13, and
1961, 194:11, by striking out said section and inserting in place

as

thereof the following:

281:23 Compensation for Total Dis-

Where

the injury causes total disability for work at any
gainful occupation the employer, during such total disability,
ability.

but not including the

seven days thereof, unless such dispay the injured
employee a weekly compensation equal to sixty-six and twofirst

ability continues for seven days or longer, shall
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thirds per cent of the employee's average weekly wages, but not

than fifteen dollars nor more than forty-five dollars per
week, unless the injured employee's average weekly wage as
defined herein are less than fifteen dollars per week, in ^vhich
case the compensation shall be the full amount of said average
weekly wages. Whenever total disability has continued for a
period of six successive years and still continues, further payments of compensation during continued total disability shall
be made only upon order of the labor commissioner. The injured employee shall apply to the labor commissioner for further weekly benefits during such continued total disability.
The employer shall be given prompt notice of such request, and
shall be entitled to a hearing if he so requests within ten days
following receipt of such notice. Unless the employer agrees to
such request within ten days after receipt of said notice, no
such request shall be granted until the injured employee shall
have been examined by three duly licensed physicians, one
nominated by the employee, one by the employer, and one by
the labor commissioner. The labor commissioner's decision
shall be based upon the written reports of such physicians, and
shall be subject to review in the same manner as other decisions
less

of the labor commissioner

under

this chapter.

benefits are awarded, they shall not be

If

additional

awarded for

a period

one year, and payments shall cease if total disability
ends during the extension granted. If, at the end of one year,
any such benefits are still being received pursuant to an extension granted hereunder, the injured employee must file an additional request, and the same procedure shall apply, and may
be repeated annually in the same manner.
in excess of

11

Repeal.

1957, 187:2

RSA

281:24 (supp) as amended by 1955, 98:6,

and 1961, 194:12,

majnent total disability,
12

Permanent

281:26 (supp) as

is

relative to compensation for perhereby repealed.

Partial

Disability

amended by

Benefits.

Amend RSA

1955, 98:8, by striking out said

and inserting in place thereof the following: 281:26
Permanent Partial Disability. In case of disability partial in
character but permanent in quality, compensation shall be
computed and payable as follows: (1) During the actual healing

section

periods hereinafter mentioned, compensation equal to sixtyand two-thirds per cent of the employee's average weekly
wages, but not less than twenty dollars nor more than forty-five

six

dollars per week, unless the injured employee's average

wages

as defined

herein are

less

^is'eekly

than twenty dollars per week
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(in which case the compensation shall be the full amount of
said average ^veekly wages) shall be payable; (2) for the specific

compensation equal to sixty-six
weekly wages,
but not less than twenty dollars nor more than forty-three dollars and fifty cents per week, unless the injured employee's average weekly wages as defined herein are less than twenty dollars
per week (in which case the compensation shall be the full
amount of said average weekly wages) shall be payable.
injuries hereinafter mentioned,

and two-thirds per cent

I.

of the employee's average

loss of sight in both eyes, compenhundred and forty-one weeks, plus actual heal-

Total and permanent

sation for three

ing period,
II.

if

any.

Loss of both feet at or above the ankles, compensation
hundred and forty-one weeks, plus actual healing

for three

period.
III.

Loss of both hands at or above both wrists, compensa-

tion for three

hundred and forty-one weeks, plus actual healing

period.

IV. Loss of one hand at or above the wrist and one foot at
or above the ankle, compensation for three hundred and fortyone weeks, plus actual healing period.

V. Arm lost, compensation for
weeks, plus actual healing period.

two hundred fourteen

VI. Hand lost, compensation for one hundred seventy-five
weeks, plus actual healing period.
VII.

Thumb

lost,

compensation for

fifty

weeks, plus actual

healing period.
VIII. Index finger

lost,

compensation for thirty-one weeks,

plus actual healing period.

IX. Middle finger

lost,

compensation for twenty-six weeks,

plus actual healing period.

X. Ring finger

lost,

compensation for nineteen weeks, plus

actual healing period.

XI. Little finger lost, compensation for thirteen weeks,
plus actual healing period.
XII. Leg lost, compensation for two hundred fourteen
weeks, plus actual healing period.
XIII. Foot lost, compensation for one hundred fifty-one
weeks, plus actual healing period.
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XIV. Great

toe lost,

compensation for twenty-six weeks,

plus actual healing period.

XV. Toe

other than great toe

lost,

compensation for ten

weeks, plus actual healing period.

XVI. Eye

lost,

compensation for one hundred twenty-six

weeks, plus actual healing period.

XVII. Loss of hearing in one
two weeks.
XVIII. Loss of hearing in both

compensation for

ear,

ears,

fifty-

compensation for two

hundred fourteen weeks.

XIX. Compensation

for the loss of

more than one phalange

an entire digit.
Compensation for the loss of the first phalange shall be one-half
of the compensation for the loss of the entire digit.
of a digit shall be the

same

as for the loss of

XX. Compensation for an arm or leg if amputated at or
above the elbow or at or above the knee, shall be the same as
for the loss of the arm or leg, but if amputated between the
elbow and the wrist, or the knee and the ankle, shall be the
same as for the loss of the hand or foot.
XXI. Compensation

for loss of eighty per cent or

more

of

the vision of an eye shall be the same as for the loss of an eye.

XXII. Compensation for loss of two or more digits or one
more phalanges of two or more digits of a hand or foot, may
be proportioned to the loss of use of the hand or foot occasioned
thereby, but shall not exceed the compensation for loss of hand
or

or foot.

XXIII. Compensation for permanent total loss of use of a
shall be the same as for the loss of the member; provided, however, that if amputation or surgery subsequently becomes necessary with respect to such member either because of
the original injury or because of a subsequent accident said employee shall be entitled to an additional actual healing period,
but said employee shall not be entitled to additional compensation for loss of said member.

member

XXIV. In the case of permanent partial loss of use of any
member specified in the preceding paragraphs due to actual injury to such member, either at the time of the accident or in the
course of treatment, compensation shall be determined on a pro
rata basis by applying the percentage of actual disability of such
injured member against the awards specified herein for total
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or loss of use of the same member; provided, however, that
if amputation or surgery subsequently become necessary with
respect to such member either because of the original injury or
because of a subsequent accident said employee shall be entitled
loss

an additional actual healing period, and provided further
that said employee shall be entitled to additional compensation
in an amount not exceeding the difference between the amount
provided for loss of said member and the amount previously
awarded under this paragraph.
to

XXV. Compensation
digit shall be not less

for loss of less than

one phalange of a

than one-quarter of the compensation for

the entire digit.

XXVI.

In the event that an employee has been awarded

compensation for loss of a member under this section and in
the event that amputation or surgery becomes necessary, with
respect to another member of which the original member was
or

is

a

component

part, either because of the original injury or

because of a subsequent accident said employee shall be entitled
to an additional actual healing period; provided, however, that
said employee shall be entitled to additional compensation in
an amount not exceeding the difference between the amount
originally awarded and the amount provided for loss of the
member ivith respect to which amputation or surgery subsequently becomes necessary.
13 Single Payments.

Amend RSA

281:26-a (supp) as in-

end thereof the following paragraph: IV. When compensation is payable under the
provisions of section 26 and the agreement provides for an
award not in excess of twenty weeks' compensation, such compensation may be paid in one sum upon approval by the labor
commissioner following completion of forms provided for the
purpose. Such a payment shall not be considered to be a lump
serted by 1959, 187:6, by adding at the

sum

settlement,

and neither

shall

it

voking the provisions of section 40 of
14 Benefit Period.

Amend RSA

bar an employee from

in-

this chapter.

281:30 (supp) as

amended

by 1955, 98:9, 1957, 187:14, 1959, 187:14 and 1961, 194:13, by
striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following: 30 Maximum Benefits. In no case, except as provided in
sections 23, 26, 29 and 30-a, shall the weekly compensation payable under this chapter exceed sixty-six and two-thirds per ceiit
of the average weekly wages, or exceed forty-five dollars per
week in amount, nor shall any payments, including medical,
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hospital services, and other remedial care under section 21, extend over a period of more than three huindred and forty-one
weeks from the date of injury.
15 Extension of Medical Benefits.

Amend RSA

281:30-a

(supp) as inserted by 1961, 194:14, by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 281:30-a Additional Medical, Hospital, or
Cases.

With

Other Remedial Care in Unusual

respect to accidents, occurring after July

1,

1961,

whenever an employee has received medical, hospital, or other
remedial care during the last six months of any period during
which compensation is payable under the provisions of this
chapter, pursuant to a six months' extension granted by the
labor commissioner, as herein provided, the labor commissioner
grant an extension of such medical and hospital benefits,
or other remedial care, upon application duly made therefor, to
such extent and for such additional period as he may determine,
not exceeding one year, except as otherwise provided. The em-

may

ployer shall be given

prompt

notice of such request, and, unless

the employer agrees to such request within ten days, no such

request shall be granted until the injured employee shall have
been examined by three duly licensed physicians, one nominated by the employee, one by the employer, and one by the
labor commissioner. The labor commissioner's decision shall

be based upon the written reports of such physicians, and

shall

be subject to review in the same manner as other decisions of
the labor commissioner under this act. If, at the end of one
year any such benefits are still being received pursuant to an
extension granted hereunder, the injured^ employee must file

an additional request, and the same procedure
may be repeated annually in the same manner.

shall apply,

and

16 Second Injury Fund. Such parts of RSA 281:48 as provide for payments into the second injury fund are hereby suspended for the period of July 1, 1963 to July 1, 1965.
17 Salary. Amend
94:1 (supp) as amended by 1955,
153:2; 32)1:1; 323:4, 6; 335:8; 1957, 90:1, 223:2; 274:4, 7: 315:2;
1959, 199:4; 268:112; 1961, 221:4 by, on the line entitled "Com-

RSA

missioner of the Department of Employment Security," striking
out in the minimum and maximum salary columns the figures
applicable to said position and inserting in the "Minimum"

cohimn the

figure, $11,478.22,
the figure, $13,064.22.

and

in the

"maximum" column
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Takes Effect. Sections 2, 3 and 5 of this act shall take
on January 1, 1964. The remaining sections of this act
take effect July 1, 1963, but sections 9, 10, 12 and 14 here-

18
effect

shall

of shall not apply to accidents occurring prior to that date.

Mr. Stevenson of Bethlehem
Mr. Dion of Manchester
Mr. Laflamme of Concord
Conferees on the part of the House
Senator Hartman
Senator Martel
Conferees on the part of the Senate

Mr. Angus of Claremont moved that reading of the report
be dispensed with.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. Ferguson of Concord spoke against the motion.

Angus

Messrs.

of

Claremont and Stevenson of Bethlehem
The motion was adopted.

spoke in favor of the motion.

The

question

now being on

the adoption of the conference

report.

On

Chair was in doubt and requested a
Mr. Ferguson of Concord rose on a point of parliamentary procedure. The Chair called for a quorum count and
296 members were counted.
a V V vote the

division,

On

the division vote, 130

and 95

affirmative

members having voted

in the negative, the conference

in the

committee

report was adopted.

Committee

HB 536
commission:

—relating

The Committee
ate recede

the

from

its

The Committee

Amend
serting in

Report

to the expenses of the public utilities

of Conference

recommends

position in offering an

House recede from

the following

of Conference

its

that the Sen-

amendment and

that

position of nonconcurrence.

of Conference further

recommends

that

amendment be adopted:

the bill by striking out section 1 thereof and inplace thereof the following: 1 Expenses Assessed.
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Amend RSA

363-A:2 (supp) as inserted by 1955, 203 lil and as

amended by

1959, 242:2, by striking out said section

and

serting in place thereof the following: 363-A:2 Assessment.

expenses thus ascertained in an

in-

The

amount not exceeding one

be assessed against the
public utilities described in the foregoing section in the manner herein provided. The public utilities commission shall establish reasonable classifications of public utilities, and shall determine the share of its expense attributable to each such class.
Each such share shall be assessed against the several public utilities comprising the class in such proportion as the public utili-

hundred

ties

thirty

commission

thousand

shall

dollars, shall

determine

to

be

fair

and equitable.

Wilfred J. Larty
Mildred L. Palmer
John J. Kearns
Conferees on Part of House
Lester E. Mitchell

Margaret B. DeLude
Conferees on Part of Senate

The

report was adopted.

Senate Message
(Mr.

Goode

of

Manchester in the Chair)

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in the passage of
the following entitled bill sent up from the House of Repreto

sentatives:

HB

155

— relating

to the disposition of fines collected

by

municipal court.
Personal Privilege
Mrs. Greene of Rye rose on a point of personal privilege.

Resolutions

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough offered the following

reso-

lutions:

WhereaSj we admire the spirit and attitude which George
Pappagianis has maintained as a Minority Floor Leader in the
1963 Session of the General Court, and
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Whereas, we recognize that he has conducted himself with
the highest integrity,

and

Whereas, he has exhibited qualities of modesty and sincerity in his quiet spoken manner; he has never failed to courageously face whatever problem presented itself, and
Whereas, he has displayed attributes of courtesy and fairness and has always kept the ability to maintain self control
whether the situation demanded a calm explanation or a sharp
criticism,

and

Whereas, his

beyond the

far

therefore

acts of friendship

and

service

have extended

limits of his obligation to political party,

now

it is

members of the House of Repreour appreciation, and direct that a copy of
these resolutions be spread upon our records and a copy given
to Mr. Pappagianis.
Resolved, that we, the

sentatives, express

The

resolutions were unanimously adopted.
*

*

*

Mrs. Hartigan of Rochester presented Mr. Pappagianis of

Nashua with

a gift

from

his

Democratic colleagues.

Mr. Pappagianis thanked the House for the resolutions

and

gift.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, we
of

feel that

good leader are

ity to

among

the most important qualities

calm approach
clearly define a situation, and
a

to a

problem and an

abil-

Whereas, we recognize these qualities in Walter Peterson
his gentlemanly concern and consideration of the
opinion of every member of the House of Representatives, and

and admire

Whereas, we esteem his ability to be a good listener to the
and woes of a humble first session member as well as the
more involved concerns of an aggressive committee chairman,
wills

and
Whereas, we admire his

now
tives

therefore

facility in the

English language,

it is

Resolved, That the members of the House of Representaextend to Mr. Peterson our sincere gratitude for his hours

1400
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of devoted service,

and

be spread upon

The

direct that a copy of these resolutions
and a copy given to Mr. Peterson.
records
our

resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Mrs.

Weeks

of

Greenland offered the following resolu-

tions:

Whereas, we feel that special recognition should be given
to our Speaker for successfully and conscientiously presiding
over our deliberations for three consecutive unprecedented sessions,

and

Whereas^ we recognize his ability to maintain decorum
and personal poise even in the presence of the most disconcerting circumstances, and

Whereas, with all his burdens he is never too busy to give
thoughtful courteous consideration to any and all of the mem-

and

bers,

Whereas, he is held in respect by
General Court, and

Whereas, we wish to express

Lamprey our
therefore be

to

all

the

members

of the

the Honorable Stewart

sincere gratitude for his years of service,

now

it

Resolved, that a copy of these Resolutions be spread upon
tlie House of Representatives and a copy be given

the records of
to

Mr. Lamprey.

The resolutions were unanimously adopted.
Mr. Shepard of Londonderry offered the following resolutions:

Whereas, the orderly progress with which action on fiscal
matters can proceed in the House of Representatives depends
to a large extent on the chairman of the Appropriations Committee,

and

Whereas, Arnold Clement has proven

and

self-effacing individual,

Whereas, he has worked
a concern for
of

fiscal

New Hampshire,

to

be a dedicated

and
tirelessly,

responsibility

having in mind always

and what

is

best for the state

and

Whereas, because of his thorough knowledge of New
Hampshire's finances we can confidently rely on his judgment
and recommendations, with gratitude that he has willingly
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used his talents in behalf of the welfare of our beloved

now

therefore

state,

it is

members of the House of Repreour heartfelt thanks and appreciation and
recommend that a copy of these resolutions be spread upon our
records and a copy given to Mr. Clement.
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives, express

The

resolutions were

unanimously adopted.

(Speaker in the Chair)

Recess
After Recess

Senate Message

The

Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed Bills, to the following House Bills, in the adoption of
which amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House of Representatives:

HB

366, relative to a municipal court system with district

courts.

Amendment

to

HB

366

Amend
35)

paragraph II of RSA 502-A:40 (as re-numbered
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place

thereof the following:
If the town shall vote to continue its municipal court
11.
such meeting, such vote shall be certified by the town clerk
to the secretary of state and the court of that town shall thereafter continue to be a municipal court with all the jurisdiction,
powers, and duties of municipal courts under RSA 502.

at

Further amend said bill by striking out in section 5 the
eighth to the twenty-sixth lines, and inserting in place thereof
the following:
6 Repeal. RSA 502:20, 21, 33-44, 49, 50
inserted by 1957, 244, are hereby repealed.
7

Criminal Cases.

the same

and inserting

and 51 (supp)

as

Amend
502:18 by striking out
in place thereof the following: 502:18

RSA

Criminal Cases, Municipal Courts. Municipal courts shall have
the powers of the justice of the peace and quorum throughout
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have original jurisdiction, subject to appeal,
committed within the confines of the
town wherein such courts are located, which are punishable by
a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars or imprisonment not

and

the state,

of all crimes

shall

and

offenses

exceeding one year, or both.

Municipal Courts. In any town which continues to be
8
served by its municipal courts permitted under RSA 502-A:35,
the provisions of RSx\ 502 and any other provisions of the Revised Statutes Annotated pertaining to the jurisdiction, powers,
and duties conferred upon municipal courts shall continue in
force except as otherwise provided in sections 6

and

7.

amend

said bill by renumbering sections 6 and 7
and by amending section 10, as renumbered,
by striking out the word "established" and inserting in place
thereof the word, retain, and by striking out the words "as a

Further

to read, 9

and

10,

district court."

*

On

*

*

motion of Mr. Totman of Alstead the House concurred
amendment.

in the Engrossed Bills

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the amendments offered by the Committee on
Engrossed Bills, to the following Senate Bill, in the adoption
of ^vhich amendments the Senate asks the concurrence of the
House

of Representatives:

SB

3,

permitting the hunting of deer with muzzle-loaders.

Amendment

Amend

to

SB

3

the title of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An
loaders

Act permitting the hunting of deer with muzzle-

and permitting the hunting
*

On

*

motion of Mr. London of

of deer

on certain

islands.

*

New London

the

House

con-

curred in the Engrossed Bills amendment.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to recall from the House of Representatives:

HB

633, relating to the veterans' service

exemption and

an access road.

Mr. Goode of Manchester moved that the House

HB

633.

recall
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1,

had been in conference on the pasday. The House would remember
and
on
all
sage of this bill off
divided
in three parts, 1, Veterans
that the amendment was
Safety
and 3 Access road. It has
of
Exemptions, 2, Department
not
acted on part 2 and it
has
Senate
been discovered that the
this procedure is folfbecome
Unless
law.
must be acted on to
lowed the bill will become invalid.

The Chair

stated that he

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill called the attention to the

House

to a technical error in part

The Chair
tion

1

of the

stated that the Senate

is

amendment.

willing to delete sec-

2.

(discussion ensued)

The motion was

adopted.

Engrossed Bills Committee Report

HB

members of the aeroNorthumberland
for Ennautics commission, Mrs. Potter of
grossed Bills. Ought to pass with amendment under Joint Rule
No. 6.
427, to provide per

diem

Amendment

Amend

the

title

to

for

HB

427

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An Act to provide per diem for members of the aeronautics
commission and making special appropriation for the probation department.

On

motion of Mr. Clement of Rochester the House con-

curred in the Engrossed

Bills

amendment.

Engrossed Bills Committee Report

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled Bills:

HB
HB

316,

An

act relative to the taking of pheasants.

524,

An

act

for loss of taxes

HB

532,

empowering the

state to

reimburse towns

under certain circumstances.

An

act relative to classification of

seasonal state employees.

temporary and
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SB

An

116,

act relative to fees for insurance

companies

and brokers.

SB

An

82,

act establishing a council of resources

and

de-

velopment.

SB

An

134,

act relative to retirement benefits for officials

and employees of the regional
Municipal Association.

SB

68,

An

act relative

higher education in

New

and

associations

to

New Hampshire

the reorganization of public

Hampshire.

HB 3-63, An act providing for the acquisition of certain
water rights and dams controlling the Contoocook River.
HB

607,

An

act

relating to business administrators for

school districts.

SB

61,

An

act relative to credit unions.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

on

Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that the House non-concur
633 and that a committee of conference be appointed.

HB

At the request of Mr. Stafford of Laconia, Mr. Taft explained his motion.
(Mr.

McMeekin

Mr. Taft withdrew

The Chair

his

of Haverhill in the Chair)

motion.

stated unless

would be messaged back

No objection

he heard an objection

HB

633

to the Senate.

being heard, the Chair so ordered.
*

*

*

Mr. Clement of Rochester gave the House the following
port on the

fiscal

re-

aspects of the state at the present time.

Estimate at July 1, 1963
Funds Available for Appropriation
for the Biennium Ending June 30, 1965

of General

Unappropriated Surplus at June 30, 1962
Balance in Salary Adjustment Fund at June
Total Balance Available at June

30, 1962

,

30,

1962

$5,711,807

404,741

$6,116,548
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Estimated Budget Operations for Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1963:
$28,772,549
Unrestricted General Fund Revenue
Amount freed from Reserve for Funds invested in
Liquor Inventory by retirement of bonds issued
against this item

214,000
28,986,549

Total Estimated Funds Available for Fiscal 1963

$35,103,097

Deduct:
Net Appropriation, as shown by Division of Accounts at 6/24/63 (with-

out allowance

for

any appropria-

passed at current session of

tions

General Court)

$28,483,129

Less Estimated Lapses

(as

shown

in

Governor's Budget Supplement)

900,000
$27,583,129

Debt Service Requirement
Supplement)

shown

(as

in

Budget
2,057,357

Total Estimated Expenditures

29,640,486

Estiinated Unappropriated Surplus at

June 30, 1963, before allowance for any appropriations passed by current session of the
General Court

$5,462,611

Estimates for Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1964:
Unrestricted General Fund Revenue
(Original estimate)

Additional estimate re

$32,246,725

tobacco

tax

200,000

Total

Amount

$32,446,725

available from retirement of bonds issued

against Liquor Inventory

214,000

Total Estimated Revenue and Credits

$32,660,725

Deduct:

Debt
mined by the

Estimated

Service

Requirements,

as

deter-

State Treasurer

2,394,171

Balance Available for Appropriation

30,266,554

Estimates for Fiscal Y'ear Ending June 30, 1965:
Unrestricted General Fund Revenue
(Original estimate)

Additional estimate re tobacco tax

Total

$33,214,657

200,000

$33,414,657
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Amount

available from retirement of bonds issued

against Liquor Inventory

214,000

Total Estimated Revenue and Credits

$33,628,657

Deduct:

Debt
mined by the

Estimated

Service

Requirements, as deter-

State Treasurer

2,325,532

Balance Available for Appropriation

Add:
Reduction

in

in Sections

Debt Service
1

Sc

31,303,125

for 1964/1965 provided

6 of the Capital Budget by ex-

the amortization period from ten to
twenty years as determined by the State Treasurer
Lapses of balances to General Fund from several
Special Fund accounts, as proposed by the Gov-

tending

325,050

ernor in the "Budget Supplement"

269,538
594,588

Total General Funds Estimated at July
Appropriation

1,

1963 as Available for
$67,626,878

Deduct Budget Bills as passed by General Court:
For Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1964
For Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1965

$32,266,792
33,172,165

Total of Net Appropriations for the General Fund
for the

Biennium

$65,438,957

Estimated Lapses of $625,000 each year as
shown in the Governor's "Budget Supplement"

Less

Estimated Net Budgetary Expenditures

1,250,000

$64,188,957

Other General fund appropriations passed by General Court:

HB

3

Re

Clerical Assistance for

Supreme

Court

HB

12

1,749

Commission

to

study State Con-

stitution

HB

10,000

25 Providing Appropriation for State

council on aging

HB
HB

2,000

64 Funds for state nursing scholarship

Re

130

Participation

50,000

by N. H. in
'

N. Y. World's Fair

HB

144

Re Retired members

388,000

policemen's

retirement system

HB

vention

HB

5,000

150 Calling for Constitutional Con164

Volume

100,000

Providing for recompilation of
2,

RSA

16,000

A

Monday, July
HB
HB

338,000

282 Providing for cumulative pocket

supplements for RS

HB

11,000

317 Additional allowances for certain
152,662

retired teachers

HB

340 Relative to mileage rate for state
51,000

employees

HB

dams and

363 Acquisition of certain

water rights on Contoocook River

7,500

398 Policemen's Retirement

To

400

provide group

cal care for state

and

ilies,

and

HB

retired

for

188,914

insurance,

and

surgi-

employees, their famstate

employees
225,600

their spouses

427 Per diem for

nautics

HB

life

hospital, medical

and groups

members

of Aero-

Commission

7,744

430 Control of aquatic nuisances on

Lake Winnisquam
510 Study for improved

HB

24,000
pesticides

3,000

control

HB
HB

AREA

563 Relative to

2,500

schools

592 Interim commission to consider a

substitute for stock in trade tax

HB

596 Uniform

Drug Act and

2,500

relating

phannacy commission

to

HB

12,500

607 Revisions of supervisory unions

and reassignment of personnel

HB

50,000

621 Relative to the production, distri-

bution and sale of milk and other dairy
products

HB

11,157

651 Additional appropriation for ex-

penses of Legislature

HB

1963

214 State participation in water pol-

lution control

HB
HB

1,

150,000

654 Additional appropriation to meet
456,604

certain contractual deficiencies

HJR 4 In favor of Lucille Webb
HJR 5 Distribution of Journal

1,500

of

1959

Session of Con. Con.

HJR

6

television

HJR

1,750

Operating expenses educational
station

WENH-TV, Durham

the deaf

HJR
HJR
HJR
HJR
HJR

24,909

War

Centennial Commission

2,500

Mount Washington Observatory

7,000

14 In favor of N.

3,000

15

H. Veterans Assoc.
Valley Forge Memorial
Supplemental appropriation for

1,000

11 Civil

13

16

school building aid

HJR

120,000

10 Supplemental appropriation for

19

Funds

conservation

67,067

for completion

aid

towns payments

to

heavily

of forest

timbered
11,357

1407
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HJR
HJR

29 Additional funds for cancer comm.
31 Providing for deficiency appropri-

35,000

38,738

ation State Hospital

HJR

32 Providing for deficiency appropri-

ation Division of Buildings

SB

and Grounds

7,969

17 Appropriation for state-owned air-

4,000

a-aft

SB 52 Relative
SB 68 Relative

80,000

to firemen's retirement
to reorganization of public

higher education in N. H.

SB 94 Providing additional

80,000

justice for su-

34,124

perior court

SJR 6 Claim re Mark Granite
SJR 12 Deficiency appropriation
im Commission on Education
SJR 13 Favor of Edna Paine

45
for Inter-

5,034
1,114

2,793,537

Total Deductions

at July

1,

66,982,494

1963

Estimated Balance of General Funds Available at July
allowing: for above deductions

1,

1963, after

$644,384

GENERAL FUND
Estimated funds available for appropriation by 1963 Legislature for
the

biennium ending June

$67,626,878

30, 1965

Derived as follows:
Estimated unappropriated surplus as of June 30, 1963
Estimated unrestricted revenue for Fiscal 1964 and

$5,462,611

65,861,382

1965

Lapse of special fund balances

269,538

Total

$71,593,531

Less:

Estimated Debt Service

fiscal

1964 and 1965

Balance

3,966,653

$67,626,878

Of the $67,626,878 general funds estimated

available, $64,188,957 (after allow-

ance of $1,250,000 for estimated lapses) has been appropriated for general expenses of the state in the budget

bills for fiscal

1964 and 1965, leaving $3,437,921

available for so called legislative specials.

Of the

$3,437,921

shown above, the General Court has appropriated
which leaves an estimated balance of $644,384.

$2,793,537

for legislative specials

TOTAL ESTIMATED GENERAL FUND UNRESTRICTED REVENUE
FOR THE BIENNIUM ENDING JUNE 30, 1965
Liquor Revenue
Racing Revenue

$18,905,394 or
10,541,321 or

29%
17%

Monday, July

1,
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1963

10,883,513 or

Tobacco Tax
Insurance Business license taxes

Legacy & Estate Taxes
Telephone Companies Tax

Head Tax
Board &: Care of Patients
Gas & Electric Taxes
Other Revenue
Total

ANALYSIS OF GENERAL FUNDS APPROPRIATED IN

FOR THE BIENNIUM ENDING JUNE
Health and Welfare
Education
University of

New Hampshire

Resources and Economic Development

BUDGET

BILLS

30, 1965

8,717,858 or

36%
18%
13%

2,359,737 or

4%

$23,237,361 or
11,561,527 or
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I. Every resident of this state who served not less than
ninety days in the armed forces of the United States in any of
the following wars or armed conflicts, the Spanish War, Philippine Insurrection, Boxer Rebellion, World War I, World
War II, or Korean Conflict, as hereinafter defined who have
been discharged or separated therefrom under conditions other

than dishonorable or the spouse of such resident, or the widow
and every resident, or the spouse of such resident, whose services were terminated for a service-connected disability, and the widow of any resident who suffered a serviceconnected death, in consideration of such service, shall be
exempt each year from taxation upon his or her residential
real estate, to the value of one thousand dollars, as hereinafter
of such resident,

provided,
II.

sion,

In towns in which, as determined by the tax commis-

on real estate upon the basis of one
and true value, the exemption proshall be granted to an eligible person, as

taxes are assessed

hundred per cent

of full

vided in this section
described in paragraph

I

hereof, provided that the value of the

town as assessed
by the selectmen does not, exclusive of bona fide encumbrances
of record thereon, exceed the sum of ten thousand dollars. In
other towns, such exemption shall be granted to an eligible
person provided that the value of his residential real estate in
such town as assessed by the selectmen, exclusive of bona fide
encumbrances of record thereon, does not exceed an amount
which is in the same proportion to ten thousand dollars as the
residential real estate of such person in such

level of the tax assessments

upon

real estate in said town, as

determined by the tax commission, bears to one hundred per
cent of the full and true value of the real estate in said town.
No exemption shall be granted a resident qualified for exemption, excepting those with a service-connected disability, who
is delinquent in the payment of any taxes due the state of New
Hampshire or any political subdivision thereof. The tax exemptions hereinabove provided shall be allowed to every resident

who is sixty-five years of age or over irrespective of
the assessed value of his or her residential real estate, provided
of this state

he or she

is

otherwise qualified under the provisions hereof.

III. The following terms as used in
construed as follows:

(I)

1899.

"Spanish

War" between

this section shall

be

April 21, 1898 and April

11,

Monday,

J uly

1

,

1

1411
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"Philippine Insurrection" between April

(2)

12,

1899 and

1902, extended to July 15, 1903 for service in the

July
Provinces.
4,

"Boxer Rebellion" between June

(3)
2,

16,

1900 and

Moro

May

1901.

and November
(4) "World War I" between April 6, 1917
1918 extended to April 1, 1920 for service in Russia, provided that military or naval service on or after November 12,
1918 and before July 2, 1921 where there was prior service
between April 6, 1917 and November 11, 1918 shall be con11,

sidered as

I service.

"World War

(5)

cember

World War

11"

between December

7,

1941 and De-

31, 1946.

(6)

"Korean Conflict" between June

25,

1950 and July

27, 1953.

2 Authorization. The commissioner of public works and
highways, subject to the approval of the governor and council,
is hereby authorized to lay out and construct an access road to
the Willard Basin, so-called, in the towns of Lancaster, Jefferson,

and Randolph, the

city of Berlin,

and

in the unorganized place

of Kilkenny.

Appropriation. The sum of three hundred thousand dolhereby appropriated to be expended by the department of
public Avorks and highways, subject to the approval of the governor and council, for the layout and construction of said road.
In order to provide the funds necessary for the appropriation
made in this section, the state treasurer is hereby authorized,
under the direction of the governor and council, to borrow on
the credit of the state from time to time, a total of three hundred thousand dollars for the purpose of carrying into effect
the provisions hereof and for that purpose may issue bonds or
3

lars

is

notes in the

name and on

behalf of the state of

New Hampshire

determined by the governor and council. The maturity dates of such bonds or notes shall be determined in each case by the governor and council but in no case
shall they be later than twenty years from the date of issue.
at a rate of interest to be

4 Form and Accounts. All such bonds or notes shall be in
such form and such denomination as the governor and council
shall determine, may be registerable as to both principal and
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interest, shall

be countersigned by the governor and shall be

a pledge of the faith and credit of the state. The secretary of state and the state treasurer shall keep such account
of all such bonds or notes as are kept of other state bonds or

deemed

The treasurer may negotiate and sell such bonds or notes
by direction of the governor and council in such manner as they
may determine most advantageous to the state. The proceeds
of the sale of such bonds or notes shall be held by the state
treasurer and paid out by him upon warrants drawn by the
governor for the purposes of this act alone and the governor,
with the advice and consent of the council, shall draw his warrants for the payment from the funds provided for herein of
all sums expended or due for the purposes herein authorized.
notes.

5. Short-term Loans. Prior to the issuance of the bonds or
notes hereunder, the treasurer, under the direction of the governor and council, may for the purposes hereof borrow money
from time to time on short-term loans, which may be refunded
by the issuance of the bonds or notes hereunder. Provided,

however, that at no time shall the indebtedness of the state on
such short-term loans exceed the sum of three hundred thousand dollars.
6 Layout and Classification. Said access road shall be laid
out and constructed in the manner provided by law for Class
II highways. After completion of construction, said road shall
be designated a Class III road and maintained by the Lancaster

development corporation.
7 Terms and Conditions. The governor and council are
hereby authorized to set the terms and conditions for repayment of any part of the cost of layout and construction of the
access road provided in section 3 hereof as said governor and
council shall determine to be in the best interest of the state.
8

Takes

Effect.

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

its

passage.

Further amend the bill by striking out the title and inserting in place thereof the following: relating to the veterans'
service

exemption and

access road.
*

On

motion

of

*

*

Mr. McMeekin of Haverhill the rules of the
as to dispense with the reading of

House were so far suspended
the amendment.

Monday, July

1,
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Mr. Taft of Greenville moved that the House non-concur
in the Senate amendments and that a committee of conference
be appointed and spoke in favor of the motion.
(discussion ensued)

Mr. McGee of Lincoln spoke and called attention of the
committee of conference as to when the appropriation would
lapse.

Mr. Plumer of Bristol concurred

McGee

in the

remarks of Mr.

of Lincoln.

The motion was

adopted.

The Chair appointed Messrs. Taft of Greenville, Goode of
Manchester and Pappagianis of Nashua as conferees on the part
of the House.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the following entitled bill:

HB

diem for members of the aeromaking special appropriation for the

427, to provide per

nautics commission and

probation department.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to accede to the request of the House of Representatives
for a Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:
HB

633, relating to the veterans' service exemption and the
President has appointed as members of said Committee on the
part of the Senate: Senator Drake and Senator DeLude.

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled Bills:

HB

249,

HB

290,

An

An

act relative to the taking of wild black bear.
act relative to the retirement age for state

employees under the

HB

485,

An

state

employees' retirement system.

act relative to building

and loan

associations.
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H'B 589,

An

act relative to

group insurance.
Mrs. Potter of Northumbei'land
Mrs. Marx of Langdon

(Speaker in the Chair)

Senate Messages

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
accede to the request of the House of Representatives for a
Committee of Conference on the following entitled bill:
to

HB

592, establishing an interim commission to consider
a substitute for the stock in trade tax.

and the President has appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the Senate: Senator DeLude and, Senator Paquette.

Committee

of Conference

Report

of Comference to whom was referred House
Act establishing an interim commission to consider a substitute for the stock-in-trade tax, having considered

The Committee

Bill 592,

An

the same recommend that the Senate recede from its position in
adopting its amendment, that the House recede from its position of non-concurrence and the Senate and the House adopt
the following

Amend

amendments

section

1

to said bill:

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Interim Commission. There is hereby established an
1
interim commission whose function it shall be to study the
stock-in-trade taxes imposed by the laws of the state and to recommend a substitution or substitutes therefor. Said commission
shall be composed of nine members, three of whom shall be
appointed by the speaker of the House of Representatives and
one of -^vhom shall be chairman of the commission; two of '^vhom
shall be appointed by the president of the senate and one of
whom shall be vice-chairman of the commission; four of whom
shall be appointed by the governor, one of whom shall be a
manufacturer, one of whom shall be a retailer, one of whom
shall represent the professions and one of whom shall be a

Monday, July

1,

1415
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wholesaler. The members of the commission shall serve without
compensation, but shall be reimbursed for their necessary expenses and for clerical assistance. The commission shall render
its report, including drafts of appropriate legislation, to the
1965 session of the general court. The sum of five thousand
dollars is hereby appropriated for the purposes of this chapter,
and the governor is hereby authorized to draw his warrant for
said sum out of any monies in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.

Walter R. Peterson, Jr.
Alexander M. Taft
Frank H. Sheridan
Conferees on the part of the House
Louis W. Paquette
Margaret B. DeLude
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The

A

report was adopted.

announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendations of the Committees of
Conference to whom were referred the following entitled bills:
further Senate messasre

HB 581, relating to workmen's compensation.
HB 536, relating to the expenses of the public

utilities

commission.

A

further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed
Bills to the following entitled bills and joint resolutions:

SB

139, prescribing standards in connection

takes races

SB

and authorizing payment of

69, relative to the

timber yield

taxes

with

under

s-^veeps-

protest.

tax.

Engrossed Bills Committee Report

HB 389, establishing a state-wide library development
program, Mrs. Potter of Northumberland for Engrossed Bills.
Ought to pass with amendment under Joint Rule 6.
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Amendment

Amend

to

HB

389

said bill by striking out the

first five

lines

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
1

Libraries.

Amend RSA

by inserting after chapter 201-B

(supp) as inserted by 1963, 106, the following

new

chapter:

Chapter 201-C
Library Development Program
201-C:

1

Declaration of Purpose. In order

Further amend said bill by renumbering sections numbered
201-B:2 to 201-B:21, inclusive, to read 201-C:2 to 201-C:21,
inclusive respectively.

Amend 201-C: 19 as renumbered by striking out in the
eleventh line the figure "201-B: 20" and inserting in place thereof, 201-C:20.
Further

amend

said section by striking out the figure in

the 13th line "201-B"

and inserting

in place thereof the figure,

201-C.

Amend

section 2 by striking out in the second line the

figure "201-B"

and inserting
*

in place thereof the figure, 201-C.
*

*

On motion of Mr. O'Neil of Chesterfield the House concurred in the Engrossed Bills amendment.
Resolutions

Mr. Conover of Manchester offered the following resoluManchester Delegation:

tions for the

Whereas, Edward T. LaFrance, Representative from Manis hospitalized by a broken leg, therefore be it

chester,

Resolved, That we, the

Members

of the House of RepreGeneral Court, extend our
sympathy to our Fellow Member in his illness and our best
wishes for a speedy recovery to health, and be it further
sentatives of the

New Hampshire

Resolved, That
to Representative

a copy of these Resolutions be transmitted
LaFrance.

The resohitions were unanimously adopted.
Mr. Taft of Greenville offered the follo^^vin^ resolutions:

Monday, July
Whereas,
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is

now

Whereas, we appreciate the labor and the long hours that
committee has or necessity given to their tasks, therefore

this

be

efforts

1963

at hand, due to the
Committee
on Engrossed
of the

adjournment

and untiring
and

diligent
Bills,

final

1,

it

Resolved, That we, the Members of the 1963 House of
Representatives, in General Court convened, do hereby render
to this Committee, consisting of Representative Natalie M.
Potter of Northumberland, Chairman, Representative Scott F.
Eastman of Weare, Vice Chairman, Representative Roger A.

Smith of Concord, Representative Eleanor F. Marx of Langdon,
and Representative Edward H. York of Concord, our heartiest
thanks for work well done and our appreciation of their service,
and be it further
Resolved, that the committee be given a rising vote of
thanks.

By

a rising vote the resolutions

were unanimously adopted.

Mr. Peterson of Peterborough offered the following concurrent resolution:
Concurrent Resolution
Resolved, by the house of representatives, the senate conThat the general court be authorized to make its own
contract in regard to printing which will allow the speaker of
the house and president of the senate to negotiate said contract, and to appoint whatever committees may be necessary
to look into legislative printing.
curring,

The concurrent resolution was

adopted.

Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua offered the following concurrent resolution:

Concurrent Resolution
Resolved, by the House of Representatives the Senate concurring: That a committee of ten be appointed to join with
such committee as the Senate may designate to wait upon His
Excellency, the Governor, and inform him that the Legislature
has completed the business of the session and is ready to be
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adjourned and
wish to make.

to receive

any communication which he may

The concurrent resolution was adopted.
The Chair appointed the following members

of the

House

on this committee: Messrs. Wylie of Fremont, Marsan of Rochester, Pappagianis of Nashua, Spanos of Newport, Grimes of
Dover, Gilman of Franklin, Moran of Manchester, Kearns of
Manchester, Capistran of Manchester, and Bushey of Northumberland.
Mr. Rufo of Concord offered the following resolutions:
Whereas^ the members of the House of Representatives of
New Hampshire have enjoyed
the courtesies and privileges that have been generously provided by the Mayor of the City of Concord, therefore be it
the General Court of the state of

members of the House of RepreCourt assembled, do hereby extend our
heartfelt appreciation and gratitude to Mayor Charles C. Davie
and all the members of his official family for the considerate and
generous manner with which they have exercised their municipal duties, and be it further
Resolved, That we, the

sentatives in General

to

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be transmitted
Mayor Charles C. Davie and the members of his official

family.

The

resolutions Avere unanimously adopted.

Senate Message

The Senate message announced that the Senate has voted
concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption
of the amendments offered by tlie Committee on Engrossed
to

Bills to the following entitled bill:

HB

389,

establishing a state wide library development

program.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to discharge its Committee of Conference to wliom was
referred the following entitled bill:

HB

592, establishing an interim commission to consider a
substitute for the stock in trade tax and requests a new committee of conference and the President has appointed as mem-

Monday, July
bers of said

Senators

1,

Committee of Conference on

DeLude and
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the part of the Senate:

Martel.

acceded to the request of the Senate and the
Chair appointed Messrs. Peterson of Peterborough, Taft of
Greenville and Pappagianis of Nashua as conferees on the part
of the House.

The House

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the Committee of Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB

633, relating to the veterans' service

exemption and an

access road.

Committee

The Committee

of Conference

Report

to whom

was referred House
the veterans' service exemption

of Conference

Bill No. 633, An Act relating to
and access road, having considered the same report the same
with the following recommendation:
First: that the House recede from
currence in the adoption of the Senate

sections

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

and

7

its

position of non-con-

amendment and adopt
of said amendment;

Second: that the House and Senate concur in the adoption
of the following

Change

amendments:

the title to said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act relating to the veterans' service exemption and

access roads;

Further amend by striking out section 8 and inserting the
following new sections:
8 Authorization. The commissioner of public works and
highways, subject to the approval of the governor and council,
is hereby authorized to lay out and construct six tenths of a mile
of access road to the Ragged Mountain Corporation ski devel-

opment

in the

town

of

Danbury.

9 Appropriation. The sum of twenty five thousand dollars
hereby appropriated to be expended by the department of
public works and highways, subject to the approval of the governor and council, for the layout and construction of said road.
In order to provide the funds necessary for the appropriation
is
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made

in this section, the state treasurer

is

hereby authorized,

under the direction of the governor and council, to borrow on
the credit of the state from time to time, a total of twenty five
thousand dollars for the purpose of carr^-ing into effect the provisions hereof and for that purpose may issue bonds or notes in
the name and on behalf of the state of New Ham.pshire at a
rate of interest to be determined by the governor and council.
The maturity dates of such bonds or notes shall be determined
in each case by the governor and council but in no case shall
they be later than twenty years from the date of issue.

Form and Accounts.

All such bonds or notes shall be
denomination
as the governor and counform and such
registerable
as to both principal
cil shall determine, may be
and interest, shall be countersigned by the governor and shall
be deemed a pledge of the faith and credit of the state. The secretary of state and the state treasurer shall keep such account of
all such bonds or notes as are kept of other state bonds or notes.
The treasurer mav nesrotiate and sell such bonds or notes bv
direction of the governor and council in such manner as they
may determine most advantageous to the state. The proceeds
of the sale of such bonds or notes shall be held by the state
treasurer and paid out by him upon warrants drawn by the
governor for the purposes of this act alone and the governor,
with the advice and consent of the council, shall draw his warrants for the payment from the funds provided for herein of all
sums expended or due for the purposes herein authorized.
10

in such

11

Short-term Loans. Prior to the issuance of the bonds or

notes hereunder, the treasurer, under the direction of the governor and council, may for the purposes hereof borrow money

from time to time on short-term loans, which mav be refunded
by the issuance of the bonds or notes hereunder. Provided, however, that at no time shall the indebtedness of the state on such
short-term loans exceed the sum of twenty' five thousand dollars.
12

Said access road shall be classified and
department of public works and highways as a class

Classification.

built by the

V highway.
13 Terms and Conditions. The governor and council are
hereby authorized to set the terms and conditions for repayment of any part of the cost of layout and construction of the
access road provided in section 9 hereof as said governor and
council shall determine to be in the best interest of the state.

Monday. Jllv
14

Takes

Section

Effect.
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1.

shall take effect as of April

1,

upon

pas-

provided in sections 2 and 8 are not
ftlled prior to June 30. 1963, said authorizations shall be
minated.

ful-

1964. Sections 2 through 13 inclusive shall take effect
sage. If authorizations

Henry

ter-

Goode

F.

Alexander M. Taft
George S. Pappagianis
Conferees on the part of the House

Arthur M. Drake
Margaret B. DeLude
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The

report was adopted.

Recess

Committee Report

SB 7. increasing the salaries of the county attorney and
county commissioners of Hillsborough Coimty, Mrs. Potter for
Engrossed Bills. Ought to pass with amendment imder Joint
Rule

6.

Amendment

to

SB

7

Amend

section 1 of said bill by inserting after the figure
"208:1" in the second line the figure, 1963, 95, and by striking
out in the eighth line and inserting in place thereof the following:

In Rockingham, three thousand dollars.

Amend

section 2 of said bill by inserting in the second
•210:1" the figure, 1963, 94, and by strik-

line after the figure

ing out in the eighth line the words "ten thousand five hundred"
in place thereof the words, three thousand,

and inserting

*

*

*

On

motion of Mr. Dionne of Nashua the House concurred
in the Engrossed Bills amendment.
Senate Message

The

Senate has voted to adopt the amendments offered by
Bills, to the following House
Bill, in the adoption ol which amendments the Senate asks the
concurrence of the House of Representatives:
the

Committee on Engrossed
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HB 653, making appropriations for capital improvements,
long term repairs and deferred maintenance for the state of
New

Hampshire.

Amendment

Amend

to

HB

653

section 6 of said bill by striking out the tenth line

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

by the trustees of the

and

state colleges

university, provided

that all contracts for

Amend

section 15 of said bill by striking out the

and inserting

first

line

of trustees of the state colleges

and

in place thereof the following:

15 Liquidation.

The board

university shall establish
*

*

*

On motion of Mr. Clement of Rochester the House concurred in the Engrossed Bills amendment.
Report of Committee on Engrossed

Bills

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled House and
Senate

Bills:

HB

366,

An

act relative to a

municipal court system with

district courts.

HB

471,

An

act adopting certain provisions of the

uniform

vehicle code.

HB

186,

An

act repealing the taxation

389,

An

act establishing a state-wide library develop-

on hvestock and

poultry.

HB

ment program.

HB 542, An
SB

SB
loaders

SB

33,

An

act relative to settlements in behalf of minors.

act to provide additional industrial agents.

3, An act permitting the hunting of deer with muzzleand permitting the hunting of deer on certain islands.

69,

An act relative

to the

timber yield tax.

Monday, July
SB

139,

sweepstakes

An
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act prescribing standards in connection with
and authorizing payment of taxes under

races

protest.

427, An act to provide per diem for members of the
aeronautics commission, and making special appropriation for

HB

the probation department.

Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. Eastman of Weare
*

The Chair announced
Falls

is

*

that

*

Mr. Merrill from Hampton

being married next Saturday.

New Committee
The Committee
for

the

Report

which was referred HB
an interim commission to consider a

of Conference to

592, an act establishing

substitute

of Conference

stock-in-trade

tax,

having considered the

same, recommend that the Senate recede from its position in
adopting its amendment, that the House recede from its position of non-concurrence and that the Senate and the House
adopt the following amendment to said bill.

Amend

section

1

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Interim Commission. There is hereby established an
1
interim commission whose function it shall be to study the
stock-in-trade taxes imposed by the laws of the state and to recommend a substitution or substitutes therefor. Said commission
shall be composed of nine members, three of whom shall be
appointed by the speaker of the House of Representatives; two
of u^hom shall be appointed by the president of the Senate; four
of whom shall be appointed by the governor, one of whom shall
be a manufacturer, one of whom shall be a retailer, one of whom
shall represent the professions and one of whom shall be a
wholesaler. The organizational meeting of the commission shall
be held on September 18, J 963 at the State House and the commission shall, at said meeting, elect a chairman and vice-chair-

man from

its membership. The members of the commission
without compensation, but shall be reimbursed for
their necessary expenses and for clerical assistance. The commission shall render its report, including drafts of appropriate
legislation, to the 1965 session of the general court. The sum of

shall serve
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thousand dollars is hereby appropriated for the purposes of
this chapter, and the governor is hereby authorized to draw his
warrant for said sum out of any monies in the treasury not
five

otherwise appropriated.

Walter R. Peterson
Alexander M. Taft
Frank H. Sheridan
Conferees on the part of the House
Louis I. Martel
Margaret B. DeLude
Conferees on the part of the Senate

The committee

of conference report was adopted.

Senate Message

The

Senate message annoimced that the Sanate has voted
to concur with the House of Representatives in its adoption of
the amendments offered by the Committee on Engrossed Bills
to the following entitled bills

and joint

resolutions:

SB 7 increasing the salaries of the county attorney and
county commissioners of Hillsborough County.

A further Senate message announced that the Senate has
voted to adopt the recommendation of the new Committee of
Conference to whom was referred the following entitled bill:

HB

592, establishing an interim commission to consider

a substitute for the stock-in-trade tax.

Recess
After Recess

Report of Engrossed

Bills

Committee

The Committee on Engrossed Bills have examined and
found correctly engrossed the following entitled Bills:

HB 319, An act relative to clams and mussels.
HB 475, An act relating to trustee process on

banks and

similar corporations.

HB
utilities

536,

An

act relating to the expenses of the public

commission.

Monday, July

1,
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HB

539, An act relative to hunting and fishing licenses
for personnel stationed or attached to the naval shipyard.

HB
and

633,

An

act relating to the veterans' service

exemption

access roads.

HB

155,

An

act relating to the disposition of fines collected

by municipal court.

HB
HB

273,

An

act relating to investments of savings banks.

400,

An

act to provide

hospital, medical

and

group

lite

insurance, and group

surgical care for state employees

and

their

spouses.

HB
HB

581,

An

act relative to

workmen's compensation.

592, An act establishing an interim commission to
consider a substitute for the stock-in-trade tax.

HB

653, An act making appropriations for capital improvements, long term repairs and deferred maintenance for the
state of New Hampshire, and authorizing temporary authority
for adjusting of salaries of certain state officials.

SB

7,

An

act increasing the salaries of the Hillsborough

County Attorney and County Commissioners of Hillsborough
County.
Mrs. Potter of Northumberland

Mr. Eastman of Weare
For the Committee

On motion of Mr. Beard of Lebanon the House adjourned
from the morning session.
Indefinitely Postponed

In accordance with the resolution that all bills and joint
resolutions pending in either branch on Monday, July 1st at
5:00 o'clock,

EDST, be

entitled bills

and captioned

indefinitely postponed, the following

joint resolutions were indefinitely

postponed:

HB 29, repealing the milk control act.
HB 30, relative to uniform season for taking deer.
HB 32, relative to the employment of an electrical inspector
in the office of fire marshal.
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HB 37, amending the standard mileage table.
HB 50, relating to classification of Class D waters.
HB 77, relative to the salary of the mayor of Rochester.
HB 90, relative to the study of New Hampshire taxes.
HB 108, relative to the promotion for certain employees in
the city of Manchester.

HB

1

14, relative to

per diem compensation for

members

of

milk control board.

HB 115, relative to use of motor boats on Rock pond.
HB 151, relative to town road aid.
HB 204, relative to salaries of Coos County commissioners.
HB 266, relative to the Belknap county recreational area.
HB 284, relative to the department of agriculture and to
the agricultural advisory board.

HB
of

291,

Gilmanton

HB
HB

changing the name of Rocky pond in the town
Garry Lake.

to

296, to adjust classified salaries of state employees.

304, legalizing the proceedings of the meeting of the
Hillsborough county delegation held on January 9, 1963.

HB

306,

establishing

a

state-wide

library

development

program.

HB
owned

327, relating to education of children residing

on

state-

property.

HB 333, relating to curfew regulations.
HB 344, relating to school building aid.
HB 352, relative to the salary of the justice of the Littleton
municipal court.

HB

369, relative to assistance for families and businesses
displaced by highway construction or reconstruction projects.

HB

372, relative to basic

and overtime pay

HB

work

^veek for state employees

for extra work.

393, relative to crediting state aid to school districts.

Monday, July

HB
HB
tion of

416, relative to

motor

HB
damage
trol

405, relative to hunting
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on uncultivated land.

minimum

speed regulations for opera-

vehicles.

429, relative to

payment

to property caused

to certain persons for loss or

by the Merrimack River flood con-

compact.

HB

431, to provide funds for public access roads

benefits for recreational use of

and

1,

New Hampshire

and other

lakes,

ponds

rivers.

HB
cates

of

441, to provide for the issuance of air carrier certifipublic convenience and necessity for intrastate air

transportation.

HB
HB

446, relative to sick leave for public school teachers.

451, relative to the compensation of the director of

aeronautics.

HB 453, relative to the government of the city of Lebanon.
HB 480, relative to the sale of liquor in restaurants.
HB 481, relative to classification of surface waters of the
Pemisrewasset river watershed.

HB 501, relative to certain state officials.
HB 502, relative to fire protection at Plymouth

Teachers

College.

HB

506, relative to the school board of the

Lincoln-Wood-

stock cooperative school district.

HB 5il3, relating to grants to cooperative school districts.
HB 517, relating to the city charter of Portsmouth.
HB 518, relative to the Hillsborough county convention.
HB 529, relative to liquor sales representatives.
HB 533, relative to sale of furniture.
HB 534, relative to the public assistance fund.
HB 555, relative to authorizing matching federal payments
for fiscal year

Act of 1962.

under the Manpower Development and Training
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HB
pair of

557, relating to the use of

motor

HB

re-

559, relative to fees to be charged for recording in the

office of the register

HB

secondhand parts in the

vehicles.

o'f

deeds for Rockingham County.

560, authorizing the construction of a civil defense

emergency operating center by the county of Rockingham.

HB

562, affecting state employees required to be

on stand-

by duty.

HB 569, relative to aid for emotionally disturbed children.
HB 572, relative to reconstituted beer.
HB 583, providing state aid for transportation of school
pupils in school districts having no schools.

HB

585, establishing a

traffic

and parking commission in

the city of Laconia.

HB 587, to allow sale of liquor for on-premise consumption.
HB 591, providing for per-pupil grants to local school
districts.

HB

603, to

mission and

HB
HB

expand the authority

make appropriations

of the aeronautics

com-

therefor.

635, suspending the operation of the milk control act.
640, providing for the

employment and

salaries of

professional personnel of the state board of education at the
state teachers colleges.

HB 644, relative to mechanics liens.
HB 648, relative to milk control and

removing

retail

milk

price controls.

HB

649, relative to construction of an access road to Rag-

ged Mountain in the town of Danbury.

House Joint Resolutions

HJR 8, establishing an interim tax
HJR 18, in favor of John Wakefield.
HJR 20, in favor of Albert Sharp.

study commission.

Monday, July

HJR
HJR
HJR

24, in favor of

Tower
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John and Thomas

25, relative to Bell
30, relative to

1,

at

J.

Mclntyre.

Cathedral of the Pines.

mosquito problem in the seacoast

area.

Senate Bills

program of increased improvement
primary and secondary highway systems.

SB

11, relative to a

the state

SB

23, requiring the use of

approved brake meters by

of

in-

spection stations.

SB

24, relating to the location of

advance railroad crossing

signs.

SB

25, relating to the protection of railroad crossings.

SB

55, to increase the interest

SB

60, relative to

and dividends tax exemp-

tion.

highway use permits

for operation of

certain vehicles not registered in this state.

SB

65,

providing for a hearing after suspension of a liquor

license or beverage permit.

SB

74, relative to

SB
title

renaming a highway.

76, to establish a

and

uniform motor vehicle

certificate of

anti-theft act.

SB

83, relative to non-judicial

SB

93, legalizing a

punishment

in the militia.

meeting of the Monadnock Regional

School District.

SB

114, relative to financing of park operations

between

developed

legislative sessions.

SB

126, relative to beauty parlors.

SB

129, relative to the jurisdiction of probate courts.

SB

133, providing for

an access road

to the

Willard Basin

Ski development in Lancaster.

Senate Joint Resolutions

SJR

1,

to reimburse legislators for attendance at National

Legislative Leaders Conference.
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SJR 4,

relative to Pittsfield

SJR

Dam Acquisition.

14, establishing a

committtee to study safety on high-

ways.
*

The Chair
Governor
to receive

requested that the committee to advise the
House has completed its work and is ready

that the

any message he might wish
#

the

*

*

to extend.

#

*

His Excellency, Governor John W. King, appeared before
House and delivered the following message:
Pro-rogation of General Court

— July

1,

1963

Mr. Speaker and members of the House of RepresentaThe time has come once again to prorogue this session of
the General Court to another day.
tives.

months your Honorable Body has labored
Governor to mainand advance the government of the State of New Hamp-

For the past

six

in the traditional joint stewardship with the
tain

In my opinion this joint stewardship has resulted in a
very pleasant and genuinely productive six months of delibera-

shire.

tions.
I

you in deep sincerity and without equivocation

say to

commenda-

that this session of the General Court deserves high
tion for

its abilities,

for

its

legislative

acumen and

for

its

con-

duct.

This session of the Legislature has laid to rest those fears
expressed six months ago that a General Court of one political
persuasion could not work in harmony with an executive of a
different party.

This body has reaffirmed a long-held convic-

tion of

mine

lature,

when put

and public

To
and

members

of this Legis-

to the test, will place principle

above party

that the vast majority of the

interest

above

political considerations.

be absolutely frank

satisfaction to

me

it is

that so

a continual source of surprise

many people

in

our

state are will-

ing to give of themselves so freely in the cause of good government. Surely the material rewards they receive are only a token
nature. Their satisfaction must come from the knowledge that
they have given of themselves to make our democratic form of

government a
fare of

its

vital

citizenry.

and productive

force for advancing the wel-

Monday, July

1,
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my deep gratitude to those veteran
whose contributions to the success of
this session are certainly far above and beyond the call of ordinary duty. I need not mention names for their dedication is all
I would also
members of both

known

too well

express

parties

to you.

The accomplishments of this session are many. This has
been a "do something" Legislature that has materially advanced
the interests of the state on many fronts.
First

and foremost,

the operation of state

has approved a balanced budget for
government for the next biennium. It

it

is a sound budget that preserves necessary
maintaining our fiscal integrity.

state services

while

This session of the Legislature demonstrated a continuing
concern for increased support of education within our available means.
brought to a reality a dream of our state teachers colby granting them a long-sought autonomy of operation.
certain that this will result in a new era of growth and

It

leges
I

am

stature for these institutions.

The

Legislature provided capital funds in the

amount

of

8 million dollars for the expansion of educational facilities in

the state. This includes more than 4 million dollars for the
construction of new dormitories and more than 3 million dol-

new technical-vocational schools. The present technicalvocational schools in Manchester and Portsmouth will be comlars for

and an urgently needed technical-vocaNorth Country will be built. Let me assure
you that this capital improvement program will receive my immediate and continuing attention in order that needed improvements and expansions of our state plant will be effected as
pletely reconstructed

tional school in the

soon

as possible.

This Legislature has effected long-needed reforms in our
judicial system Avith the establishment of a district court system that will modernize the judicial process in this state.

The

1963 General Court has granted to our cities the
run their own affairs with the passage of a home rule
that makes democracy on the local level more meaningful.

power
bill

to

Wholly conscious
economy of this state,
banking bill that will

of the

need

continue to expand the
approved a branch
foster economic growth, approved the
to

this Legislature has
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establishment of an industrial agent for our North Country,
and has appropriated almost 100 million dollars for the construction and maintenance of highways, vital to the economic

growth of our

state.

By passing a sweepstakes bill this session, the General
Court demonstrated again its concern for the rising costs of
education and the heavy demands being made upon the treasuries of local communities. By approving the first state operated sweepstakes in this country in

more than 60

years, the 1963

Legislature maintained a long-standing tradition that this body

not afraid to pioneer. In so doing, it has demonstrated forceit has the courage to meet the challenges of our times
imagination.
with
is

fully that

Because of the
the State of

efforts of this Legislature I

New Hampshire

will forge

am

confident

ahead rapidly

in the

next two years.
I consider it highly significant that the progressive accomplishments of this session of the Legislature have been effected
without the imposition of more taxes on the people of New
Hampshire. I am doubtful that any other state legislature in
the United States in this year of 1963 can claim such a dis-

tinction.
I wish to take this opportunity to sincerely thank all of
you for the courtesies that you have extended to me and for
your cooperation with the Governor's office throughout this

session.

My

service in this Legislature for three terms engen-

me an

members of this General Court
been deepened and strengthened in the
past six months. I hope you will continue to come and visit
with me in the days that lie ahead and keep me informed of
your thinking of the problems that challenge our state.
dered in

and

affection for the

that affection has

Our

strength in state government

thinking and collective action and that

lies
is

as

our collective
should be.

in
it

I have been informed by the Joint Committee of the Senand House of Representatives that you have completed the
business of the session. Therefore, now, by the authority vested
in me as Governor, I do hereby declare the General Court of
New Hampshire adjourned to the last Wednesday in December
in the Year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-

ate

four.

Monday, July

1,
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The

Chaplain, Reverend William L. Shafer, offered the
Benediction as follows:

GRACIOUS FATHER — in these majestic moments of
— We turn our thoughts to Thee; humbly seeking

anticipation

Thy

and mercy. Diligently have we
and preserve the

blessings of love, peace,

labored, utilizing our best abilities to sustain

cause of freedom entrusted to our care. If we have erred in our
judgments, or failed in our obligations; if we have left undone
those challenges which deserved our attention
forgive us, O
Loving and Merciful Father, and judge us for the good we have
been able to accomplish. As we conclude this final session of
the 138th New Hampshire General Court
we reaffirm our
faith in Thee and commit our beloved "Granite State" to Thy
continual loving care. Safeguard us while we are apart, and
preserve the officers of our State in their continuing public

—

—

our memory the joys of our fellowship together,
in the future may we depart in peace. So
in the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

service. Bless to

and with confidence
be

it

Holy

—

Spirit.

Amen.

The House pledged allegiance

to the Flag.

By virtue of the proclamation of His Excellency, the
Governor, the Chair declared the House of Representatives
adjourned at 12:31 on Tuesday, July 2, 1963 until the last
Wednesday

of

December, 1964.

FRANCIS W. TOLMAN,
Clerk.

A true copy. Attest:
FRANCIS W. TOLMAN,
Clerk.

APPENDIX

I

Final Disposition of Bills and Resolutions

HOUSE BILLS

HB
civil

exemption from

1,

defense act.
Engrossed. Chapter

HE

6,

liability in certain cases

Laws

under the

of 1963.

provide for primary for nomination of candidates

2,

for city of Rochester.

Killed.

HB 3, clerical assistants for the supreme court.
Engrossed. Chapter

HB

4,

15,

Laws

disposal of papers

&

of 1963.

records for Dept. Pub.

Works &

Highways.
Engrossed. Chapter

HB

physicians

5,

16,

&

Laws

of 1963.

surgeons, fees for examinations for

practice.

Engrossed. Chapter

il

1,

Laws

of 1963.

HB 6, classification of a highway in Newton.
Engrossed. Chapter 400, Laws of 1963.

HB

authorizing the attorney general to act as attorney

7,

for Dept. of Safety employees.

Killed.

FIB

to

8,

make unlawful

certain fraudulent dealinsr with

collateral, etc.

Engrossed. Chapter

HB

9,

17,

Laws

salary of the justice of

Engrossed. Chapter

13,

Laws

of 1963.

Portsmouth Municipal Court.
of 1963.

HB

10, increasing salary of clerk of Portsmouth Municipal
Court.
Engrossed. Chapter 14, Laws of 1963.

HB

11, meetings of highway agents for instruction.
Engrossed. Chapter 7, Laws of 1963.

HB

12,

providing for a commission to study the state con-

stitution.

Engrossed. Chapter 186, Laws of 1963.

HB

13, salary of treasurer of

Engrossed. Chapter

8,

Laws

Rockingham County.

of 1963.
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HB

14,

county appropriations for

fire

mutual aid system.

Killed.

HB

45, provide certain deductions from retirement beneemployees pol subdiv.
Engrossed. Chapter 1, Laws of 1963.

fits ..

.

HB

16,

resurfacing of Eastern and Central turnpikes.

Killed.

HB

17, trans.

Brookfield

R:

Wakefield from councilor

dis-

trict 2 to district 1.

Engrossed. Chapter

HB

18,

2,

Laws

of 1963.

outdoor advertising.

Engrossed. Chapter

3,

Laws

of 1963.

HB

19, State Library.
Engrossed. Chapter 21, Laws of 1963.

HB

20, voting

machines

in the City of Manchester.

Killed.

HB

21, Concord City Charter.
Engrossed. Chapter 420, La^vs of 1963.

HB

22, mtr. vehicles

parked on

street or

public parking

areas.

Killed.

HB

23, Concord Female Charitable Soc.
Engrossed. Chapter 380, Laws of 1963.

HB 24,

toilet fac. for restaurants, etc.

Engrossed. Chapter

9, La-^vs

of 1963.

HB

25, appropriation for the state council on aging.
Engrossed. Chapter 80, Laws of 1963.

HB

26, correcting references in statutes

way bond

providing for high-

issue.

Engrossed. Chapter

4,

Laws

of 1963.

HB

27, debt service for the Eastern N. H. Turnpike.
Engrossed. Chapter 97, La^vs of 4963.

HB

28, mtr. veh. driver training

Killed.

and operator's

license fees.
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HB 29, repeal milk control act.
Killed.

HB 30, uniform season for taking deer.
Killed.

HB

31, repeal of the school per capita tax.
Engrossed. Chapter 117, Laws of 1963.

HB
fire

32,

employment

.

.

.

electrical inspector in the office of

marshal.
Killed.

HB 33, date of the primary election.
Veto sustained.

HB 34, sewerage system Plymouth Vil. Fire District.
Engrossed. Chapter 373, Laws of 1963.

HB

powers &: duties Town of Hanover repealing charHanover.
Engrossed. Chapter 374, Laws of 1963.
35,

ter of Vill. Prec. of

HB 36,

amend

interest

and dividends

tax.

Killed.

HB 37, amending mileage table.
Killed.

HB

38, providing for a director of legislative services.
Engrossed. Chapter 297, Laws of 1963.

HB

39, capital reserve

fund

estab.

by Lincoln School Dis-

trict.

Engrossed. Chapter

HB
Town

40,

sewage

&

3i86,

Laws

of 1963.

waste treatment plants

&:

septic tanks

.

.

.

ot Littleton.

Engrossed. Chapter 372, Laws of 1963.

HB 41, approp.

to

employ airport eng.

Killed.

HB
tricts

42, election of

county commissioners for county

dis-

Belknap County.

Killed.

HB

43, hearing in cases of suspension or revocation liq.

or permits.
Killed.

lie.
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HB 44, establishing Tech. Inst,

in

Manch.

Killed.

HB

45, requiring surety

Engrossed. Chapter

41,

bonds for municipal court

Laws

clerks.

of 1963.

HB 46, equipping mtr. veh. with safety belts.
Killed.

HB

47,

conduct of sweepstake races

&

sale of tickets there-

on.

Engrossed. Chapter 52, Laws of 1963.

HB

48, public libraries.
Engrossed. Chapter 46, Laws of 1963.

HB

49, removal, trans,

and disposal

of

human

excrement.

etc.

Engrossed. Chapter 25, Laws of 1963.

HB 50, classification Class D. Waters.
Killed.

HB

51,

unemploy. benefits

.

.

.

seasonal employees of the

state.

Killed.

HB

52, assess special poll tax for school purposes.

Killed.

HB

53,

changing hours hunting wild deer and black bear.

Killed.

HB 54, providing for the acquisition of a certain
water rights by the Water Resources Board.
Engrossed. Chapter 212, Laws of 4963.

dam &

HB 55, hunting deer by groups of persons.
Killed.

HB

56, disqualification of justices of the

mun.

court.

Engrossed. Chapter 27, Laws of 1963.

HB

insurance for

its

&

life

&

health

treatment standards for sewage

Sc

indus-

towns
employees.

57, authorizing

cities to

provide

Engrossed. Chapter 90, Laws of 1963.

HB

58,

minimum

trial wastes.

Engrossed. Chapter 47, Laws of 1963.
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59,
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to provide
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adequate court-

courts.

Engrossed. Chapter 10, Laws of 1963.

HB

60, support of spouse.
Engrossed. Chapter 42, Laws of 1963.

HB

61,

pulmonary

disease.

Killed.

HB

62, penalties for reckless operation of boats resulting

in death.

Engrossed. Chapter 22, Laws of 1963.

HB

63, hunting from mtr. veh. by disabled persons.
Engrossed. Chapter 81, Laws of 1963.

HB 64, funds for the state nursing scholarship program.
Engrossed. Chapter 265, Laws of 1963.

HB 65, non-resident hunting

&:

fishing licenses.

Engrossed. Chapter 77, Laws of 1963.

HB 66, Fish & Game licenses for persons 70 years of age.
Engrossed. Chapter 78, Laws of 1963.

HB
fers

67, advisory

comm.

.

.

.

Dept. Res.

&:

Eco. Dev.,

&

trans-

within dept.
Killed.

HB

68,

revenue derived from

shellfish licenses

and

fines.

Killed.

HB
March

69, legalize

Annual Meeting

of

Town

of Seabrook,

1962.

Engrossed. Chapter 375, Laws of 1963.

HB

70,

approval rates payable care of dependent children.

Killed.

HB
men

7'1,

special meetings of the

Mayor

&:

Board of Alder-

of Concord.

Engrossed. Chapter 421, Laws of 1963.

HB

72, charter of N. H. Centennial Home for the Aged.
Engrossed. Chapter 388, Laws of 1963.

HB

73, gifts to the

town of Tamworth.

Engrossed. Chapter 389, Laws of 1963.
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HB

74, prowlers,

peeking in windows.

Killed.

HB

75, veterans'

exemption.

Engrossed. Chapter 118, Laws of 1963.
past due support institutional
H'B 76, limit period
mates may be recovered Sc rate for support inmates Laconia
.

.

.

inSt.

School.
Legislative Council.

HB

77, salary of

Mayor

of

Roch.

Killed.

HB

78, legalizing action at spec. meet, in

Town

of Little-

ton.

Engrossed. Chapter 382, Laws of 1963.

HB 79, natl. system interstate
mouth-Kittery area.
Legislative Council.

S:

defense highways Ports-

HB 80, depositing official ballots.
Killed.

HB

81, authority of the

commissioner of Public Works &

Highways.
Engrossed. Chapter 82, Laws of 1963.

HB 82,

improper exposure of the person.

Killed.

HB

83, authorizing

towns

to

remove diseased

trees

on

pri-

vate lands.
Killed.

HB

84, provide for

Commission

&:

chairmen pro tem

for

Water Pollution

relative to standards for Class B-1 waters.

Engrossed. Chapter 26, Laws of 1963.

HB 85, one open season for taking deer.
Engrossed. Chapter 298, Laws of 1963.

HB

86,

providing salary increase for

ployees.

Killed.

HB 87, racing on ice of public waters.
Killed.

classified state

em-
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with residents of con-

tiguous states.
Engrossed. Chapter 18, Laws of 1963.

HB

exemption from property taxes certain parts of

89,

state airways system.

Engrossed. Chapter 79, Laws of 1963.

HB 90, study of N. H. taxes.
Killed.

HB 91, copies of school laws.
Killed.

HB 92, legal

holidays.

Killed.

HB 93, increase powers Queen of Peace College.
Engrossed. Chapter 384, Laws of '1963.

HB 94, prepayment of taxes.
Engrossed. Chapter 36, Laws of 1963.

HB 95,

open season

for fisher in Carroll

County.

Killed.

HB 96, pari-mutuel pools on jai alai.
Killed.

HB 97, armed robbery.
Killed.

HB

hunting

98,

&:

fishing licenses for aliens

married

to

residents.

KiUed.

HB 99,

the practice of chiropractic.

Killed.

HB

100, the assessment

S:

collection of a special head tax

for state purposes.

Engrossed. Chapter 51, Laws of 1963.

HB

101,

municipal permits for registration.

Killed.

HB

102,

tems.
Killed.

imposing tax on television signal distribution

sys-
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HB

103, service fees

from

initial plates.

Engrossed. Chapter 142, Laws of 1963.

HB

104, advisory

the Dept. of Health

commission

&:

transfer of powers

under

& Welfare.

Killed.

HB

105, election printing

Engrossed. Chapter

HB

23,

by Sec. of State.

Laws

of 1963.

106, relocation of a portion of the central

N. H. turn-

pike.

Engrossed. Chapter

HB

28'1,

Laws

of 1963.

107, providing for election of

for cnty. dists. of

Rockingham

county commissioners

county.

Killed.

HB

1108,

promotion

for certain

employees City of Man-

chester.

Killed.

HB

109, limitation of recovery of

damages

for

wrongful

death.

Engrossed. Chapter 98, Laws of 1963.

HB 110, questions submitted to voters of the
Meredith.
Engrossed. Chapter 381, Laws of 1963.

HB
of

111, printing of proceedings of the

Town

of

county convention

Belknap County.
Engrossed. Chapter 225, Laws of 1963.

HB

1 12, advertising of beverages.
Engrossed. Chapter 266, Laws of 1963.

HB

113, location of the

Technical School,

Killed.

HB

114, per

diem compensation members of milk control

board.
Killed.

HB

'1

15,

use of motor boats on

Killed.

HB

116, taxation of horses.

Killed.

Rock Pond.
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&:

Divi-

Tax Comm.

Killed.

HB 119, authorizing Div. of Interest Sc Dividends to require corporations to furnish information as to amounts of dividends paid to N. H. residents.
Killed.

HB

120, enforcement of laws concerning cruelty to animals.
Engrossed. Chapter 57, Laws of 1963.

HB

121,

the Univ. of

construction of physical education facilities at

N.H.

Engrossed. Chapter

HB

122,

1

16,

redemption of

Laws

of 1963.

specific devices.

Engrossed. Chapter 43, Laws of (1963.

HB

123, relating to trailers.

Engrossed. Chapter 62, Laws of 1963.

HB

124,

providing penalty for falsely reporting a

bomb

scare.

Engrossed. Chapter 86, Laws of 1963.

HB

125, purchase exceptions.
Engrossed. Chapter 63, Laws of 1963.

HB

126, liens of attorneys.

Engrossed. Chapter 89, Laws of 1963.

HB
Sc

for

127,

new

bonds for dormitories

at the State

Teachers Col.

office building.

Engrossed. Chapter 179, Laws of 1963.

HB

128, to increase authority of the

N. H. Congrega-Chris-

tian Conf. to hold property.

Engrossed. Chapter 390, Laws of 1963.

HB

129, relative to sale of liq.

and bev.

in

first class

hotels.

Engrossed. Chapter 50, Laws of 1963.

HB

130, participation

by State of N. H. in World's Fair,

1964-65.

Engrossed. Chapter 31, Laws of 1963.
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HB

131, prevention of fires by railroad locomotives.
Engrossed. Chapter 121, Laws of 1963.

HB

bonds

132, legalize action taken to auth. sewr.

.

.

.

Laconia w/the guarantee of State of N. H.
Engrossed. Chapter 376, Laws of 1963.

HB

road in Haverhill.

133, reclassification of

Killed.

HB

134,

enforcement of

classification of surface waters.

Engrossed. Chapter 48, Laws of 1963.

HB

135,

road in Rindge.

Killed.

HB

136, reports to the legislature of filings

by

lobbyists.

Killed.

HB

137, passenger tramways.
Engrossed. Chapter 53, Laws of 1963.

HB

138, to allow printing of party designations

on check

lists.

Engrossed. Chapter 37, Laws of 1963.

HB

1

39, taking of black bear.

Killed.

HB'140, group life insurance.
Engrossed. Chapter 99, Laws of 1963.

HB

141,

improvement

of a

highway

in

New

Ipswich.

Killed.

HB

142, sale of

recapped mtr. veh.

tires.

Killed.

HB

143, shooting of

humans while hunting.

Killed.

HB

144, retired

members

of the policemen's retirement

system.

Engrossed. Chapter 107, Laws of 1963.

HB

145,

exemption from poll tax by persons over 65

years.

Killed.

HB

146, classification of a

Killed.

highway

in the

Town

of Groton.
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outboard motors on small ponds.

Laws

of 1963.

148, non-forfeiture benefits

&:

reserve valuations of in-

dustrial life insurance policies.
Engrossed. Chapter 34, Laws of 1963.

HB

149,

pub. meetings and records.

Killed.

HB 1150,

providing for the calling of a Constitutional Con-

vention.

Engrossed. Chapter 143, Laws of 1963.

HB

151,

town road

aid.

Killed.

HB

152, laws

governing

sale of liq. beers

and wines.

Killed.

HB

153,

motor vehicle

fees.

Engrossed. Chapter 68, Laws of 1963.

HB

154, operation of

overweight vehicles.

Killed.

HB

155, disposition of fines collected

by municipal courts.

Engrossed. Chapter 325, Laws of 1963.

HB

156, mtr. vehicles

on

ice

on Great Bay.

Killed.

HB

157, construction of a residence hall at the

Univ. of

be liquidated from income.
Engrossed. Chapter 205, Laws of 1963.

N. H.

Sj

HB

to

158, increasing certain penalties.

Killed.

HB 159, changing penalty in assaults.
Engrossed. Chapter 28, Laws of 1963.

HB

160, fixing penalties for indecent exposure.

Killed.

HB

461, real estate tax exemption for certain aged resi-

dents.

Killed.
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HB

162, certain deductions

from retirement

benefits for

policemen.
Engrossed. Chapter 58, Laws of 1963.

HB

163, rehabilitation of covered wooden bridges.
Engrossed. Chapter 29, Laws of 1963.

HB

Stat.

164, providing for recompilation of Vol. 2 of the Rev.
Annotated.
Engrossed. Chapter 100, Laws of 1963.

HB

165, sale of the Franklin armory.
Engrossed. Chapter 32, Laws of 1963.

HB

166, replacements in

an extension of heating plant

system at UNH.
Engrossed. Chapter 30, 1963,

HB

167, cancellation of accident

&:

health

ins. policies.

Killed.

HB 168, Mascoma Valley Reg. School District.
Engrossed. Chapter 378, Laws of 1963.
HB

169, costs of certain cases

brought by mechanics and

materialmen.
Killed.

HB

170, part

payment

of real estate taxes.

Killed.

HB

17'1,

abolish capital punishment.

Killed.

HB

172, costs in cases against
state officials.
o'-

Killed.

HB

173, observance of Veterans Day.

Killed.

HB

174, limitation

on expenditures under mun. budget

act.

Killed.

HB

175, mtr. veh. accident reports.

Killed.

HB
on

176, furnishing

state forests

Killed.

&:

accommodations

reservations.

&:

rendering services
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HiB 177, audi, of commissioner of Pub. Wrks. and Highways.
Killed.

HB

178, travel allowance of

members

of general court.

Killed.

HB

179, registration of lobbyists.

Killed.

HB

180, incorporation of trust companies.
Engrossed. Chapter 267, Laws of 1963.

HB

181,

purchase of data processing systems by insurance

companies.
Engrossed. Chapter 69, Laws of 1963.

HB

182,

head tax

to

be used by towns and

cities for

educa-

tional purposes.

Killed.

HB

183, definition of a hairdressing shop.

Engi'ossed. Chapter 128,

HB

184,

Laws

of '1963.

Town of Wolfeboro.

Engrossed. Chapter 379, Laws of 1963.

HB

185, School District

budget

&:

approval of tax rate by

tax commission.

Engrossed. Chapter 242, Laws of 1963.

HB

186, repealing the taxation of livestock
Engrossed. Chapter 318, Laws of 1963.

HB

187, use of facsimile signatures
other obligations.
Engrossed. Chapter 38, Laws of 1963.

bonds

&

So

poultry.

seals in

corporate

&:

HB

188, construction of a

new

instructional bldg.

Sc

re-

modeling of certain present bldgs.
Engrossed. Chapter 187, Laws of 1963.

HB
women

189, authorizing real estate tax exemptions for certain
over 62.

Killed.

HB

190, transportation aid to school districts.

Killed.
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HB

191,

commitment

Engrossed. Chapter

HB

to the industrial school.

2'13,

192, water level of

Laws

Milton

of 1963.
3 Ponds.

Killed.

HB

193,

removal of prisoners from county

jails.

Killed.

HB 194, investments of savings banks.
Engrossed. Chapter 144, Laws of 1963.
HB 195, Gale Home for Aged & Destitute
Engrossed. Chapter 402, Laws of 1963.

HB

196, sale of ice

Women.

cream by weight.

Killed.

HB

temporary registration of automobiles purchased

197,

outside state.
Killed.

HB 198, credit unions.
Engrossed. Chapter 35, Laws of 1963.

HB
&:

199, classification of a

highway

in

Town

of Goffstown

City of Manchester.
Engi'ossed. Chapter 396,

HB 200,

Laws

of 1963.

taking of lobsters.

Killed.

HB

201,

exceeding appropriations by county commis-

sioners.

Engrossed. Chapter 59, Laws of 1963.

HB

202, health ins. for state employees.

Killed.

HB

203, attachment liens.

Engrossed. Chapter 244, Laws of 1963.

HB 204, salaries of Coos County Comm.
Killed.

HB 205, salary of director of safety services.
Killed.

HB

206, raise revenue for educational purposes.

Killed.
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emergency

cases.

Engrossed. Chapter 256, Laws of 1963.

HB

208, legalizing annual

town meet,

in

Town

of

Wind-

ham.
Killed.

HB

209, extra pay for police force in City of Manchester.
Engrossed. Chapter 393, Laws of 1963.

HB

210, in favor of certain agents of the Fish

&:

Game

Department.
Engrossed. Chapter 91, Laws of 1963.

HB
the

211, establishment of a cooperative school district in

Newfound

area.

Engrossed. Chapter 394, Laws of 1963.

HB 2'12, authorizing the use of the name N. H. Life Insurance Co.
Engrossed. Chapter 401, Laws of 1963.
HB

213, establishing closed season

on hen pheasants in

certain towns.
Killed.

HB

214,

state

participation in water pollution control

costs.

Engrossed. Chapter 215, Laws of 1963.

HB

215, governing nursing
Legislative Council.

home

service corporations.

HB

216, reports to the tax commission.
Engrossed. Chapter 120, Laws of 1963.

HB 217, pharmacy fees & board assistants.
Engrossed. Chapter 83, Laws of 1963.

HB

218, filing of insurance by carriers of property
sengers for hire by motor vehicle.

Engrossed. Chapter 130, Laws of 1963.

HB

219, motor carriers of property.
Engrossed. Chapter 268, Laws of 1963.

HB 220, lost fish and game licenses.
KiUed.

Sc

pas-
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HB

221, state guarantee of municipal bonds

&:

water pollu-

tion projects.

Engrossed. Chapter 167, Laws of 11963.

HB

222, reporting certain shortages of funds.
Engrossed. Chapter 145, Laws of 1963.

HB 223, increasing F G fees.
&:

Killed.

HB

224, legalizing adoption of zoning regs. in

town of

Pelham.
Killed.

HB

225, legalize proceedings of spec,

boro School

meeting of Wolfe-

District.

Engrossed. Chapter 383, Laws of 1963.

HB

226, certain transfer of land

from the

state to

town of

Newbury.
Engrossed. Chapter 24, Laws of 1963.

HB 227,

taxation of

life ins.

companies

Killed.

HB 228, fees for medical referees.
Engrossed. Chapter 64, Laws of 1963.

HB

229, personnel advisory board of the city of Portsmouth.
Engrossed. Chapter 407, Laws of 1963.

HB 230, town road aid.
Killed.

HB

231, compensation for

members

of

board of medical ex-

aminers.
Engrossed. Chapter 72, Laws of 1963.

HB

232, payments in lieu of taxes on certain recreational

lands.

Killed.

HB

233, Colby Junior College for Women.
Engrossed. Chapter 410, Laws of 1963.

HB

234,

bounty on bobcats, lynxes, timber wolves and

prairie wolves.

Engrossed. Chapter 226, Laws of

1

963.
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human

while hunting.
Killed.

HB 236,

investments of credit unions.

Killed.

HB

237, charitable contributions by savings banks

and

co-

operative banks.
Killed.

HB 238, duties of bank commissioner.
Killed.

HB

239,

emergency payments by county commissioners.

Killed.

HB

240, service exemption.

Engrossed. Chapter 49, Laws of 1963.

HB 241, limiting authority of state agencies.
Killed.

HB 242, prohibiting taking of hen pheasants.
Killed.

HB 243, investment of school district funds.
Engrossed. Chapter 87, Laws of 1963.
HB

244, fees for wholesaler

&:

mfr. of alcoholic beverages.

Killed.

HB

245, maintenance of bridges

on Class

II

highways.

Killed.

HB 246, horse or pony pulling contests.
Killed.

HB

247,

change name of Shaw's Pond in

New Durham

to

Pleasant Vie^v Lake.
Killed.

HB

248, requiring certain

marking

farm products.
Engrossed. Chapter 160, Laws of 1963.

HB 249, taking of wild black bear.
Engrossed. Chapter 31 1, Laws of 1963.

for so-called native
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HB

250, adoptions.

Referred to Legislative Council.

HB

251, ice fishing.

Engrossed. Chapter 92, Laws of 1963.

HB

252,

commissions by

authorizing the establishment of conservation
cities &:

towns.

Engi'ossed. Chapter 168,

HB
bank

Laws

of 1963.

253, qualifications of trustees

institutions

&:

Sc

directors of certain

credit unions.

Killed.

HB 254, discrimination in the sale of beverages.
Killed.

HB 255, primary election in city of Manchester.
Engrossed. Chapter 392, Laws of 1963.

HB

256, authorizing retirement system for employees of

the city of Berlin.

Engrossed. Chapter 445, Laws of 1963.

HB

257, railroad-highway grade crossings.
Engrossed. Chapter 54, Laws of 1963.

HB
fish

258, to increase fees for licensing for propagation of

& game.
Engrossed. Chapter 135, Laws of 1963.

HB

259, increase the fees for special fish

&:

game

licenses.

Engrossed. Chapter 136, Laws of 1963.

HB 260, establish a fee for importation of
Engrossed. Chapter 164, Laws of 1963.
HB

261, increase fees for registration

&:

fish

& game.

licensing of guides.

Killed.

HB

262, temporary employees of Department of Public
Highways.
Engrossed. Chapter 111, Laws of '1963.

Works

8c

HB

263, establishing Haverhill

Union School

District.

Killed.

HB

264, qualification by school districts for state financial

aid.

KiUed.
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HB 265, provide funds for preparation of property maps.
Referred to Legislative Council.
HB 266, Belknap County recreational area.
Killed.

HB 267, changing name of N.

H. State Hospital.

Engrossed. Chapter 39, Laws of 1963.

HB

268, providing for the classification of the waters of

Newfound Lake.
Engrossed. Chapter 108, Laws of 1963.

HB
town

269,

amount

of annual

memberships paid by towns

to

officers' associations.

Engrossed. Chapter 60, Laws of 1963.

HB

270, Use of poisons for the control of certain birds.
Engrossed. Chapter 183, Laws of 1963.

HB

271, prohibiting misuse of boat registration plates.

Killed.

HB

272, outstanding state checks.
Engrossed. Chapter 84, Laws of 1963.

HB

273, investments of savings banks.
Engrossed. Chapter 326, Laws of 1963.

HB

274, fishing without license by patients at veterans'

inmates of certain institutions.
Engrossed. Chapter 88, Laws of 1963.

hospitals

R:

HB 275, taxation exemption for disabled veterans.
Engrossed. Chapter 174, Laws of 1963.

HB

276, sale of certain animals &: birds.
Engrossed. Chapter 131, Laws of 4963.

HB

277, limitation

municipal budget

on appropriations in towns adopting

act.

Killed.

HB

278, definition of resident

under Fish

&:

Game

Laws.

Killed.

HB

279, penalty for escape from houses of correction.
Engrossed. Chapter 122, Laws of 1963.
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HB 280, provide for a constitutional convention.
Killed.

HB

281, remodeling of certain bldgs.

new greenhouse

at

Sc

construction of a

UNH.

Engrossed. Chapter 180, Laws of 1963.

HB

282, provide for cumulative pocket supplements for

RSA.
Engrossed. Chapter 101, Laws of 1963.

HB 283,

taxation of real estate.

Killed.

HB 284, Dept. of Agric.

R:

Agric. Advisory Board.

Killed.

HB

285, investments for savings banks.

Engrossed. Chapter 44, Laws of 1963.

HB

& members

286, salary of mayor, aldermen
school committee of the City of Man.
Engrossed. Chapter 427, Laws of 1963.

of the

HB 287, licensing of auctioneers.
Killed.

HB

288, operation of

motor

vehicles

when blind

persons

are crossing a way.

Engrossed. Chapter 61, Laws of 1963.

HB 289, seasons for taking of deer.
Killed.

HB

290, retirement age for state employees

under

state

em-

ployees' retirement system.

Engrossed. Chapter 312, Laws of 1963.

HB

291, change

name

of

Rocky Pond

in

Gilmanton

to

Garry Lake.
Killed.

HB

292, possession of big

game animals taken

state.

Killed.

HB 293, abolishing capital punishment.
Killed.

outside the
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HiB 294, taxation of boats and unrefunded motor vehicle
road

tolls.

Referred to Legislative Council.

HB 295,

taxation of horses.

Killed.

HB

296, adjust classified salaries of state employees.

Killed.

HB

297, authorizing counties to provide
insurance for their employees.
Engrossed. Chapter '140, Laws of 1963.

HB

298, sale of liquor

and beverages

life

and health

in private clubs.

Killed.

HB

299, municipal budgets.

Killed.

HB
called

300, authorizing Clifford R. Lizotte to apply for so

Korean bonus.

Killed.

HB 301, changing location of present deer line.
Killed.

HB

302, State board of Conciliation

&:

Arbitration.

Engrossed. Chapter 216, Laws of 1963.

HB

303,

congressman)

naming Tech.

& provide

Inst, for

Chester E.

for portrait of

Merrow (former

Mr. Merrow.

Killed.

HB

304, legalize proceedings of

meeting of Hillsborough

County Del. held 1/9/63.
Killed.

HB

305,

making additional appropriations

for prison in-

dustries.

Killed.

HB

306, establishing state-wide library

development pro-

gram.
Killed.

HB

307, salary of the sheriff of

Rockingham County.

Engrossed. Chapter 129, Laws of 1963.
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HB

308, taxation of property

moved

into

town

after April

1st.

Engrossed. Chapter 85, Laws of 1963.

HB

309, to grant the tax units within the state authority to
assess state-owned lands and collect taxes therefrom.
Killed.

HB

310, taxation of trailers

on land owned by another.

Killed.

HB

311, licensed practical nurses.

Killed.

HB

312, salary of the justice of the Manchester municipal

court.

Killed.

HB 313, Bank Advisory Board.
Engrossed. Chapter 217, Laws of 1963.

HB 314, issues of law arising in municipal courts.
Killed.

HB

315,

HB

316, taking of pheasants.

marking fishing holes cut in
Engrossed. Chapter 2'18, Laws of 1963.

ice

on Great Bay.

Engrossed. Chapter 307, Laws of 1963.

HB

317, providing additional retirement allowances for

certain retired teachers.

Engrossed. Chapter 236, Laws of 1963.

HB 318, branch banking and bank holding
Engrossed. Chapter 188, Laws of 1963.

affiliates.

HB

319, clams and mussels.
Engrossed. Chapter 320, Laws of 1963.

HB

320, relating to packages containing bread, cake or

doughnuts.
Killed.

HB 321, deposit of securities by domestic
companies.
Engrossed. Chapter 70, Laws of 1963.

life

insurance
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insurance com-

panies.

Engrossed. Chapter 71, Laws of 1963.

HB

323, providing for a secretary for sheriff of Strafford

County.
Killed.

HB 324, establishing the standard time.
Killed.

HB

325, providing for

in Dept. of

an additional reviewing appraiser

Pub. Wrks.

Killed.

HB

326, establishing a

young boatman's training program.

Killed.

HB

327,

education of children residing on state-owned

property.
Killed.

HB

328, termination statements

under the uniform com-

mercial code.
Killed.

HB 329,

initial registration plates for boats.

Engrossed. Chapter 171, Laws of 1963.

of

HB 330, appointment of a deputy treasurer
Rockingham.
Engrossed. Chapter 93, Laws of 1963.
HB

for the

county

334, audit of cotnity books by tax commission.

Killed.

HB

332, practice of dentistry

&

registration provisions.

Engrossed. Chapter 162, Laws of 1963.

HB 333, curfew regulations.
Killed.

HB

334, imposing tax

on income derived from

sale of real

from

county em-

estate.

Killed.

HB

335, discharge or removal

ployees.

Engrossed. Chapter 113, Laws of 1963.

office of
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HB 336, fixing the compensation of moderators in the
Manchester.
of
Engrossed. Chapter 408, Laws of 1963.
HB

337, hours of labor, one day rest in seven

Sc

city

payment

of

wages.

Engrossed. Chapter 237, Laws of 1963.

HB

338, licensing of schools

and shops

for hairdressers

and

manicurists.
Killed.

HB 339, assessing abutters for sidewalks.
Engrossed. Chapter 109, Laws of 1963.

HB
ly

340, mileage rate for all state employees using private-

owned passenger

vehicles.

Engrossed. Chapter 282, Laws of 1963.

HB

apportionment of

341,

costs of construction

Sc

protec-

tion of railroad-highway grade crossing.
Killed.

HB
ways by

342, relative to laying out of Class IV,

cities

V

and VI high-

and towns.

Killed.

HB

343,

homes under

establishing

city

minimum

standards

for

mobile

building codes.

Engrossed. Chapter 137, Laws of 1963.

HB 344, school building aid.
Killed.

HB

345, prescribing the time within

which certain

arti-

warrant are to be presented.
Engrossed. Chapter 110, Laws of 1963.

cles for the

HB 346, authority of police employees.
Engrossed. Chapter 123, Laws of 11963.

HB 347, state stores

&:

licenses premises.

Killed.

HB

348, to authorize banks to invest in service corpora-

tions.

Killed.
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HB 349, photographic copies as evidence.
Killed.

HB

350, legislative attaches.

Engrossed. Chapter 141, Laws of 1963.

HB

351, vehicles of non-residents not regularly used

on

highways.
Engrossed. Chapter 133, Laws of 1963.

HB

352, salary of the justice of the Littleton municipal

court.

Killed.

HB

353, salary of

Rockingham county commissioner.

Engrossed. Chapter 94, Laws of 1963.

HB

354, licensing of plumbers.

Killed.

HB

355, reports for

games

of beano.

Killed.

HB 356, state employees retirement system.
Killed.

HB

357, establishing a charter for the City of Manchester.
Engrossed. Chapter 448, Laws of 1963.

HB

35i8, time for filing of permanent journal.
Engrossed. Chapter 74, Laws of 1963.

HB

359, salary of

Rockingham County

attorney.

Engrossed. Chapter 95, Laws of 1963.

HB 360, salt water smelt & salt water bass.
Killed.

HB 361, prohibiting hunting along a highway.
Killed.

HB 362, relating to minors.
Killed.

HB

363, acquisition of certain

dams k water

Contoocook River by water resources board.
Engrossed. Chapter 304, Laws of 1963.

HB 364, City charter of Concord.
Engrossed. Chapter 422, Laws of 1963.

rights

on
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HB

365, definitions

under the

teachers' retirement system.

Engrossed. Chapter 75, Laws of 1963.

HB

366, establishing a comprehensive system of district

courts.

Engrossed. Chapter 331, Laws of 1963.

HB

367, salary of

& amount

of fees to be collected by the

Register of Deeds for Rock. Cty.

Engrossed. Chapter

HB

2011,

Laws

of 1963.

368, establishing the department of state police.

Killed.

HB

369, assistance for families

highway construction or reconstruction

&

business displaced by

projects.

Killed.

HB

370, purity of food & drugs.
Engrossed. Chapter 193, Laws of 1963.

HB

371, curfew regulations in Rochester.
Engrossed. Chapter 182, Laws of 1963.

HB

372, basic

work week

for state employees

&:

overtime

pay for extra work.
Killed.

HB 373, authorizing the Maine-N. H. Interstate Bridge
Authority to prepare plans for an additional bridge connecting
Portsmouth, N. H. & Kittery, Me.
Killed.

HB
Strafford

374, granting tenure to the Superintendent of the

County Farm.

Engrossed. Chapter 169, Laws of 1963.

HB

375, Veterinarians.

Engrossed. Chapter 102, Laws of 1963.

HB 376, establishing the elevator inspection law.
Referred to Legislative Council.

HB

377, Congressional districts.

Killed.

HB 378, reporting after motor vehicle accident.
Killed.
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owner on land which has been posted

against hunting.
Killed.

HB 380, elk, deer and moose illegally taken.
Killed.

HB

381, compensation for

members

of fish

and game com-

mission.
Killed.

HB

382, requiring registration for physical therapists.
Engrossed. Chapter 146, Laws of 1963.

HB 383, open season for taking brook trout.
Killed.

HB 384, gross weight of certain vehicles.
Engrossed. Chapter 202, Laws of 1963.

HB

385, minimum wages.
Engrossed. Chapter 203, Laws of 1963.

HB

386, increasing tax

on tobacco.

Killed.

HB

387, conflict of interest in sale of liquor
beverages.

and alcoholic

Killed.

HB

388, Charter of

of

Mercy

St.

Mary

of

Manchester

Mount
Sc

St.

Mary's Convent of the Sisters
to Mt.

changing name of said corp.

College.

Engrossed. Chapter 387, Laws of 1963.

HB

389, establishing state-wide library

development pro-

gram.
Engrossed. Chapter 334, Laws of 1963.

HB

390, authorize change of

& Wentworth-Dover

name

of

Wentworth Hospital

City Hospital.

Engrossed. Chapter 425, Laws of 1963.

HB 391, motor vehicle operation &: registration.
Engrossed. Chapter 184, Laws of 1963.

HB

392, sale of insurance in connection with certain trans-

actions.

KiUed.
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HB 393, crediting state aid to school districts.
Killed.

HB

394, validation of deeds lacking witnesses.
Engrossed. Chapter 65, Laws of 1963.

HB

395, directing the

improvement

of highways in certain

towns.
Killed.

HB

396, disposition of so-called breakage

under pari mu-

tuel pools.

Killed.

HB

397, restricting the sale of liquor or beverages

on

elec-

tion days while the polls are open.
Killed.

HB

398, policemen's retirement system.
Engrossed. Chapter 238, Laws of 1963.

HB

399, salary of the justices of Rochester Municipal
Court.
Engrossed. Chapter 257, Laws of 1963.

HB
medical

400, to provide
&:

group

life

insurance

& group

hospital

surgical care for state employees, their families,

and

and their spouses.
Engrossed. Chapter 327, Laws of 1963.

for retired state employees

HB 401, training of fire fighters.
Engi'ossed. Chapter 124,

Laws

of 1963.

HB 402, posting lands against trespass.
Engrossed. Chapter 262, Laws of 1963.

HB 403, motor vehicle financial responsibility.
Killed.

HB

404, salaries of

mayor

&:

councilmen of the City of

Laconia.

Engrossed. Chapter 414, Laws of 1963.

HB 405, hunting on uncultivated land.
Killed.

HB

406, establishing a police commission for the City of

Somersworth.
Killed.
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Somersworth City Coun-

cil.

Engrossed. Chapter 423, Laws of 1963.

HB

408,

Board of Water Commissioners of the City of

Somers^v^orth.

Engi-ossed. Chapter 441,

Laws

of 1963.

HB 409, exempt from inheritance tax property passing
an adopted grandchild.
Engrossed. Chapter 112, Laws of 11963.

to

HB 410, investments of guardians & conservators.
Engrossed. Chapter 66, Laws of 1963.
HB

411, providing additional

exemption from income tax

for persons over sixty-five years of age.

Killed.

HB
&:

412, rates for use of facilities for skiing at

Cannon Mt.

Mt. Sunapee.
Killed.

HB

413, emergency lights

on motor vehicles

Sc

penalty for

vehicle overload.

Engrossed. Chapter 254, Laws of 1963.

HB

414, operation of motor boats by certain minors.
Engrossed. Chapter 138, Laws of 1963.

HB 415, bonding county employees.
Engrossed. Chapter 243, Laws of 1963.

HB
motor

416,

minimum

speed regulations for operation of

vehicles.

Killed.

HB

417, chapter

RSA

183 as

amended by

11955, 241:2

and

other matters.
Killed.

HB

418, season for taking wild deer.

Killed.

HB

419, school tax in unincorporated places, unorgan&: towns where by act of the Legislature the school

ized to^vns
districts

have been abolished and the abolition of certain school

districts.

Engrossed. Chapter 147, Laws of 1963.
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HB

420, extending the appropriation for marriage coun-

seling referral service.

Engrossed. Chapter 211, Laws of 1963.

HB

motor vehicles under motor vehicle junk

421, fees for

license.

Engrossed. Chapter 125, Laws of 1963.

HB

422, unlawful use of motor vehicle operator's licenses.
Engrossed. Chapter 150, Laws of 1963.

HB

423, taking shiners by nets.

Killed.

HB

424, water works in the town of Greenville.
Engrossed. Chapter 415, Laws of 1963.

HB 425,

Rye Water

District.

Engrossed. Chapter 391, Laws of 1963.

HB 426, provide reduced airways
Referred to 1965 Legislature.
HB

427, to provide per

nautics commission

diem

& making

toll

for

on

jet fuel.

members

of the aero-

special appropriation for the

probation dept.
Engrossed. Chapter 317, Laws of 1963.

HB

428,

County Commissioner

districts for the

County

of

Coos.
Killed.

HB 429, payment to certain persons for loss or damage to
property caused by the Merrimack River flood control compact.
Killed.

HB

430,

providing for control of certain aquatic nui-

on Lake Winnisquam.
Engrossed. Chapter 279, Laws of 1963.

sances

HB

431, provide funds for public access roads

benefits for recreational use of

N. H.

lakes,

ponds and

&:

other

rivers.

Killed.

HB

432,

number

of ballots to be printed for the primary

election.

Engrossed. Chapter 76, Laws of 1963.
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433, recording devises of real estate in the registry of

deeds.
Killed.

HB

434,

minimum

wages of employees in public works.

Engrossed. Chapter 286, Laws of 1963.

HB

435, sewerage system in the City of Somersworth.

Engrossed. Chapter 442, Laws of 1963.

HB 436, motor vehicle k boat number plates.
Killed.

HB 437, permitted length of motor vehicles.
Killed.

HB 438, highway construction aid to towns.
Killed.

HB

439, continuing appropriation for expansion of state

park system.
Engrossed. Chapter 287, Laws of 1963.

HB

440, purchase of sand or gravel

from the bed of public

waters.

Referred to Legislative Council.

HB

441, provide for issuance of air carrier certificates of
public convenience and necessary for interstate air transportation.

Killed.

HB 442, sale of state land at Intervale Ski area.
Engrossed. Chapter 126, Laws of 1963.
HB

Mar.

443, legalizing proceedings at the town meeting on
1963 in the town of Bow.
Engrossed. Chapter 403, Laws of 1963.
12,

HB
Mar.

444, legalizing election of officers at

12, '1963 in

town meeting on

the town of Milton.

Engrossed. Chapter 404, Laws of 1963.

HB 445, Lancaster-Whitefield cooperative school
Engrossed. Chapter 395, Laws of 1963.

HB 446, sick leave for public school teachers.
Killed.

district.
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HB 447, village districts.
Killed.

HB
the

448, conveyance of part of

Town

Rye Harbor

reservation to

of Rye.

Engrossed. Chapter 161, Laws of 1963.

HB

449, on-sale permits for alcoholic beverages.
Engrossed. Chapter 158, Laws of 1963.

HB

450,

appointment

of inspectors

&

police

power

of per-

sonnel.
Killed.

HB

451, compensation of the director of aeronautics.

Killed.

HB

452, a sales

and use tax law.

Killed.

HB 453, Government of City of Lebanon.
Killed.

HB

454, preservation of wooden covered bridges.
Engrossed. Chapter 96, Laws of 1963.

HB 455,

tobacco tax license

fees.

Killed.

HB

456, weights & lengths of certain vehicles.
Engrossed. Chapter 189, Laws of 1963.

HB 457,

increasing fees for

fish

& game

licenses.

Killed.

HB 458, hunting on private lands.
Killed.

HB 459, Powers of Belknap College.
Engrossed. Chapter 416, Laws of 1963.

HB

460, securing federal assistance in the protection of
the shore line at Wallis Sands.

Engrossed. Chapter 33, Laws of 1963.

HB 461, school attendance.
Killed.
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462, repealing certain taxes &: providing for additional
state, including a retail sales tax.

revenue of the
Killed.

HB

463, tenure of office of the Chief of Police of the City

of Dover.

Engrossed. Chapter 424, Laws of 1963.

HB 464, establishing a consumers' counsel.
Killed.

HB

465, posting warrants for election of school district

town meeting.
Engrossed. Chapter 4 95, Laws of 1963.

officers at

HB

466, extradition of juveniles.
Engrossed. Chapter 170, Laws of 1963.

HB

467, use of bond, proceeds

Sc

temporary loans under

municipal finance act.
Engrossed. Chapter 151, Laws of 1963.

HB

468, revocation

& suspension

of drivers' licenses.

Killed.

HB

469, rescinding provisions for adoption of

town man-

ager plans.

Engrossed. Chapter 103, Laws of 1963.

HB

470, a

referendum

for dissolving the

Bridge Village Fire Precinct &: transferring
Town of Hillsborough.
Engrossed. Chapter 406, Laws of 1963.

HB

its

Hillsborough

functions to the

471, adopting certain provisions of the

uniform

ve-

hicle code.

Engrossed. Chapter 330, Laws of 1963.

HB 472, chemical test for intoxication.
Killed.

HB

473, reducing the time for presentation of claims in

the administration of insolvent estates.

Engrossed. Chapter 148, Laws of 1963.

HB 474, judicial review of orders

transferring incorrigibles

from industrial school to other state institutions.
Engrossed. Chapter 172, Laws of 1963.
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HB

475, trustee process

on banks

&:

similar corporations.

Engrossed. Chapter 321, Laws of 1 963.

HB 476, grading, marketing and sale of eggs.
Killed.

HB

477,

members

of the public utilities commission.

Killed.

HB

478, Beaver Brook Flood Control Project.
Engrossed. Chapter 196, Laws of 1963.

HB

479, cocktail lounges in restaurants.
Engrossed. Chapter 206, Laws of 1963.

HB

480, sale of liquor in restaurants.

Killed.

HB

481, classification of surface waters of Pemigewasset

river watershed.

Killed.

HB

482, lending institutions holding funds

real estate for the

payment

on mortgaged

of taxes.

Killed.

HB
rights

&:

483, providing for the acquisition of certain water

dams controlling

the headwaters of the

Salmon

Falls

River.

Engrossed. Chapter 207, Laws of 1963.

HB 484, special weight limits for trucks hauling forest
products during winter months.
Killed.

HB

485, building & loan associations.
Engrossed. Chapter 313, Laws of 1963.

HB 486, obscene literature.
Referred to Legislative Council

8c

Judicial Council.

HB

487, purchase of liquor by state liquor commission.
Engrossed. Chapter 332, Laws of 1963.

HB 488, hours for selling alcoholic beverages be uniform
throughout the state.
Killed.
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489, legalizing certain procedures at the 1962 annual

meeting in the town of Conway.
Engrossed. Chapter 405, Laws of 1963,

HB

renumbering the Rockingham county commis-

490,

sioner district.

KiUed.

HB

491, limiting the taking of deer to certain sections of

the state.
Killed.

HB 492,

term of

office of

town

clerks.

Killed.

HB

493, compensation of the special justice for Ports-

mouth Municipal

courts.

Engrossed. Chapter 114, Laws of 1963.

HB

494, compensation of state employees engaged in

snow

removal.
Engrossed. Chapter 227, Laws of 1963.

HB

greyhound racing
greyhound racing commission.

495, to legalize

lish a state

in

N. H.

&:

to estab-

Killed.

HB
meeting

496, legalizing the proceedings at the annual
R:

town

the annual precinct meeting in Farmington,

Engrossed. Chapter 397, Laws of 1963.

HB
ment

497, restoration to service

under the

teachers' retire-

system.

Engrossed. Chapter '104, Laws of 1963.

HB 498, small

loans.

Referred to Bank Advisory Baard.

HB 499,

taxation of railroads.

Referred to Legislative Council.

HB 500, real estate brokers.
Engrossed. Chapter 269, Laws of 1963.

HB 501, certain state officials.
Killed.

HB

502, fire protection at

Killed.

Plymouth Teachers College.
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HB
cases of

503, removing the limitation of recovery of damages in
wrongful death.

Killed.

HB

504, inter-banks deposits.
Engrossed. Chapter 175, Laws of 1963.

HB

505,

membership

of the school

board of Tilton

&

Northfield Union School District.
Engrossed. Chapter 431, Laws of 1963.

HB

506,

school board of the Lincoln-Woodstock coop-

erative school district.

Killed.

HB

507, printing ballots.
Engrossed. Chapter 105, Laws of 1963.

HB 508, house trailers.
Engrossed. Chapter 149, Laws of 1963.
HB 509, publication of town reports.
Killed.

HB

510, study for improved pesticides controls.
Engrossed. Chapter 263, Laws of 1963.

HB 51

1,

increasing fees for

fish &:

game

licenses.

Killed.

HB

512, abolishing the state recreational

fund

Sc

relative

to state financing.

Killed.

HB 513, grants to cooperative school districts.
Killed.

HB 514, fees in the superior court.
Engrossed. Chapter 249, Laws of 1963.

HB 515, distribution of normal yield taxes.
Engrossed. Chapter 152, Laws of 1963.

HB

516, penalties for violation of meter parking at

ton Beach.
Engrossed. Chapter 176, Laws of 1963.

HB 517,
Killed.

City charter of Portsmouth.

Hamp-
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HB 518, Hillsborough County convention.
Killed.

HB

519, construction of buildings to be used

by the public.

Killed.

HB

520, duties of the tax commission in equalization of

taxes.

Killed.

HB 521, certain benefits for teachers.
Killed.

HB

522, prohibiting carrying pistols or revolvers while

hunting for deer.
Killed.

HB

523, sale of liquor

and beverages

in first-class restau-

rants.

Killed.

HB

524, empowering the state to reimburse towns
under certain circumstances.
Engrossed. Chapter 308, Laws of 1963.

for loss

of taxes

HB
number

525, setting a date for application for

motor vehicle

plates.

Killed.

HB

526, authorizing associations to

make

collateral

&

un-

secured loans.
Killed.

HB

527, assessment of taxes for the Tilton-Northfield Fire

Precinct.

Engrossed. Chapter 409, Laws of 1963.

HB

528,

investment of funds of the University of

New

Hampshire.
Engrossed. Chapter 177, Laws of 1963.

HB

529, liquor sales representatives.

Killed.

HB

530, regulating the filing of liens

on motor

Killed.

HB

531, unemployment compensation.
Engrossed. Chapter 194, Laws of 1963.

vehicles.
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HB

532, classification of temporary

Sc

seasonal state em-

ployees.

Engrossed. Chapter 309, Laws of '1963.

HB 533, sale of furniture.
Killed.

HB 534, public assistance fund.
Killed.

HB

535, eliminating the office of farm supervisor
ing for additional assistant business supervisor.
Engrossed. Chapter 132, Laws of 1963.

&

provid-

HB

536, expenses of the public utilities commission.
Engrossed. Chapter 322, Laws of 1963.

HB 537, abolishing the motor boat fund.
Referred to Legislative Council.

HB

538, subdivision of land.
Engrossed. Chapter 163, Laws of 1963.

HB

539, hunting

&

fishing licenses for personnel stationed

or attached to naval shipyard.

Engrossed. Chapter 323, Laws of 1963.

HB

540, providing for a board of regents for the state edu-

cational system.
Killed.

HB

541,

compromise settlement of an

infant's claim.

Killed.

HB 542, settlements in behalf of minors.
Engrossed. Chapter 319, Laws of 1963.
HB 543, submission to voters of Littleton of question on
adoption of act providing for Littleton Parking District.
Engrossed. Chapter 417, Laws of 1963.

HB

544, home rule by authorizing adoption of city chareliminating certain commissions, and providing for governmental units to contract for the performance of various
ters,

municipal functions.
Engrossed. Chapter 275, Laws of 1963.
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for the expenses of certain

depts. of the state for year ending Jun. 30, 1964.
Engrossed. Chapter 198, Laws of 1963.

HB

546,

making appropriations

depts. of the state for the year

for the expenses of certain

ending June

30, 1965.

Engrossed. Chapter 199, Laws of 4963.

HB
Colleges
;ges

547, creating a single

Board of Trustees

for the State

Universities
&: 1

Killed.

HB 548, final payments to contractors on public contracts.
Referred to Legislative Council.
HB

549, compensation of policemen in the city of Ports-

mouth.
Engrossed. Chapter 426, Laws of 1963.

HB
&

550, fire prevention

&

fire

protection in mobile

homes

travel trailers.

Killed.

HB

551, tree wardens.
Engrossed. Chapter 153, Laws of 1963.

HB

552, bridges on Class 11 highways.
Engrossed. Chapter 270, Laws of 1963.

HB

553, establish a

new apportionment

for the assessment

of public taxes.

Engrossed. Chapter 228, Laws of 1963.

HB

554, provide additional funds for public education.

Killed.

HB

555, authorizing matching federal payments for fiscal
year 1965 under Manpower Development Sc Training Act of
1962.

Killed.

HB

556, incorporation of the Upper Valley Development
Council, Inc.
Engrossed. Chapter 435, Laws of 1963.

HB

557, use of secondhand parts in the repair of

vehicles.

Killed.

motor
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HB

558, time of inserting articles in

town warrants.

Killed.

HB

559, fees to be charged for recording in the office of

the register of deeds for

Rockingham County.

Killed.

HB

560, authorizing the construction of a civil defense

emergency operating center by the county of Rockingham.
Killed.

HB
lief

561, liens against property of recipients of direct re-

from towns and counties.
Killed.

HB

562, affecting state employees required to be

on stand-

by duty.
Killed.

HB
(AREA)

563, establishment of authorized regional enrollment

&: creating the N. H. school building authority.
Engrossed. Chapter 277, Laws of 1963.

schools

HB 564, establish the law of comparative fault.
Killed.

HB

565, revise the law relating to cooperative school dis-

tricts.

Engrossed. Chapter 258, Laws of 1963.

HB

566, Beagle field trials.
Engrossed. Chapter 299, Laws of 1963.

HB

567, notices of & time for holding town caucuses.
Engrossed. Chapter 280, Laws of 1963.

HB

568, State song.

Engrossed. Chapter 208, Laws of 1963.

HB 569, aid for emotionally disturbed children.
Killed.

HB

570, transporting garbage or waste into this state.

Killed.

IIB 571, education expenses for dependent children, to
be financed by an increase in the tobacco tax.
Killed.
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HB 572, reconstituted beer.
Killed.

HB 573, service exemption from taxation.
Killed.

HB 574, stock in trade tax.
Engrossed. Chapter 239, Laws of il963.

HB

575, ranks

Sc

qualifications of personnel of division of

state police.

Engrossed. Chapter 157, Laws of 1963.

HB

576,

appointment of

assistant

election

officials

in

towns.

Engrossed. Chapter 283, Laws of 1963.

HB 577, building codes.
Killed.

HB

578, safety Sc health of employees.
Engrossed. Chapter 220, Laws of 1963.

HB

579, amend the charters of various savings banks.
Engrossed. Chapter 429, Laws of 1963.

HB 580, repeal charters of certain corporations.
Engi-ossed. Chapter 43i8,

Laws

of 1963.

HB

581, workmen's compensation.
Engrossed. Chapter 328, Laws of 1963.

HB

582, legislative mileage allowances.
Engrossed. Chapter 284, Laws of 1963.

HB

583, providing state aid for transportation of school
pupils in school districts having no schools.
Killed.

HB

584, Belknap County Recreational Area.
Engrossed. Chapter 446, Laws of 1963.

HB
city of

585, establishing a traffic

& parking commission

in the

Laconia.

Killed.

HB

586, extending the time

made from

when expenditures can be

certain aeronautical appropriations.

Engrossed. Chapter 255, Laws of 1963.
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HB

587, to allow the sale of liquor for on-premise con-

sumption.
Killed.

HB

588, authorizing training of auxiliary state police.

Killed.

HB 589, group insurance.
Engrossed. Chapter 314, Laws of 1963.

HB

590, transfer of positions in the dept. of safety.

Killed.

HB

591, providing for per-pupil grants to local school dis-

tricts.

Killed.

HB

592, establishing an interim commission to consider a

substitute for the stock in trade tax.

Governor Pocket Vetoed.

HB

593, legal assistance for land acquisition.
Engrossed. Chapter 209, Laws of 1963.

HB

H. College of Accounting
grant degrees.
Engrossed. Chapter 428, Laws of 1963.

merce

594, authorizing N.

&:

Com-

to

HB

595, legalizing action relative to zoning at various

town

meetings.

Engrossed. Chapter 432, Laws of 1963.

HB

Uniform Narcotic Drug Act
pharmacy commission.
Engrossed. Chapter 276, Laws of 1963.
596, adopting the

Sc

lating to the

HB

597, adopting a state radiation control program.
Engrossed. Chapter 229, Laws of 1963.

HB

598, building

war

shelters in the city of Manchester.

Killed.

HB 599, counsel for indigent criminal defendants.
Engrossed. Chapter 221, Laws of 1963.
HB

600, police commissioners of the city of Dover.

Killed.

HB

601, counting of votes at biennial elections.
Engrossed. Chapter 285, Laws of 1963.

re-
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602, prohibiting the operation of certain businesses

on

legal holidays.

Killed.

HB
mission

603, to

expand the authority of the aeronautics com-

make appropriations

&:

therefor.

Killed.

HB 604, Dover city charter.
Engrossed. Chapter 439, Laws of 1963.

HB 605,

Dublin Pond.

Killed.

HB 606, mosquito control.
Killed.

HB

607, revision of supervisory unions

&:

reassignment of

personnel.

Engrossed. Chapter 305, Laws of 1963.

HB

608, providing compensation for persons

limitations

on

signs

on

damaged by

interstate highways.

Killed.

HB 609, usurious interest rates.
Referred to Bank Advisory Board.

HB 610, progressive time contracts.
Referred to Judicial Council.
HB

611, contested elections.
Engrossed. Chapter 240, Laws of 1963.

HB 612, re-examination of motor vehicle operators over
70 years of age.
Engrossed. Chapter 271, Laws of 1963.

HB

613, penalties for violations of the municipal budget

act.

Killed.

HB 614, insurance on certain state real estate
property of historic value.

Sc

personal

Killed.

HB
sources

&:

615, purchase of supplies by the department of re-

economic development.

Engrossed. Chapter

2^10,

Laws

of 1963.
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HB

616, definition of an elementary school

&:

school dis-

trict liability.

Engrossed. Chapter 288, Laws of 1963.

HB

617, redevelopment plans

&:

urban renewal

plans.

Killed.

HB

618, availability to public of public records

k meet-

ings.

Killed.

HB 619, revise the charter of the city of Nashua.
KiUed.

HB 620, citizens job protections.
Referred to Legislative Council.
HB

621, production, distribution

&

sale of

milk

Sc

other

dairy products.

Engrossed. Chapter 289, Laws of 1963.

HB 622, private water supplies.
Killed.

HB

623,

conflicts

of interests of public officials

& em-

ployees.

Referred to Legislative Council.

HB

624, rendering incompatible the offices of full-time

salaried police officer

& deputy

sheriff.

Killed.

HB

625, motor vehicle road toll refunds for transit companies operating within municipalities and providing for the
incorporation of a public authority for the purpose of the

operation of such transit companies.
Engrossed. Chapter 278, Laws of 1963.

HB 626, marine fisheries.
Governor Pocket Vetoed.
HB

627, to allow towns to increase their boards of select-

men.
Killed.

HB

628, relative to chiropractic.

Engrossed. Chapter 222, Laws of 1963.
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1481

practice of barbering.

Referred to Legislative Council.

HB

630, providing for collection of taxes

ing re-assessed.
Engrossed. Chapter 272,

HB

Laws

on property be-

of 1963.

631, political expenditures by special committees.

Killed.

HB
district

632, authorizing the dissolution of the Penacook school
and uniting the same with union school district of Con-

cord.

Engrossed. Chapter 440, Laws of 1963.

HB 633, veterans' service exemption.
Engrossed. Chapter 324, Laws of 1963.

HB

committee to study the possibility
towns to impose special local taxes.

634, providing for a

of permitting cities

Sc

Killed.

HB

635, suspending the operation of the milk control act.

Killed.

HB

636, providing for the widening & reconstruction of
sidewalks on state-owned land at Hampton Beach.
Killed.

HB 637, auto sales financing.
Referred to Bank Advisory Board.
HB

638, relocation of road in Rye.
Engrossed. Chapter 449, Laws of 1963.

HB

639, to benefit students at

Keene teachers

college.

Killed.

HB

640, providing for the

fessional personnel of the state

employment &

salaries of pro-

board of education

teachers' colleges.

Killed.

HB

641, business corporation law.
Engrossed. Chapter 290, Laws of 1963.

HB 642, disclosure of vital statistics records.
Referred to Legislative Council.

at the state
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HB 643,
Referred

HB 644,

make-up

of election ballots.

to Legislative Council.

mechanics

liens.

Killed.

HB 645, civil air patrol.
Killed.

HB

646, legalizing the proceedings relating to the annexa-

tion of the

Sandwich School

District to the Inter-Lakes

Coop-

erative School District.

Engrossed. Chapter 433, Laws of 1963.

HB

647, life insurance limits in loans for educational pur-

poses.

Killed.

HB

648, milk control

R:

removing

retail

milk price con-

trols.

Killed.

HB

649, construction of an access road to

tain in the

Ragged Moun-

town of Danbury.

Killed.

HB 650, Lisbon Village District.
Engrossed. Chapter 436, Laws of Q 963.

HB 651, providing for an additional appropriation for the
expenses of the Legislature.
Engrossed. Chapter 139, Laws of 1963.
HB 652, US Trade Expansion
ment Compensation.

act of 1962

& Un-employ-

for capital

improvements,

Killed.

HB

653,

making appropriations

long term repairs

&

deferred maintenance for the state of

New

Hampshire.
Engrossed. Chapter 251, Laws of 1963.

HB

654, additional appropriations to

tractual deficiencies.

Engrossed. Chapter 230, Laws of 1963.

meet certain con-
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HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTIONS
HJR 1, interim Commission on Education.
Engrossed. Chapter 335, Laws of 1963.

HJR 2, in favor of estate of Edward W. Morris,
Engrossed. Chapter 337, Laws of 1963.
HJR
Number

3,

appropriation toward reconstruction of Fort at

Four.

Referred to Governor

& Council.

HJR 4, in favor of Lucille Webb.
Engrossed. Chapter 338, Laws of 1963.

HJR 5, funds for payt. expenses binding
Journal 1959 con con.
Engrossed. Chapter 342, Laws of 1963.
HJR

6,

&:

operating expenses of educational

WENH-TV Channel

Durham.
Engrossed. Chapter 370, Laws of

distributing

TV

station

11,

1963.

HJR

7, relating to the estate of Patrick N. H. O'York.
Engrossed. Chapter 336, Laws of 1963.

HJR 8, interim tax study commission.
Killed.

HJR 9, in favor of Harry L. Hurlburt.
Engrossed. Chapter 340, Laws of '1963.
HJR

10,

providing supplemental appropriation for edu-

cation of the deaf.

Engrossed. Chapter 366, Laws of 1963.

HJR

11,

providing an appropriation for Civil

War

Cen-

tennial Commission.

Engrossed. Chapter 364, Laws of 1963.

HJR

12,

provide for purchase of suction dredge for N. H.

Port Auth.
Killed.

HJR

13, in favor of

Mt. Washington Observatory.

Engrossed. Chapter 359, Laws of 1963.

HJR 14, in favor of the N. H. Veterans Assoc.
Engrossed. Chapter 343, Laws of 1963.
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HJR 15, Valley Forge memorial.
Engrossed. Chapter 346, Laws of 1963.
HJR

16,

providing supplemental appropriation for school

building aid.
Engrossed. Chapter 347, Laws of 1963.

HJR

17,

an inventory of

Engi'ossed. Chapter 349,

H }R

1

8,

in favor of

real property

Laws

owned by

the state.

of 1963.

John Wakefield.

Killed.

HJR

'19,

providing funds for completion of forest contown payments.

servation aid to heavily timbered

Engrossed. Chapter 365, Laws of 1963.

H JR 20,

in favor of Albert Sharp.

Killed.

HJR 21, control of the Dutch ehn disease.
Killed.

HJR 22, in favor of Fred & Esther Reed.
Engrossed. Chapter 354, Laws of 1963.

HJR 23, in favor of Roland LaPerle.
Engrossed. Chapter 355, Laws of 1963.
HJR 24,

in favor of

John

&:

Thomas J. Mclntyre.

Killed.

HJR 25, Bell Tower at Cathedral of the Pines.
Killed.

HJR 26, in favor of Albert E. Jones & Theresa Jones.
Engrossed. Chapter 351, Laws of 1963.
HJR 27,

Helen Webster.
Engrossed. Chapter 352, Laws of 1963.
in favor of

Arthur

&:

HJR 28, in favor of Chanel L. Lavoie.
Engrossed. Chapter 353, Laws of 1963.
HJR

29,

providing additional funds for cancer commis-

sion.

Engrossed. Chapter 356, Laws of 1963.

H JR 30, mosquito problem in the seacoast area.
Killed.

Final Disposition of Bills and Resolutions

HJR

31,
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providing for a deficiency appropriation for the

state hospital.

Engrossed. Chapter

HJR

34i8,

Laws

of 1963.

providing for a deficiency appropriation for the
&: grounds.
Engrossed. Chapter 360, Laws of 1963.
32,

division of bldgs.

HJR 33, providing funds for increase in daily rate paid to
nursing homes for care of welfare recipients.
Referred to Legislative Council.

HJR 34,

in favor of

Marcus

E. Diffenderfer.

Engrossed. Chapter 363, Laws of 1963.

HJR 35, in favor of Alfred Loranger.
Engrossed. Chapter 361, Laws of 1963.

HJR 36, certain lands in the town of Tamworth.
Engrossed. Chapter 362, Laws of 1963.
HJR 37, in favor of the estate of James A. Purington.
Engrossed. Chapter 357, Laws of 1963.

HJR

38, in favor of the estate of

Leon

J. Littlefield.

Engrossed. Chapter 358, Laws of il963.

HJR

39,

providing for an investigation

commission relative

to loans

&

&

credit.

Killed.

HJR 40, in favor of Earl Hill of Pittsfield.
Engrossed. Chapter 369, Laws of 1963.

study by a special

INDEX
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roll calls
Legislature, opening of

2

HB

47, relating to the conduct of sweepstake races and the sale of tickets
thereon. Question, shall the bill be read a third time. Yeas 196,

HB

335, relating to the discharge or removal from office of county employees. Question, adoption of amendment. Yeas 186, Nays 180

406

HB

186, repealing the taxation of livestock and
definitely postpone. Yeas 143, Nays 221

416

HB

397, Restricting the sale of liquor or beverages on election days while
the polls are open. Question, shall bill be read third time. Yeas
164, Nays 171

444

conduct of sweepstake races and the sale of tickets
thereon. Question, postpone action on Senate amendments. Yeas
170, Nays 197

512

Nays 166

299

.

HB

f.

conduct of sweepstake races and the sale of tickets
thereon. Question, shall House concur in Senate amendments. Yeas

4a) relating
215,

HB

to the

Nays

514

151

33, relating to the date of the primary election. Question, shall the bill
pass, notwithstanding Governor's Veto. Yeas 187, Nays 185

526

greyhound racing in New Hampshire and to establish
a greyhound racing commission. Question, indefinitely postpone.
Yeas 222, Nays 138

697

49Bl to legalize

^^ ^^

HB

Question, in-

47, relating to the

14B

HB

poultry.

.

l'^l„to

abolish

capital

punishment. Question, indefinitely postpone,

t-'^^'' Yeas 248, Nays 101

HB
"
JIB

-886, increasing

the

tax

on tobacco. Question,

indefinitely

892

926

554, to provide additional funds for public education. Question, indefinitely postpone. Yeas 234, Nays 143

951

state educational system.

Question, indefinitely postpone. Yeas 222, Nays 124

y .SB

\^

postpone.

relating to

^^6^540, providing for a board of regents for the

HB

871

chemical test for intoxication. Question, indefinitely
postpone. Yeas 178, Nays 145

'_-

HB

Question,

Yeas 240, Nays 115
Hl^/p^72j,'

,>HB

706

;366, establishing a comprehensive system of district courts.
shall bill be indefinitely postponed. Yeas 120, Nays 224

958

378, relative to conflict of interest in the sale of liquor and alcoholic
beverages. Question, indefinitely postpone. Yeas 196, Nays 137 .. 1138
85,

providing for one open season for taking deer. Question, concurrence in Senate amendment. Yeas 215, Nays 89
1213

139, prescribing

standards in connection with sweepstakes races and
authorizing payment of taxes under protest. Question, to suspend
the rules to vacate committee reference and that bill be acted on
at the present time. Yeas 132, Nays 207
1228

-
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Abare of Troy, qualified
Abatement, tax, relative to
Abolishing capital punishment

76
978, 1152, 1187, 1258
215, 709
143,
705

Abolition of capital punishment, relative to
Abolishment of capital gains treatment of forest products, memorializing Congress
to reject same
518, 1074
Abutters of sidewalks, assessing
236,
376,
756, 764
Access road to Ragged Mountain, relating to
889, 1012, 1233, 1428
Access road to Willard Basin ski development, relating to
1142, 1297, 1429
Access roads and veteran's service exemption, relating to
786, 1007, 1033
1042, 1357, 1402, 1404, 1409, 1413, 1425
Access roads to ski developments, relative to
302, 447, 464,
723
733,
756,
764
Access to recreational bodies of water, providing
774, 1072, 1122, 1187
Accident and health insurance policies, relative to
140,
617
Accident, motor vehicle, reporting after
273,
600,
642,
645, 1020
Accident reports, motor vehicle, relating to
143,
331
Accommodations at state forests and reservations, relating to
144, 1073
Accountancy, practice of, relating to
915, 941, 1070, 1120, 1147, 1257
Aquatic nuisances, control of, providing for 328, 601, 994, 1016, 1338, 1379
Adams, Conrad J., death of
27
Adams, Eloi A., Resolution re
1274
Adjournment of 1963 session. Resolution re
1226, 1356
Adoptions, relative to
198,
373, 375, 944
Advertising, outdoor, relative to
119,
38,
126,
171,
201
Advisory board, bank, relative to
229,
504,
522, 1160, 1199, 1212
Advisory commission and powers under department of health and welfare, relative to
113,
217, 578, 591, 944
Advisory commission of department of resources and economic development, relative to
216,
990
83,
Aeronautical appropriations, relating to
638, 899, 918, 1186, 1318
Aeronautics commission, authority of, relating to
720,
787, 1428
Aeronautics commission, relating to
328, 473,
897,
918
1272, 1403, 1413, 1423
Aeronautics, compensation of director of
347, 616, 1427
Aged, N. H. Centennial Home for, relative to
167,
88,
173,
322,
323
Agents of fish and game department, relative to
163,
374, 375,
671, 712
Aging, state council on, appropriation for
39,
359, 364, 668, 671
Agricultural advisory board, relating to
215, 1426
Agriculture, department of, relating to
215, 1426
Air Transportation, intrastate, relative to
329, 1427
Air-conditioning system in Representatives Hall, resolution to investigate installation of
1252
Aircraft, state-owned, making appropriation for
1261, 1300, 1319, 1380
Airport Authority, Nashua, relating to
919,
945, 1083, 1122, 1125
Airport engineer, employment of, relating to
41,
113,
555, 1343
Airways toll of jet fuel, relative to
327,
762
Alcoholic beverages, on-sale permits for
337,
542, 551, 913
917, 948, 981,
984
Alcoholic beverages, relating to certain dealers in
198,
269, 415, 420
Alcoholic beverages, uniform hours for sale of
395, 664
Aliard of Littleton, qualified
59
Alphabetical listing of counties, relating to
149,
243, 248, 268,
288
287,
Androscoggin River, concurrent resolution re
149
102,
Androscoggin River, communications re
134
124,
Animals and birds, sale of
214, 531, 539, 878, 880
Animals, big game, relating to
541
215,
Animals, cruelty to, relating to
117,
237, 241, 596, 601
Animals, vaccinating, relative to
1082, 1121, 1149, 1216, 1253, 1342
.

.

.

.

.
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Appointment of Majority Leader, Mr. Peterson of Peterborough
Appointment of Minority Leader, Mr. Pappagianis of Nashua
Appointment of Rules committee
Appraiser in public works and highways, providing for
Appropriation for Civil

War

5
5
24

Centennial Commission, relating to ....

235,

490

145,

199

918, 1186, 1257
Appropriation for expenses of the legislature, additional, providing for 890, 941
897,

943
Appropriation for Fort at Number Four, providing
113, 1219
Appropriation for state-owned aircraft, relative to
1261, 1300, 1319, 1380
280
Appropriations exceeded by county commissioners, relative to
153,
274,
.

.

596,

601

Appropriations for capital improvements and long term repairs, authorizing adjustment of state officials salaries, relating to
927, 1129, 1220, 1259
1344, 1364, 1422, 1425
30, 1964,
relating to
554,
844, 1044, 1061, 1084
799,
1121, 1135, 1158, 1187, 1188
Appropriations for certain departments of state for year ending June 30, 1965,
relating to
554,
821,
844, 1044, 1061, 11,59, 1187, 1257
Appropriations for contractual deficiencies, providing for
1044, 1065, 1123
1186, 1257
Appropriations in towns adopting municipal budget act, relating to
214,
368
Architecture, practice of, relative to
282,
530, 539, 565, 1365
1380, 1415, 1418, 1422
AREA, establishment of
614,
959, 997, 1218, 1255, 1295, 1379
Armed robbery, relative to
167
112,
Armory, Franklin, sale of
139,
267,
356,
370
271,
Articles for warrant, relating to
716, 764
237,
247, 543, 551,
Articles in town warrants, time of inserting
575, 595
Asbv, Grace, death of
210
Assaults, change in penalty in
244,
248,
345
139,
324,
Assessment of public taxes, relative to
575,
740, 747, 1186, 1257
Assistance for persons displaced by highway construction, relative to
543
257,

Appropriations for certain departments of state for year ending June

.

.

.

.

1426
Atherton, Blaylock, death of
355
Attache .Appointment, Winthrop P. Caswell, Temple, Supervisor of the Public
Address System in the House
592
Attaches appointed
68
Attaches, legislative, salaries of
253,
981
237,
360,
364,
916,
Attachment liens, relating to
153,
860,
887, 1199, 1212
Attorney general, authorization to act as attorney for department of safety employees
118
26,
Attorney, Rockingham county, salary of
411, 359, 670,
25,
712
Attorneys, liens of, relative to
118,
309,
326,
714,
735
Auctioneers, licensing of
215,
375
337,
Authority for operation of transit companies, relative to
770, 1001, 1017
1258, 1379
Authority of state agencies, limiting
175,
231, 387
Authorized regional enrollment schools, N. H. school building authority, relating to
614. 959,
997,1218,1255,1295,1379
Authorizing associations to make loans
472,
736
'

Auto

sales financing, relative to

786, 1031

Automobiles, registration of, relating to
Auxiliary state police, training of
638,
Availability to public of public records and meetings, relative to
.\yer, Frank M., death of
Aylard, John E., death of
Ayre of Laconia, resignation of

153,

266

750, 1218, 1255
748, 1046, 1165

161,

356
745
216

B
Ballots, election, make-up of
Ballots for primary election, relative to

328,

475,

482,

787, 1070
643, 645
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Ballots, form of, relating to
Ballots, official, depositing

726, 1070,

229,

to

institutions

and

442,
504,

155

716
577,
591,
713,
522, 1160, 1199, 1212
616

175,

Banking, branch, relating to

Banking

149, 1321

96,

Ballots, printing of

Bank advisory board, relative
Bank commissioner, duties of

1

credit unions, trustees

and

229,
648,
659, 1019, 1059
directors of, relating to
198

502
Banks, investment of in service corporations, relating to
237,
385, 1340
377,
Banks, payment by, presentment for
886, 1045, 1048, 1121
Banks, savings, amending charters of
637,
770,
776, 1020, 1121
Banks, savings and cooperative, relative to contributions by ....
175,
306, 1039
Banks, savings, investments for
215,
307,
326, 465, 482
Banks, savings, investments of
214, 502, 1060, 1270, 1338, 1425
Banks, trustee process on ..
367, 704,
718,1010,1263,1296,1340,1375,1424
Barbering, practice of, relative to
778, 1072
Barnard, Harold L., death of
207
Barrett, Andrew J., death of
468
Basic work week for state employees, relative to
257, 1426
638
Bass, salt water, relative to
250,
Beagle field trials, relative to
615,
967, 987, 1258, 1380
Beano, reports for games of, requiring
243, 542
Bear and deer, hunting, relative to
771
73,
Bear, taking of
138
Bear, wild black, taking of
198,
772,
776, 1205, 1215, 1324, 1338, 1413
Beauty parlors, relative to
1216, 1297, 1429
Beaver Brook Flood Control Project, relating to
372,
650, 1021, 1024
.

Beer, reconstituted, relating to
Belknap College, powers of

358,

Belknap county commissioners, election of
Belknap county, county convention of, relative
Belknap county recreational area, relating to
Belknao countv, recreational area, relative to
Belknap county treasurer, salary of
Bell, Kenneth C, illness of
Bell

Tower

at
Falls,

Bellows
ing to

.

to

..

117,

1041, 1082, 1125
615, 1428
779,
784, 878, 880

638,

797,
798,

305,

797,

797
41,
844, 1186, 1256
844, 1194, 1342
213, 1426
844, 1193, 1342

566
Cathedral of the Pines, relative to
386, 1429
Vermont High School, contract with Walpole School District, relat158,

161

Benefits for teachers, relative to
472,
Berlin, retirement system for employees of
198,
862, 887, 1186,
Beverages, discrimination in sale of
198,
Beverages, relating to sale of
117,
973,
987, 1196, 1320, 1337,
Big game animals, possession of
215,
Bills and resolutions, indefinite postponement of
Bills, filing of, extension of time for
85,
Bills, limitation of sponsors of
81,
89,
Birds, use of poisons for control of
214,
662,
677, 1019,
Black bear, taking of
Blind persons, operation of motor vehicles near
215,
396,
400, 596,
Board of regents for state educational system, providing
524,
941,
creating
Universities,
single,
Board of Trustees for the State Colleges and

162
1257
361
1378
541
1425
89

141,

.

Boat number plates, relative to
Boat operation, relating to
Boat registration plates, misuse of

.

.

328,
97,

156,

161,

Boats, initial plates for
236,
650,
Boats, motor, operation of by minors
296, 650, 660,
Boats, motor, relative to
138, 286,
Boats, operation of, relative to
83,
Boats, taxation of
Bobcats, lynxes, timber and prairie wolves, bounty on

660,
790,
429,
167,

783,
857,
440,

.

.

173,

175,

1

99
1045
138
601

954
555
959

792, 1033
270,
277
214,
343
983, 1037
941,
944
781, 783
323
322,
222, 862
335
330,
1186, 1256
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305

Boettcher of Manchester, qualified

Bomb

241,
588, 669
Bond proceeds and temporary loans under municipal finance act, relating to 366
841, 881. 981
594, 652, 660,
127,
257, 271
Bonds for state teachers colleges and office building
885,
890
399,
311
223,
Bonds, application for by Clifford Lizotte
330
175,
Bounty on bobcats, lynxes, timber and prairie wolves, relative to ...
335, 1186, 1256
209
Bouthillier, Paul E., death of
Boutwell, Bertha, election of as Doorkeeper
5
986
Bouvier, Marie G., death of
645
Bow, meeting legalized at
329,
396, 400,
643,
781
Bow school district, meeting of, legalizing
764, 768,
59
Bowles of Easton, qualified
23
Bowles of Easton, resignation of
scare, relating to

118,

238,

.

Bowles, Raimond, communication from
Bowles, Raimond, petition by for seat in House
Bragg, Louis E., death of
Brake meters, inspection stations, use of by
Branch banking, relative to
Bread, cake or doughnuts, relative to

69
70,

76,

127

210

886, 1429
229,
648,
659, 1019, 1059
350
229,
Breakage under parimutuel pools, disposition of
295, 414, 421
Bridge Authority, Maine, N. Hampshire, communication relative to
290
Bridge, Me.-N. H. Interstate Bridge Authority to prepare plans for
709
257,
Bridge parallel with General Sullivan bridge, construction of, providing for 713
1168, 1258
Bridges, covered, preservation of
347,
427, 440, 671,
712
Bridges, covered wooden, relating to
139,
241,
333,
345
238,
Bridges on class
highways, relative to
575,
976,
987, 1272, 1378
Bridges on Class II highways, maintenance of
490
198,
Brokers, real estate, relative to
423, 857, 1152, 1263, 1378
Brook trout, season for taking
273, 662
Brooke, Attorney General Edward W., invitation to address Joint Convention 302
Brooke, Attorney General Edward W., address of
606
Brookfield, to councilor district 1, transferring
27,
89,
171
94,
Brown, Andrew R., death of
92
Budget act, municipal, relative to
350
143,
.

.

H

Budget message. Governor John W. King
Budget, speech on by Clement of Rochester
Budgets,
Building
Building
Building

municipal, relating to
aid, school, providing for

182
351

223, 542
284, 293,
587, 590
aid, school, relating to
237,
761, 1250, 1426
and loan associations, relative to
856,
887, 1201
386,
1211, 1301, 1338, 1413
Building codes, relative to
615,
750
Buildings and grounds, division of, relating to ....
564,
842,
879
555,
563,
Bus taxation proration and reciprocity agreement, adopting
978, 1014, 1018
1234, 1254, 1342
Business administrators for school districts, relating to
607,
734, 1066
1123, 1258, 1404
Business corporation law, relative to
787, 1231, 1255, 1339, 1379
Business on Sunday, operation of
979, 1225
Business supervisor, assistant, providing for
498, 616, 636, 841, 878
Businesses on legal holidays, prohibiting
860
720,
By-laws of Hampton, power of town to make
978, 1011, 1072
145,

.

Caldwell, Frank

I., death of
Cancer commission, executive secretary for, providing
Cancer commission, membership of, relative to
Cancer commission, relating to
473,

.

.

567
1018, 1178, 1257
141,
219, 221, 231
617, 635, 756,
764
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Cannon Mountain and Mount Sunapee,
Canterbury, town

of,

skiing at, rates for

296,

resolution from

586
334

Capital improvements and long time repairs and salaries of certain state officials,
927, 1129, 1220, 1259, 1344, 1364, 1422, 1425
appropriations for
80
Capital needs for educational institutions, study of
705
143,
Capital punishment, abolition of
709
215,
Capital punishment, abolition of, relating to
114
40,
79,
Capital reserve fund by Lincoln School District, relating to ...
115,
287
114
Carpenter of Henniker, qualified
270
Carpenter, Lewis H., illness of
306
Carpenter, Lewis H., resignation of
470
Carpenter, Lewis H., death of
357
163,
348,
Carriers of property and passengers for hire, relative to
880
878,
902
112,
Carroll County, open season for fisher in
592
Caswell, Winthrop P., appointment of as attache
386, 1429
Cathedral of the Pines, relating to
615,
762,
768, 1258, 1379
Caucuses, town, relative to
1261, 1429
Certificate of title and anti-theft act, motor vehicle, establishing
1018, 1019, 1031, 1042
Certificates, financial responsibility, relative to
1184, 1263, 1370
Chairman for water pollution commission and standards for Class B-1 waters, rel344
97,
178,
181,
ative to
1 148
Chamberlain, Stanley A., death of
76
Chandler of Portsmouth, qualified
.

99

Chapdelaine of Manchester, qualified
Chapdelaine, Rolland, resignation of
Chaplain, communication from
Chaplain, prayers by, printing of, resolution re
Chaplain, selection of, committee on, report of
Charitable contributions by savings and cooperative banks, relative to

120
1381
1323
68
175,

Charlestown, West Virginia High School band invited to play, res. re
641, 646,
38,
Charter, Concord, relative to
Charter, Dover

relating to
Charter for Manchester, establishing
city,

Charter of Concord, relative to
Charter of Mount Saint Mary College, relating to
Charter of Nashua, relating to
Charter of Portsmouth, relating to
Charter of Village Precinct of Hanover, repealing
Charters of corporations, repealing
Charters of various banks, relative to

Check

lists,

.

.

relating to

Checks, outstanding

state, relative to
intoxication, relating to
Chickering, Arthur, death of
Children, emotionally disturbed, relating to
Children, intellectually retarded, education of

Chemical

test for

942,
720, 1075, 1123, 1186,
250,
903, 918, 1200,
1215, 1334, 1356,
646,
942,
250,
641,
322,
276,
280,
759,
442,
100,
111,
149,
39,
638, 1071, 1123, 1186,
637, 770,
776, 1020, 1121
254,
399, 419
138,
250,
668
364,
645,
214,
360,
922
367,

232

615, 1081, 1149,
278, 363, 364,
996, 1016, 1020,
Children on state-owned property, education of
236, 490,
Chiropodists, relative to
919, 1083, 1122, 1123, 1149, 1187, 1265,
Chiropractic, practice of, relating to
112,
480, 778, 1013,
1031, 1042, 1060,

Choraleers, Dover High School, entertained Joint Convention
Cities, adoption of fire protection codes by
589, 998, 1016, 1020, 1193,
Cities and towns, establishment of historic districts by ...
756, 976, 988,
Citizens job protection, relative to
759, 1120, 1140,
.

.

.

.

Civil Air Patrol, relative to
Civil defense act, exemption from liability under
Civil defense center, Rockingham county, relative to

.306

1039
756
980
1188
1207
1378
980
323
1079
1427
160
1188

794,
26,

89,

94,

594,

1428
383
1045
1426
1370
1022
1257
769
1257
1037
1150
1035
220
1428
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978,
Civil defense, federal funds for, relating to
145,
199,
Civil War Centennial Commission, relating to
Clams and mussels, relative to
Class B-1 waters, standards for, relative to
575,
Class II highway bridges, relative to
Class II highways, maintenance of bridges on
Class IV, V and VI highways, laying out of, relative to
Classification of certain state employees, relating to 498,

997, 1236, 1254,
897, 918, 1186,
1266,
97,
178,
181,
976,
987, 1272,

1342
1257
1424
344
1378

198,
237,
1197,
1375,
73,
557,
756,
97,
474,
465,

490
427

900,
918,
1259, 1335, 1338,

D

Classification of Class
waters
Classification of waters of Newfound Lake, providing for
Classified state employees, increasing salary of, relative to
Classified salaries of state employees, adjustment of
Cleaning, pressing, laundering, liens for
269,
395,
Clement, Arnold, resolution re

Clement of Rochester, budget speech
Clerical assistants for Supreme Court, relative to
Clerks, municipal court, surety bonds for, requiring
Cleveland, Congressman, communication from
.

.

26,
42,

.

214,

400,

176,

181,

119,

125,
124,

Clones, Alfred S., election as State Treasurer
Coakley, Charles P., death of
Coats, removal of, resolution re
Cocktail lounges in restaurants, relative to
372,
Colby Junior College for Women, relative to
175,
Collateral subject to security interest, relative to ...
26,
College, Colby Junior, relative to
175,
Commission, fish and game, members of, relating to
Commission to study state constitution, providing for

973,
732,
100,

732,

to the industrial school, relating to

..

434,
279,

987, 1188,
733,
743,
111,
270,
733, 743,
273,
348,
26,
659, lOIl,
175,

319,
629,
144,
153,
635, 1199,
136,
211,
96,

Commissioner of public works and highways, relative to
Commissioners, Coos county, salaries of

Commitment

482

1400
351
240,
253

464
325
17

Commissioner, bank, duties of
Commissioner of public works and highways, authority of

Committee Assignments
Committee room assignments
Committee to study special local

223,
437,

1209
1403
1426
569
764
474
1426

145,

621,

59,

104,

467
745
1199
764
277
764
639
648
1059
616
326
668
319
1426
I2I2
552
27
1035
1063

taxes, providing for
786,
law doctrine of cy pres, relating to
323,
620,
Communication, Congressman Cleveland re Androscoggin River concurrent reso-

Common

lution

124

Communication, Congressman Wyman re Androscoggin River
134
Communication, Concord, real estate taxes, relative to
334
Communication, Dorothy M. Breene, Director of Nursing and Janet E. Small,
Director, School of Nursing at N. H. Hospital School of Nursing
1275
Communication, William A. Cote, Manchester, thanking for resolutions on illness

1276

Communication, Bishop Ernest J. Primeau of Manchester for Mass for Pope
John XXIII
843
Communication, Federal Aid to Schools, Congressman Cleveland
279
Communication from Chaplain expressing thanks for election
1381
Communication, Florence Morey of Harts Location, petition for seat in the
House
84
23,
Communication, Governor King re SB 139, prescribing standards in connection
with sweepstake races and authorizing payment of taxes under protest.
1331
Communication, Governor King, invitation to Armed Forces Day luncheon at
Concord National Guard Armory
550
Communication, Howell F. Shepard for Legislative Council report
86
Communication, John O. Morton, Commissioner. Twelfth Biennial report of the
Maine-New Hampshire Interstate bridge authority
290
Communication, Leonard S. Hill, Comptroller enclosing 31st annual report of the
.

Comptroller

791
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Communication, Leonard S. Hill, Comptroller. Report of Workmen's Compensa288
tion to State Employees
44
Communication, Mayor Charles Davie of Concord
278
Communication, Portsmouth Navy yard, Louis C. Wyman, Congressman
Communication, Raimond Bowles, Report of Interim Commission on Educa.

tion

Communication,
Communication,
Communication,
Communication,

.

.

69
306
363
355,
36
Convention meet-

Resignation of Lewis H. Carpenter from Henniker
Resignation of Mr. Desnoyer of Clarcmont
Richard W. Eddy, Postmaster

Robert L. Stark, Sec'y of

State.

County

37

ings

Communication, Senator Tom Mclntyre, re Portsmouth Naval shipyard
Communication, Congressman James C. Cleveland re Portsmouth Naval
.

.

.

ship-

yard

Communication, Town of Pembroke, relief from oppressive property taxes.
Communication, Resolution from town of Nelson
Compagna, Joseph T., death of
615,
Comparative fault, law of establishing
175,
342,
Compensation for board of medical examiners, relating to
.

626,

Compensation for milk control board, relating to
Compensation of deceased legislators, payment of

117,

433,
586,

Concessions on state reservations, leasing of
Concord City Charter, relative to

714,
641,

859,
646,

557,
626,
524,
887,
942,

Concord, city of, communication from
Concord, charter of, relating to

641,

646,

942,

39,

119,

125,

Compromise settlement

of infant's claim, relating to

250,
Society, relative to
of mayor and aldermen, relative to

Concord Female Charitable
Concord, meetings

Conciliation and arbitration, state board

of,

relating to

640,
942,
342,
224,
746, 1146,
84,

324
325
399
391
207
773
345
629
1426
569
629
751
981
980
334
980
220
646
980
738
1212

to study needs of departments and
agencies of state and general court for space
85,
176,
247, 252
Concurrent Resolution, Congress of the United States to propose amendment to
Constitution or call a convention
147
Concurrent Resolution, committee to wait upon Governor to adjourn session 1417
Concurrent Resolution, thanking Mayor Davie for parking courtesies
1418
Concurrent Resolution, enact
4207, Northeastern Water and related Land

Concurrent resolution, appointing committee

HB

Resources Compact
439
Concurrent Resolution, House and Senate committees on Public Welfare and
State Institutions, study of needs of state institutions (20 years)
81
140,
148,
219
129,
Concurrent Resolution, invite Hon. Edward W. Brooke, Attorney General of
Massachusetts to address the Legislature on Law Day
302
Concurrent Resolution, inequities of salaries for State Officials and employees,
committee to be appointed, Questionnaire
673
Concurrent Resolution, limitation of more than three sponsors on bills ....
81
99
89,
Concurrent Resolution, Major L. Gordon Cooper, Astronaut
731
Concurrent Resolution, Memorializing Congress re the election of the President

and Vice-President

842, 1068

Concurrent Resolution, Northeastern Water and Related Land Resources Compact, Congress enact HR 4207
720
672,
Concurrent Resolution, 150th anniversary of the J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc., Franklin

789

Concurrent Resolution, Petitioning Congress of the United States to reject and
defeat a proposal to amend the Internal Revenue code by abolishing the
capital gains treatment of forest products
518, 1074
Concurrent Resolution, Pine Island Park be used as public recreational area 742
Concurrent Resolution, re 1964 constitutional convention, re legislative salaries
and expenses being established the same as other state officials
1338
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Concurrent Resolution, Speaker of the House and President of the Senate be authorized to call any committee of the House during the interim period between sessions
1357
Concurrent Resolution, relative to Androscoggin River Watershed
149
102,
Concurrent Resolution, relative to federal aid to schools
201
Concurrent Resolution, relative to joint public hearings
130
Concurrent Resolution, relative to manner of amending the Federal Constitu.

.

.

1250

tion

Concurrent Resolution, Senate,

Two members

of each

body

to

go to Washington

to investigate lottery and sweepstake
233
Concurrent Resolution, session of legislature be adjourned Saturday, June 29 at

3:00

P.M

Concurrent

Resolution,

1226, 1356

Special

Interim

Uniform Vehicle Laws Study com-

mittee

1012

Concurrent Resolution, memorializing Congress in passage of S 887 and HR
4018 establishing the Saint Gaudens Memorial as a National Historical
site

438,

Concurrent Resolution, study of possible capital needs for educational
tions

547

institu-

80
Resolution, to call convention for the purpose of proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States (Liberty Amend.) 122
177,
341
Concurrent Resolution, to call a convention to propose an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States relating to Art. V
121,
238, 436
Concurrent Resolution, ratifying a proposed amendment to the Constitution of
the United States, electors and poll tax
392,
692,
944
Concurrent Resolution, synthetic detergents
585
Conflict of interest of public officials and employees, relating to
770, 973
Congregational-Christian Conference, relative to powers of ....
127, 217,
221
(15 years)

Concurrent

344
333,
1013, 1014
980, 985
221,
390
280, 361
14
....
121
238, 436
122,
177,
341

Conservation commissions, establishment of
198,
711, 718,
Constitutional convention, calling of
138,
361, 648,
659,
Constitutional convention, 1959, Journal of, relating to ..
118,
216,
Constitutional convention, providing for
214,
Constitutional convention, votes for, resolution re
Constitution of the United States, amendment to Art. V, resolution re

Constitution of the United States, amendment. Liberty
Constitution of the United States, proposed amendment to
147
Constitutional Convention, 1964, re legislative salaries and expenses
1338
Construction of public buildings, relative to
472, 740
Consumers' counsel, establishing
366,
621
Contested elections, relative to
735,
901,
918, 1187, 1318
Continuous financial responsibility certificates, relative to .... 1018, 1019, 1031
1042, 1184, 1263, 1370
Contoocook River, water rights and dams on, relating to
250, 664, 994
1016, 1382, 1404
Contracts, progressive time, relating to
735,
970
Contractual deficiencies, appropriations for, providing for .... 1044, 1065, 1123

1186, 1257
Contributions to ski areas under certain conditions, relative to 658, 860, 1002
Control of aquatic nuisances, providing for ..
328,
601,
994, 1016, 1338, 1379
Conway, legalizing meeting in
402, 489, 495, 648, 645
Cooper, Major L. Gordon, resolution re
731
Cooperative school district in Newfound area, relative to.
163,
423, 465, 482
Cooperative school districts, grants to
442, 997, 1427
Cooperative school districts, law relating to, revising
615, 960,
987
1060, 1262, 1370
Coos county commissioner districts, relating to
736
328,
Coos county commissioners, salaries of
153, 1426
Corporations, charters of
638, 1071, 1123, 1186^ 1188
Corporations, delinquent, relative to
720, 900,
918, 1339
Costs by mechanics and materialmen
143,
244
.
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Costs in cases against state officials, relating to
Costs, water pollution, state participation in

143,
163,

Cote, Rep. Wm. A., communication from
Cote, William A., illness of
Counsel for indigent criminal defendants, relating to

702,
717,
793, 1199,
915, 1179, 1263, 1384,

Council of resources and development, establishing.
Councillors, committee to wait on, report of
149,
243, 248,
Counties, alphabetical listing of, requiring
County appropriations for fire mutual aid systems, relative to
County books, audit of by tax commission
County commissioner districts for Coos, relating to
.

.

County
County
County
County
County
County

commissioner

districts,

commissioners,
commissioners,
commissioners,
commissioners,
commissioners,

.

274,

Courts, municipal, issues of law in
Courts, municipal, provision of rooms for
Courts, probate, relating to
Covered bridges, preservation of
Craig, William H., Sr., death of
Credit unions, investments of
Credit unions, relative to

403,

347,

714,
427,

of,

764
727,
145,
316
888, 1245, 1249
1375, 1401, 1422
229, 585
133,
136,
220
840
780, 784,
440, 671, 712
420,

469
501, 522
153,
306,
326,
390, 978
1238, 1254, 1336, 1383, 1404
793,1199,1212
788,
702,
717,
175,

986
90
237,

Curfew in Rochester, relating to
Curfew regulations, relating to
doctrine

844
797,
1186, 1256

224
236,

79,

.

common law

387,
670,
443,

1276
744
788
1212
1404
30
288
133
373
736
913
601
597
797
408
420
712
1427
37

Criminal defendants, indigent, counsel for ..
Crowell, Wendell D., death of
Crowley, Roger, death of
117,
Cruelty to animals, relative to
Cumulative pocket supplements for R. S. A., providing

pres,

236,
328,
402,
596,
175,
41,
116,

864.
887,
250,
1271, 1325, 1332,

to

280,

117,

County delegation, Hillsborough, meeting legalized
County employees, discharge of, relating to
County jails, removal of prisoners from
Court system, municipal, relative

287,
26,

243,

County convention, Hillsborough, relating to
County convention meetings, communication re
County convention, Belknap county, relative to

Cy

268,

Rockingham, renumbering

appropriations exceeded by 153,
emergency payments by
Belknap county, election of
Rockingham county, election of
Rockingham county, salary of

532

427, 1021, 1025
1042, 1200, 1212

relating to

241,
215,
569,
257,
323,

601
596,
556
310,
716
713,
754, 1014
236, 1426
620, 1063

D
Dam
Dam

333,
acquisition, Pittsfield, relative to
73,
and water rights, acquisition of by water resources board
1021, 1025, 1041, 1199,
Damages for wrongful death, relating to recovery of 116, 308, 326, 713,
423,
Damages in cases of wrongful death, relating to
144,
315,
Data processing systems by insurance companies, purchase of
604,
979, 1230, 1253,
Date of writ, interest from, relating to
Dawson of Milton, qualified
Davie, Mayor Charles of Concord, communication from
Davie, Mayor, resolution of gratitude for courtesies
Deaf, education of, relating to
145, 1021. 1031, 1120, 1123, 1194,
Death, wrongful, damages for. relating to
116.
308,
326, 713,
Debt services for Eastern New Hampshire Turnpike, relative to
39,
569, 713,
.

.

1430
133
1212
716
794
326
626
1378
69
44
1418
1342
716
556
716

.
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benefits, providing for
Deeds, validation of
Deer and bear, hunting, relative to
Deer, hunting of by groups, relative to
Deer, hunting of with muzzle loaders, relating to

Deductions from retirement

295,

27,

89,

444,

453,

171

94,
626,

629

73,

771

73,

273

741, 1242, 1254
1336, 1402, 1422
273, 639
223, 721
412, 420, 1212, 1380
215,
721
402,
721

Deer, illegally taken, relative to
line, location of, changing
Deer, one season for taking of
97,
Deer, providing seasons for taking
Deer, taking of, limiting, area for
Deer, uniform season for taking, relative to
39, 1425
Deer, wild, season for taking
305,
721
Deficiency appropriation, division of buildings and grounds, providing for 555

Deer

563,

Definition of elementary school

and school

564,

842,

district liability, relative to

.

.

879
748
1379
433
878
989

1021, 1031, 1042, 1338,
144,
274, 280,
494,
775,
783,
Degrees, granting of by N. H. College of Accounting and Commerce
690,
1015, 1046, 1059
Delinquent corporations, relative to
720,
900, 918, 1339
Dentistry, practice of, relating to
236, 480, 483,
916,
950, 981
Dependent children, care of, relative to
379
84,
Deposits, inter-bank, relative to
423,
735,
746, 1020, 1037
Department of Safety, attorney for, relating to
118
26,
Deputy treasurer for Rockingham County, appointment of
236, 410, 420

Definition of hairdressing shop, relative to

.

.

.

.

.

Desnoyer of Claremont, resignation of
Detergents, synthetic, resolution re
Diffenderfer, Marcus E., in favor of

Director of Aeronautics, compensation of
Director of Legislative services, providing for

Disabled persons, hunting by, relative to
Discharge of county employees, relative to

735,
741,
1126, 1165,
347,
40,
557,
1041,
176,
181,
83,
236, 403, 420,

Disclosure of vital statistics records, relative to
Discrimination in sale of beverages, relative to
Disease, pulmonary, relating to

79, 1047, 1065, 1120,

712
363
585
946
1258
1427
1027
1380
668
727, 764
787, 1063

670,
355,
437,
929,
1189,
616,
1021,
1210,
644,

361
198,
1149, 1150

Diseased trees, authorizing removal of
156
96,
Dissolution of Penacook school district, relative to..
778, 1035, 1043, 1188, 1199
Distribution of normal yield taxes, relative to
442,
625,
635,
942, 981
Dividends paid to New Hampshire residents, relating to information thereon
245
117,
Donica, Rev. Donald, opening prayer by
1
Donnelly, Michael S., death of
90
Dover city charter, relating to
720, 1075, 1123, 1186, 1188
Dover High School Coraleers, entertained Joint Convention
769
Dover, name of hospital changed in
282,
324, 761,
768, 1019, 1037
366,
Dover, police chief of, relating to
760,
768, 1014
Dover, police commissioners of, relative to
720, 1075
93
Dowd, Frank J., death of
Dredge for Port Authority, relating to
145,
274
Drivers' licenses, suspension of
718
366,
703,
Drugs, purity of
257,
752, 757,1019,1121
Dubois, Eugene L., illness of
634
Dupont of Manchester, qualified
76
Dutch elm disease, relative to control
330,
709, 1021, 1024

E
Eastern N. H. Turnpike, debt services for, relative to

39,

556,
713,

569
716
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Eddy, Postmaster Richard W., communication from
Educating intellectually retarded children, cost of

36
383
278,
363,
364,
996, 1016, 1020, 1045

Education, Governor's message re
Education, interim commission on, appropriation for ....
Education, Interim Commission on, communication re
Education, Interim commission on, relative to
Education of children on state-owned property, relating to
Education of the deaf, relating to
145, 1021, 1031,
Education, public, funds for, providing
Education, public higher, reorganization of ..
954, 1011,
Education, revenue for, relative to
Educational institutions, study of capital needs for
Educational purposes, life insurance loans for, relative to

Educational television, appropriation for
Educational television station, WENH-TV,

454
919, 1241, 1254, 1370
42,

69,

....

236, 490,
1120, 1123, 1194,
575, 941,
1035, 1298, 1339,
154,

889,
1255,
886, 1169,
expenses of, relating to ..
118,
992, 1015, 1259,
372, 1065,
787,

Eggs, relating to sale of
Election ballots, make-up of
Elections, Clerk, Francis W. Tolman of Nelson
Ass't Clerk, J. Milton Street of Sharon
Sgt.-at-Arms, Lloyd E. Fogg of Milan

69
74
1426
1342
950
1404
625
80
1232
1352
1258
225
1380
1123
1070

Doorkeepers, George Young of Campton
Mrs. Bertha Boutwell of Concord
Mr. Randolph Milligan of Newbury

Mr. Harry J. A. Robinson of Dover
Mr. Herbert Richardson of Randolph
Election days, sale of beverages on, relating to
Election officials in towns, appointment of
615,
788,
Election of President and Vice-President, resolution re
Election printing by Secretary of State, relating to
116,
216,
Election, Speaker, Mr. Lamprey of Moultonborough
Election, tempoiary presiding officer, McMeekin of Haverhill
Elections, biennial, counting of votes at
720,
900,
Elections, contested, relative to
735,
901,
Electrical inspector in office of fire marshal, employment of
.

Elementary school, definition

of, relative to ..

Elevator inspection law, establishing
Elk, deer and moose illegally taken, relative to
Ehn disease, Dutch, control of, relating to

Emergency

.

4
4
918, 1338, 1380
918, 1187, 1318

748, 1021, 1031, 1042,
272,
387, 1240,

cases, liability in, relative to

Emergency payments by county commissioners,
Emery, John Fred, death of
Emotionally disturbed children, aid for
Employees in Manchester, promotion of
Employees in public works, minimum wages of

5
295, 444, 451
793, 1258, 1379
842, 1068
221, 322, 323

154,

330,
709,
309,
326,
784, 1151,

relative to

615, 1081,

487, 495,
1184, 1206,
Employees of police, relative to
237, 478, 482,
Employees of regional association and N. H. Municipal Association,
benefits for
137,
310,
326,
Employees of regional association and N. H. Municipal Association,
benefits for, relative to
1061, 1121, 1224,
Employees, safety and health of, relative to
616,
861,
887,
Employing of minors, relative to
919, 1233,
Engineer, airport, appropriation for employment of
41,
113,
Engineering, unlawful practice of, lelating to
979, 1230,
Engrossed Bills Committee, resolution re
Escape from houses of correction, penalty for
214, 585, 591,
Establishment of conservation commissions, authorizing
198,
....

328,

39,

311,
1338,
1255,
273,
1021,
466,
1185,

165
1425
1379
1375

639
1024

494

1379
597
175,
92
1149, 1428
116, 1426
1145, 1180
1263, 1379
840
791,
retirement
535, 1384
retirement
1253, 1404
1199, 1212
1254, 1378
555, 1343
1254, 1378
1417
839
791,
711, 718
1013, 1014
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367,
621,
Estates, insolvent, administration of, relating to
Evidence, use of photographic copies as
Examinations for physicians and surgeons, fees for, relating to.
.

635,
26,

942,
237,
127,
220,

980
504
131

227

Exceptions, purchase, relative to
118,
266,
271,
596, 602,1062,1321
199,
333,
344
Excrement, human or animal, relative to
73,
211,
Executive secretary for cancer commission, providing for
1018, 1178, 1257
Exemption from poll tax, relative to
268
138,
Exemption, service, relating to
175,
310,
326, 482, 494, 518, 535
Exemption, veteran's, relating to
95,
293,
654,
670, 763, 775, 781
282,
Expansion of the state park system, continuing 328, 995, 1017, 1258, 1364, 1379
Expenditures from aeronautical appropriations, relating to
638,
899,
918
.

Facsimile signatures and seals, use of
False report of bomb scare, relating to
Farm products, marking for required

Fann

144,
118,

supei-visor, relating to

for
for
for
for

402,

498,
403,

aid to schools, resolution re
assistance in protection of Wallis Sands, relative to
constitution, manner of amending, resolution re
funds for civil defense, relative to
978,

payments under Manpower Development and

medical referees, relative to
recording,

office,

691,

274,
238,

280,
241,
395,
913,
257,

register of deeds,

175,

616,
535,

419
669
755
985
677
1014
878
590

358,

369,

371

201
383

1250
997, 1236, 1254 1342
Training act, relative
199,

442
919, 1232, 1254
1323, 1375
626
267, 271,

594

and game licenses, increasing
199,
426, 440,
wholesaler and manufacturer of alcoholic beverages, relating
.

.

Fees in Superior court, relative to

motor vehicle, relative to
Female Charitable Society of Concord, relating

442,
139,

Fees,

to

1427

575
485
164

Rockingham County

special fish

156
95,
700, 1014

399
588
400
981
665
1013
636,
841
539, 587

of, relative to

to
Fees for registration and licensing of guides, increasing
Fees, fish and game increase of
Fees for fish and game licenses, increasing
Fees for insurance companies and brokers, relative to ....

Fees
Fees
Fees
Fees

366,

198,
765,

Farmington, legalizing meeting in
Federal
Federal
Federal
Federal
Federal

.

1186, 1318
778, 1000, 1016

Expenditures, political, relating to
Exposure of person, improper, relating to
Extradition of juveniles, relating to

Farm, Strafford county, superintendent

.

971,
397,
39,
138,
395,

941
to

.

.

269, 415
987, 1199
400, 626
119,
125
250, 254
400, 642
85
443, 453

Filings by lobbyists, providing for
Filing of permanent journal, time for
250,
Filing of bills, extending time for
Financial responsibility act, motor vehicle, relating to ....
295,
Financing, auto sales, relative to
786
Financing of certain park operations, relating to
1215
Fines collected by municipal court, relating to
139, 1063, 1122, 1398
Fines for shooting a human while hunting, disposition of
638
175,
Fire fighters, training of
295, 485,
648,
659,
791
Fire marshal, office of, relating to
165,
311
39,
Fire mutual aid systems, relative to
26
Fire precinct, Hillsborough Bridge, dissolution of
367, 479, 483, 629
Fire prevention in mobile homes and trailers, relating to
555
Fire protection at Plymouth Teachers College
423
Fire protection codes by cities, adoption of ..
589,
998, 1016, 1020, 1193
Firemen's retirement system, relative to
1142, 1225, 1236, 1253
Fires by railroad locomotives, relating to
132,
389,
791
Fiscal aspects of state, report on
.

.

495
426
1134
1304
1404
629
1428
942
198

420
1212
628
220
597
645
89
716
1031
1429
1425
&46
840
1425
133
657
661
1427
1257
1342
839
1404
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Fish
Fish
Fish
Fish
Fish

and
and
and
and
and

game commission, compensation

Game Department,
game,

game

agents

fees for licensing for
fees,

for

members

of, relative to

.

.

propagation of

of
163,

199,

374,
485,

375,
495,

199,

486,
948,

increase of

game, importation

164,

of, relative to

Fish and
Fish and
Fish and
Fish and

game
game
game
game

laws, definition of resident under
license fees, increasing
license fees, relating to increase of
licenses for certain persons, relative to

Fish and
Fish and

game
game

licenses, special, relative to fees for

83,

.

.

Fogg, Lloyd E., election of as Sgt.-at-Arms
Food, service of, toilet facilities where, relative to
Foods, purity of
Forest conservation aid to towns, relating to.
243,
.

131,

220

426,

440,

5
39,

257,
447,

128,

752, 757, 1019, 1121
895, 918, 1186, 1257
726, 1070, 1 149, 1321
113, 1219

333,
267,

396,
840,
271,
26,

Fund, public

assistance, relative to
for cancer commission, relative to
473,
for public access roads to state waters, relating to
for public education, providing for
Funds, shortages of, relative to reports of

Funds
Funds
Funds

617,

635,

164,

575,
307,
839,

590,

Home

Games

for

relating to

Aged and

Destitute

Women,

relating to

Geisel of Manchester, qualified
General court, travel allowance of
Gifts to towns, relative to

Goldfine Mills, closing

to

401,
845,
356,

437
878
370

100,
111
270, 277
498, 1427
756, 764
328, 1427
950
941,
326, 517
916, 980
498, 1427

254
251,
596, 626
542
243,
615,
861
215, 1426
76

members

Goffstown and Manchester, highway

144, 1000

of, relating to

88,
in, classification of

of, resolution re
Friday, resolution re
Government of Lebanon, relative to
Governor and Councillors, return of votes for, resolution re
Governor, committee to wait on, report of
Governor King, committee appointed to wait upon
Governor King, communication from re SB 139
Governor King, inaugural address of
Governor King, oath of office administered to
Governor King, Pro-rogation by

Good

145,

of beano, requiring reports for

Garbage or waste, transportation of, relating
Garry Lake, Rocky Pond, changed to

163,
941,
112,

of ballots, relative to
Fort at No. 4, relating to
Foster day care homes, licensing of
Francestown, legalizing meeting
Franklin armory, sale of
139,
Fraudulent dealing with certain collateral, relative to

Gale

495,
981,
214, 531
347, 721
442, 1134
142
140,
644, 657

774. 902, 917,
778, 1074, 1123, 1199,
214, 486, 495, 645,
229, 541, 551,
598, 629, 643, 669,
328,
372, 650, 1021,
1041, 1082,

199,

Form

of,

639
712
942
426
943
985

315
942
902
980
1212
669
1212
712
1427
1024
1125

licenses, lost, relative to

Fisher, open season for, relating to
Fisher, taking of, relating to
Fisheries, marine, relating to
Fishing by patients at veterans hospitals, relative to
Fishing holes cut in ice on Great Bay, relating to
Fishing, ice, relating to
198,
374,
375, 587,
Flood control compact, Merrimack River, relative to
Flood control project, Beaver Brook, relative to

Furniture, sale

273,
671,
941,

178,

181,
153,

322
326
590
491
454
347, 1427

270,
320,
587,

13

30
1417
1331
31

24
1430
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Governor Powell, resolution to receive by Joint Convention
Governor Powell's message to the General Court
Governor's budget message

6
7

182

Governor's
Governor's
Governor's
Governor's

Council, oath of office administered to
message, HB 47 (sweepstake)
message, recommendations in the field of education
veto of HB 33, changing date of Primary election
Gowing of Dublin, qualified
Grade-crossings, costs relating to
Grade-crossings, r.r.-highway, relating to
199,
343,
Graham, Joseph L., death of
Granite, Mark, in favor of
252,
Grants to local school districts, providing for
Great Bay, ice on, holes in, relating to
229,
Great Bay, use of motor vehicles on ice on
Greenville, water works in, relative to
306, 662,
Greer, Benjamin F., illness of
Grey hound racing and racing commission, relative to
Gross weight of vehicles, relative to
273, 723,

Groton, highway in, relative to
Group insurance for state employees, providing

30
570
454
525
140
376
590
292
345
1428

237,
346,

374,
587,

330,

541,

335,
648,
551, 1212

677,

791,

139,

586
878
171

733,

402,
1080,
138,
1166,
1375,
1376,
626,

696
1187

238

295, 475,
1264
1274, 1350,
1425
Group insurance, relative to
638, 1232, 1255, 1349,
1414
Guardians and conservators, relating to
296, 479, 482,
629
Guest, Dr. Enrique Llaca, Jr., co-founder of the Cuban Exiles Organization 523
Guest, Dr. William F. Putnam from Lyme, N. H., Doctor of the Year
637
Guest, Inspector Joseph O. Gorman, Chief Liaison Officer for Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, Ottawa, Canada
152
Guest, John Curie, British Consul General of Boston, Mass
241

Rev. Hartley T. Grandin, Pembroke
37
Rev. Harold Worster, State Hospital Chaplain
67
Rev. Louis Watson, Brentwood
82
Rev. Robert A. Sargent, Rollinsford and So. Berwick, Maine 100
Mrs. Evelyn M. Duke, Dunbarton
115
Chaplain Father John Boyce, Queen of Peace Seminary, Jaffrey
142
Chaplain Rev. Walter S. Oddy, Northwood
255
Chaplain Ann Miller, Wolfeboro, Chaplain for the N. H. Youth Government Program
357
Guest Chaplain Rev. Daniel Novotny, Durham
371
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Roland D. Sawyer, retired Congregational minister from
Kensington
394
Guest Chaplain, Rabbi Jacob Handler of Temple Israel, Manchester
453
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Edwin J. Godden, Richmond Community Church
553
Guest Chaplain, Bishop James K. Mathews of the N. E. Methodist Church 599
Guest Chaplain, Rev. George D. Chapman from Rindge Congregational
Church
605
Guest Chaplain, Rev. John Morrison, United Church of Gilmanton
646
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Gerald Larsen, St. Paul's Church of Berlin
660
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Glenn L. McKee, Dublin Community Church
700
Guest Chaplain, Rev. J. Lincoln Thomas of the Baptist and Congregational
churches from Campton
718
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Edward W. Cantwell, First Christian church of Center
Tuftonboro
733
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Lewis H. Moulton of Concord
785
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Bayard Hancock of Ashland
845
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Wesley E. Burwell, Associate Minister of the South Congregational Church, Concord
888
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Robert E. CusAvorth, West Swanzey Community
Church
988
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Donald R. Welles from the Christ Episcopal Church of
Exeter
1022
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Newell H. Curtis, Jr., First Congregational Church of
'
Rochester
1123
Guest Chaplain, Rev. Ralph Ferrioli, church of the Nazarene of Concord
1155

Guest
Guest
Guest
Guest
Guest
Guest
Guest
Guest

Chaplain,
Chaplain,
Chaplain,
Chaplain,
Chaplain

.

.

.

.

.
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Guest prayer, Rev. George Papaioannou of St. George Greek Orthodox Church
in Manchester
25
Guest prayer, Rabbi Samuel Umen, Temple Adath Yeshurun of Manchester
30
Guest Speaker, Edward R. Annis, M.D., Pres. elect American Medical Association
256
Guest Speaker, Hon. Edward W. Brooke, Attorney-General of Massachusetts 593
(Address of General Brooke)
606
Guest Speaker, D. J. Duane Squires, N. H. Civil War Centennial Commission 846
Guides, fees for licensing, relating to
199,
485, 495

H
Hairdressing shop, relative to
144,
274, 280,
Hairdressers, schools and shops for, licensing of
Hall, Bishop Charles F., inaugural Benediction by
Hanibleton, A. Kenneth, illness of
.

Hampson

.

.

433,

494,

775,

35

of Hebron, qualified
T., res. re

Hampton
Hampton

Beach, meter parking, relating to
442,
Beach, sidewalks at, relating to
Hampton, by-laws of, making of, relative to
Hampton Harbor and Beach, improvement of, relating to

594,

Hanover, powers and duties of town of, relative
Hanover, provision of employee insurance by

100,

.

39,

111,
156,

74,

Hanson, Richard,

illness of
Haverhill, road in, relating to

137,

Haverhill Union School District, establishing
Hazeltine of Merrimack, qualified
Head of Laconia, qualified
Head tax for education
tax, relative to

Health and welfare, department
Health insurance to senior N. H.
Healy, Jeremiah B., death of

213,

375,
113,
of, relative to ...
.

citizens, relative to

379,
113,

at University of

New

Hampshire, relating

to

...

.

.

.

248.

Hemon of Dover, qualified
Hen pheasants, taking of, prohibiting

244
463
99
337
430
590
944

144,
384, 564, 568,
217, 578, 591,
1018, 1232, 1254, 1378

Hearings, Joint public, re
Hearings on revocation of liquor licenses or permits, providing for

Heating plant system

1037
1037
1074
1072
1267
1380
149,
160
159,
267
603, 712
1373

598, 1014,
786,
978, 1011,
1170, 1236,
1336,

271,

Head

878
693

566
76

Hampson, Ruth

to.

783,
236,

205
130
975
42,
1008
244
140,
345
344,
482

771
176,
in N. H., reorganization of 954, 1011, 1035, 1298, 1339, 1404
Highway agents, meetings of, relative to
101,
111,
203, 220
26,
119,
171,
201
Highway bond issue, relating to
39,
125,
Highway construction aid to towns, relative to
328, 427
Highway construction, persons displaced by, assistance for .... 257, 543, 1426
250,
702
Highway, hunting along, relating to
326
153,
320,
Highway in Goffstown and Manchester, classification of
587, 590
138,
238
Highway in Groton, relative to
321
138,
Highway in New Ipswich, relating to
119,
625, 628
26,
126,
Highway in Newton, classification of
756, 1429
Highway, renaming
1216, 1429
Highway use permits, relative to
237,
427
and VI, laying out of, relating to
Highways, Class IV,
545
295,
Highways, improvement of, relative to
246, 275, 279, 287
Highways in Lyman, reclassification of
666, 1168
96,
Highways, interstate and defense, relative to
734,
970,
997, 1218, 1255
Highways, interstate, signs on, relative to
1061, 1234, 1254, 1337, 1378
Highways, laying out
1250, 1340
Highways, safety on, study of, relating to

Higher education

V

..

House Index
Highways, state systems, improvement

Leonard

S.,

947,

978,

997, 1219, 1255, 1339

communication from

Hillsborough Bridge Fire Precinct, dissolution of
367,
Hillsborough county attorney and commissioners, salaries
.

1429
1380
288
791
629 657
to
226
1424 1425
443 1427
224 1426
988 1037
1215

of, relative to

Hill, Earl, in favor of

Hill,

1505

.

479,

483,

of, relating

.

1075, 1122, 1185, 1321, 1338, 1421,
Hillsborough county convention, relative to
Hillsborough county delegation, legalizing meeting, relative to
Historic districts, establishment of by cities and towns ....
756,
976,
Holidays, legal, relative to
112
Home rule, relative to 541, 875, 887, 888, 1102, 1121, 1189, 1354, 1376
Hopkinton, resolution re sales tax from
Hopkinton Village Precinct meeting, legalizing
170,
238, 241
Horse or pony pulling contests, relative to
484
198,
Horses, ta.xation of
117
Horses, taxation of, relative to
223

Hospital, Wentworth, Dover, change of name, authorizing
Hotels, sale of beverages in

House

238,

127,

trailers, relative to

241,
442,

282,
324
768, 1019
536
242, 245,
625, 635, 942
1262, 1270;
585, 591, 791

Household goods, carriage of by motor vehicle
Houses of correction, relative to escape from
214,
Hunting along highway, prohibiting
Hunting and fishing licenses for aliens, relative to
Hunting and fishing licenses for personnel at naval shipyard, relating

Hunting and

Hunting
Hunting
Hunting
Hunting

250
112
to

.

946, 1198, 1209, 1259, 1353, 1375
921,
fishing licenses, non-resident, relative to
140,
83,

by disabled persons, relative to
deer and bear, relative to
deer by groups, relating to
deer with muzzle-loaders, and on certain

Hunting of raccoons, relative to
Hunting on posted land, relating to
Hunting on private lands, relative to
Hunting on uncultivated land, relative

83,

181,

644
644

73
73
741
1254, 1336, 1402
272, 638

islands, relative to.

.

273
358
295

to

Hunting, shooting of humans while, relative to
Hurlbert, Harry L., in favor of

Ice cream, sale of
Ice fishing, relative to
198,
374,
375,
587, 598,
Importation of fish and game, fee for
199,
486, 495,
Improper exposure of the person, relating to
Improvement of Hampton Harbor and Beach, relating to
.

176,

.

145,

258,

138
271

629,
943,

643,
948,

669,
981,

153,

144,
484,
154, 275, 280,
1020, 1061, 1141, 1185, 1335,

Increasing certain penalties, relative to
Indecent exposure, penalties for
Indemnification agreements with U. S., authorizing

139,

139,

Industrial agent for 3 northern counties, providing for
Industrial life insurance policies, relative to
Industrial park authority, powers of, relating to

138,

630
253
494
379
379
761
1037

565
980
1379
839
702
243
524
1425
142
657
668
771
273
1242
1422
646
532
532
1427
378
370

350
712
985

156
96,
1170, 1236, 1267
1336, 1380
545
295,
31

Improvement of highways, relating to
Inaugural Address, Governor John W. King
Inaugural Benediction, Rt. Reverend Charles F. Hall, Episcopal Bishop of
Hampshire
Income tax, exemption from for certain persons
296,
Incorporation of trust companies, relative to

168
1378

274,

756, 941,
948, 981,
781, I2I6,
1336,
280, 375,
714,
917,

New
35
431
495
1378
238
238
946
984
1254
1422
383
981
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Industrial school, commitment to, relating to
145,
621,
Industrial school, inmates of, transference of
....
367,
666,
Industries, prison, relating to
Infant's claim, compromise settlement of
Inheritance tax, relating to
296, 431,
Initial plates, service fees from, relating to
113,
389,
Insolvent estates, administration of, relating to ....
367, 621,
Inspection law, elevator, establishing
272, 387,
Inspection stations, use of brake meters by, relating to
Inspectors and police power of personnel, relative to
Interest from date of writ in certain cases, relating to ....
979,
Interest rates, usurious, relative to
Interim commission on education, appropriation for
919,
Interim commission on education, relative to
Interim commission to study stock-in-trade tax, establishing
1195, 1320, 1385, 1414, 1418,
Interim tax study commission, establishing
Interstate compact on motor vehicle safety equipment, enacting
.

.

.

Instructional building and remodeling of buildings at U. N. H.,
361, 739,
Insurance companies and brokers, fees for
919,

Insurance companies, deposit of securities by
230,
Insurance companies, real estate owned by, relating to

378,

Insurance companies, relating to
Insurance Company, N. H. Life, name of, relating to
Insurance, employee, provision of by Hanover

315,
367,

144,
163,

635, 1199
677, 982

224
524
730
880
942

440,
393,
635,
1240, 1255

1230,
1241,
42,

648,
1423,

886
347
1253
735
1254
69
1008
1424
132
1074
1187

919,
1159,
relative to
746, 1020
1232, 1254
1323, 1375
384,

74,

Insurance for state employees, relative to
Insurance, filing of by carriers of property and passengers ....
Insurance, group, for state employees, providing for

163,

295, 475,
1274, 1350,
Insurance, gioup, relating to
638, 1232, 1255, 1349,
Insurance, life, group, relating to
315,
138,
326,
Insurance loans for educational purposes, relating to
889, 1232,
Insurance on property of historic value, relative to
Insurance on state real estate, relative to
Insurance policies, accident and health, relative to
Insurance policies, industrial life, relative to
138,
274, 280,
Insurance, providing for employees of Salem, relating to
223,

153,
348,
878,
1166,
1375,
1376,
713,
1255,
748,
748,
140,
375,
692,
916,
1349,
1254,
1020,
133,
1343,

Insurance, sale of in connection with real estate
282, 618, 635,
Insurance to N. H. senior citizens, relating to
1018, 1232,
Inter-bank deposits, relative to
423, 735, 746,
Interest and dividends tax, amendment of
40,
Interest and dividends tax exemption on, relating to
1216,
Interim period, powers of Speaker and President to call committees of House and
1357
Senate during, resolution re
Interstate and defense highways, relating to
666, 1168
96,
Interstate Library Compact, relative to
398,
620, 635, 687, 713, 716
Intervale Ski Area, sale of state land therein
840
329, 428, 440,
782,
Intoxication, chemical test for
922
367,
Inventory of state property, relative to
215, 307, 326, 602, 626
Investigation and study by commission relative to loans and credit, providing
.

.

.

for

Investments for savings banks, relative to
Investment of funds of U. N. H., relative to
Investment of school district funds, relative to ....
Investments of credit unions, relative to

215,
472,
176,

307,
749,
576,

787, 1031
465, 482
326,
757, 1020, 1037
591, 658, 669
175,
501,
522
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Investments of guardians and conservators, relative to

482
629
Investments of savings banks, relating to
145,
485, 495,
985
Invocation, Most Reverend Ernest J. Primeau, STD, Bishop of Manchester
30
Issuance of motor vehicle number plates, regulating 1082, 1235, 1254, 1333, 1378
296,

479,
626,
980,

J
Jai alai, relating to
Jails, delivery of articles to prisoners in
886,
Jet fuel, airways, toll on
Jevvett, H. Furber, death of
759,
Job protection, citizens, relating to
John M. Hunt home, relating to
Johnson, Philip E., in favor of
369, 473,
Joint public hearings, resolution re
Joint rules, adoption of
Jones, Albert E. and Theresa, in favor of
386, 499,
Joslyn of Sanbornton, qualified
Journal, 1959 Constitutional convention, relative to
118,
Journal, time for filing, relative to
250, 395,
Journals, bound copies of, resolution re
J. P. Stevens and Company, Inc., Franklin, resolution re
305, 490,
Junk licenses, motor vehicle, relating to
Jurisdiction of probate courts, relative to
Justice for Superior court, providing for
978, 1162,
Justice of Littleton municipal court, salary of
Justices and clerk of Rochester municipal court, salary of 295,
Justices of the municipal court, disqualification of.
Juveniles, extradition of, relating to

.

73,

112,
1068, 1122,

327,

1120, 1140,
1142, 1180,
482,
519,

521,

658,

216,
400,

221,
642,

496,

791,
1216,
1301,
243,
757,
1263,
322,
700,

1187,

754,
1184,
140,
142,
366, 691,

225
1

125

762
481
1150
1257
536
130
24
668
69
390
645
1343
789
840
1429
1370
1426
1129
1370
344
1014

K
Kearns, John

J., illness of

Keene Teachers college, students
Kirkorian, Paul, death of

566
at,

relating to

786,

985, 1068

208

Labor, hours of, relating to
236, 680, 1 143, 1318
Laconia, mayor and councilmen of, salaries of ....
295, 650, 660, 841, 878
Laconia, sewer bonds for, relating to
147,
151
135,
Laconia State School and state hospital, transfers of residents of, relating to 1018

Laconia State School, inmates of, support
Laconia, traffic commission in, relating to
LaFrance, Edward T., illness of

of, relative to

95,

1178, 1257
251, 1382
638, 1428

Lamprey

of Moultonborough, election of as Speaker
Lamprey, Stewart, res. re
Lancaster school district meeting, legalizing
741,
Lancaster-Whitefield cooperative school district
337, 424,
Land acquisition by Nashua Housing Authority, relating to
.

.

.

.

Land
Land
Land

acquisitions, legal assistance for
for water works, taking of by village districts.
in Newbury, transferral of from state to town
.

Land, subdivision of, relating to
Land, substandard or blighted, relating to
Landaff meeting in legalized
,

498,

.

.

648, 899,
886, 1022,
174, 267,
722,
733,
287,

742,
747,
440, 520,
978, 1243,
1336,
918, 1082,
1032, 1042,
271, 322,
916, 950,
683, 796,
845,
916,
589, 590.

1416
4
1400
764
536
1255
1380
1188
1121
323
981
842

942
601
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Lands

in

Tamworth,

relating to

748, 1040, 1043, 1060, 1125

Lang, Robert, death of
LaPerle, Roland, in favor of
Lavoie, Chanel L., in favor of

Law, business corporation, relating

Law Day, resolution
Law of comparative

676
716
372, 529, 539,
713,
387, 500, 521, 658, 669
787, 1231, 1255, 1339, 1379

to

160
773
Laws, probate, amending
860,
714,
887, 949,
984
Laws, school, copies of, relative to
112,
230
Laying out highways, relative to
1061, 1234, 1254, 1337, 1378
Lebanon, city government of, relating to
347, 1427
Legal assistance for land acquisitions, relative to
648,
899,
918, 1082, 1188
Legal holidays, business on, relating to
860
720,
Legal holidays, relating to
168
112,
Legalizing annexation of Sandwich School District to Inter-Lakes Cooperative
School District
854,
887, 1060, 1 125
Legalizing meeting, Bow
645
329, 396, 400, 643,
Legalizing meeting of Bow school district
781
764,
768,
Legalizing meeting, Conway
402, 489, 495, 643, 645
Legalizing meeting, Farmington
402, 403, 535, 539, 587, 590
Legalizing meeting, Francestown
840,
845,
878
Legalizing meeting, Hillsborough county delegation, relative to
224, 1426
Legalizing meeting, Hopkinton Village Precinct
170,
238, 241, 253
Legalizing meeting, school district at Lancaster
741,
742, 747, 764
Legalizing meeting, Landaff
589, 590, 601
Legalizing meeting, Littleton
158,
96,
162,
231
Legalizing meeting, Milton
329, 447, 453, 643, 645
Legalizing Monadnock Regional School District
644, 1429
Legalizing meeting of Newfound school district
840,
845, 878
Legalizing meeting, Seabrook
149,
83,
84,
133,
136,
160
Legalizing meeting, Windham
154,
159,
316
Legalizing meeting of Wolfeboro School District
164,
226, 227, 246, 253
Legislation, requests for cancelled prior to 5 P. M. Wed. May 8
629
Legislative attaches, salaries of
237, 253, 360, 364, 916, 981
Legislative council report, communication re
86
Legislative Counsel and Agents Registered in Office of the Secretary of State 631
Legislative mileage allowances, relative to
638, 862, 1065, 1183, 1258, 1379
Legislative Services Director, providing for
40,
557, 1021, 1027
1041, 1210, 1380
Legislators, deceased, compensation of, relative to
433, 557, 569
586,
626, 629
Legislature, expenses of, additional appropriation for
890, 941, 943
Lending institutions, payment of taxes by, relative to
386, 576
Length of motor vehicles, relative to
723
328,
Lesmerises of Manchester, qualified
296
re

fault, establishing

615,
981,

.

Liability in

emergency

cases, relating to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

154,

Liability under civil defense act, relative to
Libraries, public, relating to
73,
Library coinpact. Interstate, relative to
398, 620,
Library development program, establishing
Librai-v development system, establishing, relative to

Library, state, relative to
38,
License fees, fish and game, increasing
License fees, operators, relating to
Licensed premises and state stores, relating to
Licenses, drivers, revocation of
Licenses, fish and game, for certain persons, relative to

309, 326, 466, 494
784, 1151, 1185, 1370
89,
94,
220
26,
316,
326, 436, 482
635, 687, 713, 716
224, 424, 1426
1365, 1380, 1415
1418, 1422
324
165,
173,
322,
347, 721
39,

366,
83,

Licenses, fish and game, lost, relative to
Licenses, hunting and fishing, for naval shipyard personnel, relative to
946, 1198, 1209, 1259, 1353,
Licenses, hunting and fishing, relative to

114,

788

373
237,
718
703,
142
140,
644, 657
315
163,
524, 921
1375, 1425
112, 243
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Licenses, revocation and suspension of
Licenses, shellfish, relating to
Licenses under small loans act, requirements for
Licensing for propagation of fish and game, fees for 199,
Licensing of auctioneers, relating to
Licensing of plumbers, relating to
Liens against property of recipients of relief, relative to
Liens, attachment, relating to
153,
Liens for cleaning, pressing, laundering, relative to

Liens for internal revenue taxes, relative to
Liens, mechanics, relative to
Liens of attorneys, relating to
Liens on motor vehicles, filing of
Life insurance companies, taxation of
Life insurance, group, relating to
Lights on motor vehicles, emergency, relative to

118,

309,

138,

315,

Lincoln-Woodstock school district, relating to
Line agreements, notation of, requiring
Liquor and alcoholic beverages, sale of, relating to
Liquor and beverages in hotels, sale of
127,
238, 241,
Liquor and beverages in private clubs, sale of
Liquor and beverages, sale of in first class restaurants
Liquor and beverages, sales of by restaurants

Liquor

.

.

.

.

589,

242,

245,

273,
536,
223,
472,
496,

487,
521, 536,
license or beverage permit, hearing after suspension of, relating to

Liquor

licenses, suspension of, relating to
Liquor, on-premise consumption of, sale of for
Liquor or beverages, sale of on election days, relating to
Liquor, purchases of by state liquor commission
Liquor, reciprocity in purchase of, relative to
Liquor, sale of in restaurants

Liquor

860,

323,

Lincoln School District, capital reserve fund established by

.

485,

790, 1154,
83,
273,
239, 387,
495, 941,
215, 337,
243,
594,
887, 1199,
269, 395,
437, 465,
532,
539,
787,
326, 714,
498,
175,
219,
326, 713,
296,
534,
1019, 1193,
40,
79,
115.
423,
973, 987,

sales representatives, relative to

246,

975,
638,
295, 444,
395, 1178, 1339,
1061,
372,
498,
42,

Liquors, beer and wines, sale of, relating to

Lisbon village
Littlefield,

district, relative to

Leon
Leon

J.,

139,

890,

death of

estate of, in favor of
Littleton, legalizing special meeting of
Littleton municipal court, justice of, relative to
Littleton Parking District, providing for, relative to
Littleton, sewage disposal of, relating to
Littlefield,

916, 1153, 1154, 1187,
760,
96,

J.,

Livestock and poultry, tax on, repealing
Lizotte, Clifford R., application for Korean bonus
Loans and credit, commission to study, relating to
Loans, collateral and imsecured, relating to
Loans, small, relative to
Lobbyists, filings by, relating to
Lobbyists, registration of
Lobsters, relative to the taking of
Location of deer line, changing
Location of railroad crossing signs, relating to
Loranger, Alfred, in favor of
Lovejoy, George W., death of
Loyalty Day, May 1, resolution re
Lyman, highways in, reclassification of

524,

639,

40,
144,

79,

415,

138,

768,

791,

279
432
942
375
395
751
1212

400
482
587
1428
735
705
350
716

539
1256
114
287
1427
1037
1136
565
367
721
505
587
1142
1429
1008
1428
451
1379
1273
1427
1427
342
1318

520
840
231

158,

162,

646,

243, 1426
849,
878

82,
84,
87
419, 1341, 1422
311
223,
787, 1031
472, 736
422, 969
250, 254, 597
144,
311,
363

153,

735,

1257

427

856,

223, 721
1215, 1429
887, 1060, 1125

246,

275,

279,

90
604
287

Maine-N. H. Interstate Bridge Authority, communication relative to
Maine-New Hampshire Interstate Bridge Authority, relating to

257,

290
709

M
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Majority Leader, Peterson of Peterborough appointed as
Maley, Edward J., death of
Manchester and Goffstown, highway in, classification of

Manchester, charter
Manchester,
Manchester,
Manchester,
Manchester,
Manchester,
Manchester,

for, relating to

employees

in,

250,

5
153,

903,
918,
1215, 1334,

promotion of

establishment of technical institute in

moderators in, relative to
236,
municipal court, justice of, salary of
pay for police in, relating to
154,
police department, 5 day week for, relative to

446,
332,

453,
229,
335,
589,

Manchester, piimary election in, relative to
198,
332,
336,
Manchester, salaries of mayor, aldermen and school board, relative to
448,

653,

670,

726,

774,

Manchester, voting machines in, relative to
Manchester, war shelters, building in

Manpower Development and Training

790,
38,

Act, relative to federal

879,
331,

291
320,
326
590
587:
1200 1207
1356 1378
116 1426
42
167
656
668
1076 1123
434
464
773
776
840
782
434
437
215
944
981
434
335
977
702

payments under
575

Maps, property, funds for, relative to
Marine fisheries, relating to
Marking for farm products, requiring
Marriage counseling
Marshall,

778, 1074,
198,
765,
305, 617,

service, relating to

Thomas J., death of
Hunt Home for Aged Women

Mary E.
Mascoma Valley Regional School

District, relative to ....

140,

305,

218,
616,
702,
84,

of the city of Laconia, salaries of

295,

Mc.\llister of Barnstead, mileage report from
Mclntyre, John and Thomas J., in favor of

221

635
718
640
942
650
841

of Haverhill, election of as temporary presiding officer
Mechanics and material men, relating to

Mechanics liens, relative to
Medical examiners, board of, relating to
175,
342, 345,
Medical referees, fees for
175,
267, 271,
Meetings of highway agents, relative to
26,
101,
111,
Members, qualification of at session's opening
Membership of the cancer commission, relative to
141,
219,
Memberships paid by towns to town officers' associations, relative to.
.

293,

143
787
626
626
203
221

214
596

Departed Members of the House

Meredith, questions to voters of, relative to
169,
116,
173,
203
Merrimack River flood control, compact, relative to
328
Merrow, Chester E., relative to
224
Meter parking at Hampton Beach, violations of
442, 594, 598, 1014
Mileage allowances, legislative, relating to
638, 862, 1065, 1188, 1258
Mileage rate for state employees, relating to
236, 378, 1167, 1339
Mileage report from McAllister of Barnstead on members
Mileage table, amendment of
40;
Militia, non-judicial punishment in, relative to
713, 860
Milk and dairy products, sale of, relating to
759, 1162, 1296, 1320
Milk control act, repeal of, relating to
659
39,
Milk control act, suspending
786
Milk control and milk price controls, relative to
889
Milk control board, compensation of
117
.

.

.

646
980
660
878
1276

McMeekin

for

1257
231
643
1350

386, 1429

Mclntyre, Senator, communication from

Memorial Service

1427
916
1212
755
985
1188

468
1142, 1181

Masson, Bertha F., in favor of
Matters of state, relative to
Mayor and board of aldermen of Concord, meetings of

Mayor and councilmen

213, 739
1123, 1199
395, 400
981
913,
636, 1127

.

.

.

Milligan, Randolph, election of as Doorkeeper
Milton, meeting legalized at

324
4
244
1428
629
629
220
2
231
284
601
1155
220
1427
463
1037
1379
1379
1276
1426
1429
1379
1425
1428
1428
1426
5

329,

447,

453,

643,

645
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Milton Three Ponds, relative to
Minimum speed for motor vehicles
Minimum standards for mobile homes, establishing

305,
495,
941,
495,
1263,
1082,

321
1427
781
944
1145
1379
1187

273,

80
639

145,

487,
855,
Minimum wages of employees in public works, relating to 328, 487,
1180, 1184, 1206,
Minimum wages, relative to
273, 794, 844,
Minority Leader, appointment of Pappagianis of Nashua as
5
Minors, relating to
250, 600
Minors, employment of
919, 1233, 1254, 1378
Minors, settlements in behalf of
524, 751,
757, 1147, 1189
1210, 1259, 1375, 1422
Mobile homes and trailers, fiie prevention in
661
555,
Mobile homes, minimum standards for
237, 487, 495,
781, 855,
941, 944
Moderators in Manchester, relative to
236, 446, 453, 656, 668
Monadnock regional school district, meeting of, legalizing
644, 1429
237,

Monitors appointed

Moose

illegally taken, relative to

Morey, Florence, communication from
Monill, Arthur L., death of
Morris, Edward W., death of
Morris, Edward W., in favor of

Mosquito control, relating to
Mosquito problem in seacoast

23,

84

208
85
141
98,
734, 1073, 1219, 1255

area, relative to

555,

Motor boat fund, abolishing
Motor boats on Rock pond, relating to use of
Motor boats, relative to
138,
Motor earners of property, relative to
Motor fuels consumed by interstate buses, taxation of

710, 1429
498, 862
117, 1426

440, 781, 783
987, 1258, 1378
978, 1015, 1018
1235, 1254, 1342
Motor vehicle accident, reporting after
273, 600, 642,
645, 1020
Motor vehicle accident reports, relative to
143,
331
Motor vehicle and boat number plates, relative to
328,
792, 1033
Motor vehicle, carriage of household goods by
1262, 1270, 1379
Motor vehicle certificate of title and anti-theft act, establishing
1261, 1429
Motor vehicle driver training, relating to
114,
788
39,
Motor vehicle fees, relative to
139,
397, 400, 626, 628
Motor vehicle financial responsibility act, relative to
295, 443, 453, 716
Motor vehicle junk licenses, relating to
840
305, 490, 496,
791,
Motor vehicle number plates, issuance of, regulating 1082, 1235, 1254, 1333, 1378
Motor vehicle operation and registration
282, 545, 551, 1019, 1045
Motor vehicle operator's licenses, unlawful use of
980
305, 620, 635,
942,
Motor vehicle operators, re-examination of, relative to
735, 1007, 1017
1258, 1378
Motor vehicle plates, date for application for, setting
472, 1033, 1043
Motor vehicle road tolls, relative to
862,
919, 1015
222,
1018, 1235, 1254, 1380
Motor vehicle tires, sale of, relative to
448
138,
Motor vehicles, filing of liens on
705
498,
Motor vehicles, length of, relative to
328,
723
Motor vehicles, lights on, relating to
296, 534, 539, 1019, 1193, 1256
Motor vehicles on ice on Great Bay, use of
139,
586
Motor vehicles, operation of near blind persons .... 215, 396, 400, 596, 601
101
Motor vehicles, parking of, relative to
38,
Motor vehicles, repair of, relating to
575, 1428
Motor vehicles, speed of, relative to
305, 1427
Motor vehicles, use of safety belts in
330
67,
124
Moulton, Ida, illness of
Mount St. Mary College, changing name of
322,
323
280,
276,
Mount Washington Observatory, in favor of.
841, 879
145, 274, 575, 591,
Municipal bonds, state guarantee of, relative to
164,
388, 737
746, 1013, 1014
Municipal budget act, adoption by towns, relating to
214, 368
.

.

.

286,
163,

429,
977,
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Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Mimicipal
Municipal

budget
budget

act, relative to

budgets, relating to
court clerks, requiring surety bonds for.
42,
119,
court fines, relating to
139, 1063,
court. Justices of, disqualification of ...
73,
140,
court, Manchester, justice of, salary of
court, Portsmouth, salary of special justice of
.

.

Municipal court system, relating to

250,

court, issues of law arising in
court, provision of rooms for
finance act, relating to use of 366,
permits for registration, relating to
aid systems, county appropriations for

Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal

Mutual

350
1032
542
464
1425
344
1123
522
764
1271
1422
229, 585
143,

act, violations of, relative to

864,
888,
1325, 1332,

594,

748, 1022,
223,
125,
434,
1122, 1398,
142,
322,
229, 1076,
402, 504,
743,
1245, 1249,
1375, 1401,

220

79,

133,

652,

660,

841,

919,

945, 1083, 1122, 1125

136,
881,
113,
26,

981
199
133

N
Nashua Airport Authority,

relative to

Nashua, charter of, relating to
759, 1079
Nashua Housing Authority, relating to
978, 1243, 1255, 1336, 1380
Nashua, pension system of, relating to
978,
999, 1083, 1122, 1188
National Guard Luncheon, invitation to by Governor King
550
National Legislative Leaders Conference, legislators attending, relative to
of, resolution from
transfer of land in, relative to

Nelson, town

Newbury,

Newfound area cooperative school
Newfound area, cooperative school district in,
Newfound Lake, classification of waters of
Newfound school district meeting, legalizing

New Ipswich, highway in, relative
New Hampshire Centennial Home

174,

267,

relating to.
214,

557,

.

163,

271,
595,
423,
569,
840,

to

322,
598,
465,
756,
845,
167,

321
173

322,

323

138,

for Aged, relating to

88,

246
1429
391
323
601
482
764
878

N. H. College of .\ccounting and Commerce, degrees granted bv, authorizing
690, 989, 1015, 1046, 1059
N. H. Congregational-Christian Conference, relative to
221
127,
217,
344
333,
N. H. Hospital .School of Nursing, communication from
1275
N. H. Hospital School of Nursing, resolution re
766
N. H. Life Insurance Company, relative to
163,
367, 371, 604, 626
N. H. Port Authority, dredge for, relating to
145,
274
N. H. Port Authority, relating to
344,
981,
985
722, 894, 917,
N. H. residents, dividends paid to, relative to
117,
245
N. H. Savings Bank and SPD Realty Corporation, in favor of
915, 1046, 1237
1254, 1380
N. H. school building authority, creating 614, 959, 997,1218,1255,1295,1379
N. H. State Hospital, changing the name of
214,
310. 326,
399, 419
N. H. taxes, study of, relating to
104, 1426
N. H. turnpike, relocation of, relative to 116, 321, 1021, 1023, 1041, 1339, 1379
N. H. Veterans Association, in favor of
145,
259, 271, 398, 419
Nickerson, Guy E., illness of
1039
Newton, highway in, classification of
628
26,
119,
126, 625,
New York \Vorld's Fair, relative to
364
344,
132,
179,
244, 248,
Non-resident hunting and fishing licenses, relative to
83,
140,
142,
644, 657
.

Non-residents, vehicles of, use of

237,

397,

.

400,

791,

915,

941

Northeastern Water and Land Resources Compact, memorializing Congress re
439, 672, 720
Notation of line agreements, requiring
589,
973,
987, 1037

Number
Number

plates,
plates,

motor vehicle and boat, relating to
motor vehicle, date for application for

Nurses, practical, licensing of

328, 792, 1033
472, 1033, 1043
229, 490, 538
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Nursing home senice corporations, relating to
Nursing homes, care of welfare recipients in, relating
Nursing,

state, scholarships for,

funds for

83,

to
167,

898,

163, 622
735, 1381
918, 1258, 1377

O
Oath of
Oath of

Office administered. Council
Office administered. Governor King
Obscene literature, relative to
Office of town clerks, relating to
Offices of police officer and deputy sheriff, relating to
Official ballots, deposit of
Officials, certain state, relative to

30
24
386, 1063,
402,
770,

305

On-sale permits for alcoholic beverages
season for taking deer, providing for

Opening prayer. Reverend Donald Donica, Chaplain
Opening of session
Operation of motor boats by minors, relating to
Operator's licenses, motor vehicle, relative to
Ordinances, zoning, relative to

913
337, 542, 551,
984
917,
948, 981,
97,
412, 420, 1212, 1380
1
at State Hospital ....
1

296,
305,

117,

Outdoor advertising, relative to
Over load, vehicle, relating to
Overweight vehicles, operation of

170,

296,

O'York, Patrick N. H., death of
O'York, Patrick N. H., estate of

Edna

M., in favor of
Pappagianis of Nashua, appointment as minority leader

180,

181,

119,

126,

539, 1019,
331,
139,

790
944
980
240
201
171,
1193, 1256
340, 463
660,
941,
942,
231,

130,

1 14
133

350
229,
1062, 1270, 1378
5
1399

Pappagianis, George, res. re
Parimutuel pools, breakage under, relating to

Parimutuel pools, on jai alai, relating to
Park operations, certain, financing
Parking of motor vehicles, relative to
Party designations on check lists, printing of
138,
Passenger tramways, relative to

620,

650,
857,
635,

118,

Packages containing food, relating to
Paine,

123

504
967

155
96,
423, 1427

O'Gara of Manchester, qualified

Open

1

295,

138,

267,

271,

250, 254,
493,
550,
726, 1234,

414, 421
225
112,
1215, 1429
101
31,
399, 419
590
587,
1254, 1378
794, 1035
1048, 1121
555, 1001

Passenger tramway devices, status of
Patrol, Civil Air, relating to
Payment by banks, presentment for
886, 1045,
Payments to contractors on public contracts, relating to
Peaslee, Elwood, illness of
164,
Pelham, zoning regulations in, legalizing
Pembroke, town of, resolution from
386,
399,
Pemigewasset river watershed, classification of waters of
Penacook school district, dissolution of, relating to.. 778, 1035, 1043, 1188,
139,
Penalties for indecent exposure, relative to
167,
83,
Penalties for reckless operation of boats, providing for
322,
139,
Penalties, inaeasing certain
139,
244, 248, 324,
Penalty in assaults, changing
Pension system, Nashua, relating to
978, 999, 1083, 1122,
Permits for sale of beverages, relative to 117, 973, 987, 1196, 1320, 1337,
Personal Privilege, Mr. Clement of Rochester, balancing budget
Personnel advisory board of Portsmouth, relative to 175, 532, 539, 668,
347,
Personnel, inspectors and police power of, relating to
Pesticides controls, relating to
442, 627, 899, 918, 1265,
Peterson of Peterborough, appointed as Majority Leader
Peterson, Walter, res. re

634
403
399
1427
1199
238
173
323
238
345
1188
1378
351
671
577
1378
5

1399
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Gedeon, Sr., death of
Petition of Rainiond Bowles for seat in the
Pharmacy commission, relating to

469

Petit,

Pharmacy

fees

and board

House

127
690,
997, 1237
1255, 1339, 1356, 1379
163,
350,
656, 668
357,
70,
939,

assistants

Pheasants, hen, relating to
Pheasants, season for, relating to
Pheasants, taking of, relating to
229,
Phelan, Grace, death of
Photographic copies as evidence, use of
Physical education facilities at U.N.H., construction

771
771
793, 1337, 1403
176,

163,

316,

787,

of, relative to

Physical, therapists, relating to

Physicians and

76,

273,
surgeons, examinations for practice, fees for

498,
622,
.

.

.

..

521,
635,
26,

237,
117,
775,
942,
127,

209
504
225
781

980
131

227
93
742
1236, 1271, 1370
472, 859
220,

Pierson, Helen, death of
Pine Island Park, resolution re
Pinkerton Academy, trustees of, increasing
Pistols or revolvers, carrying of, relating to
Pittsfield

Pittsfield

dam
dam

acquisition, relating to
acquisition, relative to

774,

and urban renewal, relative to
name from Shaw's Pond

Plans, redevelopment

Pleasant View Lake, changing

Plumbers, licensing of
Plymouth Teachers' College, fire protection at
Plvmouth Teachers' College, polyphonic choir

Plymouth Village Fire

of,

902,

197,

981
917,
333, 1430
748, 1072
586
557,
243, 395
423, 1427

entertainment by

District, relating to

97,

39,

Poisons, use of for control of birds, relative to
214, 662,
Police Chief of Dover, relative to
366,
Police commission of Somersworth, establishing
Police cominissioners of Dover, relative to
Police department, Manchester, 5 day week for, relative to ....

Police employees, authority of
Police in Manchester, relative to pay for
Police offices and deputy sheriff offices of, relating to
Police, state, auxiliary, training of
Police, state, establishing department of

237,
154,

Police, state, personnel of, relative to
Policemen in Portsmouth, relative to
Policemen, retirement benefits for, relating to
Policemen's retirement system, relating to ...
295,
Policemen's retirement system, relative to
Political expenditmes by special committees, relating
Poll tax, exemption from by certain persons
Poll tax, for school purposes, assessment of

615,
555,

478,
332,

638,

139,

475,
138,
to

749,
780,
238,
895,
237,

99,

149,

677, 1019,
760,
768,
295,
740,
720,
589,
773,
782,
482, 791,
434,
335,
770,
750, 1218,
257,
916,
757,
784, 1014,
241,
596,
918, 1186,
364,
359,
778, 1000,
138,
73,

443
160
1045
1014
746
1075
776
840
840
464
967
1255
679
982
1037
601
1318
764
1016
268
369
443
210
769
1082
985
77
1427

Polyphonic Choir, Plymouth Teachers' College, entertained
Poore, Alfred W., death of
Pope John XXTII, prayer for, res. re
Pope Paul VI, election of, res. re
981,
Port authority, N. H., relating to
344,
894, 917,
722,
Portsmouth Bridge, Interim Committee minority report
442,
Portsmouth, charter of, relating to
Portsmouth, city charter, amending
979, 1045, 1047, 1121
324
Portsmouth naval shipyard, communication relative to
278
Portsmouth navy yard, communication re
203
Portsmouth navy yard. Res. re
136
Portsmouth municipal court, clerk of, salary of, relative to
133,
26,
240,

Portsmouth municipal court,

justice of, salary of, relating to

Portsmouth miuiicipal court, special

justice of,

.

.

compensation of

247

26,

133,

136

402,

240,
504,
743.

247
522
764
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539, 668, 671
784, 1014, 1037
648, 751
273, 532
Posted land, rights of owner on
295, 532, 539, 552, 1197
Posting lands against trespass, relating to
1205, 1230, 1269, 1378
17
Powell, Governor, res. re
Power-boats in White Mountain National Forest, use of prohibited
390, 601
605, 626
Powers of Queen of Peace College, relating to
112,
167,
173,
240, 247
Practical nurses, licensing of
229, 490, 538
Practice of accountancy
915,
941, 1070, 1122, 1147. 1257
480
Practice of chiropractic
112,
769
Prayer for Pope John XXIII by Chaplain
Prepayment of taxes, authorizing
112,
179,
181,
399, 418
Primary election ballots for, relating to
328, 475, 482,
643, 645
Primary election bill, Governor's veto of
525
345
Primary election, date of run-off primary, establishing
338,
39,
436, 481, 525
Primary election in Manchester, relative to
198,
332,
336,
434, 437
Primary, city of Rochester, relative to
26, 1079
Primeau, Ernest J., Bishop of Manchester, communication, re mass for Pope

Portsmouth, personnel advisory board, relating
Portsmouth, policemen in, relative to
Positions in department of safety, transfer of

to.

.

175,

555,

532,
780,

.

.

John XXIII

843
30
767
Printing ballots, relative to
442, 577, 591, 713, 716
Prison industries, relating to
224
555
Prisoners in county jails, removal of
145
316
Prisoners in jails, delivering articles to, relating to
886, 1068, 1122 1125
Private clubs, sale of liquor in, relating to
367
223
Private lands, hunting on, relating to
358
532
Private water supplies, relative to
759, 1233 1255
Probate courts, jurisdiction of, relative to
1216 1429
840
Probate courts, relative to
714,
780, 784
984
Probate laws, amending
887,
949, 981
714,
860,
918
Probation department, appropriation for
897
328, 473,
1272, 1403, 1413 1423
Progressive time contracts, relative to
970
735
Property maps, funds for, providing for
916
213, 739
Property, motor carriers of, relative to
163,
977,
987, 1258 1378
Property, moved, taxation of
668
229, 430, 440, 628, 644
Property of historic value, insurance on, relative to
748
991
Pro-rogation of General Court, July 1, 1963 by Governor John W. King
1430
Protection of railroad crossings, relating to
1216 1429
Provisions of uniform vehicle code, adopting
367, 724, 774 1002
1017, 1260, 1382 1422
Prowlers, peeking in windows, relative to
161
269
155,
89,
Public access roads to state waters, relative to
328 1427
Public assistance fund, relative to
498 1427
Public buildings, construction of, relating to
740
472
Public contracts, final payments on
555 1001
Public libraries, relative to
482
73,
316,
326, 436
Public meetings and records, relative to
138
476
Public officials and employees, conflicts of interests of
973
770;
Public records and meetings, availability to public of, relative to ....
748 1046
1165
Public utilities commission, expenses of
498,
726, 733 1317
1339, 1397, 1415 1424
Public utilities commission, members of, relating to
372
577
Public waters, purchase of sand or gravel from
328, 691 1141
Public waters, racing on ice of, relative to
181
178
97,
Public works and highways, appraiser in, providing for
490
235

Primeau, Ernest J., Bishop of Manchester, inaugural invocation by
Prince, Henry, death of

.

.

.
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Public works and highways, commissioner

of,

authority of ....

96,

Public works and highways, commissioner of, authority of, relative to
Public works and highways, employees of, relative to 213, 315, 326,
Public works and highways records for, disposal of
26,

319,
629,
144,
730,

326
668
319
764

120,

126

239, 253
442, 557
198, 484,
494
79, 1047, 1065, 1120, 1149, 1150
713,
860, 1429
266, 271, 596, 602,1062,1321
171,

Publication of town reports, relative to
Pulling contests, horse or pony, relating to

Pulmonary disease, relating to
Punishment in the militia, relating

to

Purchase exceptions, relative to
118,
Purington, James A., death of
Purington, James A., estate of, in favor of

633

Purity of foods and drugs, relative to
Putrescible material, relative to

257,
73,

759,
752,
199,

840
768,
791,
757, 1019, 1121
211, 333, 344

Qualifications of personnel of division of state police, relating to ....
615, 749
757,
916,
982
Qualified by roll call, opening of session
2
Allard of Littleton; Bowles of Easton
59
Mrs. Dawson of Milton; Mr. Joslyn of Sanbornton
69
Mrs. Hampson of Hebron; Mr. Chandler of Portsmouth;
Mr. Rolfe of Rochester; Mr. Geisel of Manchester; Mr.
Abare of Troy; Mr. Dupont of Manchester
76
Mr. White of Atkinson
87
Mr. Chapdelaine of Manchester; Mr. Hazeltine of Merri.

.

mack

99

Mr. Carpenter of Henniker
114
Mrs. Gowing of Dublin
140
Mr. Lesmerises of ward 13, Manchester
296
Mr. O'Gara, ward 9, Manchester
305
Mr. Boettcher of Manchester, ward 10, Manchester; Mr.
Head of ward 3, Laconia
337
Mr. Hemon of ward 2, Dover
482
Queen of Peace College, powers of, relating to
112,
167,
173,
240, 247
Questions

Meredith, relating to

169,

173,

203,

220

Raccoons, open season for, relative to
Races, sweepstake, conduct of and sale of tickets on, relating to

272,
67,
535,

638,
296,
538,
402,

646
303
570
696

to voters of

116,

R
324,

Racing, greyhound, and racing commission, relating to
Racing on ice of public waters, relative to
Radiation control program, state, adopting
702,
Ragged Mt., access road to, relative to
Railroad crossing signs, location of
Railroad crossings, protection of
Railroad-highway grade a-ossings, relative to
199,
Railroad-highway grade crossings, costs relating thereto
Railroad locomotives, fires by, relating to
Railroads, taxation of
Rales payable for care of dependent children, relative to
Real estate brokers, relative to
423,
Real estate owned by insurance companies, relative to

Real estate, sale of insurance in connection with
282,
Real estate tax exemption, relative to
Real estate tax exemptions for certain women, relative to
Real estate, tax on sale of
.

.

.

506,

178,
181
97,
930, 946, 1199, 1257
889, 1012, 1233, 1428
1215, 1429
1216, 1429
343, 346, 587, 590
374,
376
237,
389,
839
132,
791,
740
422,
84,

379

857, 1152, 1263, 1378
230, 348, 357
626, 629
618, 635, 1349, 1375
139, 245
351
145,
236, 430
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Real estate, taxation of
Real estate taxes, part payment of

215,
143,

Reassessed property, collection of taxes on, relative to

Recapped motor vehicle

tires, sale

778, 1035,
1187, 1335,

of

138,

Reciprocity of boat operation, relative to
Reciprocity in purchase of liquor, relative to
Recompilation, Vol. 2 Revised Statutes Annotated

97,

156,

Reconstituted beer, relative to

Recording devises of real estate in registry of deeds, relative to
Records and public meetings, relative to
Records for department of public works and highways, disposal of
Recounts, relative to
713,
Recreational area, Belknap coimty, relating to

270,
1061,
139,
217,
521, 713,
615,
328,
776,
161,

.

.

.

126,
171,
239,
991, 1017, 1021, 1142, 1184,
638,
213,
798,
1194, 1342,

Recreational lands, taxes on, relating to

175,

Redemption of specific devises, relating to
117,
Redevelopment plans and urban renewal plans, relating to
Reed, Fred and Esther, in favor of
337,
Reexamination of motor vehicle operators, relative to

217,

221,

529,

539,
735,

Registration for physical therapists, requiring
273,
Register of deeds for Rockingham county, relative to

622,

635,
257,
922,

Registration,
Registration
Registration
Registration
Registration
Registration

138,
26,

municipal pennits for
of automobiles, relating to
of lobbyists, relative to
plates, boat, relating to misuse of
plates, for boats, relating to
236,
provisions for dentists, relative to

464,
748,
713,
1007,
1258,
942,
911,
1081,
113,

144,

650,

Registry of deeds, recording devises of real estate in
Reid, Warren H., death of

660,

328,

783,
236,
916,
773,

691
369
1043
1378
448
277
1273
501
716
1428
773
779
476
120
253
1318
844
1426
740
481
1072
716
1017
1378
980
918
1187
199

266
153,
311,
363
214, 343
983, 1037
480, 483
981
950,
779
776,

Reimbursement

of legislators, relating to
246,
Relief, recipients of, liens against property of
594,
Relocation of portion of central N. H. turnpike, relative to ...
116,
321,
1023, 1041, 1339,
Remodeling of buildings and new construction at
214, 463,
746, 942,
Renaming highway, relative to
756,
Repeal of milk control act, relative to
39,
Report, Joint Committee to wait on councillors
Report, Joint Committee to wait on governor
Report, Joint Committee votes for governor and councillors and for calling
.

UNH

232
1429
751
1021
1379
738

980
1429

659
30
30
Con-

stitutional Convention
14
Report of Advisory committee to study salaries of state official and employees
45
Report on Bills and resolutions indefinitely postponed
1425
Report on Fiscal aspects of state at present time, Mr. Clement of Rochester 1404
Report on Survey of enrollment prospects at the UNH
1049
Report on Selection of Rev. Wm. L. Shafer as chaplain
68
Reports to tax commission, relative to
163,
284,
293,
729

762,

Representative to General Court from Sugar Hill, Providing

Rescinding adoption of town manager plan, relative to

UNH, construction of .... 139,
Resident, definition of under fish and game laws
Resignation, Oliver L. Bowles of Easton
Resignation, Rolland Chapdelaine, of Manchester
Resignation, Mrs. Ayre of Laconia

Residence hall at

359,

617,

781
775,
840, 1163
1182, 1251
366, 425, 440
716
713,
636, 1188, 1200
214, 531
71
23,
765,

161,

120
216
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Resolutions, appreciation to Arnold Clement of Rochester as Chairman of Appropriations Committee
1400
Resolutions, Appreciation of the work of the Engrossed Bills Committee
1417
George Pappagianis of Nashua, appreciation as minority leader 1399
Walter Peterson of Peterborough, appreciation as majority leader
1399
Stewart Lamprey of Moultonborough, appreciation as Speaker of
House
1400
William "Bill" Schietinger, Bridgeport, Conn., appreciation as head
of 43rd annual N. E. Motorcycle tour and rally
1038
Chair appoint committee to select chaplain
18
Charleston, W. V. High School band invited to play on State House
plaza
756
Clerk to employ stenographic-clerical assistance
18
closing of Goldfine Mills at Lebanon
491
committee of 8 appointed by Chair to wait upon Hon. John W.
King and inform him officially of his election as Governor
17
committee of 6 appointed to wait on Hon. councilors and inform
them officially of their election
17
committee of 4 appointed on Legislative Manual
18
committee of 3 appointed to procure seats
19
committee of 3 appointed as screening committee
80
committee of 5 to investigate advisability of air conditioning
1252
congratulating Henry Stevens of Epsom and Eloi Adams of Madbury
on appointment as farmer representatives to Russia by President
of US
1274
loss of submarine Thresher
480
death of, Stanley A. Chamberlain of Holderness
1448
Wendell D. Crowell of Hancock
986
Mrs. Marie G. Bouvier, Swanzey
986
792
J. Guy Smart of Durham
Robert Lang son of Rep. George Lang
676
Virginia Rocheleau, daughter of Rep. York of Concord
766
Henry Prince of Franklin
767
John E. Aylard, of Walpole
745
Samuel A. Weeks of Colebrook
745
Leon J. Littlefield of Somersworth
520
Victor E. Trace of Pittsfield
567
Frank I. Caldwell of Lee
567
James A. Purington of Exeter
633
Charles P. Coakley of ward 1, Concord
467
Fred C. Tobey, Sr. father of Rep. Hampson of He.

.

bron

Andrew
Thomas
Gedeon

Barrett, of Portsmouth
J. Marshall of Dalton
Petit, Sr. of Pembroke
William H. Craig, Sr. of Manchester
Lewis H. Carpenter of Henniker
H. Furber Jewett of Wolfeboro
Blaylock Atherton of Nashua
Frank M. Ayer of Alton
Frank A. Robinson of South Hampton
Joseph L. Graham of Canaan
Edward J. Maley of Newport
Warren H. Reid of Milton
Arthur Chickering, Jr. of Walpole
W. Raymond Stackpole of Dover
Arthur L. Morrill of Salem
Paul E. Bouthillier of Nashua
Mrs. Grace Phelan of Stark
Mrs. Grace Ashy of Canterbury
Louis E. Bragg of Lancaster
Judge Alfred W. Poore, Sr
Renfrew A. Thompson of Exeter
J.

.

.

467
468
468
469
469
470
481
355

356
291

292
291

232
232
232
208
209
209
210
210
210
204
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205

of Chichester

205
Jeremiah B. Healy of Manchester
206
Sumner ^V. Watson of Rochester
207
Joseph T. Compagna of Manchester
207
Harold L. Barnard of Concord
208
Paul Kirkorian of Nashua
Mrs. Helen Pierson, daughter of Rep. Dawson of Mil93
114

ton

Mr. O'York of Dover
George W. Lovejoy of Concord
Joseph D. Vaughan of Newport
Roger Crowley of Manchester
Michael S. Donnelly of Manchester

Andrew R. Brown
John Fred Emery

90
90
90
90
92
92
92

of Danbury
of Stratham

K. Sargent of Danbury
93
J. Dowd, of Concord
85
Edward W. Morris of Manchester
27
Conrad J. Adams of Manchester
distribution of journals, bills and joint resolutions policy to legislative agents, corporations and others
20
1082
election of new Pope Paul VI
14
election of a Secretary of State and State Treasurer
454
Good Friday, 1 minute of silent prayer
13
Governor and Councilors, return of votes for
Governor Powell address printed in journal
600 copies pro-

Roy

Frank

—

cured
gratification for

18

Governor John W. King's message

Hopkinton, statewide retail Sales Tax
illness of, Guy E. Nickerson of Kingston
Edward T. LaFrance of Manchester
John D. Shea of Keene
Richard Hanson of Bow
Eugene I. Dubois of Nashua
Elwood Peaslee of Concord
Paul E. Thayer of Jefferson
William A. Cote of Manchester

36

630

Kenneth G. Bell of Plymouth
John J. Kearns of Manchester
A. Kenneth Hambleton of Goffstown
Lewis H. Carpenter of Henniker
Benjamin F. Greer of Manchester
Idanelle Moulton of New Durham
Joint convention to receive Governor Powell

1039
1416
1083
1373
634
634
658
744
566
566
566
270
171

124
6

joint rules 1961 session adopted as joint rules for 1963
Journal committee, authorization of
loyalty day. May 1
minute silent prayer for Pope John XXIII
no SB's to be received by House after 3

Hampson

of

19

604
769

PM

1963

paying homage to Rep.
Portsmouth Navy Yard

24

Hebron

Thursday, June

27,

1227
1037
203
1323

printing 1000 copies Chaplain's prayers
professional assistants for engiossing committee, employment of
20
re: bound journals for members and attaches
1343
re: message of Governor W^esley Powell
17
removal of coats by male members
745
requests for legislation cancelled prior to 5 p.m. Wednesday, May
8
629
Rules of 1961 session adopted for 1963 session with amendment to
rules 26 and 35
21
Rules of 1961 session adopted for 1963 session with amendment to
Rule 5
28
salary of members be divided; mileage every 2 weeks
20
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5
Senate informed House organized
Senate notified to meet in joint convention to receive governor and
29
hear communication
19
Sergeant-at-Arms furnish newspapers to members
71
19,
session of House recorded on tape
27,
36
600 copies of Governor King's address
43
18,
Speaker authorized to appoint attaches
160
speaker for Law Day May 1, 1963
Speaker of House and President of Senate take rooms necessary for
legislative purposes
20
20
standing committee booklets, procurement of 1500
86,
565, 650
study of real property owned by state in Tamworth
89
85,
time extended for filing of bills
334
town of Canterbury, relieve tax burden
766
75th anniversary of N. H. Hospital School of Nursing
vote for Governor and Councilors and return of votes for Constitu14
tional convention be refeiTed to committee to report
14
votes for Constitutional Convention

Resources and Development, council of, establishing 915, 1179, 1263, 1384, 1404
216
83,
Resources and Economic Development, Department of, relative to
990
Resources and Economic Development, Department of, purchase of supplies by
748,
900, 993, 1015, 1188, 1200
Restaurants, cocktail lounges in
372, 973,
987, 1188, 1199
721
Restaurants, first class, sale of liquor and beverages in
472,
Restaurants, sale of liquor in
372, 1427
246, 487, 496, 505
Restaurants, sales of liquor and beverages by
521, 536, 587
402,
504
Restoration to service under teachers' retirement system, relating to
522, 713, 716
120,
Resurfacing Eastern and Central turnpikes
27,
555
Retail milk price controls, removing
889, 1428
Retirement age for state employees, relative to
215, 338, 345, 627, 670
.

.

Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement

.

.

.

.

.

.

989, 1059, 1323, 1338,
229,
918,
27,
89,
benefits, deductions from, relative to
benefits, for certain people relative to
137,
310,
326,
benefits, for policemen, relative to
139,
238, 241,
benefits, relative to
1120, 1121,
system, firemen's
1142, 1225, 1236,
system for employees of Berlin, authorizing
198,
840,
783, 791,
allowances for teachers, relative to

.

system for state employees

.

1341, 1413
896
372,
1186, 1257
171
94,

1384
601
1236
1342
887
1257
395
1318
764
645
154,
625
790, 1154, 1257
535,
596,
1225,
1253,
862,
1186,
243,
918, 1186,
359, 364,
387, 642,

system, police, relative to
295, 475, 895,
system, policemen's, relative to
138,
237,
system, teachers', relating to
250,
Revenue for educational purposes, relating to
Revocation and suspension of licenses, relative to
Revolveis or pistols, carrying of, relative to
859
472,
Richardson, Hebert, election of as doorkeeper
5
319
Rindge, relative to road in
137,
Road aid, town, relating to
139,
175,
275,
343, 1426
244
Road in Haverhill, reclassification of
137,
Road in Rye, relocation of
786,
941, 1072, 1123, 1339, 1380
Road Tolls, motor vehicle, relating to
919, 1015, 1018, 1235, 1254, 1380
112,
167
Robbery, armed, relative to
291
Robinson, Frank A., death of
Robinson, Harry J. A., election as doorkeeper
5
766
Rocheleau, Virginia, death of
Rochester, curfew in, relating to
754,
757, 1014
257,
95, 1426
Rochester, mayor of, salary of

House Index
Rochester, municipal court, justices and clerk
Rochester, primary

in,

1521
295, 754, 757
1129, 1184, 1263, 1370

of, relating to

Rockingham
Rockingham
Rockingham
Rocky Pond,

Vol.

2,

county register of deeds office of, relating to
county sheriff, relative to
229, 409,
county treasurer, salary of, relating to.
26,
name changed to Ganry Lake
.

for,

26, 1079
117, 1426

411,

359,

670, 712
594, 1428
402, 913

387,

420,
236,

670,
410,

116,

420,
167,

providing

relating to

139,

217,

Rules Committee, appointment of
Rules Committee, appointment, Desnoyer of Claremont
Ruling, Speaker's, re House rule 23
Run-off^ primary, establishment of, primary election, date of
Russian-Japanese fund, relative to
Ryan, Joseph W., in favor of

Rve Harbor
Rye, road
Rye water

.

register of deeds for, relating to

Rolfe of Rochester, qualified
Room assignments, committee, report
RSA, cumulative pocket supplements

RSA,

.

relating to

Rock pond, motor boats on, relative to
Rockingham county attorney, salary of
25,
Rockingham county civil defense center in
Rockingham county commissioner districts, renumbering
Rockingham county commissioners, election of
Rockingham county commissioners, salary of
243,
Rockingham county deputy treasurer for, appointment of

Rockingham county

.

reservation, relating to
relocating
district, relative to
in,

786,

501,

.

.

.

269,
239,
337, 624,
941, 1072,
306,
363,

Safety and health of employees, relative to
616,
861,
Safety belts, relating to use
Safety, department of, positions in, relative to
Safety equipment, motor vehicle, relating to..
919, 1074, 1122,
Safety on highways, relating to study of
Safety services, salary of director of
Salaries of Coos County Commissioners, relative to
Salaries of state officials and employees, res. re
Salaries of Somersworth city council, relating to ....
295, 696,
Salaries for state officials and employees, report on
Salaries, increase for classified state employees, providing for
Salary of Belknap county treasurer, increasing
305,
797,
Salary of director of safety services, relative to
Salary of mayor, aldennen and school committee of Manchester,
448, 653, 670, 726, 774, 790,
Salary of mayor of Rochester, relative to
Salary of clerk of Portsmouth municipal court, relative to

Salary of justice of Portsmouth municipal court, relative to ....
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

alcoholic beverages, uniform hours for
animals and birds, relating to

214,

eggs, relating to
ice cream by weight, relative to
furniture, relative to

531,

408
712
420

257, 911, 918
922, 1081, 1187
594, 1428
423, 841, 878
173,
203, 220
215, 1426

215,
569,
521,

310,
713,
713,

39,
338,
481,
436,
387,
393,
367,
371,
635, 943,
1128, 1339,
364,
375,

76
27
556
716
716
24
77
123
345
525
419
383
981
1380
383

887, 1199, 1212
67,

330

648, 751
1159, 1187, 1188
1250, 1340
153,

360

153, 1426

700,

980,
97,

844, 1193,
153,
relative to
879, 944,
95,
133,
26,
240,

673
985
45
474
1342
360
215
981
1426
136
247

136
133,
240, 247
395, 664
539, 878, 880
372, 1065, 1123
26,

153,

350

498,
milk and other dairy products, relating to
759, 1162, 1296, 1320,
liquor and alcoholic beverages, relative to
273,
liquor for on-premise consumption, relative to
638,
liquor in restaurants, relative to
372,

1427
1379
1136
1428
1427

.

.
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Sale of liquors, beer and wines, relative to
Salem, providing insurance for employees of
Sales and use tax, relating to

223,

692,

Sales representatives, liquor, relating to
Sales tax, retail, relative to
Salmon Falls River, water rights and dams on, acquisition of

139,
342
916, 981
347, 547
498, 1427
366, 547
386, 664
1021, 1024
1041, 1188, 1199
229, 859, 887

700,

Salmon, taking of
Sanborn, Leon A., death of
205
328, 691, 1141
Sand or Gravel, purchase of from public waters
Sandwich School District, annexation to Inter-Lakes Cooperative School Dis-

trict, legalizing
854, 887, 1060, 1125
Sargent, Roy K., death of
92
Savings Banks, investments of
214. 502, 522, 1060, 1270, 1338, 1425
Savings Banks, investments of, relating to
145,
485,
495,
980,
985
Schietinger, William, res. re
1038
School attendance, relative to
366, 1224
School board of Lincoln-Woodstock school district, relating to
423, 1427
School board of Tilton-Northfield Union School District, relating to.
423,
779
784, 1060, 1125
School building aid, relating to
237,
761, 1250, 1426
School building aid, appropriation for, providing
145,
284, 293, 587, 590
School construction, state aid for
1047, 1081, 1219
School district budget, relative to
144, 268,
271, 1200, 1342
School district funds, relating to
176, 576,
591, 658, 669
School district, Haverhill Union, establishing
213, 463
School district, Lancaster-Whitefield cooperative, relating to
337, 424, 440
.

.

.

.

.

.

520, 536
748, 1021, 1031
1042, 1338, 1379
School district, Mascoma Valley Regional, relative to
140,
218, 221, 231
School district of Wentworth's Location, abolishment of, relating to
990
644,
1015, 1059
School district officers, warrants for election of, posting
366, 489, 495
1062, 1125
School Districts, business administrators for..
607, 734, 1066, 1123, 1258, 1404
School Districts, cooperative, grants to
442, 997, 1427
School Districts, cooperative, grants to
997, 1427
442,
School Districts, cooperative, law relating to, revising
987
960,
615,
1060, 1262, 1370
School Districts, per-pupil grants to
648, 1428
School Districts, qualification for state financial aid 213, 362, 364, 365, 465
School Districts, state aid to, relative to
282, 1426
School Districts, transportation aid to, providing for
145,
362,
555
School Laws, copies of, relative to
230
112,
School per capita tax, repeal of, relative to
548
39,
179,
225,
781
551,
765,
School purposes, poll tax for, assessment of
369
73,
School tax, in certain towns and districts, relative to 305, 685, 689, 942, 980
School, technical, location of
117,
259
Schools and Shops for hairdressers and manicurists, licensing of
236, 693
Schools, federal aid to, communication, re
279
Schools, federal aid to, resolution, re
201

School district

liability, definition of, relative to

.

Screening committee, appointment of
Seabrook, town meeting of, legalizing

.

80
83,

84,

133,

Seacoast area, mosquito problem in, relating to

136,

149,

555,

710,
305,
215,
575,

Season for taking wild deer, relating to
Seasons for taking deer, providing
in repair of motor vehicles, relating to
Secretary of state and State treasurer, election of, res. re
Secretary of state, election of
Secretary of state, election printing by, relative to..
116,
Securities, deposit of by insurance companies
230,
Selectmen, allowing towns to increase

Secondhand parts

160
1429
721
721
1428
14
16

216,
378,

221,
384,

322,
323
626, 629
778, 1033

Senator, U. S., vacancies in office of, filling
Service corporations, investments in, relating to
Senice corporations, nursing home, relating to
175,
310,
Service exemption, relating to
Sci-vice exemption from taxation, relative to
Service fees from initial plates, relative to
Service, marriage counseling, relating to
Session opened
Settlements in behalf of minors, relative to

Sewage and industrial wastes,

589, 985, 1136, 1149
237, 377, 385
163
326, 482, 494, 518

615
113,

305,

524,

389,
617,

751,
757, 1147
1210, 1259, 1375

relative to disposal of

Sewage disposal in Littleton, relative to
Sewer bonds of Laconia, relative to
Sewerage system in Plymouth Village Fire

880,
393,
636, 1127

40,

79,

74,
398,

388

82,

84
147
97
149

135,
District, relative to

Sewerage system in Somersworth, relating to
L., appointment as chaplain
Shafer, Rev.
Sharp, Albert, in favor of
Shaw's Pond, changing name of
Shea, John D., illness of
Shellfish licenses and fines, relating to

328,

.

.

696,

39,

520

700, 1186^

Wm.

Shepard, Howell

F.,

198,

296
557

83,

273

423,

841
235
306
638

communication from

Sheriff of Rockingham county, relating to
Sheriff of Strafford county, relating to
Shiners by nets, taking of

.

.

229,

.

Shooting human while hunting, disposition of
Shooting hiunans while hunting, relative to

409,

fines for

175,

Shortages of funds, reports on
164,
307, 326,
517,
Sick leave for public school teachers, relative to
Sidewalks, assessing abutters for
Sidewalks at Hampton Beach, relating to
Signatures and seals, facsimile, use of
144,
Signs on interstate highways, relating to
734,
Ski areas, contributions to by towns and cities, relative to
Ski areas, tax exemptions on, relating to
Ski developments, access roads to, relative to
.

420,

.

Ski facilities, state owned, rates at, relative to 669,
Skiing at Cannon Mt. and Mt. Sunapee, rates for
Small loans act, licenses under, requirements for

902,

590,

839,

236,

376,

138
916
337
756
786
399
1218
860

280,
997,
658,
741
658,
302, 447, 464
756
733,
917, 1014, 1209

274,
970,

239,

Small loans, relative to
Smart, J. Guy, death of

296
387
422

Smelt, salt water, relative to

250,
636, 1186
Somersworth
980
700,
740
Somersworth, police commission for, establishing
295,
Somersworth, sewerage system in, relating to
328, 696,
700, 1186
Somersworth water commissioners, relating to
296, 696, 700, 1186
Song, state, relating to
615, 977, 987, 1 188
Space, needs of departments and general court for, appointment of committee

Snow removal,

state employees used in, relative to.
city council, salaries of

.

402,
295,

to study

617,
696,

85,

176,

247

SPD

Realty Corporation, in favor of
Speaker's ruling. House rule No. 23

915, 1046, 1237. 1254

Specific devises, redemption of
Sponsors of bills, limitation of
Spouse, support of, relating to

117,

St.

Gaudens Memorial, Memorializing Congress

Stackpole, W. Raymond
Stand-by duty, state employees on, relating to
Standard time, establishing
Stark. Robert L., election as Secretary of State

79,

217,

221,

154,

81,
161,

464
89
435
438

594,
235,

662
478

re

"""
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aid for school construction, relative to
aid for transportation of pupils, relating to
638,
aid to school districts, relative to
airways system, exemption from taxes, relating to

1047, 1081, 1219
959, 1000, 1080, 1428
282, 1426
97,
230, 234
589, 657
State appropriations for certain departments for year ending June 30, 1964, relating to ..
844, 1044, 1061, 1084, 1121, 1135, 1158, 1187, 1188
554,
799,
State appropriations for certain departments for year ending June 30, 1965, relating to ..
554, 799, 844, 1044, 1061, 1084, 1121, 1135, 1158, 1187, 1188
State board of conciliation and arbitration, relative to
224,
342,
738
746, 1146, 1212
State board of education at state teachers colleges, relating to
787,
985, 1428
214, 360,
State checks, outstanding, relative to
364, 645, 668
State colleges and universities, single board of trustees for, creating
555,
959
State constitution, commission to study, providing for
348, 648
26,
659, 1011, 1059
State council on aging, providing for
668, 671
39,
359,
364,
State educational system, providing board of regents for
524, 941, 954
State employees, basic work week for, relating to
257, 1426
State employees, classification of certain
498,
900,
918, 1197, 1209
1259, 1335, 1338, 1375, 1403
State employees, classified salaries of, adjusting
223, 474, 1426
State employees, health insurance for
347
153,
State employees, group insurance for, providing
295, 475, 1166, 1264
1274, 1350, 1375, 1425
State employees, mileage rate for, relating to
236, 378, 1167, 1339, 1379
State employees, on stand-by duty, relating to
594, 662, 1428
State employees, retirement age for, relative to ....
215,
338,
627,
670
345,
791,
840, 989, 1059, 1323, 1338, 1341, 1413
783,
State employees, retirement system for
243, 395
474
State employees, salary increase for classified, providing for
97,
146
State employees, unemployment benefits for, relative to
73,
State employees used in snow lemoval, relative to..
402,
617,
636, 1186, 1257
State financial aid, qualification by school districts for
362,
364
213,
365, 465
State financing, relative to
442, 617, 635
State, fiscal aspects of, report on
1404
State forests and reservations, relating to
144, 1073
State guarantee of municipal bonds and water pollution projects, relative to
164
746, 1013, 1014
388,
737,
State hospital and Laconia state school, transfers of residents, relative to
1018
1178, 1257
State hospital, deficiency appropriation for, relative to
604, 626
555, 564,
State hospital, N. H., changing name of
310,
326,
399, 419
214,
State institutions, needs of, cominittee to study
140,
148,
81,
129,
219
State land at Intervale Ski .\rea, sale of
840
329, 428, 440, 782,
State library, relative to
165,
173,
322,
324
State liquor commission, purchase of liquor by
395, 1178, 1339, 1379
State nursing scholarship program, funds for
83,
898, 918, 1258, 1377
167,
State office building, bonds for, relating to
980
127, 257, 271,
399,
885,
State officials, relative to certain
423, 1427
and
employees'
State officials'
salaries, inequities of, res. re
673
State officials and employees, salaries, report on
45
State officials, cases against, relative to
143,
532
State officials, relative to certain
423, 1427
State-owned lands, taxes thereon, relative to
229, 431
State-owned ski facilities, rates at, relating to 669, 902, 917, 1014, 1209, 1342
State park system, relating to expansion of
328,
995, 1017, 1258, 1364, 1379
State police, department of, establishing
257, 679
State police, personnel of, relative to
615, 749, 757, 916, 982
State primary and secondary highway systems, improvement of, relative to 1215

State
State
Stale
State

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1429
State property, inventory of, relative to
State radiation control program, adopting
State real estate, insurance on, relative to

215,

307,
930,

326, 602, 626
946, 1199, 1257
991
748,
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State recreational fund, abolishing
State reservations, leasing of concessions, relative to
615,
State song, relative to
State stores and licensed premises, relating to
State tax commission, clerical assistants for, relative to
State teachers colleges, bonds for, relating to
127,
State teachers colleges, state board of education at, relating
State treasurer, election of
State wide library program, establishing
Statute relative to taking fisher, amending
Statute for highway bond issue, correcting references in

714,
977,

617
887

635

987,1188

1200
373
243
980
1428

442,
859,

237

to..

399,
787,

774,

224,
902,

257,

117
885
985

981

17

39,

424
917
119
171

1426

980
125
201
1274
1318
677
1014

Stevens, Henry L., res. re
Stock in trade tax, relative to
615, 1006, 1017, 1186
Strafford county farm, superintendent of, relating to
257, 665
1013
Strafford county, sheriff of, relating to
650
235
Street, John Milton, elected assistant clerk
5
Students at Keene teachers college, relating to
985 1068
786,
Study for pesticides controls, relative to
442, 627, 899, 918, 1265 1378
Subdivision of land, relating to
981
498, 722, 733, 916, 950
Substandard or blighted land, relating to
842
287, 683, 796
942
845, 916
Sugar Hill, representation of
840, 1 163, 1 182 1251
Sunapee lake, ice fishing on
305,
702, 718 1350
Sunday, operation of business on
979 1225
Superior court, additional justice for, providing for 978, 1162, 1187, 1301 1370
Superior court, fees in
442,
987,1199 1212
971,
Supplies for department of resources and economic development, purchase of
748,
900,
993, 1015, 1188, 1200
Support of inmates at Laconia State school, relative to
95,
251, 1382
Support of spouse, relating to
79,
154,
161,
435, 464
Supreme court, clerical assistants for, relative to
26,
176,
181,
240, 253
Suspending operation of milk control act, relating to
786, 1428
Suspension of liquor license or beverage permit, relative to
1142, 1429
Sweepstake, committee from Legislature to go to Washington to investigate, res.
'
re
233
.

.

.

Sweepstakes bill. Governor's message on
570
Sweepstakes races, relating to ...
67,
303,
324,
570
296,
506, 535, 538,
Sweepstakes races, payment of taxes under protest, relative to
1227, 1331, 1363
1373, 1415, 1423
Synthetic detergents, resolution re
437, 585
.

.

Tamworth, land in, relative to
Tamworth, town of, study of real property
Tape recordings of House Sessions, res. re

in

Tax
Tax
Tax
Tax
Tax
Tax
Tax
Tax

abatement, relative to
Commission, audit of county books by
Commission, duties of, relating to
Commission, reports to
163,
284, 293,
Commission, state, clerical assistants for
exemption, real estate, relative to
exemptions of ski areas, relating to
exemptions, real estate, for certain women

Tax,
Tax,
Tax,
Tax,
Tax,
Tax,

head, for education, relating to
head, relative to
113,
375,
income, exemption from for certain persons

Tax
Tax
Tax

inheritance, relative to
interest and dividends, amendment of
interest and dividends, increasing exemption
law, sales and use, relating to
license fees, tobacco, relating to
on sale of real estate, relating to

.

748, 1040, 1043, 1060, 1125
86,
565, 650
71
19,
27,
978, 1152, 1187, 1258
236, 373
472, 625
781
729,
762,
765,
775,
117,
243
139, 245
658, 741, 1074
145,
351
430
144,
379,
384,
564,
568, 590
296,
431
296, 431, 440,
764
730,
134
40,
133,
1216, 1343, 1429
347, 547
547
347,
236, 430
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Tax on television signal distribution systems, imposing
Tax on tobacco, increasing
144,
Tax rate, approval of, by tax commission
Tax, sales, retail, relating to
Tax, school, in certain towns and

stock-in-trade, relating to

268,

districts, relating to

Tax, school, per capita, repeal of
Tax, stock-in-trade, interim commission

Tax,

113
271,
305,

39,
179,
225,
548,
to study, establishing

551,
648,
1195, 1320, 1385, 1414, 1418, 1423,
615, 1006, 1017,
.

.

273
1200
366
685
942
765
1008
1424
1186

Tax

study commission, interim, establishing
132
714,
741, 1234, 1254, 1374, 1415
Tax, timber yield, relative to
615
Tax, tobacco, increase in for dependent children
Taxation and proration agreement, bus, adopting
978, 1014
1234, 1254
Taxation exemption for disabled veterans
390
214,
296,
699, 984
Taxation of horses
223

Taxation
Taxation
Taxation
Taxation

of horses, relative to
of life insurance companies, relative to
of livestock and poultry, repeal of
of motor fuels, compact on, relative to

117
175,

144,

219

419, 1341
978, 1015
1235, 1254
440, 628, 644
415,

of property moved, relative to ....
229, 430,
of railroads, relative to
422
of real estate, relative to
215
of trailers, relative to
229
Taxation, service exemption from
615
Taxes, authorizing prepayment of
112,
179,
181,
399
Taxes, collection of on reassessed property .. 778, 1035, 1043, 1187, 1335
Taxes, empowering state to reimburse towns for loss of
472, 1033

Taxation
Taxation
Taxation
Taxation

1339
472
472, 557
713
532, 539
104
635,
942

Taxes, equalization of, relative to
Taxes for Tilton-Northfield Fire Precinct, relating to
Taxes,
Taxes,
Taxes,
Taxes,
Taxes,
Taxes,
Taxes,

internal revenue, liens for, relative to
323,
N. H. study of, relative to
normal yield, distribution of
442, 625,
on state-owned lands, relating to
229
payment of by lending institutions
386
payments in lieu of, on recreational lands
175
payment of under protest and relating to sweepstakes races
1227
1363, 1373, 1415
Taxes, propertv, state airways exemption from, relative to ....
97,
230
.

.

.

589
Taxes, public, assessment of, relating to
575,
Taxes, real estate, part payment of
Taxes, special local, committee to study, providing
Teachers, certain benefits for
Teachers retirement allowances, relative to.. 229, 372,
Teachers retirement system, definitions under .... 250,
Teachers retirement system, sei^vice under, restoration of
Teachers,
Technical
Technical
Technical

896,
387,

sick leave for
institute in Manchester, establishment of
institute, naming for Chester E. Merrow, relating to
school, location of, relating to

Television, educational, appropriation for
Television signal distribution systems, tax on, imposing
Television, WENH-TV, expenses of, relating to
Tellers,

740,

appointment of

747, 1186
143

786
472
918, 1186
393, 642
402, 504
713
337
42
224
117
886, 1169
113
118, 225
1015, 1259

House Index
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works and highway, relative to
326,
commercial code, relative to

Termination statements under uniform
Thayer, Paul E., illness of
Thompson, Renfrew A., death of
Thresher, submarine, Res. re., loss of
Tilton and Northfield School District, relative to

213,
730,
236,

315
764
342

658
204
480

..
423, 779, 784. 1060, 1125
precinct, relative to
472, 557, 569, 713, 716
Timber yield tax, relative to
714,
741, 1234, 1254, 1374, 1415, 1422
Time, standard, establishing
235, 478, 490
Tires, recapped, sale of
138, 448
Tobacco, tax on, increasing
273, 891
Tobacco tax, increase in for dependent children
615, 960
Tobacco tax, license fees
547
347,
Tobey, Fred C, death of
467
Toilet facilities where food served, certain provisions of, repealing ...
128
39,

Tilton-Northfield

fire

131,

Tolman, Francis W.,

220

election of, as Clerk
5
Town caucuses, relating to
615,
762,
768, 1258, 1379
Town clerks, term of office of
402, 504
Town meeting in Windham, relative to
690, 997, 1000, 1016, 1060, 1125
Town officer's associations, relative to
601
214, 284,
293, 596,
Town reports, publication of
442, 557
Town road aid, relative to
139.
175,
275. 343
Town manager plans, relative to
366, 425, 440,
713, 716
Town warrants, articles in, time of insertion of
575, 595
Towns, election officials in, relative to
615,
788,
793, 1258, 1379
Towns, empowering state to reimburse for loss of taxes
472, 1033, 1043
1339, 1403
Towns, forest conservation aid to, relating to 243, 447, 895, 918, 1186, 1257
Towns, gifts to, relative to
178,
181,
322
88,
270,
Towns, highway construction aid to, relating to
328, 427
Towns, increase of selectmen of, relative to
778, 1033
Trace, Victor E., death of
567
Traffic and parking commission in Laconia, relative to
638, 1428
Trailers, relating to
118,
602
245, 249, 589, 596,
Trailers, house, relative to
442, 625. 635. 942, 980
Trailers, taxation of, relating to
229, 379
Training of fire fighters, relative to
295. 485. 648, 659. 791. 840
Training program, young boatman's, establishing
557
235.
Tramway devices, status of
726, 1234, 1254, 1378
Tramways, passenger, relating to
138,
267,
271, 493, 550, 587, 590
Transferring incorrigibles from industrial school, relative to
367, 666, 677
982, 1037
Transit companies, operation of, relative to
770, 1001, 1017, 1258, 1379
Transportation aid to school districts, providing for
145,
362, 555
Transportation, intra-state air, relating to
329, 1427
Transportation of pupils, state aid for, relating to
638, 959, 1000, 1080, 1428
Transporter plates, use of
1142, 1235, 1254, 1342
Transporting garbage or waste, relating to
861
615,
Travel allowance of members of general court, relative to
144, 1000
Treasurer of Rockingham county, salary of, relative to
167,
173
26,
220
203,
Tree wardens, relative to
575. 754, 757, 942, 981
Trees, diseased, removal of, relating to
156
96,
Trespass, relating to posting against
295, 532, 539, 552, 1197
1205, 1230, 1269, 1378
Trout, brook, season for taking
273, 662
Trucks, weight limits for, relating to
386, 724
Trust companies, relative to
144,
154,
280, 484, 495
275,
1020, 1061, 1141. 1185, 1335, 1378
.

.

.

.

.
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Trustee process on banks, relating to

704, 718, 1010, 1263
1296, 1340, 1375, 1424
credit unions, relating to
198
367,

Trustees and directors of banking institutions and

502
Turnpike, central N. H., relocation of..
116,
321, 1021, 1023, 1041, 1339, 1379
Turnpikes, Eastern and central, resurfacing of
120,
555
27,

U
Uncultivated land, hunting on

295, 1427

Unemployment benefits for state employees, relative to
73,
Unemployment compensation, relative to
498, 682, 689, 1082,
Unemployment compensation and U. S. trade expansion act, relative to

146
1125
921
985, 1181
.

UNH,

construction of physical education facilities at

117,

521,

UNH, enrollment prospects, report on
UNH, heating plant system, relative to
UNH, investment of funds of, relating to
UNH, new construction at, relating to
UNH, remodeling and new construction of

.

225,
775,

244,
749,
739,

498
781
1049
345
1037
1059
738

248,
344,
757, 1020,
746, 1020,
buildings at
214, 463,
746,
942, 980
residence hall at, construction of
139,
617, 636, 1188, 1200
359,
Unifonn commercial code, relating to
236,
342
Uniform narcotic drug act, adopting
690,
939, 1237, 1255, 1339, 1356, 1379
Uniform season for taking deer, relative to
39
Uniform vehicle code, provisions of, adoption of
367,
724,
774, 1002
1017, 1260, 1382, 1422
Uniform vehicle laws, study committee. Res. re
1012
Unions, credit, relating to
306,
390
153,
326,
Unlawful practice of professional engineering, relating to 979, 1230, 1254, 1378
Upper Valley development council, inc. relative to.
575,
751,
757, 1150, 1188
Urban renewal plans, relating to
748, 1072
U. S. Constitution, amendment to Art. V, Res. re
121,
238, 436
U. S. Constitution, amendment, liberty
341
122,
177,
140,

144,

472,
361,

UNH,

.

.

.

.

Constitution, amendment, proposed
Constitution, ratifying proposed amendment
Res. re
U. S. indemnification agreements with, authorizing

U.
U.

U.
U.

S.
S.

S.,

S.

Senator, office of, vacancies in, filling
trade expansion act and unemployment

Usurious interest

rates, relative to

147
qualifications of electors,
392, 692, 944
756, 941, 946
984
948, 981,
589,
985, 1136, 1149, 1188
compensation, relating to .... 921
985, 1181
970
735,
to, re

V
Vacant land, substandard or blighted, relating to
Vaccinating infected animals, cost of
Validation of deeds, relating to
Valley Forge memorial, in favor of
Vaughan, Joseph D., death of
Vehicles, gross weight of, relating to
Vehicles, highway use permits for, relative to
Vehicles of non-residents, use of
Vehicles, overweight, operation of
Vehicles, weights and lengths of, relating to
Veterans Association, N. H., in favor of
Veterans Day, observance of
Veterans, disabled, taxation exemption for

683, 796,
842
845,
916, 942
1082, 1121, 1149, 1216, 1253, 1342
629
295, 444, 453,
626,
145,
311,
326. 587, 590

237,

287,

273,

723,

397,

400,

347,

546,
259,

139,
145,

214,

733, 1080,
1216,
791, 915,
331,
340,
551, 1019,
398,
271,
143,
251,
296,
390,
699, 984,

90
1187
1429
941

463
1059
419
971
393
1037
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781
Veterans' exemption, relative to
95,
282, 293, 654, 670, 763, 775,
Veterans' hospitals, patients of, fishing by, relating to 214, 486, 495, 645, 667
786, 1007, 1033, 1042, 1357, 1402
Veterans' service exemption, relating to
1404, 1409, 1413, 1419, 1425
716
371,
602,
687,
Veterinarians, relative to
367,
713,
257,
525
Veto, Governor's message re
33, date of primary election
Veto, Governor's message re
33, roll call on, veto sustained
527
740
Village districts, relative to
337,
Violations of municipal budget act, penalties for
748, 1022, 1032
Vital statistics records, disclosure of
787, 1063
Votes at biennial elections, counting of
720, 900,
918, 1338, 1380
Votes for governor, councillors and calling constitutional convention, report of
committee on
14
.

.

HB
HB

Voting machines in Manchester, relative to

38,

331,

335,

434

W
Wages, minimum, relating to
Wages, payment of, relating to
Wakefield, John, in favor of

273,
236,

Wakefield, to councilor district 1, transferring
Wallis Sands, shore line of, relative to
Walpole school district, relating to
War shelters in Manchester, building, relating to

Warrant, articles for, relative to
Warrants for election of school district
Wastes, sewage and industrial,

Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water

247,

.

543,

.

393,
696,
363,
97,

\V'ater rights

providing

774,

acquisitions by, relating to

73,

and dams on Contoocook

rights

and dams on Salmon

river, relative to

Falls river, acquisition of
1024,

Water supplies, private, relative to
Water works in Greenville, relating
Water works, land for, taking of

.

to

.

.

306,
662,
886, 1022,

Waters, class D, classification of
Waters of Pemigewasset river watershed, classification of
Watson, Sumner W., death of
Webb, Lucille M., in favor of
113,
Webster, Arthur and Helen, in favor of
387,
^V'eeks, Samuel A., death of

Weight limits for certain trucks,
Weights and lengths of vehicles,

relative to
relative to

347,

165,

500,

546,

Welfare recipients in nursing homes, relating to
Wentworth's location school district, abolishment of

White of Atkinson,
White Mt. National
Wild black

644,
qualified
Forest, power boats in, prohibiting use of

bear, taking of

Willard Basin

ski

198,

772,

776, 1205, 1215,

development, access road to

Windham, legalizing meeting in
Windham, meeting in, relative to

383

89,

369,

pollution control costs, relating to 163, 427, 1021, 1025,
pollution projects, state guarantee of, relative to
of, access to,

94
371
158

27,

treatment standards for
.

Water resources board,

1187
1318
1428

358,

posting

commissioners of Somersworth, relative to ..
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